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FLORENCE LA BADIE

THANHOygER FILM CORPORATION
&33B

Any Other Producing Com-
pany Would Be Thoroughly
Satisfied With Any Feature

That ° Equaled Thanhouser
Quality.

"There's A Standard Good
Enough For Anybody," They
Would Say.

Only An Organization With
The High Ideals And Splen-

did Resources Of The Than-
houser Film Corporation
Can Make Good When ft

Declares: "Our Latest Pic-

ture Is Fine! But The Next
Will Be Even Better !"

FREDERICK WARDE

GLADYS HULETTE

MARIE SHOTWELL

Distributed Thr«

Gold Rooster Plays.

THANHOUSER FILM CORPORATION
EDWIN THANHOUSER, President

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

EUROPEAN OFFICE:
Thanhouger Film, Ltd., 166 Shaftesbury Ave., London, W. C, England
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The Fall
Nationof

a
BY THOMAS DIXON AND VICTOR HERBERT

The Greatest Film Spectacle, with

Music, Ever Staged.

THE FOLLOWING STATES HAVE BEEN DISPOSED OF:

NEW JERSEY
TO NATION FILM CORPORATION

ENGLEWOOD, N. J.

OHIO
To J. FRANK HATCH, 284 Market Street, Newark, N. J.

WEST VIRGINIA
To R. R. ROBERTS, 126 West 46th Street, New York

TEXAS, ARKANSAS and OKLAHOMA
To W. K. SHEPPARD, Dallas, Tex.

OTHER STATE RIGHTS UNDER NEGOTIATION

DIRECT RELEASES NOW
FOR GREATER NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND SHOWINGS

NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION
1465 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

ED. V. GIROUX, Gen. Mgr.



BI2UE mi
(INC)

"THE growing popularity of BLUEBIRD
* Photoplays is not surprising to those who

have appreciated from the beginning the definite

policy of their producers.

Not only was the BLUEBIRD standard fixed

higher than then existing features, but every con'

ceivable facility for the production and mainten-

ance of that standard was available before the

first BLUEBIRD was released.

Another strong factor is the widespread public-

ity being given to the BLUEBIRD policy of "The
Play's the Thing " The increased attendance

at theatres showing BLUEBIRD Photoplays re-

flects the interest shown by the reading public

in the half page advertisements appearing, and

to appear for 52 weeks, in the Saturday Evening

Post.

Exhibitors of BLUEBIRDS are sharing in this

widespread interest. They are reaping their

share in increased popularity and greater net

profits.

Book through your local BLUEBI! ! ihe Exrcunvr

BLUEBIKD
PHOTOPLAYS (Jnc

-
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A NEW CO-OPERATION

We pledged ourselves to the repre-

sentatives of the twenty-two Para-

mount Exchanges at the conferences in

Chicago to furnish Paramount exhib-

itors with every legitimate aid which

we can devise or they can request.

This pledge we now repeat to you!

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM COMPANY

JESSE L. LASKY FEATURE PLAY COMPANY

THE OLIVER M0R0SC0 PHOTOPLAY COMPANY

PALLAS PICTURES

Q^aramouriP

%Qid^r&M**
*
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Paramount^ Program

UIUIUIUIUIUIUK^^

The Eloquent Climax

of the

Silent Drama—

Famous Players —
485

ADOLPH ZUROR
FIFTH AVENUE

JESSE L.LASRY
PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT
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Paramount

DANIEL FkOHMAN p r e^ent^

PICKIORD
in <i

1 ov d*b 1 e.
photo-pldy

"HVLDAU
HOLLAND

5>^ Ediih
5&Tn&td Delano

Released on -the

{/hramount&rot
Released on -the

Monday, July 31
st

^/
OT05*

DANIEL FROHMAN

MARGUERITE
CI-AICK

l-n a. fd-nciful
romdnii c
photo -pldu>^

"LITTLE
LADX
EILEEN
Fitzgerald

Rx?lea.red on -the

Shramountyhgnim
ThunsddyAugust 3rd

asky CorporationNEW YORK. CITY
JAMUEL GOLDFISH DANIEL FROHMAN ) producing
HA1RMAN. BOARD OF DIRECTORS CECIL B. PEMIl jLE I MANAGERS
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With a definite aim to interest a particu

larly desirable class of people in better mo
tion pictures, the Paramount Short Subjects

Paramount Pictographs
(The Magazine-on-the-Screen)

Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures

Paramount-Bray Animated
Cartoons

were planned and are produced. The ex-

hibitor already having a Paramount contract

is given preference in bookings, but one or

more of these single reel releases may be

available to a non-Paramount exhibitor in

your town.

Ask our exchange

=OUR EIGHTY FIVE L-' FIFTH^VENUE V ^ at FORTY FIRST ST.
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WEEK'S RELEASES
Jesse L. Lasky presents

MARIE DORO in

COMMON GROUND"

Oliver Morosco presents

RITA JOLIVET in

AN INTERNATIONAL MARRIAGE
By Geo. Broadkurst

produced by
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES
TRAVEL PICTURE No. 25

"The Real Bohemia"

PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS No. 25
(The Magazine-on-the-Screen)

CONTENTS
A Lesson in Horsemanship Raising 60.000 Ducks
Landing a Man-Eating Shark Speeding up the Mail
Better Babies—Body Building

PARAMOUNT-BRAY ANIMATED
CARTOON No. 30

"Bobby Bumps and the Detective Story"
Earl Hurd's "Bobby Bumps" is one of the big si

in animated cartoons.

^aramoimt^iciiire4-(^p^rati<m-
l*S FOUR EIGHTY FIVE L>^ FIFTH AVENUt V of FORTY FIRST ST

QtaramwnP**

V *

°idul&m**
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Here'stheReal Stuff
Don't be deceived by imitations. The real Katzenjam-

mer Kids are coming, and they are going to make a record-

breaking splash among animated comics.

Wait for Them!

ORIGINAL
KATZENJAMMER KIDS

Animated Comic Feature Series

Based on Drawings by Rudolph Dirks

r patrons will eat 'em up. They've seen

e Katzenjammer Kids since they were
children—and now they are to be on

the screen.

The Only Animated Cartoon un-
der the real name—Katzenjam-
mer Kids—Remember the name
and don't be fooled by imitators.

KING FEATURES SYNDICATE
Inc.

37 WEST 39th STREET
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The
Funniest

Cartoonists

In TheWorld

Novel Fashion Playlets Are Shown in

International Single Reel.

—appear in the International Film Ser-

vice Single Reel. The funny men of the

Hearst Newspapers—cartoonists that de-

light millions of people every day— are

now making Animated Cartoon Comedies.

When selecting your program remember

that this weekly Single Reel is distinctive, novel and popular. Fashion Playlets

done in a new way, by H. E. Hancock. Animated Cartoon Comedies Krazy Kat,

Ignatz Mouse, Maud the Mule, Jerry on the Job, and other favorites which ap-

pear regularly in over 300 daily newspapers. Educational Items of interest, and

Scenic Wonders from all parts of the world.

It means increased patronage and more money for you.

Inquire of the branch nearest you.

BRANCHES:
NEW YORK—7th Avenue at

CHICAGO—207 So. Wabash
BOSTON—69 Carver St.

ATLANTA—146 Marietta Si

, LOS ANGELES—912 So. Oliv

SAN FRANCISCO—280 Golden
PHILADELPHIA— 133S Vine £

WASHINGTON—712 11th St.,

PITTSBURGH—938 Penn Ave.

ST. LOUIS—3313 Olive St.

P\Miil!lll

t

THE

INTERNATIONAL

FILM SERVICE Inc.
729 SEVENTH AVE .

NEW YORK
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-p>g. MOSS
ANNOUNCES

HIS ONE-A-MONTH STATES RIGHTS POLICY

COMMENCING

THE FIRST MONDAY IN OCTOBER
INITIAL RELEASE

"In theHands of the Law"
By WILLIAM O'H. HURST

The Most Thrilling Presentation of the Evils of Circum-
stantial Evidence Ever Shown

CLIMAX AFTER CLIMAX OF SMASHING POWER.
YOUR PATRONS WILL DISCUSS IT FOR WEEKS

— Eleven Equally Powerful Multiple Reel Releases to Follow

—

Each Dealing Daringly With a Different and Vital Modern
Phase of Life.

INCLUDING

Eugene Walter's Stage Success,

BOOTS and SADDLES
Blood-stirring as a Bugle Call

—

Life on the Mexican Border Today.
Hundreds in Sweeping Big Scenes.

George Bronson Howard's Master-
work

THE POWER OF EVIL
Society Drama Big in Theme and

Action. Eminent Cast, Headed by
MARGUERITE NICHOLS AND
LILLIAN WEST, and a great cast

of eminent favorites.

The Twentieth Century "Romeo
and Juliet."

ONE HOUR
A Sequel to Elinor Glyn's world-

famous story and—"One Day." Big-
gest Screen Successes of the Decade.

A Smashing Box-office Winner.

THE WOMAN REDEEMED
A Fighting Evangelist Battles in

the Underworld, With Fists and
Spirit, for a Woman's Soul.

MARIE EMPRESS IS STARRED

729 Seventh Ave. at Forty=Ninth St., New York



IS H tNITY IN
I EVIL?

Imnt~rv
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RAJ.HE S greatest serial

^eganrigkt. continued iiglvt an3 enAs ngkt 1

No serial ever drew the crowds
orhad the bookings like this.
ffThe Iron Claw"is the sensation
of a decade.

Produced byF
Edward Jose, General Director

^elkraE Exchange
JWEST 45& ST. NEW YOUK
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comedies ar&pioducedbyROLI

EXE<;yTt\£ fcrYieEs* * vi>
25WEST -43111 ST. NEW YORK

I ._£
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WILLIAM A. BRAD'
present's

ALICE
BRADY
"MissPettko*ts
A picturiz^tion of the novel

by DwightTilton
Directed by HAQLEYKN©lES
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WE KEEP OUR WMISES

Apr. 24

June 12 Edna Wallace
Hopper and Frank

Sheridan

June 19

June 26

July 3

July 10

July 17

July 24

Aug. 7

Alice Brady

Frances Nelson

Arthur Ashley

Kitty Gordon

Perils of Divorce

La Boheme

What Happened
at 22

The Crucial Test

Hplbrook Blinn in The Weakness
of Man

I
Carlyle Blackwell in

Muriel Ostriche

Sally In Our Alley

Gail Kane ,n Paying the Price

COMING

Ethel Clayton

Carlyle Blackwell

A Woman's
Way

9
From every angle a wonderful picture B
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numphani Evil
fought by ihe Greatest Modern force-
leaving an indelible impression on ihe
public mind-The most overwhelming
story ever written #
Readli in iheNY Worldand other great*
Dailies all overihe Untied States ^

fldheri Payson TerJhune

toduLced by £Ke

rbograph Company
resenied by ihe

rONSOLIDATED
ILM CORPORATION^
£.Goe4>el, President iAldwi^GjVExJb, Treasurer.
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c The Masier Star

MAURICE COSTEUO
and beauiifvil

ETHEL GRAJSTDIN

tax'

WRITE-WIRE
PHONE

iKe nearest
E T no

Exchange
for bookingsNOW
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I did guarantee profits at the Chicago Con-

vention.

If you want a "can't lose" contract too, I'll

agree, in the event of your loss, to refund

the difference between what you have been

paying for features and what you pay us

for the NEW.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
PICTURES

T ~. C~1, *U



v\r>

POPULAR PLAYS
AND PLAYERS inc.

DOROTHY GREEN
aLrvd

CLIFFORD BRUCE
in Aaron. Hoffrnans

eDEVILaiKisElBOW
<5\ Five Act MEIRO wonder
play showing whai drinkand
a woman did io a big man
Ttirectcd jbp Buiton L King.
Supervised by Harry Revier

Released on ihe Mciro Program



UJE A
COMPLETE jProd

PROGRAI

"ire/

I
IKE a well Jbalartced
vmeal hy ike test cKefs-

li absolutely satisfies .
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rWTVAL CHAPLIN SPECIALS

wiTHE FLOORWALKER^^s,
il

N°2THE FIREMAN
W
-3SWKS

n°3THE VAGABOND'- 3\>£$?f<S

N°4'OME A.M. _ TO BE RELEASEDAUG 7

Eight More Smashinq Successes
TO FOLLOW AT INTERVALS OF FOUR WEEKS

DIFFERENT

!

BETTER !!

STRONGER !!!

IDEAL SUMMER BOY. OFFICE M/JGNET5

Twelve Big Profits
Book "CHARLIE CHAPLIN SPECIALS" to-da»,

atanu one of the 08 Mutual Branch Exchange*
in United States ^ Canada

NEXT RELEASE **

MONDdy
AUG.t one a.m:

:j
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AWTV/AL STAR PRODUCTIONS

A BOX OFFICE WINNER

HELEN HOLMES
IN

WHISPERING SMITH
Released- June 5 *

MEDICINE BEND
• Released- July 3 •

JUDITH t°h

p
e CUMBERLAND;

; Released - July 31 •

THE MANAGER tfeB&A
• Released - rtuo.26 •

THE DIAMOND RUNNERS
• Released- Sept. 25 •

C?acli jecXnve a Distinct
5^ubiect in 3iue Reels •

HELEH W>miS
jmis

*^\s one of ike greatest

Successes of the dayO
Hundreds of Exhibitors

are playing it to Biq re-

turns. cTuis is simply
because ttie series kas
a Star of stroncj dratu-

incj power axil because
the productions are of

a High Standard or
puabt^^ S
Book ttie entire series at

antj one of ttie 68 ttlutuat

Ejcchancjes and have it tuorti

out a profit for uou, too.

Produced 6t/ SIGNAL
Direction J. P. WOowan
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MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS

Exhibitors everywhere are

finding- the William Russell

Series of up-to-date produc-

tions a wonderful box office

magnet.

The eight productions com-

prising the series are bigger,

belter pictures

—

the kind that

build up patronage—the kind

thai the discriminating public

demands.

( Couple quality like this with

such a drawing card as William

Russell and you have the rea-

sons why so many exhibitors

are deriving big profits from

the William Russell Series.

Booked through 68 Mutual
exchanges.

Produced bu, American Film Co. Inc.

S.S.Huhchirvson , ores.

WILLIAM RUSSELL
iN

SOUL MATES
Released June 8

THE HIGHEST BID
Released Juuv 6

TME STRENGTH OF
DONALD ncKENZIE

Released AuG.3

THE MAN WHO
WOULD NOT DIE

Released Aug. 3

1

THE TORCH BEARER
Released Sept. 28

U)ith JLrcc other Subject; to

foliow at A. LD<2ek intervals
£>ach Subject in 5 Heels *
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"The Secret of the Submarine" wins everywhere— brings millions back week
after week to see each gigantic new chapter sensation ! It is magnetic—ex-
citing—holds people spellbound! Prosperity is rolling in like a tidal wave on
our exhibitors. In Chapter Eleven, ready for release, a secret organization,
the " Black Hundred," plays an important part in the great international
plot Colossal climaxes make this latest two-act production a whirlwind of
action and thrills !!

Presented by

American Film

Co., Inc.

TfeSECRETofiKs
^SUBMARINE

Directed

by

George Sargent

Get the Big Profits forYourTheatre!
Cash in on the enormous success of "The Secret of the Submarine."
Let it bring you capacity on the hottest days— on your dull night. Fifteen

crashing chapters—one released each week. Over 1,000 newspapers
from coast to coast are publishing the story. Book "The Secret of

the Submarine" today.
Apply to "The Secret of the Submarine" department of any Mutual Exchange or

at Mutual Film Corporation. 71 W. 23d St., New York City

American Film Company, Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON. President, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

iL-ii- . /i&*k\
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MUTUAL PICTURES

M<5 M4 M< !*5 M< 5*5 M< K< M< K< M< M< 2*5 SZ M< K<5 K<5 M<>A >-< >2< xx xx XX >1< XX XS >1<C 5*8 >i\ feK %K xx XX XX XX

Art Acord outwits a broker of worthless mining stock; forces him to return
money invested in mining stock and marries the broker's daughter. A thrilling two-part "Mus-
tang" drama showing this famous cowboy in spectacular bucking-horse riding.

Directed by Murdock J. MacQuarrie; released August 4th.

The Dreamer
This is a strong two-part "Flying A" drama
showing Lizette Thorne as a lass swindled out of
her property and made the farm drudge. Edward
Coxen is the prince charming who exposes the
plot and marries the girl.

Directed by Alfred Hollingsworth; released July 31st.

Dare Devils and Danger
This is a thrilling one-reel "Beauty" comedy,
featuring Carol Halloway and John Sheehan.

Directed by Archer McMackin; released August 2nd.

Just As He Thought
One-reel "Beauty" comedy with the famous
character comedian, Orral Humphrey, in the
principal role.

Directed by Orral Humphrey; released August 6th.

EXHIBITORS: Unique, high-class
stories with players cast for the best
possible portrayals, with unsur-
passed photography and settings
spell huge profits*

Secure your bookings now! Be a leader in the van of prosperity

!

All"Flying A .""Beauty" and"Mustang" p.

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President CHICAGO, ILL.
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MUTUAL PICTURES:

How Boston Likes "Reel Life"
(Special Correspondence of Moving Picture World)

The Mutual is giving the public some interesting pictures

quite up to date, such as showing how concrete bridges

are made, taking us into the depths and heights of

structural work. "That's the stuff to show," said a man
across the aisle who wore a ribbon badge marking him
a graduate of Technology. This company has had a

picture called "Reel Life" showing how an interior scene

is made with a large gathering, some 400 persons being
employed to represent an audience at the average theatre.

We get the entrance, the seating by ushers of belated

ones, the applause and dispersing of the audience at the

will of the director. All such help the industry, as it

shows the great patience required on the part of director

and players to reach the 'desired result.

ENTHUSIASM

100% Plus

for

66

Here Are
Moving Picture World
Ratings of "Reel Life"

Week After Week
"The Gaumont Company, in the make-up

of the . . . new magazine in film has

aroused admiration and interest."

"Some very fine views of animal life. The
growth of antlers on an American elk is a

striking feature. A good subject."

"An excellent number of the Mutual
Magazine in Film. Exceedingly interesting

items."

"An interesting group of subjects."

"Entertaining views. Fine pictorial

glimpses."

"Excellent number."

The Mutual Film Magazine

By Reviewers of

t»

Let Their Judgment Guide You In

Booking This Gaumont Single Reel

TWO OTHER GREAT GAUMONT SINGLE REELS
YOU NEED TO LIGHTEN YOUR PROGRAM

"SEE AMERICA FIRM

KARTOON KOMICS \ •<-..( ruiii>
Palmer.

MUTUAL WEEKLY
I I Ks I Ml II

6aan>ont Co.
FLUSHING, N. Y. JACKSONVI1 I I :. 11 \.



Ask any of the

thousands of

exhibitors who

have run the

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN

comedy

"POLICE"

about his big box

office receipts.

You will then rush

to book it.

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

The number of

exhibitors

who have run

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S

BURLESQUE ON

CARMENu w

for two or more days

is the best guarantee

of its value to you.

V. L. S. E.

iH.viju.^i-in
1333 Argyle Street, Chicago



The Answer

—

Would you deal with a store that sold

you goods " sight unseen *'

—

That made you take what they wanted,
whether it was good, bad or indifferent—

That forced you to sign a contract to

deal only with it, and to keep to its

credit a large deposit—

That charged you the same amount for

poor goods as for good ones?

If at present you are bound by contract, you are booking
attractions exactly in this way—and you pay the price

—

in poorer pictures—loss of profits and loss of prestige.

The V-L-S-E open-booking policy, on the other hand,

leaves you free to

See the feature screened.

Pick and choose according to the likes

or dislikes of your patrons.

Keep your own money for your own
interests.

To pay for each film according to its

box office value TO YOU.

Is it very remarkable that such a policy has more friends

than any other ever introduced in the film industry;

\^A/^AJ^Ay^AJ^Ay^AATAAWA/\rA^\r.

VL.S.E. Inc.
!4C!4£!4£!4E!4£!4£!4£WE!4£!4£



TREYITAGRAPli CO*ftU?y0FA1ERICA

Released through.V L.S.E,. Inc.

J*T— 3"T^"— ."*W ^*^^W ."^— .—T»
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Lewis S. Stone
Supported by

Marguerite Clayton

E,. H. Calvert

Sydney Ainsworth

Is presented in

"According
to the Code"

In 5 acts

Written by

Charles Michelson

Directed by

E. H. Calvert

Essanay Features
"That Sort"

"Sherlock Holmes"
"The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row"

Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on
" Carmen "

" The Havoc "

"The Discard"
" Vultures of Society"

"The Misleading Lady"
" Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines "

"A Daughter of the City"
" The Alster Case "

" The Raven "

"The Crimson Wing "

" The Man Trail
"

"A Bunch of Keys"
"The Blindness of Virtue"

"In the Palace of the King"

"The White Sister"

"The Slim Princess"
" (!raustark

"

Released through.VL.&E. Inc. KQ&QfiQ



\
We can only

Govern our own
course by Ike

proven experience '

of others

M^t/^.J

Ia»» l,akr. TOinnrtnti.

V. L. S. E, Inc.,

1600 Broadway,
New York City.

Gentlemen:

I have always contended that the "open booking'' policy
was the correct one, and when your representative called
here with this proposition, I joined the V-L-S-E fold,

and from present indications, I will be with them for

some time to come.

My opinion is, that no one but the exhibitor, is in a

position to pick out satisfactory plays for their res
pective theatres, and the beneficial results of this method
is clearly proven, by my personal experience with the

"open booking" policy.

The one feature that should appeal to all thinking exhi-
bitors, is that the releasing companies of the V-L-S-E
Inc., are_ compelled to make good productions, for, under

the privilege of selection, the poor ones remain idle and
their earning qualities wi 11 not cover cost of production.
The old system compelled an exhibitor to use the good,

bad and indifferent picture at the same price, hence,

eliminating the necessity of the producer making a con-
sistent line of good pictures.

I also want to express my appreciation of the courtesies
and cooperation received from both your representative
covering this territory, and the office. It is a pleasure
to do business with you, and it is also gratifying to know
that there is one organization in the film business that

is not only willing, but anxious to do the right thing
by the exhibitor. Keep up the good work the others will
trail along in time.

I am yet to get a poor picture from you. This shows what
I think of the service I have been getting.

With best wishes, I am

Yours truly,

W. R. Vincent.

""viT&E. Inc.
KlAKlAXlAXlAXlAfilM lATAAXldXlA*.



Book These For Your
Variety Program

The Essanay trademark guarantees clean, wholesome and entertaining
photoplays of one, two and three acts. Just the thing for the entire family.
Its comedies and dramas inject life into a program and insure success.

^Hr ' ^H fly
^r^ m

HOI '"JJ^L

NELL CRAIG and ERNEST MAUPAIN

"The War Bride of Plumville"
3 act comedy-drama - - - Aug. S

JOYCE FAIR
i* presented in

"The Chimney Sweep"
2 act drama Aug. 1

VERNON HOWE BAILEY'S
SKETCH BOOK OF

PETROGRAD
/ reel with »cenic Aug. 2

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

R«* U. fl. I'n. iMT —iKU.fl i.-:-:,«j.; tins

1333 Argyle St., Chicago



WILLIAMS

THREE
HIGH-POWERED

BOX-OFFICE

PROFIT MAKER//

THE R.£x
BEACH

* 1 :fl »!•flVi 4

1

BY yuccE/roR.

JBI2L TEN REELS "THE
BEACH OF CONCENTRATED ACTION /POILER/"

AND TREMENDOU/ HEART-PULL

A REAL RIOT FOR RECORD/MAfHING

RETURN/ WHEREVER PLAYED

BOOK IT THROUGH /gffS\ BY ARRANGEMENT WITH

V- L • S E yp SOL LLmER
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WHY
Are 1/4 of the

Exhibitors of the United States
Using

UNICORN SERVICE?
Because Unicorn Films Fill those Empty Seats

and Turn 'Em Away on Off Nights

HERE'S THE REASON
The world's greatest screen stars appear in one and two
reel subjects, which the public prefer to see rather than
long drawn out photoplays.

Exquisite Photography—Each Unicorn Office has an adequate supply of

fresh, clean prints. We pride ourselves on our photography.

Money-Getting Posters—Our lithographs are artistic and command atten-

tion. Absolutely the best made.

WE ARE INCREASING THE BUSINESS OF OUR CUSTOMERS AND
WE CAN PROVE IT.

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION
126-130 West 46th Street New York City

25 Exchanges Throughout the United States.
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A four-leaf clover

for luck—

Anita Stewart"
nTUe Daring of Diana'

Edi-th Storey*^
Antonio Moreno
in TheTaran-tula

"

SIX-PART BLUE RIBBON DRAMA
"RELEASED JULY 17th

VITAGRAPH
Blue Ribbon Features

always!

Lillian Walker
with Evart Overton

Herper of {U<? Mountain*

FIVE -PART
BLUE RIBBON DRAMA
RELEASED JULY -Jiff

-the man in

ihe box-office

knows

"
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|
The Girl From Frisco

§
H The Golden West of romance and

S red-blooded adventure in fifteen stir-

SEE ring two-reel episodes, featuring

| MARIN SAIS andTRUE BOARDMAN
= First Release:

| "The Fighting Heiress"
= Wednesday, August 9th ^
= A terrifying and spectacular prairie fire,

SEE cattle rangers and sheep herders in a

SEE gripping pitched battle, and daring

SEE horseback riding are woven in the pow-
= erful story

W By ROBERT WELLES RITCHIE

EEEJ Stories Will Be Published in Short Stories= Magazine

J Released in General Film Regular
= Service

!

J

Other Kalem Programme Headliners

IVY CLOSE

in "PEACHES AND PONIES"
el of rapid-fire action

Released Friday, August 4th

HAM in "THE HEART MENDERS"
Ham, Bud and Ethel Tear. ibeatable trio—as menders of marital mishaps are a SS

^— thousand foot laugh. —

-

SSE Released Tuesday, August 1st SEE

| HELEN GIBSON in "A MYSTERY OF THE RAILS" |
IS A mystery story with gripping suspense that leads up to a climax that is a series of =1
2S - breath-catching thrills. SZ
SEE Released Saturday, August 5th EJE

FOR A PROVEN FIFTEEN WEEK WINNER BOOK "THE SOCIAL PIRATES" S

KALEM COMPANY
235-39 WEST 23d STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Facts and Comments
THE Moving Picture Would has received a

i op) of .1 single reel prim of the picture "Bettei

Babies" made b) exhibitors of QleVetand. We
thank the exhibitor* ol Cleveland for their kind gifl am!

we ask exhibitors who think they can use this picture, noi

as a regular pari of theii programs, bul as a pe ial feature

in connection with some civic enterprise in their city to lei

ns know ;ni<l we will gladly le1 them use the red with

our compliments. \\ e must confine the offer to territorj

within 200 miles of New VJork ( "it\

We feel that in making this otter we are making the

right nsc of this splendid gift of the Cleveland men.

WE GREATLY respect the man who has the

of his convictions however wrong those convic-

tions may be. When a man tell- u> that in the

face of the almost unanimous opposition againsl

ship he believes in censorship we must give him credit

for sincerity. ' hie of the dissenters tells us that lie

thinks but little of our objections to censorship.

the reproach "Un-American" or "Anti-American" mean-
little to him. To ns we confess this argument mean- very

much indeed. Censorship is essentially alien,

not lit in with our history or our traditions or our insti-

tution-. It has no room in our body of laws or in our

system i if legal procedure. That's why the court •

and Pennsylvania do not know what to do with the cen-

sorship law. They want to uphold it because the legis-

lature has put it on the statute books, but at the same
time they feel that it outrages the American spirit. We
do object to censorship very largely because it is un-

American.

WE II M) no idea to what extent the motion picture

had earned the hostility of the liquor interest As
far as we know the motion picture has

out of it- way to paint the evils of intemperance: if the

screen reflected them it was merely performing the func-

tion of a mirror held up to the daily lives of the people.

< >ne liquor organ now proclaims with considerable pride

that it is back of the proposed increase in taxation for

motion picture theater-. According to the editor of the

liquor journal he gathered the statistics which enabled

and encouraged Congress to propose its new tax. We
bad no idea Congress was drawing from such sou

its information on the motion picture industry.
*

WHILE we have thus incurred the cumin
saloon and of the men who furnish th<

with its materials the churches are gradualh
•'wanning up" to the motion picture. There is still a

lot of clerical ignorance and prejudice, but it is dying fast.

Every clergyman and every social worker who has

honestl) sought to study the pros and cons of the motion
picture is arraying himself on tin- side of the motion pic-

ture and is beginning to love it "for the enemies it has

made." Recent clerical gatherings furnish pleasant proof

of this fact. Tin- Women's Clubs, too, formerl) I

hotbeds of mistaken and iconoclastic real, are coining

to look upon US with a more friendly eye. All these

forces will eventually see the foil) of legalized

and that alien idea will disappear as we alwavs
would.

OUR congratulations to the < »regon Moti n

Men- Association, which l- making such a splendid
light against the various brand- ol

thai state. Like all censors the Portlai

overstepped the bound- of law and common
"ordering out" a trailer which contain)

constitutional guarantee of freedom of

silly step has brought down the

their devored beads I >ur friends (

published a well edited pamphl< I

and the injustice of the political ensorship thai

foisted upon them. It is indeed a most convini

tnent. In the mean tinu

to put up a big motion picture house in Portland have
decided to turn their back on the inquisitorial

will build their new theater in .
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BigOtS Of the Screen SlSSJaSISJSI^ Louis Reeves Harrison

PRODUCER. While he honestly believes that he
is catering to public taste and as honestly be-

lieves that he is entirely capable of doing so,

guided by the teachings of practical experience, the

average producer of the better class is unconsciously
bigoted. The fact that he, more than any one else con-
cerned, has the power of determining his own actions

tends to make him illiberally attached to his own opin-

ions. Even when he is generally broad and without
intention of becoming intolerant he autocratically sets

up what he regards as a good business policy—he will

have this kind of play, suited to his own ideas, or that

kind of a play, suited to the requirements of his com-
pany.
There is small probability that he will change. He

becomes attached to his individual opinions, believing
that his business success is due to them instead of to an
unprecedented demand for a product which he hap-
pened, most fortuitously, to be in a position to help
supply. . That is human. We all assume the impor-
tance of our circumstances, even though these are
known to be the combined result of heredity, environ-
ment and chance. If the producer is making money, he
naturally regards that as a tribute to the correctness
of his judgment, and he will stick to his favorite the-
ories as long as dividends roll in.

Unwittingly, unintentionally, the producer of set

policy is really opposing the best public taste. The
light of human intellience can not be diffused through
the pin hole of a set policy. The rays of the sun, carry-
ing infinite beauty of color, are unconfined. So beauty
of composition is not of this or that shade, but of all

combined. The producer is enforcing a limitation

while the public loves variety.

The producer of set policy is not only opposing public
taste, but he is as unconsciously making it difficult

for the author to market good plays. True genius,
the kind to be nourished, is not only sensitive, but
also easily discouraged. The author who pours out
a story from the sources of emotion and thought, who
is distinctly original, who gives what the public most
craves, can not be what he is and subscribe to this

or that set policy. He must be as free to create as the
audience is to appreciate.

The use of precedent as a basis of judgment pre-
possess the mind with what has been done, as opposed
to what can be done, the deadly enemy of originality,

the determined opponent of progress. To compress
all future performance within the narrow confines of
the past is to dull creative effort and to seriously injure
advancement in an art where it is much needed. The
door should, in reality, be wider open to those who are
thinking ahead than to those who are thinking and
writing behind the times. The builder naturally fol-

lows convention. The architect may study convention
only to know what to avoid.

DIRECTOR. This master workman is more inten-
tionally a bigot. He has been given greater latitude
than was due his specific role in production because of
the many responsibilities attached to his position under
the early arrangements, where, as general superin-
tendent and contractor for supplies of all kinds, he be-
came a veritable autocrat. Having never chosen a
novel for publication, or a play for stage presentation,
he was without other selective taste than guided by
his own personal bias and what he had seen, yet he
insisted upon plays that appealed to him.

We have plenty of evidence that directors who can
only put on plays that "appeal" to them are afflicted

with an extremely limited appreciation. A director

of wide appreciation, who can grasp the best work done
by others, who realizes that his treatment of a subject

may make the powerful impression, can handle any
bright' and original story well designed to entertain a
mixed audience, whether or not it happens to suit him.
Especially is this true when the author completes his

scenario in psychology and characterization and de-

velops it to the stage of an effective working plan.

The director's function is bound to become that of

picturing the story, and only when he masters his

specific art will he be able to make the first impression.
The spectator's eye first grasps the intrinsic beauty of

a scene, its appropriateness, its atmosphere, its har-

mony with the subject matter, this before the emotions
are stirred or the mind set to thinking. Producers
have learned that it is an author's role to write the

story and that of the director to picture it with skill

and beauty. The director's true function is not that

of a general contractor and obstructive autocrat, but
of an artist.

The author's appeal is to emotion and intellect, that

of the director to temperament, yet he has rarely shown
himself to be aware even of the possibilities of his role.

The fault lies in a stupid system of working without
definite plan, blundering through a lot of detached and
irrelevant picturings, eliminating and joining-up in

the assembly room in order to reach a semblance of

complete result. Raw stuff! The only way to build

a big play is from a plan studied and criticised in ad-
vance, made perfect before salaries begin to eat up
dividends.

The director of theatrical experience is often limited

in his vision by that experience, not equipped to select

from the broad point of view in this new art and ham-
pered in some respects by what helps him in others.

He might well study Thomas Griffiths Wainewright.
who held that "no work of art can be tried otherwise
than by laws deduced from itself." He might have
better said that no art can be otherwise tried. He was
one to appreciate that an art of expression must give
its equivalent for a creative author's imaginative and
mental effect.

EXHIBITOR. Stand near the screen and look over
the audience. Note that a few dozen enthusiasts can
make a big noise with their hands, while thinking
people are rarely given to that form of approval. They
come again if the pictured stories have merit. Again
and again they come when drawn by merit of per-

formance. "To which show shall we go?" is the ques-
tion asked after dinner at home. Occasionally they
are moved by curiosity aroused by passing inspection
of a billboard.

The wise exhibitor does not pronounce against this

kind of play or that kind of play, for he knows that his

audience loves variety, but he may well make a general
demand of quality of treatment and vitality of subject
matter. As to the specific kind of vital matter and
fine treatment, he becomes a party to monotonous pro-
duction the moment he imposes such a limitation upon
the producer. Stories can not be written, nor can they
be successfully visualized to suit this or that exhibitor

or section of the country. Only when their appeal is

big and broad can they win, and then despite bigotry
in all its manifestations.
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Gouging Stars
By W. Stephen Bush.

IS
THE motion picture industry going to pour its

accumulated wealth into the laps of a dozen or two of

stars? Are producers and exhibitors going to strain

and drain all their resources merely for the purpose of

paying fabulous and ridiculous salaries to certain men
and women claimed or supposed to be stars and super-

stars ?

These are questions that have to be answered. Let

there be no mistake. Upon the answer to these questions

w ill depend the prosperity of both producer and exhibitor.

There seems to be, I am happy to note, a spirit of co-

operation between the two great branches of the industry,

as evidenced by the action at Chicago. I earnestly hope
that the producer and exhibitor will unite in abating this

fearful star evil which is eating into the vitals of the

industry with no benefit to anybody but the inflated and
overpaid stars themselves.

The insolence and rapacity of these greater and lesser

stars is getting worse every day. We hear of two in-

stances where these stars "laid down" in the middle of

their work and gouged huge sums of money out of their

victims.

In order to remedy the evil the producers must come
to a decent and rational understanding among themselves.

They must realize and repent the mistakes of the past.

If they had not set to work their press agents creating a

fictitious value of stars through unsound and often dis-

gusting methods of publicity, if they had not foolishly

bid against each other, these preposterous salaries of

stars and of near-stars and of would-be stars would never
have happened. No progress toward saner ideals and
saner methods will ever be made if these evils are not
abated first. Not until there is not merely a legal biU
an equitable respect for contracts, not until one company
refuses to tempt a star away from its rival by a bigger
salary may we hope for better things.

Nor is it possible to absolve the exhibitors from all

blame for the cancerous growth of this star evil. As
one of the producers at the Chicago Convention pointed
out "too many exhibitors are crying for stars and for
nothing but stars." These exhibitors want a name to

conjure with, a name that will draw the people into their

houses. They do not realize that however promising this

policy may be first it is bound to lead to bad results. It

gives the real stars, who will always be few and far be-
tween, an exaggerated idea of their importance, and re-
sults in the creation of artificial stars; of men and women
of the third and fourth grade, who are puffed into stardom
by the indefatigable press agent. Such a policy is sure to
pervert the public taste. Plays, no matter how'good, have
come to mean nothing to the public unless there is a star,

and the presence of the star excuses and covers a multi-
tude of sins. Of course such a state of affairs cannot last.

There are not enough real stars to go around, and the
"fake" stars are bound in the end to bring on a reaction on
the part of the public.

I had a talk with one of the biggesl and mosl U

exhibitors of the Northwest on this subject of the exag
gerated star.

"It is up to us exhibitors," said he, "to help the pro-
ducers in their battle to shake off the star evil. We have
it in our power to punish stars who break contracts or
who follow the greater salary from one compai
other. We have a very vital interest in this matter be
cause in the long run we are the people that paj I

and fatuous salaries. Every dollar comes oul ol
office receipts. Now when we see a star who is well paid
at say $10,000 a year leave hi- company to follow an offer

of SiO.'jOO a year we can bar him or her out of our the-

aters. Of course ten or twenty thousand dollars a year
are trifling amounts. I use them merely as arithmetical

examples. Recently a capable young actress who on the

legitimate stage considered herself well paid at $1,000 or

at the most $2,000 per week has demanded^ six thousand
dollars a week, and I believe she got it. We are the ones
to pay the bill, hence we have a right to interfere. 1 tell

you the worst feature in connection with this idolatry of

the star : The producer who has to pay such salaries to

one man or one woman naturally tries to skimp his pro-

ductions in every possible way. Hence we get stars and
rotten plays. That kind of a combination does not bring

people into our houses. Personally I am willing to let

my competitor have a star in a rotten play if I can get -i

first-class play with good artists who can act their parts

well but do not aspire to stardom. I am sure I can more
than hold my own in such circumstances."
We propose to hammer away at this star evil as much

as lies in our power. We feel it is an obligation imposed
on every true friend of the industry. The present situa-

tion is intolerable. The stars must not be permitted to

become the leeches and the parasites of the screen, sucking

the lifeblood of the industry.

Principle and Personality
By W. Stephen Bush.

AYOUXG man, described as a nephew of the late

Adlai E. Stevenson and secretary of Stace of Illi-

nois, arose at the Chicago convention and gave
much edifying testimony.

"I did at one time believe in censorship for motion
pictures," said he. "Our state legislature had passed a

law similar to that of ( )hio, and while it was in the hands
of the Governor and awaiting its fate men and women
from all over the state came to Springfield and offered

themselves as candidates for the office of motion picture

censors. Now, when I took a close view of these can-

didates I saw my folly and I became an ardent convert

to the freedom of the motion picture."

Of course we admit that censorship is a question <>i

principle rather than personality. Just the same there is

a significant relationship between principle and
|

ity. A man with a red nose and bleary eyes may he a

sincere advocate of teetotalism, but we know how con-

foundedly cynical this world of ours has become. A
man with a double chin will never be taken seriously by
an apostle of a strictly vegetarian diet.

No sensible man or woman will ever want to pose as

the judge of other people's tastes and morals. Looking
over our motion picture censors, we cannot help thinking

of the silly and stupid work they have done and are still

doing. We feel that the principle they embody must
needs be wrong, just as we plainly perceive by the appear-
ance and accoutrements of Falsi a ft' recruits that they ^\o

not personify the great and glorious principle, prepared-
ness.

Sonic recenl and youthful entrants into this wonderful
industry of ours have lately throbbed with pity for the

poor censors, because we have launched some shaft- oi

satire at their devoted heads. We urge them to repress

their compassion. The average censor is impervious
to criticism. It's absolutely over hi- bead. The
average legalized censor has but one faculty which is fully
developed -the facility of grasping the month!',

check.

When we take an occasional shot at our i

sages in Pennsylvania. Ohio, Kan-a- or Marvland we
have no idea of affecting them in any wav whatever: we
merely aim at the delectation of 0U1 leader-
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Exhibitors' Convention Closes with Banquet a a a

Merry Time in Hall of Hotel Sherman on Night than «n any other city, and declared that he would return
, .* , j , ,_ r-i. rr j j j *" New ^ ork a better American than when he left it.

Of Monday, July 17—£We Hundred and William R. Ross, of the Association of Commerce, was
Piftii P/j«nnc Pmc/jn/ introduced as the chief speaker for the occasion. He ex-rmy rerwns rreseni tende<J a weIcome to the delegates and other visitors from

the 4,000 members of the association.
He referred to the trying days now upon us, with a world

war and the consequent problems that confront our 100,000,000
people. Here moving pictures are given a great opportunity,
and true patriotism can be fixed through their influence.

The amount of money in a business he considered a small
factor compared with taking the proper pride in one's work
and making that work contribute to the country's welfare.
"The moving picture industry need not be afraid of censor-

ship; what those in it should be afraid of is the censorship
of those dear to them," he said.

He closed by expressing the hope that the men engaged
in moving picture work would rise to the full height of their

opportunities, knowing that the business is for the highest
benefit of the people.
M. A. Choynski followed. He stated that he had been an

exhibitor for twelve years, and that only now had the oppor-
tunity come to do certain things that are very important
to the business, and with the hearty co-operation of the
manufacturers he looked for their successful accomplish-
ment.
Judge Tugwell, of Los Angeles, was the next speaker. He

commended the convention for the election of Lee Ochs as

president, and also for the appointment of F. J. Herrington
as national organizer. He had also praise for Samuel L.

Trigger, "the politician," and announced that with the three
mentioned as leaders victory would crown the league's
efforts during the coming year.

J. A. Berst, vice-president and general manager of Pathe

Till' banquet that closed the sixth annual convention of
the Motion Picture Kxhibitors' League of America was
held in the Louis X \ 1 rooms of the Hotel Sherman

-Monday night. July 17. It was about midnight when the
guests sat down, and it was close on four o'clock in the
morning when they dispersed.
The writer had attended numerous gatherings of the kind

in tile history of the business, but none that created such a
feeling of confidence in the future of the moving picture in-

dustry and such a keen sense of the growing importance of
the exhibitor as this.

The three great branches of the business were well repre-
sented, a fact that proclaimed the welding of interests that
have been mutual all along, although the get-together policy
has only recently been adopted. This banquet signalized the
combination of all the potential forces in the business to pro-
tect it from outside influences that tend to dwarf its growth
and usefulness, and it also reflected a spirit of harmony and
co-operation that made the future look bright with promise.
W. Stephen Bush, of the Moving Picture World, was toast-

master. With ready and apt speech, and in felicitous man-
ner, he introduced the various speakers, never failing to in-

ject a delicate touch of humor when opportunity offered. He
thanked the meeting for the honor and caused Chicagoans
to strut when he declared that all Eastern men are benefited
by a short stay in the Windy City. He claimed that the
democratic spirit is more clearly manifested in Chicago

Scene of the Banquet Closing the Sixth Annual Convention at Chicago.
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.. 1 1 .-,,.>.:..>> i.) tin- chair, i \\>\ -
-

for the line reception given Miss Pearl White and himself
by the convention.

F. J. Herrington delivered a comprehensive speech, after

being very happily introduced by the toa>tinaster. He
touched on censorship and asserted that it had been a

failure for centuries. "Women demand clean, moral pic-

tures and think that censorship will aid them," he said

He held that every exhibitor must clean his own house, or
the state or federal government will clean it.

Sam Trigger was the next speaker, and complained that
everyone who preceded him had talked shop, shop, shop.
He ha.' heard a lot about the exhibitor—."the great I am."
This he considered "bunk." "Thank the manufacturers, who
have made the exposition possible," he shouted with much
energy. "Few know the amounts of money spent by them
to make the exposition the success it has been," he con-
tinued. "Essanay has sent its photoplayers to the exposition
every day, for two or three hours or more. The New York
producers, who have sent their stars, have done so at great
expense, not only for the liberal salaries paid these stars,

but because of the stopping of work that involves twenty
or thirty other people, who are all the time under salary. This
has happened, to my knowledge, two or three times this

week, as in the case of Vitagraph and Pathe."

Other speakers called upon were Robert R. Levy, Harry
Reichenbach, V. R. Day, Sam Spedon, Alfred Hamburger,
Miss Rose Tapley, Ed. J. Mock and William J. Sweeney.
There were present at the banquet over 550 guests, among

whom were: J. A. Berst, Pearl White, Mr. and Mrs. Werk-
meister and Mr. and Mrs. Bunn, Pathe Exchange, Inc.; Sam
Spedon, Lillian Walker, Rose Tapley, Dorothy Wagner and
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Rock, Vitagraph; Mr. and Mrs. John
Bowman and Leigh Mann, International Film Service; V. R.
Day, Henry Walthall, Richard C. Travers, Bryant Wash-
burn and Nell Craig, Essanay; Alice Brady, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Reichenbach and E. C. Jensen, World Film Corpora-
tion; Mr. and Mrs. Wm. R. Ross, Association of Commerce;
Mr. and Mrs. Powers, Decorators' Supply Co.; Henry E.
Dixey, Mrs. and Miss Regalia, the Misses Arnold and Asteri-
gan and Messrs. Powers and Clark, of the "Mr. Lazarus"
company, playing at the Princess; Miss Delia Connor, M.
Moree and W. Thomas, Jr., of the "Musty Suffer" com-
pany; Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Gross, Strand theater, Milwaukee;
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Fleckles, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fla-
herty, Mr. and Mrs. Lesserman, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Plough,
Mr. and Mrs. I. Van Ronkel and Eli Van Ronkel, Universal;
Mr. and Mrs. O'Toole and Mr. and Mrs. Leonhardt, Fox
Film Corporation; F. J. Herrington and Messrs. Delves,
Evans, Krisel, Smith, McKee and Klihem, Pittsburgh; Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Bloeser, Chicago Tribune; Mr. and Mrs.
Kehoe and Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Brown, American; Mr. and
Mrs. Kirkland, Examiner; Mildred Josyln and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Fischer, Chicago Post; Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Hall, Jour-
nal; Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Hollander, Mr. and Mrs. Burnstein
and Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Beitler, Chicago News; Louella O.
Parsons, Mr. and Mrs ("lark. Mr. and Mrs. Hanley and
Mr. and Mrs. II. C. Roach, Chicago Herald; Mr. and Mrs.
R. I Brockell and Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson, Paramount;
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hamburger and Mr. and Mrs. Frank-
lin. Hamburger Theatrical Enterprises; Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Friedman, Celebrated !'la\crs; Mr. and Mrs. \l,el and" Mr.
and Mrs, Lawrence, \ L-S E, Inc.; Mr. and Mrs. Fred C.
Aiken. (,. M, and Mrs. Marry Weiss, Cen-
tral Film Corporation; II \. Spanuth, Central Film Co.:
Mr. and

I burg Piano Co
F, Spalir and fohn Me \ulev. I

( : Mr and Mi, B, \. Iiul.ll, Mr. and Mrs. | .. .\. Getzler
and I. \ Noto, Mutual Film Corporation; Mr and Mrs
R. R. Wills, American Film ( o . [nc ; Mi
Smith and Mr and Mrs Jenner, George Kleine; Mr. and

id Gene Green, Monarch Film Co.; M. G.
Watkins and Dolon s ( assinelli, Emerald
Co.; Mi and Mrs I \\ , Vtwati

Bowman, ^utomatii l h

II. \\ Clark, V.

Mi and Mrs. M. A.
Mr and Mrs. Robi and Mrs. Loui

1

:
i

and Mis fulius Uco< k, Mi and Mrs. F W. Si h
and Mrs \| I, ,lm ... ill of I hil ago; Mi and Mrs. Win
Bradley, Ottawa, III.: Samuel L. Trigger, New York; Judge
V r Tugwell, Los \>i..i. Mi. and Mrs. lames Gilosky,
St. Paul; Wm. II Cadoret, Kankakee; roseph Trinz, of Lub
I"" r & Trii mp, Rockford, 111

,

. Knapp, Freeport, 111.,

and C. E. Van Duzee, Minneapolis.
The trade press was represented by Mr. and Mrs. Ed. J.

Mock. Motography; Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Haase, Exhibitors'
Herald, and \\ . Stephen Bush, Wendell P. Milligan and
James S. McQuade, Moving Picture World.

List of Delegates at the National Convention.
The following delegates were present at the convention:

CALIFORNIA—State delegate, Judge A. P. Tugwell.
FLORIDA—State delegates, Henry 1. Burkhardt. Carl

Kettler.

ILLINOIS—State delegates, R. R. Levy, Wm. J. Sweeney.
George Henry, Fred Schaefer, Louis Frank, Geo. M. Laing.

H. L. Lieberthal, Sidney Smith, C. C. Whelan. M. A. Choyn-
ski, Harry Hyman, Dee Robinson, E. A. Kuntz, W. W.
Watts, G. M. Luttrell, Alfred Hamburger, Wm. Bradley.

INDIANA—State delegates, A. Z. Zaring. P. S. Skora,

G. W. Hinds, W. Lipps, J. Bettman, Harry Koch, F. J.

Rembusch, R. M. Rhodes, T. T. Soller.

IOWA—State delegates, F. T. Lehman. A. H. Blank, S. E.

Greenbaum, D. W. Englander.
KANSAS—State delegate, J. G. E. Ganmann.
MASSACHUSETTS—State delegate, E. H. Horsemann.
MICHIGAN—State delegates, John Brennan. J. Fred

Wurth, L. C. Barnes, J. Niebes, A. C. Huffee. A. J. Moeller.

J. Wentzel, A. Kleist.

MINNESOTA—State delegates, James Gilosky. C. E. \ an

Duzee. Henry P. Greene, David Rodgers, Thomas Furniss.

Wm. Koenig, Tulius Riessman.
MISSISSIPPI—State delegate, W. Isenberg.

MISSOURI—State delegate, H. M. Pashmezoln.
NEW YORK—State delegates, Lester Cohn, Ed. Gorman,

Lee A. Ochs, Henry Harring. Samuel H. Trigger. H. Clark

Mooney, Otto Laderer, Ben Title, Lester Needles. L. Blu-

menthal, Sam Spedon (alternate), Sol. Coleman. H. Strauss.

Bert Gibbons, J. Manheimer, Sam Lesselbaum, \\ . O'Don-
nell (alternate), L L. Levinn, Wm. Thet. I. Hartstall. W. L.

Linton, Thomas Howard, H. Mendleson, A. Cheiss. G. Koen-
igswald, H. Goldman, M. Machet.
OHIO—State delegates, J. H. Simpson, G. W. Hembush,

S. Bullock, W. H. Dorsev, F. J. Deutsch. C. A. McGowan,
W. J. Slimm.
OKLAHOMA—State delegates. L. W. Brophy. S. H.

Johnes, John Slocum, John S. Slocum.
PENNSYLVANIA—State delegates. Wm. Fritz. A. C.

Klihem, B. H. Zerr. C. F. Krisel. 1. W. Shearer. Oliver Mc-

Kee. James E. Smith, A. J. Barthell, Jerome Dawson, Chas.

WISCONSIN—State delegates. Phillip Gross. Jr., J. Sill-

man, Frank Cook, Tom Lee. I. Gramman, H. Trinz, George

Fisher.

V-L-S-E Entertains

S. E. Abel, Chicago Manager, Dines Vitagraph and Essanay
Stars.

SIDNEY I VB1 L, Chicago manager of the

who won for himself the title of "Prince of Entertain-

ers" during convention week in the Windy I itj

tained the stars of the Vitagraph and Essanay eomp.in.es

and the represents ;

at a dinner given in the

mi- oi s„nday. July (>.

MtlnuiMi various other social functions were beii

the Abel dinner attracted considerable attention in

hicagO club. A reception committee of the club

way for this. E

everyone who attended, and satisfaction was e\| <

resent at bein« associated with the Big I

|< distribution their art received

association.
,

: nded were Editl 51

Moreno, Rose Taph y, Miss

Sam Spedon, special repi

graph; l-dm Nock, western

and Mrs Rock. Nell Craig, Fred

Mrvant Washburn and Mrs Washbun

\l„l. of the V-l

"CIVILIZATION" FOR MINNEAPOLIS IN AUGUST.
The premiere Mid-West pi

in Minneapolis the last vseek in Vl

,„,.• Film Companv. of which thi

Rathner and M. II Conhaim M
chased the rights of "Civilizatioi

Sidl s Minnesota and contempl.it.

in ,-s during the months ol September am I
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Last Days of the Chicago Motion Picture Exposition

Several Producing Companies Make Generous

Displays—Players Receive Ovations-

Mary Pickford Great Favorite.

THE eager crowd of expectant picture fans that awaited
the arrival of the Twentieth Century Limited, at the
La Salle street station, Saturday morning, July 15, re-

minded one of the old-time receptions given "Our Colonel"
when he came to the city. Mary Pickford, the one star on
whom every citizen of the fandom world can agree as being
worthy of united adoration, was aboard. And when she
alighted and her escorts enabled her to make her way to the
waiting auto, the ovation was remarkable both as a tribute
and a psychological incident.

Old as the drama is, one cannot recall an instance where
thousands of admirers ever gathered to welcome a great
actor and make her visit a triumphal entry; yet in ten years
the moving picture has accomplished this feat!

At the Blackstone, where Miss Pickford was guest, an-
other great gathering had assembled to do honor to the
beloved little woman, who has brought so much brightness
into the lives of men, women and children of all stations in

life. Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, and his staff had all they could do to convey
the star to her room, where a rest was most essential to
the grueling day's work that was ahead.

It was the day of days at the exposition, in the Coliseum.
The afternoon crowds were the largest yet seen, the floor

and the balconies
being packed and
progress through the
aisles made almost
impossible, though
twenty extra police
had been added to

the force in charge.
Standing on a table

in the classically

constructed Para-
mount booth, Miss
Pickford smiled and
talked and gestured
to the enthusiastic
fans for nearly two
hours. Then she was
taken back to the
Blackstone for a

J. p. SeeBurG- rest.
cH,CrtGo -In the evening a

visit was paid to Or-
chestra Hall, where

Miss Pickford addressed the large audience from the stage.
Thence back to the exposition, where she arrived about 9.45

p. m., being accompanied by her co-star, Miss Pauline Fred-
erick. The evening reception exceeded even that of the
afternoon, highly gratifying as that was in the numbers
present and in enthusiasm.

In the Paramount booth a large and inclusive staff of the
company had gathered to do Miss Pickford and Miss Pauline
Frederick honor. Among these were: Adolph Zukor, presi-
dent; William L. Sherry, vice president; James Steele, secre-
tary and treasurer; John Flynn, Lasky's publicity manager;
Ben P. Schulberg, publicity manager Famous Players; Wal-
lace Thompson, publicity manager Paramount; Carl Pierce,
publicity manager for Morosco-Pallas, and the following
branch managers: F. M. Brockell, Chicago; S. J. Stoughton,
New York; D. Leo Denison, Detroit; W. C. Bachmeyer,
Cincinnati: Russell Schmidt, Pittsburgh; Bert Barnet, Sr.,

Minneapolis; A. D. Flintom, Kansas City; M. H. Cohn,
Denver: J. E. Allen, San Francisco; J. E. Tandy. Atlanta;
Mr. Asher, Boston; also Al. Lichtman, special representative
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation; George E. Carpenter,
publicity manager for Salt Lake City and manager of the
Paramount-Empress theater there: L. Marcus, president of
the Notable Feature Film Co., Salt Lake; Herman Wobber,
general manager Progessive Moving Picture Co., San Fran-
cisco., and Mr. Robinson, publicity manager, Boston.
During Mary Pickford day at the exposition, the gate

showed an attendance (by actual count) of 22,000 people.

Vitagraph Day at the Exposition.

Sunday, July 16, was one of the hottest days of the sum-
mer, thus far, the temperature registering high in the nine-

surrounded < sides, and !

ties; but even that temperature did not prevent moving pic-

ture fans from attending \ ita^raph day at the exposition.
Owing to the excessive heat the attendance during the after-

noon was not up to the usual mark, but in the evening,
when the temperature was cooler, the aisles were packed.

Edith Storey and Antonio Moreno were the only Vita-
graph stars present, as Lillian Walker and Anita Stewart
were detained in New York until they had finished certain

scenes in which they were cast, so that they could not arrive
until Monday morning.
The Vitagraph booth

large police force
was required to keep
the throng moving.
About 8:30 p. m.

the Vitagraph stars, -=
accompanied by Sam
Spedon, Nell Craig
and Bryant Wash-
burn, proceeded to

the V-L-S-E theater,

in which every avail-

able seat had been
secured in expecta-
tion of seeing the
visitors. Miss Storey
and Mr. Moreno
were taken to the

stage and introduced
by Mr. Spedon, each
being received with
great applause.

In the V-L-S-E
booth, at the exposi-
tion, to receive the. visiting stars were: S. E. Abel and F. W.
Redfield, manager and assistant manager of the V-L-S-E
Chicago branch office; John B. Rock, Chicago representative
V-L-S-E; E. R. Pearson, branch manager, Kansas City, and
the following members of the Chicago sales force: A. G. Gal-

los, B. I. Goldstein, I. Natkin and J. R. Clements.

Exactly at 12:01, Monday morning, July 17, an invitation

performance was given in the Princess theater by the Chi-

cago Herald to the moving picture stars in the city, dele-

gates to the convention and exhibitors. The attraction was
"Mr. Lazarus," in which Henry E. Dixey is featured. All

the Essanay stars, the Vitagraph stars in the city, and Miss
Alice Brady, of the World", were present, and an audience

of about 600 people waited until 2:30 a. m., when the per-

formance was concluded.
"Mother" Mary Maurice, 72 years old, and for many years

connected with the

acting staff of the

Vitagraph, could not
come on from New
York on account of

the tremendous heat. _=,
To her had been ex- G£$?

t
JP

tended an unusual "'"•"""v'ji^ig-;

honor by the exposi-
tion committee. She
was the only invited

guest to the exposi-
tion by the commit-
tee, the members of

which had offered
to pay all expenses
to and from the ex-

position and during
her stay in this city.

Many thousands of

fans were disap-
pointed because her
kindly face was miss-

\wmttt-

ing, but she can ITrr'

have satisfaction in the fact that she has so many friends
and admirers among the great moving picture public.

Monday, July 17, Rich in Stars.

July 17 was set apart as Alice Brady day, but that estima-
ble, clever, young star had been working like a beaver ever
since her arrival in the city on Friday, July 14, so that this

day could scarcely be termed her day. Every day since then
she had been at the exposition, afternoon and evening, and
won the admiration of the many thousands who met her.
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Lillian Walker arrived Monday evening from New York,
and so did Pearl White and Tom Moore, of the Pathe Ex-
change, Inc., accompanied by J. A. Berst, vice president and
general manager. Anita Stewart set out from New York
for the exposition, it is said, but never got this far.

Then there was the popular favorite, Harry Watson, Jr.,

best known by the title, "Musty Suffer," who also came in

Monday morning on the Twentieth Century, accompanied
by Delia Connor, Dan Crimmins, H. H. McCollum and M.
Moree. Their invaluable aids, Cameraman Walter Blakley

and Property Man W. Thomas, Jr., also came along.

"Musty Suffer" Company in Front of Coliseum.

But these did not comprise all the stars that were present.
Essanay was represented by Henry Walthall, Richard C,

Travers, Bryant Washburn, Nell Craig and other favorites.

Miss Craig, especially, has won her way into the hearts of

the thousands of fans that surged around the Essanay booth
during the exposition.

V. R. Day, Essanay's business manager, has been one of

the hardest worked men at the exposition. I have never
passed the Essanay booth that he was not present, instilling

new life into his people and assisting in getting the crowds
n motion.

The bright particular stars for Monday, July 17, were Lil-

lian Walker and I 'carl White, and the Yitagraph and Pathe
booths were surrounded by striving crowds both in the

afti ii and evening,
Harry Watson, Jr., let everybody in Chicago know thai

he was in the city. He and his company and a special band
I. ft the Sherman Hotel about noon, for the ex-

P .m ., i... n ied by a retinue of not less than ten auto

filled with admiring friends. On arrival at the Coli-

seum the party marched through the aisles headed by thi

band, both in the afternoon and evening, and drew all eyes

their way.
On tin i .. the ^nnex, in

"Musty Suffer" company made a scene from
that will be released about three weeks later, under

tin- title, "Who's (iuilty?" Many hundreds of people were
present at the timi 'In ir approval most elo

it was the first time in their lives they had evei

.... a
i

ii pari of a picture, in the making. The
members oi the companj already mentioned appeared in th<

In the evening Harry Watson appeared in his famous
threi round comedy boxing bout with a "strange unknown"

I hi approai hi I
rop< d arena in which the combat

unapproa, hable, owinq to the crowds, and

I
laughtei rolled up to thi I - ol the

1
.

.1

I hi day vied with \l iy in the numbers
l he balconies were almost filled and thi

o thai about sixty poli

were busy all the tii rowds in motion
i ii Pii i Ford, howi ver, still i arried the bai

in • tO the fount at lli.

Closing Day of Exposition.

I uesday, Inly is. marked the close of th<

ii. mi \et seen in thi histoi . pu ture industi >

h u.,s l line. ,il .|.i\ , and a a lool l d foi Ward to bj thou

sands ol tans win. had nol been slow to note thi

pun, Ins dcli\crcl bv I'nivei sal. in the e.n lid da

Joe Brandt had done big things the opening night of the
exposition, and he had added to his company's reputation
for doing things by the Universal Moving Picture Ball at
the Hotel Sherman. Therefore, when it is said that Uni-
versal day brought no stars to the exposition, it can be
readily understood that no blame attaches to the Universal
executive. Arrangements had been made for the appear-
ance of King Baggot, Mary Fuller and Yiolet Mersereau,
according to the official program, but the Universal booth
was occupied by a band instead.

I have been told that ... is responsible for the fall-

ing down of Universal's castle, but why speak of it now
since the incident has passed into the "spilt milk" region.

Lillian Walker was the only star of the evening, as Yita-
graph came to the rescue nobly with Sam Spedon and John
B. Rock as standard bearers to the fair Lillian. The crowds
around the Vitagraph booth were the most eager since Mary
Pickford's appearance, and thousands of admirers of the
Y-L-S-E-Yitagraph star pressed forward to get her photo-
graph.

'1 he "Musty Suffer" company, seeking needed rest after
the strenuous efforts of the members to entertain the many
thousands at the exposition on Monday, July 17, spent Tues-
day as an outing day in Lincoln Park. There they partici-
pated in the making of comedy scenes, in which the little

park auto train with its load of passengers cut quite a fig-

ure, and evoked great laughter from the crowds of chil-

dren and their elders. George Kleine and the members of
the "Musty Suffer" company returned to New York by the
Twentieth Century, Wednesday, July 19.

The grand ball announced for the closing of the exposi-
tion, on Tuesday. July 18. was called off, as all the stars.

with the exception of Lillian Walker, had already returned
to their home studios, and without them it could not pos-
sibly have been a success.

Manufacturers' Exhibits at Exposition.

At the right of the entrance, immediately opposite the
Universal booth, the booth of the Bluebird Photoplays. Inc .

representing a pergola arbor effect, was situated. Both the
Universal and Bluebird booths were built especially for the
occasion.
The Universal booth was built to represent an Italian

garden, the central feature of which was a (lower vase and
an electrolier. Larue twisted Italian columns surrounded
by caryatids stood at the corners. These supported the

flower vases and were connected by a balustrade.
The Bluebird booth was finished in green ami antique

...Id, and an assortment of cement garden furniture occu-

ng Picture World's Booth at the Exposition

I
:ed the floor \u attractive electric fountain, such as uiav

|.e seen in modern stage settings. OCCUpied lli<

the floor. The bowl was made oi iridescent glass and there

were a number of lights concealed therein

I he Decoratoi s' Supplj I isible foi

ii.. decorative ideas of both booths
The entire sales force of the Bluebird Co was th<

opening night. I. \ an Ronkel, tl

Assisting him were Me-- Eli Van Ronkel
,,ud Pari

The Balaban Hershb* rg Rim ^ttrai tioni i icploil

S
| How M. "a. •

"
-- rial and lln I

ilu booth adjoining that «>l the Bluebird

I

en, ...I manager, wai in i
Mrs. A. J. < obe,

ot the I nit % Sales I ... poral I

ii this l ih lb. attract s h. re w< re two youi
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and a young man wearing original costumes of the prin-

cipals in "The Yellow Menace" serial.

The Typhoon Fan Co.. of New York City, was repre-

sented by Ernst Glantzberg, the president. It might easily

be said that this was the most comfortable booth in the

exposition building, due to the unusual heat that prevailed

during the entire exposition. The sweltering crowd sought
relief here at all hours of the day. A set of the company's
typical twin blowers were in motion from the opening until

the close at night.

Sosman & Landis Co., Chicago, represented by P. L.

Landis, secretary and treasurer, displayed a various assort-

ment of miniature stage settings. Assisting Mr. Landis
were Messrs. Mayer. Feinberg (of Minneapolis) and Francis.

The Decorators' Supply Co., Chicago, represented by A.

F. Towers, displayed small models of ornamental plaster

decorations, portable booths and lighting fixtures. This

space excited keen interest among exhibitors and theater

supply houses.
Exhibitors' Supply Co., Chicago, represented by G. A.

Lincoln, displayed a general line of theater supplies.

Nicholas Power Co., New York City, represented by R.

W. Horn, assisted by Messrs. Griffin and Lewis, displayed

6A and 615 models of Power's machines, and demonstrated
a model of Geneva intermittent movement; also displayed

the first grand prize certificate awarded to the company at

the Panama-Pacific Exposition.
Newman Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati, represented by

Newman, manager of the company's^ Chicago offii

had on exhibi lobby display frames.
Descriptive Film

Co., Grinnell, la.,

represented by Dr.

J. \Y. Billings, gen-
eral manager and
inventor ofthe"De-
scriptograph," and
Leroy S. Spurlin,

displaying the De-
scriptograph ma-
chine, a new appa-
ratus which advo-
cates the elimina-

tion of subtitles.

The machine auto-
ma ticallv throws

subtitles, etc..

the bottom of

the screen while
the film runs, with-
out interruption,

ackson Film Co., Cincinnati, represented by
xploiting the feature subject, "Diana," made

-PAUL S. KUriN
rtDVeRTISlNCr GLORIAS

(GtoKGe. KLEIN e.)

McMa
K. J. Ba
by the I

Alfred Hamburger Theatrical Enterprises, represented by
MesM>. Beaumont, Peters and Hopson, A portion of this

booth was also occupied by the Botanical Decorating Co.,

Chicago, manufacturers of artificial floral decorations for

moving picture theaters.

George Kleine and Kleine Optical Co., Chicago, displayed
a general line of supplies and theater equipment. The en-
tire Harry Watson-"Musty Suffer" Comedy Company was
present at the exposition. Their reception and activities are
described under another head. In charge were W. E. Green,
W. H. .Tenner and M. E. Smith. George Kleine was also
seen here frequently.
Amusement Supply Co., Chicago, displaying a general line

of theater supplies, represented by P. Plummer, manager,
and Messrs. Calkins and Sipe.

E. E. Fulton Co., Chicago, displaying a line of theater sup-
plies and equipment, was represented by E. E. Fulton, R. H.
Fulton and F. A. McMillan.
The Tom Phillips Slide Manufacturing Co. and the R.

Williams Co., manufacturers of electric fountains, also, oc-
cupied the booth jointly with the E. E. Fulton Co.

The booth of the General Film Co. was very attractively
decorated with photographs of the players, artistically draped
with red plush. The picture of nearly every prominent
player could be seen at this booth. It was one of the
largest in the exposition. The furniture was of green wicker,
and the floor was covered with oriental rugs. The com-
pany was represented by F. C. Aiken, division manager; W.
R. Skates, manager of the Chicago office, and Messrs. Mc-
Daniels, Rowley. Lansing and Mytinger. C. J. Megan, the
company's advertising manager, was also present during the
week.
The Enterprise Optical Co., Motiograph manufacturers,

Chicago, displayed a complete line of hand-driven and motor-

driven types of Motiograph machines. The booth was in

General Manager O. F. Spahr and John I. Mc-
Auley. They were assisted by Messrs. Hahn, Blakely and
Furnay. It must be said that the Enterprise Co. made a
fine impression on its visitors. The booth was in a very
good location, and the machines on display were specially
built for the occasion. There were several Motiographs fin-

ished in white and gold enamel, which were very attractive.
Congenial Mr. Spahr and Mr. McAuley were there most of
the time to greet the many callers.

The National Car-
bon Co., Cleveland,
O., showing a line

of projection car-
bons for all pur-
poses, demonstrated
the new silver-tip

carbons for direct

current. In charge
were W. R. Kunz- .

mann, Cincinnati, and /&..

Messrs. L. W. Fisch-
er, O'Connor and
W i 1 k i n s, of Chi-
cago.
Automatic Ticket

Selling & Cash Reg- .,(„,„,[[-=

ister Co., New York,
was represented by
E. S. Bowman, the
company's secretary
from New Y'ork. Arthur N. Klein, Chicago manager, and
Messrs. Perrin, Rickey, Farrelly, Swiski and Howard. Sev-
eral new types of automatic ticket selling machines were on
display at this booth. One model was set in an attractive
ticket booth. Mr. Bowman reported a number of actual
sales during the exposition. A very useful souvenir was
given away at this booth, in the form of a celluloid signa-
ture blotter.

Photoplay Magazine, Chicago, represented by J. R. Quirk,
general manager; Julian Johnson, editor; A. A. Cohn and
Miss R. C. Slotkin, who was in charge of the booth.
The National Cash Register Co., Dayton, O., represented

by M. L. Whitney, of the sales department, Dayton; A. J.

Cron and H. M. Montgomery, displayed various types of Na-
tional ticket-printing registers; also two-color ticket-issuing
machines. A number of good sales and inquiries were re-

ported.
Mutual Film Corporation, represented by B. N. Judell, of

the Chicago office, and Messrs. Getzler, Noto, Mitchell and
Duffy. The booth was tastefully decorated, and the com-
pany gave out souvenir "Charlie Chaplin Jumping Jacks"
during the show. A young man dressed to represent Charlie
Chaplin attracted the public to this booth.
Reel Fellows Club, Chicago, represented by R. R. Nehls,

president, and M. G. Watkins, secretary, sold Reel Fellows
badges at 50 cents apiece.

The F. I. L. M.
Club, Chicago, also
had a booth. H. A.
Spanuth, of the Cen-
tral Film Company,
was in charge.
World Film Cor-

poration was repre-
sented by E. C. Jen-
sen, Chicago man-
ager, and Messrs. Lan-
dis, Mordue, Phillip,

Thompson and Bal-
lard. Harry Reichen-
bach, the company's
general representa-
tive from New York
City, was also pres-
ent.

The Celebrated
Players Film Co., Chi-
cago, exploiting new
state rights subjects, was represented by Joseph L. Friedman
and Messrs. Kusell. Feldman and Wolf.
Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh,

manufacturers of projection equipment, motor generator sets,

ventilating equipment, etc., were represented by H. A.
Campe, East Pittsburgh; H. W. Clark, district publicity rep-
resentative of Chicago, and Messrs. Campton, Price, Drake,
Brundage and Smail.

International Film Service was represented by W. W.
Johnson, publicity manager; John Bowman, manager of Chi-
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cago office; I. \\ Burger, general manager of exchanges, of

New York, and Messrs. Filkins, Friedlander, Mitchell, DeOto
and lay. The International booth was attractively decorated

with paintings of the players. One of Irene Castle was par-

ticularly attractive.

The musical instruments displayed at the exposition will

all be completely described, in the 'Music for the Picture"

department, by C. E. Sinn.

On the left-hand side of the entrance, the Universal Film

Manufacturing Company's booth was decorated in a very
attractive manner,
and in electric lights

the word "Liberty"
was placed, announc-
ing a new Universal
serial. Throughout
the :ek Un :rsal

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL Co

was well repr
ed by a large staff.

C. W. Potter was in

active charge.
A. L. Randall &

Co., Chicago, had a
booth that looked
like a spring bless-
ing. There were arti-

ficial flowers of all

descriptions and two
fountains, which
were surrounded by
flowers. This com-

ficial flowers used in many of the

Ame

pany supplied the

exhibits.

The Moving Picture World booth was in charge of Paul
C. Hinz, W. P. Milligan (New York) and Robert Marston.
Other papers which had booths were: the Chicago Morning
Telegraph, the Exhibitors Herald, Amusements, New York
Morning Telegraph, Charles Geigerich; Motion Picture
News, Wm. C. Estey; the Billboard, Wm. Page and A. C.
Kellog; Chicago Herald, in charge of Louella O. Parsons;
Chicago Examiner, Chicago Daily News, in charge of W. K.
Hollander, James Fox and Hill Burnstein.
The Patriot Film Co., of New York, had a booth in charge

of two young women attired as nurses. The booth was
decorated with still pictures from "How Britain Prepared."
The Johnstown Automatic Register Company's booth was

in charge of C. O. Bowman. This is a new register, which
is manufactured in Johnstown, Pa., and will soon be offered
to exhibitors.

utomatic Arc Co., Chicago, had a booth
which displayed the
new American arcs.
The Arcus Ticket

Co., Chicago, manu-
facturers of roll

tickets and regular
theater tickets, had
an attractive booth
in charge of S. E.

The \ itagraph Co.
had a large space,
attract ively fur-

nished, under the

general supervision
of Sam Spedon and
John B. Rock. This
booth was always
popular because of

the constant pres-
"se Tapley

lUghout the week.
The Essanay booth was in charge of Vernon R. Daj Mi

Day work'- pretty gray color scheme in this

The Paramount Famous Players-Lasky-Pallas-Oliver Moi
niliinatioii booth was one of the finest exhibits at

the Bhow. At Hi ooth were large oil paintings
of Blanche Sweet, Pauline Fredei ely, Mar)
Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Geraldine Farrar and Hazel
Dawn. There were miniature lakes at tin- front of this

I ill. 111 which goldfi h warn, adding considerable charm
neral scheme.

The I'allie bOOth, in .line.' of V Wei 1. meist ei
.
assPt.u.t

treasurer of the Pal In.
. was another artistic

ci c. in. .ii. The furniture in tins booth was \

mahogany., There were pictures of the Pathe stars in oil

ously. \n interesting feature ol

tin- furnishings w i duction of the Pathe trade

mark rooster, in marble. Mr. Werkmeisti
sisted in his work by live beautiful young women.

Menger, Ring & Hamburg Co., Chicago, manufacturers of
artistic frames, had an attractive display in chars
W. Wilson.
The Mid-West Supply Co., Chicago, dealers in picture the-

ater equipment, had Power's 6B, Motiograph, Sii

Baird projectors on display. G. A. Williams was in charge.
The Cahill Igoe Co., Chicago, printers, had a very at-

tractive booth in charge of P. O. Garbour.
The Precision Machine Co.. New York, was represented

by L. \V. Atwater, L. M. Porter and F. B. Cannock. A
Simplex machine, in bold relief against red plush in the
back of the booth, attracted considerable attention.
The Metro booth was voted one of the most artistic and

novel creations at the exposition. The general scheme o:

decoration was Japanese, and the main attraction was an
Hawaiian orchestra, which kept a crowd around the booth
constantly. The whole booth was roofed with dark brown
bamboo poles, and the whole exhibit was surrounded by a
little stone wall covered with moss, with fountains at both
ends. There were also miniature lakes with a small brood
of ducklings, to add charm. The Chicago branch office must
be credited with the nice taste and art reflected in the con-
struction and in the general scheme. R. O. Proctor. J. B.

Clark and J. A. Fitzgerald were in charge most of the time.

The Monarch Film Producing Co., Chicago, had an at-

tractive booth, with several of the Monarch stars present.

I. Ellfer was in charge.

"PURITY" AT THE LIBERTY.
Mutual's Picture Featuring Audrey Munson, with Some

Eliminations, Is Permitted to Show.

AFTER a brief hold-up by the Commissioner of Licenses
of Xew York city, the Mutual's picture featuring

Audrey Munson. an artist's model, and entitled

"Purity," was permitted to open at the Liberty theater. Xew
York, on Saturday, July 11. Crowded houses are said to be

the rule at that theater just now.
Newspaper comment on the picture was varied in nature,

but none seemed to condemn the use of the nude figure in

very severe terms. It is likely that "Purity" will 1 .

siderable run at the Liberty.

JOHN ARTHUR, SCENARIO WRITER, DEAD.
John Arthur, who wrote the first working seel

"Romeo and Juliet" for the forthcoming Metro-Quality pro-

duction starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverlj

died July 21 at Xew York Hospital. Xew York
intestinal trouble. Mr. Arthur was only forty-four

j

but he had become SO feeble that his associates had sup-

posed him much older.

Mr. Arthur was a graduate of Northwestern University,

Evanston, 111., and became a member of the facult]

institution, in the department of expression and dramatic

art. Leaving professorial work for the si

own company and made many productions in the W est \

few years ago the accumulations of years were wi]

in a bank failure, and he abandoned acting for th

ii d scenarios, specializing in revising the work ol

is bent was artistic rather than commercial. Mr
Arthur leaves a widow.

SUIT AGAINST BEACON FILMS DISCONTINUED.
The Great Northern Film Company has tiled a

discontinuance of the action brought against tl i

Films, Inc. in which it was alleged that the lattei

was distributing a picture entitled "Germany's I

Verdun," in which had been used scenes froi

Northern features Before the case came to trial ii

resented in affidavits tiled by the Beacon Film* tl

fendant company had no interest in "Gei

Verdun" and that it was not booking that"

the policy of the Beacon Films pr<

anything pertaining to German battles Upon •'

other representations the plaintiff a

w ithout cost> to the defendant.

NATHAN HIRSH AT BLOCK ISLAND.

Nathan Hirsh, president of the i

P oration, is enjoying a sta

companj I

will show off to gi

Sharks do not prevent them Hon
ill the W

l ittle I "i Gorman, the -even year old, «
:

soon be a Kellerman Junior, performing (

'

water.
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OHIO TO FIGHT CENSORSHIP.
President Ochs of National League Addresses Cleveland

Exhibitors on Question.

THE foundation of a state-wide campaign to defeat the
censorship law in Ohio was laid at a meeting of the
Northeastern Ohio Motion Picture Exhibitors' League

July 18, when Lee Ochs of New York, newly elected presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
was the principal speaker.
The meeting held in the league club rooms in the Republic

Building was declared to be the most interesting session

the local body has held in a twelve-month. More than fifty

Cleveland exhibitors were present. Following the meeting
Mr. Ochs was the dinner guest of Charles A. Megown, sec-

retary of the local league.

"I believe Ohio has been the cause of retarding the ad-

vancement of the motion picture art by ten years," Mr.
Ochs said during his address. "The advance of the busi-

ness itself has been kept back by the state of Ohio," he
added.
Mr. Ochs declared that wherever official censorship existed

there must be a reason, and deplored the fact that Ohio
motion picture exhibitors are divided on the censorship
question, some favoring it and many being unalterably op-

posed to it.

"I personally am opposed to any form of censorship,"

Mr. Ochs declared. "I believe the public is the best judge
of what they should see. No hired board can censor pic-

tures for me. There should be a getting together of the

biggest state in the union. I mean Ohio. The Cleveland
exhibitors have done all they could to get the Ohio picture

men together and your duty in Cleveland now is to get to-

gether the men in the rest of the state and fight censorship.

I am personally anxious that you men in Ohio shall wipe
out censorship and I believe you will do it.

"With no censorship the manufacturers will be able to

give you and the public better pictures. I don't mean
smutty pictures, indecent films, risque pictures or whatever
you may call them, because you do not want that kind of

stuff, but I feel that without censorship the class of pictures

will be greatly improved.
"I suggest that this local league start to work at once.

Show the manufacturers you are working hard to this end
and you can have anything you want from them. It is your
duty to break away from this burden of censorship. This
must be done and it is your duty to do it."

In conclusion, Mr. Ochs urged the end of factionalism in

Ohio and declared "Ohio is going after the scalp of censor-

ship."

At the opening of his address he described the activities

at the Chicago convention when the National Association

of the Motion Picture Industry was formed. The need of

such an organization has been keenly felt, he said, since the

demise of the Motion Picture Board of Trade. The speaker

placed great emphasis on the fact that no individual ex-

hibitor or theater company could become a member of the

new association without first becoming a member of the

Exhibitors' League. He declared a fund of half a million

dollars annually would be raised to combat adverse legis-

lation and asserted that the league is now stronger in sev-

eral ways than it has ever been before.

"I propose to make the national body the supreme .court

of the entire moving picture industry," Mr. Ochs declared.

"We are going to be very strong, whether we want to or

not. Co-operation and efficiency is what we want."

The speaker then discussed the deposit system for ex-

hibitors and predicted that it would soon be eliminated

through the efforts of the league.

Benjamin J. Sawyer, president of the local league, fol-

lowed Mr. Ochs and branded the new association's program
as "the most dangerous possible. The ammunition is all in

the hands of the manufacturers," Air. Sawyer declared. He
asserted that by reason of stock affiliation between the film

producers and the accessory manufacturers the exhibitors

would be left in an "If you please, sir," position.

He then reminded his hearers of the power of the screen
and declared the exhibitors could and would use this power
in their own behalf if necessary.
Samuel Bullock, who is chairman, and William J. Slimm,

secretary of the League national grievance committee, fol-

lowed Mr. Sawyer and declared that while it might be well
to point out the possible danger in the new program, they
believed it would work to the benefit of the exhibitors and
prove splendidly successful.

Mr. Ochs then spoke again, declaring that the accessory
men would be disposed to favor the exhibitors rather than
the film producers on any vital issue.

The League members then discussed the efforts of the Cin-
cinnati exhibitors to have a "get-together" meeting at Mans-
field. Mr. Ochs advised against the Cleveland exhibitors
officially attending any meeting not called by a body holding
a national league charter. He suggested that W. H. Horsey,
state secretary, attend the proposed Mansfield meeting and
invite the Cincinnati exhibitors to apply for a charter.

Cleveland exhibitors are enthusiastic over the results of
the Chicago meeting which they believe has given great im-
petus to the work of the league especially in Ohio.

Cleveland will figure largely in the national program be-
cause it will be the headquarters of the national arbitration
and grievance committee.
The part the Cleveland body is to play in the national pro-

gram and the manner in which the censorship fight is to be
conducted are to be discussed at the next meeting.
Some of the problems to be taken up by the grievance

committee are understood to be: Film rental discrimination
rates; unfair competition; the deposit system, and advance
payments for film.

It is also understood the local league is to undertake a
membership campaign.

LEE OCHS HONORED.
Three hundred or more exhibitors, exchange men and

manufacturers foregathered Thursday, July 20, at the head-
quarters of the New York Local, 218 West Forty-second
street, to do honor to Lee A. Ochs, the recently-elected
national president.
Mr. Ochs was agreeably surprised at the unusually large

gathering and expressed his deep felt gratitude. An in-
formal but delightful luncheon was served under the per-
sonal supervision of I. N. Hartstall. The luncheon was
heartily enjoyed. At the end of the feast Mr. Ochs arose
and thanked the exhibitors for their warm and loyal sup-
port of his candidacy in Chicago. To the film men present
he said he was with and for them and would see that they
got a square deal. Joe Brandt, of the Universal, on behalf
of his company, presented Mr. Ochs with a magnificent floral

horseshoe. Among those present were: Arthur James, of
Metro; S. P. Reibon, of Big "T" Film; E. Saunders, of
Metro; Mr. Shaeffer, of World Film; Mr. Seeley, of Pathe:
Mr. Bauerbaum, of General Film; Mr. Sennett, of Para-
mount; H. Clark Mooney, of Kemble Film; E. J. O'Donnell.
John Wittman, Louis Blumenthal, Tom Howard, Willie
Brandt of Brooklyn, C. F. Haring, Samuel Bock, Adolph
Weis, Mr. Rownheimer, F. J. Dollinger, R. Israel, Otto
Lederer, James Kellock, Mr. Martino, B. Zeidman and many
others.

V-L-S-E CUTS MELON.
Saturday was profit-sharing day for the employees of

Yitagraph-Lubin-Sclig-Essanay, Inc., and every member of
the organization who had been an employee thereof for the
past thirteen weeks, from porter to manager, received a very
substantial check. This is in accordance with the custom
established by this concern nine months ago. which permits
every employee to receive a certain proportion of the money
made. Business has been so good that the profit-sharing
checks for the period just ended was 79.6 per cent, higher
than that of the preceding period. This is the kind of incen-
tive that makes for loyalty and efficiency, and is one of the
reasons for the V-L-S-E success.
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Universal Buys Laemmle and Powers Exchanges

Big U is Said to Have Paid One Million for

Eight Distributing Offices—Re-alignment

of Managers

ONI' of the most important announcements was made

by the Universal Film Company last week when an

official statement was sent out to the press that Presi-

dent Carl Laemmle and Treasurer P. A Powers had sold out

their exchanges to that company for the sum of $1,UUU F
UUU

When the Universal was formed several years ago these

two men retained their exchanges in the west and middle

west and up until now have operated them independent of

the company. The exchanges in Buffalo, Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati and Indianapolis were owned by P. A. Powers who

is the second largest stockholder in the Big U, and Mr.

Laemmle owned exchanges in Minneapolis, Des Moines,

Omaha and the Laemmle Film Service in Chicago.

From time to time there have been rumors to the effect

that Laemmle and Powers had sold their private holdings

to the Universal and since the Chicago show opened it has

been stated that Mr. Laemmle had disposed of his Universal

stock to John D. Spreckles, the California millionaire. But

this has been strongly denied by Mr. Laemmle and the other

officials of this organization. The stock of the Universal is

almost equally divided between Laemmle and Powers and

neither have any intentions of disposing of their holdings.

About a year ago it was rumored throughout the industry

that both Laemmle and Powers had turned over their ex-

changes to the Universal for a large sum, but this was denied

and later turned out to be simply a trade wind, the source

of which could not be traced.

When the convention started in Chicago, many of the

film folk were surprised at the large number of exchange-

men and other Universalis who had come to town. It was

evident that something was going to happen, but few of the

moving picture people were able to predict what that some-

thing would be.
,

Among the first to arrive was President Laemmle; then

came General Manager Joe Brandt; he was followed by P.

A. Powers, and after him came M. II. Hoffman, general man-

i icchanges, and his assistant, Manny Goldstein. Then

came the exchange managers from Detroit, Buffalo, Minn-

eapolis Omaha, Des Moines, Indianapolis, Cleveland, St.

Louis and Kansas City. Immediately upon their arrival they

all went into private session at the "Universal Head-

quarters" at the Hotel Sherman and there they remained

several hours. After their departure Sunday night of July

ut This is a very important move
,,,, the pari rsal and the taking over of these

M.itlv improve conditions in the

i field. Such a transaction is usually accompanied

with certain changes, and this is no different from the rest.

the first announcements General Manager Hoffman
thai he would cstal-lish district managers through

ountry, and thai the objed in calling in the exchange

to decide on the tie« offices.

\.ccordinglj I" announced thai F. C. Cropper, who has

been manage, o| the I'niversal exchange in Kansas t il\
.

u ,ll be districl managei ol the Middle West, and will havi
< nnal a. Wn liita. < Iklahoma ( ity and Des

Moines in I

His office will be in Kan
. ision ot the I >i I

alo and Indianapolis offices, with

headquartei - al Detroit
William Oldnow oi Atlanta, Ga.

(
will have the Southern

District, which includes Louisville. New Orleans, Memphis.
lacks. mville, Xaslivill.-. Baltimore and Washington, with the

Atlanta

M i. Markowitz, oi Jan Francisco, will have the terntorj

Wes1 oi Denver, with his main offu < al Loa Angeles

Maurice Fleckles will have the central division, which will

inelmh i in....... Minneapolis and the territory between here

and i..o

The eastern division will have Mannv Goldstein

Manage,, and Ins inn di.tioii will in. hide New Yoik. Phil

adelphia, Boston and al! oi \. w E ngland
\n ,,i these men have been with the i fniv< i al s long

time and n< i e again thi hown thai it lives

i,ii to its slogan: "When we have I \a.au«\ we Iiiie all

office boy," for every one of these men have worked them-
selves up in the Universal employ and have justly . earned
t lie tribute which has been paid them.

It is the intention of General Manager Hoffman to hold
a meeting of district managers every sixty days in Chicago
at which time he will listen to the reports of these men and
discuss various questions which have come up in the mean-
time and listen to the suggestions which the district man-
agers may have for improving their particular fields.

"This is one of the most important moves we have made
in some time," said President Laemmle, while discussing
this subject to our representative. "It means that the Uni-
versal is going to do greater business than ever before, and
it proves unquestionably that we have the greatest moving
picture concern in the universe. We have the finest program
today and the exhibitor knows it, and admits it, but we also

have the greatest organization in the field.

"During the past few months we have knowledge of the

weakening conditions in certain sections of the industry.

Some of the largest concerns have been close to shutting up
their studios. But the Universal I think has proved to the

exhibitor during the Chicago show, and to the public, that it

is always in front. We don't place our stock on the market
and not a single share of it is for sale. We don't need to sell

it; in fact we are bigger and stronger than ever. We have
done more business this year than in any year since we
started and next year we are going to do even more. To-
day we know before we start a picture just what length it

is going to be, and exactly what it is going to cost. Can
you show me another firm that knows these things. This is

because we run our business systematically. The day has

passed when our directors can start a picture without know-
ing how much it is going to cost us. Efficiency is the key-

note to it all, and that's just what we have today in the

Universal.
"When the Universal gave up its beautiful and modern

studio at Leonia, New Jersey, which cost us $500,000. and
sent our ten Eastern companies to Universal City, our com-
petitors were amazed at the move. But we found that we
could make better pictures with those same companies out

in Universal City, where we have tremendous facilities, and
save at the very least $8,000 a week. The cost of running

the studio at Leonia was $12,000 per week, and we are now-

making better pictures, with those same companies, at a

cost of $4,000 a week. Simply a question of efficiency,

you see.

"Another thing we have done which will surpi

of the other companies is to do away with stars

when an actor signs a contract with the Universal

to play whatever parts he may he called upon i" play. In

other words he becomes a member of the Univers
company. He may play the lead in a picture today and a

small part tomorrow. This cuts down the I

who we used to keep just to play small parts ,,, our pro-

ductions. How does it work out? Well, ask the actor.

of them have objected and we have immediately

notified them they could leave us it they didn't like our

way of doing business. But they preferred to rem)

day of the actor dictating to the manufacturer what he

will do and what he will not do has passed, and the Uni-

versal is now telling the actor what he can expect. It he

doesn't like our method of doing business he wil

prevented from having. In other words this mdustrv i-

becoming more conservative and we are trying to run it as

an\ other big, Successful business is run. 11 \l

during the next year than it is now."

METRO'S NEW VIOLA DANA FEATURE.

Viola Dana, the charming and gifted lit:' '

made hei debut on the Metro program ii

No Man's Land," is a< work on anoth* i

play The nexl oB iHed "' «'
.., the l >a>kness " it is llM unusual
with many gripping dram. itic situations ailistu.ilh

with delightful lights, m . m s .u

the Darkness" was written especially

I i.mi.i by John 1 1. Collins, w ho w ill also d

the production, Mi * lollini was
With Miss Dana when |he was st.,,,,ng ,,n the

Edison program, and cam< to Metro when ih< wai

foi thai pi
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For Better Plays a a By Epes Winthrop Sargent

Need for More Variety and Less Personal

Prejudice in the Selection.

NONE are so blind as those who do not wish to see.

Lately Jesse L. Lasky wrote that only the author, of
all the factors in photoplay,' had failed to keep pace

with the general march of improvement. Mr. Lasky was
immediately jumped upon with intelligent enthusiasm. With
a promptness that smacks of the carefully prepared and
"planted" press campaign, he announced that he appreciated
the truth of these remarks and that he had "established a
scenario department along new and original lines." There-
upon Mr. Lasky gained two inches of space for every inch
his first complaint had found and he was lauded as the man
who was personally pulling up the sun upon the dawn of a
new day. Not a single person seems to have sat down to

figure out just what the new dispensation meant. Here is

what it means:

Mr. Lasky had maintained a staff of writers at his studio
ir the west. They wrote to order. He brought east Hector
Turnbull. a former dramatic critic. If freelance writers will-

do precisely what Mr. Turnbull tells them he wishes done,
he will perhaps buy their stories. They must, however, sink
their own personalities. They must remove from their

stories every trace of originality. They must make a
synopsis of Mr. Turnbull's improvement on their ideas, and
all the stories will be stamped by the same seal of deadening
approval. It is not sufficient that the story is good. It

must be such a story as Mr. Turnbull approves. He might
better write them all himself. He deals with the freelance
instead of the studio writer, but the result is the same. They
are all Turnbull. This is not a new or original idea. It is

the same old reconstruction stuff that has been eating at the

vitals of the business since production began.

Mr. Turnbull may know the drama, but he does not appear
to know photoplay. We have seen an original script and a

Turnbullized version. The former was better calculated to

make an entertaining play, but it was not Turnbull. Mr.
Lasky has not hit upon the solution of the problem.

In the first place a dramatic critic is about the last man to

place at the head of the script staff. He is looking for

drama, for dramatic situation. He does not consider the

story so much as the matter of the moment. And photoplay
is not drama. It is photoplay; more nearly akin to fiction

than to drama, but begotten of both though possessed of an
individuality of its own, strong and well marked. The ideal

editor would be an old magazine editor who has studied the

new art without prejudice. He must not compare it with
fiction nor yet seek a drama. He must look for photoplays
and be competent to tell them when he sees them.

In the second place, he must realize the value of variety.

He must see many men of many minds and encourage them
to write along their lines and not in accordance with his own
ideas. He must be a man so broad of mind that he does not
even favor those plays that are most nearly in accordance
with his individual judgment. He must purchase to gain as

wide a diversity of thought as is possible.

He must train these men to express their ideas in action.

He must not be content with a thousand-word synopsis for a

five-reel story. A five-reel story should carry as much plot
as the average novel and the average novel cannot adequate-
ly be condensed into a thousand words. Each author should
be encouraged to express his ideas in action in harmony with
the nature of the story. He must not be shown one or two
plays that shall serve as standards. He should read Muns-
terberg and Lindsay and be encouraged to try and realize

their ideals in the light of his own wisdom and from his per-

sonal point of view.

Then, and then only, will photoplay be something spon-
taneous and free, not trammeled by the narrow views of a
dozen men nor downtrodden beneath the hoofs -of hobbies
ridden by fanatics.

It is not a case of money alone—though it is discouraging
to be offered a hundred dollars for a five-reel play and then

be told that thirty thousand dollars will be expended in its

production. Money alone will not suffice. Better plays may
sometimes be bought for five hundred than for a thousand
dollars and liberality is not extravagance. Money must be
spent, but it must be spent intelligently to gain variety of

product and production.

\- matters Stand there is no variety and no chance for
variety. The script must please the editor or his employer,
must accurately represent his personal ideas, no matter how
erroneous those ideas may be, and often only one style of
script is available since the entire energies of the production
company are centered upon one theme, lake the Famous
Players, for example. They have for stars Mary Pickford,
Marguerite Clark. Ann Pennington, Louise Huff and Mar-
guerite Courtot, all of whom work along the same general
lines. Another company specializes in Vampires and another
can see only western stories with rugged male leads. If we
get little girls, they all act the same way, we get one general
brand of vampires and one trade-marked style of westerners
where we might have three styles of each with a more di-
versified scheme of production.
The only new and original scheme of script purchase will

be an editor who knows what a photoplay is and who seeks
to get as many different sorts of photoplays as he can. This
has not yet arrived.

Pallas Engages Florence Vidor.

FLORENCE VIDOR, the talented beauty whose work
under the Vitagraph banner has been attracting con-
siderable attention of late, has been engaged by Pallas

Pictures to appear in important ingenue roles for the Para-
mount program. Although scarcely twenty years of age,
Miss Vidor has achieved considerable success in the silent
drama, one of her most noteworthy portrayals having re-
cently been presented
in "The Yellow Girl." [

-

Prior to her affiliation

with the Vitagraph
Company in Santa
Monica, she appeared
on the screen under
various brands in the

East.
The initial produc-

tion in which Miss
Vidor will appear for

Pallas Pictures is "The
Intrigue," a story of
present international
conditions by Julia
Crawford Ivers. This
photoplay will also
mark the return to the
screen of Lenore Ul-
rich, who is starred.
Supporting Miss Ulrich
in the role of the Coun-
tess Sonia, Miss Vidor
is given what is expect-
ed to result in her
greatest dramatic effort

in motion pictures.

Miss Vidor is the daughter

0,

Florence Vidor.

of a rancher from the old
school and a lover of the great outdoors. She recently made
an automobile trip from Houston, Texas, to San Francisco
during which time she camped out and cooked her own
meals the entire trip. She has many friends among the
Indians on the Utah reservation, where she spent the greater
part of her childhood days.

NEW THEATER AT ENDICOTT.
F. and B. H. Dittrich and R. L. Keeves are to build a mov-

ing picture theater at Endicott.-N. Y. They have purchased
a lot 75 by 100 feet at the corner of Washington and Monroe
avenues, that place upon which the photoplay house is to be
constructed. The theater will seat 800, and it is expected to

be ready for opening in November next. B. H. Dittrich.

who has had considerable experience in managing picture

theaters, is to be manager of the new house.

KARPEN A UNIVERSAL FILM EDITOR.
C. A. Karpen, film expert, attached to the Universal

studios at Leonia Heights, X. J., did not accompany the

exodus to Los Angeles, but has been transferred to the

main office of that company at 1600 Broadway, New York,
where he is engaged in editing film.
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Spoor Announces Next Walthall Feature ® ® ® ® ®

"The Misleading Lady" Is a Five Part Subject

Which Will Be Released Through V-L-SE
—Has Interesting Features

PRESIDENT George K. Spoor of Essanay announces
that construction of Henry B. Walthall's next feature

has been completed and that the play, "The Sting of

Victory," will be offered through V-L-S-E early in August.

It will mark Mr. Walthall's first appearance since "The
Strange Case of Mary Page" and his first five-act picture

since "The Misleading Lady."
The several hundred exhibitors who visited the Essanay

studios the day before the opening of the convention saw
Mr. Walthall appearing before the camera.
Both Mr. Spoor and Mr. Walthall are eminently satisfied

with the new production, the former because it gives him a

feature of unusual merit to offer exhibitors and the latter

because he considers it typical of his greatest work on the

screen.
In it the well-known Walthall talent has full sway; his

deep emotional powers and interpretive abilities rule the

story. To test his art to the utmost, Mr. Walthall appears
in a double role, that of two brothers of opposite disposi-

tions. What an opportunity this gives him can readily be

imagined.
Heading the supporting cast is Antoinette Walker, famous

on the stage. She attained especial prominence because of

her success with David Warfield in "The Music Master." She
has starred in numerous other Belasco productions.

Thomas Commerford, Essanay's "old man of the screen,"

who lias portrayed so many lovable parts, also appears in
the supporting cast. John Lorenz and Anne Leigh, also
known in Essanay leads, make up the other principals.
Although everything was undertaken on a large scale, the

picture was completed in four weeks. Essanay's largest
studio was set aside for this picture alone. As soon as
Director J. Charles Haydon completed his exteriors he
found his principal interior sets ready and waiting.
The First Regiment of the Illinois National Guard was

used for several battle scenes, which were taken at Camp
Logan, the guard rifle range near the Wisconsin and Illinois

state line. The boys received their call to the border, oddly
enough, just as the last scene was taken. Eight cameras
were utilized for these scenes, each man getting about 200
feet apiece, from which the required 600 feet could be
selcted.

The story deals principally with the affairs of two brothers
of a Southern family. One is an officer in the United States
army and with the outbreak of the Civil War he retains his
commission. He is spurned by friends, relatives and the
girl he had hoped to marry.
As military commandant he returns to his own neighbor-

hood after the war and finds the plantation hardly more
than a waste and his brother deep in the power of a mort-
gage shark whose son aspires to marry their sister.

When the lender is found dead, the reckless brother is

accused. He must come before the military commander for
trial. The brother, who will not swerve from his duty, is

about to sentence him to hang when a negro confesses he
killed the man.

It is then "the sting of victory" is experienced by the
officer when he sees the girl he loves throw herself into
the arms of the ne'er-do-well brother.

Varied Assortment of Bluebirds Ready si @ @ @i @ ® gs

Early August Releases Include a Number of

Excellent Subjects Many Leading

Players Featured

THE Bluebird management looks with complacency upon
the early weeks of the forthcoming theatrical season,
assured that their exhibitors will be abundantly forti-

fied with excellent class releases to combat the opposition
of the regular dramatic houses. There have been produced
and "made ready for release enough features to carry the

through the Autumn months, in a varied and enter-

taining manner, each production calculated to back the na-
tional ad\< itiMii'.' the Bluebird people are promoting in

the mutual interest of themselves and the exhibitor.
The early August releases have been announced: Harry

Carey, Olive Fuller Golden and a company of typical plains-

men in the Western comedy, "Love's Lariat;" Louise Lovely,
Francelia Billin.nton, Rupert Julian and a sterling comedy-

.uiiz.-ition in "Bettina Loved a Soldier;" and "Little
..litem," featuring Ella Hall, Herbert Rawlinson,

ami Robert /. Leonard's company. These three releases
cany the program to August 28, when "The Girl of the
Lost Lake" will be pr<

Myrth Gonzalez, Val Paul and Fred Church will be
i "The I Mil of the Lost ] the great

. Mi-- Gonzalez and Mr. Paul for their

work in "Mi' Secret ol the Swamp." In preparation for

earlj sho Kamily Name." '

ers," and "The Clique of Gold," three features based
upon popular fit tion of v. ide i

tin I'.iiimI, Name" is a Smalley production with
Phillips Small. \ leading man for Mary MacLaren, the

heroine of "Shoe Lois Weber furnished the scenario
along lint ol an idea advanced b) w rittings

howing "f tin- feature, to the employees of Blue
bird during th< pa it i i k made every one « ho
to have it scheduled forthwith, bo greatly were thej im
pressed with its forcefulness and charm
"The Social Buccaneers" will mark the advent of Louise

I ovelj as leading Iad3 for I. Warren Kerrigan, clever players
who have previously been lone stars in Bluebirds, Jack
Conway directed the production, F. McGrew Willis adapted

the scenario from Frederick S. Isham's widely read novel
This will be Miss Lovely's third change of directors in as
many successive productions, the Australian beauty having
passed from Joseph De Grasse to Rupert Julian and on to
Jack Conway, through "The Grasp of Greed," "Bettina
Loved a Soldier," and finally to "The Social Buccaneers."
"The Clique of Cold," based on Kmilie Caboriau's famous

novel of the same title, will have Elsia Jane Wilson featured
with Rupert Julian her leading man and director. Francelia
Billington, Douglas Gerrard, Tom Lockwood, Hobart Henly
and Sydney Dean will also be in the company. K. I

adapted the scenario.

WILL C. SMITH RETURNS FROM CHICAGO.
Will C. Smith, assistant general manager of the Nicholas

Power Company, who has been absent from .\\w York
attending the motion picture convention and exp
Chicago, returned to New York very enthusiastic with the
success of the Chicago show. Mr. Smith asserts that the
exposition was the most largely attended o\ any yet held
and was particularly pleased with the interest shown by
exhibitors, exchangemen and the public in the .Nicholas
Power Company display, and he feels that a great deal of
good will be derived by the entire industry from both the
convention and exposition.

EM GORMAN TO STAR FOR PIONEER
Em Gorman is going to star in a new productioi

Pioneer Feature Film Corporation The numen
that have run "The Little Orphan" feat

famous child, will be delighted with her sui
story full "i heart interest, pathetic and .r

body, and whereby the child Bernhardl can prono
emotional and dramatic qualities.

Em assures her exhibit. ,r friends tli.it

please their audience, as she intends to cr\ with t

and also make them feel happy.

CANADIAN FILM MEN VISIT NEW YORK
\ II Fitcher Of Montreal and Meier I ii

both connected with the United Photoplay!
Canadian cities named, were recent u.k.nue visit

office ol the Movinp Pictun World The brothers
town on a brief business trip.
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August Big Month for Kalem a

Will See First Release ofNew Series and Early

Ivy Close Comedies.

INSTEAD of bringing a "summer letup" August bids fair

to be a mouth of unusual activity for the Kalem forces.

The initial releases of that company's new series pro-
duction, "The Girl from Frisco," will be seen early in

August, while the month also brings the early Ivy Close

Scene from "Daisy the Demonstrator" (Kalem).

comedies. In addition the one-a-week releases of "Hazards
of Helen" and "Ham and Bud" comedies are also continued
in the Kalem output.

All of these productions will be found in the regular

service of the General Film Company. Ivy Close comedies
get off to their start with the last Friday release in July,
when "The Girl and the Tenor" is issued. The first week of
August brings the second Ivy Close comedy, "Peaches and
Ponies," on Friday, August 4. On the following Friday,
August 11, "Daisy the Demonstrator," another Ivy Close
comedy is issued.

These new comedy releases are all of one reel length. In
addition to the famous English beauty in the leading parts,
Henry Murdock, the acrobatic comedian who achieved such
popularity in Sis Hopkins' comedies, is seen in prominent
roles. Arthur Albertson, William McKey, Mary Taylor-
Ross, Frances Nemoyer and C. D. Perushi are others seen
in the all-star casts. Robert Ellis is in charge oi the
direction.

"The Heart Menders," is the one-reel comedy that will

mark the first appearance of Ham and Bud on the August
schedule, being released Tuesday, August 1. Ethel Teare
is also seen in this single reeler which finds Ham and Bud
leading a jolly life as menders of marital breaks. The same
week will also see the release on' Saturday, August 5th, of
"A Mystery of the Rails," a "Hazard of Helen" which finds
Helen Gibson performing new feats of daring to live up to
her reputation as a fearless screen star.

Four episodes of "The Girl from Frisco" series are
scheduled for release through General Film exchanges
during August. Wednesday, August 9th, brings the initial

episode of this series featuring Marin Sais and True Board-
man, this two reel issue being titled "The Fighting Heiress."
"The Torquoise Mine Conspiracy" follows on Wednesday,

August 16th. It was in filming this episode that the com-
pany encountered such dangers in the Mojave Desert. "The
Oil Field Plot," which has its setting in the Bakersfield oil

district, is then issued on Wednesday, August 23rd, while
the month closes with the release on August 30th of "Tigers
Unchained," fourth episode in the series.

In addition to Marin Sais and True Boardman, others
seen in the casts of the four "Girl from Frisco" episodes are
Frank Jonasson, E. Forrest Taylor, Ronald Bradbury,
Edward Clisbee, B. Furey, Jack MacDonald, Rupert Dell
and Hart Oxie.

Clara Kimball Young at Solax Studio ®

With Conway Tearle and Paul Capellani as

Principal Support in Cast of "The Common
Lauf'-Work is Well Under Way.

ON her return from the Chicago Convention last week
Miss Clara Kimball Young and the supporting com-
pany engaged by Director General Albert Capellani

plunged at once into the production of Robert W. Chambers'
famous novel. "The Common Law," at the Solax studio in

Fort Lee, N. J. In the absence of the star the director and
his staff had prepared the majority of the interior settings
for the picture so that there would be no delay in getting
started.

The engagement of Conway Tearle to play the part of

Kelly Neville, the artist, opposite Miss Young in the role

of Valerie, the model, is of unusual interest. Mr. Tearle is

one of the best known leading men on the American stage.

He is recognized as a supremely capable actor of the modern
school and has appeared as the principal support for many
noted stars, including Nazimova, Frances Starr and Grace
George. In pictures he has been in all-star casts with
Famous Players and Lasky.

Paul Capellani needs no introduction to Miss Young's
followers as he has appeared opposite her in several of her
biggest pictures, including "Camille," in which he played
Armand, a role he had played with Mme. Bernhardt on the

Paris stage. In the screen version of "The Common Law"
Capellani, who is a brother of the director. Albert, will play

the part of Querida, a strong characterization that will give
him opportunity to win new laurels.

Among others cast to play parts in the earlier scenes of

the picture are Lillian Cook, well known to the screen for

her many engaging ingenue impersonations; Julia Stewart,

les" in a number of Miss Young's
te of the best known character

actors on the screen, and Lydia Knott, who plays the part of

Gaumont Releases.
Week of August 6 Presents Some Interesting Single-Reel

Subjects on the Mutual Program.

NO PHOTODRAMAS arc scheduled for release by Gau-
mont the week of August 6, but three single reels
will come from this company's laboratories for Mutual

Service. August 6 "Reel Life." the Mutual Magazine in

Film, will answer the patriotic demand for preparedness by
showing pictures of "The Making of a Naval Apprentice."
These have been taken at the U. S. Training Station at New-
port, R. I. They show the youth from the day he enters the
service as a raw recruit until lie is ready to serve his coun-
try as "the man behind the gun." Another division of this
reel will take spectators on a visit to the largest duck farm
on Long Island. As about 5,000 ducks are shipped to the
New York market from this farm every week, the magni-
tude of the place can be imagined. The duck is shown from
the egg until he goes to market and to the manufacturer
of feather beds.
The second Gaumont release of the week is "See America

First." This appears August 9 as a trip to Delaware Moun-
tain Gap and the Pocono Mountains. As this territory is

one of the most familiar summer playgrounds of the Atlantic
States, it will be a welcome series of views both for those
who have enjoyed vacations there and for those who have
only read of its summer glories. On the same reel will

apoear a topical cartoon from the pen of Harry Palmer.
The third Gaumont release of the week will be The Mutual

Weekly. This will have views from the border among its

current news pictures.
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Mary Pickford in "Hulda from Holland" a a a a b

Famous Players Production Exhibited in Princi-

pal Cities Before Us Scheduled

Date by Paramount

SO KEEN was the interest manifested in Mary Pickford's

latest Famous Players production, "Hulda from Hol-
land," that it was decided to permit the exhibitors in

the principal cities throughout the country to book the pic-

ture before its scheduled release date, July 31, on the Para-

mount Program. One of the immediate effects of this de-

cision was the appearance of the production in Chicago last

Scene from "Hulda from Holland" (Famous Players).

week at the time of the exhibitors' convention while the star
herself was in the Windy City.

The success of the production was phenomenal even for

a Mary Pickford subject and the lavish praise which was
bestowed upon "Hulda" at Chicago has been echoed by the
other cities in which the photoplay has been given its re-

spective premiers.
"Hulda from Holland" was produced under the direction

of John B. O'Brien, who also directed Mary Pickford in

"The Foundling," one of her more recent successes. As the

title suggests, the story is Dutch in its setting, the action
opening in Holland and then being transferred to America,
where it centers in the heart of the Pennsylvania Dutch
settlements and in New York City. For the purely Dutch
scenes a complete village was erected, town pump and all,

and a number of interesting types were secured by the di-

rector to serve as villagers. There is no character more in-

teresting or more pronounced than the Pennsylvania Dutch-
man and it was therefore decided to take the players to the
Keystone State for those scenes which transpired in that
locality.

Though Mary Pickford created a sensation by her enacting
of the Italian character in "Poor Little Peppina," it was the
verdict of the press and of the public that Hulda was even
more appealing from a personal standpoint than Peppina.
The production abounds in those homely little domestic
scenes which endear a character in the eyes of the audience
and everywhere that Hulda goes she takes with her three of

the most adorable little Dutch children that have ever been
seen.

The story concerns itself with the sudden death of Hulda's
father in the dyke country and her valiant efforts to look
after her three tiny brothers until her wealthy Uncle Peter
sends for her to bring the children to Pennsylvania. He
meets them in New York, but is injured and removed to a

hospital without any means of identification.

The children are in despair until a kindly landlady takes

pity on them and is the indirect means of Hulda's meeting
with the young son of a railroad president who is endeavor-
ing to force Uncle Peter to sell him a right of way through
the farm. From that point on the dramatic note in the story

becomes increasingly intense in the efforts of all concerned

to locate the stubborn old Dutchman and in the gradual de-

velopment of the romance between Hulda and the president's

son.
Though there is a great deal of pathos and dramatic action

in the story, there is an unlimited amount of comic relief in

the situations arising between Hulda and the three irre-

pressible children, "imagine Hulda mending her little

brother's pantaloons without the formality of removing them.

Not she—Hulda simply puts him over her knees and plies

needle in the required spot while he kicks up his heels re-

gardless of the imminent danger of being sewed fast to his

apparel. That, however, is only one of the many funny

scenes which occur in the picture with such frequency that

one is at a loss to describe the photoplay as anything but a

big slice from all the emotions of everyday life.

In support of Miss Pickford there have been gathered

several prominent plavers. among them Frank Losee, John

Rowers. Russell Bassett, Charles E. Vernon and Haral Hol-

lacher.

Exchanges Buy "How Britain Prepared" B B a a B a a a

Jones, Linick and Shafer Get Illinois and Indiana
—Monarch Feature Film Co. of Kansas City

Takes Kansas and Nebraska, Iowa and Miss-

ouri Emanuel Mandelbaum Gets Ohio

FOLLOWING the return of Al Lichtman, the general
manager of the Patriot Film Corporation, from his trip

to Chicago and Detroit last week, that company has
ili of state rights to a number of the most

important exchanges in the country. Messrs. Jones, Linick
;m<! Shafer, the owners of one of the largest theatrical and
picture organizations in the middle west, have purchased
the rights to the States of Illinois and Indiana, and will

handle th< production through their Central Film
pi I hicago. The production is at the present time playing
in the I ol in Chicago, which is owned by
Jones, Linick and Shafer.
Emanuel Mandelbaum, who owns one of the most import

ant exchanges in the middle west, has secured the rights to

the State of Ohio, and the Monarch Feature I
i
|ji

an important factor in their territory, has bought the states
of Kansas. Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri.

Duriii" his trip Mr, Lichtman also .maimed for a number

of important showings. The Detroit opera house, oi De-
troit, Mich., has booked the production for a run of four

weeks, and the theater in Grand Rapids. Mich., has booked
the production for an indefinite run. Other bookings have

ol for, pending the sale of state rights.

The Boston Photoplay Co., winch bought the rights to -ill

Of the New England States, reports splendid business on

"How Britain Prepared" throughout their territory The
timeliness and the publicity value of the picture has made it

perhaps the most desirable box office attraction obtainable.

to the Boston company.

FRANKLYN FARNUM JOINS UNIVERSAL.

For the first time in his theatrical experience Fianklyn

Farnum, well known on the speaking stage, has made his

appearance before a motion picture camera. He has been

i leading man for Ruth Stonehouse,
known film star, who is to appear m "The Sprini

under the direction ol William Worthington. F.irnuni has

just closed an engagement in New York with "The Only
Girl," in which he played the lead He u

Charles Frohman. and has played important roles

well known productions as "The Dollai Princes*," "The
Sunshine Girl." and the lead in Henrj \\ Savage's produc-

tion of "l ittle Boy Blue
"
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Paramount Program for Week of August 7 a b a a
7wo Famous Players and a Variety of Short
Reel Subjects

TWO Famous Players productions will be featured on
the J aramount Program lor the week of August 7 in
which Marguerite Clark and Pauline Frederick will be

Starred Miss Clark will have as her vehicle, "Little Lady
liileen, this being her first appearance on the program since
her great success in "Silks and Satins," on June 12 while
Miss Frederick's production, "A Woman in the Case" will

..£,
I,cr

.
'irst appearance since June 26, when she appeared inThe World's Great Snare."

Variety will be the watch-word of the Paramount Program
and its short reel releases for this week. Short reel subjects
will include the 26th edition of the "magazine on-the-screen "

1 aramount Pictographs, a trip from Carlsbad to Moravia
with Burton Holmes in the Paramount-Burton Holmes
Iravel Pictures, and the Paramount-Bray Animated cartoon
Farmer Al Falfa's Egg-citement." .

Paramount Pictographs will have five leading subjects in-
cluding Better Babies," "Living in the Air," "Yachting"

1 ree Surgery" and "Breaking the Freight Tie-up."
In the "Better Babies" subject, there is shown how to make

a bed as it is made in hospitals, so that it is physically im-
possible to kick the sheets out at the bottom. New York
has one of the greatest conglomeration of roofs in the world,
upon which people eat, sleep, dance, drink, raise birds, fish
and chickens, farm, play baseball, etc. This is one of the
most unique pictures that has even been put on the screen.
"Driving a Yacht" is another very interesting section of

the screen-magazine, showing the various features of sailing
a yacht, and also picturing Pierpont Morgan at the helm of
the "Grayling." Iir "Tree Surgery" there is shown how an
immense cavity in a huge tree is filled with concrete, and also
how stumps are pulled out by "four-footed dentists." The
concluding pictures of the Pictographs show how modern
methods were installed around New York which finally
broke up the freight tie-ups, being instrumental thereby in
lowering prices. It also shows an elephant pushing a crate
up a gang plank with his trunk, and shows how coffee is

loaded scientifically.

Burton Holmes in his Travel-Pictures takes Paramount
audiences on an interesting trip, from Carlsbad \o Moravia,
which is varied in interest, beginning at the Carlsbad Springs,
in which the party mingles with the throngs from all over
the world who have come to this celebrated watering place
to take the cure. Fifty thousand visitors come every year
to drink and grow thin. The scenes in and around this won-
derful famous "Spa" and at Marienbad, the countless throngs
of millionaires from America and poor Poles from Poland,
are varied by the native "dog o-mobiles," the goose farms of
Bohemia, and the quaint costumes and customs of the
Slovaks of Moravia, give a wonderful variety to this peculiar-
ly interesting "Easy-Chair Journey."
Paul Terry contributes "Farmer Alfalfa's Egg-citement."

as the Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoon for this week. It

is a cartoon of a wayward duck who refuses to listen to her
master and lays eggs with utter disregard, only to get her-
self into a great deal of trouble when she lays a nest of eggs
in Alfalfa's beard, and he, to settle the question of who com-
mitted the crime, smashes an egg only to find its contents is

a little cow which causes great excitement on Alfalfa's farm,
and everyone scaringly takes to the "tall timbers."

Secretary Binder Returns From European Trip S! & Bl SI

Tells of Effect of the War on London—Picture
Trade Bothered by Over-production

JW. BINDER, executive secretary of the old Motion
1 ictiire Board of Trade, returned from London on the;
St. Louis on Saturday, July 15. "I have had a most

delightful trip abroad," he said. "It has been a distinct
privilege to see London in war time. One does not note so
much difference in daytime except the noticeable absence
from the streets of young men. At night, however, the differ-
ence is marked. The streets are in almost total darkness,
there are no lighted shop windows or electric signs and the
motors move along with only two tiny electric side lamps
instead of the ordinary brilliant headlights.
"Then, too, the broad bands of light from the great search-

lights encircling the sky all about London, once every two
minutes from dark until 3 A. M. make a spectacle that will
not soon be forgotten. And everywhere are soldiers—regi-
ments marching through the streets with bands of music,
and at the railway terminals, trainloads of the wounded being
brought back from the base and field hospitals to recuperate
under the kindly care of Britain.

"I was a bit shocked on going through Westminster Abbey
to find the tombs of William the Conqueror and Edward the
Confessor covered with two-inch armor plate, which in turn
was overlaid by heavy oak planks. Over all this sand bags
to a depth of two feet had been piled.

" 'We might repair a hole in the roof of the Abbey,'
laconically said the cockney guide, 'but we couldn't make a
new tomb for William and Hedward. So we take no chances
with them from Zeps.'

"I was mighty courteously received by the motion picture
contingent m London. Aniina Lodge of Freemasons, com-
posed entirely of men connected with the motion picture in-
dustry, made me their guest of honor at a meeting held on
the evening of July Fourth. I also had the pleasure of din-
in- with Mr. W. R. Sheehan and his bride. Both send their
best regards to their many friends here.
"The motion picture industry in England is suffering from

about the same evils as seem to afflict it here. Over-produc-
tion and censorship agitation seem to be the foremost trou-
bles. American films make up at least 80 per cent, of the
programs shown in London and throughout the provinces.

"Referring again to the war, it is my belief that the last

stages have been entered upon and that by November 1

peace will either have been declared or the negotiations will

be far enough along to insure a termination of hostilities

before winter again sets in.

"I am told that considerable progress has been made in

launching the new trade association. I am glad to know
that this is the fact. The industry certainly stands in dire

need of unified organization. This not alone to combat pres-
ent hostile conditions threatening from without, but in no
lesser degree to eliminate the evils which threaten its con-
tinued prosperity from within—over-production, inflated

salaries and a chaotic system of distribution.

W. K. HOWARD ON CHICAGO V-L-S-E SALES FORCE
Sidney E. Abel, Chicago manager of the V-L-S-E, an-

nounces that W. K. Howard, one of the best-known film

salesmen in the country, has been taken on the sales force
of the Windy City office.

Mr. Howard, who joined the Big Four on July 10, began
his connection with the photoplay industry as a lecturer with
one of the first feature films. "Dante's Inferno," and later

was connected with "Oliver Twist," in which Nat Goodwin
was starred. This line of work carried his activities to the
exploitation of a production made by the Essanay Company
for the Weideman Company of New'port, Ky. Subsequently
Mr. Howard entered the exchange business, beginning as
shipping clerk of the World Film Corporation in its Cincin-
nati office. Then he was manager of the Bluebird Company
in the same city, returning later to the World as assistant
manager.
Mr. Howard has an excellent knowledge of modern mer-

chandising, selling and advertising, which he has used to
great advantage in the film business. He has written many
articles on selling.

WILL APPEAR IN VIM COMEDIES.
Latest to join the Vim forces are George Reehm, William

Chamberlin and Jennie Nelson, all of whom are well known
screen stars. They will commence work shortly in Myers-
Theby comedies under the able direction of Harry C. Myers,
making a cast of five in future releases of these refined fea-
ture comedies.
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Strong Features on Mutual Program a a a a a a a

Two Mutual Star Productions Supplemented by

a Number of Good Subjects in

Shorter Lengths

pr^pan

" I
I mountain life in Kentucky and Tennessee, with Helen

Holmes the featured player, and "The Strength of

Donald McKenzie," a romantic drama of the North Woods,
starring William Russell, both of which will be released as
Mutual Star Productions, are the chief feature offerings
ot the Mutual Film Corporation for the week of July 31.

"Judith of the Cumberlands," a film adaptation of Alice
McGowan's virile story of the same name, which will be
released July 31, was screened under the personal direction
of Director-in-Chief J. P. McGowan, of the Signal-Mutual
studios, especially delegated as director of the Helen Holmes
series of Mutual Star Productions.
Miss Holmes in the role of "Judith Barrier," a true daugh-

ter of the mountains who is torn between love and duty to

Scene from "Judith of the Cumberlands" (Mutual).

her clan engaged in a bloody warfare of extermination, adds
a new character to her already long list of film creations, the
role being one which affords her unusual opportunities to
display her remarkable talent-, for emotional expression.
For the filming of many of the scenes in this Mutual Star

Production, Director McGowan, noted as a stickler for true-

to life atmosphere, in order to obtain the necessary loca-
tions led the members of the cast, some twenty in all. far

wilds of the Santa Yncz mountains, below Santa
Barbara, where many days were spent at work on the exte-
rior scenes.

Miss Holmes' supporting cast in "Judith of the Cumber-
lands," which is the third of the Mutual Star Productions
in which she hat is an unusually I

for a film drama. Leo I >. Maloney, as "Creed Benbright"
Lther was killed in a fight with a rival clan and who

- ti' illy all his time in trying to educate the sturdy
mountain men to of disregard the law, has

opposite Miss Holmes. Mr. Ma
loney, an exceptionally talented young actor, has long since

an unusually powerful
of exacting roles. Others in the casl include Paul C. Hurst,
rhomas G. Lingham, William Brunton, » lara Mosher, Harry

Wischussen and othei
i al of whom, including Hurst,

and Wischussen, have already appeared ii

ding Mutual Star

fudith of the Cumberlands," as the countless
thousand

I d Miss McGowan
will remember, treats of a moun-

tain feud and the novel way in which the mountain girl
bi ought ii to .in end.
"The Stn

I
I McKenzie," third of the William

Russell Mutual St.u Productions, which goes to the public
'- a fihnization of Russell Smith's story of the same

or the screen by J. Edward Hungerford.
laid McKenzie," the trapper-poet and hero

of the story, is particularly suited to Mr. Russell's unusual
talents and presents the star in one of the best characteriza-
tions he has yet portrayed in this series of William Russell
Mutual Star Productions.
The story, most of which takes place in the open, deals

with the romance and tragic adventures in the woods where
guides and trappers roam. For these outdoor scenes Rus-
sell and his co-director. Jack Prescott, selected locations
among the Thousand Pines, on Little Bear Lake, fifteen

miles up the mountains from San Bernardino, Cal., where
all of the outdoor work was shot.

Charlotte Burton appears opposite Mr. Russell in the role

of "Mabel Condon," daughter of the publisher. Others in

the cast are Jack Prescott, Nell Franzen, Harry Keenan
and others especially chosen from the numerous companies
now at work at the American-Mutual studios.
Mutual three-part offering of the week is an American pro-

duction for release August 3 under the title of "The Madonna
of the Night." Nita Davis and E. Forrest Taylor are the
co-stars in this unusually interesting story surrounding the
strange adventures which befell a convent girl. The drama
was prepared for the screen by Karl Coolidge from the story
written by Constance Crawley and Larry Peyton, members
of the playing forces of the American Mutual studios. Jt

was screened by William Bertram.
"The Dreamer," a stirring story of romance and adven-

ture, featuring Edward Coxen and Lizette Thorne. for release

July 31, tops the Mutual's two-part offerings of the week.
In this American release the co-stars are supported by a

noted company of players.

Second of the week's two-part offerings will be released
August 4 under the title of "Sandy, Reformer." Art Acord
and Helene Rosson are the featured players. "Sandy, Re-
former" is a Western story replete with thrills and action.

Margaret Gibson has the principal role in "Fate's Deci-
sion," the two-part Centaur release which goes to the public

August 5. William Clifford leads the big company of play-

ers appearing in Miss Gibson's support.
Single-reel comedy releases for the week include "Pain-

less Extracting," a laughable satire on modern dentistry,

with Rube Miller as chief funmaker. This Vogue-Mutual
comedy will be released August 1. Beauty releases for the

week include "Daredevils and Danger," featuring Johnny
Sheehan and Carol Halloway, for release August 2. and
"Just as He Thought," starring Orral Humphrey, to be re-

leased August 6. "When Jerry Came to Town." with George
Ovey supplying the laughs, is the Cub release of the same
week. It goes to the public August 4.

Mutual Weekly No. 83 and "See America First." the Gau-
mont single-reel offerings, for release August 2. present a

wiae range of subjects. Mutual Weekly cameramen with

the troops along the border have secured a number of inter-

esting and exclusive pictures which will be released in this

issue.

The regular weekly release of "Reel Life." the Mutual film

magazine in motion pictures, for release August 6, presents

of interesting topics.

RAYMOND WHITAKER JOINS UNIVERSAL.
Alter a number Of years experience both on the legiti-

and in pictures, Raymond W hitakei I

the Universal Film Manufacturing Co., and will work under
the direction of Raymond Wells in support of Rul

; Henri De Vries, in a five-reel feature entitled

"The Saintly Sinner" W hitakcr played lead- with Blanche
Walsh. Nance O'Neil, and Grace G<

of years also played leads in stoi

EDWARD EARL NOW VICE PRESIDENT
I dward Earl, who for a numbi

r< asurer of the Nichol L!

elected \ ice president and trea-.n. I

meeting of the stockholdi

pany's business for the year is hij

substantial increase oxer the previous year, and '

business to all parts of the world havi

doubled. Mr Earle attended the motion p

and i ^position at < hicago and is I ii I I) elated with the ihow-
ing made bj th< Ni< holas Powei >
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Advance Tips on Brady-mades & m ® & m @

Interesting List of Productions Presented for

August, September and October

Willi the summer's end approaching and arrangements
going forward for the beginning of the autumn sea-
son, William A. Brady announces definitely the

forthcoming releasing program of the organization of which
he is directing head.
While the autumn season, proper, does not begin until

September 4, the latter part of August will see the beginning
of the new Brady-Made program, which was begun in pro-
ductional part when Mr. Brady assumed control of the
World Film in June.
August 21, a Maurice Tourneur production, "The Rail

Rider," will inaugurate the new season and House Peters
will be the featured player, supported by the typical Brady
cast.

August 28, the first all-star Brady-Made picture with Hol-
brook Blinn, Ethel Clayton, Gerda Holmes, Emmett Corri-

. gan, Montagu Love and Dion Titheradge will be offered in

a production by Barry O'Neill called "Husband and Wife."
September 4, Gail Kane will make her appearance in Frank

Powell's production of "The Other Sister," in which Miss
Kane plays her first dual role.

September 11, another all-star cast containing E. K. Lin-

coln, June Elvidge and Frances Nelson, will be featured in

a sensational production, "The Almighty Dollar."
Robert Warwick in "Friday the 13th," a production created

under the direction of Emile Chautard, will be the unit on
the program, on September 18.

On September 25, running out the month in a vivid dra-
matic concoction, entitled "The Scorching Way," will be
seen Ethel Clayton, Irving Cummins and Madge Evans.
The week of October 2 is left open, in so far as title and

star is concerned, but on October 9, a two-star document
with House Peters and Gail Kane named "The Velvet Paw"
will precede the magnetic Alice Brady in her next picture,
"Her Majesty."
Following Miss Brady will come Robert Warwick again

with Gail Kane playing opposite him in a picturization of

Clyde Fitch's tale of the famous historical episode, "Nathan
Hale," which will be entitled, "The Heart of a Hero," and
which is now in the course of construction in the New Eng-
land locales made famous by the Revolutionary period.
On October 30, the end of the second month of the autumn

season, Kitty Gordon and Muriel Ostriche will be seen in a

co-starring vehicle, entitled "The Man She Married."
The program as laid out by Mr. Brady entailed no little

effort on the part of this more than experienced man to get
more than the proper diversity of subjects, the proper differ-

ences of types of players and the proper diversity of themes,
basic plots, situations and climaxes.

At Leading New York Picture Theaters.

"An International Marriage" at the Strand.

RITA JOLIVET was the star of "An International Mar-
riage" at the Strand theater the week of July 23. The
screen version of George Broadhurst's stage success

was produced by the Morosco Paramount Company and
follows the play closely. The story tells of a beautiful
American girl who becomes fascinated with the idea of
marrying a Duke and, her millionaire father not being averse
to the union, the match is arranged. But a young American
also- loves the daughter. He proves that the Duke is an
unscrupulous agent of his country, and finally thwarts the
marriage. The cast includes Herbert -Standing, Elliott

Dexter, Courtenay Foote, Marc Robbins and Olive White.
Other features for the week were a scenic and travel study,

a short comedy, the Strand Topical Review, and a Mutt and
Teff animated cartoon. The musical program consisted of an
overture and incidental music by the Strand Concert Orch-
estra, and solo numbers by Miss Helen Scholder, Bruce
Weyman and Robert Armour.

"The Marriage of Molly-O" at the Rialto.
#

Mae Marsh and Robert Harron are the leading players in

"The Marriage of Molly-O," the Fine Arts Company
photoplay which was the principal attraction at the Rialto
theater. The scenario was written by Granville Warwick
and tells an old fashioned Irish love story. A section of Dr.
Leonard S. Snyden's fine travel pictures, "The Lure of

Alaska," the Topical Review, and other special features, were
shown.

"Under Cover," at the Broadway.
"Under Cover," the drama which scored a success at the

Cort theater, New York, and was chosen by the Famous
Players Film Company as a vehicle for the first appearance
of Hazel Dawn and Owen Moore as co-stars, was the at-

traction on the Paramount Program at the Broadway theater.

The screen version retains the life and vigor of the stage
play, written by Roi Cooper Megrue, and calls for a large

number of striking and diversified scenes. The usual one-
reel comedies and special subject pictures were on the
program.

Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.

At the Eighty-first Street theater four Triangle pictures

were shown. On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Bessie Love in "Stranded," and on Thursday, Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday Wm. S. Hart in "The Captive God," were
the stars. A Sennett Keystone comedy completed the pic-

ture portion of the entertainment.

Strand Camera Car
Automobile Equipped With Camera Scouts the Streets of

New York for Strand Weekly.

FOR some weeks past the Strand theater, New York,
has maintained what is termed the "Strand Daily
News Service," the outward evidence of which is a

large motor car painted a cream white with the name of the

Strand on it here and there, known as the Strand Cameracar.
The cameracar is a limousine fitted with folding doors in

the roof and a tripod mounted on top. When the camera
man wants to take a picture he opens the doors and, standing
on a platform on the back seat, adjusts his machine to the

Strand's Camera Car.

tripod. A sign is then hung out that the pictures being

taken at that time will be shown on the screen at the Strand
the day following.
With the cameracar at its disposal the Strand can shoot

out its cameraman to any place within a radius of fifty miles

and get pictures while the event is still fresh. The roof of

the car has also proven an advantageous place from which to

"shoot" over the heads of crowds or obstructions. Since its

inauguration it has been a great adjunct to the Strand
Topical Review, the compilation of news services the

Strand runs.

A CLEAN RECORD.
In the nine five-reel features which the Frohman Amuse-

ment Corporation has produced, the National Board of Re-
view has cut out only eight feet of film and changed two
subtitles.
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That Universal Program for Week ofJuly 31 &m®
Long List of Stars Illuminates the Coming

Attractions

THE following stars appear on the universal program
lor the week of July 31: Carter De Haven, King
Baggot, Francis Ford and Gface Cunard, Ben Wilson,

Marie Walcamp, William Garwood, Eddie Lyons, Lee
Moran, Marcia Moore, Lee Hill, Edna Hunter, Dan Russell,

Hobart Henley, Howard Crampton, Catherine Calvert, Jack
Nelson, Lucille Younge, Agnes Vernon, A. Lowne, Baby
Early, Rex De Rosselli, Golda Colwell, William V. Mong,
Gale Henry, William Franey, Marjorie Ellison and Gene
Rogers.

Carter De Haven leads off the week in "From Broadway to

a Throne," a five-reel Red Feather feature which is followed

on the same day, July 31, by Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and
Marcia Moore in the Nestor comedy, "Beer Must Go Down."
On the following day, August 1, the special Universal

novelty two section three-reel mystery drama, "Who Pulled

the Trigger?" is the feature of the day. Marie Walcamp and
Lee Hill are starred in this Gold Seal multiple reeler. They
are followed by William Garwood in a Victor comedy en-

titled, "A Society Sherlock."

Ben Wilson heads the program of August 2 in the Imp
drama, "The Lucky Gold Piece," in which he is supported

' by Edna Hunter. On the same day Dan Russell cavorts

about in the two-reel L-Ko comedy, "Where Is My Hus-
band?" The day's program closes with issue 31 of the Uni-
versal Animated Weekly, with all the topical news events of

the day in film form.

"My Lady's Millions," a two-reel Laemmle society drama
featuring Hobart Henley, Howard Crampton and Catherine
Calvert heads off the program of August 3. On the same
day Jack Nelson and Lucille Younge appear in the Big U
drama, "A Man's Hardest Fight." Another of the Dr.
Dorsey expedition educational features will be released under
the Powers brand on the same day. This feature is en-
titled "The Rough Riders of India."
On August 4 Agnes Vernon and A. Lowrie will share

honors in the Imp drama, "A Daughter of the Night." They
will be followed on the same day's program by the Victor
two-reel juvenile comedy, "When the Minstrels Came to
Town," in which little Baby Early is the star.

A two-reel Bison animal thriller par excellence entitled,

"Under the Lion's Paw," and featuring Rex De Rosselli and
Golda Colwell will be released by the Universal on August 5.

It will be followed by Cleo Madison in "The Girl in Lower
9," a Big U drama in which Miss Madison is supported by
William V. Mong. Gale Henry and William Franey close
the day's program in a Joker comedy entitled "Kate's Lover's
Knot."
On Sunday, August 6, King Baggot is starred in the Big

U two-reel sea drama, "The Captain of the Typhoon," in

which Mr. Baggot is supported by Edna Hunter. An Imp
drama, "The Finishing Touch," with Marjorie Ellison, re-

leased on the same day together with the L-Ko howler, "The
Youngest in the Family," with Gene Rogers supplying
the fun.

During the week of July 31 Francis Ford and Grace
Cunard will appear in the fourteenth two-reel episode of the
Universal special feature serial, "The Adventures of Peg O*

the Ring."

V-L-S-E Vitagraphs Include a Daniels Comedy 3 ® ®

A Hamlin Garland Blue Ribbon Feature and a

Frank Daniels Comedy Make Up the

Week's Contributions

A CAST, truly worthy of the much abused title "all

star," is one of the distinguishing features of Vita-

graph's latest offering in the way of Blue Ribbon
Feature. The picture in live parts is "llcsper of the Moun-
tains," from the popular book by Hamlin Garland. The
cast, without exception, handles itself naturally and cred-

itably. Particularly favorable mention must be given
(

Lillian Walker and Evart Overton, the two featured mem-

bera who, throughout thi produt tion show theras< lv< - a

dramatic playei a oi the firsl calibre.

Those seen in their support include Donald Hall. Denton
Vane, Rose Tapley, Lillian limns. Donald McBride, Robert
'.a. Ila.,1. Templar Saxe and Jos< phini I arle.

In brief, the plot tells oi Vnn, .1 young Eastern miss who
admits her dislike of llle West hill :,ttrr Hi i , ,, , ssi ,, .

. tl,,-

stoicism of Western men is forced to change her opinion
and finally marries one of them. As a whole the picture is

interesting and sure to please. Some of the outstanding
features are the beauty of interior and exterior scenes,
clear photography and the attention to detail which Di-
rector North has exercised throughout. The picture, with
its many scenes of the great outdoors, should be an ideal

hot weather feature.
Frank Daniels, whose success in many Vitagrapb pro-

dtictktns has established him as the premier straight com-
edian in the photoplay world, lives up to his reputation in

"Dear Percy," his latest picture. Although it is told in

one part, "Dear Percy" has material enough foi

three and the audience is therefore assured of a picture
chock full of laughs. The combination of Cyrus ["ownsend
Brady as author, the inimitable Frank as star, and Arthur
Ellery as producer, has brought forth an excellent produc-
tion. The comedy hinges on the transfusion of blood
between Percy, a meek effeminate individual, and
longshoreman and twentieth century ca\e man. After the
operation a great change has taken place, the meekness
Of Percy is embodied in Casey and the former sentimental
Percy is endowed with the might of Sandow and the

brutality of Nero, to the consternation ^i his wife. Char-
mine Maylield. Nellie \nder.son and Olive TrevOt are also
seen in this sparkling comedy.

NEW THEATER FOR TIMMINS, ONT.
I ... Maseioli. Charles Pierce and P M BardeSSOnO expect

to open their new photoplay house in Timmins, Ont., about
the middle of \ugust The theater will be known as the
\ew Empire, ami will be three si, ,11.- in height Its di-

mensions Feet The Beating capacity will be
900, of which 200 will be in the balcony. The auditorium
will In- plentifully supplied with wide aisles and exits

All wiring will be done in conduits Mr BardeSSOnO will

manage the new house. While the New Empire will be de-

Noted to motion pictures primarily, road shows will be
Looked occasionally The Owners of the new stnictuie are

aUo the owners and operators of the Empire th(

Cochrane and Schumacher, Ont. The new Empire, when it

,. •.„„,. I, t.-.l ,.,11 r. , >,-,•.. nt tin InvHtmnnl ni *?00lHI
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Hatch Buys Ohio Rights a a a a a a

Veteran Film Man Purchases

Nation" for That State.

'The Fall of a

J
FRANK HATCH, the well-known film man and veter-
an showman, purchased the Ohio state rights of "The

• Fall of a Nation" from the National Drama Corpora-
tion. He is proprietor of the J. Frank Hatch Film Com-
pany of .Newark, X. J. He will at once prosecute an active
campaign for the exploitation of the Dixon-Herbert spec-
tacle in the Buckeye State and will start operations with
runs at first-class prices in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus
and Toledo.

Mr. Hatch entered the film business in the fall of 1906.

He rapidly created a profitable system of exchanges with
centers in Chicago, Buffalo, Newark and other cities. In
the course of his enterprises he acquired the Grand theater.

Newark, of which he is still the owner. He had also on the
road the J. Frank Hatch Shows, a thirty-car circus and car-
nival, but sold out all his circus interests in 1913. Hatch
is one'of the largest owners of film in the world. Ten mil-
lion feet of it are stored in a fireproof structure built on
the roof of his building at 284 Market street, Newark, N. J.
He can supply anything from a twelve-reel tragedy to a
split-reel comic or travelogue.
With it all, the proprietor of the Ohio "The Fall of a

Nation" has the keen instincts of a showman for modern,
live, up-to-date stuff, and he foresees for the Dixon play one
of the most sensational theatrical campaigns that has ever
been launched in the Western reserve. It will be recalled
that the Ohio censors have continuously refused a license
for "The Birth of a Nation," the earlier product of the Dixon
fantasy. But they took more kindly to "The Fall of a

Nation," and the latter work was passed for presentation
in Ohio without any cuts or emendations whatsoever.

Thanhouser's August Productions.
Announcement of the First Subjects to Be Released on the

Pathe Program.
ttrpHK FUGITIVE," a drama starring Florence La

I Badie, and "Hidden Valley," a tale of South African
adventure, featuring Yalkyrien are the first five-reel

features that Thanhouser will release under the new arrange-
ment with Bathe.

Miss La Badie's latest vehicle is by Philip Lonergan,
directed by Frederic Sullivan, and is the story of a girl who
takes the blame for a murder she did not commit and who
is apprehended after the death of the only witness who
could prove her innocence. The heroine is freed by a cir-

sumstance novel and unexpected.
Miss La Badie is supported by Ethyle Cooke and George

Mario. An exciting factory fire is one of the big scenes in

the production. "The Fugitive" will be released on Aug. 13.

In "Hidden Valley," Valkyrien is a white goddess who
has been captured by savage blacks in South Africa. She

Scene from "The Fugitive" (Thanhouser).

is found by a young missionary, played by Boyd Marshall,

and rescued from a sacrificial altar. Valkyrien was selected

as the most perfectly formed girl in Denmark in a competi-
tion conducted by the government. The dance of the white
goddess before the natives is one of the most beautiful scenes
in the production. The story is by Emmet Mixx, and the di-

rector was Ernest Warde. The picture was made in Jack-
sonville, Fla.; the date of release is August 27.

Gladys Hulette and Florence La Badie probably will be

the stars in the Thanhouser features released in September.

Josephine Earle.

JOSEPHINE EARLE has now been at the Vitagraph
eastern studios for more than a year. During that time
her work has been consistently good; it has confirmed

the impression she created on her first appearances, in which
she made good beyond question. Many of her roles have
been in the "heavy" category, the hardest task of any player,

but one in which the
reward is sure, if there
be marked merit in the
performance.
Miss Earle is of

Scotch extraction, her
family having been on
this side of the Atlantic
since the coming of
William Penn. Her
maternal great-grand-
mother sang "The Star
Spangled Banner" in

old Independence Hall,
Philadelphia. Although
possessing a good sing-
ing voice, the player's
first stage exper:"

was in vaudev It

Josephine Earle.

ot long, howe
before she went into
musical stock, where she
sang leading roles in

Gilbert and Sullivan operas.
Following this she was offered an engagement by Mr.

Savage as Beauty in "Everywoman," being the 101st appli-

cant. Returning later to vaudeville, she was starred in her
own act, a tabloid called "The Cloak Models." Then she
went to the Vitagraph Company.
Some of the pictures in which Miss Earle has been seen

are "The Return of Maurice Donnelly," "The Gypsy Trail."

"Writing on the Wall." "The Two-Edged Sword," "The Shop
Girl" and "Hesper." In "The Two-Edged Sword" she

shared the honors of the acting with Edith Story and Robert
Gaillard. She dominated many of the scenes by her force-

ful interpretation of the thoughtless woman who brought
suffering on two families by her flirtation and she mate-
rially contributed to the making of an unusually strongpic-
ture. Her more recent work includes appearances in "The
Blue Envelope," "John Thursday" and "There and Back."

the latter a single-reel comedy of which Miss Earle is the

bright particular star.

ABELES IN CONNECTICUT.
Manager A. S. Abeles of Pathe's New York office went on

a trip in Connecticut in what he characterizes as "An 1898

Ford" last week, accompanied by Salesman Horace Fuld and

the first three episodes of "The Grip of Evil." Reports from

the front indicate great success.

ROBERT CUMMINGS IN METRO'S "ROMEO AND
JULIET."

Robert Cummings will play Friar Laurence in the Bush-
man and Bayne film production of "Romeo and Juliet." Mr.
Cummings probably has the creation of more original roles

to his credit than almost any other actor on the stage.

GOLDFRAP WITH MOSS.
John Henry Goldfrap has succeeded Arthur MacHugh as

press representative for B. S. Moss' motion picture interests.

Mr. MacHugh will continue to paragraph for the Moss The-

atrical and Vaudeville interests.
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Freuler Strong for "Stars' ® & @ @ ®

Says He'd Pay a Million for Another Chaplin-

Stardom the Mark of Public

Approval

MILLION dollars another Chaplin." This is

A the reply of John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual
1 *• Film Corporation, to the recent utterances of the

motion picture magnates who seek to depreciate the position

of importance occupied by the stars in the industry.

"Back of the expressions of the men who charge that the

exploitation of stars is a detriment to the film drama you

will find a false hope of the reduction of production costs

and a hopeless attempt to foster a market for a photodrama
product of mediocre quality," said Mr. Freuler.

"To attain stardom for an actor is simply to gain the

public's stamp of approval. The actor who serves and

pleases the public best is the greatest star. The primary

purpose of this film drama is to furnish amusement. It is

mere primer reasoning to point out that the most satisfac-

tory drama must be presented by the most popular stars.

There is no evasion possible.
"The permanence of the position of the star in the photo-

drama- is assured. One has only to point to the dramatic
and operatic stages and their history. The drama of the

stage with its centuries of experience where the film has
years has not found success without stars. The same magic
of personality which gave world fame and success to Booth,
Clara Morris, Mansfield and the other wonderful names of

the stage exists also for the screen. Dramatic art cannot
be divorced from personality. The making of Chaplins and
Pickfords and Mary Miles Minters is not the matter of a
film man's whim or desire and it is beyond his control.
Stars are made by the artist and the public, and no one can
successfully come between them.
"With a keen appreciation of this primary truth I have

made the declaration of all-star policy to the motion picture
public and the motion picture exhibitor."

Vitagraph's Dynamo Car.

Illuminates Three City Blocks—Built by Garage Crew for

Outdoor Night Scenes.

A MAMMOTH 218 ampere dynamo car built in the Vita-

graph studio garage was given a try-out in Flatbush

recently during an outdoor night scene staged by Di-

rector William P. S. Earle. There were a great many people

in the cast, it being a mob scene in "The Battle Cry of War,"
and the car's power to give light enough to illuminate the

whole area covered by the action was in question. Although
the car was not entirely trimmed, Harry Waldron, superin-

tendent of the garage and Andy Kennedy, chief mechanic,

were confident of its success. The result was excellent. All

the light needed was supplied, and the portable dynamo
demonstrated its ability to light three city blocks under the

ordinary lighting conditions.

The dynamo is driven by a 50 H. P. marine engine; both

engine and dynamo are mounted on a 5-ton White truck.

The car and all its parts were built by the Yitagraph garage

crew. It will be used at outdoor locations where electric

Vitagraph's Dynamo Car.

power is not available, such as woods and remote roads, to

provide arc light enough foi any motion picture photography.
This is one of the ver few and is the largest car of its kind
m the United Stati

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY SWAP PLAYERS.
One of the first outward mamit stations ol tin

;nl\ antagi - oi thi recentl] formed mei jei

Players Film ( ompanj and the Jesse L. Laskj Feature
Play Company, is th< facl thai Mac Murray, who has ap
peared under the Laskj banner since her debul on th

is now working on stavm In i new J'.u aim .nni picture, 'The
Big sister," at the Famous Players studio under the direc-
t 'i John B. ( i'1'.iieii. Famous Playei i dii i

Never before has such a situation arisen between the two
companies except once in tl I lark, who

"The Goose Girl," after she had created a sensation in her
screen debut in the Famous Players-Lasky production
"Wildflower."

In the case of Mac Murray, however, her conversion t"

the roster of Famous Players stars is only the first of many
similar steps that are sure to be taken as circumstances
warrant. It so happens that the atmosphere of "The Big
Sister" is strictly Eastern in every aspect and that although
it could be produced at Hollywood, Cal., where the Lasky
studios are situated, the transportation of Miss Murray to

New York represents a far less expense than that which
would be incurred in traveling on the Pacific coast in search
of location and of devoting great areas of floor space to the

erection of studio sets.

UNIVERSAL FORT LEE PLAYERS STILL BUSY.
Although most of the Universal East Coast photoplayers

have gone to Universal City and are already hard at work
in "The Capital of the Film World." several companies are
still busy in the Universal's big Fort Lee plant.

Director Ben Hill has finished "Judith Belgrove," a one-
reel drama in which Violet Mersereau and Harry Benham
play the leads. Mary Fuller is braving the Jersey mosquitoes
and July heat to finish "The Highest Bidder," a two-reel
produced by Mr. Henderson. King Baggot is working on
"Absintha," a multiple reeler. Director Grandon is working
with Violet Mersereau and Harry Benham on "The Angel
of the Attic," a two-reel drama, while Director Ben Hill

rfts under way a one-reel drama, title as yet not decided
upon, in which Clara Beyer plays the lead. Director Frank
Smith is producing "The Primitive Soul." a one-reel drama
in which Margaret McRae and Johnnj Walker play the prin

cipal rob-.,

EMILY STEVENS RECOVERING.
Emilj Stevens, who was last seen on the Metro program

in "The House of Tears." will begin work soon
another Metro wonder play. Miss Stevens recently finished a

successful tour of the United States in the play. "The in
chastened Woman," which enjoyed a remarkable run on
Broadway before it was sent out on the road \t the close

of the season she suffered an attack oi appendicitis, and
following an operation in the Woman's Hospital in New
York she went to rest and recuperate at the beautiful COUntrj
home of her aunt. Mrs. Minnie Maddern l-'iski

Lake, in the Adirondack Mountains

McMANUS GETS A WATCH.
When the International branch managers met

during the convention week and learned that 1 \ McManUS,
general manager of the company, could <

immediately decided to express their appreciation oi him in

a substantial way. It took thi \oiu>. ol I gold watch suitabh
engraved, which \er\ desirable present was forwarded with

of felicitation Those who participated in the
i F Bow man, ( hi< ago ! "s S Engt I, N< « York,

F H \ me. Boston; till I. F Lyon,
Pittsburgh, II I. Knappen, San Francisco, *', R Allison.

Vtlanta, F B Wathne, Washington I
D C I, E v.

St Louis, E W Sweigert, Philadelphi
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"Must Have Better Stories"? a a

Then Better Prices Must Be Paid for the Time
Required to Write Them.

By Emmett Campbell Hall.

ffl~? VERYTHING has improved—except the stories. We
f\ must have better stories!" So cries the producer,

suddenly awake to the fact that the picture business
IS moving by hitherto acquired momentum only, and that it

is the story that must supply further motive power. With
his business on the verge of a very serious illness, he has
correctly diagnosed the disease, but is doing absolutely
nothing toward remedying the thing he deplores. What can
he do? The first thing needful is to realize that

—

There will never be any better stories!
The stories of 1916 are no better than the stories of 1716,

or of A. D. 1, nor will those of 2016 be. A prize offer of a
million dollars would not bring forth a story better than
thousands for which the authors received a skimped handful
of shillings or francs or dollars, or told for the mere love of
telling a tale.

The trouble is not with the stories, but in the method of
telling. Take the masterpieces of fiction and strip them to
their skeletons—their plots. Rather trite and banal, are they
not? It is the method of presentation that has made them
things of beauty. What would an untrained or hurried hand
have accomplished with the same materials?
Haste of composition, not poorness of theme, is the cause

of the hackneyed and mediocre results we see upon the
screen. It isn't that the photo-playwrights can not do bet-
ter, but that they cannot afford to. The world is frequently
assured by producers that they would joyously pay fabulous
sums if only the authors would write something worth pay-
ing for. The photoplay author must be pardoned a sceptical
smile. Once or twice he has made a play a labor of love

—

has given it weeks or months of devoted labor, turning it

out polished like a gem—and received for it the same "our
regular rates" that he got for the crudity he hammered out
in a couple of mornings.

The time it takes to write a good photoplay must be paid
lor, it good photoplays are to be written. Ten five-reel sub-
jects a year should be a large output for a very industrious
author— live, of his maximum quality would be nearer right.
To make a decent income, how many must he turn out at
the prices he can get? Few producers are paying or are
willing to pay more per reel than the better producers paid
four years ago—with many the rate is no better.

It is not merely the story that the producer must purchase—it is that story in its highest photoplay development—if

he wants good stories as seen through the medium of the
screen. And to bring a story to that development takes
time, patience, labor plus natural ability, training and a dis-
criminating knowledge of picture technique.

Of course the overhead must be kept down, but—a point
strangely overlooked— it is in the manuscript, not in the
purchase price of the manuscript, that economy should be
found. There are few features appearing on the screen in

which a really competent author could not have saved hun-
dreds and even thousands of dollars without any sacrifice
of screen effect, by a sometimes very slight rearrangement of
the story. To get maximum screen value at minimum neces-
sary production cost is an art that one might expect would
be appreciated, but it does not appear to be. The man
whose play—no better on the screen—costs five thousand
dollars more to produce, through the fault of the author—
will get just as much for his manuscript as the author whose
ability saves that amount. There is no premium on taking
pains.

Solution? Remedy? Realize the difference between mere
story value and photoplay value, stop paying absurd prices
for the former and use the money to pay decent prices for
the latter. Encourage the people who would write real

photoplays if they could afford to by making real effort

worth the while. Guarantee a reasonable sum but pay on a

royalty basis, the author's percentage being on the net
profits. This will bring about what is really wanted

—

better
pictures—not the impossible "better stories"—at smaller cost
for production.

Henry Kolker.

HENRY KOLKER, who heads the supporting company
in "Gloria's Romance," the George Kleine motion pic-

ture novel in which Miss Billie Burke is the featured
star, has proven time and again on the screen that he is

just as capable a star when appearing in the silent drama as
he is on the speaking stage where he can use his voice to,

aid his pantomime; but perhaps never has his playing been
more impressive than in his present vehicle. As Dr. Stephen
Royce, the young physi-
cian who falls in love
with Gloria Stafford,
Kolker grows better
and better as the story
progresses.
This talented player

began his career with
the German Stock
Company of Milwau-
kee, Wis., studying un-
der the direction of the
then leading man of
that company, Franz
Kauer, and soon after-
wards w-ent over to the
American theater, join-
ing Robert Downing in

such plays as "The
Gladiator," "D a m o n
and Pythias," "Virgini-
us," "Ingomar," "Othel-
lo," "David Garrick"
and "Richard the Lion
Hearted." After spend-
ing two seasons with
Mr. Downing, Kolker
headed the company supporting James O'Neill in "Hamlet,"
"The Courier of Lyons," "Virginius"' and "Monte Cristo."
His first New York appearance was made at Wallack's the-
ater, where he played "Guiderius" in the big revival of

Shakespeare's "Cymbeline." The next five years were spent
as leading man of stock companies in Buffalo, Syracuse,
Rochester, Indianapolis, Montreal, Philadelphia, Newark and
Denver, and at the end of that period he was cast for the
title role in "Sergeant James," Eugene Walters' first play,

produced by Kirk La Shelle.

A varied series of dramatic engagements covering several
years followed before he did his first picture work in the
feature entitled "The Bridge." His work in "The Warning,"
another feature film, is also still remembered by many, and
then he was employed to create the role of Dr. Stephen
Royce in "Gloria's Romance," appearing opposite Billie Burke
in this important role.

"CIVILIZATION" AT BUENOS AYRES AT FIVE DOL-
LARS A SEAT.

The stockholders of the ten-million-dollar opera house in

Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic, have just cabled to Rich-
ard Pitrot, their New York representative, announcing the
sailing from that city of Pablo Calazzi, for the purpose of
consummating the final arrangements for the presentation
of Thomas H. Ince's "Civilization" in the opera house where
the great Caruso sang recently and was paid $10,000 each
night. The directors also stated that the scale of prices
adopted for the engagement of the big Ince cinema spec-
tacle in Buenos Ayres will be practically the same as when
Caruso sings. The boxes vary from $25 to $100, each seat-
ing from four to six persons, while the orchestra or parterre
which seats 850 persons is scheduled at $5 throughout. The
upper gallery or sixth balcony provides the cheapest seats,
in this part of the auditorium half selling at $2 and the other
half at $1 a seat.

Henry Kolker.

MARIE SHOTWELL JOINS THANHOUSER.
Marie Shotwell, who recently completed a five-year con-

tract under the management of Daniel Frohman. has gone
into moving pictures. She has signed with the Thanhouser
Company and is now at the New Rochelle studios working
in an Italian story by Emmet Mix in which she will be
starred. Miss Shotwell is perhaps best known for her char-
acterization of "Shirley" in "The Lion and the Mouse."
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By G. P. VON HARLEMAN and CLARKE IRVINE
FIRE AT MONROVIA STUDIO.

Assistant Director Costello Injured in Studio Fire.

FIRE, caused by friction in the projection machine, at
the Monrovia Feature Film Company in Monrovia de-
stroyed a reel of film, injured the operator and caused

some little damage, on the morning of the 13th.
It started when a section of "The Daughter of the Don,"

catching fire from friction in the projection machine, flared
up. The celluloid film was jerked out of the machine by
Assistant Director Costello, whose hands were painfully
burned in the process. Little property damage was done.
The fifteen or so scenes that went up in smoke can be
easily reprinted from the original negative.
The fire alarm was turned in and promptly answered, the

fire boys completing the work of stamping out the blaze
that for a short time endangered the building.

R. M. Francisco arrived home this morning from San Fran-
cisco, bringing the reports that "The Argonauts" will open
in Stockton and Sacramento soon. Preparations are being
made for the sale of state rights.
"The Daughter of the Don," to be given its premiere in

Los Angeles August 13, will have its advance ticket sale
started here next week. Tickets have already been applied
for from several outlying cities, and the prospects for a good
run are favorable.

THEATER BURNS.
Santa Ana House, "Lyric," Manager Saves Audience by

Clever Ruse.
Fire, caused by the parting of a film, in the Lyric theater

in Santa Ana, did about $2,500 damage and closed the house
one night this week.
The large crowd in the house at the time moved out in an

orderly manner as the result of the cleverness of R. L. Hurl-
burt, manager. The loss is partially covered by insurance.
The operator, G. Brown, escaped.
One of the features incident to the conflagration was the

ise Manager Hurlburt used to prevent a panic. He
stepped out in front of the audience and in an unconcerned
manner said that candles for disinfecting the building were
being burned; that it was an experiment with him and he did
not know whether it would be a success or not, and requested
that the theater be vacated. The house was filling with
smoke and everyone filed out with perfect composure. There
was no excitement, and none knew that their lives had been
imperilled until they readied the sidewalk.

"Discovered" was the film being run when the lire occurred.
It was proving a big drawing card and the house was full.

A pianoplayer, costing $750, was damaged to the extent of
Iridal Falls," a painting on the west wall next to the
was ruined, and much of the ceiling fell as the

result of water thrown by the tire department in thi

Bpai e a

K. L. Hurlburt and J. Weston are tin- owners of the the-
ater, having bul recently purchased it from J. (i. Knapp.

Proprietors of other show houses in the city have shown
their sympathy with the Lyric management
i"" "" ill' i' gnlai pi- jrai thi Lyric, in addition to their
own programs.

TYRONE POWER SIGNS WITH DUDLEY MOTION
PICTURE CORPORATION.

N B, Dudley, president oi the Dudley Motion Picture Coi
poration, has closed a contract with fyr i Power for the
produi tion oi eighl ten reel pi< tun -

l li( fii i oi lb. series will be built around the fifth com
mandment, "Thou Shalt Not Kill." Work on th<
hot, will begin Monday, this week.
The studios oi thi I >udli \ Motion Picl

are lot at< d in Redl - , wh< re the i ompany is

now producing "The Humanizing of Mr W'inshv" from' the
Btorj by Petei B, Kyne,

YORKE FILM COMPANY STARTS PRODUCTION ON
BIG FILM.

The Yorke Film Company, a branch of the Metro Corpora-
tion, has leased the old studios of the Nevada Film Com-
pany, at 1329 Gordon street, and have started production on
a five-reel photodrama entitled "Mister 44." The play in
which Harold Lockwood and May Allison are being co-
starred is a picturization of the novel of the same name by
E. J. Rath, under the direction of Henry Otto.
Several members of the Yorke Film Company arrived

from New York last week, including Fred J. Balshofer, presi-
dent of the Yorke and Quality Companies; May Allison,
Harold Lockwood, Henry Otto, Bennett A. Molter, Lester
Cuneo, Antonio Canter and Ben H. Grim.

It is expected that by fall all of the Metro companies will
be making pictures in Los Angeles. Among the producing
companies are the Yorke, Quality, Popular Plays and Play-
ers, Rolfe, and Columbia.

CENTURY FILM CORPORATION BRINGS COMPANY
HERE.

Another motion picture company has arrived in Los
Angeles, the Century Film Corporation, with headquarters
at Roundup, Mont., under the direction of J. P. Hamilton,
formerly of the Essanay, American and Albuquerque film
manufacturers.
The Century Company will spend half its time here and

the balance at Roundup The company is using the Christie
studios at Gower street and Sunset Boulevard. Dot Farley
is being featured in all of their pictures. William Conklin
is playing the leading male part. Others in the cast are
Frank Newberry, husband of Jane Novak; Charles Mulhall.
brother of Lucille Mulhall, the "lady roper," and G. E. Kern,
assistant to Mr. Hamilton. The company is now filming a
seven-reel feature entitled "Inherited Passions."

McRAY BUILDING A RAILROAD AT UNIVERSAL
CITY.

Henry McRay is building a private railroad at Universal
City, to be used by the 101 Bison Company for staging of
railroad stories.

Director McRay is well known for his railroad stories
Ever since the organization of Universal Companv he has
been practically the only director engaged in the production
of films of that brand. To facilitate his work along this line
he secured permission from Universal officials to i

a stretch of railroad one and a half miles in length at the
big picture city. A force of men is now busy at work lay

1. and within a short time the tracks will be ready
to carry its first burden of rolling stock before the .

Although this track is being constructed primarily for the
nil Bison Company, it will be at the service of whatever l

company may chance to need it.

FAY TINCHER'S NINETY-FOOT DIVE.
her, the clever little bine Arts comedienne, was

compelled to make ;i ninety-foot dive twice in a tWO-reel
Triangle comedy. Director Dillon took In- entire companj
to San DiegO last week in order to secure the scene where
Fay, in escaping from her drunken husband, plunged bead
Ion- from a cliff into the ocean, a distance of nini :

The camera was placed in position and Fay with a dummj
I

.irms. made the plunge. I'pon swimmii
it was found that the cameraman had forgotten to fasten his
lilin correctly in the camera box. so the seen.- had to be taken
over, \lthough completely tired out. pluck) Faj graciously
agreed to do it ;i second time, but before -be made the sec.
..ml l.ap -he went over the camera carefully and made sure
that the film was proper!) placed in position She then made
tb. .Ii\< again and -eemed none the worse foi hei
dip

Mil power lui swimmei id \pet di\
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She recently won second prize in the woman's rough water

swimming contest from Ocean Park .to Venice, a distance

of over a mile.

The diving scene only takes a short piece of film, hut in

order to secure the ideal location Director Dillon took his

entire company to San Diego.
The name of this feature is "Laundry Liz," a melodramatic

comedy. One of the unique features of this film is the show-
w motion pictures are made: another scene in this

film is the showing of the interior of the motion picture

theater with the motion picture heing run and the audience

in the foreground.

Los Angeles Film Brevities.

]t was reported that Will M. Ritchie had left the Balboa,

hut H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer, heads of the company,
positively deny this.

In Santa Ana. 1. M. Russell has taken over the manage-
ment of the New Temple theater. Mr. Russell was formerly

manager of Clune's, and has recently been conducting a pic-

ture house in Orange, which he will continue to conduct also.

Converting timely topics into comedies seems to be the

long suit of Director Hal Roach of Rolin-Pathe funny pic-

tures, for this week the company started work on a picture

in an ammunition factory. Fourteen sticks of dynamite,

twentv-seven large cans of black powder, eighty-three fuse

caps and three hundred feet of fuse were delivered to the

studio.
The other Rolin company is doing a picture theater comedy

with its players as principals in a big controversy. For this

a large number of extras are used as an audience and some
funny situations are woven into the laugh producing story.

The following remarks by a tourist prove that travelers

like pictures. He refers to a new house in Long Beach:
"

'I wonder if the people themselves,' remarked a tourist

in casual conversation with me," said George H. Brooks, of

641 East Twentieth street, "•appreciate the fact that local

capital's faith in Long Beach, present and future, has given

this city another real attraction? What I refer to is the

new theater on West Ocean avenue. There are other the-

aters here, good and well worthy of the large patronage they

receive, but it seems to me that the investment made in this

latest completed playhouse is eloquent of the faith of capital

in this city and that the crowds gathering there are already

proof that the investment was wisely made. Floral decora-

tions of the new theater are appropriate reminders of the

fact that this is a land of flowers the year 'round. The pipe

organ is one of the finest features. The organ itself is a

wonder, and a master presides at the keyboard. I am not

the only tourist in Long Beach who will come again and
come partly on account of this theater.'

"

Word has been received at the Lasky studio that Laura
Marie Trainor, the Missoula, Mont., girl, who is riding on
horseback from that city to the studio in Hollywood, has

reached San Francisco, where she was enthusiastically re-

ceived at the Paramount office. After a brief rest, Miss

Trainor will finish the last portion of her trip.

Under the management of Fred Aufdenkamp, who is also

proprietor of the box-ball and ten-pin alleys, Laguna Beach's

first moving picture show was opened the evening of the

4th in a former amusement house. Changes in the struc-

ture have been made to allow for an operating-room in the

front.

This is a new beach resort, popular in summertime.

Thomas Meighan, the Lasky star, upon being granted two
weeks' vacation, promptly caught the first train bound for

Columbus, O., where Mrs. Meighan (Francis Ring) is ap-

pearing in stock.

Mignon Le Brun is a Balboa girl who is just now attract-

ing a lot of attention by her peculiar beauty. She is of

French and English parentage and partakes of both styles

of beauty. Miss Le Brun is the official reader among the

girls at the studio who improve their leisure hours listening

to Mignon read good literature.

Anion- tin- latest to enter the film business in this city is

Frank Wilson, who started his moving picture career in the
days of store "litups," later drifting over to the general
amusement business, and recently returning to his "first love."
ile is now managing the Star Film Company, in the Knicker-
bocker Building, on Oliver street, the company having been
formed to handle advertising films as a specialty. Mr. Wil-
son states he will be glad to hear from any Eastern concerns
which require representatives in and around Los Angeles.

Sessue llayakawa. the Lasky star, is delighted with the
story of "The Honorable Friend," not for its value from a
dramatic standpoint, but from the fact that it has three fights

in it, one of them, between himself and some of his fellow
countrymen, being fought entirely by jiu-jitsu. During the
taking of these scenes the air was filled with flying Nip-
ponese and many of the tricks of this clever method of com-
bat were displayed.

Ruth Stonehouse, the clever little Universal star, has re-

cently learned that she is one of the heirs to a vast estate
in England and has this week opened negotiations with a
firm of London solicitors for the recovery of her share of
the property.

The Pals Club, filmsters, stage folk and Bohemians, an-
nounces that Keystone Nite is Saturday at the temporary
clubrooms in the grill room of Cafe Bristol, and the guests
of honor will be Pals "Chuck" Reisner and Harry McCoy

—

"those entertainin' boys." Big doin's start at twelve o'clock.

One dollar per person, pay-as-you-enter. And there will be
"some fun," according to C. H. Pafenbach, Scribbler.

Jane Bernoudy, leading lady in a Universal now at Bear
Valley, writes that the players with Director Rice are enjoy-
ing their work immensely. They have many locations to
walk to, where "no tire men trod" before.

The Fox comedy studios, formerly used by Thomas Dixon,
are teeming with activity since Hank Mann is making funny
pictures there.

Jackie Saunders will appear in fourteen different charac-
terizations during the filming of "The Grip of Evil," and all

the great resources of her emotional equipment are draw-n
upon to meet the demands of the piece. "The Grip of Evil"
will be released by Pathe and nothing so fine has come from
Balboa whence only fine things come.

Owing to the amount of iron work needed for Lasky pro-
ductions, a complete Smithing department has been installed

under the direction of a competent blacksmith and iron

moulder. Now the company can make its own iron and
steel, without the necessity of ordering it from the outside.

* * *

Billie Ritchie, of the L-Ko comedy forces, was working in

a picture and his suspenders became entangled in the pro-

peller of an aeroplane which was used off-stage to create a
wind effect. Before stage hands could come to his rescue
the famous comedian's trousers were torn to shreds.

Our old friend "Captain Jack" Poland paid a pleasant call

at the World office this week after an absence of several
months from the city.

Captain Jack was the editor and publisher of "Static
Flashes," the very much alive trade paper of the cameramen
of the Pacific Coast.

Captain Jack has now entered upon a different business
venture and has acquired the Pacific Coast Elk, a monthly
fraternal publication, published under the auspices of the
B. P. O. E. Captain Jack is still located at his old offices,

681 South Olive street.

With a company of nearly fifty persons, Director Charles
Miller is at Thousand Pines this week filming a number of

scenes for a current Triangle drama, written by Monte Kat-
terjohn, in which Bessie Barriscale, the Ince star, is being
featured.

Sixty-one players under the direction of Reginald L. Bar-
ker returned this week from San Diego where they went to

appear in some scenes for a Triangle drama written by

J. Gardner Sullivan, in which Clara Williams is being starred.
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Director Walter Edwards of the Ince forces is cruising in

the vicinity of the Santa ( ruz Islands, filming "water stuff"

for a desert island drama by Lanier Bartlett, in which
Dorothy Dalton and William Desmond are being starred.

Arthur Shirley, the Australian actor who was formerly

leading man with the Thomas Dixon Company, has joined

the Ince forces and will appear opposite Bessie Barriscale

in a Triangle comedy-drama.

What is said to be the strongest array of talent ever as-

sembled for an Ince production is appearing this week in

the support of Charles Ray in a Triangle comedy-drama
by J. G. Hawks, in which Ray is appearing as star, under
the direction of Raymond B. West. Marguerite Thompson
is playing the principal feminine role. Others in the cast

are Margery Wilson, Howard Hickman, George Fisher,

Charles K. French, Louise Brownell, Walt Whitman and
Jerome Storm.

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, who will soon appear in a

Triangle-Fine Arts production, is now with his director mak-
ing inspection of locations in the vicinity of Los Angeles for

his new picture.
With a number of theatrical notables Sir Herbert escorted

Madame Pavlpwa, the famous Russian dancer, who has been
visiting our city for some time, to the Salt Lake depot and
bade her farewell on her departure for a Yellowstone Park
vacation.

Marie Walcamp and G. Raymond Nye saved the Universal
Company several thousand dollars recently when a fire broke
out in one of the cabins at Universal City. Miss Walcamp
braved the dangers of fire and smoke and carried out an
armload of newly-made films, and had started back for more
when Mr. Nye interfered. The plucky little star was nearly
overcome.

Jessie Arnold, wdio narrowly escaped death in the icy
waters of Bear Lake, is recovering from a severe attack of
bronchitis, which resulted from the accident. Miss Arnold
is a member of Lynn Reynold's company of Universal play-
ers. The production she was working in at the time of the
accident was "The Girl of Lost Lake." Fred Church played
the hero in rescuing Miss Arnold when the boat overturned.

Tod Browning, director for the Triangle-Fine Arts Com-
pany, on July 12 was tendered a surprise party by his friends
at the Reiter Arms Apartments, Hollywood. The affair was
given in honor of Browning's twenty-third birthday.

Miss Alice Wilson had charge of the arrangements.
Browning was taken to the downtown district for dinner.
One of the members of the party soon after the dinner
pleaded a severe headache and they all adjourned to the
Reiter Arms, where Browning was met by the three hundred
guests who were invited to the affair, including notable film
people from the various studios in the motion picture colony.
Charles Murray, the Keystone comedian, acted as master of
ceremonies, and welcomed Browning home with a tradi-
tional Keystone bit of comedy.
A buffet luncheon was served in the Reiter Arms ballroom,

and the evening was spent in dancing.
\nioi)K the guests were Mr. and Mrs. Fdward Dillon, Chet

Withey, Mabel Normand, Fay Tincher, Dorothy Gish, Rob-
ert Ilarron, Wallace Reid. Dorothy Davenport, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd tngraham, J. C. Epping, Ruth Stonehouse, Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Cabanne, Bessie Love, Mae and Marguerite
Marsh, Mrs. Marsh, Mary H. O'Connor, Hettie Gray Baker.
Constance Talmadge, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Clifton, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Long. Bernard McConville. Roy Somerville, Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Wilson ami others. Hettie Gray Bakc'r, of

nario department of the Fine \xts Company, cele
brated her birthday at tin- same time.

Eddie Dillon presented Hrownin- with ;i sponge cake con-
taining twenty three re. I peppermint candi.
1" l"i in I'.rou nine's initials.

Frank I-:. Woods, managei of production of tin- Triangle-
Erne \,ts Company, is again at his desk after ., fl

to New
Mr Woods spent a week in \. ... York conferring with

1 nangle officials In New 1

> ork he was joined bj Mi -

Woo, is. who, with Mrs, \\ I Wing, wife of the well-known
scenario writer, had made the trip fr Los Angeles to \'< u
> ork tn an automobile.

oe Arbuckle tells this joke on himself:
Some of the members of the company were joshing him

about his size. He turned around to his director and said,
indicating an auto race track near which they were standing,
"I'll bet, just the same, I can run around that track in three
minutes. Anybody got a stop-watch?"
A silence followed.
Then the director looked at Roscoe sympathetically.
"You don't want a stop watch, Roscoe. What you want

is a calendar."

Up in Santa Barbara the American studio is a busy place,
and much film is being turned out. This week William F.
Russell began the production of a Mutual Master Picture
De Luxe feature which has as its author Clarke Irvine. Los
Angeles correspondent of the Moving Picture World. Ed-
ward A. Kaufman was secured to supply the continuity for
the Irvine feature, a choice of three titles for which is under
consideration by Mr. Russell. The latter will play the lead
in this feature and will produce it with the co-direction of
Jack Prescott.

William J. Tedmarsh, upon the completion of "The Secret
of the Submarine" serial, was immediately cast for another
Japanese characterization in an American feature. Mr. Ted
marsh's interpretation of "Satsuma," the Jap, in "The Secret
of the Submarine" was a particularly interesting feature of
this serial of adventure. When cast a second time as a Jap,
Mr. Tedmarsh emerged from his dressing-room in his new
characterization, but one entirely different in the way of
make-up from that of the serial's "Satsuma."

Olga Printzlau. formerly with the U scenario staff, has
been engaged by Thomas H. Ince to write plays exclusively
for the Triangle-Kay-Bee.

Dave Kirkland. directing an L-Ko comedy bunch, went
smashing through the suburbs again this week. Here's what
the Inglewood News said of him and his comedians:
"The L-Ko Film Company, makers of comedy pictures.

were in Inglewood again this week making views about the
Santa Fe station. This time their destruction consisted of
the smashing of a California bungalow, which was placed
upon trucks and was just crossing the track when a locomo-
tive ran into it, completely demolishing the beautiful cot-

tage. Many other scenes were made during the day witli

a full train crew and a bevy of film stars."

William Wolbert, of the Vitagraph, had the principals of
his cast at Catalina filming the major part of the three-reel
drama of the South Seas, in which Mary Anderson and Web
ster Campbell have the leads. A yacht has been chartered
and daily trips are made on it to remote parts of the island,

where an entire village has been erected far from the sum-
mer boarder who holds forth at Avalon.

A dispatch from Beaumont, eighty miles east of here, saj s

that on JulylS, had the camera man been ready, a thrilling

film not on the program would have been caught when an
auto containing members of the Dudley Motion Picture Com-
pany caught fire. The company has recently been stationed
at Redlands and came here to film cattle scenes.

The occupants of the auto were dressed in nifty white suits

when the fire started. Although almost surrounded by flames,
they managed to escape without being burned, but their
costumes were ruined by a stream from a chemical tire ex-
tinguisher, which had been hurriedly brought from another
car.

The machine was saved from destruction, but the picture
actors were compelled to return to Redlands minus the
scenes which they had expected to film

Pretty Yola Smith, playing the female lead in the I'ni-

yersal's big feature, "The Eagle's Wings," under the direc-
tion of Robert Leonard, has -one t.. Sacramento with the

mpanj for the making of scenes at tl

San Francisco and other northern cities will al-

as camera material for this ambitious companj
return.

Nell Shipman, in her brief vacation between the Comple-
tion ot the \ itagraph feature, "Through the Wall." and the

lent with the Fox l'on
;

Spent the biggest part of this time ni her beloved pastime
swimming. Her daily long swims in the ocean brought to

her last week the offer of instructress at a beach swimming



pool in Ocean Park, but of course she could not accept the

position.

Walt Woertman, who is six feet six inches tall, is thank-
ful for his long legs. Here's the reason:
While doing the camera work on some scenes for Gau-

mont's "Reel Lite" in a small launch at Catalina Island, he

lost his balance and wouli
foot not become entangled
fast.

When asked if he could swim, he replied, "No; you see
it's this way, 1 have never learned, as I'm tall enough to
wade out of most places."

Paramount Holds Publicity Convention a
, a a a a

Officials, Exchange Men and Publicity Experts

Forgather in the Windy City and Lay the

Keel of Advertising Campaign

PARAMOUNT Pictures Corporation announces this

week that it is about to launch the most complete pub-
licity campaign that has yet been planned for the in-

dustry, the foundation of which is to be sincere and absolute
co-operation with the exhibitor. This campaign comes as
the ultimate outcome of the publicity convention that was
held in Chicago recently by the members of the Paramount
family, at which there were present representatives from the
producing companies making Paramount Pictures, publicity
and advertising directors, and managers of the exchanges of
the corporation, and the heads of the departments of Para-
mount's Xew York office.

The publicity convention was held at the Blackstone Hotel
where every possible publicity problem of the Paramount
family was discussed. The members of the Paramount
family who attended the conferences were: Hiram Abrams,
president of Paramount; William L. Sherry, vice president
of Paramount; James Stelle, treasurer of Paramount; Wal-
lace Thompson, director of publications and advertising of
Paramount; John A. Stevenson, manager of the extension
Bureau of Paramount; B. P. Schulberg, Famous Players
publicity manager; J. C. Flinn, Lasky publicity manager;
Carl H. Pierce, Morosco-Pallas publicity manager; Julian
Solomon, assistant to Mr. Pierce; W.- E. Greene, treasurer
of the Boston exchange; S. J. Stoughton, general sales man-
ager of the Sherry exchange; R. C. Schmidt, manager of the
Pittsburgh exchange; W. F. Seymour, manager of the
Twenty-third Street exchange; C. E. Tandy, general man-
ager of the Southern Paramount Pictures Company of
Atlanta; Herman Wobber. general manager of the Pro-
gressive Motion Picture Company of San Francisco; J. W.

Allen, assistant manager of the Progressive Motion Picture
Company of San Francisco; George K. Robinson, publicity
manager of the Boston exchange; A." ;D. Flinton, president
of the Kansas City exchange; Bert Barnett, general manager
of the Minneapolis exchange; L. D

;
Balsly, advertising

manager of the Kansas City exchange; Oscar A. Morgan,
publicity manager of the Philadelphia exchange; John S.

King, advertising manager of the Pittsburgh exchange; W. C.
Bachmeyer, manager of the Cincinnati exchange; George
E. Carpenter, publicity manager of .the Salt Lake exchange;
J. W. H. Cohn, manager of the Denver exchange; F. M.
Brockell, manager of the Chicago exchange; D. L. Denni-
son, manager of the Detroit exchange; Harry Asher, man-
ager of the Boston exchange; L. Marcus, manager of the
Salt Lake exchange; Frank Paxton, publicity manager of the
Chicago exchange.

Exhibitor co-operation has been "one of the strongest
features of Paramount service in the past, but with the
beginning of August when the plans for the great campaign
will be put into full play, there will be given an exhibitor's

Service as effective, probably, as that of any corporation in

the country. With the progressive ideas of the newly elected
officials of the Paramount organization, President Hiram
Abrams, Treasurer James Steele, and Vice President Will-
iam L. Sherry, backed by the firm determination of the pro-
ducing companies represented by President Zukor, Messrs.
Lasky and Goldfish of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and Oliver Morosco and Frank A. Garbutt, of the Morosco
and Pallas Pictures interests, to give the exhibitor, not only
the best pictures that are procurable'but a service and co-
operation that will aid the exhibitor, to present his pictures
to the public in an attractive manner and advertise them in

a Paramount way, it is believed that the next year will show
even more wonderful strides made by Paramount than they
have made during the past two years.
The first move towards the perfection of the plan has

been the establishment in every exchange of a publicity-

PARAMOUNT PUBLICITY CONVENTION IN CHICAGO.
LEFT TO RIGHT—TOP ROW—Wallace Thompson, George K. Robinson. L. I). Balsly, John C. Flinn. Ben. F. Schulberg, Carl Pierce, John

Stevenson, Geo. E. Carpenter. SECOND KOW .1. W, H. Cohn. J. W. All' n. W. F. Seymour. K. C. Schmidt, Harry Asher. C. E. Tandy, Bert
Barnett, John S. King. THIRD ROW— A. D. Flintom. Moo Mark. \V. E. Green, William L. Sherry. Hiram Abrams, James Steele, Herman Wobber.
BOTTOM ROW—S. J. Stoughton, I). Leo Dennison, F M. Brockell, W. C. Bachmeyer, Oscar A. Morgan, L. Marcus.
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efficiency department where there has been none in the

past, and through these departments Paramount will dis-

tribute more and better publicity matter than ever before.

Every want of every exhibitor will be given serious con-
sideration, and no matter what form of publicity is desired

by the exhibitor it will be furnished to boost Paramount
pictures and producers of Paramount pictures.

ut Abrams has sounded the keynote of the cam-
paign in statin- that Paramount had determined upon a

polio of absolute and consistent co-operation with the ex-

which was to include a sincere effort for the fur-

ther unification of the various interests interlinked in the

Paramount plan; that no stone would be left unturned to

bring this about and that there would be no stone wall ex-

isting between producer, exhibitor and distributor, for in

Paramount there would be naught save the most sincere of

family feeling, each assisting the other toward the building
of a better and greater Paramount organization.

Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, has seconded Mr. Abrams in this and made it

plain that the producers and Paramount had formulated this

plan for the most aggressive campaign for better productions
and more equitable and judicial distribution than has ever
before been made in the motion picture industry with the

sole purpose of giving the exhibitor that more earnest co-
operation and personal attention that he has always dreamed
of some day obtaining. These same purposes and plans have
met with the heartiest approval of Morosco and Pallas Pic-

tures representatives, and the publicity campaign of Para-
mount will be in full swing in a short while.

Vitagraph Employs Woman Director
One Time Scenario Head Will Write and Direct Features.

MARGUERITE BERTSCH, one of the foremost
scenario writers and one of the few women directors
in the motion picture profession, has started produc-

ing her latest effort, which will be released as a Vitagraph
Blue Ribbon Feature.
For a number of years Miss Berfsch was the editor-in-

chief "f \ itagraph's scenario department and it was then that

she wrote a number of the big successes produced by that
company.

It i- i.nly during the last year that Miss Bertsch has under-
taken the actual direction of her pictures, but her first effort

's Woman Director.

ill. n -li> u ill continue along the

i
i ures.

|

alvation Joan," stai i ihg I dna M..\
. and "The Law

I >ecides."

Unless we are l ad gu< ss< rs it will I

capabh woman will be one of our'foremosl pictun

B. S. MOSS TO BUILD THEATER.
B. S. Moss announces that he will build a motion pictun

d Broadway, New \ orl< I ity, whi< h

will be one of the most elaborate in the city and will seal

3,500 persons. The plans have been drawn by Thomas \\

Lamb, and it is expected that the house will b<

occupancy bj Februarj 1, 1917 The cost of th<

said to be about $1

Brenon Signs Nazimova
Secures Famous Actress and Will Present Her in a Picture

Version of "War Brides."

Herbert Brenon announces that he lias closed a contract
calling for the appearance of Mine. Alia Nazimova in a pic-
ture version of "War Brides," in which the actress appeared
on the legitimate stage. In discussing his plans for this
production, Mr. Brenon says that he will have no battle
scenes, believing that the play is sufficiently strong and the
actress sufficiently able to make the subject the success he
hopes tn achieve.
Along with this announcement Mr. Brenon gives the in-

formation that Lewis J, Selznick and Stanley Mastbaum will
be associated with him in his new enterprise. Mr. Selznick
heads the Clara Kimball Young Company and Mr. Mast-
baum is one of the big exhibitors of Philadelphia.

BROOKLYN THEATER MEN APPEAL TO MAYOR.
A committee of forty-two Brooklyn motion picture

theater exhibitors called on Mayor Mitchel of New York on
Monday, July 17. in an effort to have modified the recent
ruling of the Health Commissioner that during the epidemic
of infantile paralysis children under sixteen years of age
could not be admitted to theaters. William Brandt, execu-
tive secretary of the Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors
of Brooklyn, was the spokesman for the delegation. The
Mayor listened to the statement of Mr. Brandt and asked
him to write him a letter embodying his arguments, which
he promised to present to the Health Commissioner.
On the following day Mr. Brandt sent a letter to the

Mayor setting forth in detail the side of the motion picture
men and asking the chief executive of the city if it be im-
possible to have rescinded the original order that it at
least be modified so as to permit the admission of children
over twelve- years of age. Mr. Brandt among other things
pointed out that the law already prohibits the admission of
children unless accompanied by an adult.

CORRESPONDENT CHENEY DONS KHAKI.
George M. Cheney, correspondent in New ( (rleans of the

Moving Picture World, is now at Camp Stafford. Louisiana,
with Battery A of the Washington Artillery. "Believe me."
says Mr. Cheney in a note accompany his letter of this

week, "Sherman was mild in describing war. Our fodder is

good and the discipline better. But what hurts me are*
these awful hours 1 have t'> keep. Up every morning with
the chickens and me an ex-morning newspaper man! 1

never used to lie thoroughly awake until 3.30 (P. M.). But
now it is A. M. instead."

Mr. Cheney adds that he was glad to meet his motion
picture friends in New < Orleans, but says it is liable to be
some time before he sees them again as he expects his
battery will be on the waj to the border shortly.

MORE PLAYERS ENGAGED AT UNIVERSAL CITY.
The following changes have been made in the personnel

of the I'niversal companies and general stock: ( >n July 1

Clara Horton was engaged to play in the Lule Warrenton
Juvenile company; on July .i V W Wen/ was engaged to
play juvenile roles; on July 5 Fred I.. Wilson was
to play characters, C. Kaglcwing, an Indian, to play Indian

rl Silvera and Joe de la Cruz, to play Mexican
parts \. \ Clegg and Jack Walter-, t.. play in character.
and Henri DeVries and Dorothy Drake to do heavies. On
July 6 Claire De Bray and Eileen Allen weir engaged to

Serve a- Utilitv actresses and Kvclyn Sclhic to play character
roles.

FANNY WARD RETURNS TO THE LASKY STUDIOS.
Alter a vacation and rest of several months spent in New

York, Fannie Ward, the Laskj star, who achievi
tional mi

i at." ami who has appi
Marriage ••! Kitty," "Foi th< i ><

(.tiller Magdalene." lias returned to the Lask) StudJOS at

Hollywood, tab. to begin work on a new elaborate pro-
duction entitled "Each Pearl .. lea, " [ack Dean, her hus-

II ned with her.

UNICORN OPENS EXCHANGES.
The Unicorn Film Service Corporation announces the

a- follow- Charlotte,
i l Moss in charge; Harrisburg, Pa . w

Klme, formerly of Washington, l» C. in charge, and Balti

more, ME with Palmore & Homand in charg< lb. Wash-
ington office is in iw in Charge of William Mack
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Vitagraphs on the General Film Program a a a a a
Two Comedies and a Drama Will Be Released

During the Week ofjulg 31
and August 5

A HEART interest story, superbly acted and with a
Strong appeal, is told in "The Bond of Blood," a Broad-
way Star Feature in three parts which Vitagraph an-

nounces for Saturday, August 5th. The star, Leah Baird,
is charming and convincing in a role which afford her oppor-
tunities for much emotional work, and Van Dyke Brooke, to
whom belongs the credit for directing the picture, is thor-

Scene from "The Bond of Blood" (Vitagraph).

oughly acceptable in

Arvine and Jack Ellis

also fit well into their
]

detail has been caref

effects are worthy of

>owerful sympathetic part. George
ho are seen in the supporting cast

ts. The settings are well chosen and
y attended to. Some pretty light

ntion. One of the strong scenes is

seen when Van Dyke Brooke, as a former actor, now down
and out, is given a chance to play a part in a new play and
finds, on clasping the leading lady, who is supposed to be
his daughter to his breast, that she really is his daughter
who has been lost to him for a great many years. A touching
reunion takes place and the old actor takes a new lease on
life. With its large human interest element and the prom-
inence of the star, this will surely prove a top notch attrac-
tion. Van Dyke Brooke also wrote the story.
A well developed comedy theme, amusingly interesting

throughout and with good work on the part of principals and
cast, is embodied in "A Hard Job," a one-part comedy.
William Dangman plays the leading part in his individual and
distinctive style and his support is all that could be desired.
One member of Dangman's supporting cast unconsciously
amuses the audience all through the picture. This is a merry
little baby who is seen in almost every scene and never minus
a broad smile. Dangman is seen as a young man who,
through straitened circumstances, is forced to mind a child
to earn a living. Though the babe has a sweet disposition,
he still causes the hero sufficient trouble to insure the audi-
ence many hearty laughs. The action of the picture is fast
and direction good. The remaining parts are well taken care
of by George O'Donnell, Florence Natol, Jessie Miller and
Lucille Crane. Frank Currier directed the comedy from
Mrs. Owen Bronson's scenario.
"The Race for Life" is a comedy cleverly worked around

a college athletic meet. The heroine, Mary Anderson, does
good work as a college Miss who shatters the heart of an
ardent admirer by reserving her smiles for an athletic youth
who attends her college. The heart broken youth finds him-
self in favor once more, when, chased by a murderous looking
individual wielding a dagger and a gun, he rushes right into
a college athletic meet, unknowingly enters a race and romps
home far in the lead, thus scoring the deciding point and
saving the day for his college. The action is fast and inter-
esting, and in the athletic meet, William Wolbert, who wrote
and directed the story, obtained a very realistic scene Jack
Mower, Otto Lederer and William Weston support Miss
Anderson.

Triangles for August §1 @l

Great Variety of Subject and Treatment Offered

on the Mid-summer Program

TRIANGLE releases for August provides an almost
endless variety of subject and treatment. Among the
stars who will be seen in the various features are Mae

Marsh, Frank Keenan, Charles Ray, Norma Talmadge, H. B.
Warner and Wilfred Lucas. Two decided novelties in the
month's releases are "The Marriage of Molly-O" which will
be released August 5th, and "The Jungle Child" to be re-
leased August 20th.

"The Marriage of Molly-O" is an extremely interesting
and typical Irish story in which Mae Marsh is ably sup-
ported by Robert Harron. No end of expense has been
spared to make the settings of the story realistic, and one
scene, a village street, is an exact replica of a street in the
little town in County Kerry. The story serves to emphasize
the remarkable ability of Miss Marsh for characterization,
and will undoubtedly prove one of the best Triangle features
ever released.

"The Jungle Child" is a daring piece of photography in
which the interior of a jungle is used for a setting of the
early part of the story. The idea of the play is a decidedly
novel one and Howard Hickman and Dorothy Dalton, who
fill respectively the leading male and female roles, give un-
usually fine interpretations of the characters.

During the month two thoroughly typical Frank Keenan
characters will be shown. On August 5th "Honor Thy
Name," brings Mr. Keenan as a co-star with Charles Ray.
He plays a Southern gentleman in the Autumn of life, with
feeling and full appreciation of the character. In "The
Thoroughbred," scheduled for release on August 27. he is

again seen as a Southerner, but in this he is one of the de-
lightful horse racing fraternity, so popular both in fact and

fiction whenever the name of Kentucky is mentioned. Both
Keenan features are "sure fire" and will add not a little to
the large following of admirers that that decidedly capable
actor already has.

"Hell to Pay Austin," another release for the week of
August 20, is one of those big Western stories for which
Triangle is so well known. It serves to bring Wilfred Lucas
to the front as a Triangle star, and an advance synopsis of
the story indicates a typical Triangle success.

Other August features are "The Devil's Needle," in which

Scene from "The Devil's Needle" (Triangle).
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and Pillars of Society," in which Henry Walthall is seen.
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Among the Picture Theaters
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NEWS AND VIEWS OF PHOTOPLAY HOUSES EVERYWHERE

Webber's Show, Denver, Colo.
Another Magnificent Photoplay House Being Erected in This

City—Convex Front Will Be One of Exterial

Features—Architecture to Be Cubistic.

WEBBER'S SHOW—That's the name of Denver's
newest proposed photoplay house. Ground was
broke for it recently and work of construction is

being rushed, but it is expected that it will be December 1

before the theater is completed. It is to be located at Bayaud
and South Broadway in the heart of a thriving business and
residential section. It is to cost $75,000, and its owner de-

clares that it will be second to none in the United States.

The Webber theater is the fourth first class theater to be
projected in Denver within a few months.
Three blocks north of the site of the Webber Show, the

Moore and Greaves Amusement Company, owners of the

Princess theater on Curtis street and a string of other houses
in Colorado and Wyoming, is rapidly pushing work on a

moving picture house that is to be a model in itself. It is

to be known as The Queen. Located one block on either

side of the Queen are the Royal and Bronx theaters, first

class houses, making South Broadway a serious rival of

Curtis street, which is famous all over the country as a

"Movie Row."

oldest

Show, work of clearing the site for the America
picture theater planned for the northeast corner of 16th

and Curtis streets, was begun. Across the street from this

location the Finishing touches are being put on
Rialto, which is to be operated by the owners ol The Strand,

another large Curtis street house. The announ
plans for Webber's Show is of interest from more than one
standpoint. In addition to the Significance
growth and prosperity of the firm industry in

marks the return to the photoplay family of on
and most prominent members.
DeWitt C. Webber, who is back of the project, is a pioneer

show man. He was in the "legitimate" game before moving
pictures entered the amusement field, and he was one of the
first to take up the business of exhibiting films in Denver.
Heretofore his activities have been confined to Curtis street
where he operated several small shows before taking over
The Iris, one of the larger of the downtown houses. He
operated this for several years, retiring twelve months ago.
The money to be expended in the building of Webber's Show
was made in the motion picture business.
The Webber Show, according to its owner, will be an or-

nate fireproof structure. Architecturally it will be unlike any
other theater in the United States. It is designed along
cubistic lines and will be a combination of ornamental stucco
and gorgeous color effects. The convex front extends the
full height of three stories, broken by French doors and
surmounted by bronze balconies. On each side of the en-
trance doors will be two large cubist figures, supporting huge
flower vases which will be used in conjunction with other
devises for lighting the exterior of the building, instead of

the usual display of innumerable light bulbs. The building
will be lighted exteriorly by a "flood lighting" system placed
on standards at the curb line. It will probably be the only
theater in the country lighted this way.

The interior also will be lighted in an entirely novel way.
With the aid of dimmers the light in the auditorium may be
changed from brilliant noondav sunshine to a soft mellow-
glow. No lamps will be seen. The source of all light will be

concealed in large ornamental gold fixtures hung from the

ceiling and recessed in the walls. In the foyer four cubist

figures will support additional reflectors. The theater will

be equipped with 1,000 seats, all on the ground floor. Three
spacious aisles will be provided. The opera chairs will be

commodious and artistic in design, set thirty inches apart.

Directly over the foyer and extending the full width of

the building will be the loggia, containing the conservatory
hung with tapestries of unique design and furnished with
luxurious divans. The lo^ia will open into the lounging
room through a series of French doors and will be illunm
nated by reflectors. From the loggia a view of the audi-

torium will be obtained. On the exterior a gold bronze bal-

cony parallels the lounging room. Not the least interesting

feature of the structure will be the location >.A the operator's

booth which the designer declares will be completely hidden
from view by an illusory effect

The screen will be SO placed that occupants oi the front

rows will have a perfect perspective of the picture. The or-

chestra pit will contain a consul and will be large enough to

accommodate an operatic orchestra. The building will be ot

reinforced concrete with an asbestos root Heavy brick

walls will extend to the roof line and will be covered with
Medusa pebblcdash cement with a brilliant white surface on
which the colors of the ornamental stucco and the gold

figures at the entrance will be richly silhouetted.

(tudy will be given to heating and ventilating.

The air in the theater will be completely changed
minutes. It will be conducted into the house, both summer
and winter, through two large ducts from the roof and will

be directed to various parts of the house without draughts
atis. It is claimed bv Mr Webber that the tem-

perature can be raised Ol reduced quickly -'5 per cent There

will be no balconies in the lofty interior

Vmons the man] decorative effects foi the foyei will he

an aquarium with a background ol turquoise velvet on which
will be painted figures ^i mermaids N'umeious ,

blue and white, matching the blue and white tilil

Boor, will blend harmonious! \ with the ai i aiu: enicnt ot gor

lora, flooded with soft and radian) light In the

lobby between the inner doors will be a drinking fountain

of delicate sculpture in the form of tile lira. I of a beautiful

woman with water bubbling alluring!) from her lips
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The Walbrook Theater, Baltimore, Md.
Magnificent Photoplay House a Credit to the Industry-

Constructed of Fireproof Material, and Is Equipped
with Everything Modern.

NE of the most substantial and up-to-date suburban
theaters of Baltimore. .Md., i> the Walbrook theater,

which is located in the pretty suburb of thai na

North avenue and Rosedale street, on the northwest .our-.

This theater was built bj the Walbrook Amusement Com-
pany, which is being financed by many of the Walbrook
people, and was opened to the public on Monday, May 29,

1916.

The officers of the company are: Harrison L. Stires, presi-

dent: Oscar Teschner, vice president: Otis .1. Tall, treasurer;

Clarence 11. ECoonze, secretary: Christopher Wattenscheidt,
counselor, with Marion S 1'earce and Phillip J. Scheck,
directors.

The building has been constructed so as to he absolutely

fireproof throughout. The exterior is of Colonial brick with

metal cornices, a slag roof, and a marquee has been placed

over the triple arched doorways of mahogany of the main
entrance on North avenue. The building measures 48x121

feet, and the lot on which it stands is 150 feet deep. Exits

have been placed on all four sides and heavy metal fireproof

doors protect the rear and side exits. The chairs were in-

stalled by Heywood Bros. Wakefield County ground was
stalled by Heywood Bros, ('.round was broken for the con-

struction of tliis theater in December, 1915.

The lobby measures 10x45 feet. The walls are of old

ivory, while the wainscoting is of Marvelo marble. The

cornice- and mouldings. The orchestra pit measures 9x14
feet and lias room enough for a baby grand piano and six
musicians. A heavy, maroon colored carpet covers the
floors. The seating capacity, including the balconv, is about
1,400.

A low-pressure steam heating system is used. Three large
radiators have been placed in recess panels on each side of
the main auditorium and one small radiator is located in
each rear exit. Other radiators have been placed throughout
the building, so that a uniform temperature is produced.

Both natural and artificial ventilating systems have been
installed. There are ten ceiling ventilators. Large, rotary,
ball-bearing fans have been placed in a vent house situated
on the roof, which can be used to force the air either in or
out of the theater.
The performances are continuous from 2 p. m. to 11 p. m.,

but the regular stated periods for the schedule are from
2 to 5 p. m. and from 7 to 11 p. m. As yet no manager has
been appointed tor the theater, but this end of the work
will be done by the directors and officers of tin amusement
company.

Wonderland Theater, Windom, Minn.
In the year 1914 1'. G. Redding and J. H. Stroud opened

tin Wonderland theater in Windom, Minn. It was erected at

a cost of $15,000, and is 35 feet wide by 115 feet long. Fire-

proof material has been used in constructing the Wonder-
land, and it complies with the law in respect to wiring, aisles,

exits, etc. There is an eighteen foot ceiling, and the interior
is decorated in perfect harmony.

box office, which has a verdi-antique base and is paneled
with heavy plate glass on three sides, is located in the

center of the inner wall between two large mahogany doors
paneled with glass which lead into the auditorium. Di-

rectly at each end of the lobby, large doors open upon spa-

cious staircases of ornamental cast iron with slate treads

which lead to the mezzanine floor, where private rest rooms
for women and men, beautifully arranged, are located; and
thence to the balcony. The seating capacity of the balcony
is 200 and the first row is arranged as boxes, which may
be engaged for parties of three or four.

The operator's booth is located directly over the mezza-
nine floor and back of the balcony. It is equipped with

the latest mechancal devices, including two Simplex, motor
driven, projection machines, a motor generator and a re-

winder. The ventilation of this booth is done by a large

rotary exhaust fan. Fireproof protections of the latest de-

sign have been taken. The throw of the projection machine
to the gold fibre screen, measuring 15xl8;4 feet, is 110 feet.

Situated in the ceiling, under the balcony, as you enter

the auditorium, is located a dome, finished in old ivory,

which emits a beautiful diffused glow from the cove lighting

system with which it is equipped. The floor is bowled so

that the screen can be plainly observed from every seat.

There are two four-foot aisles. There is a row of eleven

seats in the center and on each side of this row is a four-

foot aisle, and next to the walls on both sides is a row of

six seats. These seats, which measure 19x20 inches, like

the woodwork, are done in French grey. The ceiling is 50

feet high. The walls are done in old ivory, with large panels

of Rose du Barry silk, topped by flower festoons. Below
this a wainscoting of old leather dado. A large chandelier

having an old metal effect of antique bronze is suspended
from a heavy beamed and paneled ceiling with enriched

Wonderland Theater, Windom, Mir

The seating capacity is 600, and there is plenty of room
between the rows of chairs. The Wonderland under the able
management of Redding & Stroud has been a profitable in-

vestment since it was opened. The management is booking
big features as well as running the regular program material.
Among the big productions that have been shown at the
Wonderland are "The Birth of a Nation." and "The Battle
Cry of Peace." The accompanying illustration shows the
house in gala dress for the presentation of the last named
picture. The Wonderland is advertised extensively.

Interior of Temple Theater, Hartsville, N.

A. H. Cobb, Jr., Manager.
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Campus Theater, Berkeley, Cal.
Lobby Fitted with Tables and Chairs of Hickory Reminds
One of Private Veranda—Issues Monthly Calendar with

Names of Pictures for All Days — Attendance
Largely Derived from University Nearby.

ONE of the most interesting moving picture theaters in

the Eastbay suburbs of San Francisco is the Campus
theater at Durant and Telegraph avenues, Berkeley,

conducted by the Campus Motion Picture Company, of which
R. M. (iilman is manager. The house takes its name from
the fact that it is located but a short distance from the
campus of the University of California, the beautiful Sather
gate being but three blocks distant, with the new Campanile
in full view from the lobby. Fully 60 per cent, of the patron-
age is from the student body at the university and the fac-

ulty, making it almost a college institution.

The theater was erected about two years ago and is of tile

construction, being practically fireproof. It covers a lot
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Campus Theater, Berkeley, Cal.

40 by 130 feet in size and has a seating capacity of five hun-
dred. If the chairs were arranged as they are in many other
houses at least six hundred persons could be accommodate' 1

but comfort has been considered above all things and no
lias been permitted. Twenty-two inch chairs arc

used and an unusually wide space has been left between the
hen the house was first opened under a different

management there was no heating plant and the cen
was a source of great discomfort, but the new proprietors
have installed a heating system and the place is n<

fortable at all times.
One of the most interesting features of the theater is the

lobby, which faces the university grounds. This is aboul
IS by 35 feet in size, with a red tile floor, and h

fitted up in an unusually attractive manner. Here are table
old hickory furniture, potted plants and h.r
fording a splendid setting for the posters which are hung
in neat frames From the walls and shown on attractive easels,

neral appearance the lobby remind
inda and is not much different from the entrances
i the fine sorority houses in the neighborhood.

V.bove the lobby, reached by a stairwav from the inside.
lUtiful parlor, furnished with wicker furniture, rest

1 18 for patrons, an offii
; and the

operating room. In the latter are installed tWO Power's
raphs No 6 \ and a General Electi

I he picturi little larger than is usual!
m a house oi tin, size, being 14 by 19 feet, A gold fibi

h 00 Music is furnished l.\ .. !'..'

; 000 and this is bl

ii ian being an expi
Former. The price of admission at all times i- •

Foi adults and ivi cent for children
The program at the < ampus theater is changed daily, Para

mount pictures being shown four days a week, V-L-S-l
productions for two days and Metro, or Pathe, on the re-
maining daj i

i>. pictures are booked For mor< thai

in advance and each month a program aalendar is Issued
and distributed to patrons. This is in the form of a regular
calendar and with the figure showing the day of the month
is printed the feature for that day, the star of the production
and the make of the film. The time at which the main pro-
duction goes on the screen is also shown, together with the
day on which the Hearst-Vitagraph News can be seen. The
mailing list of the theater more than doubled following the
adoption of this calendar plan. To add tone to the calendar
a handsome cut is used each month showing some favorite
star. Owing to its location the attendance at this house is

affected considerably by the closing of the university for the
summer vacation and it is likely that the theater will always
be closed during this period, as is the case this year.

Carey Theater, Baltimore, Md.
Cremen Operates Up-to-Date Photoplay House for Colored

People Only—Was Opened in Fall of 1915

—

Accommodates 480.

THE Carey theater, which is located at 1442 North Carey
street. Baltimore, Md.. is one of the most modern, up-
to-date colored theaters south of New York. The pro-

prietor and manager of this house is J. C. Cremen. and
bold is his assistant manager, having charge en-

Carey Theater, Bait:

irely of the booking of the pictures and all the advertising.
["his theater was built and opened in the fall of 1915.
The operator's booth is equipped with the latest appliances,

insisting of two Simplex motor driven projection machines
md a mercury arc rectifier. The pictures are projected on a
adium screen.

Interior of Carey T lid

The ating capacity is 480 with
imodate aboul 200
indows on each sidi ol thi buili ii

ventilators are located in the ceiling I be indirect lighting
s\ stem is use. I.

ol this house includes the produi
. L-S-E, Inc.. and Mutual, and il

Leibold that he has always done g ' bush
has booked.
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Regent Theater, Elmira, N. Y.
Harton Company Establishes Up-to-Date Photoplay House in

This City—Management Considering Enlarging Seating
Capacity—Electrical Equipment Installed by

Westinghouse Company.

IN
the Regent theater at Elmira, N. Y., the Harton Theater

Company has given to its patrons a moving picture play-
house ranking with the foremost in the land. The interior

decorations while plain are artistic and harmonize with the
stage setting. A pipe organ with its pipes on both sides of
the stage adds considerably to the attractiveness of the audi-
torium. The theater building is L-shaped, the entrance being
on East Water street. The theater proper is on the L extend-
ing to Railroad avenue.
High class photoplays are shown exclusively and that the

public appreciate the policy of the management in the care-
ful selection of the subjects to be shown is demonstrated by
the fact that the S. R. O. sign is hung out nightly at an early
hour. The theater seats 871 persons, but the management are
seriously considering increasing this capacity. The screen is

14 by 18 feet, and the projection distance is 74 feet. Two pro-
jection machines are used. Ample ventilation is secured by
exhaust fans.

The Harton Theater Company realized that a well ap-
pointed and attractive theater was not the only requisite in
-order to assure success. The pictures must be thrown on the

resistance. The resistor
is designed for reducing
volts at the arc and is

amount of resistance. A
and contains a 150 ampe
ground detector lamps
Underwriters, and the tw
switches. The electrical

generator set and contn
house Electric & Ally. C

August 5, 1916

in the alternating current circuit

the 110 volt supply circuit to 32
capable of giving from 75 to 100

has connections for adjusting the
switchboard is mounted on the wall
e amcter, a 150 volt voltmeter, two
to meet the requirements of the
o double pole, double throw knife
equipment, consisting of motor-

1, was furnished by the YYesting-
nipany of East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Helen Greene

UNQUESTIONABLY, one of the most promising of

the younger leading women of the screen is Helen
Greene, the beautiful and accomplished daughter of

Clay M. Greene, who has just passed out of her teens. Her
rise has been next to phenomenal in the two branches of

theaterdom she has attempted, and her star seems to be
still brightening. After a few weeks in the stock company

of the Chestnut Street
Opera House, Philadel-
phia, in minor roles two
years ago, she accepted
a call to the Comstock
Company in Cleveland
as ingenue. During the
last six weeks of this

engagement the defec-
tion of the leading lady
caused the promotion
of Miss Greene to her
position and she
played the leads with
commendable success
until the close of the

season.
Last year she at-

tempted pictures for

the first time, joining
her father's company
at Lubin's in Philadel-

her first

cfik.rl as so success

Helen Greene.

Regent Theater, Elmira, N. Y.

screen in the best possible manner; the focus and projection
must be right and the illumination of the screen uniform and
brilliant. This is best effected by the use of direct current as
a means for obtaining the necessary light. As the Elmira
Water, Light and Railroad Company, from which the theater
management buy their electricity, could only furnish alter-

nating current, it was decided that a two-light motor gen-
erator set be installed to convert the 3-phase, 60 cycle, alter-

nating current into direct current at 75 volts. The motor of
the set is rated at l l/2 horsepower, 60 cycles, 220 volts,

1800 rpm. It is operated by the current furnished by the
lighting company and is used for driving the 4]/$ kw., com-
pound wound, direct current generator. The generator
delivers current at 75 volts, but as only 55 volts at the arc is

required the voltage is reduced to this value by means of
non-inflammable, well ventilated resistors with a sufficient

number of steps for adjustment purposes.
While the motion picture machines in the Regent are

operated on direct current, arrangements are made whereby
in tVe event of the failure of the direct current supply, either
of the two projectors may be thrown onto a 110 volt alter-

nating current circuit. This is accomplished by means of

double throw knife switches. These switches are properly
fused at both ends to give protection to both the direct cur-
rent and the alternating current circuits. This is necessary
as the alternating current arc requires about three times
as many amperes as the direct current arc. Four arc steady-
ing or ballast resistors are used, one in each direct current
circuit, and one in each alternating current circuit. The direct

cur cut resistor has a capacity of from 30 to 50 amperes and
is equipped with connections for adjusting the amount of

ful that the firm en-

gaged her for the leads,

in which position she
continued until her en-
gagement as the prin-

cipal feature in the
dramatic serial exploited by a newspaper syndicate. Having
concluded this engagement it was her purpose to indulge
in a much needed rest at the seaside home of her parents,
but two flattering offers already made are likely to cause an
alteration in her plans. Miss Greene is bright, vivacious even
in her serious moments and has a ready wit.

"Meteoric!" she ejaculated in response to a query. "No,
I'm not quite sure that I fancy having my experience called

that. Meteors are quick, snappy, ephemeral sorts of things
are'nt they? I have a notion that they suddenly appear out
of nowhere, broken off of something or other, then, after

sputtering, or gliding quietly across the sky for a few brief

moments, they darken and fall into oblivion where nobody
ever finds them. I've worked too hard and too constantly
to be rewarded by a career that sputters awhile, then snuffs

itself out into nothingness. Mushroom is a better word,
for it has a fluctuating price according to supply and demand
and a material entity which a meteor has not.

"Yes, I do love my work, although I'm not prepared to

say just yet whether I like the theater or the studio best.

In pictures I miss the wonderful lines I so love to speak,
and in the theater I miss the evenings to myself when I can
s.tudy or listen to the spoken words of people who are
cleverer than I am. So, you see, I could be happy with
either were t'other dear charmer away, and I shall be glad
to supply demands in either direction to the best of my
ability.

LAWRENCE RENOVATES BIJOU THEATER.
A. J. Lawrence, who owns and operates the Bijou theater,

Fergus Falls, Minn., has had his place remodeled and re-

decorated. It has been made to resemble a Japanese garden,
and a new $4,000 organ has been installed. Business is fine

and the Bijou plays Paramount, Triangle and Metro pro-
ductions.
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

Triangle Program
"Shell Forty-Three," a Powerful Ince Production, Featuring

H. B. Warner, and "The Devil's Needle" Offering
Intense Opportunity for Tully Marshall.

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
jjriHEU, Forty-Three" goes deep into the most vital topic

^ of these times. It tears away the false heroics and
the glamour of sentimentality - ith which war is in-

vested and reveals the naked truth about man's dedication to

a purpose which offers no honor, no reward, no ennobling in-
fluence, no purging fire, at the call of those who make war.
The stark reality of death stares him in the face at all times,
even when he turns with mingled sadness and sweetness to

scenes of domestic love and happiness. It reveals man as,

above all things, a ruthless logician, capable of yielding all

that makes life sweet to live, through recognition that he is

"The Light at Dusk"
A Remarkable Lubin Production Directed by Edgar Lewis

and Released on the V-L-S-E Program.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Busn.

THIS is one of the rare features which defy classification.
Whatever we may think of the theme and its treatment
there is no question of the originality of both. A big

thought underlies the production, a big mought and altogether
novel and deep one. One of its most gripping points is the
bold out not unskilful introduction of the supernatural element.
A man steeped in sin and selfishness is recalled to a realization
of his folly by an apparition of Jesus of Nazareth. We have
heard of old legends employing such visions but on the modern
screen at last the idea has never been embodied before. The
task for both director and actor was an exceedingly delicate
one and it is due to them to say that they performed the task
both delicately and reverently.
The leading part is taken by Orrin Johnson. Mr. Johnson

has one great thing in his favor—he screens uncommonly well.
He showed appreciable skill in the portrayal of character, he
held himself under control and rendered a most creditable per-
formance. Much praise is coming to Mary Carr who played the
part of the plodding loyal peasant woman.
Though the feature is nearly seven reels in length and though

at times there are episodic digressions it gains a firm hold on
the spectators' interest, curiosity and sympathy and this hold
is never relinquished for a moment. The director has thoroughly
mastered the art of holding his audience. The comp
the audience is often roused in a wonderfully clever way, there

Scene from "Shell 43" (Triangle).

not an Individual at all, but a mere cog in a great social ma-
chine, which he must protect at the cost, not only of his life,

but of all that he has lived for.

The doctrine beneath this magnificent story does not obtrude;
it is merely felt by the intelligent observer, while story inter-
est concerns itself with the mystery and constantly-growing
peril of a central figure, a spy of the highest order, but the
doctrine is there—men cast aside all personal Interest as pue-
rile in time of national danger and enter upon red-handed
destruction with only one hope—that they may be one little

factor in the advancement of mankind. Story interest centers
upon a highly intelligent agent of the English Secret Service
system, gambling with death from morning to night in a
false role, one constantly suspected, that of a German spy
masquerading as an American newspaper correspondent. Ev-
ery move is attended with double mystery, but the final one
brings what might be expected—the story is thoroughly artis-
tic and consistent to the end. The treatment and selection of
types Is of the highest order.
"The Devil's Needle" affords Tully Marshall an opportunity

to picture the horrors a talented artist suffers when he be-
comes addicted to the use of "dope." and it unconsciously gives
Norma Talmadge a delightful role, which she usei
that she draws most of the sympathy, but the story is not an
attractive one; the effect of It Is as bad at times as It

ult.s >! (-.instruction which
mar the telling The artiat, after he acquires the habit, still

d ha ndaomelj i urn li bed b partments,
:i grand piano among the
little "dope" and ha high corned] at
tin- | . 1

. i \ l.i iuin.it. - in - mi i. I...lr.iin-i that d...s
not hn in. .in/.- with ell hei I he purpose, not | be li

apposed, of the •
I

i mi . toi i'i dei Ich -i 1 1 .i:inii is coi

Emerald i

lease la entitled I

Scene from "The Light at Dusk" (Lubin).

is never a false move, Mr. Lewis has a keen sense of dramatic,
values and a lively sense of dramatic proportion. Tl

malna under his control.
SO dOUbt that this picture will give -

in and Incidentally to attractive advertlalng poaalbll-

While atmosphere and aettlnga leave nothing to

Ua tii.it have been overlooked and alighted
tim- seen,- being laid In Rusala there ahou

the little village churoh wl ften. The
coiffure on the daughter of the peaaanl seemed
American rather than Russian.
•The Lit i big aubjecl don<

"The Yellow Menace" in Philadelphia,

i in i \ Schwalbe, Manager of th< I

of Philadelphia, who will d

Unity Balea Corporation's 14

i.-i i it.. i j

,

Mr. Schv

nl-l.-l
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"Loves Lariat"
Amusing Five-Part Western Comedy Presented by Bluebird

Photoplays, Inc., Features Harry Carey.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

WHOLESOME in type, and at times brimming over with
genuine comedy, "Love's Lariat" overbalances at the
wrong end of the plant, its first reel and part of its

second displays some of the best western comedy, natural
and spontaneous, that a film production ever boasted; but

Scene from "Love's Lariat" (Bluebird).

unforti:
the pic of the

of the latte port

point blank I

o a large extent,
ch of a good thing." When Edward G.

ter known in the west as "Sky High," learned that
ited his late uncle's estate, he insisted that his pal

n east: and when "Skeeters" refused
rest of the boys and "Sky High" de-

ike the bunch along, an exceptionally comic situa-
tion arose. Their arrival at "Sky High's" new home in the
City with no luggage other than their saddles, and the efforts
of the butler to put them away respectably for the night are
extremely amusing. As before said, a little of this would have
been well enough, and the remainder of the storv might navi.
been developed in a more interesting fashion.
Harry Carey is especially pleasing as "Sky High," and Neat

Hart at the saloon in the little western town of Coma does an
exceptionally artistic "drunk" scene that is too amusing to be
objectionable. William Quinn as Allan Landers, cousin of
Edward G. Landers, and mild type of villain, and Olive Fuller
Golden as Goldie Le Croix as the girl who threw Love's lariat
and captured the hero, both do acceptable work. Miss Goldens
role might, however, have been strengthened to advantage.
_ The picture, which will be released August 7, was directed by

r Carey.

"The Tortured Heart"
Five-Reel Fox Production Features Virginia Pearson in

Story of Strong Heart Appeal.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

IN THIS five-reel production, written and produced by Will
S. Davis, the observer is provided with an old-fashioned
story which exerts a considerable pull on the heart strings,

ama of the suppressed, convincing
s into action and thrills. The plot
novelty, but well constructed andis I

consi
i of any p;

: throughoi
Virginia Pearson has an extremel

ries the role creditably. She appears
of the girl baby around whose lif

appears first during a hard rain sto
and hooded, carrying the child on h
baby inside the doorway of the Rev. Joseph Lorimo
leaves with the intention of drowning herself. As she ;

proaches the stream a second woman crosses her path, bent

motional part and car-
Lucille Darrell, mother
he story centers. She

, mysteriously wrapped
She deposits the

and

the i nd.
lits suicide and Li;

man is naturally s

, and Lucille finds
distance, after t

The s

cides to live. The dead v
ing been the child's mothi
over the infant from
adopted it.

The character types are well drawn and some
vided in the opening scenes. The child grows
and is lured away by a gambler. He abuses hi

after a saloon brawl. The mother then claim:
tells of her own unfortunate marriage. The
closing reel is spirited and exciting.

ille Darrell de~
spected of hav-

t easy to watch
e minister has

id is killed
i child and

"Father and Son"
Five-Reel Mutual, Featuring Henry E. Dixey.

ed bj boi i Re i Ha

MU. DIXEY is a fine actor, whether on stage or screen, but
he can not carry over to success any such vehicle of the
most ordinary type as "Father and Son." The title has

already done service and has little more application in this
case than "Mother and Daughter," for father and son in the
pickle business marry mother and daughter, their business
rivals, events which so plainly cast their shadows before that
there is no suspense in the story. The son in one case spies

the rival concern in disguise and falls in love with the
daughter. The mother in the othei
concern in disguise and finally marries the fathei
To tell this story five reels are used by the

of. depicting every movement of the characters,
relevant or merely stupid. It is merely a case of

i the rival

sual device

ing for
i finish, except where Mr. Dixey manages to inject

i little lire into the limited opportunity afforded him
itory is amateurish in construction and hackneyed i

itle, except when there are attempts to make the si

The saddest part of such a release is the ability
lgs and selection of types, ability wasted on v

ffort. To keep anywhei

fun

dards, Tnei
;thing of i !St tO 1 ah/..

ough—there must be

of posture
drama, "The Shadow

would indeed stand high in the category of filn

Unfortunately, Lucie

"The Shadow of Her Past"
Lina Cavalieri and Lucien Muratore Co-Stars in Five-Part

Gold Rooster Play.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

IF BEAUTY of photography, richness of setting and grace
of posture were all that were necessary to the perfection

f Her Past'
productions,

has directed the picture
played the role of the rejected lover, has

gone further in exploiting the personal beauty of Cavalieri
than in developing what dramatic possibilities the story might
afford under different treatment. To be sure, the beauty of
Cavalieri is a joy to look upon; but it alone, nor coupled with
other attributes of excellence which the production boasts,
cannot compensate for the lack of dramatic fitness which char-
acterizes it. Against the faults of the picture there are mo-
ments of delight such as occur through exquisite effects of
illumination, clear photography and artistic composition. The
finest example of the latter will be found early in the picture,
where, in the shadows of twilight, Elayne delights a group
of friends by a recital of piano music. These scenes are, how-
ever, distinctly individual, and have too shallow a bearing on
what might be termed the dramatic flow of the production.
The story on which the picture is based is an old world

romance and has been staged in Italy. The plot concerns the
career of a young pianist who while finishing her musical
education in Italy meets a young artist. A mutual attraction
forms the commencement of a romance which eventually is

the cause of a duel being fought between the nobleman ac-
cepted by the girl as her lover, and the man she real

Scene from "The Shadow of Her Past" (Pathe).

close of the picture leaves

and also the final act of suicide c

chooses to die on a flouei -cov<
found by her artist lover. The
him lamenting over her dead bo<

Lawrence B. McGill, who, with Howell Hansell, has been al-

ternating in the directing of the Arrow-Pathe serial. -Who's
Guilty?" has completed his work and has gone to Waldo, Fla.
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New Kalem Releases
First Two Episodes of the Two-Reel Serial, "The Girl from

Frisco," Featuring Marin Sais and True Boardman,
and "Peaches and Cream," Second Number of the

One-Reel Comedies in Which Ivy Close
Is the Star.

Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

"The Fighting Heiress."

ROBERT WELLES RITCHIE, the author of "The Girl from
Frisco," the new two reel Kalem serial featuring Marin
Sais and True Boardman, is on familiar terms with the

people and the geography of the West, if the first two install-
ments of his work are any criterion. The opening episode,
"The Girl from Frisco," also promises well for the interesting
qualities of the serial. At the start the characters give one
the impression of being worth knowing, and the incidents of
the story are red-blooded and vigorous. Ace Brent, a wealthy
land owner of California, receives word that Jim Bliss, an old
enemy of his, is herding a flock of sheep on one of his (Brent's)
ranches. Brent and his men attempt to drive Bliss off ana
are unsuccessful. Barbara Brent, the ranchman's daughter.
hears of the trouble and, leaving her fashionable friends in
s.i ii Francisco, hurries to her father's assistance. She arrives
at the ranch, mounts her horse and discovers that her father
has been shot down by an unknown assassin. The culprit is

a discharged ranch hand, a Mexican named Lopez. The girl
first summons help; then, starts on the trail of Lopez. The
chase ends in a running fight, in which Barbara proves the

girl, has followed her to the ranch. He helps the Brent faction
drive off tie Bliss gang and does what he can

but pid i

ii. Vfarin Bail in the Oral pii

p< .I. .1 n, Thi 'I'm

The fine horseman
t w<i itari i

i

' i botl

rack M ni d
in tctin 1 i coj ii u.i on in-

face and the want of ha > head, Frank Jon-

ass. ii. Ronald Bradbury, William Parsons, B. Furey and Ed-
ward I lisbee are members of the cast.
The production is excellent in every respect. So far, the

serial carries out the promise of the Kalem Company io have
each episode complete in itself.

"Peaches and Ponies."
The second comedy in which Ivy Close is featured is a dis-

tinct advance over the initial picture, a result in which the
English actress is a prominent factor. "Peaches and Ponies"
is concerned with attractive fillies of both the two- and the
four-footed varieties. Miss Close plays the wife of a young
chap who is forced by his employer to take a female buyer out
to supper arid "show her a good time." This legitimate busi-

from "Peaches and Ponies" (Kalem).

ness stroke gets the young fellow Into a peek of trouble. The
wife, not knowing the true state of affairs and learning of
the supper party, is led on by a bungling detective to make
it heated for hubby. Miss Close plays the wife with skill, and
confirms the first impression of the excellence of her schooling
and the pleasing qualities of her personality. Henry Mur-
doch's burlesque impersonation of the detective skips nimbly
along the path of broad caricature. Arthur Alberts. m. Frances
Nemoyer and William McKey complete th.

from "The Fighting Heiress" (Kalem).

t energetic young woman moves at too r

pace for him.
The type of woman enacted by Marin Sais in "The Hirl from

Frisco" has many counterparts in the life of today. Born and
bred in the free air of a western ranch, trained to ride and
shoot, educated at the best schools and given every advantage
of wealth and social position, Barbara Brent is endow.. 1 with
the proper Qualities for a heroine of modern roinan. .

Sais proves conclusively the fitness of her sel.-.t,,,,, r..r th.
part. True Boardman makes Congressman Wallace a manly

LtlVS Of the educated Westerner, and Frank Jonas,
•rrest Taylor, Ronald Bradbury and I : l:

i he wisdom of having them in the east. Thi
lion shows a liberal and intelligent expenditure Of money, and

direction by James w '. Home.

"The Turquoise Mine Conspiracy."
The secon.i episodi oi "The G rl from Frisco" Is somewhat

more conventional In plol than Its predecessor, bul contains
- hve Incidents, a number of quail >

largi is \ alue Side* Inter Btevi
has been g rub-si aked

ti e ml Bi .Hi., and, as the
ranch owner Is still on the

i

- takes the matter
\ band oi swindlers man..::.- to st.-ai Steve's map

mi, while he is hi, bul Barbara and the Congressman,
after an exciting ei Iventun defeal the attempt a)

: tnping,

H

" Under Cover"
js Players Five-Part Adaptation of Megrue Story
Results in a Production of Unusual Strength.

Reviewed bj George BlaisdelL

;i"s a corking play that makes a corking picture. "Un-

nd yt

i big i

ins from the beginning to the
smooth; it hooks up Without ;

, KU1JOJ would attempt to OUtll

of SUSP* Dl

Jolt plai
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Btorj by giving it a pictorial setting, a setting befitting the
financial an,

I social positions of the chief characters. There
on ship and on shore—and the staging is always

convincing. Then, too, there is a fine cast, the members of
which well may have found unusual satisfaction in their roles.
But the dominating notes are speed, smoothness and tension.
owen Moore Is Stephen Denby; and finely he plays the role.

"Very completely does he deceive the observer. Mr. Moore
has a big part and he "goes to it." Hazel Dawn is Ethel
Cartwrlght, the young woman who under duress becomes an
agent of the 1'nited States Government. The player does not
overlook the dramatic opportunities; of them she makes much.
Frank I,osee is Dan Taylor, customs official. William Court-
leigh, Jr., is Monty Vaughn, the friend of Denby. And there
are several others, all of whom contribute their share to the
making of an exceptional picture.
Over all, however, is the story itself.

the latl

"The Lure of Alaska."
Scenic Pictures of the Alaskan Country Taken by Dr.

Leonard S. Sugden.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Push.

THESE pictures are well chosen, well assembled, but the
photography of many of the scenes is far below the
standard which is now accepted as the minimum require-

ment of every motion picture intended for public exhibition.
At a private showing held at the Rialto theater. Dr. Sugden,

who took these pictures, lectured on them. Dr. Sugden. who
describes himself as an "Explorer, Scientist, Lecturer and late
Surgeon of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police," is an en-
tertaining talker with a firm grasp of his subject. He has
spent seventeen years in Alaska, is of course thoroughly ac-
quainted with the country and at once conveys the impression
of a man who is qualified to talk on his subject. In the cata-
logue of scenes are pictures of the wonderful placid and ma-
jestic lakes of Alaska, the mountains, the glaciers, the great
coal fields, a wonderful forest fire, etc. Not all of the pic-
tures are purely scenic; we get glimpses of animal life, which
are quite instructive and amusing. There are something like
seven thousand feet of these pictures and they leave no part
of Alaskan life and nature unexplored or unexplained. Dr.
Sugden's lecture is the strongest part of the entertainment,
which, as I pointed out in the beginning, suffers severely from
poor photography.

"The Yoke of Gold"
Five-Reel Red Feather Production Tells Quiet Story of

Early Mission Days in California.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

STORIES of localities frequently depicted on the screen must
always bear comparison with former offerings or the
same kind. This five-reel subject, with the scenario oy

Calder Johnstone and produced under direction of Lloyd B.
Carleton, succeeds in certain respects and falls short in others.
A weak story is its main drawback, and this is the more notice-
able because so many strong tales have been woven about the
early days of California.
The settings and general atmosphere leave little to be de-

Scene from "The Yoke of Gold" (Universal)

sired. The hero, Jose, is induced to travel from San Gabriel
to Santa Barbara in company with Luiz Lopez. The latter
poses as a friend of the common people and it is their in-
tention to steal from the wealthy Spanish aristocracy and
return home to distribute their spoils among the less fortunate:
They are welcomed at Santa Barbara by the Franciscan monks,
who appear throughout the story. The hero falls in love with
a beautiful girl, who gave him help on the desert, and gradu-
ally learns the true character of Lopez. He returns some money

has stolen and the regeneration of Lopez follows.
There Is a greal deal ol quiet beauty in this offering and a

cl purpose in the story. Hut these things do not
compensate tor the slow action and lack of dramatic strength.
The cast is pleasing, and includes Dorothy Davenport, Alfred

Allen, Emory Johnson, Richard Morris and Gretchen Lederer.

"The Daring of Diana"
Interesting Newspaper Drama Presented in Five-Part Blue

Ribbon Feature.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

THE story of how Stange, the Paris agent of a New York
newspaper, attempts to impersonate the owner of the
paper, and of the manner in which circumstances and a

quick wit place within the power of Diana Pearson, a reporter
on this particular newspaper, the means of turning the situa-
tion against the villain and winning for herself love and posi-
tion, is given a thrilling recital in the production in question,
through the artistic efforts of Director S. Rankin Drew. Anita
Stewart as Diana Pearson has invested the role with all that
belongs by right of profession to the character of the alert
newspaper woman, plus her own personal charm. The sup-
porting cast is a fine one including Anders Randolph in the
role of Stange, and Julia Swayne Gordon as his castaway
mistress, who for the sake of her child follows him to America
and goaded to exasperation through his abuse lays bare the
plan by which he has schemed to gain possession of and sell
his employer's paper.
Charles L. Gaskill has written the scenario from which

the picture was made. The story is a consistent one and bases
its main issue on the fact that Jason Briscoe, owner of the
New York Daily Argus, at the death of his wife in childbirth,
flees the country, leaving his infant son, and also his business
interests to the care of others. This makes perfectly feasible
the scheme of Stange, who upon learning of the intention of
Briscoe after years of absence to return to his own, devises a
plan whereby he drugs Briscoe and places him in a cellar un-
der cruel restraint while he hurries away to America to possess
himself of the Briscoe interests.
The picture has been well directed, and one of its most

noticeable points of excellence is the care given to every de-
tail. The psychology of the production is also remarkably

UNICORN BUSINESS GROWS.
The Unicorn offices now number twenty-five, and the busi-

ness has grown in leaps and bounds. The executive offices,

situated on the entire third floor of the Leavitt Building, 126-

130 W. 46th St., are a busy hive.
General Manager Schlank is more than pleased at the weekly

reports from his twenty-five branches. "I had been advised to

wait until the fall to launch the program, to avoid the hot
summer months. It is particularly gratifying to note that
the southern points, where the hot weather usually affects
business to a material degree, are keeping up with our mor<-
northern offices in the constant increase of business. When
you realize that we are to-day serving practically one fourth
of the exhibitors in the United States you will appreciate how
the Unicorn Program has 'caught on.'

"Another thing that is out of the ordinary is the number of
repeat dates we are playing. For example, here is a letter horn
John J. Wittman, president of the Exhibitors Association and
manager of the Wilkins Amusement Co., on Southern Boule-
vard. New York:

" 'You would oblige me greatly by letting me know the first

open date you have on "The Rise of a Nation," as I would like
to book it the second time. I showed that film at my Eldorado
theater on July 4, and the numerous requests I have received
from my patrons cause me to ask for an early repeal uaie.

" 'I might say without fear of contradiction that Unicorn
Service is unsurpassable, and has increased my business to a
surprising degree. I assure you that in my long experience in
the motion picture business I have never been so enthusiastic
about any program.'

"Besides the excellent quality of the films—and we keep
an adequate supply of fresh, clean prints in each office—we
are specializing on service. Here's a letter from John Shirk,
manager of the Pictureland theater, Kokomo, Ind.:

'"I want to thank you for seeing that my shipments are
always on time. Also want to tell you that the Unicorn Service
has increased my business 50 per cent. No more features for
me—and your Westerns will get money for any real live ex-
hibitor. No one need be afraid of that program.' "

"FALL OF A NATION" AT OCEAN GROVE.
The Nation Film Corporation, F. E. Backer managing direc-

tor, which purchased the New Jersey State rights of "The
Fall of a Nation," has effected a neat coup on owners of rival
films by booking the Dixon-Herbert spectacle into the Ocean
Grove Auditorium on August 7 and 8. This will be the first
presentation of any of the great current pictures in the Jersey
shore resort section. The Auditorium at Ocean Grove has 11,-
000 sittings—the largest capacity of any public assembly in
the world. It has been noted for big musical events as well
as literary and religious gatherings, and the distinctive ex-
cellence of Victor Herbert's orchestral score to Thomas Dixon's
play naturally caused the Auditorium officers to give the
preference to "The Fall of a Nation."
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

General Film Company
OTTO'S VACATION (Lubin), July 17.—Otto spends such a lively

vacation that it is doubtful he will ever indulge in another
one. He makes the mistake of leaving his wife at home, as a

consequence, gets into all kinds of trouble. The scenario was written

by V. L. Wormell and has a number of amusing complications. D.

L. Don, Patsey De Forest, Eleanor Blanchard and George Clark are

the laugh extractors.

THE SELIG-TRIDUNE, NO. 57, 1010 (Selig), July 17.—German sub-

marine Deutschland reaches Baltimore; Cloak makers, on strike,

parade and hold meeting in Union Square, New York; Olga Doefuer

Mining championship at San Francisco; Capt. Paul Koenig

of the Deutschland ; bodies of troopers killed in the Carrizal fight

brought to El Paso ; head-on collision of two locomotives, Tacoma,

Wash. ; body of Capt. Chas. T. Boyd at El Paso ; world's largest recrea-

tion pier, Chicago; reunion of "Vets" at Santa Rosa, Cal. ;
National

Guardsmen at El Paso.

THE MUSICAL BARBER (Vitagraph), July 17.— S. Rankin Drew
has the leading part in this one-reel farce and does a clever bit of

ling. The situations are of the comic supplement order. A
Swiss mountain scenic is on the same reel.

VI IE GREAT DETECTIVE (Kalem), July 18.—As this is a Ham
comedy it is easily guessed that the big fellow is the celebrated

sleuth. He and Bud undertake to run down a giddy married man,
and Ham assumes some marvelous disguises, by the aid of trick photo-

graphy. An average good Ham comedy. Ellen Godsay and A. Edmond-
eon have parts in the picture.

VERNON HOWE BAILEY'S SKETCH BOOK OF NEW ORLEANS
(Essanay), July 19.—The many picturesque spots in New Orleans offer

tine subjects for the clever pencil of Artist Bailey. His motion draw-

ings are thoroughly artistic and present the different views of the city

in a novel manner. A western scenic is on the same reel.

A WATERY WOOING (Kalem), July 19.—Although much of the ac-

tion of this one-reel comedy takes place "by the sad sea waves," the

billows are the only sad things in the picture. And even they brighten

up perceptively when Ethel Teare appears on the beach in a bathing

suit. The complications are humorous. Myrta Sterling, who, also,

appears in a bathing suit, Is a member of the cast. Victor Rottman
and Gus Leonard take care of the male roles.

THE CONNECTING BATH (Vim Feature Comedy), July 19.—Harry
C. Meyers and Rosemary Theby supply most of the acting in this one-
reel comedy. They appear as an about-to-be-divorced couple who occupy
rooms connected by a bath, and play hide-and-seek from one room to

another until they discover that they haven't the slightest use for a di-

vorce. Most of the stage business is clever, and the stars are easy

THE SELIG-TRimW'E, NO. 58, 1916 (Selig), July 20.—U. S. sub-
marine M-l in speed trial off Provincetown, Mass. ; statue of Peace now
on east front of Capitol at Washington ; wealthy naval recruits on
U S. B. Virginia, Charlestown, Mass.; prison camps at Frankfort-
on-Maln, Germany; summer colony enjoys sports at Falmouth Heights,
Mass.; Elks (Jala Day, Baltimore; oew electrical roll-call device in

nurse brings gas mask from France; Chicago society attend
fair at Lake Forest, 111. ; American Derby run at Chicago.

AIN'T MILL (Vim), July 20.—Plump and Runt are the stars of this

one-reel comedy. It has a well-defined plot that has seen considerable
service In the cause of dramatic art, mistaken Identity being the

foundation for the fun. Plorein . M I,oin.-hlin, Ray Godfrey, Bert Tracy
and Blllie Bletcher give Baby Hardy and Hilly Ruge a helping hand
Willi the acting.

A i>n BUB ELOPEMENT (Kalem), July 21.—The pair of runaway
matChei In tl ditched l>y Miss Sis Hopkins.

i Henrj Murdoch aaalata Roee Melville In keeping
the reel supplied with

i.\ HEATH'S PATHWAY (No, 38 ol the "Hazardi ol n

n, July 22. B. a. Van Petten I the author oi

drama The daughter ol the railroad

iuperlntenden( attempl I pi and I aided by tin- lady operator
ii i. Polnl Thi i indertaken by Helen Qlbaon is real

walking on a planl

UUBRICANS VFTEH M.I. (Lubin), July 22. The bun
ol the pi i i

'ii ii ual Ion In woi Id poll! ii i I tn at* d In

i comedy, ot whl I

is the author. Members of a German band have married wives of
different nationalities and lead anything but peaceful lives.

THE FUR COAT (Vitagraph), July 21.—In this one-reel comedy the
hero is left a fur coat by his miserly old uncle, a fortune in bills hav-
ing been concealed in the lining. The coat gets its new owner into all

sorts of trouble, before he learns of its real value. Not a very original
plot, but the complications are amusing. William Dangman is easy and
active in the leading character, but some of the business that falls to
his share is more extravagant than mirthful. George ODonnell, Shirley
Moore and Ralph Whiting belong to the cast. Edward J. Montague
wrote the scenario and Frank Currier directed it.

General Film Company Specials
THE DUPE (Knickerbocker), July 14.—The clash of interests in

this three-reel screen drama fulfills the rules of playwrighting, but
the motif is rather unpleasant. A married couple, having agreed to

disagree, become infatuated with a new affinity. The husband tries to

make a dupe out of a young chap who has been obliged to accept a
position as the man's chauffeur. The production has been carefully
mounted and rehearsed. Frank Mayo, Virginia Norden, Neil Harden,
Lillian West and Daniel Gilfether form a thoroughly satisfactory cast

THE SECRET OF THE NIGHT (Essanay), July 15.—The story of this

three-reel photoplay is not very plausible, but shows considerable in-

genuity on the part of the author. John Martin, a detective, is

struck by lightning and loses his memory. The way in which he Is

restored to his wife and daughter involves a series of interesting

events. Lillian Drew, Sydney Ainsworth, John Lorenz, Gertrude
Glover, John Cossar, Win. Burke and Fred Malatesta constitute an
excellent cast.

THE WATERS OF LIFE (Vitagraph), July 15.—The material em-
ployed by Mrs. Owen Bronson in constructing this three-reel photoplay
has been used a great many times. It tells the story of a woman who
leaves her husband and marries another man, only to find out later

that she has made a terrible mistake. The picture is well put together
and Is competently acted by Jack Mower, Constance Tourney. Mary
Anderson, Corinne Griffith, Carl Von Schiller, and Otto Lederer. Wil-

liam Wolbert directed the drama.

THE PRIVATE BANKER (Selig), July 17.—T. Edward Hungerford
has dug up considerable new material for this two-reel photoplay. The
characters are all Italians, and the incidents of the story are con-

vincing. Edith Johnson, Wheeler Oakman, Leo l'iirson, narry Lons-
dale and Thomas Bates give a good account of the acting. Thomas
Santschl directed the picture.

THE OTHER MAN (Essanay). July IS.—The everlasting triangle Is

the theme of this two-reel reissue of a photoplay written I

Heikee Justice. The story is fairly Intonating, an aged butler pre-

venting his mistress from disgracing herself and ruining the life of her

child. Francis X. Bushman and Lillian Drew head the cast.

BY MAN'S LAW (Biograph), July IS.—A two-reel reissue of

photoplay which dealt with White Slavers. The oil trust grinds down
the family of an independent producer and the mans daughter Is

pursued by a band of slavers. The picture has a powerful and well

constructed plot.

THE ROUGH NECK (Lubin). July 20.—A three-reel photoplay with

scenes laid in the United States and a mythical South American Repub-
lic. One of Uncle Sams warships and t landing party Ol :

part in the printed in the kenu
of July 29, page 806.

STBYli'8 SCENARIO (Knickerbocker), July 21

the (eatured player In this extremely melodramatl tbrei pari picture.

made by B U and D. i>. Horkbelmer.
i by an announo mi ol thai I

b] the writer of thi • MNBU who
gave her Imagination free rein. The plot 001

eduction <>f a girl by a man who turns out to

o the child by her mother. music ball

are good ami the acting li appropriate)] o

Bluebird Photoplays. Inc.
•

Harry Cal I

fully natural ami tilled Willi I

oomi dj bai a U odi nq to lag i the plotui

review win be found i leewhi re In thi
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Fox Film Corporation
THE TORTURED HEART (Fox), July 10.—A five-reel story of the

old fashioned type, mingling heart interest and melodrama in an en-
tertaining manner. The time le In the '80s ami the costumes are of

that period. The scenes occur on a Southern plantation and are

attractive throughout There is no great novelty in the plot, but it is

well-constructed and convincing. Virginia Pearson is featured in the

leading role and is supported t>y Stuart Holmes and others. A good
production of the type.

International Film Service Inc.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 57, 1916 (July

18).—Troopers killed in Battle of Carrizal are buried in Arlington
Cemetery, Wash.; Annual Cotton Carnival, Galveston, Texas; giant

periscope used on Chicago Elevated Railroad ; armored automobiles, El
I'aso ; teaching girls to swim, New York ; Annual Round-Up Day, San
Jose, Cal. ; electric roll-call in Congress; giant Zeppelin, Salonika,

Greece; General Cipriano Castro detained at Ellis Island; Elks'

Parade, Baltimore; new sea wall, Galveston, Texas; Thomas Mott
Osborne returns as Warden of Sing Sing ; sharks along the New
Jersey coast.

HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, No. 58, 1916, (July
21).—Lewis machine gun tested by U. S. Marine Corps, Charlotte,
X. c.

;
Hoods mvi >< p the Atlantic coast; Capt. Paul Koenig, of the

Deutschland, presented with silver cup; Battery A, of Mass. Field

Artillery, at El Paso, Texas ; Gwendolyn Heath Streeton wins 100
per cent, baby contest at Los Angeles, Cal.; N. Y. State Naval
Militia leave Brooklyn and board U. S. warships; British submarines in

action; fashions; T. E. Powers' cartoon, "On again; off again."

Metro Pictures Corporation.
THE QUITTER (Rolfe). July 10.—A western picture featuring

Lionel Barrymore in a story written by Isola Forrester and directed

by Charles Horan. The plot is not unusual, but it has been skilfully

handled and many of the situations are either exciting or amusing.
Marguerite Shirvin appears to advantage in support of Mr. Barrymore.

Mutual Film Corporation
IX THE LAND OF THE TORTILLA (Beauty), July 19.—An amus-

Mexico. He gets into difficulties trying to film the execution of a

Mexican prisoner of note, and is aided by the pretty daughter of the

dictator. In his attempt to get away with his prize he is pursued by
the Mexicans and rescued by United States soldiers.

MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. SI (July 19).—This issue includes some
of the newest fashions in bonnets from Paris, France, Uncle Sam's
newest super-submarine on her trial trip, the "Deutschland" and her

crew at Baltimore, Reuben Brown and his rooster companion at

Washington, D. C, and the opening of the Great Western Rodeo at

San Jose, Cal., with a wedding on horseback.

JERRY'S STRATAGEM (Cub), July 21.—Jerry woos his girl with

doggerel poetry, which her father gets hold of. They mix it from the

beginning. Jerry studies archery and sends his missives by means
>nsense number with a number of broad

REEL LIFE, NO. 12 (Gaumont), July 23.—Views of a great corres-

pondence school in operation lead this. The subtitles do riot specify

very clearly what is being pictured, but this may be easily remedied.
Instructive views of an anthracite coal mine in full operation follow,

and the coal is shown moving from breakers to cars through various

operations. The breeding of sea gulls off the Maine coast closes the

reel.

A STUDIO SATIRE (Beauty), July 23.—A moderately entertaining

comedy in which the director and author of a moving picture com-
pany are given "Dreamo Pills" by a couple of players who are anxious

for a holiday. The bulk of the picture has to do with the dream of

the director, who believes himself transported to the house of a fascinat-

ing woman, with various unhappy results.

JEALOUSY A LA CARTE (Vogue), July 25.—A slapstick comedy
much of the action of which takes place in a cafe. Considerable food

slinging is included in the comedy when the waiter and the cook
become rivals for the glances of a pretty girl. „

GAMBLERS IN GREENBACKS (Beauty), July 26.—This comedy will

be found fairly amusing. A politician's pretty daughter falls in

love with an artist, who paints her picture as Liberty, and is kidnapped
along with the picture, a cut of which is used on the spurious

money manufactured by her father, after which the police take a hand
and clear matters for the young couple.

SEE AMERICA FIRST NO. 41'.. "Crater Lake, Oregon" (Gaumont),
July 26.—This number presents some exceptionally fine views of Crater
Lake, Oregon, and vicinity. On the same reel with it is an animated
cartoon by Harry Palmer, entitled "Old Pfool Pfancy at the Beach."

A GERM GEM (Beauty). July 30.—A moderately entertaining farce

comedy number, featuring Orral Humphrey. The leading comedy role

represents a faddist on germs. One day he meets a pretty girl to whose
charm he falls, and thereafter his interest in germs fades away.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials

farm lor its locale, and much of the process of preparing feathers
for the market is included. The settings and views of the ostriches

themselves insure the picture a wide interest. The story, while clearly

made up to lit the surroundings, is entertaining. The young feather
dyer, jealous of the old dyer's secret methods, furnishes the chief

villainy. He is killed at the close of an ostrich stampede.

PASTURES GREEN (American), July 24.—One of the most interest-

ing figures in this two-part drama is George Periolat in the role of an
eccentric countryman, who believes himself to be an expert detective.

The story treats of how a young man in his folly of wine and Bohemian
living promises to marry a dancer, and flees the town to be rid of her.

The woman is found dead on the day on which he leaves town, and
he is accused of the murder. The accusation is withdrawn when it

is discovered that she died of heart failure. Various opportunities for

comedy are taken advantage of. Vivian Rich plays the feminine
lead, and is charming as a little country maid. Alfred Vosburgh
appears in the male lead.

THE SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE NO. 10 (Mutual Special Fea-
ture), July 24.— In this chapter of the serial of the story of how
Hook Itarnacle helps Mope to land at the cabin where Cleo is im-

prisoned, after the cable of the trolley line has been cut, has been

thrilling!; told. In their attempt to get away they are attacked by
Mahlin and Satusmo. The close of the chapter leaves Cleo and Hope
in the quicksands, from which the next chapter will no doubt extricate

OUT OF THE RAINBOW (American), July 27.—A three-reel society

drama, directed by Thomas Ricketts, with Edward Coxen, Leona Hut-
ton, George Field and Lizette Thorne in the leads. This is an unusually
attractive number, particularly in the social scenes, which have the

correct atmosphere so difficult to attain. The story is also a good one.

Leona Hutton does excellent work as the jealous girl who breaks the

hero's engagement to another by a trick and marries him herself, only

to pay a price for her deception later. The rainbow effect is pleasing.

This makes a very enjoyable subject.

THAT GAL OF BURKE'S (Mustang), July 28.—A good ranch yarn,

by Lawrence Payson. Frank Borzage directs the production and appears

in it, supported by Anna Little, Jack Richardson, Dick La Reno and
Queenie Rosson. This shows what pleasing personalities can do in

infusing new life into a plot that has been done repeatedly. It is the

old story of the boy from the East coming West to make a man of him-
self. The interest is held right through and the photography and
settings are good. A fine offering of the type.

Paramount Pictures Corporation.
THE SELFISH WOMAN (Lasky), July 10.—Cleo Ridgley and Wal-

lace Reid are co-starred in this five, part Lasky production. Their

acting, especially that of Cleo Ridgley, go a long way toward redeem-

ing a rather weak story. Wilfred Buckland deserves praise for the

excellent settings in this feature. For an extended review see page

800, of the July 29th issue.

UNDER COVER (Famous Players), July 20.—An adaptation of the

famous play by Roi Cooper Megrue. It is an unusually strong and
interesting production, a review of which will be found in another

column.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

HOME, SWEET HOME (Pathe), July 17.—A Goldberg animated car-

toon, in which mamma, a suffragette, leaves baby Sylvester in papa's

care while she attends a meeting. Papa accepts an invitation to play

poker with some friends, and baby treats his head to a bottle of hair

tonic which has startling results. Very amusing. On the same
reel with "The Caterpillar."

THE CATERPILLAR (Pathe), July 17.—On the same reel with the

above, this study of the caterpillar includes various varieties and is

intensely interesting and instructive.

LUKE, CRYSTAL GAZER (Phunphilms), July 24.—An amusing farce

comedy in which Luke happens into the house of a spiritualist and

substitutes for a pretty girl, whose place is behind the curtain. Dis-

covered by a pal, Luke is hauled out and from here on quick action

the picture. This will be found extremely amusing.

Pathe Exchange Inc., Specials.
THE SHADOW OF HER PAST (Gold Rooster Play), July 17.—

A

five-part production, featuring Lina Cavalieri and Lucien Muratore.

The picture, which has been directed by Lucien Muratore, was made in

Italy, exhibits remarkably beautiful photography, and various meritor-

ious attributes. As a moving picture drama, however, it will be

found lacking in some of the main essentials. The production is too

much given to exploiting the personal beauty of Cavalieri rather than

developing the dramatic possibilities of the story. A full review ap-

pears on another page of the magazine.

THE UPPER TEN (Balboa), July 31.—Chapter 3 of "The Grip of

Evil." John Burton, who suddenly finds himself the tenth Lord
Castleton, learns something of high finance in this number, which

is even more tragic than its predecessors. The death of the old

watchman and injury of the girl are vividly shown. The striking of

the girl by the train is pictured with intense realism. So far the

to have run entirely into the tragedies of life. The opening

numbers, unrelieved by humor or love interest, make pretty strong

screen diet.
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Triangle Film Corporation.

title role.

HIS WILD OATS (Keystone), June 25.—One of the dullest of the

Keystone farce comedies, lacking the qualities that made them famous.

HONOR THY NAME (Ince), Aug. 6.—A strong story of Virginia

family honor, saved by the desperate measures of a weakling boy's

resolute father, characterized by One interpretations of Frank Keenan
and Louise (ilaum and exqui

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
ANIMATED WEEKLY XO. 29 (Universal), July 10.—Scenes on the

Mexican border, the funeral of ''apt. Boyd, welcome of Warden Os-

borne on his return to Sing Sing, and views of man-eating sharks are

included in this instructive number.

SPRING FEVER (L-KO), July 23.—A nonsense number, featuring

Billy Armstrong, Louise Orth, Gertrude Selby and others. Park flirta-

tions, a burlesque duel and acrobatics of various sorts are the main
incidents. The humor is only fair.

ON THE HIGH SEAS (Imp), July 30.—An episode of the European
war, by Harry Dittmar, featuring Wm. Garwood and Paul Panzer.
The officers are at odds over a love affair. One is declared a traitor

and is about to be shot, when the young wife obtains a reprieve. This
is obscure in certain scenes, but not without a certain dramatic strength.

It could have been made more affective.

•CAUGHT WITH THE GOODS (Nestor), July 31.—A comedy number,
by Ben Cohn, featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Marcia Moore.
Potts, the detective, does some good burlesque work. The manner in

which the brewers are rounded up proves very funny. A good number.

A SOCIETY SHERLOCK (Victor), Aug. 1.—A light comedy number, in

Which Wm. Garwood plays Freddy Van Peyster, a would-be detec-

tive at a house party. He breaks the jar containing the missing neck-
lace and saves the situation ; also gets the girl. This is attractive and
pleasing.

THE LUCKY GOLD PIECE (Imp), Aug. 2.—Ben Wilson and Edna
Hunter appear in this comedy-drama. The story centers around a
gold coin, given to a boy by a little girl at a party. He builds

a fortune with it, and afterward, when he meets the girl, has the coin
melted into a wedding ring. This is quite clever in plot and makes
an attractive subject of the lighter sort.

REDWOOD LAND (Big U), Aug. 3.—A story of the redwood forests,

ohn. Two men are rivals for the girl's hand. She marries
one and the other starts to complicate matters. At the end all results

happily. The glimpses of the giant redwoods give the picture a good
scenic background ; the setting is in fact the strongest feature.

MY LADY'S MILLIONS (Laemmle), Aug. 3.—A two-reel number, by
J. C. Brownel), featuring Hobart Henley and Catherine Colbert, both of

whom do very pleasing work. The story is splendidly presented and
the plot, while not Strikingly new, works out with unusual convincing-

Central Park, where the girl reads the letter and
slips a bill into the hero's pocket, makes a strong appeal. An un-
usually pleasing love story

A DAUGHTER OF THE NIGHT (Imp), Aug. 4.—This number, written
and produced by Francis Powers, features Agnes Vernon and T. D.

Crittenden. It pictures a little too much of the seamy side of life to

bo really pleasant, ihough the ending is a happy one. It is a number of

about average strength.

Til. l. IK OR THE LITTLE SWEDE (Big I I, Aug. 5.—A good story
by Win V. (long, featuring the author, Cleo Madison and others.

Swedish girl just over, falls a victim of a thieving wind-
Dtioni s

bark and be gets a good beating.
In the wagon is unique and the number very entertaining

KATE'S AFFINITIES (Joker), Aug. 5.—A clevei
featuring Gale Henry as a maiden lady in search of a husband Win

onklin play the rivals in good comic style. They
turn out to be brothers and eacb abandons the lady in favor of the
other, leaving ber Badly ben it Ol any lover at all

Universal Film Mfg.Company Specials
A BPLASH OF LOCAL COLOR (Gold Seal), July 26

tWO-reel number by I Iffi lary Fuller as a young

Into ber work. Shi ted on the

mi marries ber. Later be professes to be

the manni r in whlcb the b i

without medical attention, bul tbi re li i m nd
the plot,

PROM BROADWAY TO \ THRONE I

i
unite,, Bnd produi d bj u m Bowman >• •

M/. (lighter, wbo i knocked oul In th< econd round,
tbal be i smuggled to a European province and accepted

< well taged Th<
ibh bumor and i oloi 1 hi

•
it rather slowly and the aurprl when thi bi r<

; just a rifle disappointing. The number i

PEG O' THE RING, NO. 14 (Universal Special), July 31

number Lund, Sr., dies after his wife has administered slow poison.
Peg overhears the conspirators and learns something of her history.
The clown comedy during the circus performance Is
this instalment. In the last reel. Peg has another seizure and cre-
ates a panic in the circus. A fairly good number.

THE STATE'S* WITNESS (Gold Seal), Aug. 1.—A strong three-reel
subject, mitten by Walter Woods and produced by Henry McRae. L.
C. Shumway, Marie Walcamp and Lee Hill play the leads. This de-

cperiencee of a young northerner in the South. He quarrels
with a cruel plantation owner. The latter is shot and killed by a negro
he had beaten. The northerner is suspected of the crime and sen-
tenced to prison. The midnight dash of the masked men, in automobiles,
is the sensational feature. In this respect the incidents might have
been based on the celebrated Frank case. At the last moment the hero
is found innocent and the lynching averted. This is full o
and a successful offering of the type.

WHERE IS MY HUSBAND' (L-KO), Aug. 2.—A laughable two-reel
comedy, featuring Dan Russell as a married man with a penchant for
getting into flirtations. One or two scenes verge on the risque, but taken
as a whole the production is filled with a good, healthy sort of humor
and much of it is irresistibly funny. The fall from one room to
another, the bomb-throwing and chase scenes are all well done. A
first rate comic number.

WHEN THK MINSTRELS CAME TO TOWN (Victor), Aug. 4.—

A

two-reel juvenile, featuring Baby Early and many other children. They
attend a minstrel show and afterward give a black-face performance
of their own in the barn. They borrow the baby and leave the imprint
of black hands on the bed. This creates some amusing
on the part of the parents. A first rate juvenile offering.

UNDER THE LION'S PAW (Bison), Aug. 5.—A two-reel number, in-

troducing many wild animals. The cast includes Rex de Roselll, Colin
Chase, Golda Colwell, and others. The animal importer, whose health
is impaired, sells all his beasts but one lion. He releases the lion

on the night his daughter plans to elope with the discharged super-
intendent. The life of the younger daughter becomes imperiled and
the hero and girl save her. The plot is somewhat conventional, but
contains some excitement and is fairly strong as a whole.

THK CAPTAIN OF THK TYPHOON I Big D), Aug. 6. A two-r.el
number, by H. Ditmarr, featuring King Baggot as captain of a
schooner. A homeless woman wanders onto his boat and bi

a home for a week. In the meantime he tells the story of his unhappy
love affair, in which a card cheat made away with his girl. It de-
velops that the woman had also suffered at his hands. The
of this number is very well presented, carrying a good sea story al-

ine close, where the captain throws the card i

board and the woman follows of her own accord, will disappoint those
who like a happy ending. A good example of the tragic type.

V-L-S-E. Inc.
SEL1G ATHLETIC FEATURE NO. 3 (July 10).—This number of the

series includes exhibition billiard playing by Cbas. Morin and
August Kickhofer, the interscholastic athletic- meet at :

Chicago; Francisco Verrl and Oscar Egs competing on indoor bicycle
trainers, and a wrestling contest between Stanislaus Zybszko and Marion
Plestina.

THK DARING OF DIANA fVltagraph), July 24.—An unusually in-

teresting five-part n< Itten by Chas. 1. Gaskill, and
directed by S. Rankin Dr. w. Anita Stewart i- the star, and the sup-
porting cast ion.. Anders Rando

lolmston. Chas. WellesUy. and othel

players.

World-Equitable.
PAYING THK l'KICK (Paragon), Jul> -I A well-made I

malic picture, with Gail Kan, in the leading roll

inely supported. The pictur,

GAUMONT TO RELEASE SOME FRENCH FILM,
to the Qaumont pollcj ol n<

which oon i mtll It is actuall)
il the uncertali 1 1<

nouncementa which have
ire bt Ing withheld for the time b<

ii ex from the .-•
i

iboul t.' be shlppi
to bi n leaai d

They supplement the present Qaumoi . Mutual.
From the I'l end) i Inutin.iil <

-..m|,n

till productions as "The Fall of Constant iii. .pi.

"Fantoms
distribute some ol the moil

M, market Th<
ra of tins nature Is rsadllj understood

iui.it.., is offered nothing untried, i

only photodramai w hleb art
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"AN ANGELIC ATTITUDE" (Selig).

"An Angelic Attitude" is another of the Selig series of West-
ern comedies featuring Tom Mix, the daring cowboy star. Tom
Mix produced this comedy, which was written by Edwin Ray
Coffin, and which carries a logical plot and a series of merry-
making climaxes.
When Grate Williams arrives in the west to sketch some

real western scenery, Uncle Daniel Miller, well along in years,

from "An Angelic Attitude" (Selig).

falls

Grace is spooning wit!
love making is consta
father. Grace wishes
Miller to pose as an a
to the limb of i

and Grace escape to seek
"An Angelic Attitude" is ej

ship such as only Tom Mix
Saturday, Aug. 5th.

pretty girl. When he discovers that
lis son. Tom, he interferes; in fact, the
tly interrupted by the interference of
paint a picture and she induces uaniel
rel hanging from a rope, which is tied
When father is thus made secure, Tom

vened by some daring horseman-
n perform, and will be released

to the judges' stand by Jockey Murphy, Director Ireland gave
the word and "Darling Dolores" broke through the crowd sur-
rounding Dodge. With cameras grinding busily, Miss Cassi-
nelli, a vivid splotch of color against the satin coat of thor-
oughbred, petted and caressed the Derby winner oblivious to
the frowning disapproval of the judges and her own shattering
of i cing tradit
The floral horseshoe emblematic of Dodge's victory

placed across his shoulders by Miss Cassinelli and the scene
brought to a climax with her arms around his neck, 'while the
grandstand rocked with the cheers of the turf fans. Meantime
Dodge seemed to enjoy his entrance to film stardom.

RED FEATHER RELEASE DATES SET.
Universal has scheduled for release as a Red Feather for the

week of August 21 the Conway picture, "The Beckoning Trail,"
with Warren Kerrigan, and "The Woman Desired," a Red
Feather, which will be released on August 28.

political i

MARIE DORO STAR OF "COMMON GROUND."
The magic waving of the needle which converts one larga

hat into twelve distinctly different creations under the deft
hand of Marie Doro is one of the interesting phases of "Com-
mon Ground," a Jesse D. Lasky photoplay made under the di-
rection of William C. De Mille and released on the Paramount
Program, July 27.

Of course there is a romance and it is a real, thrilling sort
of a love tale in which this daughter of the slums fearlessly

aid of the man she loves when he is beset by
nies. He is a judge and the crooked politicians

try to get control of him because he is too honest to suit their
purposes. "The Kid," as Miss Doro is kno'
of local politics in the slums, where she i

that there is no limit to the things that i

their own ends. So she puts her active b:

the politicians and battles them to the last ditch.
The judge has made the fatal mistake of attacking the lead-

ers of the vice ring and the word is passed to the denizens of
the underworld to "get" Evans. The judge is ''framed" by
the politicians and is removed from his office in disgrace before
the Kid, realizing that she has been tricked into working
against him, turns upon his enemies and forces the truth out
of them. Of course there is another woman in the case and she

, has seen enough
i raised, to know
i will do to gain
i against that of

"IN LUNY LAND" (Paramount).
The story of "In Luny Land" tells of Fanciful Fiddlesticks, a

little boy very fond of fairy tales. To satisfy his desire, his
uncle Wisdom takes him to the woods where really and truly
fairy folks live.

On the way to their destination they drop in at a soda foun.
tain, where Fanciful and his dog have an ice cream soda, while
uncle takes a nut sundae, which seems to go to his head.

In the woods, uncle begins to read about a little fairy prin-
cess whose castle has its entrance in a big hole in one. of the
trees not far distant from where they are. Fanciful fancies
that he recognizes the tree, and a moment later one of the
fairy's workmen comes trudging along with a basket of wood
on his back, followed by one with flowers.

Fanciful decides to take a peep down the hole, and when he
does he sees nothing. Thinking that he might be able to
stir things up, he takes a cobble stone and throws it in. He
tries to get away, but a policeman grabs him.
The cop is very friendly with him and tells him not to be

afraid; that the fairies like good boys, and if he stands by,
he might see the fairy folk pass, as the Princess has just sum-
moned her musicians and dancers. The scenes following are
beautiful ones. Fanciful has the time of his life, only to be
awakened by Uncle Wisdom, to learn that his trip to Luny
Land was all a dream.

DOLORES CASSINELLI IN RACING PLAY.
With twenty thousand frenzied racing fans as the colorful

background, the big scene in the revival of the great Ameri-
can Derby at Hawthorne recently, was played by Dodge, win-
ner of the racing classic, and Miss Dolores Cassinelli, star of
the Emerald Motion Picture Company.
Under the direction of Frederick J. Ireland the player ap-

peared at the Derby in the garb of a gypsy princess to film
her big scene in "A Song of Romany," a forthcoming feature
release of the Emerald. As the great race horse was piloted

Scene from "Common Ground" (Lasky).

is the stumbling block over which the Kid nearly comes to
grief, but down in her hard little heart there is a real soft
spot—which the judge unwittingly touches.
"Common Ground" is a gripping story written especially

for Miss Doro by Marion Fairfax and contains several wonder-
ful character studies in addition to the stirring story and the
absorbing political and slum setting. The cast is a strong one
even for a Lasky production, including as it does, Thomas
Meighan, Theodore Roberts, Mary Mersch, Horace B. Carpenter
and Veda McEvers.
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"THE WAR BRIDE OF PLUMVILLE" (Essanay).

A satire on how every manufacturer in the country hoped
to leap to fortune on war orders furnishes the vein for this

three-act Essanay comedy. Effects above the usual in com-
edy have been obtained and the setting of a real foundry adds
considerably to the backgrounds. "The War Bride of Plum-
ville" forms three reels of smooth-running humor, free of

slapsticks and resting on the satire of its situations for its

h.u-hs. Xell Craig appears as the village queen and daughter
of the manufacturer who aspires to be a war bride. Ernest

GOOD MATERIAL IN "REEL LIFE."
The quest for the unusual of a magazine nature is being

successfully maintained by the Gaumont company in its suc-
cessive issues of "Reel Life," the Mutual Magazine in Film.
July 30 will bring to the screen the thirteenth number of this
single reel release. The greater part of the reel is devoted to
gold mining in Georgia. Although it is not generally known,
this southern state has been a consistent producer of gold
since the days of the revolution. While in amount no great
sum has ever been mined in any one year, yet until the dis-
covery of gold in California in 1848 it was the only source
of supply worthy of mention within the confines of the United
States. The mines are located in the northern part of the
state. The great statesman, John C. Calhoun, was at one time

On the same reel are pictures of fishing on the Jersey coast.
As the sharks are now plentiful, spectators will be interested
in a battle which resulted in the capture of a baby shark. A
drum fish weighing 40 pounds is also landed in front of the
camera. There are entertaining camping scenes. The reel is

completed by views of "Four Fingered Joe," a celebrated
southern negro, who is without a peer in the art of making
palmetto leaf fans.

Scene from "The War Bride of Plumville" (Essanay).

Maupain in the title role is seen in something different than
dramatic parts he usually portrays. Harry Dunkin-

son, always good in Essanay comedy parts, plays one of the
swindlers who nearly gets away with the old man's money.
The rest of the cast, a strong one, is made up of persons seen
often in Essanay plays. The piece is well acted, well directed
and is a comedy decidedly above average. It has been con-
structed with unusual care and will furnish neat entertainment
for any group of spectators.

"FARMER AL FALFA'S EGG-CITEMENT" (Paramount).
When you were a boy back on the old farm, did you ever

have to go out early in the morning and hunt for eggs? If

you did, there is a great deal of pleasure in store for you
in the next Paramount-Bray release, which is from the pen
of Paul Terry. If you didn't, there is a chance for you to

see what you missed.

Farmer Al Falfa's Egg-citement is a story about a wayward
duck who breaks all records for laying eggs where they are
not wanted. Al Falfa posts a notice commanding his fowl to

stop laying promiscuously about the farm and confine the ef-

forts to the nests, but the duck has ideas of her own, and just
for spite, lays one on the ground before Al Falfa's very eyes;
then she flies to the tree-top and as the farmer approaches,
she drops another on the old gent's head and makes her exit
before Al Falfa can get hold of her.

The old man after a weary chase falls asleep, and the little

outlaw lays a few more eggs in his beard. Upon his awakening
he finds the mess, and begins questioning the feathered tribe
as to who committed the crime, but they all plead innocence.

To settle the question, he smashes one of the eggs to see
what it contains, and to the astonishment of all, a little cow
comei popping out, causing great fright and compelling all to

take to the tall timbers.

IVAN PREPARING SECOND ALL-STAR PRODUC-
TION.

Having completed "The Faded Flower," the first Ivan pro-
duction to be made under that company's new policy of all-star
cast productions. Director Ivan Abramson is now busily en-
gaged writing a photodrama to follow this. The story of the
new play will deal with a sociological subject as is Mr. Abram-
son's wont, and will point out some evil in every day life and
its remedy. Immediately the scenario is completed, an all-star
cast will be selected to enact the various parts required by
the drama.

Preliminary scene plots having been already made, elaborate
settings are being constructed in the Ivan studio so that im-
mediately the scenario is finished and the cast chosen there
will be no delay in the actual filming of the picture. Work
on this feature is expected to begin about the 28th of July,
and it will be finished in time to be released as the regular
Ivan feature for September through the Ivan exchanges.

"THE MADONNA OF THE NIGHT" (American).
Strange adventures which befell a convent girl, who sud-

denly finds herself alone in a desert and later in a mining town,
is the interesting story on which "The Madonna of the Night."
a three-part American-Mutual drama for release August 3, is-

founded.
Nita Davis, a favorite of Mutual release, who in recent

months has become exceptionally popular for her work in

strong Western roles, appears in the part of "Mary Martin,"
the convent girl. E. Forrest Taylor appears in Miss Davis'
chief support, heading a company of unusually clever players
especially recruited for the filming of this production.

"The Madonna of the Night" is founded on a story written
by Constance Crawley, long a star of American-Mutual feature
releases, and Larry Peyton, who frequently appears in Mus-
tang-Mutual releases. It was placed in scenario form by Karl
Coolidge and screened by William Bertram.

The story concerns "Mary Martin." a convent girl return-

"THE MARRIAGE OF MOLLY-O" (Triangle).

Mae Marsh is seen in another delightful character role In

"The Marriage of Molly-O," an exceedingly picturesque, flnely-

h story released on the Triangle program. Quite
apart from the characterizations given by Miss Marsh and by

Robert llarron, who Is seen as her leading male support, this

Triangle feature li notable for the Infinite care that has been
taken In presenting the Btory In typical and realistic Irish set-

he story itself details a pretty love affair of the little

colleen who is confronted with her mother after the death of

her husband and father with nothing to stand between them
in. i the dlresl poverty but a pig and a cow.

\n Marsh playt throu houl the entire pioture with keen
ii mi m the chat acter, and Robert Sarroi

oapital young irishman. The pioture la particular^ well

photographed and the fantastic soenea which depict the visit

,.i the fairlee to tin- littli col mlj unusual but de-

ilistlc. "The Mai rlage ol Moll
an exi eptionallj po] i

It hes more
in iniv than evei Mae Man q'i po In the Mm
world

Sec- Madonna of the Night" (Mutual).

• holldi after her suiii.ner hoi;. lav- Sitting on the steps
oi the observation
the train to recover it. The nam
hei alone In the desert • Iter, she stumh
cabin Where a band of drunken in i ' Christ'

She Is saved bj "Philip Dean," •> rich

exibd to the west and I I

h enture8.
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"THE RETURN OF EVE" (Essanay).
Playing one Wh '1 utive scenes in une setting

was the unusual sunn accomplished in '•The Return of Eve,"
featuring Edna Mayo. The action of the whole fourth red oi

the play transpires in a ball room. Naturally, a setting with
such a bearing on the picture was necessarily a magnificent
structure. it required more than two week to build and
filled an entire studio at the Essanay plant. More than 300

Scene from "The Return of Eve" (Essanay).

• used by Essanay ipersons—or the largest numl
a scene—appear amid this i

This five-act feature will
•; Spoor of Essanay

artistic productions of the y«

in obtaining the most bea

"SHE WROTE A PLAY AND PLAYED IT" (Universal).

Many a crime has been staged right under that old Brooklyn
Bridge back drop. All the Bowery girls in days of yore were

g te under its spreading arch and sing "The
Oh, The Bowery.' and 'The sidewalks of New York,'

while- sitting on cotton bales and packing cases for atmosphere.
Book at those fearsome waves. Many a poor ruined girl,

HIm 1
9£h *>

mm . "
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Scene from "She Wrote a Play and Played It" (Universal).

many a dipsomaniac has cast himself into their cruel, green
That girl with the melancholy cast of features sitting

on the packing case at R. U. E. is about to be thrown in by the

villain. 'Tis a sad life at best. See, they have coiled a three

inch hauser about her neck preparatory to the dastardly deed.
lib. that their foul intentions be foiled!

Even the scene shifters and stage hands take an interest

in the stirring scene. See how they gather at advantageous
spots to overhear the pronouncements of the heroine. By the
way, that girl standing there on the dock in the evening gown
is not a real societv girl. She is Gale Henry, an actress, who

works oui ..t Universal City. In the Universal-Joker moving
picture play, 'She Wrote A l'la> and Played It." she takes the
pan of .Miss Scribbles, a country girl who thinks she has a
future as a playwright. She is seen appearing in her own
play.

Gale co-stars in the picture, which will be released on
August 12, with William l'"r j. Th.-\ an mipp-m.-.I h\ Mil-
burn Moranti. Charles Cnklin and Lillian Peacock Allen
Curtis produced "She Wrote a Play and Played it from the

Scribbles' play, |i: ,i -...laxicaiu

RIFKIN LIKES UNITY SERIAL.
Herman Rifkin of Boston. Mass., President of the Eastern

Feature Film Corporation, who have pur. based the rights for
New England of the Unity Sales Corporation's sixteen episode
serial. 'The Yellow Menace' w,,s in New York the past week
and saw the concluding episodes of the serial.

"It is a great serial," said Mr. Rifkin, "and it will un-
doubtedly make a wonderful impression on both exhibitors and
the public. The tremendous power of the theme must interest

in, woman and child, and appeal strongly to their
patriotism. 1 Congratulate the Unity Sales Corporation and
my company upon being able to offer exhibitors so w 1. i til
a picture, with every episode entirely finished so long In ad-
vance of the showing of the film."

"LITTLE EVE EDGARTON"— (Bluebird).
Bluebird relet Augu

t, that app

Cve Edgar
h Herbert

1 is based upon a serial
sared, with great attend-
le. The film retains the
on." the ruime-role being
Raw-linson especially en-

rio and directed th«t

ful photography,
atography, the beauties of

mpleted. President
as one of the most
is have been spared
3 and photography

The story is decidedly clever and makes an ideal film play.
The dainty beauty and simplicity of its woodland scenes lend
a charm to the play aside from the acting. Most of these were
taken in the dells of the Wisconsin River, one of the beauty
spots of America. Eugene O'Brien appears in the principal
supporting part to Miss Mayo.

Scene from "Little Eve Edgarton" (Bluebird).

"The Crippled Hand" and "The Love Girl," earlier Bluebirds,
attesting the skill of this expert cameraman.
Most of the locations were found at Coronado Beach, the

fashionable California resort, and in the mountains of South-
ern California some particularly striking natural reflections
of ruggedness have been secured. Particularly effective is the
photography of a fierce storm on the top of a mountain, show-
ing the heavy clouds of the impending deluge, the fierce winds
hat snap twigs from tree branches and bend boughs low in the

rinds
fury of the
Vivid flashes of lightning sear the black clouds, the i

come heralded by banks of dust and flying leaves, and then inu
cloudbursts deluge man and beast, driving horses in mad
stampede down the mountain side, while the human beings
find shelter in crevices of rocks, under giant trees or in caves
formed in the mountains.

Coronado's famous hotel was used for many interior and
exterior views—the broad verandas, massive parlor and rotund
architecture and the beautiful grounds surrounding the hotels
forming ideal .settings for a story without a villain, without a
murder or crime of any sort—but with an appeal to the heart,
through the preliminary openings of bright comedy to be
clenched with a gripping love incident of unusual sweetness.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES APPRECIATED.
Letters of apprication are coming in very fast to Moe

Streimer, of Exclusive Features, Inc., from most of the Brook-
lyn exhibitors, expressing their appreciation of the fact that
they are being treated fairly during the panic caused to the
theaters on account of the infantile paralysis. The exhibitors
are getting 50 per cent, discount, during the time that the
order not admitting children under 16 years of age to moving
picture theaters is in force.
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ul and part type in combination, but we
are wllllni two remedies, In fact. These
cuts should be made In two sections, top and bottom, the top portion
carrying tbe announcement of the subject and tht

ins as little more than a tail piece, mortised for bouse nan
.tits should start to run down the Sides with the top or bottom rule
and taper off, or they should be so framed that standard
can he used to gain a panel of the precise length needed. The Amerl-
can Type Founders work this latter scheme with several of their orna-

ornamental matter tailing into standard brass rub, and it

would be as easy for cuts to be mad,- that end with 2 to 6 point rulu
to be carried down the page to meet the tail piece. This would greatly
increase the usefulness of the cut and perhaps increase the sales. For
that matter, it would then be possible to supply stock tail pieces and
furnish only the headings to be used in conjunction with these.

More WUby.
Here is more good program stuff from R. B. WUby. This should have

as wide a circulation as bis "phonograph" stuff of a couple ol years
ago. which is still going around.

MAKE IT HOME.
The word "home" in our language has a deep and wonderful

meaning for which there is said to be no equivalent in any' other
tongue. It's a small word as words go, but despite its' length
it stands for more perhaps than any in this language; countless
joys and pleasures, fond recollections and the place where our
happiest hours have been passed. We want you to have some-
what similar feelings about the Strand, a theater which we tried
to build and try to operate to give you every comfort and
pleasure.

And just as you feel privileged to make suggestions at home,
so do we want you to feel that you may make them heri
Strand is actually yours. If there is anything you don't like, or
any way we can make it mean more to you. we want you to

say so.

Changed.
The Third Street theater, Easton, Pa., which has stuck to one pro-

gram form for a long time, now changes over and uses something like
its sister house, the Lehigh Orpheum did, but does not get as neat an
effect. They should send over to South Bethlehem for an old copy and
follow that style, which has proven good enough for many other ex-
hibitors to copy. And when they copy, tliey should date the days in
proper form. The change is a good one, save that they do not make
it neatly.

Helps to Exhibitors.
The National Poster Company. Chicago, sends in samples of their

lithographed streamers for various feature services including Triangle,
Pathe, World, Metro. Paramount. Fox. Kleine and Mutual. These are
ten feet long and thirty-two inches wide, two colors, and sell for oniy
thirty cents each. They work well as a house banner, making it possi-
ble to paste on a stretcher or board and have a uniform display across
the front or over the sidewalk, and they can be" used, as well, where
space permits, to top a bill board display of lithographs and hold the
set together. At the price it is cheaper to have your own fresh banners
than to hire painted cloth signs. The work is artistically done and the
color combinations are striking and yet not too violent. The com-
pany writes it is supplying about half of the Chicago theaters now and
has worked up a large business in other parts of the country and
Canada through the medium of the small advertisement it carries in
this paper, and it is planning to turn them out on a larger scale than
ever. New paper is always desirable. There is nothing convincing to
a house that is using second hand material, and this banner stunt is
one of the most useful helps we have seen lately.

Celebrating.
The Cumberland, Brooklyn, has been aniversing, and got out a neat

eight-page and cover anniversary program. There is only one foreign
m. a page for the piano house supplying the theater, a

little talk about the house and its manager, Francis A. Magan, and the
programs for the week, arranged as regular programs should be. The
program pages are not as well set as the standing of the printers em-
ployed would suggest. A paneled page would have been better and
more in harmony with the rest. An excellent cut of the house is
shown, and it is a very handsome front at that. It might be suggested
that a word of thanks for past patronage would not have been amiss.
The house is spoken of, but there is no tribute to a loyal patronage and
this is always in good form at festivals.

In Summer Dress.
The Lehigh Orpheum has cut down to a D. K. card for the summer,

a slip 3 by 5\<, inches with the titles, bouse name dates, but not dated
days. It is mailed out in envelopes, but is a door knob because it is>

punched so that it may be hung up. The Crescent, in the Bronx, has
also turned to a card for the summer, but uses post cards. With paper
climbing up, it is safe to predict that others will follow the example.

A Filing System.
Bleich, of the Empress. Owensboro. Ky.. sends in his idea

of a filing system, which we pass along, though we are not very clear
as to what Mr. Bleich does with his material before it becomes live.
He writes :

What might be of interest to a great many exhibitors is a
method of one in clipping and filing press notices and reviews of
films in order that they may be readily accessible when needed.
An ordinary ledger index is fust used in which the matter is

filed when clipped from the various sources embracing the trade
journals, newspapers and the press stuff furnished by the pro-

ducers. Obviously the exhibit.., .untitles himself to his own pro-

N'ext h compartment aho :,.. 12 Inches hign,
by about Is inches in width, containing a pigeon hole for ea. li .lav
for two weeks i- employed. This should be placed handil

k. Now presuming yours is a daily change policy and
ou have .lipped your matter well in advance, you will

turn to the ledger index and select therefrom all the items that
your attractions for the forthcoming wee]

in the compartment in the shelves allotted to Mondaj < u

In their proper order. Your compartment
cabinet needs to contain enough pigeon holes for two weeks be-

n sflmably one side contains the matt. I

aile the other is free to receive that for the forth-

Tlii.- enables one to lay bands quickly and readily on the
matter ded in preparing items for the newspapers, your house
organ or your program. Adapt it and you will find it a very

About the best scheme would be to use folders such as are used roi
filing correspondence. These are numbered, say from one to one hun-
dred. As the matter comes in it is clipped and placed in the proper
folder. Long before the hundredth folder is full, number one is empty
and its number can be reassigned to another subject. We like best,

however, the scheme advanced in Picture Theater Advertising.
What is your system? If it's new, let's hear about it.

For the Cry.
The Nicholas theater, Council Bluffs, la., sends in some photographs

ecial lobby for 'Tbe Battle Cry of Peace." together with a
program. The photographs will not be reproduced as they are not deep
enough in tone, but they show a very neatly dressed lobby with stacked
arms and a stuffed eagle. Flags are used above the entrants wita
pennants at the sides. The screen was also draped in the colors. The
program merely gives the cast, synopsis and a few facts about the
film. It is well printed and well written, but it perhaps might have
made a little more noise.

Anything.
in. Monticello. N. Y.. has not found a way to saddle stitch

its issues yet. but it is improving the text. A recent issue announces
that Canadian money will be accepted at face value, though Monticello
is in the southern tier of counties. One effective stunl is a picture ot

the two theaters in Monticello. A new stunt is the familiar "hidden
printed and by isolating a cei

tion the name of a popular photoplayer is given. No prizes are of-

fered: the fun of the thing is its own reward: which is the better way.

Go to It.

If you have an officious censorship and your patrons complain, tell

them about i*. Here is a rather long extract from the Regent (Pitts-
burgh) program, that is just about the right way to handle things.

In justice to ourselves a word of explanation is due re-
garding "The Evil Thereof." the aitraction at the Regent Mon-
day and Tuesday, the 12th and 13th. As a starter, let us in-
form you that when the picture first went to the Board of
Censors, it proudly acknowledged to 5.000 feet in length.
When it came off the operating table and dragged its weary
length to the various exchanges in Pennsylvania, it has lost

just 20 per cent, of its length and about 90 per cent, of its

strength.

Many of our patrons went away puzzled as to what it was
all about. And the producer and the exhibitor gets the blame
for the production when the real blame lies upon the Board of

Censors. We have no quarrel with the personnel of the Board
of Censors. Miss Wrenshall. the local representative of the
Board, is most obliging, and a clean-cut little lady, but her
duties are plainly set forth. It is the entire system of censor-
ship which we are against, for there is no argument in favor
of it that can be brought into the full glare of publicity and
stand the examination. Then some doubtless noted that we
advertised for Wednesday and Thursday, "The Scarlet Woman"
and the posters read "The Worldly Woman." For why? Dear
reader, had we not changed the paper in accordance with the
Censors' dictate, it would have meant heavy fines and a court
suit to defend. So you see that the exhibitor's business is not
"all beer and skittles," as our friend Dickens said.

Wait until the patron is made to realize that lots of times the poorness
of the picture is due to the censors and not to the producers and they
will be making the censorial heads into billiard balls of the finest

quality. Do not loudly declaim against the censoring of pictures.

Just tell how it sometimes makes for poor programs and the public will

do tbe rest. Practically every intelligent and universal campaign
against the official interference has been successful. The trouble is

that in most places there has been no concerted movement and
abuse, rather than argument, has been the main feature.

Another Cinema Sheet.
The Thompson-Thanhousi r Co.. of London, sends in its booklet, rather

late, but still welcome. It is a sixteen and cover issue with the stories

of the films and plenty of short stuff for the house program about
Thanhouser plays and players, together with notes from the various
provincial branches. It is a sightly issue, on good paper and finely

printed. It is issued monthly and covers the weekly releases for that
period.

Starting in.

The Strand theater, evidently, at Muncie, Lid, since it speaks of

"Muncie, ' gets out a neat program for its opening, with a Hennegan
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tanency, though we have seen but one belated

i iUi It la well written, with some clip stuff from these pages and
good original bouse talk, and probably it just happened that a scene
1 1 on, "The Feast of Life" was put alongside an advertisement for

luatessen without a separating rule. One good column runs

amusing clips from the rural papers. There is enough in the issue to

Interest and get the reader to digest the house talk. There should be
In the front part of the book, preferably on a right hand

page, B lull program for the week. There is too loose a construction

and the make-up jumbles text, program and advertising. Possibly this

waa Lit to the printer to arrange and he ran the pages to make for

use in paging the type. It pays to takp a little pains to got

a layout that looks like a real magazine. The stuff is there. It lacks

only arrangement.

Udells.

Dave Udell, of the Majestic, Paxton. 111., likes to start a news story

on the first page with a reference to the advertisement on the back

of his recent stunts in this line is a two-line head in con-

formity with the rest of the paper make up. It reads:

MRS. W. II OPPIF, DROWNED.
Mrs. W. H. Oppie of Chicago, who has been a visitor in this

city for the past f<w days, was drowned yesterday at -t o'clock,

five miles southeast of tbis city. She and several Paxton friends

on a little outing when the sad accident occurred. They
left West Ottawa road early in the afternoon in a large automo-
bile to enjoy the afternoon among the trees and flowers. They
spread a large table cloth near the bank of the Vermilion river,

which has its source thereabouts, and were about to enjoy an
impromptu feast when (Con. on back page, upper left hand

Following the reference over to the back page we find the continua-

tion line at the top of the Majestic advertisement, set in two column
measure. The continuation reads :

(Continued from First Page.)

One of the ladies suddenly exclaimed, "My, I'm Glad Graustark
is going to be shown in Paxton."

Opple fell back and was drowned in tears of joy. Her
recovery was not as sudden as was expected but never-the-less

she rallied in a short time.

"For goodness sake," she exclaimed, "it gives me great joy to

know that I finally can see the play I have heard so much about.

It was shown in Chicago for several weeks but the theater was
led I could not secure a seat."

the Majestic advertisements are two tens, and the style is

Changed lor each issue. Two of them are reproduced here to give a
, of their layouts. Both are two columns wide and ten

Inches deep. We like particularly well the left hand advertisement,

It Isn't the Player or the

Play, But the

THEATRE
And It's Personality

TONIGHT
It's Our Program

3 Altogether Different Pictures

VARIETY

Crystal Theatre

=JOBS=

Watch the Crooks

rhlcb plays up the bouse a

the impression that the the:

thai matter lb, play must 1

A staff man with one of the biggest advertising agencies in the country has
been told off to do some photoplay theater advertising in the fall and
he writes: "I've found time to spend some very profitable hours with
that book of yours on advertising and it's some achievement. It's

brimful of ideas, most of which are adaptable and suggestive at the same
time. I doff my derby." Have you your copy?

Chautauqua.

Some one recently wanted to know how to work against or with tha
Chautauqua. Charles O. Brown, of the Manring and Amusu. Middleboro,
Ky., offers a reply in a recent issue of his Reel News, in which he meets
the local situation. Follow Mr. Brown and you are about right.

Quite a little circulation is being given the rumor that we are
opposing the coming Chautauqua and that we are doing all in our
power against it. This rumor no doubt originated through the
fact that we have placed on sale a little book of tickets for the

week beginning June 10th.

Right here we wish to state emphatically that the rumor is

absolutely unfounded. We also wish to state that we are in no
way opposed to the Chautauqua ; on the other hand we favor it

and are trying in every way possible to co-operate with it. In

evidence of this we ask you to turn to our program page, in

which you will find that we have arranged our hours of perform-
ances especially for this occasion. You will find that we are
trying to interfere as little as possible with the hours of the
Chautauqua, both in afternoon and evening.
We would have been pleased, had it been possible, to close down

our houses entirely for Chautauqua week. Our patrons probably
remember we did this last year. But circumstances are different

i -on. In the first place we have a program that we could
not possibly cancel. Our contracts with both Paramount and
Triangle are not subject to cancellation. In the next place,

were it possible to cancel, we would regret exceedingly to do so

on account of the quality of the pictures booked. We have
had the Billie Burke picture booked for three months and it

would be at least another three months before we could get it

" again, were cancellation possible.

Now in regard to the little books of tickets. Our reason for

putting them on sale is simply this : We have noticed many
times in the past when other attractions were in the city, that

people seemed to forget entirely that there was such a thing as

a picture show in the town. This is human nature—we can
readily appreciate anyone's view under such conditions.

The picture show is here to stay, at your service any time. The
other attraction is here for a few days only, and of cours.

one likes the change. We understand human nature, we think

—

and that's just why we put the little books on sale—just to

remind people that the picture show that has served you so
faithfully all the many past years is still here, plugging away,
ever at your service.

Many people would never have learned of the change in hours
• so as not to conflict with those of the Chautauqua. Advertising
the change would have done very little good. But by going from
house to house selling the little book of tickets, everyone has
been informed and we are all happy. We look for record-

breaking crowds and we certainly hope the Chautauqua will be
likewise favored.

The coupon book in this connection is something new to us, and it

looks like a good idea. The Chautauqua is a big noise in mai
of the country. Like the circus, it takes a lot of money from the regular
amusements, but even the Chautaqua can) name whan
it is so clearly and nicely explained. If you have not had your Chautauqua
visitation yet, try and report, please.

Got it from the "Kink."

Jay Emanuel, of the Ridge Avenue. Philadelphia, writes that his

"free ticket" recently reproduced here, did not originate with him but
with Julian M. Solomon, Jr.. of the Morosco pre-^ department and known
to his friends as 'Kink Solomon." On the other hand the hand used
to advertise "The Mysteries ol \i>i.. that was in- Invention, Next
time Mr. Emanuel comes to New York, if he will call around we will

present him with a Fireman's shirt. That is better than a free ticket.

Mis latest i- "Those who toil should see Those who Toil." which I- a

LUbin feature. Not at all bad for a man who only works after the

Ni: W H K I, 1' I'd 1{ MANAGERS

ii /. i.i

Want a Design?
he i changing the
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this

department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be

addressed to this department. Questions should be stated

clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses

be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to

the paper direct and not to this department, and a return

stamped envelope is inclosed.

Dreams of the Future.

VACHEL LINDSAY, the poet-author, in a recent letter touches most
interestingly on his dream of the future. Like his valuable book
on the photoplay, Mr. Lindsay advances theories that seem almost

fantastic, yet there is real merit and no little common sense in the

suggestion he makes for a photoplay school. He writes

:

If there is a Joseph Pulitzer school of journalism, there should
be some photoplay magnate to remember your new learned pro-

fession in his will. The suggestion of a University might not

be precisely the one, but certainly there should be some per-

manent headquarters, or museum, where every great film can
be studied by serious students, with competent lecturers, etc. I

never see a stunning piece of work without wishing that there
was some way of keeping it on file where I could see it as often
as I read my favorite poems.

This sounds absurd at first reading, but studying the subject, it

seems wholly practicable. The student of literature can, at small ex-

pense, build up his working library and supplement this intimate collec-

tion with the public libraries. The student of painting can procure
photographs for his home study and see the work of the masters by
visiting the art galleries. The sculptor can study in the same way and
music offers vast opportunities to Its followers, but where can one
make a serious study of photoplay? Where, for instance, can one
study "Judith of Bethulia," "The Death of Mozart," "Cabiria," "Quo
Vadis," "The Life of Moses," and other splendid examples? Not in the
theater, save perhaps in torn and rainy prints that have endured since

the first issue. Not in reissue, save only as they chance to come to a
certain theater on a day convenient. The scripts from which these
plays are made are probably non-existent to-day. Assuredly they are
not available to the student.
Suppose that someone did endow a University with a chair of

photoplay, and suppose that a man who knew his business and not a
grafter was placed in that chair. Prints could be purchased and stored,

to be run as occasion demanded. Copies of famous scripts could be bound
and placed in a library for study. The student could see the film run and
then, visiting the library, examine the script ; perhaps even the test

scripts and the final version. More might be done. A first print of the
subject might be compared with the cut print as finally released. Special
reels could be made showing studio methods, perhaps half a dozen of the
better known directors could be induced to stage the same certain scenes
written especially for the purpose, and these various versions shown In

order that the treatment of the script in action might be understood.
The cost would not be prohibitive. It might not even be great. The only
trouble is that few men in the business give promise of dying rich, in

spite of the millions they have made. Yet here, too, is the clincher to

the argument. These men might have continued to acquire wealth if,

five years ago, they had given proper thought and attention to pro-
duction instead of to the exchange end ; if then they had prepared to

meet the demand for better stories that now has become imperative.
Mr. Lindsay is a poet and therefore, supposedly, a dreamer, but he has
outlined a scheme that some day must appeal to hard headed business
men. There is a brewer's college, innumerable technical schools of all

sorts. Why not the Lindsay Museum of Photoplay, where the real

student can gain the same careful preparation that is afforded the
brewers of beer, the growers of corn and the builders of bridges? It

must come in time. Now is the time.

Humorous.
One of the funny things of the hot season is Maurice Tourneur's re-

cent article in Motography entitled "The Play's the Thing." It seems
only the other day that he was remarking that all he needed was a
bare suggestion from the author; hardly a synopsis only. Now he re-

marks that be believes in "even greater reward for the creative genius
who writes our plays."

Plot, Yes, But—
In writing comedy, plot is as essential as it is in drama, but be care-

ful not to get so much plot that you have no time for the comedy.
There must be a well defined argument to the story or it is not a story

at all, but where all of the action in a drama is used to tell the story,

by-play must be given greater prominence in comedy.

- ing Caprice, she nervous—Deane kisses
her, Jack reaches her, angered, yanks Deane away, the men glare at
each other. Caprice gazes with admiration at Jack—Deal
away with sneer—Jack speaks—Cut.

SUBTITLE—"I'll thank you so much to give this to Mr Edmunds. Tell
him it was too late to stop. And for you—I— I wouldn't run away if

I were you. It gets one in bad."
(Back to scene)—Caprice studies, smiles sadly, takes bundle, turns
away, Jack watching.

86—Automobile, showing party, signpost and Jack still watching. Girls
laugh, Deane rather crusty, girls finally land a bundle at Jack. He
turns, gets into car, backs back—looks up hill with others.

87—Road. Caprice walking along, lost in deep study—she turns, looks,

toward camera, startled that she is seen, turns, runs.
88—Back to Party—All laughing. Jack rather nervous—they drive

Note here how technique played its part; how the author's construc-

tion was used where it could be used; how the action was made con-
vincing and the love interest advanced (because this is the first time
that Jack has met Caprice), and his idea was not changed a particle:

76—Crossroads, with guidepost, shooting so we only see good good road
—Auto drives in and stops—All look about—Jack gets out followed

by Deane and look over post—They have lost way and don't know
road—Shake heads—About to give up when girl speaks—Boys look

at her and she points off and they see.

77—Road—Showing bad road—Caprice running along.

78—76—Men looking off—Look to girls and one says—"Call her"—Jack

79—77—Caprice runs on and stops, startled, holding doll.

80—76—All on—Jack calls Caprice to him.
81—77—Caprice on and looking off—Thinks and finally exits.

82—76—All on—Caprice enters and Jack speaks to her as Deane tells

girls, "She's some looker, eh?"—They nod "yes" and as Jack points

to signpost asking Caprice where road leads to, she replies :

Cut-in TITLE : "It don't go nowheres, it's been throw'd up for years.

It's a road to nowhere."
(Back to scene)—Party laughs and Deane looks toward ground

—

Sees.

83—Closeup of ground where a fire had been built.

84—76—Deane looking down, stoops.

85—83—Closeup of ground at dead fire—Hand reaches in and takes piece

of charcoal.
86—76—Deane rises from ground with piece of charcoal in hand—Ex-

hibits it and climbs on seat beneath signboard to write.

87—Signboard—Closeup of Deane writing WHERE on signboard under

NO to make sign read "Nowhere."
88—76—Jack talking to Caprice—She hides doll—He looks at it and

takes off his hat.

89—Closeup of Caprice looking at Jack.

90—Closeup of Jack looking at Caprice. Smiling.

91—96—Full set—Deane finishes sign—Dismounts and talks to girl-

Jack excuses self, gets bundle from car to give to Caprice—Deane
comes to Caprice and tries to get fresh as Jack gets bundle and
turns back, sees Deane, sore, rushes at him and pushes him away—
They have angry words and finally Deane turns to girls and att

laugh as Jack talks to Caprice who points off.

92—Flash of Edmunds' sback.
93—76—91—All on—Jack and Caprice exit as the rest look after them

and kid about it.

94_92—Jack and Caprice enter—She tries door—Locked—Jack looks in

window and she looks about.
95—76—All on—They look off and get sore and call off.

96—92—Jack and Caprice on—He looks off, then at watch and says to

Caprice :

Cut-in SUBTITLE : "I wouldn't run away if I were you—Runaway girls

l bad."
(Back to scene)—Caprice nods head "yes" and Jack exits—She

looks after him—Thinks—Looks back and smiles sweetly.

97—76—All on chattering as Jack enters—Girls sore and kid him about

Caprice—He gets into auto—He tells them "Be quiet"—Stands up,

looks back and tips hat.

98—92—Caprice waves bye-bye and turns away shyly.

99—76—As Jack puts on hat car goes c

seat witb bump.
100—92—Caprice looks after car and sighs—Says "Ain't he grand"-

Sits on stoop. —

t of scene, throwing him into

The THIRD Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW READY

This is virtually a new book under the old title.

More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario

or photoplay construction.

By Mail, Postpaid Three Dollars

Address all orders direct to nearest office.
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Manufacturers' Notice.

FT is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other

Important Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to

reply through the department in less than two or three weeks. In order

to give prompt service, those sending four cents in stamps (less than

actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply by mail,

without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be

replied to in the department: one dollar.

Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed in

neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number. Either

booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to the

editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every live,

progressive editor should get a copy of these questions. You
suprised at the number you canno without a lot of study.

Question No. 148.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in

replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Theater managers
looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll of Honor.

What do you regard as the best safety guard or guards against panic

in case of fire? When the law prescribes minimum age at which a man
may operate moving picture apparatus what age do you favor? Give
your reasons in full.

Roll of Honor on Question No. 141.

Question 141 brought out some remarkably complete dissertations on
incandescent lamps. Wilson Hays, Barton, Md., for instance, sent in a
thirteen-page well-written and very complete article; also there were
others almost equally excellent. The publication of all that matter
would, however, consume a great deal of space, and I do not believe it

would serve any correspondingly good purpose.

The Roll of Honor consists of Joseph H. M. Smith, Port Worth, Texas ,

l\ F. Bell, Palestine, Texas; Wilson Hays, Barton, Md. ; Edward Mar-
shall, Vancouver, B. C. ; Manuel Nosti, Tampa, Fla. ; C. E. Linstruth,

Y. ; W. li. Allen, Edmonton, Canada; L. Pagenhardt, West-
ernport, Md. ; Thos. J. Maloney, New Bedford, Mass. ; Jamie McAdoo,
Hamilton, Mo. ; J. L. Arnold, Bellingham, Wash. ; and one unsigned.

I have selected the reply of Brother Marshall as best suited to the

requirements of publication.

Reply to Question No. 141.

Uy Edward Marshall, Vancouver, B. C.

What do you understand by a carbon filament lamp? By a metallic
lamp?

The Answer

:

A carbon filament lamp is an electric incandescent lamp having for its

rial which is made to

glow in a vacuum l>y the passage of an electric current.

A metallic filament lamp la one having a metal wire filament. The
tllj employed In the manufacturing of thi

ami tantalum, although many others have bei a

The method of making these filaments is complicated. After several
processes the metal and forced through diamond

into a very line wire. Another in..

Core ;
that is, the core of the

alzed mate rial ami d on, as it

were, When completed II li mounted in a glass bulb

i 'a in make of metallic lamp
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vidual problems that will supplement the work of this department of
the paper and be helpful to many operators and managers in the points
visited. Moving picture men everywhere are coming to realize more and
more that the prosperity of the whole industry and of the individual
theater owners and employees can be increased by a greater excellence
of projection in our theaters, hence our desire to do what we can in this
Department and through this lecture. It will cost those cities located
on the main route nothing except the trouble of arranging the affair.
The lecture is usually delivered at midnight, after the shows have
closed. Some of the organizations serve a banquet, some a lunch, some
make it a smoker, and some just a plain meeting . What form the
meeting takes is immaterial to me. The only thing I insist on is that
EVERY POSSIBLE EFFORT BE MADE TO GET A FULL ATTENDANCE
OF ALL MANAGERS AND ALL OPERATORS IN EACH CITY.

This article may be taken as a direct communication to Exhibitors'
Leagues and Operators' Unions in the cities named, and I shall expect
to hear from those who want me to come. It is advisable, where pos-
sible, that Exhibitors' Leagues and Operators' Unions join hands in
this affair, because it is of equal interest to both. Cities lying off the
route can secure the lecture if they write within the next sixty days, but
it will be necessary for them to pay the expenses from the nearest rail-

way point. I make this offer because in one or two cases Operators'
Unions, which presume their cities to be off my route, have asked me to
come, and have voluntarily agreed to stand the expenses of a visit. The
only expense in these cases will be the expenses from my nearest railway

The main route as planned is as follows: Richmond and Norfolk.
Va., Raleigh, N. O, Columbus, S. C, Augusta, Ga., Charleston. S. C,
Savannah, Ga., Jacksonville, Miama and Tampa, Fla., Macon and Atlan-
ta, Ga., Chattanooga and Knoxville Tenn., Louisville and Evansville,
Ky., Nashville, Tenn., Birmingham, Montgomery and Mobile, Ala., New
Orleans, La., Memphis, Tenn., Little Rock, Ark., Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Fort Worth, Palestine, Houston, Galveston, San Antonio and El Paso.
Texas, Los Angeles, Santa Ana, San Diego, Fresno, Stockton, San Fran-
cisco, San Jose, and Sacramento, Cal., Portland, Ore., Taconia, Seattle
and Bellingham, Wash., Vancouver, B. C, Spokane, Wash., Boise City,
Idaho, Salt Lake City, Utah, Pueblo and Denver, Colo., St. Joseph, Mo.,
and Omaha, Nebr.
From Omaha eastward my route will depend upon circumstances. 1

can go either via Des Moines direct, or I can go north via Sioux City.
Minneapolis and St. Paul, and then back down, taking In

and eastern Iowa, including the Tri-City, up to Milwaukee, and thence
east. That plan is not yet settled, and won't be until I hear from Che
organizations in that section.

As to the time for making this trip, I cannot tell yet. but the start

won't be made until the latter part of October; that much is certain, the
next sixty days being given over to making a final decision as to just

what cities will be included. It Is up to you, gentlemen Let us hear

Projection Fairly Good,
iger, Anadarko, Okla I to four of the ouea-

tions, and says :

Things in this part of the country are In good sha;

projection Is fairly good. I was talking with a member of

the Oklahoma City local recently. He aaya the union is making
very good progress. They have a school In connection, and

ired mi that it you In Oklohama City
you would be given heart > R

Well, tor the benefit of the Oklahoma City brothers, l ex|

l< El winter if all goes wi II. I am ai

«

reports of good projection The answers to the questions wi

receive due consideration.

An Arc Fighter.
Infantry Hall. Km;

Zone, which same will change to Chltti i

i am an old are lighter of the Canal /.on,., and apply to you

\m now operating for the Bth Infa * tbdraw
•nut of til health Have b

prei ion-- tO this, ami am all. t0 I

abllitj ranteed

i would be glad to help Brother Baulltch, but I am entln
touch win.
inn iii. re a Brother
Baulil b I

». n i ami mi.

:
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A Few Remarks.
John Griffiths, Anson la, Conn., Bays:

.lust ;i few remarks with regard to article on Spherical Aber-
ration, page 22.14, June I'lih Issue. Figure 1 is an attempt to

Show the effect in spherical aberration in the secondary beam,
as it exists in an exasperated form it) the primary beam. I Baj
"an attempt" because 1 don't think Brother Martin lias shown
the rays in the secondary beam correctly. For Instan
tween a a in the primary beam and the aperture we have
live pairs of rays . tossing the axis at different distant

the objective bus, therefore, instead of all these rays crossing
the axis again at A' A' in the secondary beam, as shown, they

rosslng the axis at different distances -between A' A' and
the screen. One pail win. Ii cross at or near the aperture will

not meet again until they reach the serein. Had Hrother Martin
Showed the rays correctly, he would have duplicate! thi

...1 m my own drawing, page HIT, October -''., 1!>15, issue.

in diagram No. 4, except that only two aberrated rays won
shown in my drawing. Another discrepancy I note in Brother
Martin's drawing is that, taking the extreme rays which reach
the objective lens, they each come from the scroti.) extermc ary
of the condenser, therefore when they rach the narrowest
point of the secondary beam, which is the condenser, they should

• pass A' A' a considerable distance apart. How. ver. thi

tical result of spherical aberration remains the same, viz.: un-
even illumination at the spot. The effect die to

ration is, however, considerably overrated. Spherical aberration
has its advantages as well as disadvantages, the -am. as In

certain classes of photography, where il is taken advantage of.

Of course I mean as applied to the condenser system only. The
advantage which I at least claim for spherical aberration in the

Condenser is that it blends any irregularity in the illumination

of the crater. (I don't believe Brother Grifiith thai

altogether true, nor do I believe there is sufficient spherical

aberration in a condensing lens of good quality to amount to

much, and, while I may be wrong, 1 believe what effect there

is is altogether bad. 1 cannot see that the possible blending
action you speak of is going to overcome the ill

however, that with cheap, poor grade condensers or condensi r-

having uneven density the spherical aberration effect ma] bi

sufficient to work considerable damage I

i the s t the apertu;

Cuts Out Its Heart.

('. B. Wheeler, Lebanon, Ind.. writes:

The first thing 1 do when 1 get the World is cut its heart out

--meaning, of course, the projection department—which 1 keep
• on file, and it's no wonder, because the department certainly

has helped mi very greatly.

That }s all right, brother, but why not keep the whole paper? Wo
naturally are mighty proud of the department, but still it is by no

manner of means the whole thing, and there is oodles and gobs of

jthet good stu

Orpheum Theater, Allentown, Pa.

The Orpheum Theater, Allentown, Pa., presents an ezampli ol ,m
ideal fireproof playhouse. The usual bill comprises three vaudeville
.hows a day, with a reel of pictures between, before and after the
same; also occasionally three or four-reel features are shown. The
Beating capacity of the house is approximately 1,300; prices 15, 25 and
35 cents. Distance of projection is 03 feet 4 inches, with a 21-fool •"-

inch picture, which -am. is altogether too large. A much better gen-

i the image of the crater would be t

the condenser, because each point of the condenser does not
deliver the image of the crater to exactly the same position,

the amount oi displacement from a central point and an ex-

treme point being about l/2 inch. It is spherical aberration

which causes this. (If you are right in your estimation of

Yi inch, then I am wrong, but 1 do not believe you are cor-

rect, possibly except with a poor grade of condenser.—Ed.) If

an operator will take out his slide carrier and punch a %-inch
hole in a piece of cardboard about 8x4 inches, so that the

hole will pass across the face of the condenser as he shoves the

cardboard along, he will see his spot move and the extent of

the movement will indicate the amount of spherical aberration

present in the condenser. (Aha ! That seems to be something
of real, practical value, and something which any operator can

make an intelligent test of for himself.—Ed.) This proves that

the spot at the aperture is made up of a lot of smaller images
incorrectly superimposed, and, answering our friend, Brother

James, when he says the crater ought not to be in exact focus

at the aperture, the harsh effect of an exact image of the

crater is overcome by the effect of spherical aberration blending

out the defects that may be present in the actual crater.

All right, Brother Griffiths. Mebby you are right, mebby so. I com-
mented on your letter as 1 went along, but when I struck that test

stunt I had a notion to strike it all out. We will let it go through
as it looks, however, and I imagine a good many operators will be

shoving a piece of cardboard across their condensers before long. I shall

be glad to hear some of the results of these tests, and what operators

deduce from the same.

They Sell in England.

B. P. Stevens ,v. Brown, Trafalgar Square, London, Engll

We have just sold the last copy of Richardson's Handbook
we have in stock. Please send us a duplicate consignment by-

book post.

Tin editor was very much swelled up at a remark made by our

London correspondent in a recent letter. He said, as nearly as I can

remember the exact phraseology: 'Thanks to articles purloined from

the projection department by the English cinematograph trade papers,

Richardson is the most trusted man in the projection field in all Eng-

H is. of course, highly gratifying to know that one's efforts are thus

: in lands across the sea. My Handbook is having an in-

tli in England, although from the English operator's point

of view it i- a very expensive book.

oral result would be had by cutting the size of the picture down at
least 5 feet in width.
The current is alternating, and the management have installed a

Westinghouse motor generator set for converting the three-phase A. C.
to n. C. at 7.". volts, which, however, necessitates the breaking down
of the D. C. voltage to the value of between 5(1 and 55 required by the
projection arc. The resistors this makes necessary are well ventilated,

and have ten steps for adjustment purposes, thus allowing the operator
to secure any light value he may desire within range of the apparatus.
The motor generator is what is known as a "two-light" machine, mean-
ing that it will carry the two arcs temporarily during the period of

change-over, and during the period of warming up the carbons prior
to the change-over. This set was run from 2 to 11 p. m. every week
day and during one whole week, which means that the motor generator

worked
fas, I am told, excelh

ets in capacity varyi

designed especii

chine operation.

capacity during all these hours
The Westinghouse Company puts out these
rom 2% to 6% k. w. They are made for

it, both single, two and three-phase,

y for use in connection with motion picture

-ard obtainable

lion, was granted thi

In the second view we see the proscenium arch and screen of the
Orpheum. I would again suggest to the management of that very
beautiful house the advisability of very largely reducing the size of

i- i.i I result will be mu. 1. b

strain from the front scats will be greatly reduced. However, that
border ought by all means to be a dead black, but apparently is not,

and in any event there is no border at the bottom. The Orpheum is

otherwise too ix client and beautiful a house to be marred
an error as this. The Orpheum is one of the Keitl
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New York Operators Elect Officers.

Local Union No. 306 has elected the following ofl

tary, T. F. Costello;

treasurer, Fred. Stuffregen ; Business Agent, 11. Mackler;

i.;is Marrato. Trustees, M. Berkowitz, Will C.

smith, H. Weinberger. Executive Board member, s. Myers.

!o have been excellent all the way
Bone, whose honesty, sincerity and

The choice of

through. Costello

energy no one qu

elected. Mackler w

a good worker. 'I

Mackler would be s

principal lack, but

ried through a long

iu whirh he has just been re-

- agent. He is an efficient and

rovement 1 could suggest on Brother
inie of a self-starter; that is, his

he gets going he is a stem-winder. Edwards
and well liked by New York operators. He is

what might be termed a conservative, but I do not think there is any

danger of his running conservatism into the ground, and I I

will prove to be an excellent presiding officer. Brenner, vice president,

is also well known and well liked. Will C. Smith of the Board of

Trustees is assistant general manager for the Nicholas Power Company.

i.l of the officers for the past year has been good, and the

ii i haps made more genuine progress during that time than at

any other similar period of its existence. Let us hope the good work

continues.

Cushman Lighting Plants,

hereto is a photograph of the Cushman Light Wright

Generator outfit, used by the "Honest Bill" road shows. 1 pub-

ish this picture because of the fact tl

' record, though I 1

Kngi
i told the Cushman out-

an outfit of this kind ought to be of in

limy with regard to generating outfits for road shows. The

engine shown on the wagon i- a 1". h. p., and an exr. Ii

ol the Cushman equip", ed iii theater

ii which the tank is tor water,

ii,, a .
1 1

. i cooii a

Unhonored and Unsung.
New Orleans, La., contributes the following:

Few o; the many thousands of people who daily attend mov-
ing pi ture theaters have anything more than a faint conception
of how much of the service they receive for their ad

pends upon one man, the operator, who turns the crank
in his little fireproof room, usually just under the ceiling. They

the picture on the screen. The man who makes it.

like the poet, "unhonored and unsung." Nobody knows bim.
He walks in and out of the theater unnoticed in the crowd,
though if he failed to walk in at the appointed hour there

would be no show. The piano player may quit, the ushers
may go on strike, and even the manager may take a day oft.

and yet the show can go ahead just the same, so long a

ompetent operator on the job. And his is no sinecure.

In the blistering heat of summer he must sit constants
trie arc, and with unceasing care render upon

the screen the work of the best artists in the land. If his

work is well and skilfully done his is not the credit, but if an
accident occurs and the show for a moment stops his is the

blame. Before him is one of the most inflammable sul

of commerce passing constantly under the terrific heat of the

m of the powerful electric arc. Dangerous as

this condition is he nevertheless may not even so much as burn
a hole through the film in years of service, but let an accident

occur, as accidents will occur, no matter how great the car.

nd the film catches fire. There is a flash. The fuse of

the fire shutter cords "goes," every aperture in the room is

closed, and he is left alone to battle the danger a- bi ;t he may.
The audience must not know there is a fire, as a deadly panic

would follow If anyone has to be burned it is he, and no one

must know it. Blinded, perhaps, by the smok,

flashes the warning signal and the exits are manned, but quietly,

so that no one knows. In another moment comes the 'all right"

signal. The danger is past. The operator has lost his hair

and eyebrows, and his hands may be cruelly burned, but he

ml says: "Well, anyhow, I saved the show."

Therefore let us pay a little tribute of honor to the man
behind tl >nel ready, master of the situation

at any tlis duty, and has done it even unto

•ii, without seeking or expecting the limelight

so much general direction. An.l should, some
night, the sitn. Musi a moment, please," b< flashed upon the

screen, let us applaud instead of hissing, for the sign means
that, while the operator has troubles of his own, be is on the

job.

Non-Progressiveness.

In every one Ol the few instances in which an organisation has

failed or refused to make the necessary arrangements for a lecture,

and I have investigated conditions. I have found that the lecturt was
sadly needed in that particular place. It is but natural that this

should be so. The live-wire union, exhibitors' league or Individual

is always ready and willing to accept anything which

promise of adding to his store of knowledge, hence to his efficiency as

a manager or operator. On the other band, the manager or the

operator who has little knowledge, and is unwilling to mak.
sary effort to improve himself is, in the very nature of things, op-

ures on projection, to projection departments and to hand-

hooks. That way lies exertion, and that is the very thing this type

i
" and "operator" abhors with all of his soul. What cares

he- that his screen shows results a real manager or operator would

blush with shame to look upon'' What cares he that the splendid

work of the producer is brought to naught upon his s, r

1 ..it over-tight tension and ov.T-speeding works permanent

injury to the lilms by abraiding and straining the sprocket holes?

.tor that his union slid,- i> followed by

a disgrace to th>

.. third or a half of his light by <

wrongly matched up bus system or that but what's the

that it up
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type of niau. He is a non-progressive. He corresponds to the ele-

ment which, in the beginning of the public schools fought that insti-

tution tooth und toenail. He corresponds to the element which, In

the beginning of the use of machinery, fought every improvement cal-

culated to lighten labor to the very last ditch. If only half of the

energy he expands in cursing the march of progress, and pulling back

on the wheels of advancement were expended in the opposite direction

he would accomplish a wonderful amount of good. As a matter of fact,

however, this particular typo of man is usually one who can only see

one thing at a time, and he, unfortunately, has gotten the idea lirmly

implanted in his rather rusty brain that only one thing counts, or

two things, rather, viz : the amount of money he gets and the

amount of work he has to do to get it. His every effort is to expand

the former and diminish the latter, and usually about two-thirds of the

total effort is expended on the diminishing end. The only way in

which this erroneous idea, which holds possession of his entire men-
tality can be even jarred, is by striking him square between th<

eyes with such a heavy and successive bludgeon of facts that even his

non-progressive brain is shocked into action.

And you can take it from me, my brothers, that that is exactly the

thing that has happened to a good many non-progressives who have

listened to my lecture. Many men have, at the end of the lecture,

come up, shook hands, and said : "Well, old man, I never realized these

things until tonight."

It is not my purpose, in this article, to draw invidious comparisons,

but in order to point the matter, in one city in New York state,

the only city in all New England in which anything of the sort oc-

curred, the operators' union did not have the common decency to reply

to two letters, both of which I learned, upon unquestionable authority.

were received by the local. This union, through one of its executive

officers, told a committee of the Exhibitors' League that it 'had no

time to waste on projection lectures." Now, I have not actually wit-

nessed the work in any houses of that city, though you can take it

from me I am going to in the not distant future. I am told, however.

both by exhibitors and operators in a nearby city, and by exhibitors

and operators in the city in question, that projection therein is abso-

lutely punk. In fact, the word they used to describe it was considerably

stronger than punk, and, furthermore, I am informed that the present

wage scale of the local is just a little more than fifteen dollars for a

six-day week, though they are hoping to force into effect a schedule

calling for the dizzy height of eighteen dollars per week of six days,

with the tremendous sum of three whole dollars for a single day's work.

For houses opening before noon, however, the new schedule provides

that there must be two union men, the operator in charge to receive

$18.00, and the second man T-W-E-L-V-E dollars per week. Well, that

is pretty near the answer, is it not? And this is no village either,

but a city of goodly size.

Exhibitors who are thoroughly acquainted with the situation inform

me there are only three or four operators in the city who can, by any
stretch of the imagination, be called competent, and this opinion was
backed up by other competent testimony.

It is not a pleasure to speak thus of a body of operators, but when a

local goes to the extent of being unnecessarily discourteous—yes, I may
say ungentlemanly, in failure to even acknowledge a business communi-
cation, and under the conditions set forth deliberately says to the

Exhibitors' League, who themselves attempted to fix the matter up in

conjunction with the operators, that they "have no time to waste on

projection lectures," which other locals have found to be of immense
value, it is time a little good, hard, solid truth was told, and it is only

regard for the exhibitors themselves prevents me naming the city.

In closing let me say that in this matter there is absolutely no per-

sonal feeling on my part. It would be a matter of great pleasure to be

able to say good things about the local in question instead of what has

been said, but there is a duty to perform in matters of this kind, how-
ever unpleasant the performance may be. I sincerely trust that the time

may come when I will be able to reverse the entire foregoing as applied

to the union in question and, for that matter, say nothing but good
things of all locals, by reason of the fact thai all locals deserve it.

Serious Error.

Recently it was my privilege to witness the projection of a star fea-

ture which is enjoying much popularity on Broadway. It is a photoplay
of very genuine merit, too, and one which would hugely please Henry
Ford, but its presentation is seriously marred by errors in the pro-

jection installation, due, I am told, to the producer himself giving in-

structions with regard to the equipment. .

The current is D. C, yet the producer insists, was informed, upon
the use of a two-wing shutter. There are places in this production
where it is absolutely imperative that the speed of projection be brought
down to normal, or even a trifle below normal, if the best results on
the screen is to be attained. Particularly is this true at one point
where the troops are marching. The operator appeared (to his credit)

to be "on the job," and the speed was reduced until the flicker was very
pronounced, yet, even so, the orchestra literally was compelled to play

the march at what was very nearly ridiculous speed in order to keep up
with the marchers. Nor was this all, for at every "light" scene in the
whole production there was a flicker, which at times was sufficient to

be decidedly objectionable.

Now this was all utterly unnecessary and uncalled for, because with
on intermittent movement having a six-to-one speed, and a three-wing
shutter pineal at (he dissolving point of the light ran, it would, under
the condition present in that house, be quite possible to use a 50/50
shutter, or very nearly that, and the speed could then be reduced so that
the orchestra could keep perfect time with the marching soldiers, with-
out hurrying and without flickers, nor would the screen briliancy be
in any way injured or diminished.
The producer in question is one of the most able we have. He has

turned out work which Is very nearly beyond criticism, but the projec-

tion of those same masterpieces is very evidently .-.omcthing he does not
at all understand, nor could he hope to understand it without a long
course of study and training.

Ho has incorporated a color scheme which did not appeal to me, as
one of the audience, at all. To watch a blood red boat sink in red Ink
somehow did not appear at all exciting. It was merely absurd. Take
my advice, Brother Producer, and leave the projection of your splendid
work to those who know how to do it. Your able work as a producer
is very, very greatly marred by the things I have named, though the
color scheme itself might be open to argument. My opinion of that is

expressed merely as an individual member of the audience.

An Excellent Explanation.

Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles, Cal., sent In a reply to Question IIS
which same related to the effect of the two-wing shutter and, the three-
wing shutter on 00 cycle alternating current. This reply should have
been published, but was mislaid. I am publishing it now because it

offers, in the drawings, a very lucid explanation of the matter in

FI6.1.

SoCjch AC &,u#er bhde orer /ens sM»/r 6,

Bkf^dfh-XWi&s c.

0/""
~

Sp°Ke
" ' " '

Open space '/Of'orjs sec

60 Cycle AC jBladed Shulfer Mdth c/ Blades, «

question. The part of the question referred to by the drawings and
text is : "What is likely to happen if a three-wing shutter is used
when the current is 00 cycle A. C?" Brother Martin says:

Figure 1 shows the wave of a 60 cycle A. C. It is taken
for granted that the picture is run at the constant rate of
sixteen frames per second and the calculations shown in Figures
1 and 2 are made on this basis. A study of Fig. 1 shows that
the flashes of light which reach the screen through the shutter
openings, represented by solid line, covers a period which in-

cludes three periods of maximum illumination at the arc. In
fact, each flash contains three points of maximum illumination,

which occur at regular intervals of 1/30 of "a second apart.

Consequently, whereas the effect upon the screen might be that
of a little flicker, still it will be regular, or at regular inter-

vals, and of equal intensity.

Referring to Fig. 2, however, and observing the conditions as
there stated and shown, it is noticed that the first flash of the
shutter opening (solid line) contains two points of maximum,
whereas the next contains only one, the third only one, the
fourth two, and the fifth one. It, therefore, follows that the
second, third and fifth flashes of light are of less intensity than
are the first and fourth, but, more than this, each one of the
flashes contain a somewhat different amount of light from that
of its neighbor. This causes the illumination on the screen to

pulsate at the rate of fifteen times per second, which rate is so
low that the waving effect of the light is easily discernable to

the eye, and is much more objectionable than that of the ordi-

nary shutter flicker.

Brother Martin's calculations would have considerable more value if

we knew the exact proportions of the shutter the calculations are

based on. However, the idea itself is graphically shown, and I think
can be readily understood by the average operator of today. Appar-
ently the two-wing shutter calculation was not made from a 50/50
shutter, but by the use of a shutter having wings of unequal width.

Richardson's
MOTION PICTURE HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators

Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowl-
edge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many years
to come. Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.

Address All Orders and Remittances to Nearest Office

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York
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Inquiries.

UESTIONS in cinematography addressed to this depart

ceive carbon copy in the department's reply by ma
cents in stamps are inclosed. Special replies by ma

1 cannot be replied to in this department, $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.
It is a rule of this department that no apparatus will be recommended

editorially until the value of such appliances has been demonstrated to

its editor.

More About Focussing.
Besides the purely mechanical errors that are liable to occur In

focussing a cinematographic lens and which were referred to in a pre-

vious article, there remain yet others to which reference has not been

These come chiefly under two heads : First, the inherent errors of

the lens ; and second, errors in the methods of focussing.

Cinematograph lenses are not apochomatic, that is, corrected for light

of all different wave lengths. If, however, they have been corrected for

visual and actinic focus this is of no particular importance as the

ordinary brands of film are only sensitive to the actinic blue and blue

violet rays.

Without entering too deeply Into the physics of light rays and their

wave lengths, it is still important that we take into consideration some
of their better known properties and discuss them with relation to the

subject in hand.
We are all familiar with the brilliant band of prismatic colors which

result from passing a ray of white light through a prism. The' light

waves may be compared to sound waves of different pitch and there are

many light waves which are invisible to the human eye ju^t a- there

are sound waves too low and too high in pitch to be audible to the

human ear. The red end of the spectrum is the low pitch end, or Ions

wave length end, and does not affect ordinary photographic emulsions

except by greatly prolonged exposure, for which reason we illuminate our
dark rooms with red lights, to which our eyes are sensitive while the

film is not.

The actinic and visual rays are not two separate and distinct kinds of

light, but are terms which are used to designate two different sections
trum which overlap one another. The visual raj

Which we discern when we make the spectrum with a prism
described—the actinic, however, begin in the region of bluish green and
extend far into the ultra violet, which, though invisible to the eye, ex-

tend toi a distance beyond the visible violet several times the length of

pectrum.
If it were not for the tacl that ordinary optical glass i

opaque to these ultra violet rays, we would be let in for a I

lot of complications with invisible lights, which could fog our film with-

out ii Ibli knowledge on our part. Most of us have a bard
to keep from fogging our film as it is, without having to taki p

the X-ray photographer has to

ih The X-ray photographer, or radiographer, as he prefers

to lie called, has to either ki ep In photographic materials at a long
.Hi them carefully in

'i be tin

i to study and the r. will do well m their
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i. it have no
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or thin sheets of vulcanite or a few other substances A number of
these Interesting photographs by Professor Wood were published in
the June number of the Popular Science Monthly.

It may puzzle some readers to know why we distinguish between visual
and actinic rays if all the actinic rays with which we are concerned are
also visible. The reason is not far to seek.
The blue and violet rays which comprise the actinic rays produce the

strongest effect on a photographic emulsion and the weakest effect of
any of the visual rays on the retina ; therefore when we focus on the
ground glass we are adjusting the image by the strongest visual rays
which are the yellow and are unconciously disregarding the actinic or
blue image, because it is overpowered and quenched to our eye by the
more visible yellow rays. At the most, the difference is so slight, that
while it may amount to considerable when the picture is magnified on
the screen, it requires a powerful focussing glass and an extremely fine

grained ground glass to perceive it with the eye. Suppose the actinic and
the visual focal planes were L' 1000 of an inch apart, about the thickness
of a thin cigarette paper, by theoretical calculations it would produce
a blurring more than an inch in width in any sharp outline on the screen
with a sixteen foot picture, considering the lens to have been used at

F 3.5. Actually, for several reasons which have to do with the theory
of development and light dispersion, it would be much more.

Ordinarily we would consider the edge of a cigarette paper as defining
a sharp line, and yet the visible color fringe in the image on the ground
glass for this same amount of error in correction would bi

ten thousandths (6 10,000) of an inch or less than one third .1 3) S8
thick as the cigaretti

Suppose on the other hand that your lens is absolutely .

you are taking a scene which requires F 3.5 aperture and your error in

focussing is two one thousandths CJ 1ikki> of an inch, or less than one
third il 3) the thickness of the film, the amount of blurring will be

the same.
With the lens stopped down these errors are reduced proportionally.

but with a good lens, properly focussed, you should get just as sharp

a picture of objects at the distance focussed on, at F 3.5 as at F 16.

Do not misinterpret this statement to mean depth of focus. It means
that at F .'!.."> and the lens focussed at sixteen feet i In u i all objects

in the range of the camera and sixteen feet (16 ft.) from it. should

be just as sharp as those taken at F 16, but it does not mean that any
or farther away than sixteen feet (16 ft.) with the lens

set for that distance will be as sharp at F 3.5 as at F 16

Instead of Using a ground glass or a piece of Dim for fOJ

in -lide cover glass, or better still, from
the optician gel a piece n! "optical Bat" and cut It the correct -i/.< to Bt

in the Blm race at the frame aperture.

Get an optician to rule the glass at right angles |n squares about

one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch apart with a diamond, making the

lines as thin and line as possible, and just deep enough to retain a spider

web line of line black enamel or lampblack when rubbed over the BUT-

you have a fine pointed glazier's diamond you can
do the Job 1

When you have finished and wiped the enamel off clean, the cross lines

should look like they were drawn with India ink and a ruling pen. but

finer than could possibly be made with a pen.

Now >nu inn i have a focussing glass of fairly high power, preferably

Of the type known as a focussing loup, which is an a.hromati
glass set iii a short tube with a screw thread for adjusting the focus

Place the ruled glass against the lower end of the loup Willi the lines

outward and with II turned to the light, adjust the focus until the black

lines are the -li.iip.-l Now place the ruled screen in the aperture plate

with the in- i •! with the loup against the screen, focus

0U w ill see the image Just as in an ni •

It]
focus at the same time and the Inns look like bar- dividing the picture,

your camera len- is in focus.

mi .1 -in a< rial mcii- and as tin human ey<

.i adjustment or accommodation II la called, and could

plane, the Unas 00 the gla^-s form ii correct fixation point tor the ocular

ahead or behind tin prop, r

n tin- i„, u • wni use for thl

B reputable maker and yi.u .an detect a prlsmatll

I our photo-

graphic objective (youi i ln< mi to

I
mm inn. It to th< maki r, but don't try to

i 'i.j.\ i -i -iii I'm; the Chain

take plctU e will It.

"As good «. gold." "As white as .now." "A f,„f «.

»ilk." Why do other paper, in III fi«M i. bly try

to CO npare with the ta idard of the MOVING PIC-

TURE WORLD? Th"'' M
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Music for the Picture

Conducted by CLARENCE E. SINN and S. M. BERG

Musical Setting for "Miss Petticoats."

Released by the World Film Corp.. July 31.

(Suggestions prepared by S. M. Berg by special arrangemei I with G.

THIS "Musical su-- designed to solve every

possible musical requirement of the Mini, but is intended as a

partial solution of the problem—what to play for the picture. It

has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving

dium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in

those conditions cucnunt< ted when the film is not available

until the hour of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free ot <

tern their local exchange in advance of the date of release,

and a sufficient number should be secured to provide one for each mem-
tier of the orchestra. This will afford to the progressive leader an op-

portunity to acquaint himself with the general character of the him

drama he is to portray with his orchestra.

Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive

Characteristic is given so that the

all of the numbers from his own
1 outlay though still carrying out

3 be playi d the t

leader can select or substitute any
library, thereby avoiding any final

the interpretation.

The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a thousand

feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate the various

cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T) or a described

action (marked D). For instance: 2' 4 T "Mrs. Copeland" is a sub-

title and is printed reading matter on the screen. But 52 D "In the

cabin of the Harpoon" is a description of action.

The scene of the story lies in a Xew England mill town on the coast.

Asms Kenier lives with her grandfather on the old ship "The Harpoon"

and works in the mill. She saves the life of Mrs. Copleland, the mill

owner, who i;i rniion. Guy, her nephew, has been secretly

Courtleigh but is now attracted to Agnes. Mrs. Courtleigh

becomes jealous and spreads scandalous reports about her. Mr. Court-

leigh discovers his wife 's infidelity, and with Guy, who has been ordered

awav bv his aunt, she leaves for the city. Mrs. Copeland takes Agnes

to Europe for a year. On her return, Harding the village minister

who has loved her from childhood, wins her heart.

Note particularly : 25 Sailors horn-pipe ; 32'i Piano only ; 33J4 Jig.

Time schedule: 75 minutes (five reels—about 4,000 feet).

The THEME selected is "When a Maid Comes, etc.'—Friml.

Courtleigh finds

four grandfather is very
ill."

When Haul, lights lamp,
tl! T After the funeral.
<>3 T Ay
i;ii T Hank and Syk.s soon tire—
66$ T Sometime later.

7(1 T "I want to ask your for-
giveness."

71 T Hack among old fan:iliar

73 T But happy they

—

i Wedding scene.)
75 T The End.

The mill workers gather.

"There goes the woman

—

"Anyone would do what

—

"Why do they call me—

"

"But after being married—
"It sounded to me like—

"

'tme, order r

T Hank decides to give

—

T The farewell party.
T "To keep you from being— •'

T Into a new world.
T "To-night at dinner—"

D Hamilton throwing stones.

T A surprise visit. (Whistle)
(Piano only)

When a Maid' Comes, etc.—Friml
(Moderato) (THEME)

Agitato No. 2.

Intermezzo—Arensky
(Presto)

Xo. 1. Faust Ballet Music
(Allegretto)—Gounod.
No. 2. Faust Ballet Music.
(Adagio)—Gounod.

Xo. 4. Faust Ballet Music.
t Moderato maestoso)—Gounod.
Sailor's Horn-pipe.

HEME.

Woodland Dreams Waltz—Wald-

M .

42'.,

When Agnes jumps from log.

A week later.
A meeting of the Aid Society.

Repeat: THEME.

U When the Rev. Harding

The Organ.

How the Pianist Can Become an Organist.

By s. M. Berg and Norman Stuckey.

IT IS absolutely essential that the person desirous of becoming an

efficient organist for interpreting moving pictures should first be a

oianist. The finest organists have been and are equally

good as pianists. Mendelssohn was a pianist, but he played the organ

so well that he was looked upon as a virtuoso of that instrument.

Much foundation tethnic can be done at the piano, and all students

should have made sufficient progress with the works of Bach, Czerny

and Cramer.
The organ is an interesting instrument for the novice to play on.

Many different effects may be secured with the slightest effort, but to

master the instrument in a skillful degree and become an expert accom-

panist for moving pictures is an art that requires much time, study and

perseverance. Common sense and earnestness of purpose are factors

that are also highly important. Strength is needed in every part of the

body and the organ is not an instrument for the nervous person to

meddle with. The more professional experience one has had, the better,

especially theater and orchestra experience, for it is the purpose of the

organist who plays for moving pictures to get as many orchestral effects

from the organ as possible.

Every prospective student of the organ should have a copy of Sir John

Stainer's valuable book "The Organ," that explains in detail the

s possibilities and contains as well progressive studies

It is advisable to study this book carefully before you

attempt to play. You will understand the instrument and what experi-

ments you attempt will then be from an intelligent standpoint.

\t Brst, the array of stops, pedals and manuals is apt to confuse and

the beginner, and the mastery of such a complicated instru-

ment will seem impossible to many. Don't be discouraged. Resolve to

master the instrument, but to do this you must cultivate patience, for

the organ cannot be mastered in a few lessons. Let your progress be

slow and sure. Do not let a day pass that you do not gain something

in a musical way from a technical and pleasurable standpoint.

The essentials of good piano or good organ technic are perfectly tree
.

id the fingers and wrist. In practicing for the organ, the

Student must take the greatest care to allow the arm to support itself

He must guard against any downward pres til

weight, as this is fatal to all agility, which is highly important to

successful organ playing.

The beginner who is not willing to devote tunc to practice will r -

I. cessful organist. An athlete

event. An organist should be willing to WO
patient labor, is the keystom

much about an organ to hold

that may be obtained, but the beginner must not

-I ih. small details that make it possible to gain a big effect.

details and the big things will take care of themselves.

An excellent idea to familiarize oneself with the organ is to make a

rough sketch of the keyboard. Take this home and study it carefully

and wh.n you take your place at the organ the positions of many of the

. ,11 not be foreign to you.

Being familiar with the organ is another important feature that the

iii-i acquire, as many rapid changes are necessary when in-

ving pictures. The organist cannot lose time fumbling for.

suitable combinations or experimenting with various effects. Have
command over the instrument. Be familiar with it and learn

its limitations.

Gibbon t< lis us that "every person has two educations—one which he
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ram others, and one which he gives himself." The latter is

better, though it often comes hard, but experience on the organ can be

made easy if the beginner will realize that an intelligent understanding
is necessary. The pianist who regards the organ as a plaything will

lose in the end, for there is no limit to the demands of the organ for

efficient and artistic playing. It is a difficult instrument to master

and you must be willing to study its intricacies. The art of registra-

tion and the ability to perform a certain number of pieces, to the neglect

of many of the important foundation principles, is often a fault of many
beginners. The true legato touch should be mastered and it must be

clear and even in quality. Nearly all students when practicing on the

piano or organ use one-third more exertion than is necessary.

Do not be too anxious to play the organ. Nearly every person can

make an organ sound, for by pulling a few stops the organ effect is

responsive and usually pleasing to the listener who is ignorant as to

what real organ playing is like.

The theory of music, including form, analysis, history, organ build-
ing, as well as harmony, counter-point, extempore playing, improvising,
modulating, transposing as well as orchestration should be mastered if

the pianist wishes to become an efficient organist for interpreting mov-
ing pictures. Learn to concentrate. This is important in music, and
especially for organ practice. The mind must be centered upon the
work. Otherwise with the many mechanical appliances of the modern
organ, the pianist will lose sight of the most important points in an
effort to gain a general effect.

You cannot produce pleasing effects until you have mastered the
ground work necessary to the organ. Then you can impart an artistic

touch to your playing ; style can be developed with ease when you are
in a position to execute difficult passages without exertion and effort.

The succeeding articles will deal with the manuals and pedals, also

registration and the various stops and combinations that are effective

for playing moving pictures.

Why Photoplay Masterpieces Are Few & wawm h. Kud*u

The Rise and Fall of the Freelance

Scenario Writer by One
Who Hit Bottom

HOW long would the theatrical business last if every
play was taken from a book or manufactured "behind
scenes" by a salaried theatrical hack? How long will

the motion picture industry last under the same conditions?
Is it lasting?

Six years is not a long time, but it is long enough to look
back upon and reflect that the rise and decline of the freelance
photo-playwright has happened in that time. Go back three
years. There was no yawp then from the studio proprietors
and editors about the lack of ability of writers to write "con-
tinuity" into their scenarios. Plays sold on merit—and they
sold. There were fewer studios—and fewer writers—and the
outside writer of live plots found a ready market for his in-

ventions, and an invitation to invent mere. And there were
better plays upon the screen.
What is wrong with the photoplay market?
Until two years ago, there was a ready source of income

for the man who could originate a plot suitable for a photo-
play. There was no bunk about "selling on synopsis," and
1:0 dearth of interesting plots. It was an open market. The
scenario writer who had ever published a novel, or sold even
a magazine-story, was looked upon as a "highbrow" and
perhaps given an extra ten dollars upon his release-form as
the deserved reward of genius. The writer who received
$35 per reel bragged about it in print. Prices were lean, but
there was a promise of future results and—there being a
steady demand for his work—the freelance plot inventor was
content.

True, then as now, the average studio proprietor con-
sidered the freelance writer an unnecessary evil; or, at most,

oyee who belonged in the factory with the rest of the
office force. Stage-plays are not written in theaters, nor
magazine stories in magazine offices, but that made no differ-

ence in the perspective of the average studio proprietor. He
had small regard for "moods," and he would have dictated

the Stuff himself out of his own head if he hadn't been too
busy making money. Still, it was "boom-times" for the
writer without a pull. Several tight-fisted studio proprietors
bad metamorphosed into philanthropists who were willing

to fork over a> much as $51 reel drama—providing
md thai the author was willing i.

philanthropist Firsl option on all future work.
war and the craze for features. \ f< w ol

rs were turned into studio hacks The vast majority
oi those \\ ho had
Ii was thought that onlj a professional author with a reputa-

writing a "best seller" could handle a five pari

feature in conjunction with the Btudio I

and the professional novelist was invited in. lie has seldom
made good Bi| prio hav< been paid for his work, and he

Ldlei bunch oi padding
, n, the hope that hit iuld op< n

'something big" would com< out of it thai would
ii

n released in th< I

. dustt ies oi

1 that tht Fre< lam • sc< nat io wi it< •

v .is onlj hi I, he was ., mo
,1 la. I. Ml- 111 I :

,
, 1 plot i pooi cen 1 or 1

tudio w 1 iii 1 1 apable of holding In-

job; but a "story" cannot be sensed by the originator in a

250-word synopsis nor has he the remotest chance in the
world to make a dramatic plot out of a synopsis, anyhow.
Let the writer of photoplay work out his scenes, and give

him the opportunity of selling the result in an open market.
There is no open market. There has been none for two

years—despite the bluff of the scenario editor who howls
wildly every now and then that he is anxious to buy
scenarios. He doesn't buy. In many instances he doesn't

have to. It has been no unique experience for an "outside''

writer the past two years to originate a unique "situation" or

theme in a photoplay, to have his manuscript returned time

and again, and to see his theme or "situation" released in

ii. form by three "reputable" studios in succession.

The scenario department in nine studios out of ten needs
renovating from the top down. There are not enough edi-

tors, and ton many studio hacks. There is a lack of nev.

plots, and an over-abundance of presswork to boost them.

Just now, the photoplay audiences are paying to

acting— not good plots.

The "Saturday livening Post" offers an ever-open market

to the writer of good short stories. It has no "prize-con-

tests," it does not advertise for manuscripts, it pays liberally

for an accepted story and gives courteous treatment to the

writer who shows promise—and it prints live stuff.

It is likewise prospi rous

Harris Gordon Engaged by Metro

HXRR1S GORDON has been engaged to play an im-

portant part in the new production starring Emmy
Wehlen. which will be made by Metr..-Kolfe, under the

direction of (ieorge I). Baker. Gordon was for two years

with Thanhouser, playing leads in Mutual Masterpictures.

He was with Reliance a

year and a half, with

Victor-Universal a year

and also appeared with

the Famous Players
and w i t fa Sol ax
Among his best char-

acterizations have been

the part of Dorian Grey
in "The Pictu
Dorian Grey," Tom
Tulliver in 'The Mill

on the Floss," "The
Disciple of Nit

. itness," "The
Oval Diamond." and

Thebes "

M 1 1 lordon i> a well

known and popular

player, and is well to-

ward the top in the

populat it

the M oti >• 11

1.. 1 t
!

1

Stock, bill ... i.i-ionalh pi..-.

Bon Bon," with Louis Mann and ( lara Lipman.
\l, Gordon was born in Glenside, Pa., in 1884 II. at-

eltenham Military Vcadcmj at Jenkintown, Pa

Harris Gordo
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Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON and PROF. HARDIN LUCAS

DURING the National Education Association's great

convention in New York City from July 1 to 8 there

were several programs in which attention was given

to the scholastic use of educational films. At the general

sessions of the entire association in the huge assembly room
of Madison Square Garden prominent mention was made of

the vitalizing potentiality of the screen story as a force in

public recreation and in other fields closely bordering upon
the province of the school. At several of the departmental
meetings in smaller halls scattered all the way from Colum-
bia University (120th street) down to the Washington Irving

High School (Fifteenth street) special papers were read

with reference to the visual needs of pupils and the aids

available in the form of films. Audiences of considerable

size evidenced great interest in the various aspects from
which motion pictures were considered. Whenever the topic

was mentioned in the course of private conversation, a deep
and abiding concern over the future of educational films was
manifested. Although there were many other problems of

moment before the convention, the association could not
justly be charged with slighting our most recently developed
aid to visual instruction, especially when the present apathy
of the industry as a whole toward the schools is borne in

mind.
In fact, if one recalls the eagerness with which many of

the men who are prominent in the industry applied their

energies and skill to winning over the Federation of Women's
Clubs during a similar convention in New York a few weeks
earlier, the apparent indifference of the industry to educa-
tionists becomes even more striking, not to say disconcert-

ing. The truth seems to be that the women's clubs were
noticed by the industry chiefly because of its realization of

the danger of a broadside from the women's convention in

favor of censorship; accordingly, conferences, dinners, spe-

cial entertainments in picture theaters, and numbers of rep-

resentatives of the industry in the audiences when motion
picture topics were on the federation programs.

But the school folk have displayed thus far no leaning
toward legislation hostile to the picture theater. Perhaps
that is one of the chief explanations why their recent con-
vention received such scant notice from the film interests.

The fact remains that the number of representatives of the
greater film producers in attendance at the various meetings
of the National Education Association was distinctly negli-

gible. There were no designedly educational film programs
in the theaters, and the only showings of films that were
claimed to be suitable for use in schools were arranged by
a concern that is exploiting a narrow gauge machine. The
major film interests were noticeable rather for their absence,
their failure to show themselves awake and appreciative of
the value of the opportunity which the schools of our coun-
try now constitute and will soon palpably become for those
producers that are not too slow to catch step with the pro-
gressive educational tendencies of our day.
There is one other basis, however, upon which we may

account for the conspicuous lack of co-ordination of effort

to which I have just directed attention. Mr. Edison, it will

be remembered, launched a few years ago an elaborate plan
for the utilization of films in schools. I do not imply that
he was by any means the pioneer in this field, but his case
will serve well to illustrate my point. After very large
amounts of capital had been invested in the enterprise, there
came to the inventor and promoter a realization of the need
of something approaching unanimity among the educators
as to the kinds of "educational" films they would be willing
to use. When his venture was finally allowed to lapse, he
was quoted as having declared that before film producers
could afford to incur heavy expenses of production the edu-
cators themselves would have to get together and ac;ree

upon the sort of films they want and will use on a basis of
reasonable profit to the producers. It must be admitted
that the educators have not yet arrived at a state of com-
plete agreement upon the matter of form of films for schol-

astic use. Possibly the greater producing firms have decided
to bide their time until such an agreement turns up among
the educators. I venture to suggest that the good day will

arrive much sooner if the leaders in education and in film
production will do a little joint getting together. It is from
the standpoint of that desideratum that the neglect of the
recent convention seems so regrettable.

It were absurd to claim, as do some extreme advocates
of visualization, that there was no topic anywhere in the
thirty-six pages of the official program which could not have
been made more clear and impressive by the use of film
aids. But it would be fairly safe to assert that each of the
shorter programs prepared for rendition at a sitting con-
tained at least one topic which might well have been supple-
mented in that way. High praise was given to the motion
picture by Mr. Warren Dunham Foster, department editor
of The Youth's Companion, in his address on "Organized
Recreation"; but doubtless he might have more fully con-
vinced his audience had the screen been used as an aid in

driving his message home. In like manner other addresses
might conceivably have been rendered more interesting and
more impressive. Topics that suggest themselves for such
treatment as one glances through the program are: Adult
Illiteracy, Country School, Public Health, Socialized Reci-
tation, Vocational Education, Foreign Service, Teachers'
Cottages, Chinese Education, Gary Plan, Play School, Story
Telling, Dramatic Art in Kindergartens, Vocational Guid-
ance, etc., etc.

Films were actually shown at the close of three depart-
mental programs during the week, but in each case there
was at least a slight percentage of advertising present or
apparent as a motive for the exhibition. At the second ses-

sion of the National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teach-
er Associations a so-called vocational film was seen—osten-
sibly a three-reel demonstration of the possibilities of cor-
relating school and business, but primarily an advertisement
of a group of periodicals. The final session of the School
Garden Association of America was the occasion for an ad-
dress from the founder of the boy's garden movement, "ex-
traordinary kinemacolor moving pictures" being one of the
features emphasized in the printed program. At the meet-
ing of the Department of Science Education on Friday in

the American Museum of Natural History were exhibited
the narrow gauge films above referred to and also several
reels of standard pictures obtained by Sir Douglas Mawson's
expedition in the region of the South Pole several years ago.
The program at which the idea of using motion pictures

systematically in school work received most careful consid-
eration was the one last mentioned. The meeting was in

charge of a Committee on Visual Instruction, whose chair-

man, Dr. Edward W. Stitt, district superintendent of schools,
New York City, presided. I cannot do better than quote
parts of his opening address on "The Importance of Visual
Instruction."
"This gathering today is to emphasize that in the future

the province of the teacher shall include the realm of the
eye as well as that of the ear.

"The following are suggested as useful ways to enlarge
the plan and scope of the work: (1) Lantern slides for in-

struction purposes; (2) educational motion pictures; (3)
stereographs for work in science, history and geography;
(4) display of maps, charts and models in classrooms; (5)

greater use of the blackboard by both pupils and teachers;

(6) illustrations in reading books and text books generally:

(7) souvenir postal cards and pictures from magazines and
newspapers; (8) school exhibits displayed in accordance with
approved methods; (9) educational museum in some central

building and distribution of visual aids by municipal or state

bureaus; (10) clay modeling, moulding in sand trays, etc.;

(11) home-made apparatus in elementary science work; (12)
visits to museums, art galleries, etc.

"Two hundred and sixty years ago Comenius set the first

standard of visual instruction. A century later Pestalozzi
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advanced beyond the picture stage by insisting that teachers

must either bring things into the school for study or take

the children out of the school to see them.
"The advance of science has brought to the aid of the

teacher modern methods of visualization of which the teach-

ers never dreamed. The wonders of the stereoscopic pic-

ture by which objects stand out in three dimensions and
.-rem t<> be solids as in nature show a wonderful advance
over the ordinary pictures of text books. The marvels of

motion pictures, bringing into the schoolroom actual repro-
ductions of scenes from real life, mark a still further advance.
The next step in progressive pedagogic development, how-
ever, will be a release from the passive reception of film

reproduction by enlisting the active energies of the pupils,

so as to awaken their self-activity.

"Through the modern improvements of pictorial educa-
tion by means of stereopticon, stereoscope and motion pic-

tures, we shall be able to bring the world into every school-
room. It is the hope of our committee that this conference
may result in adding to our practical pedagogy by emphasiz-
ing the advantages to teachers and also to pupils in the use

of the many modern forms of visual education which are
now available for classroom use."

I have the promise of an abstract of an excellent talk

given by Miss Louise Connolly, of the Newark (N. J.) Pub-
lic Library, in lieu of her paper on "Can the Moving Pic-
ture That Imparts Information Be Used to Educate?" which
will be published in the N. E. A. volume of proceedings.
Unfortunately, the attractive topic "Advantages of Portable
Moving Picture Machines for City, and Rural Schools" was
not treated because of the absence of State Superintendent
Alvin N. White of New Mexico. The work that the Na-
tional Board of Review of Motion Pictures is doing in the
selection of pictures for children's entertainments was ex-
plained by Mr. Clarence M. Abbott, assistant secretary of
that board.

In the brief discussion which followed the formal pro-
gram, harsh and sweeping criticism was voiced against all

of the "educational" films thus far produced; obviously, had
time permitted, it would have been fortunate if the film inter-
ests could have been adequately represented in such a forum.
Let us be ready next time.

HARDIN LUCAS.

A NEW PORTABLE MACHINE.
The "Kinak," a new portable, is about ready for the mar-

ket from the factories of the Kinak Company, of 150 West
Fifty-fourth street, New York City. This machine, intended
for the classroom, small lecture-room, the home and the
Sunday-school, is well adapted to its purposes. Exceedingly
light in weight and neat in appearance, with a strong and
safe light, it gives a picture six feet by five and is intended
to fulfil in a peculiar manner the especial features claimed
for it. The Kinak Company is also preparing a special film,

safe from all dangers of fire, .and at an exceedingly small cost,
making the accumulation of a library of good subjects a pos-
sibility by anyone. The company is also engaged upon the
production of a camera of such a nature that the amateur
may with ease successfully take his own pictures. The com-
pany has a concise yet explicit descriptive circular ready for
distribution.

"BOOST, DON'T FLAY."
A i leveland clergyman exhorts his associates to boost,

rather than to flay, the moving pictures. This is always good
advice; it is often easier to hinder than to help, to criticise

than to commend. The good, if used, will often do more to
help than to waste in drawing attention to the bad and there-
by making it conspicuous To draw too much attention to
that which is questionable is to become sensational and leads
to the advertising of that which it were better to cover up;
"boost, don't flay." Many clergymen have been astonished
in finding that tin- moving pictures contained more good
than there was evil in them; they are now confessing that

they have been so drawn to the eritieal side that they have
Ween blind to tin commendable Bide Their discovery has
been an eye-openei th< pictures have much good in them;
ili<\ are valuable, helpful an. I instructive, Although some

known to possess a certain

definite, peculiar and purposeful meaning "a meaning all its

own"—and is well understood everywhere; it maj therefon
lie occasionally well used
Tins Cleveland clergyman, Re^ Mi Bradley, finds many

problems subject to solution i>\ the help of the judicious use
of the piclmes with a propel .ip plication ol th(

powei they possess. He finds thej i b< the dwindling
strength oi tl ngregations, first bj theii Attractive i»'«

ilding pow i \l.oo, thii

but do not hold; the pictures are found to have this holding
power in a very peculiar and especial manner.

-then the waning power of the evening congrega-
tions. Mr. Bradley would gladly make fellowship with the
moving picture people in some arrangement whereby they
might both secure and divide the great moral good which
he sees possible by such a co-operation, because, he says, he
finds now that such a series of good and suitable pictures
are available; that not only are they suitable, but it is a loss

not to use them and become familiar with them and the
good results they offer.

NOTES.
The Y. M. C. A. of New Castle, Pa., is using the moving

pictures with good results and finds them an additional at-

traction with strong educational possibilities; they also in-

crease the sociable aspects of the club by the special evenings
devoted to the friends of the members. It finds the growth
in interest amply repays every effort; the educational classes

of the association are strengthened and increased also.

The high schools of Baltimore, Md., are now using the

moving pictures with good results, the biological subjects giv-

ing especial satisfaction. A special director is in charge of

the work, and they are proving that which we so often con-
tend that for enlarged teaching powers the kinematograph is

beyond question, and these schools are only others to awaken
to this fact. They now report that the studies are as fas-

cinating as they are instructive, thus again proving that study
is now attractive. The films which gave them this experi-

ence are "The Life of a Flower," "The Metamorphosis of a

Butterfly," "The Life of an Ant," "Life in Fresh Water
Ponds" and "Mammals," one of the best lists with which to

introduce pictures in schools. They have evidently been
wisely advised.

From Kansas City, Mo., comes the account of the use of

the educational pictures in a most exceptional manner. In

the open air educational exhibitions they have advanced so

far as to give illustrations of surgical operations on the

screen—such operations as the cutting off of a leg and those

of a nature more common to humanity in the ills which flesh

is heir to—thereby familiarizing people with the sterner neces-

sities of life in a_ way more advanced than even advocates

of the educational picture had contemplated in public exhibi-

tions. There can be no doubt, however, that they will be-

come general and advantageous.

M. H. HOFFMAN TAKES A VACATION TRIP.

Ever since the Bluebird program was launched early this

year, and during several weeks of preliminary arrangements.

M. H. Hoffman, general manager of Bluebird Photoplays,

Inc., has been working daily on about four hours' sleep

nightly, the remainder of the twenty-four division of the clay's

time being devoted to "putting over" the program.
Last Thursday M. II. Hoffman decided to take a vacation.

Boarding the Twentieth Century he spent a quiet eighteen

hours and then plunged into the turmoil of the Chicago con-

vention. His stay in the Windy City concluded. Mr. Hoff-

man will devote two weeks to visiting as many Bluebird ex-

changes as he possibly can reach before the time comes for

him to return to headquarters.

"There's nothing like a soft, red plush car-seat tor a pleas-

ant vacation." said Mr. Hoffman, as he stood perfectly still

for the first time in 1916 with his hand on the door of his

office. "If I can make two towns a day on my trip 1 may
1>, able to cover half of our exchanges and work in a nice

little vacation on the side."

LUBIN TO PRODUCE "THE BARRIER."
Following the completion at a near date o\ "rile Light at

husk." the seven-part photodrama being produce.

l

Lewis, leading Lubin director, which will be released through

the \ I S-E, work will be started by him on "The Barrier."

one oi the best novels ever written by Rex Beach, the well-

known novelisl

"Th< Barrier" will be a stupendous undertaking. It is not

vet decided how large the production will be. Mr lewis

ided that the Stl

, lui C it ami let the len itS< If. However.

,t w,ll be told in the regulation numb.
I.. i li .itili. I < 1> ,l-r

\n all Star iast will be s, lect.,1 at a ncal date to pl.n in

•'
I lu Bai
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BY OUR MAN ABOUT TOWN

IT had always been the policy of the writer to uphold any-
thing tending to the benefit of all branches of the motion
picture industry whether it be the producer, the exchange

man or the exhibitor, and to unstintedly condemn any and
everything aimed at diminishing their welfare. Frequently
occasion lias been taken to treat with the subject of "extras"
and on most of these occasions whatever has been written
has been prompted by what was considered unfair con-
duct on the part of extras toward producers and their

directors.

With the same impartial view which has characterized
comments in the past, the writer now takes up the cause of
the extra. To most people, even to those in the profession,
the extra appears to be a most inferior creature on account
of his or her inability to become attached to stock. In fact,

many people who are not acquainted with the conditions of
modern motion picture life considers the term extra
synonymous with that of super, which is as wide from the
latitude of truth as would be the statement that all stock
members are stars.

The particular case which has caused this plea for the
extra is that of a professional man who to oblige an agent
went to a studio to tender his services. He reported for

work at 8 A. M., and with only a half hour for lunch, was
almost continuously employed till 11 o'clock at night, a day
of 15 hours. For this service he was tendered the munificent
sum of $3.50. It is difficult to approach any comprehension
as to the method of reasoning that prompted this magnificent
display of generosity on the part of the director of the
company.

The old axiom "that the laborer is worthy of his hire"
applies with equal force and effect to moving picture studios
as it does to all other branches of business and the fact that
by force of circumstances one may be obliged to tender his
services to a moving picture studio in no way justifies a
director or company in offering him starvation remunera-
tion. If the extra's work ' is not satisfactory it is the di-

rector's province and duty to cut him out of the picture.
But in this particular instance the question of unsatisfactory
work cannot enter in face of the fact that the exra was
almost continuously employed for 15 hours and the further
fact that in the forepart of the day he was selected to play
the heavy role as the director found he was not so provided,
and in the latter part of the day he was allotted after putting
hair on his face, to enact a comedy character. It may also be
added that the agent who sent the extra to the studio was
so chagrined when he learned the amount of work extracted
for the agreed price that he volunteered to pay from his own
pocket sufficient to make the remuneration a white man's
price.

This subject is a timely one in view of the spirited move-
ment now under way to consolidate and harmonize all

branches of the moving picture industry. No better step in

this direction can be taken than to promote a healthy co-
operative spirit between producers and those who render
services to them. Good pictures do not spring entirely from
the work of the director, nor the advantages placed at his
disposal by the producing company. No matter how well
equipped a studio may be or how efficient the director, if

the people playing the various parts, large or small, do not
perform their work the picture must become a rank failure,

therefore if this much is dependent upon the player, he is

entitled to compensation proportionate to his share in his
successful portrayal whether "he be stock member or extra,
and the producer or director who is so short-sighted, un-
reasonable, or unjust that he fails to comprehend this, should
not be in the moving picture business.

While we realize that a director has the right to discrim-
inate between a professional and a non-professional extra it

must be insisted that the same discretion should be exercised
on the matter of recompense. For instance, a director, very
naturally, would feel more justified in assigning a part to a
professional than in giving it to one not a professional, and
his action may be greatly influenced by his knowledge of
the professional: but should he assign the part to a non-pro-
fessional and the pjayer performs the work with satisfaction,
there is no reason why he should not receive the same pay

the director would have given a professional man. The point
aimed at is to bring out that there are many clever non-
professionals only waiting for an opportunity to demonstrate
their abilities to portray any part that the director may
assign to them.

While this is apparently a plea for the recompense of
the extra, it is also intended to establish a feeling of fair

l>la\ toward him and to more really justify his existence
which is indispensiblc to the production of motion pictures.
The experience of many producers and directors has shown
that it is not the huge salary paid certain stars that makes the
moving picture a success. Take, for instance, such pictures
as "Quo Vadis," "Cabiria," "The Birth of a Nation," "The
Battle Cry of Peace," and other recognized big successes, can
it not be truthfuly said that were it not for the neglected
extras, such spectacles could not have been called into exist-
ence, and it can with equal truth be said that the stars could
lie wiped off the firmament without militating against their
realization.

There w-as a time when the suggestion that a producing
company dispense with its stock players was received with
ridicule, but of late years there has been a decided tendency
to do so. This tendency is due, not to the inferiority of the
players, but to the exhorbitant salaries paid some of them in

contrast to the remuneration accorded others equally capable,
in other words the movement is one of equalization. It has
been realized by producing companies that many stock com-
panies have been disrupted in consequence of the unfair dis-

crimination in the matter of salaries, and the day is fast ap-
proaching when the photoplayers receiving enormous salaries
must have something more to offer than the mere name. It

docs not follow that because an actor has been a Broadway
favorite because of his wondrous voice and elocutionary
power he is bound to become a shining light before the
camera, and it is the realization of this that has caused many
producing companies to turn in the direction of the extra
field for players as services are required and perhaps from
among them he can discover some one of them who can be
developed into a true motion picture star. All this strengthens
the appeal for a more just and better recognition of the extra
and no producer or director looking to his own best interests
can afford to underestimate his usefulness.

It is understood that the extra whose complaint formed the
basis of this article intends to make a test of his case and
the result will be watched with interest. Whatever the result
may be it is hoped that publicity given to such matters will

better conditions by making producers and directors more
considerate and thus inspire the extra with more zeal and
pride in his work.

ANITA STEWART MAKES HER DEBUT AS A
SONGSTER.

Not so very long ago, a couple of Sundays, to be slightly

more accurate, a member of The Moving Picture World staff

in passing one of the leading churches of Bay Shore, L. I.,

was astonished to see in the church bulletin an announce-
ment that served that evening to fill the building to over-
flowing, even the vestibule creaked under its load of extra
chairs. This announcement read as follows, "solo by Miss
Anita Stewart."
As aforesaid the people of the island town, when at last

the evening came, flocked to the church in overwhelming
numbers. Nothing seemed to matter much, the sermon
passed in rather an indifferent manner, prayers were said,

hymns were sung, and even a feature film with charming
Anita in the lead played second fiddle to the flesh and blood
edition of the Yitagraph star that sat in the choir loft,

beneath its broad brimmed hat of soft gray. At last the
moment for the solo arrived. Necks that had craned before
now stretched themselves to their last limit when Anita
stepped modestly forward to the railing like a real "honest
to God" choir soloist and sang in the sweetest of voices a
sacred song entitled. "Eternal Peace."

This, the minister told us, was the very first time that
Miss Stewart had sung in public. Her voice is unusually
sweet, and she sings with excellent taste. Needless to add
her audience was delighted.

TAKE ALL NIGHT SCENES AT NIGHT.
The last word in realism is found in the Kalem Company's

recent decision that hereafter all scenes in the "Hazards of
Helen" supposed to occur at night must actually be taken
after dark. This step has already resulted in extensive use
of night photography in two "Hazards," and so striking is

the effect produced that it is likely that Kalem will soon ex-
tend the rule to its other productions.
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^rpHE BIRTH OF \ NATION" concluded its Sydney

reduction in prices of

admission a month ago the "house full" sign has been ex-
hibited every night. Altogether 160,000 people have seen
the film iii Sydney. The Theater Royal, where the picture

was screened, has gone back to legitimate attractions. It

was reopened by J. C. Williamson, Ltd., as a photoplay house
a few months ago, showing first run Fox productions, but
since the amalgamation of the firm with the Waddington
theaters, the Fox pictures have beer screened at the Strand,
one of the finest picture houses in Sydney.

Raymond Longford, a prominent Australian picture pro-
ducer, has returned with his large company of players from
New Zealand, where they have been filming a historical

subject. The working title of this picture is "The Mutiny
on the Bounty," and its length will probably be eight reels.

It deals with an early incident in Australian history, the
mutiny of the crew of the ship "Bounty," carrying Governor
Blight from England to New South Wales.

rv gives many opportunities for spectacular dis-

plays and the picture should mark a new era of production in

Australia.

The second production of the George Willoughby Photo-
play Company was released this week. It is a four-part
adaption of the famous stage play, "The Woman in the

Case," which makes a very suitable subject for the silent

drama.
The picture was produced under the personal direction of

George Willoughby. and is quite up to the standard of im-
ported English productions.

ompany is now filming the last scenes of its third

release, which is entitled "A Pearl of the Pacific." This has

ith a South Sea Islands flavor. The story is written

by Randolph Bedford, a prominent Australian writer.
* * *

Another picture was released this week by J. C. William-
son, Ltd. This is a film version of the famous stage melo-
dramatic farce, "Seven Keys to Baldpate." The adaption,
which is in four reels, is one of the best of recent home-made

and the best effort of "J. C. W." to date. On the

stage the play had a splendid dramatic plot, though the

was humorous, and although the humor is not so

pronounced in the picture, the dramatic story has been well

developed, and it works up to the splendid climax.

When the stage version was produced some time ago by

J.
<'. Williamson. Fred Xiblo and Josephine Cohan appeared

in the leading roles. They do not appear in the picture, how-
ever, Fred Maguire, a Victorian player, and Dorothy Brun-
ton being the stars.

Miss Brunton has had a stage career of extraordinary suc-

cess. Barely two years ago she had a small part in the

comic opera. "Gipsy Love," and from this beginning she has

now gaini

Australia. She IS at present -tarring in "So Long I.etty" in

Melbourne, and has been chosen by Williamson, Ltd., to ap-

pear in thai production in London.

The New South Wales Governmenl is at present releas

Ims dealing with the training of soldiers in

the various camps within the state. Three have air
released, iii. ist dialing with the training of infantry, the

ith field artillery, while the third is devoted to the

light horsi section. Each picture has been taken by Burt

ter, and they are about the

Ims the writer has yet seen.

The pictures are also printed on non-inflammable film, the

used for Australian pictures.

i has also given a private press screening
in mat subjects for world-wide exhibition

lm \ isil to the Murruiiil.nl

Hon Area, in New South Wales This is a gigantic schem<
,, e barren countr> Scene

are als,, given of the hi Rest 'voir, which

holds the water supplj ol thi irrigation schemi It is one

irgest works of its kind ever attempted in Australia

lire was taken under the direction of Alfred Rolph.
Films. Ltd.

Another picture, which I understand is •

publicity in foreign countries, is a series of scenes taken at

the German Internment camp at Liverpool. N. S. W. They
show camp life among the enemy subjects there, and are

very interesting.

Australasian Films, Ltd.. have announced that they will

shortly release -The Xe'er Do Well" and "The Battle Cry

of Peace." The latter picture was known in England as "An
American's Home." but it is improbable that this title will

be used here. The same people are making big preparations

for the first Chaplin-Mutual subject, which is due to arrive

next month. C. L. Yearsley, the firm's publicity manager,

says he is going to use some advertising stunts that will

make Sydney sit up and stare.

The twelfth Triangle program consisted of "Cross Cur-

rents" and "The Edge of the Abyss:" the thirteenth, showing

this week, includes "Daphne and the Pirate" i Fine Arts'.

"The Green Swamp" (Kay-Bee) and "He Did and He
Didn't" (Keystone). This has been given favorable write-

ups in all the Sydney papers which mention that the Triangle

productions seem to be increasing in quality as time goes

on. The public seems to think the same, as it is now difficult

to secure a dress circle seat at the Triangle-Lyceum play-

house at the night sessions.

"The Moral Fabric." another Triangle subject, is the cur-

rent screening at the Crystal Palace. "The Soul ot New
York," a Fox production, featuring Valcska Suratt: "What
Will People Say" (Metro), with Olga Petrova; 'Body and

Soul" (World) and "Out of Darkness" (Lasky) have also

proved good drawing cards this week.

"The Birth of a Nation" is having a very successful run

in Melbourne at present. The big Griffith spectacle was ad-

vertised for a limited two weeks' run. but owing !• the huge

crowds who wished to view the picture the management de-

cided to extend the run, and so the Town Hall v.

for a week.

Melbourne is going to see some big things in film adver-

Australasian Films, Ltd.. as R. .1. Dexter, from the

Sydney house, arrived here this week. Mr. Dexter is one ot

the most prominent publicity men in the business.

Current screenings in Melbourne include The Woman S

Law" (Lathe), "His Picture in the Papers" .Fine Arts) and

"The Iron Strain" (Kay-Bee), "The Puppett Crown I 1 ara-

Sydney. X S. W.. Australia, June 14, 1916.

"LET THE STAR FIT THE SCENARIO '—BLACHE.

Since Herbert Blache's thousand-dollar scenario i

published, inquiries have been pouring into the

Blache Studios at Fort Lee. X. J.,
asking exactly what kind

of live-reel dramatic scripts were wanted and the sta

"fitted." Mr Blache asks the Moving Picture World to

answer the questions. "I have no special requirements—

or restrictions to lav down." states Mr. Blache. "I am
looking for good ideas, no matter in what form pi

lust a' synopsis mav be submitted. I will find stars

the plays I accept. I know this is reversing the usual

process, but the play's the thing in my mind, and then the

star."

SMALLEYS TO PRODUCE "IDLE WIV1

Universal City, Lai.. Ink . Upon the completioi

current production, "Saving the Family Name." tin 5

wiH stait the picluri/ation of James Oppenheil

story, "Idle Wivi
This photoplay will contain a notable east 1 be beautiful

new found star, Mary MacLaren. will be featured with

Phillips Smalley and Lois Weber. Bupporl

hall, one of the Universal^ late aoiuisitioi

and many of the most noted of that comp
and actri

,
... .

,

This picture will be released in five reels and wt

, list Of Blue Bird features whi

turedom by storm.

"DEUTSCHLAND" IN PICTURES IN THIF
HOURS

\, 7 O'clock OH the morning »i July 1

German submarine. " Dent schlaud." aimed It I

Baltimore after its histon makii
'1 hirteen hours later the Hearst h

dashed upon the screens of leading New York I

ion picture of this
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Princess Theater, Clifton, Ariz.
E. Brutinel Takes Over Two Picture Houses on the Wane

and Brings Them Into the Limelight.

WHEN Emile Brutinel purchased the Princess and
Empire theaters in Clifton, Ariz., in 1914, they were
in debt and were poorly patronized. By the applica-

tion of good business methods and sound judgment Mr. Bru-
tinel managed to put them on a paying basis. It was hard
work, however, tor Mr. Brutinel to bring these two photo-
play houses up to their present standard, but he is now en-
joying the fruits of his labors. Before the time that Mr.
Brutinel took them over the people of Clifton hardly knew
that there were moving picture theaters in the city. They
were not advertised and the entertainment was of a mediocre
quality. Both houses are now advertised extensively and

the admission price has
been raised to 15 cents.
Mr. Brutinel's patrons
appreciate the improved
quality of the shows
and gladly pay the in-

crease in price.

The Princess theater
stands on the banks of
the Frisco River in that
part of Clifton called

the South Side. It is

probably the best loca-
tion in the city for a
theater as it catches
the people from all di-

rections. It has been
completely remodeled
and repainted inside
and out. The fireproof
operating room has
been doubled in size

and two motor-driven
Simplex machines of
the latest model have

been installed. The inside painting is a cream trimmed with
a oale pink ceiling. The outside is gray with white trim-
mings, and the general effect is most pleasing. Other ad-
juncts to this modern theater building are a large stage for
road shows, pit for orchestra, balcony and women's retiring
room. The seating capacity is 500. The chairs are remov-
able as the theater is used for dances, basketball games,
church services on Sunday and many other things, making
the Princess the social center of the city. To add to the
pleasure of its patrons there are large double doors on the
right of the stage, an an extension has been run out over
the river and here chairs are placed for resting between
dances or after the show.
The ceiling is decorated with large clusters of lights, and

two big ceiling fans. Between the windows on the sides are
eight reversible fans and above each window is a pink fancy
lamp globe to furnish just enough light to seat the patrons
who are late in arriving. The front is decorated with two
rows of lights covered with big white globes. Two big
double doors on each side of the box office and an extension
out to the railroad track aid in handling the crowds. The
music is furnished by a Wurlitz orchestra piano.

The Empire theater stands on Chase Creek at the other
end of Clilton. It was formerly called the Royal, but after
Mr. Brutinel became owner he changed the name for the
reason that the theater had changed hands so often and had
undergone so many reverses that he didn't care to take any
chances with the same name. It is constructed of brick and
Cement and both the inside and outside are artistically decor-
ated. The wainscoting is of varnished mahogany. The seat-

ity is 500 and the chairs are fine opera seats not
removable. The aisles are covered with linoleum so that
they can be mopped and cleaned each day. The front is

white, decorated with electric lights, one row of colored
lights being around the entrance arch and the other being
around the box office. This arrangement creates a pretty
effect at night and one that can be seen for a long distance.
A small stage has been built, which is used only for

vaudeville attractions. On each side of the screen double
doors have been placed for emergency exits. Above the
doors are two large suction fans and along the sides are
many fans and lights. The ceiling is high and there are a

number of large clusters of lights suspended. An orchestra
piano furnishes the music. The fireproof operating room is

roomy. Simplex and Power's motor-driven machines are
used. The Empire is one mile from the Princess.
Mr. Brutinel not only runs the regular program pictures

but big state right features as well. In the latter part of

last February both the Princess and the Empire theaters
exhibited the Fox production entitled "Carmen," which
featured Theda Bara. The business played to on the day
that the picture was shown was remarkable, and it went a

long way to stimulate interest in the kind of entertainment
to be obtained at Mr. Brutinel's houses. "The Million
Dollar Mystery" serial which was booked was also instru-

mental in bringing the Empire and Princess theaters into

prominence. It was almost impossible to accommodate the

crowds that swamped the houses to see each episode.

Emile Brutinel.

Eagle Theater, Lubec, Me.
Photoplay House Accommodates One-third of Population

of Its Town—Plays to Good Business.

THERE was recently opened at Lubec, Me., a moving
picture theater which enjoys the distinction of being
the largest east of Bangor, and which is unique in

that it will accommodate one-third of the entire population
of the town which is between three and four thousand.
Moving pictures have been flourishing in the town for

the past five or six years, but the hall in which they first

Princess Theater, Clifton, Ariz.

Eagle Theater, Luebec, Me.

made their appearance would accommodate but 350 patrons.

The natural growth of the town and the increasing popu-
larity of the moving picture soon outgrew the small house,
however, and in spite of the deprecating remarks and dole-

ful predictions of the townspeople the Eagle threw open
its doors on Memorial Day evening to a capacity audience
with the S. R. O. sign prominently displayed.

Since that time it has answered the predictions of failure

by keeping an average well beyond 500 nightly, .while the

old theater had also fair houses. Vaudeville is also seen
at the Eagle. The theater is 60 x 100 feet, has a balcony
holding 350. five exits, two picture machines, in a modern
fireproof booth situated in the rear of the balcony, and the

parquette floor scats about 700. The interior is painted a

soft gray, with proscenium decorations. There is a wide
stage. The owners are T. S. and J. A. Toft, and W, W.
Baker, the latter acting as general manager.
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PRODUCING "THE EVIL MEN DO" (Metro).
With a I'ompan.N headed bj IMinuinl Breese, and including

such prominent players aa Orml Hawley, Clifford Bruce, Kveiyn
Brent and other well known artists, Director Harry Revier is

tnp in the northern part of Maine, near Mil-
llnocket, making the exteriors for the big Metro feature, "The
Evil Men l>o." which is being produced by the Popular Plays
and Players. Harry J. Cohen Is in charge of the company in
Main. He arranged for the staging of many big outdoor
scenes. One of these include the dynamiting of a log jam, a
fight on a raft going down a swift flowing mountain stream,
and several exciting fights in the open between the two stal-
warts Mr. Breese and Mr. Bruce.
Other members of the company in Maine include George

Morrel, A. [* McArthur, George Harcourt and Florence Moon-
Joseph Seiden is the cameraman and James Hussey, his as-
sistant. Ira Willard is assisting Director Revier and George
West has charge of the "Props." "The Evil Men Do" was
written by Aaron Hoffman, and will be released on the Metro
program August 14th.

Scene from "Beauty and the Beast" (International).

In this spot i.e u- 1 ami. -iir. unsurpassed in its natural and art
""> by any in the world, are laid the exterior scenes of

"Beauty and the Beast."
irevious efforts had been made to secure permission

to pose moving picture scenes in this fairyland. But Mr
Gould refused to listen until he had read the scenario of
"Beauty and the Beast " lie then succumbed to the pleadings

fairy tale .should be staged in. a veritable fairyland,
and granted permission for the pictures to be taken. It will
be the first opportunity ever afforded the public of an intimate
view of the most beautiful, costly and widely-known private

\merlca.
The interior scenes were especially constructed to fit In with

the »rchltei n Court, at the same time
retaining their mythical a..

»he became a motion pic-
ture actress, was the favorite model of Charles nana Gibson,
has been selected for the role of the Sleeping Beauty. The
gowns worn by Miss Timayo and ),. , ,, sne sum .

"ions after she is awaked 1,\ the kiss of the I'rin. .

resent a fortune in cash.
and the Beast," which was written and Btaged bj

tclusively bj th<

"SOME MEDICINE MAN" (Universal).
till of the brand that the Moving Picture World

i old days
the advisabllttj of

the old ii m

daj i the din - tor put ft n or<
lot h and called It an Indian tent Then h<

m, ' M The oowboys came vei the top of the hill to the
the prune schooner and the beleaguered Immigrants

fvboys flnallj pursued the Indians toward the setting
sun ad lib.

The scene we have here is from a burlesque of the old style
Indian moving picture, which will be released on the Universal

inder the Nestoi title, "Some Medli ln< I

August 11 The picture was made by Universal Director Roy
ry by Eugene Lewis, which In turn was
Myton. Pat Rooney plays the leading
the foreground breathing Inti

"BEAUTY AND THE BEAST" (International).
The International Film Service, Inc., after a series of experi-

ments, has just completed a photoplay, amazing in its magnifi-
cence, which displays the latest word in fashion, repeats an
old story dear to the heart of every child and grown-up and
shows scenes that have heretofore been denied the public.
"Beauty and the Beast" is the title of this latest triumph of

national. Everyone knows the pretty fairy tale. Its
characters have been clothed in gowns of superb splendor.
To form a background suitable to this magnificance, the In-

ternational secured permission from George J. Gould to use
Georgian Court, his wonderful estate at Lakewood, N. J. Here

MOUNTAIN SCENERY IN "SEE AMERICA FIRST"
(Gaumont.)

Since Baedeker has called Delaware Water Gap one of the
fifteen scenic marvels of the United States, it was only natural
that the Caumont company should include it in its Interesting
series of American points of Interest, "See America First."
This has been filmed by a Gaumont cameraman and will

August 9, as a Mutual Picture. The view from
some of the numerous promontories along the mountain paths
has few equals cast of the Rocky .Mountains
prettiest pictures taken was Of the Delaware liver as 11

for miles winding its way to tn.

The entile region abounds in beautiful mountain brooks, falls
.Is. The si. .pes are heavily wooded, and there are

lavish displays of mountain laurel and rhododendr.
make for beautiful screen pictures, and full advantage has been
taken of them.
Joined with the 1 '.law arc Mountain Cap in popular interest

is that interesting playground known as the Pocono Mountains.
been pictured for tins Gaumont •

i these 3U0 square miles of scenic beaut)
I

Delaware Water Gap (Gaumont).

nulled i

nountalna w ill be
w lion

i . and thoao
I upon their

LOUISE LOVELY IN "THE GRASP OF GREED."
The Universal ai inoes that Louise Lovi Ij n 111 b<

tion iii which she win be supported bj Jaj Bel
N II hi n.i 'i i i

from the novel bj it Rldei Haggard Mi Meeson's w ill
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"THE CRIMSON
The first tour episo
bw aerial which is b«

h! will be presented
Inch O. E. Goebel is ]

*ve been completed I

t few days for

STAIN MYSTERY" (Consolidated),
les of ••The Crimson Stain Mystery," the
Ing produced by the Erbograph Company

I i'I.i t .-(I 1'ilm ( \>n>oration, of
iresident and Ludwlg R. g. Erb, treasurer,
.nd the first episode will be ready within
a showing to the trade. The first episode

Scene from "The Crimson Stain Mystery" (Consolidated).

itement, and gives a glimpse of
off with a
white heat

is filled with exei
workings of the r

punch in every foot, and the interest is l

when the second reel ends.
T. Hayes Hunter, who is directing the picture, is working

night and day on it, and already has begun on the second
episode. The picture will be in sixteen episodes. The work
of Maurice Costello and Ethel Grandin who are playing the
leading roles, it is safe to say, never showed up to better ad-
vantage, nor never before had a vehicle in which thev could,
to such a large degree, give play to their exceptional talents.

'Vampire woman, who was secured from Russia, whose
ieen in some startling work,

ogeny, and appears

i Olga Olonova, will be i

She is cast as one of the Crimso
to wonderful advantage in many of the studii scenes.
Miss Olonova lays claim to being the most perfectly formed

Vampire in the world. She is a young woman, just twenty
years of age. She claims that she comes from a race of Vam-
pire women, whose lineage traces back for nearly two thousand

HALLBERG INSTALLMENT AT BOYS' CLUB.
The above institution, after careful investigation, decided

that they would spare no expense in making their motion pic-
ture projection the ^est that money could buy. They have
placed their order with J. H. Hallberg, of New York for one
of the latest model Power's 6-B machines, together with a Hall-
berg 20th Century motor generator, of 70 ampere maximum
capacity, for converting alternating into direct current.

MELIES MANUFACTURING COMPANY MAKES
STATEMENT.

In view of an impression which may have arisen the Melies
Manufacturing Company has issued a denial that it is suing the
General Film Company. It asserts that the interests of the
Melies Manufacturing Company and of George Melies are the
same and that neither is connected in any way with any other

how it is possible
• tha

following mor ling
the Paramoun t-l'i.

public is give
does his interi ir In

SPEEDING UP THE MAIL.
>r the populace to ponder any longer
ail a letter at 2:30 o'clock one after-
ill be read in Chicago by 10 o'clock the
in one of the forthcoming releases of

Pictographs, the magazine-on-the-screen, the
excellent visualization of how Uncle Sam
liness, all for the price of a two-cent stamp.

MOSS PICTURES MADE BY HORKHEIMER.
The features now being produced by B. 9. Moss, which

include "Boots and Saddles," "In the Hands of the Law," and
"The Power of Evil," were produced by the Horkheimer Bros.,
at their studio in Long Beach, Cal. Messers. Horkheimer Bros,
are authorities for the statement that the pictures that they— i produced for the B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corporation

el in all their previc efforts the producing 1

WILL START PACIFIC COAST EXCHANGE.
; bookings from scores

itional Drama Cor-

In response to the requests for
of exhibitors in southern Californi
poration has established a "Fall of a Nation' film exchange for
that territory, with Jordan Dixon of 1401 Northwestern avenue,
Los Angeles, in charge.

"HONOR THY NAME" (Triangle).
"Honor Thy isame," the Triangle feature scheduled for re-

lease on August 6, brings Frank Keenan and Charles Ray to-
gether as co-stars. The combination is a particularly happy
one, as both men work well together, and the strong, rugged
characterizations for which Mr. Keenan is deservedly popular,
and the youth and virility of Mr. Ray's work is an excellent
contract. Louise Glaum is particularly well cast in the lead-
ing female role and acts with a keen appreciation of the pos-
sibilities of her part throughout the entire story.
"Honor Thy Name'' is a story of a Southern gentleman who,

having had his fling as a youth, settles down to dignified re-
spectability in the waning years of his life. Of course, the
spectacular climax of the story is one of the "chief features of
the play, but that aside, the story is worthy of the best that
is said of motion pictures, because of the remarkably fine act-
ing contributed by every member of the cast. The siory is,

staged with a view of getting full value from each of the dra-
matic scenes. It is realistic both where the action transpires
in the South and where it takes place in New York.
A point of considerable interest in "Honor Thy Name" is the

extensive use of the new lighting effects, hints of which have
been given in several recent Triangle plays. There is also a
development of the old-fashioned term fade-in, which adds not
a little to the value of the picture and is certain to arouse the
interest of moving picture fans.

WAGNER HAS DETROIT OFFICE.
Tin Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of St. Louis

announces the removal on July 15 of its Detroit office to 1291
Woodward avenue, to continue in charge of Mr. Dean Emei

DIRECTOR ALLAN CURTIS is filming a one-reel comedy
with the Universal Joker company entitled "Father Gets'
In Wrong," featuring Gale Henry and William Franey

who are supported by Lilian Peacock, M. Moranti and C. Conk-
lin.

The past week has been home coming week at the Selig Zoo
studios for the returning members of the Selig force who have
been in the east for the production of "The Crisis" and "The
Prince Chap." Among those returning are Thomas Santschi,
Cecil Holland, Leo Pierson, Mary Charleson, George Fawcett
and Charles Gerrard.

under the direction
ilanning a series of monthly feature re-

leases built around the personality of Dolores Cassinelli. The
first will be "A Song of Romany" an idyllic Gypsy story. The
great American Derby at Hawthorne race track is one of the
big scenes with Dodge the winner, and Miss Cassinelli as
principal actors.

Another Broadway Star Feature by James Oliver Curwood
is rapidly nearing completion under the supervision of Di-
rector Eugene Mullin. A cast that includes Denton Vane,
Adele Kelly and Raymond Walburn is seen in its enactment.

Director Joseph DeGrasse is making good progress filming
"If My Country Should Call," a five-reel society drama featur-
ing Dorothy Phillips and Lon Chaney. The story was adapted
by Ida May Park from one written by Virginia Terhune Van
De Water. Other prominent players in the cast are Adele
Farrington, Helen Leslie, Gretchen Lederer, Jay Pelasco, Frank
Whitson, Albert Macquarrie and Carl Von Schiller.

The studio staff of the Yorke Film Corporation, which pro-
duces Harold Lockwood-May Allison features for Metro, in-
cludes Gus Lans, property man; Irvin Martin, scenic artist,
and Ralph C. Godfrey, stage carpenter.
Work has already begun in the new Western studio at No.

1329 Gordon street, Hollywood, California. The first photo-
play to be produced by Yorke in California will be "Mister
44," a picturization of the novel of the same name.

J. Warren Kerrigan, the Universal Star, is being featured
in a five-reel production entitled "The Social Buccaneer,"
which is being directed by Jack Conway. In the cast appear
Louise Lovely, playing opposite the star, Maude George,
Harry Carter and a number of others from the Universal

Director Wm. Robert Daly is now at work upon a story of
the early gold rush to British Columbia, entitled "The Child
That Found Its Father." Fritzi Brunette will appear through
the greater part of the story clad in masculine attire.

At the Vitagraph Bay Shore Studio, John Robertson is
putting the finishing touches on a one-part comedy from the
pen of Edward J. Montague. Huntley Gordon, Shirley Moore,
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the principal laugh

Director George Cochrane is at Huntington Lodge in central
California Aiming several mountain stories of one to three
reels I lis featured players are Mollie Malone, Rex DeRowselli
and Jack Nelson. The Cochrane company probably will be
awaj from Universal City for several weeks.

In "The Temptation of Adam," the three-reel SeHg drama
now iii course of production under the direction of Al Green,
at the Selig Los Angeles studios, Kathlyn Williams is given
an opportunity for powerful dramatic work. Others in the
cast are Charles West, Guy Oliver, Vivian Reed, Eugenie
Besserer and Jane Keckley.

"The Mark of Cain," a Universal Red Feather production,
featuring Dorothy Phillips, and Lon Chaney, will be released
on August 7th. On August 14th, Dorothy Davenport will ap-
pear in "A Yoke of Gold," a Red Feather love tale of the
California missions directed by Lloyd B. Carleton.

Helen Resson is again being featured in "Mustang" pro-
ductions, under the direction of Murdock J. McQuarrie, in

"Sandy Reformer." Art Acord, of "Buck Parvin" fame is play-
ing the lead opposite Miss Rosson.

Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, with Priscilla Deane playing op-
posite, are making a one-reel comedy entitled "They Would Be
Sailors," which is being directed by Louis Chaudet.

lite Bertsch is producing her latest story which fea-
tures Edith Story and Antonio Moreno. When completed, it

will be in five parts and will be released as a Vitagraph Blue
Ribbon Feature.

"Black Friday" is the title of a five-reel feature production
being made by Director Lloyd Carleton, featuring Dorothy
Davenport and Emory Johnson, supported by such well-known
players as Gretchen Lederer, Virginia Southern and Richard
.Moms. It is a financial story of the period of 1871 with
locations in New York, Newport, Saratoga Springs and Paris.

Director Wallace Beery is engaged in filming the ninth epi-
sode of "Timothy Dobbs," in which Carter DeHaven is being
starred. The different episodes are being written by Bess
Meredyth of the Universal staff.

Vitagraph Director Harry Davenport is producing a three-
part dramatic Broadway Star Feature by Frederic Chapin in
which he is seen as a farmer lad. Mrs. Mary Maurice sup-
ports Mr. Davenport in the principal part.

Picture Theaters Projected

FORT DU PONT, Del.—Movln
augurated at this fortress c

of recruits assembled here.

CHICAGO, 111.—Architects Worthman and Steinbach. 1859
Chicago avenue, are preparing plans for a two-story theater,
office and store building, 50x125 feet, to cost $40,000-

ARMSTRONG, Iowa.— C. E. McDowell and Fred Robinson
have taken over the Gem theater.

BALTIMORE, ' \musement Company plans
n addll , 30x150 feet, to their theater building, to

, osi 12.500.

BALTIMORE. Md.- Parkway Theater Company, 3-9 West
North avenue, will enlarge their theater by adding 250 new
chairs to .ml providing entrance on Charles
street.

CHICOPEE PALLS, Ma .1 ; Roj A Sons Co., 907 Arm-
ory street, Spring m the contract to erect a two-

iii. • theater and club building, 41x120 feet.
tor the Franco-American club, inc., to coat $30,000.

LEXING-TON, n
I

i L i itelli A Co., 16 Cornhlll, Bos-
ton, have the co -storj mo\ |ng
piOture theater, store ami aparlmenl I. ml. ling, !i:i\IT feet, with
L 40x86 feet, for Felix Vlano.

MILFORD, Mass Jamei 3 Cadorolo, 17 Summer street,
plans to en :.0x95 feet.

ELK RAPIDS, Mich Paul Starr hai has. ,i the Elk theati r

and m,..\ hi/ pti ture bonae.

MARQUETTE, Ml b ' n u I B Brauna plani
work ihortly on a two ture theater, 60x78
feet, to be constructed on Ba I Ludlngton street.

OWOSSO. Mich. Fred R Patterson plana to ereci a one-
torj addition, (4x100 feet, to hia moving picture theater, to

cost $15,000.

ABERDEEN, Mlaa.—Work win b< tlj on re-

modeling the interior of the Temple theater. The airdome.
which belongs to the theater, has been reopened for the sum-
mer A balcony has been added for colored patrons. It has a
seating capacity for 125 persons. Irwin B. Mims is manager.

CAMERON, Mo.—J. W. Scott, Carrollton M
tract to erect a two-story moving picture theater, .;

for R. S. Stewart, to cost $6,500.

ASBURY PARK, N. J.—Henry and Walter Rosenberg, care
Savoy theater, 112 East 34th street, New York City, have pur-
chased a site at the corner of St. James place and Cookman
avenue, upon which they propose to erect a moving picture the-
ater of fireproof construction. The structure will cover an
area 158 by 100 feet and cost approximately $150,000.

HACKENSACK, N. J.—Ruekle Brothers. Dumont, N. J., has
let the contract for the erection of a one-story moving picture
theater, 40 by 108 feet, to cost $10,000.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Philip Caminez. 9S8 Greene avenue,
plans to erect a one-story moving picture theater, 42 by 100
feet, to cost $10,000.

BROOKLYN, N. Y—Philip Camenez, 988 Greene avenue, is

having plans prepared for a one and a half story moving pic-
ture theater, 50x100 feet, to cost $20,000.

HERKIMER, N. Y.—Scialdo Brothers have under considera-
tion plans for a two-story moving picture theater and apart-
ment building to cost $12,000.

HORNELL, N. Y.—Thompson and Cline. 56 Main street,
have based a business property which they plan I

into a modem moving picture house. The improvements will
cost $4,000.

ITHACA. N. Y.—Crescent Theater Company, D. F. B. Howe,
president, lt>9 Orchard place, have let the contract to erect a
one-story moving picture theater, 52x155 feet, to cost $75,000.

NORTHVILLE, N. Y.—Ray Hubbell. Gloversville, N. Y.. will

erect a one-story moving picture theater, 40x88 feet, to cost
$10,000.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—A. Steinberg, 564 Main street,

plans to erect a three-story moving picture theater, apart-
ment and store building, to cost $30,000.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—John Farren, proprietor of the Vic-
toria theater, has taken over the Murray.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.—Mrs. W. H. Gray. 15Si^ Van
Vranken avenue, is having plans prepared for a one-story mov-
ing picture theater, 29x100 feet, to cost $7,000.

JAMESTOWN, N. D.—Extensive improvements have been
made to the Ruby theater and new equipment installed.

ARDMORE, Okla.—A new moving picture theater is to be
erected by the Consolidated Amusement Company. It is to be
a three-story structure, 50x140 feet, to cost $30,000.

BAY CITY, Ore.—A moving picture house has been opened
here by L. E. Partridge.

CHESTER, I'a.—M. W. Taylor, general manager of the Fred
Zimmerman theater, has completed a deal for a tract of land

iral part of the city as a site for a new theater build-

ing, to cost $250,000.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—Jacob Basin has convoyed to Abra-
ham Stiefel, the moving picture theater at

street, for a nominal consideration, subject to a mortgage of

$25,000. The building occupies a lot 57xS9 feet, and
at $18,000.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa—Ketcham and McQuade have the

contract for making alt. -rations to the Coliseum t

Market street west ot i ifty-ninth Btreet The Improvemena
Will ."St $7,000.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.— Harry Goidstone
Robert Hamilton the moving picture theater at Fifty-third

Landsdowne avenue, for a nominal cor
- 1.000. The structure is situated on

a lot 172.11x65.11 feet. The property is asi

ROBERTSDALE, Pa.- Qrisflinger Brothers plan -

modern moving picture theater ol I
icUon. on

North Mi OBt about $10,000.

EL PASO, Texas.— J. F. Woodyard. Jr., will erect

building tO cost about $40,000.

will ,i,ct .i tWO-8t0r) moving picture the. iter, ball

store build ng, 18x80 teat, to coat $8,ooo.

GREYBULL, 91

with seating capacity of 300,

and B. w

Mr. Exhibitor:—You will get more helpful in-

formation by carefully reading one trade paper

weekly than by skimming over three or four.

The MOVING PICTURE WORLD is the one

paper you need.
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Moving Picture Exhibitors and Theatre Managers

You Want
Independent, Impartial and Reliable

FILM REVIEWS
The most experienced and best known staff in the field of mov-
ing picture publications is that of the

Moving Picture World
In Reviewing and Editorial work it has

—

W. STEPHEN BUSH JAMES L. HOFF
JAMES S. McQUADE LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
GEORGE BLAISDELL HANFORD C. JUDSON
LYNDE DENIG MARGARET I. MacDONALD
EDWARDWEITZEL ROBERT C. McELRAVY
In Projection, it has

F. H. RICHARDSON

In Exhibitors' Advertising, it has

—

EPESW.SARGENT
All are acknowledged leaders in Moving Picture Journalism and
their combined experience and knowledge is at your command
each week.

You cannot get such value anywhere else.

Subscribe today if not already on our mail list.

Domestic Canada Foreign

$3.00 $3.50 $4.00

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
_17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Schiller Building, Haas Building,
Chicago, 111. Los Angeles, Cal.
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Trade News of the Week
MM Mil .

.
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GATHERED BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS

St Louis at the Chicago Convention
Giebler Crosses the Mississippi to Look Over the Big Show and Lets Us In on

Some of the Bunch With Whom He Meets Up—Casual Thoughts on Near-

Performing Bears and Queer "Exhibits."

By A. H. Giebler, 236 Vanol Building, St. Louis.

ST. LOUIS was pretty well represented forted, and took the first rattler back
at the Chicago Convention. We didn't home.

get there until Friday, and we missed * * *

some of the home-town folks who came
and went early, the same as we missed
seeing Carl Laemmle and Clai
Young lead the grand march ;

But we did see a few things.
the ball. lile."

lid, "th.

Walker and she smiled
;e, you don't remember
.t's just a convention-al

We saw Barney Rosenthal of the Uni-
versal Exchange hobnobbing with Carl
Laemmle and General Manager Hoffman
at convention headquarters, and later at
the exposition, shaking hands with many
people. Chicago is Barney's home town,
and he knows just lots of folks up there.
We also saw him at the Hotel Sherman
with a bag in his hand—with all the joy
gone out of his voice and his famous
smile faded to a woebegone look because
he would have to travel back to St. Louis
in an upper berth. Poor Barney!

We saw Pearl White. "Pearl," we said,
"you are from Missouri."

"Greetings," replied Pearl, "but who ac-
cused me of that?" "Your biographers and
the press agents," we answered. "Almost
everything they say about me is wrong, '

she said with a doleful look. "When I got
here they gave me some pictures of my-
self, with a little biography printed on it,

that said I was born in A-n-t-i-o-c-h, but
it's all wrong. I don't even known how to
pronounce a town like that, let alone be-
ing born in it."

It's a shame to take liberties with a
girl's" native heath in that way, but Pearl
is some girl, and she's from Missouri all

Antioch can't prove any-

"Oh, yes, but I do," she responded. "You
are a newspaper man from St. Louis, and
the Moving Picture World correspondent,
and you gave me a copy of your paper
with a nice picture of me in it two weeks
ago in New York " Now that varmed our

that s

for a littl gir: like Lillian when she
meets so 11riany people all th e time?

We saw Hector Pasmezoglu, of the Con-
gress theater, on Oliv stre t, and his
party twice on Argyle st eet, giving
the Essana dios th e on« over, and
later at the Coli earn. We ne •er realized
before how Hector bles a well
known a i. a we hac on to start
the ru mor that he was John Barrymore,
and give hi aste of being mobbed for
photograph . and "Please sign your name

this

We s

but i i didn

thir on hei nd Mis irl Ig

We saw E. W. Dustin, of the Interna-
tional Exchange, and he seemed to know
everybody, and everybody seemed to know
him. We'll back Dustin as one of the best
known film men in the country. He's got
a lot of this stuff they call personality in

his system. It radiates arid makes people
want In shake hands with him and slap
I'ir.i on the back i sail him Eddie He
told us about "Htm" and the whole bunch

' national managers taking a long
drive in the country Sunday, ch

|

I KIT of K.Xel|al|c.e« I'.e I
:••

' ll.i.l a

big time? Oh mj

We saw an, I heard In Demko of the
Shenandoah on South Broadwaj We saw
hllXl at the exposition ha\ Ing B I I Urn.-,

and we heard him the n< si da i n hen he
got a iii.-mam saying th

ha ii'i.'.i pi n on had »ne Into in s alrdome
after his place was ,i.,,.i r,, r the night,
and walked off with two

\\. offered th*
optimistic suggestion thai
triad they hadn't tak< n th<

side « a ii-. i,ui Doi '
i used to be com-

Tager Wolfberg, of the Gen-
eral Film Exchange, and he was absolute-
ly one of the busiest men on the ground.
This was due to the fact that he was the
only General manager, outside of the Chi-
cago continent, to attend the convention.
He told us about taking a few hours off

to go to a ball game, but as this was on
Sunday, it was excusable, and besides, it

was some game!

We ran across Harry Beaumont, the
Essanay director, who is a native sun. and
is about as well acquainted in St. Louis
as he is in St. Joseph, where he was
brought up.

and t

We saw S. J. Baker, manager of the St.
Louis Bluebird offices, and Mrs. Baker.
Baker took us up to the exchange mana-
gers' meeting, presided over by General
Manager Hoffman, and gave us a peek at
the scene. Busy looking bunch. Cranberry
merchants didn't have a thing on that
gathering.

We saw Fred Beecroft. of the Dramatic
Mirror, and he almost wept when he told
us about what the unkind Chicago news-
papers said about his straw hat. It wasn't
such an awful looking hat, either.

Wc- saw Joh
theater, at Twe
Gentner was the first home-t
we did see. "This is a great show.' he
said, and he was certainly getting both
eyes full of it. We saw Fred A. Keller,
manager of the Mutual offices. In fact,
we lamped him at the same time we saw
Gentner, but as John is the biggest, we
saw him first. Keller was in hish spirits
and taking things in with enthusiasm. We
didn't see him but the once, and suppose
he went back early to the grind. He's a
bear for work anyway, Keller is.

We saw Sam Lears. of the Lears Thea-
ter .Supply Company, and he seemed to be
acquainted with everybody in Chicago, and
people called him ••Sam'- there just as they
do here. We made the rounds of the Col-
iseum with him, and while he seemed to
be interested in the stars and exhibits he
didn't really get warmed up until we
came to the Power and Motiograph ex-
hibits, where there were several machines
made up in blue and white enamel. Sam
got all fussed up over these machines, and
ordered the whole bunch shipped down to
his place in St. Louis.

We didn't see Joe Mogler, but we know
he was there, because every time we
would ask anybody about St Louis peo-
ple they would say: "Oh say. did vou see
Mogler? He's here." So we are sure Joe
was there and feel safe in reporting the
fact.

We
the Coliseum 1

bears, and we f

is not good.

hibited tO the crowds at

I so many performing
thai this sort of thing

The multitude likes it. They
admire and for

thej saw and admired, but they also said
things; they criticised. Your fan

—

fanatic,

if you like—forms an exalted opinion of
his screen favorites, The) represi
.nance, Moalism, I,. Inn. II. likes to

think the] arc not like other folks We
aii talk of realism, but we don'i really
want it Th.- world is full of stories, cotn-

•

i. in t hey are all sordid We read
ami no to the pla i

i a nd I i

nd w . naturally Imbue 1

1

with tl, • and wh.ti the

hobnob with the hoi pollol they
! I hen .hum thl

Idealism, is dispelled The pla

pie, but the) a i a human.
an. i thi ire not pli seed
wi..,, thej find it out, if all tl

we,,, kepi awaj from the public they

W 8 ili'l get to nas. of
the Lafayette, however, and Harr) Strick-
land, road man for the General exchange.

We saw Mr and Mrs General Public
come up t,, the doors of the Coliseum i>v

hundreds and plank down their Bft] cuts,
and we couldn't help wondering "where

..it." if a little slang be allowed,

inside the building then w..- little to
interest the man from the street, apart

star that would sp
tw inkle at a great dial •

terval -•
t out it Mi ind Mr- G P by

spending alx aft.
i

• - if the! i

as many dollars, could I

• at as man) ol thi atai - aa had
chosen the same tun.- t,. sppeai aa they
bad. it the police allow e, I theni to net
within aeelna dli I
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May Refuse Sale on Personal Grounds
So Declares Federrl Trade Commission in Decision on Complaint of Unfair Com-

petition—Also Says It Is Not Illegal to Refuse to Sell to More Than One
Exhibitor in a City—Shifts Among Exchangemen.

By Clarence L. l,inz, 635 Tenth Street Northeast, Washington.

August 5, 1916

A.N interesting ruling has recentl> been

handed down by the Federal Trade
Commission at Washington, which may
haw a derided hearing upon similar ques-

tions arising in the motion picture busi-

ness. The commission was requ

declare to be unfair competition a r.-tusal

to sell under conditions embodied in the

followin Ruling No. 18.

Unfair Competition. Refusal to Sell. On
application for the issuance of a com-
plaint, it was alleged that a corporation

engaged in the manufacture and sale of

goods in interstate commerce refused to

sell to the applicant certain commodities
manufactured by it. It was further al-

leged that this refusal to sell was made
at the direction of an officer of the cor-

poration complained of, who was also the

president of another corporation compet-
ing with the applicant. On investigation

it appeared that the refusal to sell was
made on personal grounds and was not
made for the purpose, and did not have
the effect of restraining interstate com-
merce. Held, That a refusal to sell, made
solely for personal reasons, without the

purpose or effect of restraining interstate

commerce, is not a violation of any law
which the commission is authorized to en-

Some time ago the commission also held

that a refusal to sell to more than one
exhibitor in the same city was not illegal.

It had been alleged that a distributing

company had refused to supply the appli-

cant for a complaint with films on the
ground that another exhibitor in the same
City had been 'given the exclusive right

to exhibit the films of this distributing
company. The commission held that under
ordinary circumstances, and in the ab-
sence of intent thus to accomplish an un-
lawful purpose, neither the Federal Trade
Commission act nor the Clayton anti-trust

law prohibits a corporation dealing exclu-
sively with one firm in a given territory,

and a refusal to supply others in such
territory is not unlawful.

Shifts Among Exchangemen.
Some rapid fire changes have been tak-

ing place in Washington's film world of

late, and as a result Pathe loses C. O.

Moss, who formerly traveled for that com-
pany in Virginia and at one time through
North Carolina, for he goes to the Uni-
corn Film Corporation as manager of the

office he is to open in Charlotte. Mr. Moss
broke into the motion picture business
with the old Warner's Features concern
and continued with Sidney B. Lust when
\\e bought out the United Film Service,

-which followed the former. About a year

ago he joined the Pathe exchange here,

and it is with a great deal of regret that

the members of the latter part company
with him.

Mr. Moss is succeeded by George W.
Smiley, another well known film man of

wide experience. He has handled all ends

of the business and has been in it 'or

many years. Of late he has been travel-

ing for Fox out of the Washington and

Pittsburgh offices, and it was his desire

to do his traveling between points near-

er home. He has covered a large portion

of the ground in Maryland and Virginia,

as well as North Carolina, and the ex-

hibitors in this territory will be glad to

see him again.
Another change brings about the trans-

fer of Warren A. Kline, who has been

manager of the local office of the Unicorn

Film Service Corporation, of 434 Ninth

Street, Northwest, since its establishment

some months ago. Mr. Kline goes to Har-

risburg, Pa., to open another office for

the corporation. He also operates a the-

ater in '.ill be more at

although disliking to sever the
friendships he has already made among
the exhibitors here.

It is said that Mr. Ford, of the Phila-
delphia office, will succeed Mr. Kline tem-
porarily, and that William Mack, at pres-
ent roadman out of this office, will be
made manager upon the completion of
<ertain road work he now has under way.

At the Moore Theaters.
Tom Moore is getting a great deal of

mobile
turned from an enjoyable
ried him along the Atlantic

and
has just r<

which cat
Coast line.

Charles Plunkett, who has been man-
ager of the Plaza, has been placed in

charge of the Strand. He is succeeded by
William Moore, a brother of Tom Moore,
owner of both houses.
Antonio Massino, chief operator at the

Garden, has been relieved from duty in

the National Cuard of the District, be-
cause of defective vision.

.lames Hamilton, chief operator at the
strand, has returned to his post after a

three weeks' illness.

Young Joins Kleine-Edison.
Joseph L. Young, formerly mana

the Pavorita theater, on II street, near
First street. Northwest, has joined the
sales force of the Kleine-Edison Company.
succeeding to the position made vacant
through the resignation of Marx S. Na-
than, who has returned to Wilmington,

i re-enter the advertising business.
Mr. Young, for a short while, has been
connected with the Philadelphia office and
has been transferred to Washington.

Triangle Looking Over the Field.

Arthur Lucas, of the Triangle, has been
in Washing-ton looking over the field with
a view to establishing headquarters here
to take care of the southern territory. It
is said he has selected an office in a new
building on Tenth and H streets, North-
west, and that it will be opened on or
about the first of August. It is understood
that J. H. Butner, who is manager of the
Philadelphia office and under whose juris-
diction this territory comes, will be sent
here for the purpose of getting the new
office into working order.

Broussard Enlightens His Fellow Senators
In Plain Talk to the Sub-Committee of Finance Committee, Louisiana Man Explains

How the Theater Men in Doubtful States May Retaliate on the Tax Question-
Holds Up Before Them the Ail-Powerful Slide.

By Clarence L. Linz, 635 Tenth Street Northeast. Washington.

sum will be increased to $20,000,000 during
the full year. It is Senator Bfoussard's
suggestion that that section of the tariff
law providing for these payments be re-
pealed, the money thus saved to the Treas-
ury to be considered instead of the $4,000,-
000 or more that will come from the-
aters, the $30,000 that comes from the cir-

cuses and the $200,000 that will pour in

with liquors and cordials.
Congress needs jogging up. It rests with

the motion picture interests as to whether
or not they will sit idly by and let a law
be placed on the statute books that will
put them to such heavy expense.

up the cudgels on behalf of the motion
picture exhibitors of the United States
and appeared before the members of the
sub-committee of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee having in charge that section of

the general revenue bill applicable to mo-
tion picture and other theaters, amuse-
ments, etc., to tell them of the hardship
worked upon these and how such unfaii

taxes can be eliminated without loss of

revenue to the government.
He told them that the retention of this

schedule in the bill might reverse condi-
tions and in turn work a hardship upon
members of Congress where states and
districts are doubtful. In the District of

id, the exhibitors already
taxes to pay; other states
in the same position, and
Me to a point where an-

be added to the
to meet this heavy tax-

ation. Suppose, he asked, the exhibitors

Columbia, he
have six distill

very likely in t.

; going to come
r nickel will ha
5 of admissi

Suppose,
should flash slides upon the
theaters through*
their patrons the

of the
. :elling

ttra nickel isj-equired
ill not the people hold

it against the members of Congress who
voted for a law that squeezes this extra
nickel from their pockets ?

It is said the members of the committee
sat up and took due notice. Senators Kern
and Johnson, the latter chairman of the

sub-committee, are having their own
troubles in their own states by reason of

the opposition that has sprung up against
their re-election.

ii eems that there is a considerable

quantity of merchandise that comes into

the United States either in a raw shape
and intended to be refined or to form a

part of some other manufactured articles.

The finished product is then exported to

some other country. Now, when this ma-
terial enters the United States in the first

place it is assessed with duty at the rate

provided in the tariff law. The money so

collected is set aside and when the goods
are exported that money is refunded. Dur-
ing the first three months of 1916 there

was refunded in this manner the sum of

$5,000,000, with the expectation that this

St. Louis at the Convention
i Continued from page '.'71

.
|

tors of pictures, but the man not con-
nected with the industry should be allow-
ed to stay away and keep his fifty cents
to spend at the box offices of the thea-
ters to see the pictures of the stars o.i

the screen and not the stars themselves.

We saw
(
one of the most interesting ex-

hibits at ' the Coliseum, a man peeling
potatoes with a patent dingus which he
was willing to issue to the spectator for a
small fee. The act was very good, and
there was no fake or trick photography or
double exposure or anything like that.
The man was there in the flesh actually
l.c cling potatoes. It was an exact duplica-
tion of the highly educational and inspir-
ing demonstrations that are held at five

and ten cent stores and on street corners
all over the country, and the management
of the exhibition is to be congratulated on
securing such a timely 'and fitting ex-
hibit. It seemed peculiarly appropriate at
a moving picture exhibition.

We did not see a man trying on patent
non-binding suspenders, nor one of these
chaps who holds up a big wooden foot and
show you how quickly corns can be re-
moved by using Dr. Fakem's corn salve,

but of course a few things had to be left
out. Art is so great that all of it can-
not be gathered together under one roof
at the same time.
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Buffalo Screeners Install

Also Entertaining Visiting Film Men—
Willats Wins Scenario Prize.

By Joseph A. McGuire, 5 Lewis Block,
Buffalo.

BO.O. X. Y.—Much enthusiasm
marked the installation of the 1916-

17 officers of the Buffalo Screen Club at
the last • meeting of that organization.
Among the guests were out-of-town ex-
hibitors who were in Buffalo to attend
the Shriners' convention. The entertain-
ment, after the installation, was in

charge of W. A. V. Mack, manager of the
General Film; Ira Mosher, manager of
the Palace Theater, and A. C. Willats,
of the Buffalo Evening News. After
President Christoffers of the club and
the other officers were duly installed
there followed a luncheon and vaudeville
features.
The Shriners were delighted with the

entertainment and promised to spread
the fame of the club in many parts of

the country. Visiting Shriners enjoyed
open house at the club rooms during the
week. The wives of the Shriners also
made use of the club rooms.
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permitted to doff their coats and make

Ives as comfortable as they please
in the Dyrlc balcony. Also ice cold or-
angeade and pure water will be served

Theaters Close for Summer.
Charles P. Gilmore has closed his

Richardson theater, Oswego, for the sum-
mer. The house will open in the fall.
Tin- Lyric theater, Jamestown, recently
opened for a week, but is now closed on
account of the hot weather. This house
plays vaudeville and moving pictures.

Buffalo Sees Williams Comedy.
Gus Mohme, representative of the Bio-

graph company, reecntly gave a special
screening of Bert Williams' newi comedy,
"A Natural Born Gambler," for the bene-
fit of several Buffalo exhibitors.

Davis Makes Buffalo Look Up.
Manager Davis of the Elmwood, Buf-

falo, has obtained special advertising ad-
vantages from his plan of flying kites
to boom his current attractions. The
kites are large and well handled and the
advertising matter can be seen from dis-
tant parts of the city.

Screen Club and Messrs. Mack, of the
General, and Brandon, of the Mutual,
were judges in a scenario contest con-
ducted by the Buffalo Evening News.
The first prize of $100 was awarded to

A. C. Willats of the News. His scenario
was entitled "Hunting Hy-Enas." The
contestants are all on the News staff.

The feature of Mr. Willat's scenario is

the efforts of a News reporter to run
down a political grafter. An aeroplane
and other sensational means are used by
the reporter to rush the news to his
paper. The piece will be produced for
the News by a leading company. Curtis
aeroplanes will be used in some of the

which will be laid along Niagara
river. Pictures showing every depart-
ment of the News will be shown on the
screen. The rush incidental to an "ex-

I well as an old fashioned print-
ing press, will be other features.

Dooley Goes to Syracuse.
.J. .\I. Bitterly, of the Popular Film Ex-

change of Buffalo, has appointed Thomas
in charge of the company's branch

office at 225 Bastable block, Syracuse.
ley was formerly connected with

th. Greatei New York Film and the
V-L-S-E.

Unicorn Reports Business Good.

! the public to visit the
lake ami rlvei resorts instead of moving
picture theaters at this season of the
year, our business is qim

Inn,,,,, Film.

Film Men Visit in Buffalo.

attracted many exhlbi-

lal Film.
; in- visitors wen

BJlmlra;
>hen, of the Symphony

Blnghamton; Mi ami Mi -i F. Arm-
I house,

Norwich, Pa., ami Mr. ami Mi
ii.. i aell,

\ •> l callei it th I'

I. ill ..I the A.VOn Hie, I.

v -,

Franklin a Public Benefactor.
•a ;i the latest

i in ..!' th< In con-
nection with this pi. hi Mi Franklin has
inst made this announcement: "Feeling
that the men have as III n • li right tO DC
omfortable a the women, men will be
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Western New York Notes.
Work on the new Strand theater, Og-

densburg, is being rushed and t:

may be open to the publi
Rushing the construction work
tracted nothing from the handsome archi-
tecture of the building.

tt Mattraw, manager of the City
Opera House, Watertown. has gone to
New York to have a tryout in some of the
moving picture companies. Mr. U
has met with success in amateur theatri-
cals in Northern New York.
The Common Council of Norwich has

been requested by ministers there to en-
act an ordinance prohibiting the showing
of moving pictures, theatricals or
ville performances in Norwich on Sun-
days. The ministers have been engaged
in the present fight for three months.
H. L. Brown is their attorney.

Louis McCarthy, a former Watertown
resident, has been acting at the Lasky
and Universal studios in California. He
was formerly in the real estate business
in Watertown.
A protest against the showing of mov-

ing pictures in which cruelty to animals
is depicted has been entered by the Jef-
ferson County, N. Y. Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals.

Rotarians Declare for High Class Films
International Convention at Cincinnati, Attended by Many Exhibitors, Also Suggests

That Days Be Set Aside for Children's Programs.
By Kenneth C. Crain, 610 First National Bank Building, Cincinnati.

THE convention of the International
Association of Rotary Clubs, held in

Cincinnati during the week of July 16,

was interesting to at least a few moving-
picture exhibitors in more ways than one.
"Various moving pictures of the "stunts"
which were so plentiful during the con-
vention were taken for local and nation-
wide exhibition, of course; but there were
two distinct features of interest aside from
this. One was the meeting of the mov-
ing-picture exhibitors' section of Rotar-
ians, held on Tuesday afternoon, June 17,

and the other was the move in favor of
cleaner pictures made by the Berkeley
(Cal.) Rotarians. The section meeting,
which was of nearly two hundred, held
by men in various lines of business, was
preceded by a luncheon at the Hotel Sin-
ton, following which the moving picture
Rotarlaris, to the number of a dozen or so,

adjourned to Rotarian Charles Welgel's
Alhambra theater, on West Fifth

a good show. Mr. Weigel, as the
Cincinnati Rotarian, was in that capacity
vice chairman of the meeting of t lie ex-
hibitors, and was actively engaged dur-
ing the entire week in the duties ami
pleasures resulting from the presence in the

i he big convention. The resolution
.,!" tlie Berkeley Rotarians pointed out the

to the morals of the young lying
in unclean pictures, and called upon the
convention to place lts< If on record In

pictures of I in- m >
' tj i.e. it

programs liy for < hildren,
ami thai

Combining Motion With Still Photog-
raphy,

natl. A unlqui
i

compel it ion bet w een movin pictures and

low in:- I lie I I

' '< t Wil-
liam Bcfiu
raphe! . h:is been thlnl

on acooum of the t< bi U fa

liable there. The Cln< Ini

- ire Company, i

u eii-km>\\ n en terprpl . whlcl

in the news and commercial mo>
tin-,- m i. is. prompt!] Indii

the Bchui ter proji c( « 01

take steps to enter the commercial field in
dry plate work. The equipment at the
company's plant is more than adequate to
ordinary photographic work, and Mr.
Runey himself is an expert photographer,
so that the venture would have every
chance of success.

McMahan & Jackson to Expand.
Cincinnati.—The firm of McMahan &

Jackson has been so successful during
the past few months in handlin-
features here and elsewhere that it is con-
templating further enterprises in that
field. Basil Cohen, a representative of
the firm, was in Cleveland recently on the
trail of several features which the firm
is thinking of acquiring, and in the mean-
time the booking of attractions already
owned or controlled by McMahan & Jack-
son continues at an acth •

"Shoes" Goes Strong at Lyric.

Dayton.—The Bluebird production of
., lilm dramatization ,

which appeared in Collier's Weekly not
lone ago, was seen :tt the I.\ii.

i eated much discussion
It u as one ,,f the most imi
tlons shown at tlie Lyric during the sum-
mer, and the management, advertising it

widely, pulled targi

Theater Project Progressing.
Youngi

ly announced his intention of building In
this city one of tlie ha mlsoin.-s, t -

picture theaters in Ohli
the Federal Holding Company [t

i with a capital
I

the Incorporate!
I nihil. Include A. E. Adams, L. .1

h.-ii. Richard Oai

Itelj determined thai the theati 1 will he
built ale

Schad Using Much Ad\-<

Bchad 1
:

•

- olumn
III the il

id ibis
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Bar Fine Arts Censorship Trailer
Portland Board Justifies Act by Plea That Its Appearance on Screen Would Disturb

Public Peace—Active Campaign Against Present Law Started on July 16—Butte

Wins Big House That Portland Loses.

Nelson, 601 Jou

PORTLAND, OUK.—The tyrannic power
of moving picture censorship w

clusivelj proved by an ad of the Port-
land censor board which caused exhlbl-

hange men and la* >•..-, una c«1
zens who were .

1
1 . i . t- i >-.

. 1 of t he board's ael

to voice a protest against Portland's
censorship such as has not been beard
here before. That act was to cut from
Triangle's "Mystery of the Flying Pish"
an anti-censorship trailer which reads as
follows:
"We protest against censorship. The

whole system of American freedom Is

based upon the Luerty of
irin spei thing he

ubject only to the peril of the
law if he abuses that liberty to print,

picture or speak anything unlawful."
The board's reason for ordering the

elimination of the anti-censorship trailer
was that it w^ould disturb the public

"Think of the significance of that act
of the censor board," said F. M Simon-
ton, treasurer of the Oregon Motion Pic-
ture Men's Association. "It seems that
our autocratic censors seek to prohibit us
from expressing our grievances against
them through the great medium of ex-
pression, the motion picture. It means
more than censorship autocracy; it means
censorship tyranny. It means more than
a censorship of pictures from standpoints
of immorality, indecency or obscenity; it

means the curbing of public protest of the
wronged by the iron heel of the party in

power. It means more than American
censorship as we have been taught to tol-

erate it; it means Russian censorship that
would rankle in the heart of the lowest
serf."

W. W. Dugan, Jr., a Portland attorney,
before whom the facts were laid, was
amazed that the censors should exercise
their power in such a palpably un-Ameri-
can manner. "For a governmental body
to bar from exhibition to the people a
film protesting that governmental body is

palpably undemocratic and atrociously
un-American," he said. "The right of rev-
olution is inherent in our citizens. A pro-
test against such a censorship as Port-
land has would undoubtedly disturb the
public peace, but the censor board's own
acts demand such a protest."

Campaign Against Censors Starts.
The campaign for a reasonable ana ap-

pealable censorship ordinance started
July 16. Copies of pamphlets describing
the motion picture men's grievances were
distributed to the patrons of the photo-
play houses and they were asked to sign
petitions addressed to the city's commis-
sioners asking them to pass an ordinance
from which there could be an appeal. An-
ti-censorship slides were distributed for
exhibition in the theaters. The campaign
is being conducted by the Oregon Motion
Picture Men's Association.

T. & D. Back to One
Commencing July 16 with

Do Well," the T & D theater
! change i This

a Week.
"The Ne'er

(vent back to
as originally
nager Leon-the policy of the

hart says the present market cannot sup-
ply really big features any oftener than
that that will be appropriate for exhibi-
tion in Portland's largest photoplay the-
ater.

Censorship Loses Theater to Portland.

Portland.—Declaring that Butte had
been selected for the site of the new
$200,000 Jensen & Von Herberg theater in

place of Portland because of Portland's
inconsistent censorship, J. G. Von Herberg

nal Building, Portland, Ore.

did not mince words in expressing his
attitude toward th<- Portland censor
Doard during his recent visit here from
Seattle. He left for Butte to attend the
ground-breaking for the new house.

Lawrence Fits Out Road Show.
Portland.—E. R. Lawrence, an' old-time

Portlander, and more recently an exhibi-
tor in Grants Pass, was in Portland re-
cently, gathering equipment for a road
outfit he is going to use on a circuit of
five towns in the vicinity of Grants Pass.
He lias an automobile which has been
equipped with a specially-constructed
genet

the cir<

• to supply his light.
jit are mining to

plans to carry a three-piec
with him which will furnish
dance after the show. While
he purchased an Edison m;

The t

/ns and he
orchestra

nusic for a
in Portland
:hine from

Lull in Censorship Fight.
There has been somewhat of a lull in

thi moving picture censorship ordinance
fight between exhibitors and the city
commissioners the past few days, but it

though! that it will be settled
within a tew days when a new ordinance
eliminal n is to be
introduced. Intimations have been given
by the exhibitors that If a suitable or-
dinance is adopted and the former ordin-
ance repealed the referendum will be
dropped. Ministers are favoring censor-
ship even in their sermons. The Rev.
I ' W. Ferry, who is chief boy scout com-
missioner, praises the advancement made
in moving pictures, but claims that clean
plays should be demanded.

Stilwell Adding Comforts for Women.
C. E. Stilwell, manager of the Class A

theater, has j.ust completed the installa-
tion of a women's rest room and dressing
room. He has also had a large mirror
placed just inside the exit of the theater

women can see to fix their hats

Heard on Portland's Film Row.
Hugh

World
Ren for

Seattle, and
road man for the same concern in this
territory, were recent visitors.

H. H. Brownell has resigned his posi-
tion as road man for Pathe out of Port-

Ed Myrick of the Columbia has a hard
time keeping a full staff of blonde girl

ushers. Esther Murray and Dorothy Ma-
loney are the latest to desert to be mar-
ried.

J. G. Sill, cameraman, returned recently
from a trip through the Olympics, where
he photographed 4,000 feet of beautiful
scenery. He is now en route to Alaska,
where he contemplates taking 10,000 feet.
Among the visitors at the exchange

were: Cap Kuhn, Kuhn theater, Lebanon,
Ore.; E. M. McGann, Grand theater, Sheri-
dan, Ore., and Mrs. Lyman Ward, Grand
theater, Camas, Wash.

Pictures at Lumber Camp
Spokane Capitalist Says His Employes
Will Have Highest Class of Films.

By S. Clark Patchin, Spokane.

SPOKANE, Wash.—An innovation lor
lumber camps in this section has been

announced by Judge A. L. Flewelling.
president and manager of the Milwaukee
Land Company, which has numerous lum-
ber camps in the Idaho forests east of

Spokane. He is arranging to have mov-
ing picture exhibition rooms established

the '< nps.
be necessary for

woodsmen employed by our company to

come to the city to see the latest wrinkle
in moving picture attractions," said Judge
Flewelling, "for we will build a moving
picture house for the men. We have
decided upon this diversion for the em-
ployes because we feel that they are en-
titled to amusement and to the very best.

We propose supplying nothing but the
highest class of pictures and to have con-
stant renewals of programs."

Sarah Truax Gives Recital.

Sarah Truax, who is Mrs. Charles S. Al-
bert of Spokane, has just returned from
Los Angeles, where she spent part of

the winter playing before the screen and
arranged a benefit dramatic recital for

Spokane soldiers who, as members of the
National guard, enlisted and are now on
the Mexican border. The recital was
given Thursday night, July 13, in the
Davenport hotel, and was largely at-

traight and :

angemei
ake ; othei

sit make.
ry

A Correction.
By a mistake in the historical sketch

of Spokane Moving Picture Theaters in
the convention number of July 15, I men-
tioned Frank T. Bailey as president of
the Liberty Amusement Company, when
it should have been L. W. Hutton.

Calgary Strike at End
Compromise Effected by Union Accept-

ing Returned Soldier Operators.
By E. C. Thomas, 821 Rogers Building,

> ALGARY, Albert
J ing the

al

open
the;

rike involv-
>mployed at

length been brought
situation which threatened to become
serious has been definitely overcome.
This strike has attracted unusual atten-
tion through the fact that the men put
in to replace the striking operators were
returned soldiers, and union circles were
deeply stirred not only in this city, but
throughout the entire Dominion, for fear
that war veterans, with the patriotic
sentiment of the country behind them,
would take the places of union employes
in many branches of trade.
So important was the settlement of the

local trouble considered that many prom-
inent labor men were moved to come to
Calgary, and there have been many con-
ferences between the local exhibitors and
the visiting union officials, including C. E.
Shea, international president of the
I. A. T. S. E. As a result of these con-
ferences it has been agreed that the re-
turned soldier operators will join the
I. A. T. S. E. and Moving Picture Oper-
ators' Union, and that the hovises in which
they are employed will be placed in good
standing.

New Theater for Soldiers.

Vernon, B. C.—W. A. Wilkinson of the
Empress theater and the Kamloops Opera
House at Kamloops, B. C, has erected a
substantial theater building here, to as-

sist in the entertainment of 8,000 soldiers
the

nths. The new theater represents a
siderable investment, and Mr. Wilkin-
plans to maintain the house perman-

ly, playing picture programs exclu-

ely. The seating capacity is 600.

Over Half of Town Sees Chaplin.

Stevenson, B. C.—Conclusive evidence

that Charlie Chaplin's appeal is not con-

fined to any particular race or color was
furnished here recently, when S. Oyama,
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of the Strand theater, catering
,ally to Japanese, ran "The Floor-

walker.'' Ill this town of 1,200 people,

648 Baw the pictur

Strand 290.

at the Strand. The

Winnipeg Building Operations.
Winnipeg, Man.—The building permit

covering the alterations to the Lyceum
theater calls for an expenditure of $15,000,

and the work of enlarging and improv-
ing the house is now in progress.- A per-

mit has also been taken out for a new-

picture theater on Corydon avenue, to

cost $15,000.

Canadian Soldiers Being Filmed.

Vancouver, B. C.—Under the supervision
of Sir Max Aitken, the Canadian official

'ii-ss at the front, a pictorial rec-

ord dealing with the Canadian soldiers in

France is now being made, and the films

thus secured will be exhibited in the

States and Canada in the near fu-

ture. H. E. Knobel has been named as

the official photographer, and several

other cameramen will also assist in the
daily exposures of the
of the fr< Canada.

M
MONTREAL NOTES.

ONTREAL.—E. L. Perry, of Philadel-
St.oflphia is the new manager

Denis theater. Mr. Perry has inaugurated
a new policy there. The French stock

company is out. First run Paramount
and Triangle pictures, too, will be shown.
The Imperial is showing three first-run

features a week—Paramount, V-L-S-B
and Metro.
H. W. Conover, manager of the Imperial,

has engaged the Fadettes Ladies' Orches-
tra of Boston to play for the feature

films. In addition they give a half-hour

concert, both afternoon and evening,

which is proving a great drawing card.

This Is their fifth week.
C. B. Price, Canadian gen

of the Mutual Film Comp
stalled an advance booking system in all

the branches in Canada.
C. St. John Brenon has resigned as lo-

cal manager of the Fox Film Company.
He is succeeded by Harvey A. Day.
Ernest H. Horstmann of Boston was in

Montreal for a few days.
M. liernstein of the Standard Film

Company has joined the Famous Players'
Company and left for Vancouver.

nager

ITEMS FROM THE DAKOTAS.
Wimbeldon, N. D.—R. Clendening is

manager of the new moving picture show
which has been opened in the Beaudoux
block.

Grand Forks,. N. D.—The Royal theater
baa installed B new Power 6B Camera-
graph

Mitchell, S. Ii- An ordinance propos-
ing to abolish the penalty for Sunday
picture shows is up before the City Coun.-
, il ol Mitchell. Thei

Lena , S. D.—Manager Lew Fein has
bad many lm
\i. ,..,,• theater, Including an Inclined
Moor, new MOtlograph, new chain and re-

Minot, n. i).—The Grand theater has
been l< aaed b M li J Qulnn
of the Lyceum theater, who plans to re-
mode] it for theatrli il attraction! aa well
as the largei photoplaj icatures.

Robinson, N D WMclJ brothers are
ting I II hen

Belfleld, N. D VJ H im Brot te and Carl
Peterson are erecting a moving picture

here.

i'or tland, n. 1 1 The famllj theater has
I"'',, leased tO J C Lallell ami Kdward
Fore.

Bj T. A. Church, 150;

-Q ERKELEY, CAL.—Through the per-
-D sonal effoins of \V. S. Koney. proprie-
tor of the Berkeley theater, a reduc-
tion in the monthly license fee paid into
the city treasurj b - picture

n mer tax
of $10 havinj; been cut in half by the
City Council. Shortly after taking over
this house in the spring Mr. Roney ad-
dressed a letter to the Mayor and called
his attention ito the fact that moving pic-
ture houses w ere still classed with trav-
eling shows and that they were more
heavily taxed than other business enter-
pris i the city. In i

Berkeley Cuts $60 Yearly from Theater Tax
W. S. Roney, of the Berkeley Theater, Calls Mayor's Attention to Existing Inequity

—City Council Acts—Construction Soon to Begin on San Francisco's Big Mar-
ket Street House.

North Street, Berkeley,

very interesting moving pictures. He has
gone to Trinidad, Col., and from there
will journey through the land of the Cliff
Dwellers to Albuquerque, X. M., making
part of the trip on horseback. Business
at the local office will be carried on as
usual by his regular office force.

Pastime Theater to Be Closed.
San Francisco.—The Pastime theater,

located on Market street, near Fourth, on
the site recently purchased by the Market
Street Realty Company, will shortly close
its doors forever, the tenants of the big
building having been notified to vacate
the premises by the end of July. It will
not be long before actual construction
work will be under way on the big the-
ater planned by this concern, contracts
for the steel work having aready been let
at a price slightly in excess of SS5.000.
The Pastime is one of the last two of the
five-cent moving picture houses in this
part of Market street.

Grand Theater Remodeled.
San Francisco.—The Grand theater, one

of the oldest moving picture houses In
the Mission District, has had a new front
installed and other changes made to
bring it up to date in both appearance
and comfort. This theater was recently
taken over by R. A. Floodberg and as-

William Citron to Visit New York.
Ban Francisco.

—

William Citron, man-
ager of the San Francisco Fox office,

plans to be in New York late in July to
confer with the officials of this .

and taken
of whom
s present-
suggested

lggested that a petiti

Council would probably be eff(

one was accordingly drawn up
to the other exhibitors, all

signed it. When the matter wa
ed to the City Council it was
that the license fee be done i

entirely, but the city treasure
to this and it was cut in half.

Theater Plan May Be Abandoned.
San Francisco.—The plan of E. M.

Frazier to erect a large moving picture
and vaudeville house on Stevenson street,

with an entrance from Market streev
through a long lobby and covered bridge,
may be abandoned, owing to the opposi-
tion of property owners.

H. ]
,
Business Getter.

Mai
did fore

H.

ment field. No sooner had he been given
the position than he got in touch with
H. I. Krause, who had worked under him
when he had charge of the Pathe Ex-
change at Denver, and within a short
time Mr. Krause was on th

The experience of this traveling man
in the exchange business has been limited

to a little more than a year, but in this

time he has risen to

a commanding posi-
tion and is regarded
as being one of the
best men on the staff

of the International,
having acquired the
unique distinction
since working out of
this office of never
leaving a town with-
out having made a

booking. He has a

very winning per-
Bonality, m a k e s

HiCkly, and
his advice has prov-
en so reliable that
many exhibitors
leave book in

entirely to him
.Mr. Krausi

th. \..r t In

Nevada ami a por
San Francisco a te« w eeke
through his entile field ami
., sub-offli

.•ill have charge, Thei

if
i

Utah, He left

in this
\e,| through the Sal

trip
w ill establish

,, over which
.uc about IS6
Inch Will be
is... ..Ml. e.

Queen Theater Being Improved.
San Francisco.—The Queen theater, on

Polk street, conducted under the manage-
ment of Henry Frobman, is being remod-
eled ami enlarged i Miveral
thousand dollars. When tins work is

completed the house will be one of the
finest in that section of the city. The en-
tire front of the house is being remodeled
and the stage is being extended to the
rear about (Q feet, a lot fronting on Sac-
ramento street having been leased for this

The aisles in the hOUSC
i.e widened, changes made in the
arrangement and new equipment installed
where it is found advisable

California News.
Santa Kosa —The tine new moving pic.

t -!. th<

ReaviS Is i;oing up rapidly and early In
the fall will he in shape for the opening.
\ir Reavia formerly conducted the i;er-

kelej theater,
I. ..S QatOfl A moving picture house is

being • - .ill, of
i lakland, This will make two I,.

tins elty.

of K.ruian Is conducting a moving pic-
tur. show One da .

Fruit vale - S C Matt' •

the i 'lamoiid Photoplaj theatt i

NOTES FROM NEBRASKA.

Edward H. Kemp Makes Long Trip. beei

handles the MOl III ma-

th.- Commercial building, and who also
i .ill 'I. \ • loping and printing

as well as
i ami i i n ors left • • entlj on

a t rip on which it is hopi d

While
it is nib- Manager Blakt tl< . « r

I . 111... U led
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Wichita Sunday Opening
: Thousand Names Already Secured to Petition Asking for Plebiscite to Decide

Question—Business Conditions Improving in Corn Belt—Joplin Mayor Enforc-

ing Fifteen-Minute-to-Reel Rule.

By Kansas City News Service.

W [CHITA, K.\N. The moving picture

exhibitors have already secured more
than enough names to the petition asking

for an election on the subject of Sunday
shows; and it seems certain that the peo-

ple will be given a chance to vote on the

subject. Some of the opponents of Sun-

da v shows made the charge that many
signers didn't know what they had put

their names to. The exhibitors killed

that canard bv going around to every one

of the signers and giving him a chance

to withdraw his name. Nineteen names
canceled, out of the total of more

6,000—and that is a smaller percent-

exchanges are cordially acquiescing when
the exhibitors suggest a week's cancella-
tion of features, realizing that it's hard to
buck the Chautauquas in small towns.
Other exchanges are urging the exhibitors
to maintain their big features just the
same, and get some of the crowds that

: to t

nd after
titude. The man-

ille houses are not

he movement for Sunday oper

age than usually changes i

assuming a defini"
agers
joining

therefor
houses
in fact,

ing, and the electioi

ably be on whether moving pict

shall show on Sunday. There a

one or two exhibitors who seem to thinK

that they would be better off without

Sundav shows, but so far they have not
* t keep

Wichita hasn't had Sunday
tures for several ye;

William Barry left.

Marple on Sunday oik

was often arrested the

He used

uoving pic-
fact, since

:o open the

Ted Morse Getting Along.

"They" all know Ted Morse—by "they"

meaning both exhibitors and exchange

men, in the Kansas City territory. Ted
Morse used to help around the Yale ex-

change in Kansas City during the ancient

six years i go. He took
a flier in another line,

but came back. He
traveled for the Gen-
eral out of Kansas
City for two years,

and last May cast his

lot with the World.
He is now doing fine

work for Richard Rob-
ertson, manager of the
World at Kansas City.

Ted knows every ex-
byaitor in Kan

first

all call him
"Ted." Doesn'

any difference whether he expects to sell

'em or not, he calls on them and keeps
acquainted. Finally, they hand him a lit-

tle one, and later a big one.

Matters Looking Up in Corn Belt.

Kansas City, Mo.—The extremely hot
weather for two weeks in July put a

crimp in the business, of many exhibitors,

and here and there in the small towns, as

well as in the cities, houses were closed

to await more favorable weather. In the

country the occupation with harvest and
farm work also acted to reduce patron-
age. A heavy rain shortly after the mid-
dle of the month was greeted with delight

by all exhibitors and exchange men, for

it was badly needed for corn and other

crops, and to freshen up the grass. It

meant real money, for not only did it

guarantee good production of crops, but it

put the people into a good humor, and
they felt more like spending a few cents

for the picture shows. It laid the dust

and cooled the air—and generally was a
most welcome and salutary rain, despite

the slight damage done by the accom-
panying wind.
The Chautauquas of Kansas and Mis-

souri are now in full swing, with their

natural detraction from the business of

the moving picture houses. Some of the

"I figure that I

an exhibitor off

manager. "He's
takes the feature

playing safe to let

a week," said one
to be sore if he

d loses money. He
if he cancels and

wishes he had kept the feature. So I let

them slide through the Chautauqua 'en-
gagement with little stuff. They always

More Power to Joplin Mayor.
Joplin, Mo.—Mayor Hugh Mclndoe, of

Joplin, has learned that one feature of
the ordinance regulating motion picture
theaters is not being observed, and he has
written to the exhibitors asking that they
pay more attention to it. This is the sec-
tion that requires films to be run at no
faster rate than 1,000 feet in 15 minutes.
Complaints have been made that pictures
are being run nearly twice as fast as that,

to the detriment of the eyes of the spec-
tators. The speed of the comedy pictures
will not, however, be interfered with,
when the exaggerated pace of objects is

a feature of the fun.

Kansas Governor Entertains Children.

Topeka, Kan.—Arthur Capper, governor
of Kansas, has every year for the past
ten years entertained the children of To-
peka on his birthday, July 14. The past
two years the entertainment has consist-
ed chiefly of free tickets to moving pic-
ture shows. This year was the biggest of
all, and more than 7,000 children enjoyed
his hospitality. There were ice cream
cones to start with, and then the strips
of tickets for the moving pictures were
given out. Special programs had been
provided by the exhibitors, the shows
starting at 9 o'clock. Tickets were so
printed and distributed that the crowds
were scattered among the ten theaters
during the day. The theaters were crowd-
ed with the children until 5 o'clock in the
evening, after which the free admissions
were not good.

Robertson Pushing Brady Pictures.

large town in the Kansas City

sum was spent on adapting it to moving
pictures. It is now running "Glor
mance" and will complete this series this
summer. Mr. Gilday engaged the stock
company while in New York.

Bowles Strong on Novelties.
George Bowles, publicity man of the

Universal, at Kansas City, gets up some-
thing novel every week or so, to attract
the attention and arouse the interest of
the exhibitor. It would take a book to
describe all his devices. But one recent
exploit had such large returns in orders
that it should not be omitted. This was a
series of postcards. They went by post,
though they were 6 by 11 inches in size.
A double rule down the front cut off the
address side from that for comment, and
the comment was brief, a teaser to cause
the recipient to turn the card over. One
said, for instance, "If you're sound asleep
and snoring, it's time to turn over. Well,
turn this over anyway." There was prob-
ably 100 per cent, of reading of these
pieces of mail, which could not be said
for circular letters.

Jrady-Made pic
i that they will
mailer towns in

e cashing in on
used by the

territory
tures—and the prospect i

get wide booking in the s

the fall. The exhibitors a
the fever of authorship
Brady contest. But they foresee that after
the contest is over and the resulting pic-

tures released,. there will be even stronger
interest in the productions, on the part
of the public, which will want to see these
extraordinary features. In Kansas City
Richard Robertson, manager of the World
office, has joined with the exhibitors of
the Brady-Made pictures in co-operative
advertising. Mr. Robertson pays for the
display heading which tells of the pic-

tures and gives the names of the actors;
the dozen or more exhibitors pay for their
various sized spaces to give the subjects
and the dates.

Willis Wood to Put on Stock.

Joseph H. Gilday, manager of the Willis

Wood theater, announced recently on his

return from New York that the Willis

Wood would put on a season of stock this

fall. This theater has been running pic-

tures for two years. It is one of the most
beautiful theaters in the west, and a large

Personals.
E. H. Wachter, manager of the Fox, at

Kansas City, is taking a short run over
the territory of Southern Missouri and
Eastern Kansas. Wachter likes to get out
himself once in a while.
Jack Brainard, formerly manager of the

Wichita office of the Mutual, is now as-
sisting F. L. Kiltz, manager of the ex-
change at Kansas City, doing the work
that E. C. Mills used to do.

Missouri and Kansas Doings.
Trenton, Mo.—Byron Sherwood is re

modeling his theater here.
Camden, Mo.—L. Stiles is enlarging his

theater.
Concordia, Mo.—George Beach has

bought a Power 6A machine, which will
be put into service when the present
work of enlarging the theater is corn-

Wellington, Kan.—F. E. Runnell, who
leased the Isis a month ago, is having an
excellent business through the summer.
He is making good with features, running
"Peg o' the Ring" and the "Iron Claw" at
present.

Wellington, Kan..—Chris Glamann is

decorating the Majestic.
Arkansas City, Kan.—J. Roy Burford

has had special frames built to accord
with the artistic front of his Rex theater,
for mounting posters and advertising,
Hutchinson, Kan.—Fred Savage has in-

stalled on the De Luxe theater an electric
sign that is a wonder. This sign is some
10 feet high and 25 feet Wide, erected on
top of the second story of the building.
The word "De Luxe" is on top; below it

are tapestry effects in scintillating lights,
and below them is a great American flag
that waves. Nobody comes into Hutchin-
son without having his eyes drawn to that
sign. The streets of this city are extraor-
dinarily wide, the street on which this
theater is located being more than 100
feet.

Kansas City, Mo.—"The Grip of Evil" is

breaking records already, before it has
been shown. Howard Jameson went out
from the Pathe office recently and booked
it in seven towns, the notable part of the
book being that three theaters in Wichita
took it.

Indiana Happenings
By Indiana Trade News Service, 803 State

Life Building, Indianapolis.

Frank Irwin of Liberty has sold the
Union theater of that city to Mrs. Bert
Shriner. The business will be managed
by Harry Shriner. The Gem theater, op-
erated by Mr. Shriner, will be closed. Mr.
Irwin will go into the moving picture
business in New Paris.
The Old Trails theater, Centerville, has

changed hands three times within the
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last month. W. i>. Cook sold out to

Charles Porter, Charles Porter to J. B.

Davison, and Mr. Davison disposed of the

Show i" -l.i 8 Burton Wharton, of Rich-
mond. Mr. Wharton is a hustler and is

I to make the Old Trails theater

even more popular than it has previously

The Holmes Brothers of West Terre
Haute are building The Holmes theater at

213-15 PariB avenue. The house is just

two doors west of the theater being op-

erated by the Holmes Brothers at this

time.
i !. ii ll.- of Plymouth has sold the

Lyric theater, Columbus, to the former
owners, Frank Clevenger and Dr. W. T.

Irvine. The house will be renovated and
new equipment added. The former own-
ers announced that a strictly five-cent

show will be operated.
Manager Charles Sweeton of the Or-

pheum, Evansville, put on a Guardsman
Day program and devoted 20 per cent, of

the gross receipts to a fund for the Na-
tional Guardsmen. Evansville recruiting

had been backward and Manager Sweet-
on's action was particularly timely and
of a distinct local help in bringing the

recruiting up to the quota for Evans-
ville.

John Hepp, owner of the Star theater,

Booneville. has been sued for $10,000 for

alleged slander. The suit was filed by
R. T. Hutchinson, a former employe, who

i hat Hepp accused him of setting

fire to his theater.

•Albert Metzger, manager of the Fairy

theater, Knox, charged with violation of

the Sunday law, was acquitted by a jury

after four minutes deliberation. This

opens the way for Sunday shows in Knox.

The Rialto theater, Indianapolis, has

been opened. The new house is at the

intersection of three streets at the busiest

downtown corner. The interior is strik-

ing. It probably has the largest num-
liKhts in use of any theater in

the state. A Seeberg piano is being in-

stalled.

Sherman Welsch and Glen Wolfcale of

BlufftOIl have bought the American
Elkhart.

The Circle theater. Indianapolis, which
Ol erection, was recently

subjected to a test with bags of sand
ISO,000 pounds.

The Crosaland-Gilmore Company of

has incorporated with $20,000
, ,un a moving picture

theater. The incoi poi atora at e E. P. Me-
nd H. a. Cross-

Modern Theater for Lima.

The De Luxe
in, 01 porated In 1 1

stock of $10,000, is planning the construc-

tion of a moving picture theater along

modern lines. A. Ritzier, [ra E. Wright
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o seating 500 or more, or 20 cents a seat a 1

i. year for • aller houses. Kenosha re- c

Refuse License to Varsity and Pastime.
Madison.—Because there were too many

pictures "For adults only" was one of tne
principal reasons for refusing a license to
the Varsity theater on State street. The
Pastime theater on West Washington ave-
nue also was refused a license. Both are
owned by R. H. Karn. He recently pur-
chased the Varsity theater from R. L.

Thatcher.

Gregory-Mahler Now the Badger.
Milwaukee,—The Badger Photoplay Cor-

poration was the title selected at the re-
organization of the Gregory-Mahler Film
Company, 510 Edison street. Steps were
taken to complete the initial release, "The
Bold, Bad Pirate," and with plans for a
number of other productions it is hoped
to soon have two companies at work.
These, new officers were elected: Presi-
dent, T. W. Sheriffs, president of the Sher-
iffs Manufacturing Company; vice-presi-
dent, A. T. Hummel; secretary and treas-
urer, E. M. Fable; general manager, O. A.
Thomas; general director, R. D. Clifton;
superintendent of laboratory and chief
cameraman, R. Cam. Henry H. Roden-
stab was appointed counsel.

Majestic Takes Over La Crosse.
La Crosse.—L. L. Koppelsbergcr, Harry

L. Colman and Frank R. Schwalbe, stock-
holders of the Majestic Theater company,
have purchased the La Crosse theater
from M. F. Gage for $51,500. Koppel-
berger will manage the new house, using
theatrical attractions, but will remain as

Censorship In Wisconsin

Supervising Authorities in Seven of Six.

teen Largest Cities of Badger State.

i, 11 Madiaon.

» rADISGN, u is Moving picture ahowa
\ 1

i'lc "'"is

en of the sixteen

1 tie out-

the chief
my pic-

ii able. The same
plan is supposed i" rule In

1
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IIM - " 10

Milwaukee ind

A rnmpnrison of lie, I!

made bj th< CM
,;.,,.,,,,. ,. h: ,, ;

-, . $60 1 u roi shows at

10 cenl I

"",it,-. $r,n; Su-

perior. $25. and $50 if 20 cents or more

la oharged; Oahkoah, $100 for theaters

Heeman Shows Real Civic Spirit.

Portage.—When Manager William Hee-
man of the Majestic theater learned that
Judmon & Avers of the Home
were to show the Milwaukee Journal's
films of the Wisconsin National Guard for
the relief of guardsmen's dependents he
closed his own house for that night. The
pictures were shown under the auspices
of a local committee.

Wisconsin Brevities.

Gillett.—The Gem theater has been
opened with moving pictures.
Stoughton.—Charles Guelson, proprietor

of the Lyric theater, and Charles Bacon,
proprietor of the Globe theater, have
jointly leased the auditorium for a year
and will give moving pictures and the-
atrical performances there.
Dunbar.—Mr. Woosencraft has started

a moving picture show here.
Eau Claire.—The Profit-Sharing Theater

company of this city has filed at Madison
an amendment to its charter changing its

name to the Eau Clair theater company
and reducing its capital from $50,000 to
$40,000.
Milwaukee.—A new moving picture the-

ater is announced by Thomas Saxe. It

will open about December 1 in a building
to be erected at 41G-430 Grand avenue and
will seat 2.000.

Racine.—The Bijou theater took ad-
vantage of the interest in things military
and had the Zenith Motion Picture com-
pany of Chicago make a local photoplay,
"Secret Orders, or Battery C in Action."
The film ran two days at the Bijou and
the soldiers had charge of the ticket sale.

Nashville Exhibitor Through With Serials
W. H. Wassman Says That While They Are All Right in Residential Neighbor-

hoods It Is Different When Catering to Transients.

J. L. Ray, 101-1 Stahlr

NASHVILLE. Tenn.—W. H. Wassman,
the man who brought motion pictures

to Nashville, and who operates at pres-
ent two of the largest houses in the
city says he is not a believer in serials

nving card, and has booked his
last one.
"The serial is well enough for the

suburban house where the sum' crowd is

in attendance every week," he says, "but
t traction I find that it

does not meet with the same favor as
the regular program! I have bad fust

1 ., wide field of aerials (luring
the past few months, but have unrestric-
tedly turned them down, with

lining at one .1! n

ii ti,.- Milt:. Burl ii, which

the star's reputation. I am of the opin-
ion that the serial is losing I L> Or, and
wish to reiterate niv statl ' ' nl that I

am through witli them.''

Mr. Waasman's viewpoint is upheld by
a number of tin- Nashville exhibltora,

I that the serial for the uptown
grace with the motion

public.

Sundays Tight in Chattanooga.

Chattai ga. Follow in

open the Cb tl

...uses on Sundaj COm< -
1
Uimck-

niit blow 10 Sunday b «< ball from \t-

.. neral \\ 1. 11 ,!•

n ho holda thai the Sunda: - would
,v ith the st., i.- nuisance

that prompt Intervention l.v th.- authori-
al follow anj attempt to •

on that day.

Knoxville Man Secures War Films

Know 111,. Katie Harrison, writer and

In ti..- thiol) of th( B< 1 -111111 and French
1, Mil. .

is hark In Tennessee with a num-
ber Ol I

I war flln>B which have not

is well
i

-

Mr. Harris,
ved

iff Of the London Mail, and also
of the 1. on, Ion Sphere. Special exhibi-
tions have been given in Knoxville. ami
the l.v, ,11111 of I

'

•.. d the
pleturea for a feature attraction, •

prices to fifteen and twent\-tive

Parthenon Equipment at Auction.
Nashville.—The Parthenon tin

handsome feature house, forme! 1 .

at,,l by the Parthenon Amusement Com-
pany, Ira Lamb, president. b E

cloaed down foi illowing
the appointment of a receiver T
sni for the ultimate failure of thi

is attributed to its location, who'.
of the theater district. The equipment
was sold at public auction by Trustee

on -inly 1 ii,. C
impany, Including all fixtures, a

complete generating outfit, and two
r..w er 8-A projecting ma, I

Thi> leas,- will bl

Shorsy Runs Newspaper Weekly.

eklv
Knoxville

, all about ll,. •

1 lib a lilinil., 1

color to lb.

All Nashville Programs in One >

the follow 1

otopla) ho
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Detroit Considers Film Ordinance
Drastic Measure Regulating Handling, Storage and Sale of "Inflammable Liquids,"

But Aimed at Exchanges and Theaters, Is Referred to Committee—News In
and Around Vehicle City.

By Jacob Smith". 503 Pre

DETROIT, Mich.—A new city ordinance
amending the present one regulating

the handling, storage and sale of inflam-
mable liquids and directly aimed at the
theaters and motion pictures exchanges
was introduced Into the Detroit common
council on Tuesday, July 18, and has been
referred to the ordinance committe. it

is one of the most drastic ever introduced
as affecting the motion picture industry.
Its salient points are as follows:
Before any firm can start an •

he must file full particulars with the ae-
partment of buildings, giving particulars
as to load of floors, weight of film to be
stored and other information, and must
then pay a license fee of $10.

Vaults must be of fireproof materials,
doors must be of iron and must open di-
rectly into rooms used for examining film.

Vaults must not have a capacity for more
than 750 cubic feet.

Safes shall not exceed 150 cubic feet. •

Two hundred reels of film weighing not
more than 1,000 pounds in the aggregate
may be stored in cabinets, but no one
cabinet shall contain more than 50 reels,
or 250 pounds. When two or more cabin-
ets are used, they shall be in a separate
room with outsid-e ventilation and in-
closed by fireproof partitions with fire

doors of the corridor type.
Each container for film storage shall be

provided with a pressure relief vent open-
ing to the outside of the building, directly
through an exterior wall, or through a
separate stack with walls of reinforced
concrete or brick at least five inches thick
and shielded at the top. Each pressure
relief vent shall be protected against the
weather by thin glass painted a dark
color or by other incombustible fragile
material in a sash arranged to open auto-
matically in case of fire by the use of a
fusible link or theremostat placed inside
the film container.
The outlet of each vent shall be located

at a point above the roof.
There should be no ventilation of vaults

other than a pressure relief opening, dis-

charging directly to the outside of 'the
building. Blower systems circulating air
in the vault are objectionable, even after
every reasonable safeguard has been pro-
vided. Each room in which motion pic-
ture films are stored shall be provided
with mechanical ventilation In a mannei
approved by the department of safety
ngin. ring.

It shall be the duty of the department
of buildings, under the provisions of this
ordinance, to see that all fire escapes and
exits fully comply with the requirements
of this ordinance and the building code.
No films shall be stored in any building

used for a theater or place of assemblage
except such number as is necessary for
the running of a motion picture show-
house for one day, and these shall be
stored in containers provided for in this
ordinance and the same shall be stored
in the booths provided for by ordinance
state regulation. The number of film so
stored shall not exceed twelve.

Buildings now occupied for film ex-
changes that cannot be made fully to
comply with the provisions of this or-
dinance may be granted an extension of
time to satisfy the spirit of the ordin-
ance.

In addition to other provisions of this
ordinance the printing, developing, ex-
amining and repairing and operation of
exchange rooms shall be governed by the
following requirements:

(a) Shall have outside ventilation and
separated from each other and the re-
mainder of the building by tight parti-
tions of fire-resistive material, with all

lilding. i

door openings provided by self-closing fire
doors of the corridor type and all window
openings protected by standard self-clos-
ing fire windows.

(b) Such rooms shall be used neither
for storage nor handling of combustible
materials other than the films. There
shall be no electric wiring on the exam-
ination tables.

(c) The number of reels of films not in
metal cans shall be limited to twenty in

ingle room at any one time. The num-
ber of I .Is i the « epaii
ing room awaiting attention shall be
limited to ten for each operator.
Rooms having more than twenty films

not in metal cans during rush hours shall
be subdivided by partitions of fire-resis-
tive material with all door openings pro-
tected by self-closing fire doors of the
corridor type.

In each exchange room approved vaults
should be utilized for temporary storage
and sorting of films in cans while being
handled.
Each reel of film shall be kept in a

separate metal can with tight-fitting
cover, except when in use.

All scrap or waste shall be kept under
water, to be kept separate from paper
waste, and must be removed once a day.

AND

They shall be safeguarded with the re-
quirements of paragraphs 38 (U) and (V)
of the National Electrical Code. The
booth may be omitted if the machines are
in a separate room inclosed by incombus-
tible partitions with all door openings
protected by self-closing fire windows.
If more than five machines are in one
room, each machine shall be separately
inclosed in an approved booth.

Electric motors if used should be pref-
erably of the induction type, without
commutators, or if of the direct-current
type, to have entirely inclosed commuta-
tors. All wiring and current controlling
devices must be of vapor proof construe-

Only hot air, hot water or steam heat
shall be used. The heating pipes should
be preferably overhead attached to the
ceiling.
Smoking and carrying of matches shall

be strictly prohibited.
All buildings containing more than a

total of fifty reels or films, 250 pounds,
shall be equipped with an approved sys-
tem of automatic sprinklers. Each room
shall be equipped with at least one ap-
proved hand fire extinguisher. At least
one pail of water and one pail of sand
for each vault, safe or cabinet in use.
The provisions herein contained also

apply to motion picture studios.
Upon the passage of this ordinance the

mayor shall appoint one citizen engaged
in the storage and handling of films as
a member of the Board of Rules for In-
flammable Liquids. Such person shall
have had at least three years' experience
in the handling of films.

Grand Circus Files Bankruptcy Petition.

A voluntary petition in bankruptcy was
filed on July 19, in the United States Dis-
trict Court of Detroit, by the Grand Circus
Theater, 301 Woodward avenue, of which
Arthur W. Blankmeyer is president and
general manager. Total liabilities of the
theater are scheduled at $18,929, and as-
sets of $28,000. The lease on the build-
ing was valued at $20,000, and the equip-
ment at $8,000.
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Detroit Notes.
Abe Siegel, formerly with the Fox and

liel film exchanges, is now traveling in
for -Mutual.

The Michigan Metro Film Corporation,
now on East Jefferson avenue, has leased
part of the second floor of the building at
71-,:. I '.r..ad way, and will move to the
new location as soon as contractors com-
plete alterations, probably about the middle

list. This makes two film ex-
changes in this building, the other being
the Triangle Film Corporation.
"How Britain Prepared" started an in-

definite engagement at the Detroit opera
house on .Sunday, July 23.

II A. Taylor is now vice-president and
manager of the Lakewood theater, at
Lakewood and Oneida avenues, Detroit.
The other offices of the company are John
Cutler, president, and Bertha E. Cutler,
secretary and treasurer.

Despite the tremendous and record-
breaking heat for two weeks starting July
10, Detroit houses did a satisfactory busi-
ness, exceeding even expectations. All
managers are looking forward to a big
fall business. By October Detroit will
unquestionably be a city of 800,000 popu-

M. S. Bailey, manager of the Detroit
Universal Exchange, attended the annual
Shrine conclave at Buffalo the week of
July 10th.
The Del-The Amusement Company,

which is erecting a theater on Mack av-
enue, Detroit, has increased its capital
stock from $75,000 to $125,000.

Constitution to Aid Weekly
Atlanta's Big Journal to Co-operate

With Pathe News Service.

THE Pathe News Weekly will in future
have the benefit of the active co-oper-

ation of the Daily Constitution and its

hundreds of news representatives in the
South. With the view of bringing its

southern service up to the standard of
its world-wide feature the Pathe company-
has completed arrangements with the
Constitution through which the camera-
men of the Pathe will be able to gain
many hours' time in reaching the scene
of news developments in any section of
the South. Pictures of all news develop-
ments of general interest in Georgia, Flor-
ida, Alabama and Tennessee will be given
special prominence in future runs of the
Pathe company's news weekly.

Committee Kills One Sunday Bill.

A blue-stocking bill introduced by Rep-
resentative Neill in the Georgia Legisla-
ture which would have prevented Sunday
moving pictures for charity or any pur-
pose whatever, was voted down by the
committee. Representative Neill wasnon-
commital as to whether another bill along
the same line, but less strenuous, shall
be forthcoming.

tion in Chicago of the managers of the
International Film Service.
"Where Are My Children?" has crowded

the Piedmonr theater all during the week.
William Oldknow, of the Consolidated
Film Company, has been looking after the
details.

L. S. Levine, district manager of the
Fox Film Corporation, is in New Orleans
for a short business trip.

U. T. Koch, manager of the Bluebird, is

making a trip over his territory, and re-
ports business splendid.
James Calnay, manager of the Grand

theater, is preparing to produce a number
of photoplays in Atlanta, and is advertis-
ing for a number of actresses and actors.
The plays are to be produced with local
talent.
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Baltimore Letter
By J. M. Shellman, L902 Mt Royal Terrace,

Baltimore.

To Restrict Playing of Anthem.

AN ordinance which was approved by
Mayor Preston of Baltimore, on July

7th, 1916, has been made to regulate the
manner and place in which the national
anthem may be sung or rendered. The
reasons for the ordinance as given are
beeause "The Star Spangled Banner" is

recognized as the national anthem, be-
cause ii was composed in Baltimore City,
and because the rendering of it in con-
nection with other compositions tends to
lower the esteem in which it should be
held.

It is provided that the anthem shall not
be played, sung or rendered in the City of
Baltimore in any public place, or at any
public entertainment, or in any theater or
moving picture hall, restaurant or cafe,
except as an entire and separate com-
position or number, without embellish-
ments of national or other melodies, nor
shall "The Star Spangled Banner" be
played at or in any of the places men-
tioned for dancing or as an exit march;
and whenever and wherever practicable,
the musicians, performers or other per-
sons shall stand while playing, singing"
or rendering "The Star Spankled Banner."
Any person violating the provisions of
this section shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor, and upon conviction thereof be-
fore a court of competent jurisdiction of
this state shall be fined not more than
one hundred dollars.

Captain Koenig Declines Big Offer.

Harry Woods, resident manager of
Loew's Hippodrome theater, Eutaw street,
at Baltimore, was the recipient of a
short worded but large intentioned letter
last week from Marcus Loew, owner of
the Loew vaudeville circuit, in New York.
Mr Woods' instructions were to inter-

plain Paul Koenig of the German
submarine Deutschland, ami make him an
offer of $1,000 a day for three days, to ap-
pear for five minutes a performance at the
American theater In New York City. This
offer was made for immediate acceptance
on the part of the Captain. The Captain
declined to accept the offer, but thanked
Mi Woods for the invitation to visit the
Hippodrome.

Academy Manager Recuperating.
Harry A. Henkel, manager of the

Academy of Music. North Howard street,
is now at his home recuperating from an
operation for appendicitis.

New Unicorn Service Exchange.
The Unicorn Film Service Corporation

has made arrangements to locate an ex-
change in this city. Palmore & Hommand,
412 East Lexington street, who have been
engaged in the moving picture supply
business for some time, will distribute the

ii ion. It is under-
stood the suppl\ business will be carried
on in conjunction with the exchange

Submarine Crew Entertained at Garden,
orge Schneider or the

Garden theater. Lexingto
Pai I. avenue, entertain.
crew of tin- submarine Deutschland as his

Thursday, Julj 12 am the sub-

on both nights thej were taken oul to
luppet bj Mi Si hm ld< - ' th<

comi a ere tendered i hem bj t he audi -

nd thai
"i t io i >• at -' ii i

I on 1 ll"

"The Stai nei " « ere plaj ed,
all stood "1 t|i u achl am

sang the s

Germans Take Notes on "Britain Pre-
pared."

On Tuesday night, July 11, it was
noticed by those present that two officers
from the German submarine Deutschland
were present at Ford s opera house to

that house. Both men paid strict „..

tention to every phase of the picture,
and when that part of the film showing
the big gun called '"Mother" and the use
of the periscope was exhibited they hasti-

Wells Hawks a Baltimorean.
Wells Hawks, who has gone to Chicago

to accept the position as personal man-
ager and literary secretary for Mary Pick-
ford, was formerly a Baltimorean. He
managed the Academy of Music on North
Howard street, this city, for some time,
and only gave that up to become the head
of the publicity force of Charles Frohman
in New York.

Gilmore Talks Animated Cartoons.
W. J. Gilmore, representative of the

Mutt and Jeff Film Company, handling
the animated cartoon service, has been in
town for a week or so and is meeting suc-
cess with his bookings. Mr. Gilmore was
formerly associated with the General Film
Company in New York.

Premier of Lewy Picture.

On Saturday night, July 15, a premier
screening of the one-reel comedy picture

made by Harry Lewy. the Baltimore
cameraman, for George Joekel of this
city, was given at the Great Wizard the-
ater. This picture is essentially an ad-
vertising film and a number of the ex-
terior scenes were taken on the Gunther
estate in Guilford. A number of
were present at the exhibition.

Slide Aids Armored Car Fund.
In the endeavor which is being made in

Maryland to raise money for an armored
car for the Maryland militia all the mov-
ing picture theaters are giving their
hearty co-operation. Between the pro-
grams of pictures a slide is flashed on the
screen urging people to contribute to the
cause. The slide which is being used was
designed and made by Harry Lewy.

Architect Selected for McHenry Theater.
Architect Oliver B. Wright, 1123 Munsey

building, has been selected by the re-

cently Incorporated McHenry Theater
Company to draw up plans for the $75,000
picture theater to be erected by this com-
pany at Cross and Light streets. This
theater will be planned after the Majes-
tic theater in Detroit and the New Vic-
toria theater in Buffalo. A large organ
is to be installed.

Censor Stone Has Time for Politics.

William F. Stone, former Collector ot

the Port and at present minority member
of the moving picture censor board, has
been appointed sergeant-at-arms for the

Republican meeting which will be
held in New York on July 31, to notify
Charles E. Hughes that he has been
selected by the G. O. P. to be its candi-
date for the Presidency.

Lotz New Head of General Film in Boston
Succeeds E. J. Farrell, Who Has Been With Organization for Seven Years—Frank

D. Stanton Assumes Charge of the Fenway—Send State Films to Bay State

Soldiers.

By William Flynn, 80 Summer Street, Boston.

Rh< Wbe,

TW'i i very Important changes as to the
management of local moving picture

businesses took place this week. H. E.
Lotz of New York, former district man-
ager of the General Film, came to Boston
as manager of the Boston office and gen-
eral supervisor of the New England dis-
trict. He succeeds E. J. Farrell, who for
the past seven years has been with the
General Film, and has been New England
manager since he returned from Atlanta,
Ga., some months ago, where during the
winter he was in charge of the South dis-
trict of the General Film Exchange.
The change, in the management or the

General Film Exchange came as a »ur-
priSe iti Boston, as no intimation of Mr.
Kartell's leaving the General Film service
had been received among the exchange-

[j Parrel! is nov,
of his Boston associates know

just what plans he has for the futUl
lily one of the best-known fllm
men in New England, living

been in tb business in this district for
Mr. Lotz comes to Boston from

the West.
Another important change In manage*

it the Fenwaj theater,
Boston finest

Stanton, until recently on the
the V-L-S-D in the New England

v. BUC-
umner, who has bad the

management of the house since it opened
some six months ago. Mr. stanton as-

-aturdav \\ i t ll a

complete k now led • ol 11 I hi

of the Franklin Pai k th<

trlct ot i

Managers See "The Yellow Menace."
Manager Herman Bifkin of the Eastern

Film Company Is very busy these days
handling the New England booking of
"The Yellow Menace," the sixteen episode
serial starring Edwin St.

tributed through the Unity Sales Corpor-
ation. The fllm was given its first show-
ing in Boston this week to over one hun-
dred and fifty managers from all parts of
New England at the Majestic theater.
The in-

i thuslaatlc Mr.
Rifkin is placing the rights for publish-
ing the Story Of "The Yellow Men.

land newspapers and the serial
Story will be run In conjunction with the
film story. The first episode will be re-

5< ptember 14.

Metro Exchange Nearing Completion
The Metro exchange building on church

rapidly nearing completion, it

will b. 01

pointed film exchanges In N>\\ England.
Another month will s.e t he • i

opened and dolrg I

Bay State Soldiers to Have Films.
Moving pictures supplied by thi

monwealtb K>f M
tertaln the Btati

Border The
about In

Panama P
setts .,,,,i » ,., . Bhow n d '

In San

the .mi i
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Pittsburgh Screeners toHold Outing
Four Hundred Exchangemen, Exhibitors and Attaches Are Expected to Get To-

gether on July 30—Rex Buys Another House—Latrobe's Paramount Opens—
Pittsburghers at the Convention—Petz Sells and Buys.

: Pittsburgh News Service

Pi TTSBTJ RGH, Pa.—Arrangement;
being completed for the fir

outing of the Pittsburgh Screen Club, to
be hold Sunday, July 30, at Wexford Park.
The affair la looked forward to as one of
the most enjoyable social events of the
year in local film circles. Pour hundred
exchange men, exhibitors and employes
are expected to attend, and a number of
special ears have been chartered to con-
vey the crowd to the picnic grounds from
x a. in. to 10 a. m. An interesting program
of field sports will be carried out, includ-
ing two baseball games. Dancing and a
basket dinner in the grove will be other
features of the day. Motion pictures are
to be made of the entire outing. Slides
advertising the affair have been prepared
and are being shown in various houses
throughout the city. The. Summer Outing
Committee, appointed to arrange this and
other outings in a series to be conducted
by t lie Screen Club during the warm
months, is composed of Charles Seltzer,
chairman; Max W. Herring, P. A. Mans-
field and John Long.

Rex Adds Another Link to Chain.
The Rex Amusement Company, with

business offices at 6017 Penn avenue, has
added to its chain of handsome theaters
in the Pittsburgh district the Camera-
phone theater, at 1600 Fifth avenue. This
concern, of which Mark Browarsky is
manager, now controls fo
is said to be on the lookout for several
others in the city. The Rex chain already „
consisted of the Rex theater, in the East summer Shows Arousing Antagonism.
Liberty section; the Victoria, in Centei

and Weirton,

and the new Orpheum, recently
opened at Forbes street and Murray ave-
nue, in the Squirrel Hill district. The lat-
est acquisition of the film is known as
the outer Fifth avenue Camerophone the-
ater, to distinguish it from the downtown
Camerophone and the East Liberty Cam-
eraphone. The house has been rented by
Mr. Browarsky for a term of years at a
total rental of $30,000. It is to be closed
for two weeks and is being redecorated
and improved with new equipment at a
considerable expense. The best feature
pictures obtainable will be shown daily
at the Cameraphone under the new man-
agement, as the same high standards will
be maintained as at the other Rex
houses. One of the improvements to be
inaugurated with the reopening of the
theater will be an eight-piece orchestra.

hibitors of the Pittsburgh territory
against the inroads of the outdoor sum-
mer picture shows, particularly of the
traveling variety, and there is talk of in-
troducing into city council an ordinance
taxing airdomes at a figure which would
offer protection to the permanent picture
houses. M. Feitler, proprietor of the El-
more theater, and a member of the board
of governors of the Pittsburgh Screen
Club, is an advocate of the proposed
measure. Discussing the matter, Mr. Feit-
ler said: "Itinerant retail merchants are
obliged to pay a heavy tax when they
open temporary quarters in the city, for
the protection of the regularly estab-

ure of man was watched with gr«

016 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh,

second floors, the balcony extending along
both sides in ornamental style. A very
Hi. i, nt ventilating system has been in-

stalled. The projection booth is equipped
with two motor-driven Simplex machines.
The music is supplied by an eight-piece
orchestra at the evening shows. Para-
mout and Triangle features are run and
the admission price is 10 cents for the
first floor and 5 cents for the second. The
house manager is E. E. Rutter, formerly
of the St. Clair theater, Greensburg, Pa.

Miller's Olympic Hit by Fire.
The Olympic theater, operated by

Charles H. Miller, at Weirton, West Va.,
was damaged by fire recently to the ex-
tent of about $1,400 and the loss of six
reels of film. The blazu broke out in the
projection booth during the performance,
but the audience left the house without
confusion and there was no one injured.
Repairs are being made and damaged
equipment replaced, and the Olympic will
be reopened in a week or so. Mr. Miller
has announced that his new house in
Weirton is well under way. It is planned
to have it completed and ready for open-
ing about November 1. This theater will
be of modern construction and one of the
best in its section of the state. The build-
ing will measure 100 by 40 feet and is to
cost about $14,000. The seating capacity
will be 600. Mr. Miller's new house will
be the home of big feature pictures in

Latrobe's Paramount a Fine House.
The new Paramount theater was thrown

open to the public of Latrobe, Pa., several
days ago, and made a splendid impression.
The house, which is owned by Peter Lam-
propolis, is said to be the finest between
Pittsburgh and Johnstown. It is up-to-
date in every way and has a seating ca-
pacity of 1,000, including a spacious bal-
cony. The building itself measures 100 by"of fireproof construction

le exterior is quite attrac-
r combines the high-

mfort. ~"

50 feet
throughout. T
tive, while the
est degree of good taste a

trance auditorium is had from „
well-arranged lobby, from each end of
which wide stairways lead to the balcony
seating 480 persons. The main floor of the
auditorium has 520 seats, with wide aisles.
All approaches and aisles are covered with
sound-absorbing rubber.
The decorations are in old rose and the

color scheme of ceiling, walls and hang-
ings is most harmonious. Nicely appoint-
ed rest rooms are provided for women
Emergency exits at the rear of the the-
ater are furnished for both the first and

Quality Takes Over the New Film.
The New Film Corporation, 402 Ferry

street, Pittsburgh, has passed out of ex-
istence and the entire stock of films has
been taken over by the Qualitv Film Com-
pany, 404 Ferry street. A. H. McClelland,
manager of the retiring concern, has as-
sumed the position of sales manager of
the Quality. Captain McClelland is one
of the best known members of the local
film trade and is president of the Pitts-
burgh Screen Club. His acquisition by the
Quality Film Company is therefore a val-

Pittsburghers Enjoy the Convention.
While attending the Chicago convention

of the Exhibitors, the Pittsburgh delega-
tion took a most enjoyable part in the
celebration of Seeburg Day and were
handsomely entertained by Charles Selt-
zer, head of the Seltzer Music Company,
of this city, agents in this territory for
the J. P. Seeburg instruments. The party
took luncheon at the state restaurant,
covers being laid for twenty in the Penn-
sylvania booth. A tour was then made of
the Seeburg factory, where the manufac-

The following made up the party: Past
.National President Fled J. Herrington and
Mrs. Herrington, I

-, < retary
James Delves and Mrs. Delves, James
Smith, Miss Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
McKee, Mr. and Mrs. William Kitz, A. J.

Barthell, J. W. Shearer, Jerome Dawson,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Krissler, Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Kliehm, Miss Anna Mc.Nally,
Pen Zerr, Charles Maird, Joseph Campbell
and Charles Seltzer.

Ketchum Takes Jeanette's Princess.

The Princess theater, Jeanette, Pa., has
been purchased from Harry H. Petz by W.
H. Ketchum, who disposed of his Palm
Garden theater, on the South Side, Pitts-
burgh, about six months ago. Mr.
Ketchum will remove to Jeanette about
August 1 and look after the management
of his new house personally. The Princess
has a seating capacity of 470 and is mod-
ern in every respect. Universal service
is used, including Red Feather and Blue-
bird features.

And Petz Takes Portage's Grand.
The Grand theater, at Portage, Pa., has

been taken over by Harry H. Petz, who
has just sold his Princess theater at Jean-
ette. The house is closed for repairs but
will be reopened in the near future. Mr.
Petz is one of the pioneers in the exhibit-
ing business in Western Pennsylvania,
having operated houses in the vicinity of
Pittsburgh for the past twelve years. The
continued success of the Grand is there-
fore assured. Fox, Bluebird and Triangle
features will be shown.

New 1,200-Seat House for Latrobe.
Plans are being made for a new theater

to be erected at Latrobe, Pa., on the site

of the Showalt theater. The old house,
which was located on the second floor, is

to be torn down within the next few
months by its owners. The new theater
will have a seating capacity of 1,200 and
is to be completed by next spring.

Rogina Enters Exhibiting Business.
The Crescent theater, 5107 Butler street,

Pittsburgh, has been sold by Charles
Brizel to Frank Rogina, a newcomer in
the exhibiting business here. Alterations
are to be made during the next few weeks
and the house will be enlarged consider-
ably. Mr. Krisel will re-enter the local
film field with another theater, but his
plans have not yet been fully decided

Coyle Beautifying His House.
The Coyle theater, Charleroi, Pa., has

been redecorated in a tasteful manner by
the owner, R. S. Coyle. The McCreery
Company, of Pittsburgh, carried out the
work of decorating and refurnishing the
beautiful interior. Mr. Coyle reports busi-
ness as very good.

Business Quiet in New Orleans
Exhibitors Meeting Situation by Improv-

ing Quality Rather Than by
Lengthening Program.
By George M. Cheney.

NEW ORLEANS.—Business is mighty
dull. That's the complaint of the ex-

hibitors in this territory. They expected
to have a dull month in July, but they
didn't expect the degree of dullness that
the situation has developed. There are so
many counter attractions locally that it's

got to be a mighty strong program to
wean away the nickels and dimes. Canal
street exhibitors are going strong on fea-
ture programs. The complaint is not so
much from them as from the less fortu-
nate suburbanites. Because of the very
dullness of the situation and because of
strong competition, there have been a
number of suburban changes. Who is it

broaching this subject of closing up mov-
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ing picture theaters all over the country
in July'.' Certain Ne\< Orleans exhibitors
would like to get his name and address.
They would co-operate willingly in this

movement—some of them, at least. Thank
Heaven! however, motion picture propri-
etors here know something about meeting
a situation, and are not offering any ex-

tra reels to bring patrons. They harp on
quality, and are pretty fair harpists at

that.

S. T. Stephens a Big Man.
One of the biggest men, both in size

and in standing in his community, is S. T.

Stephens, manager of the New Orleans
office of the Mutual Film Corporation. Mr.
Stephens is affectionately called "the
daddy of New Orleans exchange mana-

l deserves that title by
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City,
best
Stephei

i of his long s

Other itlof

of "Colonel,"
and this latter title

bids fair to stick, in-
asmuch as Mr. Steph*
ens was marshal of
the moving picture

i in the recent
New O r 1

e

; pre

) in the Cre^ct

Qparedness parade.
Mr. Stephens saw

long service with the
Fox Film Corpora-
tion in New Orleans.
Mutual then dangled g. t. Stephens.
a. tempting offer, and
Fox sent a man out of New York to New
Orleans to induce Mr. Stephens to stick.
But the Mutual offer proved so attractive
to Mr. Stephens that he went over to that
company. On the day that he did, Fox
employes in New Orleans made up a sub-
stantial purse and presented Mr. Stephens
with a handsome silver token, along
with a request that he continue as their
manager.

Before long Mr. Stephens will celebrate
his first year with Mutual in New Orleans.

Pearces Sign Up Mutual Specials.
Hunter Bennett, sales manager of the

Mutual Film Corporation, has just left
town after an extended conference with
S. T. Stephens, manager of the local Mu-
tual stronghold. It had to do with a
big advertising campaign that Mutual is
to launch in this territory in connection
with its new features. Incidental to Mr.
Bennett's visit, it was announced by Man-
ager Stephens that the Pearce Enter-
prises had signed for Mutual Star pro-
ductions. This is an important bit of
news to this territory, as the Pearces are
generally closely watched by other ex-
hibitors and all the exchange men. Mr."
Stephens is to go to Birmingham, Ala.,
very shortly, to look over the situation
there with a view of opening a sub-office
to take care of Mutual'a fast-growing
business in the Southern territory.

Changes in Management.
There have been a number of impor-

tant changes among the smaller houses.
Henry Frledenberg has leased the Tu-

lane Airdome, 3211 Tulane avenue, to
Xicilosi. The Tulane Airdome is

even years old, is in a good neigh-
borhood, and waa rebuilt following the

torm of September. I'.ur..

i,. Bllllet & Bon have reopened the Col-
lege theater, 827 St. Charlea street, alts*
it bad been closed down for a number ot
w eeki The theater has take,, ..,

run Gem ral aervlci
The Beverly theater, 110 North Jeffer-

son I):, \
I reopened

)•. ii i. Wood ami v7. w. Vallol I

have Installed opera chain and otl
venlences, and will start off with the
Triangle program
The Btar theater, a big house a( C6i tea

ami Cle\ .1,11.1 si ,. ets. rerentlv erected l,\

John Sheppard, baa paaaed t., nen man
agement. comp<>se,i ,,r w m Rosa and r

Glantzberg Typhoonizing 'Em.
Paul E. Elder, local representative of

the Typhoon Fan Company, is TyrMioon-
izing several local theaters, a hotel and
the plant of the Nola Film Company, pro-
ducers of Nola films. Three large Ty-
phoons have been installed in the Tri-
angle theater, the largest picture house
in the city. Typhoons will be used in

the Nola studios to make life more bear-
able for the actors. These contracts were
secured by President Ernst Glantzberg of
the Typhoon Fan Company, who visited
New Orleans recently. It was announced
in these columns a few weeks ago that
Sam Conn, of the Metropolitan Cooling &
Ventilating Company, Nola building, was
the Typhoon agent for New Orleans. Mr.
Glantzberg has requested that it be an-
nounced that Mr. Elder is the sole New
Orleans representative.

J. E. Pearce Caught in Hurricane.
J. Eugene Pearce, supervising neao. oi

the Pearce Enterprises, is back in New
Orleans, mighty glad to be back alive, in
fact. With a happy party on board, Mr.
Pearce a few weeks ago sailed his yacht
Spitfire away to the Florida coast. He
was caught by the hurricane of last week
which devastated the Florida coast. For
a time it was nip and tuck, but the Spit-
fire proved stanch and port was made
safelyr

Century Opens in Newark
John Blum and M. Markowitz Head of

New Jersey Exchange.
By Jacob J. Kalter, Newark.

NEWARK.—The Century Feature Film
Exchange has just been organized

here by John Blum, one of the oldest film
men in the city, and M. Markowitz. The
company was organized for the purpose
of renting motion picture films, machines,

n hand a
"

3esides bo<
3h of their own stuff, the Centur;

been appointed C<evf Jersey state repre-
sentatives for some of the large produc-
ing companies.
John Blum started in the picture busi-

ness through the exhibiting line, owning
three theaters and as many airdomes.
After making his "pile" in the exhibiting
end of the business he decided to enter the
exchange. He opened the Royal Feature
Film Exchange, which, after booking both
Mutual and Universal pictures, sold out
to the latter concern. Mr. Blum was then
offered the managership of the Greater
New York Film Rental Company, for
which company he worked two years until
it sold out to the General. The Empire
Feature Service was then started by Mr.
Blum in the Strand building.
Mr. Markowitz la who has

also seen much service in films. Hi
to Newark several months ago, and In a
remarkably short time has won the con-
fidence of exhibitors. Until the formation
of the Century Mr. Markowitz had an office

In the Strand theater building aa the New
Jersey agent for i in en FV turea The
Century will continue to ad as representa-
tives for the Greene and Pioneer pictures.

Marbach Opens Exchange.
Newark The Ipollo Featun Film Bx-

eha age has been oi anised bs Otto Mar-
bach at f,l Strand theater build
m.ii i.aeh «., i lorly • onnected 9 it h the
Royal Feature film Dz< h

Paralysis Injures Business.

Newark The epidemic of Infantile pa-
ralysis, which has been spreading rapidly
throughout the slat.-, has practti

. | ! . |

tn n. wai k on the re menda-
,,..,, of thi Board ol Hi alth, all children
under siztei d from all amuse-
ment places This oi di i has si peclally in-

xhibit
. o

tures has business been so poor, or con-
ditions so bad. Many theaters have been
forced to close up thus far, and it is only

a matter of time that others will have to

follow suit. Everyone is hoping and pray-
ing for relief from the epidemic.

Community Theater for Newark.
Newark.—According to an announcement

made by Uzal H. McCarter, Newark's
much-desired community theater is as-

sured. The theater, which will seat about
550, will be located in the new memorial
building, which will be erected as a per-

manent memorial of the city's two hun-
dred and fiftieth anniversary.

N'e,

Shubert Changes Name.
—The of

city is to be known in the future as the

Broad Street theater. Although the Shu-
bert is the home of the largest legitimate
attractions reaching Newark, it sometimes
shows moving pictures, when the feature

is something extraordinary.

Rosenberg Interested in Theater.

Asbury Park—The St. James Theater
Company, Inc., has been formed with
Henry Rosenberg. Helen L. Bergen, and
Henry Sincer as incorporators. The regis-

tered office is at -300 Cookman avenue, and
the authorized capital is $100,000.

Savoy, Asbury Park, Incorporated.

Asbury Park—The Savoy Theater Com-
pany, Ltd., has been incorporated under
the laws of this state with an authorized
capital of $50,000. The registered office

is at Tiv Mattison avenue. Asbury Park.
The incorporators are Helen L Bergen, H.
Sincer, and Henry Rosenberg.

Film Delivery Company Formed.
Newark.—Charles S. Jamison, who re-

sides at 382 Hunterdon street, has filed as

the trade name of his film delivery service.

The General Delivery Service. The offices

are at 288 Market street. The purpose of

the company is to transport picture shows
and films.

Anglin Company Makes Offer

Agrees to Build Winter Studios in Dallas

if Citizens Subscribe $75,000.

By A. B. Harrison, Box No. 3S9, Dallas.

DALLAS, Tex—The Margaret Anglin
Picture Corporation, Inc., is advertis-

ing in the daily papers here in an effort

to get $75,000 subscribed by the citizens

of Dallas to promote its project of es-

tablishing a studio in Dallas. If this is

accomplished the corporation agrees to

erect winter studios here.

Reopens Dixie at Marlin.

Marlln—S. L. Lewis has opened the

i iixie het Mi Leu i formerly had
i the Orpheum, but recentlj sold

out to J. c Chatmaa

J. W. May, Jr., Takes Palace.

Little Rock, \i k The . alaca theater
at Little Rook has recentl)
i, amis and is no* In chat ge oi 1 w May,
.ir b. i.. Alexander was the former man-
ager.

Pathe Working with Dallas News
Dallas The Orsl ol th< ni * series af

the Paths N< we th< rexai ev< nts of
whleh are presented In collaboration with
the Dallas Ns* . '• ' l«»l -'•"" " - lt thl'

Queen th( ,'

New Theater at Amarillo.

amarlllo v theatei is under construc-
tion at Am., MIL- mulcted
it will be In charge of John Joi

reoently managed the Crystal thi

Greenville The openlni da] is aboai
\ug 1.
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Minneapolis Council Protects Old Houses
Holds Up Application for Building Theater in East Hennepin Avenue on Theory It

Would Injure Exhibitors Now Doing Business—Local Film Men to Hold Out-
ing—Minneapolis at the Convention.

By Perry a Williams, The Tribune, Minneapolis.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINX—one of the most
perplexing questions involving the

moving picture and the city council arose
here several days ago, and owing to the
inability of the special council commit-
tee considering the case to reach a ver-
dict the problem still remains unsolved.
Briefly, the question was whether the
council had a right to keep an applicant
for a moving picture theater license from
losing his money and causing the proprie-
tors of other theaters in the neighbor-
hood to do the same, or whether it should
grant his permit regardless of the the-
ater field in the district in which hs
would operate.
The question was raised on the point

of moving picture ethics when L. J.

Blumberg, Jr., applied for a license to

operate a theater at 320 East Hennepin
avenue. Alderman Hawley of the Sec-
ond ward and the moving picture men
near the location sought by Blumberg for
his film venture were as one when it

came to believing the granting of an-
other license for a show house in the
neighborhood would mean that some uiiu

of the exhibitors would go "broke."
The alderman took the stand, however,

that the council could not concern itself

over the return from an investment in
the case of any application for license.
Alderman Getchell was. opposed to his
colleague's view, while Alderman Robb,
chairman of the license committee, took
a neutral stand, and the committee was
deadlocked. For the present, at least,
the proprietors of theaters already estab-
lished on East Hennepin avenue ai« win-
ners, but Blumberg asserts he is not
through, and this interesting problem
may be solved at an early session of the
license committee of the council.

Engler to Open Crystal.

Minneapolis.—E. Engler has been grant-
ed a license to re-open the Crystal the-
ater, 305 Hennepin avenue. The Crystal
has been closed since May, when J. Bar-
net, former proprietor, was denied a re-
newal of his license when the Humana
Society placed charges against him. Bar-
net testified for Engler, asserting he
would have no interest whatever in the
Crystal if Engler were granted a license
to operate it.

Film Men to Hold Picnic.

Minneapolis. — Minneapolis exchange
managers and their road men have de-
cided to hold a picnic and out-door ath-
letic celebration on August 2. The place
for the meeting has not been chosen, but
the town most favorably mentioned by
the film men is Parker's Bake, Minn. If
'the scheme goes through the exchanges
here will grant a half-holiday to their
employees. Some of the committees ap-
pointed were: Committee on arrange-
ments, W. H. Stafford. L. V. Calvert,
Harry Rowe and W. .1. Egan. Athletic
committee, A. A. Hixon and J. L. John-
ston. Publicity committee. T. E. Morten-
sen, W. J. Egan and J. L. Johnston.

Baseball games, running races ana
freak events will be on the program.
"Wet" goods will be tabooed and the
women and children are invited. It is

planned to have one ticket cover all eat-
ing and traveling expenses.

Minneapolis at the Convention.
Minneapolis.—Minneapolis delegates to

the big Chicago convention and exposition
traveled to the Windy City in a special
car. Among those who made the trip
were: A. I. Steffes, C. W. Sawin, H. E.
Friedman, 3. A. Louis and Mrs. Louis; J.

E. Moore. Manie Gottlieb, D. G. Rodgers,
J. V. Bryson, A. A. Hixon, J. B. Johnston,

T. J. Hamlin, \V .1 Kuan. I> W Chamber-
lain. K. A. Horn, J. G. Giloskv and Mrs.
Cilosky; C. K. Van Duzee, Harrv Green
and Mrs. Green; J. F. Cubberly, Harry
Rathner, A. Warner, C. W. Campbell and
Mrs. Campbell; Oliver A. Rowe and Harrv
B. Muir.

Jones to Direct "Civilization."
Minneapolis.—H. A. Jones has been

picked as general stage director for "Civ-
ilization" by the Supreme Feature Film
Company here. Conrad F. Rose has been
appointed to the staff and is doing art
work on the same production.

Winona Closes to Children.
Winona.—In order to help stem the tide

of infantile paralysis which threatens to
overrun the country the moving picture
theaters of this city have been closed to
all persons less than sixteen years of age.
It is believed by the local health author-
ities that much danger of being exposed

the vicious malady will be removed
The theate

nplied with the order.

Westcott to Manage Peerless Office.

Minneapolis.—The new Peerless Film
Company, which will have headquarters
in this city, will have as its manager E.
A. Westcott. one of the best-known men
in the Northwestern moving picture fieli

and a man of wide training in the busi-
ness which will fall under his control.
Incidentally he is one of the oldest filrr.

men in Minneapolis.

Pictures for State Guardsmen.
Minneapolis—Mrs. Edmund Pennington

was leader in a movement which has sent
a complete moving picture outfit to the
camp in Southern Texas of the First Regi-
ment. A new run of films will be sent
down every week.

Territorial Suit Over "The Spoilers."
Minneapolis—"The Spoilers" is due for

a considerable airing in court, judging
from the indications th^t come up here.
following a brush before the courts ti.

Iowa. While showing the feature re-
cently at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the Fried-
man company was served with papers in
a suit for receivership and accounting- by
the Gates City Feature Film Company of
Kansas City, which claims a prior right
to the picture. When hearing was called
the Gates City firm had withdrawn its
suit and filed a counter petition in the
cross suit of the Friedman concern. This
matter will be thrashed out before the
United States District Court.
The Selig Polyscope Company also has

brought suit against the Gates City con-
cern in the Federal courts of iowa, as-
serting that the request for impounding
the films and the accounting was an in-
fringement of copyright.

INTERESTING ILLINOIS ITEMS.
By Frank H. Madison, G23 South Wabash

Ave., Chicago.

Miners Quit Rum for Pictures.

Taylorville, 111.—Jeisyville, one of the
new mining towns on the Chicago & Illi-

nois Midland Railroad, is to have a photo-
play house instead of a dramshop. Jo-
seph Dozier is remodeling his saloon
building into a moving picture and vaude-
ville theater. Joseph Morfine will be as-
sociated with him in its management.

Mav Discover That a Theater Is No Toy
Lewistown.—Dr. J. A. Ray, local phil-

anthropist, has purchased the Gem theater
in this city and turned it over to his chil-

dren to do with it as their intellectual
powers direct, it is hoped to make the
photoplay a vital factor in the community
development.

Theater Making Too Much Money.
Pittsfield.—A prevailing opinion mav

Burr Swan's picture show at the opera
house is making excessive profits led to a
proposal in the city council to charge a
license of $1.50 a night. The motion lost.

h was suggested that a conference be
had with the picture show management
to decide what was reasonable. While
discussing the photoplay matter two al-

dermen grew warm and one left the hall,

announcing he would resign.

Accident in Gallery of Airdome.
Rockford.—If the outdoor exhibitor is

his brother's keeper he should remove all

trees near his place. A limb with three
boys on it gave way as they were watch-
ing the show at the Airdome theater on
Charles street and one of the youngsters
suffered a broken leg.

From Over the State.

Dallas City.—The Princess Flora is the
euphonious title of the new moving pic-

ture, theater which 9. R. Taylor has
opened in the Knights of Pythias block.
Holcomb.—A moving picture show has

been opened at the Masonic hall by Bain
& King, who will give performances every
Friday night.

Lincoln.—Harry White succeeds Fred
Wade as manager of the Princess theater,
which is owned by Belaski & Schneider.
Vaudeville has been discontinued, and for

a while at least nothing but pictures will
be used.
Chenoa.—Charles E. Hawkins of Ma-

hornet is remodeling the Rex theater,
which he recently purchased from Arch
C. Howard.
Peoria.—Edwin B. Barker, founder of

the Barker-Swan Film Service, has re-
signed as president of that company and
taken a position with a moving picture
company.

Springfield.—Secretary of State Steven-
son has issued a license to the Fort Dear-
born Photoplays, Inc., Chicago. Capital,
$5,000. Incorporators: O. Y. Baker, Thom-
as O. Gibbs and H. Hannan.

AROUND ABOUT MINNEAPOLIS.
Red Wing, Minn.—The Auditorium mov-

ing picture theater here has passed under
the management of Axel Neilson.

Superior. Wis.—This city is now as-
sured a $100,000 vaudeville and moving
picture house. The plans and specifications
have been turned over to the contractors

bv the Cook Amusement Company.
' Little Fork, Minn.—The moving picture
theater at this place has been taken over
bv A. V. McNeil and W. R. Deteker.
Wimbloden, N. D.—The new photoplay

theater in the Beadoux block here will

be managed by R. Clendening.

Norfolk Has Censorship Bill

Virginia City Theater Men are Actively

Opposing Measure—Otto Wells

Says Police Now Have Powers.

Norfolk, Va.—Motion picture exhibitors

of Norfolk are facing legislation in the

council providing for a board of motion
picture survey or censorship, such an or-

dinance having been proposed in the

Board of Aldermen by its president. The
proposed committee will have a member-
ship of five, appointed by the judge of

the Corporation Court, three upon his own
initiative and two upon the recommenda-
tions of the League of Mothers' Clubs of

Norfolk.
Local exhibitors are up in arms over

the proposed ordinance, well knowing it

will place additional hardship upon them,

and feeling that there is absolutely no

need for censorship of this sort.

Otto Wells, Harry Hofheimer, Mr. Rohr
and others interested in the local indus-

try have issued statements condemning
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the enactment of this legislation. Mr.
Wills, who is the general manager of the
Wells interests here, rightfully contends
that the mayor and chief of police have
sufficient authority now Vested in' them
to suppress any objectionable pictures,

and that the motion picture business Is

not run for children, The Wells houses
do not cater to their trade, as the pictures
they show are usually too deep for them
in much the same manner as the books
that fail to interest children because of
their inability to understand their mean-
ing. Mr. Wells further states that their
business is run in a proper manner and
indecent pictures are not exhibited.
The idea of the proposer is to secure

protection against the "raw stuff" that
he declares is embodied in many of the
pictures shown in Norfolk. He declares
that recently several films were presented
here which should not have been allowed
to be shown in the theaters, that they
were a disgrace and a reflection upon the
community.

In and About Cleveland
Kramer Buys the Ray Theater.

Cleveland.—The Ray theater, Prospect
avenue, near East 9th street, which has
been operated for two years by the Fire-
proof Theater Company, has been pur-
chased by F. H. Kramer, jeweler, who
held a perpetual lease on the land. The
property is held at $125,000.

It is understood that Edward Stanley,
who has been managing the house, will
close it during the hot weather in order
to devote more of his time to his cam-
]cuc.n for election as state representative
on the Republican ticket.

Fitzgerald Resigns from Midland.
Cleveland.—James A. Fitzgerald, former

director of the Reserve Photoplay Com-
pany, and who later organized the Mid-
land Film Manufacturing Company, has
resigned from that corporation.

Mr. Fitzgerald Said he had resigned to
devote his time to other work. He inti-
mated that it had to do with the pushing
of a new motion picture project.

Redfern Buys Back the Victory.
Findlay, O.—Captain J. P. Uedfern has

just announced his purchase of the Vic-
ati i fi "in W. T Hub< i and Arthur

Buch Clarenci Poe, on-ln-law of Cap-
tun, Redfern, and a former owner <>f the
theatt ., will manage II Mr. P wned
the bouse six years ami and sold it tO
Huber and. Buck.

Marvin Theater Being Overhauled.
l-'itidla rack 1 manager .,1 the

Marvin theal, i. lias el 1 the house until
September 1. While it is ol,.s, .1 a new
lobbj will be buill and t he enl i

overhauled and redi

„ American Changes Hands.
Zanei Vlllt The American theater, re-

cent i\ acqu Ired
.main chanced ha ml 'I he latest
is David Sullivan of C< I ruing.

Reserve Making a Racing Comedy.
1 Cleveland Real: es, with

real millionaire drlyei in the scats and
the classiest or CleA eland ty folk In

the grand i tt are to b< pai I ol the Brst
three-reel film eome,i\ .•>

i luced In

rid The plctun
1 (rand Stand," start d B)mma

the Re
•

i
i day

it the Hand. iii

track u hei e P feet irid othei

the role nf an n- tor and
-I, roll. The ncu picture

is full of |fyelj tctl i elefln

Winchester Bars Children from All Theaters
Kentucky Town Authorities Taking No Chances on Epidemic of Infantile Paralysis

—State Fire Marshal Active in Formulating Theater Regulations.

By G. D. Crain, Jr., 1404 Starks Building, Louisville.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Reports received
from Winchester, Ky., were to the ef-

fect that Isaac Browne, of the Citv Board
of Health at Bowling Green, Ky., had or-
dered the moving picture theaters to bar
all children under fifteen years of age
from the theaters on account of the al-
leged epidemic of infantile paralysis. At
Winchester one isolated case was report-
ed, and the city authorities did bar chil-
dren from the theaters. However, this
order did not come from the State Board
of Health, which merely advised local au-
thorities throughout the state to consider
the advisability of restricting the assem-
bling of children in places of amusement,
schools, street cars, trains, etc. A special
bulletin was issued by the State Board,
but no specific orders were given on the
subject. A rumor got out to the effect
that the State Board had issued such or-
ders, but investigation on the part of
Louisville exhibitors has proved that the
rumor arose from misinterpretation of the
bulletin issued at Bowling Green. How-
ever, at Winchester the city authorities
have issued orders which even bar chil-
dren from attending picnics and the pub-
lic parks. A few cases have been report-
ed in Louisville, but no action has been
taken or is likely to be taken by the local
authorities.

Kentucky Adding Theater Regulations.
Frankfort, Ky.—State Fire Marshal

Pannell has called a meeting at Frankfort,
Ky., to be held shortly for the purpose of
adopting drastic regulations for the pro-
tection of the public in moving picture
theaters, public schools, etc., and in the
handling of explosives, inflammable ma-
terials, etc. The regulations will prohibit
aisle blocking In theaters and specify the
character of fire escapes, exits, aisles, ven-
tilation, moving picture booths, electrical
equipment, wiring, etc., and the manner
of storing and handling films, etc. People
who will be affected by the order will be
given a chance to present their side at
the hearing. The regulations will also in-

clude handling explosives, oils and in-

flamables of various kinds in other lines
of business. Louisville exhibitors do not
expet that the regulations will have
much bearing on the local theaters, bul
will undoubtedly have considerable effect

on small theaters in Isolated districts.

Rozelle to Be World Film Officer.

Louisville, Ky.—Announcemeni was re-

cently made in this city to the effect that
Logan A, Rozelle, a well known local busi-
ness ma n. had i. slstant

i the World Film Corpora-
tion, and W0Uld gO to New JToi h 01

1 to take up his duties. H. recently re-

tired from the position ol Bpeclal I uperln-
t. ,,,i,i,i of the Oliver Typewriter Com-
pany, With which c pany he has been

came to i.ouisviiie from Franklin, Tenn.,
ami has been hen
imc t oulsvllle.

Fourth Avenue Increases Capital.
vine,,, id artli

'

corporation h ,\
, bi i n Bled bj the Fourth

Wei,,,,

100 The
the Vlamo tht

of the largest and finest In tht

Fred .i Dolle li pi

Strohman Entertains N<

lands, had as his Client nil of ''

carriers and street hustlers in the High-
lands to carry for the Louisville Herald at
a special program arranged especially for
the newsies. A special five-reel film en-
titled "Sunshine Dad," and "Tons of Fun,"
a comedy featuring "Fatty" Arbuckle,
were on the program.

Louisville News Notes.
Henry Guthrie, head of the Aladdin

Film Company, recently returned from a
trip to New York, where he saw a number
of large film men, and viewed the new-
picture of "Civilization" at the Criterion.
Mr. Guthrie returned with a bunch of in-
teresting live gossip concerning film men,
theaters, etc., in the Empire city. Shortly
following his return he went to Chicago
to get in for the .last day or two of the
Exhibitors' convention.

With the thermometer hovering around
the century mark in Louisville attendance
at the downtown theaters has not been up
to the standard since the middle of the
month, though the airdomes and parks are
getting a fair run. Some of the exhibitors
have taken advantage of the present dull
afternoons to view a few ball games. In
fact the boys had a regular party out at
Eclipse Park a few days ago when Fred
Dolle, Joe Steurle, Louis Steurle and some
of the other leading exhibitors were pres-
ent to see the Colonels of the American
Association administer a drubbing to the
tail-end Brewers.

Kentucky News Notes.
Lexington, Ky.—B. J. Tracev, John K.

Eliott and F. G. Stilz of this city have
filed articles of incorporation of the Al-
hambra Amusement Company, listing a
capital stock of $20,000. divided Into
$15,000 of preferred stock, and $5,000
worth of common. The limit of indebted-
ness is fixed at $25,000. The new company
will take over the Alhambra theater at
Richmond.

Lynnville, Ky.—E. J. McCuan will
shortly start a moving picture show. The
building has been secured, a machine pur-
chased, and the only delay is in getting an
engine and other electrical equipment to

generate power.

Helller, Kj w D Bartley and H.
Cocklll are about ready to open a moving
picture theater in the Mullins building.

Bowlln 9, man-
ager of the Princess theater, has secure.

t

Ices of Jack Hatics of Nashville
Tenn., to handle the big photoplay Instru-
ment which was recently installed in the
theater. This music has proved
tractive tO the people of the Olty.

Ky The management i

College has arranged I

moving picture show in Berea Chapel
Mir.lay evening for th»

and also tor the public. The t

forman. . Chaplin oomed)
ami a travelog pit

'

tllar picture house In the little town

l.ouis\ ill.-. K\ Tht \d. i \

Company, w Ith a capital Bto< k

Chicago, BJ i. w
all sui.

scribe. 1 for

. cample of the

cat nival show s has bad
i he --t.it. in ,i similar

•

amusement w m be forced Into ol I

and the exhibitors or mot
have things nearly all their •

•

, controlllnl itin
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending August 5 and August 12

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 1010, 1012, 1014, 1016.)

General Film Company.

Current Releases.

MONDAY, JirLY 31, 1918.

Gardenei medy).LUBIN—Otto
&LIG—The Old Man Who Tried

(Three parts—Drama)

SELIG The Selig-Tribune No. 61, 1916 (Topical).

VITAGRAPH—His Hard Job (Comedy)

20971

20972

20966-7-8

20970

20969

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1016.

BIOGRAPH—The House of Discord (Two parts

—

Drama—Biograph Reissue No. 69) 20978-9

ESS ANAY—The Chimney Sweep (Two parts—Dr.) 20973-4

LUBIN—The Prince of Dishonor (Two parts—Dr.).. 20976-7

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1916.

ESSANAY—Vernon Howe Baileys Sketch Book of
Tetrograd (Cartoon-Comedy) 20980

—A Scenic subject on the same reel 20980

VIM—Feature Comedy—Hubby's Relatives (Com.) 20981

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1916.

SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 62, 1916 (Topical).

VIM—Human Hounds (Comedy)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 4, 1916.

KALEM—Peaches and Ponies (Comedy)

VIM—Wait a Minute (Comedy)

VITAGRAPH—A Race for Life (Comedy)

General Film Company.

20982

20983

20984

20986

20985

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 1916.

Advance Releases.

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1916.

BIOGRAPH—The Telephone Girl and the Lady (Drama—Bio-

graph Reissue No. 70).

SELIG—The Gold Ship (Three parts—Drama).

SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 63, 1916 (Topical).

VITAGRAPH—Pa's Overalls (Comedy).

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1916.

ESSANAY—The Three Scratch Clue (Two parts—Drama).

KALEM—Ham Comedy (Title not yet decided).

LUBIN—Their Mother (Two parts—Drama).

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1916.

BIOGRAPH—The Fatal Wedding (Three parts—Drama).

ESSANAY—The Fable of "Books Made to Balance" (Comedy).

KALEM—The Girl from Frisco Series No. 1, "The Fighting

Heiress" (Two parts—Drama).

VIM FEATURE COMEDY—The Tired Business Man (Comedy).

THURSDAY, AUGUST lO, 1916.

SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 64, 1916 (Topical).

VIM—Dreamy Knights (Comedy).

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1016.

KALEM—Daisy, the Demonstrator (Comedy).

VIM—Rushing Business (Comedy).

VITAGRAPH—Romance and Roughouse (Comedy).

SELIG—An Angelic Attitude (Comedy).

20993

20994

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1916.

ESSANAY—Worth While (Three parts—Drama).

KALEM—Hazards of Helen, Railroad Series No. 92 (To be i

nounced later).

SELK3—A Western Masquerade (Western-Comedy).

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Picture! Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Pic-

ture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. The

Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being In

Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information In the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

IMOW I IM G
BY ALL

BOOK
GENERAL f=-|l_IVI COMPANY EXCHANGES

BERT WILLIAMS
AMERICA'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

IN THE FIRST TWO REEL ORIGINAL COMEDYA NATURAL BORN GAMBLER
Produced by /sf^\ Wire or write the nearest

BIOGRAPH COMPANY (33 ''T^ZrJSSr
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending August 5 and August 12

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 1010, 1012, 1014; 1010.

J

Universal Film Mfg. Company. Mutual Film Corporation.

SUNDAY. JULY 80, 1!»1«.

[MP Mutiny (Drama)
L-KO—No release this day

VICTOR—The Latest in Vampires (Two parts- l.)

MONDAY, .11 l.Y 31, 1916.

NESTOR—Caught With the Goods (Comedy)

RED l'' 10 A Til ki: Prom Broadway to a Throne (Five
Parts—Drama)

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Adventures of

Peg o' the Ring. No. 14, "The Will" (Two parts-
Drama)

TUESDAY. AUGUST 1, lit Hi.

GOLD SEAL—The State Witness (Three parts—Dr.)

VICTOR—A Society Sherlock (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1916.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 31 (Topical)

IMP—The Lucky Gold Piece (Drama)

L-KO—Dinty's Daring Dash (Two parts—Comedy).

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1916.

BIG U—Redwood Lane (Drama)
LAEMMLE—Partners (Two parts—Drama)
POWERS—Imperial India No. 3 (Educational)

FRIDAY', AUGUST 4, 1916.

IMP—Which Way (Drama)
NESTOR—No release this day
VICTOR—When the Minstrels Came to Town (Two

parts—Comedy)

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 1916.

BIG U—Tillie the Little Swede (Drama)
BISON—Under the Lion's Paw (Two parts—Comedy) ;

JOKER—Kate's Affinities (Comedy)

SUNDAY, JULY 30, 1910.

BEAUTY—A Germ Gem (Comedy)

GAUMONT—Reel Life No. is (Mutual Film Stag,

azine) »

VOGUE—Bungling Hill's Dress Suit (Comedy)

MONDAY, Jl UY 31, 1916.

AMERICAN -The Dreamer (Two }>arts—Drama)

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION—Judith of the Cum-
berlands (Signal—Five parts—Drama) (No. 122)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1916.

VOGUE— Painless Extracting (Comedy). . .-.-.

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 2, 1916.

BEAUTY—Daredevils and Danger (Comedy)

GAUMONT—See America First No. 47 (Scenic)

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon)

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number 85 (Topical/

THURSDAY', AUGUST 3, 1916.

AMERICAN—The Madonna of the Night (Three
parts—drama)

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION—Foiled in the Forest

(American—Five parts—Drama) (No. 123)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 4, 1916.

CUB—When Jerry Comes to Town (Comedy)

MUSTANG—Sandy. Reformer (Two partsri-Drama)

.

SATMIU VY, -AUGUST .',, 1!)1«.

CENTAUR—Fate's Decision (Two parts

—

Drama)...

Serial No

04933

04935

04H34

049i7

04945-C

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1916.

NESTOR—He Maid Me (Comedy)
RED FEATHER—The Mark of Cain (Five parts-

Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—The Adventures

of Peg o' the Ring No. 15, "Brother and Sister"
(Last No.—Two parts—Drama)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1916.

GOLD SEAL—Onda of the Orient (Three parts—Dr.).

POWERS—The Henanpup (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1916.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 32 (Topical)

LAEMMLE—A Knight of the Night (Drama)
L-KO—Unhand Me, Villain (Two parts—Comedy ). .

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1916.

BIG U—The Silent Man (Drama)
POWERS—Ben, the Sailor (Manikin-Comedy)

—Salmon from the Egg to the Table
(Educational)

VICTOR—Aschenbroedel (Two parts—Comedy-Dr.) .

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1916.

LAEMMLE—The Highway of Fate (Two parts—Dr.)
NESTOR—Some Medicine Man (Comedy)
REX—By Conscience's Eye (Drama)

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1916.

BTSON—Along the Malibu (Two parts—Drama) . . .

JOKER—She Wrote a Play and Played It (Comedy)
LAEMMLE—The Intruder (Drama)

01655

01656

01057

016G0

01659

01665

01663

01664

01669

01671

01670

01672

01674

01673

04952

04951

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6, 1916.

LEAUTY—Just As He Thought (Comedy)

GAUMONT—"Reel Life" No. 14 (Mutual Film Mag-

VOGUE—Lost and FottWu fComc.ly)

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1916.

AMERICAN—The Little Troubadour (Two parts

—

Drama)

TUESDAY, AUGUST S, 1916.

VOGUE—No release this day.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1916.

BEAUTY—Bill Van Deusen the Cave Man (Comedy)
GAUMONT—See America First. No. 48 (Scenic)

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number 84 (Topical)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1910.

AMERICAN—The Power of Mind (Three parts—Dr.). 04958-9-60

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE—The House
of Mirrors (Five parts—Drama—No. 125)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1916

CUB—Jerry's Celebration (Comedy) 04963

irtin' of Calliope Clew (Two
04961-2

S \TVHI) \Y, AUGUST 12, 1916.

CENTAUR—For Her Good Name (Two parts—Dr.) 04964-5

04956
O49o7
04957

04955
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Let us send you prices and de-

tailed information regarding
Gloria's Romance — whether
you want this attraction now or
later. Let us show you how
the most prominent theatres
throughout the country have
increased their box-office re-

ceipts with this big feature.
Simply mail the coupon for full in-

formation. No obligation whatever.

GEORGE. KLEINE.
803 E.. 175th Street
New YorK City

By special arrangement :.ith F. Ziegfeld, Jr.

George Kleine Presents

/Ae fUj^hiprenxz

HillieBurk
in.

*•«&
/vpportedfymWWlYm

AMotioivPicWNovel By? Mr.&MrJ?
RUPERT HUGHES

This supreme cinematographic
ach evement— the or I, c ontinued
pho toplay featuring uch a promi
ncn t star as Billie Bu rkt is creat-

ing new box-office record 1 at lead-

ing theatres everyw here. in De-
troi t, the Majestic Theatre has in-

ere ised its box-office receipts sev-

era hundred dollar a week; in

Et. nston, the Hoyburn Theatre
l.as nearly doubled its receipts

wit h Gloria's Roma nee. Every-
wlu

of a

re you'll find sin ilar evidencc

Thirteen chapters of Gloria's

Ronnance are now appear ng. The
no\ el is complete in twer ty chap-
ters . If you're seekin g bigger box-
ofti ce receipts book Glo ria's Ro-

Information Coupon
1 GEORGE KLEINE Date
| 803 E. 175th Street

New York, N. Y.

DEAR SIR:
Without obligation d DM full inform • tl.M about the

BILLIE BURKE novel—GLORIAS ROMANCE
N VMl 01 llll Mk'l

1 MASUil R

STRBB1 IDDRBSS

1 Cllv S / t
/'/.'

SI t //no c iPACn \
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General Film Co.
BIOGRAPH.

i > 1 1 « 1 Gertrude ISambrick.

.

As tlu> husband leave- lor the lumber lesions,
bis wife gives him a memory me
opened alter Ins arrival. Attracted by a maid,
rherished by the love of two old brothers, he
lot-gets it until some time later. Tie
serves its purpose, however lor through it. alter

thrilling experience, the maid '

t.Marshall Neillan): the groom (Antonio
.Moreno I.

In her youth the mother was saved from the
fatal mistake bv an accident, but it caused her

r-in-law's domination and interference.
A like fate and downfall threatened the daugh-
ter, now reaching maturity. The mother's in-

. parated the child from her environ-
ment. Love and understanding did the rest.

LUBIN.
THE PRICE OF DISHONOR (Two Parts—

Aug. I).—The cast: Colonel Lyon ( Melvin
.Mavol ; Kate Lvon (Velnia Whitman); Lieut.
Clink Waring (L. C. Shumway) ; Capt. John
Eliot (George Routht: Faith Emory (Eleanor
Hlevins): Joseph Sutton (George Berrell);
Gradv (Gordon Murravl. Written and directed
by Captain Wilbert Melville.

Kate, the daughter of Colonel Lyon, of the
East Indian Service, is loved by Lieutenant
Crank Waring, the paymaster, and Captain
Eliot, of the Ordnance Department. She pre-
fers Crank, and they are engaged. Eliot is

i ndii e.l to gamble by Grady, a cock fight pro-
moter, and soon he is heavily in debt. Grady
threatens to expose him. Kate is visited by
faith Emory, an old friend, who is going to
the interior of lml :

Faith
,! .ii. ! . ongratulates Kate on her

Knot, in

discovert

l( spi rate need of

monev in Frank's

llOIleV,

When a search is made, the money is

and Crank is orde red to his room to
trial. Kate impulsi rely denounces him.
A new consignm nt of ammunition

reived. : it and finds that
worthless. Instead of reporting the
he visits the com]) ny s agent, and act Pts a

If your newsdeal-
er cannot or will not

supply you every week with

a copy of this paper, send your

subscription direct for one year or

six months to address below. You

cannot afford to miss a single

See Title Page for Rates.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Ave., N. Y. City

,

ii ih. i ruth I. ak. .1 out. Eli •'

i. ate. and

Kale receives' a letter from Faith, which is

brought by a native convert. The hi
h.n Faith is very in, and would like Kate to
send her. medicine. Kali
from the Colonel to go to Faiths relief. She
is accompanied by several sepoys, who take
with them some of the worthless ammunition
for their rides.
A lew bouts later. 101 iot is awakened from a

drunken stupor in a dive by the sound ol na-
tives in the next house. He hears them tell

ol a plan to attack the missionaries
the post, and informs the men of what

lie has heard. He is half way sobered when
he learns that Kate has gone to Faith
He rushes to the ammunition room, and dis-

that the soldiers have taken the worth-
nition. The Colonel calls a number

Kate's relief, and again the
worthless ammunition is being taken. Eliot,

unable to stand the strain any longer, breaks
down and confesses. Tin Colonel is distracted.
He rushes the soldiers oil with full supply of

ammunition, and has Kliot confined in the
guard room. Frank, learning what has hap-
pened, begs the Colonel for a chance to redeem
himself, and Ie allowed to depart with the men.

.Meanwhile. Kate has arrived at Fa ii

and the attack is made. The soldiei
that their rifle cartridges do not go
they have to di pond upon their revolvers. Tin
atta, tun natives surround the cabin, and the
little body of defenders is gradual I j reduced.

When Frank and the rescuing party finally

come up, only Kate and Faith arc alive Kliot,

his conscience sorely tormented by the terrible

.

consequences of his dishonorable act. writes a
note which fully exonerates Frank, and then
kills himself. On the way home.

Dune ii); Mrs Wot i Ell. G'odsay )

husband (A. Edmondsonl.
Ham—with his ill Hi disguises— is called on Dy

Mrs. Worry to keep an eye on hi r husband.
Armed with a photograph of hubby the two
set out on a riotous sleuthing career win h . ml-
with a bang when they find hubby at dinner
with another fair ladv and send the news to

wifey.

A WATERY WOOING (July 10). The cast:
Flossie (Ethel Tearei ; Her aunt ( Mytra Sterl-
ing); Tom (Victor Kottman I : The professor
(tins Leonard i. Directed by Harry Millard..
Tom is not in favor with Flossie's aunt though

Ce hitt.r lady thinks lie is just right. Tom's
fertile brain forms a scheme and by a fake
rescue of Flossie from the ocean waves he
gits iii the good graces of the stern aunt. Hut
win n the next day limb aunty in peril herself
the truth comes out—Tom can't swim.

Professor Spoofledoo is this time on the job
and saves aunty. The latter crafty widow then
claims him for her own, but the professor
would much rather bestow his ardent attentions
on Flossie. The tangle is finally straightened
out as it should be—with the professor and
aunty in each other's arms and Tom and Flossie
wandering along rosy paths.

A DOCilI.E ELOPEMENT (July Li). The
cast: Sis Hopkins (Rose Melville i; Prof. Doo-
liljtle (Henry Murdock) ; His sister (Olive
West I

; Skull N. I'., i hie) ; Mr.
Iliggins (Richard Purdon); the maul (Frances
Xeinoycr). Directed by Robert Ellis.

Sis, is the maid in the Iliggins home, adjoin-
ing that of Prof. Doolittle. a physical culture
specialist. Sis takes up the study of 'fysiral
culture' with disastrous results, for her throw-
ing out of the medicine ball renders the Doo-
little maid a subject for hospital treatment.
Sis is then loaned to the Professor's i

ment. On that night the perfect maid had
planned with her pal to get away with the
family plate.

Sis and the Professor plan an elopement, the
Professor's sister and Skull N. Bones, the local
undertaker, plan the same thing, the pal arrives
to carry out his plan with the maid, and de-
tectives who have beard the maid delirious talk

in the hospital, appear to frustrate the scheme.
Naturally there is a mix-up <>f considerable pro-
portions with a goodly shale of laueh
matters are straightened out.

IN DEATHS PATHWAY (No. 80 of the
of 1 leleii " July 'J'J i

, ih. . ast ; Helen.
Lone P i

* Oil. -.in i ; Dick
Ell P.lllkett

Guy Win:
\, V i n P. II. ll. I lileete.l by Jan
Burkett, superior

way. opposes Ins daughter's liiondship for Dick
I of the company's lawyers, favoring

• a ker. Guy Warren. Warn n

n putting through a scheme which
lovers plan

to elope and enlist the aid of Helen.
Eleanor's father learns of the move and wires

police officials to board her train and
arrest her while he follows in his special. By
a daring hup from a handcar to the train

d£ in warning Eleanor ol h< r peril.

but is too late ami Helen and i Hi k an forced
Idly by while Burkett starts on the

return trip in his special, carefully guarding
Eleanor.
While Pembroke and Helen spud in an auto

on the road alongside the track they suddenly
see the engineer and fireman of the special
Hunt; to the ground by a bursting steam valve
Their warning cries unheard by the passengers
on the special. Helen dei Id.

course and they take a short cut. bringing
them to a bridge over the tracks before the
wild train. Pembroke climbs over the railing
and allow- his body to sway in mid-air, while
Helen drops until she has only a perilous
hold on his feet. As the speeding train whizzes
h> beneath she abandons In r hold and lands
atop the tender. In a few seconds the train
is brought to a stop. Helen's pleading com-
bined with the evidence ol Dick's courage soon
breaks down Burkett's stubborn will and th.

lovers are happy.

Jimmy (Tommy Harper)
; Col. Wynne (John

Cossar) ; Donalson (Fred Malatesta).
Jimmy, the waif, s.es Joyce while cleaning

chimney in Col. Wynne's magnificent bom,. 11,

believes her the most beautiful girl he has ever

bekawse yure the
Donaldson, the colonel's close friend, adopts
Jimmy, who grows up into a well-educated
young man. Joyce likes him immensely, but he
has a rival. Carl Bellou. Jimmy writes a note
to Joyce informing her that one of her suitors
is the little chimney sweep who has striven

tells Bellou about it and the latter hurries lo
announce himself as the chimney sweep. i
had hoped it was Jimmy." she tells him. and
Jimmy enters in time to hear her words. lie
had the ring with him.

The capital of Russia, which has for centuries
reflected the glory ol the czars and been the
pivot point for the merging of the far east and
the far west, a dividing line of Oriental and
Occidental civilization, has been pictured in

motion drawings with all the skill of this

-possible to the richest family in
world—were all sketches before the outbreak of
the war. The drawings have now been complet-
ed and in the film offer an excellent study of the
old St. Petersburg, which added new features to
its history by the recent change in its name.
By contrast. .".00 feet of Western America scenic

i With the sketches.

THE WAR BRIDE OP PLUMVILLE (Three
Parts—Aug. 5).—The cast: Saliie Plum (Nell
Craig); Ezra plum (Ernest Maupain); Frank
Hazard (Edmund F. Cobb): Captain Dalziel
(Cllrich Haupt) ; Sargent, his accomplice
(Harry Dtinkinson ) ; Amanda Plum (Florence'
Obeiie): indue Pendlchiirst (Hugh Thompson).
The principal industry of liumville is the

Plumville Iron Works, of which Ezra Plum is

Saliie Plum, his daughter, is the
sugar plum of Plumville. Frank Hazard, fore-
man of the works, realizes this. Two strangers
arrive in Plumville. It is apparent to both that
Ezra is some plum ; further apparent to Dal-
ziel that Saliie is an exceptional plum as plums
go. and also apparent to Sargent that Amanda.
the aunt, isn't such a bad plum at that.
The s.trangers pose as foreign buyers with a

war contract and Ezra falls hard. Frank, who
is sweet on Saliie. and Judge P< ndlehurst, who
has more than a platonic affection for Amanda,
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mville. Ezra Plum collapses, Sallie

E ' 1 11 in lakes buck Frank's ring and Amanda
I'luin starts a quarrel with the Judge, proving

VIM FEATURE COMEDY.

worried, sends her to bed with the injunction
not to look out of the window facing the wood-
shed. Her curiosity gets the better of her, and
she sees hubby bury something in a hole under
a tree. That night he talks in his sleep and
confesses a murder. Next morning as soon as
she thinks be is gone she confides In a neigh-
bor, who informs the police. The "crimnal" is

arrested and taken to the scene of the crime,
where the box is dug up. On the lid is the
Inscription: "You can*! keep a secret, but you

..•lytliing she knows.

Plump and Runt lo find them. Not gil'ud with
real amount of intelligence our two

worthies manage to muddle things up in splendid
style. They lint] the plots, mi-take them for the
divorce papers, are themselves robbed, and
finally blunder into the right course, owing to
the indecision of the female mind, as the Gen-
eral- wife, changing her mind in regard to the
divorce, and returns to them the missing plots
which she fondly imagined were her divorce

WAIT A MINUTE (Aug. 4).—The cast:
Pokes (Robt. Burns) ; Jabbs (Walt. Stull) ;

.lane Higgs (Helen Gilmore) ; Robin (Robin
Williamson); his sweetheart (Ethel Burton);

(Edna Reynolds) : Thirsn Norton

suddenly called lo assist the sheriff of the ad-
joining county, Jane appoints Pokes as her sub-
stitute to take charge of the office in her ab-
sence. Jane has scarcely departed when Pokes

Word that Bad Jabbs is shooting up

Springfield, III.—"I don't belting to tl

lars, I'm only a volunteer," can no
sung by these trooper- who take tht

allegiance to Uncle Sam and grad I

State militiamen to "regular fellows.'
Los Angeles, Cal.—Trim soldier- .

ready for fight or frolic, ar.

march through the streets hire to tl.

of patriotic music.
Washington, D. C—The President and Mrs.

i Shih-kai, late President of

Regiment of the New York National Guard en-
camped in the streets, this city presents an
appearance not seen since Spanish war days.

Chicago. III.—This city's famous stock yards
becomes the clearing house for the good old
dependable mule, as thousands of National
Guardsmen pass through here on their way to
the Mexican border.

Bergen, Norway.—To familiarize
with the proper method of putting on life

; wealthy.
His oltl flames read of the marriage and descend
upon him. Likewise the creditors come to col-

lect. Hubby in despair introduces them as his
cousin, sisters, uncles, aunts and other relatives.

He gets them out of the house, but they become
BUBpit lOUl

every eff<

exposed.

VIM.
THE HEROES Duly 27).—The cast: Plump

(Babe Hardy): Hunt (Billy Ruge) ;
School-

master (Bert Tracey) ; sweetheart of Plump
and Runt (Ray Godfrey) ; Circus Agent (Joe
Cohan i

,

Day succeeded day in one happy sequence for
Plump and Runt. Occasionally they caught the
drift of their teacher's meaning; often they
did not. but what matter? Had they not bean-
shoot ers, tacks and other little things with
which to annoy him? Was not Ray the object
of their youthful passion, also a member of

their class, and did they not rob every orchard
for her delectation ?

One day the circus arrived in town and then
began the trouble. Fascinated by the tales of

the flashy agent, Ray vanishes and Plump and
Runt are left alone. They take up the trail

and at last locate the circus In a distant town.
To their horror they recognize Kay as the High
Diver as she stands poised for her terrific drop
through space. As she hits the water her lovers

.
• in and pandemonium reigns. Down

comes the tent, over goes the tank, and the
villainous circus man counts more stars than
ever were in the firmament as the reunited
trio set out for their peaceful country home.

l'm The

stall i : Bartender (Robin Williamson).
Jabb ' ' latle him

that Robin, the bartender he bat
the Black Hand

lb ride to perpetrate a im le

|oke on him. It> tin tine

I he bat i not only to eat all

the In . liiu.lt I ir

cigar and leave: nothing in tin lini

behind blm, Jabb . willin to bi lit ve that per-

haps the lilack Hand l i eal v a 1 1 1 r I

and pur-
watei melon from him be s. >

.! that lie

While labli

In lp I'ni.i in il.i himself at home in the
in sight. When

lie of his life. When

watermelon ami the

I result that 1

1

and both I'ok. anil .lalil. ar. deluged with the
,.

.

of fire from a nearby barn.
While busy at the fire, Robin rushes in and

demands that Pokes act as justice of the peace
and marry him immediately. Poke- quits the
fire and proceeds with the wedding service, but
the call for help coming again from the dance
hall stops the marriage while Pokes again
rushes forth. Then the various calls coming
for Pokes that are part of the duties of the
many offices he holds keeps him rushing madly
in all directions. II. finally discovers that
Kol, in has eloped not with his real sweetheart,
but with her older sister who has disguised her-
self in Ethel's clothes. However, now that he
has a couple of young people in front of him.

regardless of Robin's vehement protests.
By a clever scheme Pokes succeeds in captur-

ing Jabbs and putting out the fire in the barn
and proudly returns to the office with his
prisoner. When Pokes arrives at the office, he
finds that in his absence .lane has returned with
Robin's real sweetheart, Ethel, and has already
performed the wedding service. Moreover, in-

stead of being prais.il for his daring capture of
Jabbs. he sees his admired .lane clasp the bad

to her bosom and proclaim him as her long

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEA-
TURES.

THE SAND LARK— (Three Parts July 28).
The cast: Joe Manley (Henry King); Jenny
Saver (Margaret Landisl; Her father t Henry
Stanley): Chester Hoover (Charles Dudley I ;

Helen Wright (Joyce Moore > ILi lln-band
(Norman Lukcl. Direction 11 M

Jenny, the sweetheart ol Joe Manley, a fisher-

man, funis a weeping woman on the sands and
i home. A child is born, n

who ha- promised not to reveal tin woman's
[promising position

The woman Bees and m
take- her to a n. Ighboi Ing 1

lollows, believing the woman is Jenny, and on

with him to many Jenny The woman meets
gl tl. and

takes him to • their child. Ki conciliation
. . alter the man at

father are burned to death
the paralytic as an act Ol I

•

SELIG.
ski.d; TRIBUNE NO 54 (July 6).
San Kraut iseo t'al If. . w.u kmeii are

literally wading into weali

larded 1 1 in k « n li • i--M. en million
ror a Journey ol

thru block n the old to the new city hull.

International Bridge and turned over to the
United States.
Pigeon Islands, Cal.—During springtime

thousands of seals frequent •'

return before breeding time the following

Bridgehampton, L. I.—Charles E. Hughes.
Republican nomine, tot l'ie-id,nt. and William
II. Tat't. ex-President, meet lure for conference.
Somewhere in Mexico.—These brave troopers

under commands of Gen. Pershing are scour-
ing the Mexican plains searching for bandits.

Tin: CONFLICT—(Three Parts—July 24).—
The cast: Paul Gilbert (Charles West): Nell
Gail (Fritzi llrunette) : Harold Morgan (Jack

Lonsdale). Written by Rosa Ravmond.
reet. d by William Robert Daly.
Allan Newell, rector of the fashionable St

Pauls Church, informs Paul Gilbert, a rising
young minister, that he. Newell i- planning a
trip abroad and would like Gilbert to

him as rector of St. Paul's. At the same time
Paul Gilbert receives a letter from a friend
asking him to OCCUpy the pulpit at s

llethel, located in the slums of a great city.

The lav Gilbert is in love with Alice Mor-
gan, sister of Harold Morgan, and he is torn
b.twixt the ambition to occupy the fashionable
Church and what he believes to be his duty in

the Master's can-., namely, to take ,

the humble llethel. finally he informs hi-
hetroihed that he will decline the rectorship ol

St Paul- and devote his life to the
mission. 'You cannot expect me to follow you
into the slums.'' exclaims Alice, and
the engagt
Down in ar th. s. ami D B( th. I Nt

orphan, is the owner of the Oa-i
She aci idi-ntalb i an. who
tails in love with the girl. In the meantime
Paul Gilbert has plunged Into hi- work among
the tough seamen anil the benefits of h

in the Ma '.I vineyard are -huwn when the
icll I

When Morgan \i-it- the saloon it

Veil Gail he becomes inv., .

1 1 ,1- One of the play, i

and the man falls

murder. At the trial it appear- that Harold
murder.

Hill Boyle, S water front bully a
.

me.i from a fall •

Taken to the hospital he . el

the real -layer of the man in tin ale. mi II.

DOte to Paul Glib.
he did If.

The KiV Glib, M
III time t.. ' • further

found tO be the Until V

Willi the , , I , t .. led III III

. .i re Oenei .i '

I
I. I I

.
III. i

''.a

Mil.!: • I hi

ner .lit ll i Iv fin I lii el.

I

Iii : iiai .1 and
he di . ov ei i he lii.lnir pi. i li.

I'll, Old 1 ,. Iiel .1 I W ' '

,|, i il. lo illv on, lino and Willi tin

divorce pi

Plump and Hunt, to servo them,,

i mil Warfare pi

men Into perpetual .laikn. bin '

d ut St Hun Ion !i nl Park.
Whole III. v '

\ \ , w

.viilry, go through nrmy t

barking fur tin

borderland.

L.0CA1
n

an. I produced bj Tom Mia
Vl.kv I

writing ambitions, gooi. Wri
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: how ho acts, and so that she can tell what
to do with her hero in her Western story. John
Hicks, the ranch owner, discovers Vicky's plot

. j perform l
posed marriage ceremony between Tom and
Vicky. Too late the boys discover that the
stranger is a real clergyman, and that the
matrimonial ties are binding. Later, however,
Tom linds a means to cause Vicky to become
content with Iter lot.

thousands of persons enjoy the r .

lure. .Note the number of army officer

through the crowd.
On the Kastern Front. -These German rein-

lore, 'incuts are being rushed to the assistance of

the Austrian armies in an effort to check the
Russian drive.
On the Western Front.—According to the

latest reports, the Germans have been forced to

these trenches which they have held
for months.
New York, N. Y. The beauty of the cele-

bration in this city, demonstrates that a safe
and sano Fourth, is better than a harvest of

crippled children.
St. Paul, Minn. -The Mississippi Valley Power

his

Las Vegas, N. M.—Roping, broncho busting,
l. nil. lugging and wild horse racing marks the
gathering of cowboys here for their annual re-

SELIG-TRIBUXE XO. f.7 (July 17).

San Francisco, Cal.—Crack
race for American tank champio

open air meeting in Madison squar. ._

their former employers there has been no break
in their ranks.

Chicago, 111.—The world's largest

_.— 9 miles, l.SOO of them
paralleled record.
Tacoma, Wash.—A head-on collision of two

locomotives affords a thrill to the thousands of

spectators who attend the celebration at Speed-
way Park here.
Santa Rosa, Cal.—Veterans of the Civil war

gather here for their annual encampment.
El Paso, Texas.—The kind of work these boys

THE OLD MAX WHO TRIED TO GROW
YOUXG f Throe Parts—July 31).—The cast:
Rodney Grav -

' V. W. Filson) ; George Hard-
I ioris Keene (Vivian

Dr. Cenori (Harry Lonsdale); Mrs.
Keen" i Eugenie Besserer). Written by Mal-
colm Douglas. Directed by T. X. Heffron.
Rodney Graves, millionaire merchant, and

George Harding, his secretary, are both in love
with Doris Keene. a young girl interested in

charitable work. Graves, well along in years,
is not in the best of health. He gives the girl

nation, and even signs a check for
$4,000 for a charitable institution in which Doris
is interested. Doris, however, has no love for
the elderlv millionaire thinking only of George
Harding.

Dr. Ceneri, a charlatan, knowing of Graves'
inging for vouth. takes advantage of the

'~'ity and offers to

Doris Keene and

m and then dyes
Graves' hair brown. When Graves awakens
ho reallv believes that at least thirty years
have fallen off his shoulders. With this belief

comes the ambition to win Doris. He proposes
and is rejected. He vows to bo revenged upon
George Harding, his
Graves makes it appear that Harding has

absconded with the payroll of the company, and
the young secretary is arrested and placed in

jail. Graves then goes to Doris and tells her
that he will have Harding released from prison,
providing she marries Graves. Doris resolves to

sacrifice herself for her sweetheart, and marries
the millionaire.

millionaire's deel
sell him an elix

of any crime, and that it was a scheme of I

to gam possession of the girl. Then he is again
1th a paroz] m ol pan. and

less. Grav.-- butler overhears his confession to
his bride. Harding la released from jail because
Graves' confession frees him of any guilt.

AX AXGELIC ATTITUDE (Aug. 5).—The
cast: Tom Miller (Tom Mix); Grace Williams
(Victoria Fordo) ; Daniel Miller (Joe Ryan).
Written by Edwin Rav Coffin. Produced by Tom

I real western E

she induces Tom's lather t

hanging from a rope which is tied I

of a tree. When father is thus m
Tom and Grace escape to plight thci

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
POWERS.

FIGHTIXG IXFAXTILE PARALYSIS (July
27).—This subject will be released in place of

"Creating Life from a Dead Leaf," which was
originally scheduled for release on that day. On
the same reel will be a cartoon comedy entitled

"Jitney Jack and Gasolena." A synopsis of

this latter subject was printed on page 83G of

the July L".> issue. "Creating Life from a Dead
Loaf" will be released at a later date.

Aug. 3).—
__ e of the field sports of India

are shown. First there is an elephant race.

These animals, though very large and awkward,
can travel at a terrific rate. Xext sword prac-
tice is shown. Horsemen, riding at full speed,

cut a sheep in two in one stroke, a feat requir-
ing great skill. horsemanship

sg and piercing
A camel race

3 shown, such as pulling a ]

the heart of a great manikin,
affords much amusement.
Some native troops in a sham battle perform

remarkably well. The cavalry in particular
give a very spectacular performance. Then
some Xautch girls are shown. These are the
Geishas of India and command enormous sal-

aries. They are pictured in some of the dances
which made them famous.

NESTOR.
CAUGHT WITH THE GOODS (July 31).—The

east: Reggie Smith (Eddie Lyons); his father
(Hart Gamble); June (Lee Moran). Written
by Ben Cohn. Produced by Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran.
Because Reggie is prone

liquor when it

and his

nted with :

father

Dill for

June, his father's ward, an

Reggie arrives home earl'

be exact, at 3 A. M—and is

angry father. Father calls

flaunting the bill of damage
him to leave the house an
he has paid the bill. Ji

father is obdurate and Reg
He spends the night on
awakened the I

thrown in his

one morning—to

confronted by his
im a grafter, and,
before him, tells

not return until
le intercedes, but

s. Idly looking over it. he
vho knows the elite and club
and he decides to try for

The Association of Stevedores are wrought
up over the advance of beer from five to ten
cents a can. There is untold suffering among
them, and they secure the services of De-
tective Potts to advance their cause. Thus it

is that Reggie and Potts meet, for Potts has
inserted the advertisement.
Unknown to Reggie, his father is head of

the graft trust that advanced the price of

beer. The members meet each night to plan new
schemes, but Potts and Reggie discover the
meeting place and make a raid. The last to

come out is Mr. Smith. Recognition follows.

and upon being allowed to lpave, Smith "makes
good" with both Reggie and Potts.

Reggie is enabled to pay off his bills, and
as be has proven his father to be the biggest

PARTNERS (Aug. 3).—The cast: Stuart
Kingsley (Howard Crainpton) ; Kate (Cathe-
rine Calvert) ; Donald Grant (Hohart Hen-
ley); Silas Gray (Marcus Moriarty). Writ-
ten by John C. Brownell. Produced by Hobart
Henley.
Kate it the only daughter of Stuart Kingsley,

head of the Gasoline Trust. Just before riding
one morning she asks her father for spending
money and he gives her a hundred-dollar bill.

Kate tires while riding that morning and de-
cides to rest in a little summer house in the
park. On a bench in the little house she sees
Donald Grant fast asleep with a letter from
his mother. She is so touched by the letter
that she slips the hundred dollars in his pocket.

Later Donald goes to a cheap restaurant and
happens to sit next to an old inventor. The
old man tells him that if he had .$100 he could
perfect his machine for making a substitute
for gasoline. Donald is interested, but says he
cannot help him. Imagine his surprise when
upon putting his hand in his pocket to pay
his check he finds the hundred dollars. Donald
agrees to help the old man with his new-found
wealth.
Two weeks later the machine is perfected

and one of the leading papers publishes an
article telling about the invention. Kingsley
reads the article, which predicts the downfall
of the trust. He hands the paper to his daugh-
ter and she is surprised to read that Donald
Grant with a hundred-dollar bill, which he
claims the fairies gave him, has bought a half
interest in the invention. A meeting of the
trust is called. Old Kinglsey calls up Donald
and tells him to come at once to hear their
proposition. When he comes great pressure is

brought to hear on him to sell out for a small
amount. But he refuses to sell for less than a
million dollars.
Meanwhile Kate cannot resist the temptation

to go to Donald's office and offer her con-
gratulations. Donald is not there when she
arrives, but the old inventor goes for him.
While he is gone she amuses herself by t

"

of the
Donald's mother. Donald c

the lines realizes that this mi
factress. So he says that s

one who has made the whoh
she must become a partner.
When Kingsley again tries

in the letter -from
and seeing

t be his bene-
ce she is the
thing possible

buy the in-
vention he says he can do nothing without the
consent of the third partner. But when Kings-
ley finds that his own daughter is one of the
partners he takes an interest in it himself.
The last scene shows Kate. Kingsley, the in-

ventor, Donald and his mother all prosperous.
It is not hard to guess that Donald and Kate
will become partners for life.

JOKER.
KATE'S AFFIXITIES (Aug. 5).—The cast:

Kate (Gale Henry) ; Maxine (Lillian Peacock) ;

Rill (Wm. Franey) ; Charlie (Chas. Conklin) ;

Lovejoy (Milburn Morante).
The friends of pretty Maxine and her fiance,

Lovejoy, consider Maxine's old maid sister,

Kate, a "lemon" and Kate has never had a
beau until her photo is seen by plain, sober-
going Bill, who promptly falls in love. They
are "affinities" and all goes well until Charlie,
a sailor, home from a long voyage, meets Kate
at a picnic. Thereupon. Charlie falls in love
with Kate, also. Kate has the time of her
life with the new experience of playing off one
man against another.

But Charlie and Bill ipmrrel and a duel is

arranged. Bill is hit. but hi c life is saved by
a locket containing his mother's picture, which
he always carried over his heart. This locket
brings out the fact that Charlie and Bill are
long lost brothers. Privately, each decides to

sacrifice for his brother and goes away, leav-
ing a note for Kate, telling her he has given
her up for brother's sake. This is the end of

Kate's matrimonial hopes, for there were only
two brothers in that family, which exhausts
Kate's possible affinities.

VICTOR.
A SOCIETY SHERLOCK (Aug. 1).—The

cast : Freddv De Peyster (William Garwood) ;

Vera Van Zandt flrma Dawkins). Adapted by
Norbert Lusk. Produced by William Garwood.
Vera Van Zandt. a societv girl, gives a week-

end party. Freddv Do Peyster, one of the
L'uests. musters sufficient energy to propose to

Vera, who lells him that the man she marries
must be a hero. Freddv gets hold of a volume
of Sherlock Holmes, which he eagerly devours.
The next day Vera receives a valuable neck-

lace from her father as a birthday gift. On
leaving the parlor that evening Vera forgets
to take her necklace with her. Lenora, one of

the guests, suggest that they bide It so that
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Mi, won't bo so careless with diamonds. It is

hidden rn ., rase le c< ati i table. The loss
is discovered and Vera's father iniorms the

The police learn of the young man with the
monocle, and Freddy, who is sleeping up-
stairs and wliu Is under suspicion of being the
culprit, is rudely awakened from his slumbers
and rushed down into the parlor in scant at-
tire. The police jostle him against the center
of the table, causing the vase to fall. Freddy
adjusts his monocle and there amidst the debris
of shattered glass glisten the elusive diamonds.
Thus Freddy has proved himself a veritable
Sherlock, and in the final scene we see Vera
crowning her hero with the necklace.

WHEN THE MINSTRELS CAME TO TOWN
(Two Parts—Aug. i).~The cast: Girl ( Baby
Early i : Hoy (Frank Butterworth) ; Father
(Seymour Hastings); Mother ( Kathryn Grif-
fith). Produced by H. ('. Matthews.
Mother and Father take the children to see

the minstrel show. All the usual stunts are
performed, much to the disgust of the parents
and to the delight of the children. That night
they dream of darkies and end-men.

III. in \t day the- children decide to have a
minstrel of their own. So all the kids in the
neighborhood are summoned and told to forage
for material. When all the junk is collected

ide that the garage is the logical place
for the stage. The car is their only obstacle,
so they start it to get it out. Put no one
knows how to stop it and the auto goes sail-
ing down the street. The blackening of the

at first a puzzle, but shoe blacking
and Btoveblack solve the problem. Then a
baby is needed for a part in the play. So lit-

tle brother is stolen from the cradle and his
face blacked.

In the meanwhile father has been phoned
that his car was found meandering through

' and when he gets to the police
station to see about it mother phones that

been stolen. He rushes home with the
whole police force and the thieves are found
in the garage, having the time of their young

i be picture ends with a view of little
Frankie in the tub getting the world's most
thorough scrubbing.

L-KO.
DINTY'S DARING DASH (Two Parts—

Aug. 2).—The cast: Dinty (Dan Russell); his
wife (Katherine Grifflth); f. M. Trubbell (Bert
Roach); his wife I Belle Bennett).

Dinty was hard to discourage- in his coquet-
ancl he flirted desperately, and with-

out the least embarrassment to himself 1'n-
fortunately he was unlucky in one of his tun-
ing excursions, as he picked out a lady whose

had tbe nastiest temper and was the
most unreasonable when he got angry, of any
flirt discourager alive. Husband gave Dinty
a fair and gentlemanly warning and fate was
again t him until he discovered that he was
unintentionally taking a bath in the wife's
''•nil tub. Also he discovered thai husband
was iii the near vicinity with two Krupps, ami
that the means of exit from the bathroom led
right past husband.
How flirts miraculously escape, how innocent

people get mixed up in pursuit they don't
-* *-), and how some people live through

terrible experiences was proven her.-. The
suit of it all was that Dinty tried i

"|| B tree! car in his klmona Tie
wa willing, the in e,N,n.i.,n »> unwilling and
Dinty was unwilling, but h
behind with Ins trusty Krupps, and i

,

nalurallj hail l,, I, , , , ; -,,!,,. ,,i ,

., ntually
stopped b

ecindu, tor si railroad
wh( n a train was due to pa

<>nh thing II, i,l get |np,,. ,

clnii, ti, in ,,,, it,,,,,

ind several polic-em, ,

"1 escape ,,„„, |b, .

As Dinty Weill up ,,,, ,, sliver I rem . . .

catcher be remarked thai flit

liter i Lucille ||„„„„,
Bultoi i Bert Roach i

,

Sl " w:i •' > " ihlng and hi i ithi r thoughl
ni 'ii to he married, hut as ik al-

,.,,.;.:,,,.,;
,

II..II, ., ,1,1, ,.,„, 1,1,1 ,,,,,, ,

With the
""' ""I lath, i In,, I I |,u( ,a,|„r

•'.'" "" all il, c Kale i„
'>'l'l>.'.l wHb il without the least

eot notion
1

i i " at rli ,i and thi i i

|M "' ''
' "< '" "<" i' "i -i it

M" I",, I,,
•

.

, ,,, p, 1U]1

could i

ing a _..
sented to their spending their reclining years
with them in their magnificent home. They
arrived, but it was a sad reception lather got
when he looked into the eyes of his deposed
janitor, now his son-in-law. Father took a
wallop at him and son-in-law raced from the
house into jitney and away, with father and
the cops in hot pursuit.

BISON.
UNDER THE LIONS PAW (Two Parts—Aug.

5).—The cast: Hamilton (Rex de Roselli) ;

Grace, his daughter (Golda Colwell) ; Blanche,
little daughter (Clara Horton) ; George, super-
intendent (Colin Chase). Scenario by Harry
Schenck. Produced by Jay Hunt.
Hamilton, a victim of "paralysis and owner

of a menagerie where animals can be bought,
sold and exchanged, has a superintendent under
his employ who is in love with his elder daugh-
ter, Grace. She loves him, too. but unknown
to her father. One day while putting an animal
through some stunts the trainer is caught and
Hamilton is taken with a stroke at the sight,
this being his second attack. He realizes that
the next attack will probably mean his end and
he thinks, too, that by selling he will rid bis
daughter of the superintendent. He sells the
menagerie, but keeps his pet animal, a wild
and vicious lio/i. which he takes to his private

spy her and asks her to take a note
) her sister unknown to her father. Blanche
msents, but in trying to deliver the message
le is stopped by her father, who takes it from

her. The father is very angry. He locks Grace
and the mother, going on a visit.

" ' r. leaving her with hertakes ]

t, who lives a short distance away. The
at he will have the
night, instead of his

will keep thedaughte
superintendent away for good.
He then turns the animal loose and waits

for the arrival of George, but in the meantime
Blanche runs away from her aunt's and ar-
rives home and is confronted by the animal.
Father, seeing this from the window, is at-
tacked with the third stroke of paralysis.
George arrives in time to save little Blanches

Grace breaks away from her room, helps

BIG U.
REDWOOD LANK (Aug 3).—The cast:

LangleyI'eieiie iai. MacQuarrle)
(.lack Nelson i ; Gladys I Lucille- Vc,

'"
l by I

Her
Mother (Mrs. Jay Hu_.
Produced by Jay

I I

I'el.ite, ii guide ,,t the tree country, and Mar-
tin Langlc ii are both suitors
for the hand of Gladys. Martin is finally ac-
cepted and marries the gn
be brave about the matter and when the two

a short honeymoon trip he builds a
house for the two and has it completed when
they return.

But daily witnessing thi happiness of the
iift.-r a

'unking.
', ited condition he

him once iiieir,- and In- approach, h,-i -t.-althilv
Anally hear- him

tin- point .

anil Wat, ties -pi Il-

ls almost
III h, r Hie
bound.

Tin- gill manage : le, 1,1,1, i

ills! II,

after hi r The t»„
ore below and Martin win
Hill. wildh pil -h.

ml that

hut Martin |s obdurate Bui flnallj b

TILLIE, THE
Tilli.

Orm-tecl ,

\l,e,i , \Y

due-, el by C

Dix makes the acquaintance of Olaf Hanson,
who is also on the train. He learns that Olaf
is a Swede and he tells of Tilhe. Olaf talks
to Tillie, who is happy to meet a country-
man, and he learns she is on her way to the
middle Wi?st, where her father is seriously ill.

isks her -"--

_. .j all ri£

bills.

Tillie's first night in a sleeping cat
uncomfortable ; she cannot sleep, and :

thinks some- one is watching her. but i- not
sure. Finally she doses off. When 8h
her money is missing and she hears i

ing. She suspects him and follows out. Dix
sees he is followed and takes a taxi. Tillie
follows. He finally eludes her and Tillie misses
her train. She wanders about the town until
exhausted. At last she finds the Swedish Wel-
fare League, who take care of her.
Her father is, meanwhile, worrying over the>

non-arrival of his daughter. He had received
word that she was on her way. but the train
arrived without her. Nels Ormsted
old man up. Finally thev receive word of
Tillies whereabouts and learn that she is or
her way to the farm. .Wis j< ordered to me^i
the train. Dix is in the country selling wiL-d-
mills and has been doing very well. Alter se-
curing several orders he sets out for

.Wis meets Tillie, who has started to walk
to the farm, and the two become a

Tillie tells him of her troubles and how His
stole her money. They meet Dix walking on
the road and Nels makes him return the money.
There is a happy me, ting h, tw,-,n the father
and daughter, and the sight of Tillie acts as
a tonic on the sick man. Through the days of
harvesting Nels and Tillie are together often
and their interest in each other grows with
the passing days.

(King Hagg.etti: Tom Steele iWallis Clarke)
Captain Morton (Howard CramptOD
his daughter (Edna Humeri: The Girl t B.-a-
trici Allelic Written by Harry Ditniar. Pro-

ting in bis cabin in port when be he ai
on deck. He rushes up to stop it .

under a tarpaulin a girl shivering from the
cold. II, carries her into the cabin and is
prompted to tell her his story. Twenty years
before- Angus was in love- with Bess, the Skip-
pers daughter. One day the old man i- brought
home dead and Bess turns to Angus for pro-
tection, though she does not love him.
Then Tom. Angus' brother, returns from a

drunken brawl. Bess, who has not seen him
for many years, falls in love with him. Tom
seeing that Bess does nto love him,
'he match and haves the town fort

i hat hav,- passed Tom sank lower and
lower. He was supported h> Bess, hut tinally
declded thai it was ,„,t worth wbl
w "n her. S.e he leaves and B.-ss commits
Bulclde.

or the- ship to go
out anil the waifs happiness is over. Then

" heard t,i ask teer money.
Angus refuses and as they argue the girl 1

"he runs to hin
,'lie-n he Ming- herBhe knew- he would

asideAngu
and threw-, him ,,\ , rhoard Then the- girl turns
on Angus and says she loved Tom an I

RED FEATHER.
PROM BROADWAY TO A THRON1

King , Walter
Billy

'"" k " "" M.rv.l Sp,-,„erl':
1 1, Idonc

' I- rank \l

be in ,ll •
ti-inihl. Ik I'll, girl I" i

•
! i

...

I'-.,-!-.!..,
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j king.

Tin- light is h. 1.1 that ninlit as scheduled. In

tin' second round Jlmmle ret a blew thai

knocks aim uncon clous As the referee begins

to count iiitn out. Jlmmle dreams tha

and returns homo. II.' »n
tor to Itoss tolling h.T that ho is now broke

and that ho intends Laving Now York and stay
Thi> room of old

Mari,.\ is just across the hallway from .hin-

niie's room. .limniio hoars a noise in Marlex s

room. He goes into the hallway and listens.

It appears to him that He
from the King oi Magonia are In Marlex's room
and are demanding of Marlex Hen
the kidnapped prince in their hands. When

i.arns that the emissaries intend to

rob him of the reward he refuses to inform

them of the prince's whereabouts. The emis-

saries bind and gag Marlex and throw him into

a closet. Jinimi. i
• ";m at this

juncture. The em'
his sweater front
He arrives in the King.mm oi .Mago.ua. aim

tries to explain to King I". -li\ that he is not

the prince. The king will aoi believe him.

The arrival of the alleged prince throws Hel-

done. pretender to the throne, out of favor.

Heldone organizes a conspiracy which ripens

into a revolt against the king. In the mean-
while Hess is lured by Princess lima of Mag-
onia, who is visiting the United States. She
accompanies her to Europe. The princess

meets Millie and convinces him that he is the

real prince. Thereupon the princess, Billie,

Hess and Marlex leave for Magonia.
They arrive at about the time when the re-

volt breaks. No sooner is their amazement at

seeing Jimmie upon the throne over than the

revolutionists break into the palace. There is

a terrific fight and Jimie is knocked senseless

from a blow from a sword. Jimmie's con-

sciousness returns and he finds himself in the

prize ring. He has just been counted out.

Right then and there he decides to accede to

Bess' request to go into vaudeville with her.

They plan to get married at once.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY. NO. 30— (July 26).

sr, Onu.iMHi HURRICANE'S WRECKAGE—Wa-
terfront devastated by gale that blows ships

far ashore—Mobile, Ala.

7,000 BOY SCOUTS REVIEWED— Moboli/..

America's future fighters for prize drill—Coney
Island, N. Y. . _

.-.ii.imiO SEE RACING REVIVED—Historic $10.-

000 American Derby run for first time in 11

years—Chicago, 111. Subtitles—They're off!

The '

„...i Francisco, Cal.

TRAINING CITIZEN SAILORS—Naval militia

quit Armorv in old Frigate for battleship

cru i se—New York City. Subtitle—Boarding the

Kentucky.
A WELCOME DIP—1th Maryland Infantry, on

way to border, stop to swim—North Bend, Ind.

WITH THE "BOYS" ON THE BORDER—
Universal'* Animated cameraman films for home
folks militiamen's training—El Paso, Texas. Sub-
titles—Bayonet drill. Advance by rushes. "Edg-
ing up." Not to reduce, to flank foe. "Eats."
Warding off typhoid. Getting trimmed. Sub-
duing a "wild one."
HONOR U-LINER'S CAPTAIN—Mme. Chris-

tine Langenhan gives cup to Paul Koenig,
Deutschland's interpid commander—Baltimore,

Md.

Kendalls, and wb,
Douglas

tion during the cotton picking, the no
d. In the light that follows, Wall

bi ati d,
lab. I Kodney, a young southerner, a neigh-

m time to witness
the light. She is Interested in Douglas, and
knowing that serious trouble will follow this
.ml. leak, induces him to come to her home
mtil Walt's anger has subsided. Arriving at

?arch of the desk drawer shov
She mounts her horse ai

father's revolver and pushes it veil baeK out
of sight. After giving her father the informa-
tion, she returns to her room. A second ring
at the telephone is answered by Douglas. Ethel
hears him talking excitedly; he th.
the hall. A sea-"
the revolver gor
rides toward the
Douglas. Just before rounding a bend in the
road she hears two pistol shots. A moment
later she comes upon the body of Walt Kendall,
her father's revolver beside the body. Douglas
is arrested and Ethel is forced to become the
"State's witness" against him. He is found
guilty, but his lawyer seems confident that he
will secure a new trial. Luke Kendall fears
a new trial would be granted, so gathers to-
gether some of his friends, "fixes" the sheriff
and prepares for a lynching. First they burn
the sawmill. The illumination attracts the at-
tention of Ethel and she goes to the phone to

'phone trouble i

had allowed it to drop on the floor when she
thrust it out of sight. And there it had lain

•ing the trial, the principal piece of evidence
that convicted Douglas.
With the evidence Ethel r

cycle and starts for town. Hi;r one hope is of
beating the lynchers, who have convinced the
sheriff of Douglas' guilt. She passes the
lynchers, is fired on, wounded, but never slack-
ens her speed. She arrives In time to place her
.idence in the hands of the sheriff,

mons his deputies. There is a brisk fight and
the lynchers are beaten off. Later a negro
named Sam Daw confesses that he obtained
Walt Kendall's pistol during his fight with
Douglas and after being beaten by Walt, shoots

after his

-The c

Bob Dunn (Ben Wilson I ; Kiel, .rick Bruce
(Charles Ogle) ; Marion Bruce (Edna Hunter)

;

Little Bobbin (Sherry Tansey). Written by
.l.ssie McAllister. Produced by Ben Wilson.
Bob Dunn while making the rounds of his

book factory loses a lucky gold piece. It is

found by a girl in his employ, who brings it

back in spite of the fact that she needs the
money very much herself. Bob then tells her
why he values the coin so highly.

tion by parade before Viscount French—Hyde
Park. London. England.
NEW WAY TO KEEP COOL—Aquaplaning is

latest thriller for daring society girls—New
York City. Subtitle—A Grecian one-step.
REVOLUTION'S RUINS—Pulling down build-

ings wrecked by fire and rioters—Dublin, Eng-

' SPANISH ENVOY AT LAUNCHING—First
Under-sea fighter built in U. S. is chirstened
bv Ambassador Kiano's wife—Quincy, Mass.
CARTOONS BY HY. MAYER.

GOLD SEAL.
THE STATE WITNESS (Three Parts—

Aug. 1).—The cast: Walt Kendall (L.
C. Shumway) ; Edgar Douglas (Lee Hill) ;

Ethel Rodiiev I Marie Walcamp) ; her father
(E. N. Walleck) ; her mother (Helen Wright).
Adapted by Walter Woods. Produced by Mc-
Rae.

Years before, wh en he was a I-treet urchin,
he happened to p< here

is being gn for a little girl. It was
the litth> lady's bi it h day-

given her a gold . i as a pres All the
children

Id

felt so F orrv for h urn take
her gold piece. G
eurity, h usiness and

In the the Bruces lost all

their money and re forced tc ve their

i living, dnd f.

Bob is delighted and i

Marion. They ha\

foreman of the saw mill. Douglas objects ._

the way the Kendalls treat their colored help
and offers his protection and a position to

fine home and live in poorer quar
Rob finishes his story the girl tell

she is the one who befriended him
After her father's death, she says, she
forced t

work in the factory.
once proposes to Ma
ding ring made out of the gold piece and the
last picture shows Bob placing it on her finger.

WHICH WAY? (Aug. 4).—The cast: The
Man (William Lowery ) ; the Woman (Agnes
Vernon); Sunbeam (Doris Baker); Old Sailor
(Frank MacQuarrie) ; the Father ("Doc" Crane).
Written and produced by Francis Powers.
The child, about eight years of age. known

as Sunbeam, is fathered by an old seaman in

poor health. The home is the tenement slums
of a big city. She sells papers or flowers, runs
errands, etc., to help buy food and medicine for

the home. A young and enthusiastic settle-

ment worker meets her and begins to grow
fond of the girl. By chance, she meets a
gaudily-dressed young woman of the street,

and the latter's sweetheart, a fast youth on the
downward path. She unconsciously influences
this young couple to lead better lives.

The couple, having had a quarrel over jeal-
ousy and gambling, have wandered despond-
ently to the river docks, intent upon suicide,
each unaware ol the other's purpose. They
are saved from the attempt by Sunbeam, who
suddenly meets them as she comes up the stair-
way from below the dock, where she has been
sent by her foster-father to summon an old sea
friend to his bedside. Sunbeam tolls the young
couple that her father is very ill, and they fol-
low her to her home, where, after the arrival
of the old sea friend, the father dies. The
young couple ask the settlement worker if they

ce for Sunbeam. The old sea friend is

willing, but suddenly wants to know who they
are and who will vouch for their respectability.
The young couple hang their heads, as the

old sea friend indignantly claims Sunbeam and
lakes her away to his curious old home under
the docks. The young woman cries, and the
youth comforts her; he whispers to her a pro-
posal that they get married. The young set-

the straight road of life. Sunbeam dies s

time later and the settlement worker tells the
mourners that Sunbeam, perhaps, was sent as
a Soul child to lead others to a better life.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
THE ADVENTURES OF PEG O' THE RING,

NO. 12 ("On the High Seas"—Two Parts—July
Peg (Grace Cunard) ; Doctor

the Clown (Pete Gerald) ; Marcus, the Hindoo
(Irving Lippner).

As this episode begins the chance acquaint-
ance of Dr. Lund, Jr., has just been knocked
on the head by the river pirates. Their only
protection being thus removed, Peg and Dr.
Lund, who have sought safety on the after deck
of the pirate vessel, are in imminent danger
of being recaptured by the harbor pirates, but
Dr. Lund's friend recovers consciousness
quicker than his asailants expected, and sneaks
up behind them with a revolver. This turns
the tide again in his favor, and after the three
jump to safety and swim to the small launch
on which Dr. Lund pursued the pirate vessel.

In the meantime the circus people discover
Peg's absence, and trace her to the dock. As
they reach it the launch lands, and for the first

nths things seem to have straight-

has so staunchly stood by him, and much I

his own relief, he hands over Peg's uiuch-
fought-over letter to Peg, who turns it over to
Flip. This action is seen by Marcus and an-
other member of Mrs. Lund's gang. Flip hides
the leter and starts to dress for the perform-
ance, but before the time for the curtain to go
up he falls from a trunk and badly sprains his
ankle. The manager threatens to fire him if he
is not in condition to play that night. Peg
comes into Flip's dressing room, and, learning
of his accident and the danger in which he
stands, she offers to play his role. She dresses
as a clown.

Peg makes a big hit as a circus clown. When
her act is over, and she is about to run into
Flip's dressing-room, she is kidnapped. The
girl's absence is discovered, and Dr. Lund, Jr.,

is the first one to pick up a hot trail. He dis-
covers her in an unoccupied house near the
circus. In his attempt to rescue her he is

knocked unconscious. In the excitement. Peg
escapes. She runs to the gateway entrance and
hides there. The ruffians catch a glimpse of
a white figure running outside, and, supposing
it to be Peg, one of them fires a shot, bringing
down the figure. In the uncertain light they
have killed the owner of the house. When
they discover their error they decide to tie
up Dr. Lund so that he will not be able to es-
cape when he recovers consciousness and make
a getaway, but their plans are frustrated, for
Dr. Lund works his way to the window which
he broke and on the jagged glass which still

remains in the frame he cuts the cords which

Peg has been able to make good her escape,
but unfortunately for her, the hour when her
strange inheritance frequently takes possession
of her approaches and she becomes for the
time being a jibbering. irresponsible maniac.
Her shrieks arouse two ruffians who follow her.
When they discover that it is Peg they re-
solve to put an end to her at once. As Peg
perches on the brink, her pursuers close in
on her. She threatens to throw herself off

the brink, but they only laugh and draw
nearer. As they are about to lay hands upon
her she makes the crazy jump and crashes
down thirty or forty feet, landing bruised and
cramped on a shelf rock, but fortunately re-

stored to her senses. As the crooks look
down upon her they hear Dr. Lund behind
them and hide in a crevice. With one look
over the rock Dr. Lund sizes up the situation
and runs to the nearest habitation for a rope.
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and assuring
injured ho lies the rope about Iter preparatory

to climbing up himself and pulling tier up. but

a dcvlish selienie is being hatched above him.

Tbe ruffians, seeing both ol tbe el

their warfare together, and in surh a pre-

carious position, deeide to put an end to them.

As the episode lades out Hi

ing at the rope which is all that li<

l)r. Lund and his companion and either sturva-

Mutual Film Corporation.
AMERICAN.

The (

(Vivi

(George Ahearn. Seenario Xalhan 1'. (lakes.

Directed bv Carl M. 1
•

lsruee lilake helongs to (he idle rich and is

a constant source of worry to his people be-

cause of his escapades. As the story opens, he

is waking up in his room after a night of more
than usual gaycty. His head troubles him. and
suspecting that as usual he has commuted some
deplorable foolishness, he calls his faithful

valet. Collins, and demands to be informed ot

ol the night before.

Collins modestly tells him he proposed to the

sprightly French dancer, Minettc Lcday. that

gests that Bruce go thel

Collins, to escape the
surely make for him. A
the night of his departure
ouf.1t. Linking up the
with the fact of Brucf

maid and just as he rea

with her the detective ar
the murder of Minette.
this. Hie city newspaper i

kindred spirit, agrees to marry him though she
tells him of her rea! love for another and of her
disappointment.

I'.eiore the marriage can be performed. l)e

l.ysle blackmails Vivian again. Sin i

evith her last cllorl she writes two letters of (_.

Cession—to Marion and to Donald. She is for-
ie is a reconciliation between Marion

and Donald and a new joy dawns at the end of

the rainbow of nope,

CUB.
WHEN JERRY CAME TO TOWN (Aug. 4).—

The east: Jerry i George Ovev
I ; Han

George); father i Louis Fit/.Koy I ; Nellie, his
daughter iciniro Alexander); Bill (Ray Lin-
eeln I :ci

i I larry Jackson)

.

Jerry sees a village cut-up tormenting a

young woman, who is loaded clown under the
weight of a heavy basket ol

eVayn

• Thi-i

iVest) : Dob Gray (George

Vheatni; Carl Lambert (Joseph Beaudry)

;

Vrthur De Lysle (George Field). Scenario

vnit, ti by Anthony W. Coldewey. Directed by

[•nomas Eticketts.

Donald Lowrie. a populai >ung business n

mdersiood in his casual

to Vivian Conroy. who assumes a proprietary

interest in him. which becomes amusing to their

friends. Dick and Elsie- Martin, a \ <"

, i,.,l couple, are out c rt a i n ing their cousin, Marian
Wayne. l"pon her introduction to D.i

mutual attraction between Marion and Donald

3 pronounced as to call forth the i

- ica lousy on the part of Vivian. In

eriod of her visit. Marion is thrown

constantly" into the society of Donald _by her

friends, much to Vivian's 6

satisfaction. They soon
smothering her disappoint!

to congratulate them

of violet

secure Donald for herself. She pays a "" ri ">"

young people are invited. While Marion i-

"placed in a position whet, she can -ec all that

goes on, the actor. Arthur DeLysie IB

ing Donald for a moment, car. s-, - \ man among

the shrubbery and Marion listen

Vivian address words ot endearment to the sup-

posed Donald. An estrangement results. Marion

(lings back the ring to Donald. Vivian cneers

him and marries him.
Later on, DeLysle, the actor goes broke and

demands money of Vivian. She pays him but

,,,,l,/.,ng that she has not made Donald happv.

she feels euiltv. In the meantime, Mai..

info charity work and meeting Carl Lambert, a

of marriage, owing to Darcy's reduced circum-
stances. Darcv is unable to sell his poems,
and the publisher will not print them for less

than live hundred dollars.
Claude Lamarque. a painter, strolling in the

woods, sees Puritv bathing in a stream. He
later succeeds in meeting Purity and makes
her an offer to pose for him. She refuses, but
ace. tits his card. I'uritv receives word I rem
Darcv that he is ill in bed and begging her to

.onic- with him. His final effort to publish his

book of poems has met with refusal.

ting to aid him. she goes to

Lamarque. secures live hundred dollars in ad-
vance- with a promise to repay him by posing
for him, and earning money from other artists,

the basket for the
learns that his frien,

town grocer. The fat
man to help about t

(he- job. Jerrys att.

wn. Jerry
of the

ire haunted
himself.

They are

Jerry and the girl are having a delightful

time, while some of the customers build a lire

in a stove and pla
top to tha' Revived, the father

; Jerry singing and with the constable and
others he makes ready to capture Jerry.
They burst in upon Jerry and the girl and

there is a general mix-up. During the- uproai
Jerry makes his escape and hid. ling the fright-

ened daughter a hasty good-bye. he- starts a clash

for freedom. Led by the c -"-

fellow gain
the

r strap effectively c

.id Donald's
igaged and
,n is forced

Luston Black (Wil

iWalahe MacDonald and Xell Franzen ; Shep-
herd (Ashton Dearholt).
Thornton Darcy. an idealistic poet, is at work

upon an allegorical poem which he calls "Vir-

tue." He devotes the first part of it to pictur-

ing the idyllic state of the earth prior to the
advent of evil in which Virtue is the world's

Greek myth of Pa
the world.

Finishing his w.

into a light doze a

that his dream gir

tho person of a

strc__
ouainted and he learns that

Worth, and that sin- lives n

humble secluded home. She
appeal to Darcy as he doe
repeat the meeting in the wo
that they fall in love- and at

of the fact that thei immediate prospect

the pub-
book. She binds

is confined to

_„ 'bed with a siege of illDess, and is only
saved from death by the happy turn. Purity
guards from him the secret of her e"

turns the money c

llsner to Dring out Darcy's '

the publisher to s, .

meantime-, she poses regular
Lamarque. Through his interest in her lie se-

cures an engagement for her to pose in iruita-

i i.ni ..I marble statuary at a tet

fashionable young widow, Judith Lui
sooner is Darcy's honk published than it excite

for

No

the l

attention and prais.

pressing h

and he becomes

io, Luston Black, an acquaint-
tnarque. having caught a glimpse of

ng for the artist, has become infatu-
her II. assumes that because of

n as a model he will have an easy
But Purity, despite her innocence,
base motives and spurns him.
accepting an invitation to visit La-
imes into the studio while Black is

s attentions upon Purity. He thrashes
iiia.K, wno taunts the poet with the fact thai
his fiancee is posing in the nude. Darcy will

not believe it. Purity acknowledges the truth.

Darcv will not listen to Purity's explanations
and casts her off. A short time later the poet

sees Lamarque's finished picture of "Virtue.'
Darcy is quick to read the great truth' that the
picture is intended to convey and upon learning
that Purity was the- instrument through which
his poems were published, hastens to her. They
are happily reunited.

FATE'S DECISION (Two Parts—Aug. 5).—
The cast: The Husband (William Clifford i;

The Wife (Margaret Gibson) ; The Flirt (Claude
Mortonson). Directed by Charles Swickard.
The husband, a middle-aged and prosperous

business man. is burdened and worried with
the care of his enterprises and so deeply en-
grossed is he in his affairs that he does not
show his wife the consideration she expects.
Many dinners at home are not graced with his
presence aid the- wife dines alone. As she does
not understand business or appreciate its de-

r'The Flir
i young vife i

rst

eing flattered by i

The first experience leads to other visits to the
garden by the young wife and she is soon on
friendly terms with the flirt, but, of course,
without taking her husband into her confidence.
A day arrives when the husband is unexpect-
edly called out of town and as he plans to
leave that same night, he calls up his home and
notifies* his wife to have his bag packed and
ready. They planned to attend the theatre that
evening and the wife reminds the husband of

this fact, suggesting that he postpone

engagement :

the

The husband, worried, and his mind upon a
possible big loss of business, is rather curt in
his treatment of his wife's attitude, an act
which she can only assume is a further demon-
stration of his neglect. Her association with
The Flirt has been merely foolish up to this
time. He made attempts to have the young
wife permit him to visit her at her home
during the absence of her husband, but without

Piqued, the wife resolves that she will not
miss the theatre and decides to ask The Flirt
to act as her escort. She does not phone the
invitation on account of the servants in the
house, but dispatches it in writing by a tele-
graph messenger. After an early dinner, the
husband prepares to leave for his trip, but the
young wife becomes conscience-stricken and

ROLL

TICKETS

C/3 Five Thousand. $1-25

W Ten Thousand $2-50

y Twenty-five Thousand f£5Q

P2 Fifty Thousand IS.O0

Qu One Hundred Thousand $8.00

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colors,
accurately numbered; every roH guaranteed. Coupon
Tickets for Prize Drawings, 5-OOQ, $2.50. Stock Tick-
ets, 6c. per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Re-
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL TICKET CO.
Shamokin, Pau
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auto accident only a -Inn -t distance from the

house and orders the chauffeur to drive to the
. of the victim with all possible speed.

Arriving at the scene they remove an uncon-
scious, bleeding man. from under the wreck
anil take him to the husband's home. The wife,

more determined than ever to accompany The
Flirt to the theatre, <1, s.ends to the lower floor

of her home to await his arrival. She reaches

the reception hall just as her husband and the

il carry In their burden and place the

body upon a divan. The husband orders the

butler to phone for an ambulance and he
i he unconscious man lor papers which
ad to his identity, while the wife and

maid try to do. what they can for the victim.

..lie; bathes and wal.hes the blood-

smeared face and is horrified to recognize the

features oi The Flirt. Suppressing a wild

hi tails tainting into the arms of her
husband, who has witnessed her agitation. The
husband carries his wife to her room, while the
ambulance surgeon enters, examines the body

I'll rt ami pronounces it lifeless. In

the bed room, while the maid is attending the
wile, the husband again reads the letters ni

removed from the body of The Flirt—the letter

escort In r to tin theatre Looking pityingly
at bit wife; realizing why sin- wanted to ac-

iimi on bis trip at the last moment;
and awakening to the fact that he has been
leaving h.r too much alone, he

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE (Chapter 11

—Two Parts—July 31).—Hope and Cleo sinking
to their death in the quicksand call for help.
Hook hears them and with the aid of a grape-
vine pulls them safely to the bank. Mahlin and

ire thus toiled in tln-ir attempt on the
lives of Hope and Cleo. Olga and Morton, who
are being pursued by the police for the theft of

Smith.- aeroplane, hide the machine in among
some trees and escape. Hope, Cleo and Hook

k to the city. The mountains where
these events have I n happening have been in-

fested by bandits. The cowboys of the Bar X
ranch are in pursuit of them. They capture one
and promptly lynch him. They continue their
pursuit after the bandits but accidently wound
Olga, who with Morton has heard the noise of

the chase, and I earing they are the objects of it

have been hiding in the brush. The cowboys
rounded Olga and Morton to the ranch

Hope back in the city receives a telegram
from the I . S Naval Hoard congratulating him
upon his success in obtaining the key to tin-

secret of the submarine. And now that Hope
and Cleo have t in Philosophy, the book that

thej now know contain, the secret. Romero
tells them that be had taken the book with him
On a hunting trip and lo-l it in the

rj Cleo realize that thi

lost. Hope consoles Cleo with the thought that

it was through the hunt for the ecrel thai thej

had learned to love each other and he would
rather have her than ha\e succeeded in obtain-
ing the secret. They decide to marry im-
mediately.

Mahlin and Satsuina haw In . n ordered by the
iiia.k Council, repn rel service
ol their government inn pori i In

l|,, ir lalhll. In obtain tin - - 1- ' ol the Sllb-

ihey attend th< meeting and are
il.. > obtain the

c, I . I wit Inn loin week I look bin a |>a n ol

• line present for Cleo ami

Bo n Id

Ing of tin Naval

. W.I I

gratulatc i hem . 1 v how. vei. that in a lew
.11

| lop. Will have ol. tallied I In e. I el

0| i he nl mi.- i Ine » hlell will enable litem to

. ; an ai

tack from anv nib. . . i.ninn \ ih. .

... , on Hi. , onnli .

I .. ul I lop.

Inline Dial -.ol will, tin •
n -

lo I

the inn t .Line. Ion ,! n

TranisMFfeR

,llr
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P
ERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

431 Prospect Ave, Cleveland. Ohio, U. S. A.

Music for Any Picture

Walter C. Simon announces that

he has now ready Phototune No. 1

and No. 2 which will be sent postpaid

at 5 cents per number. One pub-

lished each week. Subscribe for as

many weeks as you care to.

WALTER C. SIMON
Suite 510, Times Building. New York City

ALL THE PLAYERS
of prominence in any sized picture can be
furnished instantly—WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

ceipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the n

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES

22 x 28 inches, 75 i each. Every

FAC- SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all sizes,

from $8 to $25 framed. Quotations sub-

mitted on any size, framed or uniramed.

THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS. $3.50

PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.

The indispensable article for your mailing

list.

PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10. of all the

prominent players, 600 different names,

20c. each.

LARGE PICTURES, HAND COLORED,
size 11 x 14, all the prominent players, 13.00

per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.

GRAVURE FOLDER, containing pic-

tures of the prominent players, including

stars from the stage. $10.00 per thousand.

SINGLE COLUMN CUTS ol every prom-

inent player. 40c. each.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 We.t 42nd Street, NEW YORK

12th Floor Candler Building

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and

samples free. Write Ul, giving details of your

dull nights, and we will scud you a remedy.

Cleo is preparing for her marriage to Hope
on the morrow. While Hope has Just
a letter from Inez Maehin, imploring him to
marry her, as the fact has become known that
tln-y >pent the night in a shack alone In the
mountains, and Inez's honor is at stake.

MUSTANG.
THAT GAL OF BURKE'S i Two Parts—July

L'S).—The cast: Tommie Burke (Anna Little);
Arnold Blake (Jack Kichardsou) : Charles Perci-
val i Frank Borzagei ; Mr. Burke i luck Lareno) ;

Mr. Burkes New York sister I Gordona Ben-
nett); Mabel, her daughter (Queenie Kosson).

Kited by Frank Borzage.

do any of the things cowboys usually i

plish. Arnold Blake, son of the wealthiest cat-
tleman, is her companion on many wild rides

them forever by his reckless habits. About t

time h«- arrives at the Burke ranch, the latter
iii- New York Bister and her daughter

kidnapped by Indians and held for I

.. ill the money tlui- secured, he buys
a half inter, st in the ranch and by an
of love secures a controlling interest in Tommie.

Elsie l Elsie Greeson); her sweetheart (Arthur
Moon I ; her father I Jack Gaines i.

Moon, at the time of his uncles death, re-

ais share ol the estate an old dress
suit. Considerably di-appointed he -ells the suit

whose birthday it is. While dickering with the
clothing dealer. Moon's sale i- overheard by
Jerry, a crook, who must have a dress suit to
get in the house that night, where a reception i

l>icion, he must ha Conse-
quently he -teals it from the clothing dealer,
and alter a chase he gets into his room There
he is examining it when his upper neighbor.
Bungling Bill, tails through the floor on him
and steals the dress suit while Jerry is un-
conscious.

Bill is in possession of the suit, linds therein
letter telling him that a lawyer named

!: c in the dress suit and is treated
royally. The lawyer invites him to the re-

ception that .veiling and there Hill ha- quite
time in

:

to he on baud to rob the house, complications
set in and Bill i- exposed as a I rand when Jerry-

is eventually captured. Bill Is forced to take
refuge in his ding] room, Where he resolve- that

tii- bis work Moon i

tortune Bill accidentally '-'Il Into, and he wins
Holly, the lawyer's daughter

GAUMONT.
KEEL LIFE, NO. 11. How

I

i July 16) one of the big surprises, from a
military standpoint, of the blood) itn
being waged in Europe ha- been the wonderful
Stamina displayed by the Frem
ilcr the guise ol -port- lor !

....

youths for .u-t mi. !.

Spoil
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AMERICA
A Ten-Part Film Spectacle, Portraying

The American soldier and sailor at work, at play,

and stripped for action.

No American exhibitor in an American commun-
ity can afford to deny his American Co-Citizens'
insistent request for "America Preparing."

Indorsed by the Metropolitan Press during Engagement

Excerpts from

"The unmistakable American spirit that shone
throughout was pleasing to the spectators of these
clear-cut pictures."—Herald.

"These American war pictures eclipse all that have
gone before. For the clearness of the film and its

comprehensiveness there can be only the highest

—Brooklyn Times.

The exhibitor of "America Preparing" has the uni

idea of Preparedness; the most vital issue in the pi

question before the American people.

"America Preparing" is the film spectacle of

For State
KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION,

Telephone Main 2842-3

X
\4&
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PREPARING
the Entire Armed Forces of Our Country

Sanctioned by the United States Government;
backed by the United States Army and Navy;
hallowed by the National Emblem.

"America Preparing" stands for the same ideal

for which stands the American Flag.

Extraordinary at the Lyric Theatre, New York City,

newspaper criticisms

clear-cut pictures.
red fii

sparing' is character-
istic of our country. There is no sham about it.

'America Preparing' is so real and so fine that it

should send a thrill through the wholi
Charles Darnton, Eve. World.

" 'America Preparing' is by far thi

uidard Ui

merica Preparin;

s altogether t

que opportunity of a direct link-up with the National
atforms of both political parties; the one momentous

facts, unerringly pointing out the answer.

.E\.1.2£ ll. Id* negotiate at once with

585 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y
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i

sanction of the Krench Govt rnnicnt by the Gau-
moni Company.
Quarrying marble, the views of which were

taken at Carrara, a town in (Mitral Italy

whine, conns the wontlertul marble noted lor

its texture anil beauty, is another i

subject treated in tin- release. Allium
ble has been quarried in Carrara since the time

the supply still seems inexhaustible.

How auto thieve- work, showing the methods
pursued bv these persistent law-breakers, and
the various schemes devised by owners to pre-

i.. tics, furnishes the third of the In-

teresting subjects presented in this release.

REEL LIFE. XO. 12, "Shows Coal Mining"
(July -Ml. Mow anthracite coal is mined, ship-

ped, prepared and made ready for household use

is one of the inter,-! inn sublets in I.

No 12. Every phs coal for com-
mercial and domestic uses is shown on the

nice- wen tak< ii at I. an-ford.

Pa., in the heart of the bard coal mi
trie! at one of the most important collieries in

that section. A new insight into the multitude
Miction with the mining of

Qg film.

Anoth. •
i
.... ii -t is called A Day

-. i ,„il ll,>,i. ii-
i shows how

londence school in the world
conducts its business. The ramilleat ions of

teaching students in every country by mail are

clearly explained by mean- of the camera.
The" third division of the film wives a scries

of pictures depicting the breeding of seagulls.
nad, ii -penal trip

pictures of Na-
tional parks. The park at Crater Lake, Ore-

gon, noted for its natural splendor and pictorial

beauty, is shown in this release. The sides of

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION.

1 Bonbright (Leo. D.
Malonev) ; Blatchley Turrentine (Paul C.
Hursti ; I'ncle Jeptha Turrentine (Thomas G.
Lingham) ; Pony Card
•• incy Card (Clar " Andy Turrentine
(Harry Llovd I : Jeff Turrentine (Sam Morje) ;

the marshal! (G. H. Wisschussen).
The story treats of an ancient mountain feud

in which Creed Bonbright, who lost his father
in a fight

instead of disreg:
Judith Barrier, the
tine, the leader of
loved by Blatchley

He fed by

Uncle Jepp's property. He hates Creed and
-w.ars vengeance upon him. Andy and Jeff,

sons of Uncle Jepp's. are engaged with Blatch
in making moonshine -whiskey.
Creed is elected Justice of the Peace and the

day of the election Andy and Jeff are arrested
by the Marshall for having contraband
whiskey. Creed endeavors to have them freed
at the request of Judith. He is unsuccessful.
Blatch hearing of the arrest summons the
members of the clan who attack the jail and
escape with the prisoners to the mountains. On
their return Judith gives a party to which Creed
is invited. Blateh and Creed quarrel, and while
the party is in progress the Sheriff's posse comes
for the prisoners. They escape and Blatch and
his friends suspect Creed.
The gang waylays Creed. In a struggle be-

reed and Blatch be is thrown over a
Cliff but is uninjured. He plans to create the
impression that he has been killed, and aided
by his friends a charge Of murder is brought
against Creed, who is arrested. Creed pleads
self-defense, but the mob in the town incited
by Blatch's friends plan to lynch him.

In the meantime Blateh who has been hiding
in the cave where the still was situated crawls
out at night to call on Judith. He proposes to

her and she agrees to marry him if he will ride

DESK ROOM
with or without desk. Office space, with

phon e, stenographer. Apply room 611, new

Film Bldg., 729 7th Ave. Phone Bryant 652.

RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN, INC.

220 W. 42d Street

New York City

"Ask the Exhibitor Who Owns One."

A Seeburg Pipe Organ
will solve your music problems.

J. P. SEEBURG PIANO CO.
Republic Building,

§
TANKS and RACKS

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.

Los Angeles—San Francisco, Cal.

HIGHEST GRADE

Developing and Printing
FILM TITLES

iellvery. at lowest

CREATIVE IDEAS
FOR

POSTERS
GOES LITHOGRAPHING CO.

CHICAGO
201 Broadway NEW YORK

Newman Brass Frames and Rails

W\
A x

1

\l
pi

k

It
5 \M

Read w
Theatre
Quality-

Gentlem
We ha

et Rails
of your

All of

have to

have
U
be

C. A. M
Insist o

TH1
C1NCIN
717 Syca

tat C. A. Morrison of the Princess
Hartford, Conn., says about Newman

ve purchased quite a number of Brass
and Easels, together with Brass Tick-
and Three- sheet Brass Poster Frames
Company.
these goods reached us in perfect

i and the quality was the best. I

d several other managers in the city

goods and in several instances orders
en sent you—all of which goes to

at your best advertiser is a satisfied

PRINCESS THEATRE CO., INC.,
rrison, Mgr. Hartford, Conn.

n the name "Newman" when buying
nes. Write for New 1916 Catalog

I NEWMAN MFG. CO.
VATI CHICAGO
more St. 68 W. Washington St.

Established 1882

to show hin owd who are about to-
hang freed. freed is ir,.,.d. Judith drives
away with Blatch aftei persuading him to post-

man h bent upon revenue plans to kill Creed..
Judith <iv. rli.ais the plot and goes to warn
'" " \ 'pniachi- t !•' rendezvous of the
-'

'

''•''' from under him.
The shol arou leppinn

MUTUAL.
MUTl'AL WEEKLY XO. vj

, July 21!)

.

Somewhere in fiance. The Allies' Springs
Drive. Subtitle: Thousands of big shells are
concentrated behind the first line trenches. The
flying Squad ready lor action. Latest type of
aerial sun. Troops are transported by motors.
Big guns are pushed to the front. ill. steel

am yacht "Warrior'
ways, and owner,

bottom for

liillancourt, France.—A 200-foot chimney is
demolished here.
Washington, D. ,C.—Pediment for House wing

of the Capitol is put in place. Paul Bartlett's
work is Triumph of American art.

Xarragansett Pier. L. I. - Fashionable sum-
mer colony see Japanese court stars take dou-
bles match. Kumagae and Mikami are tennis

Havre, France.—Australian troops arrive here
on way to the front.

Fort Wright. X. Y.—Eighth Coast Artillery,
X. G. X. Y., at service firing. Big guns roar
in annual practice.
Matawan, N. J.—Man-eating sharks attack

bathers along Atlantic Coast. Dynamiting and

N. Y.—"Tom Brown" returns to
in a riot of noise. Warden Tom
"einstated after cowardly attack by

BEAUTY.
GAMBLERS IN GREEXBACKS (July 26).—

The cast: Jed Smithers. t John She, ban) ; Grace
Jonsin (Carol Halloway) ; Hop Jonsin (John
Stoppling i : Slim (Dick Kosson).
Jed Smithers was the country boy who had

knocked them dead in Xew York with his fam-
ous art. He had become the social lion over
night, but work was bearing on his tired brain
and nothing seemed to please him. In his studio
he carelessly swung his brush on the canvas,
in spit,, of the beautiful model on the pedestal,
he could not get to going right. She tried to
soothe him. but Jed was plumb disgusted and
decided to go out into the "wilderness" of a
city park.
,"Hop'' Jonsin was a big
graft was making spurious greenback
had swung a big deal for his crook pals. Hop's
daughter. -Gracf, had been selected as the
model to go on paper money. Hop had en-
gineered the deal himself and felt that it
should be easy to dope up bum currency when
he had the model right in his house. His pals
were overjoyed, but not his daughter. She

. whose side

II, > and s

: for i

Hop smiled, lor he knew that Jed
would he inspired and paint the girl's picture.
Why not let him and then -steal the painting
and get back the girl.

Jed was inspired with Grace and demanded
that she pose for him. When the picture was

WATCH FOR

E. & R.
Jungle Film Comedies
EAR JUNGLE FILM CO.

Los Angeles, Cal.
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finished, Hop and ins gang stole the picture
and the girl. Like a bolt i

->

hi.
I ,i picture tor

Cheops, a meat magnate, who paid linn with
currency he had thai day taken in at the
counter. Jed took one look at tie

greenback ami lushed to the police station.
in. .1 Hun ihe greenback was

spurious, since Ihe issue hail not yet been put
Investigations were

ted ilo| . joint

.. -I

allow him itj marry the
feiter and a crook. They
when Jed's hand touched

i ache that let

his head. The contents
Jed discovered a docu-
was the will of Jiminthin
"Hop" lonsiii should take
ee Simpkins !—conclusive
. not 'Hops" child. The

ly 30) .

—

The cast : Septi-
tlna Flux (jo

SUICK WORK
fBOX OFFICE

SPEED Plus
ACCURACY

15 Sales per minute
—900 to 4500 per

One ticket seller does the
work of three with the

AUTOMATICKET

smgggmMii

Ing tin- presence of

_ rins than necessary, Septimus would
kill them with his dope. Like the law of the

was Pemina, the wife of Septimus.
She always lei in loo much air, mixed too much
food, etc. Septimus spent what time he had to
spare keeping I-V in in a from making a germ-
haven of the house and herself. Septimus was
engrossed in his laboratory work when Pemina
came rushing in with a telegram. Septimus
disinfected it and carefully fingered it as he
read that George, Pemina's brother, would soon
be on a visit to them. Septimus immediately
ordered the guest oom disinfected and al the

waylaid. It

lie was a speedy chap
to pleasure. He emb
val and there was a so
eir lips met. Septimus
ated the gi

i it gued with Ge
of the san

juldn't see it. Pemina

with

tilled in George the tact that Septimus w
nut. George did a little urn, K thinking

I Pemina that she needn't w
be w old chap.

in laboratoi

hi. -tall. .1 him with
.i- Mi.-n ion thai they w. re going out.

firm, and
old fellow with no little force led

li i in from ii

They went into a taxi, opened the doors, in

like. I-'ii

i hey get

ondered.
They start.. I to troll th, pari . ind

with the
germ. II

i. ml, but
Septimii
in. lit pa .

'

- n different. The man who

be bad th it i ie and bU'
ri.il man. George in. rely smiled ui.i

III. II he bundled
and look hilll bom, And

that :

Developing
.

and Printing

The above shows our k. w.

Direct-connected

Brush
Electric

Lighting

Set
For many users our 4 k. w.

Lighting Set is larger, and
perhaps more expensive than

necessary. The 2 k. w. outfit

is just as good in its way as

the other.

Send for catalogue

The

Chas. A. Strelinger

Company
Box MP-2

Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

Miscellaneous Subjects
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE.
HEAKST IXTKK.VATIOXAL XI

TOKIAL NO. XT .July lM.
Washington. D. C — Six troopers of the Huh

Cavalry, killed in the battle of Cam
buried with military honors at the Arlington

Captain Morey is the onlj
sioned officer who participated in the battle and
returned alive.
Galveston, Texas.—A gorgeous pageant is a

feature of the Annual Cotton Carnival here.
Floats bedecked with flowers and products of
the southern land pass in splendid review.

Chicago.—A giant periscope 1^ u-.d by the
towel men of the Northwestern elevated lines to
watch the movements of electric trains.

El I'aso, Texas —Armored automobiles are
d to aid the movements of troops along

the border. Machine gun company of infantry
and cavalry keep in practice by continuous ac-

instructors to make expert 'swimmers of ;

San Jose, Cal.
features of the a
day here.

Washington.—An electric device is used in
the Hou.-e of RepresentaUves, in place of the
human voice during the speaker's roll-call.

Saloniki, Greece.—The giant German Zeppelin.
brought down by Briti-h guns near this citv, and
destroyed by fire, is brought into Saloniki to be
M.we.l by the populace.

N.-w York- General Cipriano Castro, former
Dictator of Venezuela, is detained at Ellis
Island, and orders are issued for his deporta-

bere, and hold a grand parade.
Galveston, Texas. The new sea-wall which

against floods. ,-

promenade along t beach where thousands ot
bathers enjoy the Cult of Mexico surf.

Ossining. X V. Thomas Moil Osborne returns
to Sing Sing Prison as Warden, cleared Ol

it caused his removal, and the entire
Hon of the penitentiary and the citv turns

terror among bathers in places when 1

ing tish nev. r i>, tore appean d. Th<
small streams, many miles from th. .

dynamited in an effort to kill the m
a allowing

HEAllST INTERNATIONAL NEWS P1C-
-V Jll.

The I., wis Maeblli, Gun. 1
i. adil.st of War

invented by an American al

Mot, than .".HiHMi ,

by the Europ. .m al

IIAKI.iil TK. \

llong the Atl.inti

and wr,-. |cin|ing ::'i p
ov, r man]

Haltimoie. Mil Captain Paul Koenig.

l.ang.nhain prior to his preparation
dangerous return to Bremen.

i

I. or. I. r

Gwendolyn II. nil

V. w \ ..il. S. v, ...! Inn
X,w * oik Stale \a\al \1i i:

X * C, tor lb, annual
boa l, I l.s

Hi ill -h Submarine in V
v

a lllitisb submail
lop.au WBI

I'.,

im

m L. A. MOTION
PICTURE CO.

J15-JI7E Wishmilon Slftcl

LOS ANGELES. CAL
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A laugh-provoking cartoon by T. E. Powers,
well-known coniii' artist, illustrating a recent

important change in the national political situ-

ation, entitled "On Again—Off Again."

MYSTERIES OP MYRA (Episode No l-

The BlUlr of Youth"—Two Parts—July 10).—
\n old and unlv man and woman, possessed by

,!,,„,

,

n spirits, receive troni tlie High Master.

; , drop or two ol the "Elixir of Youth." They
are transformed into a handsome young^ man
and vounu woman. In return for the Elixir,

the man and the woman go out to destroy Myra.

aided unwillingly by Varney.
woman pretends that si

alls on Alden to invest ig...

bile Varnev tells Myra that Alden is

not true to her.
' To prove this Varney leads

her within range, bv field glasses, of Alden's

window. The woman manages to get Alden into

her arms near the window. Myra sees this, and
is convinced tor the time being that Alden is

false to her.
She faints. The man whose youth was re-

newed, and in whom is an infernal spirit, takes

charge at this point, sends Varney away, and

hypnotizes Myra. He commands her to meet

him on the grey rocks at midnight. She re-

vives sees the handsome stranger with sur-

prise, and is glad to have him escort her home.

At midnight -the post-hypnotio suggestion

works. Mvia gets out of bed. goes to the sea-

shore meets the handsome demon lover at the

grey rocks, and with him, walks out on the re-

flection of the moon over the water.
Meanwhile. Alden. whose suspicions in, -

aroused, awaits the return of the woman, for

something she has left. When she does l

oo^ her to become, in a moment, the

old hag she was in the beginning of the epi-

sode. Before releasing the woman from the

Pentagram. Alden forces the plot from her.

He then dashes off. followed by his servant.

They jump into a motor boat, equipped with a

powerful searchlight.
.

The Demon lover, after Myra has walked with

him far from shore, wakes Myra from her

Sleep-walking trance, and demands that she

vield herself to him. Myra refuses. He steps

out of the moonlight, and lets go of Myra, who
sinks into the water and is about to drown
when Alden arrives in his motor boat. Alden

MYSTERIES OF MYRA (Episode
"Witchcraft"—Two Parts—July 17).-
horseback ridi

Whi
old

-.., whom the neighborhood knows
witch. Several boys have been teasing the un-

fortunate woman, but Myra drives them away,

The witch in her gratitude shows Myra a

glimpse of the fairies, after which she starts

for home.
The Master, hearing of this, forges a letter to

Myra, from the old witch, inviting her to call

that night, and see more fantastic fairies and

other sights. Myra persuades Varney,
tin Master has ordered to be on hand
purpose, to drive her

r the

i his c NeE the c Vai

self to be overpowered by the Black Order m
who are hiding outside. But he manages
push her into the cabin, and hand her

pistol.
She learns from the witch that it is all a I

of the Black Order. Myra defends the ca

with her pistol, shooting one of the Bit

Order men. They (ease trying to break in,

graph operator, who,
a sleeping tele-

r telepathic sug-
ihIs a real telegram to Alden, begging

for help.
While the house burns, Alden and the polic

start I the i the police

wagon. The witch has a little undei >und

escape from her house. Through this, she and
Myra (scape But it is not long enough to

help them much, and they are observed crawl-
ing out into the woods, and promptly pursued
by the Black Order

In a little clump of dead trees, s

are like forms of persons, they an
The old witch beglamours the purs
Myra looks to them like a birch
the ground, and she, herself,

ne of which
surrounded,
ers, so that
>g lying on
old gnarled

iut the Black
Order men are not to be fooled. They suspect
the resemblance of the stump which the old

witch has turned to, and cut it with a large
knife. The stump turns into the old witch, and

Get acquainted with "FULCO"
The Department Store

MOVING PICTURE trade

MACHINES «=*- EQUIPMENT -«3>- SUPPLIES

Our catalog coven the line from A-Z

E. E. FULTON COMPANY
152 W. Lake St. CHICAGO, ILL

Murdock J. MacQuarrie
DIRECTING FEATURES

FOR
"MUTUAL

MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE"
PROGRAM

Address American, Santa Barbara, Cal.

MENGER & RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Poster and Lobby
Display Frames

AMERICAN
Jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark Registered)
The Musical Marvel Write for Catalogue

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
E Ww * «* St

-
New York City

Picture Machines
New and slightly used Power's, Simplex,

Motiograph and Edison at Bargain Prices.

Opera and Folding Chairs, Operating Bootks
that pass fire inspection, Picture Curtains aad
everything for the M. P. Theatre, at lower

prices than offered by our competitors.

Lears Theatre Supply Company,
509 Chestnut Street St. Louis, Mo.

WHEN YOU BUY -BUY QUALITY

-MIRROROID-
IS SURELY -TRULY -THE SCREEN

OF NO REGRETS

The only screen that is sold under a

five-year guarantee not to turn in

color, crack or peel.

The onlyscreen that eliminates haze,

eye strain, out-of-focus effect and
fade away at a close up or angle view.

The screen that gives you definite

results and finality—the mastery, the
leadership of perfect projection.

Made in three tints—pale gold, sil-

ver flesh and silver white. Seamless
or invisible seam formation as desired.

Get our Large, Free Samples. Test
Anyway You Desire, and Use the
Brains God Gave You.

Endorsed by over 9500 exhibitors the world
aver. Made in the largest factory of its kind
n the world and on the market for 9 years.

THE J. H. GENTER CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.

leads for mercy. To s life, the
witch points to Myra. The Black Order men

i
about to pounce log, which

Myra. when Alden and the police

y the Black Order men, and rescue
the girl.

•MYSTERIES OP MYRA"— (Episode No. 14)—
••Suspended Animation"—Two Parts— (July 24.)

—Myra is kidnapped and taken into a farm-
house, furnished, but not inhabited at the
time. Varney and one of the men who helped
in the kidnapping, revolt at the idea of murder,

and pretend she is poisoned. This changing of

the cups is done in an entirely new way. She
pri'tcinls Ki be poisoned; the wicked woman who
tries to poison her sits the real poison, discovers
the substitution, follows Myra around the room,
and is about to kill her, when the poison para-
lyzes her hand, and Myra escapes.
But the Master is coming, so Varney and his

friend have to hide the wicked woman, and place
a clamp on Myra's pneumo-gastric nerve, hiding
it under her hair, at the base of her skull.
This pressure on the nerve and hypontic passes,

induce a state of suspended animation, which
deceives the Master into thinking her dead. The
Master orders her body sewn up in a bag, to be
taker

leave Myra in suspended
animation.

Alden, Mrs. Maynard, Alden's servant and the
chauffeur are guided to the farmhouse by a
blindfolded psychic, whose specialty is finding
things. Arrived there, they are unable to make
sure whether she is dead or alive. All Alden's
skill fails to revive her. The psychic finder spells

out the words "pneumo-gastric nerve." Alden
then finds the clamp and revives Myra. The
Master in his den opens the back to dispos^
of Myra's body, and to his dismay finds the body
of the woman he hired. In a conflict with Var-
ney's friend, the latter is killed.

Pathe Exchange Inc.
PATHE NEWS. NO. 58 (July 19).
Sacramento, Cal.—The firemen contest with

their brother policemen their ability to resist
the powerful stream of high pressure hose, and
gain the advantage of the cooling influence.

Baltimore, Md—Captain Paul Koenig, com-
mander of the German merchant submarine
"1 ic utschland," is presented with a cup by Mme.
Christine Langenhan in honor of his marvelous

El Paso, Texas.—(Four companies of thevSecond
Infantry Pennsylvania Militia the first corps as-
signed to real military duty, leave for the
"Big Bend" district to prevent possible raids
by Villa bandits.
Aberdeen, Wash.—"Tar" Henderson, cham-

pion log roller of the world, demonstrates his
skill with several novel stunts at the annual
Northwestern Water Carnival. Subtitle: A
tree felling contest is also held and the winners
fell a 38-inch Douglas fir in 7 minutes 38 sec-

Northern California Veterans' Association holds
its annual encampment.

Galveston, Texas.—A great civic pageant
with gorgeously decorated floats is a feature
of the Eighth Annual Cotton Carnival.

Ellis Island. N. Y.—General Cipriano Castro,
former dictator of Venezuela, who is held up
by immigration authorities for the second time
from entering the country.

Ossining, N. Y.—The return of "Tom Brown"
(Thomas Mott Osborn) to Sing Sing, vindicated
of all charges against him, is enthusiastic-
ally cheered by 1,600 members of the Mutual
Welfare League. Subtitles : Many ex-convicts,
now honest, hard-working citizens, attend a
glowing testimony to Warden Osborn's princi-
pals. Ex-Warden George W. Kirchway greets
Mr. Osborn. Two academic members of the
League bes.tow the degree of "Doctor of Hu-
manity" on Mr. Osborn and Mr. Kirchway.
The warden pledges renewed and more vigorous
efforts to make useful, upright citizens of the

Matawan, N. J.—Shark hunting parties dyna-
mite river beds in an endeavor to exterminate
the man-eaters that took four lives in one
week. Subtitles : The remains of one of the
victims are washed up. One party is success-

PATENTS
ents on useful inventions. Send
drawing and description of yoi:

and I will give you an honest report as
securing a patent and whether I can ass
you in selling the patent. Highest ref.

ences. Established 25 years. Personal
tention in all cases. WM. N. MOORE, Lc
and Trust Building, Washington, D. C.
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How Many Times
Do You Want to Pay
for your electrical apparatus?

Look out for the debt you con-

tract and are bound to pay when
you buy delicate or untrustworthy

apparatus. Repairs are costly,

—

we call it buying the apparatus

twice.

Waiber

Don't forget the effect on your

patrons—interrupted pictures, pro-

voking delays, while you connect

up some make-shift, and then the

probable use of the eye straining,

current wasting alternating cur-

rent, while repairs are made.

These are facts founded on

actual experience and the oper-

ator or theatre manager who has been through them is the strongesl ad-

vocate for dependable quality apparatus, users of the Wagner,Quality

White Light Converter.
, , ,,,...-,
Let us send you booklet Stand-

ing Room I >nl\ ." the experience oi

other theatre owners and opera-

tors.

Saint I/ouis, Missouri

WaSnerV
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l Antonio, Texas. Tin- machine gun corps

I'aris. France. Members of the League
Patriots pay a tribute to the memory of .loan
Arc, ami place a wreath oi flowers on h
Statue.

London. England, one thousand men of t]

Voluntary Training Corps are inspected in p
rade by Field Marshal Viscount French.

TRIANGLE FILM CORP.

Robert Reyburn t fliarles Miller). Kdith Key-
burn iKalherme Kirkwood); Pick (William
Hcsmond i

: Mi Page i Thomas S. Cm
Page idcrtrude Uairel. Directed bv Ka\ niond

ihe daughter of a plodding

achievement is three meals a day and a place Hi

sleep; she has ambitions. She wants to become
a miniature painter. So she goes to New York.

I'pon arriving in the city she soon learns that
the plodders are not conlined to a small mill

and wilh the little saved 1 rum lief seamy wages
she studies ait with an old professor quite as
poverty-stricken as herself. He tells her she
has real ability: and with a couple of years'
training abroad unquestionably would win

Tin n -•• n - the attention of Reyburn, a
wealthy lawyer who chances into the store with

Offers to send her abroad if he
And,

Three years
! the

the result of her studies abroad, she has become
famous. Society flocks to her. and among the
fashionables is Reyburn's wife.

Mrs. Reyburn form an Instant liking for the

their hon awn toward
the woman she has wronged, bui tries to keep
away. But Mrs. Reyburn insists, and she be-
comes a frequent visitor. Tien Mi- Reyburn
tries to arrange a match between Phyllis and
her handsome young brother; and sure enough.
the young people fall in love.
Then Reyburn intervenes. "You are not the

woman for him." he tells her. "If you marry
him you will be crmlly deceiving him and my
wife." Phyllis pleads lor her happiness. "You'll
tell !" she exclaims in sudden fear. He slowly

THE HALFP.UFKII Fii e Art s—Five Parts
July .".Oi. -The ( ast : I. 1 l» Fat
banks I : Teresa He Sli.I ill Dii

(Sam I)e Grass i (Tom Wilki
\\ mslow \\ Villi (Jack llr Hra
i llciirai' Mei augi n. D ed bj Allan II

Lo Dormante, Water" -

by white men Lo Horm; ilfbrc-i (1 mil;

He has been rai old b o h
a cabin in the ; but no
the old man is lead ,o Tnds
will have nothit g to d o w uh h III. So h e go

herself before the habitation of Lo. He takes
her in and gives her shelter. To get a dress for
her he begs one from Nellie. Wearing this

n by a suitor of Nellie and
mistaken for her.

Nellie has a great curiosity to see the home
of Lo, so takes the stagecoach from her home to
the village at the other side of the wood. De-
scending at the border of the woodland, she ven-
tures along the trail. She is seen bv the suitor
who previouslv look Teresa to be her: and con-

Westinghouse
Motion Picture Equipment

Motor-Generator Sets and
Control Equipment

' Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

RYAIMT
CINEMA CAMERA CLUB Ma "«

Get acquainted with the

ERBOGRAPH WAY
of Developing and Printing

ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
203-11 West 146th St., New York City

Everybody Is Talk-

ing About
Frederick J. Ireland's Comedy

Dramatic Series

TOM & JERRY
10 Weeks—20 Reels-All Star Cast

June 26—TOM~& JERRY-
Bachelors—2 reels

July 3—TOM & JERRY-
intined—2 reels

July 10—TOM & JERRY-
In the Movies—2 reels

July 17—TOM & JERRY—
July 24—TOM & 'JERRY—

Kidnapped—2 reels

Arrange Your Bookings Now
MADE BY

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Released Exclusively through

American Standard Motion Picture Corporation

Executive offices: 164 W. Washington St.,

Branches in all Principal Cities

The

Kinematograph

Weekly
The reliable Trade organ of Great
Britain; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
by everyone in the industry. Spe-
cialist writers for Finance, Tech-
nical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world)—and every
section devoted to the Kinemato-
graph. Specimen copy on appli-
cation to:

—

The Kinematograph Weekly, Ltd.

9-11 Tottenham Street, London, W. Eng.
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METRO PICTURES CORP.
GOD'S HALF ACRE (Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.—

Five parts July :il).—Thecast: Blossom (Mabel
T.ili.if. itoi

; Henry Norman I .1 . W. Johnston I :

Rose Norman, his wife i Helen Hall!); Bess
liis sister ( Lorraine Frosl I ,

Kerry

at Rainbow - Kml i Hani. I Jarreti i . I.my, "the
lirngou" i Miriam Hiit.liin-l. Scenario written
liy June Mnilii- Hir.cied by Edwin Carewe.
Henry Norman, a -u,ie-.ful noveli '

'. i
I U He decides that

he must delve Into real liic [or his mm
his previous work has been too idealistic. The
new book is about aged types, and his friend,
IVrry Wesiley. gives him an opportunity to live
for a while at a home for the aged called "Rain-
bow's Kml." There is an excellent reason fur
Westley's sending him away from home. West-
ley is in love with Mrs. Norman, and is paying
her attentions.
Ignorant of the true condition of affairs,

Henry takes up his temporary residence at Rain-

,.,, V 1 oi ti ty Shi i- m •rjoyed.

ml

;'!';

III Westley
n seeing
thai the ti

tlossom

li Ill's -

"The
d 1

1 b. I'm

idy. Sh
saying good-night ,, him.

g to be
Hcl s obligee to tell her that In

lv ed She creeps upstairs to cry
leep len she i confronted by the

Ur igon who driv <s her out of the

go s hom •. only ., find that 1 Is wife

IVAN FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
THE FADED FLOWER (Six Parts—July) .—

The cast: Mary Hill (Rose Coghlan); Lillian
(Marguerite Snow); Wilbur Mason (Arthur

laldson) ; Anne (Alma Hanlon); Henry
Parker (Edward Mackayl. Written and di-

|>. ir el a stru"glinr pla ywright. int roduces
Ma- ler future husband.
Par self in love with Lillian,

n. Mason, a ter the
ned specialis

upon Mrs 11 II i unsuccessfu . Lill-

v'm I, ""becomes"rol !'';'.!
her sacrifice
vard Mason.

was in

T II). Parker
have read. Parker

Lillian
11 upon

Parker does ,o loping to meet A:

liml Llll Li gives Parker
llg those p lie <ed for hi

by Ma ,
who knr her love for th

ILLE
Ticket Office

Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket Choppers. Change Makers.
Theatre Record Lodgers and Theatre Tickets. Catalog

CfllLLE BROS. COMPANY. 1001 Amsterdam Ave., Detr.il, Mich.
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More about Motion Pictures than

all other Chicago

newspapers combined—

Even without counting serials, The Chicago Herald prints more Motion

,

Picture news and advertisements than all other Chicago papers combined.

The Chicago Herald printed a "Convention Daily" and published

three times as much about the Motion Picture Exposition as any other paper

in Chicago. It published more advertising than all the other papers combined.

The Chicago Herald is the only big Motion Picture paper in the great

Chicago territory, the only special medium for reaching film fans and film

folk throughout the city and Central States.

The Chicago Herald is supreme because-

It has the largest daily program direc-

tory in the world—336 theaters.

It has published over 400,000 lines of

paid advertising to stimulate the inter-

est of its readers in Motion Pictures.

It prints more about Motion Pictures

than all other Chicago papers combined.

It has appropriated $27,000 annually

for gathering in new "Movie" fans as

readers.

It has a remarkable following for its

criticisms, due to the unimpeachable
integrity of its unbiased and competent
daily reviews.

It has the exclusive rights to the articles

of Louella 0. Parsons, famous, sincere

and popular.

It has printed more Motion Picture

stories, including serials, than all the

other Chicago papers combined.

It has the first and only "Exhibitors' Aid

Department" to help the Exhibitor of

the Chicago territory to rent good films.

It has 69% of the Chicago Theaters ad-

vertising in its columns ever) day and

Sunday.

It has the rest of the Chicago rerritorj

Theater Managers reading its Dail)

Director) o see what is show'ng and

where.

Chicago Herald
Circulation Over 200,000 Daily

Eastern Office, 921 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

i The Moving I'icti
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Lillian's love for Parker Is the cause of her in-
diit'erenco toward him. His jealous rage becom-
ing ungovernable he makes his presence known
and orders Parker from the house. lirsi rearing
from the hitter's coal the rose given him by
Lillian. Mason (hereafter repeated!
Lillian with being false to him and in love with
Parker.

Parker meeting Anne, accompanies her to the
gatewa] Of her hone-, where she leaves him.
Mason discovering him there alone believes that
Parker has clandestinely met Lillian, whom he
later upbraids, again thrusting the rose before
her. Lillian, as the result of Masons accusa-
tions, becomes grief stricken and ill. Despond-
ent she haves her husband's home and returns
to her mother where site fades like roses in the

Mrs. Hill, fearing for her daughter's life, goes
to Mason who is moved by her heart-broken and
anguished appeal. He accompanies her,
pentant and remorseful,
which he reaches in time tc

ptring breath the pardon for which he pleads
and to hear the doctor pronounce her dead.
Crazed with sorrow, scarcely hearing the doc-
tor's words, Mason is about to lift the coverlet

from Lillian's face when he is stricken with
paralysis.

Later at his home he weeps in secret at sight
of the now laded rose which to him has become
a symbol of Lillian. Repenting his mistake, he

bedside

e send for Parker and c

marriage. Troubled by his conscience. Mason's
overwhelming woe permits him no rest, and he

.had of night to Lillians burial place,

carrving with him roses which in life she so

dearly loved, which he tenderly places
•over her dust. "Lilian, my faded flower," he
cries, "you died a martyr to my unfounded
jealously. May your soul find peace in the King-
dom of Heaven."

WORLD-EQUITABLE.
MISS PETTICOATS (Peerless—Five Parts-

July :!]).—The cast: Agatha, Miss Petticoats

(Alice Brady); Guy Hamilton (Arthur Ash-
lev I ;

Mrs. Sarah Copeland (Isabel Hirwin I ;

Rev. Ralph Harding (Robert Elliott) ;
Hank

(Johnny Hines): Mrs. Worth Courtleigh ( Lila

Captain Joel Stewart (Ed. M. Kim-
ball). Written and directed by Harley Knoles.

Pettic
with her grandfathi
a French count who negieciea a
and shortly after the birth of IV

died. Miss Petticoats' parentage
of gossip

mother eloped with

giving her a position as secretary. Guy Ham-
ilton. Mrs. Copeland's spoiled nephew, resents
Miss Petticoats' entrance into the home, fearing
she might share some of the inheritance
w^hich would otherwise be his. Mrs. Worth-
Court leigh. a young marrieu woman who is in

love with Guy, is jealous of the girl, fearing
her power over Guy.
Guy is gradually attracted to Miss Petticoats

sequently snubbed by all. and when she ques-
tions Guv. he makes an insulting proposal that
they go to the city together. Mrs. Copeland,
who alone stands by and believes in Miss Petti-
coats, denounces Guy for his infamy. Mrs.
Worth-Courtleigh's husband learns through a
letter of his wife's infidelity and after a scene,
she and Guy leave together for the

her paternal grandfather and is acknowledged
ny him just before his death, making her the
heiress to his title and fortune.

Harding, a young minister who has been in

love with her since childhood and who had
preached the sermon that drove Guy and Mrs.
Worth-Court leiah from the village, because of

their treatment of Miss Petticoats, had after-

wards resigned his pulpit and devoted himself
to social welfare work. He meets her again,
but despite the fact that she is rich and popu-
lar, she is not happy, so he endeavors to in-

terest her in his welfare work. Together they
go to see Mrs. Worth-Courtleigh, who is dying,
and she confesses her part in ruining Miss
Petticoats and in weakening and demoralizing
Guy.
Guy tries to renew friendship with Miss

Petticoats, but she scorns him. Harding, who
has loved her all the time, in spite of all that
has been said against her, tells her of his love

and they are married.

GEORGE KLEINE.
THE MISHAPS OF MUSTY SUFFER (No.

of Series 2, "Strictly Private"—July 26).—
Musty hunts wild horses in the bad lands of

New Jersey, and by putting salt on one's tail,

he catches a fine specimen. He sells it to a
farmer after recommending the animal as an
educated horse. But the animal refuses to

.stav in the stable in which it is locked, and

Complete Equipments

for Picture Theatres

Hallberg
Engines and Generators

for Gasolene, Kerosene and Gas Fuel
Send for Free Bulletin No. 2

Hallberg 20th Century
Motor Generators, $217 a

u
n
£

Free Bulletin No. 1

HALLBERG'S
Switch Boards
for all Purposes

$30 and Up.

Arc-Controllers
Feed Carbons

Automatically,
e Circ tlars

POWER'S 6B "SIMPLEX"
I am distributor of all makes moving picture

machines and furnish everything complete for
the theatre, new and used apparatus.
Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but

for Hallherg's Big 100-page Catalogue, send
25 Cents.

I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETELY AND
CARRY "SPEER," "ELECTRA" AND "BIO-
CARBONS AND SUPPLIES.

Send $2.50 for latest Operator's Book
'MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY-

SWEDISH
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER

7th Ave. at 49th St.
The House of Quality

NEW YORK

J.H.HALLBERGI

bitions. He wishes for a cabby's suit and a
nice sea-going hack, and behold, who suddenly
appears but the fairy tramp, Musty's guardian

ii. fairy's wand causes the wished-for
id vrhiidc to Income Musty's.

At nightfall comes rest for the weary. Musty
appropriates a stable over which is a room de-
signed for human occupation. He retires in
the latter, but awakens to find his trusty steed
in bed with him. In answer to Musty's in-
quiries as to how he got there, the faithful
animal shows how he rigged up a pully with
a plow for a counter-weight. He descends to
the ground floor in the same way and Musty
soon has him in the harness.
Musty gets a slightly inebriated customer,

whom he drives almost a quarter of a block to
what he assumes is the customer's home. He
carries him to the second floor, opens a door
and pushes the customer through. The door, It

seems, is a false door opening into space, and
the customer falls to the ground. Consequently,
when Musty comes out of the house he finds
the man outside again. He repeats the opera-
tion several times, but finally becomes disgusted
and hangs the alcoholic one on a telegraph pole,
after accepting all his money as remuneration
for his services.
When the horse finally becomes mutinous and

balky, Musty has a brilliant idea and builds a
fire under him. The horse moves all right, but
only far enough to draw the cab over the
flames. Then he balks again. But Musty is

undismayed. From the recesses of his cab he
fishes a fireman's suit and a hose and ex-
tinguishes the blaze. The horse finally starts,
and when Musty reaches a convenient point of
observation, he mounts to the upper deck of his
sea-going hack and sweeps the horizon through
his spyglass. While he is thus occupied, a
careless autoist strikes the cab, carrying ve-
hicle, horse and all out from under Musty and
leaving our hero hanging in a tree. Musty,
however, has had the presence of mind to grab
the wireless apparatus attached to the hack,
and as the picture fades sends out the call of
"S. O. S!"

PARAMOUNT.
COMMON GROUND (Lasky—Five Parts-

July 27).—The cast: The Kid (Marie Doro) ;

Judge Evans (Thomas Meighan) ; James Mor-
dant (Theodore Roberts) ; Doris Mordant, his
daughter (Mary Mersch) ; Burke (Horace B.

i monstrosity of a hat
; the envy of her companions wherever

it appears, and the Kid loves it. Judge Evans,
a young man of unapproachable character, takes
up his residence in the tenement district in
order to unearth the man at the head of the
vice ring composed of social and political
parasites. The man in reality is the father of
Doris Mordant, a girl to whom Evans is en-
gaged.

Realizing that he must "get" the Judge, or be
ruined himself. Mordant, assisted by unscrupu-
lous politicians, arranges a plot in which the
Kid (whom the Judge has discovered in the
tenement where he himself lives), evidently
accosts a man on the street. She is taken into
Judge Evans' court and, to prove his assertion
that "there is some good in all of "em"—the
Judge tells the Kid to select five companions
and he will send them all to his farm for three
months. Mordant frames up a scheme to send
with them a woman of the streets, and provides
her with money and a camera. At the farm,
the Kid discovers the girls plotting to secure
a compromising picture of the Judge and the
woman, but they persuade her to keep still by
telline her they will "queer" Evans' engage-
ment to Doris and then he will turn to her, and
the Kid's love is so great, she finally acquiesces.

Following his trial and disgrace, the Judge
falls ill and the Kid cares for him. He learns
to love the child of the slums, and her devotion
to him is as pitiful as it is sincere. The Kid
believes the Judge is pining for Doris, and with
her companions, whom she lories into telling

the truth, goes to the District Attorney's office

and before Mordant, Doris, Evans and others,
makes a clean breast of the whole affair.

Evans' love for Doris is dead and he turns to

The Kid. declaring his love. She is taken to
the home of a competent woman for one year.
Every month the Judge receives a photograph
which shows the metamorphosis of both hat and
girl. At the end of the year Evans goes to

V-L-S-E, Inc.

Anderson)
;
Stenographer (Alice Trevor). Writ-

ten by Cyrus Townsend Brady. Directed by
Charles Dickson.
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We have printed and in stock for immediate delivery

Pictorial and Descriptive Posters
for

"Where Are My Ouldren?"
6 sheet, 3 sheet and 1 sheet Pictorial posters 5c. per sheet

Descriptive 20 sheet .... 67c. each Descriptive 3 sheet ... 10c. each

Descriptive 8 sheet .... 22c. each Descriptive 1 sheet .... 3c. each

Descriptive Window CARD for dating 3c. each

Dating Extra

The National Printing & Engraving Company
No. 136 West 52nd Street, New York

AfterYou Have Listened

To All the Big Talk of

Other Manufacturers
Willi:

after all is said and done what interests you most
when you select a machine is what you get.

We claim—and can prove it that in the

Monograph at $285.00

you gel more real value than you can obtain in any other
projecting machine on earth at any price.

WE COULD CUT DOWN OUR COST SS0.00 and no one but an expert
would know it-that doesn't mean it wouldn't be found out later on.
for it would be. and "later on" is not a Rood time to find out things
about a machine you buy-the live exhibitor has "found out" the real
QUALITY and high class projection obtained !...... th. MOTIOGRAPH
-that is why the large number of MOTIOGRAPHS are being sold.

Writ* for Cakdot

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
574 West Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois

Western Office: 833 Market Street
San Francisco, Cal.

SB* :3JWrlP^ "
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I'ctvy is an elTeminite man. His wile is sick
ami in. : .1 wishes that her
husband was as strong as Casey, their next door
neighbor, whose tavorlte pastime i> healing up
his defenseless wife. Winn I'crcy is injured
ill an automobile accident, the doctors have to
resort to blood transfusion. Tile only person
available, whose blood is tit to be transfused

a ilium, the trans-
fusion take

After the 0|>er;ti meek as a
Jamb and Percy has inherited the cave man
instincts oi the Casey lamily. Tin
Percy's wile immensely, uni
with a couple oi black eyes, then she is not so
well satistied with her strolls; husband. A for-
tune descends on Percy. The fortune is en-
cased in an iron sale and descends from the
nineteenth floor of a building, alighting gently
on Percy's noble brow. Blood tran
again deemed necessary by the physicians, but

Mle has had enough of the Casey
blood and is perfectly satisfied to take her

11KSPKK OK T1IK MOIXTAIXS iVitagraph
Five Parts .July :il )

.—The cast: Ann (Lillian
Walker); Harnett (Donald Hall); Raymond
( Evart Overton); linker i Donald Macliride);
Munro (Denton Vane I

; Kelly, a miner (Robert
GTaillard) ; Nora, ins wife (Rose E. Tapley) ;

Maekay (Templer Saxel; Claire (.Josephine
Earlel. Written In Hamlin farland. Directed
by Wilfrid North.

lint. Sis. father gave you the name of Hesper
in honor of these Hesperian .Mountains."
"Oh! call me Ann and let me forget these

pesky mountains and everything connected with

This is just one of many similar conversations
between Louis Rupert and his sister, whom we
Will call Ann. h>ince being forced, by the trend
Of circumstances, to leave her home in the East
and come West with Louis. Ann had plainly
shown her disapproval of the country, its cus-
toms and its rough men, wlio. in her mind, fell

far below the cultured men of the East.
Winn Raymond, lineman at the ranch where

she is stopping, is shot. Ann nurses him back
to health, but alter his recovery she treats him
coldly. Seeing that his presence is distasteful
to her. Raymond leaves to form a partnership

tile same Town in 'search of Louis] who followed

The strike is rapidly coining to a b.

when Raymond reiterates liis refusal to join the
sinkers, they show their indignation by blowing
up his shaft house, thus leaving him almost

dirt." Expectant of the arrival of the posse,
Munro, a former West Point man. is constantly
drilling the men, and gradually whipping them
into seme semblance of order. When ii

Snail] starts for Sky Town, the minei
.,:..!.

|
ii i :

•
1

. d and able to withstand an
attack from a formidable army. Raymond sees

,1,1. i. -uii- a meet ing of the t wo tac-
tions would produce, but is unable to prevent
the battle, until Ann suggests kidnapping the
leader, knowing that they will not continue

.•.He. He realizes that with her death
will also come the death ol lien olfspring. A
peasant from another part ol the tenement
urges Nicholas to appeal to the "Uig Boss'

1

Krest himself. Nicholas determines to do SO

In the meantime, Krest has arrived home.
The l.ainl ing has been hung, and he is puzzled
as he studies the face of Christ ; he wonders
Where he lias seen it in real life. Without a

; i ha- !• linn to g.itlnr, and far up on a
distant hill, the stranger appears in a silhouette

against tni thn tening Slowly and peace-
fully he comes down into '

•''.I. d (TH

subdued and
ity freight car. from which

line time, and rc-

their head once more, Munro
just as the two armies are
are seen approaching and

of Krest.

forces him to tell the Stranger that it semis he
knew him in the long ago. Then the Stranger
informs him that lie did know him, and asks

him if he cannot remember, centuries ago—and
e goes back to Jerusalem. Krest is the

him. Then the Strang, i -l,,,w

home of Nicholas and shOWS 1 1 1

1

baby both dead in bed Th( n I

-all

and 1

mental prowess, harkens
•a and, leaving his wife,
r-old baby, Olga,

makes the journey and secures work in the steel
mills of Pittsburgh. From a position as a labor-
er, he finally works himself up to be one of the
.meal financial factors of the world.

His wife in Russia has not heard from him
for many years and knows nothing of his suc-
cess. He shortens his name of Krestovsky to

' ' Krest. Then commits bigar
a daughter of c I the

character, but ,,!., , admiration and the country. In the meantime over in Russia
-when he venture s to propose marriage, refuses his daughter, Olga, has grown to womanhood.
"him. She is wooed and won by Nicholas, a kindly

The miners, i nder the leadership of Jack young Russian peasant. After the wedding.
Munro, a reckless character, form a union and determined to seek their fortune in the new
when the mine owners refuse to accede to their world, the three of them, Olga, Nicholas and
demands, go ou on strike. On seeing Ann, Nataska, depart for America.
Munro conceives a strong regard for her. and
Ann is attracted to him. When she learns his sits by her bedside, takes him back to the
true character. ier opinion of Western men Street of Forgotten Days when he bid Nataska
suffers another evere jolt, and she refuses to good-bye. The voice of conscience preys upon
associate with hi in. Raymond, not in sympathy liim and lie endeavors to seek diversion in art.

with the cause it the miners, refuses to join He purchases the original of Hoffman's I anions
them, and his el painting of "Christ and the Rich Young Man."
between the mil Arriving in America, Nicholas and Ol-a secure

having attempted to arrest the work in one of Krest's mills in Pittsburgh.
• disturbanc. and having fail- They Jive with Nataska in a miserable tene-

cd. the sheriff r ment house. A babv is born to Olga, and she. in

her weakened condition, returns to work. One
interest. day she is severely injured. Nicholas sits be-

I urged the Rich Young Man to go sell all

he had, give to the poor and to follow him, but
the Rich Young Man could not think of giving

up his immense wealth and had left Christ with
the beggars.
Then the scene comes back to Krest's library.

Christ, for the Stranger is Christ, then tells the
penitent Krest that, though he did not heed

him then, to heed him now, and he tells him
thai perhaps he did not understand him then,

that he did not mean for him to sell everything
he possessed, but rather that he should take
that which he did not actually need and use to

benefit his fellowmen. The Stranger makes the
sign of the cross, and disappears.

In the meantime, Nicholas has been lne-l. nm-
to Krest's home. The storm breaks without

and Krest awakens with a start. He crosses to

the windows to shut them. Nicholas has ar-

rived, but the butler refuses him admittance.
The rain has drenched him and lie stands there.

Krest, who has crossed to shut the windows,
peers at him. The sight of Nicholas, who looks

so much like Christ, sluggers Krest, who won-
ders if it has all been a dream, and watches
Nicholas disappear into the storm. Realizing
it is really a human being, he calls the butler

and bids liim bring Nicholas back. Krest ques-
tions him and then tells him that he is anxious
to see conditions as they really are. He goes
back with Nicholas to his home. On the way
Krest secures a doctor to care for Olga, never
suspecting that it is his own daughter and son-
in-law whom he is benefiting.

Arriving at the house, the doctor and Nicholas
cross to the bedside of Olga, who. much to

Krest's relief, is still alive and has a chance of

recovering. Kresi notes the terrible living

quarters of the people, and determined to in-

vestigate farther. He starts into the kitchen,

where he comes face to face with his wife.

Without a word, Nataska crosses to his side.

and he take? her into Ins arms, and so the re-

juvenation of Vladimir Krestovsky takes place.

PROJECTION ENGINEERS
We Specialize in Projection of the Finest

Machines, Lenses, Booths, Choppers

PITECO Condensing Lenses

National and Electra Carbons

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.
1604 BROADWAY, at 49th Street

WE
EQUIP
MOTION
PICTURE
THEATRES
COMPLETELY.

PROJECTION ENGINEERS

NEW YORK
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CLASSIFIE
SITUATIONS WANTED.

CAMERAMAN furnished with outfits for all

classes of work. Local pictures, industrial, edu-

cational or studio. Universal Camera Co.. 100.

Times Bldg.. N. Y. City.

EDITOR Connelly with world known con-

cern. Adaptations or originals, will appeal to

very best producers. Five years' motion pic-

ture experience. E. A., care M. P. World, N.

\a'mERAMAN at liberty. Own professional

outfit. Moderate salary. X. Weiss, ...0> W «
-I

Midi St.. N. V. City. ,

EXI'ERT manager and booker, ten years ol

successes. Only first-class theaters considered

Expert, care m". P. World, X. Y. City.

A-l OPERATOR, fifteen years' experience,

desires position at once. Steele, 715 Second

Ave., Asbury Park, X. .1.

MANAGER ten years' experience ,-n u n -

and vaudeville. Guarantees satisfaction. Wile

i leader, union. Address Detoe, care

M P. World, X. Y. City.

PICTURE MANAGER—Man of character,

ability, six years' experience. At liberty Aug-

15th. Thorough knowledge every detail ot

tiprs Aee 27. Salary reasonable. v\

.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD 1007

business. Age 27. Salary reasonable.

Milner, Ocean City, N. J.

I'OSITIOX WANTED as still photographer.

Samu. I Friedman, 777 Gates Ave., Brooklyn,

N Y Formerly with Equitable M. P. Corp.
' 'FIRST-CLASS OPERATOR Want, steady P"-

A.idress Operator, ..O.'i N. Randolph, Champaign,

Molnnes, ill Davi

Detroit, Mich.
PIPE ORG wi-'T \ in

at liberty for position. Not a church organist.

Thoroughly experienced in dramatizing and fol-

| if n
dress Organist, 921 Fourth Ave., So., Minn,

EXPERIENCED CAMERAMAN, with Bne

outfit. Willing to travel. Can
Energetic, care Ray, 326 Fifth Ave.,

n. y. City.
[NDUSTR

trial Moving Picture Co.. .,:','.i Real Estate Trust

Pa.
WANTED Pieture producing company to

give me a chance to do comedy in pictures ;

,,,thing original and different to offer;

am a horn com< d Ives me a
ior I will

.,.! Who will he sport . nongh to do it?

Stockton, Cal., Gen.

Del.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
ARTISTS, CARTOOXISTS—The best equipped

ntudio to photograph animated cartoons. E.

Stern. l«fl W. 42d Bt., N. Y. City.

THEATER Owm rs, Mana
We ;,r, Illnc mi i.

i. ball i

If V(M ,
,, ,

.l.ove positions, we
ran t. ii vhii , toi . that .-.in bi worth your

ide, X. .1.

ON A.CC01 vi mi otbei I'"

h..|1 my feature film \<-liang. lo. at, d in t'hi-

Mieliigan. Indian

,,|.||. I'M
Randolph St.. Chicago, 111.

;i .hi:-' > I'd by this

58(1 km,, ott Huff:

|,,.-u.
I

i. ...I. ' i
•

i want to

buj a in. null. < mi in ' tit
.

f|
.

i i
- . moving pie-

mi ,
i . .

bonds, or

:„,v Kind ol -.in Ml. la, .

i, nil, . .ling machine, don't
>

mm t.o select from, the en

THEATERS WANTED.
CASH F»R YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical

Hiiecennful moving picture broker. Seventeen
year* of continuous succour. Selling upwards of

one million dollars' worth annually, sales, ex-

changes and leaned. Lewis, the Moving Picture

Broker. Entahlliilied 1806. Offlces. r>7S-8() Elll-

cott Sq.. Buffalo. N. Y.

THF.ATRRS FOR SALE OF RF.NT
FOR BALE Twi

.n.i ,..'.,
,

.. i

s.llnn \,I.Iim II ear. \l P World. N. Y.

ID ADVERTI!
SPLENDID CHAXCE to purchase a brand

new moving picture and vaudeville theater In-

cluding real estate. (Brick building) seats
SUO, large stage, only house in town of 6,000

town, X. Y.
FORECLOSURE SALE—The Bender Theater

building, located In Utica, X. Y., a business
block and one of the largest and finest theaters
in the State (1,700 seating capacity) will be
sold at Public Auction August first at ten
o'clock in the Forenoon. Private Bids will be
accepted until July thirty-first. Sale takes
place at the theater. Only small amount of
cash required. Personal inspection invited. Ad-
dress all communications to Dr. A. W. Bender,
312 Elizabeth St.. Utica, N. Y.
MOVING PICTURE BUYERS—We have been

fortunate in placing on our list a wonderful
money making movie at Troy, X. Y., a city of
about eighty-five thousand on the main street.
Long and favorable lease, cheap rental. Here
is a fortune awaiting the right man. Ad-
mission five to twenty-live cents, according to
feature. Price $4,000—$2,000 down. Terms.
Lewis. r.NO Ellicott Sq., Buffalo. X. Y.
FOR RENT new modern combination theater

fully equipped picture or vaudeville. Capacity
1,000. Live Pennsylvania mining town popu-
lation 10.000. For rent to responsible parties,
security required. One other 5c. house. Strict-
. -t Investigation invited. Owner's other busi-
ness interferes with operation. M., care M. P.
World, X. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
OPERA CHAIRS—3,000 slightly used 50c. up.

(!00 upholstered reasonable. Airdome seats new
80c. Maple folding 40c. Camp chairs and
benches for tents. Write for catalog with direct
factory prices. Atlas Seating Company, 10 E.
43d St.. N. Y. City.
DON'T buy a new screen. Don't buy a new-

machine. Install "Amberlux" Lens Filters,

and 1 guarantee your business will increase.
hiding business-getting advertising

slide, $::...n prepaid. W. D. Warner, Wyandotte
Bldg., Columbus, O.
LARGE STOCK of used moving picture ma-

chines—all kinds—also opera and folding chairs
at about half regular price ; all goods guaran-
teed in first-class condition, shipped subject to
Inspection. Lears Theater Supply Co., 508
Chestnut St.. St. Louis. Mo.
FOR SALE—Slightly-used Simplex projectors

euaranteed perfect and good as new at reason-
able prices. Second-hand Motiograph in good
•ondition. cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
v Y City

3,000 OPERA CHAIRS steel and cast frames
60c. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Four asbestos booths, several machines.
J. P. Redington. Scranton, Pa.
BARGAINS slightly used Simplex, Power's

and Motiograph machines. Lowest prices

—

fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 72!) Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.
LITHOGR V.PHED H> ft. by

82 in., on ail Paramouni Tt iangi.
,

Woi id

M. tro. Cox and oili.i - :;n.
. ... 1, beautiful

National Poster Co., 11". W. 45th St..

V V i 'UN.
COP SALE Power's r,a motor drive machine.

I Fori V. ill i. el.-. 2 lit"

reel 1 larg< i .winder. 1 pair extra con-
densers. Will sell all I'nr SL'.'hi (i.o A. Fuller.
I'js w, i '.Mith St.. X. Y. Citv.

REB1 II.T M \f II

i, SHIUKl
, l'H I

P.M.': Motiograph Still.mi
;

Simp!. \ M.

• -I ; Edison Exhibition

,ii. k rush four ordei Amusement
Su v | lg

,
Chi. ago. 111.

C ii: S \l.i: Cooper Hewitt light and two
l.i Mont.

I mi; . \l.i: .,,,,,,1 hand Carnei ventilator.
int., 1. 1, ior mov-

ing picture theati r Appb \v. c 1

1

POWER S In. h. Pow. r's
$.*,.">. Cmord. ::'J llopkitison

\m Brooklyn. \ V

nt shape.
|. with or without motor* Ship Imme-

diat.lv Wr ilck Pox .'His .

INTERIOR CON i EN I'S ..! tl,. ., i only open
.

'
( machines motor drive .

'

MENTS
CAMERAS FOR SALE.

FOR GUARANTEED CAMERAS and tripods,

lenses and shutters, write to the only reliable

dealer and specialist who knows and does wnat
you require. H. R. Hoover & Co., 229 West 42d
St., N. Y City.
UL'K NEW MODEL No. 4 Pltiman profes-

sional camera, automatic dissolve, automatic
take up, both directions, 400 ft. magazines. The
most up-to-date camera on the market. R. W.
Pittman Co.. S»4 Canal St.. N. Y. City.

HERE AT LAST a guaranteed professional

quality M. P. camera for $110. Weighs 10%
lbs. Aluminum magazines side by side, screw
cover, light tight, finest construction accurate
mechanism, side focusing tube, 50 MM. Zeiss

Tessar lens F.3.5 film register, guaranteed to

take pictures equal to any exhibited in any
theater in the country, at the record breaking
price of $110. This camera is a product of a
pioneer motion picture camera designer. The
ideal camera for news, advertising and home
talent pictures. Bargains always on hand in

tested motion picture cameras. We are special-

ists in equipping beginners. Estimates on com-
plete outfits cheerfully given. Highest grade
developing and printing. Panoramic head and
tilting top tripods for $25 and $35. Write to-

day. David Stern Co., 1047R Madison St.,

Chicago, 111. In business since 1S85.
BETTER CAMERAS for less money. KineO-

graphs, sir, to $60. Pittmans, $!hi

Prestwich, $175. F 3.5 lenses on all. Tripods,
sun to s.-iO. Pay. 32tl Fifth Ave.. X Y. City.

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA. 3 movements,
4IHI foot magazines, 2 lenses, tripod, M. P. ma-
chine trunk. 2tt projecting and stereo lenses.
Peerless 88 MO, will sell or
trade on automobile. John H. Griffith, Carlisle,

Pa.
NORTHERN ARC LIGHT for motion pho-

tography, nearly new, cost S4> -,il ior S20.

Made bv Simplex Photo Products Co. Also have
small s'tereopticon, So. Addles- Lamp
Scranton, Pa.

FILMS WANTED.
WANTED big feature films on percentage

basis. The Strand Theater, Sth and Grand Ave..
Des Moines. la.
WANTED to rent or buy, copy of Dante's

Inferno. Must be in good condition, right price

and have paper, tr.org, Buszelle, Moscow,

FOR SALE very cheap. State Rights on fol-

lowing moving pictures for Tennessee. Alabama
and Misissippi. The-, states not in our terri-

tory. Pictures making us big mom
Day.'' five reels; 'without a Country," four
reels; "Man With Missing Finger,' four reels:
"Folly of Sin.' tiv, reels; "Mother Who Paid."

"Woman's Conquest," four reels.

lly-An Mastcrplays Co. ol \

W\. Washington, D. C.
SLIGHTLY-used imported features. Starring

Francis X. Bushman, Sidney Drew, Clara Kim-
ball Young. Several two i

per reel, including paper. Leslie Nolan. 015
lirokaw Bldg.. Broadway N

..in in Charlie Chap-
$;; and up. Also two and t! •

dramas, comedies and west.
reel and up. Load d photos
ire, BOI 1180, Poise. Idaho.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate

with me, second-hand American pictures at Eu-
ropean prices. Donald Campbell, 145 W
St.. N. Y. City.
FOR SALE—3-4 and 5 reel features In good

condition, posters for all subjects. Also Chaplin
• Is. Select Film Service, 145 West

U.tl, SI .
N

WE SPECIALIZE IN USED EDUCATIONAL.
INDUSTRIAL. SCIENTIFIC \ND
FILMS GOOD SUBJECTS AT IUC PER FOOT
AND UP. WE HAVE WHAT Vol' WANT

'
: OUR LISTS AND TERV

YORK FILM LABORATORIES FILM SALES
DEP'T. 14.1 WEST 4.1TII ST. N Y. CITY.
500 AMERICAN M UCH Blncla r.

.

Ing of dramas, westerns and eOJMdlM, Xo
r reel Cash with order.

Full reels. Try two or three and be convinced
million Federal Feature Film Co.,

II" E 2Sd St . X Y Citv
(CRITERION SUBJECTS one and two reels.

win s.n In any quantities or as a whole, all
In good condition with plenty of mounted and
unmounted post, t Ul . B »nd

In one and two •

rion Film Servloa
Cincinnati. Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE ' heater orchestra.
double tracker frams. Perfect con-

• iiii.,11 guaranteed 10 roll latest music with
trnmeiit only In us,, six month*. Ab-

•nlutelv go. r Lynch-

oping and
«'. rkman-

NOTKK TO ADVI RI1SI KN I !„ Publish,-, s ,xpr« t that .,11 > ^ery advcrtiicmrnt will bear the
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Twenty-five years' experience in the making of Carbon

products for electrical purposes is the reason for the

Speer Projector Carbon
giving such wonderful results on the screen.

The raw material used in the Speer Carbon plant is se-

lected and tested under the supervision of expert en-

gineers and every step in the manufacture of SPEER
PROJECTOR CARBONS is constantly under the

closest scrutiny by experienced men.

Is there any wonder that the SPEER CARBONS give

such good results?

Order SPEER PROJECTOR CARBONS from our nearest
distributor and be convinced.

Don't Delay!!! Get Your Orders in Early.

NET CASH PRICES

TRADE MARK

For Regular Speer Carbon:
pointed both ends, $37.50 per IN

pointed both ends, $40.00 per I\

pointed both ends, $50.00 per t

pointed both ends, $70.00 per t

pointed one end, $115.00 per M.
pointed one end, $1SO.OO per M.

I for 100 Carbons Filled at I0t Ad\
Case Lot Prices

Speer Carbons are absolutely guaranteed to give satisfaction or money back

Speer Carbon Company
DEPT. "W"

(Makers of Carbons for Electrical purposes during the past 25 years)

ST. MARYS, PA.
hor Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:

J. H. HALLBERG, 727 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago. Ill

KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State St., Chicago, 111. KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.,

SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., 813 Walnut St.. K.nta. City, Mo.
Rhodes Building, Atlanta. Ga. G. A. METCALFE. 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cal.

Ing advertisements, please mention The Moving Picture World
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'
List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 984, 986.)

General Film Company

RKLHASB DATS.

Tuesday—Biograph, Essanay, Ka-
lem.

Wednesday—Biograph, Essanay, Ka-
lem, Vim Feature Comedy.

Thursday—Lubin. Sellg. Vim.

Friday—Kalem, Knickerbocker. Vim,

(Biograph—Reissue No. 63).
July 17—The Informer (Drama) (Biograph-

Reissue No. 64).
July 18—By Man's Law (Two parts—Drama)

(Biogo
Jailor*!. __.
—Reissue No. 66).

July 24—A Natural Born Gambler (Two parts
—Comedy).

July 26—The Billionaire (Three parts—Com.).
(Biograph Reissue No. 67.)

July 31—Gold and Glitter (Drama) (Biograph
—Reissue No. 68).

Aug. 1—The House of Discord (Two parts

—

Drama) (Biograph—Reissue No.

June 6—The Stoning (Three parts—Drama).
June 7—Love's Labor Lost (Cartoon).—Camping With the Black Feet

June IS—The Man In the Street (Three parts

the Light Brigade
Drama) (Reissue).

June 20—Out of the Ruins (Three parts—Dr.).
June 21—The Pied Piper of Hamelin (Ju-

venile—Drama).
June 27—The Southerners (Three parts—Dr.).

ESSANAY.

July 5—Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 12
(Cartoon).

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 8—Power (Three parts—Drama).
July 11—The Private Officer (Two parts—Dr.).

(Reissue).

July 12—The Fable of "The Small Town Favor-
ite Who Was Ruined by Too Much
Competition" (Comedy).

July 15—The Secret of the Night (Three parts

July 18—The Other Man (Two parts—Drama)
(Reissue).

July 19—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
New Orleans (Cartoon—Comedy).—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 22—The Grouch (Three parts—Comedy-
Drama).

July 25—A Brother's Loyalty (Two parts

—

Drama) (Reissue).

July 26—Canimated Nosz Pictorial, No. 18
(Cartoon—Comedy).

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 29—Repentance (Three parts—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Chimney Sweep (Two parts—Dr.).

Aug. 2—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Petrograd (Cartoon).—A scenic subject on the same reel.

Aug. 5—The War Bride of Plumville (Three
parts—Comedy-Drama).

Auk. s -The Tin,-,. Scratch Clue (Two parts-
Drama).

Aug. II—The Fable of "Books Made to Bal-
ance" (Comedy).

Aug. 12—Worth While (Three parts—Drama).

KALEM.
July 3—Black Magic (No. 15 of the "Social

Pirates"—Two parts—Drama—Last
number).

July 4—The Peach Pickers (Comedy).
July 5—Notch Number Nine (Drama).
July 7—The Psychic Phenomenon Comedy).
July 8—Hazards of Helen Railroad Series, No.

87, "To Save the Road" (Drama).
July 11—The Baggage Smashers (Comedy).
July 12—The Quack Quakers (Comedy).
July 14—The Wishing Ring (Comedy).
July 15—The Broken Brake (No. 88 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series
(Drama).

July 18—The Great Detective (Comedy).
July 19—A Watery Wooing (Comedy).
July 21—A Double Elopement (Comedy).
July 22—In Death's Pathway (No. 89 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series—Drama).

July 25—Ham's Whirlwind Finish (Comedy).
26—A Mix-Up in Art (Comedy).

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Serie—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Heart Menders (Comedy).
Aug. 4—Peaches and Ponies ( Comedy I.

Aug. 5—A Mystery of the Rails (No. 91 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).

LUBIN.

July 1—Edison Bugg's Invention (Comedy).—Under a Barrel (Comedy).
July 3—Otto the Traffic Cop (Comedy).
July 6"—The Stolen Master (Three parts

—

July 8—A Terrible Tragedy (Comedy).—The Rival Queens (Comedy).
July 10—Otto, the Sleuth (Comedy).
July 11—The Half Wit (Two parts—Drama).
July 13—Expiation (Three parts—Drama).
July 15—Hang on Cowboy (Comedy).
July 17—Otto's Vacation (Comedy).
July 20—The Rough Neck (Three parts—Dr.).
July 22—Americans After All (Comedy).
July 24—Otto, the Salesman (Comedy).
July 25—By Right of Love (Two parts—Dr.).
July 27—In the Hour of Disaster (Three parts—Drama).
July 20—It Happened In Pikersviile (Com.).
July 31—Otto the Gardener (Comedy).
Aug. 1—The Price of Dishonor (Two parts

—

Drama).

SELIG.

y 8—Some Duel (Western—Comed> i.

y 10—A Milk White Flag (Three parts-
Comedy).

y 10—The Selig-Tribune, No. 55, 1916 (Top.).

y 13—The Sellg-Trlbune, No. 56, 1916 (Top.).

y 15—Legal Advice (Comedy).

y 17—Selig-Tribune, No. 57, 1916 (Topical).

y 17—The Private Banker (Two parts—Dr.).

y 20—Selig-Tribune, No. 58, 1916 (Topical).

y 22—Shooting Up the Movies (Two parts-
Comedy).

y 24—The Conflict (Three parts—Drama).

y 24—The Selig-Tribune No. 59, 1916 (Top.).

y 27—The Selig-Tribune, No. 60, 1916 (Top.).

Y 29—Local Color on the A-l Ranch (Two
parts—Western—Comedy )

.

v 31—The Old Man Who Tried to Grow
Young (Three parts—Drama).

Y 31—The Selig-Tribune No. SI. 1916 (Top-
ical).

Aug. 3—The Selig-Tribune Xo. 62, 1016 (Top-
ical).

Aug. 5—An Angelic Attitude (Comedy).

VIM FEATURE COMEDY.
July 19—The Connecting Bath (Comedy).
July 26—Will a Woman Tell? (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Hubby's Relatives (Comedy) .

Aug. 9 The Tired Business -Man ( Comedy).

VIM.

July 14—The Great Safe Tangle (Comedy).
July 20—Aunt Bill (Comedy).
July 21—Help! Help! (Comedy).
July 27—The Heroes (Comedy).
July 28—What'll You Have? (Comedy).
Aug. 3—Human Hounds (Comedy).
Aug. 4—Wait a Minute (Comedy).
Aug. 10—Dreamy Knights (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Rushing Business (Comedy).

VITAGRAPH.
June 17—Ashes (Three parts—Drama) (Broad-

way Star Feature).

June 19—Stung! (Comedy).
June 23—Curfew at Simpton Center (Comedy).
June 24—Would You Forgive Her? (Three

parts—Drama — Broadway Star
Feature).

June 26—The Foxy Trotters (Comedy).
June 30—Losing Weight (Comedy).
July 1—Letltia (Three parts—Drama) (broad-

way Star Feature).

July 3—Billie's Mother (Comedy).
—A Tour from Bergen to Bandak

(Scenic).

July 7—When It Rains It Pours (Comedy).
July 10—Wrong Beds (Comedy).
July 14—The Man from Egypt (Comedy).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts—Drama)

(Broadway Star Feature).

July 17—The Musical Barber (Comedy).—The Head Waters of the Dalalven
(Scenic).

July 21—The Fur Coat (Comedy).
July 24—A Cheap Vacation (Comedy).
July 28—A Jealous Guy (Comedy).
July 31—His Hard Job (Comedy).
Aug. 4—A Race for Life (Comedy).
Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (Three parts

—

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

Aug. 7—Pa's Overalls (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Romance and Roughhouse (Comedy).

General Film Company Features

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.

May 27—The Primal Instinct (Three parts-
Drama).

June 3—Carew and Son (Three parts—Dr.).

June 10—A Strange Case (Three parts—Dr.).

June 17—Ashes (Three parts—Drama).
June 24—Would You Forgive Her? (Three

parts—Drama).
July 1—Letitia (Three parts—Drama).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (Three parts—Dr.).

June 16—An Old Man's
Drama).

June 18—Pay Dirt (Five parts—Drama).
June 23—The Ancient Blood (Three parts

—

Drama).
June 30—The Head of the House (Three parts

July 7—The Crooked Road (Three parts—Dr.).

July 14—The Dupe (Three parts—Drama).
July 21—Sibyl's Scenario (Three parts—Dr.).

July 28—The Sand Lark (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 1ft—The Better Woman (Three parts-
Drama).
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A REEL
NECESSITY

IN ALL

THEATRES
IS A

COMFORTABLE

SEAT

FROM WHICH TO
VIEW THE

PERFORMANCE

UPHOLSTER
your theatre seats

in L)u Pont Fabrikoid, the

leather substitute. It is

handsome, durable and
reasonable in cost.

I i imes in all grains and
harmonious colors. Per-
fectly sanitary.

CAN BE CLEANSED
WITH SOAP AND WATER

WITHOUT INJURY

Samples on request

Send for yours today

Du Pont Fabrikoid Co.

WILMINGTON, DEL.
TORONTO. CANADA

"A WORD TO THE WISE"
YOU MUST HAVE THE BEST PROJECTION to meet competition, delight

your audiences and increase your patronage.

SIMPLEX PROJECTOR
The only projector to receive the Highest Award at

TWO INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITIONS. 19IS

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDA]PANAMA l'A( II l< IN II KNATIONAL Send for Catalog "A" PANAMA-CALIFORNIA
EXPOSITION EXPOSIIION

THE PRECISION MACHINE CO., Inc., 217 E. 34th St., New York, N. Y.
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IList of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 984,

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

ANIMATED WEEKLY.
July 12—Number 28 (Topical).
July 19—Number 29 (Topical).
July 26—Number 30 (Topical).
Aug. 2—Number 31 (Topical).
Aug. 9—Number 32 (Topical).

July 27—Priscllla's Prisoner (Two parts—Dr.).
July 28—A Great Love (Drama).
Aug. 3—Redwood Lane (Drama).
Aug. 5—Tillle the Little Swede (Drama).
Aug. 6—The Captain of the Typhoon (Two

parts—Drama).
Aug. 10—The Silent Man (Drama).

Pendulum (3 parts-
Drama).

July 22—A Midwinter Madness (Two parts-
Drama).

July 29—For the Love of a Girl (Two parts—

Aug. 12—Along the Malibu (Two parts—Dr.).

GOLD SEAL.
July 11—Nature Incorporated (Two parts—

Comedy-Drama).
July 18—The Crystal's Warning (Three parts

Splash o:

Drama).
Aug. 1—The State Witness (Three parts—Dr.).
Aug. 8—Onda of the Orient (Three parts

—

Drama).

IMP.

July 7—The River Goddess (Comedy-Drama).
July 11—A Stranger in His Own Home (Com.).
July 14—The Little Gray Mouse (Two parts

—

Drama).
July 16—Two Seats At the Opera (Comedy).
Jnly 21—Lee Blount Goes Home (Two parts

—

July 28—No release this day.
July 27—Won by Valor (Drama).
July 28—The Circular Room (Two parts—Dr.).
July 30—Mutiny (Drama).
Aug. 2—The Lucky Gold Piece (Drama).
Aug. 4—Which Way (Drama).
Aug. 6—The Finishing Touch (Drama).
Aug. 13—The Great Corona Race (Two parts-

Drama).
JOKER.

July 8—An Ail-Around Cure (Comedy).
July 15—The Harem Scarem Deacon (Com.).
July 22—She Was Some Vampire (Comedy).
July 29— I've Got Yer Number (Comedy).
Aug. 5—Kate's Affinities (Comedy).
Aug. 12—She Wrote a Play and Played It

(Comedy).
LAEMMLE.

July 9—No release this week.
July 13—No. 16 Martin St. (Two parts—Dr.).
July 16—Baseball Bill, No. 2, "Flirting with

Marriage" (Comedy).
July 10—The Garden of Shadows (Two parts

July 22—A Social Slave (Drama).
July 29—The Mask of Fortune (Drama).
Aug. 3—Partners (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 9—A Knight of the Night (Drama).
Aug. 11—The Highway of Fate (Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 12—The Intruder (Drama).

L-KO.
July 9—Getting the Goods on Gertie (Comedy).
July 12—Ignatz's Icy Injury (Two parts—

Comedy).
July 19—A Bold Bad Breeie (Comedy).
July 23—Spring Fever (Comedy).
July 25—Lizzie's Lingering Love (Three parts

—Comedy).
July 30—No release this day.
Aug. 2—Dinty's Daring Dash (Two parts

—

Comedy).
Aug. R—The Youngest In the Family (Com.).
Aug. 9—Unhand Me Villain (Two parts

—

NESTOR.

July 14—No release this day.

July 17—Kill the Umpire (Comedy).
July 21—The Come-On (Comedy).
July 24—Art for Art's Sake (ComedyV
July 28—The Unexpected Scoop (Comedy).
July 31—Caught with the Goods (Comedy).
Aug. 4—No release this day.
Aug. 7—He Maid Me (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Some Medicine Man (Comedy).

POWERS.

July 6—The Janitor (Comedy).
July 8—"Sports of the Rajah in Mysterious

India," as revealed by the Famous
Dr. Dorsey Expedition (Educational).

July 13—Sammy Johnsin Gets a Job (Corn-
Cartoon).

—Mexican National History (Ditmars
Educational).

July 15—No release this day.
July 20—The Devil Dancers of India (As seen

by Dr. Dorsey) (Educational).
July 27—Jitney Jack and Gasolena (Comedy

—

Cartoon).
—Fighting Infantile Paralysis.

Aug. .3—Imperial India No. 3 (Educational).
Aug. 10—Ben, the Sailor i Manikin Comedy).

—Salmon from the Egg to the Table
(Educational).

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.

July 10—The Heart of a Child (Five parts-

July 17—The Seekers (Five parts—Drama).
July 24—Temptation and the Man (Five parts

—Drama).
July 31—From Broadway to a Throne (Five

parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—The Mark of Cain (Five parts—Dr.).

June 27—The Toy Soldier (Comedy).
July 2—The Sting of Conscience (Three parts

—Drama).
July 4—The Head of the Family (Drama).
July 9—A Dead Yesterday (Two parts—Drama).
July 11—War Ridden Mexico (Special release).
July 16—The Crimson Yoke (Two parts—Dr.).
July 21—The Phone Message (Drama).
July 23—Branscombe's Pal (Two parts—Dr.).
July 25—Cross Purposes (Drama).
Aug. 11—By Conscience's Eye (Drama).

parts—Comedy)

.

July 26—Just a Few Little Things (Comedy).
July 30—The Latest in Vampires (Two parts-

Comedy).
Aug. 1—A Society Sherlock (Comedy).
Aug. 4—When the Minstrels Came to Town

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

July 10—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,
No. 11, "The Stampede" (Two parts
—Drama).

July 17—The Adventures of Peg o" the Ring,
No. 12, "On the High Seas" (Two
parts—Drama).

July 24—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,
No. 13, "The Clown (Two parts

—

Drama).
July 31—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,

No. 14, "The Will" (Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 7—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,

Mutual Film Coip.

Drama).
July 13—Quicksands of Deceit (Three parts

—

Drama).
July 17—The Dancer (Two parts—Drama).
July 24—Pastures Green (Two parts—Drama).
July 27—Out of the Rainbow (Three parts-

Drama).
July 31—The Dreamer (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 3—The Madonna of the Night (Three

July 5—Billy Van Deusen Masquerader (Com.).
July 9—The Gink Lands Again (Comedy).
July 12—Two Slips and a Miss (Comedy).
July 16—The Rummy Act of Omar K. M.

Comedy).
July 19—In the Land of the Tortilla (Comedy).
July 23—A Studio Satire (Comedy).
July 26—Gamblers in Greenbacks (Comedy).
July 30—A Germ Gem (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Daredevils and Danger (Comedy).
Aug. 6—Just as He Thought (Comedy).

part—Drama).
July 15—The Fool's Game (Two parts—Dr.).
July 22—The Ostrich Tip (Two parts—Drama).
July 29—The Haunting Symphony (Two parts

Aug. 5—Fate's Decision (Two parts— Drama).

CUB.
July 7—A Merry Mix-up (Comedy).
July 14—The Heir of the E. Z. Ranch (Com.)
July 21—Jerry's Stratagem (Comedy).

UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS).

\prll—The Dumb Girl of Portlcl (Seven parts

May—Where Are My Children? (Six parte—
Drama).

July 19—See America First No. 45, "New Or-
leans, La." (Scenic).

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).

July 5

July 3

Aug. 2—See America First, No. 47 (Weenie).
—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).

Aug. 6—Reel Life. Xo. 14 (Mutual Film Mag-

July 7—The Taming of Wild Bill (Two parts—Drama).
July 14—Diamond Jim's Pardner (Two parts

—

Drama).
July 21—The Dyseptic (Two parts—Drama).
July 28—That Gal of Burke's (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 4—Sandy, Reformer (Two parts—Dr.).

MUTUAL WEEKLY.
July 5—Number 79 (Topical).
July 12—Number 80 (Topical).
July 19—Number 81 (Topical).
July 26—Number 82 (Topical).
\n- 2—Number 83 (Topical).

THANHOU8ER.
J«ne 13—Brothers Equal (Two parts—Drama).
June 15—The Window of Dreams (Three parts
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Sim trv.int Kr.idy-t
Run Portable Ve

tilating Fan
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| Extra NET Profits I

j For Your Theatre 1

$600 TO $3000 YEARLY |

How Much Does It Cost You

To Give Your Patrons Fresh Air?
An inefficient system of ventilation is a black

eye to your theatre and your profits. The lead-

ing motion picture houses realize this fact.

Many of those in the larger cities have already
bettered their service and increased their

patronage by installing

Ventilating, Heating and
Air-Washing' Systems

The Sturtevant System is the blower or fan sys
cm nt" heating and ventilation in its most perfec
form. It is always positive in action and independ

cut of the weather
You can get Sturtc\ an
quality and d< penda-
bility only in the
Sturtevant System.
Equipment for every
size theatre and build-

Sturtevant Propeller
Fans may be installed
in wall, window or ceil-

ing without other sup-
port.

Sturtevanl Ready-to-
Run Fans in five sizes

are ideal for ventilat-

ing the ticket and op-
erator's booths.

li you will send a statement regarding your ven-
tilating and heating problems we
engineers offer suggestions as

to the proper remedy. Men
t ion size, seating capacity, lo-

cation of balconies, doors and
windows. Include a rough Boor
plan if possible.

B.F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
Dept. W, Hyde Park,

Boiton, Mais.
And all principal c'°

"The Butter-Kist Pop Com
Machine is doing fine. I

would not be without one.

age of J3 (net) per day.
Sold $11 Saturday."

The Columbia Theatre.
M. O. Moulden, Prop.

Coffeyville, Kan.

You are actually losing $2 to $10 cold cash profit every dav
you open your theatre without this celebrated Butter-Kist Pop
Corn Machine that runs itself. Make two profits from hundreds
of people who pass or enter your theatre or stand outside wait-
ing to get in.

BUTTER-KIST
Pop Corn Machine

Stands anywhere. Occupies only 26 by 32 inches-move
chair and you have room. Superbly built with gleaming plat
glass sides, oak, mahogany or white enameled cabinet.

Pay From Your Profits

the smallest town's. A small amount down brings tin- sensa
tional money-maker. Balance soon paid from its earnings,

"LITTLE GOLD MINE" BOOK FREE!

s every day you delay.

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.

564 Van Buren Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Largest Manufacturers of Pop
Corn Machines in the World.

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.,

S64 Van Buren St., Indianapolis. Ind.

I Send free, postpaid, your photo-book,

|
"The Little Gold Mine,"

l...t t.-IK ..II ..limit till- Mutt,, k,-t P..,. COHI M.i.l.mr. K ,xr. a. tual

Bcords of sales and profits in town- <
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iitn.ii 1 In- Moving Plctui
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily

{Mutual Releases continual from page 1012.)

MUTUAL MASTERP1CTURES DE LUXE.
July 10—Dust^ (American—Five part*—Dr.)

Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 984, !

Drama) <Xo. 118).
July IT -Xo r

Julj -i No release tins day.

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
July 24—The Secret of the Submarine, No.

(Two parts—Drama).
. Set-ret of the Submarine, Xo.
Two parts—Drama).

Aug. 7—The Secret of the Submarine, No.
( Two parts—Drama )

.

Auk. :; -Foiled in the Forest (American—Fiv

(Scenic).
July SI—A Matrimon
July 31—Losing Weight (Cartoc

medy).

—Some Tropical Birds—Parrots (Colored—Educational).
July 31—Uncle Sam's Immigrants (Educational)
Aug. 7—Tokio, Capital of Janan (Scenic).

—Jumping Analyzed
i Physical Culture

—

Educational).
Aug. 7—Florence Rose Fashions (A Day With

Hetty Young (Fashions).

PATHE NEWS.
July 19—Number 58. 1916 (Topical).
July 22—Number 59. 1916 (Topical).
July 26—Number 60, 1916 (Topical).

ROLIX.
July 19—Luke Rides Roughshod (Comedy).
July 24—Luke Crystal Gazer ( Comedy).
Aug. 7—Luke's Lost Lamb (Comedy).

Miscellaneous Releases.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS. INC.
Julv 24—The Silent Battle (Five part»—Dr.).
July 31—The Spcret of the Swamp (Five parts

—Drama).

i Lariat (Five parts—Drama).

parts—Drama)
EVA TANGUAY FILMS.

July—Energetic Eva (Five part*—Comedy).
FOX FILM CORPORATION.

June 19—A Woman's Honor (Five parts—Dr.).
June 26—The Man from Bitter Roots (Five

parts—Drama).
July 3—Ambition (Five parU—Drama).
July 10—A Tortured Heart (Five parts—Dr.).
July 17—Caprice of the Mountains (Five parts—Drama).

THOMAS H. INCE.
July—Civilization (Drama).
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, INC.

July 18—Hearst-International News Pictorial
No. 57, 1916 (Topical).

July 21—Hearst-International Xews Pictorial,
Xo, 58, 19W (Topical i.

July 24—The Mysteries of Myra, Xo. 14, "Sus-
(Two parts

—

—Comedy)
July 25—Jealousy a la Carte (Comedy).
July 30—Bungling Bill's Dress Suit (Comedy).
Aug. 1—Painless Extracting i Comedy,I.

Aug. 6—Title not yet announced.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

July 17—Who's Guilty? No. 11, "The Lost Par-
adise (Two parts—Drama).

July 24—Who's Guilty?
"'

the Balance'
July 31—Who's Guilty? Xo. 13, "The Goad of

Jealousy" (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—Who's iruilty.' Xo. 14. "The Irony of

Justice" (Two parts—Drama).

BALBOA.
July 24—The Grip of Evil, No. 2, "The Un-

derworld" (Two parts—Drama).
July 31—Grip of Evil, No. 3, "The Upper Ten"

(Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—Grip of Evil Xo. 4. "The Looters"

(Two parts—Drama).

GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS
June 19—A Matrimonial Martyr (Five parts

—

July 17—The Shadow of Her Past (Five parts
—Drama).

PATHE.
July 17—Unfriendly Fruit (Comedy).
July 17—Home Sweet Home (Cartoon).

—The Caterpillar (Educational) (Col-

July 24—Paper Parasols (Industrial).
—Ornate Pagodas (Picturesque China)

July 1

pended Animation

' ' iternational Xews Pictorial,
, 1916 (Topical).

he Mysteries of Myr
parts—Drama),

lea est- International Xews
No. 61, 1916 (Topical).

15 (Two

Pictorial,

No. 62, 1916 (Topical).

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION. INC.
—Her Husband's Wife (Drama).

July—The Faded Flower (Drama)
KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION.

July—The Zeppelin Raids on London and the
Siege of Verdun (Topical).

LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, INC.
July—The Common Law (Drama).

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION.
July 3—A Virginia Romance (yuality—Two

parts—Drama) (Special release).
July 3—Love Me, Love My Dog (Rolma

—

Comedy).
July 10—The Quitter (Rolfe—Five parts-

Drama).
July 10—Taking a Rest (Comedy).
July IT—The River of Romance (Yorke—Five

parts—Drama).
July 17—His Birthday Gift (Rolma—Comedy).
July 24—The Child of Destiny (Columbia—Five

parts—Drama).
July 24—His First Tooth (Comedy).
July 31—God's Half Acre (Rolfe—Five parts-

Drama).
July 31—Microbes (Rolma-Comedy).
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION.

July 20—Under Cover (Famous Players—Five
parts—Drama).

July 24—An International Marriage (Morosco
Five parts—Drama).

July 27—Common Ground (Lasky—Five parts

—

Drama).
July 31—Hulda of Holland (Famous Players

—

Players—Five
parts—Drama).

Aug. 24—When Shadows Fall (Famous Players—Five parts—Drama).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.

July 13—28th release "The Wild and Wooly
West" (Cartoon—Comedy).

July 20—29th release. "Colonel Ilceza Liar's
Courtship" (Cartoon—Comedy).

July 27—30th release. "Bobby Dumps and the
Detective Story" (Cartoon—Com.).

Aug. 3—31st release, "In Lunyland" (Cartoon
Coin

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES.

July 24—The Real Bohemia (Scenic).
July 31—Picturpsaiie Prague (Scenicl
Aug. 7—From Carlsbad to Moravia (Scenic).

Innsbruck, Capital
l Tirol" (Scenic).

Tirol, the
of the Austria]

Aug. 21—29th release, "In Sout
ltalina Corner of Aus

C. POST MASON.
July—The Wonder City of the World, Greater

New York by Day and Night (Three
parts—Scenic).

TEFFT JOHNSON FILM CORPORATION.
June—Sonny Boy in School Days (Comedy).
June—Sonny Boy and the Dog Show (Comedy).

THE FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
July 15—Jaffery (Drama).

THE PATRIOT FILM CORPORATION.
June—How Britain Prepared (Topical).

THE RESERVE PHOTO-PLAYS CO.
July 26—Casey's Servants (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Jerry, the Janitor (Episode 1—Com.).
Aug. 9—Jerry, the Janitor (Episode 2—Com.).

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION.
Releases for week of June 18

:

His First False Step (Keystone—Two parts
—Comedy).

Bedelia's Bluff (Keystone—Two parts

—

Comedy).
Releases for week of June 25 :

His Wild Oats (Keystone—Two parts—Com-

The Waiters' Ball (Keystone—Two parts

—

Comedy).
Releases for week of July 23:

Stranded (Fine Arts—Five parts—Drama).
The Captive God (Ince—Five parts—Dr.).

Releases for Week of July 30 :

The Half-Breed (Fine Arts—Five parts

—

Drama).
The Payment (Ince—Five parts—Drama).
UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.

(Releases for Thirteenth Week.)

y 23—Love ;

The Springtime of Love (Lily—
y 18—Their Frontier Wives (Utah—Dr.).
y 18—The Terrible Turk (Jockey—Comedy).

20—The Call of the Desert (Hiawatha

—

Drama),
y 20—Flfty-Fifty (Judy—Comedy),
y 20—The Brand of Shame (Sunset—Dr.).
y 21—Whom God Hath Joined (Puritan

—

Two parts—Drama).
y 21—Make-Up and Marriage (Jockey

—

Comedy).
!2—The Slumbering Memory (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
!2—Love's Awakening (Sunset—Drama).
:3—The_ Accusing Conscience (Puritan

—

parts—Drama).

- (C,a;

Two parts— Drama).
26—Stringing Them Along (Judy—Com. 1.

y 27—The Call of the Desert (Hiawatha-
Drama).

y 2i— Fifty-Fifty ( Judy—Comedy 1

.

y 27—The Brand of Shame- i Sunset—Dr.).
y 28—An Indian Maid's Vengeance (Buffalo—Two parts - Drama )

.

y 28—The House on the Hill (Supreme-
Drama)

y 29—The Man Who Cam? Back (Rancho

—

Drama).
y 09—The Stolen Jewels i Sunset—Drama).
y 29—Wifie's Frame-l
v ::i> Ti -. aelierv of the Red Man (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
y MO—Life's Lottery (Sunset—Drama).

WORLD-EQUITABLE.
y 24—Paying the Price (Paragon—Five parts

y 31-
-Drama).

-Miss Petticoats (PeerlesR
Made"—Five parts—Drama).

-*- Way (Peerless—"Brady

"Brady

Made"—Five I

'lie Summer Girl i Pi erless— Fi

R" (Paragon -"Brady-Made"—PJ
parts—Drama) (title subject
change).
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Stand outside your theatre

and see how many people

come out mopping their

perspiring faces—

'All in" from POOR AIR
Poor air accounts for more vacant seats than poor

films.

Good air is the secret of summer success in the
movies.

"globe"
VENTILATORS

will help you pack your house every night.

They draw off the close, hot, stuffy air. They
operate without drafts—are absolutely noiseless

—

no moving parts to get out of order and they are
rain-proof.
Cost little to install—nothing to operate, and

work effectively in all kinds of weather.
Put the STANDARD ventilator ("GLOBE") on

your theatre and fill those vacant seats this summer.
Let us tell you all about this Summer-Profit-

Maker for the Movies.

GLOBE VENTILATOR CO.
Dept. M. Troy, N. Y.

1

^

Weickhardt Pipe Organs
are not stock instruments, but built

1 to order according to the ever vary-
1 ing individual requirements. Result:

Wonderful musical effects, such as

1 only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can pro-

1 duce.
WRITE FOR THEATRE ORGAN CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt fckx

MILWAUKEE , WISGONSIN U.S.A.

1

(^Opportunity Knocks but Once^
A New Invention Revolutionizes an Industry .

A basic patent has just been granted by the United States Patent Office cov-

ering a new machine for the projection of moving pictures.

It can be manufactured at a cost that will make competition by any standard

machine on the market impossible.

It works upon an entirely new principle—that of manipulation of the light,

as opposed to the manipulation of the film in present machines.

Its principal feature is its simplicity, coupled with the small amount of pre-

cision work needed.

It has no shutter and the movement of the film is continuous; thus eliminating

all the mechanism of the intermittent movement.
The projected picture is flickerless, owing to the fact that the shutter is elim-

inated, thus allowing a greater percentage of light to reach the screen,

A demonstration by a working model will be given responsible parties by ap-

pointment.

Address all communications to

—

l_. O- IVI-, care of M. P. W., 17 Madison Avenue, New York City

This Basic Patent is for Sale!
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily

[Continued Jron page 1014.)

V-L-S-E. INC.

July 3—Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.
1 (Sports).

July 3—The Conflict (Vitagraph—Five parts

Jaly S—Kernel Knutt and High Shoes (Vita-
graph—Comedy )

.

July 10—According to the Code (Essanay—Five
parts—Drama).

July 10—Fathers of MeD (Vitagraph—Five
parts—Drama).

July 10—Kernel Knutt, the Piano Tuner (Vita-

Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 984, 986.)

July 12—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series
2, No. 4, "Local Showers" (Com.).

July 17 -Gloria's Romance, Xo. It, "The Shadow
of Scandal" (Two parts—Drama ».

July 19—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2,

No. 5, "A Pirate Bold" (Comedy).
July 24—Gloria's Romance, Xo. 10, "Tangled

Threads" (Two parts—Drama).
July 20—The Mishaps of Musty Sutler, Series 2,

No. G, "Strictly Private" (Comedy).
July 31—Gloria/s Romance, No. 11 (Two parts

—Drama).
7—Gloria's Romai

Apr.—The Salamander (Drama).

No. 12 (Two parts
Apr.-

2 (Sports).
July Vt—The Tarantula (Vitagraph—Five Parts—Drama).
July 17—Kernel Knutt and Prince Tango (Vita-

graph—Comedy).
July M—The Prince Chap (Selig—Five parts

—

July 24—More Money (Vitagraph—Comedy).
July 24—The Daring of Diana (Vitagraph

—

Five parts—Drama).
July 24—Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.

3 (Sports).
July 31—Hesper of the Mountain (Vitagraph—

—Drama).
July 31—Dear Percy (Vitagraph—Comedy).
July 31—Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.

4 (Sports).

GEORGE KLEINE.

July 8—Gloria's Romance, No. 7, "The Harv-
est of Sin" (Two parts—Drama).

July 5—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2,
No. 3, "While You Walt" (Comedy).

July 10—Gloria's Romance, Xo. 8, "The Mesh of
Mystery" (Two parts—Drama).

States Right Features
AMERICAN CORRBSPONDENT FILM COR-

PORATION.
May 8—The Fighting Germans (Five parts—

Topical).

BIG A FILM CORPORATION.
July—Macbeth (Five parts—Drama).

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
Mar.—The Unwritten Law (Seven parts—Drama)
May—The Woman Who Dared (Seren parts-

Drama).
July—Kismet (Ten parts Drama).

SAMUEL CUMMINS.
July—Germany's Battles at Verdun (Four

parts—Topical).

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.

July—Where Is My Father? (Seven parts—Dr.).

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
May —The End of the World (Six parts

—

Drama).
IL GIORNALE ITALIANO.

April—On the Italian Battleiront (Fl*« parts—

PIEDMONT FILM CO.
June—The Mirror of Life (Five parts—Drama).

L. E. RUBEL & H. A. FARGO.
July—Uncle Sam Awake (Seven parts—Top.).

SIGNET FILMS.
July—The Jockey of Death (Drama).

THE NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION.
June—The Fall of a Nation (Three parts—Dr.).

UNITY SALES CORPORATION.

June 19—The Bishop's Secret (Four parts—Dr.).
June 19—Tweedledum Torpedoed by Cupid

(Comedy).
June 26—The Lottery Man (Five parte—Dr.).
June 26—Tweedledum 's Busy Night (Oomedy).
July 3—The Marriage Bond (Five parts Dr.).

July 3—Tweedledum's Scrambled HoniraNi
(Comedy).

VARIETY FILMS. INC.

April—Should a Baby Die? (Five parts—Dr.).

WAR FILM SYNDICATE.
Mar.—On the Firing Line with the f«nn»i.

(Eight parts—Topical).

NotOnly OurAim-But Our Achievement
Prompt shipments of

Simplex—Powers—Edison and Motiograph
Machines of which we are distributors

ALSO
A complete stock of motion picture theatre equipment

Absolutely new and up-to-date
Ready for immediate delivery

Price $1.25 each.

Kleine Carbon Saver

Reduces your carbon bills.

Pays for itself in a few hours.

If economy means anything,

YOU NEED THIS.

Kleine White Label Condensers
Ground from pure optical glass. The finest

condenser ever offered, regardless of price. A
trial will convince you.

PRICE—
BVa, 71/2, 8V2, 91/2 and 10y2 inch focus

$1.25 each.

5Vz »ncn focus, $1.75 each

KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY
GEORGE KLEINE, President.

166 North State Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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SCENERY
for Picture Theatres

We can supply an outfit that will

cover the requirements of the Vaude-
ville Stage at a price never before

offered.

BOON SCENIC STUDIOS
Hicksville, Ohio

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

POWER—SIMPLEX—BAIRD
HALLBERG'S

20th CENTURY MOTOR GENERATORS
Minusa Gold Fibre Screens

The Acme of Screen Perfection

SANIZONE DEODORANT
The Perfect Perfume for Motion Picture and All Theatre*

WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Ask for Catalog;*

LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

For the fullest and latest news ot the moving picture
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant and strictly impartial criticisms of all

films, read

THE BIOSCOPE
"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen on Application

Bound Volumes
of THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

are the

Accepted Reference Books

of the Moving Picture Trade

Your Office Equipment Is Not Complete Without Them

Perfect
Developing and Printing

iiifisi

Come and see them.

We sell Eastman raw

Dependable Service

Guaranteed Quality

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.

^-^ Perfect Laboratory Results^
Are Impossible Without

Perfect Laboratory Equipment
—and it is unpardonable in these days of high
class photoplay productions to mar a picture by
handling it carelessly after the camera work has

CORCORAN TANKS

Send for Circular No. 8

A. J. CORCORAN, Inc., 11 John St., New York

Peace Pictures
Beautifully Colored

Also

European War Pictures
(Neutral)

Illustrated Poems
On our own country.

Terms Accompanied by Violinist, Pianist, Operator, Lan-
u I tern, etc., for Theatres, Lyceums and Clubs, In or
flflaaerate out of town. Music for dances.

LOUISE M. MARION
445 W. 23rd Street, New York

Phone 1S3M Chelsea

WORLD SERIES
SCORE BOARD CO.

WANT SALESMEN
To lease the hoard thai plays the game ami plays it

right I See the ball flying and bounding! See the

men hat, tun, slide, field ' They do everything but talk.

firsl class Feature Film Salesmen t» lease

boards for World's Series games t" moving picture and
other tl

Apply a! 0HC6 fOf Terms ami T.rntorv

WORLD SERIES SCORE BOARD CO., Inc.

105 W. 40th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Quality means :vans means Perfection
We do PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR People

Developing and Printing ONLY

TeUphone Mil Audubon

EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
416-418-420-422 We* 216th Street, New York City

ION3
Write ua for descriptive circular and price listJONES & CAMMACK

SOLE IMPORTERS
Corner Bridge and Whitehall Streets. New York City

CALEHUFF SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1301 Race St., Philadelphia

Jobbers nf Power's. Simplex. Standard. Motlonrai
Ki-irilmsi-li's «'r.\st:il I-'i 1 ii . Sri, ,n means perfect projeeuon.
Do not buy Chairs before you see our Samples and Trices.

A full line of Fort Wayne Generator Sets. M, nun Are r: titers. \Y;

verters. Display Frames. Wood or Brass. Ticket Booths. Ticket Choppei
Fountains. Columbia and Speer Carbons, Tickets. Condensers.

Super-Dreadnaught

AT LIBERTY
Studio Camera Man

BELL & HOWELL CAMERA
Address V. L. W., Care of M. P. WORLD

17 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

Projection Engineer
Is your screen result unsatisfactory?

Is your projection current costing too

much?
Are you planning a new theatre?

Are you contemplating the purchase of

new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made
as to operating room location. Operating rooms
planned, etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres

in New York City or within 300 miles thereof.

Fees moderate.

(k
y
n°oV^m) F. H. RICHARDSON (k

y
n?oV£m)

Room 1434, 22 E. 17th St., New York City

AEROPLANE FLIGHTS
ssful flights for fllr

NEW JERSEY AEROPLANE COMPANY
170 BROADWAY NEW YORK

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia

weeks; 18 reels weekly with poster
These films all in first-class cone
mounted on muslin, number of sheets ranging from s

subject. First come, first served.

A Dependable Mailing List Service

fell ai the theatre

a 50% in pottage, etc Reaches all or iclected
iny territory. Includes name of exhibitor ai
l address. A lilt of publicity mediums desiring

motion picture newt. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advance of theatres being or to be built.

W71.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
SI Fifth Avenue, New York Phone 3227 Chelsea
42S Ashland Block, Chicago Phone 2003 Randolph

Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting

Keep your lobby bright

and "Business Getting"
ig Show CARDS r

; for information.

Payne Show Card Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Why Worry About Poor
Business

Get in the running. You can't do it with old,

worn out machinery. We will sell you the latest

machines on our easy payment plan, save you
money and make money for you. Wake Up, Mr.
Exhihitor, write us today for our proposition.

There is no reason for poor business.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY CO.
Dealers in Motiograph, Simplex, Power's, Edison ami Standard
Machines, Tr.,:>-, • : -. M.u.r Generators, Rectifiers and every-

th.-,_ i- rt. : m.n i: t,, the Moving Picture Theatres.

3d Floor Mailers Bldg.

Cor. Madison Street and Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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The best theatres in the country are

equipped with

Gundlach
Projection Lenses
This is in recognition of their superior

illuminating power and perfect correc-

tion for a sharp, brilliant picture.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

WILLIS— INGLIS
Wright and Callender Building

Los Angeles, Cal.

ARTHUR S. KANE
220 West 42d Street

New York City

If there is anything pertaining to

the photoplay we do not handle,

we would like to know of it.

Our service starts with the story,

then furnishes Stars and Casts,

and so on to the Marketing.

Motion theater patrons

who daily exclaim over the

clearness of the pictures

may not know that

"EASTMAN"

is stenciled in the film mar-

gin—but you do.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

ROCHESTER, V \ ,

> I lu- Moving Picture World
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PORTER'S PERFECT PROJECTION OF PURITY
AT THE LIBERTY THEATRE, NEW YORK. B. F. PORTER WAS SELECTED AS PROJECTION
ENGINEER FOR THE PREMIER SHOWING OF AUDREY MUNSON, THE WORLD'S MOST BEAU-
TIFUL MODEL, IN "PURITY." THE LAST WORD IN MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION.

B. F". PORTER, 1482 Broadway, at Times Sq., NEW YORK

GOLD TE%°tV
s
™.u

«»< KING
SCREENS

A Genuine F»II=»E ORGAN
can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,
ORGAN ALONE - PIANO ALONE - OR BOTH
TOGETHER. Writ* for particular.

HARMO PIPE ORGAN COMPANY
1423 McCormick BM|.

CHICAGO

IL TIRSO AL CINEMATOGRAFO
The most important Film Journal in Italy.

Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,

special bureau of information. Correspondents in all

parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : $3.00.

Business Office: Via del Tritone 183, Rome, Italy

SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Write for descriptive catalogue containing

subjects from all parts of the world.

NO RENTALS

The Universal Camera
For Motion Photography

Write for Illustrated Cati

BARGAINS
IN REBUILT MACHINES

1—POWER'S 6A, hand drive, new lamp, lamphouse and
magazine $140.00

l_POWER'S 6A, used one year 125.00

6_POWER'S No. 6, used one to three years Each $90.00 to 115.00

1—1912 MOTIOGRAPH 40.00

2—1913 MOTIOGRAPHS Each 60.00

EVEPVTHIr-

NOTE:—These
machines are all

guaranteed to give

a rock-steady pic-

ture, rebuilt with

genuine material;

no "phoney" parts

in our machines.

We also have on
hand other Bar-

gains in Power's

No. 5 and Edison
Machines at prices

ranging from
$25.00 to $40.00

KNOWLEDGE BRINGS SUCCESS
Messrs. Exhibitor, Exchangeman, Operator,
and Film Men Everywhere :—The moving picture

business is one of the youngest but one of the lead-
ing industries of the world to-day. We may well be
proud to be connected with it. Are you keeping up? Do
you know all about it? It will yield larger returns for

ONE YEAR $3.M

SIX MONTHS $1.50

See title pace for rates Canada and Foreign

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York

an equal amount of work to the men who know. Each
weekly issue of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD con-
tains more up-to-date information than you can get
from all other sources. Subscribe now if not already on
our mailing list. You will get your paper hours earlier
than from the newsstand and it costs less.
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for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL FURNITURE CO.
Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Av<

Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular songs for all

your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic scenes with dramatic music. The

Orpheum Collection

for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trom-
bone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any above instruments.
Discounts on orders for four or more parts.
Send for free sample pages. Note new address.

Perfect Developing

and Printing
Negatives Developed. . lc ft.

Positive Printing 4c ft.

Special price on quantity
orders.

TITLES in any language

C*% Per foot
&\*u complete

Cards Free—Tinting Free

Satisfaction guaranteed by
our fifteen years' experience.

GUNBY BROS., Inc.
14S West 45th Street New York City

When you want Opera Chairs remember we have

50,000 CHAIRS "SB?,
1 "

In 6 difrerent designs In Antique Mahogany and Circassian
Walnut finishes, assuring you of a satisTactorj selection and

IMMEDIATE SERVICE
Other designs or unupholstered snd Upholstered Chairs In on-
limited numbers rurnished In 25 to 50 days arter receipt of
specifications, depending on character or chair selected. We will
be pleased to rorward you Illustrated literature on Veneer (plain)
Chairs, or Upholstered, kindly state In which you are Interested.
Our consultation service, specializing in designing economical

charge whateyer.

AMERICAN SEATING COAPANY

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression is

most always gained by the first

glance.

FLORAL DECORATIONS GIVE

ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE
It produces charm — delights

your patrons.
Artificial flowers are practically

everlasting and need no care—
the effect is the same as natural

ones.
Our expert decorators are at

your service—ready to give yon
ideas and estimates.

Write for beautifully colored catalogue-
mailed free to you.

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTIFICIAL FL0WER8 AND PLANT8

208 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
We quote absolutely the lowest Prices ever offered on reliable goods.

Bbbwbh

ly JlJI

Make Your Own Electricity With
Cushman Electric Plants

Extremely light weight and compact; 4 H. P.,

2 K. W. Outfit complete, weighs around 500 lbs.

Complete with all equipment—easy and ready
to set up and run.
Throttle Governor, connected to Schebler Car-

buretor, assures clear, bright and steady pictures.

United States Bought 66

Cushman Outfits

t Army Posts and in the field.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS
938 North 21st Street Lincoln, Neb.

A monthly publication, printed in

Spanish and devoted exclusively to the

interests of the moving picture indus-

tr\ throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking countries.

MORE than 5,000 exhibitors and iiim buyers

in Latin America receive our publication

monthly, [s it possible that you are not interested

in t his new markel :

\d\ KUTISING RATES W0 A PAGI

CINE-MUNDIAL
17 Madison Avenue New York
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The "Full House" Problem
With the ever increasing advance in film production should

go improved methods for presenting- those pictures to the
public.

Theatre-goers, educated to better and finer productions
are becoming more discriminating every day; and in the
final analysis it is the public that makes or breaks your
"house."

Special screens, high grade projection machines, first run
films, cannot give "box-office result *',' if your light is poor
and inefficient.

Compensarcs will enable you to get the right kind of light

irrespective of the kind or quality of your current supply.

G >mpensarcs will give a steady light, a bright light, a clear

white light—the light that, projects those good pictures your
critical public demands—the light that goes a long way
towards solving the "full house" problem.
Write us for descriptive literature of our Compensarcs.

General Electric Company
Fort Wayne Dept. d^fe Fort Wayne, Ind.

Sales offices in all large cities em
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This 1916 National Cash Register

Prints and Counts Tickets as Issued

Cost and Risk of Pre- printed Tickets are Eliminated

The register gives you

an unchangeable printed

added record of all tickets

issued. This record must
balance with cash in the

drawer.

Crowds are handled
much faster—patrons
pleased—profits increased.

Styles are offered for

printing one or two prices

—each on a separate color

of paper at the same time.

By changing electros,

any number of admission

prices can be provided for.

Neither cashier nor "in-

ner guard" need handle
tickets. Temptation to re-

sell is wholly eliminated.

Advertising printed on
back of ticket has great

value.

Fourteen different styles

of ticket printing National

Cash Registers ready for

your choosing. Prices from

$75 to $230.

342 NOV 2

10$
Colonial

"Cbe ^Beautiful"

GOOD
TODAY ONLY

FIRST RUN

PHOTO-PLAYS.

EXCLUSIVE RELEASE

IN THIS cur.

Back of Ticket.

Fill out coupon, and nearest N. C. R. man
will call and explain details.

National
Caih RegUter
Dayton, Ohio.

National Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio

changed for any

Will be ^l;i<i
I

xpl.im the Ui ket printing
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R I A LT O THEAT f€j^0^ ,

:

SUPREME PHOTO-PLAY PRODUCTION* Q,^ & :

DIRECTION-HOWARD J SHEEHAN Q ?* ^

*^ MOST

Sa- Cau. JulyIff, 1916.

Hicholas Power Company,

Mew York City.

Dear Sirs:-

Thinking that it might be of interest to you to knov/, I beg to

advise you that after a most rigid test of from t'volve to fourteen hours

a day since the opening of the Rialto Theatre eight weeks ago, our

Power's 6 B Cameragraphs have proven so satisfactory, that we have this

day installed three additional machines of the same model.

ffe have now in operation five Power's 6 B Carieragraphs in this

theatre, three are in use in the main projection room, as also a Power's

Dissolving Stereoptioan Lantern, and two in the private reviewing room,

which by the way is quite a model room, being 30ft wile and 75ft long.

i'/e pride ourselves in having the r:oat modern and up-to-date

theatre on the Pacific Coast and it is therefore natural that we would

want the best for our projection room. We also want you to know that in

buying our equipment For oaah
#
the question of prioe, terms or any other

induaement did not eater into this decision on our part in any way, and .

both the Power's 6 B and Stereoptioan won out on their merits.

Phis lotter is an unsolicited expression of my opinion of your

products, and wishing you continued success,. I beg to

Yours ver/'truly.

WRITE FOR CATALOG G
Mailed upon request

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET NEW YORK
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The Thanhouser Film Corporation's Directors

Receive These Orders:
„•

"Overlook No Opportunity To Make Your^ Pic-

ture Perfect In Everyman. Expense Is Se

condary. Never Call A Scene FinishedI
Until It

Is Flawless In Acting, Direction And Setting.

^Thantuir' Or^ntuonVat It Always Is Far

Ahead In Production.

ence.

RELEASED THROUGH THE PATHE EXCHANGES.

Gold Rooster Plays.

THANHOUSER FILM CORPORATION.
EDWIN THANHOUSER, President

NEW ROCHELlI N. Y. JACKSONV.LLE, FLA.

EUROPEAN OFFICE: _

Thanhouser Films, Ltd., 166 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. C., England
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Released August 14

The UNIVERSAL 20 weeks
Sensational Serial Glorious

LIBERTY
First in the field always—the mighty Universal again

scores by presenting the most timely serial ever released.

"LIBERTY" is a great and beautiful love story; the

scenes are laid in Old Mexico and along the Mexican
Border. There is just enough of the military atmos-
phere to give a thrill of patriotism throughout the entire

20 stirring episodes.

Featuring

Marie Walcamp
JACK HOLT EDDIE POLO
Together with a great cast of well known Universal Players,

and hundreds of American Cavalrymen, Texas Rangers, Mexican
bandits and peons. Daring deeds, thrilling stunts, escapades and
rescues. Situations unequalled in any moving picture serial you
have ever seen. BOOK NOW for the business opportunity of
your moving picture career. Write or wire immediately for
Special Advertising Campaign Book FREE to Exhibitors. Your
nearest Universal Exchange or

UNIVERSAL.
F-IL-IVI MANUFACTURING CO.

Carl Laemmle, President

»

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"

1600 Broadway New York
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The Delight of Millions of Movie Fans and Hundreds of Exhibitors

JTT If you are not showing L-KO Komedies—one of three things

^U must be wrong. Either you are not running comedy nights

—or—you are not fully informed as to the capacity pulling

power of L-KO'S—or—you are unable to book them in your

territory because some competitor has them signed solid. If you

are not running Comedy nights you are turning your back
on one of the biggest money making departments of the picture

business. If you are not informed on L-KO'S. any Universal Ex-

change will give you facts and figures. If L-KO'S are signed up
for your territory, watch your opportunity and grab 'em at your

first chance. The most brilliant Comedy Stars—the most lavish

sets—the most daring stunts, the most awe inspiring thrills and
the greatest quantity of laughs—all in L-KO'S. Among the

recent L-KO releases that have set the country in convulsions of

laughter are

—

"THE FARM BOY" "THE FIRE BRIGADE"
"THE TEMPER-MENTAL MOTHER-IN-LAW"
"UNHAND ME VILLAIN" "TILLIE'S TERRIBLE TUMBLE"
"A DOUBLE DOUBLE-CROSS"
"THE RIGHT CAR BUT THE WRONG BERTH"

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

L-KO KOMEDY CO.
6140 Sunset Boulevard, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

item Offices - - 1600 Broadway, New York Citj
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THE FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION'S PRODUCTION

JAFFERY
By WILLIAM J. LOCKE
'A PERFECTLY BUILT MARVEL
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ART"

Directed by

George Trying
This play has been selected by

WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST
as the

First Feature Release of the International Film Service

i\

I

How the Reviewers confirmed Mr. Hearst's Selection

MOVING PICTURE MAIL

i pi. scuts more (lirtli'tlllii'S ll diii• difficulties
« delicate and tramh

tcsidcs this sclf-coiitld. n.

i khoul. .1.. ni dlaln.iti.

i- beautiful. One learns i

.... _Jg picture
And so we are glad of Ins self confident* and we congratulate Ini

All tin- delicacy, all the humanity, all the apia-al and all of the ll

eat possessed |,\ tlie nii.in.ii m..i\ are iiansf. n. i

without any visible loss. The Mulshed whole is a ;

..it ll .- mi. ni the finest pictures in months; we w
he scarcely exaggcratm. il ». said it was the wry finest A long m

- l.i lull! one "I tHO Which .quale
ul. I brim "Ut am which surpassed ll

I

lug iiuiiuents make one gasp for brei

1

splendidly handled Th. phi.tngr.ipli'. Is nt

i ...li mil ..I ll

.! .'lineal: a picture which
nl which Us

MOTOGRAPHY
The somewhat ditti. nil I.

Locke ill plclurl/lng of his novels has I

liiing, whii directed the production ..r ' ami cry

... will" .1 .

ordinary: a picture w

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

"Jaffery"

:

DRAMATIC MIRROR
he plot of II..

MOVING PICTURE NEWS

.fc.Js^T
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A GOLD MINE FOR YOU
A FEW WIDE-AWAKE ONES WHO DISTRIBUTE IT:

-i:i:vi : CO.,
Kentucky. Michigan.

I.OCIIREX FILM CORP.. William A. J.orhrcn. l''';- 1 '^'''

tforM |
t

o
1

u,h
S!

DaKo, a
M

',

,

owa
l

a',',d' NoX'™ Wisconsin!

ELECTRIC THEATRE sriTI.Y
^

I

'%,, "hMW.H ''V"-
Delaware,

'

Maryland.
'

V inn ni'a. District of Columbia,

Southern New Jersey. Eastern Pennsylvania.

UCALITY FILM COMPANY. INC.. Har
Pittsburgh! Pa.—'

FILM COMPANY, lltrm.u

Stn-.-t. P.oston, Mass.— Maine, Ver,,,.], sn.Tt, ifostnn. Mass.— Maine. Ver-

mont. New Hampshire. Massachusetts. Connecticut. Rhode

U.AP.AN-11F.RSHBERG FILM ATTRACTIONS.
I

Illinois, Indiana, Southern Wisconsin.

EYY. CHATK1N AND FEL1 >STEIN. 17 N. Wata:

r-i, ,. :,.. Ill Missouri. Kansas, Nebraska New

Nevada, California. Oregon, Washington.

NITY FILM SERVICE. 72:- Sn.uth Avenue, N.

e Rights for the Domini
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1
THE FIRST SERIAL

ever produced for the Independent exchanges.

THE FIRST SERIAL
ever distributed on a live and let live basis.

THE FIRST SERIAL
ever produced with every episode absolutely [complete and of

equal strength.

THE FIRST SERIAL
ofj sixteen episodes that has been in an absolute finished state

before being placed on the market.

And Besides

EDWIN STEVENS
AS "ALI SINGH"

the greatest character actor in America
surrounded by an all star cast

LOUIS TRACEY
the greatest fiction writer has serialized it

Over Eleven Hundred Newspapers
are carrying the highest class of publicity

And in Addition

—

the theme is timely it is the big idea in America today

Under the personal supervision of William Steiner and directed by

[A. M. Kennedy, this wonderful serial is presented by

SERIAL FILM CORPORATION

L
OFFICES: No. 1 Liberty St., New York City

STUDIO AND LABORATORY: Cliffside, N. J.

Exclusively Distributed in the United States and Canada by

THE UNITY SALES COMPANY
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

m~/6
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WE PAID
$100,000.00

For the Exclusive Rights, 14 Western States

In 16 Episodes

AFTER WE SAW THE PICTURE

After carefully reviewing this serial on the screen we can emphatically say it is a

wonderful production. Dealing with a subject of national interest, it abounds in sen-

sational developments full of thrills—a big punch in every reel. The photography is

perfect.

EDWIN STEVENS
As AH Singh, an Oriental of remarkable ability, matches his wits against the U. S.

Government with astonishing results.

We will conduct independently a monster newspaper and billboard advertising

campaign.
RELEASED

Monday, September 4th, Labor Day, 16 Episodes,

1st week in 3 reelsjthen 2 reels

WEEKLY
DISTRICT No 1

Kansas
)

Main Office Branch Offices

Nebraska i Kansas St. Louis

Missouri
)

City

DISTRICT No. 2

Omaha

Colorado

\

7

Wyoming Main Office Branch Office

New Mexic Denver Salt Lake

Utah

DISTRICT No. 3

California

Nevada
Arizona

) Main Office Branch Office

4 San Francisco Los Angeles

DISTRICT No. 4
Washington

|
Branch Offices

Oregon Main Office Portland

Idaho Seattle Spokane

Montana J Butte

Write or Wire Immediately to MAIN OFFICE IN YOUR DISTRICT
for First Showing in Your City.

Levy, Chatkin & Feldstein
17 NO. WABASH AVE.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Released Through UNITED FILM SERVICE, :: KANSAS CITY DENVER SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE



ROLFE
Photoplays Inc. presenis

WONDERHJIMABEL
tALIAFERRO
GODS HALF ACRE
Q^AMETRO ivonderplay

in Five Acis thai
consiiiuie ihe yearfe
besi prod/u-ciion*
Directedbyihc Great
EDWIN CAREWE

Released on the Metro Program / Aug. 7th.



fSte^wi^
Xh.c Wonders of
All the World

Each week is b etter

than the one that

went before.

Ask your exchange
to show you number
five and number six.

and ihe mosi absorbing
novelties from ibe four
comers o£ ihe earth

k.

lXUKVr PROGRAM I

ABig
ASupreme Comedy
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PRESENTS

"IN THE HANDS OF
THE LAW"
WILLIAM O'H. HURST

A Terrific Indictment of the Evils

of Circumstantial Evidence

Will Create More Comment and Discussion in Every Com-
munity Than Any Photodrama of the Decade

The Screen Play that Stirred Up New York's Police

Department and State Legislature

PRODUCED BY HORKHEIMER BROS.

Also Now Ready on the "One-A-Month" States-Rights Basis

"Boots and Saddles"
Eugene Walter's Masterwork

The Power of Evil"

"TheWoman Redeemed"
A Girl'. Soul Laid Bare

"One Hour"

"THE PICTURES PRE-EMINENT"

729 Seventh Avenue, at Forty-ninth Street

New York City
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Paramount Program
F*^

"Climb Yet a Story Higher"

That is what Lao Tze, the

ancient Chinese philosopher,

said.

What was true in China in

604 B. C. is true in the

United States in 1916.

Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

poration intends to "CLIMB
YET A STORY HIGHER!"

Famous Players -
485 FIFTH AVENUE

ADOLPH ZUROR JESSE L. CASKY
P RES 1 DENT VICE-PRESIDENT
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Paramount Program*
^""^ -

, %^ %2 Sf i

From their first appearance on
the screen the Famous Players-

Lasky trademarks predicted a

greater future for the motion
picture industry.

These trademarks have always
remained faithful to the highest

principles and the greatest dig-

nity of the silent drama.

Year after year theyhave repre-

sented greater advancements in

the photoplay art.

Today their combined strength

on the Paramount Program pre-

dicts a still greater future for the

motion picture industry.

Lasky Corporation
NEW/ YORK.

SAMUEL GOLDFISH
CHAIRMAN OF BOARD

CITY
DANIEL FROHNAN )

CECIL IV DEMI M.E I

PROPUC1NC
MANAGERS



igr
OfeverMLOTOSCO

^1
PRESENTS

THE STRONGER LOVE
RELEASED AUGUST 14Tb

PRODUCED BY

Tlie Ultver Moroscoliio^pl^ <§•

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES

Canadian distributors FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE ltd. mohtreal, Toronto, calgary.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES, a
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Paramount-Bray
Animated Cartoons

What is the greatest delight of the

growing boy and girl?

A Cartoon

What is it that tickles the ribs or the tired business man and makes

him forget his troubles?

Put Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons on your program and

please everybody.

tyommount

kWictnr&**_
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MARY MILES MINTERl

BSEBHEia

IWIM

THE NEW ALL-STAR POLICY
of the Mutual Film Corporation decided upon at the

recent annual meeting of the directorate is being car-

ried out as rapidly as the production of A-l high class

features will allow.

The following schedule of releases is now definitely

arranged and new stars will be added as fast as suit-

able vehicles for their successful exploitation have
been staged.

I RICHARD BENNETT l

Week of August 7th.

Week of August 14th.

Week of August 21st/

Week of August 28th.

Week of September 5th.

Week of September 11th.

HENRY E. DIXEY
FRANK MILLS

NAT GOODWIN
FLORENCE TURNER
KOLB and DILL
And Another New
Star Attraction

HELEN HOLMES
WILLIAM RUSSELL
MARY MILES MINTER

s

And Another New
Star Attraction

RICHARD BENNETT
And Another New
Star Attraction

the FLORENCE TURNER Series of

dramas
First of the KOLB AND DILL Series of Six
S-act Comedies
Fourth of the HELEN HOLMES Series of Five

\ Fourth of the WILLIAM RUSSELL Series
Eight S-act Dramas

S First of the MARY MILES MINTER Serin

of the RICHARD BENNETT Series I

FLORENCE TURNER^

| WILLIAM RUSSELLL

POINTS TO REMEMBER:
I \\ ELI KM 'UN - I M^ ' UIHIIK-S1I..II

l\ s.l, i ti-,1 in |.i, -
. in ili, in .il lli, ii l>< -I

.,,1 I,. I ir,

.in,l three n 1 1 «ubj< i ti »horl itor) dn
i^li , i,n< .iu,ii, ii. . - i.i i ..uipiric the dail)

Mutual Film Corporation
John R. Freuler, President
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FflANJt JJ1US

003-.

FROM FREDERICK
* CHflPlN'S

Sensational Start) ofa Diuorce
which separates a Sister and Brother who

meet as strangers in the Gambling Palace conduct-

ed in secret by their Mother - a Beautiful UJoman
who sees her innocent Daughter placed in the same
mistaken position which caused her oum life tragedij.

Produced Vg RIALTO FILM, IMC.

Distributed by ihe MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
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FAMOUS STAR ATTRACTIONS

THESE!&^^

CM Poiuerrul
Problem Play, magnifi-

cenrlu. produced tuirh an excep-

tionally strong cast including

BLISS MILFORP, LILLIAN KEMBLE
J.FRAf1KGLEMD0M,HARRr
SPIMGLER, RUDOLPH CAMERON
RUI1A HODGES and JACK CURTIS
Supporting Me EminQnr flchor

fRAMR fllLLS ^^
BllSS^MtlFORD
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HEADLINE ACTS THAT
WILL PACK YOUR HOUSE

!

HENRY E.DIXEY &> MABEL MONTGOMERY

HENRY E.DIXEY 6> Ml LUCENT EVANS

HENRY E.DIXEY &> GLADDEN JAMES

HENRY E.DIXEY, MABEL MOHTGOnERX & GLADDEN JAMES

HENRY E.DIXEY, ttlLLICEMT EVANS b MABEL MONTGOMERY

HENRY E.DIXEY, GLADDEN JANES & NILLICENT EVANS

ana
a dozen

other intcrest-
- inq combinations of

HENRY E.DIXEY and well

known Broadway Comedians in

FIVE ACTS of Laugh Producing Com-
plications and Screamingly Funny Climaxes
that make FATHER AND SON

The Greatest High Class Comedy Success ofthe Season
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Ci

MO WOHDER THE CROWD CHEERS
WHEN THE BAHD PLAYS'DIXIE"

You'll cheer bo when HENRY E.DIXEY
in FATHER AND SON stands 'em

up wall deep like an amateur ^t
minstrel show for a small ^
town fire-department

benefit. --

r^ i>

23\V£
&\ V&'

i*T

^«*%;
IV \

^*>
t

T.Maucs Hunter
staged it and the

story is immense.
DIXEY is a pickle

manufacturer -

Gladden James is his, son -

Mabel Montgomery is also a

pickle manufacturer- Milliccnt Evans*
is her daughter. Stir them all up in the

side splitting scenes of a cleverly* worked
out plot and uou dont need much. imagi-

nation to picture whg HENRY E. DIXEY
and his rollicking companu get the 'Laughs*

The Nome HENRY E.DIXEY will take care of
the box office. All You need to worry about*

is getting Your NEAREST MUTUAL EXCHANGE
on the'phone

.

nntAcrn Aurncr 7™ MVTVAL FILM CORPORATION
DtLbAStD AUGUST/- famovs star attractions
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Mutual £ti<qputt SpecimlS
Exhibitors

John R.TreuleR
PTurc//?z 77ZW Cb#PO#A7/OA/

\

sa/D arret? W/T/YESS/NG

£ PRODUCE Dgj]

puTO • D<TTe||

s<i°l THE FLQDR.Wfll.KElt.

S<t9 2 "THE FlREMflH"
s<J9 3 "THE VdGViE>9NE>'

^i? 4- one, si.v^:

Cmvme Cnoputi Specmls j*& j sm^g??*
/xt/? Si/mmer 3ox Office JDsi/?sii*ys's£'.

Boon IHese Ndwaoos Monev Magnets TOM'S?
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Ooartin of
CalliopeCleti)
This two-part "Mustang" drama, featuring Frank
Borzage and Anna Little, is an intensely interesting film

story of "prairie schooner" days. The love story is delightfully carried amid scenic splendor.

Directed by Frank Borzage. Released August II.

The Little Troubador The Power of Mind
A two-reel "Flying A" drama with'Vivian Rich and Alfred This three-part " Flying A" dim i ..1 photoplay,
VoaJpirgh in a "-Cinderella " story with a strong punch. As the strongly portraying the advancement of a theoiyof hereditary evil

ragged little girl esc. pes from her " Simon Legree " master and mental proCOM known us lmagina;.
pluys her way into the heart of the rich old man. Miss Rich's Coxen and Lizette Thorne, in the principal parts, present the
acting evokes silent sympathies for all who are Oppressed. story in a telling manner.

Directed by Carl M. LeViness. Released August 7. Directed by Thomas Ricketts Released Augint 10.

Too Bad, Eddie
In this on* pari " H.-.<utv "

i

snull-town hrnr-

H ..r film.

I

Billy Van Deusen, the Cave Man
Carol Halloway, John Steppling and John Sheehan in a one-part
"Beauty" comedy that is a corker. Billy's applicai,
cave-man theory only destroys the young sutfa
amidst ludicrous situations.

Directed by Archer McMaclfin. Released August 9. h <W Humphry

These Are All BIG HITS. Book Them Today, and Get the Crowds These Hot Nights

ff^^^^^ American film company, inc.
'•""—>''" '''• '' a! F'lm Corporation. .samiii HUTCHINSON I OHst »G
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OAt FEATURE

_.m$$fttm&

Every moment, every scene, every incident of "The
Secret of the Submarine" is a swift-moving sensation! One instant
you are startled by a big surprise— then, in a flash, a hair-raising feat of daring

brings a stupendous thrill!

Whirlwind action in "The Secret of the Submarine" is what takes the
breath of big crowds— makes them hungry for more— brings them back next
week brimming over with keen interest.

In Chapter Twelve, released August 7th, Thomas Chatterton and Juanita Hansen,
the wonderfully popular co-stars, enact happenings of smashing power! Desperate bloody
struggles, intrigues and unusual developments crowd the minutes with fascinating realism and
amazing climaxes.

American
Film

Company

Presents

Story in Over
1,000 Newspapers
E. Alexander Powell's pow-
erfully penned novelization of

"The Secret of the Submarine"
is being read by millions in the

representative newspapers of the

country, among which are the

following:
New York World. Bo.ton Herald. Phila-
delphia Inquirer, _ Ballimor

Star. New Orlea
nal. St. Louie Time
•urnal.SaltLakiTet,
3rd. San Franc

AND 1,000 OTHERS

Directed
by

George
Sargent

Sure Hot-Weather
Profits!!

Nothing stops "The Secret of the Subma-
rine"—bad weather, competition, dull nights all fade

away before it. Like clockwork, the stead)' stream of

coins flows into the box office. Exhibitors say this

great serial surpasses all other offerings. Another

colossal success by the producers of ''The Diamond
From the Sky" and "The Girl and the Game."

Book "The Secret of the Submarine" today
and cash in on a proved money-maker.

t of the Subma,
»n. 71 W. 23d St

AMERICAN FILM CO., Inc.,

LI.1W«1I
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Directed by Rube Miller; released Aug. 13

Rube Miller and Ben Turpin play the parts of two characters who are
arrested and put in jail for thirty days; when they return to their wives, the tale

born of their virile imaginations entitles them to the sobriquet

—

"Some Liars.

"

These VOGUE comedians have produced two thousand feet of comic
film under this title, every foot of which is a riot of fun and laughter.

Miller and Turpin are unexcelled laugh-makers; they are crammed full

of fun; and those who patronize theatres exhibiting VOGUE COMEDIES
know, when a VOGUE fun film is announced, they are going to see the
cleverest comedians known to the screen in farce plots that are clean,

amusing and the best photographed.

Arrange TODAY to Show VOGUE
Comedies in YOUR Theatre —

The Increase in Business Will Make You Sorry
You Didn't Get Them a Long Time Ago

PATRONS: Ask your favorite

theatre to show these films if they
haven't already become a regular
part of the program.

Distributed throughout the United
States and Canada exclusively by Mu-
tual Film Corporation

Slapstick With A Reason

Vogue Films Inc.

aBlvd.atGowerSt.
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MUTUAL PICTURES^

'SEE AMERICA FIRST"
The greatest scenic release now on the market. A single reel each week of

some historic or beauty spot. Send for the list of releases to date.

AIiniQT Q WATKINS GLENw VJ \U kD M. ±J AND THOUSAND ISLANDS
Already on the screen are such scenic wonders as Yellowstone, Glai i

Yosemite National Parks, made by government cameramen for the U. S.

Department of the Interior and released through Gaumont.

On the same reel are Harry Palmer's KARTOON KOMICS— fun for young and old.

OTHER GREAT GAUMONT SINGLE-REELS

THE MUTUAL WEEKLY "REEL LIFE"
Newi ..i tha world I IKS I in Motion Pic l"he Mutual FUm Mamslni

, "somewhere ... France" •">• thai II..- Mutual \\ eekl)
where in Mexico," first from the front. *><•.

These Single Reels Brighten Any Program

6aamoot (a
FLUSHING, N. Y. JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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Buy Picture! Plus

the MasterSupervision
of Wm. A.Brady

and the efficient
exchange service
of the WORLD
FILM CORPORATION
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WILLIAM A.BRADY
in arrociotion with
WORLD PICTURES
presents

ETHEL CLAYTON
and

MRLYLE BLACKWEU
in

"AW »W "
AWoman jWay
GRACE GEOPCE'5 famous success

by THOMPSON BUCHANAN
Direct-Gd by BARRY O'NEIL



"BRENON PICTURES"—WHAT
A WEALTH OF ARTISTRY, IM=
AGINATION AND POWER LIES
IN THOSE TWO WORDS.
WITH STARS LIKE NAZIMOVA

AND MARY GARDEN UNDER
THE SWAY OF BRENON GENIUS
AND BRENON BRAI N THE
WORLD WILL BE TAUGHT A
NEW APPRECIATION OF THE
SILENT DRAMA.
AND EACH GROUP OF "BRE=

NON PICTURES" WILL BE
MARKETED ON A SIMILAR PLAN
TO THE PRODUCTIONS OF

THE
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

FILM CORPORATION.
LEWIS J. SELZNICK

r
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OF COURSE THE

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
AND

HERBERT BRENON
PRODUCTIONS

will be distributed as entirely separate
propositions,

BUT
the Exhibitor Holding a CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG Contract will

have First Call on NAZIMOVA in "WAR BRIDES," MARY GARDEN
and all other attractions under my direction.

Lewis J. Selznick



Pictures That Stand
On Their Own Feet

^HE Features released through the Big Four organi-

zation, stand or fall on their own merit.

No exhibitor is forced to take any

one of them, because he is bound

by a contract.

No one of them is tied to any other

one of them, hanging its failure

upon the success of another manu-

facturer.

.

No one of them is sold for a flat

rate, thus giving to the producer the

same returns for a poor picture as

a good one.

Exhibitors booking pictures such as these must be,

never have a profit and loss account for experi-

mental service.

^wjtu^r— 3*1. yr- 3t<- y-K. y-w- y+c 3**-

94Etai4EM^!4E!4fc!$&£&



TREYHAGRAPR CDJHW?y0FA5RERICA

Released ihroug/JV.L.S.lL. Inc.

. iPl4.. :::.





5EL1B
Released through. 'V.L.S.E. Inc.

^J4EJ45MC:i4E!4£l4£W!4gHg!g

wgmm



Lewis S. Stone
Supported by

Marguerite Clayton

E,. H. Calvert

Sydney Ainsworth

Is presented in

"According
to the Code"

In 5 acts

Written by

Charles Michelson

Directed by

E. H. Calvert

Essanay Features
"That Sort"

"Sherlock Holmes"
" The Little Shepherd of Bargaii

Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on
" Carmen"

" The Havoc "

"The Discard"
" Vultures of Society"

"The Misleading Lady"
' Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines "

"A Daughter of the City"
"The Alster Case"

" The Raven "

"The Crimson Wing"
"The Man Trail

"

" A Bunch of Keys "

"The Blindness of Virtue"
"In the Palace of the King"

"The White Sister"

"The Slim Princess"
" Graustark "

h V L.S.E. Inc. ?ia?LReleased throu^

WE!4E!4£!4C!4£



New York Gty

In this present day and time when the exchange and the

exhibitor have not fully realized that their interests
are identical, it gives us great pleasure to say that both

the quality of service released through the V-L-S-E
and your method of handling same are all that could be

desired.

The open booking policy of the V. L. S. E. would be naught

had they not something worth while to offer, and we are

free to say that, in our opinion, you are putting out the

very best features on the market today, and unlike many

of your competitors, you are growing better all the time,

and we sincerely believe that your forthcoming releases
will mark an epoch in filmdom.

We ascribe no small part of our success to the V-L-S-E
booking method, and we sincerely trust that our relations

will continue as mutually pleasant and profitable when

we move into our new $50,000 house next October.

With very kind regards, we beg to remain

Yours very truly,

Modjeska Theatre Co. Inc.,

Washington

DC
an E. SbtH

Syr*

^T—^y— ^^— ^T— JTM .T— fri. rTb ^TWjgTW

V L,S,E.Inc.
'a «"T«« rTWnU ^^F*m ^^t*tm ^^T^^^F^ ^^Ti^ ^^nm ^^^^



LAUGHTER
is like a cool breeze

on a stifling day. We
recommend the

Essanay-Chaplin

comedy

"POLICE"

to draw hot weather

crowds and send them

out refreshed.

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

u

CHEERFULNESS

is the best antidote for

hot weather. As a

trouble chaser

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S

BURLESQUE ON

CARMEN
is without a peer. It

will cheer the man in

the box office— and

his patrons.

V. L. S. E.

lti.l:HiA^.!.MJ :l«l.m
1333 Argyle Strut, Chic.go

LSI i

&



BOOK THESE
FOR YOUR
VARIETY
PROGRAM

BRYANT WASHBURN and MARGUERITE CLAYTON
are presented in

"WORTH WHILE"
3 act. drama Aug. 12

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
is presented in

"The Three Scratch Clue"

2 act drama. Reissued Aug. 8

"The Fable of Books
Made to Balance"

By GEORGE ADE
1 act comedy Aug. 9

Essanay maintains an unrivaled standard of excellence

in short, snappy photoplays. They are uniformly of

the highest class. Ask the exhibitor who uses Essanay

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

fcjfevnri* —BaaiBmMJ.HJiJiHJhHiH

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
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B^THE

YOUHSON!
Is Tie sober, industrious, ambitious and
clean? Or does lie live hy his wits,

seeking low companions, wasting time,
liealth and money in dissipation and
foUv?
This is one of the many vital questions

covered in the .4* __ Bi--n--QmM
A master plot in14 chapters,produced

t>73ALB0A
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PATHE

Is society deteriorating?
Is the world getting worse9
Ishumanityin

"GrirIvil

JACKIE SAUISHDERS
aiid

10MNPBOTTOMLEF
are co-starred in this
great drama ofmod-

| em life.

Produced 1^BALBOA

—

n
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PATHE

lave Teel featuresm
two Teels- that's laow
exMbitois describe

WHO'S GUILTY?
TKe great seiies of 14*

pkoto-novels produced

featuring tke

favorites

ANNAMISSON
and,

TOM MOORE

^yinna ^frisson
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PATHE presents the first

THANHOUSER-made
Gold Rooster Play3

^FUGITIVE
A thrilling , heautifullyo

produced drama in S paits

featuring

IXQRENCE LAEADTE
| supported Tsy an excellent cast

"Released August 13th.

TJye PATHE ExCHANGe i"<

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
25 WEST 45 th ST. NEW YORK
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THOUSANDS
THEATERS

Are Pleasing Millions of People with

Unicorn Films
AND HUNDREDS ARE ASKING FOR THE

SERVICE EVERY DAY

We can only supply a certain number of houses. If

your competitor gets it, that leaves you out.

GET IT NOW!
We've Cut the Feet Out of Features
That's why our one and two reel subjects are

jammed and packed full of thrills, sensations

and tense dramatic moments.

21 Reels of Unicorn Are Worth
60 Reels of the Other Kind

Unicorn Film Service Corporation
126-130 West 46th Street NEW YORK CITY

25 Branches throughout the V. S.



DLUCDIRD PMOTO PLATX(im) .

p j@ e *r e t^. -fc,

"BETTINA LOVED
a yroi:DiERM
F^om. "Cine F^ttlo-cl^ 3 o o X.
11 ITABBB CONSTANTIN "
The "ftcvf Beautiful J^oveStem EvepVriften
With. an exception.d.1 cr^urt , irLCliiding
RUPERTJULIAN* LOUI/E LOVELY.DOUCLAi



r>uo-ror>B-7ivx unci
HAVE you considered the significance to tKe whole

industry, of tKe BLUEBIRD policy of "TKe
Plays tKe Thing?"

Do you realize tKe tremendous power of tKe great

Saturday Evening Post advertising campaign and its in-

fluence on public opinion?

Moving pictures are criticized more freely and more
severely tKan newspapers, magazines, books or stage

plays. People attracted by tKe name of a favorite star

see Ker or Kim all too frequently in a poor play, ill-suited

to tKe star s type or aKility. TKey don t like it and

tKey say so, and ^o to moving picture tKeatres less fre-

quently.

TKe people know tKis and tKey are learning from tKe

BLUEBIRD advertising tKat a new era is dawning

for tKem ; a positive assurance of first class, delightful

entertainment ; a big play, perfectly cast and acted.

If you are. not familiar witK all tKe details of tKe

BLUEBIRD plays and policy, you will find it good

business to write immediately to your local BLUE-
BIRD Exchange, or to tKe

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS (Inc.)

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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WILLIAM H. KEMBLE

presents

"The Zeppelin Raids on London

and the Siege of Verdun"

The One New Thing in War Pictures

!

Direct from a remarkably successful run at the Park Theatre,

New York City, where hundreds were turned away at

every performance.

A fleet of giant Zeppelins bombarding London!

Actual hand-to-hand fighting at Verdun!

Astounding ! Marvelous

!

A five-reel long thrill

!

For information regarding extended bookings, or

STATE RIGHTS,
communicate immediately with the

KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION
587 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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AMERICA
A TEN PART THRILL-SPECTACLE

THERE IS NO OTHER SENTIMENT THAT
HAS THE APPEAL OF PATRIOTISM—AND

"AMERICA PREPARING" IS A PATRIOTIC

RIOT!

Direct from a remarkably successful run at the Lyric Theatre,

New York City, where the entire Metropolitan Press ac-

claimed the production as the greatest picture of its kind ever

seen !

KEMBLE FILM

587 FULTON STREET,
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PREPARING
THAT WILL SWEEP THE COUNTRY

"AMERICA PREPARING" IS THE PICTURE

THAT TREATS OF AMERICAN PREPARED-

NESS, AND THE ENTIRE COUNTRY
WANTS TO SEE IT !

MORE THAN 5,000,000 MEN HAVE MARCHED IN

PREPAREDNESS PARADES ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.

PREPAREDNESS IS THE TOPIC OF THE HOUR.

RIGHTS

CORPORATION
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
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t-^Y^TJ My one aim is to make better

Keystone Comedies— and this

regardless of cost.

MACK SENNETT

m

V"^-7

•i

1
TTTTT

s
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mFive Comedians SeenOnly in^
TRIANGLE-KEY/TONE COMEDIE/ W
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His only enemy

—

PREPAREDNESS!
The last two years have shown that all the

preachments of human brotherhood, all the

boasted morality of mankind, vanish when
the hatred and passion of nations are

aroused.

Only the strong are safe. As

we love peace, our homes, our

country, so must we be strong

to defend them.

The Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Masterpiece

"THE BATTLE CRY OF PEACE"
continues, after a year's unprecedented suc-

cess, to play to capacity houses everywhere.

The truth it expounds is unanswerable. The
terrific portrayal of the crime of weakness, the

blindness of those who will not see, has

aroused the millions, and they demand again

and again, that the picture be shown.

Almost 5,000 exhibitors have found it the

biggest money-maker ever released The

coming Presidential campaign, built around

the very question of Preparedness, will mean

an ever increasing opportunity for exhibitors

to earn a big profit from "The Battle Cry of

Peace."

' Bookings now through V-L-S-E

VITAGRAPH

*
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Here's Another " Stingaree! "—

The GirlFrom Frisco
J9

= Featuring

1 Marin Sais and True Boardman
= The vigor and strength of the great outdoors, the

= broad sweep of the Golden West, the charm of new
= and striking characters in a fifteen week series that

= boasts both CLASS and a PUNCH.

S First Release

:

| "The Fighting Heiress"
= Wednesday, August 9th

p Second Episode

:

| "The Turquoise Mine Conspiracy" 1
A dauntless girl fighting a bitter battle against almost insurmountable odds =

in a story laid against the vivid and gripping background of the desert. EE.

= Released Wednesday, August 16th =

Released In Regular General Film Service! 1

Stories by Robert Welles Ritchie
|j

E£ Fictionization in Short Stories Magazine p

Other Kalem Program Features

"Good Evening, Judge!"
Ham, Bud and Ethel Teare in a typi-

:al sure-fire "Ham Comedy"

—

Enuf Said!

Released Tuesday, August 8th

"Hurled Through the Drawbridge"
Helen Gibson's daring thrills and a

spectacular auto race in a smashing one
reeler.

Released Saturday, August 12th

I IVY CLOSE in "DAISY THE DEMONSTRATOR"
As a soap demonstrator Ivy

Henry Murdoch, she delivers a c<

take your breath away.

Released Friday, August 11th

some hit in the crossroads village. Supported by
dy with a laugh in every foot and a finish that will

KALEM COMPANY
235-239 WEST 23d STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Entered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.

Published Weekly by the

Chalmers publishing Company
17 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.

(Telephone, 3510 Madison Square)

J. P. Chalmers, Sr President

J. F. Chalmers Vice-President
E. J. Chalmers Secretary and Treasurer
John Wylie General Manager

The office of the company is the address of the officers.

Chicago Office—Suite 917-919 Schiller Building, 64 West Ran-
dolph St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central S099.

Pacific Coast Office—Haas Building, Seventh St. and Broad-
way, Los Angeles, Cal. Telephone, Broadway 4649.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and
Philippine Islands $3.00 per year

Canada 3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid) 4.00 per year

Changes of address should give both old and new addresses
in full and be clearly written. Two weeks' time may be
required to effect the alteration.

ADVERTISING RATES.
Classified Advertising—no display—three cents per word ; i

mum charge, fifty cents.

Display Advertising Rates made known on application.

Note—Address all correspondence, remittances and subscrip-
tions to Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square
Station, New York, and not to individuals.

(The Index for this issue will be found on page 1156)
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Moving Picture World, is published at 17 Madison Avenue
by the Chalmers Publishing Company. It reaches the South
American market. Yearly subscription, $1.50. Advertising
rates on application.

Saturday, August 12,1916

Facts and Comments

THE price of the MOVING PlCTUSE World sold on tin-

newsstands, will be fifteen cents per copy beginning

on September 2d. The great increase in the pi

paper and other added charges arc responsible for this

increase in price, ["here will be no increase in the rate

of ubscription rh< reader who will send ns his sub-

scription nol onl) will receive his copy earlier than the

reader who depends on the news dealer but lie will save
more than 100 per ceni in money.

EVERY day brings protests against the endorsement
of Federal censorship to this desk. A typical •'kick"

comes from a prominent exhibitor in a large

sylvania town. This man conducts a first-class theater
and edits a creditable little publication for his patrons.
Says our friend and reader in an article in hi?

magazine: "If the manufacturer agrees that a Federal
Board of Censors is necessary then he immediately admits
that he will turn out pictures that ought not to be shown.

. . If he says that HE is all right but the other man
is the one who must be censored, then he is putting on the
"Holier-than-Thou' attitude, and no thinking man or
woman will support a person who publicly says he is

without a blemish, but that his competitor is probably open
to suspicion." We confess that this looks to us very
much like a dilemma for the advocates of censorship who
must impale themselves on either horn thereof.

* * *

OUR recent protests against the overpaid and uncon-
scionable star who runs away with the lion's share
of the profits, leaving producer and exhibitor sadly

guessing, has awakened echoes from scores of readers.
They urge us to keep on "hammering away at this intoler-
able evil." A better understanding between exhibitors
and producers is all that is needed to check the rapacious
demands of the stars.

* * *

WHAT this industry needs badly among other things
is a properly organized Bureau of Stal
Information. We earnestly hope that the new

National Association of the Moving Picture Industry will

call such a bureau into being at an early date. The Mov-
ing Picture World does not cater to the general public.
Nevertheless it is overwhelmed day after dav with in-

quiries by mail and 'phone and in person. Even if these
numerous inquiries were prompted by mere idle curiosity
it would be good policy to answer them. They are not
all prompted by mere idle curiosity. On the contrary.
there are many men and women who are eng
important civic and social work who feel the lack of au-
thentic information on the all-absorbing subject of the
motion picture. Then there are men and women who
may be interested from an investor's point of view. In
maintaining such a bureau of authentic information at

its highest possible point of efficiency the industry not
only performs a duty toward the public but ser

as well. The more knowledge the less ignorance; the
less ignorance, the less prejudice.

* * *

AT I AST accounts there is a hope at least oi the new-
lax on motion picture theaters being beaten in the
Senate. The tax it will be remembered i- I

sisl of one half of one per cent, on the . |

every motion picture theater. Many senators in

to protests from exhibitors and producers have announced
themselves against the tax. Senator John Sharpe Wil-
liams, of Mississippi, went .Hi record as saying that he
was very much in favor of the tax IK- is reported to

have said that he wished he "could tax all the n

ture theaters out of existence." The di

ator has long been in bis decline and we wish him
His Case is respectfully referred to the -

dent of the National League, who hails fi

MOTION' picture men in tie

it to themselves to ent< - into

authors of the ClistlT

vetoed by Governor Whitman V. that the
campaign againsl the re election of th<

been St '
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Exhibitors Accused a a a a s £fr/ Low/5 Reeves Harrison

IX THE midst of play poverty, at a time when it is

becoming difficult to obtain strong and entertaining

stories that have not already been told on the screen,

the producer complains that exhibitors will not show this

specific kind or that specific kind of a photoplay, no

matter how high the quality. This complaint, in reality

an accusation, may have a slender foundation, but it does

not look reasonable that any intelligent exhibitor should

stand in the way of a bright and varied program, and I

have vet to meet one who offered any kind of limitation

or obstruction to superior quality of product.

We may expect to find narrow-minded men in all

branches of the business, men limited in experience, in

sentiment, in mental view, in scope of selective taste, be-

cause of individual disposition or habits, but the exhibitor's

experience is broadening. He is brought into touch with

mixed audiences. He talks with the wise and the unwise.

He gives close attention to critical reviews which disirimi-

nate, which are written honestly to tell the truth, rather

than dishonestly to provide material for publicity depart-

ments. The exhibitor studies both audience and product.

The exhibitor who studies both audience and product

knows as well as any one in the business that there is a

wide variety of taste to be satisfied in a mixed audience,

whose members do not complain so much of this or that

specific kind of a story, especially if it has an intrinsic

charm with delight of treatment and interpretation added,

as they do of this or that inferior quality, or general in-

feriority such as producers have been releasing in constant

repetition and imitation. Accusing the exhibitor looks

like a thinly-veiled excuse.

That excuse is as old as the art of production. Long

before some of the large producers of today were in

existence, the exhibitor was blamed for the poor quality

of releases shown on the screen. It was said that he only

catered to low tastes, the inference being that his own was

not very high. Hundreds of exhibitors testified to the

contrary. They demonstrated beyond the possibility of

doubt that they were denied even the right of selection by

a program arrangement which compelled them to show a

lot of inferior stuff in order to obtain that of merit. The
only way to get a prize was to buy a whole package.

Methods of business combination and trade compulsions

have succeeded so far as principal commodities, grown or

manufactured, are concerned, but never in any high form

of art. Here is an art largely devoted to picturing, in-

stead of printing, of life stories, strong, entertaining, or

of vital significance, and no exhibitor has gone on record

with a complaint of this or that kind of story, strong, en-

tertaining, or of vital significance when it is artistically

pictured. Nor has it ever been demonstrated that he ob-

jects to what his audience wants.

Marching a lot of soldiers up and down in a meaning-

less way is not unlike the old cowboy and Indian chase

that came near destroying interest in moving pictures. No
exhibitor can be blamed for not wanting that kind, even

if the big war plavs now showing have broken all records

of popularity. The whole country is aflame with war
preparations, and the romance and adventure of war are

bound to become more and more popular. Their pic-

turesque backgrounds and swift action will be used in

some brilliant stories. The exhibitor may not so much
object to "war stuff" as to "raw stuff" having no other
excuse than war.

It has been said that our national prosperity lias made

us stupidly sordid as a people, content to "eat. sleep, propa-

gate and rot." dead from the neck up so far as world
progress is concerned, mere cattle incapable even of self-

defense. That such is not the case is being shown h\ a

sudden rousing of spirit in all parts of the country. The
columns most read in our papers, the books most read in

our libraries, the favorite subjects of conversation are

those pertaining to war and measures of self protection,

even when that protection means an exhibition of im-
patience with a gang of ignorant murderers and thieves

living next door.

Widespread recognition that we may be compelled to

play a part in the great world drama now being enacted,

that the security we now enjoy must be preserved with

honor, has aroused a new spirit in our people. If this

spirit results in higher national efficiency, systematic physi-

cal training and nobler manhood, the pictured story must
respond to that deep feeling. What the people are thinking

about prepares a ground of receptivity for stories of high

merit on that subject, and all live exhibitors know that a

part of their program may well be devoted to superior

stories on subjects of the day.

From an author's point of view, I would never inject

military action of any sort into a story where it was not

needed for the proper development of that story. On the

other hand, if the exciting movement and tense situations

found in war time were essential to story structure and
interest, they would go in, or the story would not go on.

Only through skill and harmony of arrangement, certainly

not by distortion and disarrangement, can beauty of story,

to say nothing of its strength, be even approached. All

that originates with the author.

I would like to have evidence that exhibitors, especially

those who are calling for bright, new and original stories,

are trying to stifle authorship in any way. I have one good
reason to believe that exhibitors are doing nothing of the

sort, that they never have tried to cramp the originator

of bright and entertaining stories, and that reason is that

producers have rarely gone to professional novelists and
playwrights for new material, preferring to rely on studio-

revised materials from less costly sources. Proof of it

lies in the fact that they have only just begun to encourage
high-class authorship for the screen by public announce-
ment of good pay for the work.

A large part of the outlay for screen production has gone
to the director and the interpreter of the screen story.

allowing comparatively little for the author of it, effectual-

ly barring the very men who are equipped by nature and
training to do creative work of the highest order. The
exhibitor has done a vast amount of good by insisting upon
a higher quality of performance. He has materially helped
to bring about the approach to a better understanding be-

tween author and producer that is coming strongly into

notice at the present time.

Many alleged complaints of exhibitors can be traced to

an old and familiar source—as long as there is an ineffi-

cient salesman on the road complaints of that nature will

he manufactured and sent in as an excuse for his lack of

ability to market a product of unusual merit. Given a

powerful or brilliant new story, well worked out in the

scenario, pictured on the screen with imaginative charm
by a director of artistic ideals and comprehension of types,

the exhibitor will be the last to complain. He is in busi-

ness to suit his audience.
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The National Association of the Motion

Picture Industry
By W. Stephen Bush.

THE National Association of the Motion Picture In-

dustr) lias started well. At the very go-off it

began with a policy of work. The results of its

meeting in the Hotel Astor have been reported in all the

principal newspapers of the country. It was well and

necessary to give notice to the politicians. The notice

has been given. The whole country has been informed

that the motion picture men have at last gotten together

in a solid and harmonious body and they are no longer

the prey of every grafter, pseudo-reformer and spoils-

hunting politician.

Nothing but praise goes to the five branches of the in-

dustry who have acted so intelligently and promptly in

the election of their directors. Each class is represented

by men well known in the industry. All have records

of achievement to their credit. All are engaged in active

work and all are acquainted with conditions in the in-

dustry in general and they are thoroughly at home in

their own respective branches. The organization is not

as complete as it might be and as no doubt it will be. One
or two of the great groups in the industry are not repre-

sented. Perhaps the failure of the Board of Trade has

made them hesitate to join in the new organization. We
hope that these gaps will speedily be filled.

We hope for much from the National Association of

the Motion Picture Industry because for the first time

in the history of the business the exhibitor is given some-
thing like adequate recognition. For five years or more
the Moving Picture World has consistently pleaded for

a larger influence of the exhibitor in the councils of the

industry ; we are naturally gratified to know that events

have justified the logic of our plea and that our advice

has been heeded. The idea of giving the exhibitors a

representation of two on a board of directors of ten was
among other causes fatal to the Board of Trade.

It is well once more to emphasize the fact that the new
organization will deal in a direct and immediate way
with only the external problems of the industry. The
organization was formed first and foremost for the pur-
pose of fighting the common foe. The new organization
will not attempt to settle the internal problems of the in-

dustry. It will indeed be a conciliating influence, it will

bring all branches of the industry into closer touch with
one another and we are sure that a spirit of tolerance
and forbearance will be created among all the branches of

the industry. We will get better acquainted all around
and we will look with more sympathy upon our neighbor's
troubles and difficulties. We earnestly hope that many
internal differences will be settled by arbitration accepl
able to all. In the last analysis, however, each branch is

a strictly self-governing body; the interests of the vari

mis branches may and often must be divergent if not con
flicting. It would be foolish to expect that a majority
of one branch will ever accept the dictation of another
branch. The individual and collective Bense of Fairness
will help to solve and adjust internal difference
Time has wisely been given to the directors living al a

great distance from New York to come here and attend
the meeting which, on the sixteenth day of VugUSt, w ill

elect officers and -
1 1 iate and organize the machinery of the

new organization The delay wa9 unavoidable, but wv
surely hope it will be the last delaj
We know that the exhibitors all over the country arc

to do their share as soi m as th< ignal

inization in the industry ever started urn
favorable au pi< e th in the N itional Association of tin

Motion Picture mdustn

Our Duty to Our Readers

By \V. Stephen Bush.

Tl IE race for publicity in the motion picture journals

begins to resemble a speed contest in a psychopathic

ward. It is suggestive not merely of woeful miscon-

ceptions, but of positive mental unsoundness. If the Mov-
ing Picture World were to print all the stuff that is

sent in here our paper bills would soon exceed the speed

limit and we would in the course of a few weeks lose

most of our readers. Any person who gets around among
exhibitors and who has even a faint idea of what is going
on knows that the papers which cram their columns full

of thinly disguised but heavily padded puffs are rapidly

losing what few readers they had.

There is nothing that provokes and irritates the average
reader more than piles upon piles of puffing. He will

not read junk of this kind. The man that is sending it

out may be convinced that it is all highly valuable matter

and entitled to the best position in the paper, but I can

assure him that he is fearfully mistaken.

It is only the paper with either no circulation at all or

with a pitiably small circulation which can afford to open
its news and editorial columns to every demand of the

publicity man and the press agent. The Jayville Bugle will

give a page or two to the most trivial event in Jayville,

but its circulation is strictly confined to the limits of

Jayville. The whole issue of the cheap paper without

an honest circulation isn't worth ten lines in a paper like

the Moving Picture World, which has both the circula-

tion and the confidence of its readers. The text of the

Moving Picture World belongs to the readers and the

editor only holds it in trust for the readers. He is re-

sponsible to them.

To our way of thinking motion picture journalism, like

every other kind of journalism, is a great independent and
beneficial influence. If journalism is true to its con-

science and to its best traditions it will place the service

to its readers above every other consideration. When a

newspaper or a trade publication sells its news columns
and its editorial pages in return for advertising two deduc-
tions may be made with absolute and mathematical cer-

tainty : First, the paper has either no circulation at all or

it has a pitiably small and insignificant circulation. Sec-

ond, it will sooner or later be repudiated and rejected by

the reading public. It may fool itself, it may fool ami it

often does fool the advertiser, but it cannot for any length

of time fool the readers.

The Moving Picture World otters to its advertisers

by far the largest circulation. This fact has been proved
by a dozen tests made by firms and persons in no waj
connected with this paper. The slightest inquiry will

reveal this fact anywhere in the forty-eight states in the

Union. In addition the MOVING PlCTl U •'

to its advertisers the prestige and the confidence that are

horn of many years of good reputation. An advertiser
who is seeking results and who is guided bjl r.

want nothing more

OX E of our British contemp i i

o our exhibitors here
ems We do not know what

esteemed contempt
tioii. hut we mUSt
nothing of the kind hen
..in esteemed contempoi •

have been "seeing things." Nothing in the w

hyphen is risible in the exhibit
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Death of William T. Rock, Pioneer Picture Man
One of the Distinctly Successful Men in the Bus-

iness Passes Away—Had An
Eventful Career

W1I.L1.WI T. ROCK, pioneer motion picture man, and
for many years president of the Yitagraph Company
of America, died at liis summer home, Oyster Bay,

New York, at 10 o'clock of the morning of Thursday,

July 27. The immediate cause of death was heart failure,

following an acute attack of diabetes, from which complaint
he had been a sufferer for some time, but which did not take

a serious turn until about three months ago when the first

acute attack was experienced. Though rallying from that

attack Mr. Rock failed steadily until the time of his death.

The deceased was about sixty-two years of age and leaves

a widow, a son, Tohn B. Rock, who has lived in Chicago for

several years, and Mrs. C. A. Willet, wife of "Doc." Willet,

a well known motion picture man. The funeral services

were held at the city home of the deceased, Ocean avenue,

Brooklyn, X. V.. at 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon, July 30. It

was attended by a large number of the friends and business

associates of the deceased.

Among those whose presence

was noted were J. Stuart Black-

ton and Albert E. Smith, for-

merly associated with Mr. Rock
in the Vitagraph Company;
George Kleine, J. A. Berst, H.
X. Marvin, C. O. Baumann,
William Wright, W. W. Irwin
and Ira M. Lowry, of various
producing companies, and Le-
roy D. Ball, attorney.

Of the working staff and
players of the Vitagraph Com-
pany there were many present,

and tear-filled eyes testified the

grief that was quite general
among those who had worked
with "Pop" Rock in the years
of old Yitagraph prosperity
during which most of them had
occasion, at one time or an-
other, to experience the quality

of his generosity. Among the
more prominent were Charles
Kent. William Shea, David
Montgomery, Tefft Johnson,
Charles Burton, Sam Spedon, E.
G. Hedden, W. T. Watkins,
Yictor Smith, Mr. French and
Lillian Walker; also Maurice
Costello and Larry Trimble, one
time Vitagraphers.
The officiating clergyman was

Rev. Louis H. Johnston of the
Congregational Church of Pat-
chogue, N. Y. The pall bearers
Albert E. Smith, H. N. Marvin, T.
and M. Sollinger. Of the immediate family present were the
widow, Mrs. Florence Rock, Mr. and Mrs. John B. Rock and
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Willet.
Interment was made at Greenwood Cemetery immediately

after the services at the house.

The Late William T. Rock,

William T. Rock was born in Birmingham, England,
December 31, 1853, and remained there during his boyhood.
After attending the public schools he came to America when
still a young man, and depending entirely upon his own
resourcefulness in gaining a livelihood soon became con-
nected with a circus company, which gave him his first experi-
ence as a showman. From the beginning of his career in
America he displayed keen judgment in selecting promising
enterprises and always was on the watch for something new.
Having acquired considerable capital, in the early eighties
he became proprietor of the Madison Hotel, that for a
number of years stood opposite the Metropolitan Opera
House on Broadway. In this, as in many other undertakings,
he was successful.

In 1886 Mr. Rock, in connection with Edward Purvis and
Michael Crane, formed the Ball Electric Illuminating Com-
pany, which was granted a franchise to erect a plant in New
York City. The generating station was on 38th street, just
west of Broadway. Mr. Rock was president of the company.
Owing to the imperfections of the arc light at that time,
and to other circumstances, the company did not prosper,
and was sold in 1897 to Ex-Judge William Kelly of the
East River Electric Light Company. It was through this ex-
perience with electricity that Mr. Rock was able to make his
subsequent success in the motion picture business in which
he engaged in 1896, at which time he bought the rights on
the Vitascope machine for Louisiana from Raff & Gammon.

It was out of this knowledge that Mr. Rock, in company
with J. Stuart Blackton and Albert E. Smith, formed the
Vitagraph Company of America in 1898 for the purpose of
giving motion picture exhibitions. Here the experience of
Mr. Rock in the show business stood the new company in
good stead, for under his management and advice the new
business grew rapidly until "Vitagraph" became almost
synonymous with motion pictures and the number of
machines in use under its control numbered fully one hun-
dred—which was a great many in those days.

Some time afterward the
company began to make pic-

tures, which branch of the busi-

ness was mainly under the di-

rection of Messrs. Smith and
Blackton, while Mr. Rock con-
tinued to run the exhibition and
rental business, which had be-
come to be a factor in motion
pictures. It was his ability to

get good prices for exhibitions
and for the rental of film that
contributed largely to the ulti-

mate success of the company.
Mr. Rock's connection with

the Vitagraph Company was un-
interrupted from the formation
of the company until last May,
when he sold his interests to
the new syndicate which was
then formed by several of the
leading capitalists of the Amer-
ican Tobacco Company. For
those interests he received a
large sum of money and a sub-
stantial allotment of the stock
of the new corporation.
Many stories are afloat re-

garding the amount of this

world's goods accumulated by
Mr. Rock through his con-
nection with the motion picture
business and, while that sum is

no doubt large, a great portion
of his material wealth was ac-
quired by careful investments

in real estate and securities of which he was an excellent
judge and a close buyer.
Of the man, now passed away, much good may be said.

Someone has written this little appreciation which we are
pleased to reprint because it is so near to the truth: "If you
have ever met 'Pop' Rock, as people are pleased to call him,
you have recognized in him a man of deep convictions in all

matters in which he is interested. He is a man of positive
character and indomitable will, and he possesses a persever-
ence that will not be denied. Contrasted with these notice-

able and commendable traits, Mr. Rock is one of the most
likable of men, easy to approach, but difficult to oppose.
Those who know him best know that underneath this

brusque and impetuous nature he has one of the tenderest
and kindest of hearts, true to his friends, and loyal to his

associates."
In attestation of this there will be the testimony of hun-

dreds of men and women who have found him a friend in a
time of real need.
While the terms of the last will and testament of the de-

ceased have not yet been disclosed, it is believed that the
bulk of the estate will fall to the son, John B. Rock, who is

particularly well fitted to administer its affairs.
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another ; the supply men and material me
laneous class in still another part of the I ,

their respective meetings. It will then be necessary to furnish us with
the names and addresses of each director elected, so that we can
place these names in the certificate of incorporation, to be filed at
Albany.
As soon as the directors are elected, we will determine upon a time

and place for the calling of the meeting of directors, so that we may
complete the organization by electing officers and calling for the

The Great Get-Together Meeting a a a b b b b

First Practical Steps in Perfecting the New Film

Parliament—Incorporation Under Way-
Executive Offices Will be Organ-

ized on August 16

THE National Association of the Motion Picture In-

dustry held its first meeting after the Chicago Con-
vention in the College Room of the Hotel Astor on

Tuesday, July 25. About 100 film men were present repre-

senting every branch of the industry.

The object of the meeting was.to act on the acceptance by
the National League Motion Picture Exhibitors of America
of the plans and by-laws drafted and submitted by the Del-
monico Conference. No time was lost in getting down to

business. Walter W. Irwin immeditaely reported that the
proposed charter and by-laws of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry had been submitted to the

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America in conven-
tion assembled at Chicago. The convention itself, said Mr.
Irwin, considered the proposition and the question of joining
the association and thereafter appointed a committee of
twenty to go into session with the representatives of the
National Association.
"These two committees," Mr. Irwin continued, "met for

several hours and thoroughly and earnestly discussed the
matter from almost every standpoint. As a result, the com-
mittee of 20 appointed by the exhibitors' convention, voted
to approve the plan and to recommend that the Motion Pic-
ture Exhibitors' League of America join this Federation.
The next morning, the convention of exhibitors unanimously
and enthusiastically approved the report of its committee.
Thereupon the convention proceeded to elect a branch com-
mittee of 102 to represent the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America in the Federation, and forthwith this

committee of 102 elected ten splendidly representative ex-
hibitors as directors to represent the exhibitors' branch of
the industry on the Board of the Federation." Mr. Irwin
then submitted this further report:

I desire to say at this time, gentlemen, that the spirit of the ex-
hibitors in convention was splendid, and constitutes an example to be
followed by each of the other branches of this industry.

they pointed out, to past experiences, they had their doubts
this federation and the sincerity of the other

branches of the industry in actually seeking to co-operate so that we
might present a united industry to our common enemies. But the
exhibitors waived their fears and doubts and concluded to place their
confidence in tho producers and exchangemen and In all of the other
branches of the Industry, and to believe that each of these branches
Is Just as sincere and earnest in desiring to build a powerful
consisting of the whole industry, as tl xhibitors them
In other woi exhibitors fully recognized the necessity
for such a federation as is proposed, and accepted it In good faith
and with great e:n

tlmoil ly accepted the propo-
Ol their part of the organiza-

tion with .i eli rep ith Mien of in-
who will be of great assistance to the whole industry in

II common questions which confront us at the present time,
.in.! which will hereafter arise, it is earnestly hoped that each of the
other branches will act with the same earnestness and dispatch.
We are here today for the purpose of having all those who have not

tied the application for membership to do so, and for the
further purpose of having the other branches of the lndtl

tlve branch committees and boards of directors. You under-
stand that the federation proposes only to deal with questions affecting

the Industry as a whole.
tions affecting any branch of the industry are to be taken

i e ol thai Indu try Qucstim
two or more branches of the industry are to be taken up and thrashed
out by a meeting ol the branch committees representing thi

, between which the difference exists. It Is, therefore, of
. that the bran, b ...mnntt. .

i I. . ieii shall be
itive, and that each branch committee be promptly

""an, a irlce-cbalrman and

to appoint.
, ,

nlng to the

only of the whole i<

,11 v till. I 'I I,

i... -laws for each bi II own d<

mitt. . n will be ne. . i ,

rm their duties In I

>> who will thus i

•

individual win. b

th.. producer will I In

l of whom reprcs

At the suggestion of Mr. Irwin the various groups of film

men who were to elect their representatives on the Board of
Directors of the new organization retired for consultation,
conference and election. The results of the elections in the
various branches were: Producers— Carl Laemmle, J. Stuart
Blackton, Adolph Zukor, W. A. Brady and M. Sherrill. Ac-
cessories—H. C. Moore, J. C. Brulatour, J. H. Hallberg. E. S.

Porter and Don Bell. Distributors—P. A. Powers. A.
Abrams, Richard Rowland, E. A. McManus and \Y. W. Ir-

win. Miscellaneous—W. Stephen Bush, Arthur lames. Paul
Gulick, Wid Gunning and Fred Beecroft
The results of the elections having been announced the

main meeting resumed business in the College Room, where-
upon the chairman announced that articles of incorporation
would be tiled immediately and a further meeting would be
held on August 16 in the same place. The Board of Direc-
tors will then organize the administrative and executive
offices of the new organization.
The question of proper publicity was brought in a speech

made by Mr. Brady, who advocated the speediest possible

appointment of a paid publicity man. The whole matter
was eventually referred to a committee consisting of Lee A.

Ochs, Harry Reichenbach, W. A. Johnston, E. A. McManus,
J C. Brulatour and W. Stephen Bush. This committee went
to work at once and sent out a story of the meeting to the

press associations. It was decided to prepare reports and
publicity matter for the entire press of the country. On be-

half of the exhibitors President Ochs said he would place

all this literature in the hands of the various locals with
instructions to get as much of it into their

i
.

A partial list of the film men who attended foil

nest Horstmann, president Exhibitors' I

setts: V Rothstein. William Edwards, of the Motion Pic-

ture Theater Enuipment Companj . \Y. A.

Iira.lv, \\ . \V. Irwin. Win. Brandt, E. A. McManm
art Blackton, Arthur lames. Lee \ rl Rubin.
Win. M. Seabury. I'. V Powers, J W. I .

Rowland, I W Gray, Sam Spedon, Ma\
Streimer, i F Confal, E, M. Saui

Larkin, C. I. Giegrich, H. A Hallett, G
Lewis. Thomas Howard, M. Grossman. W C Hu
1-1. De Kay, .1. V Millbei

Israel. Mr. Oes, W \ lolmson. A. I. II

W. Hallberg, P. 11. Cromelin, W [. D Kr»-

mer, D. I. Hanlon, C H. Pierce. I

don. Henry ( ole, W. K. Hill. E. I. McGovern, Raul Gulick,

S. M. jacobi, Adam Hull Shirk. Thos, Hardway, G. 11. Wiley,
\. 1. Le Vine, .1. Pelzer, .1. .1. Murphy. Ewan Justi

Shapiro, L. J. Bamberger, .1. C. BrouUtour, 11 Reichenbach,
M. Sherrill. Mr. Abrams. Wid Gunning, Mr Barrj

selbaum, F. R [ones, I. I. Wittman, 11 V
lenber-jer. 11 W. Rosenthal. Hen H /err. B. i Porter.

EDWARD JOSE NOW WITH ASTRA.
Tulwar, I .Rise, who produced Pathe's fail

[ron Claw." has severed his connection with the Feature
• any and is now under the banner of I

Film Corporation. He has taken with him his enl

of cameramen, assistants, etc . and is

feature for the Pathe pro-ram [i

White, heroine of -The [ron Claw
al Forde. Niles Welch and ! il

GABORIAU NOVEL FOR I

Billington, one of the ;

will also
liiliatt
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NORTH CAROLINA CONVENTION.
Take Action Against Kitchen Tax Bill—Join National

Organization—Wells Elected President.

THE Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of North Caro-
lina last month completed a convention that will go
down into the history of the industry of the State as

something worth while and productive of great results.

Held in Durham July 19 and 20, despite the fact that a large

portion of the State was covered with water as a result of

the devastating floods that tore up the railroad service and
kept nearly half of the motion picture theaters either dark
or in confusion as to programs because of delayed express
shipments, the noise of the convention was heard in Wash-
ington, for one of the most important steps taken was the
sending of telegrams to Senator F. M. Simmons, chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, and to Congressman
Claude W. Kitchen-, chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives, denouncing in

scathing terms the attempt to further burden the exhibitors
of the country by the unjust tax proposed in the general
revenue bill, now before Senator Simmons' committee. And
they did not stop at that, for they voted to send Secretary
H. B. Varner, and General Counsel A. F. Sams to Washing-
ton to supplement these telegrams with personal argument.
This is not the first time the Tar Heel exhibitors have

come to the front in opposition to unjust legislation, and at

each assault they have made an impression that has been
to their credit.

There were so many things that kept the attention of the
visitors focused on the convention that it would be a hard
matter to make a selection of topics on which to give a
wordy account, or to attempt to quote the many speakers
who entered in good spirit the many arguments that arose.
The subjects were many and highly interesting.
The principal speaker of the convention was F. J. Rem-

bush, of Shelbyville, Ind.. who had come direct from the
Chicago convention to make the speech which really resulted
in the action later taken of affiliating with the national or-
ganization. He outlined the new and higher aims of the
latter under its amended charter and made a spirited plea for

* a greater amount of co-operation among the exhibitors. He
bewailed the fact that it was necessary all over the country
to practically beg exhibitors to so organize as to be able to
take care of the business from which they exact their living.
He also took up the need of various reforms in the industry,
including truthful advertising on the part of manufacturers.
Mr. Rembush took cognizance of the splendid enthusiasm

and sound business judgment which characterized the con-
vention sessions and he complimented the exhibitors on these
points. "I have seen even more genuine, healthy enthusiasm
here in your convention, and heard more advanced thoughts
projected by your speakers than during the entire convention
of the national organization at Chicago last week," was his
very gratifying declaration.
He also stated that he would telegraph to the exhibitors

of New York who. with the manufacturers, were in session,
urging them to consider the proposed tax law and telling
them of the action taken by the North Carolinians with the
recommendation that they get in touch with the latter, who
are able to render very valuable aid to every exhibitor in the
United States in this fight.

During the course of his remarks Mr. Rembush recalled his
prediction made last January of the downfall of the Motion
Picture Board of Trade. At that time he gave as his reason
the fact that its members were not properly affiliating them-
selves with the exhibitors, who form the units upon which
the entire industry is founded.
There was considerable discussion of the requirement of

a number of the manufacturers and exchanges that exhibitors
desiring to do business with them must make a deposit equal
to the amount expended by the exhibitor on his program for
two or three weeks. This was held to be unfair and was an
evidence of poor business policy. It was contended that
the exchanges and manufacturers should evolve some sort of

a credit information service whereby they would be enabled
to arrive at the credit standing of each exhibitor with whom
they do business, much after the fashion of the Dun and
Bradstreet systems, and know to whom to extend credit and
to whom to refuse credit, and not make the exhibitor of
good financial standing suffer because of these others.
Nor could the exhibitors understand why their money

should be allowed to remain idle so far as they are con-
cerned, although intimating that these collections served a
good purpose for the exchanges and manufacturers in prob-
ably aiding them in the conduct of their businesses.
The delegates went on record as not countenancing any-

shrewd tricks or "crooked" methods resorted to by members
of the industry, pledging themselves to purge the industry
in North Carolina to the end that it may be put on a busi-
nesslike basis, doing what they could to co-operate with the
exchanges, and incidentally expecting the exchanges to co-
operate in turn with them for they too are sometimes guilty
of sharp practices. They expressed their abhorrence of the
man who gave bad checks or who did not pay his bills,

feeling that these and like matters only increased the over-
head expenses of the exchanges at issue and resulted in the
honest exhibitor having to pay more for his service as a
result.

Insurance rates came in for some little discussion for it

was said that the theaters of North Carolina had to pay pre-
miums that were far too high. It was shown that the rates
demanded were greater than those in force in either Vir-
ginia or South Carolina, and it was suggested that this mat-
ter be turned over to the legislative committee upon its

appointment with instructions to appear at the next legis-
lature and press for a reduction of such rates.
This same committee is also to bring before the legisla-

ture the matter of taxation. It was shown that in cities of
15,000 or 20,000 in North Carolina the exhibitors were forced
to pay $450 in special taxes to the city, the county and the
state, and then there came the income tax, the corporation
tax and finally the war revenue tax imposed by the Federal
government.

Censorship, city, state and Federal, met with a great deal
of opposition and resulted in the passage of resolutions ex-
pressing the views of the organization. An editorial from
the Saturday Evening Post was read by Secretary Warner
and a resolution was adopted instructing him to send a let-

ter of thanks to the publishers of that periodical for this
expression on the subject of censorship.
At the concluding session of the convention the annual

election of officers resulted in the re-election of Percy W.
Wells as president of the league. This was the first instance
where a president has served for more than a single term in

the state league. The exhibitors were unanimously opposed
to "swapping horses" at this critical time, in view of the
great constructive work which has been undertaken and car-
ried to a successful conclusion during the past year under
the guidance of President Wells. H. B. Warner, of Lexing-
ton, was also re-elected as secretary and treasurer for an-
other term, and A. F. Sams, of Winston-Salem, will con-
tinue as attorney. Paul V. Phillips, of the Paris theater, Dur-
ham, was elected first vice-president, and L. G. Taylor, of
Newbern, second vice-president.
Charlotte was selected as the place of the holding of the

midwinter meeting in January, 1917.
Before adjournment the name of Henry E. Friedman was

brought before the convention. Friedman was one of the
founders of the organization and almost every exhibitor pres-
ent at the convention expressed regret that he was no longer
located in the territory and could not therefore take part
in this gathering. He was one of the most popular film men
who ever traveled through the North Carolina territory,
and in appreciation of his efforts in behalf of the exhibitors
of the state it was ordered that a telegram conveying the
greetings from the convention and congratulations on his
promotion be signed by the officers of the league and sent
to him at Minneapolis.
The delegates had a great deal of fun at the barbecue held
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at Pake wood I'ark. They will soon have an opportunity of

seeing themselves in the "movies" for Harry R. Mason took
a few "close-ups" while they were busy devouring the good
things that had been set out before them. The film is to

circuit the state.

By courtesy of the American Tobacco Company, the dele-

gates and film men were given an opportunity to make a tour
of the mammoth plant of that company in Durham, where
all the "Bull Durham" tobacco and the "Sovereign" and
"Sweet Caporal" cigarettes used in the world are made. The
daily output of Sovereigns at this plant approximates 4,000,000,

and the other products are in proportion. The home of
"Duke's Mixture" and "Piedmont" cigarettes is also in Dur-
ham and practically all of the smoking tobaccos of that class

and domestic cigarettes of Virginia tobacco made in the
United States are produced in Durham.
The representatives of the film interests present at the

convention included the following: F. W. Sweet, Nicholas
Power Company; Earle E. Reese and Frank G. Christoph,
International Film Service, Washington, D. C. ; Sidney B.
Lust and F. J. Buck, United Film Service, Washington, D. C;
Carl F. Senning, Fox Film Corporation, Washington, D. C.

;

E. F. Dardine, of the Universal Film & Supply Company,
Charlotte, N. C; R. D. Anderson, Pathe Exchange, Char-
lotte, N. C.J C. O. Moss, Unicorn Film Service Company,
Washington, D. C; Alan J. Bachrach, V-L-S-E, Inc., Wash-
ington, D. C.; C. C. Ezell, General Film Company, Atlanta,
Ga.; Arthur S. Hyman, Hy-Art Masterplays Company, Wash-
ington, D. C; R. D. Craver, Craver Film & Supply Company,
Charlotte, N. C; representatives of the Bluebird Photoplay
Company, and A. B. Cheatham, Mutual Film Corporation,
Atlanta, Ga., and others.

SECRETARY VARNER IN WASHINGTON.
Secretary H. B. Varner of the North Carolina Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors' League spent nearly the whole of last week
in Washington, D. C, conferring with various members of
the Senate Finance Committee in an effort to secure at least
a modification of that clause of the so-called general revenue
bill applying to motion picture theaters, if not able to in-
duce the Senate to eliminate the tax entirely.

Mr. Varner, who is intimately acquainted with a number
of senators, has put the matter up to them in a very con-
vincing way, stating that the exhibitors of his state and of
all other states are now overburdened with taxes and at the
request of Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia, a member of the
sub-committee of the Senate Finance Committee, who is in
charge of the theater schedule, he has addressed the follow-
ing letter to him:

Lexington, N. C, July 27, 1916.
Hon. Hoke Smith, United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My Dear Senator: Referring to our conversation with reference

to the proposed tax on motion picture theaters in the revenue bill
now pending before your .sub-committee, I wish to call your attention to
the resolution adopted by the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
North Carolina opposing the proposed tax on the ground that the in-
dustry Is already overtaxed. paying six separate taxes into state, county,
city and Federal treasuries, and we urge that in the event of a need
for taxing these theaters, it be on the basis of the present rates as
contained in the so-called war emergency revenue law.
Representing as I do over two hundred motion picture theaters in

N'orth Carolina, I . that the existing law be sub-
stituted for the law proposed in the new bill.

ol one-halt of one per cent, will do a lasting injury to the
rliltant.

1 am, Very truly yours.

It B, VARNER,
rj Motion Plctun Exhibitors' League of North Carolina.

When seen al the Capitol by the Washington correspond-
ent of the Moving Picture World, Mr. varner i

surprise at the inactivity of the motion picture interests in

general. He said he had expected to see evidences of a

considerable interesl in a piece of legislation that is going to

cost the exhibitors of the United States so great an amount
of money.

Mr. Varner slated that he was working to ha\<
tion changed befon it could gel on tlu- floor of tl

and he had hopes thai the committee might sec fit to recom
mend that there be no changi from the present wai

It naturally follows thai the present war tax would he fat

more acceptable to the i diibitora as a whole than that pro
pOSed "f one half of one per out on i ts. There
is absolutely no way to have the tax wnoll) abolished and
the seating capacitj tax is a whole lol better, The trouble
m Congress is thai everyone thinks thai the exhibitors ol

the country are making mote money than the manufacturers
ol wai munitions and as such should he highly taxed

PLANS OF PRESIDENT OCHS.
A Vigorous Political War Will Be Waged Against All the

Enemies of the Screen.

THE National League of Motion Picture Exhibitors in-

tend to conduct a vigorous political campaign this fall,

both in the congressional elections and in the various
states, where censorship has become a political issue or
where censorship has been placed on the statute books. Mr.
Ochs, the newly elected president, has well defined plans and
has just issued a statement which makes most interesting
reading matter. It shows that he is a man who has clear
ideas and who knows how to plan for carrying them out.
The statement reads as follows:

"It looks as if the motion picture men were at last begin-
ning to rise to their opportunities. We possess and con-
trol the most effective weapon in political warfare. The
type and the printers ink have heretofore been looked upon
as the most telling means of political propaganda. How
narrow after all is the field which the newspaper is able to
cover compared with the medium of the screen. Political
news and political campaigning in a newspaper are but parts
of the newspaper's contents. The reader may pass them up
with a casual glance and never be impressed at all.

"On the other hand, what is shown on the screen is ab-
solutely certain of the general and undivided attention of the
audience. Millions upon millions of eyes are focussed upon
the twenty thousand motion picture screens in this country
every day in the year. I have never figured out how large
the percentage of voters is among the patrons of the motion
picture theater, but it is obviously large. The indirect in-

fluence of the screen is varied to voters who themselves may
never have attended a motion picture theater.

"Now, we all know that the politicians cherish a whole-
some fear of the press. If the motion picture has so far

tailed to create a very strong degree of the same sentiment
in the hearts of the politicians the fault has been ours. I

cannot help comparing our wonderful business with its

boundless possibilities and its great record of achievements
to a second Gulliver bound and fettered by pygmies. ( >ne

strong motion of this new Gulliver's right arm and he
will stand revealed in all his power with the pygmies in

headlong flight.

"Our new organization proposes to utilize its powers
systematically and unceasingly from now on until the pedis

close in November. We have certain definite objects to ac-
complish in the coming political campaigns both in the vari-

ous states and in the nation. If any of the members of con-
gress who sided with the fanatics on the censorship question
are up for re-election, they will hear from us we hope to

their disadvantage. The political complexions of their dis-

tricts are now under close and competent scrutiny and we
will center our forces where they will do the most good.

"In Ohio, Pennsylvania and Kansas a strenuous campaign
will be started for the abolition of the censorship laws. We
also propose to get busy in Maryland 1 am particularly

ashamed of conditions there, for censorship in that state was
admittedly the result of a combination between political

grafters and one or two axe-grinders in our own ranks.

Censorship in Ohio and Pennsylvania has become the laugh-

ing stock of the country. Hen in New York, we will square
accounts with the politicians who for reasons hot known to

themselves have introduced several strike hills both in the

assembly and the senate. The BOOl -hip hills

in this state have gloried in their absolute ignorac
moving picture conditions and in their haste to tap a new
source of revenue and graft they drew such a pi cpo>lct oti-lv

faulty measure as to compel the governor to veto it

"It is only just to say in conclusion that we all make a

verj broad distinction between the politicians and genuine
statesmen. Constructive statesmanship has realized bj this

time that the motion picture is the greatest medit
pression known to mankind and therefore, entitle. 1 to politi-

cal enfranchisement Indeed it ought to
I

of liberty and responsibility with the pic-

W'c helped to defeat thi

n. ii low minded maker- refused to CO!

grant of constitutional Id"
i

1

M> will be buried

the possibility of resurrection
"W'e aie never afraid ol the result when the qi

to he determined at the poll 8 hv thl pie The
the staunchc-I friends t ,\ the n

'.. bring this 'act home to the politicians \t the

same time we invite the construi

operation of the real statesmen to i.v a permanenl
political status for the motion picture in the ichetlt

ition
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"Our campaign bureau is being organized now and will be
in charge of an expert, provided with capable assistants.

It will go to work forthwith."

BROOKLYN EXHIBITORS ACTIVE.
Benjamin Sawyer, State President of Ohio, and National

President Ochs Among the Speakers.

THE Brooklyn Organized Exhibitors had a well-attended
and lively meeting on the night of July 27 in the base-
ment of the Triangle theater, at the junction of Fulton

street and Flatbush avenue. Fully one hundred exhibitors

were present, representing not only Brooklyn but various

parts of Long Island.

President John Manheimer conducted the proceedings in

his usual expeditious and pleasant manner, while Mr. Les-
selbaum acted as a secretary. The treat of the evening was
the speech of Benjamin Sawyer, the president of the Ohio
League of Motion Picture Exhibitors. Mr. Sawyer had
called at the headquarters of the New York local in the

course of a business visit to New York, and he was induced

to come to the Brooklyn meeting and make an address. Be-
ginning with a strong plea for support of the new National
President, Lee A. Ochs, the speaker, launched into a general

discussion of present-day motion picture conditions. He
severely arraigned the so-called vampire pictures and said

that official censorship had forced these vampire pictures on
exhibitors who personally detested them. He pointed out

that in the city of Cleveland in the censorship-ridden state

of Ohio, the vampire picture producers had something like

seventy runs, while in the non-censorship city of Buffalo the

vampire picture makers had less than a dozen runs.

'"Remember," he said, "that every community, whether
rural or urban, has only a certain amount of money to spend

for amusements. You are not going to increase this amount
by showing questionable pictures. Possibly on the first and
second showing of such a picture you may make a little more
than your usual receipts, but the penalty is sure and swift

in every case. You will presently discover an abnormal
falling-off of receipts, and when you average up your busi-

ness, you have lost by attempting to show objectionable

pictures. You must get the confidence of the people. No
business is more close to the people than yours. Twenty-five

years ago the railroads and all the great public utility con-

cerns scoffed at the idea that the public had any right to

meddle with their business. Today these companies know
they cannot dwell apart from the people in four walls ol tneir

own, and they are saving themselves by taking the people

into their confidence. You men of the exhibiting ranks

must do the same; the manufacturers must do the same. One
great evil is the shameless journalistic puffing of inferior

pictures whose makers use the advertising columns liberally.

We exhibitors will not stand for this and we will refuse to

support papers that make a marvelous masterpiece out of

every fifth-rate film. (Great applause.) This abuse of the

English language must stop."

Mr. Sawyer's address was followed by a prolonged burst

of applause and he was honored with a rising vote of thanks.

Mr. Ochs followed Mr. Sawyer. He explained the pro-

posed activities of the new National Association of the Mo-
tion Picture Industry. He suggested the appointment of a

committee to consider the advisability of having the three

borough organizations represented in one central body at

the same time fully maintaining home rule for each borough.

On motion a committee was appointed to act on President

Ochs' suggestion. W. Stephen Bush of the Moving Picture

World, when called upon for a speech, pleaded the lateness

of the hour (it was about 4 a. m.). He urged complete unity

in the new organization.

Robert Israel, one of the prominent members of the Brook-

lyn League, was elected treasurer of the organization in

place of Julian Loeb who, having left the motion picture

industry, had tendered his resignation.

KANSAS CONVENTION AUGUST 22.

A joint convention of the Kansas branch of the Motion

Picture Exhibitors' League and the Amusement Association

of Kansas, will be held in Topeka August 22 to 24. Arrange-

ments were made recently, and include plans for a local cele-

bration that will doubtless enthuse moving picture patrons in

a way never before attained, and gain their sympathy with

the industry, and perhaps their active expression of such

sympathy. The plans provide for decoration of the streets

and places of business, and for a social event at which screen

stars will be present. The convention itself will probably

make plans for the election. The primaries in Kansas occur

August 1, and the nominees will be known at the convention

—

their sympathies or hostilities to censorship. The exhibitors
have carefully avoided endorsement of candidates for nomi-
nation; and it may be that they will avoid official endorse-
ment of candidates for office after the nominations are made.
But there will be plenty of ways to find out how the can-
didates stand—and to support those who have indicated the
largeness of their views with reference to censorship.

MEETING OF THE HUDSON COUNTY EXHIBITORS.
At a meeting of the Hudson County Motion Picture Ex-

hibitors' League, held on Thursday at the headquarters, 386
Central avenue, Jersey City, and attended by exhibitors from
Hoboken, Jersey City, Union Hill, West Hoboken, North
Bergen and Bayonne, it was unanimously decided to apply
to the National Exhibitors' League for a charter.

It was also decided to issue a call for a state convention to

be sent to allcounty associations in the State of New Jersey
for the purpose of making one strong organization to combat
adverse legislation, particularly censorship, and to promul-
gate favorable legislation.

. .

It was further decided that absolutely no political slides

would be shown on the screens without having those wishing
them shown, properly investigated through the organization
and endorsed by the national league. Particular attention
will be paid to those who introduced censorship bills at the
last session of the state legislature, and a drive would be
instituted to defeat them when they come up for re-election.
A publicity committee was appointed to present to the

public, through the daily press, the unfairness of the present
health order, prohibiting children under 16 years of age, from
attending motion picture shows or exhibitions, although al-

lowed to congregate in candy stores, on the street cars, etc.

ANNUAL REPORT OF BRITISH CENSORS.
A Most Interesting and Instructive Document Issued by

President G. A. Redford.

THE British Board of Film Censors have just submitted
and published their annual report. It is a most inter-

esting document. It appears from the report that the
board had in the course of the year examined 4,767 subjects
and of this number only twenty-two were rejected in their

entirety.

Eliminations have been ordered in 214 subjects which num-
ber, according to the report, is largely in excess of any pre-
vious year. This number does not, however, include many
cases of exception which could promptly be rectified by the
deletion of a few pictures from the film. Among the reasons
given for ordering more substantial eliminations are: In-
decorous, ambiguous and irreverent titles and sub-titles;

cruelty to animals, the irreverent treatment of sacred sub-
jects; unnecessary exhibition of feminine underclothing; the
exhibition of profuse bleeding; scenes laid in disorderly
houses; materialization of the conventional figure of Christ.

The board registers a strong objection to what it calls

notorious books. On this subject the board says:
A question of considerable practical importance to tbe trade became

prominent during the year, viz., the use for cinematograph purposes of
the plot and title of books of certain class. In some cases the film, when
ultimately presented to the public, was purged of the objectionable fea-

tures which gained notoriety for the book, although it was certain that
many people based their judgment entirely on the book, and pronounced
a verdict without ever seeing the film. The posters and literature ac-
companying the films tended to arouse the expectations that the subject
of the film was carried further than really proved to be the case.

After the most careful consideration, the Board came to the con-
clusion that it must only examine what was projected on the screen,
irrespective of the notoriety of the work, otherwise it might be argued
that the Board was overstepping its duties by indirectly becoming the
Censors of literature.
Having regard to the misconceptions an placed on

the facts, it has been decided that no film in future shall be passed of

the same title as a book which is generally acknowledged as question-

able. If such a book is filmed, and even the result be innocuous, the
title will have to be changed, so as to dissociate entirely the one from
the other.

About 90 per cent, of the films submitted have been ap-
proved for children as well as for adults. The board records
its gratification as to the increasing confidence shown in its

decisions by licensing authorities. The board has been en-

trusted by the War Office with an official status in the mat-
ter of film exports and also entrusted with discretionary

powers in delicate questions of political, military and naval
censorship.

GRAND OPERA INSPIRES NEW BLUEBIRD.
"The Chalice of Sorrow" is to be the moving picture name

for the scenario inspiration of "La Tosca." the tragic opera.

Rex Ingram devised the scenario and will direct Cleo Madi-
son and Wedgewood Nowell in the leadin? roles. This will

In AfisN Madison's first appearance on the Bluebird program.
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Five August Releases for Famous Players a m a a

Marguerite Clark, Pauline Frederick, Louise Huff,

Marguerite Courtot, Valentine Grant and

Owen Moore Starred^-Studio Busy

Till", month of August will witness the release of five

Famous Players productions on the Paramount pro-
gram in which such stars as Marguerite Clark, Pauline

Frederick, Louise Huff, Marguerite Courtot, Valentine Grant
and Owen Moore will appear.

Marguerite Clark heads the list with "Little Lady Eileen,"

the tale of a little Irish lassie who believed in fairies, which
is scheduled for release on August 7. This fanciful romance
was staged under the capable direction of J. Searle Dawley,
whose delightful handling of "Silks and Satins," "Molly
Make-Believe," "Mice and Men," and other of Miss Clark's

most recent great successes bespeaks the directorial resource-
fulness of the production. As for the star—she is Miss Clark.

In support of the star are Vernon Steele, John L. Shine,

Harry Lee, Russell Bassett and others of equal note.

Four days after "Little Lady Eileen" comes Pauline Fred-
erick in an adaptation of Clyd» Fitch's celebrated drama,
"The Woman in the Case." This is the production in which
Miss Frederick upset tradition and all the known tenets of

stellar law by declaring that she would rather play the less

conspicuous role of Margaret Rolfe, the self-sacrificing wife,

than the title role of "the woman," in which many great dra-

matic actresses have won distinction on the stage. Miss
Frederick declared that she had played so many heavy roles

on the screen that she wanted a chance to play one that had
real sympathetic appeal, and her wish was promptly acceded
to by the producers. As a result, Marie Chambers, a well-

known dramatic actress, was engaged for the role of Claire

Forster, and Miss Frederick enacted Margaret Rolfe. Others
in the cast are Paul Gordon, Alan Hale and Clarence Handy-
sides.

On August 21 an adaptation of Edgar Selwyn's great com-
edy-drama, "Rolling Stones," will be released, with Owen
Moore and Marguerite Courtot in the stellar roles. The
production is being staged under the direction of Del Hen-
derson, a new member of the Famous Players staff, but one

of the best-known directors in the business. "Rolling Stones"

was a great success on the stage becauseit was a play of

action and it has been found to be admirably suitable to

adaptation for the screen. Among those in support of Mr.

Moore and Miss Courtot are Alan Hale, Denman Maley,

Gretchen Hartman, W. T. Butler and Ida Fitzhugh.

Louise Huff is the star of "The Mission of Patience,"

which is scheduled for release on August 24. Robert G.

Vignola, who recently staged the adaptation of Roi Cooper
Megrue's "Under Cover," with Hazel Dawn and Owen Moore,

is the director of this production. This is a delightful little

Quaker story which opens in a typical Quaker village and

then transfers the scene of action to New York. With Miss

Huff there appear John Bowers, Michell Harris, Henry Hal-

lam and Lottie Pickford. who will play a heavy role.

The fifth release of the month is "A Daughter of Mac-
Gregor," in which Valentine Grant plays the title role. As
the title suggests, it is a Scotch story. Sidney Olcott, who
has made a remarkable success at staging productions which

have foreign settings, is the director. Some of the action

takes place in an American lumber camp, for which location

the players went to the big timber districts in the South.

Seven Companies Working at Famous Players Studio.

The Famous Players studio presents the greatest scene

of activity which has been seen in any Eastern studio for

many a day. with seven entire companies now under full

swing in preparing productions for release on the Paramount
program and an eighth about to begin operations within the

next few days. Pauline Frederick is now at work on a big

photoplay written especially for her by Forrest Halsey.

Toseph Kaufman is directing the production. Owen Moore
and Marguerite Courtot are completing the adaptation of

Edgar Selwyn's celebrated comedy-drama, "Roiling Stones,

in which they are working under the direction of Del Hen-

derson. This production marks the first appearance of Miss

Courtot in a Famous Plavers production.

T. Searle Dawlev is now taking the preliminary scenes

for Ann Pennington's second silent starring vehicle. The
little "Ziegfeld Follies" star made such a distinct success in

her debut as "Susie Snowflakes" that the Famous Players
tied her services again.

1
1 uft. meanwhile, is playing a Quaker maid under

the direction of Robert G. \ ignola.
Mae Murray, who has heretofore appeared exclusively in

Lasky productions, is making her first appearance in an
Eastern studio under the direction of John B. O'Brien in
"The Big Sister," a story of the slums and of politics.

Having just returned from the northern part of the state
where the opening scenes of her next production were staged
under the direction of Sidney Olcott, Valentine Grant is do-
ing some of the interior work in the studio, preparatory to
starting south. The stor\ opens in Scotland and then moves
to an American lumber camp. It is for the latter part of the
action that Miss Grant will go to the lumber camps of the
South.
Within the next few days Maurice and Florence Walton,

whose engagement was recently announced, will begin work
on a special production under the direction of Ashley Miller.
This will mark the debut of the stars as Famous Players
and likewise the debut of the director as a member of that
company's producing staff.

VITAGRAPH DRAMA ON V-L-S-E PROGRAM.
"The Alibi," a five-part Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature,

to be released on August 7, is a tense drama with a grip

that holds. It presents a rare instance of suspense that is

suspense, claiming the attention of the audience to the last.

A welcome relief is also found in a criminal plot which comes
well within the range of possibility. The characters, par-

ticular those in the important parts, are true to life and
convincing. Betty Howe is charming as the bank president's

daughter whose love and faith in the assistant cashier re-

main firm even after he has been convicted of murder.
James Morrison is an excellent sympathetic character as

the assistant cashier, convicted of theft and murder by plant-

Scene from "The Alibi" (Vitagraph).

ed circumstantial evidence, and Paul Scardon, who also di-

rected the picture, is strong as the real murderer, who, fear-

ing detection, contrives the idea of "framing" the innocent
man. The direction of the picture has been carried out with

unusual foresight and it is evident that Scarcton made thor-

ough researches to familiarize himself with the inner work-
ings of a state prison, as there is no detail lacking.

_
Even

the three-foot separating wall, to prevent the passing of

weapons from visitors to convicts, is shown. Edward Elkas
and Robert Whitworth also do some very good work. "The
Alibi" is from the book by George Allen England.

SON OF DIRECTOR PATON DIES.

The sympathy of all photoplayers goes out to Director and
Mrs. Stuart Paton over the death of their youngest son,

George, aged one year and two weeks, who died at the Clara

Barton hospital in Los Angeles recently. The funeral was
held in Los Angeles on Monday afternoon and all the mem-
bers of the Paton company attended.
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Essanay Offers a Number of Good Shorts for August

Strong Dramas and Comedies Will be

Found on the List of Releases—
A Bushman Re-Issue

EXCEPTIONALLY strong dramas and comedies are to

be found among Essanay's short reel subjects for Au-
gust, the complete program for which month has just

been announced by George K. Spoor. The program opens
with a beautiful two-reel love story, "The Chimney Sweep,"
which features Joyce Fair, the eleven-year-old actress. In
this play, however, she takes an ingenue part and carries it

off exceptionally well. It is as pretty a story as was ever found
in a fairy book, of a poor little outcast, who sweeps out a

chimney in a wealthy home and falls in love with the little

heiress and how later in life he makes good and finally

wins her love.

This is followed by Vernon Howe Bailey's sketches of

Petrograd, the Russian capital, together with scenics. The
three-reeler of the first week is "The War Bride of Plum-
ville," a delightful comedy with a breezy satire on false no-
bility and a small manufacturer's eagerness to get rich

through war orders. With Nell Craig, Ernest Maupain and
Harry Dunkinson in the leading roles, the comedy proves
genuinely humorous and exceptionally pleasing.

The second week of August opens with "The Three Scratch
Clue," featuring Francis X. Bushman, and re-issued in two
acts. George Ade's "Fable of Books Made to Balance" is

the week's one-act comedy, and "Worth While," a realistic

story of prison life as it exists today, with a beautiful love

plot woven around it. featuring Bryant Washburn and Mar-
guerite Clayton, is the three-act drama.
Comes a patriotic two-act drama, "My Country 'Tis of

Thee," featuring Richard C. Travers and Lillian Drew. This
is a timely story of the present situation relating to Mexico.
The plot is woven around the call of the militia to federal
service and shows the departure of the troops to the con-
centration camps, their farewells to sweethearts and all thfc

little touches that go to make up the gaiety and the pathos
of such scenes.

Wallace A. Carlson's Canimated Xooz Pictorial Xo. 14
with his inimitable caricatures on men and events of the
day adds a strong one-act feature, while "A Little Volun-
teer," featuring Joyce Fair, tops off the week.
The latter, however, is not a war play as might be judged

by the title. The little volunteer is a motherless heiress,
who longs to love and be loved. Chance grants her wish by
throwing a whole family of orphans into her way. She
mothers them in their hovel, until her father finds her, alter
the police have searched the city for days for the missing
child.

A re-issue of Francis X. Bushman's two-reel drama, "A
Man for A' That," leads the fourth week, followed by George
Ade's "Fable of How Wisenstein Did Xot Lose Out to But-
tinski," and a three-act drama, "The Face in the Mirror."
featuring Edmund F. Cobb and Josephine Sylvester.

Marguerite Clayton plays the title role in a pretty two-act
drama, "An Old-Fashioned Girl," which is released August
29, a story of love and romance. Follows Vernon Howe
Bailey's "Sketch Book of Washington." together with 500
feet of scenic. "The Higher Destiny." a three-act drama
featuring Warda Howard and Edward Arnold, and released
September 2, completes the week.

$50,000 of local capital will be invested, the remainder coming
from the mainland. An expert from New York states that
while the Hawaiian Islands are admirably suited to the
filming of South Sea scenes, they are also adapted for a New
York setting.

VITAGRAFH COMEDY ON G. F. PROGRAM.
"Romance and Rough House" is all that the name sug-

gests, slam-bang for a thousand feet of rip-roaring comedy,
with Hughie Mack. Vitagraph's heavyweight comedian, of-

ficiating in the capacity of chief funmaker and recipient of

countless indignities "The photography and lightings are

First-Class Theaters in Honolulu a

Up-to-Date Photoplay Houses Established in

Keeping With Progress in Picture Manufacture—
Liberty Purchases $10,000 Wurlitzer Organ

IN
"Commerce Reports," A. P. Taylor, of Honolulu,

writes that the Liberty theater, of Honolulu, has installed
a $10,000 Wurlitzer pipe organ. The transportation

charges from the factory to Honolulu amounted to more than
$1,000. Motion picture theaters were first established here
about ten years ago and were then merely "holes in the wall."
With the rapid development of the artistic side of motion
picture manufacture the class of theaters in Honolulu has
been raised until at present the city possesses several f.rst-

class houses, the largest having a seating capacity of 1,800
persons. The architecture of this place of amusement is

suited to the climate; plenty of ventilation is afforded
through rows of shutter windows.
Ten years ago the highest price paid for admission to

motion picture theaters was 15 cents, ranging down to 5

cents. Today the standard high price is 30 cents for reserved
seats, with a 50-cent charge for box and loge seats. The
Honolulu public, with its large tourist population, demands
the best pictures.

The exchange system permits these same pictures to be
sent to the outlying islands, so that even in small plantation
towns, mi tin inland of K.ni.ii, the westernmost of the Ha
waiian group, 2.400 miles from San Pram i

tures produced in the leading theaters of Honolulu
before all audience composed pi m,ipall> "I lap. in,

Koreans, Filipinos, I'orto Kicans, Spaniards and Siberians.
Where no theaters have been built, in some of the outlying

distrii is, entei pi ising motion picture man
tents "i the circus t\ pe erecti d, By rotation at
in a village about evi ry two wee!

During the pasl tl rei years two or three motion picture
companies have comi i- Honolulu, parti) on vacation tours
and partlj io complete pictures which >.ill foi a Hawaiian

Mi,- resull has been an investigation of the merits
of the Hawaiian (Innate aiu\ , ,mi\ as a foundation upon
which to build a motion pi, hue COlOO]
undei waj foi thi i tablishmenl >,i mch a colony, At least

Law rem e Semon is seen in the ,1

all thai could be desired Hughie is exceptional!) droll ami
ins BUppot t i^ also \ ei \ good i h< balai

eludes PatSJ He 1','Hc-l. KianU I'.iule and Idwaid Ihltm.

in.- ic( ii.iiim was writt. n bj i
. Graham Baker and I awrence

Semon, With its country scene* this picture should have a

particulai Bummei appeal Soph!) Milimel wrote 'he storj
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Metro Plans Many Elaborate Screen Productions a

Offers a Formidable Array of Plays and Players

for Early Fall Release—A Roster

That's Hard to Beat

METRO'S early fall plans, which in part have just

been announced, include many important produc-
tions and the appearance of some of the world's most

famous stars of both the speaking stage and the screen. In

variety and extent the proposed activities are by far the

most pretentious and elaborate ever undertaken by the

Metro Pictures Corporation and include many features which
cannot yet be announced.

Ethel Barrymore, who is under contract to appear exclus-

ively in Metro wonderplays, will begin work in about two
weeks in a picturization of "The Awakening of Helena
Ritchie," the successful stage play from the novel by Mar-
garet Deland. Miss Barrymore will be supported by a dis-

tinguished cast and some of the foremost artists of the

screen and stage have been especially engaged to appear with
her. She has already been seen on the Metro program in

"The Kiss of Hate," and "The Final Judgment," two screen
masterpieces that are playing return engagements in many
of the leading theaters of this country, Australia and abroad.

John W. Noble, who is directing Francis K. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne in the elaborate screen production of

"Romeo and Juliet," which is now fast nearing completion,
will direct Miss Barrymore. He will be assisted by Leander
de Cordova, who has been associated with him in the Metro
picturization of Shakespeare's supreme romance.
Upon the completion of "Romeo and Juliet" Mr. Bushman

and Miss Bayne will begin work on the serial, "The Chain of

Evil," which will be released in fourteen two-reel episodes,
probably at the rate of two a month. "The Chain of Evil"
is a strong, original serial, each chapter complete in itself,

but with a central theme running throughout the entire four-
teen releases. It was written by Fred de Gresac, and scen-
arioized by Howard Irving Young and Paul Price.

Emily Stevens will begin work immediately on a strong
five-part production, "Capital Punishment," an original
story written especially for her by Katherine Kavanaugh.
The theme of this story deals with the weakness of circum-
stantial evidence, when a human life is at stake. Miss Stevens
has been seen on the Metro program in "The House of

Tears," and "Destiny, or the Soul of a Woman," two notable
successes of the silent drama.
George D. Baker, who recently joined the Metro directing

forces after a successful career with the Vitagraph company,
and who has just completed his first Metro production, "The
Pretenders," with Emmy Wehlen in the starring role, will

direct Miss Stevens in "Capital Punishment."
What promises to be one of the best features ever re-

leased by Metro is an original story written by William
Nigh, the author-director-star, and in which Mr. Nigh will
be co-starred with Irene Howley, who will make her debut
as a star on the Metro program in this Nigh story which is

as yet unnamed. The story deals with the efforts of a
drunken attorney to redeem himself and contains a wealth
of pathos and comedy relief.

Mabel Taliaferro, who has just completed the final scenes
in 'God's Half Acre," will begin on a new big feature, which
was written by Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf. This
story was written especially for Miss Taliaferro and promises
to be one of her biggest successes. June Mathis, scenario
writer, is now completing the final scenes of the script made
for the Pollock-Wolf story. Edwin Carewe will direct Miss
Taliaferro in her next production.

Lionel Barrymore, who is nearing the final scenes in "The
Upheaval," and who was last seen on the Metro program in
"The Quitter," will begin work at once on a powerful new
feature. This will be a picturization of the short story, "The
Woolworth Diamonds," by Hugh C. Weir, which recently
appeared in one of the leading magazines.

Mine. Petrova, one of the screen's most brilliant and pop-
ular stars, has also begun work on a new story, as yet un-
named, which she wrote herself. The central theme deals
with the marriage question from an economic standpoint,
and contains many humorous situations, which will be a
decided innovation and novelty in a Petrova feature. Mme
Petrova has just completed a big production at the Popular
Plays and Players studio, "The Secret of Eve," which is

scheduled for early release.

Harold Lockwood and May Allison are at work in the

Metro-Yorke Western studio at Hollywood, Cal., in

"Mister 44," a striking comedy-drama, picturized from the

successful novel of the same name by E. J. Rath. Mr.
Lockwood and Miss Allison are surrounded by a strong sup-
porting east headed by Lester Cuneo, the well known dra-

matic leading man.

Edmund Breese, supported by a distinguished cast, which
includes Ormi Hawley, Clifford Bruce, Evelyn Brent, and
other well known artists of the stage and screen, is at

work on a big Story of the Maine logging camps called "The
Weakness of Strength." This feature is from the pen of

Aaron Hoffman, who writes a majority of the Breese and
Petrova stories.

In addition to these multiple reel productions Metro has
arranged to increase its program with more high class and
refined one-reel comedies, three of which will be released
weekly beginning this fall. The stars appearing in these
comedies include such notable artists as Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew with one company of players, Max Figman and Lo-
lita Robertson with another, and Ralph Herz at the head
of another company. Then, too, Metro is scouring the world
for important and picturesque locales for the Metro Travel-
ogues, which form an interesting weekly release on the
Metro program.

"Society of Motion Picture Engineers"
Important Meeting Held in Washington and a Temporary

Organization Effected.

AN EVENT of much interest and importance to the mo-
tion picture industry occurred on the 24th of July at

the city of Washington, D. C, when the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers held its first meeting in the Oak
Room of the Raleigh Hotel. The call for the formation of
such a society had been issued by C. Francis Jenkins oi

Washington. The call set forth that "every industry has
its society of Engineers, an association of men who are re-

sponsible for the form of structure of the mechanisms used
in their trade." "The time is ripe," the call continues, "for
the establishment of a society of motion picture engineers,
as is evidenced by the lack of fixed standards in the industry.
The society will stand in practically the same relation to the
motion picture industry that the Society of Automobile En-
gineers does to the automobile business."

In response to numerous invitations sent out, the follow-
ing men came to Washington to attend the meeting: Her-
bert Miles, C. A. Willat, of the Willat Studios; E. K. Gil-

lette, Paul Brocket of the Smithsonian Institution, Don J.

Bell of Bell & Howell of Chicago; Paul H. Cromelin of the
Cosmofoto Film Company of New York, F. B. Cannock of
the Precision Machine Company, W. B. Westcott of the
firm of Kalmus, Constable & Westcott, of Boston, and J. P.
Lyons, Electrical Appliances, and C. Francis Jenkins. A pro-
gram of three days' duration had been mapped out beginning
July 24 and ending July 26, but in view of the big film con-
ference in New York at the Hotel Astor it was decided to
adjourn after the first day. A most interesting address was
made by Henry D. Hubbard, secretary of the U. S. Bureau
of Standards. His subject was "Standardization." This was
followed by a meeting of committees on raw material, cam-
eras, machine manufacturers, reel manufacturers and makers
of electrical goods. A report and general discussion fol-

lowed. It was decided to have four classes of membership:
First: A pioneer class consisting of men who had been en-
gaged in the art as principals for a period of fifteen years;
the second class is to consist of men who for a period of
ten years have been actively engaged in designing, develop-
ing or improving materials, mechanisms and processes used
in this or any of the allied arts; the third class of men who
are now actively engaged in such work, and the fourth class
are to be known as associate members.
The entrance fee for classes 1 and 2 is to be $250, while

the entrance fee for the other two classes was fixed at $25.

Mr. C. Francis Jenkins was chosen as temporary chairman,
while Herbert Miles was elected as temporary secretary.
There will be another meeting early in October, until which
time any one desiring to join may become a charter member.

It is the intention of the new society to seek an early
affiliation with the new National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry.
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Universal Program for Week of August 7
Read Feather Feature Heads a List that Will be

Found Attractive to Picture Fans

THE feature of the Universal program for the week of

August 7 is the live-reel Red Feather production, "The
Mark of Cain," in which Dorothy Phillips and Lon

Chaney play the principal roles. "The Mark of Cain" will

be released on August 7. On the same day Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran will keep Universal exhibitors smiling at their

Nestor comedy, "All Bets Off."

On August 8, Marie Walcamp and Eddie Polo, the two
dare-devils, will appear in the three-reel Gold Seal melo-
drama, "Onda of the Orient." On the same day the Powers
Juvenile comedy, "The Henanpup," will be released.

Hobart Henley will feature on August 9 in the Laemmle
drama, "A Knight of the Night." He will be followed on
the program by Billie Ritchie in the two-reel L-Ko comedy,
"Crooked from the Start." On the same day the Universal
Animated Weekly No. 32 will be released.

Ben Wilson and Dorothy Phillips will co-star on August
10 in the Victor two-reel human interest comedy-drama,
"The Marriage Broker." On the same day King Baggot
will appear in "The Silent Stranger," a Big "U" drama.
"Ben the Sailor," a mannikin comedy, and "Salmon From the

• Egg to the Table," an educational, will be released as split

reels under the Powers brand.

Sydney Bracy and Sydell Dowling will appear in "The
Highway of Fate," a two-reel Laemmle society drama, on
August 11. They will be followed by the Rex drama, "By
Conscience's Eye," in which little Marjorie Ellison will play

the principal role. Pat Rooney will close the day's program
in the Nestor comedy, "Some Medicine Man."

On August 12, Cleo Madison and William V. Mong will

be presented in the Bison two-reel Western drama, "The
Guilty One." On the same day Edith Roberts and Harry
Benham will co-star in "Her Mother's Sweetheart," a

Laemmle drama, and Gale Henry and William Franey will

iare the fun-a-making honors in the Joker comedy, "She
rote a Play and Played It."

Joe Martin, the famous Universal ape. and Victor I'olel
ill share headline honors on Sunday, August 13, in the
ictor comedy, "'What Darwin Missed." On the same day

Scene from "The Mark of Cain" (Red Feather).

Richard Stanton and Marcia Moore will star in "The Speed
King," a two-reel Imp modern melodrama.
During the week of August 7, "Brother and Sister," the

fifteenth episode of "The Adventures of Peg o' the King,"
will be released, with Grace Cunard and Francis Ford. The
Red Feather release for August 14 will be the live-reel
drama, "A Yoke of Gold," with Dorothy Davenport.

Ince Studios Are Models of Construction a a a b

Big New Structures at Culver City, Cat, Fine

Example of Motion Picture Development

THE new tnce studios at Culver City, which have just

been completed, represent the last word in structures

of their kind. The entire plant represents a large in-

vestment and is a striking monument to the growth of the

film business. The boulevard frontage of the studio is sev-

eral hundred feel long; is monumental in architectural treat

d unbroken, Bave by a greal columned gateway,

At the corner of the lot, facing the street, is the admin-
istration building, the brain center from which the giant
mechanism is controlled. Adjoining the administration build-
ing is a big two-storied department of costumes, where yon
can uniform a company of warriors ot almost any period or
country on five minutes' notice. Along the front of the lot

is the double-decked array of dressing rooms, each with its

individual outside entrance.
The luce studios, where the actual photography in the

making of the Triangle pictures takes place, are all of steel
and glass. There are lour of them in all, each about 150
feet long and 70 feet wide Their special value lies in the
fact thai the) permit of every minute ot sunlight being
utilized each day.
An extremelv interesting building is the film vault, a !i n

there i- approximately $1,000,000 worth of film stored at all

times Work on the studios has been under way for almost
like many other structures devoted I" similai >ui

poses, the [net studios have been built with an ey<

manency and they will undoubtedly be a lasting evidence
of the bigness which characterizes everything •

with the film industry '

"LIBERTY"—FORTY REELS.
The Universal serial. "Liberty." will be fort} reels in length

to run twenty weeks'. "Liberty" is > mosl timely serial ami
depicts Mexican border raids; thrilling dan devil deeds ol

• ,i alone vv.'iil.l
l

• wan soldiers; l
• ltd Mexican ban

dits It will be presented with a brilliant and notable east

beaded by Mane Walcamp. Jack lloll ami Eddie P<

popular players will be supported I
as well

known, ini

W.lls. Maude I -in ..ix and hundreds of expert Roui
an. I tiamed lililit... 1108 along the

I

compel the widest interest
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Attacks the Open Booking System
Adolph Zukor, of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,

Says It Gives No Guarantee of Permanency.

ADOLPH ZUKOR, president of the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation, has come out strongly against that

newest device of the motion picture distributor called

the "open booking system" as opposed to the older method
of marketing films known as the "program system." Much
has been said in behalf of open bookings and the effect of the
method has been watched by producers generally. Now Mr.
Zukor, who must be credited with possessing some experi-
ence in the marketing end of the motion picture business,
declares that it must fail.

His remarks on the subject were made in the course of
an address at the recent meeting of Paramount publicity and
exchange men at Chicago. This is what he said:

"The open booking system appears attractive to the exhibitor upon
the surface because he feels that all he will have to do is to call up an
. xchangc a day and name the picture he wants and the picture will be
delivered to him. These exchanges, however, will have two or three
times as many prints working in the same neighborhood at one time.
This will be a great disadvantage to the exhibitor and will prevent
his theatre from acquiring the prestige and the exclusiveness which the
program theaters now enjoy.
"The open booking will also prevent the building of new theaters

as the investors will seek to determine whether or not they can keep
their theater open the entire year. When they find there is no reg-
ular program which can be contracted for that will insure them of con-
sistently good productions every week in the year, the investment will

appear too precarious. The producer under this system would not be

able to make a price on his picture until it was screened and the
price would correspond with the changing merits of productions. An
exhibitor thus could not tell what his coming programs would cost

and so his overhead would be in an unsteady and constantly fluctuating
condition.
"Another disadvantage is that the exhibitor would book a picture in

August for use in September and before he played it there might be
other better pictures placed on the market, which he would have to

procure in order to keep his competitor from obtaining them, laying

"To those who don't look ahead and calculate its dangerous result

the open booking may appear attractive. Were you using a reguli

program and a representative of an open booking concern approached

such a plan. However, upon analysis, changing prices, uncertain supply.

the increase of competition which ~

undermine the industry.
the inevitable results, would

year for which he pays a flat and settled price. He can thus determin
how to distribute the entire sum of his investment for the other factors

that enter into his business with entire dependence upon the ~* *

of his plans. This stability

system.
under the open booking

„. condition of open booking existed some years ago in the legiti-

mate theatrical business. Until there was one organization that looked

after and controlled the booking departments similar to the exchanges

it was in a very unsettled condition. As soon as this organization was
formed theatres had to look to one source for high-class attractions and

this policy has in the last twenty years made wonderful progress.

Having a regular program of Paramount picture
—

makes his business more stable but

producer so, so that he
j

i exhibitor i

lakes the business of the

. i make plans far into the future looking

toward better pictures which inevitably results favorably to the ex-

hibitor This system, therefore, is the only lasting protection to the

exhibitor and producer, and therefore to the industry.

"It must at once be apparent that with our well-established trade-

marks and our large group of prominent stars it would be very simple

v to make much more money under the open booking

policy. But I prefer to build up a business and make each year

little money rather than devise some scheme which
of money one year and have it necessary

the next year. We —
every angle

New Universal Serial

Carter De Haven Featured in Twelve-Part Subject Entitled

"Timothy Dobbs, That's Me." .

MANY series, as distinguished from serials, have been

released by the Universal Film Manufacturing Com-
pany in its career. They have found a recognized

place on the Universal program, and exhibitors have been

enabled to make a great deal of extra money owing to tin-

cumulative advertising value which accompanies this kind

of picture. Examples in point are the "Terence O'Rourke"
series, the "Under the Crescent" series and the "Ladv
Baffles and Detective Duck" series. Now the Universal an-

nounces a series which it considers superior to any of these,

and in fact, to any series which has ever been released on

any program. Its series title is "Timothy Dobbs, That's

Me," and Carter De Haven is starred in the title role.

The tmd*rlying idea of the series was suggested to Carter

De Haven by Vice-president H. O. Davis and the general

manager of Universal City felt so strongly the picture possi-

bilities of the idea that he asked Mr. Laemmle to hold the

"nisodes of this series as they came in, until he himself

realized that in them the Universal had a unique and highly

valuable property. This has been done, and now seven two-
reel episodes are on the shelf of the Universal vaults at
1000 Broadway, ready to go out to exhibitor-, ami the Uni-
versal officials were never so confident of a knockout as they
are with the Carter De Haven series, which they know will
clean up the world over.
Upon his return from Chicago Joe Brandt, general man-

ager of the Universal, announced that this serial would be-
gin on August 14, and that one two-reel episode would be re-

cti week from then on, until twelve episodes have
been COITtpleti .1

Great Month for Paramount
Program for August Said to Be One of the Best in Point of

Consistent Quality and Excellence in All Points.

CONSISTENT quality, which has always been the
watchword of the producing companies for the Para-
mount Program, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,

Morosco and Pallas Pictures, will certainly be the cheering
phrase for Paramount exhibitors when they glance at the
nine attractive productions that have been announced for the
month of August, which, in connection with the beginning of
publicity-efficiency campaign of co-operation with the ex-
hibitors of the country which Paramount will inaugurate that
month, will make August, 1916, an epoch marking month for
"Paramountaineers" that will never be forgotten.

Five of the productions will be those from the Famous
Players—three will be from the Lasky studios, and one from
Morosco. The stars who will be featured will be Marguerite
Clark, Pauline Frederick, Wallace Reid, Cleo Ridgely, Vivian
Martin, Blanche Sweet, Owen Moore, Louise Huff, Lou-
Tellegen and Valentine Grant. The releases will be the
following:

Aug. 3.—Famous Players.—"Little Lady Eileen," Marguerite Clark.
Aug. 7.—Famous Players.—"A Woman in the Case," Pauline Frederick.
Aug. 10.—Lasky.—'The House of the Golden Windows," Wallace Reid

and Cleo Ridgely.
Aug. 14.—Morosco.—"The Stronger Love," Vivian Martin.
Aug. 17.—Lasky.—"Public Opinion," Blanche Sweet.
Aug. 21.—Famous Players.—"Rolling Stones," Owen Moore.
Aug. 24.—Famous Players.—"When Shadows Fall," Louise Huff.
Aug. 28.—Lasky.—"Victory of Conscience," Lou-Tellegen.
Aug. 31.—Famous Players.—"Jean o' the Heather," Valentine Grant.

A new era in motion pictures for Paramount exhibitors
begins with those releases, by reason of the inauguration
of Paramount efficient aids that will be granted every ex-
hibitor's need, to enable them to put before the public these
productions of consistent quality in a manner that they have
never presented pictures before. The same revolution that
Paramount brought about in the distribution of pictures of

a closed and protective program will be accomplished along
exhibiting lines from now on.
Paramount will also release four additional sections of the

"magazine-on-the-screen," Paramount Pictographs; four
Paramount-Burton Holmes travel-pictures and four Para-
mount-Bray cartoons, during August, giving their exhibitors
particularly well-rounded programs.

PARAMOUNT FOR WEEK OF AUGUST 14.

Paramount has formulated a well-rounded program for the
week of August 14, in which there is contained a great amount
of variety to meet the demands of everyone of the millions
of photoplay lovers.
The feature productions of this week are "The House of

the Golden Windows," a Lasky production in which Cleo
Ridgely and Wallace Reid are featured, and "The Stronger
Love," a Morosco production in which the charming Vivian
Martin is starred.

Short reel releases for the week will include the twenty-
seventh edition of the "Magazine-on-the-Screen," the Para-
mount Pictographs; the personally conducted tour with
Burton Holmes in "Innsbruck, the Capital of the Austrian
Tirol," that week's release of the Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures, and "Bobby Bumps Loses His Pup," a
clever animated cartoon from the pen of Earl Hurd.

POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS HAS LABORATORY
The Popular Plays and Players, a producing company re-

leasing on the Metro program with such big stars as Mme.
Petrova and Edmund Breese, have just installed their own
laboratory at the studio in 35th street. It is one of the most
complete laboratories in a New York studio.

Amos Stillman has been placed in charge of the new lab-
oratory. He was one of the first laboratory men engaged
by the Vitagraph Company in Brooklyn about ten years ago.
and has been associated with some of the best known experts
in the industry. Harry Revier, supervising director at the
studio, is also an expert on laboratory work.
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Berst Puts Production Above Star and Story m m m

Nevertheless He Lists a Goodly Number o f

Leading Players and Has Several Noted

Writers on His Staff

ONE of the most widely discussed questions in the in-

dustry today is the relative importance of the star and
the play. In some quarters we hear that the greatest

essential is the play. Others seem to give first consideration
to the star. The views of J. A. Berst, vice-president and
general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., are interesting in

this connection. Briefly summarized, Mr. Berst's idea is this:

The star is important. So is the play. But the production
is the most important of all.

"The best star or the best play counts for nothing if the
production is poor," Mr. 'Berst says. "The motion picture
public has been educated to such a point today that it de-
mands good stories, good stars and good productions. How
often have we seen a stage celebrity in a play poorly pro-
duced. The public is growing tired of this. There are some
stage favorites who have made good on the screen, and there
is no question that the drawing power of their names has
been a great box office attraction. Likewise some famous
stage plays and literary successes have made good picture
plays, but if you will analyze all these cases you will find

that almost every successful play has been well produced."
Mr. Berst is now completing plans for Pathe's greater

program. Announcements have been made of the $5,000,000
serial program, of which "The Grip of Evil" is the first

release.

It has just been announced that the Thanhouser Film
Corporation is to release through Pathe, and the formation
of the Astra Film Corporation to produce for Pathe was
recently announced. Reports of far-reaching plans on the
part of the Arrow Film Corporation are heard and a definite

statement is expected from this Pathe producer in the very
near future.

It is generally understood that beginning in August Pathe
will release at least three features a month in addition to the
regular program of serials, Pathe News, comedies, cartoons,
scenics, etc. Famous stars, both of stage and screen, will

be presented in Pathe's Greater Program of dramatic and
literary successes, as well as original scripts written espec-
ially for them.
One of the most important releases of Pathe will be "The

Light That Failed," by Rudyard Kipling, featuring Robert
Edeson. "Kick In," one of the greatest successes of recent
years, is also in the course of production. "The Shadow ot
Her Past," starring Lina Cavalieri, the world's famous beauty,
and Lucien Muratore, grand opera singer, is being very
heavily booked in advance, according to information re-
ceived from Pathe's exchanges.
Another Gold Rooster release features Geraldine O'Brien

in "A Woman's Fight," and is produced by Blache. Pearl
White, Pathe's fearless, peerless girl, is working on a
feature under the production of Edward Jose, producer of
"The Iron Claw," who is now associated with the Astra
Film Corporation. George Fitzmaurice, whose successes
include "At Bay," "Via Wireless," and "New York." has
also contributed Gold Roosters for early release.
Out in California's sunshine Balboa, famous for beautiful

photography, is making pictures for Pathe. This company,
like Pathe's other producers, has concentrated on quality
productions. "The Land Just Over Yonder," Peter B.
Kyne's great story, recently published in the Saturday Even
ing Post, will be shown in Pathe pictures before the end
of the year.

"We want the best authors, the best artists and the best
producers," says Mr. Berst. "We are going slowlv and
building surely. Because of the great demand of exhibitors
we are increasing our output and we are raising the high
Pathe standard ever higher."

M. P. Advertising Men Organize
Get Together for the Purpose of Promoting General Wel-

fare—Arthur James, President.

PLANS which have been under discussion for some time
in motion picture advertising circles crystallized on
Wednesday, July 26, into an actual organization of mo-

tion picture advertising and publicity men, which will doubt-
less be called The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
This organization has no connection with any other body
either in or out of the motion picture business. It was
formed for the purpose of bringing the advertising and pun
licity men of the trade nearer together,, both in a social and
business way; to enable them to present a united front on
all matters which demand concerted action; to secure need-
ful information from reticent publications and from those
whose offices are in distant cities, and to disseminate such
information among its members; to eliminate grafting solici-
tations of all kinds, and to promote the welfare of the ad-
vertising and publicity men of the motion picture trade.
The meeting at which the idea of the organization wa-

first definitely discussed was called by E. Lannin
At the meeting which was held Wednesday at tin

the benefits to be derived from such a body as was proposed
were so eloquently set forth that an organization was
formed then and there and temporary officers were elected
as follows:

President, Vrthur James; secretary and treasurer
aing Masters; executive council, Carl Pierce, Paul Gulick,
Harry Reichenbach, Samuel M. Spedon, I'. Richard Schayer,
Charles E. Moyer, Vrthur James and E. Lanning "'

The officers then were elected an organization to secure
legal entity and to draw up a suitable constitution and set

of by-laws, Another meeting will be called as soon as this

committee is ready to re]

THE SIDNEY DREWS CELEBRATE SECOND
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY.

Mr and Mrs Sidney Drew celebrated the seen. 1 annuo
Bary of their marriage lt.lv J5 by working on the new Metro
Drew comedy by Epes W Sargent called "Coupons." A trip
out of town had been planned, but rainy weather made
motoring impossible, s,, the Drew Forces remained in the
Kolfe studio and busied themselves with the new production

Holcomb Lands With Hatch
Well-Known Pressman and Author Opens "Fall of a Nation"

Engagement at Euclid Avenue Opera House,
Cleveland, July 30.

WILLARD HOLCOMB. the well-known pressman and
and dramatic author, is doing the advance publicity for

J. Frank Hatch's bookings of "The Fall of a Nation"
in Ohio. Mr. Holcomb joined the Hatch organization on
July 20 and went to Cleveland. The Euclid Avenue opera
house has been secured for a run beginning Sunday, July 30,
and the same sumptuous production and Victor Herbert or-
chestra will be used as at the Liberty theater. New York.
Holcomb left the motion picture desk of the Dramatic

Mirror a month ago to work with Henry Mac.Mahon and
W. M Powers for a time on the National Drama Corpora-
tion advertising. The Ohio state rights buyer appreciated
his deep knowledge of the Victor Herbert music, as well as
his all-around competence and acquaintance with Buckeye
conditions, and obtained his services Holcomb started his

theatrical career as dramatic critic of the Washington 1',.-:

Becoming an advance man. he did New York presswork and
represented on the road some of the most important stars
and companies He wrote the stage version of "St. Klmo."
managing the subsequent tours with great success He was
for several yearfl general press representative ^\ kinema-
coloi \s motion picture editor of the Dramatic Mirror, his

editorials have attracted wide comment, and several of his

lie act dramatic sketches are now playing in vaudeville,

MOSS GETS FLATBUSH THEATER.
B. S Moss announced last night that he has enlarge, 1 his

vaudeville and motion picture circuit by adding to it the Flat"
bush theater, Flathush and Church avenues, Brooklyn, one
of the finest and most luxuriously equipped hoitses in tli.it

residential Section.
The l-'latbush theater ha!

enjoys the benefit of being absolutely firepi

constructed only a short time, and being equipped with all

modern improvements It also possesses a complete vend
lation svstetn. which insures a supply of cool and pure air

at all til

The opening date of the Fl.itbush theater under the Moss
managemi tturday evening, Sepl 2, on which
Occasion the affair will be made a gala event
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Mutual Program Has Some Interesting Features s
Henry E. Dixey and Frank Mills Appear in

Important Subjects—Other Good Numbers
In One and Two Reels

TWO noted stars of the stage and screen, Henry E.
Dixey and Frank Mills, are presented as the featured
players of the two Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe

Edition, which top the releases of the Mutual Film Corpora-
tion for the week of August 7. "Father and Son," a five-

act comedy, serves to introduce Mr. Dixey to Mutual fol-

lowers. This production, for release August 7, presents the
star of "The Man on the Box," "Adonis" and a host of other
successes of the legitimate stage in the mirth-provoking role
of "Andrew Slocum," a "pickle king," whose efforts to con-
trol the market results in a series of usual adventures.
As the "pickle king" Mr. Dixey renders one of his best

efforts, handling the rather difficult role of "Slocum" with
the same display of ease that has long been characteristic
of this sterling player. In his portrayal Mr. Dixey is ma-

Scene from "Father and Son" (Mutual).

terially assisted by a capable company of players especially
recruited for this production, numbered among whom are
Gladden James, in the role of "Slocum, Jr.," Millicent Evans
as "Miss Winkle," and Mabel Montgomery as "Mrs. Winkle."

Frank Mills, who is featured in "The House of Mirrors,"
second of the Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition, for

release the same week, needs no instruction to theatre oi

picture fans. As the star of "Bought and Paid For." "Ready
Money" and other big stage successes as well as for his

work in companies headed by such famous stars as Mrs.
Patrick Campbell, with whom he played for two seasons,

Olga Xethersole, Mrs. Fiske, Elsie Ferguson, Sir Herbert
Tree, Eleanor Robson, Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson and
Mary Mannering, Mr. Mills has won for himself an enviable

reputation. His studio career has been equally fraught with
success and includes a number of feature productions filmed

by the Famous Players Company and the Kay-Bee-Triangle
studios.

In "The House of Mirrors" Mr. Mills gives a striking illus-

tration of his dramatic prowess in the role of the evil-minded

husband, whose unjust belief in his wife's alleged perfidy

brings about a split of their marital relations and the break-

ing up of their home. The feature gets its title from a house
of chance run later by his wife under an assumed name, and
which is known as "The House of Mirrors." Here the hus-

band accidentally finds his wife and child, where, after ex-

planations are made, a general reconciliation takes place.

In his initial Mutual feature, Mr. Mills is assisted by a galaxy

of stars of .the stage and screen, chief among them Lillian

Kemble in the role of the wife; J. Frank Clondon, Jack Cur-
tiss, a seven-year-old player of unusual talents; Harry Sping-

ler, Bliss Milford. Runa Rodgers and Rudolph Cameron.
"The House of Mirrors" will be released by the Mutual
August 10.

Edward Coxen and Lizette Thorne are featured as the

stars of "The Power of Mind," It was written especially

to suit the abilities of the co-stars by Anthony Coldeway

and was filmed under the direction of Thomas Ricketts at
the American studios.

Initial of the Mutual three two-act subjects ot tiic wee*,
will go to the public August 7 under the title of "The Little
Troubadour." Vivian Rich is the star, supported by Alfred
Vosburgh and George Pcriolat. In this story, written by
William Parker and directed by Carl M. Le Viness, Miss
Rich is given an unusual chance to work in some good
comedy.
Anna Little and Frank Borzage have the chief roles in

"The Countin' of Calliope Clew," second of the two-reelers
for release August 11. This production, from the Mustang-
Mutual studios, is a gripping story of the West, interspersed
with a wealth of comedy.
Crane Wilbur, as the star of "For Her Good Name," the

Centaur-Mutual feature release in two acts, which goes to
the public August 12, is presented in one of his most power-
ful portrayals. Mae Gaston has the chief supporting role.
Among the comedies of the week are: "Billy Van Deussen,

the Cave Man," with John Sheehan and Carol, Holloway and
"Too Bad, Eddie," starring Orral Humphrey. They will be
released August 9 and 13, respectively; "Jerry's Celebration,"
a Cub with George Ovey, for release August 13, and "Some
Liars," a two-reel Vogue, with Rube Miller and Ben Turpin,
released August 13.

Mutual Weekly No. 84, "See America First," and "Reel
Life," the regular Mutual single-reel feature releases, will
go to the public, as usual the two first-named on August 9
and the last on August 13.

East Indian Bandits Take Tip From Films
Hyderabad Educator in Letter to Dr. Pabst Tells of Unex-

pected Result of Showing Hold-Up Pictures.

FROM far-off India comes an interesting letter to Dr.
Charles F. Pabst, a Brooklyn physician living at 396
Franklin avenue who nearly two years ago wrote and

had filmed a sketch showing how children through a simple
fireproofing process could be protected from danger of burns
as a result of their clothing coming in contact with flame.

It was after reading an article descriptive of the film and
published in a London medical journal that Bulchand Karam-
chand, superintendent of the Nava Vidyalaya, Hyderabad,
Sind., India, communicated with Dr. Pabst. The superin-
tendent, after requesting information as to how he may
obtain the subject on "fireproofing children." states the need
in India for motion pictures as a factor in education.

Mr. Karamchand refers to present conditions in the mo-
tion picture industry in India. He points out the unexpected
result of showing wild west and bandit pictures. These have
been the means of suggesting to Indian outlaws the value
of the automobile as an aid in the commission of crime, in

the providing of a quick and too often safe "getaway." These
bad men of the hot country are not slow to take advantage
of any suggestions in a crime-facilita'ting way that the pic-

tures may contain. The superintendent, too, remarks that
the mind of the child in India is most susceptible to the
influence of the pictures. It has been noted that in recent
years the children's games have been more violent and
exciting.

Mr. Karamchand also inclosed with his letter a booklet
of fourteen pages compiled by himself and Morley Dainow,
member of the British Psychological Society, etc. The title

is "The Kinematograph in Education, a Scheme for India,"

and was issued last June.

JOHN STEPPLING AGAIN A UNIVERSALITE.
John Steppling, director and actor, has rejoined the Uni-

versal City forces and will direct "Smiling" Billy Mason in

slap-bang comedies. Steppling has been associated with the
Universal, Essanay, Famous Players and American com-
panies, and directed and acted in the "Billy Van Deusen"
comedy series, which he put on for the American company,
the series running for more than a year. He was also promi-
nent in the Nestor company. Director Steppling and
Comedian Mason worked together at the Essanay company
in Chicago. In the company which has been collected to

support Mason wilj be found Peggy Custer, who will play

leads opposite Mason; Countess Du Cello, Mrs. Ashton and
Fred Gamble. The first film is a comedy written by L. V.
Waters, called "Betty's Bandit."
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Good Selection on The General Film Program a a

Contributing Companies Strengthen Their Off-

erings With Well Known and Popular

Plagers—Helps tor Hot Weather

THE first episode of "The Girl from 'Frisco," a Kalem
production in fifteen episodes, will be released through
General Film Service Wednesday, August 9, and stands

out perhaps as the feature of the week's program August 7-

12 inclusive. Marin Sais and True Boardman are featured in

this \\ estern drama, which reviewers have treated with ex-

ceptional enthusiasm after having seen the first two epi-

sodes screened at the Kalem offices. Aside from this, Gen-
eral Film Company's program for the week appears fairly

bursting with good things.
Two of Selig's most noted stars, Harry Mestayer and Edith

Johnson, are headliners in "The Gold Ship," a two-act drama
which heads the week's program. This will be followed by
a Vitagraph comedy featuring William Lytell, Jr., in "Pa's
Overalls." Selig-Tribune News Service plays an important
part in the program on that day, preceding a Biograph re-

issue, "The Telephone Girl and the Lady," featuring Mae
Marsh and Claire McDowell.
"The Three Scratch Clue," an Essanay reissue presenting

Francis X. Bushman, will be the first picture screened Tues-
day, August 8. This will be followed by "Good Evening,
Judge," a Kalem "Ham and Bud" comedy, which will pre-
cede Lubin's two-part drama, "Their Mother," in which Ade-
laide Bronti and George Routh have leading roles.

Essanay on Wednesday, August 9, will present a George

Ade fable, "Books Made to Balance," in one reel. "The
Fatal Wedding," a picture which when it was first presented
by Biograph with Irene Howley and Walter Miller in the
leading roles created a film sensation, will be seen on the
program that day. Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby, Vim's
special fun makers, will be shown then in "That Tired Busi-
ness Alan," a one-reel comedy. Then will come "The Fight-
ing Heiress," the first episode of "The Girl from 'Frisco"
referred to above.
The Selig-Tribune Xews Service will on Thursday, August

10, portray pictorially all the big events of the day, and
"Dreamy Knights," a Vim "Plump and Runt" comedy, will

supply the humor.

Friday's program will be ushered in with "The Better
Woman," a Knickerbocker Star Feature drama in three parts,
presenting Reaves Eason and Lucy Blake. Ivy Close,
Kalem's international beauty and fun maker, will then get the
spot li^ht in "Daisy the Demonstrator," a one-reel comedy.
This will be followed by Yitagraph's "Romance and Rough-
house," another comedy in which Hughie Mack will have the
stellar role. "Rushing Business," a one act Vim comedy,
featuring "Pokes and Jabbs," will close the program for
that day.

For Saturday's offering, Essanay selects two of their most
noted stars, Bryant Washburn and Marguerite Clayton, feat-

uring them in a three-part drama, "Worth While." "Hurled
Through the Drawbridge," an episode of the "Hazards of
Helen" series by Kalem, with Helen Holmes as the heroine,
will be screened then. The week's program will be brought
to an end with "A Western Masquerade" in one act, by Tom
Mix, Selig's big salaried, widely known cowboy star comedian.

Pathe Outing a Success
Boat Ride, Sports and Good Dinner Mark a Memorable Day.

Till- Pathe Club, an up-and-doing organization with a
membership of one hundred and twenty-five, had an
outing on Sunday, July 23, that was memorable for

the good time it gave everyone who attended. The steamer
Bronx had been chartered for the day, and the party went
up tlie Sound to Glenwood Landing where arrangements had
been made for dinner and games. Glenwood Landing, by
the way, was found to be a remarkably attractive place.

Pathe luck prevailed, for the weather was good for the
first time in days. At the Landing various contests were run
off, among them a three-legged race, sack race, potato race,
tall-and-short man's race, fat man's race, ladies' race, tug
of war for men, tug of war for women and a baseball game
between the married and single men. Handsome prizes were
awarded in most of the events, ami a grand prize for the
winner of the most points. Rotham won the grand prize with
nine points, and was close pushed by Gini, who had eight.

Other prize winners were Messrs. Kyle and Duffy.

J. A. Berst, president of the club, was judge of events and
awarded the prizes.

An excellent dinner was enjoyed at Karatsonyi's Hotel,
a large dining room having been reserved for the club.
A Pathe News cameraman was along and filmed all the

events, which have been put into a special reel to be shown
at the next meeting of the club.

L. J. Gasnier, president and general manager of the Astra
Film Corporation, attended the outing with Mrs. Gasnier. In
addition to many present from the Pathe executive office,

the staffs of the New York and Newark Exchanges were
present almost to a man. The many guests included the
wives and lady friends of the members.
Mr. Berst, who had taken much interest in the outing, had

much to do with its success. J. \\ . Kyle as committee on
arrangements, did his work well. The vice president of
the club, Paul Brunet; the treasurer, G. Bardet, and the
secretary, P. Allen Parsons, all aided in helping to make
everything go off smoothly.

Outing of the Pathe Club, July 23, 1916.
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Lasky Releases for August
Next Month's Contribution to Paramount Pro-

gram Includes SomeofCompany

s

y

ForemostStars

WALLACE REID and Cleo Ridgely, Blanche Sweet,
Sessue Hayakawa and Lou-Tellegen in August re-

leases of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company
for the Paramount Program, appear in photoplays that
illustrate in a varied manner the elastic possibilities of the
screen.

Wallace Reid and Cleo Ridgely, who have attained an

Scene from "The House of the Golden Window" (Lasky).

unusual degree of popularity under the management of the
Lasky Company, will return to Paramount theatres on the
3rd of August in an original photoplay entitled "The House
of the Golden Windows." The theme of this story is based
on the fairy tale of the house on the hill which has the appear-
ance of a house with golden windows. Two little children
struggle up the hill and upon reaching the summit discover
that the house is only a ramshackle building with the sun
shining on the broken window panes. Glancing back into the
valley their own little cottage presents the same appearance
and they return home satisfied. The photoplay attempts to

delineate the futility of vain desire. The co-stars are sup-
ported by a very able cast including the adorable "Little

Billy" Jacobs, James Neill, Mabel Van Buren and Marjorie
Daw. Written by L. V. Jefferson and directed by George
Melford, it is said to be one of the most notably symbolic
dramas ever presented on the screen.

On August 17 will be offered "Public Opinion," with
the brilliant Lasky star, Blanche Sweet, as the chief factor in

the exposition of this screen problem play. It was written
especially for the star by Margaret Turnbull, celebrated
novelist and screen dramatist. The main role in "Public
Opinion" is totally unlike any interpretation yet presented
on the screen by Miss Sweet. In each Lasky production in

which Miss Sweet has appeared she has fortunately been
permitted to give an entirely different characterization. She
has been seen a ragamuffin, a member of a royal Russian
house, a Swedish maid-of-all-work, an anarchist and now
in "Public Opinion" she appears as a trained nurse on trial

for murder. How a sensational newspaper report prejudices
the mind of the public against this young woman, who is ab-

solutely innocent of all wrong, and how her whole future

happiness is jeopardized by what is supposed to have been
one false step, forms the main theme of this gripping play.

One of the unusual features in this photodrama is the effort

of the spirit of the woman the nurse is supposed to ha,ve

poisoned, to direct the hand of justice toward the guilty per-

son. Throughout the story until the murderer is finally

forced to confess, the spirit of the dead woman tries to bring
the guilty to justice. The cast includes Earle Foxe. Edith
Chapman, Elliott Dexter, Tom Forman and Raymond Hatton.
The production is one of the most lavish the Lasky com-

pany has ever made. The courtroom scene is an exact re-

plica of a trial upon which the story was based.

On August 24 Sessue Hayakawa, the noted Japanese

actor who created a sensation in "The Cheat," and followed
with a stellar success in "Alien Souls," returns to Paramount
theaters in a unique photodrama entitled, "The Honorable
Friend." This was written especialy for him by Elizabeth
McGaffey and prepared for the screen by Eve I nsell.

In "The Honorable Friend" Hayakawa will be seen as a
young Japanese gardener working for a wealthy, unscrupulous
Japanese curio dealer. The old man is desirous of a bride
and sends Hayakawa's picture as his own—it being the
custom among Japanese in America to procure their wives
by forwarding their photographs to Japan—and Hayakawa is

sent to the dock to marry the Japanese girl. When he brings
her before the wealthy old curio dealer his ideals are
shattered as he is informed that she is to be taken away
from him. How affairs are finally adjusted and the two
lovers are re-united is presented in an unusual and most
dramatic manner.
The photodrama was picturized for the Lasky company by

Edward Le Saint, and the production is unusual in its excel-
lence, Hayakawa is surrounded by a cast of distinguished
artists including Tsuri Aoki, Raymond Hatton, Billy Elmer
and others.

On August 28 Lou-Tellegen, the renowned dramatic actor,
appears in his first photoplay since his marriage to the cele-

brated Geraldine Farrar which occurred as the culmination
of a romance which began in the Lasky studios. The screen
medium by which he is restored to the photoplay is "The
Victory of Conscience," written by Margaret Turnbull and
directed by George Melford. In the course of the story Lou-
Tellegen faces the path from count to priest, from sinner to

saint, during which he overcomes his baser impulses and
learns a lesson to which he had always been indifferent—that
true womanhood is the most valuable possession on earth.

The role of the woman in this production whose part in the
story the dramatist has expressed through a characterization
of a cafe dancer, is portrayed by Cleo Ridgely. Miss Ridgely
on this occasion adds another notable impersonation to her
already remarkable screen repertoire.

HARVEY'S BALBOA COMPANY ON LOCATION.
The accompanying illustration shows Harry Harvey and

lis Balboa company on location, at an elevation of 6.15U ieet,

on the "101-mile drive on the rim of the world," the new
state road running north from Los Angeles. The players
are working on "The Yellow Bullet." Mr. Harvey is seen
with the megaphone at the right, seated on a box. In the

foreground is Lucy Peyton, leading woman, and author of

the famous "Where Are My Children?" At the left stands

Robyn Adair, leading man.

RICE MAKING MOUNTAIN DRAMAS.
Universal Director A. W. Rice is at present in the wilds

of Bear Valley, where he is producing a number of outdoor
one-reel dramas, so much in demand on the Big "U" program
just now.
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Chicago News Letter

The Day of "Shop, Shop, Shop" Has Passed.

IN THE head placed over the description of the banquet

that closed the sixth annual convention of exhibitors at

Chicago, as given in the Moving Picture World of

August 5, reference was made to the "merry time in hall

of Hotel Sherman" on that occasion.

That is just about what everybody not present imagined it

to be, and just what it should have been; but also just what
it was not.

Sam L. Trigger, of New York, exactly struck the keynote
of what the entertainment should not have been, when he

charged in a short speech that all preceding speakers had
talked nothing but "shop, shop, shop."

For a whole week, from 10 o'clock in the morning until

far in the night, in committee sessions, exhibitors had de-

voted their time to the business of the convention. They
were dead tired of that atmosphere when the convention

closed.
Broiling for nearly six days in the grilling heat at the

Coliseum, representatives of the producers and of the manu-
facturers of machines and accessories, and of supply houses,

had been immersed in business. The stars and the pro-

ducers present on the night of the banquet had also their

strenuous experiences, and of all of these it may be said

truthfully that they were in need of the diversion that merry
entertainment brings.
The banquet, so far as the repast was concerned, was

faultless; there are no kicks on that score. But there is

broad ground for many kicks because of the speeches piled

upon speeches, devoted to "shop," that succeeded the ban-

quet. And many men were called upon for speeches, who
are good business men but poor speakers. At any rate, none
of them was equal to the task, outside of the toastmaster, to

entertain that large composite, intelligent audience, even
when discoursing on their ov/n business.

But why not get away from "shop" altogether on such oc-

casions, in future? Let the committee in charge of such
events put their heads together and arrange a program that

will include at least two prominent national speakers, famed
for their entertaining powers; high-class vocal numbers, in-

cluding soloists, quartets, etc., and comedy numbers of high

quality.

This is intended only as a suggestion, on the spur of the

moment; but future national banquets will be looked for-

ward to eagerly, if the proper entertainment is provided.
Let Chicago set the ball rolling at next year's convention.
The day of the old ways is past. As befits our great in-

dustry, let us put away childish things and measure up to

the man's full stature.

Chicago Film Brevities.

Schuyler Colfax, Frank S. Noble and George A. Blair, all

holding important official positions with the Eastman Kodak
Co., of Rochester, N. Y., were in the city during the early

days of the late convention. It was the first time 1 had the

pleasure of meeting Mr. Noble, who is assistant treasurer of

the company.

Frank Conk, manager of the Princess theater, one of the

Saxe Enterprises, Milwaukee, was among the enthusiastic

delegation from Wisconsin that attended the convention.

Vernon R. Day, F.ssanay's business manager, took advantage
of Frank's presence in the city to appoint him as introducer
of die Essanay stars to the six or seven hundred visitors

who went to look ovei the Essanay plant Prank's old

time show experience stood him in good Mead, as his voice

had all its old carrying power

ists, one would never have suspected that they had just

come through such a trying ordeal, as the weather was
blistering hot.

In the midst of the exceedingly hot spell, a postal card

arrived at this office from W. R. Rothacker, president of the

Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co. A picture of the Cha-
teau de Ramesay, Montreal, on the back of the card, shows
that Mr. Rothacker is seeking refuge in a cool and pic-

turesque spot.

E. R. Pearson, branch manager of the Kansas City office

for V-L-S-E, Inc., was in the city at the exposition on Vita-

graph Day. Mr. Pearson, who is treasurer of the Screen

Club of Kansas City, informed me that his club was trying

to arrange a "booster" visit from the Reel Fellows Club of

Chicago in the near future.

The opening night of the late exposition was celebrated by
the Reel Fellows Club of Chicago at a midnight stag meet-
ing. Many of the star participants in Essanay's night at

the exposition were present, including Henry Walthall,

Richard C. Travers, Bryant Washburn, Edwin Cobb, Ernest
Maupain, Charles Haydon, etc. These guests made merry
with a host of delegates and film fans over Essanay's suc-

cessful appearance at the exposition.

President R. R. Nehls welcomed the guests of the eve-

ning, and addresses were made by members of the Essanay
Co. and Secretary M. G. Watkins. Entertainment was fur-

nished by the Boston Opera House orchestra and cabaret

performers.
A call for an "after convention" meeting has been sent

out to members of the club by Secretary M. G. Watkins, the

meeting to take place Thursday evening, August 3. at 6:30

p. m.

M. and Mrs. Tom .1. Hamlin. Wm. J. Egan and John
l.e Roy Johnston, of ••Amusements." Minneapolis, spent sev-

eral days in the city during exposition week.

Steve Farrar, manager of the Casino theater. Eldorado,
111.; lames Clayton, manager of the Orpheum, Harrisburg.

111., and I . C Hewitt, manager of the Gem and Colonial, Mt.

Carmel, 111., three theaters owned by the Colonial Amuse-
ment Co., were in the city during convention and I

wok. and paid a pleasant call at the office of the World Ml
three managers reported good business

•The Fall of a Natn

\ccks at the \uditorinm .

W. R. TIart, an exhibitor ot Houston. Tex. accoinpanie
by his wife, arrived in tin- city tin third daj after the lal

convention opened, having motored all the way from hi

home town Kxcept for tin- l.ron/r,l appearance of the tour

The Illinois theater is closed

parted quietly on Sund.i\ i \ eir

two weeks,

"Ramona" closed a run of six

Saturday evening, fulj 29.

The St, and 11, .ate, | o has closed the Strand theater,

Wabash and Seventh street, this city, for the summer
months The policy went into elVect Sund.iv. Jul)

l) It is

expected that the lions,- will be rc-opened Sunday. Sept .?

* * *

I in management ot Orchestra Hall received the following

...ni Mary Picklord. on the day follow

Pickford night at the exposition, when she \isitcd that bouse
and made an address to those present "I want to tell

J
nil

Of my appreciation of the wonderful icception given tne in

your beautiful theater, which with its artistic environment.

symphony music and uplifting atmosphere so thoroughly
typifies my Ideas of what surroundings should be given our

highest ait Your great audience and its enthusiasm over
\oni splendid entertainment evidences that you are gi\ing
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them what they desire, and it was good to be a part of it.

My best wishes for your continued success." After the ad-

dress at Orchestra Hall, Miss 1'ickford introduced her
mother to the audience.

A. J. Ciilli Liham and Mr. Kunsky, largely interested in

moving picture enterprises in Detroit and elsewhere, ac-

companied by a party of ladies and friends, motored from
Detroit to Chicago to take in the big exposition at the Col-
iseum. The entire party was much impressed by the large
crowds in the big structure.

It was a pleasure to greet Director Louis Myll and the

members of the "Musty Suffer" comedy company at the ex-
position on Monday, July 17. Mr. Myll's direction of a

scene in a forthcoming "Musty Suffer" comedy afforded
great pleasure and instruction to many hundreds of moving
picture fans, who learned for the first time, probably, that
the director is a vital factor in the making of a photoplay.

The Motion Picture-Scope Co., of Chicago, has made ar-

rangements with the Hawaii Film Supply Company, of Hon-
olulu, to handle the Portoscope in the islands. Indications
point to a very satisfactory business this fall, as churches,
schools and clubs there are taking up moving pictures for
educational and entertainment purposes. Traveling exhibi-
tors in the islands report that the natives are strong moving
picture fans, and that it requires little effort to get their

money.

Mrs. R. B. Frazier, wife of R. B. Frazier, owner of the
Grant theater, Cicero, 111., paid us a visit July 11 and sub-
scribed for the World. The Grant seats 300 people, and
charges 5 and 10 cents admission. Four reels are shown at

the former place, and six reels at the latter, the programs
consisting of the General Film Service. Mrs. Frazier re-

ported fair business.
* * *

Wallace Mayer, formerly connected with the Pathe ex-
changes and later with the Peerless Film Co., has been ap-
pointed assistant manager of the Central Film Corporation,
which will handle the Clara Kimball Young productions.
Mr. Mayer will jrove a valuable asset to Harry Weiss, gen-
eral manager of this firm. Among the out-of-town visitors

who have recently called on Mr. Weiss in connection with
bookings of these productions are: A. Zigfried, Bijou the-
ater, Decatur, 111.; Albert Lowns, Orpheum theater, Aurora.
111.; Wm. E. Pearl, Highland Park theater, Highland Park.
111.; J. F. Dittman, Strand theater, Freeport, 111., and W. H.
Hodgson, Jr., Oak Park theater, Oak Park, 111. All these
houses have signed contracts for the showing of the Clara
Kimball Young pictures for three days each. Among the
Chicago exhibitors who have signed contracts for the Kim-
ball Young Pictures, for three to seven days, for each pic-

ture are: George H. Moore, Orpheum theater; J. Cooper,
Twentieth Century: Salo Auerbach, Strand theater; Ascher
Brothers for the entire circuit; J. C. Wolf, Vision theater:
Lester Retchen, Paulina and Temple theaters; W. E. Beaty,
Harper theater; A. Ostrovsky, White Palace theater; Aaron
Jones, Studebaker and Colonial theaters; Wm. Teter, Julian
and Buckingham theaters, and Messrs. Richard and Cham-
berlain, Orpheum theater, Lafayette, Ind.

Messrs. Levy, Chatkin and Feldstein, of the United Film
Service Co., this city, recently signed a contract with the
Unity Sales Corporation which controls "The Yellow Men-
ace" serial, for the rights to thirteen states, including Kan-
sas, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Utah,
California, Nevada. Arizona. Washington, Oregon, Idaho
and Montana. The United Film Service Company will op-
erate offices in the most important cities in this territory, all

of which will be controlled from the main office in Chicago.
A strong advertising campaign is already under way, which
includes extensive newspaper publicity and billboard dis-

plays. D. J. Chatkin, well known in the trade, will shortly
leave Chicago on a round of the offices to superintend per-
sonally the sales and publicitv on the serial. Exhibitors are
requested to communicate immediately with the United Film
Service Company's offices in Kansas City, Denver, San
Francisco and Seattle for reservations in their respective
territories.

* * *

Miss Dolores Vassinelli. star of the Emerald Motion Pic-
ture Co., this city, since her return to moving pictures, has
been receiving hundreds of letters from her former admirers
who have missed her since she retired from Essanay to take
up an operatic career. One group of little girls in Manches-

ter. X. 11., has organized a "Dolores" club, with the avowed
bringing all photoplays in which Miss Cassinelli

is featured to the theaters in their town. Each of the ten
girls writes at least once a week to Miss Cassinelli, and
she is kept busy answering her club correspondence and in

giving information regarding the release date of her first

Emerald feature, "A Song of Romany," under the direction
of Frederick J. Ireland.

The Monarch Film Producing Company, of Chicago, gave
an invitation presentation of that company's first comedy,
"Raising an Army," in which Gene Greene is featured, at the
studio on North California avenue, Friday evening, July 28,

at 8 p. m.

Number 60 of the Selig-Tribune, is particularly interest-

ing just now because it is the very latest moving picture
showing James Whitcomb Riley, the Hoosier poet, who died
recently at Indianapolis, Ind. The poet is shown at his

home in Indianapolis, surrounded by school children. The
film was taken late in May and will be presented to the In-
diana Society.

The Selig Polyscope Company claims that it is interesting
at least two million people in the Selig Athletic Feature
Film series now released weekly through V-L-S-E. Nearly
one hundred of the leading newspapers of the United States
and Canada are publishing signed and copyrighted articles

by athletic stars. These articles are syndicated by the Selig
publicity department.
The athletic stars, who have turned authors, appear in the

Selig films. Signed stories by Joe Stecher, champion wrest-
ler; Joe Tinker, manager of the "Cubs," Chicago; Frank
Thoma, bow-ling champion; Jess Willard, champion heavy-
weight boxer of the world, and Packey McFarland, famous
lightweight, are used in the publicity campaign.
Tom North, manager of the V-L-S-E exchange, Seattle,

Wash., recently wrote the Selig Company as follows: "The
Selig Athletic Feature Film series have jumped into im-
mediate popularity in this territory. Already they are be-
insr run in three big theaters, in the three largest cities on
the Pacific coast. The managers of the theaters report that
unusual interest is being taken in the series by the business
men of their cities, and that they are building up a new
patronage for their houses."
Win. N. Selig left this city for Los Angeles, Saturday,

July 15, accompanied by Director Colin Campbell and Mrs.
Campbell. While on the coast he will complete plans for

the forthcoming big Selig production, "The Garden of Al-
lah," which will be filmed on a spectacular and expensive
scale. Mr. Selig is expected to return in about a week from
the time of writing.

Cy De Vry, for twenty-eight years keeper and superin-
tendent of the Lincoln Park Zoo, the second in importance
in the United States, may soon become superintendent of

the Selig Zoo at Los Angeles. Mr. De Vry is now consid-
ering a liberal offer made him by Wm. N. Selig.

The following programs have been announced at the prom-
inent downtown theaters in Chicago for the week beginning
Sunday or Monday, July 30 and 31:

Studebaker—"Diana's Inspiration" (controlled by the
Central Film Company) ; "A Woman's Way" (Wm. A.
Brady), featuring Ethel Clayton and Carlyle Blackwell, and
the thirteenth chapter of "Gloria's Romance" (George
Kleine), entitled "The Midnight Riot."

Fine Arts—"Under Two Flags" (Fox), featuring Theda
Bara.
V-L-S-E Theater—"The Prince Chap" (Selig), with Mar-

shall Neilan, Mary Charleson, Bessie Eyton, George Fawcett
and Charles Girard in the cast.

Colonial—The Tribune's German War Pictures, taken on
the front by Edwin F. Weigle. the Tribune's famous war
cameraman, succeeded "How Britain Prepared," on Satur-
dav. July 22. The latter picture had a run of four weeks.
Considering the hot weather, the German war pictures are
doing fine business, it is reported.
Cohan's Grand Opera House—"Civilization" (Thomas H.

Ince). Good business is reported.
Orchestra Hall—Marie Doro in "Common Ground"

(Lasky); travelogue, "Rural England"; "Side-walk Studies"
from "Scenes from Many Lands," and a Paramount-Bray
cartoon. Miss Ida Mae Cameron, lyric soprano, is the soloist.

La Salle
—"Where Arc Mv Children?" (Universal), fea-

turing Tyrone Power, succeeds "The Little Girl Next Door,"
which had a successful run of twelve weeks.
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By G. P. VON HARLEMAN and CLARKE IRVINE
SELIG TO MAKE "THE GARDEN OF ALLAH.'
Arrives With His Directors and a Large Company

of Players from Chicago.

COLONEL WM. N. SELIG, Director Colin Campbell,
Director Marshall Neilan and two companies of Selig
players arrived from Chicago at the Los Angeles

studios, Tuesday, last week.
It is Mr. Selig's intention to produce "The Garden of

Allah," in twelve reels, which will require almost a year to
film.

Several thousand people will be employed in this picture
from time to time, and work has already been started on a
magnificent city at the studios in Eastland Park.
Producer Colin Campbell, who produced "The Spoilers,"

"The Ne'er Do Well," and other productions, will direct this
big production and is now drafting a cast for same.

Director Marshall Neilan has started filming on a five reel
production, "The Country That God Forgot" and has taken
his company of players to the Mojave Desert this week.
Mr. Selig will depart from Los Angeles, Wednesday,

July 26.

ANOTHER NEW STUDIO.
Superior Films Company Leases Studio to Make Commercial

and Educational Pictures.

Robert A. Brackett, manager of the Superior Film Com-
pany, is personally supervising the production of a six-reel
picture entitled "The Faucet," which will be released inde-
pendently. Mr. Brackett is making the picture for the author,
Robert D. Sorver. Wm. E. Wing wrote the scenario and is

directing the piece. The nicture deals with the ravages of
drink and promises to be very sensational.
The Superior Films Company is a new organization with

studio and laboratories occupying the entire tenth floor of
the Knickerbocker Building on Olive street, Film Row. The
studio is equipped with an indirect arc lighting system and
a stage fifty by ninety feet. The laboratory is capable of
handling ten thousand feet daily, and it is the intention of
the company to have another laboratory in conjunction at
an early date.
The Superior Films Company is the only close-in studio

and laboratory in Los Angeles and it is situated in the heart
of the business district, and is absolutely fireproof. The
company will do commercial work and rent the studio by the
day or week to independent producers. It will make a spec-
ialty of trick and novelty films, and will buy and sell negative,
manufacturing educational and industrial films, etc. Mr.'
Brackett was formerly a chemist and started in the moving
picture business as manager for Lyman Howe in 1901,
and has sine.' been in the role of exhibitor, producer, ex-
changeman, cameraman and manufacturer.

Tlir company is composed of Pasadena millionaires and
will hie incorporation papers soon. With Mr. Brackett at
the head the Superior Films Company looks as though it

will be an important factor in the film business when it gets
thoroughly underway.

Missjon Play to Tour.
\' a meeting of the I

i ol dirt ctors of the Chamber
of Commerce, John S. McGroarty, author of thi
Play, told Oi the plans for presentation of this famous
dramatization oi California historj throughoul thi
States, covering a two year's period.

Mi M. l ,,,.,,, 13 tat d that o
oi more than two hundred thousand tourists, and of the < al

ople themselves, who have wit. ,

<"'" "l llu- Mis-ion I'lav at San ( ial.ri. 1. i

Bide funds has been necessary to financi the taking of the
plaj to other pi

For one week, beginning September I. the Mission Play
will be presented al the M.

outside presentation will be in San i

where a week's engagement will be filled. The play will then
have week stands at Oakland, Salt Lake, Denver, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Chicago, Toledo, Buffalo and then will visit
the Xew England cities, closing the season at Boston.
The second year the play will open in Xew York City

and then go to the principal cities of New York State, then
to Baltimore, Washington and cities of the Southern States.
The close of the second year will find it back in Cali-

fornia, when a gorgeous presentation will be given in the
Mission ruins at San Juan Capistrano, the funds realized to
be used for the restoration of the mission.
This play has been seen by countless thousands and is to

be acted by a cast composed largely of moving picture
players.

HELEN GIBSON HUNT—BUD AND HAM IN FUNNY
COMEDY.

Miss Helen Gibson, the fearless Helen of the "Hazards of
Helen" series met with a rather painful accident this week
during the filming of "A Leap for Life," making a jump from
a motorcycle off the end of the Long Beach drawbridge.
Instead of landing in the ocean the young ladv evidently mi-
calculated the distance and fell on a pile of rocks. While
bruised and battered she escaped serious injury, and, in
spite of her accident, is playing her regular role in'the series.

Helen Gibson on Motorcycle.

Director James Davis finished last week another install-
ment ot these series. A number of the scenes uao made
around ECalem'a own railroad depot, "Lime Point," where
Helen is the Operator, Fire break- out in the station build-
ing, in tlu- upper story of which is Helen's bedroom She
is awakened too late to escape by the stairway, and climbs
from the window and hand oyer hand on a cable on a pole
directly outside the window to tin- opposite side of the
street. The story is woven around the kidnapping of the
little -on of the president of the road whom 11.!
many thrilling escapes, restore- to iii. parei
broke plays opposite Mi-- Gibson, with George Rot I" mi the supportii .
Willia

Lloyd \ Hamilton has completed during the :

another funny "Ham I omedj ." directii
playing "Ham" in the Btorj Hie title role, how
given to a silent member of the COmpanj
sideral.le disturbance during the making ot the film. "The
Donkey Did It" i- the working title of thi- release, and the
donki \ earned the title b\ kicking to pieces three i i

Bcene could be photographed.
Ethel Teare played opposite Hamilton with Bud Duncan,

\l Edm Ison and Mvtta Sterling in the supporting casl
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The Glendale aggregation of Kalem companies is busy

this week on many thousand feet of negative.

Unchained" is the title of the fourth episode of "The
Girl from 'Frisco" series just completed by Director James
\\ . Home. -Mr. Home is now working on "The Gold

Plunderers," which is number live of the series. This pro-

duction required a special ear to take all the electrical para-

phernalia used in photographing in the Yellow Aster Mine

at Randsburg, where the company worked a week taking

scenes down in the mine's tunnels, shaft, stations, etc. The
town of Randsburu auain extended its arms of welcome to

the company.

GOVERNOR JOHNSON IS GUEST OF HONOR AT
UNIVERSAL CITY.

Governor Hiram W. lobnson, Governor of the State of

California, paid a visit this week to Universal City.

••This is a manufacturing plant of which California should

indeed be proud," remarked the Governor as he saw thirty-

four companies at work in various parts of the big plant.

The Governor had been spending the morning at the little

town of Ventura, where he had delivered a powerful address

on the necessity of preparedness, and accompanied by Paul

Herriott, member of the State Board of Control, had planned

to make a fifteen minute stopover at the famous celluloid city

on his way to Hollywood, where he was scheduled to speak

again.
Governor Johnson was escorted from Ventura by R. E.

Wells, location manager of the company, and after being

welcomed by Secretary E. G. Patterson in the absence of

Vice President and General Manager Davis, visited the vari-

ous stages and watched the production of comedies, dramas

and feature photoplays and met the leading directors, actors

and actresses of the film capital.

The Governor's proposed fifteen minutes stay lengthened
to nearly two hours. "When I come again," he said, "it will

be with Mrs. Johnson, and we will make a day of it here. It

is all mighty interesting indeed and it's a good place to escape
the office seeker, don't you know?" he added laughingly.

As the chief executive of the state stepped into his auto-

mobile to resume his journey to Hollywood, he said, with a

merry little twinkle in the gubernatorial eye, "I guess I have
done a good day's work here along with the rest of the
motion picture actors.

Los Angeles Film Brevities.

We find a busy city within the fences on the Lasky lot.

which covers a complete large city block. Everybody is

busy, including the jovial watchman, wdio is using every
faculty to keep strangers from entering.

Scenario writer . George Dubois Proctor has taken unto
himself a bungalow and he and his bride have settled down
to a belated honeymoon during the spare moments when
George can divorce himself from the studio.

* * *

Lou-Tellegen is working in "The Victory of Conscience."
In addition to Cleo Rid^ley who is featured, the cast in-

cludes Elliott Dexter. Thomas Delmar and Laura dishing.

"Big" George Melford will shortly finish "Each Pearl a
Tear" in which Fannie Ward is to star, supported by Jack
Dean, Charles Clary and others.

In a new picture Blanche Sweet is supported by Tom
Forman, as hading man, Theodore Roberts, Walter Long
and Robert Gray. The title is "Unconquercd."

* * *

That Douglas Fairbanks is a tremendously popular film

star is attested by the fact that wherever a "Doug" picture
is showing the crowd lines up. It matters not whether he

ad farce or Shakespeare.
"The Good Bad Man," the picture showing at Clune's

Broadway this week, starring Fairbanks, is a wild West
picture—very wild indeed. However, there are the joyous
Fairbanks grin, the Fairbanks touch of comedy whenever
there's a chance to squeeze comedy in, and then there is that
fast-rising little film star, Bessie Love.

One night this week Los Angeles photoplay circles were
treated to their first photoplay smoker, which was staged at

the Palace theater for newspaper men and their friends.

The occasion was the pre-view of "The Captive God," Ince's
latest spectacle of primitive passions, in which William S.

Hart and an all-star cast take part, and which is to run at

the Palace.

Jean Perkins acts out of as well as in pictures as he
makes a weekly dive from the top of a one hundred and
twenty-five foot ladder at Hollenbeck Park. Perkins is being
employed by the Signal Film Company. He holds several
world's diving records, in 1910 having dropped into a six

foot square concrete tank from a height of one hundred feet.

Produced with rare taste to realize the full romantic value
of Henri Murger's story and acted with intelligence and
feeling, "La Boheme" at Tally's Broadway theater this week
is a photoplay production that classes far above the average
run of productions of this sort. It might have well been
extended several reels without running the risk of wearying
an audience, for there is a winning charm and sentiment in

the presentation of the tragic career of Mimi sure to arouse
responsive emotions where a story more complicated in its

construction would leave the spectator unmoved.
Mr. Tally has arranged this music so well that it de-

serves some very favorable comment. Tally's is a house-
hold word and his music is one of the regular features that
draws the crowd.

In Elsinore, Cal., the Star theater has closed and will not
resume for some time.

Owing to the death of his wife Thomas Carmody has
closed the theater until further notice. Large crowds have
been in attendance the past few weeks owing to the increase
of transients here, and the baby pictures and prizes wdiich
ran for a month.
The big screen and projecting machine are second to none

on the coast, and such big pictures as "Ramona," recently
run here, are as well shown as in any of the larger show
houses. It had been the intention of Mr. Carmody to put
on "The Clansman," and "The Eyes of the World" this fall.

At San Dimas, Frank Stolle has purchased the San Dimas
theater from W. A. Gaston. The show has been moved to
summer quarters known as the Airdome, but will return in-

doors this winter.

Joseph Carl Breil, the noted composer, who is writing the
music for "Intolerance," the big Griffith spectacle which used
to be known under the working title of "The Mother and
the Law," went to San Francisco Saturday, last week, for

a short vacation.

In the production of the "Manager of the B. & A." Director

J. P. McGowan of the Signal Film Corporation is planning
the filming of the most spectacular scenes that has ever been
staged in an3' railroad pictures.

The plot of the story calls for the blowing up of a loco-
motive. A small blaze results, which rapidly spreads to
the surrounding country, and causes a forest fire, which
covers an area of miles throughout the State. Because of
the cost of wrecking an engine, which through the nature of

the action must be totally destroyed, it was first planned to

eliminate the explosion of the locomotive. Later, however,
the dependent action was regarded as too vital to be cut
out. and plans were laid to blow up the engine regardless
of the cost.

Permits from the authorities and arrangements with the
railroad company are being taken up at present, and it is

probable that the scene will be staged next week. So far

as can be learned this is the first time any film company has
blown up a railroad locomotive in the production of a five-

reel story.
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Reviews of Current Productions
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

"In the Hour of Disaster"

Three-Reel Lubin Photoplay Containing Realistic Railroad
Wreck—Written and Directed by Romaine Fielding.

Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

«<t N THE HOUR OP DISASTER" is a domestic drama in

I every sense of the word. Most of the scenes take place
in the home of a physician, the triangle being formed

by the doctor, his wife and his adopted daughter. Jealousy
is at the root of the dramatic clash. Dr. Gordon adopts the
child of a worthless fellow named Rudge and has her care-
fully educated. When the girl reaches womanhood and re-

turns home from boarding school, she finds that the house has
a mistress. Nell is very fond of her foster-father and shows
her affection on every occasion. Mrs. Gordon soon becomes
jealous of her, in spite of the fart that Nell has met an artist

Scene from "In the Hour of Disaster" (Lubin).

witii whom she has fallen in love. The doctor's wife tries to

pay her husband bach by flirting with the srtist, and ends by
ordering Nell from the house The train taken by Nell Is

wrecked, through the instrumentality of her real father, and
badly hurt. Mrs Gordon, who has learned of her

ired in trying lo rescue Nell, and the doctor
saves the lives of both women. Explanations ensue, the doc-

- cured of her Jealous; and Nell is married to the
at iisi

The pi I 1
'" l:.. in. line Fielding drama is not remarkable

hi mei ii "i i" Ing told with direct-
itter. The railroad

collision is realistic, two trains meeting head-on and being
completelj wrecked, Mr, Fielding plays the physician. Not-
withstanding a tendencj to overact, he succeeds In creating a

Character that has v en^iL-m^ qualities. Mildred as the
jealous w if.

. Flora I opted daughter and B< i nard

Two Offerings from "Mutt and Jeff"
"The Indestructible Hats" and "The Chinese Cook" Inter-

esting Matter in the Line of the Animated Cartoon.
• Mai I I M..

Illldel -siz. ,1 |.

the tnani
i. no I'he hide

strui tlbli I- two hall reel Im ta on thti

liar one ifter th<
i.i.i in- perfectlj r< pi

i ide on the oi d< i ol an automobile tire, n i

iullt on 1

still anoi hei
>

,
: I l

" Una 1 1 1 1 a « ha i « hlch he flou
i i\ .- pa ii ii.-i, who, ai II a nd ma i

treating it generally, discovers that the bat he has so mis-
i his own. So much for Mutt's bump of humor.
hinese Cook" marks the initial appearance of our mis-

chievous young friends "Hans und Fritz" on the program of the
Mutt & Jeff Co. The chinaman cook in this instance has
troubles of his own; for, after carefully cinching his job. and
making elaborate preparations to please his employer, these
naughty children steal his ammunition through the window,
so exasperating him that he is obliged to defer the preparation
of the dinner for a lengthy and undignified chase of the culprits.
These are both distinctly amusing offerings, .lean and pleas-

ing, and suited to any audience.

Twice-Told Biograph Tales

Three-Reel Farce and Two-Reel Western Numbered Among
Current Reissues of This Company.
Re' It.. . l-:ir

«Q EVEN DAYS," a three-reel adaptation of the -

O Play, is a production few would forget and not many
would object to seeing a second time. It has the best

of farce ingredients and more of them than most yarns of the
kind. The cast is a lively one. including Louise Orth. Dave
Morris, Charles Mailes, Walter Miller, Hayward Mack. Milli-
cent Evans and Jack Dillon.
The story of "Seven Days" is too well known to need repe-

tition here. The scene is laid in the home of a young man
recently divorced from his wife after a quarrel. H(
house party, to which his aunt and his former wife come un-
expectedly. A burglar also drops in, followed by a policeman.
The house is then quarantined as the result of a smallpox
scare.
The production is full of amusing complications One of

the guests is a spiritualist, and she gives credit to the un-
known powers for everything the burglar does. The ex-wife
hides in the coal bin, and the dumbwaiter and the roof garden
are also worked into various situations. The number is well
handled throughout.

"A Temporarj Truce" Is a Western subject, with a villain
named Mexican Jim. The Mexican al.ducts the hi

and is pursued by the husband and his jealous sweetheart.
A hand of Indians on the warpath adds to the Complications
which follow This is a Griffith production, and. while the

contains entertaining hints

Scene from "Seven Days" (Biograph).

•I I h. \ Islon " hi. h was to pi ...In
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"The Prince Chap"
Edward Peple's Drama Delightfully Filmed by Selig—The
Strong Cast Includes Mary Charleson, Bessie Eyton,
George Fawcett and Marshal Neilan, Who Plays the

Titular Role and Directs the Photoplay.
Reviewed by James S. McQuadi

Since it is Impossible tor the finite to be perfect, it may
d at the Btart that "The Prince Chap" In pictures

lias Its weak points; but these are of minor importance,
and are lost sight of when one assembles in mind's eye the
many lino points of the photoplay.
The adaptation by Gibson Willets affords a story in which

the hero's innate kindness of heart on various occasions causes
the outpouring of good will for him from the spectators, while
scenes of pathos and deep heart interest are intermingled with
touches of humor and broad comedy that keep the mind well
balanced between the grave and the gay. The story is one of

uplift, and the close brings a sense of happiness, because one
is convinced that faith and the right have triumphed in the
main.
The direction merits discriminating praise. Mr. Neilan has

succeeded well in conveying the atmosphere of the London
studio, in which William Peyton (Prince Chap) has struggled

Scene from "The Prince Chap" (Selig).

for recognition as a sculptor. His friend Jack Rodney, ama-
teur painter, and the other aspiring artists, are introduced
to us both at work and in play.
That concert in the den of Runion, the piece of driftwood

which has seized on the position of valet to stay its wander-
ings, is so fine a scene that one carries it away with him.
The arrival of Phoebe Puckers (the maid of all work) at the
Rodney studios, to assist the over-worked housekeeper, is

quite a comedy event; but the introduction to Peyton and
his model while they are at work in the studio is a scream.
Phoebe's make-up and dress may be somewhat exaggerated,
even for a London slavey, but who cares for that when she
makes us merry by her blunders?
The contrast between the quarters of Prince Chap as a

struggling sculptor and those in which we find him when
luck turns and his pile is coming in, as shown by Director
Neilan, will attract the observation of all. The elegance of
the interiors of his home, in his days of affluence, shows the
refinement of art, just as the interiors of the old quarters
showed art in the nude.

I was much impressed by the beautiful light effects intro-
duced by Director Neilan in several fine interiors in this photo-
play. In softness, warmth and clear definition the photogra-
phy of these scenes is most pleasing. The human face, espe-
cially, is brought out more vividly, whether in repose or in-
fluenced by thought or passion.
The acting of every one in the cast deserves praise. Mary

Charleson appeared as the mother of Claudia (the heroine of
the story) and afterwards as that young lady when about
eighteen years old. The first was a trying role, but—artiste
that she is—Miss Charleson > always

ng that her Claudia is a beau-
mes the lack of a

wife and mother. No need
tiful, lovable girl, manifiesting
mother's over-care in her up-bringing.

Bessie Eyton's Alice Travers is another well-drawn charac-
ter. Miss Eyton shows that Alice really loved the Prince
Chap, as much as her shallow heart would permit; but her
love was not strong enough to resist idle tattle or the wealth
of another suitor.
George Fawcetfs Runion is a big hit of the photoplay.

Runion is never permitted to miss an opportunity to entertain
in the role of valet, in Mr. Fawcetfs artistic care. Whether
it be in his gentle "earring" of Phoebe Pucker when he finds
her blowing on his beloved flute, or peeping through the key-
hole of Prince Chap's studio and receiving a splutter of ink
in his eye for the liberty, or ironing the underwear of Baby
Claudia while that young seraph hid her dimpled anatomy
within a large vase until the lingerie was ready, or in trying

vainly to take a glass of wine unseen at the Christmas party
in Prince Chap's home, or in the attempt to make the Prince

.• that he was administering severe castigation to
Babj Claudia fox breaking a costly vase, in these and many

cetl is ever a delightful entertainer.

Charles Guard's .lack Rodney Is an excellent characteriza-
tion, and no need to saj that Mr. Neilan' s William Peyton wins
the spectator by his manly, high-spirited, gentle soul. We owe
many bearty luunhs to Fanny Conn's Phoebe Puckers and it

will be some time before we shall forget her.

The release date was July 24, through V-L-S-E, Inc.

Two Interesting Mutuals

"Judith of the Cumberlands," a Stirring Kentucky Feud Story,

and "One A. M.," a Chaplin Farce of Unique Type.

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

<( JUDITH of the Cumberlands" is admirably typed and handled

J with skill, but the material of the Kentucky Feud and
illicit whiskey stills has been worn threadbare. Then the.

screen story carries with it the glaring faults of the novel from
which it was adapted. A director of such ability and a com-
pany of fine actors should be given something better to visual-
ize than what has been done to death in the days of the one-
reel Cowboy pictures, particularly when the story contains little

that is new and is desperately illogical in almost every phase of
its development. A newly-elected young Justice of Peace, tre-

mendously popular, is arrested for murder where no evidence
of death is offered. No one attempts to produce the victim, a
moonshiner, inasmuch as those who assert that he has been
killed know that he is alive. Not the slightest proof is offered
that the moonshiner has been killed, yet a man of good stand-
ing, popular in his community, is imprisoned for murder. This
sounds like one of those carelessly-written stories turned out
by lady novelists. Capable writers do not ask us to concede
that two and two make five, at least not after the story is under
way. We know from the beginning that the heroine will ride
to the rescue of the unjustly-accused hero, as she has been doing
for some time in that class of melodrama, and she does it twice
in this story, perhaps because he is not particularly bright. He
knows that there is a gang hunting him—he has been shot
down at his door—yet he goes to a lonely spot on the lure of a
letter which does not even attempt to imitate the heroine's

Scene from "Judith of the Cumberlands" (Mutual).

handwriting. Incapable of taking care of himself, devoid of or-
dinary common sense, why is he blazoned in nearly every sub-
title as the hero?

"One A. M." is the name of a farce so unusual that it is

doubtful if one similar has ever been attempted. Charlie Chap-
lin discards the tramp costume entirely, arriving home at one
in the morning in evening dress and, after some amusing strug-
gles with the taxi door, enters his house and thereafter has
the stage all to himself. He is the sole actor for two solid
reels, and there is not the slightest doubt that he will hold close
attention for the full period of time, not only by his antics and
ingenious mechanical contrivances, but by some amusing revel-
ations of a drunken man's state of mind. His representation is

an artistic success as a character study alone. The lowered in-

tellectuality of a man under the influence of drink, his persist-
ent attention to the trivial, his solemn stupidity, his attempts
at dignity, all these and more are depicted with fidelity, and it

is doubtful if any actor but an acrobat like Chaplin could
even attempt all that he does as a mere matter* of course
through two entire reels. One realizes better from "One A. M."
that the comedian is a veritable artist, capable of filling roles
beyond any he has thus far attempted on the screen.
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Entertaining V-L-S-E's
"Hesper of the Mountains" and "Dear Percy" from the Vita-

graph Studios Feature Lillian Walker and Frank Daniels.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

"Hesper of the Mountains."

LILLIAN WALKEK as the feminine lead in this five-part

Blue Ribbon Feature has little opportunity afforded her
in which to display her dramatic ability. The production

is based on a novel by Hamlin Garland, which although it may

Belt With the retribution comes a remarkable conversion,
though not an inconsistent one. Karston, through complicated
motives and providential intervention, reforms and is accord-
ingly despised for becoming honest in the end.
The treatment of this story by Triangle Players is of high

character, artistry being revealed at nearly every step, and the
types are admirable. Walthall easily carries the honors, and he
alone is careful to show the marks of time after the intervention
of a long period. Others do it in a half-hearted way and still

others not at all. but the acting is so good and the atmosphere
so well preserved that the whole screen version c

Scene from "Hesper of the Mountains" (Vitagraph).

be intensely interesting as reading matter, is not colorful enough
when placed on .the screen. Some good comedy situations oc-
cur in the first two reels of the production. The last part of
the picture introduces a strike among the workmen at the
Raymond-Kelly mines, to quell which the troops have to be
called out. The main thread of the story deals with the effort

of Rob Raymond to win the hand of Ann, christened by her father
"Hesper of the Mountains." Considerable interest attaches
to this portion of the production, and to those scenes dealing
with the perfidy of Munroe a West Point pal of Raymond's.

An excellent cast has been chosen for the filming of the story,
including Donald Hall, Evart Overton, Donald MacBride, Denton
Vane, Robert Gaillard, Rose E. Tapley, Templar Saxe, and
Josephine Earle.

"Dear Percy."
Frank Daniels does a delightful bit of comedy in this one-

reel production. It belongs to the series of "Laugh Makers, and
its story was written by Cyrus Townsend Brady. Percy is a
mild type of man, too tender hearted to hurt a fly. He wearies
his wife with too much affection, and causes her to long for a
husbajid who is strong like Pat Casey next door. Pat Casey,
by-way-of enlightenment, kisses his wife only to get rid of her,
beats her when occasion demands, and breaks up the china when
things fall to come his way. One day Percy is felled in the
street by a trolley car, and later Casey is called upon by Percy's
wife to submit to an operation for transfusion of blood to save

ration is that the Casey devils enter
Percy, and leave him only on the suasion of a blow from a
ninety horsepower automobile. An excellent comedy number.

Scene from "Pillars of Society" (Triangle).

valuable contribution, a highly artistic addition to a class of
production intended to familiarize the lowly with great ex-
amples of leading dramatists.

"Florence Rose Fashions''
Artistic Film Presentation of Fashions by the Pathe

Exchange, Inc.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

ORDINARILY the screen fashion show has been presented
in rather an indifferent way, with little thought of ac-
centuating the art that lies behind the display. It was

therefore pleasantly surprising to the congregation of press
representatives and others who assembled recently in the pro-
jection room at the Pathe offices, at 25 W. 45th sti

received and piloted through a reel and a half of pretty things
to wear, by a well-poised, tastefully attired woman, who proved
to be no other than Miss Florence Uos<- to whose artistic sense
was due not only the nature of the display, but the unusual
manner in which it was presented.

to detail on this reel and a half of handsome and
exquisite articles of apparel would be too great a tax on the
ordinary indi\idual. A few words of praise will surely be ample

"Pillars of Society'

'

Henry Walthall as Karston Bernick in a Visualization Artis-

tic of the Ibsen Drama, by Triangle.

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

IBSEN stands for the spirit of his time and place because lie

crystallized ideals for his people and for the whole world
as well. II.- was tin- .nil. ...Inn. i.t of what most of our own

lack, the modern spirit, "the form and pressure of the
age in which ti e \\\ e " "PUlai of Bo< lei i " I

a way. ii reflects a Norwegian agitation to proper]
Insurance on ui - natter has
been so artfully introduced that it does double duty. It is In

its. If an
nevolently Inclined while th est thieves unhung,
while it provides materia] for some Intense drama
Bernick, aecretlj irrles an heiress to aave th<

Bernick shipbuilding Industry and covers the man
which life is built by contributing checks to benevol

nmlttees, a highly respectable Lin,

;, a skilled thief in high t

i .i. • .i, a i. to tl for i he
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Scene from "Florence Rose Fashions" (Pathe).
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"The Fugitive"

First Thanhouser Contribution to the Program of the Gold
Rooster Plays Features Florence La Badie.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

THE story of this five-part melodrama was written by
l'hilip Luneruaii; and It may be added, the story is a good
one. The characterization is excellent and has been well

interpreted, but the production as a whole is lacking in action
and the small but important details that give to a picture an
air of spontaneity that is convincing. Florence La Badie in

the role of a young woman who, recognizing the guilt of her
sister in the murder of one of their employers, diverts sus-
picion to herself and flees, leaving no clue to her whereabouts.

Scene from "The Fugitive" (Pathe).

does a fair piece of work, and dresses the pa t becoi n j nfr]y

often artistically.
As the first of the Thanhous er productions to be released

on the Gold Roc ster program "The Fugitive • is of special

interest. And although we could
production had been handled in

holds promise of future develop]
in this picture are players of e:

roles alotted them. The picture
illumined effectively. There is cc

theme that pictures two sisters, <

child, suddenly at the mercy of cii

LVing been unwisely invested by

ish that the staging of the
a more forceful manner, it

lents. The supporting cast
perience and play well the
is well photographed and

nsiderable originality in the
ne of them a widow with a

inherited for-
itor of their

f thefather's estate. The luring of the wido-
employer whom she afterward stabs in self defense, and thi

scenes dealing with the career of her self-sacrificing sister wh
is later hunted out and lured back to New York through :

telegram stating that her husband who has preceded her i

seriously ill, are well handled.

Pathe News Causes Sensation.
The l'athe News No. 56 showing views of the I

submarine "Deutschland" has caused a sensation in the far

West. It was the first news film containing pictures of thfe

"Deutschland" to reach Seattle and Manager Clemmer of tht
Clemmer theater advertised it heavily in the Seattle Times
which is famous for its motion picture news.
The Times is on the street at 3.30 and almost as soon as

the paper was out, crowds formed in the lobby and outside ol

the Clemmer theater and as late as 10.40 that night a lint

extended some distance down the block.
Mr. Clemmer has advised Manager F. C. Quimby of Pathc's

Seattle Office that this advertising brought him more results
than any he has ever used since his entrance into the show
business".

"Miss Petticoats"

World Film Corporation Releases Five-Reel Peerless Pro-
duction, Featuring Alice Brady.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

A THOROUGHLY human and enjoyable story is this five-

reel production, adapted and directed by Harley Knoles
from the book by Dwight Tilton. "Miss Petticoats" car-

ries no particular message and does not thunder in a dramatic
way, but it contains a great deal of humor and touches of

genuine pathos. It wins the interest of the observer from
the beginning and holds it to the end.

Utce Brady plays the leading role of Agnes
rl of the woolen mills, who lives with her
old schooner, known as the Harpoon. M

e pari with a naturalness and freedom of
ove very effective. There is little artifice

Renier, a pretty
grandfather on

iss Brady plays
movement that

dng about

Scene from "Miss Petticoats" (World).

her work, and from the moment Agnes, attired in short skirt
and blouse, with be-ribboned pigtails, steps into the picture
she claims the attention.

The story of her rise in the world and marriage to the man
she loves, in spite of the scandal that threatened her happi-
ness, is well worked out. The plot is trimmed closely—almost
too closely in places—of details. The discovery of her noble
parentage and the accompanying inheritance are skimmed very
lightly, but nothing essential is lost, and the observer is un-
doubtedly glad to have obvious business supplanted by more
entertaining tilings. The picture is almost a model for the
manner in which it works in short humorous touches of pleas-
ing freshness.

Arthur Ashley. Isabel Berwin, Robert Elliott, Johnny Hines,
Lila Chester and Ed. M. Kimball have the other important
parts.

"Bettina Loved a Soldier"
Louise Lovely Featured in Prettily Staged Adaptation of

Ludivoc Halevy Novel for the Bluebird Program.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

ABBE CONSTANTINE" is the title of the novel by Ludivoc
rio for this five-part pro-

character the play resembles a
"L Halevy from which 1

comedy-drama, but persists in shaping itself in <

more as a pretty romance than as anything else. This does
not mean that the production is devoid of comedy, for, in truth,

Scene from "Bettina Loved a Soldier" (Bluebird).

it has an ample supply, containing various highly amusing
situations, well handled. It contains also a simple charm of
quaintness and beauty that belongs to a former period.

The scenario made by E. J. Clawson found a competent di-

rector in Rupert Julian. The labor of producing was light-

ened by the aid of an able cast, consisting of Louise Lovely and
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Francelia Billington inu>< i sunating the two pretty sisters ot

the play, 'Zoe DuMae, Douglas Gerrard, George Berrill and
Elsie Jane "Wilson, and Rupert Julian himself. The role of
Bettlna, the unmarried sister of Mrs. Scott, the American pur-
chaser of the estate of Longueval, as played by Louise Lovely
is exquisitely dainty and sprightly; while both Miss Billing-
ton and Miss Lovely exhibit the refined dignity that is neces-
sary to the play throughout. The undisguised annoyance with
which Bettina meets the attentions of Paul de Lacardens, and
the persistence with which she tries to force Jean Reynaud's
love for her to confession, give entree to many delightfully
amusing situations.
The production is one which boasts those attributes of ex-

cellence that make it suitable to any class of audience.

Scene from "The Heart Menders" (Kalem).

yers, whose specialty is divorce cases. The two illegal prac-
titioners are induced to take up the profession after witness-
ing the ardent embraces bestowed on I. Sepa Ratum by the lady-
clients of that famous divorce lawyer. Ham and Bud both
succeed in doing an excellent business in divorce and kisses,
but Ham also manages to arouse the jealousy of one of the
lady's husbands and at the finish of the reel is read)- to give up
his practice. The situations arc humorous, and Lloyd V. Hamil-
ton. Bud Duncan and Ethel Teare give them expert

"A Mystery of the Rails."
There is plot enough in this number of tin- "Hazards ol

Helen" to supply a three-reel drama. A murder is committed
and the blame thrown on an Innocent man, but Helen discovers
the real culprit ami. when Ik- tries to escape on a poorer car,

1 "••• spoul mi ., water tank to the top of a passing
coach, overhauls the murderer, throws a rope around ti i in and
jerks him aboard the train. Swift action an, I an . x I ia dangcr-

J hazard i irk this •el pi

"Liberty"

First Instalment of New Universal Serial, to Run for a Period
of Twenty Weeks.

Revlt '• ed bj Robei t C Mi Eli b

THE ftrst lnstal bert " in three reels, has the
marks of a flrsl cla il ivi and a.u enture

in the great outdoors. The BOB]
Mexican border ami certain Incidents are quite as lively as tin

plenty of thrills and deeds of the red-blooded sort,
With a touch of patriotism thrown In he,,
The plot concerns

i

mi ..
| nerlts property In this countrv

ami Mexico, subject to certain conditions, \ trick;
of tiie father's estate ami several anxious lovers serve to com
i' 1 " m ,ii.

, . m i,e,- flrst visit t., Mexli
by bandits, who demand $10,000 ransom money. This I

after two of the girl quarreled ovei
I

and a rescue party Invades the mono The last

reel closes with the heroine dangling from the edgi
cliff on a small rope.
Marie Walcamp, who plays the girl, is well remembered t

her intrepid undertakings in the films. She has done innum*
able daring turns in previous pictures and her work in tl

will undoubtedly be of equal interest. Eddie Polo, also kno\
for his daring, has a prominent part in this serial. Others
the cast are Jack Holt, Bertram Grassby, Albert Allen. L.

Wells, G. Raymond Nye, Neal Hart and Maude Emery.
Jacques Jaccard, author and producer, has chosen s

On the Kalem Calendar
"The Heart Menders," a Ham and Bud One-Reel Comedy,

and "A Mystery of the Rails," No. 91 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Series.

Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

"The Heart Menders."

AN IMPORTANT piece of information regarding "The Heart
Menders" is the statement that Ethel Teare is a member
of the cast. Her return to the position of leading lady in

the Ham comedies completes the trio that were so long identi-
fied with these Kalem one-reelers, Miss Teare's method and
personality being right in line for the work.
"The Heart Menders" disclose Ham and Bud posing as law-

Scene from "Liberty" (Universal).

derfully picturesque* localities for the opening three reels.

The various instalments will follow at the rate of two reels
each for nineteen weeks. It is impossible to foretell how the
general plot interest of a serial will hold up. In a serial of
this type, action and thrills are the keynote, but it is to be
hoped they will remain bound together bv some sort of a thread
of interest.

"The Beckoning Trail"
Five-Reel Red Feather Production Features J. Warren Ker-

rigan in Story of East and West.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.

THIS five-reel production, written by F. McGrew Willis ami
directed by Jack Conway, has a familiar plot motive, but
the interest of the observer is carried to a high point in

the last three reels. The struggle over the mining claim
develops elemental passions which burst forth in hand-to-
hand struggles and exciting gun play.

J. Warren Kerrigan is well suited to the leading role He
first appears as farter Raymond, a Broadway youth who lias

gone the pace and suddenly finds it necessary to earn a living,
lie says goodbye to his friend, Georgette, and goes west to

Scene from "The Beckoning Trail" (Universal).

Work a mining claim owned h\ hlS f.ilh. i II, |

prospector working on the claim, the fathei Of
young Kill Lois Wilson
The young man's reception is .. wain, .•

by the girl for a member of ih, I i

1 1 \ ln| to lump t he .l.ilm TI •

Raymond ami her rather attacks bun ,i •

the father ami explanations follow, Then Raymi
prospect or ),,

. ome .

This bads up to the various dashes with ths I

his Kan

i

i
;•' lonalj w ell handled 1

1
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plays the Big- Boss acceptably, and Ray Hanford does his usual
good work in the part of the girl's father. Maude George
appears as Georgette, who further complicates the story. The
action is good throughout and the clear photography a decided
help.

"Hulda from Holland'
Miss Pickford in a Typical "Little Mary" Story Comes Back

to Us After a Brief Absence.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

AFTER an absence from the screen of several montl
Mary Pickford returns to her admirers. It is a typi.

"Little Mary" story, is "Hulda from Holland," released

July 31 on the Paramount program. Edith Barnard Delano is

the author, John B. O'Brien the director. In the supporting cas
are a kitten, a goat, three little boys, three old men, a hard
hearted father and—a lover.

"Hulda from Holland" as a picture will delight the friends o

Dixon Pictures at Providence.
W. M. Powers, who has been recently acting as New England

representative of the Dixon-Herbert spectacle, secured James
E. Moore of the Modern theater, Providence, as one of his first

clients, Manager Moore has arranged for a "Fall of a Nation"
week at his playhouse, beginning Monday, July 31st. This
will be the first showing of the drama in New England. Judg-
ing from the hundreds of requests for the play from Mr.
Moore's patrons, the week will be a crowded one.

Address Wanted.
The Moving Picture World would like to obtain 1

of R. V. Stambaugh, who paid his subscription but neglected
to state where the publication was to be sent.

Worthington Directing "Bitter Sweet."
Director William Worthington is majking progress with a two-

reel comedy drama entitled "Bitter Sweet," in which Ella Hall
and Franklyn Farnum are featured. Adele Farrington plays
a prominent part in the supporting cast.

naug-
Gaumont's Tabloids.

A striking innovation in motion pictures has just been i

rated by the Gaumont company, to give greater variety t

ntertaining single-reel release, "Reel Life," the Mutual Maga-
Ine in Film. This is the incorporation of an episode filmed at
he Gaumont studios which points a moral without "preachi-
ess," illustrates a fable, or satirizes some human foible. It is

complete motion picture compressed into 250 feet at most.

Scene from "Hulda from Holland" (Famous Players).

Miss Pickford everywhere. Hulda as a characterization is filled

with charm, with the distinctive bits that seem to be Miss
Pickford's sole property in spite of manifold efforts by numerous
others to appropriate them. She is always at her best with
children—and with old men, not to mention young ones—and
in this picture she has as side partners three clever youngsters,
one of them especially so. Horal Hollacher is Little Yacob, and
Horal makes a fine little Dutchman.
Frank Losee is John Walton, the "big business" man, who

loses his temper over his son's fondness for sketching to the
detriment of his law studies. John Bowers is Allan, the son,
who becomes an artist with ill success until he sketches Hulda
and lands a magazine cover—which incident figures much in the
story. Russell Bassett is the Pennsylvania Dutch uncle of
Hulda, who refuses to sell his property just to please Walton.
And there is Antonio, the organ grinder. These all give excel-
lent support.
"Hulda from Holland" contains a few serious moments,

enough to leaven the lighter vein that marks the story as a
whole. There is an abundance of human interest, increased
perhaps in its scope by reason of the wide range in the ages
of its principals, the children, the two lovers, the middle-aged
father and the old uncle.
The story opens in Holland, with its little village and wind-

mill, and shifts to New York City and the farm in Pennsylvania.
Hulda will be liked.

Scene from ."A Tabloid Drama" (Gaumont).

The work has been carried on quietly at the Gaumont studios
under the direction of Edwin Middleton. Owing to the short
length of film which can be devoted to these subjects, no foot-
age is used for introductions, but a number of the more im-
portant Gaumont players have appeared in these diverting
tabloids. A recent whimsical series enlisted the services of
Miss Iva Shepard, who appeared to advantage as a comedienne,
and "Budd" Ross, who has had the star role in so many of
Gaumont's Casino Star Comedies.

"Beyond the Trail" (Universal).
No; friends and fellow-citizens, this very acceptable snow

picture does not show a group of East Coast Universal actors
making their way across the great divide toward Universal
City. It is merely a scene from "Beyond the Trail," a two-
reel drama, written by Catherine Carr and produced by Ben
Wilson, which will be released by the Universal under the
Bison brand on August 19.

"Beyond the Trail" is an unusual story which pleases be-

& <
Scene from "Beyond the Trail" (Universal).

cause it does not follow stereotyped lines. Ben Wilson plays
the lead, and is supported by Dorothy Phillips. Little Lois
Alexander impersonates Dorothy Phillips as a child; Charles
Ogle has the role of an elderly trapper; William Welsh is cast
as a millionaire bank president's son and Hal August plays
the role of the millionaire's son.
Many of the scenes, including the one reproduced herewith,

were taken last winter in the Adirondacks.

Kindly See Announcement on Page 1106
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

General Film Company
OTTO, THE SALESMAN (Lubin), July 24.—A broad burlesque of an

old-time melodrama, this one-reel picture is neatly played by D. L.
Don, Patsey De Forest, Bernard Siegel, and George Egan. "Bertha,

the Sewing Machine Girl" would serve as the original, and the villain

is defeated and the heroine saved in the proper order.

HAM'S WHIRLWIND FINISH (Kalem), July 25—Ham gets mixed
up with several sticks of dynamite and a large number of angry sons of

Italy, which accounts for his whirlwind finish. He also turns himself
into an animated mailbox. There is considerable new business in the

farce. Another pleasant feature is Ethel Teare, who is a member of the

A MIX-UP IN ART (Kalem), July 2(5.—This is an Ethel Teare comedy
and depends for its fun upon its situations, the four leading characters

working at cross-purposes. A married couple, who pretend to be students

of art in order to get money from the aunt and uncle of the pair, are
played by Miss Teare and Victor Rottman. Myrta Sterling and Gus
Leonard have the other two parts. An ordinarily good picture.

WILL A WOMAN TELL'' (Vim), July 26.—The husband of the lady in

this one-reel comedy is fully convinced that his wife can't keep a secret,

and puts up a job on her to prove that he is right. The plot is neatly

worked out and played with equal deftness by Harry C. Myers and Rose-
mary Theby.

THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 60, 1916 (Selig), July 27.—Business men
of San Francisco leave for training camp at Montery ; yacht Warrior in

New London drydock ; Miss Wood and Tell Williams in classic dancing,
Seattle; "The Dragon Fly," a new aeroplane model, Pittsburgh; 9th

Massachusetts infantry attend mass, El Paso ; society girl and pet pea-

cock ; recruits for German Army, Strassburg ; swimming races, Chicago ;

horse racing, Seroet, Java ; James Whitcomb Riley.

THE GIRL AND THE TENOR (Kalem), July 28.—This is the first

one-reel comedy in which Ivy Close, the English actress, is featured. A
review of the picture was printed in the issue of July 29, page 803.

A PLUNGE FROM THE SKY (No. 90, of the "Hazards of Helen" Rail-

road Series—Kalem), July 2!).—International complications are threaten-

ed in this one-reel railroad drama, and Helen takes a drop from an
aeroplane, in order to capture the plans for a new motor that is of great

value to the United States. The thrill is all there. It is very evident

that Miss Gibson is ready to take any kind of a chance that the director

is able to invent.

IT HAPPENED IN PIKERSVILLE (Lubin), July 29.—A trio of

tramps, acted by Raymond McKee, C. W. Ritchie and Billy Bowers, head
the cast of this one-reel farce. The reel is full of rough house comedy, a

fire hose playing an important part at the finish.

GOLD AND GLITTER (Biograph), July 31.—A vivid dramatic sketch

with most of the scenes laid on the banks of a river flowing through
picturesque woods. Lillian Gish, Lionel Barrymore and Elmer Booth are

In the cast. The picture was directed by Griffith a number of years ago
and is now being reissued.

THE SELIG-TRIBUNE, NO. 59, 1916 (Selig), July 24.—31st Michigan
at El Paso ; Splash Week, New York ; recover body of shark victims

at Matawan, N. J. ; Thos. Mott Osborne returns as warden of Sing

Sing Prison, Ossinlng, N. Y. ; "Police Mothers" patrol beach at Coney
Island ; strike agitators arrested, San Francisco ; Open Metropolitan

Golf Championship, New York ; compulsory vaccination of troopers on

border. El Paso.

A CHEAP VACATION (Vltagraph), July 21.—The drawbacks to

camping out are humorously depicted in this one-reel comedy. The
scenario was written by P. D. Hugon and has a number of amusing
but conventional situations. The cast are all new faces and consist of

Lena Brown, Frank Wunderlee, Sam Jaffro and Bessie Burt. They are

fairly effective.

(ANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL, NO 18 (B anayi. July 26.—This
lpsuo of the Canimated Nooz is not an unlucky number for the specta-

tor. Wallace A. Carlson's cartoon pictorial hits off the dancing OraiS

most humorously, the Dream)
.mil an Interesting cenlc I oi tbe sine n el.

Wll VI LI. MM II I

business In this one-reel comedy end iv;

The trick buelneea In the picture li bandied cleverly and
will provo v

General Film Company Specials
a NATURAL BORN OAMBLER (Biograph), July 94. Thai oelebrated

poker (a which Bert William bai io often played In pantomime >>"

tbe Inspiration nf tills Inn re, I , om. ,l> . The 'liar

acters are a
j lhey are all addicted

to gambling, w llliams attempts to annex the roll of a swell sport from
the city, but the game is raided and, when last seen, the natural born
gambler is sadly dealing out imaginary hands behind the bars of a
prison. The husiness of some of the scenes could be improved, but Bert
Williams' skill at pantomime shows up well on the screen.

THE CONFLICT (Selig), July 24.—A young minister who gives up a
call to a wealthy parish and goes to a bethel in the slums, is the chief
fighter in this conflict with evil. The story of the three-reel photoplay
has many human touches, although some of the situations are difficult to
accept. Earnestness of purpose by all concerned, helps to make the pic-
ture impressive. Charles West, Jack Pickford and Fritzi Brunette lead
the cast.

A BROTHER'S LOYALTY (Essanay), July 25.—Francis X. Bushman
appears in a dual role in this two-reel reissue, taking the part of a min-
ister who goes to prison for a crime committed by his brother. The
picture is entertaining. Beverly Bayne and E. H. Calvert assist Mr.
Bushman.

BY RIGHT OF LOVE (Lubin), July 25.—The plot and characters in
this two-reel photoplay by C. J. Harris, are conventional, and the di-
rector has not succeeded in improving the scenario to any marked degree.
The daughter of a wealthy manufacturer is courted by the manager of
her father's works. She agrees to marry him, but becomes interested in
one of the workmen, who has a crippled sister. The manager is a black-
guard and the workman gets the heiress. Velma Whitman, Jay Morley,
Robert Gray, Melvin Mayo and Marcia Moore form the cast.

IN THE IIOIR OF DISASTER (Lubin), July 27.—A review of this
three-reel photoplay is printed on another page of this issue.

THE GROUCH (Essanay), July 22.—Harry Beaumont is the moving
spirit of this three-reel comedy which shows how a wideawake young
chap, just from college, mixes in with the affairs of the grouchy
gentleman whose daughter he wants to marry. The situations are
bright and breezy, and young Mr. Beaumont gives his scenes a regular
Douglas Fairbanks touch. Harry Dunkinson is capital in the title

role, and Virginia Bowker, Camille D'Arcy and John Cossar keep up
the good work.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
BETTINA LOVED A SOLDIER, Aug. 14.—A delightful five-part com-

edy-drama, featuring Louise Lovely. The story takes the form of a ro-
mance with many amusing situations, and is an adaptation of Ludlvoc
Halevy's novel "L'Abbe Constantin." A full review of the production will

be found elsewhere.

International Film Service Inc.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO. B9, 1916 (July

25).—American Derby at Chicago; largest Indoor swimming tank
opened at Galveston, Tex. ; review of volunteer army. Loi
surf riding, Ocean Park, Cal. ; Fashion section; National Guard and
regular army officers at Brownsville, T. I

Cal.; boy scouts in prise drill, Coney Island, N !

sunk at her pier, New York; Christy Mathew-.m
tho Cincinnati Rede; pictures of the V E

HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL. NO SO, 1916 (July
ontlnuee at

New fork; water porta at Larehmont Yacht Clul

bold meet, New Tort; Bth Mass. Infantrj

manager of Cincinnati Reds; army training ....

ii Beetlon ; a t. i

Mutual Film Corporation
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of the metal from ore to mint. Several big tish arc landed in the latter
feature, showing some surprising possibilities of surf fishing.

BUNGLING BILL'S DRESS SUIT (Vogue), July 30.—This number,
featuring Paddy McGuire. Elsie Hit, son and Arthur Moon, contains more
plot than most 01 this company's offerings. It centers about a letter left
in a drcs> suit telling of an inheritance. The closing scenes are a mix-
up in which the plot is temporarily almost to view. A fair subject.

PAINLESS EXTRACTING (Vogue), Aug. I.—Rube Miller and Lillian
Hamilton appear In this knockabout number. The scenes in the dentists
rooms are quite amusing, though the action never becomes very laugh-
able.

SEE AMERICA FIRST, NO. 17 (Gaumont), Aug. 2.—Philadelphia and
its environs are prolific of views, both of historical and modern interest.
The parks, statues and shipyards are shown. One of the best of the series
Picturing American cities. The reel closes with animated drawings by
Harry Palmer, showing how music acts as a hair restorer.

ONE A. M. (Lone Star), Aug. 7.—No one can deny that Chas. Chaplin
is exceedingly funny in this two-part comedy in which not a soul ap-
pears beside himself and that solid taxicab driver. At the same time two
reels of film absorbed with the actions of a drunken man leaving a taxi,
getting in his house and finally upstairs to bed is a great deal to devote
to low comedy. The picture is set richly and artistically.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials
SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE, Chapter XI (American), July 17 —

This instalment witnesses the rescue of Hope and Cleo from the mountain
fastness by Hook. There is a slight lull in the drama throughout this

while all hands gather force for the next attempt to gain the secret.
Satsuma, thinking all is lost, attempts hari-kiri, but is prevented from
this by Mahlin. Both are then haled before the Black Council and given
two more weeks in which to make good. Hope gets a letter from Inez de-

manding that he save her honor, after the night in the cabin, by marry-
ing her. None of the incidents are sensational, but continue the story in-

terest very well.

THE HAUNTING SYMPHONY (Centaur), July 29.—A two-part melo-
drama featuring Crane Wilbur. The story is rather a good one but in-

tensely gruesome. While adults may enjoy it, it is not a picture to ex-

hibit before children on account of the gruesome quality above mentioned.

THE DREAMER (American), July 31.—A two-reel number, by An-
thony W. Coldeway, featuring Lizette Thorne, Edward Coxen and others.

This is the simple story of a farm house drudge who reads fairy tales

and dreams of the coming of her prince. At last he comes. She turns

out to be an heiress and he a wealthy clubman posing as a hobo. This

contains some pretty pastoral scenes and makes an entertaining offering

of a somewhat obvious, but enjoyable type.

JUDITH OF THE CUMBERLANDS (Mutual Star Production—Signal)

,

July 31.—This five-part production is based on a novel by Alice Mc-
Gowan. The story is well adapted to the screen, but is not unlike other

mountain stories that have been filmed. The production has been well

staged, and will be found enjoyable. Helen Holmes, Paul C. Hurst, L. D.

Maloney and other competent players are in the cast.

FATHER AND SON (Mutual Masterpicture de Luxe), Aug. 7.—Henry
E. Dixey is starred in this five-part production, and it is an unfortunate

thing that a better vehicle had not been found for this celebrated actor.

The production is difficult of classification because it hovers midway be-

tween straight comedy and farce comedy. The crudeness of its sub-

titles are are also a detriment. The individual work of Henry E. Dixey

is entertainment in itself. Others of the cast, including Gladden James,

Millicent Evans and Mabel Montgomery have also acquitted themselves

individually well.

THE HOUSE OF MIRRORS (Mutual Masterpicture de Luxe), Aug. 10.

—A five-part production from the Rialto Film Corporation, made from a

story by Frederick Chapin. The picture is not above the average in any-

way, the theme treating of how a woman, in order to provide for her

young daughter after being separated from her husband on a trivial

offense, takes charge of a famous gambling den, is a shade unwholesome.

Paramount Pictures Corporation.
HULDA FROM HOLLAND (Famous Players), July 31.—Mary Pickford

returns to us after an absence of several months. It will be a welcome

return, too, for in this story we see the Little Mary of old, with all the

surrounding factors that accentuate the charm of her work—children,

pets, old men and young men. It is a picture that will delight, and for

a matinee attraction is a top-noteher. It is reviewed at length in an-

other column.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

PATHE NEWS, NO. 58, IMG (Pathe), July 1!).—Among interesting

items of this number are a contest between firemen and policemen at

Sacramento, Cal., in resisting a stream of water from a high pressure

hose; "Tar" Henderson, champion log roller, giving an exhibition of his

skill '; Thomas Mott Osborne being welcomed back to Ossining by the

prisoners of Sing Sing, and dynamiting the Matawan river for sharks.

THE CHINESE COOK (Pathe), July.—Cartoon comedy number by R.

Dirks which marks the initial appearance on the Mutt & Jeff Co.'s pro-

gram of "Hans und Fritz," who proceed to make the life of a Chinese

cook miserable with their mischievous tricks.

THE INDESTRUCTABLE HATS (Pathe), July.—A highly amusing

number from the pen of Bud Fisher, featuring the famous cartoon favor-

ites, Mutt and Jeff. A review of this number will be found on another

page of the magazine.

UNCLE SAM'S IMMIGRANTS (Pathe), July 31.— Instructive and in-

teresting, showing in detail what happens to immigrants entering Un-

united States, from the time they leave th< ship el Bills island to their
release or deportation. •

r. ROSE FASHIONS (Pathe), Aug. 7.—The exhibitor will
ffnd in this in w fashion scries "something new under the sun." Miss
Florence Rose, one of the foremost fashion experts of this country, has
supervised the producing of the pictures, which are presented in an un-
usually artistic way. A r. view of the first reel and a half will be found
elsewhere in the magazine.

\ MATRIMONIAL MIX-UP (Mittenthal), July 31.- A Heinle and
Louie comedy that will be found moderately amusing. In.

hired by a young lover to kidnap his swi.-th..m to previ nt hi r marry-
ing a man chosen lor her by his father.

Pathe Exchange Inc., Specials.
WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 12 (Arrow), July 24.—"Weighed in the Balance-

is the title of this number of the series. The story for this number is a
good one and was written by P. A. Parsons. It deals with the fate of
a rich man who has been brought up in idleness. At the moment of his
father's financial failure and death he is obliged to take the position
of a worker in the mills. A love story in which the foreman's daughter

Triangle Film Corporation.
SHELL FORTY-THREE (Ince), Aug. 13.—A very strong and absorbing

story of adventure, in which the perilous activities of an English spy are
handled with unusual skill.

THE DEVIL'S NEEDLE (Fine Arts), Aug. 13.—A picture of an artist's
struggle with the drug habit. Tully Marshall in the lead. Norma Tal-
mage sharing honors.

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
THE FINISHING TOUCH (Imp), Aug. C—This story, by Harvey

Gates, shows how a young wife reforms her drunken husband by tying
him in a chair and horsewhipping him. Marjorie Ellison and Rex De
Roselli play the married couple. Although the husband experiences a
moral awakening at the close, the plot is not very pleasant in character.
It is, however, presented well.

THE YOUNGEST OF THE FAMILY (L-KO), Aug. 6.—A very success-
ful comic offering, featuring Gene Rogers, Lucille Hutton and others.

The opening scenes are attractive and contain a good burlesque touch.

The auto dash in the latter part is a wildly hilarious one and very laugh-
able. There is a big explosion at the close. This is unusually good.

HE MAID ME (Nestor), Aug. 7.—A characteristic comedy number,
featuring Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Priscilla Dean. Lee pays an
election bet by acting as hired girl to Eddie and his wife. The plot is

slight, but some fairly amusing situations follow.

THE HENANPUP, OR FIDO'S FINISH (Powers), Aug. 8.—An amus-
ing number of juvenile interest, in which some children hold a funeral

for a dead hen and pup, which they bury together. Later they' exhume
the bones and make an old professor believe they are of historic interest.

This is an amusing and original conceit.

A KNIGHT OF THE NIGHT (Laemmle), Aug. 9.—Hobart Henley is

featured in this number as a housebreaker. He saves the wife of a busi-

ness man from the assault of a false friend and as a result gets a new
impulse to travel the "straight" road. This plot is a familiar one, but

is handled agreeably here by a pleasing cast.

THE SILENT MAN (Big U), Aug. 10.—King Baggot and Irene Hunt
appear in this number, written by Frank Smith. The idea is imaginative

and impossible, picturing a man to whom the Devil appears in person.

The main characterization is a good one, however, and, while the plot

is incredible, the interest is held firmly.

ASCHENBROEDEL (Victor), Aug. 10.—A film version of one of Bruno
Lessings stories, adapted by Helmar Bergman. Ben Wilson, Dorothy

Phillips and others are in the cast. The characterizations are good and

the story exceptionally pleasing. It treats the Jewish manner of arrang-

ing weddings in a sympathetic, but humorous way. The result is a fresh

and enjoyable screen subject. Dorothy Phillips is particularly pleasing in

this.

SOME MEDICINE MAN (Nestor), Aug. 11.—A western comedy by

Eugene B. Lewis, featuring Pat Rooney and Peggy Coudrey. Pat, acting

as a male nurse, employs an Indian medicine man to treat his patient.

He also knocks out the Indians with a live electric wire. The humor is

only fairly strong in this.

BY CONSCIENCE EYE (Rex), Aug. 11.—A little domestic drama, in

which the eye of a child's doll saves the mother from eloping and wreck-

ing her happiness. The father and child had named the doll "Conscience"

in play. A nice little story, well presented.

THE INTRUDER (Laemmle), Aug. 12.—A little story of home life, by

Catherine Carr. featuring Edith Roberts and Harry Benham. The widower

marries and his daughter considers her stepmother an intruder. Later

her son appears and anothe love affair follows. This is not very strong,

but is will presented and has a certain appeal.

Universal Film Mfg.Company Specials

THE MARK OF CAIN (Red Feather), Aug. 7.—A five-reel feature by

Stuart Paton, with Dorothy Phillips and Lon Chaney in the leads. The

story follows the fortunes of a released convict, who went to prison to

shield his father's name, and a girl forced by her stepfather to steal.

The storv would have been much more effective if it had not been given

such a sordid atmosphere throughout. The friendship of the two un-
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tortunatea appeals to tin il the picture, as a whole, lias an
unpleasant effect. Some of the construction is also weak and uncon-
vincing. The subject is hardly up to the Red Feather standard.

ONDA OP THE ORIENT (Gold Seal), Aug. 8.—A three-reel subject, by
Walter wood, and Ben Colin, with Marie Walcanip, Duko Worne, E. N.
Wallack, Eddie Polo and U C. Shumway in the cast. The opening
scenes are taken on a beautiful California estate and are very attractive.

The story is intensely melodramatic, certain scenes being almost absurdly
so. The plot concerns a will written on a dagger by the girl's father.

Some of the scenes revert back to a revolution in Manila at the time the
heroine was stolen away. This has elements of strength, but would have
been much stronger if the villainy had been more adroitly handled.

THE HIGHWAY OF FATE (Laemmle), Aug. 11.—A two-reel story by
Harry Dittmar, featuring Sydell Dowling and Sidney Bracey. The plot

concerns a man who has gone to the woods in search of health. He
meets a gypsy band, which he joins. The treatment of the plot is very
vague in places, leaving the observer in doubt as to the relationship

of characters. The strongest features of the production are the views of

the picturesque gypsy camp by day and night. The story itself is

weakly presented.

ALONG THE MALIBU (Bison), Aug. 12.—a two-reel Western subject,

featuring Cleo Madison, Wm. V. Mong and Chas. Gunn. A stage robbery
is featured. Somewhat conventional in plot, but holds the interest well.

The wild scenery is appealing and the characterizations are good. This
is stronger than the average production of the type.

THE GKEAT CORONA RACE (Imp), Aug. 13.—A two-reel number,
featuring Richard Stanton, Marcia Moore and others. The hero wins an
automobile race and also the girl. A genuine contest of the speed kings
Is featured and a picture of the lamented Bob Burman is shown. Later
flashes are also shown of Barney Oldfield, Earl Cooper, Hughie Hughs
and others. The story is plainly constructed to carry the race feature,

but it makes a good offering of the sort.

V-L-S-E, Inc.
THE LIGHT AT DUSK (Lubin), July 31.—Director Edgar Lewis has

produced a worthy lilm in "The Light at Dusk." It is one of those fea-

tures which stand upon their own merits. Aside from the direction and
photography, which is at all times good, the story holds the interest

throughout the seven reels, so much so that the spectator does not realize

this, as the story is well constructed and void of dull moments. A more
extended review of this film can be found in last week's issue.

HESPER OF THE MOUNTAINS (Vitagraph), July SI.—Lillian Walker
is featured in this five-part melodrama, but with limited opportunities.

The story adapted from a novel by Hamlin Garland, is not especially

well suited to the screen. It embraces a rather interesting love story.

and also a miners' strike. A full review of the production will be

found elsewhere in the magazine.

World-Equitable.
MISS PETTICOATS (Peerless "Brady Made"), July 31.—A five-reel

Peerless production, the book by Dwight Tilton and scenario by Harley
Knoles, who also directed the picture. This tells a fresh, well-rounded
story, abounding in humor and not lacking in pathos and the deeper
emotions. Alice Brady plays to part of a mill worker, raised by her
grandfather, a retired sea captain. She rises in station and wins hap-
piness despite the tongue of scandal. All of the subordinate parts are

in good hands, Johnny Hines and Arthur Ashley doing particularly

good work. The production is entirely commendable and should have
wide appeal.

Miscellaneous.
THE LURE OF ALASKA (Leonard S. Sugden), August.— Dr. Sugden

shows some very interesting and m< mi ,
- c|u.. seines Hum this northern

country of Alaska, showing the majestic lakes, the mountains, the gla-

ciers and other interesting objects. This film was reviewed 01

..I la ' w< ek's issue.

MILLER GOES TO ROCKIES.
Victor Miller of the Cinema Camera Club lias left New-

York for a two months' trip through the Rockies to film a

series of scenics. Mr. Miller, whose camera work is widely
known, will be remembered as the photographer of the re-

markable naval scenes in tin feature production, "America
Preparing," presented until recently at the Lyric theater.

Some notable camera work was in. "lined hy Mr. Miller in

this film masterpiece. The panoramic views of Pensacola
ii while flying over the citj in an aeroplane guided

l>\ Lieutenant Saufli

sln.it aboill a month later. The splendid film impn
West Poinl and \nnapolis also arOUSed favorable c.inmietit

Mi Miller's new productions will be awaited with considei
able interest.

WARREN KERRIGAN'S NEW LEADING LADY
I ois w ilson, the Alabama prize winning beauty, who ha

been leading lady foi i Wan.,, Km-i-an in recent Blue
birds, will he replaced when "The Social Buccaneer" is pro
dm ed in that si rii bj Louisi Lovely, v ho ha b( en a Btai
mi In i own account among Bluebirds evei since she entered
pictures in this counti j the fii st of the j ear

At Leading New York Theaters

"H

Programs for the Week of July 30 at New York's Best
Motion Picture Houses.

Mary Pickford at the Strand.

II. DA from Holland" is the title of Mary Pickfords
new picture, which was exhibited at the Strand the-
ater the week of July 30. The photoplay was pro-

duced by the Famous Players Film Company and released on
the Paramount Program.

Edith Barnard Delano, who wrote the scenario, has pro-
vided a lovable story. The locale is Holland, and Miss Pick-
ford's interpretation of a little Dutch girl blends perfectly
with the picturesque background of dikes and windmills.
A subsidiary feature for the week showed a Zeppelin raid

at night over London. The pictures were taken of a raid
made by the Germans in their dirigible on the night of Sep-
tember 29. The Strand Travelogue contained seem
geria. A one-reel comedy and the Strand Topical Review
were on the program. The soloists for the week were Perle
Frank, Mile. Valentine and Bruce Weyman.

"Home" at the Rialto.

Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaun and Charles Ray were the
leading actors in "Home," a Triangle production, which was
shown at the Rialto theater. The usual special features were
included in the program.

Marie Doro at the Broadway.
"Common Ground," by Marian Fairfax, with Marie Doro

as the star, headed the program at the Broadway theater.
Miss Doro appeared as a ragged young girl of the slums.

Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.

At the Eighty-first Street theater, four Triangle pictures
were shown. On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Bessie
Barriscale was seen in "The Payment," and on Thursday.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Douglas Fairbanks in "The
Half Breed." A Keystone comedy was shown with both
feature pictures.

"UNCLE SAM AWAKE" IN TOWN.
Hugh A. Fargo, sales manager of the Imperial Film Manu-

facturing Company. Chicago, and Laurence Rubel, president
of the Lawrence Rubel Service Company, are at the McAlpin
Hotel. New York. Mr. Rubel and Mr. Fargo were in Wash-
ington last week, where they gave the first showing of their
latest five-reel production, "Uncle Sam Awake." before the
Secretary of War. Xewton 13. Baker, and forty of his staff
officers. Letters of commendation which were written by
the secretary and staff officers pronounce the film one of the
finest photographically and flawless in detail. "Uncle Sam
Awake" distinguishes itself from many of the war films in

that a terse connected story is told by pictures, all of which
were made under the personal supervision of commanding
officers of the Army in both the United States and Mexico
I'his was made possible through a special authorization from
the Adjutant General of the Army at Washington. A show-
ing for State Rights buyers and exchangemen will be an-
nounced by letter this week.

V. H. Hodupp. C. W. Bunn. Henry K Friedman.

Here are three business getters In m\ short weeks the)
ave built a model Pathe organization at Chicago in ac
ordance with the new gales plan which Mr Berst has been

in< c the first ol the yeai Mi Bunn is managei
i the Chicai flfice and \l. Fi ii dmai is ei n appointed
roni assistant manager of the i 1 managei
i the Minneapolis office Mr Hodupp is assistant to Mi
eelye and as a result ol his |

I wo.k n •

he Minneapolis office .i\-i. added to the terntoi
Inch he has supervision
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Important

Announcement
Commencing with issue of the Moving
Picture World dated September 2d, 1916,

the price will be advanced to fifteen cents

(J 5c) per copy. This change is made
absolutely necessary on account of the

greatly increased cost of paper, engraving

and printing.

For the present the yearly subscription

price of three dollars will remain as at

present. As the saving in cost between

the yearly subscription rate of three

dollars and the above single copy price

—

which will amount to $7.80, figuring

fifty-two copies at \5 cents per copy—is

considerable, we suggest to our many
readers throughout the country the ad-

visability of sending us their subscriptions

at once. A considerable saving will thus

be made in addition to receiving the paper

earlier each week.

Chalmers Publishing Company
i m
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Advertising for Exhibitors
"':

.'
:

• "
' V m,

Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

rOM NORTH, of the Seattle V-L-S-E, does not believe in permitting

even a single bet to get bv him, so a column of his Pals is regu-

larly given to comment on the newspapers published in his terri-

tory, and when Tie sees one without a photoplay page he lets out a

scream that is heard clear up in Alaska. Recently he jacked up the

Hub, Central la, and the publisher came back at him with the explana-

tion that on certain days the paper was cut to four pages, and photo-

play mention went along with a lot of other things. He says in closing :

We understand that your interest is purely selfish, the same
as ours and the same as the theater manager's, but if we can
make a dollar for ourselves we don't give a damn how many
dollars you and your picture theater man makes.

That's about the way the average publisher looks at it. He knows
his readers are interested in photoplay. He knows they want to read

about the plays, but he wants to see some advertising coming from all

that space. If he gets his dollar, you can have as much more as

you can make. If you do not advertise you cannot argue with the

publisher. But if you do pay advertising bills, get after him for a

photoplay page. If the New York daily papers, with the tremendous
pressure on their columns, can run as much for the photoplays as for

the dramatic theaters, your man can, so make him. Do it nicely, but
do it now. Make bim buckle down and run general stuff as well as

your house notice. Then the department will please the readers more
and your house stuff will show to better advantage. If there is an-
other house in town, get the other fellow to come in with you in your
assault on the editorial space. Forget personal differences and work as

a team, no matter what you think of him, but think nicely of him, if

you can. You'll get along better and you'll both make more money.

The house
most of the p

the house is so light, ush

is small. There are girl ushers on each floor, bui
is prefer to select their own seats and the ushers are
fit of women patrons than to actually usher, and as

not needed, though they £

Classy.

The Criterion theater, Atlanta, sends out its opening announcement-
invitation on a grey four page sheet of peculiar tint and texture, printed

in purple and addressed in purple ink. The greeting page is unusually
well printed script, but on the third page, giving the program for the

first week, the printer uses machine composition instead of small dis-

play faces and loses the effect. It is a shame to spoil a good job like

that for the want of a couple of dollars worth of type. One of the
greatest drawbacks that even large city exhibitors have to face in their

printing is the lack of good eight and ten point display faces. Printers,

it would seem, simply will not stock them. That third page in a large
size six and a small twelve point engraver's shaded would have backed
up the front page and would have cost only three dollars and a half. It

would often pay the exhibitor to buy the type if his printer is a corpse
yet unburied. The house did its share well, but it loses effect through
the printer.

Vion's House.
Lately we went up into the Hronx to look over the Crescent theater

for Joe Vlon. It answers so admirably to what we think a theater
should be, we are going to tell about it. In the first place, as you como
up the street it looks like a regular theater. There is an electric sign

and a glass marquise and plenty of light. There is one well-painted
banner across the sidewalk under the marquise. At either side of the
door Is a band-painted tbre I In brass frame, but hand-painted

i means gomethlng that nally is bitter than the average
printed bill, for Vlon pays a salary to a sign painter and wives bint

plent) Ol space to work In. He dot B block shaded letter that looks

like i' II. i work, and his air-brush stuff Is a lesson. Just because he
OWB in air-brush, he does not I t everything up with color. The
entire lobby front is swinging doors and you can swing any one of

them without upsetting a frame I" aiisi then STS HO B» el fxt Ill

ol the tram. at. ... t i. i.. i.>« tin- warn noting, and are provided
with hooks that lit .1 pipe i 1

1
1

I'" Igu i .hi I- i

trouble and by alway having the current program on the bo I

the patron knows just where to look for the day's attraction II"

lobby It well lighted and i
I ,ou can enter the bou e from the lobby

w nil. mi bi hi;- ti mpoi arllj blind, d, tor a) all I h

of the foyer. >,.| the auditorium la 118
I In dlrecl

•.i..i..i the rule thai pi iplaj bos • bould bt deep and narrow,
7el no projection i o I lied thai the picture It the ame whether

rom the rei thi hou i tht b ren dlrectlj against the
reen t hi throw I i n 00 ft I from room sboVt the balcony

illen i bui 'i i I...
i .. tract ol the k< yt torn

afleot, and where leadei are I I In with rule wort thi i

with a drop
• I i' 1 ..i I ' bui II done.
The tage Is equipped to ban

»ver to iii.iim. ;, tin ,., H-, room bs i turned •""> printing
office, the pi Inti r also nd cui tain puller. He
i

i
an ..I, i in., n w in, would rath

i I

comfortable po Itlon undei man be know and thej can gel oul
Job In hurry. The program hsvi alreadj been commented upon,

to go to the assistance of anyone who shows the least indecision. Many
managers will probably question the value of this scheme, but it has a
basis in good sense. If the house is light and seats are unreserved,
there is no need of officious ushering.
There is an entire absence of garish decoration. The stage set is

pretty, but it does not obtrude. You have to look for it to see it. The
screen is the principal point of interest and the setting is not allowed
to kill that. It is the same in the body of the theater. It is a hand-
some house, but the tones are so quiet that they do not impress them-
selves. Probably few of the patrons can tell what the color scheme is,

but they all know it is a pretty house.
They circularize with their house programs a list of nearly five thou-

sand names, using an addressing machine, and requests for programs
come from some of the suburban towns, though many of the patrons
pass numerous other theaters on the way to this house. They like the
program and they like the atmosphere of the house, and so they travel
several miles by trolley to get the welcome and the comfort that the
Crescent affords. That tells its own story—that and the well-filled
seats. If you run the right sort of house and pick your program in-
telligently you do not have to worry about the house in opposition, even
though it is located close to your own.

Rotten.
In a program to hand we note that the loaned cuts have a big number

stamped into the face of the metal. As these numbers are stamped with
the regular dies, they print iu reverse. It is a short-sightea policy that
leads an exchange to put out cuts with a quarter-inch number. The

1 work just as well if sunk into the end wood of the
show o•ut and will t surface.

An Extra.
The Kansas City V-L-S-E exchange got out a four-page extra for the

Iowa convention. It has a page and a half of bright hits and will
probably be a valued souvenir of the outing.

At It Again.
Once more the Third Street. Easton. ra., has dug out its own motion

camera and is producing a local picture from a script by Frank C.

Andrews. The local picture is getting quite common, and is generally
a good business getter, but the Third Street is one of the few houses
that can make its own productions, for it has owned a camera for same
years now. It was the first house we know of to do this local stunt.

Backed Up.
The Stanley, Philadelphia, sends in a tOUT-page program called The

Stanley N,ws, that has the front page on the back and another hearting
on the front. The program show- undated days and yuu have 10 go
to some little trouble to find the dates, but It i- the homo house of

Stanley Mastbaum, and the show is there, and thi Brat It differ*

from the usual layout in that, being published on Honda]
a full page to the last three days of the week, the other half of

the latter page being taken for house announcement The issue to

ippeal t" the delegate) to the Advertising Men's
Convention, and it shows its own knowledge of ad-wrltlng by pre-

senting this bank :

ol merely s Favorite \h< ater
it is a standard Philadelphia Institution,

\ loader by right: a guide for others

Thai com. prott] ClOM tO being I I WOrl id II means
something, lor the bOUSS is a leader. Mated day- would help little.

Inn n has all of the other delaiK Including time table and priOO

schedule.

Finds Cleanliness Pays.
m ii oibb ..i the Pi in. . i, Adalrvllle k>

line from small town i thll

I appreciate your paper and feel thai I could not do without U

I bavi
man. l r on tin >ii". rent reli

me i" '

out b> the idalrvllle Bnt< i

on,-, but i thought it a rati

and eatpeol to mall them both In and ...it ol

mi oibb roll * i

.
.

i that all vim. !• t with it*

, line at all time- Thai I all In i|.o- Ihllltv bill II

to the work « hO ' ' •
I

follow n, i papi i i Blaj i". sf< Hi knon ho will not I
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The advertisement Is a four pager, partly advertisement ; partly form
letter, which is a Dew combination. The first page la made up like a

bouse program and Die hack page lists the Paramount stars. The inner
pages are a form letter. We arc inclined to think that a better form
would have been to set the form letter as the chief page and the rest

on the back as an advertisement, as many houses do, using one side for

the communication and the other for publicity. In this form, folded as a
letter, it would have better suggested its purpose. No effort is made to
suggest a personally written letter other than the use of straight type-
writer face, but even at that a Roman "(over)" at the bottom of the
page Is bad composition. It should have been typewriter type like the
remainder. It merely announces a change to Paramount service, but it is

well worded and the story is simply told ; which is always the best way.

A Formula.
Lee U Dalsly. of the Kansas City Feature Film Co., is also editor of

their bouse organ. Paramount Pep. Recently he addressed the Omaha
Photoplay Managers Association, and the meat of his remarks is com-
pactly Hummed up in his concluding paragraph, in which he says:

If you would have a busy box office, tell them your story in a
sincere, simple, entertaining and forceful manner. Sometimes it

requires a soft pedal, but more often a bang. Absorb film enthus-
iasm ; radiate your faith, have a message and drive it home—hard
and often ; stand by every statement ; play the game fair and
6quare. you can then be reasonably sure of a liberal trade, from
the good will created by your honesty and a truthful statement

It is all there, and it is not so very hard to follow

cut out to be an exhibitor.

Another Peg Parade.
D. Filozola, of the Theatrette, Fort Scott, Kansas, vt

* parade to launch Peg 0' the Ring, and he built up
idea by offering ten dollars in prizes for costumes.
had a clown act for a ballyhoo in

front shows a chair and table act.

of chances for street and lobby work. It was stunt suggestive in the
extreme. Some special stuff is particularly needed to give a serial a

proper start, and Peg is about the best self-starter in this sense that has
been brought out.

A Three in One.
The Amusu, Statesboro, Ga., sends in a post card that serves as a three

In one. It is a straight column advertisement that is used in the local

paper. When it has been run off the type is lifted and printed as a dodger
for the local distribution and then is run on postal cards for mailing to

the country territory t~ persons known to have automobiles. Here the
advertisement carries the name of the house in large type, the week in a
smaller black face and the program, by days in straight Roman. Even
here the days might be dated individually with profit, but in general
the idea of making triple use of the same type is distinctly good. But
little more than the titles can be carried, and we think that it would be
better, if the type can be had, to set the titles in a six point and take a
line to the title, instead of running in the day's offering.

Monday, Booties Baby (3 reels).

July 3, The Man in the Case (3 reels).

Is more distinctive than

Monday—Booties Baby and the Mail
in the Case. A double feature in

six reels.

The individual titles can be caught more quickly, and each title will

make more of an impression.

Canning the Patrons.
W. F. Wrarneford, of the Gem, Lawrenceburg, Ind., sends in a throw-

away for one night in which he advertises a serial and a series picture

as well as a comedy. At the bottom he offers a free admission to any boy
or girl brining ten tin cans tied together and specifies that these must not
be taken from the city dump but from yards and alleys. The layout of the
type is well planned, a cross line over the top and then the 4!4-inch space
is split into two by a bar in which the letters are set one below the other,
merely the words "lleinie and Louie Comedy" running down the page.
This gives two sections lor the series and serials and not only keeps them
apart, but it gives them equal importance and gets the type into a line

that is not too wide for small descriptive matter. The two panels do
not match well, but they can be made to harmonize with a little trouble, if

desired. At the bottom of the bill the type again runs across the page.
The sample sent in will not reproduce as green, yellow and red, the
colors used, are all non-actinic, but the first time Mr. Warneford repeats
we wish he would send in a couple on white paper. This is not as good
for the street distribution but will be better appreciated by the en-
graver. Mr. Warneford writes that the throwaway packed his house for a
Thursday program, and this is the real test.

For a Throwaway.
The Arc theater, Delphi, Ind., sends in some 10 by 12 throwaways that

are very nicely set, though the days should be dated. One trouble with
a weekly throwaway is that it seems such a lot to read, but this works

if you really t

is another to have
n the band wagon
Evidently he also

lince the house

ARC PROGRAM
Mary Pickford

Kathlyi

W. S. Hart

Matinee Every Saturday

nicely without crowding. It is something along the lines of the program
tor the Auditorium, Coatesville, and perhaps the idea was gained there.

Merely because the Auditorium cut showed a small program does not
mean that it cannot be adapted to other service. In his newspaper stuff

he uses a straight reader with lines and names pulled up in full face.

It is not as easy to read as straight stuff for the black type makes a
break. The house and the printer split fifty-fifty on names, for the

house speaks of "Lew" Tellegen and the printer of "charming" instead
of Channing Pollock.

A Summer Scheme.
The Lehigh Orpheum, South Bethlehem, is using a store card for the

We hope to reproduce it presently because it works out so well.

that the modesty of

of type. W7e have been
an but a single title in

and get a series of 18
inless the cards can be

does not use its card

It is not greatly unlike a lot of other cards
display saves it from being an unreadable mass
watching a card near our home. At first they i

a 48 point. Now they add the other attractions

point lines that are useless for window work \

forced to the front of the window. The Orpheu
for window work but has them punched and tacks them u

shops with thumb tacks. It is small enough not to be in the way and
yet large enough to be conspicuous. The sheet is 7 by 11 inches.

A Missouri Baby.
Clarence J. Koetting, of the Lyric, St. Genevieve, Mo., sends in his

very first and this letter

:

You will find enclosed a copy of the first issue of what we call

a house program, although we may be willing to recant when you
have passed judgment. As it stands, it is the product of one
who has never even seen a house program, must less ever edited

one. We are in a town of 2,000 with about 25 per cent, theater-
goers—and opposition. We have two weekly newspapers and of

course we are held down to the few kinds of type shown in our
program. Fancy type and job faces are out of the question and

where we are. What do you think the best way of distributing

programs, mail, delivery by messenger or passing them out at

the theater. We will appreciate any samples the brothers may
send in.

Please note the request for samples, and kick in with yours. The
current issue is four pages, white paper and about the sort of blue ink

that you would expect to find in an ofi^ce so poorly provided with type.

It is the sort of blue that they print window cards with and it does well
enough when there is a heavy letter, but with a light outline or a cut

the ink fades to the color of watered milk. It would be better to try

a black.

The issue does very well for a first attempt. It has a cut heading,

a simple open design, and then shows a cut with the date, house name
and town and state below. The town, state and date must run just below

the cut head, and It would be better to use type in place of the cut

since it is not likely that every good result can be had from the
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cuts with the printing equipment available. The program runs on page

three wltb dated days and a new wrinkle in running a bracketed "(to-

,la\ i ,11. i Hi. in t date The second page is sincerely written house

talk and the back carries the underline attraction and more house

talk. The back page looks a little too white, partly because a long extract

from a poem is used for part of the underline announcement. If the

office stocks a six point face, and probably it does, it would be well to

use that for poems and for quotations from criticisms and similar ex-

traneous matter. This should be indented, when set solid, which means

that there Is a little white space on either side, as in the case with the

letter in this section. It does away with quotation marks, shows that it

if! a quote and not only saves space but, sparingly used, serves to

give the matter some slight distinction.

As to distribution, in so small a town we think that the house to

house distribution is best in that it reaches practically everybody ; not

alone the 25 per cent, who attend, and who are reasonably certain, but

the 75 per cent, who might be coaxed and who are more important to

the manager. A purely house distribution, either by handing out pro-

grams as the patron is leaving or entering or placing them on a table

from which they may be taken, will reach only those who are already

patrons. House and theater distribution combined is apt to result in

duplication. Some arrangement should be made to cover possible patrons

in the country by a mailing list. Possible patrons as those who come
into town more or less regularly or who have automobiles and might

be coaxed to come. Small girls make better carriers than boys, but

boys will do if they are carefully selected. Generally free admission

through the week is regarded as sufficient pay and more valuable than

its equal in money.

From Steve.

Steve Farrar, of the Casino, Eldorado, 111., sends in some throwaways
for his adventure in sex-stuff and wants to know if we think the In-

spiration dodger too loud. We think he has done better than usual with

this subject, for he does not play up the nudity and does endeavor to

For Our Mothers THE CASIHO TO-NIGHT

tonight CASINO J°:
N

,

IGH
!

The Pidure You
'

Te BeeD Wanting t0 **

The Most Daringly Beautiful Picture

3IJ5HLEE
Beautiful Margarita Fisher

INSPIRATION
AUDREY MUNSON

10c See This Pktore To-Nitht ****+**.+ *„<*«***,+

rising to the plane which it justly deserves. We believe the davs
of "the wild and wooly" and the ultra-sensational have passtd
and that the public of to-day is demanding the better class of

mind recreation. We have not waited for them to make
this demand, however. We have always been just a step or two
ahead of the demand which we predicted would come ; we have
kept to the front and are now beginning to realize that we were
right. This policy shall continue in full force at all times and
we shall not wait for the public to demand better motion pictures.

However, there will always remain those who prefer the cheap
clap-trap—those who will digest anything from thumb-tacks and
Chop Suey to morbid sensationalism. Whether they will ever
be converted is a matter of conjecture. In the meantime we pre-
fer to cater to those who discriminate—without a doubt the
majority by big odds.

This is followed by almost a page of chat about the coming pictures.

It is good, sound, sensible sort of talk, but we note that Mr. Brown has
his programs with a consecutive number that suggests some lottery
scheme. That would offer another house a come-back. He is putting too
much into his book program to need to resort to prize schemes. And
they hurt the pictures, too. The old days "gift trick" was synonymous
with fake. It is different now, but the schemes do the house no good.

Right on the Job.

Arthur G. Stolte. of the Palace. Vinton. Iowa, is not standing still

long enough to let the moss grow on his shoes. The day that the
presidential proclamation calling out the militia was issued, the Palace
had in its regular shipment a single reel, "The Stars and Stripes in

Mexico." Mr. Stolte gave one look at the film, hustled for the print
shop and without waiting to write copy began to sling type, taking the
news paragraph from the Chicago papers, putting his film stuff on the
other side and making up a 15 by 15 one sheet extra that reached the
street before two-thirty (the news came at nine), with the result that
the business was unusually big. To show that Mr. Stolte is one of

us, we reproduce the page.

[extbaTI PALACE NEWS rfoDAtl

PRESIDENT WILSON ISSUES ORDER
CALLING OUT THE NATIONAL GUARD

115,01)0 TROOPS ARE
TO BE MOBILIZED

appeal with the plea of beauty. In the motherhood subject he does not

bar the kiddies but leaves it to their parents to decide, which is a better

way for a subject that is not too frank. Typographically we think the

Inspiration circular very well done ; a better arrangement than that for

"The Miracle of Life," which does not show as well, but then, the title is

too long and should have been set in two or more lines, perhaps a small
"the" and then two large lines "Miracle" and "of Life."

What Is the Menu?
A "Kentucky breakfast" is a large drink of whiskey, but what is a

Kentucky dinner? Lately we mentioned that in speaking of a new house
Charles O. Brown, of Middleboro, Ky., identified the site as being" the
present location of Jo-.lo's hamburger stand." Now he comes out with an
editorial in which he mentions the ptomaine spreading chop suey and
goulash joints. They must have a variety of food down there. Hut aside

from the varied menu, Mr. Drown has written an editorial that goes
straight to the point. H i worth, copying— if you can say "amen" to it

without making your
[ling soap or entertainment.
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There will be many times, perhaps, when a timely stunt Itkl

be worked. lie works for catchlines on his throwaway papal

cular was put out folded so that only "Extra!! I'm. cars Ol dynamite
explode," was tu i.e seen ami another urges the reader to "Hear the

Melody of Love," there being three lines ol texl between the first word
and the title, with a small "ever" above the "hear," the test reading
"Ever bear ol the three pan photodrama that is showing to-day at

the I'alan, photographed In a mining ilistn. t, 'I tkl

We fancy thai Mr. Stolte works all ol these Ideaa out dlreotly in type.

But it Will be nme time before he can again beat the local daily on an
extra, lor tin- local sheet did not give the news until the following day.
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this

department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated

clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to

the paper direct and not to this department, and a return

stamped envelope is inclosed.

The Form Fetish.

SEEING matters l'rom a new point of view, S. A. Van Petten takes
up interestingly his personal angle on form. He writes :

I think you mentioned once that as a part of his training, an
author ought to have a few weeks experience reading scripts.

Well, I've had mine. Some time ago I read scripts for several
weeks to help out a friend of mine, who was swamped. And say-

—

I've found out what "boobs" are, and their variety is infinite.

But of course I expected that. However several things did sur-
prise me. First, the surprising number of fairly good scripts

—

not good enough to use, but not hopeless. It recalled to me your
striking illustration of the box of tacks of various sizes, and a
few railroad spikes. Well, the railroad spikes were mighty few.
Out of hundreds of scripts, there were only three or four that
could be considered fair, and they required re-writing. Another
thing that surprised me was the knowledge of— I won't call it

"technique," I'll call it "form" as distinguished from "sub-
stance"—knowledge of form possessed by the average amateur
writer. Script after script came in to us in nearly perfect "form"
as to arrangement of scenes, leaders, etc. (though of course the

continuity was usually poor). But as to the substance,the idea,

the real thing—well, it wasn't there. It was like a clock with the
works removed—just a shell. I almost forget to mention that we
did receive one good idea in crude, synopsis form. I laid it aside
for further consideration. About a week later, the author wrote
requesting an immediate decision on the script, as she had an-
other offer. The script was returned at once, without comment.
And so it goes. Another thing that surprised me was the number
of so-called experts today that are writing Synopsis Only. It

seems to be very prevalent.
It was certainly a valuable lesson to me. You can rest assured

that my scripts will be Railroad Spikes, or they will go into my
waste basket. Also, I have the utmost sympathy for a reader or
editor. If there is any branch of literature that is more tire-

some, and monotonous and tedious than reading scripts—well,

I've never found it. "Never again" for me ; I know when I've had
enough. The Moral is self-evident.

The spike illustration to which Mr. Van Petten refers was given so
long ago that perhaps many readers have forgotten. Briefly it was
to the effect that in a box of brads and carpet tacks a railroad spike
would loom amazingly large and that the story that was bought must,
like the spike, overshadow its fellows to command attention.

Thousands of writers have studied form with care, with such care
that it completely overshadows idea. They have become absorbed in

form largely because they cannot envolve plots and they study what their

limited comprehension permits them to grasp. They come in time to

suppose that any story in good form must be a good story.
If you have a good story, form is not vital, but if you have a good

story and also possess a mastery of technique, you can give the story
the best possible development in a shape that any director can under-
stand if he wants to. Technique is useful only if you have an idea to

exploit. Then it enables you to give that idea in a form that cannot
be misunderstood, but merely because a script looks like some "model
scenario" it does not follow that the script contains an idea and the
greater portion of those who bitterly complain that their good scripts
never sell as those who write forms an idea.

Master form, as you master typewriting, merely as a means to an end
and not the end itself. Then master plotting and make form and type-
writing merely serve to show your plots to the best advantage. That
is what the writing of photoplays really means.

The Secret.
"I could not get good scripts of action even if I wanted them," was the

remark an editor made, the other day. "I would rather pay a hundred
dollars a reel for a real continuity than ten dollars for the idea alone."
And he never realized that if he announced that he would really and
truly pay a hundred dollars a reel for stories worth while it would not
be long before he had an ample supply. The trouble is that practically
no company regularly pays the hundred dollars that the press agent
loves to talk about. They announce that they will, but always they find

that the script must be reconstructed, but that if the author will take
$25 "for the idea only" they'll send him a check. Then the man who

a dirtied

might make a real author quits and does something else and the editor

remains at the mercy of the boobs.
Any company that will promise to pay $100 a reel and make good at

that price for every reel that it buys will presently have the pick of the

market, but no editor is ever permitted to make good on that promise
for every script worth the price. Seven years ago Bannister Merwin
started to write Dim stories, attracted by the $10 to $100 offer. He
stopped when he found that only the $10 end of it was genuine and it was
not until two or three years later that he found a company that would
pay him that hundred, though even here the prices started at $26. The
way to get good themes done into good action is to attract the type of

writers who really can do the work and yet who are not yet arrived at

the point where their fiction stories will pay better. For that matter we
know more than one author who may sell serial rights for from three

to five thousand dollars under his own name and job less finished work
tinder another name for $.">00 for from 30,000 to 40,000 words; the so

called book length magazine stories. They cannot glut the market with
their stories, and they I an write many more than they do, so they sell

their seconds on first draft. These men are not now interested in motion
picture work because they have tried it and have been stung. They
could be interested afresh if there was offered a check proportioned to

the idea, but the moment a company makes such an offer, even in good
faith, they start to hedge. Too many editors are holding their jobs on
the strength of the money they are supposed to save their employers.
In reality these are most costly.

Carbon Copies.
A Xew Jersey author is moved to self pity because Editors will not

read carbon copies of plays. He makes the astonishing statement that

hundreds of professional writers submit their carbon copies,

tends that a clean carbon copy should be more acceptable than
original and lastly he does not see why he cannot submit to two or more
companies at the same time.

It never occurs to him that he can recopy that dirty original, or per-

haps he is too lazy, but we think it is just plain boob, for we have been
playing the game for twenty-five years now, have been in close touch
with the editorial departments .of many magazines and we never heard
of a single professional writer who ever made a practise of sending out

a carbon copy.

It is not for the writer to dictate terms. The other man does the

5 to sell, he must conform to the rules, and one of these

may be) is that the editor must be given his own
the script. It is seldom that the editor is to blame

uld be glad were they able to pass on stuff more
promptly. It does them no good to hold up a script for six or eight weeks,
but they must wait the pleasure of the director or their employer and
what these know about courtesy to authors is painfully little. It is

annoying, but it is the rule, and the rule must be obeyed. The author
is not required to offer stories, but if he does want to offer stories and
is required to offer originals, then original must be sent. Evidently this

correspondent never got his fingers all smeared up with carbon sheets

and stuff written with copying ribbons.

Looks Fishy.
A questioner writes that a company has advised him that they are

in the market for adaptations from stories not copyrighted or on
which the copyright has expired. He wants to know about it. It

looks very much as though some wildcat company was looking for

free scripts. Most companies maintain a staff of writers who could

make better adaptations than the novice free lance, and a request for

stuff from the outside suggests that no checks would be forthcoming.
Moreover, copyrights may be renewed and the line "Copyright 1886"

does not mean that the work may not have been reentered for an

buying. If he w
rules (bad though i

time in passing c

and most of them *

ad. lit

For Lady Leads.
It might be well to note that Lasky buys only stories with strong

female leads. They are not even mildly interested in a strong part

for a male lead.

Spelling.

If you habitually misspell a word or if you know how to spell it

but unconsciously hit the wrong combination of keys, sit down some
time and write the word carefully a couple of thousand times, using

the same fingers when hitting any certain key. After that you'll

The THIRD Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW READY

This is virtually a new book under the old title.

More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.

By Mail, Postpaid Three Dollars
Address all orders direct to nearest office.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Ave., New York City

Schiller Building, Haas Building,
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Manufacturers' Notice.

IT IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or

other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the

excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible to

reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In order

to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps (less than

actual cost), will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by mail,

without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot be re-

plied to in the department, one dollar.

Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed

in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.

Either booklet may be bad by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to

the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every

live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You

may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot of

Question No. 149.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in

replies of excellence Will appear in the Roll of Honor. Theater man-
agers looking for high-class men will do well to watch the Roll of

What do you ihi„i. onoin < of the operator

.
.,.;,,/ tO tin ninth I

Roll of Honor on Question No. 142.

Nearly all of the Roll of Honor replies to Question 142 were prac-

tically equally complete. Th, following constitutes the Roll:

! M. Smith, Fort Worth, Texas; F. F. Hell, Palestine, Texas;

Wilson Hayes, Barton, Md. ; Nelson W. Williams, Jackson. Gfa. ; W. B.

Allen, Edmonton, Canada; M. Nosti, Tampa, Fla. ; W. C. Crawford,

Brooklyn, N. Y. ; C. E. Linstriith, Carthage, N. Y. ; J. L. Arnold, Bell-

inghain. W.i !i I. I\. '
. -• ! 1 1 W>- t, rnport, Md. ; Edward Marshall,

: c ; ramie Mi Vdoo, Hamilton, Mo.; F. T. Layman, Wash-
ington. I ml., and one unsigned.

I think the reply of Nelson W, Williams, Jackson, Ga., best serves

e for publication.

By .

The Question :

Which is the more efficient, a carbon or metallic filament lamp'' What
relative light-giving power per watt?

The Answer:
Of the two lamps, viz.; the carbon, or metallic filament,

by far the more efficient, giving approximately twice the C. P. per watt

win. n thi carbon filament lamp supplies. Tin- carbon filament lamp
has an effldi tl per C. P., or, in other words.

one C. P. for each :!.."i watts of current consumed, whlcb means that a

true 16 r. p. lamp would consume 56 watts. The different metallic
iiiani.nl lamps, however, have a much higher efficiency, though they

vary according to the different makes, as tollOVi

quoted from ' data: Gem Metallic

Watl per C. P. ; Mazila \l>

('. P.; Nitrogen Filled Lamp 80 watts per C. P. The nitrogen filled

lamp has. however, hardly passed the experimental stage, and the figures

given are for the 100 watt size. The smaller nitrogen filled lamps are

not so efficient, running as low as one watt per C. P. The relative C.

p per watl I a follows: Carbon Filament, 2/7 c. P. per watt; Qem
Metallic, ', C. P per watt Mazda Metallic, % C. P. per watt; Nitro-

gen Filled. 1 2 '. C. P. per watt, the latter being for the 100 C. P. size.

i \i ni.id. Bellingham, Wash
I note in i department you still remember

thli hit le bui i on the line betwe< a

Seattle and Vani ouvi r, and i .-. rtalnly hopi thai
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not i ball trj in In in Seattle when you are thi n

worth Lied," BO ! the Film Supply Com-
pany, Seattle, tot showing June L'llth ,md L'l

not all tin

pun i In thai Bel Can ou beat II

!

ling that m. n calling II

will thus outrage the films placed in their care. Even allowing that the

producer ought to adopt a change-over sign, still that does not in any
way excuse the man >vbo punches holes one-eighth inch and more in di-

ameter in films, and even puts twenty of these holes in nine inches of

film ; that kind of man does not deserve ordinary censure. He ought to be

literally kicked out of the operating room, and a punch heaved out after

him. it 18 shameful! It is disgraceful! It is outrageous from any and
every point of view, and no real operator would think of doing such a
thing. I am doing everything I can to induce manufacturers to adopt a
changeover sign, but it is like trying to pry Pike's Peak off its base to

get Hum to pay attention to anything which does not give evidence of an
immediate return in actual dollars : still I have hopes. The manufac-
turers' failure, however, as I before said, does not excuse the operator

at all—no, it does not even begin to excuse him.
Later : I have gotten the adoption of a change-over sign under way

at last. The Universal, through its general manager. Mr. Joseph Brandt,
has agreed to place a sub-title at the end of each multiple reel release,

half the said title to be on the next reel following. This title will have a

plainly discernible sign, probably an arrow pointing toward the center

of the title, in each corner.

I am taking the adoption of this sign up with the other producing
companies, and believe we will secure its general adoption.

Interesting.

The following letter just came to hand by registered mail, a carbon

copy being sent to the editor of the Moving Picture World, presumably

umption that the committee wanted my deep dyed villainy

exposed to the management of the paper. The letter is interesting.

Read it. There is matter already in type to till I
•.

the department, but in order to gratify the desire of the committee to

se, their literary effort in print I am putting this through special.

Mr. F. H. Richardson, Editor Projection Department, Moving
World :

ropos of the fund of misinformation that you
have se.n lit to circulate through the medium of the Moving

World, issue of July loth, reflecting upon the charac-

ter and ability of the organized operators of Sprlngfli Id

the receipt of your published views,

and accepting the gauntlet as thrown down by you, do rally to

the defense of our lair name. Your odious comparison, in which

you laud the progie-sivem ss oi Holyoke, and bemoan the be-

nighted condition of Springfield, is nothing more nor less than

and unwarranted reflection on tacts and condition-, the

real statu- oi which, you have not even the slight. -t

knowledge, When you state that we i- 'ed your communica-
tion in regard to addressing us on projection, at our I

you are not stating facts. The communication was regularly

taken up iii-.ii.ss.ii. and disposed of, ami the reply oourteous

latched to you. The tact that you later Indited

sonal Idler to our worthy secretary, which be chose not 10

to ilo local, ha-, of course, no hearing on the iiuid.nl

whatever. In our eyes it was purely a matter of bUSini

a. choose not to buy ol your wares was no )n
-

for the attack you made on our organization. You state that

we an sadly in need ol your lecture on projection and that

our equipment Is antiquated and passe. Poor, old Nicholas

Power! How that grand old mechanical genius must !•

down by the burden of those harsh wand- How our local m.m-
, (heir teeth and rail with rag.' at tbi

stupidity. For In- it known as a true and absolute fact, thai in

. of Springfield thi i.

Mod.i n (majorltj motor
- mplex

(motor drive I. And then to ham at tins late date that the

Lading authority on motion picture median
these outfits antiquated and passe. Alnt It In II

'

Mi Ki. hard-, .11

OUt the country have spent in educating fOU m "•

complications of motion picture equipment an

would heller reward the frul I little

more ta.t and prudence In

king more closely to the fai I

to Holyi

we wish to voice our appi ' town,

r, mu. h needed ami «. II •• nl I lit when \ou
I

the Ideal-, iibilllle- and p. i-oiiiicl

field, v.ni tread •
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node! Moving Pi. HI
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rprosroasiTWiess, and any and all attributes thai su to make ui>

and maintain the highest possihl. ii.ui and
efficiency. In the event of your not caring to publish tins

reply to your charges, we will take steps to get publlcltj toi

Through some other channels. Hoping tl

this statement the same pitiless publicity that you afforded
your own, and that you will append an apo.ogy for your mis-

[fl l:. WKU.iRR.
JOHN P. GATELEE,

Mil''.- i.' .1
1'. i:i:t

Special -

P. S.— In the event of your not caring to publish
to your charges, we will take step, to get publicity for the same
through some ol hei i hannels

And here is the Item that stirred up this tempest in a teapot.

appeared in an article, pay. 443, July i .

•'The local wrote the Springfield m
to attend, and. as I understand the n

for them, but not even so much as a

way of reply, and no Springfield me
courteous to a sister local, don't you
know that both Springfield manager
need of a shaking up on practically

projection. I have myself seen sc

projection equipment, some very, ve

lion inviting its members

l snowed up -rather dis-

think? And I happen to

i and operators Maim in

all matters pertaining to

me extremely antiquated
y poor operating rooms,

cbines, ther

Springfield

ignored >

; have been a most tremendous change i

that city. It must be remembered that I pass through
i an average of about six times a year. I have been
aes already this year.

committee took liberties with facts when it says : "We
communication with regard to addressing us on projection

e. * * * Because we did not care to buy your wares.'

ignified and astute committee pointI would like to have this most
out when and where I said th<

did say was that the,/ ignored a communication from a sis

and ignored it in a way that amounted to an affront to laat

would feel very grateful to this committee if it wou.d inform
when, and how I undertook to "sell them any wares.' Th
Picture World offered, through me, at its own expense (and i

siderable expense, too, let me tell you) to send me to Sprii

elsewhere to address the operators and managers on project]

only thing they were asked to do was to make the local arrangements,
which might cost them considerable, or absolutely not one cent. In

fact in one or two instances, with small locals, the lecture has been
given in a theater, the use of which was given free of cost, and there

has been no expense at all, except a few cents for postage in sending
out invitations to theater managers, and that, too, could be avoided by
having each operator invite his manager.

I am very sorry indeed that tbe Springfield local felt that it had
to pay for anything. As appears from their letter the fact that they
thought they had to go to some expense was the reason they "turned
down" the proposition. If I had known that, I have no doubt but that

the Moving Picture World could have been induced to assume the

expense of postage in sending our the invitations, and I myself could

have arranged for the use of a theater.

I want to make it perfectly clear that I have no criticism or fault

to find with any Local that does not care to hear the lecture. To me
it means tiresome travel and it means no small expense to the paper.

It is simply an effort on our part to do what we can for the improve-
ment of picture projection and as such has been apreciated by quite a

few groups of both operators and managers.
In closing this incident, I would remark that the

mation" contained in the article, page 443, July
herein. I made no statement as to the equ r

t forth what I 1

a committee of the union
theaters, thougb that was
however, I have myself t

• D. C. it is NOT c

It is the lazy man's way
handle." but did you ever
with the cored lower? I

bon produces a large ami
is for. It makes a heavy

?t ; also it is a highly inefficient arrangement.
of doing things. It makes the arc "easier to

stop and think why the arc is easier to handle
will tell you. It is because the core of a car-
)unt of gas. That is precisely what the core
arc stream, and since this flow of gas, known
nparative high conductivity, it follows that the

ar. will, under this condition, be more stable, and easier to handle tuaii
where the arc stream is light, as Is the case with the solid lower car-
bon. The i.e operator to carry a considerably
longer arc. and up to the point where light intorferejHM by the lower
carbon tip is avoid, d this is good. The trouble with the lower cored
carbon lies in the fact that it forms a

as not only
absorbs a considerable percentage of the light, but also injures the
purity of th. Minx times 1 have beard operators
wondering why they goi a whiter light with a solid lower carbi

oi i .1 lower. That Is I

gas from thai lower cored mak. ellow, thus injuring its

brilliancy. The correct set lor U. C. is a cored upper and a solid lower.
The arc won't be so easy to handle. You will have to stay right there
on the job. but you will get bitter n suits for less money, and that is

one of the important items In the make-up of a high class operator.

Shutter Does Not Suit.

F. L. Bristol, Sharon, Conn., says:

Have been operating between three and four years, and though
this is my first letter to the department, I have been a very inter-
ested reader thereof and have der'

Six, 5 lit)

on the rank discourtesy shown a sisi -r local, which same is "rubbed
in" in tbe committee's letter, l would like also to make note of the

fact that the letter does not confine itself to the facts. I said :
"1

have myself seen some extremely antiquated projection equipment,
some very, ' very poor operating rooms and some mighty punk projec-

tion in Springfield. Mass.," and most certainly and emphatically I have
seen all that. If there are now fifteen out of the total of sixteen

Springfield theaters using Power's Model B and A, and Sir

Little Giant, set at GO amperes,
bons. Have a uj-i-inch E. F. object
projection is 72 feet. The screen ii

with clear aluminum paint. I get E

the cutting off of the shutter does n

is too much flicker. No amount ol

seems to improve it to the extent I

thinking you may be able to make
bring about the des

is, and the distance of

ime-made one, covered
', brilliant picture, but
t me, as I think there
rimenting on my part
Am therefore writing,

suggestion which will

of the objec-
I the two-blade shutter only clears the

to I, inch. I have the shutter so adjusted that there is

avel ghost, and I begin to believe the trouble is in the
system. The condensing lenses are. as near as I can

them, 10^-inch focus. Am enclosing rough diagram

% to the diagram the brother has a meniseus-bi-convex con-
i

! 2 inch between the two lenses. The arc is 3% inches from
us. and the front edge of the front condensing lens is 9J4
l the aperture. The back focus is 4' 4 inches. If your nieas-
,re correct, Friend Bristol, you certainly cannot be using a

ondensing lens ; also you are wasting a tremendous lot of

cover your light beam under the conditions named, your
more than 3 inches in diameter.
have to have 22 inches between
nl the aperture of the machine
mould have a condenser having

. at once procure a copy of the
study Table Xo. 1, page 141.

itn r from the lens, I would
tudy Figure 63a, Page 145 of the Handbook, and the

text which accompanies it. Another and even better way is to find

the dissolving point of the light ray by cutting the ray at various points

in front of the objective lens unil the point is found where the whole
screen becomes dark at once, or there are two shadows which come
together like a pair of shears, and set your shutter at that point, or as

near to it as you can get it. You must then cut down the blade of the

shutter until it is just wide enough to avoid travel ghost. I think you
will find that shutter of yours ought to set further away from the lens

•cr local, objectiv? lens would have to be a 1

local. I With a 1 3-4 inch diameter you w
is where,
Moving

a 3 3-4
to avoid light waste, and

inch E. F. 1 would advise

gfield or third ..1 ition of the Handbook and :

on. The As re gards the proper distance o

thai

vith

o "misinfor-
ssue, quoted

i Springfield,

myself seen with my own two eyes, and,
sion these things were displayed to me by
) showed me around through some or the
ite some time ago. The punk projection,

ed not longer than sixty days ago, and
i very punk, indeed. Just why the union thought I would not

care to publish their letter I don't know. Certainly if they are proud
of it I have no reason to withhold it from type. It surely makes in-

teresting reading, though personally I would not consider it exactly

in the light of a credit to the committee, or the organization they
claim to represent.

Why Cored Lower Carbon Is Inefficient.

The average operator nowadays uses a cored upper and a cored lower
earbon for both A. C. and D. C. For A. C. this

rill, of course, when running at normal speed, particularly \

light scenes, have some flicker when you are using a two-wing shutter.

If your current is true 60 cycle, and never falls below that in cycle, you
could use a three-wing shutter, provided you did not run the projector
faster than 65 per minute. The trouble with this is, however, that the

least variation of speed of the dynamo alters the speed of the cycle,

therefore GO cycle current may vary in same cases between 55 and 65, or

even more, and under those conditions there might, and most likely

would, be trouble with the three-wing shutter.

A Surprise.

On Page 1881, July 10th issue, in Figure A, we see where Brother
Martin proposes paralleling the light ray by adding a meniscus-aper-
ture lens. To my astonishment I have discovered within the past few
days that a certain lens manufacturer, who is not yet quite ready to

enter the market, is constructing a three-combination lens which Is, in

a modified way, making use of that identical proposition. It is there-

fore, quite possible that in the very near future we will be able to re-

port a decided improvement in the optical system of the pro

the insistence upon which this department has been the pioneer: also

it has been the pioneer in the discovery of the necessity for this im-

provement.

Stoll Dream Tandem.

As an act of friendliness to the wives, daughters and sweethearts of

operator motoreylists, I want to tell you that the Stoll Dream tandem,

made by the Stoll Manufacturing Company, Denver, is about tne best

thing that ever happened in the way of a tandem seat. I have been

using one for almost two years, and i

but stands up well. The seat costs little n

tandem, but, take it from me, it is worth thi

price and—then some. You couldn't separate

Mrs. R. with a crowbar.

rides like a cradle,

ore than the ordinary
ee times more than its

that Stoll Dream and
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Suggests an Improvement.

PfNS

e April 22nd, says :

Bert Carlsons idea

is all right, as far as

it goes, but it does

not regulate the size

of the loop. The ad-

dition of au extra

pin. as per the draw-

ing, does the trick,

but you must trip

All of which is passed

along for the more or

less distinguished consid-

eration of our readers.

Get Results.
Just to show you that we do get results, we presented to the New

York headquarters of one of the big producers a large bunch of poor

splices, etc., showing lack of inspection in one of their exchanges.

Headquarters took the matter up with the exchange, and this is a por-

tion of a letter received in reply, copy of which has been sent me by

headquarters.

"Mr. Richardson failed to comment on the fact that a great

many of the pieces of film showed large punch holes which
some of the competent operators he mentions put into the film

they have been complaining about. We have added another
inspector to our forces this week, and have ordered a renovat-

ing machine, and in this way hope to eliminate any cause for

future complaint regarding the physical condition of our films."

So far as the punch marks be concerned, if the manager of this ex-

change will take the trouble to read the department he will find I have
been protesting against these marks for a long time, but primarily the

fault lies, not with the operator, but with the producer who fails to in-

corporate into his multiple reel releases any kind of change-over sign.

This we have repeatedly advocated, and still live in hopes of having
brought into use. However, I am anly printing this in order to show
that we do get results. In this case another inspector and a renovating
machine is the next result of one operator's kick, backed up by com-
petent evidence of poor inspection.

film which you will notice is torn

the end. Will it be asking too

much for you to answer the fol-

lowing question : Is it possible

for a Power's Six A to tear the

film evenly at both sides' We
have had a friendly argument
with an operator and both parties

agri i that it should be put
up to you. He claims it is

impossible for a Power's Six A
the filn

tly appreciated.

• will 1

In reply the following letter was
it to the exchange, and I invite

inments from our correspondents

10 can otter a solution of this mat-
• is precisely the kind

that night (

as a matter of fact, did c;

to be burned in the Dim.

nee to the attached bit

Of Him, it would be a physical Im-
possibility ti>

to |USt what did the

.i \. ry badly worn upper sprocket
(highly improbable, b<

mis would cause a tear as this on

ludly hooked Intermit -

probable ex
-I it is likely there was

cau ed an Impi rfi I procket hole,

and tba brt al

Hi. laal previous run to the on< in

which the hole was burned."

Tins much is certain. Neither the

omiiii..n and in pi rf< • I adjn tmi di

ii
I

know, but it is a case which is peculiar in that there is no splice at
the point of the trouble, and, so far as we know, the film was in per-
fect condition at that point. Another thing which makes the perforator
end of it improbable is that another piece of film laid over the sample
shows no apparent fault in the sprocket hole spacing.

Some Interesting Data.
WHAT TAKES PLACE IN OPERATING ROOMS.

- places where moving pictures are
shown, in the Dni nada, and that these 20,000
places use an average of 30 amperes of 110 volt current for
projection, and assuming that the average program is made
up of six reels of film, and that the average show lasts five
hours per day, North American operators, exclusive o£ Mexico
and Central America

—

Consume between 50,000 and 75,000 carbons per day.
Wear out 10 to 20 projection machines per day.
Run 120.000 reels of film per day.
Use 600,000 amperes of current per day.
Consume 54,000,000 watts of energy.
Consume 270,000,000 watt hours of energy per day.
In these operating rooms there are employed between 23,000

and 30,000 men, at least 22,500 of whom are operators of
greater or less degree of competency.
These men each day handle film valued at .S1.j,000,000.
These men handle projection machinery, including projection

machines, transformers, motor generator sets, mercury arc
rectifiers, etc., valued at not less than sil ,000.000.
These men daily interpret the films for between 12,000,000

and 15,000,000 people, who pay approximately an average of
8% cents admission, or between $12200,000 and (1,275.000 ad-
missions each day.
These estimates and figures are all my own. I do not claim

them to be accurate but believe that, if it there were any means
of accurately ascertaining the precise facts they would be
found to be very nearly correct.

I would like to impress, in the strongest possible way, upon
the producer of moving pictures, and upon the projection ma-
chine manufacturer that their legitimate interest in film pro-
ductions and projection machines does not end with the sale
thereof.

Producers of photoplays, and manufacturers of projection
machinery will do well to come to an understanding of the fact
that incompetency, or carelessness in the operating room can-
not but operate to, if not nullify, at least in very great de-
gree reduce the effectiveness of their best efforts so far as the
individual audience is concerned.

Of what use to. at huge cost, produce a magnificent photoplay
and then turn it over to an incompetent operator, who cannot,
due to lack of knowledge of his profession, project it in the

sible manner; or allow it to be run on a machine with
worn sprockets, which cannot fail to in some degree injure
the accuracy of the perforations, thus forever after rendering
it impossible to project that particular film in the best possible

Producers of photoplays will do well to recognize and realize
the fact that a perfectly projected picture of doubtful merit
may be more pleasing to an audience than a far more meritori-
ous production which is poorly proji

Bearing this fact in mind, would it not be wise for producers
to join hands with the writer in insisting on a higher degree
of competency in the operating room?

The foregoing is the copy of an article the editor furnished for a
special paper published during the Hoard of Trades Exposition. I

am reproducing it because the figures are both Interests
lightening.

He Likes the Book.
Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles, Cal.. says:

Have just finished about a week of browsing In the new Hand-
book. It certainly is great stuff, and I feel considerably
up in finding some of my ideas printed just as if they were made
to order. I think, however, your explanation of the "T
of Rays" theory beats all records for squaring the circle. Es
sheini nicht ganz in der Ordnung zu -.in. aber Ich w.

all.- <l.i i .in. "Loss of Light In I-

tainly very Interesting; also the results there shown, or claimed
are surprising. Surely your stand for high gn
well taken.

I notice Friend Solar's comment on Question 116, which is

evidently cornet, an ] is practically Identical with statements
found In the new Handbook, in "Optli Projection," and in un
unpublished article of my own, except that I introduce the ele-

ment of spherical aberration; all of which shows then is noth-

I don't Know what that line, presumably Herman stands for, hut I'll

bet four dollare that, whatevei on me.

In Error.
The sxhlbil

.tun.' 8th, that on ami after the t.nth of the month no union operator*
would be employed. The position .•• the exhibitors, aa eel forth by on«<

,.f the man union principally on account.

connected « Ith th

rould have on the theater going public u
to the rule oi the union !•
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Now, I do not care to take up this matter extensively. However, the
objection that the union has spread alarming reports of fire clanger Is

worthy of comment in this way, first: If the union has been any more
industrious in spreading alarming reports of the fire hazard in moving
picture theaters than has the press, daily and otherwise, it certainly
must have been very busy indeed. Personally, I do not agree with the
spreading of such reports and If the union has done it, then, in my
opinion and Judgment, it has taken an action which cannot be success-
fully defended. For the good of all concerned I believe the less said
about fire danger the better. As a matter of fact, in a modern moving
picture theater, with the operating room properly built and equipped,
the only possible danger from fire is that of a stampede, and this is

largely brought about by newspaper reports of the danger of fire in

moving picture theaters. To this extent I cannot agree with the oper-
ators in this matter. They might better, in my judgment, have ex-
pended their efforts in perfecting themselves in the art of projection,

thus placing themselves in position to demand more money because they
have made themselves worth more.

So far as the apprenticeship be concerned, however, the managers
air absolutely, entirely and positively in the wrong. Not only should
an operator serve an apprenticeship, but that apprenticeship should cover
a period of not less than one, and preferably two years. Why, great
heavens, Mr. Manager, do you expect a man to become a competent
iliitmian, optician, mechanician and an artist without having served
any apprenticeship? Does he have to become all these things, do you

certainly does ! He must be a very competent electrician,

along certain lines, because the operator of today is placed in charge
of motors of both large and small capacity, and of generators of com-
paratively large capacity, the performance of which, both as to me-
chanical and electrical efficiency (the latter relates directly to the
amount of current bills you will pay each month, Mr. Manager), will

depend upon the degree of knowledge and skill possessed by the
operator who has them in his charge. He must thoroughly under-
stand the mercury arc rectifier, both in its theoretical and practical

operation, because mercury arc rectifiers are placed in charge of the
operator. He must understand both the mechanical construction and
the theoretical and practical operation of low voltage transformers and
auto-transformers, because these instruments are placed directly in his

hands. He must understand the different wiring systems, including the
different currents, such as alternating of different cycle and different

phase, because the cycle frequency has much to do with light effect,

and the phase has to do with the connection of motors to the circuit.

He must understand switches, how they should be placed, which end
should be connected to the supply, and what size and kind are allowed
for different purposes, how to make a double connection to two different

systems, with an emergency set to enable the changing-over instantly

in case of breakdown. He must understand fuses, and their practical

application, such as, for instance, what size to use on the primary, and
what size to use on the secondary, or transformer side of the motor
generator set, transformer or mercury arc rectifier, where fuses should
be placed and how they should be protected. He must understand
carbons, and the difference in results brought about by different com-
binations of sizes and kinds, because he is now handling high amper-
age, even in some instances as high as 90 amperes D. C, and the

efficiency of the light will depend upon the care exercised and the

knowledge possessed by the operator, and if that knowledge and care

is not up to standard, MR. MANAGER, YOU ARE THE GOAT WHEN
THE BILLS COME IN AT THE END OF THE MONTH. The difference

between the bills of maintenance and operation as between a thoroughly
competent and incompetent operator may amount to very much more
than the difference in salary would, besides which you will not get the

high class result you ought to get on the screen.

The operator must very thoroughly understand the action of light

through lenses if he is going to deliver high class results on your
screen. Mr. Manager, and TO DELIVER THEM EFFICIENTLY. He
must be a pretty good mechanic becaues the high speed mechanism in

his charge must be true to one one thousandth of an inch, else the

picture on your screen will not be satisfactory ; also he must be (if

you want really high class work on your screen) a close student of

action. More than this from $600 to $1,000 worth of highly damageable
property is placed in charge of the operator every day, and the amount
of damage done to that property will be in direct proportion to the
knowledge possessed by, and the skill displayed by the operator. And
now. my dear Mr. Manager, do you really and honestly expect to get

all that combined in one individual, and that individual not serve an
iMpt Why, my dear sir, I think you are bound

to admit, that the idea is rank foolishness. It is one of the things
which simply cannot be done. And let me tell you that it is high
class results on your screen that brings the money. Granting that fact,

why do you object to anything within reason which makes for greater
efficiency in the operating room, and therefore a better picture on

Please understand that this is written with the kindest of feelings.

I am simply pointing out to you, Mr. Vancouver Manager, the fact that
the position you are occupying, or have occupied in this matter, is

untenable, and I am thoroughly convinced away down at the bottom
you know I am right.

Decidedly Amusing.
As heretofore set forth, this department has at last induced the De-

partment of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity to incorporate into

thiir examination questions covering the optics of projection.

I have myself listened to some of the examinations and have been
amused at the perfectly weird replies candidates make to questions
concerning the optical end of the projector. Chief Examiner Brown
supplies the following list of "queer" answers to questions :

Must have one soft and one hard carbon, otherwise could not
get an arc. To focus picture on screen would separate con-
densers. To focus picture on screen would move arc closer to

condensers. If division line between pictures appears on screen,
revolving shutter is out of adjustment. Size ol condensers de-
pends on amperes used. When wide blade of revolving shutter
covers lens the shutter is set right regardless of intermittent
sprocket. If picture was larger than screen, would keep chang-
ing condensers till it was right. As long as film does not break
the tension springs are not too tight. Excessive speed is shown
by the take-up not being able to take the film fast enough. Con-
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densers should be placed in machine with the plain surfaces
together.

I think these answers speak for themselves as to the urgent need of
an examination along these lines.

The attached card shows that the old legend, "This is not a certificate

of ability to project a good picture" has been removed. It always was
an eyesore to this department and its editor, because, while an examina-
tion cannot prove that a man will project a good picture, it certainly
seems to me it ought to guarantee his ability to do so.

Brother Deutsch Criticises.

George F. Deutsch, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., criticises the reply of

Brother Martin, Los Angeles, to Question 133 in several respects, one
of which is important. Brother Martin says, speaking of the method of

measuring the distance of the lens to the screen : "The most accurate
method is to measure directly from the aperture to the center of the

screen by the means of a steel tape line." He should have said from
the lens to the screen. I did not notice it myself, and undoubtedly that

is what he meant. The thing simply was an error ; also it may have
been an error in copying the reply. Brother Deutsch also criticises

Martin's method, but that I think is hardly worth taking up, par-
ticularly in view of the fact that this method was given rather as an
interesting calculation, with the statement that the really practical

method to measure directly using a tape line in conjunction

with a string. I would give Brother Deutsch's entire criticism space,

but it calls for a cut of considerable size and I do not really believe

the matter is worth it. As I said in my comment to the reply, the

really practical method of measuring the distance from the lens to the

screen is to tie a string to the end of a tape line (assuming you can-

not get a tape line long enough to reach from lens to screen) and then

stretch the combined tape line and string from the lens to the screen,

afterwards doubling the string back on the tape to get the complete
measurement.

Conditions in Mexico.

J. I. Boggan, an operator who has been working in Mexico, writes from

Conditions in Mexico are very bad. All of we Americans (I

suppose you mean United Statesians, because the Mexican is

also an American.—Ed.) were ordered to leave Mexico at once,

and we did. Had we stayed there another day it would not

have been so easy to get out. Today if any one of us were to

attempt to cross the line into Mexico we would probably be

stood up against the wall and filled with nice, little round
Mexican bullet holes. Mexico certainly needs a good govern-
ment. You can do most anything in that country, because there

is no law of any kind. For instance : if you shoot a man, and
you have a little money, they will keep you in jail until they get

the coin away from you, and probably you will then be released.

Last Saturday night in the theater where I worked, the Muni-
cipality President received a telegram from Mexico City, which
was read, in the theater, to approximately 1200 people. The
message stated, as nearly as I could understand, that every
civilian should be armed and join the troops. After reading the

telegram the president said to the audience: "Let's get ready
and shoot the Gringos down." applying to them a vile name. All

United Statesians then left the theater and went home to prepare
for departure in the morning ; the Mexicans went home to get

their rifles and pistols. The show promptly broke up. The
Mexicans were armed and were waiting for our soldiers, whom
they expected to come at any moment. I wish to heaven the war
would begin and straighten out old Mexico, then we could go
back there and make good money. Here in Naco we have over

400 soldiers and a bunch of machine guns lined up along the
border. In case I get any more news I will keep you posted.

It will at least be a little more near the truth than what you
get from the papers.

All of which is interesting, though I think, after all, very likely the
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r'e can go back there and make good money" is at the bot-

tom of considerable of this disturbance. Though it must be conceded
that it looks as if we would be compelled to go into Mexico with the
army sooner or later, and if this is true, then, In the interest of bu-

More on Optics.
Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles, Cal., contributes the following, which

I am printing just as it is sent in, because I do not feel competent to

offer criticism, other than to repeat my former

three, and after emerging on the other side, give the resulting
aberration as shown by the full lines. If, therefore, the
dashed lines in Fig. 1 coincide with the full lines in Fig. :.',

spherical aberration would be wholly corrected. But as shown
in Big. '-', the dashed lines do not quite coincide, and their
position indicates that there is still a little positive aberration
in lens three which remains uncompensated. It is, however,
very slight, and when compared to the large amount present in
the regular condenser system it seems almost a negligible
quantity. However, it may still be possible to get rid of all

2S. 6S to crater /mage f% D'(*m.
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I believe, in general, the scheme suggested is a good one, still, on the
whole, 1 don't believe it practical in the form Friend Martin puts it in,

by reason of the fact that, due to its thick edge and thin center the
would not stand up under the heat of the arc. I am of the

opinion that whereas the scheme in general is what we are going to

come to, still, 1 think, Brother Martin's plan is not the right plan. I

think most likely the condenser will be retained practically in its

present form, with some form of negative lens placed between the con-
denser and the aperture. I am, however, perfectly willing to have
myself proven wrong and Martin right, and in any event I am very
sure we all thoroughly appreciate the work Martin is doing.

I have been nearly working my bean off on this telephoto
condenser. The last design send in contained some bad errors
mainly for the reason that I had used the optic centers of tn«
lenses instead of the nodal points. I find that in thick lenses
like these the nodal points arc of great importance, and must
be considered if we are to get anything like accurate results
with a three lens combination. (The article in question has
not been published.—Ed.)

In Fig. 1 I have given the principal foci of the three lenses,
the same being mathematically correct for the design of the
lenses shown and refractive indices given. The position and
size of the different focal planes are also accurately plotted,
which finally places the crater image at a distance of 28.65
inches from the front lens, with a .spot 1 \U inches diameter.

I am quite confident these results are correct, for I have gone
over the work many times and checked the results in various

The % inch crater is placed 2.65 inches from the rear lens,

and at this position the total angular amount of light that is

passed through the entire lens system Is the same as secured by
the regular plano-convex system with a 8% inch lens next the
arc and the crater placed 'i\'-< inches from the plane surface of

Now concerning the question of spherical aberration : The
dotted lines (Fig. 1) show the courses of two rays emanating
from the central point of the crater and embracing the range of
ih. aperture of the lens system. These rays have bee]
eulated and plotted very carefully, and I am confident they
are very nearly correctly shown.
Now, after the t . .1 through lens two their

direction nued backwards to meet the axis, as

'Q'Zts" n,nt
>®'467"

'
Crtwn

[<D'6 0*" Cro*n

n • Refractive /note*

/¥, •• Nodal poi/r/s of incidence

fh m emergence

shown by thi .1 that the

mi and two is to produce an
icldent upon

i. n tin < i
' 1 1

1
• 1 1 1 1 >• , ii Ien thro ba po Itlvi abei i

tion win h |v

lint i lii d phi rloal iberrat Ion will bi totallj

nil rooted In the Ima
Now in B"lg, 2, from .-I oentral point (P) on the orator Image,

two typical raj one and t« traoed back through leni

F/6.L

of it. I have tried many kinds of alterations in the forms
and focus of the lenses, but without success. There is still

another way open, and that is to grind lens three to a true
aplanatic shape, i. e., make the aberration of its incident days
balance that of the emergent rays. This might be expensive.
but the front lens is not much liable to breakage by heat. Now

ills have been obtained after a very great amount
of calculation, and my confidence in their accuracy Is mainly
due to the great amount of work I have spent on the design,
and the number of times I have checked over the final con-
clusions. If I am wrong, it is not because I have spared any
pains or labor to

-

set this matter forth as it really is, so far
as the true optical theory Is concerned and for whatever that
may be worth in final practice.

I have noted friend Griffith's last article and also your plan
to place the crater 3% inches from the rear lens. I will keep

in mind and try to dope out something on that
particular proposition.

film splice

Typographical Error.

E. Macon. Stoughlon, Wis., sends in some "horrible examples

In July 1st issue, page !•:•, top of right hand column, you say
when switches A and Ii are thrown over, downward, the lamps
will be in multiple. Should not A ba thrown up and II down?

Tea, thai was of course, an error, though whether it was mine or t

typesetter's, I don't know. Anyhow, I said: "when the switches n

thrown over," and that would, of course, mean A up and I! down.

Richardson's

MOTION PICTURE HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators

Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a

book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowl-

edge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has

ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many years

to come. Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.

I All Order, and Rrr , N« t OH ice

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York

N.|,, ||,, It,, ,1.1,
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Motion Picture Photography
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Conducted by CARL LOUIS GREGORY, F. R. P. S.

Inquiries.Q"\'S in i inematography addressed to this department will re-

carbon copy in the department's reply by mail when four
cents in stamps are inclosed. Special replies by mail on matters

which cannot bo replied to in this department, $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.
11 Is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other

goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excellence
of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

A Tabloid History of Moving Pictures.
Few patrons of the cinema, or those directly interested in the great

film industry, are familiar with the romantic history of the motion
picture. To entirely cover the history of moving picture machines in a

short article is impossible. But here is the story in a nutshell. A bet

in 1S71 by the late Senator Leland Stanford of California, that

a running horse at no time had all four feet off the ground. Edward
Muybridge—an Englishman, by way of experiment, placed numerous
cameras at regular intervals about the track, which by electrical contact

were "snapped" by the horse in passing. It proved that the horse al-

ways had, when running, one foot on the ground.
This was not the first record of moving pictures, though it served to

demonstrate their practicability. Records indicate that the first machine
was patented by W. E. Lincoln in 1867. It comprised objects which
revolving rapidly, gave the appearance of motion ; it possessed little

In 1S69 a Mr. O. B. Brown patented an "optical instrument" comprising
a disc or moving shutter movement, which, on revolving, projected objects

with the appearance of motion. There were then no films, and trans-

lucent glass was used. This was the forerunner of modern machines.

Development dragged from then until the Muybridge experiment stated

above. In 1SS0 Muybridge produced in San Francisco, Cal., the "Zoo-
praxiscope," which projected pictures (on glass positives) on a screen.

Later, Muybridge conferred with Edison regarding a combination of his

machine with the phonograph, then in its infancy ; about 1883 he went
abroad and held frequent conferences with M. Marey, of the Institute

of France.
Marey first utilized the continuous film, though it was George Eastman

who brought it to its present state of high perfection, which greatly

influenced the success of the moving-picture industry. In 1893 Lumiere
produced the "Cinematograph," the first machine to project from the
film. Films then had only one hole on each side of each picture. Edison
increased this to four on each side, and in 1896 produced his "Vitascope."
These machines became the models for the greatly improved article of

U3ay.
Films then were very crude, permitting length of only seventy-five feet,

which was an endless belt. They were threaded over spools contained in

a box at the rear of lamphouse, passing over lamphouse to head of ma-
chine, thence downward through head, past projection aperture, and back
to spools. This exposed film at all times, which was dangerous.
About 1900, longer films came into use, which necessitated a change in

handling at machine head. Films were then wound on a reel mounted
on top of head. After passing through head they were piled on floor.

This being dangerous and destructive, a receptacle was devised and
fastened to the frame below reel into which the film passed. This soon
gave way to a reel known as

film after it had passed from
before the aperture projected on screen where it was.
These were a few of the steps in the march of improvement that have

made possible the wonderful pictures such as we all know them today.
And the end is still a long way off.

Answers to Correspondents.
Nippon—Los Angeles, California.

How much practical knowledge of photography, do you think,

is necessary for an average intelligent man to take up the motion
camera? If he has but a little knowledge of photography has he
to study in some photo-studio before going into the motion pic-

ture photography? Could you suggest what is the most economical
and quickest way to master the motion camera?

A knowledge of photography is of great advantage to one who wishes
to become a camera man, although there are quite a number of camera
men who did not have previous experience in photography. I would
advise one who wished to become a camera man to obtain a position in

a factory where films are made, in almost any capacity and while there
to learn all that is possible in regard to a camera man's duties, and at
the same time read all of the books that he could obtain on the subject.
If he is sincere, he should be able to become a camera man in a year or

•Copyright. 1916, by the Chalmers Publishing Co.

F. C.—Chicago, 111.— I am an amateur moving picture pho-
tographer, just breaking into the game, and am somewhat puzzled
as to using the different stops on lens, which is an Ernemann
with the following diaphragm markings: F 3.5, F l

F 12.5, F 18. Can you give me any information as to using them
under different light conditio

can it be avoided?
Your diaphragm markings

given upon cinematographic
usually given that the small
account. The usual i

What < ; static and how

little bit different from those usually
s, but are so near those which are
t of difference need not be taken into

follows: F 3.5, 4, 6.8, 8, 11, 16.

n Camera, which probably has a 1/3 opening shutter,
when operated at normal speed gives an exposure of about 1/50 part of

5 of the year in the middle of the day in the
fully exposed negative at F-18 : each succeeding
mits twice as much light, as the preceding num-
learn to judge the diaphragm number from the
There have been several articles published in

sunshine, you can get :

number of your lens a
ber. You will have tc

strength of the light.

i the moving film under certain

Manchester, N. H.—There is going to be a display of latest
fireworks given by a club. I would like to take motion pictures of
same. Could I get good results with an aperture of F 1.9 with
crank turned regular speed 16 to the second? Or should I turn
crank slower, say half speed or 8 to the second with same aperture
as above given with 75 mm. lens?

You should be able to get a very good picture of fireworks at night
at regular speed by using the Dallmeyer F 1.9 lens, but of course on
scenes where your judgment tells you, you can crank slower and get
better defination. Excellent fire-works pictures have been made in
this way.

W. F. O.—Irvington, N. J., writes a letter too long to be reproduced
here, and complains that he cannot find as much literature devoted to
motion picture photography as he would like to read and asks if there
is any publication devoted exclusively to the subject.
There is no publication known to this Department devoted exclusively

to motion picture photography. The Camera, a magazine published at
Philadelphia, Pa., contains a department devoted to motion picture pho-
tography, conducted by Ernest A. Dench, who wrote a book called
"Making the Movies," which was reviewed in this department some time
ago. Many magazines which are devoted to exploiting scientific de-
velopment in popular language occasionally publish articles on various
phases of the subject, but have no regular department of that nature.
As there are relatively so few people interested in the subject, it is im-
possible for a general paper like the World to devote more than one or
two pages to such a topic.

Cleveland, Ohio—I have a contract to make about 4,000 ft. of
film in a number of factories here in the state of Ohio, and I want
to install a portable artificial lighting system, and I would like
to ask you for your good advice as to what I ought to buy, where
to buy it, and the probable cost of same. I did not want to carry
a Cooper-Hewitt outfit if I could carry something as good that
would be easier installed. How about Nitrogen filled Mazda Lamps
or Radium flares. I will assure you that any information that
you will give me will be more than appreciated. I have been
reading your valuable articles in the World with great interest
and immediately upon receipt of the World after reading them
and soaking them in I clip the article and paste it in my memoran-
dum book for future reference.

There are a number of portable lighting system on the market. One
of the best is manufactured and sold by Allison & Hadaway, 235 5th
avenue, New York City. Cooper-Hewetts are too heavy and Nitrogen
Mazda Lamps have not proven satisfactory. Radium flares are all right
for certain outdoor pictures at night, but create so much smoke that
they cannot be used except where there is a strong draft to carry away
the fumes.

R.*M.— Washington, D. C—From reading the Motion Picture
World, I have become greatly interested in motion picture pho-
tography. I would like to know whether or not there are schools
where one may study this subject thoroughly.

The University of Syracuse at Syracuse, N. Y., offers a two years'
course in photography which includes instruction in the manipulation of
motion picture cameras. There are also one or two schools which ad-
vertise to teach motion picture photography, but none of these courses
will enable a student to become at once a professional camera man,
able to do work in a professional studio. Such a training would, how-
ever, be of great benefit to anyone who wished to gain employment in a
lm factory, expecting to ultimately become a camera man.
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Conducted by CLARENCE E. SINN and 6. M. BERG

Musical Settings for "The Devil at His Elbow."
Released July 31st by the Metro Pictures Corp'n.)

(Prepared by S. M. Berg, by special arrangements with G. Schirmer, Inc.,

Music Publishers, New York.)

THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every

possible musical requirement of the film, but is intended as a par-

tial solution of the problem—what to play for the picture. It has

proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by relieving to a

degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially in overcoming
those conditions encountered when the film is not available until the hour

of performance.
Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by

managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release.

This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint

himself with the general character of the film drama he is to portray

with his orchestra.
Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues

where it is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given, so that the

leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his own
library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carrying out

the Interpretation.

The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a thou-

sand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate the

various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T) or

action (marked D). 20% "I am broke" is a sub-title and i

printed reading matter on the screen. But 6% D "Reception scene"
intion of action.

John Ashton, inventor of a submarine, has to finish the plans

da] He works feverishly and drinking heavily falls asleep

work. In a dream that follows be sees bis downfall through drink.

His fiancee's father breaks their engagement and later he finds himself
at a wharf dive. There he meets Meg, a girl of the streets, who per-

suades him to stop drinking. He conquers the evil and marries Meg.
Going back to his old life he devotes all his time to his submarine. Meg
feeling herself forsaken, induces him to drink again. The test of his

submarine results in a tragedy due to his negligence. Realizing that
Meg brought about his downfall, he tries to choke her. Just then he
awakens and vows never to drink again. Shortly after he is united

to his fiancee in marriage.
There are several scenes of the devil in allegory. It is suggested that

timpani rolls and muffled crash be used. Note particularly: Piano
only according to action at 6% ; short fantastic dance, depicting the

passing of time at 54%, church wedding scene, organ only, at (iS.

Tin TIIKME selected is "Andante I'athetique No. 1 "—Schumann-Langey.
Time schedule: 71; .; minutes Hive reels about 4750 feet).

Time. Sub-Titles or Descriptive Cues. Music.

D Opening.

Like a cruel spur.

Reception scene (F
according to action.

"Your engagement to r

daughter—

"

When Ashton leaves.
i drifting.

"You signed ship's papers."
| Wall i

I limn ward bound.

!'-•
'

I Sunk In the depths.

LT'i T With the passing oi u
months.

25 T "No nioiv, you've been—"
•jr.', T Th. liist fruits of victory.

\n.ial

only Coquette—Stern.

K. p. at : TIIKMi:

off that It. p. mi NIKMK

w qi I, \ aton eel lettei litart
i Indantlno)

I'll go it nlono."
\i the reoeptlon. A Ball Boeni Nlcode
Two o'clock.
\n,l the devil laugh-: (Tim- Repeat THEME

p. mi roll .

53% T "You could have prevented

54% T Time fiies.

55% T "Rut the government gives—" Russian Romance—Friml
(Andante moderator

57% D When Grace calls on Ashton. Dramatic Allegro No
59 T "Mv God. it's true."

Furioso No. 2.

T At the n

D Church scene—wee
T Five years later.

T The end.

Repeat: THEME.
Organ solo.
Roses and Rue—Scates.
(Valee lento >

(Sixth Annui
in the big b

compelled to hear i

enough to any one I

display in this line

Musical Instruments.

Clarence E. Sinn.

THE musical instruments demonstrated at the Coloseum building
(Sixth Annual Convention), Chicago, were so widely distributed

1

ilding that there were times when you were not
>re than one at a time—when you could get close

le to be far enough away from the others. The biggest
me was made by the

Seeburg Pipe-Organ Orchestra,
and other Seeburg instruments (one of which I expect to mention in n
future letter). A Seeburg Motion Picture Player furnished music to

the pictures shown in the south end of the building, while the Seeburg
booth was in the north end, in charge of Mr. Gerlich—a live wire.

The Seeburg instruments have been pretty thoroughly descriDea here
already but are deserving of another mention. Of course it was almost)
impossible to give the instruments a fair demonstration in the noisy,

crowded Coloseum building, but a large number were sufficiently inter-

ested to visit the Seeburg General Offices and Showrooms at 200 South
State Street and were well rewarded for their trouble.

Many manufacturers emphasize the merits of their automatic fea-

tures, dwelling on the point that as anybody can run a mechanical or-

gan, a great saving is accomplished in musicians -

salaries. Now. al-

though this may appeal to certain exhibitors under certain conditions.

I do not believe it is the proper attitude for manufacturers to taKe. uoi

to depend upon it as a principal talking point. A good musical instru-

ment (such as Seeburg's Style "A" De Luxe, for example) is bound to

make a better showing under the hands of a skillful musician than
when it is run by the janitor. J. P. Seeburg believes this, too. for. in

spite of the fact that neither pains nor money is spared in making the
"Seeburg Music Rolls" he doesn't overlook its value as a musical in-

strument nor its possible appeal to a musician.

Get the Seeburg pamphlet entitled "The Soul of the Film" ami read

the first pages carefully. It makes a strong point for the Seeburg in-

struments as played manually as well as by perforated roll.

Some pianists simply play a lot of "pieces" without regard to their

litness to the picture. If such are supplanted by autom..'

v tlums.lves to Maine. I- ' :rg music
supply fairly appropriate music for the general run of

pictures if on.- is intelligent ami discriminating, because of the large

number of subjects on each roll (which can be instantly adjusted to

any part of the roll I and the great assortment o( coinposit i. .i

iii the Beeburg Mu |c

made by artists, so if you inii-i have self-playing music y<

a Beeburg without using the rt

playing from on.- occasionally, mi. feature wort
•cut-out butd
you phase when using a roll IV-

from a Mute solo tO a \ylophoi,.

An Electric Violinist

Over "'I the sasl side of the bulldlni r<

particular form of no\
w, I. well I. P.U.I b]

I. in.ition of siolm and piano, no puliation V real violin [ai

good <"" too ii a hi..mied
|

<
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electricity. It la impossible to convey an auequate idea of this mar-
velous piece of mechanism in the space of a paragraph, but the "Mills
Novelty Co.." (2lM So. Green street, Chicago, 111.), have filled a booklet
with interesting matter pertaining to it. whic hthcp will be glad to
send on request. The "Violano-Virtuoso" really sounds like a violin and
piano, because it really is a violin and piano. An interesting point
is a self-tuning device by means of whici the violin is kept in tune
automatically. Think of that, you "summer run" violinists. Wouldn t

it be fine if you could rig up such a thing on your fiddles and get it to

work all the time?

American Fotoplayer.
The American Photo Player Co. (trade name "Fotoplayer"), was cen-

trally located on the east side of the building, the booth being in

charge of Mr. lien Weissenbach (Chicago). Vice-President M. J. Sam-
uels, from New York, was also very much in evidence, making friends
for himself as well as the Fotoplayer. Mr. Samuels is a Moving
Picture World fan and has many nice things to say about us and our
value as an advertising medium. His "Exhibit A" had something
to do with a coupon and was most convincing.
"The Fotoplayer" has been so frequently and thoroughly described

in this department that I believe most of my readers are familiar with
its leading characteristics. It is played either manually or auto-
matically, or both—this last being (to my mind) the most effective.

Played automatically two perforated rolls are placed in service. A
"double tracker board" enables the operator to change from one to

the other instantly at will. You can stop one roll at any point and
start the other roll at any point without cessation of the music. It

is possible to stop either roll and reverse it instantly, thus enabling you
to repeat any portion of the roll if desirable. While playing from
one roll the operator can change the other (both of his hands are

tree, of course) and this permits him to have any kind of music
available at any needed moment. The piano (and organ) can also be.

played in the usual manner if desired, whicn makes it convenient for

"filling in" between standard musical numbers, which is a big item
to players who follow the picture closely.

The instrument on exhibition was their "Style 45," listed at $e,500,

their other styles being respectively 35, 40 and 50.

Mr. W. R. McArthur, who is widely known among moving picture
exhibitors clear across the continent and up and down, now has his
headquarters in Chicago on the thirteenth floor of the Lytton building,

14 East Jackson boulevard. Mr. McArthur is general distributing agent
for the "Fotoplayer" in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Michigan and
wants his friends to call. Even if you are not interested, he promises
io interest you, so watch out. Entre nous, he may try to bribe you to

smoke one of his long black cigars. I used one and as soon as I

recover I am going back there.

Mr. McArthur told me that they had already made three direct sales

from the exhibiting booth—and it was only in its third day when I

saw him.

"Morbid Theme on the Wane"

ff-pvICTURE patrons are craving healthy, rugged stories

Y* of clean action," declared William Wright of theA Kalem Company in an interview granted a World
representative last week. They have had their fill oi sex
discussions, of lurid psychological studies. The morbid
theme is a thing of the past."

The statement of the Kalem official came as the result of

a recent exhaustive investigation conducted by that organiza-
tion. "We reached exchange men, exhibitors, and even lay

followers of motion pictures," continued Mr. Wright, "be-
fore forming our plans for a new series production. The re-

sults confirmed us in our belief that the public was tiring of
yellow sensationalism and it was then that we made arrange-
ments for the production of 'The Girl from Frisco,' a series

of the West.
"In addition reports received since the initial announce-

ment of that series and the figures for advance bookings have,

given strength to the result of the investigation. The cycle

of public favor is swinging back to the clean and virile stories

that established the screen's popularity. At present the de-
mand is strong for Western pictures—for that particular

type of production is the concrete expression of the desire

to get away from the morbid.
"It is a healthy indication that finds picture patrons turn-

ing from the lurid to real American themes, to stories that

truly represent our national character and traits. We will

have less of censorship worries then, and, I firmly believe,

more business.

"When you mention the West most picture people think

of the old-time Westerns that had little to recommend
them other than their lively action. We have had compar-
atively few Western pictures produced with the art that di-

rectors now command. Exhibitors and patrons seem to have
realized this more quickly than the manufacturers, and they
are demanding pictures with the swift action and vigor of
the old Westerns staged with up-to-date producing art.

"The West" that Kalem will show the picture followers in

'The Girl from Frisco' is a West that they have never seen.

It is the new West of irrigation, oil fields, vast mining in-

terests and so on. There will be no dime-novel cowboys,
but there will be real, true-to-life cowpunchers of the West
of today. And so on, all the way through, it will be a real
portrayal of a real America, with healthy romance, adven-
ture and action."

Interesting Gaumont Single Reels
How Naval Recruits Are Whipped Into Shape—Pictures ot

Watkins Glen and Thousand Islands are Features
for Week of Aug. 13.

WHEN the pictures of life at the Newport training
school for naval recruits were screened at the Gau-
mont studio, they were found so interesting that it

was decided to make them a feature in a "Reel Life" release,
rather than have them divide interest with "A Visit to a
Duck Farm." Hence the latter was featured in the release of
August 6, the reel being completed by "Masterpieces of
Asiatic Architecture," and the short views, already announced,
showing the making of palmetto leaf fans. "The Making of
a Naval Recruit" now comes as the "Reel Life" release of
August 13. On the same reel will be pictures of various '

species of dogs. Over a score of different kinds are shown,
including such little known dogs as the barbacon, the butter-
fly porcelain and Morocco slougis.

The second single-reel of the week which Gaumont will
release as a Mutual Picture is "See America First," August 15
bringing to the screen beautiful views of Watkins Glen,
N. V., and the Thousand Islands of the St. Laurence River.
Watkins Glen is noted for its cascades, falls and pools, and
these have been pictured with great care by a Gaumont
cameraman. Among the views which will delight those who
have visited the glen, bringing back pleasant memories, and
be equally pleasing to those who have never visited the spot
are cavern cascade, the cathedral, poet's dream falls, ylen of
the pools, rainbow falls and triple cascade, artist's dream,
Pluto's falls, and spiral gorge.
On the same reel will be a Gaumont Kartoon Komic ani-

mated by Harry Palmer.
The third release of the week from the Gaumont studio

will be the ever-popular Mutual Weekly.

Hearst Buys "Jaffery"
Frohman Amusement Corporation Disposes of Negatives for

Distribution by International Film Service.

(( T AFFERY," recently produced by the Frohman Amuse-
I meiit Corporation, has been secured by William R.

** Hearst as the first feature release for the Interna-

At an invitation performance of "Jaffery" given at the
Strand, several weeks ago, one of Mr. Hearsts's representa-
tives was present. He was so much impressed by this pic-

ture and the acting of the cast, headed by C. Aubrey Smith,
that the film was sent by messenger to Mr. Hearst's summer
residence near Hartford, Conn.
A special showing proved "Jaffery" to be the first pictuie

out of some fiftv features reviewed, in which Mr. Hearst
found all the dramatic elements and qualities which he de-
sired for the initial feature release of his company.

UNIVERSAL EASTERN STUDIOS BUSY.
The Universal eastern studios continue to keep busy de-

spite the beat and rumor of their closing. Director Frank
Smith is busy directing and playing the character lead in

"The Professional Clubman," in which he is supported by
Betty Page and Joseph Granby. Director Trinchera, re-

cently engaged by the Universal, is at work on "The Tin-
selled Lady," in which Jack Newton and Jean Stuart play
the leading roles, supported by James Harrison and Irma
Dawkins. Robert F. Hill's company is busy on "The Urchin
of the Sands," in which Helen Martin, Joseph Granby,
Charles Slattery and Miss Duquette are cast. Lucius Hen-
derson is filming "Masks." in which Mary Fuller appears,

supported by Harry Benham. Director Edward Grandin is

directing "Feud Renewed," in which Violet Mersereau stars,

supported by Paul Panzer, Winthrop Chamberlain and
Fraunie Fraunholz.

LEWIS-RABINOWITZ.
Miss Anna Rabinowitz, secretary to the manager of the

New York branch of Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., and Julius

Lewis, manager of the Supply Department. Universal Film
Mfg. Co., were married on the roof of 1600 Broadway, on
Thursday afternoon, July 27. in the presence of a large dele-

gation of the employees of the Universal and Bluebird organ-
ization, Jack Cohen, manager of the Universal Animated
Weekly, photographed the scene.
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Motion Picture Educator
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Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON and PROF. HARDIN LUCAS

A REVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE EDUCATIONAL
FILM.

FROM time to time the Educator looks over the field of

educational kinematography for the purpose of noting
whatever advances have been made, what hindrances

exist, and what may be the teachings of the experiences
gained. The great fact of the sterling value of the pictures
as teachers, and their powers in all kinds of educational
work, has long ago passed from the theoretical or argu-
mentative stage; they are universally acknowledged in

schools, institutions and factories; their equally universal
adoption is the next great question.

Advances. The general advances have been large, ignor-
ance of the advantages have gradually given way to at least
some little knowledge whereby it has become evident that
the uses of the pictures possess more value than was at first

supposed; prejudices are also being overcome by force of
conviction. The very growth of the picture trade itself has
been one of the factors commanding the attention of educa-
tional people, the subjects of recent films has added to this

development, together with the names and reputation of
those either responsible for or taking part in the work.
It cannot but be expected that such films as "Seeing Amer-
ica" (Gaumont), also "Macbeth" by Sir Herbert Tree,
must have more than a passing effect upon those who are
watching the development of those pictures for the purpose
of noting their effect upon the public mind. The growing
power of the topical subjects which bring such a combina-
tion of news and information, with the added instruction
from near and far, must be more and more felt everywhere.
If these subjects can only be given a little more care in

their preparation by the makers, they will increase greatly
in value. Pictures showing the instructive side of the Eu-
ropean war, also preparations in this country, have their
educational value; the famous patriotic films which have been
so popular have, when divested of that which might be sub-
ject to criticism, much of value in them. Pictures of travel
and scenics have grown in number recently. Mention must
be made of the fact that in many places school authorities
and instructors have arisen to the needs of the occasion, and
have given aid or encouragement to the development of
educational kinematography. Another certain advance lies

in the fact that for some time no new school or educational
institution has been built or designed, which did not provide
for the use of the moving picture machine; the time has come
when an architect would no more think of excluding the
moving picture from his plans than he would think of ex-
cluding light and heat; this is in itself a great testimony.

Hindrances. .While very apparent, hindrances will be more
difficult to tabulate. There is a something, somewhere,
somehow, which is holding many school authorities back
from adopting that power which is at their doors; what it is

may not be easily discovered. While ignorance of and preju-
dice against the pictures as aids to teaching has largely
been outgrown, it has not by any means entirely vanished.

Lack of appropriations rather than lack of funds is \,i>
often one cause of delay, difficulties in the way of fitting Up
old buildings is anoth< r; these, however, must of necessity
gradually be overcome, t hn .l.n e 1

1

m > cannot be considered
as offering any definite or permanent hindrance. I

unfortunately, many school principals are their own enemies.
Such a one -Aims thai he cannot use the pictures "unless
they have synchronized talks with them"; how pitiably help-
less SUCh a man nnisi be, \notlier wants "all the BUbjectS
classified and graded," hi asks for perfection and maturity
in that which is yet in its infancy; another of the helpless
kind. \ large number find fault, saving, "there arc not sin

ficient subjects readj " Well, considering there are upwards
of ten thousand, il is difficult to know how man) the) want
before the) i an b< gin . then are tuffii ient 1

lectures a <lav for se\eial \e.us without duplic.il i

nothing of those being added almost daily It is Burelj

absurd to say that a very instructive film on natural history
is not acceptable because there happens to be nothing in

the text book on that particular subject; or that the pictures
on American history cannot be used because they do not
just fit in with that which the class is studying.
The writer, who is familiar with all these pictures, does

not know of one which cannot be made to profitably fit in

with whatever is taught in the school courses. The writer
has come to the conclusion, after much experience and cor-
respondence, that LACK is the greatest hindrance, classify-
ing them as Lack of Adaption, Lack of Appreciation and
Lack of Appropriations; these out of the way and they will

find no lack of films to help them—the supply is only waiting
for the demand.
Experiences Gained. The first great experience gained lies

in the fact that too many schools are claiming too much
knowledge. Like the critic who could advise the creator
how to make a better world, it is astonishing how many tell

us in conventions and other places how to make and classify
pictures; they really want to draw from us a confession "that
we have done what we should not have done, and have left

undone that which we should have done, therefore we arc-

most miserable sinners," but our experience tells us that we
have done the very best under the circumstances. The Uni-
versity of Wisconsin stands out as a rebuke against these
helpless people who have not yet found themselves able to

do a little to help themselves. Many plans have been tried

whereby these and all others may t*e helped, but so far

nothing has positively succeeded. A plan recently put out
on this page has failed to meet with that success it should
have commanded when it was known to have been put forth
by an authority on such matters; several other helpful plans
have met with similar discouragements. It almost seems as
though we shall have to wait for another generation of

teachers who shall have grown up in the atmosphere of the
educational pictures in their youth before the educational
picture can come entirely into its own place. It is, however,
gratifying to relate that except for these hindrances to a

more universal use of the pictures in educational work, there

is a very large and growing use of the educational pictures
in all parts of the country.

A Bright Outlook. Ten years ago the moving picture was
looked upon as a possible aid to educationalism; then it was
a prediction; to-day it has become fulfilled and is history,
the educational picture is a fact. We speak of A I

)\" A N't IS
to encourage, we speak of HINDRANCES for the purpose
of exposing them and overcoming them, we Bpeak
PERIENCES For the mutual profit to be gained therefrom.
When the war is over and there are neither "wars or rumors
of wars" and there begins to flow again from Europe that
steads stream of pictures from the studios of l'athe, Eclair
and Gaumont like as of old, a new future will be born unto
US. Meanwhile, we are not standing still: there is no more

in any line more marked than in the development
of educationalism through the general uses >>i the moving
pictures and the educational ones in particular. It is won-
derfully encouraging to read how in all parts of the world
the moving picture is filling m. ire than a "passing fancy"
part.

To da\ "ii the Mexican border the Vnurican soldier is at

home with his picture exhibition, being taught and enter-
tained thereby, learning his duties in the easiest and best

possiide way, making the irksome pleasant At home every-
where the home folks" are up tO the minute in the knowl-

.. nts. and the interest is unified everywhere The
scholar <>t' any age is going daily to be picture-taught; too
last here, to,, slow there, we sli.ill cwnlualh IVI

tlie laggards will be quickened, the slow ! comprehension
Or adaption will perccne quickly, and the young will be

taught together, From tins time let those to whom the
pictures an a n<,cssu\ begin to make ready tor the inevi-

table, "It inevitable, why not now?" reads a famous adver-
tisement W 11 1.
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BY OUR MAN ABOUT TOWN

TODAY is one of the most discouraging to those in the
motion picture industry in the history of the business.
Where the exodus created by the Mexican war scare

has not been felt, we find the exodus to the vacation resorts
exercising a discouraging effect upon the home people; and,
in the eastern part of the country, we find the infantile

paralysis working sad havoc upon which, to the winter
houses, was a poor business. Many of them have closed.
The open-air places have not suffered as much, but their
losses are marked. The summer season of 1916 will be re-
membered by the people of the East (especially in New
York and vicinity) as a most discouraging one. With the
war and epidemic scourge they have also been obliged to
contend with a season not only marked by rain, but with a
humidity that had a marked effect. Truly, the month of

July has been a severe test upon the endurance of the
moving picture man. After the first of August we hope to
see a pronounced change for the better. The conservative
men who have seen the wisdom of closing their houses
during the trying season will reap the benefit of a patronage
from those who appreciate that the moving picture people
were willing to act in full accord with the health and other
municipal authorities and lose any receipts that might have
been made at the box offices by closing their houses to all

and guard against any communicative or infective agency.
While it is true that many houses could have been kept open
with a possible loss to the owners by the health board's
restriction against the admission of children, it is neverthe-
less a credit to them that they closed their houses entirely

for a few weeks to guard against any possible infection that

might be carried by people beyond the age fixed by the
Board of Health regulations. It goes to show that the
moving picture people are willing to make a larger financial

sacrifice than those who charge them with being arrayed
against public interests will admit.

Have you read the returns from Chicago bearing upon the
deliberations of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of

America convention? Order back numbers of all publica-
tions on this convention by special delivery. The proceed-
ings overflowed with a spirit of independence and personal
liberty that must command the admiration of everyone im-
bued with thorough democratic principles. In the first place,

Mr. Lee Ochs was elected as the national president. Mr.
Ochs is at present engaged in a fight against the so-called
Blue Laws of the State of New Jersey. His election guar-
antees him the support of the New Jersey exhibitors against
the enforcement of laws that permit the existence of frank-

furter and near-beer stands and require the closing of the

moving picture exhibitions next door. It is safe to assume
that the wisdom of Mr. Ochs' administration will be enjoyed
as well in Pennsylvania, Ohio and other states of the Union
where the lead of a man of action has long been wanted.

The most important action taken by the Chicago conven-
tion was the indorsement of a federation of all motion pic-

ture branches, to be known as The National Association of

the Motion Picture Industry. The movement started several

weeks ago now promises to be placed upon a most thriving

footing. If nothing else, it shows a disposition to bring the

manufacturer and exhibitor within the sphere of understand-
ing, which must in time work to the advantage of both.

But as the policy endorsed incorporates the welfare of every
branch connected with the industry (even those under the

caption of "miscellaneous"), we may hope to soon see some-
thing of true benefit to the industry as a whole.

One of the resolutions adopted at the convention must
command the respect of all advocates of sound business

principles and the lovers of home rule. This resolution pro-

vides that film exchanges shall not lease any pictures to a

church, public school or others who may compete with an
exhibitor, without consent of the exhibitor, and when such
exhibitions are given they shall conform with all laws and
local regulations. There is common sense in this demand.
No church, public school or other institution, or organiza-

tion, should be permitted to compete for patronage in a line

of business for which there is a regulated procedure, especi-

ally when the party against whom the competition works is

held to strict accountability to state and local regulations

.that do not technically affect thy competitor. There is not
an exhibitor who will not willingly lend his house within
reason to any church, school, Or any organization. He can
afford occasionally to do this for the advertising of his own
business. But when barn-storming and irresponsible motion
picture exhibitors are permitted to enter a town and compete
with a legitimate exhibitor under the guise of charity or
otherwise, it is time to call a halt. As a rule the programmes
offered by the foragers are of an inferior scale; but the great
inducements offered to the beneficiaries is such that the
patronage is as good as a first-class show would attract.
Sometimes the barnstormers, knowing the attractions offered
by the regular exhibitors, will arrange special programmes.
Special, or otherwise, the same regulations imposed upon
the regular exhibitors should be enforced against the inter-
lopers, and where the latter do not place themselves as ex-
hibitors (where they really belong), no films should be leased
to them without consent of the license paying business men.

Another resolution passed by the convention declares
against the fabulous salaries paid to stars by film producing
companies and asking that salaries oaid players be based on
a sliding scale with a maximum rate. At present writing it
would seem that this resolution was inspired by the spirit
of the convention for a national federation of all moving
picture branches. Indeed, it is a strong point in favor of
such a federation. To the ordinary mind it may be puzzling
as to what interest the exhibitor has in the amount of salary
a producer may pay to its stars. The exhibitor reasons that
the greater the salaries paid certain players the greater the
cost to him for the pictures in which those players appear.
So, while to the ordinary mind what the producer pays is of
no concern to the exhibitor, there is, after all, a decided
connection of interests which emphasizes the importance of
the exhibitor and producer getting together. The anti-trust
and restriction of trade laws are of such a complicated na-
ture that at this time it is impossible to state just what
bearing the influence of exhibitors would have in dictating
what salaries should be paid to players. The theory of com-
bination of exhibitors and producers on this question might
lead to a serious complication with an organization of play-
ers. But with the federation in force and meetings of all

interests concerned that would be nothing upon which to
base a protest against any producer fixing his salaries and
other expenses to keep them within a limit that would se-
cure the patronage t>f exhibitors and allow him a reasonable
profit.

In this, then, we find another argument for a general
federation which should include the players. The latter
would have an opportunity to tell the producer and exhibitor
what his or her services were worth. It would then be time
to discuss the probable income from the use of a name or a
license. If either of the latter should appear exorbitant
the producer could intelligently decline to risk his capital.
Should the exhibitors favor the player or the play the pro-
ducer could proceed more intelligently and confidently than
he does now. One thing foreshadowed by the convention's
resolution is that the name of a player is no more important
than the name of a play and the day when Mr. Great Star
can command a great sum by reason of his name has passed.

All this brings us back to the thought that the motion
picture business must settle down to a sane, business basis.

The great stars of the stage did not bring it to its present
standard. They only came in after prominent owners and
managers in the legitimate line found the moving picture

had caught the public. Up to this time the stars of the
screen the people sought were those who had met almost
indifferent success upon the stage, or were almost unrecog-
nized in connection with it. Sight has been lost of the fact

that with the advent of the great stage stars the mechanical
and artistic end of moving picture production has advanced,
and if all the great stage stars were to retire in a body to-

day the studios have a reserve talent that would make good.
The plea by the exhibitors against exorbitant salaries is not
without reason. They speak from the pocket, and many, if

not all producers, will agree with them. If the high salaried

people could get the same money on the stage they would
not be in moving pictures, and if the public will not stand

the tax the producers must cut down.

PRESIDENT LAEMMLE ENTERTAINS BROTHERS.
President Carl Laemmle of the Universal is entertaining

his brothers, Joseph and Louis, of Chicago, at his home, 378

West End avenue, this week. Mrs. Laemmle and son Julius

are spending the summer at Fabian, N. H., in the White
Mountains, with Mrs. Maurice Fleckles. They will not re-

turn until September.
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The New Unicorn Program ®®®®®®®®®®m®
An Announcement By Ike Schlank That It

Will Be Strengthened By the Addition of Mul-
tiple-Reel Subjects

AXX< KXCKMKXT is made by General Manager Ike
Schlank, of the Unicorn Film Service Corporation, that
a new multiple-reel feature program will be released

by that organization in the near future.

"We are now arranging to release one five-reeler, three
two-reelers and two three-reelers every week," said Mr.
Schlank, "in addition to a number of single reels.

"Our decision to enlarge our field of operations was largely
owing to the many requests from exhibitors to provide them
with an entire program. We have been checking up such
requests and find that they number more than twelve hun-
dred.
"We are optimists concerning the future of the business,"

he continued, in answer to the query as to what he thought
of the cry of over-production being raised in various quar-
ters, "and our experience in single and double reels has
proven, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that business in plenty
awaits the good film. There is an over-production of poor
film, and an under-production of good film. Four months

ago if a man had predicted that the Unicorn would today
be doing the business it has gained he would have been
laughed at.

"We made no predictions. We just put out a good pro-
gram and accomplished results. The business has reached a
condition where the exhibitor is in a position to choose his
service, and we propose to cater to him.
"The value of a picture is in its drawing power in the

theater—the story and dramatic action. We don't want di-
rectors producing for Unicorn unless they can give 1,000
feet of action to each reel.

"W e have moved very cautiously in the selection of our
producing companies, and have been guided to a great extent
by the directors employed. We have already arranged con-
tracts and will make proper announcement when the entire
organization is complete. I am sure that when the line-up
is announced exhibitors will realize the pains we have taken
to secure an aggregation of popular players and directors
that know their business.

"It is needless to say that Unicorn service will go with
our multiple reels. We do not stop with supplying a man
with films, but we give him prompt and courteous attention.
Our branch office managers are all men of ability and ex-
perience, and we are proud of our organization."

Olga Olonova

ANEW vampire is to make her appearance on the screen
in the near future. She is not one of the so-called
vampires, who is taken as a rule from the studio

"extras," but is a vampire whose heritage has come down to

her through several hundred years. She is a Russian and
her name is Olga Olonova. She has been secured by Presi-

dent O. E. Goebel of the Consolidated Film Corporation and
has already begun work in the strangest of all serial pictures,

"The Crimson Stain
Mystery."

J t was necessary to
go into the heart of
Russia to secure this

young woman and it is

a safe prediction to
make that she will be
the raging sensation of
the motion picture
world when her re-
markable work is pre-
sented on the screen.
She has the most re-

markable history of
any woman vampire
that has up to this
time appeared in pub-
lic life. Each genera-
tion of her family since
the fifteenth century
has produced a vampire
woman, each of whom
was born under the
weird Turtle moon.

Besides Miss Olo-
nova, Maurice Costello

I thel Grandin will

.
portray the stellar roles

n tin, sixteen-part serial, which will be released on theMetro program beginning August 21. The novelization of
the serial is by Albert Payson Terhune, and the strange
''!"' remarkable story that unfolds during the course of the
picture would do credit to the im.r . :ir Allen

v.

00
"

Ithe phot..: i

sonal supervision of Ludwig G B Erb

Olga Olonova.

ADLER'S METROPOLITAN PUBLICITY.
Bert A. Her, assistant to Herbert Blache, is recalling his

I"" 1 " "* "'"»t- "i -I..N ..,„• by through "jiiiiinvii.
.."Is ,w " '"<t'"1">lit.m papers that don't featUN H

?°°tr<>yersy »' the Globe, Saturday, between Mr Blache
alhi M

' Mktwiii. the Gh .he's dramatic critic (who is "downf'

<>" the picture maim!.,, tin. ,si. netted three Bolid columns
a "' 1 a novel photographic interview wjth Gertrudi McCoj
covered two complete pages in the Sundaj mai
J he Sun.

Sheldon Lewis
SHELDON' LEWIS, or, as his acquaintances know him,

"Shelly" Lewis, now under contract with the Frank
Powell Productions, Inc., to star in the feature photo-

play productions, is an actor of great ambition and no little

achievement. He entered upon his stage career at a very
early age, being especially well qualified for this work, due
to his many successful appearances in amateur theatricals,
while in school and college. Prior to his advent into the
professional world, Mr.
Lewis attained consid-
erable reputation as an
athlete of more than
ordinary ability, and
this excellent training
often comes to his aid
when called upon to
depict parts calling for
strength and agility.

During his twenty
years of stage experi-
ence he has been asso-
ciated with such stars
as Augustin Daly, Min-
nie Maddern Fiske,
Mrs. Leslie Carter, Ada
Rehan, Blanch Walsh
and many others too
numerous to mention
in this limited space.

Mr. I.iwis has played
over 500 different char-
acter parts in the vari-

ous companies he has
a p p e a r e d with and
when Pathe Company
were casting about tor
an actor of known
reputation and ability

to plaj the extremely
difficult part of the
Clutching Hand in the

oi Elaine," they were Fortunate in signing up Mr.
Lew is

So successful was he in this pan thai at the culmination
ot the "Exploits of Elaine" he was immediately n i

lor the title part in "The Iron Claw," their latest and most
successful serial, with the result that Mr. Lewis is known
from one end of the continent to the other.
Whenever he can find a spare hour or two 1 •

found On one of his yachts, and the many trophies :

at his country estate on the Palisades speak in flowing terms
of liis expertnesi as yachtsman II. is ., nun; ,

eral theatrical organizations, among which ni.iv be men-
tioned the Lambs Club and the Screen i lub. lhe Powell
organization is to be congratulated upon securing

|

I .v\is, wh,, will appear in the lirst pioduclion
ot the newl\ formed cot potation, sharing Stellar honors

I
ton Hale and I in.la A Griffith.

Sheldon Lew
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AUSTRALAS] \X FILMS. LTD., have secured sole rights
tor the new Brady-World productions. At present the
Co-operative Film Exchange has the rights for World

productions, while Australasian Films have Equitable.
The latter firm states that they are determined to procure

the best possible features for their patrons, and in getting
Australian rights for these new productions, feel that they
have made another step in this direction. They also handle
Triangle, Bosworth, Pallas, Morosco, Gold Rooster, Vita-
graph, Selig and Luhin features in this country.
The first of the Brady-World features to arrive will be

"The Closed Road" and "Her Maternal Right."

Wirth's Hippodrome, the largest amusement house in Syd-
ney, and heretofore used by Wirth's circus, is closing down
very soon, and I believe that they may start to show high-
class photoplays.
The Hippodrome was only opened about four months ago,

and was built so as to suit either circus, dramatic, vaude-
ville, or picture entertainments. It has seating accommoda-
tion for 2,500 persons.

"The Battle Cry of Peace" is to be shown in Sydney at an
early date under the title. "The Invasion." The season in

Sydney will probably extend for a few weeks, as I under-
stand it is to be presented as a special feature. This will be
followed by screenings in the other capital cities of the Com-
monwealth.

Anthony Pugliese, a very interesting personage in the his-
tory of the motion picture in Australia, died last week in

Sydney after a long illness.

Mr. Pugliese was one of the first in Australia to see the
future of the "pictures" and he conducted a small show in

Sydney many years ago. It was he who leased the Colonial
Theater to J. D. Williams, and the latter made several altera-
tions to the theater and opened it as the first continuous
picture house in Australia. This was followed in quick suc-
cession by the erection of the Lyric, Empress and Crystal
Palace Theaters.
Mr. Pugliese, on his death, was proprietor of two Sydney

theaters, the Alhambra, a continuous house, and the Star,

situated in Bondi, a near suburb.

The Waddington circuit of theaters are advertising that the
following picture stars are appearing in their screenings this

week: Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Theda Bara, Valeska
Suratt, Dorothy Bernard and Victor Moore.

Little wonder that they're drawing the crowds.

The main attraction at the Triangle-Lyceum theater this

week is Douglas Fairbanks in "His Habit of Happiness," a

Fine Arts five-part comedy—and it is proving a big draw.
Sydney picture- fans are still laughing over "His Picture in

the Papers," and Fairbanks has made a decided hit. The
other features on the program are "The Stepping Stone," an
Ince subject featuring Frank Keenan, and "The Worst of
Friends," a Weberfields piece from the Keystone studios.

Other features being screened this week include: "She,"
an adaption of Sir Rider Haggard's novel by an English
company. The fame of the novel, coupled with the fact that

Sir Rider is at present visiting Australia, has proved a de-
cided attraction, playing to S. R. O. at the Crystal Palace
for. a week; "The Little Gypsy," a Fox feature, presenting
Dorothy Bernard to Australian picture audiences; "Chimmie
Fadden Out West," a very fitting sequel to "Chimmie Fad-
den"; "Esmeralda," a splendid Mary Pickford feature; "Ma-
chiste," a foreign film featuring the giant of Cabiria, and,
last, but certainly not least, "Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on
Carmen," which speaks for itself.

A good number of features have been screened in Mel-
bourne this week, including: "Pasquale," a Morosco feature,

which presents George Beban for the first time as a photo-
play artist; "The Disciple," a Triangle Kay-Bee; "The Lily

and the Rose" (Fine Arts) and "His Auto Ruination" (Key-
stone) constitute the current Triangle program; "The Waif,"
featuring Matty Roubert, and "Sold," with Pauline Frederick.

to commence in Adelaide on Saturday next, the 24th inst.
It will be presented by J. C. Williamson Ltd., at the Thea-
ter Royal in this city (the same as in Sydney and Mel-
bourne). The rates of admission will be three shillings, two
shillings, and one shilling (75 cents, 50 cents, and 25 cents).
The picture is on for an unlimited season.

"The Frame-Up," "The Conqueror" and "Her Great Hour"
are current screenings at city houses.

A meeting was held in Hobart, Tasmania, this week, to
consider the matter of dealing with questionable picture
films. Representatives of many religious and civic societies
and bodies were present. The following letter from E. A.
Stacey, chairman of the Picture Theaters Association, was
read:

The managers of Hobart picture theaters view with pleasure the fact
that a meeting of various organizations has been called with a view to
moving for a Federal Board of Censorship, and take this opportunity
of assuring that meeting of our wholehearted support in any action that
may result in the formation of a Federal Board of Censors. Our asso-
ciation regrets that no representatives of the picture theaters were
invited to attend the meeting called for that purpose.

Then followed one of the usual "hitting below the belt"
speeches that these apostles seem to delight in. Dr. Crow-
ther of the Medical Association said they had seen for some
time past films shown that were a disgrace, and if they were
to admit children of all ages to them, these pictures would
do no end of mischief. There was more crime now among
the young men than ever was before. Steps had been taken
to deal with the trouble in Bavaria, where no one under 17
was allowed to enter a picture theater. He was not going
to ask that a Bavarian system be established here, but it was
high time they did something (Hear, hear). Little brats of
children now spent their time reading penny dreadfuls and
watching unhealthy pictures, and the influence could not be
a good one. He was delighted to see that the picture pro-
prietors were going to help. No doubt it was very hard for
them to refuse a dirty film, or a suggestive film. This gen-
tleman went on for some time in this strain, and I will not
pass any remark on his "speech." This motion was carried
unanimously:
That a deputation be formed to wait upon the local representatives

in the Federal Department, or, if possible, upon Federal Ministers, ask-
ing them to appoint a board of censors for picture films immediately.

Mr. Connolly of the Theatrical Employees' Union opposed
a suggested appeal to the State Government. His organiza-
tion was not opposed to film censorship, but he would not
say he had seen any indecent, or even suggestive pictures.
After several other persons had addressed the meeting,

the chairman named several prominent men to constitute a
deputation. The stand of the exhibitors may be possibly
accounted for in the fact that there is no film exchange in

Tasmania, and therefore everything must be procured from
the mainland, usually Melbourne. Another thing is, the
newspapers never have independent articles on the censor-
ship question, in spite of the fact that they have many adver-
tisements from film exchanges and theaters. This is notice-
able throughout Australia, with the exception of Sydney,
where the Sun newspaper printed a very strong editorial

against the proposed Board of Censors for New South Wales.
TOM S. IMRIE.

Sydney, N. S. W., Australia, June 21, 1916.

NEW ENGLAND TRIP FOR EDITOR OF MUTUAL
WEEKLY.

Combining business and pleasure, Pell Mitchell, editor of

the Mutual Weekly, has just returned to the Gaumont
studios from a week spent in New England. As the guest
of the Gaumont Boston representative, B. F. Coolidge, Mr.
Mitchell toured from Boston to a number of summer resorts

on the Maine coast. The party was representative of the

news-gathering end of the film industry, since several Boston
cameramen made the trip with Mr. Mitchell. Those in the

party were James Hutchinson, Selig-Tribune; Richard Sears,

International Film Service, and J. E. Coolidge, Pathe.
After the Maine outing Mr. Mitchell visited Narragansett

Pier for the tennis and polo games, accompanied by B. F.

Coolidge. He then went to Newport, where an entire reel

was made of the activities of the recruits at the naval train-

ing station. This is for release as a feature of "Reel Life,"

the Mutual Magazine in Film.

Griffith's spectacle, "The Birth of a Natic

HENRY OTTO'S ASSISTANT MADE DEPUTY
SHERIFF.

Bennett A. Molter, assistant to Henry Otto, who directs

Harold Lockwood and May Allison in Metro-Yorke feature

productions, has become a deputy sheriff of Los Angeles
County. He was sworn in with the utmost pomp and cere-

is advertised mony by Sheriff John H. Cline.
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Kemble Offers War Pictures
"America Preparing" and "Zeppelin Raids on London and

Siege of Verdun" Will be Disposed of on
State Right Basis.

4f * MERICA PREPARING" and "Zeppelin Raids on
/\ London and Siege of Verdun" are to be sold on

"* the state rights basis, according to William H.
Kemble, president of the Kemble Film Corporation, who
produced the film. The first production, which had a highly
successful run at the Lyric theater, was made by the au-

Scene from "America Preparing" (Kemble).

thority of the Federal Government, and is a complete and
remarkably interesting portrayal of every branch of our
military service. The scenes showing "Our Boys" drilling,

playing in camp, and filially on active service in Mexico, are
said to be most thrilling, and that portion of the film relating
to the naval arm of the service contains numerous scenes that
have never before been shown. Interposed in the picture
are touches of comedy, pathos and human interest—flashes
that bring a smile to the lips, or a tear to the eye.
Mr. Kemble stated that the rights to New York State will

be retained for exploitation by the Kemble Film Corpora-
tion. It is also understood that some very fine lithographed
posters have been prepared for the production, together with
a complete press and sample advertisement sheet, besides a
full line of other advertising aids.

"The Zeppelin Raids on London and the Siege of Ver-
dun," a five-part war film, also has been offered for dis-
tribution on the state rights basis by the Kemble Film
Corporation. Some of the scenes in the picture were made
at night, the great airships being photographed by the light
of hundreds of searchlights whose shafts of light were
thrown into the sky immediately on the sounding of the
alarm that the dreaded Zeppelins were coming.
The section of the picture dealing with the Siege of Ver-

dun, which is regarded by many military experts as the turn-
ing point in the great war. is equally interesting.

Unity Serial in West
United Film Service Pays $100,000 for the Western Rights

of "The Yellow Menace."

DJ. CHATKIN, vic.-president of the United Film Serv-
ice, whose main offices are in Chicago, with branch-

• es throughout the West, closed last week what bids
fair to be one of the- lai

made, with Andrew J. Cobe, vice-president of the Unitj
Sales Corporation. Under the terms of tins contract the
United Film Service Company, purchased for $100,000 thi

on the "Yellow Menace" serial tor fourteen Western
states, including Kan as, \'< l.raska, Colorado, Wyoming,

ornia, Nevada, Arizona, Washing-
Montana,

The United Film Service Company already opi
fixes in the most important cities in this territory, and in

addition will establish other branches so ; t s to bui

handle "The \ elli '

.' M
' nai i

" and othi •

(Suctions. Aside from the regular advertising cam]
out, the United Film Service Compam will conduct a tre

mendous adverti ing campaign on then own account.
Mi. < hatkin, - ho i W< 11 I. noun |,, rxhil.itoi s in his ten i

lory, will hoi tlj l< avi i wins around th

sales and publicity on this serial. In discussing the deal
Mr, L hatkin said: "We will back the exhibitor in every way
to make "The Yellow Menace' a success for him. This
serial will have more newspaper advertising, billboard dis-

play and general publicity than any other picture yet put
out. We are preparedto receive reservations from exhibi-
tors in our Kansas City, Denver and Seattle offices. Show-
ing will be arranged for in all the principal cities of the
West immediately."

Bluebirds Galore This Season
Schedule of Subjects Is Well Filled for Several Weeks to

Come.

THE arrangement of Bluebirds for several weeks to

come has been definitely fixed, and there is an abund-
ant supply of features ready for future release. It is

the purpose of the Bluebird management to start the regular
theatrical season with a series of plays that will give the ex-

hibitor good material with which to combat the dramatic
and vaudeville houses in the battle for early-season patron T

age.
To this end the program has been varied and made at-

tractive through draughts upon the ample resources of these
producers with a specific purpose in view—to fulfill the

1 romises made in Bluebird's national advertising campaign
and to prove to the play-going public that the play is verily

"the thing."
The scehdule for the last two weeks of August and the

first fortnight in September will afford four features that the

Bluebird people claim will convince the most skeptical "film

fan" that the play itself is the foundation of good entertain-

ment.
The heroine of "Shoes," beautiful Mary MacLaren. will

have Phillips Smallcy for her leading man in "Saving the

Family Name," to be issued Sept. 11. Lois Weber provided
the scenario and directed the production and the Bluebird
publicity department declares that the popular verdict will

place this feature as the best release in the series. The idea

of the story was adapted from the work of Evelyn Heath, but
Lois Weber has interjected copiously the products of her

own originalities.

On Sept. 4 "A Miracle of Love" will be exhibited with
Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson will have the lead-

ing roles with Richard Morris, Mattie Witting and Alfred
Allen. The scenario by Eugene B. Lewis was based on El-

wood Hemmings's printed story, and Lloyd B. Carleton di-

rected the production.
Lynn F. Reynolds devised the story and scenario of "The

Girl of Lost Lake," to be released Aug. 28, Myrtle Gon-
zalez, Val Paul and Fred Church will be featured in a com-
pany that also includes George Hernandez, Bertram Grassby,
Ruby Cox, Jack Connelly, Jack Curtis. Bobby Mack and
Mary Du Cello. Mr. Reynolds directed his own production.
Announcement has already been made of "Little Eve Ld-

garton," with Ella Hall and Herbert Rawlinson, for Aug. 21,

and "Bettina Loved a Soldier," the Bluebird for Aug. 14.

which carries three stars, Rupert Julian. Louise Lovely and
Francelia Billington.

br alh id th

Another Balboa-Pathe Serial

Will Consist of Fifteen Two-Reel Installments—Ruth Roland
and Henry King Featured.Bl \ will immediately begin the production of an-

other continued screen story For Lathe, thus main-
taining the undisputed distinction of being "the house

Of seriaL." The contract was closed by 11. M. 1 lorkheimer,

president and general manager of the Long Beach. Lai..

studio, just before he left for the coast, last week.
"The new serial." said Mr. 1 lorkheimer. "prom:-

one of the- most novel piece- e\ er screened. 1 know this

promise sounds trite, since the same thing has been said of

almost every other photoplay, in advance. But really, this

time I believe we have- something out of the ordinary.

"The production will consist of fifteen two-reel install-

ments, for which the synopses are being furnished

the best-known newspaper women writer-, in \mcric.i. Her
subject matter is the one thing talked

home in the land. Vou cm guess for yourself what it is.

I am not at liberty to reveal it any Further, at this

"Will M. Kid hi -

develop the scripts, and the leading parts will be taken by
Ruth Roland and I

I

: "s will be th.

union since (lie IUCCCSJ of "Who Pays," w hich we made
Evei sini •

demand foi them from exhibitors and film patrons."
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Selznick Increases Operations
Adds Herbert Brenon Film Corporation with Nazimova and

Mary Garden to Clara Kimball Young Productions.

THROUGH the acquisition of the Herbert Brenon Film
Corporation with its two great stars, Nazimova and
Mary Garden, Lewis J. Selznick this week fulfilled his

long-announced intention to enlarge his scope of action to
include other stars than Miss Clara Kimball Young.
The news of the deal between Messrs. Brenon and Selz-

nick is of some importance to the film industry as it increases
Mr. Selznick's power as a champion of the open booking
system to most formidable proportions. With three such
dominant dramatic personages as Clara Kimball Young,
Mine. Nazimova and Mary Garden on the open market in

film features, the program manufacturers may well regard
Mr. Selznick as a competitor.
By the agreement entered into between Brenon and Mr.

Selznick. the latter becomes a partner in the producing com-

Selig Athletic Series

A burlesque un tii,,_

mericanized Turk, and
although expert

match between Ka.la I'asha, the
ack Dribbs, is side-splitting. Both
estlers, stage a travesty in whichiiiiiouyii expert wresuers, siage a travesty

many strange and startling holds are exemplified.
The final event is a bowling contest on the green. The

games are played on the lawn of the Crescent Club of
Brooklyn. Not only are the fine points of the game pre-
sented, but a close-up view of William H. Herbert, bowling
champion, is shown, together with his trophies.

"The Fall of a Nation" in South America
Two Productions to Be Made by Roy Chandler and Thomas

Dixon, Jr., with Headquarters in Buenos Aires.

ARRANGEMENTS have been completed between the
National Drama Corporation and Roy Chandler, head
of the Roy Chandler amusement enterprises in South

America, to present immediately two elaborate productions
of "The Fall of a Nation" in that territory. The South
American premiere of the Dixon-Herbert spectacle will take
place at Buenos Aires early in September, and the musical
features will be even more elaborate than those of "The
Birth of a Nation" when Thomas Dixon's earlier story was
first presented to a South American assemblage in that great
capital. The Victor Herbert music will be played by a real
grand opera orchestra of seventy pieces. Ed. V. Giroux, gen-
eral manager of the National Drama Corporation, said yes-
terday:
"In arranging with Mr. Chandler to book South America,

we realize that 'The Fall of a Nation' has a world-wide sig-

nificance for all republics that may be menaced by the might
of European militarism. Besides the deep interest in the in-

ternational theme, Mr. Herbert's operatic score will possess
a decided novelty to the music-loving South Americans. Two
productions, fully as sumptuous as the New York and Chi-
cago ones, will be made—one to tour the east coast and the
other the west coast of the continent. Among the cities vis-

ited will be Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Rosario, Sao Paulo,
Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, and on the west coast Santiago, Val-
paraiso, Concepcion, Lima, Iquique and Panama."

Scene from "The Common Law" (C. K. Y.).

pany, the Herbert Brenon Film Corporation. All the pro-
ductions of this concern will be distributed exclusively
through the channels of the Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises,
Inc., on a plan identical with that under which the Clara
Kimball Young Film Corporation features are to be released.
Mr. Selznick's system of exchanges now covers practically

the entire country. By the time the first of his pictures is

ready for release in October, the remaining territory will

have been closed, as well as all foreign agencies.
Mme. Nazimova will begin work next week on the pro-

duction of "War Brides." Miss Young is already well ad-
vanced with the filming of Robert W. Chambers' novel, "The
Common Law," at the new Blache studio in Fort Lee. The
scenario for her second picture, an adaptation of Thomas
Dixon's popular novel, "The Foolish Virgin," is ready for
production, and Director General Albert Capellani is select-

ing his assistants in order to begin work on this picture
when half way through with "The Common Law'.'

Features "Chick" Evans, Jake Schaffer, Ed Renny and Other
Notables in World of Sport.

Charles (Chick) Evans, who recently won the National
Amateur Golf Championship from over fifty of the greatest
golf players in the United States and Canada, appears in the
fifth reel of the Selig Athletic Series, being released through
the V-L-S-E.
"Chick" Evans has long been among the golf leaders of

the country, but up to this year had always met defeat in the
national tournaments, either in the finals or semi-finals. His
defeats were invariably taken with a smile, however, and
when he came out on top this year each and every golfer in

the country joined in congratulations.
Jake Schaffer, son of the late "Wizard" Schaffer, who, in

the opinion of billiard experts, is destined for big things in

balk line billiards, is presented in a match with Harry Cline
of Philadelphia. Marvelous masse, draw and follow shots
are demonstrated in the contest.
Ed Renny, winner of the three-mile walk at San Fran-

cisco Stadium, is seen winning the strenuous pedestrian con-
test from a large field of competitors. Renny is the only
man in the country pushing the famous Goulding for walking
honors.

Fall of a Nation" will be Casilla Correo 1759. Buenos Aires.

Mr. Chandler and Thomas Dixon, Jr., a son of the play-

wright, sail for the Argentine metropolis on the steamship
leaving New York July 29. For eighteen years Chandler
has specialized in show management in the regions on the

other side of the equator. He has taken thither some of the

greatest musical stars, spectacular productions, circuses, hip-

podromes and dramatic and vaudeville features.

F. A. WAGNER, V-L-S-E SALESMAN, PROMOTED.
F. A. Wagner, salesman in the San Francisco branch office

of the Y-L-S-E, one of the livest men in that organization,

was promoted last week to the membership of the sub-office

of Salt Lake City, to succeed R. M. Bertleson, who was
forced to resign that position because of ill health.

In assuming the managership of the Salt Lake City sub-

office, Mr. Wagner will come under the direct supervision

of Frank Harris, Denver manager. Succeeding Mr. Wagner
in his San Francisco post will be M. C. Wilder, booker of

that branch office.
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CHAPLIN IN "ONE A. M."
Charles Chaplin, in his latest comedy entitled "One A. M.,"

for release August 7, presents on the screen a large number
of things that he did not learn from a correspondence school.

It is rather well known that Mr. Chaplin is a young person
of the most extreme sobriety, but "One A. M." leads one to

! observedthe belief that some time in his life Mr. Chaplin
somebody who drank.
But we can lay aside the question of where Mr. Chaplin got

his dramatic material; the certainty is that he got it. It
may be left to the judgment of the fastidious public whether
or not Mr. Chaplin knows about those weird fantasies and
grotesque happenings that sleep In bottles and awake in
glasses.
The writer has it on the authority of a number of persons

who ought to know that Mr. Chaplin can delineate with accu-
racy that rare and exotic state of mind and body known to
science as "the stew" and variously otherwise termed "a skate,"
"spiffed," "pickled," "hardboiled," "ossified," "ori-eyed," "com-
fusticated" or "dazed." Those familiar with this glorified con-
dition offer every assurance that Mr. Chaplin is histrionically

le naturally conservative, Is inclined
to accept the opinion of experts.
The story of "One A. M.," which deals with Chaplin's adven-

tures in the home of a bachelor friend whose hobby is col-
niffed animals, in itself is excruciatingly funny, but

with the art of the comedy star it becomes
it in i laugh.

GAUMONT HARD AT WORK ON TABLOIDS.
The irnMivaiM.ii of tabloid dramas promised for "H

the Mutual Kiln, I.,, i ui-.-ii i,\ i ii. i iaumont
company, la meeting with favorable comment rrom an who

the pre-release showings
of these Lilliputian photoplays. They are dramatizations of
episodes which have all the vim and surprise of an
story. Edwin Mlddleton Is directing these "

I

Is never more than two days in recording on<
Gaumont studio Is practically continuous, it win noi be long
before there are sufficient on hand to met tin- one a week re-
quirements for the next half year.
A couple who are playing In these tabloids with marked suc-

cess are John Hopkins and iv a Bhepard, They u
suited to each other In type, and make a strikingly
couple. Another well-known player who is In evidence when
a comedian Is required Is "I'.udd" Ross. Mr. Ross is particu-
larly successful, slnci he Is able to secure comic err,
such rapidity that a greal d.-ii ,,t laughter can be crowded Into
a ! n Feel of film when he is on the screen.
The Bret of thi i "Reel i <

.
, ...i. uin probably be re-

bout thi mlddli ol August.

HAND-TO-HAND FIGHTING IN MUTUAL WEEKLY.
Some extremely interesting pictures have come from -some-

where in France" for Mutual Weekly No. 83, manufactured by
the Gaumont company. These show how hand grenades are
handled in dealing death and destruction and also in forming
a smoke-curtain behind which troops can advance with greater
chances of success. The compressed-air guns, which hurl
grenades farther than they can be thrown by hand, are shown
in operation.
The greatest of New York pitchers has passed into history,

and Mutual Weekly No. 83 now pictures the advent of Christy
Mathewson as manager of the Cincinnati "Reds." Other sport-
ing events include the semi-annual field day of the men or the
Atlantic Fleet at Newport, R. I., and the interstate trapshoot-
ing tournament at Holmesburg, Pa., in which John Philip
Sousa took part.

SIX AMERICAN FEATURES COMING.
Six five-act features to be released In forthcoming months

as Mutual Star Productions and Mutual Masterpictures, De
Luxe Edition, are now in preparation at the American studios
in Santa Barbara, Cal. A galaxy of stars, headed by Richard
Bennett, Mary Miles Winter, Audrey Munson, Kolb and Dill,
recent additions to the American-Mutual forces and such
favorites of Mutual feature releases as William Russell, Char-
lotte Burton, Franklin Ritchie, Winnifred Greenwood and vari-
ous others are to be presented In these new feature releases.
The titles are: "Youth's Endearing Charm." "The Sable

Blessing," "Dulcie's Adventure," "Three Pals," "Land of the
Lizards," "The Torch Bearer."

KALEM STAGES OWN AUTO RACE.
After waiting close to a month for the production of the final

scene for "Hurled Through the Drawbridge," in hopes that a
real auto race might be held on the Coast, Director James
Davis finally decided to hold a race of his own, solely for his
picture. A dozen racing cars and professional chauffeurs were
engaged in San Francisco and Los Angeles, and the day de-
clared a holiday at Glendale.
Over a thousand sightseers from Los Angeles and Glendale

i on hand for the day of the race which had been widely
The event was won by Glen Gano, the well known

ast aviator and equally famous auto racer. Di-

Scene from "Hurled Through the Drawbridge" (Kalem).

had a batter; of ten oami rs station* d .it various
points about the twenty-five mile course, and secured :l number
of thrlllini le reelera featuring Hi l<

The railroad equipment .it the "H tudlo will
soon be mi
addition mad.- i.v Kalem The most recent purchase Is that of
the club car formerly dubbed the "millionaire's speolaJH on the

ixe trip*.
•Ill furnish lavish set tine; for coming episodes of the

•II . rds."
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"THE GOLD SHIP" (Selig).

James Oliver Curwood has written a wonderful story In
"The Gold Ship," a Selis special, released through General
Film in regular service on Monday, August 7. The story Is

somewhat reminiscent of "Treasure Island," carrying, as It

does, the tang of the salt sea and a hint of the reckless deeds
of bold buccaneers of olden days.
Captain Roscoe, master of a sailing vessel, rescues a crip-

pled boy, Joe, ana his little dog from the hands of intoxicated

"WORTH WHILE" (Essanay).
While the play carries a strong love theme, it is unique in

shewing prison life as it actually exists at the Illinois State
Penitentiary at Joliet, most of the scenes having been taken in
the prison and about the grounds of the institution. The story
is woven about the life of a young broker whose business is

smashed by a rival and who finally is falsely imprisoned for
theft. Iliyanl Washburn, who plays the role of the young man,
was actaal'y taken i the penitentiary in handcuffs. There
he was put through the regular formula the prisoner undergoes

Scene from "Worth While" (Essanay).

in being registered and assigned to his cell. In the prison he
mingles with the other prisoners and the entire routine of
prison life is shown, centering about Washburn, including the
men at work, at their meals, etc. Marguerite Clayton takes the
leading feminine role. She is the ward of the young broker,
who is successful until a wealthier man falls in love with the
ward. Finding that the girl loves her guardian he ruins him and
causes him to be sentenced on a trumped up charge. The girl
traps him into' confessing whereupon she obtains a pardon for
the man she loves and goes joyously to the prison to set him

NEW POWER'S MACHINES FOR LABORATORIES.
A new Power's 6A Cameragraph projector has just been in-

stalled by the Picture Theater Equipment Company of 1604
Broadway, New York, to be used in the laboratories of the
New York Motion Picture Corp., at their Ft. Lee, N. J., plant.
The machine is equipped with special lenses, motor drive, and
has a special rheostat, grid type, adjustable from 15 to 45 am-
peres. By merely turning the contact handle the operator can
either increase or lowerthe amperage on a second's notice.

Scene from "The Gold Ship" (Selig).

md takes him aboard his ship. Gold bars are the
cars.) of Captain Itoseoe's vessel. A rascally clerk in the com-
pany's offices plots with the crew to capture the vessel and take
the gold. How the cripple boy and a beautiful young girl
circumvent tlu- plottings of the mutineers after Captain Ros-
coe is made helpless from his wounds; how a passing steamer
Is Blgnaled and arrives just in time to save the three, and
how Captain Roscoe learns to understand that the girl who
risked her own life to save him is no longer a child but a
woman who loves him, are in brief the highlights in this won-
derful drama. The scenic effects are many and varied. Par-
ticularly beautiful are the scenes showing the sailing vessel
at sea. Harry Mestayer is supported by Edith Johnson and
Sidney Smith.

"THE BATTLE OF CHILE CON CARNE" (Universal).

'Twas a terrific fight and no one knows it better than Gen-
eral Tortila Enchilada, who stands in the foreground reading
a dispatch. On his right is the famous war correspondent,
Ferdinand Archibald von Piffle, who loves to write about him-
self and his adventures while sitting in his hotel room at
El Paso.

Archibald comes down to the border and joins the bandits
under General Enchilada. Immediately he has some variegated
adventures. A Mexican senorita of marvelous beauty enters
into his life and Archibald falls hard. At once he incurs the
enimity of the Portugese highbinder in command of the Gua-
najato Apaches.

Fortunately, at a critical juncture in Archibald's young life,

the Constitutionally incapable troops of General Carramba
attack General Enchilada and the great battle of Chile Con
Carne takes place.

Some war correspondents declare that this battle never took
place, but Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran were both there, and if

Scene from "The Battle of Chile Con Carne" (Universal).

you don't believe them, the story can be verified by Priscilla

Dean. All three went through the battle and can be addressed
at Universal City, Cal., regarding the details.

"THE STRONGER LOVE" (Morosco).

The initial Vivian Martin subject to be released by the
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company as a result of the long
term agreement recently consummated between this popular
star and the west coast producers, has been completed and will

be shown in Paramount houses commencing August 14th. The
title of Miss Martin's first Morosco subject is "The Stronger
Love," a photoplay in which this winsome little actress offers h.

characterization of deep heart interest, such as she has pre-
sented to best advantage in the past.

"The Stronger Love" presents a drama of the mountains
by Alice von Saxmar and was staged chiefly among the beau-
tiful pine forests at the top of the San Bernardinos under
the direction of Frank Lloyd. The usual Morosco photography
of excellence has been attained by Cameraman Jim Van Trees,
who is responsible for many of the beautiful photographic dis-

plays evidenced in recent Morosco subjects. Artistic lightings
of natural beauty together with picturesque backgrounds are
among the features of this subject.

The story tells of Nell, a mountain girl, who is reached
by the spirit of progress to the extent of rebelling gainst the
sordid conditions and stifling scope of her life. Although dif-

ferent than her people, she yet retains a great love for her
own kind. The story ends in a most unusual way that will
grip the audience with its logic. As Nell, the beautiful little

girl of the great backwoods, Vivian Martin presents a charac-
ter that will gain her immediate popularity among the patrons
of Paramount Pictures throughout the country. Supporting
her is an exceptional east, including Edward Peil, William W.
Jefferson, Louise A. Emmonds, Alice Knowland, Herbert Stand-
ing and John McKinnon.
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GATHERED BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS

"You SeeJt'sLike This,"Says Swan
And Then the Pittsfield (111.) Exhibitor Proceeds to Reveal Details of His Business

Which Would Seem to Furnish Small Ground for a Tax of Any Kind, Certainly

Not $1.50 a Night—Not a Philanthropist, Just a "Nut."

By Frank H. Madison, 623 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

PITTSFIELD, 111.—The Moving Picture
World last week printed the story of

how some members of the city council
here tried to put through a measure taxing
Burr Swan's picture show $1.50 a night.
While the proposal failed of securing a
majority, following a heated discussion
and the announcement of one alderman that
he would resign, a suggestion was made
that a conference with Mr. Swan be ar-
ranged in an effort to learn what would be
a reasonable tax.
Mr. Swan, it seems, is a publisher of a

live weekly newspaper as well as the ex-
hibitor of motion pictures at the Knights
of Pythias opera house. In the latest issue
of the Republican, Fditor Swan interviews
Exhibitor Swan. It makes interesting
reading even for those exhibitors whose
houses are far removed from Pittsfield,

which, let it be borne in mind, has a popu-
lation of 2,095.

It is hardly likely after this frank ex-
pose of the financial returns from the
opera house there will be any further at-
tempt to impose a local tax on Exhibitor
Swan, whose figures seem to prove that
just at present he is conducting a motion
picture house "for the fun of it." Mr.
Swan denies that he is posing as a philan-
thropist and admits that he is merely "a
nut."
The statistics may be illuminating to

those Congressmen who would impose a
blanket tax on all motion picture theaters,
not all the proprietors of which own a
weekly newspaper or other business from
which to make up the deficit which may
exist in the returns from the theater.
Here is the "interview":
Q. What does it cost to run your picture

show? A. From $110 to $120 per week.
Q. How much do you pay fur help? A.

Thirty-seven dollars a -•

Q. What la your net profit. A. For the
past six months less than I have paid ins-

picture machine operator; a triile more
than I have paid my jaiiitoi

do you stay in the business A I
:. . an

like it. and like to i.. p busy.

- a. The Invoice price of

Q, Why don'l 'Hl5 tin. nights
_ week
\ > . . I. Ml II.

ill time; ,inl I lik.- I-. I

phllan-
\ Nil i

I \ "a Mill."
lie. hue

f.H n Ml n

Qf. What do your "juice" bills run? A.
$25 to $30 a month.

<j How much do your films cost a week?
A. $45 to $50.

Q. What did they cost four and five years
ago? A. $15 to $20 a week.

Q. What did your rent cost five years
ago? A. $250 a year.

Q. What does it cost now? A. $500 a

Q. Do you do m
than then? A. No.

Q. What did your help

gross business now

five years

. ii"\\ much monej did v"u have In
III,- I,, HI •

I

$0.70.

Educational Program Yields $5.05.
'.' Hov, lid j ou i ike In on

ago? A. $17.50 per week.
Q. Have other operating costs increase

in about the same proportion A. Yes.

A. On an average, about two and a half

Q. What do you think the Pittsfield city
council should do about charging you a
license to run your picture show? A. I
think the alderman should find out whether
the people of Pittsfield want to charge

Q. How may the council find out? A. By
asking the people.

Swan Always Has His Eye on the Ball.

|.». Will you ever get "The Birth of a
Nation" in Pittsfield? A. Yes.

i.j. Wlu-n? A. Monday and Tuesday, Sep-
tember 4-5, afternoons and night.

i.i Will this be the real "Birth of a
Nation," the same as shown In big cities?
a. res,

Q. Do v.iu realize. Mr. Swan, that you
have laid bare a good many of the inside
facts about your business, and thai must
business men consider that such a course
is bad business. A. Certai'nlv I <|,>.

Q, Why. then, do you do It? \

I don't always do busin,
men do, and I never in my life lost a
nickel by looking a man square In the eye

him the truth.
Mr. Swan has found out the II, ,

|

in other cities. The cities, population and
How:

on, 2.422; $15 a

White ii.ii. in

Q]
allowed

Bowlln
is months.

I

reed

Mill I
,

111 P

Clearing House for Atlanta
Exchange Men to Fortify Themselves

Against the Unscrupulous.
By A. M. Beatty, r; Copenhlll Avenue,

Atlanta.

IT is stated there is being formed in At-
lanta a credii among

the film exchanges, modeled along the lines
of associations of like character in all the
principal film distributing centers in the
Country. This step is heum taken to guard
the exchangenieii against the sul

the fly-by-night manager and the general
dead beat; through this organization it is

thought thousands of dollars will be saved
to the exchangemen by being able to secure
a definite line on the credit of the southern
exhibitors in general. The exhibitor who
is good pay will welcome this kind of an
organization covering the southern states,

as it will give a definite indication of his

good standing.

Hardcastle Manager and Actor, Too.
Very few Atlantians knew that "in their

midst" was one who was a real bona fide

moving picture actor. Ted Hardcastle,
manager in Atlanta for the George Klelna
attractions, and also manager of the Pied-
mont theater, is the man. During the

• k there was shown at tin G.

theater a photoplay entitled "Across the
Border," which was made in Dei
Mr. Hardcastle not only directed the pic-
twie. but acted the leading part. Mr. Hard-
castle n - theater and ex-
plained many interesting fa, ts about the
taking of the picture and how the leading
woman and the earner. im.iii both lost their
Uvea in the making.

Anti-Tuberculosis Film Draws Crowds.
Open air moving pictures being shown

bj the anti-tub.
aid In the light against tuberculosis are
continuing with

t crowds, in Bplte Of daily rains.
The pictures have been shown n

i ur.s on the plo-

who affiliate with the anti-tuberculosis
work. The programs always include, he-

,i other
purely entertaining pictures.

Manager Smith Campaigning.
\ th rnei ed tight is on in the fourth

ward "f tiu- olty ,-f Itlants for Udennan.
.'••l B i •

theater,

old oan

than Col. Smith.

Notes ol the Trade.
from in

at. ,1 I
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General Humidity Closes Buffalo Theaters
A Dozen Houses Shut Down and Others Decide on Half-Time for a Brief Spell-

News from Western New York.
By Joseph A. McGulre,

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Extreme heat nas
been responsible for the closing or

several moving picture theaters in Buf-
falo. Despite the use of the latest devices
to keep the houses cool and ventilated,
the attendance lately has been reaching
the lowest level. On account of a long,
unbroken spell of hot weather and an
abundance of humidity, moving picture-
goers of this city have sought rest ana
recreation at the cool lake and river re-
sorts in the vicinity of Buffalo. This,

exodus of Buffalonians and the tendency
of the "stay-at-homes" to visit parks In-

stead of theaters have had a depressing
effect on boxoffice receipts and several of
the managers decid
lose money for the
weeks it

staffs as
respite.
Among the Buffalo houses that have

closed are the Elmwood, Allendale, Nev
Victoria, Circle, Ellen Terry, Family,
Frontier, Fillmore, Como and Linden.
Decorators will brighten up several oi

the houses, now that the doors have been
temporarily closed, and patrons will .ind

their favorite moving picture theaters
spic and span when business opens with
a rush in a few weeks.
On account of the intense heat several

of the theaters in the towns and villages
in the vicinity of Buffalo are giving shows
only three nights a week. The theater
attaches are glad to get the half-week
vacations and on show nights return to

their positions with renewed vigor.

Somerville Will Not Shut Down.
Harry Somerville reports that he will

not close the Happy Hour, Buffalo, dur-

ing the hot weather this summer. The
Happy Hour is a 5-cent moving picture

house in the downtown district. This
•actively decorated

Inside and out.
"Every day we

have a new show,
which consists of a
four-reel feature ser-

aid Mr. &om-
ville. "We ha'

well-trained, depend-
able staff because we
do not frequently
change our help. We
receive plenty of
transient trade. Many
of the department
store employes visit

our house between 12

Mr. Somerville has
been manager of the
Happy Hour for three

months. Among the other theaters he has
managed are the Family and Airovict, Buf-
falo; Plaza, Chicago; Coliseum, Chicago
Heights, and Orpheum, Jacksonville, Fla.

Film Men Call on Christoffers.
Leon Brick, former manager of the Re-

gent theater, Buffalo, was a recent caller
on Manager Christoffers of the Mutual.
Mr. Brick is manager of the Regent the-
ater, Toronto. The Regent is a high-clais
house, with a seating capacity of 1700.
The prices of admission are 15 up to 35
cents. Another caller on Mr. Christoffers
was H. E. Smith of New York City.

Mr. Christoffers recently had an inter-
esting visit from W. J. Hayes, proprietor
and manager of the Strand theater, lo«

cated in Main street, Erie, Pa. Mr. Hayes
is one of Erie's leading citizens and has
a number of financial interests here.

Rural Districts Like Health Films.

Citizens of Western New York are in-

terested in a new plan of the New York

5 Lewis Block, Buffalo.

State department of health, which Is
using up-to-date films to impart health
information. The pictures are especially
popular in the rural districts. A portable
moving picture machine and a fireproof
screen are shipped from place to place
and the films can be shown in any con-
venient hall or church.

Corning Opera House Closes.
The Corning (N. Y.) opera house re-

cently closed Its doors. Just wnen the
house will again be opened is much In
doubt. In this connection a late report
from Corning says the five-year lease
under which the house has been operated
expired July 1. Although the house has
been kept open since on the old lease,
it is understood that the arrangement has
not been satisfactory to either party.

Averill Goes Out and Gets 'Em.
Harry Averill, manager or trie palmyra

opera house, is working a successful plan
to hold his patronage during the hot
weather. Once a week he treats the citi-
zens of his town to a free show on the
village green. This feature, with band
concerts or other music, attracts hun-
dreds to the open air exhibitions, and on
account of the advertising benefits Mr.
Averill has no trouble in drawing satis-
factory patronage to his house on the re-
maining nights of the week.

Bacon Opens the Dewtell.
Dana Bacon has opened his new mov-

ing picture theater at South Dayton, N.
Y. One enthusiastic report says this
house represents "the last word in theater
construction." The name is rather un-
usual—Dewtell.

Exhibitors' Wives Visit Buffalo.

G. H. Penn of the Mutual staff, Buffalo,
recently entertained his sister, Mrs. E. N.
Downs, whose husband Is manager of the
Knickerbocker theater, Cleveland. She
was accompanied by Mrs. I. V. Downs,
whose husband manages the Metropolitan
theater, Cleveland.

Miss Bakenhaster Wins Contest.
Miss Mignon Bakenhaster was the win-

ner of the "Who Will Be Ruth?" contest
of the Mozart theater, Elmira. This will

be the leading character of "The Man
Haters," a film to be produced in that
city.

Notes from Western New York.
C. H. Ross has taken over the Grand

moving picture theater of Elmira.
H. H. Buckle of Medina has given up

the Temple theater of Albion. The house
has reverted to J. E. Jensen, the original
owner. Mr. Buckle also is part owner of
the Scenic theater, Medina.

Baltimore's Brodie Enlarges
Light Street Theater Will Have Two

Balconies and 1,800 Seats—Other
News.

By J. M. Shellman, 1902 Mt. Royal Terrace,
Baltimore.

ACCORDING to latest reports, Joseph
Brodie, who owns and manages the

Brodie theater, 1118-22 Light street, has
recently purchased the property adjoining
the house, and it is understood is to enlarge
the structure to a seating capacity of 1,800,

With two balconies. While on a recent trip

to New York and Philadelphia, Mr. Brodie
made a point of studying the latest modes
of construction in the theater line so that
he could incorporate these advantages in

his new building.
It is interesting to note that one square

to the north the new McHenry theater will

be built with a seating capacity of about
1,000; one square away to the west the New
Cn.scent is still running and prospering,
.ind two squares away to the northwest,
the South Baltimore Garden theater Is be-
ing enlarged to a seating capacity of about
1,000.

Parkway Changes Program.
For the past several weeks, Bernard Dep-

kin, Jr., manager of the Parkway theater,
3-9 West North avenue, has been visiting
New York, Philadelphia, and Washington,
relative to booking big attractions for his
house. The new addition to the theater
will be ready about September 1.

Community Concerts for Baltimore.
The Baltimore community concerts,

which include moving pictures, have been
started. The first one was to have been
held on Tuesday night, July 25, but owing
to the inclement weather, it was given on
the following night. The place selected for
the entertainment was at the Washington
monument in Mount Vernon Place.

"Ramona" Opens at Ford's.
Ford's Opera House opened up with the

Clune cinema operatic spectacle entitled
"Ramona," on Monday, July 31. A sym-
phony orchestra of thirty pieces and a
grand opera chorus has been engaged.
Two performances are given daily and the
prices of admission range from 25 to 50
cents for matinees and 25 to 75 cents for
the night performances.

Hagerstown Lights Out
Hagerstown, Md.—During the severest

electrical storm of this summer which
swept over this city on the night of Friday,
July 21, the lighting system was completely
disabled by the lightning, and as a result

ing picture theaters were obliged to
exhibitions for the night.discontir

Strand Organist Married.
On Sunday, July 23rd, Hubert Nlckson,

the organist at the Strand theater, 404-6
North Howard street, was married at Wlll-
iamsport, Md. Miss Grace H. Sharrar of
Hagerstown, Md., was the bride.

New Theater Reopens.
The New theater, 210 West Lexington

street, resumed business on Monday, July
31, after being given a new coat of paint
and having the floors newly carpeted, the
seats upholstered and the stage furnished
with a new set. Manager L. A. DeHoff has
engaged the Paramount service, and only
first run productions will be shown here.
"Hulda of Holland," featuring Mary Pick-
ford, was the first picture to be presented.

Govan's Theater Resumes.
Govan's theater, situated at York road

and Rossiter avenue, reopened on Friday
night, July 21, after an idle period covering
about six months. F. L. Snyder is now
managing the house.

ILLINOIS HAPPENINGS.
Belvidere, 111.—Educational pictures

will be shown at the Derthlck opera
house in September, October and Novem-
ber under the auspices of local churches.

Springfield.—Articles of incorporation
have been issued to the Rex theater, Chi-
cago. Incorporators: Hermann Scgoen-
stadt, Isador Brecker and Hyman L.
Weiss; capital, $2,500.
Wilmington.—Dr. Harry Gurney Is

wrecking a building here and contem-
plates the erection of a brick and tile

moving picture theater and auditorium.
Freeport.—A. L. Stevens of Grand Rap-

ids, Mich., has succeeded H. B. Knapp as
manager of the Superba theater.

Arlington.— Skifflngton & Lewis have
opened a moving picture theater here.
Decatur.—Joseph Allman will open new

moving picture theater here about Septem-

Edwardsville.—W. A. Edwards, mana-
ger of the Wilder theater, has re-leased
that house for two years.
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NOTES FROM IOWA.
Cedar Rapids.—James R. Grainger nab

resigned as manager of the Strand the-

ater to devote his time to his film busi-

ness in the east. He is succeeded at the

Strand by F. W. Burke.
Sioux City.—Articles of incorporation

have been filed by the Cosmo-Picture
Corporation. The company is capitalized

at $10,000. Officers: C. W. McDonald,
president; Harry & Mayne, secretary, and
E. Swartz, treasurer.

Burlington.—BurllnRton now has but
three exclusive moving picture shows,
Fred Cramer and J. C. Allender having
closed the Nemo theater.

Wapello.—J. A. Knight has purchased
theater.

Nodaway.—Charles Richards has pur-
chased the moving picture theater here.

Mt. Vernon.—F. O. Nielson's feature,

"Guarding Old Glory," was shown at the

Star theater for the benefit of the "Wo-
man's Relief Corps.
Columbus Junction.—Robert Weber ana

Louis Roberts have purchased the Lyric
theater from Dr. J. W. Spence.
Sioux City.—The Model Amusement

Company of this city has leased the Ma-
jestic theater at Worthington, Minn., and
renamed it the Royal.
Davenport, Iowa.—S. E. Greenebaum

and A, H. Blank, owners of the Casino
and Garden theaters, have started a cam-
paign to secure the 1917 convention of
Iowa exhibitors for Davenport.

Fort Dodge.—The Magic theater has
been reopened under the management or
James P. Martin, who has returned rrom
Cedar Rapids. He had the local Boy
Scouts in to see his opening attraction,
"The Battle Cry of Peace." The old house
attaches are back, including Sam Higgens
as director of the orchestra.

.—After editing the films of
t Camp Dodge, E. R. Har-
of the state historical de-

1 Maurice Rlcker, who did
rork. expect the picture to

>wa National Guard
lease a local theater

Des Moi
soldier lif

the earner
run twelve reels.

officers planned
weeks and run the film. After

the cost of the work, which was advanced
by Curator Harlan, has been met, one set
of films will be preserved by the state
and all other proceeds will go to the
guardsmen. Four sets will be started on
the road.

Bellevue.—John R. Collins, founder ot
the Cozy theater, has repurchased that
house. He will enlarge it to 400 capacity
and will run vaudeville and pictures.

Muscatine.—The Princess theater, oper-
rated by Ludl Boston, will open August
15 at a new location, 227 East Second

LYNCHBURG, VA.
T YNCHBURG, VA.—Realizing good mu-
*-J sic is as much a feature as good pic-

tures, Guy Barrett, manager of the Bel-
vedere theatre, has recently Installed a
Wurlitzer organ and the Instrumental pro-
gram has already scored a decided hit with
patrons of this cozy photoplay house. Pro-
fessor Earl Ball, a talented musician, is

in charge of the musical feature. Mr.
Barrett has changed the seating arrange-
ment of the Belvedere, converting tin-

theater Into a el i">use.

The Universal theater, which has been
operated for several years by the Pied-
mont Amusement Company, a North Caro-
lina corporation, is "dark" and It is per-
sistently rumored thai II will not be re-
opened under the same control. i

Craver, who had charge, lias aocepted a

position In Charlotte with the Pledmonl
theater.

i'"'i ECarch, oi f the cleverest Wur-
lltzer organleta in Lynchburg, h

Becured by Jake Wells to operate the big
Beeburg in the I I

Charles Q. Kessnich, formerly
of the Academy of Muslo, bul now man-

dlVll I'M. of the
i Corporation, was in Lj noh-

Exchange Building Needed in Washington
Widely Separated Offices of Film Concerns Causes Inconvenience to Whole

Trade—Large Improvements for Savoy Theater—Morgan Thinks Exhibitors
Should Get Together Once More.

By Clarence L Linz. 635 Tenth Street. Washington.

WASHINGTON, D. C—There is one man
who wishes that the long discussed

film exchange building was indeed a
reality, for it is fast becoming apparent
that desirable places for the establish-
ment of exchanges are few and far be-
tween.
When Arthur Lucas, general manager

of the Triangle, hustled into Washington
it was partly with the idea of making a
quick selection of a good location and
leave the rest to J. H. Butner, of Phila-
delphia, who will be stationed here. Fire
laws, insurance regulations, lack of
space, too much space, and whatnot, were
among the few things that confronted
him. After a search of five days he has
succeeded in getting quarters at Tb'T-
teenth and G streets, Noc;nw e6t, and in
so doing assumes the. novelty of having
his exchange further away from the
Ninth street center of things than any
other exchange tn the city, being one
block away from Paramount, which pre-
viously held that title.

All Washington, and in fact the exhibi-
tors o£ the entire territory, regret that
conditions are such here that the ex-
changes are scattered, literally, all over
the lot. When a stranger comes here
from out of town he finds himself at no
little disadvantage because of the dis-
tance between exchanges and the neces-
sity for going up and down stairs.
Kven greater delays occur when opera-

tors are returning or calling for shows
when the houses they represent are us-
ing a varied program, and it is no wonder
one exchange sometimes gets the aims in-
tended for another.

There has been considerable talk about
a building for film purposes exclusively,
but up to the present time arrangements
have gone no further than the production
of floor plans. A new proposition, It is
rumored, is now in prospect, for there is a
whisper along Ninth street that somewhere
in the downtown section, some time in
the dim and distant future, there is to
rise a combined film exchange building
and theater that will have its reputation
spread broadcast. It is even stated op-
tions on property are being r
plans are in the making, but c

count this talk and await (

before becoming enthusiastic.

red; that
must dls-
lopments

Exchangemen Complain of Film Damage.
There is a great deal of complaintamong the motion picture exchanges of

the way In which the average operators
let their machines get in
to ruin large lengths of
upon the exchanges a gre;
essary expense bi

justed machines. The co. ......

the last few weeks have been ...~
sistent and some of the exchange man-

perturbed over "

"We lost eleven thoust
in sixtj days,' •.-.

Day, president of the Mel
Company, of this eity, '

thought somebody was bi

such shape as
lms. and heap
deal of unnec-

i

plaints during

the mattti

of good film ruined In

side of ;

of film
plaint of L. M.

nd we almost
Q8 paid to k-o
'•'. k our husi-

eeks. In some

stripped This i

•'

la not properly
v bard, for the ex-

ed film h.

ira. Thea« latter, to
"e the fl 1 in WW in

ltd as It

relj on their ope

know when they stray away from the
truth because we have an experienced man
examine every film before it leaves the
exchange and we know who is at fault."
At other exchanges the same complaint

was heard, and the announcement that
Mr. Richardson may come to Washington
in the near future to lecture on the care
of machines and what constitutes proper
projection is being welcomed with delight.
It is said that arrangements are now under
way to endeavor to secure a suitable
meeting place and insure a representative
attendance.

Big Improvement for Savoy.
Up-to-the-minute methods are being

followed in making the considerable im-
provements at the Savoy theater, on Four-
teenth street, Northwest. One of the most
important is the erection of a balcony
with a seating capacity of about 500, -nec-

essitating raising the roof a distance of 20

feet, making it 40 feet from the sidewalk.
The theater will be closed down on Aug-
ust 5, and the work will then be rushed.
The contractors have promised the work
will be completed in time for a Labor Day
reopening.
A coat of stucco is to be spread over

the entire front, covering the present dec-
orations. Then a very attractive marquee
is to be extended the full width of the
building from building line to curb. This
is to be of ornamental iron and glass, and

be very massive and give tone to
the exterior.

Naturally, this other work will requlr*
the complete redecorating of the interior-
and there is promised something that will
pro\* a treat to the patrons, a small
stage is to be erec'r* aod th e new 13 by
17 Gold Fiber screen is to be "et backr
several feet. This will serve to give fed-
eral additional rows of seats which are

of their nearness tonow not used becai
the screen.
The Savoy will hav

of about 1.400.
a seating capacity

Morgan Would Rejuvenate League.

Washington
for the

hibitors tn
-.^ vlme is ripe

nation of the local league.and this though!
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Portland's Theatrical Situation in the Air
Indications That Exhibitors Are Lining Up for Radical Move—Price Cutting and

Vaudeville Competition Ascribed as the Cause.

By Abraham Nelson, 601 Journal Building, Portland.

PORTLAND. Ore.—The theatrical situa-
tion in this city is uo in the air. This

state of affairs is true in all the branches
of theatrical amusements. Which will be
the legitimate theater when the season
opens? Whore will Orpheum attractions
play? Is the Cort-Morris vaudeville a cer-
tainty and where will it play? Is the
rumor true that the downtown theaters
will abandon their mutual fifteen-cent
policy and reduce the admission price to a
dime? Will they combine musical and
vaudeville acts with pictures, disregarding
their tacit understanding of a year ago?
Outside of the grab for business, these are
the questions before the Portland show-

The photoplay policy of the downtown
theaters is due for a change. A spirit of
unrest that has existed among the larger
exhibitors for the past two months indi-
cates this. For nearly a year there has
been a tacit understanding among ex-
hibitors not only with reference to the ad-
mission price but also regarding the ex-
clusion of vaudeville acts where pictures
are the biggest part of the program. Re-
cently several so-called exclusive photo-
play houses have added vaudeville or music
to their programs.

: night
ng has been said about

This is the city's

The Heilig has <

shows and somethi
a nickel for matini
legitimate house,

The c

ng pictu
ting the pric

or admission here to a dime for first run
super-features and permitting the audi-
ence to dance on the big stage besides is

worrying the managers of the exclusive
photoplay theaters who run pictures all

the year round.
One exhibitor stated that the appearance

of vaudeville at low prices and the keen
competition will make some kind of a
change of policy certain in the near future.
Another exhibitor stated that he was of the
opinion that a ten-cent proposition could
not live because theater men had worked
out their business on a basis of fifteen-cent
admission price.

Joe Merrick Returns to Portland.

Portland.—Joe L. Merrick is back in
Portland as traveling representative for
Universal. Until recently he has been road
man for the General Film Company in Ari-
zona, New Mexico, part of Texas, Nevada,
and Southern California, with headquarters

in Los Angeles. Mer-
rick was at Columbus,
N. M., a few hours
after the recent battle

tell

Joe I... Merrick.

Portland boys. On
his way north he
stopped at Universal
City, where he was
shown the workings
of the company by
whom he is now em-

Merrick was form-
erly an exhibitor,
operating the Bijou
and Isis theaters at
Missoula, Mont., for
three years from 1911.
Leaving Montana, he

was employed by the General as road man
for over two years. In this capacity he has
traveled all the territory on the Pacific

Coast from Canada to Mexico.

Seattle Censor Calls on Portland.

Portland.—Seattle exhibitors please note:
Miss Lord, secretary of the Seattle censor
board, was in Portland gathering data. The
Seattle censors are not essentially a pre-
publicity inspection board, but views most
of the city's pictures during their runs at
the show houses. It views before exhibi-

tion pictures it is called upon to inspi
those which it is advised need pre-public.ty
inspection.

Campaign for Modified Censorship
Progresses.

Portland.—The campaign by the Oregon
Motion Picture Men's Association for a
fairer censorship ordinance has progressed
fairly well at the time of this writing.
Thousands of names are on the petitions to
the city council asking for appealable
censorship in place of the kind now in
force. Exhibitors have been favorably sur-
prised at the attitude of their patrons on
the issue and feel that the sentiment of the
people in favor of the ordinance asked for
by the picture men is so strong that it the
council follows the will of the people it

must pass the ordinance.
When interviewed, Mrs. E. B. Colwell,

secretary of the board, intimated that the
censor board was not concerned about the
campaign, did not consider it as a fight,
and would not do so unless it believed the
motion picture interests were using un-
fair tactics.
The writer gathered from remarks of

William Warren, the mayor's secretary,
that the present picture situation, from a
standpoint of the class of pictures shown,
was not viewed by him with the greatest
favor and that there was still lots of clamp-
ing to be done to the lid of our little old
town to make it fit nice and snug.

Sennett Representative in Portland.
Portland.—S. L. Rork, personal repre-

sentative of Mack Sennett, spent a few
days in Portland looking over conditions.
Mr. Rork is on his way back to New York
City, coming here from Los Angeles.

Picture Men Celebrate.
Portland.—At the Clear Creek dairy, up

the Clackamas River, the milk was late one
morning not long ago.
The reason? The milkmaids tripping

through the dewy pastures lingered overly
long to listen to the strains of sweet music
that filtered through the pines at Clear
Creek Park with the sunrise. The occasion
was the outing of the Portland picture men.
They left Portland at midnight in fast auto-
mobiles, taking three hours for the going
trip. On the banks of the Clackamas, they

i, fished and feasted. The return was

August 12, 1916

Present were, G. T. Holtzclaw, Sam Fleish-
man. !•:. J. Myrick, M. Donovan, A. S.
(Iraeper. W. M. Rogers, Art Phillips, W. A.
Reed, -Mike Rosenberg, \V. A. Mead, A. S.
Kirkpatrick, F. M. Simonton, C. B. Pum-
phrey, Lew Bronaugh and Jimmle Cassell.

Hip Pages Mother When Baby Cries.
Portland.—The Hippodrome has installed

a nursery with telephone connections to
the projection room. There the operator
has a bunch of appropriate slides and when
baby in the nursery becomes hungry or
obstreperous beyond nursie's control, she
phones the operator who flashes a slide on
the screen stating baby's condition, also
baby's number and requesting the mother
to hie to the nursery forthwith.

Heard on Film Row.
Seaside.—B. J. Callahan has opened the

Strand theater here.

Portland.—The Majestic theater has
signed up Esther Sundquist for a long en-
gagement. This popular violinist worked
sixty-six weeks at this house on one en-
gagement.

Portland.—Among the week's visitors
were H. A. Zollner, Mont Angel; L. E.
Partridge, Tillamook; T. S. Wilson, Camas,
Wash.; N. H. Klaus, of Vollmer, Idaho, and
J. B. Johnson, of Amity, Oregon, who took
over the Palace theater there a few months
ago.

Portland.—H. M. Wilson, road man for
General, is back in town after a trip to
the Klamath Falls country, and Sol Baum,
manager for Bluebirds, returned recently
from a trip through northern Washington
and Idaho.

Albany.—B. A. Rolfe, of the Rolfe the-
ater, and C. A. Myers of the Globe have
formed a corporation to handle both the-
aters. The Rolfe will only run two days
a week and the Globe every day.

Roseburg— Werner and Koehler have
the Antlers theater. The Elks
conducting the house, with Mr.
ustee, as manager.

up

Parrot,

ade the i t aft«

IN THE LAND OF THE DAKOTAS.
Devil's Lake, N. D.—The Unique theater

is being remodeled to resemble Talley's
well known Broadway theater in Los An-
geles, Cal. The theater has been pur-
chased by Charles Finkle of Los Angeles,
a former resident of Grand Forks, N. D.
Rapid City, S. D.—Arthur Rose has sold

the Dreamland theater to Frank Keys of
the Empress theater.

Devil's Lake, N. D.—Olson & Turner
sold the Unique theater to Charles Finkle
and John Wolfe.

nticipatioi

Union Operators Boning for Examinations
Vancouver Local Institutes Course of Instruction Designed to Increase General

Knowledge of Members—Censor Passes With Cuts Subjects Previously Banned.

s Building, Vancouver.

As the examinations to be held will deal
with practical projection problems, with
the various types of machines at hand,
it was thought advisable to enlarge the
scope of the operators' knowledge. Al-
though the World man is informed that
no difficulty is anticipated in passing the
required tests, the officers of the local
body feel that the move will be distinctly
beneficial to the men who follow the
course of study planned, as they will un-
doubtedy be better operators when they
are finished, and a higher standard of ef-

ficiency will mean increased prosperity
for the union and its members.

By E. C. Thomas, 821 Roge;

VANCOUVER, B.
the forthcoming provincial

tions for operators, under the provisions
of the recent amendment to the Moving
Pictures act, Vancouver Local 348, I. A.
T. S. E., has instituted a course of in-

struction for its members, with a view
of making them tnoroughly conversant
fith the different types of projection ap-

that ;

nd thus make it l

who have been operating
the examinations without trouble.

The recent trouble between the oper-
ators' union and some of the exhibitors

of this city served to bring out the fact

that some men who have been operating
for several years—perhaps at a single

house, or with some particular current or

type of machine—were placed at a disad-

vantage when called upon to take charge
of an operating room with which they

were not familiar. Although these were
not union men, the lesson was not lost

upon the organization.

Censor Experiences Another Think.
Vancouver, B. C.—Another instance of

the fickle nature of the British Columbia
censor's decisions has just come forth

with the passing of the Essanay-Chaplln
subject, "A Woman," which has just been
run at the Rex theater here. Originally
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banned in this province some months ago,
the picture ras now been resubmitted,
and, although much has been cut from it,

the picture was finally passed. The local
office of the General Film Company, how-
ever, has sustained a direct loss o." many
hundreds of dollar.* through the infliction

of the censor's delicate sensibilities on
the theatergoing-public, and there is a
general tendency to question why the
film was not passed many months ago,
after such cuts as were considered nec-
essary had been made.
Many men in and out of the industry

are firmly of the opinion that the changes
in the standards of censorship are simply
Induced by the imminence of the provin-
cial general elections, scheduled for the
early part of September.

Wells Undergoes Another Operation.

Vancouver, B. C—Sergeant Fred (Doc)
Wells, lecturer with "Canada's Fighting
Forces," the official Canadian govern-
ment's films, both throughout their tour
of Canada and during the recent engage-
ment in Boston, has returned to this city

for the purpose of undergoing a further
operation on his amputated arm, which
was riddled with machine-gun bullets
during the first battle of Ypres. He is

now at the Vancouver General Hospital,
and is reported to be swiftly recovering
from the effects of the operation.

Burton Holmes in Calgary.

Calgary, Alberta.—Burton Holmes, the
noted lecturer, who is now supplyii.r
scenic films for the Paramount program,
has arrived here, accompanied by Mrs.
Holmes, and after a short stop left for

Banff, where some time will be spent in

securing pictures of the beautiful moun-
tain scenery which abounds in this region.

After a trip to the coast the party will

return to this city and during the harvest
season will take scenes throughout the

Johnson and Gunn Join Kean.
Vancouver, B. C.—The business of

Kean's Canada Film Exchange has just

been taken over by A. I. Johnson and W.
H. Gunn, who will in future attend to

the distribution of the Kean films, while
Mr. Kean himself will give his entire at-

tention to the photographic end of the
business. The rapid growth of this branch
of the work has made it impossible for

him to give any considerable attention to

the booking of the films, and it is now
anticipated that the new arrangement
will result in a greatly increased busi-

Costly Alterations for the Winnipeg.

Winnipeg, Man.—Harvey & Walker,
owners of the Winnipeg theater, are to

make extensive alterations in the build-
^15,000, and the

work will be undertaken immediately.
The fronts on Notre Dame avenue and
Adelaide street are to be embellished in

stucco relief, and the entrances and exits

will be improved. Alterations are also to

be made in the interior of the house.

Universal Manager Flouts Censor: $50.

Vancouver, B. C—J. B. Finch, manager
local office of the Universal, recent-

ly appeared in court to answer to a

charge under th< I

and on
conviction was fined $50 and costs. The
prosecution was conducted by City Pros-

ecutor R. I. |Maltland, and the offense

consisted of booking to an exhibitor a
film which bad i

1 to the

censor for examination.

Official Defines Status of Dual Licenses.

Wlnnlpi '
I

entatlvei of the

nment the exact
In tnis

province, pointing out to W. J. Ptolemy,
deputy provincial treasurer, that they are
at present operating under both city and
provincial licenses, and inquiring from
whom they should take orders relating to
the conduct of the houses.
Mr. Ptolemy stated that the provincial

license is simply for the purpose of ob-
taining revenue, while the city license lb

for supervision on behalf of the public,
to prevent fires, insure cleanliness, and
so forth.
Before departing the theater men ad-

vanced the opinion that the present board
of censors is an untraveled and and un-
educated body.

Notes from Western Canada.
Rossland, B. C.—E. J. Cann, formerly

musical director at the Regent theater in

Calgary, has taken over the Star theater
here, opening with Mutual service.
Calgary, Alberta.—J. B. Cronk, manager

of the Allen theater, recently left with
other Shriners on a pilgrimage to the
convention at Buffalo, and incidentally to

take his first vacation in many years.
During his absence the house is being
looked after by Mr. Cloakey. The Allen
has just inaugurated a summer attrac-
tion for the children in the shape of ice
cream cones, which are presented to each
child attending the Saturday matinee.
Winnipeg.—"Cabiria" has just closed a

two weeks' engagement at the National
theater here, the picture's first date in
Western Canada.
Vancouver. B. C.—Manager C. R. Dipple

of the Mutual Exchange reports that the
"Whispering Smith-Medicine Bend" ten-
reeler will be here October 30 and ar-
rangements are already being made for
booking the big picture.

Calgary, Alberta.—The following out-
of-town exhibitors were recent visitors
at the local office of the Famous Players'
Film Service, Limited: H. Hemmings of
North Battleford, C. W. Johnston of
Blairmore, A. E. Martin of Kindersley,
and Mr. Weiss of High River. All report
that business is unusually quiet even for

indent
uf ; im

i
the fall.

Cincinnati's Veritas Photoplay Bankrupt
Ohio Comoany, Which Never Reached the Producing Stage, Has Liabilities of

$21,785—Verdi Theater of Canton Has Big Opening—Summer Uniforms for

Attaches Help Business.

By Kenneth C. Crain, 610 First National Bank Building, Cincinnati.

CINCINNATI.—Another of the several
companies organized in Cincinnati

within the past year or so for the an-
nounced purpose of getting into the pro-
ducing field here has followed the High-
land Film Corporation into the discard.
This is the Veritas Photoplay Company,
which was incorporated something over
a year ago with some of the leading
business men of the city interested as
officers and stockholders. A voluntary
petition in bankruptcy has been filed in

the United States District Court at Cin-
cinnati on behalf of the company, lia-

bilities being fixed at $21,785 and assets
at $11,392.80.

The largest item among the assets by
a good deal is a claim against John Von
Rittberg, of Newark, who is also known
as Jacques Jansen, for $11,355. Mr. Von
Rittberg was the chief promoter of the
company, spending some time in Cincin-
nati in the work of securing local inves-
tors to take stock in the enterprise. Most
of the larger creditors of the company
have claims for money loaned to the cor-
poration, ranging from $500 to $3,500.

The company never reached the produc-
ing stage. Upon the filing of the petition
in bankruptcy adjudication of bank-
ruptcy followed as a matter of course,
without opposition, and the liquidation
of the company's affairs will proceed In

due course.

Verdi Has Auspicious Debut.
Canton.—The opening of the new Verdi

theater, at Tenth street and flurry ave-
nue, took place on Wednesdaj i

July 19, with a capacity audience rilling

the 700 seats available at everj perform-
ance. The house la thoroughly modern,
rest room between the foyer and the
auditorium, with adequate toilet and
other facilities, being a feature,
decorations are unusually hand
the amenta

UlllMil'Ul

-NdliiT^ mad. a talk to

I on Saturday and Sun-

sion charge.

Wiring in Canton Is Commended.
tin- w H Ink' In

con

special wiring inspector looking over the
work. Very few instances of defective
wiring were found, and these were
promptly corrected when pointed out.
The Inspector stated that much hik>er
standards are now observed by the the-
aters than was formerly the case, and
that the general rule now is that moving
picture houses are better wired from the
safety standpoint than structures of any
other kind.

Anent Summer Uniforms for Attaches.
Cincinnati.—Among the several devices

which numerous moving picture houses
in Cincinnati have been using during the
summer season to help their patrons
think and feel cool are the uniforms
which are worn by the staff Uniformed
door and ticket men and ushers are the
rule in all of the leading houses at all

seasons, but most of them have discarded
the warm-looking suits of blue which
are the rule for the greater part of the
year, in favor of something lighter and
cooler. In one of the largest and most
popular of the downtown houses the man-
agement decided upon an extrei
tractive summer uniform, with
jacket of silver gray, braided with black,
and white duck trouaera The combina-
tion has the virtue of looking as OOO] as
Ice, and as the material used Is very sum-
mery It Is as cool as it li

Filmmen Provide Shows for Soldiers.
Cincinnati.—By arrangement with sev-

eral local film exchanges, the

held In camp at Bt Th
river, has !< . n

contributed h>
I

and the sh..\\
. u hlcb w

out en li .

as popul
tor could

Centora Cut and Pass "Inspiration."
fin. ||

tin.-
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Sunday Shows Are On in Ontario Province
It Is in the Military Camps, However, Where the Civilian Authorities Can't Butt In

Soldiers Also to See the Johnson-Willard Fight Pictures—Applegarths to

Build Thousand-Seat House.

By W. M. Gladish, 1262 Gerrard Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, OnL—The ice has been broken
with regard to the holding of a real,

honest-to-goodness moving picture show
In the Province of Ontario on a Sunday.
Throughout the past winter and spring
seasons numerous film shows were held for

patriotic purposes, such as for recruiting
rallies, but no admission was charged at
the "performances."
On Sunday, July 23, however, M. S. Mar-

vin of Toronto, manager of the Strand the-
ater at Camp Borden, where 35,000 Can-
adian soldiers are in training for overseas
service, staged a series of picture exhibi-
tions for which an admission fee was
charged in the usual way. No attempt was
made by the Provincial authorities to stop
the shows, as the big encampment is located
on federal government property and the
tented city is entirely controlled by the
military officers.

Two more moving picture theaters have
been authorized by the Militia Department
for Camp Borden. The latest concessions
have been extended to T. H. Paling, of
Dundas, Ont., and Captain A. R. Burke,
who formerly exhibited pictures at the
military camp at Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Ontario. The two other theaters within
the camp lines at Camp Borden are owned
by M. S. Marvin and Stanley Adams, both
of Toronto.
Moving pictures are also screened nightly

at the Y. M. C. A. Canteen, at Camp Borden,
while occasionally the military authorities
themselves stage a moving picture exhibi-
tion in the camp's athletic field in con-
junction with night sports. Although the
Johnson-Willard fight pictures were banned
for Ontario by the Provincial censors, ar-
rangements have been made, it is declared,
for the screening of the famous fight views

i organizati'
be impossible. Every soldier in camp ii

waiting to see the Havana fight feature.

of many coming features. Many announce-
ments, interesting to the trade, are made
in the columns and, incidentally, an offer
of $25 is made for a suitable name for the
journal which will be published semi-
monthly. The editor of the paper is Mr.
Howard, formerly a reporter, who was
recently made publicity manager of the
Famous Players.

In

Weekly for Strand and Star.

with vspaper
M. S. Marvin of the Strand theater, has
made arrangements for a co-operation with
the Toronto Star Weekly in the production
of the Strand Star Weekly Review. The
local paper will supply the "cues" for the
pictures and Marvin's cameramen will take
the views. One still picture of each mov-
ing picture subject will be reproduced in
the Star Weekly each week.

New Canadian Producing Company.
Toronto.—Still another picture produc-

tion company has sprung into existence in
the Toronto territory, and if all the pro-
posed enterprises reach the producing
stage the Dominion of Canada will have
enough and to spare of Canadian-made
photoplays. The latest film company to be
announced is the Uscan Feature Photoplay
Corporation and its plant is to be in Inter-
national Park, across from Cornwall Island,
at the mouth of the St. Lawrence River.
The president of the new company, which
is being incorporated, is H. Wilmot Young,
a stock player, who will be assisted by

M.-ir.i.u-y Adams, his wife, both of whom
have been the leading spirits in the Young-
Adams Dramatic Company. Announcement
is made that New York players are being
engaged for the first film feature. Uscan
Inn, one of the summer hotels in the park,
has been purchased, it is declared, to serve
as the headquarters of the company. A
studio will also be erected, it is said. The
Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence River, sur-
rounding woods and other scenic features
are to be utilized in the securing of pic-
turesque backgrounds for proposed pro-
ductions.

In and Around Toronto.
Toronto.—W. A. Bach, publicity manager

of the Canadian Universal, has selected the
wilds of Parry Sound for a three weeks
outing with Mrs. Bach.
Thomas Harris has taken over the sole

management of the Park theater, Lar.s-
downe avenue and Bloor street, Toronto,
relieving his recent partner, D. A. Lochrie,
for the fulfillment of a Government con-
tract for munitions.
The Criterion theater, Queen street and

Norihcoet avenue, has been taken over by
Mrs. Wainwright. The manager is L. R.
Duck.

It is expected the new Regent theater,
a downtown palace of considerable size,
will be formally opened September 1.

E. Ncble, formerly associated with the
Specialty Film Import Company, Pathe
distributors in Canada, has become man-
ager of the Arena theater, Queen street
and O'Hara avenue.
The headquarters of the Ontario Board

of Censors have been moved to the second
floor of the Playtorium theater, Danforth
avenue, Toronto.

P. Bardessono, an exhibitor of Porcupine,
the famous gold camp of Ontario, has
opened a new theater in the mining center.
He formerly owned a picture show at Tim-
mins.

Theater Sets Apart Hours for Women Only
^cr^^ma^lSnSonswm *> Kansas City's New Rialto from 2 to 6 o'Clock in the Afternoon No Mere

Male Need Apply—News from the Missouri-Kansas Border.

By Kansas City News Service.

KANSAS
to h

Applegarths to Build Fine House.
Toronto.—Toronto is promised a replica

of the Rialto, New York, in a new but
smaller theater which will be erected by
L. J. Applegarth & Sons, who are of the
early exhibitors of the Queen City of
Ontario. The new film palace is to be
erected on the present site of His Majesty's
theater, 141 Yonge street, and on the ad-
joining area of 143 Yonge street as well.
The capacity of the house, with a main floor
and one balcony, will be 1,000. The archi-
tectural plans for the new house have been
drawn by F. W. Lamb, of New York. The
structure will be of the latest approved
type, with rest, retiring and smoking rooms,
and a pipe organ which will be the best
in Toronto, it is declared. Special atten-
tion is also being paid to the ventilation
problem. The entire cost of the new struc-
ture will be $100,000.
Not long ago, the Applegarths recon-

structed their present theater, His
Majesty's, which was formerly the Crystal
Palace, one of the pioneer picture houses
of Toronto. The building was given a
brand new front of attractive design and
interior improvements were made. A
greater theater is apparently wanted by
the Applegarths, however.

Famous Players Has House Organ.
Toronto.—The film exhibitors and other

picture men of Toronto were handed a
surprise recently in the shape of the first

issue of the house organ of the Famous
Plnyers Film Service, Limited, distributors
of Paramount, Famous Players, Pallas and
other photoplay brands. The first number
of the publication, which still has no name,
was a magazine of sixteen pages, contain-
ing paragraph after paragraph of live read-
ing matter as well as attractive photo-
graphic reproductions and advance notices

6 each day only -v

Men may gain ace
2, and after 6 in
and women, at a

rANSAS CITY, MO.—Things have begun
happen in the moving picture
of Kansas City. C. G. Bard, who

raised the old Pearl—New Rialto—from
mediocre nickel business to packed house
25-cent business, has taken over the Tenth
Street theater from the Standard Amuse-
ment Company. He has redecorated and re-
furnished it, dressing up the house inside
and out. And he has renamed it the Colum-
bia. It is to be the house de luxe for the

nen of Kansas City. From 2 o'clock to
iromen are to be admitted.

3 between 10 a. m. and
le evening. But men

ny hour, will pay 25 cents
admission. There is to be no variation from
this price. The Columbia is being equipped
with many small conveniences for women,
one of which, for instance, is a booth with
free telephones, to the left of the stage.
The first picture is to be "The Little Girl

Next Door." A private view is to be given
ministers and social workers the day be-
fore the formal opening.
The Columbia has always played up to

a high-class trade. It has nearly always
had a price of 10 cents. It was closed
several weeks ago because of a fire.

Richards & Flynn are Busy.
Richards & Flynn, proprietors of the

Wonderland, Twelfth and Grand; the
Richland, Twelfth and Central, and the
Subway, Eighth and Walnut, Kansas City,

Mo., have been readjusting and changing
their plans, which will not be completely
worked out until fall. Recently they dis-

posed of the Subway, which has been closed
and probably will not reopen; the room
may be rented for store purposes. They
have closed the Richland for the summer,
except for pictures Saturday and Sunday,
occasionally. The Wonderland is for the

present continuing with five cent pro-
grams week-days, and usually ten cent
programs and serials on Saturday and Sun-
day. They have bought an interest in the
Standard Amusement Company, which al-
ready controlled the Twelfth Street theater,
Twelfth near McGee, and the Palace, Ninth
and Main. Richards & Flynn continue to
operate their own houses, and E. E. En-
nesser continues to manage the Twelfth
Street and the Palace. Mr. Ennesser man-
aged the Tenth Street also, prior to Its
sale to C. G. Bard.

News from Around Kansas City.

The Monarch Feature Film Company has
established an Oklahoma City branch, with
Arthur G. Hull in charge.

Jack Brainard, formerly of Wichita, has
been appointed assistant to F. L. Kiltz,
manager of the Mutual exchange at Kansas
City. He succeeds E. C. Mills.

A. C. Melvin, manager for George Kleine
at Kansas City, is in Nebraska looking after
the remarkable bookings in that territory
for Billie Burke.

Lexington, Mo.—T. J. Ragland, of the Or-
pheum Picture Show, and Zach Keith have
opened t.n airdome at 1508 Franklin avenue.

Higginsville, Mo.—The Rex theater,
formerly under lease by Milford Taylor,
has been purchased by Howard Johnson,
who took immediate charge. It will re-
sume Universal service. Mr. Taylor and
his wife left for Colorado.

Pleasant Hill, Mo.—The Tucker theater at
this place will soon begin a series of Im-
provements. A ceiling will be put in, the
walls plastered and decorated. Later ad-
ditional seats will be added in the front
part of the house. Manager McDanel also
announces that an improvement In the
service will be made.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILADELPHIA.
THE Kline Poster Company, Thirteenth

and Vine streets, Philadelphia, Pa.,

has recently been granted a charter under
the laws of the state of Delaware for the
purpose of conducting a general poster
business. The concern has been capi-
talised at $50,000.

R. C. Jackson, well known exhibitor of
Lebanon, Pa., was numbered among the
recent visitors to Philadelphia and while
here paid a visit to the Calehuff Supply.
Company, where he purchased some new
equipment including a Power 6B machine.

Sadler and Blowers have opened their
new theater In Towanda, Pa., and say it

has been very successful to date. Much
of the equipment in their house has been
installed by the Swaab Film Service. 1327
Vine street, Philadelphia. It Includes a
modern screen and a Simplex projecting

Alterations will be made by the Hogg
Construction Company to the moving pic-

ture theater located at the southeast cor-
ner of Broad street and Erie avenue for
Nicholas Hayes at a cost of $18,624.

The Brandywine Picture Theater Com-
pany, of Wilmington, has recently been
granted a charter under the laws of the
state of Delaware for the purpose of en-
gaging in the moving picture exhibiting
business. The new company has been
capitalized for $100,000.
Lewis M. Swaab announces the sale of a

motor-driven machine to J. Rothschild,
of the Strand theater, Chester, Pa. Mr.
Rothschild is exhibiting to large houses
and announces that the summer season has
little interfered with his profits.

Mr. Buhler, of the Central Market Street
Amusement Company, recently purchased
considerable equipment from the Calehuff
Supply Company to be Installed in the
Victoria theater, Ninth and Market streets.
This house is daily playing to large audi-
ences and is one of Philadelphia's most
popular theaters.

NEBRASKA NOTES.
Beatrice.—Hal Kelley, manager of tho

Gilbert theater, has been negotiating
for a lease on the Bluebird theater, oper-
ated by William Crosson. Crosson Is a
member of the commissary department of
the Nebraska National Guard.
Norfolk.—Manager Howard of the Au-

ditorium has been trying out the Renfax
talking motion pictures.
Omaha.—H. Cunningham, general man-

ager of the W. T. Warren Film Company
of Chicago, was here looking over sites
selected for a studio for his company.
Wisner.—John and Deane Brisben of St.

Edward have taken over the Royal the-
ater here.
Alma.—William R. Moore Is now pro-

prietor of the Crescent theater.
Omaha.—George O. Monroe, proprietor

of the Monroe theater, 2555 Farnam
street, who went to Colorado some time
ago for the benefit of his health, has re-
turned greatly improved and resumed the
management of his house. Mrs. Monroe
will remain In Colorado, but she is much
Improved.

CHANGES IN BADGER STATE.
Columbus, Win -R. A. Rudloff and

Henry Altschwagor have purchased a
site for the erection of a moving picture
theater.
Manitowoc.—Roach f Son have sold the

Crystal theater to Z. Q, Btebbins, who
will transfer it to the Paramount service,
which he had been running ai the opera
house.

Oconto.—The Dondon Amusement Com-
pany has taken over the Grand theater,
succeeding .1. A. Phillip.
Rio.—W T. Mil. I- Mid Wllkle Collins

have opened a moving picture theater
here.
Waupaca.—A. E. Sherr Is now maimed

of the Lyric theater, succeeding John
Ross.

Clinton.—F. V. Atherton is now In con-
trol of the Gem theater.

Weather Kind to St. Louis Airdome Men
Days and Nights Have Been Hot and Dry in Missouri Metropolis and Outdoor

Shows Have Recouped Losses of Last Year—Geibler Looks 'Em Over—New
Producing Company for St. Louis.

By A. H. Giebler, 236 Vanol Building, St. Louis.

ST. LOUIS started out to be one of the
best airdome towns in the country.

Visitors to our city have always remarked
upon the beauty, equipment, and number
of outdoor places devoted to the exhibition
of pictures. Last year the old town almost
lost its reputation, however, for from the
middle of May until closing time it was a
race between the exhibitors and the skies
to see who wept the most. There is one
cheerful soul going around town yet who
claims that there were nineteen nights last

didn't rain and the tempera-

necessity of the
iugh the

lishing
an overcoat with each admission ticket,
but nobody believes him!
At the beginning of the present season

there were many predictions that if we
had a repetition of last summer's weather
the airdome business would die, that no
one with nerve or money enough could be
found to open an al fresco place, in the face
of past weather records. But the weather
and the skies have been kind this year. We
have been having days and nights as hot
and dry as the name of a photoplay re-
leased by the Triangle company a short
time ago. You remember that one about
Hinges.

We made a little trip out Easton avenue
the other night and stopped at a number
of places. At Easton & Compton we found
William McDonald's snug little garden in

a flourishing condition. Mr. McDonald
was sitting in the box office with a smile
on his face while a big crowd filed in at
the entrance and the first show crowd filed

out. of the exits.

Our next stop was at the Alps, managed
by the well known Wagner brothers. We
did not get to see Gabe, which we regret,
because Gabe is one of these here old-
timers, and a regular mine of information
and of interesting Teminlscences. His
brother was there, however, and Louis is

some little entertainer himself, and we
fared very well. Business was good at the
Alps.

Further out, where Cora crosses Easton,
we found a new place, that has been going
just a month. J. C. Norris Is the manager.
He is a new-comer in pictures, but he says
he likes the business, and he's right up on
the job with an attractive lobby display
and a nicely maaged house, and from the
looks of things the Cora, as the place Is

called, Is going to be a success. Mr. Norris
is giving his audiences a Universal pro-
gram, for which 5 cents is charged. The
Cora seats 700.

At the Aubert Garden, where there Is

room for 2,400 people, and a promenade all

set out In flowers at the back which would
seat as many more, there was a big crowd.
Julius Steger In an Equitable feature and
a Unicorn feature formed the big program.
The Albert is under the management of
Bruggeman & Goll, who al.so Opel
Penrose Garden, at Grand and Penrose
avenues. Mr. Goll had just come from the
Penrose and said that the two places keep
him on the jump. Mr. Goll says business
Is good, and certainly a vast Impn
over last year.

'in at the Fairy, August Roettger'a
ill place, the goodnight crowd was

jusi pouring out between the long row of
topped with electric lights. This

airdome has one of tie most
entrances In the city. The airdome is dl-
i BOl 1 ( I" I' i >"1 I

I

there is an ornamental kiosk where tickets
i ii,i 1 1 .on there long lane Banked

,.ii either tide « m. a i ittloi d w ill and pii-

tara at close Intel n als, a iota wltn
Sleotrlc globs on top The lane Is about

a hundred and forty feet long, and is a
regular blaze of light. "Gloria's Romance"
was part of the bill at the Fairy, and to
judge from the smiles and evident good
humor of the audience as they came out
they had been well pleased.

Burglars Should Not Step on Piano.
The Criterion theater, 2644 Franklin

avenue, was broken into at 1 a. m., on July
22, by a burglar who, in placing a fan which
he had taken down from the wall on the
piano, stepped on the keys of the instru-
ment, thereby giving the alarm to two
patrolmen passing in the street. The of-
ficers forced their way into the theater
and discovered the burglar hiding in a
corner. At the Dayton street station the
man was identified as William Warren,
alias Nick Maloney.

Olympic Theater Is Condemned.
The Olympic theater, on Broadway and

Walnut, famous to theatergoers of two
generations, has been condemned for the-
atrical purposes by Building Commissioner
McKelvey, who said that structurally the
building was sound, but its ancient con-
struction, in which wooden floors and sup-
ports figured prominently, made it too much
of a fire hazard. The Klaw & Erlanger
lease, under which the theater was oper-
ated, ends in September, and it is under-
stood that the house will never again be
the scene of a theatrical production. "The
Birth of a Nation" film ran two engage-
ments at the Olympic during the last year,
and was said to be the only production, with
the exception of the Ziegfeld Follies and
the Maude Adams engagement, that made
money for the management.

New Picture Company for St Louis.
A company organized by G. W. Helmerlch,

to be known as the Mississippi Valley
Motion Picture Corporation, has acquired
Suburban Garden, at one time one of the
most popular amusement parks in St. Louis,
for a studio. The buildings, according to
Mr. Helmerich, will be altered and im-
proved into a modern motion picture plant.
Suburban Garden is situated at the edge
of town, and if St. Louis is to have a studio
no more fitting spot could be found for it.

As work Is being done on the grounds, it

is earnestly hoped by a large number of
loyal citizens and picture fans that the
project will be carried through to a suc-
cessful culmination. The company is said
to have been incorporated for $250,000 last
April.

Motion Pictures in Missouri Campaign.
A Traveling Men's Organization conduct-

ing the "Gardner for Governor of Missouri"
campaign, Includes a moving picture enter-
tainment as well as stump lecturers in its

ITEMS FROM MICHIGAN.
Battle Creek, Mich—The Bijou theater.

Which has been running moving pictures,
has been closed ami will reopen with
vraudevllle ami pictures Brnea! .1 Latl-
mere. who ins been managing I

Jeatlc theater at Flint, suooeeds Harry
I.orch at thi

i

William
,i camera men, did the aim work

at the semi-centennial festival of the
in, i rlei ia Mining Company, in-

cluding th.- parol.- of B00Q employes
Blanohard Tl
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San Francisco's Camera Club May Build
Thriving Bay City Organization, Containing in Its Membership Many Film Men,

Talking of Erecting Home of Its Own—Moving Pictures in Famous Greek

Theater—T. & D. Report Business Good.

By T. A. Church, 1507 North Street, Berkeley.

SAN FRANCISCO.—The Camera Club of

San Pranciso, with which a number
of persons engaged in the motion pic-

ture business here are affiliated, is con-

sidering the proposition of erecting a
building of its own in the downtown dis-

trict, several splendid sites being under
consideration. This club has made its

headquarters for several years in the
Commercial Building, on Market street,

where Edward H. Kemp, a member of the
organization and agent for the Enter-
prise Optical Manufacturing Company, has
his offices.

The membership of the Camera Club of

San Francisco has passed the three hun-
dred mark and new members are being
added at such a rate that new quarters
are rapidly becoming imperative. With
additional space at its command it is be-
lieved that moving pictures would be
given more attention than ever before and
that the new home would be designed
with this in view. The club recently held
its annual outing in the Yosemite Valley
and the trip was made by several prom-
inent camera men, as well as by men en-
gaged in film exchange work who are
camera enthusiasts.

H. L. Knappen, International Manager.
San Francisco.—H. L. Knappen, mana-

ger of the San Francisco branch of the
International Film Service, at 280 Golden
Gate avenue, is one of the successful men
in the business who have come into this
line of work by way of the newspaper
route. He had had much experience in

various branches of newspaper work ard
while engaged in this
line at Salt Lake City
became interested in

the moving picture
business. For a time
he covered the North-
ern California field for
the Pathe Exchange,
Inc., and quickly won
an enviable place for
himself as a business
getter. Later he was
manager of a Pathe
exchange at Denver
and filled a like posi-

i at Georgia before

Mr Knappen is a great believer in ad-
vertising, and the amount of space which
he has been able to get in the local press

touching upon the moving pictures re-

leased by the International Film Service

sustains his reputation as a press agent.

While some of this must be attributed to

the very favorable connection he has made
a great deal of it has been the result of

his early training in publicity work. That
his policy has been a paying proposition
may be judged from the fact that the

local branch stands right up in the front
with the other offices in the volume of

bookings and greatly surpasses some of

those serving a great many more theaters.

Exchange Man Off on Long Trip.

San Francisco.—George Chamberlain,
owner of the Independent Film Exchange,
122 Golden Gate avenue, left recently for

Portland, Ore., and points in the • Pacific

Northwest, accompanied by Mrs. Chamber-
lain, the trip being made by automobile.
Several weeks will be spent in visiting

relatives and friends, and on returning
home they will bring their children, who
have been visiting there for some time.

Mr. Chamberlain was formerly in the mov-
ing picture business at Portland. Ore.,

as an exhibitor, and has a wide cir-

cle of friends there. Brief stops will be
made at various towns in Northern Cali-
fornia in the interest of the exchange of
which he is the head.

Moving Pictures at Greek Theater.
Berkeley.—Moving pictures were shown .

recently for the first time in the famous
Hearst Greek theater on the grounds of
the University of California, these being
presented in conjunction with a travel
talk on the Yosemite Valley. This classi-
cal structure is an open-air theater set
in a magnificent eucalyptus grove and
has a seating capacity of about 9,000.

Municipal Theater for Moving Pictures.

Oakland.—Arrangements have been
completed by E. Kehrlein, of the Kinema
theater, Fresno, for taking over the mo-
tion picture exhibiting privileges in the
Municipal Auditorium, erected a year ago
at a cost of more than $1,000,000. The
beautiful opera house section, with a
seating capacity of 2,000, will be used,
and it is the intention of Mr. Kehrlein
to present the best photo-plays that have
been made in the past, as well as the
finest new subjects. No attempt will be
made to put on a show every day, en-
gagements being planned to conform to
the desirable material available. It is in-
tended to work in conjunction with the
Oakland school department, and matinees
of an educational character will be fea-
tured during the school season. Moving
pictures will be presented with exquisite
settings and fine music and the prices
that will prevail will range from 25 to

Turner & Dahnken News.
San Francisco.—The Turner & Dahn-

ken Circuit has been experiencing good
business at all of its houses during the
summer months, having booked a num-
ber of attractions of exceptional draw-
ing power for this season. Managing Di-
rector Claude L. Langley returned some
time ago from a visit to the new house
at Portland, which is reported as show-
ing a steady gain in business. Several

changes have been made this season In
house management, A. E. Northey having
been transferred from Watsonville to
Berkeley, and J. R. Wilson changed from
Richmond to Watsonville. J. Hunter,
who has had charge of several T. & D.
houses, has left the employ of this con-
cern to return to his former work as
bank teller at San Francisco. Ground
has been broken for the new theater at
Stockton, Cal., and plans are now being
considered for the opening of the big
house at Oakland.

Commissioner Issues Permits.

San Francisco.—The Ellis Street In-
vestment Company of this city has been
granted a permit to issue shares to Allen
Moyer in consideration of the payment of

$161,700 to the corporation and to sell the
remainder of the capital stock at par. The
proceeds are being used to acquire real

property at Ellis and Mason streets and to

erect a theater, construction work on
which is now under way.
The South Seas Film Company has also

been permitted to sell stock to net the
concern not less than 95 per cent of the
selling price and to issue a certain amount
to E. F. Caldwell, R. Hodgkins and L. D.
Mills in payment for services to be ren-
dered. Caldwell and Hodgkins, motion
picture photographers, are to be outfitted
for a trip to the South Seas and the East
Indies to secure pictures.

House Planned for Richmond District.

San Francisco.—James H. Hardman,
formerly associated with the Sullivan-
Considine interests, has taken a ninety-
nine year lease on property at Clement
street and Sixth avenue and plans have
been drawn for a moving picture house
to have a seating capacity of 2,200. The
announcement that a house would be
built at this location followed the recent
announcement by other interests that a
theater of large capacity would be erect-
ed shortly at Clement street and Tenth

To Return to China.

San Francisco.—Bed Brodsky, presi-
dent of the China Cinema Company, who
has been here for several months, is pre-
paring to leave shortly for China to re-

sume his duties with this producing and
distributing concern. Some of the Orien-
tal productions he brought to this coun-
try with him have been favorably re-

Minneapolis Censors Seek Control of Films
Not Satisfied With Acting in an Advisory Capacity to the Mayor, They Ask for

Legislation That Will Make Them the Exhibitor's Boss.

By Perry S. Williams, The Tribune, Minneapolis.

exists is really nothing more than an
advisory board," said Mr. Rockwood. "It

is the Mayor who is looked to for action
in all matters concerning the exhibition
of motion pictures that may be considered
objectionable for public showing here. It

has been proposed that an ordinance be
drawn that will give the present advisory
board, or any board that may be created,
sufficient police power to make its find-

ings not merely suggestions to the
Mayor, but orders that exhibitors must

MINNEAPOLIS—The censorship board,
composed of representatives of fifty

of the most prominent civic and better-
ment organizations of Minneapolis, is

seeking greater power. So far the board
has been able to act only in an advisory
capacity to the Mayor, who has had the
final word to say with regard to the pro-

priety of permitting the showing of films
in the city. Now the members want to

be given authority which will enable
them to force a film theater man to show
them privately any film which is sus-
pected of being improper. C. J. Rock-
wood, a prominent attorney here, is study-
ing the tentative draft of an ordinance
which would give that power to the cen-
sorship body.

Mr. Rockwood is attorney for the Min-
neapolis Civic and Commerce Association,
the strong body of business men here,
and he expects to submit the draft of the
proposed ordinance to the association De-

fore seeking to have it put through the
council.
"The censorship organization as it

Hoffman Visits Minneapolis.

Minneapolis.—M. H. Hoffman, general
manager of exchanges for the Universal
Film Corporation, was in Minneapolis
several days ago looking over the com-
pany's trade in this territory. He was
accompanied by E. H. Goldstein, his

assistant; Claude McGowan, general ac-

countant, and O. E. Gurney, traveling
auditor. The Laemmle exchange here
will be known in the future as the Uni-
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versal. and Mr. Hoffman's trip principally
Is being made in order to take over the
offices of the Powers and Laemmle com-
panies which have been merged with the
Universal.

Twin City Film Men Hold Picnic.
Minneapolis.—All plans have been com-

plete* for the big half-day picnic at
Parker's Lake, Minn., on August 2, at
which all persons in any way connected
with the film business in St. Paul or Min-
neapolis are expected to be present with
their famines. All film men within strik-
ing distance of the Twin Cities or their
playground at Parker's Lake are being
urged to come along.

Sherman and Elliott Buy Into Empress.
Minneapolis.—irlarry Sherman and Jack

Elliott, two of the best known film men
of the Twin Cities and the Northwest,
have further widened their interest in the
picture field. Several days ago they took
over the Sullivan and Considine theater
in St. Paul—the Empress. The deal in-
volved a purchase of $25,000 worth of the
theater stock and a cash consideration to
the former managers. J. A. Bozeyer of
Los Angeles, CU., formerly manager of
the Empress, will return to resume his
old place. Sherman and Elliott recently
have come Into national prominence
through their connection with the Sher-
man-Elliott-Connolly combination, which
took over the boxing clubs of St. Paul
and Minneapolis.

Thall Goes to California.
Minneapolis.—This city Is about to lose

one of its best known moving picture
men. Charles Thall, who for the last two
years has been manager of the Minne-
apolis exchange of the Kleine-Edlson
Feature Film Company, has accepted a
call from the Elliott-Sherman Film Cor-
poration Company of Minneapolis. The
local company in making a bid for Thall's
services dropped the word that he would
be sent to California to handle "The
Birth of a Nation" in that territory. In-
asmuch as Thall is a "native son," having
come out this way from San Francisco,
no one here is blaming him for the
change he is making, but many friends
will be sorry to see him leave.
Henry D. Graham, formerly manager of

the Merrill theater in Milwaukee, "Wis.,
has taken the place left by Thau at the
Kleine-Edison exchange. Graham has
many friends in the trade here. Ten
years ago in Chicago he began his film
career and then worked five years for
the Mutual. Graham at one time had a
road show of his own and became ac-

I in Twin City territory wnen n«
went through here with his show.
Harry Reubenstein, former manager of

the Garden theater In this city, has gone
to Milwaukee to succeed Graham at the
Merrill.

Independent Takes Over New Film.
Minneapolis.—The entire stock of the

New Film Corporation here has been
taken over by the Independent Film Cor-
poration, of which Nelson & Moor are
proprietors. Manj features and hundreds
of reels were included i„ the sale, which
Is said to have Involved a cash consider-
ation which i oni "i the largest ever
paid In a deal In Minneapolis.

New Garden Opens to Capacity.
den theater has

been opem d on u est Se^ enth street In
ew playhouse Is as mod-

ern as present day planning can make it

and played to a i ipacity house the first
night It was open, Its equipment and

used the
oloslng down of the Royal, onlj fev<

ii a of the oldesl In st.

Paul

Seigel Retires to Cut Coupons.
bOW how

lost iii dim i chlbltlon 11

necessary to refer to the case of J. Seigel
of this place. Mr. Seigel has disposed of
his interests in the Lyric theater to Wil-
liam Rozac to retire from business on his
savings and investments.

Ask Receiver for Amusement Company.
Minneapolis.—A petition asking the

appointment of a .receiver for the Na-
tional Advertising and Amusement Com-
pany in order to obtain an equitable ad-
justment of the receipts of the Crystal
theater has been granted by Judge Fish
in district court here. The petition was
filed by Harry H. Green a year ago. Green
alleged his brother-in-law, Jacob Barnet,
and Mrs. Annie G. Barnet had taken con-
trol of the theater and voted themselves
excessive salaries. The license of the
Crystal since has been revoked, but the
receivership will enable a proper division
of receipts and salaries.

New Grand Opens at Mohall.
Mohall, N. D.—One of the most modern

picture theaters .n the Northwest has just
been opened here L-y R. B. Wilson. The
theater, the New Grand, is of concrete.

Morris' Strand Deserts the Stage.
Morris, Minn.—The films have captured

another playhouse built for the "legiti-
mate" business. The new Strand theater
here has been turned over to the projec-
tion machine and the screen.

Mann, Too, Goes Over to Screen.
Billings, Mont.—Arthur Mann, pro-

prieter of the Gem theater here, has suc-

cumbed to tnc lure of pictures. He short-
ly will reopen his playhouse with a regu-
lar offering for film fans.

Fargo of Princess 111.

Minneapolis.—E. G. Fargo, proprietor of
the Princess theater at Blue Earth, Minn.,
is in a hospital in this city suffering from
a cerebral hemorrhage with whicn ne
was stricken while on a business trip to
Minneapolis. His left side is paralyzed,
but only temporarily, according to physi-
cians who are attending him.

Around About the Twin Cities.

Springfield, Minn.—W. H. Snyder ha»
purchased the Grand theater here from
T. ri. Swenson.

Devils Lake, N. D.—Olson and Turner
have disposed of the Unique theater here.
Charles Finkle and John Wolfe are the

Hamilton, Mont.—C. E. Freshwater has
sold the Family and Star theaters here
to Grant O. Seafield of Seattle, Wash.

Bolfield, N. D.—A new moving picture
theater is to be erected here soon, accord-
ing to an announcement made several
days ago. Martin Brotton and Carl Pe-
terson are behind the project.

Minneapolis.—H. Apperson Jones of
New York City is in Minneapolis to direct
the work of placing "Civilization" in the
Northwest territory by the Supreme
Feature Film Company of this city.

Minneapolis.—Richard Mencel has re-
signed as manager of the Regent theater
here. He left Minneapolis to enter into
business at Cleveland, Ohio.

Exhibitors "Can" Chattanooga Chatter Board
Because Committee of Women's Council Refuse to Pass

Theater Men Decline to Invite Members to Sit In o

Appeal to Mayor Brings No Results.

By J. L Ray, 1014 Stahlman Building. Xashvill

'The Evil Thereof
Advance Viewings—

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.—Following the
refusal of the women's censorship

board of the Women's Council to pass "The
Evil Thereof," a Famous Players release of
June 5, at the Fine Arts theater, the power
of the board appears to have terminated.
Women of the board declare that since their
interference with this picture the exis-
tence of their board as a censorship body
has been completely ignored by the ex-
hibitors, and they are no longer invited
to view advance showings of any pictures
by the managers of the local theaters.
Without the consent of the managers the
women's board is powerless to fulfill the
purpose for which it was created. This
information was made known when mem-
bers of the Women's Council replied to
numerous inquiries as to why no protest
was entered against the showing of "The
Eternal Sappho," a Theda Bara subject, at
the Fine Arts.
The exhibitors feel that the matter has

gone far enough, and that the condemna-
tion of "The Evil Thereof" was unjust. In
and of itself. The women's board consists
of seven members of the Women's Council,
a civic organlzatl -epresentlng seven

mooga women. M
Bunting! <>n, chairman of t he boa i

that in the beginning the exhibitors had
shown a disposition i" co-operate with
them, but that after their refusal ti

die picture in quel I Ion the attitude of the
managers had been one of total indiffer-

i «as recently made to
tfayoi Littleton for some action to be
taken, but as yel nothing along this lino

ittempted by the city oil!

of the
\ . I t h .

board would be fullj Justified In demand-
ing an advance showing when another
Theda Bara pli I

I towever,
it would seem the exhibitors thi
have nior less of B VOlCS in t lie matter

>. a "demand" is made. Individual
• i t he bo ii 'i u bo im a set n soma

t the recent productions itronglj de-

nounce them, stating that much evil is

brought to bear upon children's minds,
which leaves an indelible impression. One
patron of the Chattanooga houses, who
has a child five years old, states that if

the parents who indulge in such censor-
ship agitation would follow the example of
himself and thousands of other parents and
keep the children away from so-called
"salacious" offerings, there would be less
trouble and grievance all around. He adds
that these same childern are carried by
the fond parents to see stage plays and
vaudeville performances which far sur-
pass the silent drama from a standpoint of
immorality and nothing is thought of it.

Cresent Makes Changes.
Nashville.— Extensive alterations have

been made in the lobby arrangement of the
Crescent theater, feature house. The ticket
booth, formerly far back in the lobby, has

i. and a handsome circular booth,
obtained from the Decorators' supply Com-
pany, Chicago, has been placed In th<

of the spacious corridor some thirty feet
nearer the pavement A rest room, with
wicker furniture, has been provided In a
section between the outer corridor and the
auditorium. In which mahogany fixtures
have been pla< e«i appli-

pearance o the
theater

Rex Installs Electric Flag.

\asin ilia \ nai dsome m « eleotric
.. lobby

of the l: loh at-
tention on I'iMi,

Unicorn Makes How in Nashville

initial ap
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Sex Pictures Arouse Louisville Churchmen
Men's Brotherhood of St. John's Pass Resolutions Urging Managers to Co-

operate in Making Screen Power for Good—Object, Too, to the Restriction
"No Children Under Sixteen Admitted."

By a D. Crain, 1404 Starks Building, Louisville.

OUISVILLE, Ky.—The showing of sev-
eral "sex" pictures in rapid succes-

sion by some of the moving picture the-
aters of this city has called a rise out of
the Men's Brotherhood of St. John's Evan-
gelical Church. The organization at a re-
cent meeting adopted resolutions in ar-
raignment of film plays whose themes
exploit the sex problem and calling on
civic and church organizations and the
city government to protest against such
showings. After calling attention to the
fact that the motion picture has become
a popular form of recreation and of deep,
lasting impressions created by the pic-
tures, the resolution reads:
"Resolved, That we insistently urge the

management, directors and stockholders
of local playhouses to co-operate with us
In our endeavor to make the screen a
power for good and not a source of evil;
that we call on brotherhoods, churches,
civic clubs, fraternities, our city govern-
ment and other agencies concerned about
the common good to lift their voices in
protest against the misuse and corrup-
tion of what otherwise might be one of
the greatest educational factors in our
modern life, the moving picture show."
A rap was also taken at the exhibitors

for making the shows doubly attractive
and enticing by the restriction "No chil-
dren under sixteen admitted," and by
raising the price of admission for such
shows to attract where a show at the
usual price of 10 cents would not appear
of any unusual attractiveness. It was al-
leged that many of the films present
scenes and suggest transactions border-
ing on the obscene.

Exhibitor Suggests Stripping of Fans.
Louisville.—One of the local moving

picture exhibitors is working out a the-

will be given a thorough trial by the the-
aters here.

Wassman Entertains Soldiers.
Nashville.—W. H. Wassman entained the

Tennessee troops at the Knickerbocker dur-
ing the run of the Ince feature, "The De-
serter," which Mr. Wassman considered a
fit subject for every man in the camp to
witness. The best seats in the house were
provided for the soldiers.

Tennessee Topics.
Nashville.—Messrs. Tony Sudekum and

Harry Anderson, president and publicity
manager, respectively, represented the
Crescent Amusement Company at the Ex-
hibitors' Convention in Chicago. W. H.Wassman was another delegate from Nash-
ville.

Nashville.—General Manager Oldknow of
the Consolidated Film and Supply Company,
Atlanta, was in Nashville and closed book-mus with the Princess for "Where are Mv
Children?"
Nashville.—Exhibitor Harry Sudekum Is

the proud father of an eight and a half
pound girl.

Memphis.—The Old Majestic No. 1 Is
booking the Essanay-Bushman releases,
which are extremely popular in Memphis.
Lawrenceburg.—E. R. Braly has sold the

Princess theater to the Lawrenceburg Band
Company. A ten-piece orchestra has been
added. Admission remains at 5 cents.
Tullahoma.—Manager Aaron Campbell

opened his new theater to the public July
24. The house is one of the handsomest in
this section and a crowd greeted the open-
ing performance.
Maryville.—Operations are being pushed

rapidly in the construction of the $11,000
theater for Maryville, which is leased byW. B. Drummond, of Knoxville

ory to the effect that electric fans make
less noise, deliver more air and work
more advantageously if the entire fan
guard is removed and the fan is allowed
to run naked. He contends that as the
fans are placed on brackets high above
the heads of the audience there is abso-
lutely no chance of anyone getting a fin-
ger into the fans, which as a rule are
turned off and on by switches in a switch

guards quickly
become tarnished. bent and en fly-
specked, no advanta ge i.vhatso-
ever wheire a fan is placed at lfficient
height from the flo or. Accord to this
exhibitor there wo uld be jus 3 much
sense in placing a
panel cei:ling fan ai3 on a fan that is lo-

cated on a wall bracket. Another Louis-
ville exhibitor has decided to cover all of
his semi-indirect lighting fixtures with
mosquito netting or screening of some
kind to keep the bugs out in the sum-
mer time. With open houses the inverted
bowl fixtures have to be emptied of dead
bugs every few days, layers one to three
inches deep accumulating in the bottom
of the globes.

Summer Hasn't Affected the Aristo.
Louisville.—H. S. Gilbert, manager of

the Aristo theater, reports that the house
is making money in the summer months
in spite of the fact that it Is in a wealthy
neighborhood where many people have
left the city until fall. For some time
the house, which is a suburban theater,
has been showing first run Bluebird fea-
tures under an old contract whereby the
Strand theater had the first run and the
Aristo the second. The Strand theater
closed, and as no downtown house took
the first run Bluebird the Aristo used
the first run films until the contract ex-
pired, when the films were taken away
from it. The theater has arranged a new
program whereby V-L-S-E pictures will
again be run on Fridays and Sundays;
Daniels comedies on Fridays and Mon-
days; four Paramounts, on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday. Ser-
ials and series pictures are run to fill

in the other bills, all shows running
about seven reels.

Louisville Concern Takes Vice Film.
Louisville.—The Big Feature Rights

Corporation, of Louisville, which han-
dled the "Battle Cry of Peace" and sev-
eral other big features in this district,
has announced that it has booked the
new feature, "The Little Girl Next Door,"
for showing in Kentucky and Tennessee.

Field in Industrials Expanding.
Louisville.—That national organizations

are now fully aware of the importance of
moving pictures as a means of showing
members of various industries important
features in their trades is shown by the
fact that at almost every national con-
vention special pictures of some kind are
shown. During the recent national con-
vention of dyers and cleaners in Louis-
ville a special show was held at the
Alamo theater showing inside operations
in the cleaning and dyeing field. The
following week during the National As-
sociation of Dentists convention, also In
Louisville, pictures were shown at the old
Masonic theater in which many interest-
ing features of the profession were
shown.

Berryman Issues Favorable Report.
Lexington.—At a recent meeting of the

Board of Directors of the Berryman Real-

ty Company, owners of the Ben All the-
ater and the Lexington opera house,
President Berryman reported that busi-
ness for the year had been very satisfac-
tory and that there was complete confi-
dence on the part of the board that the

..,,. lit Ul.l c lie-

ports in circulation to the effect that
there were negotiations on between the
Strand, the Ben All and other theaters
looking toward an amusement combina-
tion with the introduction of more vaude-
ville and road shows and the elimina-
tion of some of the expensive competi-
tion in pictures were denied by Presi-
dent Berryman.

Phoenix Directors Clear Slate.

Lexington.—Officers of the Phoenix
Amusement Company, operators of the
Strand theater, have denied there was
any truth in the rumor that a combina-
tion was under consideration. The com-
pany recently held a meeting of its direc-
tors at which meeting an assessment of
$10,000 was made against the stockhold-
ers to be applied in removing a standing
indebtedness against the concern. Re-
Ports were made at the meeting by M.
Switow, president of the company, and
Slaughter Sparks, the manager, indicat-
ing the company's business was in satis-
factory condition. The authorized capi-
tal of the company is $40,000, of which
$28,000 has been issued.

Slight Fire at New Grand.
Henderson.—The New Grand theater

was damaged by fire which broke out in
the rear of the building at noon on July
18. The rear of the building and a lot
of stored merchandise, consisting largely
of chairs and extra equipment, was dam-
aged. The loss was not very heavy, as
the contents were not of any great value

Kentucky Notes.
Georgetown.—It has been "announced

that N. W. Grantz is preparing to re-
model the Alamo theater building.
Hickman.—Many friends of H. A. Col-

vin are somewhat worried over his sud-
den disappearance from the city without
notice. Mr. Colvin for some time has
been operating the Crystal theater under
lease from John Wright, and the Empress
theater under lease from J. T. Dillon.
Nothing is known concerning his where-

Paducah.—Sheriff Bailey Huddleston,
of Hickman, recently passed through the
city with E. H. Rucker, a negro prisoner,
captured at Metropolis, 111. Rucker is al-
leged to have taken a moving picture
machine out of a theater at Hickman.
Winchester.—On account of poor busi-

ness, the Colonial theater, operated for
several months by R. L. Badger, has been
closed. It is claimed the house has op-
erated at a loss for some time.

Maysville.—At a recent meeting of the
creditors of Harry Hills, bankrupt, own-
er of the Gem theater, Harry L Walsh
was appointed trustee in bankruptcy to
wind up Mr. Mills' affairs. The theater
has been closed, but may be opened after
the second creditors' meeting on Aug. 8.

End Spokane Censor Fight
Exhibitors and Theatrical Men Bury the
Hatchet—New Censorship Ordinance.

By S. Clark Patchin, Spokane.

SPOKANE, WASH—Moving picture ex-
hibitors and other theatrical man-

agers of Spokane have practically burled
the hatchet over the censorship fight, ac-
cording to all reports. The city commis-
sioners repealed the censorship ordinance
held up by referendum, thus giving the
picture men the best of that deal. They
have had two readings of a second ordi-
nance to supplant the former ordinance
passed a few weeks ago. which it is un-
derstood is acceptable to both sides, as a
public hearing was held. This ordinance
was so strongly approved that its adop-
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tion ia predicted as certain,
the city commissioner of
oversight, and follows:

An ordinance relating to i

the exhibition of pictures, m
shows, theatricals and othei
tainments, and providing i_ ,.
the violation thereof.

Section 1. No person shall publicly pro-
duce, exhibit or assist in publicly pro-
ducing or exhibiting any picture, motion
picture, show, theatrical, or other enter-
tainment which is immoral, indecent, ob-
scene or licentious, or which shall have a
harmful influence upon public morals, or
which tends to disturb the public peace.

Sec. 2. Each performance contrary to
the terms of this ordinance shall consti-
tute a separate violation thereof.

Sec. 3. The provisions of this ordinance
shall be cumulative and in addition to
the provisions of existing ordinances of
the City of Spokane.

Sec. 4. Each person proposing or In-
tending to exhibit publicly any picture or
motion picture shall, before making such
exhibition, file with the Commissioner of
Public Affairs a written notice of such
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proposed exhibition. Such notice shall
state the name of ttie manufacturer there-
of, the time and place of the proposed dis-

theatrical, or exhibition, other than pic-
tures or motion pictures, shall, before the
production of such performance, show,
theatrical, or exhibition, deliver to the
Commissioner of Public Affairs
notice, giving
ance and, if ,

several acts, the title of t

The Commis "

have free acce
ment or exhibition given in the City of
Spokane.

Sec. 5. Any person who shall violate

for a period r

by both such fine and imprisonr
Sec. 6. This ordinance shall

feet and be in force thirty days i

after its passage.

Ohio Clubwomen Assert Censorship Fails
At Cleveland Meeting of Representatives of Fifty-four Organizations Exhibitors'

Officers Ask Them to Lend Influence to Fight Censorship Law—Women
Pleased by Co-operation of Theater Men.

By Hubert Persons, 410 Standard Theater Building, Cleveland.

CLEVELAND.—That the "better film"
movement started here by the Feta-

tion of Women's Clubs and indorsed by
the local Exhibitors' League has gained
sufficient impetus to carry it through the
hot weather was evidenced the night of
July 25, when a "better film" meeting
was held in the Old Stone Church, on the
Public Square. The meeting was called
by Miss Bertelle Lyttle, chairman of the
civics committee of the federation, which
is in charge of the better film activities
as far as the clubwomen are concerned.
While the clubwomen thus far have

been passive as regards any active fight
on the Ohio censor board, some of those
In touch with the federation activities
express the belief that an open fight on
censorship will develop as a result of the
co-operation given the clubwomen by the
Cleveland exhibitors in their plan to Im-
prove picture theater programs.

.Miss Lyttle denies that her organiza-
tion has any intention of entering the
lists against official censorship, but ad-
mits that the failure of censorship start-
ed the better film movement by the club-

that at least a
effort go towa
Miss Lyttle sai

special children'
tried out, but s;

to whether this
the public in as
family program;
A special sub

part of the organization
rd children's programs,
d that undoubtedly the
; matinee idea would be
id there was a doubt as
would fill the need of
great a measure as the

>rship not
people?' raised

arted this
"We can-
miplishing

"I'h,. question 'Why is

meeting the needs of
many of our wome

movement," Miss Lyttle s
not see that censorship is

anything in Ohio. We c
logic of its procedure, but I do not be-
lieve we are contemplating a censorship
fight. Our idea embraces rather
palgn of education education of the
manufacturers, the exhibitors and the
public."

Representatives of fifty-four women's
organizations attended the meetings in
the Old Stone Church. In addition there
w< re present B. J. Sawyer, prei id

• tary of the local
Exhibit,..

! Allen T. Burns,
of the Cleveland Foundation.

Mr Sawyer and Mr Megown urKed the
club v. oi , further in their
convictions on the ei ,,

nd their Influence ai tli sly for a
fight to n peal the censoi hip i.. w

Mr Burns, on behalf of the Cleveland
Federation, Indorsed thi plan of the club-
women to establish educational moving
picture p
lar public school courses.

'i'h,- clubwomen differ widely on the ad-
visibilli j of centi ring theli tctl

the creation of lai family progrnms
in suburban moving picture theaters

• ivnr this course and others Insist

nmittee of the civics
committee is now at work on a plan to
be carried out in the early fall. The
principal work of this sub-committee will
be In arranging programs. The exhibitors
have promised to co-operate with the
clubwomen as far as possible.
Some of the clubwomen also expressed

opposition to the proposal to have the
special programs run on Sundays as well
as other days, but this is not expected
to hamper the working out of the plan.
A list of educational and children's

films recently published by The Moving
Picture World is now being studied by
the club women.

No Exhibitors' Meeting at Mansfield.
Cleveland.—The proposed meeting of

Ohio moving picture exhibitors at Mans-
field on July 25 did not materialize, be-
ing called off by the Cincinnati exhibi-
tors at the last minute. It had been the
Intention of the Cleveland exhibitors on
the advice of National President Lee
Ochs to send W. H. Horsey, state secre-
tary, to this meetinpr with an invitation
to the Columbus and Cincinnati exhibi-
tors to apply for a state charter. Some
of the Cleveland exhibitors Oppo
ing any heed to the activities of any or-
ganization of exhibitors not embraced In
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' 1

America.

Reserve Studio Nearing Completion.
.nd.—Johnny and Emma Kay.

stars of the producing staff of I

serve Photoplays Company, are taking a
fortnight's vacation, during which the
new studio in the Wilshire building will
be completely equipped The BtUdiO prop-
er has ip at a time, and
contains thirty dressing rooms, screening
room, laboratory, cutting room and oar-

hop. In addition the roof of the
big six-story building is to be equipped

dlo.
When the Rays return to work |

ompany will pul oul i

u hioh Is expei ted to b

scenes in big department
II bs reproduced In th<

carrier.
"Casey's Servants" is the latest Re-

serve release. It opens for a four-day
run at the Strand theater and is booked
in many other houses later.

Other early releases in the Casey series

are "Casey The Bandmaster," "Casey The
Fireman," "Casey The Janitor" and
"Casey's Kids."

Here Is Something New in Photoplays.

Cleveland.—The Midland Film Company
of this city has just made the dual an-
nouncement of the purchase of a 150-acre
tract of land for the erection of a modern
studio and the intention to produce a
seven-reel feature play written by a San-
dusky woman and embracing her life

story.
According to H. P. Angel, secretary of

the Midland Company, real Cleveland peo-
ple are to be named in the cast, including
Probate Judge Hadden, Dr. A. B. Howard,
Dr. Willis Hobson and A. B. Williams,
the latter of the Cleveland Humane So-

ciety. They will not act in person, but
their parts will be taken by screen ac-

The story tells how the author of the
play was wronged in girlhood, how her
children were taken from her, how her
family kept her prisoner in a garret for

four years, later sending her to New-
burgh Asylum for the Insane. She es-

caped from the asylum, proved her sanity
and married a Sandusky man. Now she
hopes her life story on the moving pic-

ture screen will enable her to find her
two children, for whom a search has
proven futile.

Bullock's Houses on Part Time.
Cleveland.—Just to show that he has the

courage of his convictions. Sam Bullock,

who recently failed in an effort to Induce
local exhibitors to close their houses for

a few weeks during the hot weather, has
announced that the Columbia and the

Boulevard theaters, which he manages,
will be closed part of the time during the

hot weather. His notice to the public,

printed on the Boulevard program, was
as follows:
"The motion picture business is a 365-

day grind and our employees need a
breathing spell this hot weather. Conse-
quently we shall, until further notice,

close the Boulevard theater on Mondays
and Wednesdays with full pay to our em-
ployees. We sincerely hope that this ar-

rangement will not inconvenience our

A similar notice on the Columbia thea-
ter program arranges for closing three
days a week. Monday. Wednesday and Fri-

day, with full pay to employees.

Warns Against Fake Acting Schools.
ii.l.—John licKoven, photoplay

editor of the Cleveland Leader, has just

printed a lengthy warning against fraud-
ulent schools for acting, particularly as
applied to persons offering to put girls

on the moving picture stage. The article.

DeKoven says, was inspired by the re-

ceipt of many letters from girls who had
taken •'courses" intended to make them
"stars" it) a few weeks. Third-rate pro-

. Coven says, had in several in-

uirls to take such
"courses."

Exhibitors Install Officers.

nd Newly elected oSli •

the Northwestern Ohio Motion Picture
Inhibitors- league « I re formally In-
stall) ,1 .n I til of thi i, In its

-, is in the Republic building,
august i Ti.c i,. u offlcen el< ted fort-

lam In .1 Saw \ SI

,i. n! Henry 1

tdolpb liaher,
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Kleist Will Canvass Michigan for League
With Secretary Moeller, State President to Tour the State in the Interest of His

Organization—Believes Through Personal Talks With Exhibitors He Will Be
Able Greatly to Increase Membership.

By Jacob Smith, 503 Free Press Bulldil

DETROIT.—The World representative
went to Mt. Clemens the other day to

Interview August Kleist, Sr., President of
tlir Mulligan state Branch No. 4, Motion
Picture Exhlbtors' League of America.
Mr. Kleist is running the Lyric theater in
the Bath City, having moved to Mt. Clem-
ens from Pontiac about eighteen months
ago. He is the only exhibitor who has
ever met with success in the operation of
the Lyric. The house seats 31G, is in the
very heart of Mt. Clemens' hotels and
prices are five and ten cents. The service
is Universal, World and V-L-S-E.
Regarding association affairs, Mr. Kleist

said: "Our next convention—as well as all
future meetings—will be held in the city
of Detroit. We are extremely anxious to
get out a big attendance at the coming
meeting which takes place in December.
There will be a lot of important matters
to take up. For instance, there is the
matter of state censorship, the $1,000 li-

cense and the closing of theaters on Sun-
days. Our association intends to vigor-
ously oppose any adverse legislation, and
it is unfair that we should spend our
money and get results for even those ex-
hibitors who refuse to belong to our asso-
ciation. Michigan State Branch No. 4 is
for all exhibitors, big and little, and the
only sure way to get results that will pro-
tect the industry in this state is for every
exhibitor to be a member.

"Early in August, A. J. Moeller, secre-
tary of the Michigan association, and my-
self plan to make an extended trip through
the state, calling on hundreds of exhibi-
tors from city to city in the hope that we
can secure their membership. We fully
believe that if we can personally talk to
an exhibitor and can get the opportunity
to present our side to non-members, we
will have little difficulty in materially in-
creasing our membership. And more mem-
bers means greater strength to our organ-
ization and greater results for all."

Wide Exploitation of Young Films.
The Harry I. Garson Productions, Inc., is

the name definitely decided upon for the
exploitation of the Clara Kimball Young
productions, the first of which will be
"The Common Law." J. O. Kent, manager
of the exchange, has leased the second
floor of the building at 318 Woodward ave-
nue. The lease not only includes the en-
tire second floor, but also the use of the
roof for a huge electric sign. According
to an announcement by Mr. Garson, this
will be a moving electric sign that will
announce each week where the various
Young productions are showing. As ap-
proximately 200,000 people pass the point
in the course of a day one can readily
appreciate the value of the sign for adver-
tising purposes. The exchange will be
ready early in August.

If plans decided upon by Mr. Garson are
carried out to the letter, the advertising
and publicity campaign which he has out-
lined will be the greatest known to the
motion picture exhibitors of Michigan. Mr.
Garson has already contracted for one
thousand billboard spaces and has already
placed his orders for twenty-four sheets.
The campaign not only includes billboard
advertising, but a newspaper campaign as
well, along the lines of general publicity.

Anglin Studio Near Detroit.
On a site of twenty acres on Michigan

avenue, about three and one-half miles
east of Wayne and about twelve miles out
of Detroit, is to be established the Michi-
gan plant of the Margaret Anglin Pictorial
corporation, according to an announce-
ment by James D. Barton, president and
general manager of the corporation, who

has complel

U Detroit,

the purch

George W. Weeks Promoted.
George W. Weeks, manager of the De-

troit Universal Film Company, has been
appointed district manager of the central
division for the Universal, which includes
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati and Indian-
apolis. Mr. Weeks returned from a trip

to these cities on July 27, accompanied by
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of Uni-
versal exchanges.
George Weeks has a host of good friends

in Michigan—real friends—the kind that
stick through thick and thin. As he gets
better acquainted with exhibitors in other
sections of the country, he will unques-
tionably create many new friends, not
only for himself but for the Universal.
The promotion of Mr. Weeks will mean

the promotion of M. S. Bailey, his assist-
ant at Detroit, and we await the word
from New York of the appointment of
Mr. Bailey as manager of the Detroit Uni-
versal exchange.
Bert Graham, formerly traveling repre-

sentative for the Detroit Universal, has
been appointed Detroit salesman, and he is

succeeded on the road by Robert Rowan.

Two Owners of One State Right.
An interesting suit on the film "Charlie's

Stormy Romance," created no end of ex-
citement for Detroit exhibitors. Judge S.

Hosmer rendered a decision which permits
two prints of this film to do business in
Michigan. The suit was between the
Standard Film Feature Service Co. and
the Wolverine Feature Film Co., both
claiming full Michigan rights on the film.

The Standard had leased its print to the
Royale theater on Monroe avenue, while
the Wolverine leased its print to the Mon-
roe theater, also on Monroe avenue. The
Standard asked for an injunction against
the Wolverine, but this Judge Hosmer
refused to grant, which gives the right to
both exchanges to make bookings in Michi-
gan on "Charlie's Stormy Romance."

International Opens Detroit Office.

L. E. Davis, of the International Film
Service, representing Detroit, has opened
an office at 1 and 2 Campau building. He
reports increasing business every week.

Drury Lane Opens to Big Business.
Detroit's newest downtown theater, The

Drury Lane, at 256 Woodward avenue,
opened on Friday, July 21, to big business.
The house is managed by Frank Drew,
whose assistant is G. C. Deats, formerly as-
sociated with the Avenue theater. The
style of decoration in the theater is of the
Adam period. There is a 40-foot lobby
from Woodward avenue, and the theater is

60 feet deep and about 60 wide. Music is

furnished by a Wurlitzer organ. The
policy of the house is a new feature every
day and prices afternoon and evening are
ten cents. Performances are continuous
from 9 A. M. to 11 P. M. The Drury Dane
seats 550 people and is a cozy playhouse.
The annual rental is said to be in the
neighborhood of $25,000.

Organist Fruetchey Favors the Organ.
C. F. Fruetchey, former organist at the

Majestic theater, Detroit, contends the or-
gan is the best medium for the interpreta-
tion of motion pictures because of the f e-

quent changes in the story, both as to
mode and temperament. He further con-
tends it is impossible to get as good an
interpretation with an orchestra as it is

with an organ. Mr. Fruetchey has pre-

organ players."

Spaeth Moves to Kalamazoo.
George Spaeth has resigned the house

management of the Majestic Gardens thea-
ter at Grand Rapids, Mich., to manage the
Fuller theater in Kalamazoo, Mich., hav-
ing purchased a half interest in the house.
The Fuller seats 1,700 people and plays
both legitimate attractions ami motion
picture productions.
A. J. Gilligham announces that the Ma-

jestic Gardens will remain open Satur-
days and Sundays until August 27, when it

will resume its regular policy of keeping
open seven days a week.

Aladdin Doubles Up.
The Aladdin theater in Bay City, Mich.,

has closed for about six weeks, while ex-
tensive repairs are being made. About $3,-

000 will be spent in re-arranging it. The
seating capacity will be doubled, bringing
the accommodations up to 1,000.

Michigan Notes.
The Park theater, Battle Creek, Mich.,

has been sold by Harry Baylor to Samuel
Bowne and son, Edward Bowne. The house
was closed for slight repairs and reopened
July 30.

A. J. Gilligham has given up his lease on
the Columbia theater, Grand Rapids, Mich.
No announcement is made by the Temple
Theater Realty Company as to the future
policy of the house.
The Knickerbocker theater, at Holland,

Mich., will be sold at public auction at
the court house in Grand Haven on Sep-
tember 1. The Michigan Trust Company of
Grand Rapids is acting as administrator
for the Slagh estate, who own the prop-
erty.
Pending the bankruptcy proceedings in-

volving the Grand Circus theater, 301
Woodward avenue, Detroit, Henry P. Sea-
borg will have full charge of the affairs
of the theater, having been appointed re-
ceiver by the court.

News from the Bay State
Boston Photoplay :n New Quarters.

D OSTON, MASS.—The Boston Photoplay
±J Company, which books "Where Are
My Children?" which has been playing for
two months at the Majestic theater, is

opening new headquarters at 205 Pleasant
street. Edward A. Golden, manager of
the company, has taken part of the quar-
ters of the Kriterion Film Exchange at
that address and is fitting an up-to-date
office and exhibition room there.

Paramount Fitting Up New Offices.

One of the finest moving picture head-
quarters in New England is being built

for the Paramount Pictures Corporation
and will be opened for business about Sep-
tember 1. The new building runs from
Shawmut to Piedmont streets and will
have ornate entrances on each street. It

is a one-story building, and besides the
general offices, distributing rooms and film

deposit vaults will have one of the best
exhibition rooms in the country. The
company's quarters on Pleasant street
have been completely outgrown by the
large volume of business that the com-
pany is doing in New England.

Dave Manley to Open the Crystal.

"Dave" Manely, well known of thea-
trical fame, is opening a new theater in

Worcester within a few weeks. It is a
$200,000 structure and will be known as
The Crystal. It is on Trumbull street,

just off of Front street, the main thor-
oughfare between the Union station and
Main street. The new theater will seat
1,025 persons and will be thoroughly up-
to-date. On the Saturday before Labor
Day Manager Manley expects to Invite the
public to a big band concert in the thea-
ter and to open the house for public In-

spection. On Labor Day the house will be
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opened for regular business. Mr. Manley
has been in Boston, making bookings of
big feature films for his new house.

Exhibitors Look Over Kalem Serial. .

Sixty exhibitors from all over New Eng-
land came to Boston this week to see the
first run-off of "The Girl from 'Frisco," a
Kalem film produced by the Western Com-
pany. It will be released in the regular
Kalem service on August 9.

Regan With World Film.
C. F. Regan, who has been a moving

picture exhibitor in the Western field, has
joined the force of the World Film Cor-
poration as a road man. He takes charge
of the New Hampshire and Vermont in-
terests of the World company. W. H.
O'Brien, who has been with the World
traveling in Maine, has returned from a
trip through that State and has gone to
Rhode Island.

Marion to Test Sunday Law
Indiana Exhibitor to Fight Arrest for

Showing Sacred Picture.

MARION, IND.—Marion is to have a Sun-
day closing test case. There have been

many in Indiana, but for some reason no
definite construction has ever been placed
on the closing laws. The Supreme Court
has never been asked to rule on Sunday
closing. It is possible the Marion cases
will make their way into the upper courts
before a definite decision is reached. Other
cities of the state, principally the larger
ones, have the Sunday show. In most
cases restrictions are thrown about Sunday
opening but not always.
The Royal Grand theater opened its doors

recently, after having advertised Sunday
shows. Only sacred pictures were shown
and only sacred music was to be heard.
The vaudeville was cut from the bill.
Policemen arrested the owner, Miss Dollie
Spurr, and her brother, Howard, who was
operating. The two gave bond and em-
ployed attorneys.
Sunday opening was tried several weeks

ago, but it failed and no fight against the
police decision was made. The owners of
the theater were convicted of following
their usual avocations on Sunday and paid
light fines.

Petitions are being circulated here to
permit Sunday openings, but no use of
them has yet been made.

pard

ByrdJoins Sheppard Forces
Resigns from Fox Dallas Office to

Handle Three Southern States.
By A. B. Harrison, Box 389, Dallas.

DALLAS, TEX.—William M. Byrd has
tendered his resignation as manager

of the Fox Film Corporation here, effec-
tive August 1, which office he has been
managing since September, 1915. Mr. Byrd
has just closed a fifty-two week contract
to manage "The Fall of a Nation." This
feature will be handled on the same basis

"The Birth of a Nation" by W. K. Shep-
icas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
larters at Dallas.

P. Hall, formerly of Atlanta, and a
1 known film man throughout the

south, will succeed Mr. Byrd.
Mr. Byrd has been in the amusement

business practically all of his life, for-
merly promoting larKe skating rinks.
Five years ago he became an exhibitor
and so remained for two years. He dls-
poaed of his theaters in Texas and Okla-
homa and accepted a position with the

nil'.- nil, i company i" the South,
'I'ln- EPamoui Playeri Utter he was man-

tlon, suc-
Krank Nan I'., mI in thai

Mr Sheppard of Brownsville baa pur-
chaw,-. i "The Fall of •<- Nation" for the

'ell kn

three states named and has arrived in
Dallas July 21 to perfect arrangements for
its handling.

Crown Returns to Houston.
Houston.—P. C. Crown, manager of the

Crown theater, has returned to Houston
after an absence of several months and
he will again look after the active man-
agement ' of the Crown theater.

Gilson Succeeds O'Leary.
Houston.—F. L. O'Leary, manager of

the Beacon theater at Houston, has re-
signed and has been succeeded by J. W.
Gilson.

Theater at Palacios Changes Hands.
Palaclos.—Lawrence Nelson has pur-

chased the LaBelle theater here from G.

Martino. Mr. and Mrs. Martino have gone-
North on a month's vacation, at the end
of which time Mr. Martino says he is

coming back to Houston to look for a
location.

Texas Exhibitors Visiting Dallas.

Recent visitors to Dallas included L
M. Ridout, manager and owner of the Star
theater at Denison; J. W. Sayeg, man-
ager of the Grand and Jewel theaters at
Ennis; Saul Dan, manager of the opera
house at Wichita Falls; Messrs. Kimbel
and Davidson, managers of the Princess
theater at Weatherford; A. V. Wade, man-
ager, and R. L Wood, operator, of the
Dreamland theater at Dewisville; J. W.
Rushing of the Dixie theater at Kemp,
and C. W. Batsell, manager of the King
and Queen theaters at Sherman.

Pittsburgh Has New Film Container Rules
Department of Public Safety Issues Instructions Designed to Protect Traveling

Public—Youngstown, Ohio, to Have Big House—Walters Theater, Davis, West
Virginia, Enlarges.

By Pittsburgh News Service, 6016 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh.

PITTSBURGH, PA. — Pittsburgh ex-
changes have received an order from

the Department of Public Safety for the
purpose of enforcing the regulations as to
cases In which moving picture films are
carried In the city. Director Hubbard of
the department has asked the co-operation
of the managers in carrying out the fol-

lowing rule, which will likely be embodied
in an ordinance. It applies to the carry-
ing of films on street cars and other con-
veyances.
"Moving picture films must be packed

in tightly closed metal cases inclosed in a
strong, spark-proof wooden box, or in the
case of sheet iron not less than 2 inches
(number 25 U. C. standard gauge) and
lined thoroughly with fibre board one-
eighth of an inch thick or some other
equivalent insulating material. The cov-
ers of cases must fit tightly and lap over
body at least five-eighths of an inch on
the sides, forming a tight joint."

Strand and Court Change Owners.
Two well known theaters in Washing-

ton, Pa., changed hands recently, the
Strand and the Court. Roy Fulton and
Abe Vaught have purchased the Court
theater from W. F. Delaney, who will con-
tinue in the capacity of house manager.
A number of improvements will be made
by the new owners, including a five-piece
orchestra. A policy of big feature pictures
will be instituted at the Court. The
Strand theater has been sold by B. Bran-
don to a former owner of the house, Mr.
Clark.

Big Theater for Youngstown, Ohio.
One of the most pretentious moving pic-

ture theaters in tin- eastern part of the
Buckeye State is to be built scon in

Youngstown, Ohio, by the Federal Holding
Company. It is to be operated by C W.
Dlebel, according to reports received here.
The concern backing the projeot has been
Incorporated with a capital of $200,000.
The Incorporator! ma, L J.

Campbell, C. W. Dlebal, Richard GalloH
and R. C. Steece, all of youngstown. The
theater will occupy a fine location on
Boardman street, with a Federal street

\\ ben tlo- plans « ill be put into
effect has not yet been announced.

Fairmont's Grand

modeling process which has greatly in-

creased the attractiveness of the house.
Mucli up-to-date equipment has been added
and a new pipe organ installed. The
Grand is now one of the best arranged
and most inviting theaters in its seofj^n
of the state. Manager W. M. Miller visited
in Pittsburgh several days ago, and while
here booked a number of features to be

Walters Theater Enlarges.
The Walters theater, Davis, West Y.t .

has been closed for the purpose of re-

modeling the house and enlarging it by-

several hundred seats. Its capacity will

be 750. New and up-to-date equipment
also is being installed. The reopening
will take place about August 15. The
owners of the Walters theater are also
conducting the Opera House as a picture
theater this summer, and if its success
warrants, the policy will be continued in
both houses.

New Bethlehem to Have Theater.
C. E. Andrews is erecting a modern 800-

seat house at New Bethlehem, l'a. This is

the first moving picture theater in the
town, which has a population of 1,600, it

will be completed in about three months

Aronson Puts in First Run Universals.
Manager Aronson has announced that

his downtoyvn Cameraphone theater, 347
Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, has Inaugurated
an important change in its attractions,
having become the first run house on tb*

i Program in v. •

vania. The program will be slue
throughout the week, with Bluebird fea-
tures on Saturdays.

Solz Manages Uptown Cameraphone.
J. Solz has been appointed manager of

the uptown cameraphone theatei
Fifth avenue. Pittsburgh, recently pur-
chased by the Rex Amusement Company.
The house is closed temporarily, but the
work of remodeling will be oomph ted
within another fl

McClelland Names House Committee,
enl \ ii stcClellan I

point.-. i the following members to con-
stitute the lions.- Committee of tbi

i inin.'ll.

ohalrman

Kindly See Announcement on Page 1106
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending August 12 and August 19

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages H58, 1160, 1162, 1164.)

General Film Company.

Current Releases.

MONDAY, \m.ist 7. 1916. Serial No.

BIOGRAPH—The Telephone Girl and the Lady
i Drama- I '.io.ura ph Ueissue No. Ta 20999

Tin- Cold Ship i Two parts—Drama) 20995-6
SEI.IO The S.liu-'l-i il.i No. t;:{, 1916 (Topical) ... 20998
VITAGRAPPH- Pa's Overalls (Comedy) 20997

II BSD \^ \l (.1 ST 8, 1916.

ESSANAY The Three Scratch Clue (Two parts—
i (Reissue) 21000-1

KALEM—Cood Evening Jud^e (Comedy) 21002
LUBIN—Their Mother (Two parts—Drama) 21003-4

WEDNESDAY, \l (.1 ST !>. 1916.

BIOGRAPH—The Fatal Wedding (Three parts-
Drama I ( P.ioKraph—Reissue No. 71) 21006-7-8

ESSANAY—The Fable of "Books Made to Balance"
(Comedv) 21005

^LEM-"The Fighting Heiress" (No. 1 of "The
Girl from Frisco") (Two parts— Drama) 21010-1

VIM FEATURE COMEDY—That Tired Business Man
-(Comedy) 21009

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1916.

SELIG—The Selig Tribune, No. 64, 1916 (Topical)... 21012
VIM—Dreamy Knights (Comedy) 21013

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11. 1916.

KALEM— Daisy the Demonstrator (Comedy) 21017
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE—The Better

Woman (Three parts—Drma) 21014-5-6
VIM—Rushing Business (Comedy) 21019
VITAGRAPH—Romance and Roughouse (Comedy). 21018

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1916.

ESSANAY—Worth While (Three parts

—

Drama)... 21020-1-2
KALEM—"Hurled Through the Drawbridge" (No.

92 of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama) 21023

SELIG—A Western Masquerade (Comedy) 21024

General Film Company.

Advance Releases.

MONDAY, UJGUST 14, 1916.

BIOGRAPH -Saved from Himself (Drama) ( Biograph-Reissue
No. 72).

SELIG—The Germ of Mystery. -
SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 65, 1916 (Topical).
VITAGRAPH—Conductor Kate (Comedy).

TUESDAY. UJGUST 15. 1916.

BIOGRAPH—A Temporary Truce (Two parts—Drama) (Bio-
J4i'ap!i Reissue No. 73).

ESSANAY- Mj Country, Tis of Thee (Two parts—Drama).
KALEM—Ham Comedy (Title to be announced later).
LUBIN—A Lesson in Labor (Two parts—Drama).

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1!)1«.

ES&ANAY—Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 14 (Cartoon—Com.).
KALEM—The Girl from 'Frisco. Series No. 2, "The Turquoise

Mine Conspiracy" (Two parts—Drama).
VIM FEATURE COMEDY—Their Dream House (Comedy).

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1916.

SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 66, 1916 (Topical).

VIM—Life Savers (Comedy).

FRIDAY, AUGUST IS. 1916.

KALEM—He Wrote Poetry? (Comedy).

SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1916.

ESSANAY—A Little Volunteer (Three parts—Drama).
KALEM—With the Aid of the Wreckers (No. 93 of the "Haz-

ards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).
SELIG—A Bear of a Story.

VITAGRAPH—The Wandering Horde
(Broadway Star Feature).

parts—Drama)

COMPLETE ANI/ ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Pic-

ture World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. The

Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being in

Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

THE BROADWAY COMEDY SUCCESS

SEVEN DAYS
Presented in Three Reels by an All Star Cast

Produced by

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Released through

GENERAL FILM SERVICE
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending August 12 and August 19

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 1158, 1160, 1162, 1164.)

Universal Film Mfg. Company. Mutual Film Corporation.

si now, AUGUST 6, 1916. Serial No.

BIG D—The Captain of the Typhoon (Two parts

—

Drama) 01655
01656
01657

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1916.

NESTOR—He Maid Me (Comedy) 01660
RED FEATHER—The Mark of Cain (Five parts-

Drama) 01659
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL, FEATURE—The Adventures

of Peg o' the Ring No. 15, "Brother and Sister"
(Last No.—Two parts—Drama) 01677

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1916.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6, 1916.

BEAUTY—Just As He Thought (Comedy)
GAUMONT—"Reel Life" No. 14 (Mutual Film Mag-

azine)

VOGUE—Lost and Found (Comedy)

MONDAY, AUGUST 7, 1916.

AMERICAN—The Little Troubadour (Two parts

—

Drama)
MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE—Father and

Son (Five parts—Comedy-Drama—No. 124)

Serial No.

04950

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1916.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 32 (Topical) 01665
LAEMMLE—A Knight of the Night (Drama) 01663
L-KO—Unhand Me, Villain (Two parts—Comedy).. 01664

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1916.

BIG U—The Silent Man (Drama) 01667
POWERS—Ben, the Sailor (Manikin-Comedy) 01668

—Salmon from the Egg to the Table
(Educational) 01668

VICTOR—Aschenbroedel (Two parts—Comedy-Dr.) . 01666

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1916.

LAEMMLE—The Highway of Fate (Two parts—Dr.) 01669

NESTOR—Some Medicine Man (Comedy) 01671

REX—By Conscience's Eye (Drama) 01670

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1916.

BISON—Along the Malibu (Two parts—Drama)... 01672

JOKER—She Wrote a Play and Played It (Comedy) 01674
LAEMMLE—The Intruder (Drama) 01673

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1916.

VOGUE—No release this day.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1916.

BEAUTY—Bill Van Deusen the Cave Man (Comedy)

GAUMONT—See America First, No. 48 (Scenic)

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon)

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number 84 (Topical)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1916.

AMERICAN—The Power of Mind (Three parts—Dr.). (

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE—The House
of Mirrors (Five parts—Drama—No. 125)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 1916.

CUB—Jerry's Celebration (Comedy)
MUSTANG—The Courtin' of Calliope Clew (Two

parts—Drama)

04956

U49o7

04957

04955

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13, 1916.

IMP—The Great Corona Race (Two parts—Drama).

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1916.

CENTAUR—For Her Good Name (Two parts—Dr.)

MONDAY. AUGUST 14, 1916.

NESTOR—The Battle of Chile Con Carne (Comedy) .

RED FEATHER—The Yoke of Gold (Five parts

—

Drama)
SPECIAL UNIVERSAL FEATURE—Timothy Dobbs,

That's Me, Episode No. 1, "The Sody Clerk (Two
parts—Comedy)

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Liberty No. 1,

"Fangs of the Wolf" (Three parts Drama) . .

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1916.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1916.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 33 (Topical)
IMP—The Toll of the Law (Drama)
L-KO—The Mother in Law (Two parts—Comedy) . .

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1916.

BIG U—A Woman's Eyes (Drama)
POWERS—The Riddle of the World—Japan As Seen

by Dr. Dorsey (Educational)
VICTOR—Ashamed of the Old Folks (Two parts

—

Comedy—Drama)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 18, 1916.

BIG U—Weapons of Love (Drama)
IMP—Good and Evil (Drama)
NESTOR—No release this day.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1916.

Drama)

01680

BTSON—Beyond the Trail (Two pai

JOKER—Soup and Nuts (Comedy)
LAEMMLE—No release this day.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13. 1916.

BEAUTY—Too Bad Eddie (Comedy) 04966
01679 GAUMONT—Reel Life No. 15 (Mutual Film Magazine) 04969

VOGUE—Some Liars (Two parts—Comedy) 04967-8

01694
MONDAY, AUGUST 14, 1916.

AMERICAN—Ruth Ridley Returns (Two parts—Dr.) 04970-1

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE—A Wall

01681 Street Tragedy Man (Five parts—Drama) (No.

01682 126)

01685
01683
01684

01687

01688

01686

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1916.

FALSTAFF—Guidus (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1916.

BEAUTY—Perkin's Mystic Manner (Comedy)
GAUMONT—See America First, No. 49 (Scenic

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon-Comedy) ....

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1916.

AMERICAN—Title to be announced later

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION—A Welsh Singer

(Five parts—Drama) (No. 127)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 18, 1916.

CUB—Jerry and the Counterfeiters (Comedy)
MUSTANG—El Diabolo (Two parts—Drama)

04974

04975

04976
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Prominent Exhibitors Everywhere
appreciate the value and help of the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
We who are delegates to the Sixth National Convention

of the League of Motion Picture Exhibitors of America and

readers of the "Moving Picture. World" take this opportunity

to express our sincere appreciation of the "Moving Picture

World" for its loyal and intelligent service to the motion

picture industry in general and to the exhibitors in par-

^Udixjy.
&*** hi*£
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Sam Var-

olii ras<\ both his

arc still cold to 1

'i ii the woi

balkline style oi billiards. Edward Rcnz,
ralker, wins prize at San Franpion three-i

ibout wrest i ins match betwei
I'asha and .lack Dribbs. Bowling <

..warded the
perfect man

diysieally. Frank Tlionia and 11. S. Merino
i points of the bowling garni

.

n ateh betwei

champion of the world.
feats Van-ion only after a sensational

.linic In-

Troy. X. Y. The same is contested
iindred students, me handled on each

side, and is an an i

Johnny Eitle. of St. Paul. .Minn., world's
bantamweight champion boxer, presents meth-
ods he usis to train and condition fail

ontests, and is also seen in a scicn-
rontest with Joe Burman, of Chicago.

THE STING OP VICTOR"? i Essanay—Five
cast : !>a\ id Whiting and

Whiting (Henry Ii. Walthall'
Viuoinette Walker) ; Edith Whiting

(Anne Leigh i : Jack Spencer (John Lorenz) ;

David Whiting. Sr. (Thomas Commcrford) ;

Thomas E Cotton); George
lack Dalet. Directed by J. Charles

I la/don.
David Whiting belongs to a fine old aristo-

cratic family of the south and is an officer in

the railed State- Army. He believes in the
Union and is opposed to slavery. When the
Civil War breaks out he frees his personal

a ni to light for the
north. His brother, Walker, is an honorable
man. but hot-In ailed and Impetuous, the oppo-
site of his brother. He joins the southern
army fighting against his brother. Edith AVhit-

i her parents are extremely
ii lection.

The play opens shortly before the Civil War.
when David is visiting his home with a friend
and brother officer. Jack Spencer, who is en-

" i rels with Spencer
over their differences in principles and returns

incut ring. David is in love with
Ruth Tyler. During the war the Whiting fam-
ily, deserted by tin \ ' aid time to
make end -n>w from a pro-

ogi ,.-;, better class
of people. He is ambitious for him to marry
Edith Whiting. Edith always spurns him, even
though word reaches her that Spencer has been
killed.

After the war David, now a colonel, returns
to his home town with his troops as military
commander of the district. He pays off the
debts on the plantation and saves his sister
from further humiliation at the hands of Spicer.
A few day- afterward Spicer is found mur-
dered. Walkei Whiting is found leaning over
the body. A gun belonging to Walker is found
by the man's side. It is well known that there
was bitter feeling between Walker and Spicer,
so he is arrested and accused of the murder.
It devolves on David to court-martial and try
his own brother. However, Rufus, a slave,
confesses he killed Spicer because he once
horsewhipped him.
Although David had done all of this and much

more for his family, had restored order and
; residence from great humiliation and

SEI.1C, ATHLETIC I'EATl Kll l-'ILMS SERIES
NO. 7 ( \i

in roller skating contest. Students of Columbia
I'nivi rsity engage in a strenuous tug of war.

a expert
billiard i White Sox Park.

. relay race and the bop.
skip and jump. Ed. Lewis, who w i

iandicap
wrestling contest against Cutler and Getstout,

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE.
HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS

IAL NO. oil (July LVD.
- Ills. -After a lapse of eight years.

Calve indoor swimming
tank is opi u <i aen . nd bathers sport in the

London. England.— Field Marshal Lord French
my, composed of l

old accepted by the
y duty at home.

inflated fish

the most popula
this resort.

Fashion Section.—The latest fa.-hions of the
season are pictured in beautiful settings. Ex-
elusive importations of Lucile. Lady Duff Gor-

i h. , apiain. who gels two
stcvidorvs to attack him. M. g lakes hint to
In r own
him. Gradually -he induces him to stop drink-
ing.

ily had
his office, In see> Franklin Harrow,
mint engineer, and Gra>

in marry
Wiltred Carl, ton, a broker, thinki:
dead. The 1

-

mg heavily c

i. and help- hm

ambition return-. work and
sci ks out his former friends.

Put Meg Is unused to the new Ii

husband's work takes him more and more
away from Int. and

hi r when
under the inllucnce ol drink, she iml
to drink In Idle-

submarine are made while
They are wrong, and the cr. •

launched is drowned. Meg confesses what she
has don., and tale

flies at her throat
over the things on his disk. His original plans

I. He puts from him "the
devil at in and his

I. ma rriage, w Itb the prom-
ise full oi achievement and ambition

that is not clouded by an enemy which
away the brains.

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
IMP.

THE QREAT CORONA RACE (Two
Aug. 1M).—The cast: Tom Ross » Richard Stan-

' Malcolm Short (Clyi

don.
;ville. Tex.—Major-General John R.

The
Niplet

and all his old friends
" victory

• had long loved. Ruth

SELIt; 'Till LTIi keatcre film series,
N'l •"• (Jul> -Ii ('has. Evans, national ama-
teur golf champion, plays -nine marvelous shots.

' Harry Cline playing

>owler. with his trophy.

SELIG ATHLETIC FEATURE FILM SERIES
N'O. (i (July ::i).— Ralph de Palma and Dario
fe-ta world champion auto speed demons, show
ra-ing on various speedwavs. Gus Sehoenlein
and Johnny Rogers engage in a wrestling match

assistant, Robert Gray, remonstrate with him,
but to no' avail. His fiancee, Grace Sealey,
telephones him and urges him to attend a din-

party on the ninth. He accepts, though

Grace's
,_«,—lent, and

he leaves the house in disgrace. He goes home
and finishes his plans on the morning of the
tenth, and then, still wearing his
clothes, wanders out into unknown streets. He
goes into a saloon on the waterfront, and
drinks: until he is insensible. There he is

noticed by the captain and mate of a freighter,
and shanghaied on board the vessel. When
he comes to his senses he is far oui
and is told that the cruise will occupy six
month-, but that he may have all he wants to

At the e

tain, eomi
gether. >

eantain's

if the cruise Ashton and the cap-
ishore. take a farewell drink to-
a human derelict, attracts the

nti-m. and he attempts to force

by WalterTrumbull I Marcia I

Wood-. Produced by Richard Stanton.
tie auto repair shop and
racing car, which i

Ryan, and the members of his staff of New-
York National Guard officers, ace entertained
by regular army officers. Illinois cavalrymen
drill green horses for army duty.

San Diego, Cal.—A giant log raft, 000 feet
long, is towed 1 ."(in mile- down the Pacific coast.
New York.— Hundreds of boy scouts partici-

pate in prize-drills at Coney Island.
New York.—The excursion steamer Keyport.

carrying "iO0 pa-Miigei- i- rammed and sunk

Cincinnati. Ohio. Chrisl i son, for 1C>

years the most lUp.ndahl. pitcher on the staff

of the New York Giants, becomes manager of
the Cincinnati Reds.
The appropriation of millions of dollars by

Congress will put the I'nited State- Xavv on a
par with the best sea-fighting force in the
world. Pictures of the various branches of
the navy that are to be strengthened.

METRO PICTURES CORP.
THE DEVIL AT HIS ELBOAV (Popular Plays

(Frank McDonald I

Sandway) ; Wiftred .Carl

jou) ; Franklin Darrow
Scenario written by Wall;
dueed bv Burton L. King.
John .' •

'

Ross conducts <

is building himself s.

tend in the Corona ra.e. Trumbull reads a de-
scription of 'Sliced King' in the papers, and
wagers a large sum with Short that this un-

His v

they become
:ing ambition

t money to
- quite l mi

..ii Margery. She longs for another
chat, so sin- unscrews an important part of her
machine and tosses it away. Ross is again
called to repair it. Again their conversation
is most entertaining, so much so that Trumbull
feels it bis duty to cut it short, so he calls
Margery to the house, where Short, who has
been observing, is consumed with jealousy.
Ross is lothe to leave, but as an excuse to re-
turn, he "forgets" his tools.
Margery asks her father to lend the young

man money to complete his car. Trumbull re-
fuses. Margery tells him that the man has a.

that his name is 'Speed King. Trumbull is

stumped. If he doesn't lend the money he will
lose the bet to Short. Short solves the problem

Ring Trumbull to lend the i_.
tionally and to have Ross sign a pap<
that if he cannot repay the amount
race he will agree never to speak t

r agreeing
after the

i Margery

terest of his daughter for the younf,
broaches the subject to Ross—appeals to his
sporting-' side, and Ross agrees. He accepts

the loan and -igns the paper. On the day of the
race Short bribes the mechanician to cripple
Ross's car at about the middle of the race.
Margery overhears the plot and informs Ross.
The latter changes mechanicians. Ross wins the
race and incidentally the love of Margery.

THE FINISHING TOUCH (Aug. ()).—The
oast: Sam Newlands (Rex de Rosselli); Irene
(Majorie Ellison); Danny (Ruddy McQuoid).
Written by Harvey Gates. Produced by George

Sam Newlands. leader of a gang, is a man
who needs no one to settle hi- disputes. His
wife. Irene, is timid. Saturday is generally
marked by the return of the father from his
arousing friends, broke and drunk. At last

the heart of Irene rebels when her husband
roughly shoves her aside and starts out for

his weekly celebrations. As she thinks
suffers her eye lightsover the indignitie

on a rifle and she gets
Sam return- home that night and meets the

surprise of his life, for the meek Irene is
transformed and when he roughly orders her
to do something she covers him with the rifle
and orders him to throw up his hands. Irene
then low.r- the gun and binds him securely to
a piece of furniture. She has hidden a whip
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and now. bringing it forth, sin u.-.-s it on her
drunken husband. When In- i-

, iea Sam and lcn\ cs ti i 111 lii wash his

and punish her for the punishment
.she has dealt him.

Hi slips Into the next room and finds Irene
cuddling her child and singing it to sleep.

Sam realizes how meanly he has acted and he
good-naturedly say- he gu. >s. .- he deserved
his whipping. The next day is quite different

rum He usual run, Kir Sam. instead of hur-
rylng with his friends to the saloon pauses in

While tliev an pleading Sam hears
say -Samuel," and with a muttered
am hurries home to the wife and

child.

(A 11).—The
hi; .Maud,

his wile i Majorie Ellison); "Cooter" (Virginia
Carlin); .limmie Franklyn ( Maxfield Stanley).

by Fred Myton. Produced by Ceorge
Cochrane.

.John is busy all day and tired at night. Maud
seeks diversions with .limmie, a "man about
town." "Cooter" is deserted. "Cooter" has a
doll which she calls "Conscience" because the
eyes will keep away harm. She has one eye
and her father the other. But father drops his

on the sofa by accident.
Maud at last decides to run off with Jimmie.

She haves a note for her husband, but when
to the station she finds the eye of

ace" in her veil. This brings her to

her senses and she goes back. At home she
i "Cooter" has put the letter in the

box outside the door, so that her husband has
ed it. She destroys the letter and the

family are happily reunited.

Henley i ; Dr. Ran-
yra, his wife (Sydell

Dowling) ; Norton Craig (Anthony Merlo).
Written and produced by Robert F. Hill.

Dr. Randall and his wife, Myra, leave for a
reception with Norton Craig, a friend. At the
party the doctor i- called away on an important

life, is desp. ran that night. He
decides to steal to keep alive and happens to

select the Randall home for the job. He enters
the house and makes his way about the upper
stories looking for valuables. Bj
gets into the nursery and seeing the Randalls'
little child sleeping, says to himself that he
would be a dog to take the Child's trinkets

As Jim is about to leave Myra and Norton
come home. The thief hastilv bides and the

nukes his blood "boil within bin

BISON.
ALONG THE MALIBI

i I

rather
(L. M. Wi ii ,,, Lem
I William v vim T. Hen-
derson i

; the 11; (Jrassby).
bj ii.i' Produced by Cleo

Madison and William V. Mong.
& country girl •.

a barber by trade, out a gambler and ruffian
as well. One day Lem after losing Heavily de-
cides that he must take some lauical step to
recoup his tailing fortune. Crazed with drink,
he goes to Jane s cabin and tie- to tone his
attentions on her. As tiny are struggling Jeff
comes along and givi s Lem a thrashing. Lem
leaves, vow mg v. n_

After he has gone Jefl tells Jane of his love
and she confesses to he in love with him.
Right then and there they become engaged and
" " promises to return that night to

Norton tries to lone his attentions
and at lasl Jim can restrain himself

! is downing Ni

i Myt;

|0ln thl hand, telling bin
i in . In.. 1

Rozanm ba

the band ol wander-
lacs ami

other nut
....I ,. .i

imallv he

r and dei Ides to

in

Lem decides to kill two birds with
robbing the stage and making it appear as if

Jeli had done the job. 'that night he and his
pal attack Jeff as he is leaving Jane's house
and steal his clothing while be is unconscious.
They then rob the stage and drop Jeff's hat
where they know it will be tound.
The next morning the sheriff starts out to

look for Jeff, as every one thinks that he is

the guilty man. The stage driver linns him as
he is groggily walking up the road and, taking
him home, tells Jane to keep him there until
he can get the sheriff. Jane believes Jeff when

i says he is innocent and lets him go. She

l the doctor comes
win ii Myra tells him how she has been

saved by Jim the doctor offers to reward him,
but Jim says that he is more than paid by the

night.

THE HIGHWAY OK FATE (Two Parts Aug.
I I i The east : Roxanne I Sydell In. v.

i Jo ' I'll Smiii yi ; Jack Underwood i si.inev
liraeey i . Hi, Doctor i Paul Pan/., i i. Written
by llariv liiimii, |.\ Hill.
Roxanne is a Gypsy girl who ba been

wrong., I by a man of ruthless I'luir r When
he I in .1 mi

sumption ami ih .!• ,,t he has
two months to live. His wit.
pen .1 le i .,, , |e-, r

investigate. Through the window she _.

two men hiding the stolen money.
Jane jumps on her horse and gallops for the

sheriff. But when the sheriff and his men ar-
rive they find nothing but death in the little
cabin. The thieves have quarreled over the
division of the spoils and both of them lie on
the floor mortally wounded. Jane then goes to
where Jeff is waiting for her and the two arc-

happily united. Jells name is cleared of all
blame in connection with the crime and he and

THE INTRCDER (Aug. ll>).—The cast:
George Maitland illarrv Benham); Helta Man-
land (Edith Roberts I. Written by Catherine
Carr. Produced by George Ridgwell.

Delta, the only daughter of George Maitland,
a widower, goes off to a boarding school. Her
father bids her good-bye at the raidroad sta-
tion, and, chancing to meet a widow at the sta-
tion, he takes her home in his automobile. In
the course of time they become much attracted
to each other, and after a brief wooing decide
to get married.

At the end of the session Delta returns from
the boarding school, and considers her step-

mother to win her affection.
Shortly afterwards Maitland is called to at-'

tend a board meeting. After his departure Helta
her stepmother kissing a photograph, and

rs the conclusion that s'

r. Th. :

writes a letter to her father
i he has been deceived Into marrying a

woman who is involved in another love affair.
A man aiTlVeS and Helta sees him enter the

parlor and fondly ki In r stepmother. No
: i ..in in i anger, the girl de-

conduct

when Mrs. Maitland top her. and. introducing

II,.

Hilda (Man. V,

C. Bhumway i
; Aid..

,,ii.l Walt, i Woods

by wine.

Agulnaldo Pedn

Katlpunas—
v,,ii ami be-

10 and Klllll

lived III Sllll

Philippines,

form him
mi. i

,

out he .-

oms and
other means of falsifying hi
the rebels looted and burned the bouse; how
he rescued De Ayale's little daughter from the
flames and escaped to Ameriea ; how hi

a will in which the plantation was left to him
and the proceeds from the estate has been
paid to him ever since ; how I

mi a dagger—he has the dagger, but

his as his conscience troubles him
and he wishes to make amends before he dies.
The son promisee to see thai Ond

stored to her rights, but it is far from his in-
tentions to be reduced to poverty while the
girl inherits wealth. Onda comes to the bed-
side of her supposed father to hear him gasp
out: "The dagger contains the s.i rtt of your
parentagi ;

also the will to your Inhi
The scabbard is in Manila—a Moro named Aldo
has it it is the key—your father's name was

" He falls back dead. Onda takes the
dagger and resolves to go to Manila.
Then Fernando, with the aid oi some crimi-

nal companions, resolves to trap her in China-

tempt is made on Oi s about to
board the steamer. Failing in this attempt,
Fernando and his companions take passage in
the boat. On the trip Ronton and Onda de-
velop a strong attachment for each other.
On the boat is also Aldo. who lias come to

on a mission of revenge. He has seen
Pedro die—has followed the son and supposed
'laughter. Many mysterious .en's occur on
ship board—the dagger is stolen from Onda and
is later found buried in the breast of Fer-
nandos female companion. Fernando is thrown
overboard and is drowned. Aldo is about to
kill Onda when he is discovered and arrested
by the ship's officers. He then confec
attempt to revenge his master—discovers that
Onda is the daughter of his old master and re-
stores to her the scabbard. The knife is fitted

and the cipher will read. Ondo is restored to
rights and marries Ronton.

NESTOR.
HE MAID ME (Aug. The , Wiu-

i Kilili.

i I'ri cilia Dean i
; Helen (Mania Moor.'. Writ-

ten b> Ben Cohn. Produced by Lyons tt Moran.
Eddie and Lee have a bet "up over Arizona

going prohibition— the- winner to demand any
duty to be performed by the loser. ;.

and Eddie is pondering what he shall have him
do. At this moment Grace. Eddie's wife, phones
that their maid has left, and that he will have
to got another, so he din ides that Lee will have
to play maid.

Later we see him in-tailed u 'h. I
-

Mary, and poor Lee is almost overwhelmed as
the big bunch of dishes and the dirty

condition ol the kitchen. Lee phones !

n, that he is called to Ml i

month. But Oral e Is verj kind U
maid—too kind, so Eddie soon begins to think
and he is willing to call the bet off, but
quite happy and want- to sta\ (oi

' " he is making Bddi

the tea things and

room Eddie tries to insist upon his returning.
but when Lee tells him that if he do.- he will
tell the whole thing, Eddie is willing to let him
go. Later Lee, dr. ssi .1 in I".:

the dOOl I" II .ii.l tbi • one lit-

girl bis i

TheBOMB MEDICINE M w
>l. ' •

''
' "

' In. I .in

el. ik tells him II

and In- .I

, „
"

I

'

Kindly See Announcement on Page 1 106
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gets the medicine man, sends him to the hotel
and remains to dirt with the princess.

In the meantime the medicine man calls on
the Grouch, and the latter promptly kicks him
out of the room. So the medicine man and the
chief declare war. The town people learn that
the Indians are coming and wonder what to do.

Princess promises to save them and she and
Pat set out. Pat gets frightened when he sees
the Indians and climbs a telegraph pole. The
Indians try to smoke him "*

down high t

trophies and is showered with praise and pres-

ents by the people.

L-KO.
UNHAND ME, VILLAIN (Two Parts—

Aug. !>).—The cast: Gertie (Gertrude Selby) ;

Bill, the motorcycle cop (Billie Ritchie) ; Chief
Schmalz (Dan Russell).

Bill managed to work his little graft gag
quite profitably until he tackled the wrong
party. This party was the friend of the com-
missioner. Commissioner Logan immediately
wrote a stinging letter to Chief Schmalz, who,
In turn, issued an order forbidding any of his

motorcycle cops accepting a bribe under the

penalty of being imprisoned in a brewery with
a muzzle on for life. Under this category came
Bill, and sorely grieved was he to think he
would have to work henceforth should he desire

any of the luxuries of life. Suddenly an auto
shot by him. Here was his chance for revenge,
and, giving vent to his feelings, Bill went pell

mell after the fair one in the auto. After a
long chase he found himself face to face with a
most entrancing beauty. Bill almost succumb-
ed to her wiles, but he remembered his duty,

so he proceeded to the station with the charm-
ing miss.

"*"" station tsui was lniormea
r was a friend of the chief: ,

vith her and had no difficulty

vith her for the follow-

_= . The chief stood in with her father,

and it was an agreed thing that Gertie must
marry Chief Schmalz. Bill, however, was a re-

sourceful sort of a fellow, so he and Gertie
eloped. Bill, in his haste, had confiscated a
flivver and the owner immediately reported Its

loss to the chief, who ordered an immediate

These flivvers are liable to turn one queer
trick, and this one succeeded in driving Bill to

the robbers' lair. They lassoed him and tied

him to a railroad track. Gertie succeeded in

escaping and managed to get a telephone booth
where she sent an "S. O. S." call. Of course,

Schmalz was determined to shine and once more
win Gertie by exhibiting his bravery, so with
lightning speed he
poor Bill from a h _

ond's time. When the chief discovered whom he
had saved there was blood in his eye, but Bill

was too quick for him. He made one dash for

one of the police flivvers, and with this good
start would have managed to get away if the
flivver hadn't started to leak. The chief saw
his chance for revenge and set fire to the gaso-
line line which had leaked. The fire soon
gained on Bill and blew up the flivver and Bill

to the land of dreams.

VICTOR.
ASCHENBROEDEL (Two Parts—Aug. 10).
—The cast: The Policeman (Ben Wilson);
Leah (Dorothy Phillips) ; Reb. Litwak (Jos. W.
Gerard) ; Litwak, the tailor (Fred Herzog) ;

Sarah, his daughter (Sonia Marsell)
; Cohen, the

schatchen (Chas. Ogle) ; Melikoff (Joseph
Granby). Scenario written by Helmer W. Berg-
man. Produced by Ben Wilson.

Old Reb. Litwak always sits by the kitchen
stove, playing doleful tones on an antiquated
guitar. Even Leah, who does the housework,
asks him to play livelier tunes, but he only
smiles. The duty of Leah is to minister to the
comforts of Litwak, the tailor, and his daughter,
Sarah. Leah is Jealous of Sarah's fortune and
matrimonial prospects.
A few nights later Leah sits on the front

steps talking to the policeman, when the schatch-
en appears with a handsome young man. They
inquire where the residence of Litwak is and
Leah directs them. The policeman asks her who
they are and Leah replies : "Oh, that is a hus-
band being brought for my cousin Sarah." At
this the policeman makes the promise that, some
day, he will bring a nice young fellow up to see
her.

In the room upstairs a lively bargaining is

going on. Litwak promises a dowry of $2,000 to

the man that will marry his Sarah. The young
Jew. with thoughts of the prettier girl on the
porch in his mind, is slow to grasp his golden
opportunity. The srhatrhen finally drives him
into line when he reminds him that he cannot
pay rent with good looks. The young man never
takes Sarah out, as he prefers to remain in the
house and gaze upon Leah. One afternoon he
calls when Sarah is out and plunges Into an
animated conversation with Leah, declaring that
If she had a dowry he would prefer to marry

dowry, that he would have to take her
for herself alone.
The night before the betrothal ceremony the

family is seated discuss'ng the coming matri-
monial event, when a thunderous rap sounds

inquires for the little girl and, with a cry,
Leah springs toward him and then introduces
the family. The policeman goes over to the
tailor and announces that he wants to marry
Leah, that is, if she'll have him. "But," stam-
mers Litwak, "you are a stranger to me."
"Sure, I am," admitted the policeman. "But it's

me that's goin' to marry her," and the police-
man puts his arms about Leah and begins to
coax her. But she tells him that she has no
dowry. "T'ell with dowry ! I don't want money.
All I want Is you!" Old Reb then says that he
will give all his money to the young couple, and
so when the picture ends Leah has a fortune
and a husband.

WHAT DARWIN MISSED (Aug. 1.'!).—The
cast: Prof. Alonzo Bozzle (Victor Potel) ; a
Wise Oran-Outang (Joe Martin). Scenario by
Frank Wiltermood. Produced by Beverly Grlf-

"Here is Satan i

fell i

1 said the l I he

JOKER.
SHE WROTE A PLAY AND PLAYED IT

(Aug. 12).—The cast: Miss Scribbles (Gale
Henry) ; Bill, her lover (William Franey) ;

Romeo Ham, actor (Milburn Morante) ; Hero
(Charles Conklin) : Heroine (Lillian Peacock).
Scenario written by Ben Cohn. Produced by
Allen Curtis.

Bill Bones, the village undertaker, sheriff,

judge and a holder of a few minor offices, is the
sworn, avowed lover of Exeter, who has the
writing fever. His suit has met with little suc-
cess, owing to her interest in her new profession
and Bill is stumpped.
Romeo Ham, from the legit's stage—and a

long ways from it at that—has had a streak
of hard luck and arrives in the village. His
capital amounts to the sum of one "jitney" and
he calls on the village merchant to buy some
refreshment.
Romeo learns that Exeter is writing a play

and at once his professional instincts are
aroused. He introduces himself and he and
Exeter at once find a common interest. Romeo
suggests that she produce the play and act the
leading part in it. He agrees to look after

the production. This Just suits Exeter and
plans are put under way for the effort. Ham
has learned that Exeter has a large bank ac-
cunnt and his zeal is influenced mostly by the
sight of her ample bank hook.
The rehearsal proves quite a task and time

after time Romeo is on the verge of quitting,

but each time the vision of the bank roll comes

5 the aid of a mahout and an elephant t

move his tent and belongings to the jungle,
where he will take up the study of trying to find

"missing link." He builds his tent and

plore the jungle
Then it is that he encounters the wise orang-

outang, Joe Martin ; the two are attracted mu-
tually and the professor takes Joe to his tent
and there commences his education along the
lines of table etiquette. That night while the
two are in bed a couple of lions come prowling
about the tent. This startles the two and
Bozzle takes his gun and with the help of Joe
fires upon the lions. At this juncture Bozzle
awakens to find the papers on his desk burning
and in extinguishing the flames his own cloth-
ing starts burning, so that he is compelled to
rush from the house and immerse his body in
a barrel of water.

BIG U.
THE SILENT MAN (Aug. 10).—The cast:

The Silent Man (King Baggot) ; the Dance Hall
Girl (Irene Hunt) ; The Doctor (Frank Smith).
Written by Frank Smith. Directed by King
Baggot.
The man Is a mystery In the little town. He

lives alone in his cabin and will not meet the
advances of his neighbors. One night he talks
and tells the story of his life. He had been a
prosperous lawyer in an eastern town and was
engaged to be married to the sweetest of girls.

The night before the wedding day she died and
in his anguish he called In the devil. The devil
said that he would bring back the departed life,

but that if the man laughed he would lose his
love again. And in the man's joy at his sweet-
heart's recovery he forgot and laughed and
straight the girl died.

in disgust and then Exeter discovers
that her manager has eloped with the cash, bo
sho marries Bill and leaves the stage.

should have died at the same time.
Hut it happened that way, and so the two were
given a common funeral and burled In the same

A few months later Prof. I. M. Wise notices
in the paper that there was a new bone ex.
position at the museum, and, being much in
love with the widow, the mother of the two chil-
dren, he decided to take her to the exhibit.
Seeing the bones at the exhibit suggests to the
children that their pets must be bones by this
time, so they tell the professor that they know
where some old bones are. The professor is

delighted with the bones, as he thinks that he
has discovered the remains of an animal that
was the cross between a hen and a dog.
From the bones he draws a picture of the

the paper and thinks that he will be famous.
At last he finds that the bones are nothing more
than the remains of an ordinary dog and chlck-

t in a stock of candy.

.. . Wheatley.
Old Captain Jonah's stories of the sea make

such an impression on Little Ben that he wants
to be a sailor. He dreams that Captain Jonah
is in command of a battleship, and that the
captain accepts him as one of the crew. Ben is

taken aboard and fitted out with a uniform. The
ship puts out to sea.
The rocking motion of the ship makes it hard

for Ben to walk on the deck and he even be-
comes seasick, but he is compelled to scrub the
deck with the other sailors. He falls over with
his bucket of water. The water runs down
through an open skylight on the deck and falls
on the captain, who is reading in his cabin be-
low. The captain rushes up on deck to find the
careless sailor who has splashed him and slips
on the wet deck, falling at Ben's feet. Ben
apologizes and is excused.
The captain shows him an "enemy" 6hip

through his telescope about to launch a "bomb"
at their vessel. Ben climbs down over the side
of the ship and, hanging by a rope, awaits the
approach of the missile. And when the bomb
is about to blow up Ben's ship he hits it with
a capstan bar used as a billiard cue and it re-
turns to the "enemy" ship, which is destroyed
by its own explosive. He goes to bed, but again
falls out of his hammock and finds himself

—

on the floor of his own room, having tumbled
out of bed in his troubled dream.

after grubbing for several years in mountain
brooks, make their way to the sea. After a few
more years they return to spawn and are killed
as they jump up the waterfalls, and then friend
Salmon finds his grave in the "tummie" of some
hungry human.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
THE ADVENTURES OF PEG O' THE RING.

No. 13 ("The Clown's Act"—Two Parts—July
24).—Episode number twelve left Peg and Dr.
Lund on the projection on the cliff, with Mar-
cus and his assistant hacking at the rope, by
means of which they were about to climb up.
As this episode begins they are finally helped
up by the circus people, who arrive In time to
drive the villains away. Peg is still in her
clown's make-up, so they return to the tent in
order that she can dress.
At the tent, Peg sees Marcus and his ac-

complice hide in a case, so she and the doctor
and Flip arrange a false plan to put them on
the wrong track. Marcus then goes to report
what he has heard to Mrs. Lund. The doctor
comes home before they have left, so they
hide in the next room. When he goes Into his
room they attack him, and after a Tlolent
struggle succeed In overpowering him. They
then lock him In the cellar. But the maid has
seen what has happened. She aids him to es-
cape by dropping him the key through an old
stovepipe.

Tn the meanwhile. Peg is at the circus. The
clowns have Just finished an act where they
make pome one disappear in a box when Mar-
cus and his gang arrive, disguised as clowns.
They take Peg and rush her into a box in the
ring of the circus, while the audience laughs,
thinking that this is another of the clown's
stunts. The circus people realize too late that
Peg has been abducted. They run frantically
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after the car In which Peg is being carried
away, but do not succeed in rescuing her.
Peg is taken to a shack nearby, where she

makes a terrific struggle to free herself from
the clutches, of the villains. Hut they are too
many for a single girl to fight. At last she is

overcome and thrown into a room. A man is
placed at each door and window to see that
she does not escape, with instructions to shoot
if she tries to get away.
Then Dr. Lund arrives upon the scene. He

quickly overpowers the guards and changes
clothes with one of tbem to escape recognition.
But luck is against him, for the unconscious
guards are discovered and he is attacked by
the whole mob. He manages to get into the
room where Peg is, but just as they are about
to escape through the window a shot rings out
and the doctor falls limp on the bed.

RED FEATHER.
Tin: MARK OF CAIN (Five Parts—August

7). The cast: Dick Temple (Lon Chaney) ;

Doris (L-orothv Phillips ) John Graham (Frank
Whitsonj

; Jake (Gilmore Hammond;; Mr. Wil-
son (T. D. Crittenuem: Mrs. Wilson (Gretchen
Lederer) ; Dick's mother (jL.ydia Y. Titus)

;

Dicks' father (Mark Fenton) ; Baby Wilson
(Georgia French). Written by Stuart Paton.
Produced by Joseph ~>e Grasse.

Dick Temple is living a happy life with his
parents. His father lor many years has been
a crook. One night the police come for him.
Dick, in order to save his mother the pain of
knowing that her husband, is dishonest, takes
the blarr.e on himself and is sent to prison.
Before he goes his father promises to live
honestly, but two years later dies without
confessing his true character. Some years
later Die., is released from prison ou good
behavior. In vain he searches for some trace
of his family. Employers are wary of hiring
a fail biid.

Doris lives with her Uncle Jake, who makes
her steal for a living and beats her when the
returns are not large enough. At last uorlb

d it no longer and decides to run away.
Hut the dreary streets are the only paths open
to her and in despair she, too, resorts to the
river. She is prevented from committing suicide
by Dick, who has come there for the same pur-
pose. Their common plight forms a tie for a
strong friendship and they decide to help each
other. However, the task is too much and they
are at last destitute. Each fights his own battle.
I lorl i ti mpti d i" Leal a %e In. and Dick is

sorely tempted to leave the straight patn he naa
cut out for himself so as not to starve. One
day Doris rescues a child from a burning
bouse, and as a reward is given a position as

Dick meanwhile determines that he will steal
ratlin than see Doris starve. But being a.

novice he is easily detected by the man wuosi.
pocket he tries to pick. Dick pleads with him
and the man finally consents to give him
i position in his office. Later a detective calls

a crook, and tin gives him a hold over
Hick. When he finds out that Doris is In the

borne he plans to rob the house with
bi r help. They send Dick to get in the house
and then let the gang in.

Dick arrives to find Doris alone wltn me
housekeeper. Doris is very excited, being on
Hi. point of letting Jake and his pal In to

rob the house. She confesses her past life

and he takes the hysterical girl to the house-

crooks In the house and setting tlicm on each'

other a . a r. nit i.ii.
i killi 'l and Graham

mortally wounded. Hut bofore dying be con-
fesses and exonerates Dick from any blame
in the crime. Doris and Dick marry and lead

upright lives. Liter they are happy in the pos-

i of

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 81 (Aug. 2).

Paradi foi Preparednt -Women Join men
to endorae military training.—San

°i Cal -
,. .

cm no built In 1814,

Marshal French inspects Dioc san Church
Cadets.—London, England.
Sea Trip for War - Derell ts.—Wounded Brit-

ish soldiers on way to ho,pital at Jamaica
Norfolk, Va.

Building a Soldiers' City.—How citizen sol-
diers on border make home for theD;
Paso, Texas. Subtitles: Bathing under diffi-
culties. Rough country for "hike.'' Machine

Sam
July 4th.—Juneau", Alaska.

Wilson's Advisors Use Rifles.—Official Wash-
ington learns to shoot at .Marine-' Hii'.e Range—Winthrop, Md. Subtitle: (Left to right)
Assistant Navy Secretary Roosevelt Interior
Secretary Lane, War Secretarj
ture Secretary Vrooman.

All Hands Saved.—Three hundred women and
children escape as collision sinks excursion
steamer.—New York Harbor. Subtitles: Diver
puts hoisting hawsers under boat. Raising the
Keyport.
Greeting Their Baseball Hero.—After 1G years

by E. W. Matlacs. Pro-

"Matty" makes

Robinson;. Wri
duced by James Da^ ...

Agents of a foreign power are seeking to get
possession of the plans of a new aeroplano
motor invented by Dick Benton. Under cover of
darkness they succeed in their scheme and are
escaping in their automobile when it plunges
over an embankment near Lone Point. The con-
spirators jump to safety just In the nick of time,
and seeing an aeroplane from Dick's plant pur-
suing them they cut loose an engine in the
yard and race away. When the aero arrives
nelen boards it and the pursuit is taken up
The aviator arrives over the Melinus draw-

bridge before the engine, and Helen, having
formed a daring plan, dives from the air to
the waters of the river. She raises the draw-
bridge, thus forcing the conspirators to stop,
and at the same time preventing a certain
collision with the Limited approaching on the

N. Y. City. Subtitles : Flowers for Matbewson'
Sorry to leave. Herzog, traded for 'Matty." takes them"
Slim Sallee, new pitcher. Hal Chase, still peer-

track. The agi
and speed back down the track, but Helen
quickly lowers the bridge, and uncoupling the
engine of the Limited gives pursuit and over-

Cartoons by Hy Mayer.

General Film Co.
KALEM.

HAM'S WHIRLWIND FINISH— (July 25).
The cast: Ham (Lloyd V. Hamilton); Bud
(Bud I'uncan); Bambino (Ethel Teare) ; Tony
(A. Edmondson).
Ham and Bud succeed In landing jobs ah

cooks to a gang of husky ditch-diggers. They
are vigorous enough in handling the spaghetti
and the vino, but finally the pace gets toosum for them and tnere is a pitched battle
in which Ham and Bud defeat the crew

—

mainly because of the supply of ammunition
provided by the kit. hen But later the pair's
fondness for flirting brings about their uown-
fall, when they arouse the jealousy of Tony,
the camp foreman. A succession of laughs
leads rapidly to Ham's whirlwind hnisn.

, Harry Millarde.
Tom and Ethel, back from their honey-

jnderful opportunity

their favored
Later both uncle and aunt decide on the

same day to visit their proteges and learn how
the study Is progressing. Tom assists Ethel
in kidnapping a painter who Is at work In the
yard nearby, and while they lock the protest-
ing artist in a cupboard Ethel prepares to re-

Mity. When Tom's uncle arrives the
problem is more difficult, but a solution Is
found by bringing a passing organ-grinder Into
the house and stationing him behind tue cur-

Ethel and Tom are getting along famously
with their reception, but, of course, Tom's
signals to the maestro at the organ get mixed
up and Ethels artist frlen
eaptlvity. There are some hot words, but al)
is smoothed over when 'lom's friend arrives
with the news that the Investment has tripled
their money.

PEACHES AND PONIES— (August 4). The
cast: Bess (Ivv Close); Ray (Arthur Albert-
son); Gluefoot Gasper (Henry Murdock) ; Henry
Sutton (William McKevi; uollv Cole 'Frances
Nemoyer). Producer. Robert i^llis.
For a recent bridegroom Ray gives altogether

too much money to the race track, to the neg-
lect of Bess. To make matters worse. Bess
has to discover his notebook with mvsterious
references to Fannv S., Grass Widow. Some
Chicken, and other supposed charmers, who are
in realit-- race track favorites. Bess engages
the services of Gluefoot Gasper, who as a Sher-
lock is a scream. But Gasper gets on the Job
and trails Ray to a fashionable cabari
he dines with Dolly. Gluefoot hustles Bess
around to see the evidence and there is a whirl
of excitement that brings trouble and laughs in
quick succession until explanations brin» out

that Dolly is an out-of-town buyer
whom Ray had been delegated to entertain, and
also the barmlessness of the notebook entries.

A MYSTERY OF THE RAILS— (No. !»1 01
"The Hazards of Helen"—August 5l. The cast:
The Lone Point Operator (Helen Gibson): Tom
Ransom (P. S. Pembroke); Jud Hendricks

Uuuth) ; the sheriff (G A. Williams) ;

(O. Philippi). Written by Herman
E. Rlackman. Directed by James Davis.
Jud Hendricks, foreman of the construction

camp, is being blackmailed bv Gypsy Joe,
who knows of a dark page in tne Hendricks'
past. Hendricks and Tom Rasom are rivals
for the favor of Helen, with Tom In the lead.
The latter, an engineer, is about to take his
train out when he finds Gypsy Joe hiding l

opportunity to sett! ounces on
Gypsy Joe and a minute later Informs Tom
that "the man he was fighting it

Searching around the body nelcn nnds the
broken half of a pencil and bold

protending sympathy hurries t.

Dd a telegram fur help, which he
knows will be too lata. He starts to write

| the broken half of a
pencil from his pocket Helen snatches It from

.beautiful baby and a little home. Thee

to race i

boat. Norfolk, Va.
jjade ,,, Ian officials testing

Howard Clark. Produced by Robert Bills.
Gotrox, the theatrical magnate, is anxious

to sign Slgnor BologE
who has Just arrived, but he fear that the

null into freight Slgnor will ask aye tl i and dollai i night
Nell, hi i daught i

Enjoying Life In Jail New York city's prls-

l ol t i Martha
as wardi n u»d, n. Y. Sub-
; ,

Parole Commissioner Kate Mavis speaks. Race
In bags. Three legs, slow speed Murtba Stars

vs. Baltb- hip Dklabi.in nine

Sword Fish, Newest Terror.—Pour hundred
ea terror caught on Jei r-y 'oast where

sharks at

three Thousand Boys Ready for War—Field

Bologna**
to a two thousand dollar

Ihi

V 1 1

1

•
i ..in lack Ilu tier a rival

manager. One hi.' follows
• Hi .li

Hui tli r kidnaps the r li

BolOgnS Is abe.it to sign the contract
i embankment and

» hell the .1

pinned underneath ' follow-
ing in bi i

bU algna-
tur i tb. .

A PI.I'N'

Hendricks rushes from the station and board-
ing an electric hand ear Is seen speeding a»«r.

Helen attempts pursuit on horseback, but Is

being rapidly left bi bind when an ...

train offers s solution Climbing a '

pole she swings out on a wire and
the train. As it comss alongside ll.ndrlcks she
throws a lasso that drops over him

from his seal
i- than qnlekl] brought to a stop i

lag o

tie train

attempted

and the arrival of help is bar. ly In time

THEIR MciTlll

w.-ii i lu.b Oraj
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clothes detective Ned has dillieully in finding
a Job bin finally docs so as ;l jewolr>

is working -for a
gang or crooks. Jerry Bennett, bn
Jim's sw.vth. .11 1. is one of the gang, and be-
lieving that Jim is on him. reports to tin- gang
who rormulate a plan to get Jim dl

from til.

1 ..in, . This throws
the full load ol upporting the family on Xed
and he bravely assumes it. He di-

true nature of his job. but fearing his inability

eomplish anything without authority and ap-
tlie Chief of i'oliee. He is told that

if he runs down the gang he will b

stated. The present leader of the gang is de-
posed and Ned elected to succeed him. The
deposed leader. Kahn. hoping to be
tells the police and they prepare to raid the
place. Jim locates the headquarters of the
gang and discovers Ilia' '

and start all over again. The police raid the
i a get away, and Jim, realiz-

ing that if Ned is taken as a crook, it will
break his mothers heart, take, Ned's place and

d Jim serves his time in prisou in
' md Florence

BIOGRAPH.
THE TELEPHONE GIRL AND THE LADY

.
i

i he cast : The tele-
ator i Mm Marsh I , The lady (Claire

H. Mailcsi.
Over the wire two friends wen made and a

catastrophe averted. Then in gratitude for her
deliverance the lady enabled two young hearts
to realize their desire. Watchful eyes had
reckoned without the telephone girl and her
many branching wires, while her father had
reckoned without the sergeant on the beat and
the lady. The father coveted the grocery-man
and his store for the girl, but the lady found a

isfy all.

THE FATAH WEDDING (Reissue -No. 71—:;
Part- Vu. Pi.— The east : Cora Williams | Irene

Mabel Wilson i Millie, in Evans) :

Howard Wilson (Walter Miller): Hubert Curtis
II. Mail, -i : Bridget Mis. A. C. Mar-

Toto l.I. Jiquel Lanoej.
i Wil

"

her wealthy cousin, Howard Wilson. Howard
is in love with Mabel Wilson, and after a short
courtship they are married. Cora accepts the

of Robert Curtis, a man about town.
. ars elapse. Mabel is devoted to her

husband and their two children. Jessie and
Frank. Mabel has two faithful servants in

Bridget, the cook, and Toto, the butler. Cora
and Curtis are invited to attend the ,

'

Of Frank. Cora greets Mabel ettusivelj bating
her all the while. She is still madly i

with Howard and plans to separate him from
Mabel. i ,..

, I., . in i i.- and
. about a divorce for a con-

sideration ol .yju.iion. Cora hands him a note in
that she will agree to pay

him senium on the day she becomes Howard's
wife. Curtis starts to form his plans to make
trouble.

Howard receives a message calli
to thl Clllb which in reality is a

to get him out of the house. Curtis leads
Mabel to believe that Howard loves his COUSin,
Cora, and further states that lie can prove to
Mabel that her husband is unfaithful. He tells

her to drop her fan as they are having if she
wishes his help. Cora tells Howard that his
wife is in love with some other man and in-
tends meeting her lover that night. After the
guests depart Howard tells Mabel In must go to
tin club. Mabel tries to persuade him not to
go and begs him to return early. Mabel gives
Curtis the signal and under pretense of having
forgotten something he returns to the house.
He forces his way into Mabel's room and locks
the door. Cora meets Howard as he is leaving
his house, tells him the letter was only a ruse
to get him out of the way and that Mabel gave

signal and that they probably are
5 home, going im-Howard r

her lover

mediately to his wife's aom and is astounded
to find the door locked. He climbs through the
conservatory window and enters Mabel's room.
The evidence is all against Mabel and Howard
denounces her.
Howard brings an action against his wife, and

' granted a divorce and the custody of the

Complete Equipments

for Picture Theatres

Hallberg
Engines and Generators

for Gasolene, Kerosene and Gas Fuel
Send for Free Bulletin No. 2

**
Hallberg 20th Century
Motor Generators, $217 a

u
n
£

Free Bulletin No. 1

HALLBERG'S
Switch Boards
for all Purposes

$30 and Up.

Arc-Controllers
Feed Carbons

Automatically,
Free Circulars

POWER'S 6B
I am distributor o

machines and furnish everything complet
the theatre,_new and used apparatu

I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETELY AND
CARRY "SPEER," "ELECTRA" AND "BIO-
CARBONS AND SUPPLIES.

Send $2.50 for latest Operator's Book
"MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY"

J.H.HALLBERGfflU
7th Ave. at 49th St.

The House of Quality

NEW YORK

turns in thi ...ul-by to her chil-
dren. Mabel id, ads with Howard to let her
hav, her children. Howard makes ii clear to
Mabel thai he will provide her with plenty of
money, but he refuses absolutely to allow her
to have the children, and leaves the house.
Mabel is desperate and explains to Hridget. who
is packin

mg them
without I I Hutu I with the
aid of Brl

I
i.duct ing

Frank and I •- -i. Howard returns and dis-
missing. He is utterly dis-

reali/.ing thai unless she finds the children sin
can never induce Howard to marry her.

Night y. ars lm\ . ,
i left her

home with her two children. Hridget. now Mrs
Toto. is Mabels hest friend. Mabel
li\ ing by sewing and her dan

pl.a Is will) Howard to marry her. He finally
tells her that he will make her his wife after he

in- children. Cora feels that her
-h, in,-, is I'urtis ai

meeting place and tells him Howard's ultinia-
i inn. I.ai.r on Cora and funis see Toto on the

id In lii-v e at last they have a clue.
Toto, having recognized them, rushes home to
warn Mabel. Cora and Curtis discover Mabel
and the children and notify Howard.

Jessie and Frank, who is very ill. are taken
away from Mabel and Hridget is re-engaged to
care for Hum. Cora is triumphant and Howard

in marry her the next day. Curtis,
slightly under the influence of liquor, calls, and

Cora asks for the writ-
t and i'urtis tell', her that It is in

his laboratory across the river. Cora refuses
to give him any money till she is safely married.
Toto follows Curtis from the club, discovers

where the paper is kept and takes an im-
pression of the keyhole. Toto and Mabel go to
Curtis' room and find the agreement. Howard
and Cora are ready for the wedding. Toto and
Mabel arrive just in time to denounce Cora and
Curtis. Curtis attempts to shoot Toto and hits
Cora. Before Cora dies -he confesses the plot.
Mabel gives Howard the agreement which Cora

KNICKERBOCKER STAR
FEATURE.

THE BETTER WOMAN' I Three Parts—Aug.
11 I.—The east : Gilbert Merrill i Heaves Eason ) ;

Mrs. Merrill i Lucy Blake); Mark Grant I Frank
.Veil '.limsy Mayei; Harper (Chas.

Dudley); Marie (Myrtle Reeves); Makato
i.Makato Inokuchil; Hart I Edward Jobsou).
Gilbert Merrill in the employ of Mark Grant,

a wealthy broker and bachelor, is forced to
work late in an effort to satisfy his wife's social
ambitions. Mrs. Merrill takes advantage of
his ah.-en. . from home by r. e, iwng Grant's at-

r Wallace a friend of his. Merrill.
'ering from the attack, leaves the

of the loss and. arriving home
unexpectedly, breaks up a meeting between
Grant and his wife, Merrill enters into a
quarrel with his wife over a necklace which
Grant has given her, when she refuses to tell

where it came from. The following day the
theft is discovered and Merrill is asked to re-
sign. Mrs. Merrill believing it to be a frame
up by Grant offering an opportunity for divorce
refuses to hav. anything more to do with her
husband, who later learns the truth of affairs
from Marie, the maid.

Merrill, taking a gun, returns to the office in
... Grant whom he finds has left.

He leaves and enters a saloon, becomes in-

toxicated and falls into the hands of strangers.
who place him in a car. and who rob him and
I. i- - him near a freight yard. Harper getting
into trouble and fearing detection takes Nell,
his girl, starts West where he opens a saloon
and gambling den. Sometime later Merrill
reaching the West enters Harper's saloon,
where, defending Nell from Harper's attacks,
he is knocked out by Harper and thrown from
the saloon. Nell follows and administers to
Merrill. Harper finds her and a second fight
follows in which N'ell, drawing a gun from the
belt of Bart, a mine owner, fire on Harper,

owner Ol the "Breezy K" Mine who has
s.en ihe affair, otters Merrill and Nell em-
ployment at his mine. Both accept. Later
Merrill and Bart accidentally discover a rich
location and become partners. Harper is traced
to the West. He is arrested and brought East
where. In a confession, he clears Merrill of the

robbery. Bart and Merrill receive
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VIM FEATURE COMEDY.
THAT TlltlOli lUSINKSS MAX .Aug. St).—

Hubby i Harry ('. Myers); Wifey

llnhhv usually
, little lunch and a I', w <-oi ktails while

wiley waits at liome tor him with a hot sup-

per. Hubby i

mood Sliding
and usually leaving tin tahle without

I Ing what is wrong
when Hubby tells her II Bhe had to work for

would be

tired too. Witey thinks for a moment and tells

Hubb\ that she will take his place at the office

Hubby thinking be bas a snap con-

of what morning eating in

, ing what tune it i- to find

rush off to the office. Hum
I forgotten something. Sh< I

him ;i long list of things to be done
tut- the 'I

i
! hat do no! satisfy him f" """

., > with Hi.- maid.
eii) lie- kitchen and there >>>

TV look-

iit the plate and Blams Hubby with the dish

cloth and quit her job.

Hubby doi - not know what to do
who now is in tin- oltiee working, that

the maid ha lett. Wiley tells hubby the work
ould do it. Hubby

like the Idea, but dec ides he might try.

nchen and begins to wash
en. how cannot do

hour or two i.i waiting without having

a maid, but to his surprise the clerk answers
the plum. w .'..i

. and hi i husband is on
the pin.

Hard] I
I

Hunt I Hilly Huge) ;

Maiden in l»i-ip t Kay Godfrey).
i wen to blame, they would not bite.

so I'liiinp and Hunt dozed off and dreamed.
picked up

wav.:- and they start out to rescue
the fail i.i Mountt d on a

: goal and allnc.l to the teeth they

i K lost in the' forest

and wander upon a pirate stronghold. Once
more on the rail and more by good luck than

blunder upon the haunted

thi girl from being
Love hits

solve tie

Two fir 1 1, i and they
cations

h( Errant leave much to i

by th'tn-

RUSHINd Bl SI I

stull) ;

trton) . Tough i Frank Han-

and Jabbe, having come Into
ti in a

. Kamlning and de-

They dei Ide that

I

Quickly makii.c. I. in, with the

only to

hagrin that the st rugu'llng
i nig not in buy h .

pay their poll I. gal limit ea-

rn. ii. I. ii i:

thej fuel W'hlli I

seh with elllng ii. w h.n to all tit

. i

• H ai .1

RYAN6558
ihc charming (

PATENTS
Manufacturers want me to send them pat-

drawing and description of your invention
and I will give you an honest report as to
securing a patent and whether I can assist
you in selling the patent. Highest refer-
ences. Established 25 years. Personal at-
tention in all cases. WM. N. MOORE, Loan
and Trust Building, Washington, D. C.

the hat

wr, . I

nth

ALL THE PLAYERS
of prominence in any sized picture can be

furnished instantly—WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a popular

player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

ceipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES

Size 22x28 inches, 75 cents each. Every
prominent player.

FACSIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all sizes,

from $8 to $25 framed. Quotations sub-
mitted on any size, framea or unframed.

THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS. JJ.SO

PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.

The indispensable article for your mailing

PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8x10, of all the
prominent players, 600 different names,

LARGE PICTURES, HAND COLORED,
size 11 x 14, all the prominent players. $100
per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.

GRAVTJRE FOLDER, containing pic-

tures of the prominent players, including

Stars from the Stan.-. $10.00 per thousand.

ITS of every prom-
inent player,

KRAUS MFG. CO.
et, NEW YORK
Her Building

>vcr 600 players and

giving details of your

send you a remedy

220 West 42nd

12th Floor

ESSANAY.
THE THREE Si

man i
; I.;

i Thomas-

Lynch, a gentleman crook, find- I

of living : rom the
:us that

Dr. Strong ha> , .

tremely rare book. Norman
in love with II.

Lynch meets her too, and mal
The thief tricks the doctor into leaving his
study and then, dii Norman
and Helen liud hi

robber and is felled. He rash.;, out of the
house and hires a taxi to trail the fug

a lonely road he ic-
on the driver's face when- be cut him in the
first grapple. They resume- their fight. The
auto strike

to finish him wltl
Dr. Strong his daughter and the police

slave-driver, wh<
the jump and Increased tie output He
handy that the directors declared him

.self to

Prosperity, his daughter K.
carry his dinner became know:, in 1.

wagon load of kale, daughtc
a vine-clad Hudson.
There she became Kath-H-Y-.V St..

the mill town won • went to
Europe with a chaperon «!
day-. Tt •

einbeii- and picked out as manly
ever borrowed men
about once a mouth the Marke. -hows up to
mak.- a -wee] touch and remind- h. i

her vulgar relatio-

ne!

WORTH WHILE iThre.
The caal : -lack Thomas c 1

t'Ltueritei c'lavton I ; Philip
nek Calhoun): Randolph Murray

With death near Philip Cole Bends for Jack
Thomas, a young broker

Mm to care for hi- little

to his tru.-t and hi

Kl-a Thomas. She i- in love with him. Ran-
dolph Murray, a middle ag.
with her. She spurns him and I

Thomas
has a woman accomplice Blip
into he i .

I"i. i.ll.. I- .'.. e ... 1

'

to .loh, i prison. The gin
Murray's office. I'ltimntch i

plot, hell .

She tricks him n
nthorities and win- a pardon for

SELIG.
SELIG-TRIBUNE NO 58 (July SK».
. i

.
.

Huston find health and
:'. .c hi. . ii .

i a,.- \ ..,!., ,

it,. I B i

.1 I. V III. 'a Ih.ii '..

The ,t In

'
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Onwentsia Country Club.
Baltimore, Md.—This city acts as host to the

many thousands of Elks who gather here for

their annual convention.
Chicago, 111.—Twenty-flve thousand racing

fans see Dodge, with Jocky Murphy up, win the

American Derby, revived after twelve years at

SELIG-TRIBUNE NO. 59 (July 24).

Matawan, N. J.—Searchers at Matawan creek,

where man-eating sharks killed two persons,

explode dynamite charges in the creek, which
brings to the surface the body of Lester Stil-

wt'll, one of the victims.

New York, N. Y.—Saving two persons at one
time from drown u nation In

swimming, form a part of the "Splash Week"
program here.

El Paso. Texas—With a temperature hover-

ing around the 100 mark, the boys of the :ilst

Michigan find work and pleasure in their daily

routine.

United Railroads platform employees to leave
their cars and go on strike.

Coney Island, N. Y.—Commanded by Mrs.
Elaine Craig, the volunteer member? -* *

Association, Walter Hagen wins by defeating
Charles Hoffmer and "Jim" Barnes.

Sing Sing, N. Y.—Sixteen hundred prisoners

Join in giving Thomas Mott Osborne a rousing
reception on his return to Sing Sing as warden
of the prison.

Berlin, Germany.—The famous wooden monu-
ment of Von Hindenburg is being rapidly trans-

formed into gold, silver and iron by the thous-
ands of nails driven into It.

THE GOLD SHIP (Three Parts—Aug. 7)>—
The cast: Captain Roscoe (Harry Mestayer) ;

John Harding (Wm. Hutchison) ; Mary Hard-
ing (Edith Johnson) ; Humpback Joe (Sidney
Smith). Wr'tten Dv James Oliver Curwood.

i Humpback Joe and his little dog from
the hands of intoxicated seamen, and he takes
Joe with him aboard ship. John Harding is the
cook of Captain Roscoe's vessel, and he has with
him his daughter, Mary, who aids her father in

his work in the cook's galley. Mary is secretly
in love with Captain Roscoe, but he thinks she
Is only a child. She seems too young to be
given the love which he feels that he can give
her.

Captain Roscoe is informed by his company
that a consignment of half a million in gold is

to be shipped on his vessel. While the gold is

r and they lay their plans for securing
i of the treasure.

At sea the crew mutiny at night. Joe, the
cripple, and Mary arouse the captain, who, after'

a struggle, is overcome, but is saved by Mary
and Joe. Mary resolves to secure rockets, send
these up and in that way call for help from any
passing ship. She takes her life in her hands
to secure them, and the cut-throats are dumb-
founded when the roar of the first rocket Is

The mutineers find it impossible to break into
Captain Roscoe's cabin so ably defended by Joe
and little Mary, and resolve to make their
escape in a boat. Half an hour later, the crew
of a passing ship board Captain Roscoe's vessel,
for they have seen the rockets. Captain Roscoe
finally recovers from the wound received, and in
his eyes little Mary is no longer a child, but a
woman to whom he gives his whole heart and

A WESTERN MASQUERADE (Aug. 12).—
The cast: Tom Bruce (Tom Mix); Vicky
Withers (Victoria Forde) ; Jim Withers (Joe
Ryan) ; Bill Stone (Sid Jordan). Written and
produced by Tom Mix.
Tom Bruce finds a thespian's life is not a

happy one, and when the theatrical company
goes on the rocks, he lands in a western town
where a school master is desired. In order
to eat three times a day, Tom teaches school
and not the least interesting of his pupils is

pretty Vicky Withers.
An uncouth rancher known as Bill Stone loves

Vicky, and when he sees that Tom Bruce and
the girl are mutually attracted, he goes to

Vicky's father. Old man Withers is a school
trustee and he causes Tom to lose his Job, and
advertises for a school ma'am. Tom's ability
as an actor comes to his rescue, and he mas-
querades as a school mistress In order to re-
main near his lady love.

Old man Withers is smitten Immediately with
the strange lady's charms. However, when he
proposes the school ma'am proves herself to be

WHEN YOU BUY -BUY QUALITY

-MIRROROID-
IS SURELY -TRULY -THE SCREEN

OF NO REGRETS

The only screen that is sold under a

five-year guarantee not to turn in

color, crack or peel.

The onlyscreen that eliminates haze,

eye strain, out-of-focus effect and
fade away at a close up or angle view.

The screen that gives you definite

results and finality—the mastery, the
leadership of perfect projection.

Made in three tints—pale gold, sil-

ver flesh and silver white. Seamless
or invisible seam formation as desired.

Get our Large, Free Samples. Test
Anyway You Desire, and Use the
Brains God Gave You.

Endorsed by over 9500 exhibitors the world
>ver. Made in the largest factory of its kind
n the world and on the market for 9 years.

THE J. H. GENTER CO.
NEWBURGH.iN. Y.

CREATIVE IDEAS
FOR

POSTERS
GOES LITHOGRAPHING CO.

CHICAGOm Broadway NEW YORK

Everybody Is Talk-

ing About
Frederick J. Ireland's Comedy

Dramatic Series

TOM & JERRY
10 Weeks—20 Reels—All Star Cast

June 26-

July 3-

-TOM & JERRY—
Bachelors—2 reels

-TOM & JERRY—
July 10—TOM & JERRY-

In the Movies—2 reels

July 17—TOM & JERRY—
In a Fog—2 reels

July 24—TOM & JERRY—
Kidnapped—2 reels

July 31—TOM & JERRY—
In the Field of Honor-Two Reels

Arrange Your Bookings Now
MADE BY

EMERALD MOTION PICTURE CO.
Released Exclusively through

A merican Si I t Corporation

Executive offices: 164 W. Washington St.,

Chicaeo
Branches in all Principal Cities

none other than Tom Bruce, and the old man
finally consents to Tom's marriage with his

daughter.

Mutual Film Corporation.
CENTAUR.

FOR HER GOOD NAME (Two parts—Aug.
12).—The cast: Belmont Blair (Crane Wil-
bur) ; Capt. Radcllfte (Harrish Ingraham) ;

l'onsonby Smythe (Frederick Montague) ; "Bil-
lie" Carrlngton (Allaire Smith) ; Mrs. Ponson-
by Smythe (Mae Gaston) ; Grace (Corinne
Unidlord). Directed by Robert B. Broadwell.
Mrs. Ponsonby Smythe is the frivolous young

wife of an elderly millionaire whom she does
not love. Mrs. Smythe's younger sister, Grace,
is a member of the family. Mrs. Smythe se-

cretly accompanies "Billie" Carrlngton, a so-

cial adventurer, to "The House of the Mask,"
a notorious gambling palace where the rich
play in secret with masked faces. Belmont
Blair, a gentleman gambler, sees and recog-
nizes Mrs. Smythe when her mask accidentally
falls from her face. Later in the evening Blair
comes to her defense when Carrlngton makes
a drunken attack upon her in a private loung-
ing room in the gambling house. In the ensu-
ing struggle Carrington is accidentally killed.

Blair gets Mrs. Smythe out of the house be-
fore the body is discovered and with his aid she
reaches home without detection.
Captain Radcliffe, a noted criminal Investi-

gator, takes the case and in a pocket of the
dead man's coat he finds a curious fan, the
property of Mrs. Smythe. When Mrs. Smythe
misses the fan, she is distraught and again
turns to Blair for help.
A costume ball is given at the Smythe coun-

try home in honor of the "coming out" of

Grace, the younger sister, and Radcliffe and
Blair are both present. Beside the fan, Rad-
cliffe has evidence in his possession which con-
vinces him Blair is the guilty man. Blair meets
Grace and the two fall in love. That night he
cleverly steals the fan from Radcliffe's room
but is seen by Radcliffe himself. To escape
Radcliffe, Blair is forced to take refuge in a
room which proves to be Grace's sleeping-room
and rather than compromise the girl by being
discovered there he leaps from a window to

the ground many feet below.
The next morning Radcliffe discovers Blair

in the act of burning the fan in a fireplace
grate. He attempts to rescue it from the fire

but Blair holds him back until the sole evi-
dence against Mrs. Smythe has been destroyed.
Radcliffe then produces his evidence against
Blair and accuses him of killing Carrington.
Blair is forced to admit his guilt and, although
it would save him to divulge the woman's name,
he remains silent. His love for the woman's
sister and his own heart prompt him to sacri-
fice himself for a woman's reputation.

SEE AMERICA FIRST NO. 46 ("Philadelphia,
Pa."—July 26).—Philadelphia, foremost among
American cities in the writing of the nation's
history, the home of Benjamin Franklin, and
the birth place of the Declaration of Independ-
ence, is the subject presented in this release.
Everything of importance in connection with
the city's early history, including famous land-
marks, carefully preserved, is shown. Philadel-
phia of to-day, with its hustling crowds, lofty
buildings, beautiful homes and drives, and

REEL LIFE NO. 18 ("How Gold is Mined in
Georgia"—July 30).—Although it is not gener-
ally known, Georgia has been a consistent pro-
ducer of gold since the days of the revolution.
While in amount no great sum has ever been
mined in any one year, yet until the discovery
of gold in California in 1848, it was the only
source of supply worthy of mention within
the confines of the United States.
Georgia even emulated the turbulent mining

Government mint was erected at Dahlonega,
Ga., In 1838. This was in operation until the
discovery of gold in California. Its site is now
occupied by the North Georgia Agricultural
College. All the processes which the ore under-
goes are shown in the pictures. Some of them
are extremely primitive and picturesque.
On the same reel are pictures of fishing on

the Jersey coast. As the sharks are now plenti-
ful, spectators will be interested In a battle
which resulted In the capture of a baby shark.
A drum fish weighing 40 pounds. Is also landed
in front of the camera. The reel is completed
by views of "Four Fingered Joe," a celebrated
southern negro who is without a peer in the art
of making palmetto leaf fans.

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION.
THE STRENGTH OF DONALD McKENZIE

(American—Five parts—Aug. 3).—The cast:
Donald McKenzie (William Russell) ; Mabel
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Condon (Charlotte Burton) ; Maynard Randall
(Harry Keenan) ; John Condon (George Ahern) ;

Pierre (John Prescott).
The story tells of the struggle of Donald Mc-

Kenzie, a guide of the North Woods and a

poet, to have his verses recognized. Condon,
a publisher, recuperating in the woods, has a
camp near Donald's. His daughter, Mabel, is

the inspiration for many of Donald's verses.

When they are completed, Donald sends his

poems to Condon under an assumed name. Con-
don is backed in his publishing business by
Maynard Randall, a wealthy idler, who is en-

gaged to Mabel.
Condon goes to the city, but is forced to re-

turn to the woods again. He brings Mabel and
Randall with him, together with the manuscript
of the unknown poet. Mabel meets Donald
again and begins to admire his great strength
which she cannot reconcile with his deep poeti-

cal nature. Randall notices the growing at-

tachment and tries to belittle Donald on every
occasion. Donald acts as guide for Mabel in

her trips through the woods. Randall, in pique.

makes advances to Mai _i clerk in the camp
His actions become odious and Donald

administers a severe thrashing to his rival.

Aided by Pierre, an enemy of Donald's, Ran-
dall plans revenge. While Mabel and Donald
are on a long trip in the mountains, Pierre
changes the guide posts and the couple are
forced to spend the night in the woods. Ran-
dall poisons the mind of Condon against Don-
ald, and when he returns he is accused of los-

ing his way to purposely compromise Mabel.
Donald informs the irate parent that they are
to be married. Randall then declares that,
unless Mabel marries him, he will withdraw
his money from the firm.

Pierre then confesses his part in the scheme,
and Condon, sure that Donald's poems will aid
him in getting his business going again, de-
nounces Randall, who tries to destroy the
manuscripts, but is prevented by Donald, who
discloses himself as the author.

CHAPLIN-MUTUAL SPECIAL.
ONE A. M. (Two parts—Aug. 7).—Charles

returns home at an early morning hour ufter
an evening of celebration, in which water *.vas

not the principal liquid consumed. After an
altercation with a taxi chauffeur over the
charge, and after numerous disastrous at-
tempts to get out of the cab, he discovers he
has left the key to the house in another pccket
and climbs into the house through a window,
upsetting a bowl of gold fish on the way. •

Charles does a series of his grotesque falls

when he steps on a rug, laid on a highly pol-
ished floor. Picking himself up, he finds him-
self with his hand in the mouth of a ferocious
tiger, while the blazing eyes of a lynx gaze at
him. The floor is covered with skins of wild
animals, and Charles imagines himself in a
jungle of ferocious beasts, for the walls are
adorned with trophies of the chase and .-tuffed

employed by the
i another during
the beasts, which

he feels are pursuing him, for no matter where
he turns he is confronted by some denl'.en of
the Jungle. Finally, he spies a decanter on a
table, which has a revolving top. Whenever he
tries to reach the bottle the table revolves
until he finally sinks exhausted to the floor
and the bottle stops in front of him.

Charles takes a final drink before retiring
and encounters more difficulties when he tries
to ascend the stairs. His feet become entangled
In the carpet, and while he is able to negotiate
part of the Journey, he Invariably tumbles to
the bottom. Seeing an alpine costume, he dons
it, and employing a hall tree for a ladder suc-
ceeds in reaching the upper floor. In his bed-
room Is a folding bed, the mechanism of which
Is too much for Charles, who retires for the
night In the bathtub with a bath mat for
covering.

VOGUE.
PAINLESS EXTRACTING (Aug. 1).—The

cast: A couple of burnt (Rube Miller and Owen
Evans); The dentist (Ward McAllister); His
wife (Lillian Hamilton).
Rube and Evans, a couple of tramps, see a

man and a woman seated on a bench in the
park, nnd as they are short of money, they di
clde to let the man make up thai .1

They rob tho man. Later they meet a girl with
whom thoy flirt, and while they are trying to
cut each other out with tho girl, a policeman
appeart. They both gel Dorvoui and
A flirtatious dentist bat a large pra i

it a sign outside of the I

Hi' •! »• 10, then cm- |l

invites a girl patient to go out with him. As
thoy aro ready to BO, Rube and Kvans come
along and soe the sign Both go In to gal the

his lands It. The tlt-ni i nnd the gtrl
go out leaving the place In
Untie and Kvans' then proceed to rob the

decides I
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patients, while they are busy robbing one. the
girl of the park enters the private office. Again
they both try to make a fuss over her. She
informs them that she is the wife of the ab-
sent dentist.

In the meanwhile, the husband of the girl
that the dentist is out with, sees his wife and
the dentist, bawls out the dentist who hurries
away and returns to the office. There he sees
Rube and Evans trying to hug his wife. This
is too much, so he pulls his trusty revolver from
his pocket and starts shooting. Rube and
Evans start to run from one room to another.
Each of the patients whom they have robbed
discover their loss and return, arriving in time
to block them at the different exits. They
finally get away and while they are dividing up
their ill gotten gains, they discover that they
have seated themselves at the side of a sleep-
ing policeman. He awakens, only to be caught
by the dentist and pursuing patients. After
being roughly handled, the policeman enters
and gives the plunder to the patients, and
everything is once again all right, with the
exception that the run of hard luck has driven
both Rube and Evans crazy.

LOST AND FOUND (Aug. 6).—The cast:
The Man from Nowhere (Rube Miller) ; From
the Same Place (Ben Turpin) ; The Girl (Lil-
lian Hamilton). Written and directed by Rube
Miller.
Two crooks see Rube and Ben who have just

arrived in town with a bag of money. The
crooks follow them and steal their bag, taking
it with them to their rendezvous. The rubes
are unable to locate the crooks, and finally land
in a park bemoaning their loss. While in the
park they read an advertisement for shoe cletks.
They apply for the positions, and are em-
ployed. Rube is given the men's department
and Ben the women's. Ben complains to the
manager, demands the women's side, but is

refused.
A girl whom they had met in the park hap-

pens along, and comes in to purchase a pair
of shoes. Ben insists upon waiting on her,
and Rube, refusing to let him, starts an argu-
ment, while the girl intercedes. The girl's

sweetheart comes into the store and recog-
nizes Rube and Ben as the two men he saw
making love to his girl in the park. Think-
ing they are now trying to make love, he be-
comes angry and starts an argument.
The manager, hearing the uproar, comes in

in time to see them start a fight which tears
up his store. He goes for the police and re-
turns with three large officers who mix up in
the fighting. Unable to win against is.

Ben and Rube flee, and a chase ensues. The
chase leads Rube and Ben to a bar-room, where
they discover the two crooks with their bag of
money. They seize the bag and star:
gle. Meantime, the manager of the shoe store,
lover and girl reach the exterior of the -aloon ;

Rube and Ben are thrown against the brick
wall, going through upon their pursuers ntuidst
a falling of bricks and dust.

AMERICAN.
THE DREAMER (Two Tarts—July 31).—The

cast: Betsy (Lizette Thorne) ; Ezra Caldwell
(Frank Thompson) ; Martha, his daughter
(Louise Lester) ; Roland Delaney (Edward Cox-
" Sim (John Gough) ; George Caldwell

i half wit, who an w

aidwell i*. reputed to
i very mean man. Hi

mil hopes lor her relea-e from old Ezra's abuse
and throuKh these dreams run reeoll, .

. - long i>aM. She remembers the first
time she came to the farm with hei
though old Bare waa with them even at that
time and bU sod *

• .1 boy of
whom Itets) \\a mortally afraid

Roland Delan.y. elubman and w. althv idler,
lives alone in the city. Receiving an invitation

country, IVInney motor* down At

road ai .!

- only as
another all

turn. Bhi

ihinu Unreal

enlnn with i

I
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terature her small library
s more than surprised to find ti

te upon the
other puzzle

Hilly tor daring i

-tips in ami t

I or B( tsy : 1 sho'i
Another

. . lor lur and proposes
riage.

George anil Rzra determine to for..
He and old Ezra then look her in hoi
threaten her with .

. m, in inl-

and de-
mands to see lletsy. Kzra and treorge tell him
she has gone, bu! he refuses to believe them.
He confronts them with the facts he ha
and accuses them of having practically stolen
the farm and kept it from Betsy all these
years. I! h the bouse despite
their opposition and a light follows, al

of which both Kzra and George are left locked
in the kitchen while Delaney goes through the
rest of tlu- house. Upstairs I

and carries her away with him. On the way
she tells hem what she has been through, and
finishes with the statement that 'she would lots
rather marry a poor man like him than marry
George with all his money." Delaney says
nothing.

In front of Delnney's palatial city home he
stops the car a "rent car" as he has explained
it to Betsy. She. tired out with all that has
passed, lbs back in her scat sound asleep. He
picks her up and carries her into ib

She awakens as she lies upon the comb in the

drawing room. Delaney explains the my.-tery
as they are eating supper: also the deception
he has praetie. d. lb explains further that she
is the r

then- way
Caldwell's farm.
5W, and. if she

poor city chap,
: to

58—with him in them both.

rreii Ellsworth I : II th. his daughter
Ftosson) ; Harvey Mortimer lAshton

Dearholt).
Sandy, a cowboy, has saved up $2. (MM), and

when he reads the alluring inducements of a
mining company be exchanges his hard-earned
money for worthless mining slock. He tells

the other boys about it. and when it is finally
I upon him that the stock is utterly

worthless, the boys have the laugh

rides off into the night.
Henry Botsford is a mining promoter, and

the man who sold Sandy his sleek. He has a
daughter, IVth. Harvey Mortimer, a wealthy
' "

. has long been a suitor for Beth, but she

he will be able to
obtain loans from him, he insists i

consent to an engagement. Beth refuses.
Leaving his horse to obtain a drink of water,

Sandy climbs down a small embankment and
stumbles across a skeleton of a man. By it

he discovers a small chamois bag, which con-
tains some gold ihese to
town, he finds that they are of considerable

.11 idea of revenge comes to Sandy
and, exchanging some of the nuggets for cur-

rides off to the town where Botsford

Meantime. Beth decides that sin-

have any peace at home, since her father is

always insisting that she marry Mortimer, and,
writing a note to her father to the effect that
she Is going out in the world to make her own

'mining town

.

brings him into an old cabin, and San
him a proposition. He tells Botsford that he
has some mining stock for sale and shov_ ...

: certificates that he bought from him.him.
Botsford refuses to consider buying them back,
and Sandy locks him in the cabin and tells

• he is going to give him plenty of time

s that thi :

to IVIan (his Helaucy wills

making

and beats him I

back to him,

enmity. As Delamy takes Sim away he tells

ti

and that it is the property of Betsy.

return. Sim tells George that he "will tix them
and Betsy will send them away from her farm."

peats this threat to Ezra and he is

Delaney is in the city im
alion and tracing hack old records of the
county '

have on
ml; all they can to make life

i the
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in r. Mi bad in \,-i I.. ,,, mui u ol a hand at
making low. but h ,nid tliat

night told Hctli that some daj she was going
to many him. While oui in the old cabin,
Botsford, terrified by strait

.'-!. i'|i on lb. tabl. . With the
morning. Sandy again puts bis proposition to

allll till.' 11111. • I'."

hi many bun be h goingIlia I II

to marry her anyhow, l'i. king her up be i

lies her to the .lusiii-.' ..i ;:

thai Sandy ought to make a
good husband, and ih.\ an- mai ried. It sud-

. still at
the old cabin, and will. 1',,'tb he goi
give him his freedom. Opening the .1".

lord storms out—and discovers that the man
ivbo has belli him captive i- now bis son-in-law.

BEAUTY.
DAREDEVILS AND DANGER (Aug. 2).—

Ail Howell I John She, ban i
; .Madge

ilalluway i
: Jenks ( John St. pplingl ;

The
I Al Thomi
it.il Stai. s h'ovcinmoiit bad conl.iT. .1

Howell the honor ol improving
had Juel

vented. Madge Dare and her brother, Jack,
lived next door to Alt. Jack was soiniwhat of
an athlete and was practieing the international
game of baseball winn Madge called Art's at-
tention and invited him over to her place. Art
promised to come over and demonstrate the

invention^ Then Jenks, Arts valet.

nidair, the foreigner
blueprints wine

.1 through

leii'-e to a ball park landing ' an. r a leap of
I'nrty feel. The jar disconnected the gas in
some way and there was a terrific explosion.
When the smoke cleared away, those who had
come to see a ball game saw a wonderful light

ise, tipped off

i fleeing form
"Self-aiming-

JI'ST AS HE THOUGHT (Aug. 6).—The
cast: Al Cohall (Orral Humphrey I; his wife
Liza (Dixie Stuart I ; Mrs. Hanks I Jo Taylor I

:

father Rash r I Jo. Massey I.

Al Cohall is blessed with a wife who rules
him by the moth. r-in-. law method. Mrs. hanks
calls daily and renders every room in the house
a bedlam by her uhii|uiinu- presiuce. In de-

crowns his sorrows in drink. A re-
vival meeting, announced by Father Raster, is

hailed by Al's relatives as a sure cm
nature.

lie is enticed to a meeting, but disgraces him-
self and his family. father Raster tells them
thai the end of the world is at band,
at the warning, but when Int. r be -teals around

newly arrived cases to take a drink
narked iii great big letters

). Ii.." his fears are aroused and he rushes
the depot to spread the news to Rather

"
'

. He dashes to them with
of which the preacher Is
it..' 1 '" ,1

of the end of the

M^
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when t lit- .ii.l conies, unci in ii. il a march on
tl).' Other
awnii lus doom. Mr lulls asln'ii. A tramp
crawls into the lower end ol the -lack to sleep.

to put out In
i

i.

that the -tack taki s In. I I.

all gather around the blazing stack,
which Al awakens at last,

with thi exclamation: "In hell, just as I

thought." While :, burning
ii clouds, Al strikes a dra-

matic attitude and swears Never Again."

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
THE SECRET OK THE SUBMARINE,

L2 : wo Parti Aug, J r. While Cleo
is waiting for the happy day which will unite
her tu Lieutenant Hope, the latter receives a
letter i rum Inez Maehin. begging him to mart;,

her to protect her honor, because she had been
night in a cabin with him

when lost in the woods some months before,
at once and,
, relates the

which he was altogether
Cleo agrees with him that the hon-

orable course is for him to give up Cleo and
marry Inez. Immediately thereafter, Hope is

summoned to Washington and departs.
Hook grows dramatic when informed by Cleo

of the termination ol he r engagement to Hope
and threatens to force Hope to answer. Cleo

nun that Mop. is not to blame and
Hook finds cheaper quarters for Cleo, as econ-

On arrival in

learns that he has been left

by the late Mark Edmund, whose life

he had saved on a railroad trestle. He later
visits Inez, and faking her . leary understand
that his heart is given to another, but he agrees
to marry In r to save her reputation.

In the meantime, while Hope is in Washing-
and Hook undergo all the privations

of poverty. Cleo cannol find work because of
her Inexperience, and Hook le handicapped by
his crippled hand. One by one Hook parts with

to raise money. M
.awning anything

of hers by Insistenly maintaining bis ability to
Motion and Olga and

ite efforts to

1 where Olga and
still staying and while the festi-

i. the party,
but just

' swoop

Morton

I Olga

down and eapl ur« t
'

backs of horses and carried off to the bandits'
den in the mountains.
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traffic. The "V
Cape Cod

San Francisco, Cal.

—

'Listen to Hi

the Big Brass Hand." Annual parad

^ trapshooting tournament. Won by clar-
ence Pratt. Score: !iT out of Hhi shots. Sub-^
title: John Philip riousa, famous band
New York City.— lilackwell's Island prisoners

are hosts to Warden Murtha. First aoi
of reform methods in citv prison is celebrated.
Subtitles: Left: WanUn Martha, Right : Com-

JERRYS CELEBRATION i Aug. lie—The
butler (George

George); chlel (Gordon MacGregor) ; 1st brave
(Joseph Vou.Meterl ; lid brave (Arthur Mund) ;

3d brave (Ray Lincoln); 4th brave (Harry
Jackson I ; 1st policeman I Jefferson Osborne);
2d policeman (Bob Kenyon); father i Louis
FitzRoyi; mother (Janet Sully); daughter
(Claire Alexander). Directed by .Milton H.
Fahrney.

tarts out to celebrate the Fourth. He
i by blowing up a stand of fireworks

after he has appropriated a number ol giant
to himself. Pursued by the proprietor

of the stand, Jerry seeks refuge in the park.
lie conies across a policeman slumbering on a
bench and rudely awakens the guardian of the
law by exploding one of the big Brt

follows and Jerry almost runs into
the police station. A small runabout
his attention and as an angry s.|uad of police
close in on him he leaps into the automobile
and speeds away.

Arriving at bis sweetheart's horn,
pride in describing bis new automobile, but
when the father sees it he orders J<

s for a spin in the country and comes
across a settlement of Indians. A happy
thought comes to him to sell the machine to
the chief and with the money buy a better car
so as to win over the consent of tin parent of
his sweetheart. The chief pays a fabulous
stun for the car.

In the meantime the entire police force turns
out to find .lent , v ,, r him
talking with the Indians. In the mix-up Jerry

nd steals the auto. The police and
Indians tight over the ownership of the small
car. the former finally starting off with it
with the redskins in hot pursuit. Jerry is
overtaken as he enters his sweetheart's home.
The Indians have flocked about the house and
a battle is in progress between the police and
the angry warriors. Jerry pretend-
been shot and drops at the feet of the father.
Tin- girl is heartbroken until Jerry winks at
her. Jerry is unable to carry his ruse out
and he is observed by the officers. The house
is in an uproar but Jerry at last leaps from
the top Moor of the building to th.
runs to the st re. t and sp, , ,1- awav
car. The Indian
their chief bought, and th. -

having the entire police department d

Pathe Exchange Inc.
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made up i.i
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On the way home Ralph and his wife are hit
by a train, Ralph coming off unhurt, but Mar-
jorie sustaining disfiguring injuries. Her
chances as a catch" gone, she is neglected by
her parents. Her beauty gone, she is deserted
by her husband. And John Burton has another
drop of the cynic mixed in his nature.

A MATRIMONIAL MIX-UP— (Muttenthal—
July :;i i— Heinie and Louie are commissioned
to kidnap a fair dame whose father is about
to have her married to some anaemic count
against her will. For this job the 'ansom
'ero iters them one thousand dollars. They
pull the triek and demand the thousand, upon
which the elopers bind them, change clothes
with them and rush off. Hienie and Louie are
found by irate papa, who thinks them the run-
away and they are hauled off to the station
house, where the big disclosure stuff is worked.

LOSING WEIGHT—(Pathe—July 31—Gold-
berg Cartoon).—The following inserts taken
from the picture itself will give some idea of

r to buy her a light lunch"
a poor shrimp on looking at his well-upnolstered
gi n. "Fatima decides to reduce. She follows
Lillian Russell's example to roll it off. Doctor
Grabcoin. the great beef specialist, recommends
hot noodle soup baths for reducing and she
takes the doctor's advice." There are a num-
ber of other cartoons before the subject is ended.

SOME TROPICAL BIRDS—(Pathe—On the
same reel as foregoing).—A description of this

film will be published in a later issue.

The film shows the details of the in-

spection prospective Americans have to under-
go before they may pass Ellis Island, New

WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 14.—"The Irony of

Justice —(Arrow—Two Parts—August 7).—As
a bov, Tom Morrisey is accused of skylarking
and has his name put on the police blotter. In
later years, when it will

spite of certain
way. he is arraigne
attorney ~

i the interests and
i out of the

I before a crooked di^tri't

pcttv charge, and his "past
up. He is sent away. Later

when he comes out he makes an attempt to

save his sister's honor from his old-time enemy,
is again arrested and sent away for a long term.

THE GRIP OF EVIL NO. 4—"The Looters."

—

(Balboa—Two Parts—August 7).—John Burton
Is persuaded to be a mayoralty candidate on a

so-called reform ticket by a crooked political

hunch, in whose hands he will be soft stuff. He
comes to a realization of the characters of the

men with whom he is associated when he has
to beat one of them to rescue a girl from his

attentions." He is double-crossed by this man,
loses the election, and in the events that fol-

strongly than c

humanity is in the grip of evil.
r convinced that

Harold Lloyd is known,

takes his wife and child to the beach, there
to disport himself. His wife can't see that
stuff though and sets him to mind the naby.
There's another little family there, name!',
Snub and his wife. Also some girls. Luke for-~—~ about the baby in observing the girls, with
the usual disastrous result 1 himself.

JUMPING ANALYZED— (Pathe—On the same
reel as the foregoing).— ±ae detailed ac-
tion of the various muscles of the body form
the subject of this interesting split-reel. The
successive stages of human movements are too
rapid for the naked eye to perceive in detail.
By first showing ordinary motion pictures vt
an action and then showing pictures taken with
the Pathe Ultra-rapid camera the movement*
missed by the eye can readily be observed.

PATHE NEWS NO. 59 (July 22).
New York City.—Golf is fast becoming a

National pastime and Van Cortland Park Is

the scene of many an interesting game. Sub-
titles—Even children have taken to what used
to be an "old man's game."

Branchville. Conn.—Hundreds of poor, under-
fed children from congested city districts are
given an opportunity to regain normal strength
and health on free Fresh Air Farms. Subtitle

—

The water holds the most attractions for the
kiddies.

Belmont, N. C.—Railroad bridges are wrecked
and many lives lost when the Catawba River
rises forty feet and inundates many miles of
fertile country.
Film Fashions.—Miss Jackie Saunders, fam-

ous as the "Maude Adams of the Screen,"
gowned as she will appear in the great Pathe
master plot, "The Grip of Evil."

El Paso. Texas.—Boys of Massachusetts Field
Hospital Corps make it a rule to initiate every
new member of the company. Subtitle—Re-
gardless of their own privations, the mascot of
this unit is well provided for.

Evesham, England.—Women are now em-
ployed in the famous truck gardens of this dis-

trict growing vegetables for the army of Britain.
London, England.—Hundred of blooms are

thrown into the carriage of Queen Alexandria
as Rose Day is celebrated.

Chicago, 111.—The revival of racing at the
Hawthorne Track is celebrated by thirty thous-
and enthusiastic turf followers who turn out to
see "Dodge," the Latonlan Champion, capture
the American Derby. Subtitles—They're off

!

Dodge wins the laurels from many noted entries.
Portsmouth, England.—Jack at play while on

furlough indulges i

sports. Subtitle

—

h

New York City.—The great advance tn Ameri-
can shipbuilding is seen when the 260-foot
steamship, George E. Warren, is cut in two by
oxy-acetylene flame and a 50-foot section in-
serted. Subtitles—The steel ribs are then put
in place, on which the plates are riveted. The
completed boat is 310 feet long.

tends from land to sea, and many Naval Militia
Corps receive instruction on Uncle Sam's ships.
Subtitle.—The warships loaned by the Navy
take the men out for real practice on the high

PATHE NEWS, NO. CO (July 20).
San Antonio, Texas.—Ladies of the Ameri-

can Red Cross Society present the national
colors to the United States troops at Fort Sam
Houston. Subtitles : The soldiers pass in re-
view before General Funston and his staff,
proudly bearing their new colors. With drums
heating and files playing they start on one of
their daily ten-mile hikes.

New York City.—With all of the four hundred
pleasure seekers safely removed, the large ex-

l boat Keyport sinks off the Battery wall

. iratory to raising the vessel. After being
rai-ed. the boat Is taken away, cradled between
two wrecking tugs.

The North Sea.—Tireless guardians of the
deei>. the Allied warships roam the waters of

North Sea, ever on the lookout for enemy
times the little torpedoships. Subtitle:

boats are sent to scout close to the foe's
try to catch a glimpse of the German battle
fleet.

Hilton, N. Y.—Progressive farmers of the Em-
pire State gather at the Monroe County Fair
to witness a demonstration of the latest tractor
plows. Subtitle : Horticultural experts give an
exhibition of dusting fruit trees to prevent
leaf curling.

Etampes, France.—General Joffre, head of the
meat allied offensive that is sweeping back the
German lines; reviews a detachment of French
infantry before it passes on to the great battle.
Subtitle: A short halt in one of the picturesque
fields of France as yet untouched by the ravages
of war.

Ysleta, Texas.—National Guardsmen stationed
near the border clear away the cactus and weeds
around their camp sites to insure sanitary con-
ditions. Subtitles : Every soldier is innoculated
with typhoid serum. Two thousand men of one
regiment attend field mass and kneel in prayer

; of their country.
" —A hot day in the great met-

?arby beaches

for the s .__

New York City.-
ropolis and thousands flock (

and open pools to enjoy the exhilarating effects
of the cool breezes. Subtitles : Alas for the
corpulent ones, who must employ unusual means
to keep up with the times. The polar bears at
the Zoo are kept in a frigid atmosphere while
Hattie, the elephant, takes matters "into her

hands." That dainty summer i

cream, nas more than one devotee. It's nice
and cool under these .

Wandsworth, England—Recovered wounded
soldiers and their nurses forget the terrors of
the sick room as they engage in friendly sports.
Subtitle: Pillow fighting is one of the favorite
pastimes.

Riddle, Oregon.—Sport in the Immense pine
forests of Oregon reigns supreme as huntsmen
set out to catrh wild game for a venison barbe-
cue. Subtitles : The best of the day's round-
up is proudly exhibited. The venison is then
roasted on the ground and served to the crowds
that gather whose appetites have been sharp-
ened by the savory odor.

When Business Falls Off Consult a Projection
Engineer For Money Making Remedies

We Are Projection Engineers
And Are Pleased to Furnish You With Suggestions for the

Betterment of Projection.

TELL US YOUR TROUBLES NOW
Have You Tried Our Piteco Lenses?

Let Us Show You How Valuable They Are to You,
Mr. Exhibitor.

NATIONAL AND ELECTRA CARBONS

PITECO CARBON ECONOMIZERS, EACH 75c

Better Than the Best.

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.
1604 BROADWAY, at 49th Street

PROJECTION ENGINEERS

NEW YORK
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
CAMERAMAN furnished with outfits for all

classes of work. Local pictures, industrial, edu-
cational or studio. Universal Camera Co., 1007
Times Bldg., N. Y. City.

EXPERT manager and booker, ten years of

successes. Only first-class theaters considered
Expert, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

PICTURE MANAGER—Man of character,
ability, six years' experience. At liberty Aug-
ust 15th. Thorough knowledge every detail of

business. Age 27. Salary reasonable. W.
Milner, Ocean City, N. J.

FIRST-CLASS OPERATOR—Wants steady po-
sition, married, sober, reliable. Projection
guaranteed any machine. State all particulars.
Address Operator, 503 N. Randolph, Champaign,
111.

Weekly. Energetic, care Ray, 326 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. City.

INDUSTRIAL moving pictures of factories
oj where. Indus-

trial Moving Picture Co., 5"!) Real Estate Trust
Bldg., Phila., Pa.

CAMERAMAN with Bell & Howell latest de-
sign camera and battery of lenses, best equip-
ment money can buy. Can do any kind of mo-
tion picture work with this outfit. Will accept
temporary or permnnet work and go aywhere.
A. B . 2940 Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J. Phone

position in or out of New York. A-l picture
player. Reference furnished. Age, 25. Hubert
Muck, 02 West 38th St., N. Y. City.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR (piano) at liberty for
ind vaudeville. Good library. Mem-

P. U., N. Y. City. Chas. R.
Hirst, 14 Grant Ave., Amsterdam, N. Y.

MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR wants situa-
tion. Young man, sober habits, European ex-

Rudolph Nickel, 3035 Washington
Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
FALSE ARIfTOCRACY—Southern injustice.

'The Awakening of a Race." Reply to the
"Birth of a Nation" is now in preparation. Will
appear as a work of fiction as well as a motion
picture. For information ask your Minister.

THEATERS WANTED.
WANTED—To rent or buy a moving picture

theater in New York State in town of 2,000 to
'.'(MUMP preferred. Must stand rigid Investiga-
tion. Address Harry (,'i« bert, 221 Division St.,

A. list, rdaio. N. V.

CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical
successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of
one million dollars' worth annually, sales, ex-
changes and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker. Established 1896. Offices, 578-80 19111-

cott 8q.. Buffalo. N. Y.

THEATERS FOR SALE OR RENT
FOR SALE—Two moving picture theaters and

alrdome in town of 1,000; no competition; cash
$5,000. Address II., care M. P. World, N. Y.
City.

SPLENDID CHANCE to purchase a brand

Now In operation. Free & Drannigan, Tarry-
town, N. Y.

MOVING PICTURE THEATER—500 seats,
for sale. Owner must give

up business on account of Illness. $3,000. Ad-
' -'".. Lib. rty, N. Y.

A NINETY FIVE thousand dollar moving
picture tlleilt. r 1.

nborhood of Buffalo, flreproc
house has

1 ,h rears, a profit of
nearly one hundred thousand dollars

Mil.
I |

•_'.-, CounlV , :>1 K,,| lull I

•write. Roach and Sullivan. '

FOR SALE—An \

ing motion pictures and stock and road
Good reason for selling. Must sell at once.
Don't waste stamps if you don't mean business.
Address S. M., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

RECEIVER'S SALE—Upon order of Court,
Harry A. Dunn, Receiver, will sell, at public
sale, The Plaza theater. In Sandusky, Erie
County, Ohio, on the oth of September, 1016,
sale being held at the theater. The lot has a
frontage of 44.81 feet and a depth of 133.06
feet. The building is a handsome new, three-
story brick structure, with attractive lobby and

y, 21-foot stage opening, dressin„
and a seating capacity of about 700; is fireproof,
beautifully finished and has all modern appli-
ances. This property will be sold for not less
than $26,066.67 without the seats. All bidders
are required to deposit with the Receiver a
check upon some solvent bank in Erie County,
Ohio, in an amount not less than $1,000, to be
forfeited in the event of failure to consummate
the purchase upon approval and confirmation of
the sale by the Court. For further information
write the Receiver.

town. I have t,

reasonable. Answer quick. Jas. J. Smith, IJl'

No. High St., Columbus, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
DON'T buy a new screen. Don't buy a new

machine. Install "Amberlux" Lens Filters,
and I guarantee your business will increase.
Price, including business-getting advertising
slide, $3.50 prepaid. W. D. Warner, Wyandotte
Bldg., Columbus, O.

LARGE STOCK of used moving picture ma-
chines—all kir.ds—also opera and folding chairs
at about half regular price ; all goods guaran-
teed in first-class condition, shipped subject to
Inspection. Lears Theater supply Co., 509
Chestnut St.. St. Louis. Mo.

FOR SALF^—Slightly-used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed perfect and good as new at reason-
able prices. Second-hand Motiograph in good
jonditlon, cheap. Room 206, 1482 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

3,000 OPERA CHAIRS steel and cast frames
60c. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Four asbestos booths, several machines.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

BARGAINS slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motiograph machines. Lowest prices

—

fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.

LITHOGRAPHED streamer banners 10 ft. by
32 In., on all Paramount, Triangle, World,
Metro, Fox and others. 30c. each, beautiful
designs. National Poster Co., 145 W. 45th St.,

N. Y. City.

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC light plant
Used about four months. Will sac-

rtflce. II. Jedel, 200 West 112th St., N. Y. City.

TOR SALE—One 145 ampere, 110 volt, direct
current generator direct connected to 35 H. P.
gas engine with block slate switchboard with

also one 120 ampere, 110
volt, direct current generate
gas engine complete with marble switchboards

truments. Hoth of -

moving picture show outfits Atmc
Bucyrus I.. Bucyrus, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Slightly-used Simplex with mo-
tor, 500 cbaii

Mam Sf
.

New Rochello, N V.

d 50c up.
iioo portable as-

w. 65r. each. Alr-

ehairs an. for cata-
logs with dlrecl ii lorv pi

Co . 10 Da •
I

ondltton,
lue plush. Cheap,

CAMERAS FOR SALE.
[BRAS and tripods

.,,,., ....
.,

OCR NEW MODEL No. 4 Pittman profes-
sional camera, automatic dissolve, automatic
take up, both directions, 400 ft. magazines. The
most up-to-date camera on the market. R. W.
Pittman Co., 394 Canal St., N. Y. City.

Prestwich, $175. F :3.5 lenses on all. Tripods,
$20 to $50. Ray, 326 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS—Pathe and Moy
for studio and outdoor. Tripods, magazines,
lenses, finders. Several more special mechan-
isms, spare parts, etc. Write your wants, All
cameras guaranteed. Chas. R. Svinning, 1411
East 72nd St., Chicago, 111.

FILMS WANTED. •

Des Moines. la.

WANTED—Three to six-reel features popular
subjects. Also two-reel Chaplins. Must be in
good condition and have paper, for use small
towns, must be cheap. Address Box 530, Wil-
mington, N. C.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate

with me, second-hand American pictures at Eu-
ropean prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45th

condition, posters for all subjects. Also Chaplin
single reels. Select Film Service. 145 West
45th St.. N. Y. City.

WE SPECIALIZE IN USED EDUCATIONAL.
INDUSTRIAL, SCIENTIFIC AND SCENIC
FILMS. GOOD SUBJECTS AT 1%C PER FOOT
AND UP. WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT.
SEND FOR OUR LISTS AND TERMS. NEW
YORK FILM LABORATORIES, FILM SALES
DEPT. 145 WEST 45TH ST.. N. Y. CITY.
500 AMERICAN MAKE— Single reels consist-

ing of dramas, westerns and comedies. No
posters at $3.00 per reel. Cash with order.
Full reels. Try two or three and be convinced
of the condition. Federal Feature Film Co.,
119 E. 23d St., N. Y. City.

PAUL J. KAINEYS African Hunt (six reels!,
splendid condition, with plenty of mounted 24-8-
3-1 sheets. heralds; also plates for

Will se" '-

e Film Ct
Ohio.

KRITERION SUBJECTS, one and two reels.
will sell in any quantities or as a whole; all in
good condition, with plenty of mounted and un-
mounted posters, oues, threes, sixes and photos ;*—

~ reel subjects; bar-

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR
SALE.

FOR SALE—Wurlltzer theater orchestra,
style "G" double tracker frame. Perfect con-
dition guaranteed. 50 rolls latest music with
sale. Instrument only In use six months. Ab-
solutely good as new. Belvedere Theater, Lynch-
burg, Va.

M B Wurlit/er theater orchestra, style
rfect condition guaranteed.

Colonial Theater, Trail-', r Station, w,
lioken, N. J.

MISCELLANEOUS.
M\KK your theater pay better We produce

photopi.n „nd pack
your Hi, \ v city.

AMATEURS— Lot us do your developing and
printing workman-
ship right. Standard Motion Picture

go, ill.

SYNOP

uthera Injustice.

"Mirth ol .

motion
picture. For Information ai i

The "M. P. World" carries n • than nil other trade papers combined Win I
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The BEST PICTURES backed by the BEST PROJECTION
May cost "Good Money" but is the most Profitable Investment the Exhibitor can make.

It means BIG HOUSES and SUCCESS. YOU know where to find the Right Pictures. We can supply
the Right Projection.

The Only Projector that received the Highest Award at Two International Expositions, 1915.

GRAND PRIZE GOLD MEDAL
PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL PANAMA-CALIFORNIA

EXPOSITION EXPOSITION
Send for Catalog "A"

THE PRECISION MACHINE CO., Inc., 317 East 34th St., New York, N. Y.

Past Performances
In the Truly Remarkable Motion Picture Industry Are of Complete

Re

BOUND
VOLUMES OF THE

MOVING PIC-

TURE WORLD
These books, substantially bound in Green Cloth, are an indis-

pensable aid in the conduct of any going business in film circles

to-day. They are the Ready Reference Books of the Trade.

Complete from 1912 to Date Four Volumes to Each ^ eai

SHIPPED ( MARGES COl.l.KCT I I' ON RKlT.ll'T OK $1.50 IMK VP|

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD, I 7 Madison Ave., N. Y. City
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program

General Film Company

KDLI19I OAT*.

Wednesday—Biograph, Essanay, Ka-
lem, Vim Feature Comedy.

VfcwMay—Lubtn. Sells. Vim.

TrWmr—Kalem, Knickerbocker. Vim.
VitaBTftph.

July 18—By Man's Law (Two parts—Drama)
(Biogoraph—Reissue No. 65).

July 24—A Sailor's Heart (Comedy) (Biograph
—Reissue No. 66).

July 24—A Natural Born Gambler (Two parts
—Comedy).

July 26—The Billionaire (Three parts—Com.).
(Biograph Reissue No. 67.)

July 31—Gold and Glitter (Drama) (Biograph

(Biograph—Reissue No.

Aug. 15—My Country, 'Tis of Thee (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 1G—Canimated Xooz Pictorial, No. 14

( Cartoon—Comedy )

.

Aug. 19—A Little Volunteer (Three parts—Dr.).

KALEM.
July 8—Hazards of Helen Railroad Series, No.

87, "To Save the Road" (Drama).
July 11—The Baggage Smashers (Comedy).
July 12—The Quack Quakers (Comedy).
July 14—The Wishing Ring (Comedy).
July 15—The Broken Brake (No. 88 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series
(Drama).

July 18—The Great Detective (Comedy).
July 19—A Watery Wooing (Comedy).
July 21—A Double Elopement (Comedy).
July 22—In Death's Pathway (No. 89 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series—Drama).

July 25—Ham's Whirlwind Finish (Comedy).
July 26—A Mix-Up in Art (Comedy).
July 28—The Girl and the Tenor (Comedy).
July 29—A Plunge from the Sky (No. 90 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Heart Menders (Comedy).
Aug. 4—Peaches and Ponies (Comedy).
Aug. 5—A Mystery of the Rails (No. 91 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).
ug. 8—Good Evening Judge (Comedy).

July 12—The Fable of "The Small Town Favor-
ite Who Was Ruined by Too Much
Competition" (Comedy).

July 15—The Secret of the Night (Three parts
—Drama).

July 18—The Other Man (Two parts—Drama)
(Reissue).

July 19—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of

New Orleans (Cartoon—Comedy).
—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 22—The Grouch (Three parts—Comedy -

Xo

Aug. 9—The Fatal Wedding (Three parts-
Drama—Biograph Reissue No. 71).

Aug. 14—Saved from Himself (Drama) (Bio-
graph—Reissue No. 72).

Aug. 15—A Temporary Truce (Two parts—Dr.)
(Biograph—Reissue No. 73).

BDISON.

June 6—The Stoning (Three parts—Drama)

.

June 7—Love's Labor Lost (Cartoon).
—Camping With the Black Feet

Scenic).
June 13—The Man in the Street (Three parts

—Drama).
June 14—The Charge of the Light Brigade

Drama) (Reissue).
June 20—Out of the Ruins (Three parts—Dr.).

June 21—The Pied Piper of Hamelin (Ju-
venile—Drama).

June 27—The Southerners (Three parts—Dr.).

Drama).
Aug. 11—Daisy, the Demonstrator (Comedy).
Aug. 12—Hazards of Helen Railroad Series, No.

92, "Hurled Through the Draw-
bridge" (Drama).

18
(Cartoon—Comedy).

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 29—Repentance (Three parts—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Chimney Sweep (Two parts—Dr.).

Aug. 2—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Petrograd (Cartoon).

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

Aug. 5—The War Bride of Plumville (Three
parts—Comedy-Drama).

Aug. 8—The Three Scratch Clue (Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 9—The Fable of "Books Made to Bal-

Drama).
y 8—A Terrible Tragedy (Comedy).

—The Rival Queens (Comedy),
y 10—Otto, the Sleuth (Comedy).
y 11—The Half Wit (Two parts—Drama).
y 13—Expiation (Three parts—Drama).
y 15—Hang on Cowboy (Comedy).
y 17—Otto's Vacation (Comedy),
y 20—The Rough Neck (Three parts—Dr.).
y 22—Americans After All (Comedy).

n the Hour of Disaster (Three parts—Drama).
y 29—It Happened in Pikersville (Com.),
y 31—Otto the Gardener (Comedy).
g. 1—The Price of Dishonor (Two parts

—

Drama).
g. 8—Their Mother (Two parts—Drama).

July 10—The Selig-Tribune, No. 55, 1916 (Top.).
July 13—The Sellg-Tribune, No. 56, 1916 (Top.).
July 15—Legal Advice (Comedy).
July 17—Selig-Tribune, No. 57, 1916 (Topical).
July 17—The Private Banker (Two parts—Dr.).
July 20—Sellg-Tribune, No. 58. 1910 (Topical).
July 22—Shooting Up the Movies (Two parts

—

Comedy).
July 24—The Conflict (Three parts—Drama).
Julv 24—The Selig-Tribune No. 59, 1916 (Top.).
July 27—The Selig-Tribune, No. 60. 1916 (Top.).
July 29—Local Color on the A-l Ranch (Two

parts—Western—Comedy )

.

July 31—The Old Man Who Tried to Grow
Young (Three parts—Drama).

July 31—The Selig-Tribune No. 61, 1916 (Top-

Aug.

-The Gold Shin (Two parts—Drama 1

.

Aug. 7—The Peliq-Tribune. Xo. r,:i. 1016 (Top-
ical).

Aug. 10—The Selig-Tribune, Xo. 64, 1916 i Top-
ical).

Aug. 12—A Western Masquerade (Western

—

Comedy).
Aug. 14—The Germ of Mystery.
Aug. 19—A Bear of a Story.

1140, 1142.)

VIM FEATURE COMEDY.
July 26—Will a Woman Tell? (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Hubby's Relatives (Comedy) .

Aug. 9—That Tired Business Man (Comedy).
Aug. 16—Their Dream House (Comedy).

VIM.

July 21—Help! Help! (Comedy).
July 27—The Heroes (Comedy).
July 28—What'll You Have? (Comedy).
Aug. 3—Human Hounds (Comedy).
Aug. 4—Wait a Minute (Comedy).
Aug. 10—Dreamy Knights (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Rushing Business (Comedy).
Aug. 17—Life Savers (Comedy).
Aug. 18—Comrades (Comedy).

VITAGRAPH.
June 24—Would You Forgive Her? (Three

parts—Drama — Broadway Star
Feature)

.

June 26—The Foxy Trotters (Comedy).
June 30—Losing Weight (Comedy).
July 1—Letitia (Three parts—Drama) (Broad-

way Star Feature).

July 3—Billle's Mother (Comedy).
—A Tour from Bergen to Bandak

(Scenic).

July 7—When It Rains It Pours (Comedy).
July 10—Wrong Beds (Comedy).
July 14—The Man from Egypt (Comedy).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts—Drama)

(Broadway Star Feature).
July 17—The Musical Barber (Comedy).—The Head Waters of the Dalalven

(Scenic).

July 21—The Fur Coat (Comedy).
July 24—A Cheap Vacation (Comedy).
July 28—A Jealous Guy (Comedy).
July 31—His Hard Job (Comedy).
Aug. 4—A Race for Life (Comedy).
Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (Three parts

—

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).
Aug. 7—Pa's Overalls (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Romance and Roughhouse (Comedy).
Aug. 14—Conductor Kate (Comedy).
Aug. 18—There and Back (Comedy).
Aug. 19—The Wandering Horde (Three parts

—

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

General Film Company Features

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.

Aug. 19—The Wandering Horde (Three parts

—

Drama).
June 3—Carew and Son (Three parti—Dr.).
June 10—A Strange Case (Three parts—Dr.).
June 17—Ashes (Three parts—Drama).
June 24—Would You Forgive Her? (Three

parts—Drama).
July 1—Letitia (Three parts—Drama).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 15—The Wandering Horde (Three parts-
Drama).

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES.
June 16—An Old Man's Folly (Three parts-

Drama).
June 18—Pay Dirt (Five parts—Drama).
June 23—The Ancient Blood (Three parts—

.„„ of I

-Drama'..
July 7—The Crooked Road (Three parts—Dr.).
July 14—The Dupe (Three parts—Drama).
July 21—Sibyl's Scenario (Three parts—Dr.).
July 28—The Sand Lark (Three parts—Dr.).
Aug. 11—The Better Woman T Three parts

—

Drama).
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WHAT IS MOKE
IMPORTANT

to you than sharp, flickerless pictures? You
are assured of such pictures by using a late

Model

Motiograph
The material used in the MOTIOGRAPH

machine is the best.

The MOTIOGRAPH is priced right for

conservative buyers. Can you ask for more ?

Price $285.00, motor drive complete. Guar-
antee for one year. You owe your patrons
for your fall opening perfect projection.

Get a MOTIOGRAPH for such results.

Write for literature.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
568 West Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois

Western Office: 833 Market Street
San Francisco, Cal.

M The Most Powerful Mystery Drama

Y Produced by Wharton, Inc.

S A worthy sequel to "The Perils of Pauline" and F"The Exploits of Elaine"

T 15 Strong, Emotional Episodes

E
31,000 Feet MExclusive Rights for

R ALL ENGLISH COLONIES
YAFRICA—ASIA—AUSTRALASIA

1

ALL LATIN COUNTRIES OF AMERICA
RENTIRE CONTINENTAL EUROPE

E
S

Apply for details and information to

ATHE HAWK FILM COMPANY
161-163 Hudson Street, New York

Franklin 2732—Cnl.l. »: HAWKFILMS NEW YORK

werinc advertisements, pleai i The Moving Pictur* World
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List of Current Film Release Dates;]
(For Daily Calendar of Program Rel Pages 1140, 1142.)

Universal Film Mtg. Co.

ANIMATED WEEKLY.
July W—Nuttber 20 (Topical).

July 20—Number 30 (Topical).

Aug 2—Number 81 (Topical).

Kg. 9—Number 32 (Topical).
nmii.-r .".:: I Topical).Lug. 16- Number

BIG U.

July 28—A Great Love (Drama).
Aue 3—Redwood Lane (Drama).

Aug 5—Tillie the Little Swede (Drama).

Aug". 6-The Captain of the Typhoon (Two
parts—Drama)

.

Aue 10—The Silent Man (Drama).
Woman's F.yes i i

Aug! 18—Weapons of Love (Drama).

BISON.

July 15—The Human Pendulum (3 parts—

, „ a Girl (Two parts-
Drama) .

Aug. 5—Under the Lion's Paw (Two parts-
Drama).

lug 12—Along the Malihu (Two parts—Dr.).

Aug. L9—Beyond the Trail (Two parts—Dr.).

GOLD SEAL.

July 18—The Crystal's Warning (Three parti

—Drama).
July 26—A Splash of Local Color (Two parts-

Drama). _ .

Aug . i_The State Witness (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 8—Onda of the Orient (Three parts—

ju ly i4_The Little Gray Mouse (Two parts-
Drama).

j ulv i6_Two Seats At the Opera (Comedy).

July 21—Lee Blount Goes Home (Two parts-

July 30—Mutiny (Drama).
Aug . 2—The Lucky Gold Piece (Drama).
Aug. 4—Which Way (Drama).
Aug. 6—The Finishing Touch (Drama).
Aug. 13—The Great Corona Race (Two parts-

Drama).
Aug. 10—The Toll of the Law (Drama).

Good and Evil (Drama).

JOKER,
july 15—The Harem Searem Deacon (Com.).

Inly 22—She Wan Some Vampire (Comedy).
July 20— I've Got Yer Number (Comedy).
Aug. 5—Kate's Affinities (Comedy).
Aug. 12—She Wrote a Play and Played It

(Comedy).

L-KO.

July 10—A Bold Bad Breeze (Comedy) -

July 23—Spring Fever (Comedy).
July 25—Lizzie's t.ineering Love (Tbre<

—Comedv).—Comedv)

.

' s this day.
Dash (Tw

NESTOR.

July 21—The Come-On (Comedy).
July 24—Art for Art's Sake (Comedy).
July 28—The Unexpected Scoop (Comedy).
July 31—Caught with the Goods (Comedy).

Aug. 4—No release this day.
Aug. 7—He Maid Me (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Some Medicine Man (Comedy).
Aug. 14—The Battli me (Com.).
Aug. IS—No release this day.

POWERS.

July 13—Sammy Johnsin Gets a Job (Corn-
Cartoon )

.

—Mexican National History (Ditmars
Educational).

July 15—No release this day.
July 20—The Devil Dancers of India (At leen

by Dr. Dorsey) (Educational).
July 27—Jitney Jack and Gasolena (Comedy-

Cartoon).—Fighting Infantile Paralysis.
Aug. 3—Imperial India No. 3 (Educational).
Aug. 8—The Henanpup (Comedy).
Aug. 10—Ben, the Sailor (Manikin Comedy).

—Salmon from the Egg to the Table
(Educational).

Aug. 17—The Riddle of the World—Japan As
Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Educational).

Aug. 20—Pie (Comedy).

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.

July 17—The Seekers (Five parts—Drama),
july 24—Temptation and the Man (Five parts

—Drama).
July 31—From Broadway to a Throne (Five

parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—The Mark of Cain (Five parts—Dr.).
Aug. 14—A Yoke of Gold (Five parts—Drama).

July 2—The Sting of Conscience (Three parts

July 4—The Head of the Family (Drama),
july 9—A Dead Yesterday (Two parts—Drama).
July 11—War Ridden Mexico (Special release).

July 16—The Crimson Yoke (Two parts—Dr.).
July 21—The Phone Message (Drama).
July 23—Branscombe's Pal (Two parts—Dr.).

July 25—Cross Purposes (Drama).
Aug. 11—By Conscience's Eye (Drama).
Aug. 20—No release this day.

Mutual Film Corp.

AMERICAN.
July 13—Quicksands of Deceit (Three parts

—

Drama).
July 17—The Dancer (Two parts—Drama*
July 24—Pastures Green (Two parts—Drama).
July 27—Out of the Rainbow (Three parts—

Julv .'!1—The Dreamer (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 3—The Madonna of the Night (Three

parts— Drama).
Aug. 7—The Little Troubadour (Two parts—

,

Aug. 10—The Power of Mind (Three parts-
Drama).

( Comedy)

.

l.AEMMLE.
July 13—No. 16 Martin St. (Two parts—Dr.).
July 16—Baseball Bill, No. 2, "Flirting with

Marriage" (Comedy).
July 19—The Garden of Shadows (Two parts

—Drama).
July 22—A Social Slave (Drama).
July 20—The Mask of Fortune (Drama).
Aug. 3—Partners (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 0—A Knight of the Night (Drama).
Aug. 11—The Highway of Fate (Two parts—

Aug. 12—The Intruder (Drama).

July
July 12—Two Slips and a Miss (Comedy).
July 16—The Rummy Act of Omar K. M.

Comedy).
July 19—In the Land of the Tortilla (Comedy ».

July 2:3—A Studio Satire (Comedy).
July 26—Gamblers in Greenbacks (Comedy).
July 30—A Germ Gem (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Daredevils and Danger (Comedy).
Aug. 6—Just as He Thought (Comedy).
Aug. !i

—

Hilly Van Deusen U.e Cave Man ( Cora-

July 8—The Good-for-Nothing Brat (Two
part—Drama).

July 15—The Fool's Game (Two parts—Dr.).
July 22—The Ostrich Tip (Two parts—Drama).
July 20—The Haunting Symphony (Two parts

Aug. 12—For Her Good Name (Two parts—Dr.).

CUB.
July 14—The Heir of the E. Z. Ranch (Com.)
July 21—Jerry's Stratagem (Comedy).
July 28—The Masque Ball (Comedy).
Aug. 4—When Jerry Came to Town (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Jerry's Celebration (Comedy).

July 9—Reel Life, No. 10 (Mutual Film Mag-

July 12—See America First, No. 44, "Glacier

;. 2—Dinty's Daring Dash (Two parts-
Comedy) .

:. 6—The Youneest in the Family (Com.).
;. 9—Unhand Me Villain (Two parts

—

Comedy).
r. 13 -No release this day.

ther in Law (Two parts—Com-

r. 20—No release this day.

July 16—Reel Life, (Mutual Film Mag-

VICTOR.

July 26—Just a Few Little Things (Comedy).
July 30—The Latest in Vampires (Two parts-

Comedy).
*ug. 1—A Society Sherlock (Comedy).
\ug . 4—When the Minstrels Came to Town

(Two parts—Comedy).
\ug. 13—What Darwin Missed (Comedy).
Aug. In—Asehenbroedel (Two parts—Comedy-

Drama).
Aug. 15—He Wrote a Book (Comedy).
Aug. 17—Ashamed of the Old Folks (Two parts

—Comedy-Drama).

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

July 17—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,
No. 12, "On the High Seas" (Two
parts—Drama).

July 24—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring.
Xo. 18, "The Clown Act" I Two

July 31—The Adventures of Peg o* the Ring,
No. 14, "The Will" (Two parts-

Drama).
Aug. 7—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,

No. 15. and Last "Brother and Sis-

ter" (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 14— Liberty. No. 1. •Fangs of the Wolf"

(Three parts—Drama i.

UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS).

*pr11—The Dumb Girl of Portlcl ( Seven parts

(Six parts

—

July 19—See America First No. 45,
leans. La." (Scenic).

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
July 20—Gates of Divorce (Thre

July

July 30—Reel Life, No.' 13 (Mutual Film Mag-
azine).

Aug. 2—See America First, No. 47 (Scenic).
—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).

Aug. 6—Reel Life, No. 14 (Mutual Film Mag-

Aug. 0—See America First. Xo. 4^ i Si

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon I

Aug. I.",— Reel Life. Xo. 15 (Mutual Film Maga-

MUSTANG.
July 7—The Taming of Wild Bill (Two parts

July 14—Diamond Jim's Pardner (Two parts-
Drama).

July 21--The Dyseptlc (Two parts—Drama)
July 28—That Gal of Burke's (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 4—Sandy. Reformer (Two parts- ~-

Cl.v

MUTUAL WEEKLY.
,' 5—Number 79 (Topical).
v 12—Number 80 (Topical).
y 10—Number 81 (Topical).
r 20—Number 82 (Topical).
:. 2—Number 83 (Topical).
%. 0—Number 84 (Topical).

1 in m .; on p
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For the fullest and latest news of the moving picture
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical

THE BIOSCOPE
"Movinf Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION PICTURE

HAND BOOK
FOR MANAGERS and OPERATORS

Published by

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide

to perfect projection.

It is an invaluable help to every single in-

dividual in the trade who has to do with the

mechanical handling of motion picture film or

the management of a moving picture theatre.

There are over 680 Pages of Text and the

illustrations include detail diagrams of all the

leading makes of projection machines.

Substantially B n Red Cloth S4.00

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New York City

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller Bldg . Chicago. III.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

REFRIGERATION
FOR FILM DEVELOPING

TANKS

The McClellan Refrigerating Machine No. 3

|
for use in

MOVING PICTURE PLANTS
and for all purposes where refrigeration is

required.

It actually GOVERNS THE TEMPERA-
TURE of the liquid wash and holds it at any

degree desired in your developing and hydro
tanks.

It eliminates the usual trouble experienced

by the use of ice and is guaranteed not to in-

terfere with the chemical solution.

The Mc< lellan system is adapted to all con-

ditions and can be attached to any tank. It

is very simple and can be readily installed.

It is a specially designed, small, compact,
highly efficient refrigerating machine, con-
nected by piping to a coil located in the tank.

It is operated l>\ electricity, motors for

which are furnished with machine.

The refrigerating gases are automatically
controlled, and a simple turn of a water valve
handle starts ami stops the machine.

Ilie Mel lellan system is now in use ami
highly endorsed l>\ Burton II. 'hues at his

studio at 7610 \. Paulii

For price and full information address

McCLELLAN REFRIGERATING
MACHINE COMPANY

Chicago, III.570 W. Adams St.,
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1140, L142.)

(3Iutu<n irom page 1100.) EMERALD M. P. CO. C
MUTUAL MASTERP1CTURES DE LUXE. July 3—Tom & Jerry, No. 2, ••Quarantined"

July 17—No release this day.

—Comedy
July 24—No release this day.
Aug. 7—Father and Son (Five J

Drama) (No. 124).
Aug. 10 -11i< House ol Mirrors (Five parts

—

Drama) ( No. 125).

(ICJTUAIi SPECIAL FEATURE.
July 31—The Secret of the Submarine, No. 11

Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—The Secret of the Submarine, No. 12

(Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 14—The Secret of the Submarine, No. 13

(Two parts—Drama).
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS.

July 20—Doorsteps (Turner—Five parts—Dr.)
(No. 120).

July 31—Judith of the Cumberlands (Signal

—

(Two parts—Comedy).
July 10—Tom ,v Jury, No. 3, "In the Movies"

(Two parts—Comedy).
Fog" (Two

C. POST MASON.
July—The Wonder City of the World, Greater

New York by Day and Night (Three

. (No. 122).

(N
VOGUE.

July 25—Jealousy a la Carte (Comedy).
July 30—Bungling Bill's Dress Suit (Comedy).
Aug. 1—Painless I edy).
Aug. 6—Lost and Found (Comedy).
Aug. 13—Some Liars (Three parts—Comedy).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

ARROW.
July 17—Who's Guilty? No. 11, "The Lost Par-

adise (Two parts—Drama).
July 24—Who's Guilty? No. 12, "Weighed la

the Balance" (Two parts—Drama).
July 31—Who's Guilty? No. 13, "The Goad of

Jealousy" (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—Who's Guilty? No. 14, "The Irony of

Justice" (Two parts—Drama).
BALBOA.

July 24—The Grip of Evil, No. 2, "The Un-

_. "The Looters"
(Two parts—Drama).

GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS.
June 19—A Matrimonial Martyr (Five parts—

PATHE.
July 17—Unfriendly Fruit (Comedy).
July 17—Home Sweet Home (Cartoon).

—The Caterpillar (Educational) (Col-

July 24—Paper Parasols (Industrial).
—Ornate Pagodas (Picturesque China)

(Scenic).
July 31—A Matrimonial Mixup (Comedy).
July 31—Losing Weight (Cartoon).

—Some Tropical Birds—Parrots (Colored
—Educational).

July 31—Uncle Sam's Immigrants (Educational)

July 17—Tom & Jerry, No. 4,

parts—Comedy.
July 24—Tom & Jerry, No. 5, "Kidnapped"

(Two parts—Comedy).
EVA TANGUAY FILMS.

July—Energetic Eva (Five parts—^Comedy).
FOX FILM CORPORATION.

July 3—Ambition (Five parts—Drama).
July 10—A Tortured Heart (Five parts—Dr.).
July 17—Caprice of the Mountains (Five parts

—Drama).
July 24:—The Beast (Five parts—Drama).
July 31—Under Two Flags (Five parts—Dr.).

THOMAS H. INCE.
July—Civilization (Drama).
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, INC.

July 24—The Mysteries of Myra, No. 14, "Sus-
pended Animation" (Two parts

—

Drama).
July 25—Hearst-International News Pictorial,

No. 59, 1916 (Topical).
July 2S—

1

ii News Pictorial,
No. 60, 1916 (Topical).

July 31—The Mysteries of Myra, No. 15, "The
Thought Monster" (Last number)
(Two parts—Drama).

Aug. 1—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 61, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 4—Hearst-International News pictorial.
No. 62, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 8—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 63, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 11—Hearst-International News Pictorial.
No. 64, 1916 (Topical).

IVAN FILM PRODUCTION, INC.
June—Her Husband's Wife (Drama).
July—The Faded Flower (Drama).

KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION.
July—The Zeppelin Raids on London and the

Siege of Verdun (Topical).

LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, INC.

July—The Common Law (Drama).
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION.

July 17—The River_ of Romance (Yorki

Educational).
Aug. 7—Florence Rose Fashions (A Day With

Betty Young (Fashions).

PATHE NEWS. »

July 1ft—Number 58, 1916 (Topical).
July 22—Number 59, 1916 (Topical).
July 2«—Number 60, 1016 (Topical).
July 28—Number 61, 1916 (Topical).
Aug. 2—Number 02, 101 6 fTopical).
Aug. 5—Number 63. 1916 (TnnlcaD.
Aug. 9—Number 64, 1916 (Topical).
Aug. 12—Number 65, 1910 (Topical).

ROLIN.
July 10—Luke Rides Roughshod (Comedy).

Miscellaneous Releases.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS. INC.

July 31—The Secret of the Swamp (Five part*
—Drama)

.

Aug. 7—Love's Lariat (Fivp narts—Drama).
Aug. 14—Betti

Vug.

TEFFT JOHNSON FILM CORPORATION.
Jun«j—Sonny Boy in School Days (Comedy).
June—Sonny Boy and the Dog Show (Comedy).

THE FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
July 15—Jaffery (Drama).

THE PATRIOT FILM CORPORATION.
June—How Britain Prepared (Topical).

THE RESERVE PHOTO-PLAYS CO.
July 26—Casey's Servants (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Jerry, the Janitor (Episode 1—Com.).
Aug. 9—Jerry, the Janitor (Episode 2—Com.).

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION.
Releases for week of June 25 :

His Wild Oats (Keystone—Two parts—Corn-

Releases for week of July 23

:

Stranded (Fine Arts—Five parts—Drama).
The Captive God (Ince—Five parts—Dr.).

Releases for Week of July 30:
The Half-Breed (Fine Arts—Five parts—

The Payment (Incc—Five parts—Drama).
Releases for

*"-

The Mai _.
parts—Drama).

Honor Thy Name (Ince—Five parts—Dr).

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.
(Releases for the Fourteenth Week.)

July 24—The Black Mask (Rancho—Drama).
.July 24—Guilty Neighbors (Hippo—Comedy).
July 24—Shadows ot Doubt (Supreme—Dr.).
July 2.">—Their Frontier Wives ( Utah—Drama).
July 25—The Tirrible Turk (Jockey—Comedy).
July 25—The Gref-" ! "

July 26—The Hoi
Two parts—urama).

July 26—Stringing Them Along (Judy—Com.).
July 27—The Call of the Desert (Hiawatha-

Drama).
July 27—Fifty-Fifty (Judy—Comedy).

-•Flu- id of Shame (Sunset—Dr.).
ndian Maid's Vengeance (Buffalo
Two parts—Drama).

" Hill (Supreme—

-FiveJuly 24—The Child of Destiny (Columbi;
parts—Drama).

July 24—His First Tooth (Comedy).
July 31—The Devil at his Elbow (Popul:

and Players—Five parts—Drama;.
July 31—Microbes (Rolma-Comedy).

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION.
July 27—Common Ground (Lasky—Five parts

—

Drama).
July 31—Hulda from Holland (Famous Players

—Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 3—Little Lady Eileen (Famous Players

—Five parts—Drama).
7—A Woman in the Case (Famous Play-

July 28—The Hou:

July 29—The Man Who Cam? Back (Rancho

—

Drama).
July 29—The Stolen Jewels (Sunset—Drama).

Plays July 29—Wine's Frame-Up (Gayety—Comedy ),

i Loved a Soldier ( Five parts-
Drama).

Aug. 21—Little Eve Edgarto (Five parts—Dr.)

(Lasky—Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 14—The Stronger Love (Morosco—Five

parts—Drama).
Aug. 17—Public Opinion (Lasky—Five parts—

Aug. 21—Rolling Stones (Famous Players—Five
parts—Drama).

Aug. 24—Honorable Friend—Lasky—Five parts

Aug. 28—Victory of Conscience (Lasky—Five
parts—Drama).

Aug. 31—Jean o' the Heather (Famous Players
—Five parts—Drama).

PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
July 27—30th release, "Bobby Bumps and the

Detective Story" (Cartoon—Com.).
Aug. 3—31st release, "In Lunyland" (Cartoon

—Comedy).
Aug. 10—32d release, "Farmer Al Falfa's Egg-

citemet" (Cartoon—Comedy).
Aug. 17—33d release. "Colonel Heeza Liar on

Strike (Cartoon—Comedy).

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES.

j„ly 24—The Real Bohemia (Scenic).

July 31—Picturesque Prague < Scenic).

Aug. 7—From Carlsbad to Moravia (Scenic),

^ug 14—28th release, "In Innsbruck, Capital

of the Austrian Tirol" (Scenic).

Aug. 21—29th release. "In South Tirol, the

Italina Corner of Austria" (Seen.).

July 30—Life's Lottery (Sunset—Drama).
(Releases for Fifteenth Week)

July 31—The Dare Devil Ranch Girl (Rancho

—

Drama).
July 31—The Long Ring (Judy—Comedy).

—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Silent Battle (Puritan—Drama).
Aug. 1—Panhandle Pete (Supreme—Comedy).
Aug. 2—Bad Man of Angle Trail (Rancho

—

Drama).
Aug. 2—Love Sick Larry (Hippo—Comedy).
Aug. 2—The Little Sister (Supreme—Drama).
Aug. 3—The Nevada Ranger (Utah—Drama).
Aug. 3—Nostrand's Discovery (Supreme—Dr.).
Aug. 3—The Missing Link (Hippo—Comedy).
Aug. 4—A Foolish Romance (Jockey—Two

parts—Drama).
Aug. 4—An Indian Maid's Vengeance (Hia-

watha—Drama).
Aug. 5—Soldier's Squaw (Rancho—Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 5—The Vicar's Trust (Lily—Drama).
Aug. (S—A Westerner's Daughter (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 6—Shadows of the Past (Lily—Drama).

WORLD-EQUITABLE.
July 31—Miss Petticoats (Peerless "Brady

Made"—Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—A Woman's Way (Peerless—"Brady

Made"—Five parts—Drama)

.

Aug. 14—The Summer Girl (Peerless—Fire
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Perfect

-

Developing and Printing

Dependable Service

teed Quality

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Industrial Moving Picture Co.

CHICAGO, :: U. S. A.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
POWER—SIMPLEX—BAIRD

HALLBERG'S
20th CENTURY MOTOR GENERATORS

Minusa Gold Fibre Screens
The Acme ut Be— Perfectioa

SANIZONE DEODORANT
The Perfect Perfume for Motion Picture ud ATI TkeatrM

WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS

Ask for CtaJo«.

LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

fitMARTIN"
ROTARY CONVERTER

For Real

'SUN-LIT PICTURES'
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING

ie of ttao MARTIN" i*.|, phu* rnn»erter la mslnUlnod oo
_ t disturb U

|
Direct Current dlMrlct.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
» W. Adam. St.. Cblcgo 1010 Broknw Bldg-., New York

is your
business worth
$gqo?

If it is, why not buy the most efficient fire extin-
guisher to protect it ?

You probably believe in insurance, but the biggest
insurance policy can't save your building or the good
will of your trade when fire comes. It takes only a
few moments for the whole building to go up in smoke,
but it requires months for it to be rebuilt—months that
are "candy" for your competitors.

Fires start small—be able to snuff them out quickly
by placing a

Johns=Manville
Fire Extinguisher

at every danger point.

In cramped quarters, the "J-M" Extinguisher is the
most efficient and powerful extinguisher of the one
quart type. A few quick strokes, with nozzle closed,
store sufficient air pressure to discharge contents when
nozzle is opened. With both hands free to aim, the
operator thus has complete control over the stream.
Where space permits, the "J-M"
can also be used as a pump ex-
tinguisher. This two-way oper-
ation is an exclusive feature.
The J-M Extinguisher Fluid is the

only liquid recommended and guaran-
teed for efficiency in the J-M Extin-
guisher. It is non-deteriorating, a non-
conductor and it is sold in cms bearing

trade-mark. It is effective
against any incipient fire

t
including

those of gasoline, grease, oil and elec-
tric arc origin. Approved by the

era Laboratories, Inc., and
i the list of approved fire ex-
g appliances issued by the
Board of Fire Underwriters.

H.W.JOHNS-MANVILLECO

Executive Offic<

296 Madison Av
New York
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases Sic Pa

July

July

July

July

July

July

V-L-S-E. INC.

.0—According to the Code (Essanay—Five
Drama).

0—Fathers of Men (Vitagraph—Five
parts—Drama).

.0—Kernel Knutt, the Piano Tuner (Vita-

-The Tarantula (Vitagraph—Five Parts
—Drama).

—Kernel Knutt and Prince Tango (Vita-

July 24—The Prince Chap (Selig—Five parts-

July 24—More Money (Vitagraph—Comedy).
July 24—The Daring of Diana (Vitagraph

—

Five parts—Drama).
July 24—Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.

July 31—Hesper of the Mountain (Vitagraph

—

Five parts—Drama).
July 31—The Light at Dusk (Lubin—Five parts—Drama).
July 31—Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.

GEORGE KLEINE.

July 12—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series
2, No. 4, "Local Showers" (Com.).

July 17—Gloria's Romance, No. 9, "The Shadow
of Scandal" (Two parts—Drama).

July 19—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2.

No. 5, "A Pirate Bold" (Comedy).

—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2,
No. 7 ( Comedy).

—Gloria's Romance, No. 11', "Her Fight-
ing Spirit" (Two parts- In

- The Mishaps oi Musty Si. Her Series 2,

States Right Features
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM COR-

PORATION.
May 8—The Fighting Germans (Five parts

—

Topical).

BIG A FILM CORPORATION.
July—Macbeth (Five parts—Drama).

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
Mar.—The Unwritten Law (Seven parte—Drama)
May—The Woman Who Dared (Seven parts-

Drama).
July—Kismet (Ten parts Drama).

SAMUEL CUMMINS.
July—Germany's Battles at Verdun (Four

parts—Topical).

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.

July—Where Is My Father? (Seven parts—Dr.).

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
May —The End of the World (Six parts

—

Drama).
IL GIORNALE ITALIANO.

April—On the Italian Battlefront (Five parts—
Topical).

—The Salamander (Drama).

PIEDMONT FILM CO.

June—The Mirror of Life (Five parts—Drama).

L. E. RUBEL & H. A. FARGO.
July—Uncle Sam Awake (Seven parts—Top.).

SIGNET FILMS.
July—The Jockey of Death (Drama).

THE NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION.
June—The Fall of a Nation (Three parts—Dr.).

UNITY SALES CORPORATION.

June 19—The Bishop's Secret (Four parts—Dr.).
June 19—Tweedledum Torpedoed by Cupid

(Comedy).
June 26—The Lottery Man (Five parts—Dr.).
June 26—Tweedledum's Busy Night (Comedy).
July 3—The Marriage Bond (Five parts—Dr.).
July 3—Tweedledum's Scrambled Honeymoon

(Comedy).

VARIETY FILMS, INC.
April—Should a Baby Die? (Five parti—Dr.).

WAR FILM SYNDICATE.
Mar.—On the Firing Line with the l

(Eight parts—Topical).

We Thank You, Mr. Customer
It is a daily occurrence for one of our customers to tell another, "Why, I

have been dealing with Kleine for years."

They have confidence in us.

For twenty years we have served the Exhib-
itor in a satisfactory manner, and our every ef-

fort is still FOR THE EXHIBITOR'S'IN-
TERESTS.

DISTRIBUTORS:
{ £jftj^SjJSSS

Theatre supplies in general—Speer and Columbia carbons.

Why Swelter?

Model No. 64 Fan
Price complete, $5.35

8" desk fan furnished for any specific voltage.

Base in black. Guard and blades nickel. Cord
and plug included.

KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY
GEORGE KLEINE, President

166 North State Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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ILTIRSO Ah CINEMATOGRAFO
The most important Film Journal in Italy.

Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,

special bureau of information. Correspondents in all

parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : $3.00.

Business Office: Via del Tritone 183, Rome, Italy

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia

;: Two splendid weekly programs of o

These films all in first-class condition, major porti

mounted on muslin, number of sheets ranging fi

subject, l-'irst come, first served.
c to fifty o

A Dependable Mailing List Service
e, etc. Reaches all or selected
Includes name of exhibitor as
t of publicity mediums desiring

ed exchanges looking for features.

Saves you from 30 to

well as the
a
theatrein°

Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in
advance of theatres being or to be built.

W72.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
ft* Fifth Avenue. New York Phone 3227 Chelsea
425 Ashland Block, Chicago Phone 2003 Randolph

Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting

Peace Pictures
Beautifully Colored

Also

European War Pictures
(Neutral)

Illustrated Poems
On our own country.

Accompanied by Violinist, Pianist, Operator,Terms
Moderate

LOUISE M. MARION
445 W. 23rd Street, New York

i and Clubs, in or

Phone 1MM Chal

Projection Engineer
Is your screen result unsatisfactory?

Is your projection current costing too

much?
Are you planning a new theatre?

Are you contemplating the purchase of

new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made
as to operating room location. Operating rooms
planned, etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres

in New York City or within 300 miles thereof.

Fees moderate.

(k
y
n°oVh

l
{-m) F. H. RICHARDSON USMHkc)

Room 1434, 22 E. 17th St., New York City

GOLDDTEN DAYS
FREE TRIAL*

KING
SCREENS!

Weickhardt Pipe Organs
are not stock instruments, but built

to order according to the ever vary-
ing individual requirements. Result:

Wonderful musical effects, such as

only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can pro-
duce.
WRITE FOR THEATRE ORGAN CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt ko.

DEVELOPING and Printing—plus a

sense of values and a willingness
to strive for artistic excellence, re-

gardless of the time or extra work in-

volved

So we efine "Developing and Print-

An untiring effort to bring forth the
utmost in the picture has given our work
"a place in the sun," that we are proud
of and shall maintain.

Our prices, service and references are
yours, if you are looking for a class of

work which lias brought to us the patron-
age of the best producers in the world.

IMPERIAL FILM MANUFACTURING CO.

547-549 Peoples Gas Building, Chicago
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PORTER EQUIPS BIG THEATRE FOR THOS. H. INCE
Mr. THOS. H. INCE selects B. F. PORTER to furnish and install the WORLD'S BEST MACHINES and
SUPERVISE the PROJECTION of "CIVILIZATION" at BRIGHTON BEACH, N. Y. THOS. H. INCE,
D. W. GRIFFITH and THOS. DIXON use exclusively machines specified by

>ORTI 1482 Broadway, Times Sq., NE\A/ YORK

Motion theater patrons

who daily exclaim over the

clearness of the pictures

may not know that

"EASTMAN"

is stenciled in the film mar-

gin—but you do.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Plrotoplay

tvTu
The Score's the Thing

Time and Labor Saved
With Printed

MUSIC SCORES
Perfectly synchronized to fit all

PARAMOUNT RELEASES

Special Scores are also published for

He Fell in Love With His Wife
The Gentleman From Indiana
The Reform Candidate
Madame La Presidente
The Tongues of Men
The Yankee Girl

i a few Orchestra and Piano parts for

CARMEN
are selling at a reduced rate

PIANO, 75 CTS.
der—Postage extra

G. SCHIRMER, 3 East 43d St., NEW YORK
Send for free booklet "Music for the Photoplay"

WE BUILD

ORGANS and ORCHESTRIONS
WITH ELECTRIC ACTIONS

THE SYMPHONY PLAYER CO,

Write for Catalog
FACTORY

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

Speer Projector Carbons are made for every conceivable form of projection

—

Results are guaranteed with Speer Carbons—It is up to you to insure yourself

by putting in a stock.

NET CASH PRICES
cored, poi

cored! poi

inted both ends,
inted both ends, {70.00 per M. (1,000 ii

e end, $115.00 per M. (500 ii

e end, $150.00 per M. (500 ii

Sample Orders tor 100 Carbons Filled at lOi Advance c

For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, I

J. H. HALLBERG, 727-7th Ave., New York, N. Y.
KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State St., Chicago, 111. KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO., 813 Walnut St.,

SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, f G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Fra
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l?F=Better Pictures=

with Bigger Profits

The quality of a theatre's pictures—not only the

stories but the images on the screen—are criticized by

the public. They know both good and bad—and

patronize the good. The lens equipment to insure

quality images is that embodying

Dausdi [omb
Projection |ei\ses

They show every detail sharply, with brilliant illumi-

nation and true contrast between black and white—giv-

ing your film service every bit of value it possesses.

Ask your operators about them—or any operator.

Regularly supplied with Edison and Nicholas Power
Machines—and procurable through all exchanges.

fiausch & Ipmb Optical (5.
566 ST. PAUL STREET ROCHESTER. N.Y.

NEW YORK WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Leading American Makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses,

Microscopes. Projection Lanterns (Balopticons), Stereo Prism
Binoculars and other high-grade optical products.

EVERYTHING YOU
OUGHT TO KNOW

to Get Best Result* in the Conduct of Your
MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
Where Electricity Is Concerned

WhetherYou Are manager or
T? UCIUU1 1 UU™ C MANUFACTURER

IS AT YOUR EASY COMMAND IN

Motion Picture

Electricity
By J. H. HALLBERG

Electrical Expert with an International Reputation

This Splendid Work Will Pay for Itself the First
Day You Have It in Your Possession

Sent to Any Address, Charge. Prepaid, an Receipt of

TWO DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS

Chalmers Publishing Co.
17 Madison Avenue, New York City

ATTENTION
PHOTOPLAY WRITERS

Do NOT send your "scenarios"

to us. Our Book and Play depart-
ment only deals with the works of

well-known Authors and Play-
wrights. We have our own staff of

writers.

Our business covers everything
pertaining to the Photoplay, in-

cluding the sale of meritorious
films.

WILLIS-INGUS
Wright and Callender Building, Los Angeles

New York affiliation

ARTHUR S. KANE
220 Writ 42nd Sti
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AEROPLANE FLIGHTS
n saocestful (lights for film productions and have

One, up-to-date equipment for the work.

For full Information, write

NEW JERSEY AEROPLANE COMPANY
170 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Made in SwitzerlandCARBONS
Writ* ill for descriptive circular and price listJONES & CAMMACK

SOLE IMPORTERS
Corner Bridge and Whitehall Streets. Nrw York City

If You Need a New Machine
and can't afford to pay cash, write us today and
we will help you out.

Our easy payment plan enables you to pur-
chase any make machine at a small investment.
DON'T DELAY—GET BUSY—WRITE TO-
DAY for full particulars.

Amusement Supply Company
Dealers in Monograph, Simplex. Powers, Edison and Standard
Machin.

|

rid every-
thing pertaining to t lie Moving Picture Theatres

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.,

Cor. Madison Street & Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE, VERY CHEAP
The State Rights on the following moving pictures,

for Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi, as these states

are not in our territory, pictures making us big money:
ONE DAY 5 Reels
WITHOUT A COUNTRY 4 "

THE MAN WITH THE MISSING FINGER... 4 "

THE FOLLY OF SIN 5 "

THE MOTHER WHO PAID 5 "

A WOMAN'S CONQUEST 4 "

Hy-Art Masterplays Company of America

635 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

The Universal Camera
For Motion Photography

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO. \ 1007 Times Bid,,.. New York

Keep your lobby bright

and "Business Getting"
by using Show CARDS made exclusively for mo-
tion picture theatres.

Write for information.

Payne Show Card Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

A Genuine PIPE ORGAN
can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,
ORGAN ALONE — PIANO ALONE — OR BOTH
TOGETHER. Write lor particular.

HARMO PIPE ORGAN COMPANY

CALEHUFF SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1301 Race St., Philadelphia

:, Standard, Motlograph, Edison Super- Drcadnaught
creen means perfect projection.

Generator Sets. Mnrnn Ai<- R-rtii'ers, Wagner Con-
)d or Brass. Ticii toppers. Electric
;er Carbons. Tickets, r,~-J

SCENIC a»d EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Write for descriptive catalogue containing

subjects from all parts of the world.

NO RENTALS

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.^v^.V.

ROLL

TICKETS

C/D Five Thousand. $1-25

&3 Ten Thousand $2.50

y Twenty-five Thousand $3.50

P2 Fifty Thousand $5.00

On One Hundred Thousand $8.00

1 Ticket, any printing, any colors,
rante ' '

.50.

. Ca— _iagra_ _

rved Seat Coupon Tickets, aerial or dated.

NATIONAL TICKET CO.
Shamokin, Pa.

If It's Saleable Among Motion Picture People
The Quickest and Easiest Way to Find a Buyer Is to

ADVERTISE IN THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Circulation Plus the Confidence and Esteem of Those Among Whom It Circulates

Makes the Moving Picture World the Best Advertising "Buy" in Its Field

Rates and Deta iled Information Cheerfully Sent Upon Request
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Non-Break
able and

Sanitary

STEEL

ior FREE SEATING
PLAN. M.

When you want Opera Chairs remember we have

50,000 CHAIRS
T and Clrcaulm

Walnut finishes, assuring you of a

IMMEDIATE SERVICE
Other designs of unupholstered and Upholitered Chain In un-
limited numbers rurnlshed in 25 to 50 days after receipt or
specifications, depending on character of chair selected. We will
t>e pleased to forward you Illustrated literature on Veneer (plain)
Chairs, or Upholstered, kindly state in which you are interested.
Our consultation service, specializing in designing economical

arrangements for theatre seating, is tendered to you without any
charge whatever.

AAERKAN RATING COAPANY
General Offices: 1010 Lytton Bids.. Chicago

Picture Machines
New and slightly used Power's, Simplex,

Motiograph and Edison at Bargain Prices.

Opera and Folding Chairs, Operating Booths
that pass fire inspection, Picture Curtains and
everything for the M. P. Theatre, at lower
prices than offered by our competitors.

Lears Theatre Supply Company,
SO* Chestnut Street St. Louis. Mo.

Get acquainted with "FULCO"
The Department Store

MOVING PICTURE trade

MACHINES «=*- EQUIPMENT «€*- SUPPLIES

Our catalog covers the line from A-Z

E. E. FULTON COMPANY
152 W. Lake St CHICAGO, ILL

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression it

most always gained by the first

glance.

FLORAL DECORATIONS GIVE

ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE
It produces charm — delights

your patrons.
Artificial flowers are practically

everlasting and need no care

—

the effect is the same as natural

ones.
Our expert decorators are at

your service—ready to give you
ideas and estimates.
Write for beautifully colored catalogue

—

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTIFICIAL FL0WER8 AND PLANTS

208 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
We quote absolutely the lowest friies ever offered on reliable goods.

Quality means :van: means Perfection
We do PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR People

Developing and Printing ONLY

EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4H-418-420-422 Via** 216th Street, New York City

(@IE=MWIIM,
A monthly publication, printed in

Spanish and devoted exclusively to the

interests of the moving picture indus-

try throughout South America and
Spanish-speaking c< >un1 ries.

MORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers
in Latin America receive our publication

monthly, [s it possible that you are not interested

in this new market ?

ADVERTISING RATES: $50 A PAGE

CINE-MUNDIAL
1 7 Madison Avenue New York

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
Readers of the Moving Picture World will see from Announcement on page 1 106 thai on accounl ol

increased cosl ol papei and publishing, we are compelled to make the single copy price fifteen cents For t lie

present the miIi-. i ipn.m pru-es remain unchanged. This means a saving of four dollars and eighty cents yearly

ft 1 1 out this blank i

ONE YEAR $3.00

SIX MONTHS $1.50

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York

Kindlv See Announcement on Page 1 106
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The Largest

Motion Picture Directory

in the World—
336 theaters, of Chicago's 521 , advertise in the Herald. Over 1 00
others are under contract to advertise their programs when they

open in the Fall.

Smart exhibitors throughout the Central States have discovered that

there is money to be saved and made by the thorough reading of these

programs each day. The record of daily changes shows the plays

that are winning and failing in one of the largest film centers of the

world. To the far-thinking exhibitor, this daily barometer is invaluable.

To the film manufacturer or distributor the Chicago Herald is a

powerful advertising medium. Aside from reaching the largest single

concentrated group of Moving Picture fans, there is an added oppor-

tunity to talk to the Central States exhibitor. Two hundred and

eighty or more Theater owners are obliged to read the Chicago

Herald to check their own programs daily; many more read it for

the purposes mentioned above.

Why the Chicago Herald is Supreme
in Motion Pictures:

It has the largest daily program directory

in the world—336 theaters.

It has published over 400,000 lines of

paid advertising to stimulate the interest

of its readers in Motion Pictures.

It prints more about Motion Pictures than

all other Chicago papers combined.

It has appropriated $27,000 annually for

gathering in new "Movie" fans as readers.

It has a remarkable following for its

criticisms, due to the unimpeachable in-

tegrity of its unbiased and competent daily

reviews.

It has the exclusive rights to the articles

of Louella O. Parsons, famous, sincere

and popular.

It has printed more Motion Picture

stories, including serials, than all the other

Chicago papers combined.

It has the first and only "Exhibitors'

Aid Department" to help the Exhibitor

of the Chicago territory to rent good films.

It has 69 7o of the Chicago Theaters

advertising in its columns every day and

Sunday.

It has the rest of the Chicago territory

Theater Managers reading its Daily Di-

rectory to see what is showing and where.

Chicago Herald
Circulation Over 200,000 Dairy

Eastern Office, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City. Phone, Mad. Sq. 4713
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"THE BIG GUNS PEALED

THE FALL OFA NATION
w

For sublime yet exact depictment of Twentieth Century War, there is no
other cinema in the world that equals the gigantic Dixon-Herbert Spectacle.

NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION
1465 Broadway, New York ED. V. GIROUX, General Manager
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"SIXTEEN YEARS OF KNOWING HOW"

ANOTHER POWER'S
ACHIEVEMENT

A DEVICE GUARANTEED TO "TAKE-UP" 3,000 FEET OF
FILM, MAINTAINING AN EASY AND EVEN TENSION
THROUGHOUT.

V

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, CONSISTING OF FEW PARTS AND
OPERATING ON BALL BEARINGS, IT REQUIRES ABSO-
LUTELY NO ATTENTION.

EXAMINE IT IN OPERATION ON POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH NO. 6B.

CATALOG

G

Mailed Upon Request

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET NEW YORK
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.

FLORENCE LA BADIE
in

"THE FUGITIVE 99

If You Want A Soul-Gripping Drama of Tremendous Appeal,

If You Seek A Story That's Startling and Different,

If You Insist Upon Superior Acting, Direction and Photography,

If You Are Eager To Give Your Patrons A Superb Production,

Book "The Fugitive."

It's The First Of The Splendid New Thanhouser Gold Rooster Plays.

RELEASED AUGUST 13 THROUGH PATHE EXCHANGES.

THANHOUSER FILM CORPORATION
EDWIN THANHOUSER, President

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. JACKSONVILLE. FLA.

European Office: Thanhouser FilmB, Ltd., 166 Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C., England



.

with
E O'BRIEN

is presenter

e Rct\irn of Eve1

in. 5 acts
Wilson, ©odd A. Bertnelet , Director
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IMPORTANT NOTICE!—The Red Feather Photoplay title, "Follies of

Desire," announced in the August 12th issue of the Moving Picture World,
should have read "THE FOLLY OF DESIRE."
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THE greatest com-
edy box-office at-

traction ever of-

fered to Exhibitors is so

unique, unusual and different

from any previous comedy
release as to be in a new and
distinct class.

Timothy Dobfes-Thst? He
is the general title of a series of sparkling Two-Reel Comedies that for clean,

wholesome fun, original ideas and the abs ence of the tiresome slapstick so common
in old comedy ideas, marks an entirely new departure from all existing comedy re-

leases. Exhibitors who are so fortunate as to secure this

C&rter De H&vei\
Extraordinary Comedy /erfer

Will have a business getting, money making weapon that will eliminate competition

on comedy nights.

I1MPODT AWT This great series is released two reels a week on the regular Universal
llVir V/I\ 1 /\11 1 program without extra charge to Exhibitors who BOOK THE ENTIRE
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM SERVICE. To users of a split program they will be released at a

slight extra cost to cover the additional expense of individual bookings.

Write or wire your nearest Universal Exchange today, and
arrange to include this marvelous comedy series in your pro-
gram. Don't let your competitor beat you to it. Act NOW.

1600 Broadway

UNIVERSAL
Film Manufacturing Co.

CARL LAEMMLE, President.
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^^5^^
Here's the sort of intimate and
personal appeal made to every patriotic movie patron
in the land by the most timely of all serials — "LIBERTY."

,*%? JsYourBor
6^fg*^ on 1he Border?

All eyes are on Uncle Sam's boys along the Mexican
Border. Your patrons want to know what sort of a

country that is; what the Mexicans are like; what
the Americans along- the border are like; they want
to see a great picture of their own times filled with
sensational bravery, patriotism and vivid action. They
get all this and a wonderful golden love story in the

most marvelous serial ever produced.

The Serial Glorious
A great cast of popular Universal players headed by

MARIE WALCAMP
JACK HOLT-EDDIE POLO

Together with hundreds of Mexican bandits and peons; Texas Rangers,

American Cavalrymen in thrilling and unique situations. Scenes are laid

along the Mexican Border and in Old Mexico. There are thrills galore;

dare devil stunts ; brilliant actions between Mexican bandits and the

American forces. No serial ever so lavishly staged ; no serial that made
the direct patriotic appeal as does "LIBERTY."

The unique features and the timeliness of "LIBERTY" will

bring you 20 weeks of capacity business. The special Advertis-

ing Campaign Book is now ready for distribution. Write or

wire your nearest Universal Exchange today for full particulars

Released August 14th.

2'OWEEKS
UNIVERSAL
FILM MANUFACTURING CO.

Carl Laemmle, President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"

1600 BROADWAY NEW -YORK
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IN EVERY PLAN
cm/ POLICY Me

WORLD FILM
CORPORATION

considers the

Exhibitor FIRST

Your interest
is our interest
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WORLD PICTURES
present

MOLLIKIN
RTI
S

ThcfummcrGirl
"A Fantastical Farce Comedy
Directed by EDWIN AUGUST
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NEW YORK
Had its foretaste of WAR on

July 30. Screaming shell and

shrapnel rained on the Lower

City when a trainload of mu-

nitions on Black Tom Island

was accidentally fired. Many
lives lost and millions of prop-

erty wiped out marked the re-

leased fury of the Genii of

World Destruction discharging

their tons of death.

THEFALLOFANATra

IS THE GREAT COMPLETED PICTURE OF WHICH
THE MUNITIONS EXPLOSION GIVES AN INKLING.
IT FORETELLS WITH DEADLY ACCURACY THE
CONSEQUENCES OF AN EUROPEAN INVASION OF
AMERICA.

This is the biggest theme that the Exhibitor can present to his patrons.

And it is unfolded with the rare dramatic skill and fascinating human inter-

est that Thomas Dixon, who originated "The Birth of a Nation," alone knows
how to impart. Victor Herbert's martial music forms a truly epical accom-

paniment.

State Rights buyers and individual exhibitors are invited to address the

NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION
1465 Broadway, New York Ed. V. Giroux, Gen. Mgr.
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sBI£UEBIR0»
PHOTOPLAYS'...UNCI
THE truly remarkable Photoplays released

from week to week undertheBLUEBIRD
brand are produced according to a funda-

mental policy of "The Play's the Thing.

"

The first consideration necessarily, is a strong

play. The second, a more than merely ade-

quate cast. Stars, or rather actors to assume

leading parts, are chosen for their ability

and their fitness, not because of their salary,

their press agent or their fictitious popularity.

This policy gives to BLUEBIRD plays -what

amounts (in good acting and enjoyable enter-

tainment) to an all-star cast.

In the Saturday Evening Post every week
ten millions of people are being told of the

new and higher standard set by BLUEBIRD
Photoplays, The interest aroused is reflected

in increased attendance at theatres snowing

BLUEBIRD Photoplays and in the eager-

ness with which many other producers are

watching this revolutionary movement.

For full particulars on past, current or coming

productions, address your nearest BLUE-
BIRD Exchange, or the

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS (Inc.)

16*0 B R O A DW AY, NEW YORK
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES
portray drama, poetry, romance, with the prodigality of an

endless wealth of invention and execution.

This week's releases touch two extremes of the gamut of life

—

PAULINE FREDERICK
In "The Woman in the Case

1
' where life surges in a^climax <

dramatic emotion.

A Famous Players Production released August 7th.

turn
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Paramount Program

August 19, l'''n,

V_^ ^w^^X^^
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The Merger of Ideals

The combination of the Famous Players Film

Company and the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play

Company, and the formation of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation means much more
than the coordination of the two greatest

photoplay producing studios in the world.

Although the financial and property interests

represented are enormous, there is much great-

er significance to the merger.

It is a merger of IDEALS—the principles that

underlie the magic which years of success for

the exhibitors have given to the trade-marks

"Famous Players" and "Lasky."

The greatest of these ideals are PROGRESS
and unswerving allegiance to the highest pos-

sible standard of photoplay production — a

standard which "Famous Players" and "Las-

ky" created.

Famous Players —
485 FIFTH AVENUE

ADOLPH ZUKOR JESSE L. CASRY
PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT
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Paramount ProgratT

DANIEL FROX4MAN

MARGUERITE
CL^VICK

in a. fd.nciful
rotridnti e
photo -pldL>C

"LITTLE
LADX
EILEEN
\>y^ be-t-ty

Rjele&sed on -the

ThursdayAugust 10
th

^\sry CorporationNEW YORK. CI TY
SAMUEL GOLDFISH DANIEL FROHMAN

CHAIRMAN OF BOARD CECIL B. DEMILLE
PRODUCING
MANAGERS
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Book These For Your
Variety Program

RICHARD C. TRAVERS and LILLIAN DREW
are presented in

"My Country Tis of Thee"
2 act drama Aug. 15

CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL No. 14
By Wallace A. Carlson

One reel cartoon and tcenic Aug. 16

JOYCE FAIR

"A Little Volunteer'
3 act drama Aug. 19

Variety programs mean a steady stream of patrons.
Book Essanay's short classics in comedy and drama

and keep your houses packed

*ste

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

—EBmm.-HaJiitii'ga

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
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The signalsuccess

made by thous-

ands of exhibitors

with the

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN

comedy

"POLICE"

is the surest guar-

antee of its big

box office attrac-

tion for you.

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

Here are two charac-

teristic reports by

exhibitors, picked at

random, on

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S

Burlesque on

"CARMEN"
"It sure is a money getter.

I am playing a return en-

gagement."—W.E. Mitchell,

Opera House, Tarts, Ky.

'From a box office stand-

point it broke all records."

-C.G.Matlock, Pastime The-

atre, Pendleton, Ore.

V. L. S. E. SERVICE

Reg. U. 8. Pat. 1907 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago



The Highest Stamp
of Approval for

V. L. S. E. Policies

Resolution, Unanimously Adopted by the

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, at

the Sixth Annual Convention, in Chicago

<4
T-4E. it resolved that it be definitely established and

adopted as the sense of this convention that it

unanimously endorses the Open Booking Policy, carry-

ing with it the acceptance by selection of feature film

productions.

"And further that this body urges the adoption of

the Open Booking Policy upon all manufacturers dis-

tributing feature films, and upon all exhibitors engaged

in the exhibition of feature films, as the one system of

fairness and commercial justice.

(signed) Lee A. Ochs

Alfred Hamburger

M. A. Choynski."

^ArA^A^rA^AVA^^A^rAArAAWA/ir.x^r.
«"i rTlaiTm rTm «_T» iTW *itb^T^ ^*^-

VL.S.E. Inc.
LAW.LAW LAW. LAW. LAW.MR\M. LAW. LAW. LAW.rT» m^Tmrn ^^Tmmt .^^^ ^1U^^^ •"— ^T«»nU ^^»
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Released ihcou&h. VL.S.E. Inc.
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THE EVENT OF

THE SUMMER

"The
BARRIE.R"

A Lubin Sovereign Play,
Produced from the Wide-
Famed Novel by

Rex Beach

Edgar Lewis

A play that will make
you live the book

Other Lubin
1 Sure-Flre " Offerings

' The Light at Dusk "

Orrin Johnson

" The Great Divide "

Houte Peter $ and Ethel Clayton

' The Nation's Peril
"

Earl Metcalf and Ormi Hauiley

' Dollars and the Woman "

Ethel Clayton and Tom Moore

" Souls in Bondage"
Nance O'Neil

11

Love's Toll

"

Rosetta Brice and Richard Bahler

mrTmirw iT rTm ¥ iHftankrTnrTUHk
IUPlM hEATURE

Released tfirou$f\ VL.S.E.//k\

5MEJ4E!4GJ4C!4EklEJ4C!4CJ4E!4E
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129 Wmt 7* Si.

60S N. Fim A>.

New York Gty

The Nail on the Head
Addressed to the Editor of a Trade Paper

We can only

V aovern our own

course by the

I proven experience

ofothers

'
' Open Market—A Iways !

'

'

m«<T HAD to take off Sunday a.m. to
* L do tin's, but 1 feel that it is more
than worth it, that is your stand on the

Open Market thin? Ir there exists in

the minds of anyone, that an exhibitor,

particularly one not near an exchange,
does not get buncoed about every so

often, from film exchanges, I would
like to relate some of my trials. From

,jjthe best down to the worst ones the film

business under its present policy is rot-

ten at the core, and it will stay this way
until we have open market.

Every so often, 1 get tired of the

kind of shows that are booked to us on!

regular schedule. I change them to

the best advantage, and hook in others

that will give me a decent program for

the week. Two times out of three I

have made four times more money on
the week by doing this, with an in-

creased film rental of 30 per cent, and
with only five hundred seats. If they

give us the ;,'oods we can play every-

thing two days, and pay from $75 to

SICK) for the two days a whole lot easier

than trying to pay $20 with ;i lot of

inferior stuff.''

-

ftRri M^m
rtmrTmrTmrTm rTmrTmirTmrTmrTmrTm t

VL.S.E.Inc.l
WW ^TV»^^»^rW^^m J lb»^^M^TWrf ^W IhwW
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The

Thewonder serialproducedby

ASTRA FILM C0EP0MH0N
anddirectedbyLOUIS J.GASNIER

andDonaldMackenzie featuring

GRACE DARMOND.MPH KELLARD
and LEONBARY
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WE HAVE DOUBLED PRICES
on

"The Shielding Shadow"

Pathe's Traditional Policy Is To Book
Each Film For What It Is Worth

w E sent prints of the first few episodes of "The Shielding Shadow"
to all our exchanges so exhibitors could see what they were
booking.

WE knew how wonderful this serial was but the telegrams of con-

gratulations from hundreds of exhibitors and from our exchange
men were simply amazing even to those of us who had already

seen this wonder serial.

ALL who have seen the first episodes agree that the fifteen greatest

features on the market will not yield the business that this fifteen

episode serial will yield. They say that it will increase by hundreds
and thousands of dollars the profits of the exhibitor who secures it in

each neighborhood.

IT
isn't what a film costs, it is what it will earn in profits that counts.

"The Shielding Shadow" is the most profitable film you can book

—

even at prices higher than we have charged for recent serials.

MAKE us prove it. Go into the projection room of the Pathe Ex-
change that serves you. Ask to see the pictures alone and in

silence. See three, four, five or six episodes. Never book a serial

until you have screened at least three episodes. Never book a poor serial.

Only the good serial will pack your house in heat or cold, in wind or
storm, in snow or sleet, as "The Iron Claw" and other Pathe serials have
done. And remember, "The Shielding Shadow" is written by Geo. Seitz,

the author of "The Iron Claw." He says "The Shielding Shadow" is by
far the best of the two.

PATHE is America's greatest serial house. We have no competi-
tors. We have never made a serial as good as "The Shielding
Shadow."

WE spent far more money for the scenario, far more money for the
production and we will use the two greatest newspapers in each
city instead of one newspaper per city as formerly to advertise

this serial. Therefore it will earn more money for exhibitors.

ON'T delay. The release date is September 3rd. All other things
being equal, WE WILL AS USUAL GIVE FIRST PREFERENCE
TO PATHE CUSTOMERS.D

PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.
25 W. 45th Street, New York City.
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THEBIST THEATRES SHOW
AMDIZO THE MASTER PLOT
IN 14 CHAPTERS

'Grip.,Evil
Stranfc ftbeatrc

NEWARK. N. J. ju iy 28/16.

I am pleased to Inform you that we
are now playing the second episode of "THE GRI? OF
SVIL," and our public seems to like it very much.

We only hope that the continuation
of these episodes will be as good as we have aires
shown.

regards, I remain
Wishing you success, with klndes

Producedby BALBOA Featuring

JACKIE SAUNDERSr and
ROLAND BOTTOMLEY
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PATHE presents

I FlorenceLaBadie
inthe five part GoLpRoosTERplay

'THE FUGITIVE

A really excellent feature produced by

THANHOUSER
and one that will be a strong box-office attraction

Released August 13th
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RATHE presents

issGepaudineO'drien
inthQ fivQpartGoLDDoosTZKPxAY

^"WOMAN'S FIGHT
produced byPopuiarPiays and Players
An intensely dramatic production

built around the theme
"Can awoman outlive a pa«st and
keeping her secret from her husband
find happiness in marriage?"

RoloasQd August 20 jh
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PATHE
Ifyou havenot reaped

the profits to be gained by
showing these 14two reel
photo-novels madebyARROW

August 19, l
l >16

Here are a few of the prominent
exhibitors who have made splendid

profits on "Who's Guilty?"

LoewV86th Street Theatre, N. Y.

Proctor's Yonkers Theatre

Keeney's Metropolis, N. Y.

Dyckman Theatre, N. Y.

Strand Theatre, Stamford, Conn.
Bollinino's Circuit, N. V. (5 houses)

The Orpheum Theatre, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

The Iris Theatre, Denver, Colo.

Use the same advertising
these men used,andyouir

I WHO'S GUILTY?is so good
itwillbe earningmoneyfor
exhibitors twoyearshence

GETYOURS NOW!
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YOU BEAT YOUR
COMPETITORS BY
MANY HOURS f

WhatNew"forks famous
picture theatre says of

PATHE NEWS
O^StrandTfieatre
of New ^tbrk r ^6r/c Jir*nd-*&tL

^^c^^v ' 'Theatre Company
Our/iens ^nd Operators

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

,

25 W. 45th St.

,

Hew Yon

Allow me to compliment you on the delivery of the
Jersey City explosion. You beat your competitors by many
hours, your film reaching my office at 3 o'clock in the after- 1
noon on Sunday July 30th.

i best wishes for your continuei

Very truly y(

W^/rZ
kAI.'AGING DIRECT!

PATHE NEWS!
Pathe Exchange i™

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
25 WEST 45t!! ST NEW YORK
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PATHE
HAROLD IlOYD

«1nefunniest «fcomedians

ft stars in

* ** LUKES
i% h LOSTLAMB

If you wantto
please yournations
show them all of
these iealcomedies
biimmino over with
life andhumor

Hoducedby
ROLIN

andreleased thisweek

WS



Keleased on ihc PlJblKt
Program,Augvisi

POPULAR PLAYS
AND PLAYERS INC.

-preseivirs
<Ihc Distinguished

EDMUND BREESE
supported hy ORMI HAWLEY

ia Aaron Hoffman^
TheWEAKNESS of STRENGTH
Alive Act MEIRO wonderplay ofunusual
heavily ar^d power

r̂
^^pircct*dby\l3a\y Revier

•
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METRO- DREW
COMEDIE5

rom Cxhihitors who show tltervv

"Best and cleanest on the market."
W. J. Weil, Castle Theatre, Chicago.

"They are immense."
L. H. Cunningham, Faurot Opera House, Lima, Ohio.

"Relief to be able to get good comedy, not slap-stick."
L. C. Mann, Sheridan Theatre, Chicago.

"Best comedies we could possibly show."
H. Z. Sanis, Beach Theatre, Chicago.

"A drawing power here, I recommend them to my brother
exhibitors.

"

Wm. H. Stevens, Strand Theatre, Waterbury, Conn.

"Good clean comedy."
F. W. Striker, Orpheum Theatre, Kalispell, Mont.

"I consider them perfect."
John F. Patten, Bates Opera House, Attleboro, Mass.

"Best I have ever seen produced."
W. H. Seitzler, Princess Theatre, Thief River Falls, Minn.

"Can't be beat."
Star Theatre, Yazoo City, Miss.

"Very good clean comedies."
Majestic Theatre, Hartford, Conn.

"What I have wanted."
J. M. Connors, Regent Theatre, Washington, Pa.

"Best ever."
F. C. Weber, Gertrude McCoy Theatre, Baltimore, Md.

"Very good."
Lee A. Ochs, Costello Theatre, New York.

"Simply great. Clean and sparkling. As far removed from the
common, vulgar slapstick as Heaven from Hades."

L. G. R. Hitchins, Frostburg Theatre, Frostburg, Md.

"They please the majority."
Stratford Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Patrons like them."
Geo. W. Hockenberger, Empress Theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo.

"They are getting better all the time."
Broadway Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah.

The above are selected at random from five thousand expressions of cordial

approval from big and little theatre men—the men who show Metro-Drew

Comedies

cmwiih ihe bigMETRO productions

the greai METRO iravelotfue forlOO% days
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CHAS. CHAPLIN! I RICHARD BENNETT

CHOOSE THE STARS
MOST POPULAR IN YOUR

LOCALITY AND BOOK THEM IN
THEIR COMPLETE SERIES OF SPECIAL

PRODUCTIONS

I HELEN HOLMES.

JVOtO VLA^lJSfG

CHARLIE ^HAPLIN
THE FLOORWALKER, THE FIREMAN,

THE VAGABOND

1 HELEN HOLMES In

SEf£f
WNC

MEDICINE BEND, JUDITH OF THE CUMBERLANDS

WILLIAM RUSSELL ln

THE HIGHEST BID,

SOUL MATES,
THE STRENGTH OF DONALD M'KENZIE

FLORENCE TURNER In FAR FROM THE MAD-
DING CROWD DOORSTEPS

RELEASED
August 7,

August 14,

August 17,

August 21,

August 28,

August 31,

September 4, MARY MILES MINTER, In Youth's Endearing Charm
September II. RICHARD BENNETT, In The Sable Blessing

CHARLIE CHAPLIN,
NAT GOODWIN,
FLORENCE TURNER,
KOLB AND DILL,
HELEN HOLMES.
WILLIAM RUSSELL,

In One A. M.
In A Wall Street Tragedy
In A Welsh Singer
In A Million lor Mary
In The Diamond Runners
In The Man Who Would Not Die

,

And Other High Class "Productions Presenting"

Famous Stars

Distributed Throughout the United States and Canada

Exclusively by

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION X
JOHN R. FREULER,

President

FLORENCE TURNER! 1WILLIAM RUSSELL.-
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MONDAY AVGVST I^IS THE RELEASE

Nat GoodwinZ
WALL 3TREET

FRAGEDY
PRESENTING THE WORLD FAMOUS ACTOR IN A
PRETENTIOUS SCREEN V/ERSION OF ADRIAN
JOHNSON'S POWERFUL DRAMA IN FIVE ACTS
A MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY PRODUCTION

ELABORATELY STAGED BY LAWRENCE MARSTON

ARRANGE FOR THIS SURE-MOMEY
FEATURE IMMEDIATELY • * •

Distributed throughout the United Shakes and Canada '

Exclusively by

MUTUAL FILtt CORPORATION "
JOHM R.FREULER. prasidenh
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TWO DOLLAR TOP

AflERICA'5 PI05T TALEflTEP ACTRES5

FLORENCE TURHER
FEATURES nou; plmjincj

"FAR FROM THE
.

MADDING CROWD
IN FIVE ACTS

"DOORSTEPS"
IN FIVE ACTS

COMING

"GRIM JUSTICE
"EAST IS EAST*
"THE FIRST SETTLERS

STORY"
ARRANGE WITH YOUR MUTUAL EXCHANGE

FOR THE WHOLE FLOREHCE TURHER SERIES Produced bi^

TURNER PILM COMPANY
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PRICE CUSS AND4
POWERFUL

PUfiCH

IN FIVE ACTS
FROM THE NOVEL byALLEN RAINE

Cleverly staged ay Henry Edwards
lUlTH THE ARTISTIC SIMPLICITY AND BEAUTI-

FUL SINCERITY OF THE FAMOUS STORY CARE-
FULLY preserved gy FLORENCE TURNER'S
WONDERFUL ACTING

AWELSH SINGER is an exceptional^/ ^l
STRONG BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION

_rjjff

Distributed Ihrouqhoiil the Vnired States tl

and Canada exclusivelij bi^->

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
JOHM R.FRCULER. president
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vANY MUTUAL EXCHANGE
WILL RUN IT FOR YOU!

IT IS ABSOLUTELY THE
GREATEST COLLECTION
OF CHAPLIN LAUGHf EVER

1 PRESENTED IN 2000 FT. OF FILM

RELEASED MO/WAY AUGUST 7
T
-
H

(THE NEWE5T OF THE NEW CHAPLIN^)

CHAPLIN FAKIRS!!
Ancient films are being dug out of the grave, duped and re-

titled to be sold to exhibitors as parasites on the fame of Charles

Chaplin.

"THE LATEST CHAPLIN" is a deceit and a fraud when
used in connection with any other films than the Mutual Chap-
lin specials, released in the United States only by the Mutual
Film Corporation.

Charlie Chaplin is appearing in no other new pictures than
the two reel comedies now being made for the Mutual Film
Corporation.

The only films made under the new Chaplin $670,000 contract
released to date are:

THE FLOORWALKER THE VAGABOND
THE FIREMAN ONE A. M.

LONE STAR FILM CORPORATION
71 West 23rd St., New York City OS!
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MUTUAL PICTURES

In this gripping two-reel "Mustang" drama, a girl of

tender years captures the villainous mountain terror,

and furnishes a climax to an intensely dramatic story.

Jack Richardson, photodrama's most famous villain,

has the title role, supported by a strong cast includ-

ing Lizette Thorne, King Clark and others.
Directed by Murdoch J- MacQuame Released August 18th

Ruth Ridley Returns
This is one of the most eloquent sermons against circumstan-
tial evidence, presenting the case from a newand unique angle.

It is a two-part "Flying A" drama, featuring Edward ( loxen,
Lizette Thorne and George Field in the important pails.

Directed by Alfred Hollingsworth Released August 1 4th

The Holly House
A three-reel " Flying A" drama, powerfully pic-

turing a stor\ of intense interest. Vivian Kich and
Alfred Vosburgh are seen in the principal parts.

Directed by Edward Sloman Released August 17th

Perkins' Mystic Manor
Orral Humphrey in the title role of this rousing]
" Beaut] " comedy is positively inimitable. I be

manner in which mysticism is portrayed is

ludiorOUl in (lie extreme— u riot <»! I.iu>;liter-m.ik lag MOMd)
Directed by Orral Humphrey Released August I (<th

Huge Profits Await the Exhibitors
Make- eapital out of tin.- favoritism extended these brands. Th«
nets is unequaled. Hook a program of these pictures todai ; and i<»in

record of " Flj inj \" prod*
van ot prosperous exhibitors.

All "Flying A." AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
Ill ft MIS ON I-
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MUTUAL PICTURESm
MOTION PICTURES OP THE 6R6AT

NEW YORK EXPLOSION WER6 SHOWN
/WS7**w anysettee* BY

THe MUTUAL W66KIY
They were on view at the Rialto, New York's leading

picture theater, at 4 P. M. the day of the disaster

—

hours

before any other news film of the year's greatest American
explosion and holocaust was released.

Mutual Weekly No. 84 has these wonderful night, dawn
and daylight views of burning, sinking ships, shattered

docks and buildings, and exploding ammunition. Order it

from any Mutual branch, and let your patrons have their

best and most authentic pictures of dynamite's! deadly

damage and fire's relentless fury.

Being produced "up to the minute" at the

Gaumont Laboratories, you always give

your patrons the best and LATEST news
when you show The Mutual Weekly.

GaamoDt Co.
FLUSHING, N. Y. JACKSONVILLE, FLA.



TO MEW YORK AND NORTHERN N.J.

EXHIBITORS
A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACTS
WHAT DO THEY MEAN TO YOU?

"TheYellow Menace," in sixteen episodes, is completely

finished and ready to show you. You can see

what you book. All of it.

"The Yellow Menace" is being booked absolutely on its

own merits. You are offered a Serial which Ex-

change men, the country over, thought good
enough to pay record prices for—after

they saw it—not before.

"The Yellow Menace" combines a powerful and timely

theme, a great star in Edwin Stevens, and a strong

supporting cast, backed by a monster publi-

city and advertising campaign that will

pack your house for sixteen consec-

utive record-smashing weeks.

As Distributors of "The Yellow Menace" in New York
and Northern New Jersey, our one aim and pur-

pose is to show you we know what UNITY
and FILM and SERVICE mean.

UNITY FILM SERVICE
TWELFTH FLOOR, 7.") SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
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Exhibitors ! E^erj^kere

!

Here's a Message
FOR YOU
>HE YELLOW MENACE" produced
by the Serial Film Company is the first

I

serial that has had to face the unbiased
'judgment and criticism of independent

exchange buyers the country over. Before the

picture was offered to you we showed it to ex-

change men from every part of the United
States and Canada and asked them to back
their opinion of "The Yellow Menace" with
real money.
The simple statement that the entire United States and Can-
ada are sold out, big deposits placed in our keeping, and
contracts signed calling for hundreds of thousands of dollars

must surely mean more to you than all the praise we could

bestow upon "The Yellow Menace."

the following Exchanges

:

K\{ LI >I\ E

BALABAN-IIERSIIBERG FILM ATTRACTIONS,
Mailers Huililinjr,

.... III.

LEVY. fHATKIV & FELDSTEIX,
17 N. Wabasli Avenue

Chicago, 111.

MISSOFRT. KANSAS. NEBRASKA, NEW MEXICO,
COLORADO. WYOMING. MONTANA. IDAHO,

I'TAH, ARIZONA. NEVADA. CALIFORNIA,
OREGON, WASHINGTON

FNITY FILM SERA-ICE,
Tl'ti Seventh Avenue.
New York City, '

NEW YORK STATE & NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

ggg^l
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Greatest Serial of them all

IN 16 EPISODES

Released Labor Day

MONSTER Newspaper and Billboard advertising campaign.
Unquestionably the best serial production ever thrown on
any screen. A thrill in every reel. Stupendous action in

every foot. All red blood. Nothing wishy washy.

Don't pass up your chance to get it first

We Control 14 States

KANSAS NEBRASKA
MISSOURI COLORADO
WYOMING UTAH
NEW MEXICO NEVADA
CALIFORNIA ARIZONA
WASHINGTON OREGON
IDAHO MONTANA

Write or Wire to Main Offices

Kansas City—409 Gloyd Bldg.

Denver—1725 Welton Street

Seattle—600 Union Street

Locations of Branch Offices will be announced later

Distributed thru

UNITED FILM SERVICE

Controlled by

Levy, Chatkin & Feldstein
Executive Office

CHICAGO
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now numbered in the thousands,

who are

INCREASING THEIR BUSINESS

UNICORN
RIL-M SERVICE
1. They have the largest number of popular stars.

2. They are unpadded, and the photography superb.

3. The dramas are gripping, the westerns thrilling and sensational,

and the comedies mirth-provoking.

4. THEY F-IL-L- THE MOUSES
NO MATTER WHAT THE POLICY

OF YOUR THEATRE
You can use all or part of the Unicorn Program of 21 reels of sure-fire,

selected subjects.

28 28
Every one in charge of a competent manager who knows your needs.

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION
126-130 West 46th Street NEW YORK CITY
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fin. Desmond <?* Enid Markey in

LIEUTENANT DANNY U.S.
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jf TriangleP/ay'Makes You/TheatreTh/

A picture of rare charm,
with a powerful love story
and many exciting moments
in this country and Mexico;
Enid Markey and William
Desmond in the latest Tri-
angle Play, "Lieutenant Dan-
ny, U. S. A.," will be more
than appreciated by the mo-
tion picture public.

^

i

I
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Produced by ihe ERBOGRAPHCOMPANY' Pxeseivfed hy ihe

CONSOLIDATED FILM CORPORATION
O.E.GoebeL, President

148^ Broadway
LvidwigCB.&xl>, <Trea.surerNKW YORK.

TREMENDOU5 NATIONAL



THE MOVING PICTURE WOPJ.D

dAutomobiles
io Motion Pic±xi.ire^Tlica.±irc
Pairons all over ilxc Uniied
Siaies wlxo follow ilxis

Ircmcndous Sixieert Ep i s o de
Iri\imph of the Piciixre Ari

with the Master Star

MAURICE COSTELLO
and ETHEL GRANDEST
±n.e beauiifv*l

A screen, draxna
pregnant wiikmysiery and eacciiernjeni lhai

stimulates iKe imagination of iKe millions
Directedby T HAYES HUNTER

Novelized by Albert Payson Terhune

bookingNOW at ]V££XRO
EXCHANGES

ADVERTIZING CAMPAIGN



PICTURES THE

LEWIS J.JELZNICK

CLARA KIMBALL
YOUNG

THE COMMON LAW

ROBERT W. CHAMBER*
ALBERT CAfiEUAAff-

D/rec+or General



WORLD AWAITS

HERBERT BRENON
Presents-

MADAME
NAZIMOVA

IN

A PHOTO-DRAMATIC VERSION

,,OF HER SENSATIONAL PLAYj
;

WAR BRIDES
Controlledby—

LEWIS J.SELZNICK
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Facts and Comments
THE price of the Moving Picture World Bold on the

tands will be fifteen cents per copy begin

oing on 5ept( mb< i 2d. The greal increase in

the price of papei and other added charges are respon
Bible for this increase in price. There will be no increase
in the rate of subscription [*h< reader who will Bend us
his subscription nol only will receive his copy earlier than
the readei who di pi nd on the news, dealer, but he will

sa\ e inure than 100 pei i enl in mone^

.

IN last week's issue of the Moving Picture World the

reader will find a short summary of the "Annual Re-

port of the British Board of Film Censors." The
British Board of Film Censors, it is well known, is like

our own Board of Review, an entirely voluntary institu-

tion and its orders and decrees are not enforceable at law
Because of its unofficial character and because of the co-

operation of all the reputable producers and importers in

Great Britain the Board has been able to accomplish a

great deal of good. It is a Board of Censors in name only,

for it advises the producer and consults with him in all

matters touching his films. On the whole, the report re-

flects credit on the ethical standards of British producers,
importers and exhibitors.

* * *

LW. BROPHY, the well-known exhibitor of Okla-
homa, suggests in a letter to the Moving Picture

* World that the government take steps to keep the

motion picture theaters supplied with films in case a

general strike of the railroads is called. He urges an
appeal to the postal authorities and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to allow films to be carried in the parcel

post. The Moving Picture World will treat of this sub-

ject fully in its next issue.

THE recent Chicago Convention brought one thing

into bold relief ; the disgust of exhibitors at the

fulsome and absolutely false praise which is so free-

ly bestowed on poor pictures in a certain section of the

motion picture press. It is thoroughly understood by the

exhibitors and it is likewise thoroughly resented by them
that these false and fulsome reviews of poor pictures are
the tribute paid by the reviewer to the advertiser. I )£

course this is radically wrong. It simply ignores the rights

of the reader who has paid his subscription on the under-
Standing that he gets honesl and competent criticism.

Recently the amusing proposition was advanced that every
picture, no matter how poor, ought to be tried out before
the public, irrespective of the rights of the exhibitor who
pays the freight. If the reviews in a certain section oi the

trade press were only fifty per cent, true the exhibitor
would have his choice of masterpieces every day in the

year. Hitter daily experience lias taught the exhibitor dif-

ferent
; that's why he resents the "puffing" o\ worthless

pictures.

PUBLICITY minus circulation it seems like a con-
tradiction in terms. Just the same, there are men
who look upon a page of "good publicity stuff" as

a marvelous achievement, no matter where it is printed
or by whom. The thinking men in the industr) pro-
ducers, exhibitors and every other class know how worth-
less this handbill publicity reallj is. \t a meeting ^>\ ex
hibitors the other nighl a man sent a clipping from a

certain paper to the secretary's desk asking to have it

read. Vs SOOn as the name of the sheet was announced
there were jeers and demands to "Cut it out." The paper
in question was known to have next to no circulation,
Nobodj thought it worth while to pay any attention to it.

although the article itself was all right and took up a good
deal of the contents ,.f the paper

* *

T (
> avoid all misunderstandings the Mo\ ing P
World explains once m re the conditions under
which it will loan free of charge

•'

Babies," which the organized exhibitors have :

as a gift to the publishers of the Moving Pii hki World
The film, about a thousand feet in length, is t,,

|

tor us,- in connection w •'
ims Illn ,,, v .,,n .

nection with some civic enternrise of community
movement It will be impossible to loan ii

item on a regular program
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What IS a Play? ® W W :S-SJ » a » a SI ^ Louis Reeves Harrison

THERE arc no Other authorities on this subject than

the great critical writers, inclusive of successful

playwrights themselves, and a study of those au-

thorities is a broadening education, rather than a narrow-

ing one. I Uu if a scenario editor, or whoever is held

responsible for play selection, is permitted to exercise un-

trammeled judgment in providing for screen production,

he need not deeply concern himself with what constitutes

a play. The trouble is that nearly all scenario editors are

hampered by one or another restrictive policy, are not

permitted to exercise the good critical judgment for which
they are employed.

One of the foremost translators of foreign stage plays

and critical writers. Barrett H. Clark, says that the play

"'may teach, it may demonstrate, it may antagonize," but

it must "appeal to our imagination through the senses.

'Edipus the King' has been acted and read for over two
thousand years, yet it deals with patricide and incest;

'Macbeth' is brutal and bloody, and yet it is played and
read in every part of the world. Both plays please or

they would not have survived. They are tragedies : they

show great men struggling with forces which are greater

than they and which finally dominate them. They appeal

to the sympathies, to the imagination, and because of their

literary form, to the esthetic sense.

"Both, as it happens, have lessons to teach, but that is

because life has a lesson to teach ; and a great artist in

foreshortening and synthesizing his materials.has brought

that lesson of life into sharper relief and made it stand out

in clearer terms than it does in the irrelevant and complex
thing we call life. It is when the dramatist sees his

lesson first and tries to shape a semblance of life to fit it

that he fails."

That a play must please, that it must appeal to our im-

agination through the senses, that it must appeal to our
sympathies, our feelings, our emotions, even that it should

stimulate the esthetic sense, is required in advance of the

lesson it may contain—such is the view of Mr. Clark.

Clayton Hamilton agrees in a way, defining the play as "a

struggle between individual human wills, motivated by
emotion rather than by intellect," but his definition lacks

breadth. It does not comprehend the struggle of human
wills against political and social forces.

It is very often the author's fault that his story is turned

down by one scenario editor after another. He may
have a fine conception and clearly see how it could be

worked out to interest almost any audience, but he has
failed in structure and method to convey his idea to those

who are called upon to decide favorably or unfavorably
upon his work. That failure would probably be regis-

tered on the screen. So, in the bitterness of his heart.

unhappy over the apparent uselessness of his hard labor.

he becomes discouraged, even disgusted, before he has

really tried out his native ability.

It is quite among the possibilities that he has had his

"lesson" too much in mind, to the detriment of story in-

terest. Then it mav be too overwhelmingly a picture of

struggle. Brander Mathews picks a flaw in the Hamilton
definition. Admitting that the essence of drama is largely

"a representation of the human will exerting itself against

an opposing force," he continues : "The playwright has
ever been seeking the means of presenting his conflict

without admixture of anything else." He may only injure

his story by the elimination of character study and all

else not essentiallv dramatic.

Then, again, the author should realize that there are

screen plays which depend largely upon treatment, al-

though they may be among the most popular. Farce-
comedy makes no pretense to merits essential in comedy

—

it may be a mere admixture of melodramatic incident and
horse play, a fun maker without semblance of structure,

a mere vehicle for some talented comedian. Or it may
depend almost wholly upon the spectacular, the story a

thin line of interest constantly broken up for the sake of

large and impressive ensembles. Some spectacles have
been very successful, though there is little doubt that thev

would have earned even more with intense story interesl

added.

Brander Matthews was even wiser than he knew, for

he was not thinking of moving pictures when he said,

"The dramatist will profit by his ability to reach the soul

through the eye as well as through the ear." "In real

life the action precedes the word, and it is sometimes so

significant that the explanatory phrase which follows is

not always' needed." That favorite theatrical attitude

assumed in pointing to the door is used in illustration,

but Mr. Matthews has unwittingly indicated the greater

subtlety of action replacing words in moving pictures.

That a playwright is one who can "project the truth

he has observed in the form of his art" is the opinion of
Thomas H. Dickinson, editor of "Chief Contemporary
Dramatists," and his definition is certainly not lacking in

breadth. The dramatist "must express in a human me-
dium his observation of human things," according to

Mr. Dickinson, "so he must be skilled as FEW ARE in

human nature itself. Looking out over society, he finds

floating abroad conceptions that are not formulated in

text books, or outlined in social codes, but are diffused

through society, and these things that he finds in society it

is his business to translate into the formulas of his art,

that through it there mav be turned to societv a reflection

of itself."

Mr. Dickinson does not believe that the dramatist
should actually reflect society to itself, but interpret it,

present its meaning, solve its mysteries in one or another
enchanting form suited to the medium through which he
seeks expression. His idea, deep as it may seem at a
glance, is shared by many strong novelists and dramatists
of today who have said their say on this interesting sub-
ject, and can it be reasonably denied that a story lacks

interest which solves any mystery of our existence?
It is almost impossible for any of us to get at the motives

and causes behind what is operating for us or against

us as individuals, why we are failing to attain our desires,

why there is injustice, why there is wrong, even why we
occasionally succeed, unless we are saturated with ego-
tism. To reach the sympathies of an audience the dram-
atist must know something of what members of that au-
dience have already enjoyed, suffered or thought about.

It looks very much as though contemporary interest could
only be mused by subjects and matter vital to the people.

AYhile the arts of expression vary in form and method,
there are certain general principles in them all so far as

story substance is concerned. The screen story, like that

of stage and print, is primarily designed to entertain

and is largely social in it-- nature. Tt provides mental and
emotional stimulus and refreshment of a varied character.

and so easilv wearied is an audience of repetition that the

story should have behind it a measure of that rare and
beautiful quality, creative genius.
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Get the Public Confidence
I5v W. Stephen Bush.

NO BETTER motto has been devised than that of the

Cleveland exhibitors: "Get the public confidence."

No business and no industry needs more than we
do the confidence of the plain people of the land. The
motion picture belongs to the plain people. It is, we are

happy to say, capable of marvelous artistic development,
but nothing made by one man is too good for another man
to see. The men who make or distribute or show motion
pictures to the public must get close to the public and
must be willing to take the public into their confidence.

The impression still prevails in many quarters that the

motion picture men are just a lot of "nickle-grabbers." as

President Sawyer of Ohio is in the habit of saying. It is

all right and it is indeed necessary to get the nickels and
the dimes and the more elusive denominations. I am
bound to say, however, that the business of the exhibitor

does not end with the counting of the receipts. He must

make an adequate return. He is just now much handi-

capped by circumstances I gladly admit ; between the

Seylla of the Program and the Charybdis of the Feature

he has his task cut out to save his bark from going on the

rocks. Nevertheless the responsibility is largely his. The
public holds him responsible; the lawgivers hold him re-

sponsible ; 90 per cent, of the criticisms launched at the

motion picture is aimed at the exhibitor. It was and it is

the public which has helped the exhibitor to realize both

his power and his responsibility. He knows better than

any other factor in the industry how absolutely dependent

he is on the confidence of his public. I never go into a

motion picture theater and watch the manager without

feeling that consciously or unconsciously he is doing his

level besi to gain that confidence.

Now, it is all right to be courteous, for no success is

possible without it: it is all right to have the place well

ventilated, to have a fine lobby, to have attractive schemes

of decoration, to have good music, to insist on good pro-

jection. All these things are needed in the plan to win

public confidence, but the best and final place to win public

confidence is on the screen. Exhibitors know that the)

win or lost- with their pictures

I am firmly persuaded that hereafter the exhibitors will

have something to say aboul the pictures on which their

livelihood depends. The convention at Chicago furnish) rl

some proof of that. I am verj certain right now that if

it depended on the vote of the exhibitors, the silly so-calied

vampire pictures would be voted out of existence. Pro

dttO i in this business, I am sorry to say, are often d<

ceived by surface indication-. A heavil) advertised vam
pire picture comes along and brings a temporary but ulti

manly fatal increase in the box office receipts of one oi

two exhibitors. \ "vampire wave" follows; sometimes
it's a little wave and sometimes a big otic. but it SUbsidi

quickl) in either event after doing a lot of harm to the

reputation of the motion picture. No solid, permanent
benefit oi success is ever achieved with pictun
vampire or oth< i objectionable type

Let us thoroughlj understand this one fact: We can
not gain the confidence ol the plain people with su h

pictures, but we . an ver) quickly earn their disgust. This
storj was told to a member of the staff of the Moving
Pictur] World b) an exhibitor of experience and repu
tation \ regulai patron of a suburban motion picture
theater was seen walking up to his theater and suddenly
coming to a stop \< lie viewed the lobb) displaj he was
approached l>\ the . t s,i-.i.int manager, who hailed him
familiarly and invited him to come in and see the show.
The man shook his head

"I didn't think I would ever see one of these vampire
pictures in your theater," he said. "Why, I have seen a
couple of these pictures down-town and if I see another
I might begin to suspect my own wife."
W e cannot gain the confidence of the public without

pictures which will deserve such confidence. The exhib-
itor must have the co-operation of the producer. The
most successful producer for the next five years will be
the one who keeps his finger on the exhibitor's pulse, which
generally repeats the beats of the public pulse.

Does Censorship "Protect" Us?
By \Y. Stepjikx Bush.

WL I.Will-; the attention of the advocates of cen-
sorship, Federal or otherwise, to the curious state
of affairs that is developing in the interesting

town of Seattle. A prominent film man in that section
bought a picture which had been approved by the National
Hoard of Review. Now they happen to have a little

board of their own in Seattle, consisting of nine members.
Two-thirds of this local board took a look at the picture
and found it to be morally O. K. and artistically com-
mendable. Now it seems to the humble intellect grinding
out this piece of copy that if ever censorship was going
to act as a "protection" this was its goldenest opportunity.
Alack and alas!—on top of all this double-barreled com-
mendation and this copper-fastened approbation there
comes along a delegation of three women, overruling
everything and everybody and declaring that the picture
was perfectly horrid and ought to he stopped forthwith,
vi et armis. as they say in an indictment. Sure enough,
the distinguished Mayor of the city, coldly ami firmly
ignoring all previous decisions, sends forth' the minion's
of the law and has the exhibitor who showed the picture
apprehended, simultaneously threatening the aforesaid
exhibitor with the municipal dungeon unless defendant
consents to an immediate forfeiture of the tidv little sum
of one hundred dollars. The legal machinery in Seattle
works on principles that have made New Jersey famous
tor its justice. The judge before whom this matter is to
he tried and decided is said to he none too favorable to
the defendant. This, of course, is mere hearsay, for all

we know to the contrary the judge may be an ornament of
his rank.

However this ma) he. it seems to us that the exhibitor
who has hen arrested and threatened and who has now
demanded a jury trial, ought to find himself surrounded
by willing helpers from every part of the industry. He
bravel) and honorably has decided to fight tile i

finish, and he is entitled to the assistance, both moral an.

I

Otherwise, of all the film men in that section, whether the)
are organized or not. We hope that every exhibitor and
ever) exchange will rally around him in the pn
Of this fight.

[| is gratifying to learn that the entire press f the Cit)
ot Seattle is in hearty accord with the arrested exhibitor
What we want to point out in this ease is the fact that
censorship is not a "protection" against the <v
the police power. Censorship does not am where, and.
is tar as u , ean see, it never will anywhere supersede the
police powers of the state The police power i- inherent
in even Mate ami iii ever) subdivision of the state and
censorship cannot confine or circumscribe it in am wa\
whatever It is quite true that tl

power is subject to judicial review, but we all ki

an aw fid lot of damage can b< d(

read) to h I

l >f all the sill) arguments in

motion pictures there is none wot iim that
censorship "protects" the exhibit)
from othet official quartei -
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The Death of a Pioneer

Tl 1 E passing of William T. Rock, one of the pillars

of the old system, reminds many of us of the

gigantic changes this industry has undergone
since the early days. In the truest sense of the word
Rock had been one of the pioneers of the motion pic-

ture. We know of none who antedate him in associa-

tion with the screen and its works.
Rock possessed an almost intuitive sense of enter-

tainment values—the one indispensable qualification

for every practical and every successful showman.
Time and again he manifested this rare and precious

gift. He took pictures that had been given over for

dead and breathed life into them. He proved in a most
convincing way the importance of handling a picture

and the value of real showmanship. His choice of a
vocation in the world of amusements was in obedience
to the talents Nature had endowed him with. He
loved the work and therefore he became a master.
Having begun at the bottom, he rose to the pinnacle

of his profession. No greater tribute can be paid to a

man in the world of action, in which Rock loved to

take a lively part and from which he has been removed
much too soon. He was like most successful men, a

relentless foe to those who chose to fight him, but as

one of his friends put it, "an easy man to travel with."
His integrity in business affairs was the result of sound
principles.

In a field in which Fortune has always shown her-

self at her ficklest he retained what he had acquired.

He never gave the changeable Goddess a chance to

desert him.

William T. Rock was one of the great and notable
figures in the industry and his premature death is de-

plored by a numerous host of friends and admirers.

Buyer from Australia Here
A. B. Hellmrich of the Co-operative Film Exchange of Mel-

bourne Talks to World Representative.

HB. HELLMRICH, the general manager of the Co-
operative Film Exchange, Ltd., of Australia, whose

•head office is located at Melbourne, is now staying at

the Hotel McAlpin, New York City, looking for a steady
supply of good American features.

When seen by a reporter of the Moving Picture World
Mr. Hellmrich told of a most delightful and interesting
journey half around the globe. He came from Australia by
way of New Zealand, Fiji Islands to Honolulu and thence to

Canada.
"Australia," said Mr. Hellmrich, speaking of conditions in

his native land, "imports 60,000 feet of film a week and all

the big stuff comes directly from America. The small stuff

is still bought in London. I am looking for a steady supply
of first-class features and I will want about fifty-two a year.

Out of the 600 permanent motion picture theaters in Aus-
tralia we supply about 200. Among the principal places sup-

plied by us I will name Hoyt's, Lyric, Port Melbourne, Plais

Cinema in Melbourne and the Australian, Kings, Dix and
Baker, Alhambra and New York in Sydney. These houses
and scores of others are of the highest type, as you can see

by these photos." The photos exhibited fully bore out Mr.
Hellmrich's statements, for they showed solid, attractive and
thoroughly artistic showhouses.

Mr. Hellmrich said that the general run of programs in

Australia consists of two features with two stars, one fea-

ture being about two or three and the main feature generally

five reels in length. Australian exhibitors, he added, are

generous and skilful advertisers. They use more space by

far than the American exhibitor or his British brother. Ex-

changes featuring a particularly fine number will frequently

buy a full page at rates comparable to those charged here.

These "ads" contain the names and the locations of the thea-

ters using the particular feature advertised.

"It is a common thing." said Mr. Hellmrich, "for people

in Australia to read the big papers in Sydney and Melbourne

just to see the ads of the great motion pictures." Mr. Hellm-

rich exhibited several pages to prove what he said. The

ads were dressed up wonderfully in a typographical way and
showed fine judgment en the part of the advertiser.

"I am going to stay here for some time, probably for a
couple of months anyway, and during that time I shall make
it a point to hunt up available material," Mr. Hellmrich con-

cluded.

Max Under Coming to America
Famous Old Pathe Comedian Has Been Engaged by George

K. Spoor—Salary $260,000 per Year.

AN INTERESTING cablegram from Paris appeared in

American daily papers last week to the effect that

George K. Spoor of the Essanay Company, Chicago,

had secured the services of Max Linder for a term of years

at a salary of $400,000 per year and that the famous motion

picture comedian was soon to come to this country to ap-

pear on the screen.
Inquiry at Essanay headquarters in Chicago elicited a con-

firmation of the news
of Linder's coming, but

it was stated that the

salary would be $260,-

000, instead of $400,000

per year.
It is a matter of in-

difference whether the

price be greater or less

than the figures named;
the big thing is that

Linder is coming and
that he is to again ap-

pear to delight the mill-

ions of picture fans

who have not yet for-

gotten his most laugh-

able antics.

Linder sprung into

prominence in 1907 and
1908 when he originated

a style of motion pic-

ture comedy that was
all his own and which
has scarcely been
equaled by any other
picture comedian and
never successfully imi-

tated by any of them
For a long time

Linder was the most
popular motion picture actor in the world. Through the

wonderful distribution afforded by the Pathe organization

his pictures were shown in every civilized country and he
literally made millions laugh daily.

After more than thre.e years as a member of the regular

Pathe stock company Linder organized a company of his

own, releasing through Pathe, and enjoying a larger share

in the profits, which accrued from his efforts. But while

the popular player made more money by this transaction, not

so many Linder comedies were released. Then came the

war and he went to the front, so, for several years, there

have been no Linder comedies shown in America.

Early in the great conflict now raging it was reported that

Max Linder had been killed. Later it was learned that he

had only been wounded and that in deference to the petitions

of his many friends and admirers in France the Government

prevented him from returning to the front and retained him

for an indifinite period as an entertainer, sending him from

hospital to hospital to cheer up the convalescent soldiers

Just what plans the Essanay Company have for Linder

is not known at this writing, but he is expected to arrive in

this country before many weeks have passed and will proba-

bly work in the Chicago studio of that company.

Much credit is due Mr. Spoor for his enterprise in securing

so distinguished an artist for the Essanay Company and, no

doubt the best use of his well-known ability will be made.

Linder.

PIONEER'S FIRST PRODUCTION READY.

Nathan Hirsh. president of the Pioneer Feature Film Cor-

poration, announces that his first production under the

•I'i.m.-rr" brand is rapidly nearing completion. Em Gorman,

the talented and versatile juvenile star, plays the leading

role William Plater, recently with the Famous Players

Film Co and John Dunn, well known through his part in

the "Iron Claw," also have leading parts. There is surprise

in store in a captivating new vampire.
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McClure Pictures Well Under Way a ® a a a a

F/rsf Subjects to Be Written, Produced and Ex-

hibited Under the McClure Trade Mark
Soon to Be Released.

FKKDERICK L. COLLINS, president of the McClure
Publications, Inc., now comes out with the announce-
ment that the work of producing motion pictures under

the trade mark of McClure is now under way. Mr. Collins
points to this statement printed in the September number
of McClure's Magazine as the first authoritative declara-
tion of his company's plans:

"Miss Ann Murdock, who is about to appear on
Broadway in her latest success, 'Please Help Emily,'
has been chosen to plav the star part in the first mo-
tion picture written, produced and exhibited under
the McClure trade mark. Miss Murdock is not new
to pictures, having already starred on the Metro,
V-L-S-E and Paramount programs."

Regarding this statement Mr. Collins says: "It is true
that the McClure Pictures are now being produced under
the McClure trade mark. Ann Murdock is doing the first

picture and Holbrook Blinn the second. Eive other stars.

including one of the very biggest box office attractions in the
picture business, are already under contract. The first fea-

ture will be released in the early fall, but no one picture
will be shown until at least six have been completed and
the nucleus of a high class service to exhibitors absolutely
guaranteed. We are making these expensive productions
ourselves with directors and stars controlled by us, instead
of in co-operation with other manufacturers, as has been
our custom, to make absolutely sure that the quality of the
pictures will be up to the McClure standard.
"Our plan is to assemble into one group the stars of all

the programs, and then to give to each picture released the
same vast national publicity hitherto accorded only to the
fifteen-part serials. This is the first time that five-reel fea-
tures have been so advertised. We believe that McClure
publicity, through the national magazines, newspaper and
other channels controlled by us, placed behind a really high
grade star in a big feature production, will drive people to
the theater to see McClure Pictures, and will make these
advertised features more profitable even than the ordinary
moving picture serials, which we invented and which, I am
willing to admit, have yielded many thousands of dollars
in profit to our house.

tars now under contract to McClure's have formerly
appeared on the Paramount, Metro, Fox, World and V-L-
S-E programs. To their known box office value will be
added at least a half million dollars worth of publicity and
the moral backing of the McClure list of magazines and
newspapers.

"I am firmly convinced, by five years' participation in thi

motion picture business, that the day of the ordinary five-

reel feature is past. The extraordoinary or BUper-featun
is the only thing thai will make money for the exhibitors
The unusual thing, the extraordinary star, the timely sub-

ject, the tremendous force of publicity -one or all of these
mist be present to guarantee an exhibit*

houses. The . » 1 1
1 > absolute!) sure elemenl that never misses

tire is the publicitj Hov
be an advei tised feature.

"Full details ol out advertising campaign will

in .inn i .1 in tht in ,ii future For the presi nl i1 ii

to Ba) thai we shall use a l^t "t" twenty national i

and weeklies, totaling fiftj million readers, and approxi
one thousand m ared up to aid th

Ii • al ei hibitor show ing

list will include everj motion picture magazine of impor
tan< • and ever) trade paper that stands for the

'

in
I • i < i U

"This is not a sporadic advertising campaign, but is to

be i ontinued fi om month t.. month and
j

i

r) communit) in which McClure Pictures are shown
In talk about distribution plans, but 1 am

in a position to predii I that McClure Pictures
ti ibuti d i". thi mosl powerful distribute
tin United Stati lling two ami pt.s-il.K ;

ompanies, abundantl) financed b) McCI
ests, and managed . thi nized leaders i" the distri

bution and I

When asked regarding the action brought by this com-
pany against the Paramount to enforce an option of sale.

saitl to involve about twelve million dollars. Mr. Collins said

that while that suit would be pushed to trial as rapidly as

possible, it would in no way affect the plans of the McClure
Publications for the production and distribution of its

pictures.

Universal Pays $1,200 for Synopsis.
Willard Bradley Takes Down the High Purse on an Eight-

Page Picture Story.

THE Universal has broken another record. It has paid

$1,200 to Willard Bradley for an eight-page synopsis
under the title, "The Beloved Imp." The previous

high record for a synopsis alone is $750. and was paid for a

five-reel feature. In that case, however, a working script

went with the synopsis. The Universal purchased only the

synopsis with "The Beloved Imp." Offers of a thousand
dollars have been made on various competitions, and under
special arrangements, all of them having certain strings

attached to them. The Universal paid $1,20U strictly on the

merit of the story, and
is in accordance with
the new plan of the
Universal for buying
scenraios.
Some time ago it be-

came apparent that the

"per reel" method of

buying scenari
equitable neither to the
writer nor to the com-
pany purchasing them.
Frequently a script

purchased a> a tive-

reeler has to be cut to

two, and it frequently
happens that a story
in t e n d e d as a two-
reeler is worth five

reels in the hands of a

tent scenario
staff. The Universal
intends to depend upon
its own scenai
for guidance as to the

value of stories in

future, and will pay for

the stor) itself, and not
for the number of reels

in which the story will be produced. It "The Beloved Imp"
ma" be accepted as a criterion, this system is likeh
"ut very much to the benefit of scenario writers,
m synopsis form alone so appealed to the Univei
it made the offer based upon the merit of 11,200 for the
story. It l- a story of Scotch domestic life, th<
which is laid ill the mountain regions of Northern Scotland

Willard Bradley, the author, is one of the best known
scenario wnter-. in the moving picture field. He sold his

first scenario to the Universal in July. I'M-', and it was pro
timed with Edwin August and Florence Barker under the
title "Hi- Mad ta," .>> Powers singh reel, but before tins

he had written ior the Biograph, Kalem an.t Vitagraph com-
panies ami ha- been a very prolil

PORTLAND UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE IN NEW
QUARTERS

in ordei to ;m mon
business carried on b) the Film Suppl) I

land, Ore., G \ \i el

in to t hi

then new ami el..

Poi [land office is now ti .

I'a. in, i oast l

with basement
Mi Mi

Photo l" .

land, and foi his

ol Portland

Willard Bradley.
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Exhibitor Beats Light Monopoly a a a a a a a

Gws Koenigswald Aided by Manhattan Local

Forces Edison Electric Illuminating Co. to Terms

A MOST important decision materially affecting every
motion picture exhibitor in the city and state of New
York, has just been rendered by Public Service Com-

missioner Hayward of the First District.

The matter came on to be heard at a session of the Public
Service Commission of
the First District held on
Thursday, August 3, at
the offices of the commis-
sion, 120 Broadway, New
York City, upon the com-
plaint of Gus. Koenigs-
wald, who is owner of the
Sunset theater, 4705 Fifth
avenue, Brooklyn, and

io is the president of
: Veaudeau Amusement

Company.
Mr. Koenigswald had

preferred charges against
the Edison Electric Illum-
inating Co., based "upon
the wrong maximum de-
mand and alleged refusal
to give power rates for
motor generators." Mr.
Koenigswald had fought
the Edison Electric Illum-
inating Co. ever since De-
cember, 1915, because as

he claimed, it unjustly refused to allow power rates for power
used in running a motor generator.
As is well known, the power rates are 50 per cent, lower

than the lighting rates. Mr. Koenigswald contended that he
had a perfect right to use the current supplied to him for any
lawful purpose whatever, and that it was his privilege to
use his power for a generator, with which to supply the light

in his theater and for his arc.

Gus Koenigswald.

On the other hand, the Edison Electric Illuminating Co.
claimed that they had a right to charge lighting rates even for
light which they supplied indirectly. There was no dispute
as to the facts on either side and the whole issue resolved
itself into a question of law.
After hearing both sides, Commissioner Hayward decided

in favor of Mr. Koenigswald, and fully sustained all the con-
tentions made by him and his counsel. He ruled that the
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. was selling current and that
it went altogether beyond its lawful power when it sought
to regulate the use of such current, once it had been paid
for.. The Commissioner said he felt that his decision was
in accordance with sound law and sound common sense, and
that he didn't think that any court or jury could be found
to decide otherwise.

The saving to the motion picture exhibitors by virtue of
this ruling is estimated at about $600 a year, which is of
course, confined to cases where generators are used. Where
an exhibitor uses exhaust fans and has his organ and his
machinery worked bv electricity, the annual saving where a
generator is used is even greater.

A representative of the Moving Picture World called upon
Mr. Koenigswald shortly after the decision was rendered and
found him in a very happy frame of mind.

"I bought a generator," said he, "because with alternating
current which I was compelled to use, I could not get the
best results in projection. At first the Edison Electric Il-

luminating Co. made no objection, but in the course of a

few months, they refused to allow me power rates for my
generator. I consulted with the attorney and with the of-

ficers of the Manhattan Local Organization, and decided
that we would fight the matter first before the Public Service
Commission and if that failed, in the courts. We have been
at it ever since, with the gratifying results that I have just

told you of."

"You see, there are a good many advantages in using a

generator, which any practical exhibitor knows. The ruling,

as I understand it, will have state-wide application and I

hope it will result in benefiting every exhibitor in the state.

Great credit is due to the counsel and the officials of the

Manhattan Local Organization, who have co-operated with
me from the beginning."

Fantomas Stories in Series.

Gaumont to Release Them Through Mutual in Five Separate
Episodes of Three Reels Each.

THE Gaumont Company is to release a series of five

"Fantomas" episodes through Mutual. Each is in three
reels, making this the first three-reel series ever put

out in America. Beginning September 7 one will be released
each week. As the stories have already had wide publicity

this summer through their publication in a number of lead-

ing Sunday newspapers, the Gaumont company has chosen
the most profitable moment possible for their release.

The "Fantomas" series of -thirty-two book-length novels
is by far the most popular of all the great French detective
stories. Already these are duplicating in America the great
success they enjoy abroad. Those which have appeared this

summer have been read by millions in such metropolitan
newspapers as the New York World, Pittsburgh Press, St.

Louis Post-Dispatch, Cleveland Plain-Dealer, Seattle Post-
Intelligencer and many others. "Fantomas" has also been a

"best seller" in book form.
Fantomas, the phantom crook, is the creation of two masters

of popular French fiction, Pierre Souvestre and Marcel Al-
lain. In these photoplays the majesty of the law is repre-

sented by one of the greatest detectives ever imagined, In-

spector Juve. The duels with every resource science can
furnish and the many battles of wits form the most thrilling

and exciting incidents and series of events that the screen

has seen.

Some of the greatest artists of France have been called

upon to interpret roles in this series. Since it has been some
time since Gaumont has released any French film in America,
exhibitors will welcome the return of such popular artists as

Victor Navarre, James Breon, Louis Melchior. Madame
Renee Carl, and the beautiful Mile. Jeanne Faber from the

Comedie Francaise. The pictures will be released in the fol-

lowing order: I—The Phantom Crook; II—The Man in

Black; III—The Mysterious Fingerprints: IV—The Crook
Detective; V—The False Magistrate.

Old Vitagraph Office to Close.

Famous Old Nassau Street Quarters to Be Vacated—E. G.
Hedden Resigns and Will Join John B. Rock.

THE old offices of the Vitagraph Company at 116 Nassau
Street, New York, known to almost every motion pic-

ture man in the world, and which were presided over
for so many years by the late "Pop" Rock, are to be closed.

The new Vitagraph corporation will probably have a city

office elsewhere, but the business formerly transacted at 116

Nassau street will be done at the Flatbush .Studios. E.

George Hedden, who has been office manager at 116 Nassau
street for some time past, has resigned his connection with
the Vitagraph Company and will accept a position with John
B. Rock, who succeeds to the management of his father's

estate. Mr. Rock will open offices for the conduct of those
interests which are of considerable magnitude.

In this connection it is proper to record the fact that the

probate of the last will and testament of the late W. T.
Rock has been accomplished without a hitch and that the
family are in full accord with the wishes of the deceased
as therein expressed. Statements made in the daily papers to

the contrary were without foundation -in any particular.

CONWAY TEARLE, LEAD FOR MISS YOUNG.
Conway Tearle, who is playing the role of the artist-hero.

Kelly Neville, opposite Clara Kimball Young in the film

version of Robert W. Chalmers' novel, "The Common Law,"
is known to the theatergoers of England and America as

one of the most brilliant of the younger actors of the day.

His career as a leading man for many* prominent women
stars in the biggest of the metropolitan productions has, in

spite of his youth, covered a considerable number of years,

during which he has never known what it is to be without
an engagement, so great is the demand for his services.

Mr. Tearle. contrary to general belief, is an American and
not an Englishman. He was born in New York City, but in

his early youth was taken to England and educated there.
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Larry Trimble Brings TurnerFilms ByLyndeDemg ® @ @

^4/if^r 77iree Fears in England, Director Returns

for Indefinite Stay—"British Open

Market is Dead" he Declares

SOMETHING over a week ago Larry Trimble, director

and part owner of Turner Films, Ltd.—the first Ameri-
can producer to fly the Stars and Stripes over a per-

manent Yankee studio on English soil—stole into New York
as quietly as a German submarine. After three years of

uninterrupted work abroad—three years spent in guiding his

own company and in getting acquainted with the English-
man's filmland, this young director, who still calls the Maine

i his It

Florence Turner.

ready to father a ne
member of the Turner
Film-, family. He may
be here for weeks, or
months, or years, just
according to what
happens.
Up to the moment,

the plans of Mr.
Trimble and his part-
ners, Florence Turner
and Harry Edwards,
are definite to this ex-
tent. Pictures already
produced, or now being
made- in England, will

be released on the
Mutual program.
Under the title of
Turner Films, Ltd.,

the company will be
maintained abroad with
Miss Turner as the

star and Mr. Edwards
as her director, where-
as an American branch
of the concern will be
known as Turner
Films, Inc. It is prob-

Mr. Trimble will remain hen- as director in chief

and that he will produce regularly with players secured in

t li i
-. country. Just now he wants the right kind of a star,

<>r stars; not stage celebrities, however, for, speaking gen-
erally, as he was in outlining his plans, he thinks they are
quite out of place in pictures.

When Mr. Trimble left the \ ita.uraph company in 1913
and sailed for England with Miss Turner, lie was primarilj
a director with a di-

ii wpoint. Now
he turn- readily from

ing the art of

photoplays to a
consideration
posing of them at a

profit, until oh.

that lie is as hum b fas-

cinated by tin- pi. ture

business as the picture
ai t M •, i . be re-

ploil In- • iii
I

> a n v

rathet than himt ell

i mo\ ed
n ..in i ;

"W e lo. ated '

land bei
powei of

in this

l. it slighl op-
portune

producer with

marked
I

populat n\ in \ itagraph

iling di-

to Briti li cxhihiti
in iIm open market. Bit

on the other side none of us realized until the night of her
first personal appearance in the London Pavilion. I never
saw such a demonstration for any player. She was forced to
remain on the stage six minutes beyond the allotted time,

and even then the audience was not content.
"Naturally, such advertising was worth following up, and

after the London appearance Miss Turner toured the British
Isles. During one period she visited no less than 160 halls
in six weeks. I made
most of the trips with
her and had an oppor-
tnity to
conditions
One thing

Harry Edwards

study trade
at first hand,
was evident,

far back as
1913, the so-called open
market could not sur-
vive, and at that time
I wrote a letter to The
Moving Picture World
prophesying a change.
When the cinema pro-
prietors asked me to

address them I was
regarded as visionary
in forecasting a closer
approach to American
methods as a solution
of some of their prob-
lems. I don't pose as
a prophet, but this

much, at least, has
come true. The open
market in England is

virtually dead.
"Producers s i m p 1 y

cannot afford to make
good pictures on a Larry Trimble.
gambler's chance of
selling them, and that's about what it amounts to when the
supply i-, uncertain. As a sample oi the haphazard arrange-
ment unsatisfactory to both exhibitors and producers, one
week would bring half a dozen dramas all about equally good
and an insufficient number of comedies, whereas, as likely
as not, there would be a shortage of dramas and
supply of comedies the following week. With ..

market for perhaps one half of the produt
type, the others, just as meritorious, would he pat
The open market, as conducted in England, was doomed to
failure because it lacked the system needed in a I

complex business."
Returning to more personal affairs. Mr. Trimble -

thusiastic over his acquisition of Mr. Edv.
holder in the concern, ami director of the Knglish compain
"The beginning of our relationship was odd." lie

had heard of Mr. Edwards as a playwright and an
the head of his own company, and one da\ 1 watched him
conduct a rehearsal. His handling mediocre
players struck me as remarkable, and 1 asked him it he
fancied seeing himself on the screen He replied thai the
idea appealed to him. and a few weeks later In- was s

his days in the studio.
"His quickness in grasping picture requirements

traordinary. Almost from the beginning he hel| i

it was ,,,., lonj
written, produced, titled and trimmed a picture without am
assistance, What is more, when I saw :

:

,

I could noi sn.-c.st ,„j
ill. type Of man we want if the .

only thirtj
well as an actor, and vital
When asked about the sM

'

their aims, m that lt contains what | .

due ami compn
to Loth ol , theme m this instance is idyllic

: fully handle,

I

Trimble believes that ip< i

through
itUal Or illfelle, I
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Grace Darling.

International Announces Several Com-
ing Productions.

A Serial Entitled "Beatrice Fairfax" Heads the List
—

"Jaf-

fery" and Another Serial Featuring Irene Castle
to Follow.

NOW thai the International Film Service, Inc., has
settled itself in its new quarters in the Godfrey Build-

ing, Seventh avenue and 49th street, New York City,

announcements of forthcoming releases are beginning to

apepar. It is said that a number of new productions will

be made within the next few months by the International,

noteworthy among which is to be a serial to be called

"Beatrice Fairfax,"
founded upon interest-

ing incidents contained
in the hundreds of let-

ters received daily by
the writer of the
column in the Evening
Journal devoted to the
love-lorn and signed

.
"Beatrice Fairfax." This
serial is said to be a
pet idea of William
Randol ph. Hearst,
which means that it

will receive his per-

sonal attention and will

be given every possible
lattitude. The stellar

parts in this serial will

be played by Miss

I Grace Darling, a s

I "Beatrice Fairfax," and
I Harry Fox, the well

I known comedian, as

"Jimmy Barton," a

newspaper rep orter.

"Beatrice Fairfax," will

be shown for the first time on August 7.

Following "Beatrice' Fairfax," the International Film Ser-

vice, Inc., will offer a six-reel production, "Jaffery," written

by William J. Locke, from the celebrated novel of that title.

(Reviewed on page 652 of July 22 issue.) The photoplay was
produced for the International Film Service, Inc., by the

Frohman Amusement Corporation, William L. Sherrill, presi-

dent, and will be one of the International's "Golden Eagle
Features," of which there will be a number, all of the highest

quality. "Jaffery" has been characterized as "the type of

picture that exhibitors want, but seldom find." It is a ro-

mance of wholesome charm and beauty. The production has

been flawlessly staged and the cast includes ssuch famous
actors as C. Aubrey Smith, Eleanor Woodruff, Eric Blind,

Florence Deshou. Ben Hendricks and Paul Douchet.
After "Jaffery" will come a picture for which the public

has long been waiting. It is a serial by Louis Joseph Vance,

and will introduce Mrs. Irene Castle, the famous beauty as a

film star. A remarkable cast has been provided to support

Mrs. Castle. It includes Milton Sills, the romantic actor,

who will be her leading man; Dorothy Green, whose vampire

characterizations have made her one of the foremost screen

actresses in the country, and Warner Oland, a remarkably

fine heavy actor.

The International will also soon produce a screen play

from one of Tack London's best known novels; one from

the pen of H." Rider Haggard, the famous English author of

"She." and other stories; and one by Robert Chambers.

On August 14. the International will show for the^first

time a remarkable fashion reel, "Beauty and the Beast." It

is a picturization of the beautiful fairy story. The various

characters are gowned in the latest modes, affording a new

and striking manner for presenting fashion pictures. All

of the scenes are laid in Georgian Court, the estate of George

T. Gould, at Lakewood. N. J. #

The Hearst International News Pictorial, released on Tues-

day and Friday of each week is conceded to be the best news

pictorial issued. In addition to these regular features the

International also releases each week a split reel of comics,

features, scenic and educational views.

Kalem Promises for Mid-August.
Comedy and Drama Well Balanced in Releases for Weeks ot

August 14 and 21.

KU.I.M'S releases promised for the weeks of August 14

and 21 total ten reels, with the dramatic and comedy
elements well balanced in the schedule. Leading the

list, of course, is "The Girl from Frisco" series featuring
Marin Sais and True Boardman. Two episodes of the big

CAPTAIN LANG TAKES VACATION.
\ 1 Lang, who handles the publicity and several other

things at the headquarters of the Nicholas Power Company,

has gone to the Catskill Mountains for a two weeks' vaca-

tion." He says something about "camp and forgetting work

'

for sixteen days. Here's hoping he will have a good time.

Scene from "With the Aid of the Wrecker" (Kalem).

Western feature will be released in this period, August 16,

bringing "The Turquoise Mine Conspiracy," the second
episode and the following Wednesday, August 23, "The Oil
Field Plot."

Each of the "Girl from Frisco" episodes is in two reels,

telling a complete story. In addition the demand for drama
is met on the Kalem schedule for these two weeks by two
single reel "Hazards of Helen." "With the Aid of the
Wrecker," issued on Saturday, August 19, in addition to Helen
Gibson's daring feats, has a strong climax in a scene showing
a gigantic wreck-car crane swinging an automobile and its

occupants through the air.

"At Danger's Call," released on August 26th, has a novel
thrill showing Helen Gibson suspended from a bridge by
means of a rope, lifting a boy from a runaway flat-car loaded
with dynamite. A spectacular fire and daring motorcycle
riding are included in this "Hazard."
Ham comes to bat on Tuesday, August 15, with "Ham's

Strategy," a single reel comedy. Ham buys a donkey, and
the succeeding action tells of his troubles with the docile
beast, whom neither dynamite, fire nor speeding trains will

move. The three-star combination of Ham, Bud and Ethel
Teare is in the principal roles, with strong comedy support.
Ivy Close, the famous beauty, whose captivating person-

ality has quickly brought her to popularity, with American
film fans, is represented on Kalem's mid-August schedule
with two interesting subjects. "He Wrote Poetry," released
on -Friday, August 18, finds the comedienne in a comedy of
rapid-fire action with Henry Murdoch as a misguided versi-
fier. Elaborate trick effects are used on a large scale in "The
Stolen Jail," the Ivy Close release of August 25, which has
been pronounced by those privileged with an advance view
one of the strongest comedy productions of recent months.

GOFF ON TOUR.
A. W. Goff, assistant general manager of the V-L-S-E,

left New York last week for a ten-day tour of the Big Four
branch offices in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.

Louis. This tour is in line with the plan laid down by Mr.
Goff soon after his ascension to the assistant general man-
agership to keep in close personal touch with all branch
offices, their managers and all their assistants.

MISS JEANNE EAGELS JOINS THANHOUSER.
Miss Jeanne Eagels, one of the best known of the younger

actresses, has been signed by Edwin Thanhouser to be
starred in a special feature production to be called "The
World and the W^oman."
The story was especially written for Miss Eagels by Philip

Lonergan. Eugene Moore is directing the picture, which
will be released through Pathe.
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Pathe Releases for Week of August 27 a a a a a

Go/d Rooster Comedy Drama, Some Strong

Serial Installments and Good Features in

the New Reel—New Series Announced.

WITH a five reel old Rooster comedy drama produced
by Thanhouser—two reels embracing a "Is Humanity
in the Grip of Evil?" problem; a thousand feet of

Heinie comedy and a split reel educational containing two
timely subjects besides the two reels of Pathe News, the

Pathe program deals a hand to exhibitors all of which are

trumps.
"The Shine Girl," a five-reel comedy-drama, featuring

ladys Hulette, supported by a notable cast of Thanhouser
players sets the pace in the real race for quality. A sweet
story with a great human appeal which will be welcomed by
the enthusiasts who have waited eagerly for another picture

on the style of "Little Mary Sunshine." In the dingy depths
of a shoe shining basement is five feet of cheerfulness—"The
Shine Girl." While shining shoes with her hand she polishes

up the grouchy and brooding souls of the customer with her
cheerful words and sunny smile. A young judge of the Chil-

dren's Court becomes interested in her and takes her to his

mother's in the country. Eventually she plays a big part in

his heart and destiny. A great temptation beckons to him,
but through "The Shine Girl" he is saved on the brink of a

great unhappiness for himself and others. "The Shine Girl"

shows how happiness can spring from humbleness and this

picture, every foot of which shows the hand of a master di-

rector, will warm the hearts of the coldest audience. It is

the kind of a picture that will be approved by the severest
woman's club or societies active for "movie reforms."
"The Butterflies," two "Grip of Evil" reels, wins out in sec-

ond place. The story treats of the satanic cunning of a black-
mailer who defends himself from violence from the man he is

bleeding by depositing in a vault copies of the story which
are to be given to all editors and to the man about to marry
the woman in the case should he die. The blackmailer does
meet death and the grim results follow. A study in a noble
nature and how a real man rises to it against a crushing blow.
"Caught in a Jam" is the title of a slapstick Heinie comedy.

Heinie's theft of a jar of jam prized by a fair damsel because
her grandmother made it twenty years ago and tin- \vli;n

seemed fatal results is a scream. They all thought Heinie
had gone through a laundry mangle, but he had only gotten
caught in a terrible jam "like grandma used to make."
Of the scenics "Weapons of War" is a highly interesting

trip through Creusot. France, noted for its active manufac-
ture of modern guns. Much that is not known of these
death-dealing war monsters is revealed.

reel is "Historic St. Augustine," a splendid
the oldest historic city in the United Sti

picturesque rum- ol the early Spanish edifices—ancient mon-
astary and the old fort with its many marks of conflict are
highly interesting.

Wednesday, August 30, brings with it Pathe News Mo 70

and Sai in I, Pathe Mews No. 71.

Here Comes a New Pathe Serial.

House of Big Features Announces "The Shielding Shadow"
to Be More Thrilling Than Its Former Productions.

CHARAi I ! RIZ1 D b) a greater mystery than the mys
tcrv of thi

it. resl than t
;

I Circle"
iter thrills than th< Perils of Pauline" and

"The 1 itpl hievement, a won
i called "I'll- Shielding Shadow"

w ill b< release l on Septei
"The Shielding Shadow" featun

Dai mond, a charmin and apj i

cperiencc and ability; Ralph Kcllard. who
seen in some of Pathe's Gold Rooster plays and has had a

-uch hits

, Crisis."

of tin best "heavies" in pictures, whose work in "The Shield
ing Shadow" i- so t I thai a Ions; t has been
sii'ind with him t'.>r future produi
"The Shielding Shad..". il to be produced

by the Astra Film Corporation, a combination of experienced
producers, of which Louis J. Gasnier. formerly vice-president
and general manager of Pathe exchange, is president. The
picture was made under the personal direction of Mr. Gas-
nier aid Donald Mackenzie, who produced "The Perils of

Pauline" and a number of Gold Rooster plays. The author
of the scenarios is George B. Seitz. who wrote "The Iron
Claw" and whose work on "The Perils of Pauline" and "The
Exploits of Elaine" contributed to their great suc<

The Shielding Shadow" is a thrilling story of flesh and
blood people which will be read by millions. The adver-

tising and selling campaign decided upon by J. A. Berst,

vice-president and general manager, and C. R. Seelye, busi-

ness manager, will be vast in scope and a decided departure
from the usual. In addition to advertising in big newspapers
in all the important cities, billboards and painted signboards
will also be used to further the wide publicity which "The
Shielding Shadow" will receive.

The novelization of "The Shielding Shadow" is by Randall

Parrish, one of the most .popular writers in the United

States.

Raymond B. West

RAYMOND B. WEST, co-director u.ider Th
hue of "Civilization." has returned from Honolulu to

Culver City, where he is now hard at work on Ince-

Triangle features. Mr. West is Thomas hue's star director.

Recentlv he finished a forceful Triangle drama bj I

ner Sullivan, entitled "The Wolf Woman," which served to

introduce Miss Glaum
for the first time in a

vampire role. The Ori-
ental settings chosen by
Mr. West for the pic-

ture were of unusual
beauty and were built

by four Japanese artist-

mechanics whom Mr.
West engaged in Hono-
lulu. One of the sets is

a gorgeous spid. i

constructed with Japa-
nese ingenuity.

Mr. West also recent-

ly completed '"Home,"
which contains
unique lighting effects.

Bessie Barriscale and
Charles Ray. the popu-
lar juvenile, are fea-

tured in this production
ardner Sullivan.

The play depicts the

suddenly ac-

quired wealth upon a

typical Vmerican house-
hold Mi-- Bai

has the pan of a girl

who att<

her nouveau riche parents and l

which ensue are illuminating Louise Glaum co-stars in the

i ampire, and included in the su|

iduction.

Mi Wesi i- now at woi
i G Hawks in which Chai

npson in the prii

1

Raymond B. West and Ml

JAM-: KECKLEY wi mi l ,\ i I
\s Pitt

talented :

• n both the East and V\ i

in whi< li -he api
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Sidriey Drew on True Comedy ® m % EPeS wmthwp sargem

Famous Light Comedian Gives His Ideas of

What Real Comedy Should Be

SIDNEY DREW makes one reel comedies for two rea-

sons. He makes comedies because he is a born come-
dian. He makes them in one reel because he has the

crazy idea that audiences prefer variety to their programs
and do not care for an hour or more of the single idea.

The well-known ('. Columbus had a somewhat similar brain-
storm when he foolish-

ly argued that there
must be land on both
sides of the Atlantic
ocean. In other ways
Mr. Drew is an up-
rooter of tradition.

When he went to Met-
ro he was due, by all

the rules and past per-

formances, to get the

bighead and "go bad."
Realizing his impor-
tance—as gauged by his

salary—he should have
done all the things he
wanted to do instead of

doing what he should
do. Instead he made
ette .edies ami

Sidney Drew.

Aboul the

worked all the harder,
and in these days of

knockabout the Metro-
Drew comedies stand
lor the best of real

comedy; the sort of

comedy that made Mr.
Drew's mother, Mrs.
John Drew, beloved by
a nation that still holds
her in affectionate re-

membrance.
-e headlining vaudeville

the dramatic stars for

the second or third to

le that the pictures
managers turned

new attractions and Mr. Drew w .

make the venture. Hundreds of dramatic stars were coaxed
by fancy salaries to make the vaudeville plunge during the

next couple of years, but most of these were "name acts."

1'eople went to see them, not to be entertained, but to see

them in their new surroundings. Very few succeeded in en-

tertaining their audiences and still fewer were asked to make
the second trip over the circuits that meant real success.

But Mr. Drew so skillfully adapted his offerings to the fancy

of his audiences that he made not alone the second trip,

but for ten years or more he was one of the standard head-

liners. He might be there yet but he again made friends

with the "syndicate" and went back to the dramatic stage.

The same adaptability that served him then serves him
still. He knows what audiences want. He knows how to

give it to them. "Drew comedies" is as much a definition as

a distinction. It stands for a type—the highest type—of
comedy production, and his views on the art are interesting,

for he' is both director and star, sharing his labors in both

departments with his clever wife.
'

It must be understood, of course," he said the other after-

noon, in his dressing room, "that a comedy must be humorous
to be a comedy. After that the first great essential is plot.

M must possess plot if it would have excuse. Xo matter how
in i comedy incident may seem to be at the moment,

, -,.
i n ,. - it is assembled, there MUST be

i lol back of the incident if it is to have excuse. The au-

cenes to tell the plot. 1 invent business—to

tell the p'ot. It is plot that gains and holds the interest of the

rpectator, and this plot alone can do. I may be radical to

the point of iconoclasm. but plot and nothing but plot can

I
i
rv good.

"But almost as important is naturalness. There must be

no crude violation of probability if there is to be real com-
edy—and note that I say 'comedy.' I do not make a sweeping

assertion to cover all humorous forms. True comedy is

natural, convincing '^'iinn. Tl-e closer it lies to the every-

day life of the multitude the stronger is it., ap]

authors write real comedy. They write much farce and more
knockabout, some comedy drama and very little comedy, for
real comedy is not stressed. It is human. It tells of the
things that not only can happen, but probably have happened
to you and me and all the rest. I aim to get stories that find
a responsive impulse in the breasts of a majority of our
clientele. They are not always brilliant episodes, but always
1 try to make them human—which is more nearly the secret
of lasting success. Farce may be more dashing and knock-
about—slapstick—more vivid for the moment, but the comedy
of the right sort sticks. You remember it long after you have
forgotten the unrealities and the tumbling and you are more
apt to want more.

"Apart from the story it seems to me that there are three
great comedy factors: Repose, pause and inference. Comedy
is not, save in its usual moments, a thing of vivid action.
This backs up what 1 have already said about the need for
plot. Comedy gains its chief charm from the story rather
than from the action in which the story is told. This does
not, in the least, argue against the need for comedy action
of the must carefully planned sort, but in its first analysis
comedy is seldom violent.

"Pause is a factor that too many ignore. I was fortunate
in that I had such rich opportunities to study the elder Jef-
ferson, who was a master of the true pause. Pause, in com-
edy, is a moment of inaction in which the spectator is per-
mitted to grasp the meaning of an action. It gives him time-

in which to appreciate the meaning of that action before the
next thought is presented. No one who has ever seen Joseph
Jefferson can fail to understand my meaning. He made each
comedy point tell before he went on to the next line or
action. He waited for his audience. This pause was not
forced or unreal. He merely did not make his points in such
rapid succession that nothing struck home. This is some-
thing that too many producers overlook, though it holds good
even in slapstick. They imagine that the more rapid the
action the stronger the humor. They do not take into con-
sideration the mental indigestion that must inevitably follow
the consumption of so much undigested fact.

"Inference merely means crediting the spectator with pos-
sessing an average intelligence. It supposes that he can see
a point without, to borrow an expression, having his nose
rubbed into it. Sometimes a gesture or a look will convey
more than can a series of elaborate actions. Sometimes the
gesture will anticipate the result and bring the laugh before
the action is played. Often a wink or a nod is better than a

ten-foot scene.
"I do not believe that it is possible to write comedy to be

played precisely in accordance with the written action, no
matter how elaborately the action may be described. The
clever author invents the idea and then the situations in

which the events are unfolded, but the player must invent

the business just as on the stage the actor gives his own
reading of the lines.

"And when I say that the player should invent his busi-

ness, I mean the player and not the director. I do not favor

the long rehearsal and the substitution of the director's per-

sonality for that of the player. When I run through a scene

I explain what the scene is and what it means. We run
through it to get the camera lines and a general idea of how
the scenes will play and then we turn the camera. I do not

rehearse in the usual meaning of the term. As a matter

of fact, I would rather have a man go through a scene awk-
wardly, but in his own way, than rehearse a dozen times to

gain a mechanical grace at the cost of spontaniety. What if

the man IS a little awkward. Most men arc in real life

—

and we purport to reproduce life. I try to cast my plays with

people who will give me the results I want, not because I

wish to save time and trouble rehearsing, but because I get

better results.

"I believe in casting the play to suit the parts, and not

getting parts to suit certain players. Sometimes good actors

in the roles and in other instances inexperienced

people are best. But note that I emphasize the 'good' actor,

for there is nothing quite so poor as the bad actor. The mo-
tive and the artist are alike natural. In between lies the man
who feels that he must act, who must strut and pose and

mouth his speeches.
"And here, again, I depart from tradition. If you will

notice you will observe that we seldom talk much. I re-

cently read a plea for written parts in photoplay. I do not
. . ...

c : y I '.-•'•>•]-. '-,- ;

-i : than dialogue that
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cannot be heard. By-play and facial expression should be
place speech, for this is plotoplay and not drama. This may
be anarchistic, but I leave it to audiences and the screen.

Too much apparent conversation leads to a distraction from
the idea in the endeavor to catch speeches and improvising
lines is disturbing to the player.

"And another departure is to avoid direction while the
camera is turning. A man knows he is to enter a scene,
pick up a newspaper and exits. If he knows enough to do
these things, let him do so without a constant flow of di-

rection and he will be more natural—and to be natural and
human is to be entertaining, which is the true art of comedy."

Horsley Releases for Week of August 12 ®m®m
Mutual Program Will Carry a Crane Wilbur

Drama and a George Ovey Comedy in

Week ofAugust 12

ABATTLK of wits between a society gambler and a

criminal investigator with a woman's reputation at

stake supplies the theme for the Centaur feature, "For
Her Good Name," a David Horsley production which will be

the main release of these studios for the week of August 12

on the Mutual program.
The story is from the pen of Crane Wilbur, who is likewise

the star of the play. It is an intensely dramatic offering

dealing with adventure, love and mystery, gripping from the

start and working up to an unexpected and most unusual end-

Scene from "Jerry's Celebration" (Horsley).

ing. The action i- true to life and the players have treated
tfie subject in a convincing and impressive manner.

Mr. Wilbur will be seen as the society gambler. Mentally
and physically, he is a power among men, shrewd an.

I

mihv. lb ( >n the other hand, ever honorable when dealing
with tb<- opposite sex; he watches the maneuvers of a society
adventurer toward a wealthy woman whose weakness is

secre! visits to the "House of the Mask," an exclusive
gambling resorl \t the addition of a threat and an insult

by the adventurer to the woman, the gambler interferes, and
in .lit- struggli which follows the tormentor comes to his

end accidentally. Complications follow; a famous criminal

rator undertakes the task of solving the mystery of

the death and the gambler, ever loyal to the woman, because
i

i bis nature and his love for her sister, is the big obstach
in the waj ol thi detective Prom this point to the end
cf the dr.mi. i a peculiar chain of events transpire with the

• .it the end.

Mae Gaston enacts the role of the woman. Hei
delightful and thi character one which Bhould at

tract sympath) Harrish Ingraham shoulders the difficult

I

irl ..i th rid bis support of the star is .ill ii

< ould be desired Frederii the ignorant hus
band of his wife's wrong doing; lllaire Smith, in the char

the social adventurer, and Corinne Bradford, as i' !
'

i omplcte the east The pi< tui i

duced under the din ction idwell
ion" will be served up as the

the Cub Comedj Company, released on th< Mutual
August li is the star and In celebrated (hi

1
•"

1 1 1 tb of lni\ pati iotic ami loyal < itizt Hi
a "saie and Bane" day do nol entirely agree with those ol

tb, p,,lice department and that is where the !,.,

rims for a thousand feet. The story was written and di-

rected by Milton H. Fahrney.
A big company of Horsley funmakers support Mr. Ovey in

this comedy of quick action and lots doing. Claire Alexan-
der, the diminutive ingenue, is the leading feminine support.
and George George, Louis FitzRoy, Jefferson Osborne and
Gordon MacGregor share generously with the star. Others
in the cast are Joseph Yon Meter. Ray Lincoln. Janet Sully.
Harry Jackson. Hob Kenyon and Arthur Mund.

Miss Louise Murray

Louise Murray.

LOUISE MURRAY was the winner of the Moving Pic-

ture Exposition Prize Contest held during the sixth
national convention and exposition of the Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors' League of America. The exposition's queen
of beauty was chosen by the executive board from photo-
graphs left with the members during exposition week, the
ribbon going to Louise Murray, a sixteen-year-old girl with
dimples and smiles and

cago.
The prize was the

opportunity to play
heroine in a moving
picture which was tak-
en on the last evening
of the exposition in the
Coliseum Annex studio,

with Miss Murray lead-
ing, under the direction
of Miss Rose Tapley,
of the Vitagraph Com-
pany.

Miss Murray won
first prize and
lected from over two
hundred contestants
She is better known
among her friends as

the "Dimple Girl," and
no doubt this sobriquet will follow her in filmland as she is

owner of one of the most roguish little dimples on her left

cheek that kind fate has ever bestowed on her fa\

Joseph Roach, of Fssanay. lias been Selected to write a

photoplay around the "Dimple <inl" When it is ready, she
will enact the stellar role, and later it will be shown through-
out the country. If successful in this picture, M
will be attached to the acting fore, ol a well-known produc-
ing company.
On learning that she had won the prise, Mitfl kit

the news ><i her success to her mother,
in the hospital, in the hope thai it would aid in h<

Miss Murray was induced to enter tin contest h> 11 \

Spanuth, general manager K>i the Central Film Company, .,

corporation owned ami controlled bj [ones, Linick 8
l. r, and Nathan Whcr. of Wl..

NEW ADDITION TO MOROSCO R<

Close!) following its enlargement in studio capacity, the
Oliver Morosco Photoplaj Company announces i

tei in the pel SOnS of 1 \ '.",•-
made associate scenario editor, and Kathleen Kirkham and
Lucille Ward, both photoplaj artists of promii

SM ALLEYS START Nl PLAY
"Idle Wn i

s." a stoi\ bj [anu - I >pp« ;

bj the Smallej s, the bads i., ing
and Phillips Smaller, und

ired the screen t

will be made in l
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By JAS. S. McQUADE

The Saturday Evening Post Flails Censorship.

THE people of the United States are being gradually

enlightened on the danger to their liberties by the

censorship of moving pictures. The great dailies and
weeklies of the country have aided largely in showing that

such censorship is an unwarranted encroachment on the plain

rights of citizens of this country, and it is hoped that they

will continue until the people generally will take up the

censorship question as a personal matter and decide it by their

votes.

In a recent issue the Saturday Evening Post contributed the

following editorial, under the head "Stupid Censorship," to

the great aggregation of intelligent opinions already printed

against censorship:
Congress apears to be seriously considering the bill to set up a

censorship of moving pictures. Censorship and stupidity are practically

and interchangeable terms. It is only the dull, dim mind
iii.it iii|..s tn impose its personal tastes by force of law upon its

in ii ; ; 1 11,1 Villa i.- a murderer. We presume it is true, becaus
would be exactlj typical of censorship.
There is as much reason for establishing a censorship of the

drama as of moving pictures ; as much reason for censoring

papers, magazines, books, music, painting, sculpture—and conver
By any of those means evil may be communicated quite as readily as on

the screen. Concerning any of them there will be wide differences of

opinion as to what is and what is not evil. Under a censorship the

stupidest opinion would prevail. That is inevitable.

Free speech, under the established penalties of the criminal law, is

of the inner spirit of this government. It seems odd to lay an official

hand upon a mode of speech—by pictures—because it happens to have
been newly invented. If we are going to start on that road there is no

good reason why we should not go the whole way back to the Spanish

inquisition.

E. H. Montagu Tells of the Great Difficulties Surrounding
the Film Business in Europe.

It was a hark back to old times to receive a letter from
my old friend E. H. Montagu, Selig's European representa-

tive in London, bearing the date of June 27.

Accompanying the letter was a page of the supplement

to The Cinema, which contained some interesting news con-

cerning Mr. Montagu's extra duties during war time. An
illustration showing him in inspector's uniform of the Special

Constabulary C. Division, is given, and the readng matter

conveys the information that Mr. Montagu "joined up" imme-
diately after a call was made for special constables.

In adition to heavy work at the Selig offices in Wardoui
street, Mr. Montagu can be found on special duty three moi
ings every week, from 6 o'clock until 10 o'clock, and some-
times, in addition, he is called on to do special duty durj :

evenings. These duties may be considered his play hours,

-when he is not attending to Red Seals, Blue Diamond fea-

tures and the open market product of the Selig Polyscope
Company.
The following excerpt from Mr. Montagu's letter, which I

trust he will pardon me for making public, shows the enor-

mous difficulties surrounding the film business in Europe
at the present time:
"The war drags on here, and nobody, not living on this side,

can appreciate in any way what it means. I do not think

there is any doubt that it will alter the mode of living of

everyone over here eventually. It is a question whether,
when the war is finally settled, if many will have any means
at all. Those who have to carry on business here are worried
more than you can possibly imagine.
"Every man from 18 to 41, in good health, is serving his

country, and if you carefully think over what that would mean
with some of your offices and shops in America, you would
wonder how it is possible to carry on business at all. Then
everything big and small has increased enormously in price,

and some things are unobtainable.
"Finally, we are restricted by all sorts of regulations, duties

and prohibitions. The duties we have to pay on films you

know well; but you do not appreciate in America that we
cannot screen films in bond, as over there, and, therefore,

have to take them just as they are.

"We cannot export a film without a license from the

Government, and this is not a matter of a day, but of a week
or ten days—and sometimes months. If you want to send a

film to Holland, before you can apply for your license from
the British Government, your customer in Holland must go
to the Dutch Government and obtain from the Netherlands
Overseas Trust a guarantee that the film is not going to be
re-exported; and in order to protect that guarantee the cus-

tomer has to put up with the Netherlands Overseas Trust,

a deposit equal to the value of the film which is coming into

the country.
"Can you imagine what difficulties this means in the way

of doing business?"

Chicago Film Brevities.

It can be anonunced positively that George K. Spoor, presi-

dent of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Co., has secured
the exclusive services of Max Linder, the great French photo-
comedy player, who has been placed under contract for one
year. Harry A. Spoor, Essanay's European representative,
concluded arrangements with Mr. Linder in Paris; early in the

week of Monday, July 31. The figure at which Mr. Linder
has been engaged is 1,300,000 francs ($260,000). Mr. Linder
is expected to leave for Chicago sometime in October.

O. B. Herrington, 723 N. Waller avenue, Chicago, would
like to know the present address of D. W. McReynolds, who
resigned from the acting staff of the Kalem Co. in the spring
of 1914, and afterward became associated with the Memphis
Kinograph Co., which he left in September, 1914. A business
offer is the object of Mr. Herrington's quest.

* * *

By invivation of John F. Bowman, manager of the Chicago
office of the International Film Service, exhibitors and repre-
sentatives of the Chicago press attended an exhibition of the
company's latest feature subject "The Missing Watchman,"
on Friday morning, August 4, at Cohan's Grand Opera House.
This is the first of the Beatrice Fairfax series, written from
her experiences, and produced by Wharton, Inc. Grace Darl-
ing takes the part of Beatrice Fairfax, and Harry Fox plays
opppsite her as Jimmy Barton, a newspaper reporter. The

tfject will be released through the International offices I

clay, Aug. 7. The theater was filled to capacity.
H. H. Buckwalter, manager of George Kleine's branch

offices in Denver and Salt Lake City, is issuing catchy, live\
advertising on the first series of the "Mishaps of Musty
Suffer." Manager Jenner of the Chicago office states that
bookings of the first series continue unabated. Fifty the-
aters in Milwaukee are now running the comedies and about
125 theaters in Chicago, and so on throughout the country. /

Jones, Linick & Schaefer and Nathan Ascher, who control
the rights to the Clara Kimball Young productions for the
states of Illinois, Indiana, the western half of Kentucky and
the southern half of Wisconsin, have secured the rights for
the same territory to "War Brides." with Mme. Nazimova,
and to "Thais." which features Mary Garden, both pictures
produced by Herbert Brenon, who is in partnership with
Lewis J. Selznick. These productions will be released
through the Central Film Co. This company also controls
the rights to "Where Are My Children?" for the state of
Illinois, and to "How Britain Prepared," for Illinois and
Indiana.

E. B. Lockwood, representative of The Selig Tribune Week-
lies, has transferred his headquarters from Seattle, Wash.,
to Denver.
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Simeon B. Greiver, who is directing the activities jf the

Balaban-Hershberg Film Attractions and the General Feature

Film ( o., of this city, informs this office that he has perfected

In-, sales organization by engaging a number of high-class

salesmen. Among these are Carl Harthill, who has

iderable experience with the Standard and the Union
Film Companies, of Chicago; also James Salter, Wm. Wein-
schaker, John Balaban and Harry Charness. Each salesman

has been allotted special teritory, and "The Yellow Menace"
and Ivan releases are being booked solid.

The next Selig Red Seal Play to be released through V. L.

S. E. will be "The Country God Forgot." This is a thrilling

western photodrama, written and directed by Marshall Neilan.

The release date will be Monday, Aug. 21. Tom Santschi

will be supported by a strong company, which includes

Marshall Neilan, George Fawcett and Mary Charleson. One
of the largest interior sets ever put up on the Selig stages

was used by Director Neilan in this photoplay.

Wm. N. Selig returned Saturday, July 29, from Los Angeles,

where he completed plans for the production of "The Garden
of Allah." While on the coast Mr. Selig engaged E. A.

Martin, a successful director of features. Mr. Martin will

immediately begin work on the production of "The Light

of Western Stars," Zane Gray's story of the west. An all-

star cast for this feature will include Kathlyn Williams and
Tom Mix.
According to Wm. X. Selig the present agitation over the

"scarcity of motion picture play plots" as voiced in the daily

press, may be due to the hot weather. Speaking for his

own company, he says that plot material is abundant, as the

Selig Polyscope Co. owns the film rights to numerous short

stories and modern novels. In fact, the Selig Company is

so well supplied with plot material of the best kind that it

has withdrawn from the general scenario market.

Henry B. Walthall, famous Essanay star, has accepted an
invitation to deliver a lecture before the students of the

Indiana State Normal School, at Terre Haute, some time in

the fall. Professor E. E. Clippinger, of the school, has ar-

ranged for a series of lectures by representative men
(throughout the country) in each profession. Mr. Walthall
was chosen to represent the acting profession. Each speaker
will, of course, talk of his own profession, so that the series

will be very valuable to the 1,500 students of the school.

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne arrived in Chicago
Saturday, July -"'. and prolonged their visit until Monday
noon, July 31, when they returned to the Rolfe studios, New
York, to resume work for the Metro Company. Miss Bayne,
while Inn-, regretted very much that the finishing work on
"Romeo and Juliet" prevented her and Mr. Bushman from
attending the exposition.

The "Civilization'' films now being used at Cohan's Grand
Opera House, together with the company of singers and
mechanicians required for the production, were taken tc

Detroit on a special car Thursday night, Aug. 3, after the
ition a' tin- Grand had concluded. It appears that

Henry Ford desired to see the great spectacular peace picture.

and since he could not come to Chicago to see it, the film had
to go to Detroit. A presentation was given for the sole
benefit of Mr. Ford and several select friends Friday morn-
ing, Aug. 4, at 9.30 o'clock, at the Washington Theater. The
films and the company returned to Chicago in time for the
regular presentation Friday night.

The following programs have been announced at the prom-
inent downtown theaters in Chicago, for the week beginning

6 and 7:

Studebaker Mollie Kins and Arthur Ashley in "The Sum-
mer < .irl"

i Bradj l, and the foui t<

Roman* e" (Geoi g< Kleine), entitled "Tin i

rts "The Shadow oi Hei Pa t," featuring Lina
Cavalieri and Lucien Muratore (grand opera singers), pro-
duced abroad during their recent visit t,, [taly, and Harrj
Wats. .n m a "Must) Suffer" comedy (George Kleine).

\ I. si l heatre "I he Daring of Diana"
I Vitagraph),

featuring Anita Stewart, and tin

tra Hall Pauline I >< deri< k in "The Woman in the
ua\.iopue "II. •Hand." and "Gems

of Scenic Beauty" from "Scenes from Many lands." The
soloist is Bui ton 'Hi. in her, bai [tone

Colonial—Third week of the Tribune's war pictures >n
nil.-.

I "The German Side { the War." taken by Edwin F.
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considering the hotWeigle. Business continues v

spell.

Cohan's Grand Opera House—"Civilization" (Thomas H.
Ince), in its sixth week. The picture will end its run at this

theater on Saturday, Aug. 12.

La Salle—Second week of "Where Are My Children?"
^Universal). Very good business is reported.

Samuel Goldfish, chairman of the executive board of the

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, arrived in the city Fri-

day evening, Aug. 4, and will remain over until Monda>.

Two Florida Features Ready
New Producing Organization Has Studio in Miami, Florida

—

"The Human Orchid" and "The Toll of Justice" First

on List of Releases.

WITH a new glass covered studio at Miami, Fla., in

which to work, and experienced actors on the roster
of players, Florida Feature Films, organized by C. C.

Field, a well-known automobile man, has entered the ranks
of producing organizations. The first two releases, "The
Human Orchid" and "The Toll of Justice" have been com-
pleted and work is progressing on the third picture. Mr.
Field is president of the new concern and prominent among
his associates are Thomas J Peters, a [actor in the com-
mercial world, and H. G. Ralston, owner of valuable Florida
real estate. Offices will be opened in Xew York for the
disposal of the pictures on the state right-

Walter Miller, long connected with the Biograph company
and later with Famous Players; Charles Graham, remembered
for his performance in "Alias Jimmy Valentine" and Irma
Ross have been engaged by Mr. Field to carry important
roles in coming productions. It is reported that the men
interested in the company have ample capital to carry out
ambitious plans.

Sam Spedon Leaves Vitagraph

SAM SPEDON, for the past seven years head of the
publicity department of the Vitagraph Company
with that company this week and is open for another

engagement. Mr. Spedon has the distinction of being the first

publicity manager of the Vitagraph and during his term as
director of that depart-
ment he has handled
reams of copy ;

thousands of cuts and
posters used to popular-,
i/e Vitagraph pictures
and players As a mixer
a l! .1 disseminator

• his company
few men have circu-

,

lated more and made a .

greater number of ac- I

ouaintances than has
Sam, indeed, it would
be difficult to find the
exhibitor in all this

wide laud win.
know him. On the job
early and late at exhibi-

tors' conventions and
balls he has carried the
banner of the Vitagraph

;

Company bravely all

these years.

But times are chang-
ing and with t:

I

ing of the old ;

who have mad<
^rapli popular with pic-

ture fai

p.issiu- of the old pub- »

licity man who.*.

greatly promoted that I

popularity. Xew ownership and new methods will

keep tin- Vitagraph name and fan n tl

good Old Sam will not be there Net m<
Knowledge of the motion picture plentiful

that the tl utidcntly

expet ted that s.o: S

i from the houft
The Moving Picture World wishes him l

fortune and hop* -

Sam Spedon.

the
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News of Los Angeles and Vicinity
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By G. P. VON HARLEMAN and CLARKE IRVINE

LOS ANGELES STATISTICIANS BUSY.
Motion Picture Business Is Largest Industry in the City and

Employs Close to 40,000 People, According to
Latest Booster.

STATISTICS of the film producing business in Los
Angeles have been prepared by one of the daily papers
and gives the following figures, which though exag-

gerated are not without interest for the gullible.

"It is conservatively estimated, although it is almost im-
possible to obtain the exact figures," says our daily con-
temporary, "that the motion picture companies now in and
around Los Angeles are spending here more than $30,000,000
a year. And every line of business is helped thereby. The
actors for the most part are permanently located in the city;

most of them in fact own their home, so that practically all

the money paid out by the film concerns is left in Los
Angeles. Probably 40,000 people are employed by these
companies. Their payrolls are tremendous."

Universal, the biggest film company in the world, has a

weekly payroll of more than $50,000, while the overhead ex-

penses will reach about $40,000 more.
Ince studios pay out regularly about $30,000 in salaries

every week and the overhead expense amounts to about
$30,000 more.

Lasky's weekly payroll ranges about $25,000, with over-

head expenses of about $20,000.

Keystone has a weekly payroll of about $30,000, with over-

head expenses of at least $30,000.

Fine Arts pays out at least $45,000 a week in salaries and
about $30,000 as general expenses.

Selig has now a payroll of about $25,000 and overhead
expenses of $45,000.

Balboa has a payroll of about $10,000 and about $10,000

overhead expenses.
Kalem with two studios has a payroll of about $5,000 and

$10,000 expenses.
Vitagraph has a payroll of about $3,000 and expenses of

about $3,000.

Fox with two studios has a payroll of about $20,000 and

overhead expenses of at least $35,000.

Horsley's payroll reaches about $5,000, with $5,000 ex-

penses.
Clune has a payroll of about $5,000 and expenses reaching

$5,000.

Morosco has a payroll of about $20,000 and $10,000 over-

head cost. _
Signal has a payroll of about $4,000 and $10,000 over-

head expenses.
L-Ko spend about $5,000 a week equally divided as to pay-

roll and overhead expenses.

Christie has a payroll of about $2,000 and overhead ex-

penses of about $1,000
Vogue has a payroll of about $2,000 and overhead expenses

about $3,000.

Rolin has a payroll of about $2,000 and expenses are

about $2,000.
•

nim
Metro has a payroll of about $3,000 and about $2,000 over-

head expenses.
Continental has a payroll of about $3,000 and about $4,000

overhead expenses.
Monrovia Feature Film Company has a payroll of about

«2.000. with overhead expenses of about $2,000.

Norbig has a payroll of about $1,000, with about $1,000 as

overhead expenses. . .

'

The Lone Star Company, employing Charlie Chaplin, lias

a small salary list aside from Chaplin's $10,000 a week. The

overhead expenses will reach about $2.000..

Mabel Xormand Film Company, $1,000 a week, with $1,000

overhead expenses.
The F & R Tungle Film Company has a small payroll be-

cause of the fact that this company employs animals for

These companies own and operate about 1,000 automobiles
and nearly all the stars own cars.

It is also estimated that more than 40,000 miles of film is

turned out of Los Angeles every year.

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE PRODUCER VISITS LOS
ANGELES.

Rudolph Buchner, director-general of the Langly Motion
Picture Company of Sydney, Australia, is in the city on a
business trip. Mr. Buchner has the picture rights to the
stories of Henry Lawson of Australia, and may procure a
studio for their production. In an interview to a representa-
tive of the press Mr. Buchner stated that there are but four
motion picture companies in all Australia, though climatic
and scenic conditions are ideal for the production of pictures.
Australian capital is, however, shy of investment in films and
American pictures are almost the only ones shown.
"There are many features of Australian country and city

life which are absolutely peculiar to the country," said Mr.
Buchner, "and the settings which the picture producers could
find in Northern Australia, the Blue Mountains and in other
portions of the continent are not to be surpassed anywhere
in the world. Life in aboriginal communities, the peculiar

vegetation and animal life of this country would prove a
novel background for the making of unusual photoplays."

BIG DOINGS AT UNIVERSAL CITY.
With thirty-eight full companies at work and more in

view, the western plant of the Laemmle organization is about
the busiest place in the country.

E. G. Patterson, who has been the right hand man of H.
O. Davis, General Manager, yesterday was placed tempor-
arily in charge of Universal City during the absence,

of Charles Rankin. The news was received "on the lot" by
the 1,500 employes with much rejoicing as Mr. Patterson has
been unusually popular among the Universalites.

In the telegram to Mr. Patterson, General Manager Davis
informed him that the presence of Charles Rankin, manager
of productions, who had been called to New York last Mon-
day, would be required in the east indefinitely on account

of new sales plans, and that he was to "assume entire man-
agement of the plant, carrying out plans agreed upon to put

the plant on a permanent forty-reel basis."

Mr. Patterson was associated with Mr. Davis during the

time the latter was building the exposition at San Diego and

also while Mr. Davis served in the capacity of director-

general of the exposition. When Mr. Davis entered the film

world last year he took Mr. Patterson with him. and the

latter's efforts have very materially contributed to the suc-

cess of Mr. Davis' administration of the affairs of the big

institution.

It is a peculiar coincidence that just as Director Stuart

Raton is busily engaged upon the twelve-reel spectacular

production. "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," that

a German merchant submarine should successfully cross the

Atlantic to Baltimore.

"GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN" CONTINUES.
Manager H. D. Naugle, of the V-L-S-E, in this city; Rolin

S. Sturgeon, producer for the Vitagraph, and other attaches

of the local office got together and changed the eight-reel

feature which is now running in its fourth week at the

Superba theater on Broadway. They merely slipped the

second reel out completely and substituted the fifth reel,

placing the second in fifth place, thus transrerring the mys-

tery to a continuous open story, which materially aided the

production. The idea was a good one and consequently the

picture, a like print which was made for other northern cities,

is doing a big business.
,

Manager Collier of the Superba theater, which has held a

consistent run of three weeks on the film, has been over-
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joyed at his success, He lias had waiting lines at every
show, and even the early morning exhibition drew crowds
out to the curbings.
Manager Frank Stineman and D. H. Wagar of the La

Petite theater in Ocean Park did a remarkable business with
the film at the beach. They advertised in a novel manner.
Securing a team of real dogs, those used in the picture, to-

gether with one of the women who acted a small part in the

production, and a lot of rugs, skins, sleighs and every kind

of prop, they advertised all they could, and consequently a

great crowd gathered to see the picture.

The dog team was driven about the streets and everywhere
it went it attracted great attention. They advised all show-

win the pi

! Lina Cavalieri in "The Shadow of Her Past" to
Tally's theater here, and Hick's Plaza theater in San Diego.
besides other numerous outside houses.

B. E. Loper, Jr., son of the manager, has returned from an
automobile-film tour of the northern part of the state. He
has taken charge of the cinema department of the Pathe
News and is out all the time shooting events.
While coming in by automobile from San Diego the two

Lopers were caught in a speed trap, and the genial cop said,

when hearing the manager's name, that he surely was a loper,
saying: "You were loping along at thirty-two miles an hour,
so you'll have to come along to court Monday morning."

L. E. Kennedy, who is Pathe's road man, has returned
from a "daring" trip to Arizona and the border, where he
found business fair, outside of the war scares.

Feature Display of Ocean Park Theater.

other that light havewith animal skins and a

been used in the picture.

Manager Naugle of the exchange says that his shelves are

all empty, and that bookings are all filled, and the prospects

are excellent for the coming season. He just returned from
a trip to the Imperial Valley, where he says business is

rather -lack on account of the war situation. Los Angeles is

open market with Tally's, Clune's, Garrick, College

and Alhambra all vicing with one another for the biggest

and best films.

VITAGRAPH LESSENS PRODUCTION.
Owing to certain reasons from a producing standpoint.

with the completion of R. S. Sturgeon's big features, the

local \ itagraph studio has been cut down considerably.

Sturgeon is to go to New York, where he will look for ma-

terial for forthcoming big productions, stars and so on, and

ssibly do some pictures there. The company will

maintain the plant, and a single companv. under the direction

of Billy Wolbert.
Doris M. Schroeder, who tor several years has been with

the Vitagraph a- western scenario editor and publicity

writer, leaves ami will go on a vacation before ac<

position with another concern on the coast She has had

several offers, but has declined, because- she has worked for

.oast studios and needs a rest.

William Duncan, George Holt, Mary Anderson at

Others will be retained to work in the remaining company.

Los Angeles Film Brevities.

Harrv I ustig local Metro exchange manager, handed out

ibe news tin. w old Lockwood and

\ !av Ulison, making Metro features, with Fred Balshofei

had' returned from a trip up country where they n

pictun TIicn are now comfortably located in I

jjtreet studio in Hollywood, where the) will continui i<

tiviti, s ii,. also introduced us to Edward Mos i

Hi. prominent exhibitors of the coast, who has a String ,

ieven houses all running the bu
.„„.„.,, tl „. ()1H ni»K of his new (.rand theater n

Which wa '•, >"Kh,, Sun.l.u o

last week there were 139 automobiles parked in

this is bul a m ill town •• it was quite auspicious i iv

, h 680 ...„. an(j ,. modern and up to the minute in

"very dc.nl Mi Mo ... formerlj was an eastern exh bitoi

with":, strin, o, w-nn , w ,, h. .uses, call,,,, ,l .he
•

oit II. h
'

trlj exhibitions

The Pals Club of the coast has issued notice that the meet-
ings will be discontinued during the summer as so many of
its members, actors and professionals were away on vaca-
tions. Notices will be sent this fall when activities return.

The Universal is preparing to entertain with a grand
formal ball and reception in honor of the many companies
and players that have come on from the east. The big
doings took place along about August 12 at a local club
house.

Director William E. Wing, of the Superior Films Com-
pany, is almost through with "The Faucet," the big feature

drama being made at the new studio in the heart of the city.

He hopes to give us a pre-view soon and then we can tell

something about what the production is. The new concern
is very busy and the outlook is for a vigorous season of film

making and taking.

If you do not believe that the Universal Company is on

list listen to this. Thursday morning we called up
M. G. Jonas, manager of publicity, to get a last minute news
report. He said there was nothing, only "We have today
thirty-seven companies working on Universal Productions."

Later in the dav we saw his assistant. A. F. Statter, at the

beach, and he said: "Well, there's nothing very great ijoing

on, but the Universal has thirty-eight companies at work."

How's that for increase? One company added during a

single day \nd the place certainly looks like an apartment
• lues, heavers and ants, it's so busy.

Pretty brown-eyed Yola Smith, who recently joined Rob-
ert Leonard's Universal Company, is appearing in a big fea-

ture. "The Eagle's Wings." and in this she goes on record

as a tvpe entirely new and distinct. She was intrusted with

a big part in the Leonard picture and surprised even her di-

rector with the unique interpretation she has given the role.

in face of the fact that the film world is made up of a wide

variety of

At Venice, the proposed amendments to an ordinance to

lower the license of moving picture houses from )

form with the license charged in Santa M..nic.i

was voted down by the tl

The Lone Hermit" is the title given the Clarke lr\ine

feature now being produced bs William Russell at the Amen
can Film studios in Santa Barbara, and winch will be the

sixth of the eight William Russell Productions to bi

;.s special features of the Mutual Program I'dw.ir.l \ K.iut

man supplied the COntinuit) for the lr\ine story

Business Manager Norman Manning, of the Bal

p.Hiv, had business iii San Iroad (ranis didn t

run conveniently and Norman couldn't find

d t.. make the run in nil

the I xposition I

stared him in th<

DANGER! Slov

hisi ni\ luck."

rwo ol the oldi I

! Curtis director of the lokei I

who is his assistant « >nc* a week ( urt

Robert

whet B 1 I opi

Wilson is the i
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her "you all's" and "we un's" have made her the target of
much good natured joshing around the lot.

The Lubin studio at Coronado may be reopened in about
sixty days, according to reports just received by Eugene D.
Park, in charge. The plant was closed down several months
ago while Captain Wilbert Melville, manager, went east for
a business conference.

Captain Melville is at the Van Nuy's Hotel, Los Angeles,
for a few days, and is to go on a recreation trip at once.
Park has taken charge of the property until further notice
and says he believes the place will be reopened when the
captain returns.

The fourth episode of "Liberty, A Daughter of the U. S.
A.." featuring Marie Walcamp, is under production by Di-
rector Jacques Jaccard and is full of thrills, depicting the
raid of Mexican bandits upon Columbus, New Mexico, and
faithfully showing the border town as it stood at the time
of assault. The first three episodes have been completed.
Jacques Jaccard is not only directing but has written each
episode of this serial. The supporting cast includes Jack
Holt, Eddie Polo, G. Ramond Nye, Bertram Grassby, Neal
Hart and Maude Emory.

William H. Lippert, well-known scenario writer, has joined
the scenario staff of the Pacific Coast studios of the Uni-
versal Film Manufacturing Company. Mr. Lippert has been
out on the coast for some time and written stories for Lasky,
Morosco, Balboa and American companies.

"Billy" Garwood is filming "The Decoy," a two-reel drama
from the story by Eugenie Magnus Ingleton and scenario
by Bess Meredyth. Lois Wilson and Mr. Garwood play the
principal leads.

Jules Mendel, well-known vaudeville actor, has joined the
Universal and will appear in comedies with Al Frank. These
comedies will be directed by M. L. Forrester, with Viola
Lind as leading lady.

Harry Millard, formerly of the Kalem, is the latest arrival

at Universal City and will start filming a three-reel drama
this week, entitled "Three Arm Maggie," from a scenario
by William Parker of the Universal staff. Miss Betty Schade
will play the leading part.

Director Charles Miller and his company of Ince players

returned this week from Thousand Pines, where he has been
directing scenes in a current Triangle-Kay-Bee production,
featuring Bessie Barriscale.

Director Reginald Barker is using a rather unusual setting

in a current Ince play being filmed this week at Culver City.

It depicts the interior of an Italian restaurant in the Latin
quarter of New York City. This set was built under super-

vision of Art Director Robert Brunton and occupies about
200 square feet of floor space on one of the glass inclosed

stages. The set is serving for many of the important scenes

in this Triangle Italian drama, written by C. Gardner Sulli-

van and in which Miss Clara Williams will soon be pre-

sented for the first time as a star.

Scenic effects all done in black and white is the novelty

introduced in the Triangle Comedy, "Puppets," featuring De,

Wolf Hopper, and directed by Tod Browning. The pro-

duction is being made somewhat along the lines of a French
pantomime. Hopper wears a black and white striped suit,

as do the other members of the cast. The background or

the majority of the settings are also finished in black and
white. "Puppets" promises to be one of the most unique
pictures released on the Triangle program.

Sir Herbert Tree, working in a Fine Arts-Triangle drama,
entitled "Old Folks at Home," from the well-known story
by Rupert Hughes, is directing the production. Included in

the cast are: Josephine Crowell, Elmer Clifton, Mildred
Harris, W. E. Lawrence and Lucille Younge.

Blanche Sweet with her company of players, under the di-

rection of James Young, went to Bear Valley this week to

take scenes for "Unconquered."

John C. Flinn, head of the publicity department of the

New York office of the Famous Players-Lasky Company, has

paid a brief visit to the Hollywood studios and returned this

week to New York.

George Stout, business manager of the Keystone studios,

arrived in the city Wednesday of this week, after a pro-

longed absence in the east.

t MiiM.lcrable excitement was caused among the populace at
\ emce-1'.y- flic-Sea when De Wolf Hopper, playing the vil-
lain in a Fine Arts play. "Puppets," threw a dummj
the canal.

The camera was concealed on the bank. Hopper grabbed
a dummy baby, weighted it down with rocks and hurled it
into the canal. A crowd gathered on the canal bank and
stood aghast as they watched a supposedly infant murder.
After the murder, Hopper and Director Tod Browning in a
boat started to drag the canal for the baby, as it had to be
secured for other scenes. A squad of police officers came
rushing up with intentions to arrest the entire bunch when
matters were explained. Two hours w^cre required to locate
the dummy baby and haul it back into the boat.

Directress Lule Warrenton spent last week with the Uni-
versal Juvenile company at Balboa, where they produced a
one-reel fairy picture called "Sea Foam." Helen Jonas is the
authoress of this pretty picture; she is the daughter of M.
G. Jonas, director of publicity at Universal City. Miss Jonas .

has attained considerable success in the way of fiction and
script writing.

In view of the approaching trip away from the Los Angeles
studios of the Signal Film Corporation, Director-General T.

P. McGowan and Helen Holmes (Mrs. McGowan) held a
farewell party at their home on Pasadena avenue last Satur-
day night. Nearly one hundred guests were present and
among them were numbered many of the best known mem-
bers of the Los Angeles photoplay colony.
A five-piece orchestra furnished the music for dancing,

which lasted until the "wee-wee" hours. At midnight an
elaborate buffet luncheon was served and later prizes were
given to the guests for the character and detail of their
make-up.
The entire company of Signal players will leave Los

Angeles during the ensuing week for Eureka for a stay of
six or eight weeks to make exterior scenes in the production
of several forthcoming Signal-Mut'ial releases, titles for
which have not been yet announce'!.

Ince players made a trip to Catalina Islands last Monday
as the guests of T

-.. A. Featherstone, well-known motor ac-
cessory deale- ai;H clubman, on board his luxurious cruiser,

,i. i. The nip, which has gone down in the history of the
plant as one of the most joyous vacations ever enjoyed by
the Ince folks, was called "The Million Dollar Outing," from
the fact that the aggregate annual income of the participants
approximates one million dollars. Those who were Mr.
Featherstone's guests were Louise Glaum, Enid Markey, Clara
Williams, Dorothy Dalton, Margery Wilson, Margaret
Thompson, William S. Hart, William Desmond, Charles Ray,
Directors Reginald Barker, Walter Edwards, Raymond B.

West, Business Manager E. H. Allen, Superintendent of Pro-
duction David M. Hartford, Publicity Manager Kenneth A.
O'Hara and Camermen J. D. Jennings and Fred Betz.

Director Scott Sydney, his assistant, Walter Walker, and a

company of Pallas players, returned this week from Big
Bear Lake. Included in the party were: Lenore Ulrich,
Colin Chase, James Van Trees, Miles Burns, Lynton W.
Brent, Charles Yorba and Dick Winkler. More than seventy
Sioux Indians were also in the party. They lived over the
lives of their»ancestors in this picturesque country and pro-
vided a wonderful spectacle as well as atmosphere for the
artists. "Standing Bear," one of the chiefs from the Pine
Ridge agency, had his red brethren in charge.

Margaret Shelby, a sister of Mary Miles Minter, is ap-
pearing at the Morosco theater this week in a new play by
Grace Livingstone Furness. Miss Shelby bears a strong re-

semblance to her famous sister and played as many per-
formances of "The Littlest Rebel" as Mary.' She has also

done considerable picture work with the feature companies
in the east.

Robert M. Connell has been appointed Southern Cali-

fornia representative of the Selig-Chicago Tribune News Ser-

vice. Mr. Connell has rented offices in the Knickerbocker
building.

Jack Livingstone, former leading man with the Morosco
studios, has been chosen to play the principal role in "The
Eyes of the World," the new Clune film production now
being staged under direction of Donald Criso. The scenario

was prepared from the well-known novel by Harold Bell

Wright.
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

Two Pathes
Five-Part Gold Rooster Play Featuring Gladys Hulette, and

the Story of a Woman's Unfortunate Career,
by Popular Plays, and Players.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

"The Shine Girl."

ONE of the interesting points about this production from
the Thanhouser studios is that its scenario was written
by Agnes C. Johnson, who is not only one of the young-

est, but one of the few scenario writers exhibiting the spark
of genius. Miss Johnson is but eighteen years old, and first

attracted the notice of the writer through an artistic three-
reel production entitled "The Window of Dreams." While
"The Shine Girl" could not be termed a powerful play, it rep-
resents an idea of great beauty. The character of the "shine"

a fairly interesting manner. The opening scenes of the pic-
ture, showing the young woman fighting for the honor of a
weaker sister, are well staged. In fact, the fist fight between
her and one of the unscrupulous minded women of the fac-
tory, is one of the most realistic scenes of the kind that we
have seen screened. The latter portion cf the picture is not,
however, as effective in action as the opening, owing to a
slight tendency on the part of some of the players to over act,
and a rather unnatural quality in the character of the minister,
who eventually marries the girl. Neither is the character of
the woman an altogether well balanced one. From the spirit
and strength of purpose evidenced by her in the period of her
factory career, her weak-spined conduct in the latter portion
of the picture is hai
Geraldine O'Brien and Thurlow Bergen are the stars of the

production. Miss O'Brien must be commended for her handling

Girl" (Pathe)
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Story of Mountaineers Introduces Vivian Martin as Star in
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Director Frank Lloyd and James Van Trees, the cameraman.
added materially to the unpretentious story by delighting the
eye with flawless photography— including some ingenious double
exposures—and finely Judged lighting In securing night scenes.
The tinting of the film also merits comment. Then, too, the pic-
ture is not without its thrills in the fall of a man over a precipice

and the mountain.
Rolf. Performances of e\

Edward I'eii and .lack Li-

Scene from "The Alibi" (Vitagraph).

by a fear that the prisoner may escape and reveal
his dreadful secret. And when the realization of his nightmare
comes true he shoots himself. This brings about a peculiar
situation, for Mansfield, on his escape from prison, making
straight for the home of the man who wronged him, arrives on
the scene almost the instant at which the tragedy happens. He

"The Sting of Victory"
Henry B. Walthall Takes Two of the Leading Roles in a

Southern Story of Civil War Days With Strong
Support—Directed by J. Charles Haydon.

Reviewed by James S. McQuade.

IN "THE STING OF VICTORY." a photodrama of Civil War
days, set amid southern scenes, by Essanay, the many ad-
mirers of Henry B. Walthall will be overjoyed to welcome

him back after his wanderings in a strange field that netted
him scant artistic profit, but considerable bitterness of soul.
The story, by Charles Mortimer Peck, is quite different from

the Civil War stories of several years ago, and its able visuali-
zation by Director J. Charles Haydon confines the war scenes
to 1,000 feet. These scenes were taken at Camp Logan, in Il-

linois, and national guardsmen of the state took part in them.
It was a strange co-incidence that while some of these scenes
were being taken by the camera man orders were issued for
the immediate report of all members of the national guard at
their respective armories, to prepare for entrainment to Spring-
held and thence to the Mexican border. Some of the scenes in-
tended for the photodrama were omitted altogether owing to
the thinning of the ranks by this summons, but those that re-
main are fully equal to the purpose of the director and the

There is a charming southern atmosphere in the visualiza-
tion of "The Sting of Victory." It will appeal to every one of
nice discernment who observes closely the fine interiors in the
Whiting home and in the exterior view of that colonial man-
sion: also in the costumes of the men and women and in the

"The Alibi."

Splendid Five-Part Adaptation of the Novel by George Allen
England Features James Morrison in Vitagraph

Blue Ribbon Feature.
Reviewed by Margaret T. MacDonald.

IS ADAPTING the novel of George Allen England to th»
screen Paul Scardon has displayed a keen understanding
of his subject and has not for a moment lost sight of its

dramatic significance. 'The Alibi" is remarkably clean cut in
style, and has not that flimsy transparency of plot that char-
acterizes so many of the screen melodramas. In other words,
the production is unusually well produced and is of tense dra-
matic interest. The cast chosen for the portrayal of the story
are all distinct types that fit admirably the roles allotted them.
Among the players whose work is particularly praiseworthv
are Betty Howe, James Morrison, Paul Scardon, whose imper-
sonation of Walter Slayten, the "heavy" of the play, is so fine

that one marvels in consideration of the fad
directed the picture, Robert Whitworth,
Robert Gaillard.
The plot of the story, which has been woven with clever in-

tricacy, deals with the case of a young man, Arthur Mansfield.
who becomes the victim of one of his fellow employees in a
bank, and is sent to prison on a false charge of murder in the
second degree and theft. As time goes by the guilty man is

ml CI
1

Scene from "The Sting of Victory" (Essanay).

courtly bearing of the 'quality" folks. A quick eye will also

detect the difference between the salute given an officer in

the early 60's and that now in vogue, in military circles.

The commendable attention to minute details is due to the
artistic supervision of Director Haydon. who was born and
reared in the south, and who has succeeded admirably in giv-
ing us a faithful reflection of southern atmosphere in the days
of tlie story.
Another teat performed by Mr. Haydon is his use of only

thirty-three subtitles in the entire five reels, an average of a
little over six to every 1,000 feet, quite a triumph for the mov-
ing picture in a Story that has a number of involved situations.

.Mr. Walthall appears as Colonel David Whiting, U. S. A., and
Walker Whiting, a younger brother, who is a Confederate
officer. His impersonations of these two very dissimilar indi-

vidualities, often changing one role for the other with light-

ning swiftness, is a remarkable display of' versatility—indeed
not only that, but a record in the art of artistic makeup.
The scenes in the Whiting mansion, in which David uncom-

promisinglv stands for the old flag and the blue uniform, while

Walker vehemently denounces him as a traitor to his people
and enthusiastically espouses secession, are of great strength
and photographic beauty. The venerable father and mother
and the sister Edith, who loves a northern officer, and Ruth
Tyler, the only daughter of an old family whose estate adjoins

the Whitings, and who is loved by David, appear with the two
brothers in several group views that are worthy of the brush
of a great painter.
The spectator will be puzzled often to see Mr. Walthall as

David confronting himself as Walker Whiting, and even cross-

mi; the median line that bounds double exposure—but it is

not for me to solve the riddle just now. There are tricks in

mo\inu picture making, as in every other business.

Mr. Walthall is seen at his best when David Whiting (as pro-
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vosl marshal) forces t l>

.-
i Bond Turner) to

confess that lit*, and nol Walker Whiting, murder, i

Spicer. The tremendous relief of mind and the high exaltation
of spirit shown by David at the discovery of his brother
Walker's innocence could not be more real.
Thomas Commerford and Laura Frankenfield could not have

been better cast at any time than in the fine character parts
of the Hon. David Whiting and Mrs. Whiting. Antoinette
Walker and Anne Leigh, though they do not photograph to

at close-ups and at certain angles, are to be compli-
mented for praiseworthy acting in the respective roles of Ruth
Tyler and Edith Whiting. John Lorenz as Jack Spencer, a
northern officer, fits the part well. Richardson Cotton hides
his individuality cleverly in no less than three roles—George
Spicer, a Confederate general and the orator at the secession
meeting near the Whiting home in Alabama.
Bond Turner's Rufus is one of the prominent characteriza-

tions in the cast. Just watch that nigger dance and show his
joy in grimace, eye, and in every part of his anatomy! He has
just been given his freedom by Dav.d Whiting. Then, too, look
at the vindictive face of that same negro when he catches
sight of the man who resold him into slavery. Watch him
when David Whiting, by superior will power, is forcing him to
confess the murder of the man who had wronged him. Surely
here we have realistic acting and not mere simulation.

is made August 7, through V. L. S. E., Inc.

"The Yellow Menace"
First Three Episodes of a Melodramatic Serial to Be Released

Labor Day by the Unity Sales Corporation.

Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

THE authors of "The Yellow Menace" have hit upon a
strong theme for the serial in sixteen two-reel episodes,
which the Unity Sales Corporation will release Labor

Day. As the title indicates, the story deals with the possibility
of a fight for supremacy between the Yellow Races and the
people of the United States. The treatment of the theme is

frankly melodramatic, and every stage device in the way of
trap doors, mysterious walls that open at the touch of a finger,

the regulation machinery of the popular-price "thriller'' that
: to delight the audiences of a past decade,—has been

utilized in this screen play. The first three episodes are called
"The Higher Power." "The Mutilated Hand" and "The Poison-

tula." During the action of the six reels no attempt
is made to lift the drama above the purely theatric, but every

keeping the interest at fever heat has been employed.
The production is adequate, for the most part, and a capable
east, headed by Edwin Stevens, works earnestly and intelli-
gently during the first three numbers.

"The Higher Power."
til a City of the East. All Singh, a MongO-

Intellectual lore,-. «],,, hates the white
races, is at the head of a band of fanatics whose malevolence
is aimed principally at the I'nited

attacked bj a mob, but All Blngb drives the men off, realizing
that tio time is nol ripe for Buch an act. Errol M

- im's, is connected with th
i Power." as \ii is called, detei

mines to .ml the I'nited States <:

"The Mutilated Hand."
The second episode brings the feminine elemei.t into the

story. As one means of showing Bronson that he is a danger-
ous enemy, Ali Singh has Margaret Bronson abducted and made
prisoner in the opium den. Here she meets the Princess Najla.
who was her fellow student at Vassar. The princess is kindly
disposed toward Margaret, but cannot aid her, the wonderful
hypnotic power that Ali Singh has over his niece preventing
the attempt. Two detectives who try to find the girl, are
captured by All's men, mutilated and thrown into the river.
Errol Manning and young Brcnson then rescue Margaret, and
Ali makes his escape from the opium den bv the aid of a trick
chair that is vastly superior to the one invented by Hermann
the Great.

"The Poisonous Tarantula."
A new thrill is to be found in the third episode. Senator

Johnson is a supporter in the Senate of the anti-alien bill.
and Ah puts him out of the running in novel fashion. He
first imparts an odor to a letter which is delivered to the in-
tended vict.m. The odor will attract the tarantula to it and.
once on the victim's hand, the spider quieklv gets in its deadlv
work. The Senator is dispatched and Errol Manning is sched-
uled for the same treatment, but the plot miscarries. The
tarantula does not make a miscue. but Najla manages to throw
off her uncle's influence long enough to warn her friends.
To the spectator who is satisfied to accept "The Yellow

-Menace" for just what it is—middle-class melodrama—and has
no desire to inquire too closely into its motives and incidents,
the serial will prove a source of much entertainment. Edwin
Stevens plays Ali Singh with the right amount of exaggerated
dramatic expression, and Eric Mayne. Armand Cor:-

i Griffith, Florence Ualone, Marie Treador and Tina
Marshall are competent Margaret .;.,i, as Margaret Bronson
is miscast.

"Enoch Arden" Reissued
Biograph's Production of Tennyson's Poem Scheduled for

Early September—A Mary Pickford Single Reel.
Reviewed by Lynde :

PRODUCED by Griffith before the day of two-part
"Enoch Arden' was first issued on the General Film pro-

n two installments. It was considered an extremely
artistic picture at that time and no doubt will be favorably re-
ceived even now, for in point of detail and the niceties of
direction it will more than bear comparison with the average
contemporaneous program production. That the story has a
Strong sympathetic appeal and one that may be realized
through the medium of the screen, is, of course, well recog-
nized, and supplementing the natural charm of the poem is the
attraction of really able acting, such as characterized the work
of the early Blograph companies.

Wilfred Lucas is quite at his best in presenting Enoch Arden.
as the young lover; then stranded through hopeless
a desert island, and finally returning home to make" the su-
preme sacrifice when he learns that his wife, believing him to
be dead, had remarried. Other telling performances .

bj Linda Arvidaon and 'Alfred Paget, whereas in minor roles
umber <>f old favorites, including Bobby Harron and

•

priately staged and dearly photographed
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by Wilfred Lucas, but interest centers on "Nettles," and here
is where the notable interpretation comes in. Miss Bessie Love
has been a patient little "supporter" of men who spread all

over the screen, giving her only one little corner of it. Of
course, we do not object to effervescent Douglas Fairbanks
when he uncorks his enthusiasm, but many of us have noticed
that little Bessie was doing some tine acting in her tiny parts,

and 1 have more than once suggested that she be given larger
opportunity.

In the character of "Nettles" she has a role that suits her

Scene from "Hell to Pay Austin" (Triangle).

size, her personality and her talent, but that is only a small
part of it—she has demonstrated beyond the possibility of
doubt that she is an accomplished actress. She has the intel-

ligence necessary to reveal her supposed mental condition
under varied influences and the ability to communicate her
thoughts and feelings without painful artificiality. She has
blazed out, a brilliant sta

be hoped that she is not
fixed star by pursuing the
has followed in the past,

should be a decided winne
"LIEUT. DANNY, U. S. A

it is handled in a roman
Desmond plays the title role

Markey never did better than

Scene from "Lieut. Danny, U. S. A." (Triangle).

those who defend the hacienda, and the mother is paralyzed
during the attack. "The Butcher" has a clear field to perse-
cute the aristocratic senorita and does so with characteristic
brutality. These pictures of action are sharply suggestive of

what is now going on in the benighted sister republic across
the Rio Grande, and they are fascinatingly realistic. The
young officer escapes death through the interposition of a
souvenir given him by the senorita and returns to the rescue
at an acute moment, killing the bandit and escaping across

the border with the girl he loves, though her home is destroyed
and her mother killed during the action. The play is spirited,
the characters well taken, all the leads being strong in their
roles, and the vital issues involved should bring decided suc-
cess to the release.

"Big Game Hunting in a Drop of Water'
One-Reel Argus Film Produced by the Leggett-Gruen Cor-

poration Which Reveals New Possibilities in

the Microcinematograph.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

THE title of this film !s well chosen. It shows the collector
at the pond-side dipping up a small jar of water for exam-
ination, then shows how he captures the minute animalculae

from the jar by means of a small glass tube and a magnifying
glass, placing it on a slide and under the objective of the micro-
scope. First the Green Hydra is shown; then the Cyclops, and all

its internal circulation and organic movements can be plainly
seen. Two species of Entomostraca follow, in the first of which
attention is called to the breathing feet, and the second, a tiny
bivalve, shows his skill in removing obstacles from his path.
Two varieties of Water Mite, a beautiful Rhizopod and two
Rotiffera complete this interesting and highly instructive reel.

"Big Game Hunting in a Drop of Water" is the first of a series
of microcinematographic and other nature studies being made
by Prof. Edgar J. Wright and H. D. Ashton, and has been
accomplished by means of an apparatus devised by these two
patient workers whereby the objects to be picturized can be
watched on the film while being photographed. Heretofore
the greatest difficulty has been that, owing to the ultra-rapid
movements of the small objects, they dart out of the field of the
microscope before they can be photographed. The question of
light has also been a serious one. Under former conditions the
heat from a ray of light sufficiently brilliant for photographing

: performai
comet. She can only become a
me patient and plucky course she
On its general merits, the story

is vital—it has a live theme—and
way sure to interest. William

inly vigor and Enid
le of a Mexican belle,

Senorita Ventura. She and her mother barely escape a raid
by a former servant, now leading some murderous bandits, Pe-
dro Lopez, "The Butcher." He is in pursuit of the senorita
and her mother near the border when they are rescued by
Lieutenant Danny and his troopers. He falls in love and she
promises an answer to his proposal if he will visit her at her
hacienda. The young officer crosses the border later on alone
and gets his answer, but just as the bandit is making a second
raid.
Lieutenant Danny is shot down in a summary execution of

Scene from "Big Game Hunting in a Drop of Water" (Argus).

was so great that exposure to it for e

death to the delicate germ or anima
have also solved.
A vast field has been opened to workers along these lim

and another world of unimaginable plants and animals of wo
derful form and beauty awaits the camera.

Lorentz in "The Sting of Victory."
John Lorenz, whose last feature production with Essanay was

"That Sort." appears in one of the principal supporting parts
to Henry B. Walthall in "The Sting of Victory," latest vehicle
for this genius of the screen. Before beginning the new feature
Mr. Lorenz took the lead in "Repentance," and the heavy lead
in "A Million for a Baby." He usually appears in heavy leads,
but has no villain part in "The Sting of Victory."'

"Little Eve Edgarton"
The Novel of Eleanor H. Abbott Well Suited to Screen

Adaptation—Five-Part Version on Program of
Bluebird Photoplay, Inc.

Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

TO ROBERT LEONARD belong the laurels for narrating
effectively on the screen the story of "Little Eve Edgar-
ton." The character of the story as conceived by Eleanor

H. Abbott makes it especially well adapted to the narrative
form. Its screen presentation will be found to be a remark-
able character study, in which Ella Hall. Dorris Pawn, Gretchen
Lederer, Thomas Jefferson, Herbert Rawlinson, and Marc Fen-
ton are exhorted to their best efforts. Ella Hall, as the daugh-
ter of the botanist who has lived her life roaming about with
her father, studying and arranging his collections, never know-
ing any real home, is to be commended. Her handling of the
character of this studious, spectacled young woman, outwardly
stolid, inwardly afire, is further proof of her versatility. The
director has kept constantly in mind the contrast between the
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life mapped out for Eve by her father, and the other life of
homes and people of which she longs to be a part, by short
flashes Introducing the characters which are later to have a
part in the molding of her path. Thomas Jefferson is delignt-
ful as Paul R. Edgarton, professor of botany, and Herbert
Rawlinson as the flirt, who finally falls a prey to the trans-
formed edition of Eve, is what one would expect in the jolly
young idler who loves wine, golf and the girls. Marc Fenton
as John Elbertson, a friend of Eve s father, who she consented

Scene from "Little Eve Edgarton" (Bluebird).

to marry because she had had no association with any other
also holds the individuality of the character well.
The production will be much enjoyed, contains some excel-

lent comedy situations, and has the charm of originality in

addition to many other attractive qualities.

"The House With the Golden Windows"
A Lasky Production in Which Cleo Ridgely and Wallace

Reid Take the Principal Parts.

. id by w. Btephen Bush.

THIS is a dream-plctun pari of the feature
deals with a dream. Dreams on and off the screen are
exempt from the ordinary rules of dramatic construction

and consistency. Only by pleading this exempt ion can the

producer put himself beyond the reach of criticism. The play
begins with a prologue part fable and part allegory. At a rather
unexpected moment ami before the audience has time to ad-
Just Itself to the sudden change, the whole tiling merges into a

Some of the good points of the Lasky school are pleasingly in

evidence; there is the usual choice of rich and realistic settings;
p lere and there la good acting. The photo-

graphic excellence la maintained throughout, hut when all this

Scene from "The H
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"THE WOMAN IN THE CASE."
A Famous Players Feature in Which Pauline Frederick

Takes the Leading Part.

Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.

I
literature" accompanying this film play it Is de-

scribed as "an impressive picturisation of Clyde Fitch's
greatest dramatic triumph" and as "a photo adaptation of

the celebrated stage success." The facts in the case justify
the latter rather than the former description. Nor can it be
said that the "photoadaptation" is anything like an unqualified
success. Whatever there is of dramatic action, popularly spoken
of as the "punch," does not develop until well toward the end
and at about the moment when the interest of the audience
begins to wane. For four reels or thereabouts the action
travels at a snail's pace, but in the last reel it makee amends.
While Pauline Frederick is featured as the star

her usual honest and conscientious performance, the work of
Marie Chambers in the part of Claire Forster calls for special
commendation. Her acting impressed me as that of a talented
and exceedingly clever and brainy woman. In most of the big
scenes she carried off the honors by holding the interest of
the audience.

Settings, atmosphere and photography are fully up to the
usual high standard the public has learned
the trade-mark of Famous Players.

WITH THE KALEM STARS.
"The Oil Field Plot," Third Episode of "The Girl from Fris-

co," and "Hurled Through the Drawbridge," the
Latest "Hazard of Helen."

,rd We

1

hi: rd eplt -rial finds
the young lady from the Golden Gate the central figure in

another tight in defense of her father's pro; •

Bd a valuable oil field, and his enemies, the
rful syndicate that tried to trick him out of his turquoise

Scene from "The Oil Field Plot" (Kalem).
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'The Folly of Desire"
Intensely Melodramatic Picture Is Released as Red Feather

—Produced by George L. Tucker.
Reviewed by Lynde D

STARTING with a quite elaborate prologue, showing how
a kins; in ancient times desired a maiden Who preferred
another, this five-part melodrama goes on to present a

somewhat similar rase in modern life— the kins becoming a
Sou ill An n in

. .ii tli' ma n and the slave girl the daughter of poor
peasants. The argument that a brutal man la always brutal,

Scene from "The Folly of Desire" (Red Feather).

despite changes in creeds or customs, is, of course, perfectly
sound; also it is easy to admit that it is foolish to allow desire
full sway. Almost everybody in this picture is miserably un-
happy because of a general mismating
The story adapted and produced by George L. Tucker is

melodramatic in the extreme and bears little resemblance to
reality; yet at times possesses a crude force. Norman McKin-
nel's characterization of the rugged South African, whose
favorite diversions are reading the Bible and beating his
young wife, is a strong bit of work. The girl, to whom life is

an almost unbroken series of unpleasant happenings, is ade-
quately presented, whereas no fault need be found with other
figures in the picture.
But it is doubtful if an audience will take some of the most

intense scenes seriously, so thickly are the horrors piled on,
and from an American standpoint, the studio sets used in place
of exteriors, will seem quite out of place. Almost the entire
picture was photographed in a studio, although much of the ac-
tion is supposed to transpire in the open. Director Tucker did
all in his power to surround his production with a thick gloom,
getting thicker at the approach of a climax, such as that in
which the cattleman drags his wife from the house and ties her
to a stake, preparatory to a summary execution. A thunder-
storm is the accompaniment for this little pleasantry. "The
Folly of Desire" may he characterized as melodrama of the old
school.

Mutual Program
"The House of Mirrors," Five-Reel Rialto Film, and "The

Strength of Donald McKenzie," Five-Reel American.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

"The House of Mirrors."
SOMEWHAT theatrical rendering of one of the "fifteen-

A years-after" type of story, showing first the separation** of man and wife through his unjust suspicion, he taking
the little son and his wife the little daughter. Neitner hus-
band nor wife changes materially during the fifteen years' lapse,
yet the children do not know the parents they have not seen
in this time, the mother does not recognize her son, nor does
the father recognize his own daughter. Of course the brother
and sister can not be expected to know of the relation and
they are almost on the verge of an engagement, the son ask-
ing his mother's consent for his sister's hand in marriage
without revealing his true name, and she is on the verge of
consent without knowing anything about the young man, when

.in- i, his finger that she gave his father. She
has become the proprietor of a gambling establishment in
order to bring the daughter up "suitably," that is with a
mother engaged in a disreputable occupation, and the son has
become a frequenter of the resort.
Here we have a man brutally cold to his wife, after sending

her out in the company with another man because he "forgot
the engagement." heedless of the effect of divorce on the chil-

dren, willing to send his innocent little girl into a career of
disadvantage, a man lacking in compassion and sense of duty,
a wife who gets drunk the evening she goes to an entertain-
ment with the mutual friend, forgetting that she is the mother
of two lovely children; a son grown up to be a drunkard and
gambler, and a mutual friend undeserving of trust. With the
exception of the latter, this nice group is brought into a happy

relation al the end with an expectation that the audience will
nallx ,'aiv whaj becomes of them. Happily there is the sweet
and innocent little daughter and the son of the mutual friend
to help out, but their roles are minor ones, the obi,,., i„mii«
apparently to show that the cruel husband did not appreciate
that the wife who became intoxicated with the mutual friend
and subsequently ran a gambling place to educate her daughter
was really a good woman.

"The Strength of Donald McKenzie."
This is a long drawn out attempt to make a story out of

scant materials. Nearly every scene is stretched to the break-
ing point. With them all in, the story could be told in three
reels, and a large number of them are mere amplifications of
the unnecessary and the uninteresting. For instance, in order
to register that Donald is an orphan, a fact of no particular
moment—nothing among subsequent events calls for even a
brief explanation to that effect—nearly an entire reel is used.
depicting the accidental death of his father by sitting under
a tree about to fall, and the slow death of his mother. We
are given a view of their graves and have to sit wondering
where this dark alley is leading to, "a blind alley" is where
the amateur wanders without knowing exactly where he is
going to land. Donald's greatest strength is \n writing a book
of poems which saves the father of the girl he loves, a pub-
lisher able to keep up city and country establisments, while a
poet would fall dead with joy if either he or the publisher
made a thousand dollars in jig time on one book of poems. So
with the entire release—it is so dull as to be without reason
for existence.

"Her Father's Son" Next Vivian Martin Subject.
Immediately following the release of "The Stronger Love."

Vivian Martin's initial production, under the Morosco banner on
the Paramount program, the west coast producers announce
that work has been commenced on Miss Martin's new subject
entitled "Her Father's Son."
The second vehicle for the winsome little star offers a drama

of heart interest together with quaint situations, by Anna
Fielder Brand, and deals with the period in the South just prior
to the Civil War. The versatility of the new Morosco actress is
afforded particular opportunity to assert itself in the chief role
of this photoplay which will present her in a character quite
different from her usual line of work. In accordance with the
story Miss Martin disguises herself as a boy and as a result
encounters many difficulties which are straightened out only
when the climax of the play is reached.
William D. Taylor, director of "Pasquale," "The American

Beauty," "Davy Crockett," and many other Paramount suc-
cesses, is staging the new Martin subject. It is promised that
in addition to Mr. Taylor's usual delicate touches which will
be evidenced in "Her Father's Son," various spectacular scenes
of unusual realism are to be included in the production. Ar-
rangements for a series of big battle scenes are under way and
one of the largest interior sets ever erected at the Morosco
studios is now being built. This set will represent a massive
ballroom and it is expected will establish a new record for
elaborate beauty and excellence even exceeding anything that
Morosco has yet offered in this regard.
Supporting Miss Martin is another typical Morosco cast, In-

cluding such sterling players as Herbert Standing, Alfred Vos-
burgh, Helen Jerome Eddy, Joe Massey, Jack Lawton, Lucille
Ward and Tom Bates. Homer Scott is supervising the camera
work.

Universal Special Features.
The Victor-Universal release for August 10, "The Marriage

Broker," in which Ben Wilson is starred, and Dorothy Phillips
and Joe Girard are featured, is a two-reel human-interest
story adapted from one of Bruno Lessing's famous Ghetto
stories.
"The Highway of Fate," a two-reel Imp drama, is the feature

for August 11. This is a story of gypsy life and gypsy love,
and will hold the intense interest of any audience fortunte
enough to see it. The featured players are Sydell Dowling,
Joseph Stanley, Sidney Bracy and Paul Panzer. The story was
produced by Robert F. Hill.

The Bison feature for August 12, Cleo Madison, in "The
Guilty One," is also an exceptional feature in every way. It

is a two-reel western drama written by R. F. Bradbury,
scenarioized by Harvey (lates and produced by Cleo Madison
and William V. Mong. It was formerly advertised under the
title "Along the Malibou." The strong cast includes Bertram
Grassby and Charles Gunn and a troupe of fearless riders.

"The Speed King," a two-reel drama of the automobile race
course, released under the Imp brand on August 13, brings back
recollections of the sensational race in which Bob Burman lost

his life. This two-reeler is dedicated to Burman. The story
was written by Walter Woods and produced by Richard Stan-
ton, who takes the lead with Marcia Moore playing opposite.

It contains some wonderful race stuff and works up very
cleverly to a gripping climax.

Billy Mason's "Midsummer Madness."
"Smiling" Billy Mason and his director, John Steppling, are

filming a one-reel comedy entitled "Midsummer Madness,"
featuring Mason
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
Booming Yourself.

ABOUT the most remarkable phase of the exhibition business, to

an old theatrical man, is the amount of money spent by Ex-

hibitors in advertising others than themselves. This was brought

home the other day while looking over several offers from manu-

facturers. One house had some trademarks to sell. They were

offered at fifteen cents each in mat. This was reasonable enough—
if the Exhibitor wanted them, but he was urged to buy a lot cf them

and use them in all his advertising. A frame for his newspaper work

was also offered. This cost according to size. It was a solid frame

and since it was offered in matrix, it meant not only that the Ex-

hibitor must pay the cost of casting, but also the cost of mortising tin-

center before he could use it. The trademark of the company dropped

down into the rectangular space from the top, and thrust itself up from

the bottom, necessitating either some fancy routing or else the loss of

perhaps twenty lines in a double column cut; lines that could have

been used to advantage in advertising the house. Most concerns deal

with the Exhibitor in precisely the same way. They not only urge

him to advertise his brand above his house, but they expect him to

pay for the material with which he does it. That is the strange part of

the whole affair. The maker spends some money with the Saturday

Evening Post. Then he expects the Exhibitor to spend more, to profit

by this national advert Mug. For a moment it sounds logical, but is

it? Several breakfast foods are generously advertised. But is the

grocer urged to pay a dollar or so for cuts and several dollars for

space with which to advertise a certain brand of food, in order to

"profit" by the insertion of the national advertising? Not a bit of it.

If he wants cuts they will probably be supplied him free. Men are

sent to dress his windows free, or he is supplied with the material with-

out cost. He is given tree matter for distribution and thanked for

sending it out. He does not spend money to supplement the national

ivee it to the manufacturer to get out the national

tig and create the demand. If there is a demand, he sells the

goods and lets it go at that. He does not thankfully pay fifty cents

kfast food package to put into his own newspaper

or circular advertising. He is more apt to demand free circulars.

Some houses are so firmly connected with a certain line of film that

• i make a change without a serious loss of patronage for a

i. are Borne few houses, mostly run by old time theatrical

imii, where the house is headlined and the films announced as the

daily attraction and not the brand as the permanent appeal. They
few, but the manager who spends money to rivet himself to

any Bingle releasing connection is forging fetters hard to break.

Ii i all right to use trademark cuts if they are supplied free, but

if the house will spend several dollars an agate line to get these cuts

mi,, th, Po i .%!. bould they not give the cuts to the Exhibitor who
will use them? They do not charge the Post for the cut material and
tiny do pay th.- advertising bills. It is about time that the Exhibitors

they are short sighted.

Make it a tradition thai then i^ always a good program at your house,

to any one brand, and there is more
Ive use of brand CUt8

this.

Branching Out.

Since William Lord Wright Joined the Bellg advertising staff be has

run a column in the Selig clip sheet that has been liberally used I..

lor pragram filler and by photoplay page editors to give

tiumor Now Hi. best of material will be picked each month
imii tak.n over to a booh form i sue Intended foi news stand dis-

tribution it speak i"i- it tall thai tin- Belig pi

enough to ....

i tuff and not pr< I

work in tbl in book form. It ba

to Boutb Africa because It l« bright and inappj
We Would DO) glVl II -ill tbl

mural 'iiu moral i thai ><i the large package ol mam
buif. in. thai i

... • to thi " te Pot and sb. ai

i- apt to I

/.,i.! yni i:

how it WOI I
"Clam Li i. I

A Calendar.

C W Ooodwin, ol Ho I.ai'kin. Sail Fraud -co, -.i,.| ||

thai 'int. i ii. t .. the thai oom« In. In thi

printed on papi i Inst.

the u ual letti i lz< ind I b< papei I ool too neai

opi mil up again • thai II be i n< through thi

u,u>t be provided with a special envelope and
generally arrive badly crushed. In the second place the entire pro-
gram is not crowded into the small box. This takes only the star and
the title of the feature. The regular schedule is shown in brief below.
It probably will not show in the reduction, but each mention of the
house name is made in Comstock type and this holds good of all

printing, including the house letter head and envelopes. It is made a
sort of trademark, and though a standard face, it is sufficiently marked
to serve as such. The sample sent is on gray paper with a smooth
finish, but showing a sprinkle of threads of a darker tint and it is

printed in a deep green that stands out well and yet is not obtrusive.

Program Calendar for June 1916

SUN MON TUES WED

21

lias about fifty mounted for frames that are dlspla]

and restaurants. Mr. Ooodwin n a real old timet
-

be finds

tl.e pap.-r indlspi n-uhl. lloth In- letter load and '

usually i i . lamplea of prii

Zipping Right Along.
took i

mentioning the Bmpi

I
I

Good. But When.
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If this wa< a special night the date should have heen given. ll they
offer s veil old reels each night that fact should he made known. The
essential text Is B long list ol' names of players with this introduction:

YOUR FAVORITE STAR IN THEIR FAVORITE PICTl RE
.. Is a list of famous Stars. We want you to pick out

SKVKX Favorites and we will show their favorite picture
IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR FEATURE

7 single Reel Pictures am n the same day.
Put a cross [X] alter the name of your seven favorites, fill

out below with name and address, leave in SUGGESTION 1UX
in the lobby and we will inform you of the date of this

BIG SPECIAL. 12 REEL SHOW
be presumed that the reels were booked as convenient and

announced as the selected seven. Where these choices are not given too

Often the stunt can be worked without trouble, and it works as well
with new material, a list of available stuff being given and the stuff

actually booked being announced as the choice. It is better still when
the choice of the patrons can be actually catered to. A second throw-

- 5tS that each night is an "allstar program," but if they are
giving twelve reels every night they are using up their patrons too
fast and will lose them presently. Twelve reel shows are far too long
to command constant attendance.

Stunts.
F. H. Franke, of the California, Chicago, sends in some stunts. One

relates to "Damaged Goods," and another to Chaplin. He explains

Some time ago we showed "DAMAGED GOODS" and to

advertise same different from the usual routine way, I took
an old dilapidated kitchen table, bought about a dozen plaster

Paris statues about twenty ins. high, some already damaged
and the others in good condition, but the latter we damaged our-

selves, that is, knocked off some heads, arms, and broke some
right in two and put them on the aforementioned table, and
in front of same we placed a big card reading "DAMAGED
GOODS," the date of showing, etc., and broke all records.

The next stunt was to advertise "Chaplin's Carmen." I went
and bought a thirty in. high Chaplin doll built an "A" sign

out of two one sheet frames and in front of frame placed a
large card 2S x 44, put the Chaplin doll in center of the card
and on each side reading matter as shown on enclosed photo-
graph. This stunt also created an extraordinary amount of

curiosity and business. If you think it worth while, pass it

The Chaplin stunt is shown in the accompanying reproduction, but
the lettering was done in blue and red, both vivid on the sign, but the
blue takes white and is completely faded in the photograph—which is

programs we would like to.

The text in full reads

:

My face is my fortune, the pretty lady said to Charles Chap-
lin. He said, My fortune are my feet, worth $670,000 a year.

Another reading for the same sign is:

I may be crazy, but I am no fool. $670,000 makes me act that

way.

For a lantern slide pair he used.

The Average pictures are like 10 Chinamen.
They all look alike.

It would take a clever detective with a Bertillon chart
To tell the difference.

Please read the next slide.

And then
But you will recognize
That the California
Offer picture plays
Distinctly different

Cost you no more than the other kind.

Mr. Franke suggests that ten negroes or sheep will do as well for a
simile. Perhaps you can get hold of a stock slide showing a flock of

sheep or a line of darkies, making the slide a triple. It has been
some time since anyone has sent in copy for series slides. Is Mr.
Franke the only one using them?

Took a Hint.
Lately in speaking of some suggestions sent in by L. .1. Scott, we

lamented that other exchange publicity men did not pass along the
I in about the time it required for the

paper to get to Seattle and a letter to come back, we get word from
Tom North that he can take a hint. To prove it he sends in some
stuff of his own and Stufl sent him by his clients, a nifty bunch. His
first exhibit is a graphic showing of the value of an exchange organ.
It is a splendid argument for the maintenance of such a publication.
The chart may not show well in the sketch, but it will give the idea.

To recapitulate, the V-L-S-E Pals both sells goods and handles men.

w?mn

It sells goods directly through its appeal to to the exhibitors, to

prospects and to customers ; though we think that "To Exhibitors"
covers the other two. Indirectly it sells goods through building up a

mailing list which secures the names of prospects, eliminates dead-
wood and classifies the prospects. It aids the salesmen by providing
them with argument, co-operating with them in their sales and through
keeping the trade .advised as to the goods the exchange offers while
it handles men through instruction as to territory, the features, and a

The Exhibits.

Most of the exhibits are house organs. One is the Lariat, gotten out

by C. G. Matlock of the Pastime, Pendleton, Oregon, home of the

roundup, which probably suggested the title. In its earlier days Mr.
North suggested that the Lariat was Pal Matlock's idea of roping them
in, but he ropes them, apparently, and does not rely upon the house
organ alone, for V-L-S-E Pals often tells of other of his stunts. It

is a four page sheet with a title cut in which the noose of the lariat

forms the frame for the house announcement while the rest of the rope

forms the title. Three cuts are run on the front page and the pro-

gram itself runs on page three, where it properly belongs. The days
are dated and the program is unusual in that it runs from Thursday
to Thursday instead of starting with the Sunday or Monday bill. The
second page is given to chat and announcement, preferably to chat
that runs into announcement and the back features a coming release.

It is nicely printed and is a good looking sheet save that the matter
on page two is in a type too large for the space. A six point would
look better, or a seven-on-eight point.

The Rose theater, Regina, Canada, has a well printed post card giving

a picture of the house and medalion cuts of the house staff. These are

given to the patrons for use as postcards. Nothing is said as to the

method of distribution, but the best way is to have a writing desk in

the foyer or retiring room with plenty of cards in a rack.

The Rosebud, Portland, offers something new in the matter of getting

the advertising read. The essentials are shown in the portion repro-

duced :

MERCHANTS' NIGHT.
Your community merchants whose advertisements appear be-

low invite you to attend the Rosebud every Monday night as
their guest. A Rosebud ticket with each 25c purchase.

BE SURE TO ASK FOR YOUR TICKET.
PRIZE CONTEST.

The management of this theater has selected a slogan con-
sisting of two words composed of a total of ten letters. One
letter each week will appear in some merchant's advertise-

ment below. This particular letter each week will be in some
word of some advertisement in an inverted position or up-
side-down.
At any time after the ninth week's program is issued the first

three persons to submit the complete slogan together with the

nine programs of the series of 10, will receive, in the follow-

ing order:

1st Prize $10.00

2nd Prize Pass for 3 months
3rd Prize Pass for 1 month

This makes for interest, but remember in selecting your slogan, if

you follow the plan, that an "O" looks the same in reverse and not

many will catch a reverse "s" or may mistake a turned "c" for an
"o." In the program to hand an address reads "Burnsipe" for "Burn-
side" street. In the sample the inverted letter appears about a third

of the way down the page. The space is five inches, two columns
wide. Some merchants might object that the reader will stop once
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• letu-r lias been found. To overcome this it will be better

that from three to five letters will be inverted, one of

Which is to be used. Then use three or four letters and the entire

block of advertisements must be read. Probably the house is sold to

mi 11 lor Monday and a small profit shown on a poor night.

Perhaps, also, the advertisements are thrown in free in return for this

arrangement.

Playing Safe.

Another interesting stunt is a book of coupon tickets, thirty coupons
for three dollars. These are put out by H. Fowler of the Gem, Cleary,

Wash. If a specified number of books have been sold, the house opens
for the month. If not the house will not open, or at least that is the

plan. In a word, the management collects in advance and plays safe ;

a scheme that may appeal to others in small towns of doubtful sup-

port and no opposition. Each book is good only for a certain month,
but it is not restricted as to the user. This seems to be a new scheme.
Coupon books are old ideas, but the rest is novel indeed.

In spite of Shakespeare, sometimes the good that men do also lives

after them. Hopkins and Hallberg, of the Dream, Port Angeles, Wash.,
use the So-U-Ma-N'o monthly program invented by Ralph Ruffner,

when he was in Iiutte. They work it on a red card six by six handled
as a four page folder. It is punch-id so that it may be hung up for

reference.

Tlie Orpheum, Snohomish, Wash., uses a four page folder with a

straight makeup for the inside program. It is simple and effective

enough and not costly. I. L. Williaoas is the manager who edits them.
The Society, Seattle, George Rinp, manager, uses a four page nine

by twelve. It is a little too white. Possibly to save composition costs,

the type is leaded out and it does not suggest a newspaper. Another
fault is the use of too much clip stuff. The layout of the program
might be improved by talking to tae printer. The copy is all right,

but it does not look imposing because carelessly set.

The Noble, Marshfield, Ore., managed by Robert Marsden, is repre-
sented by a throwaway for the "Rosary." This is a slip six by seven-
teen inches and the type is unusually well selected, the name being
prominent and the lesser sections being well played up. This was the
first of the V-L-S-E releases to be shown and was given with an
elaborate musical program. It follows the best rules of composition
in display and is by no means small town stuff.

The Lyric, Coeur d'Alene, used a six page folder for 'The Battle
Cry of Peace," but the press work is poor. Evidently the printer used
poor inks and both the red and blue fail to work well in the mass.
Even at that, it makes a showy herald and is worded to carry a pull.

And of course there is always Pals to fall back upon for ideas. Here

The Dream theater, Kent, Ore., had to face a municipal celebration
July Fourth. Instead of shutting down Exhibitor Atkinson hired two
features and ran "The Cave Man" in the afternoon and "Green Stock-
ings" at night, getting two chances at the same clientele the same day.
The Tivoli, Portland, in launching a serial, ran a coupon that was

good for three admissions if accompanied by ten cents. The line ran
"Bring your friends. This will admit three for a dime." The scheme
is good only for serials.

Volume Two.
Stage and Screen, the house organ of the Opera House, Columbia,

and Dreamland, Bath, Maine, has come to its second volume. In the
six month , running it has picked up wonderfully.
It made a good start, but the editor baa caught the little tricks that
make for knowingness of appearance and it looks more like a regular
paper than a house organ. It Is almost ready to go to eight pages.

As She's Wrote.
i: Stone, of Berkeley, California, sends in a much traveled

of the Teatro Arraatj which he picked up on
•" Porl I. in,.,.: .',, ia Rica lli.- top half is in Spanish and the lower
half in English. The attraction is "In Memory of Another" and tin

best the compositor could do was this :

In lis beautiful drama there Is not a single detail that is not
of delicacy artistic. The scenenes of nature are fine. The
K'oriou tj ot an original and artistic woman

I intelligence of a young writer:
tho love winik el res under the ihadee of a summer gar-
den; the Jealonsej ol a lover, the vlctime who, In lu

i under heart ; the
gold which lal.i shingly h. mblance
wiili at th. . iei

, passion of the soul in

tocvards the- attracted bel the faulty uhich
(muses p Dbllme
«''""""' uho i

>'• hi r an. ntlona t,. bei

tl icu i be :

i to uffi mm.-, consequi m ; .. pui
< we have had. U t's all movi do*

10 'v i
::< rough prlnl pa pi i •

i mill a iiv ii„e letter for the
and .i i

1
- point title for tie The two

words in th. I

50-50.

i thai i.e. -

'' " '" 'i" 'i 'I" ii h. ip Don'l Imagine thai

can keep a bouse open you can tell some things that will help others

to keep open. Pay up your percentage.
And a new idea that Mr. Scott has been working is to have the

merchants work in with the small house on "The Battle Cry of Peace."
As exhibit A he reproduces seven trade advertisements from the Fair-
bury (Neb.) Journal, offering special bargains for "Battle Cry" days.

Five of these refer to the film. The others merely make special prices

on certain articles for those days, but all take notice of the occasion
and all help to advertise, without charge, the attraction at the Ma-
jestic. This seems to be a new angle on publicity, but it is based on
well founded fact. The big films bring the country people in and while
they are in they visit the stores. Mr. Scott argues that the merchants
can be made to help on bringing the feature to town. It can, of course,
be worked with other subjects than the "Battle Cry."

Not a Veteran.
J. H. Shaw, of the Electric, Alba, Mo., sends in a letter with a frank

confession. Hi

I am enclosing a screamer issued soon after assuming the
Electric, which I hope you will criticize. Its references, in al-

most every case, are to conditions or impressions existent. I

am willing to admit that I don't know a thing. What
about the editorial "we" in theater advertising?

We think it will help Mr. Shaw to get a copy of Picture Theater Ad-
vertising. It does not merely deal with newspaper and printed adver-
tising generally, but it tells how a house should be run to advertise
itself—which is the more important matter.
The throwaway is 6 by 18 inches ; rather too long to be handled

conveniently, but he felt he had a lot to say. The first bank an-
nounces that the house will continue to be run. The second section

points out that sometimes a theater thrives on a change and suggests
an amendment to the belief that only one man can run the Electric;
presumably his predecessor. This may be bad if the former owner
was popular. It may be accepted as a covert attack upon him. I'

would have been better to have admitted the cleverness of the formei
incumbent and to have expressed a determination to be inspired by his

example to try to do even better. The third bank tells of a determina-
tion to make the show go big. This is better. The four:!

the sounds of hammering in the theater do not indicate the demoli-
tion of the* auditorium, but the building of a stage that vaudeville
may be given if the patrons desire it. This, we believe, is an error.

Vaudeville seldom builds up a house. It is generally better to run the
extra money into better music. Men who have tried both know that
music is a better card than the sort of vaudeville that can be afforded.

The next instalment announces the feature for the night of distribu-

tion. This is all right except that the composition is unusually bad.

The printer should be given a hard look, a very hard look. The last

division uses the happy line

Had you thought of it?

The Romance of the World
Brought before you for

FIVE CENTS AN HOUR
This last is good, but unless we do not see the proper situation in

the town, we think that tin- majority of the text I

wrong way. It challenges comparison ami may rouse enmity where
this is not intituled For example. Mr. S:

" 'Til death do us part" does not apply to the theater and us
owner. A theater thrives under a change.

Translated this might be taken to mean: "You suppose John Smith
is the only man who can make a go of the Electric. He Isn t In it

with me. Von watch me." Instead of thU perhaps another line may
have taken, as

"A new broom sweeps clean." and I'm going to try to

o be my ambition to make the

ELECTRIC THEATRE
even better than it was before, bringing to It

hi i.i in And 1 want you to help me by telling me the

sort of theater »ou like.

This would be more likely to make Friends, It does not throw a rock
at the departing manager. It do. s make an appeal for friendship,

and plural pronouns opinion

a rule the We" i
• ,,f a „j not

merely the manager' The singular is betl

,allty chlei : i ol I

M \ \ V ( i: R i
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INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this

department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be
addressed to this department. Questions should be stated
clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses
be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to
the paper direct and not to this department, and a return
stamped envelope is inclosed.

Please Note.
PHOTOPLAYWRIGHTS who wish to order a copy of the new edition

and who live some distance from New York will save considerable
delay if they will address their orders to The Moving Picture

World at the Chicago office, Schiller Building, or the Haas Building,
Los Angeles, according to their location. Arrangements have been
made to ship books from these branch offices the same day the order is
received, and the delays incident to the parcels post will be avoided
on the shorter haul, while there is also some gain in the time of travel
of the order itself.

Biackman's Billiards.
Herman A. Blackmail has been too busy writing stories to contribute

much to this department, but always when he does say something, it is
to the point. This time he takes billiards for his theme and he writes :

Have you noticed how many, many stories forecast their whole
general outline in the first twenty or thirty scenes. There is al-
ways the same formal process used in building the plot? It re-
minds me of a nice little carom shot in billiards. You see the
three balls right in a line. Mr. Dub takes his cue and figures
his angles with his eye. He strikes the red ball just right and
his ball rebounds to the side cushion. It rebounds from the side
cushion at precisely the angle that it approached it, strikes the
end cushion, rebounds at exactly the angle it approached that
cushion, cuts across to the side cushion and still again rebounds
at the angle of approach. Then it strikes. The moment you
saw the ball carom from the red ball, you knew exactly what
it was going to do all the way around.

Then, perhaps, a real billiardist takes up his cue to make the
shot. He doesn't shoot at the red ball at all ! He aims straight
for the side cushion and you think that the ball will certainly
rebound right back to his cue. But it doesn't. It twists away
across the table and docs not rebound at the oniric of approach!
It gently kisses the red ball and makes for the side cushion.
You feel sorry for him because it is plain that the ball is going
to strike the cushion so as to rebound and miss the other ball.

But, again, it does not rebound as you thought it would. It is

headed almost for the other ball, twisting and writhing its way
along. Its "legs" are about gone and now—you can scarcely
believe your eyes—it is not rolling in a straight line. Impossi-
ble as it seemed at the start, it "makes" and you have been the

freakish things and surprises that you in-

made the ball do the freakish
things. It was Enatish. and English is what puts zest into a
story. I do not mean freakish stuff that is absolutely opposed
to all the generalities of life. The billiard ball with the English
on it, obeyed every law of physics. Our stories should do the
same in that it should obey every law of life. But there should
be enough novel undercurrent of force in the story to give It the
odd turns and make them convincing. It takes real genius to

put real charm into a story, but it takes nothing but imaginative
ingenuity to put English into them and surely, a story that
costs as much as a five-reel feature to produce, ought to have
this extra thought put into its story. But they seldom do it.

They go ahead with the obvious story that the first few scenes
fully forecasted and then they have the sand to advertise the

finished product as a work of real art.

Just one hint might be added. The balls are on the table all the
time. The billiardist docs not suddenly drop a fresh ball in the path
of the cue ball. The ball is there all the time, but you do not think
it is the one he is aiming at. In other words, you must prepare for

the event, but not in such a manner as to disclose the exact trend of
the plot.

Try Chickens.
Alice C. Brown suggests that chickens are better speculations than

scripts since the unsold product can be turned into food, anyway, ana
adds : Speaking of poultry, I have a hen that can point a moral ; she
has her first brood of ten chicks, and she thinks that because she is

a hen, she knows all about raising them ; when I give them food and
drink, the first thing she does is to scratch that pan and bowl six ways

for Sunday, before those t hi. I. has to go to
cratch it out n-_-ain tor them; if she would just quietly ac-

cept the good tn.l u . it as it is. she wouldn't have to
work half so hard, and the Mull' would he in mm h Lett, r and cleaner
shape. Does this little allegory suggest the methods of producers to
your mind? If they would take the good stuff that is offered, and use
it "as is" sit-ins to me they'd have a much easier time.

Books.

"Why don't you write a book on how to sell photoplays?" demands
a correspondent. It seems in me that a book like that would sell -

better than anything else. We know how to write plays. We want to

know how they can be sold."

\V. have written such a hook and its title is "Technique of the Photo-
play." for the only way to sell plays is to write plays so good that they
will find a market even against the studio stuff. That is the only way to

sell, and it always will be the only way to sen.

The trouble is that most writers do not want to study, they merely
want to sell, they do not realize that study must precede sales, for only

the good material can find a market. After he left the Lubin Company
Daniel Ellis started a bureau of criticism. He very shortly stopped it.

"I could get ten to twenty-five dollars from an author on a promise to

sell his story." he remarked, "but I could not get even a thank you for

advice and constructive criticism that would lead to sales."

Real authors do not spend all of their time worrying about checks.

They want checks, but they know that they must first have material worth
buying.

Narrative.
Many writers seem to have gained an incorrect impression from a

recent article in which we pointed out that a motion picture play was a
story told in action ; a narrative and not a drama. From the fact that

we said it should be told as such, many writers have sought to argue that

the script should be in narrative form, though it was very distinctly said

that a photoplay was a story told in action instead of words.
That should be plain enough to any person who can understand English,

but evidently it was not, for many wrote in that they had always written
their scripts in that manner and had been asked to write action and not

Since the script is a story told in action, even an ass should know
enough to write it in action, hut Unit action sliould be a narrative and
not n dm ma when reduced to film. In other words the technique should
be more nearly the technique of narrative than the technique of drama.
It should seek rather to convey the appeal through idea than through
the situation of the moment. In drama the villain starts to make the

heroine "hisn" in performance of oft repeated threats. The hero enters
R. U. E., biffs him one under the ear and the villain takes the count as
the curtain slowly descends with the hero and heroine basking in the
limelight. That is drama. It must make the visual appeal. There must
be the actual blow as well as the mental punch. In a story the recital

of the blow would not be as strong as the statement of the hero that the
girl was the villain's own sister. This example is crude, but it will

convey the idea. In fiction idea is greater than visual punch. In
drama the visual punch is greater for the moment. There must be
action or there will be a dead stage.

It is one of the great charms of photoplay that it unites the action
of the drama with the idea of the story and presents a new form.
There is much in drama that photoplay lacks, and much in story that
photoplay lacks, but, on the other hand, photoplay confines some of

the best points of story and drama into a new form—a form all its

own. Photoplay is neither drama nor story. It is more nearly story

than drama, but it is not precisely that. It is photoplay and nothing
else. It is written in action as a story, and only when this is done can
it be regarded as a photoplay.
A synopsis only, therefore, is not a photoplay but the story on which

a photoplay may be built. It is an incomplete form, a hybrid that is

neither story nor photoplay, and so long as the synopsis only flourishes,

the photoplay business with languish, no matter how clever may be
the men who write the synopses and those others who make the photoplays
therefrom.

The Retort Courteous.
Editor wroti that h e had no t seen a decent script in his

th and we re him tha he h id not bought one in a

take six men ths to lead off \\ writers from a dead
cannot choke off the boobs in a the usand years.

The THIRD Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW READY

This is virtually a new book under the old title.

More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario
or photoplay construction.

By Mail, Postpaid Three Dollars
Address all orders direct to nearest office.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Ave., New York City

Schiller Building, Haaa Building,
Chicago. III. Lot Angeles, Cal.
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Manufacturers' Notice.

IT IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other

goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially irtitil the excel-

lence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.

Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible

to reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In

order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamp* lies*

than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, bv

mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot
1 to in the department, one dollar.

Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed

in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to

the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot

of study.

Question No. 150.

Best answer will be published, and the names of others sending in

replies of excellence will appear in the Roll of Honor. Theatre man-
agers looking for high class men will do well to watch the Roll of

Ih,, :: d hi/ this series

of questii and answers ought

to hi

Roll of Honor on Question No. 143.

The lioll of Honor on Question 143 consists of Joseph H. M. Smith.
Fort Worth. Tex.; Manuel Xosti, Tampa, Fla. : Wilson Hays, Barton,
Md ; F. F. Bell, Palestine. Tex.; Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles, Cal.

;

W. B. Allen. Edmonton, Canada, and Leonard Pagenhardt, Western-
port. Md.
None of the replies, however, quite cover the ease; therefore I give

the reply sent in by Edison Lamp Works of the General Electric Com-
pany, Harrison, N. J.

ind 220 volt in-

I v

The Question :

What is the relative efficiency

lamp'.'

The Answer

:

With the same kinr] of lamps the 22ii volt incandescent lamp Is

usually lest efficient, due to the filament being much le-s and longer
filament of the 110 volt lamp of the same wattage. Due to

thi 220 volt lamp cannot be operated at such high degree
• the 110 volt lamp with it-, thicker filament can

i at a higher degree of incandescence, as there is a slightly

.ilure.

|[ am also going to publisb tin reply of Wilson Hay-, w]

to have been taken itlon, because there were two or
• I) the sain.-. 1 cannot vouch

for all the facts, but give the reply for what it is worth.—Ed.)

Reply to Question No. 143.

Bj Ui! -

Prior to 1901 Incandescent lamps operating at 200 to 251

limited to !"••* efficiency, averaging 1 watts per c p., and had a use

tul iir,-. about :.u per cent, longer than the I0u volt. ::.i watt tauip

iul 20 per cent more powi
output an Important feature which proved ;.

gt i
at dravt bat i to foi It ogtb of I Ime 1

1

however, created
mi for the , lamp

manufai
ulti .1 in He produ tlon ..i 250 roll lamp

oon umpl i if 3.4 • andli for tie- 10 i andli

candle powi r lamp * hlli I
i watt pi r • »nd

do* made winch bavi an average useful life

thai ccf tin- i(H) volt, 3 i watt I

Lamp "i" rating on 110 i ncy of frt m
. Hell.

The impc rage

light.

Neat Work.
A. H. Huff, whose address. I regret to say. was misplaced, sends in

samples of announcement slides he make.-. The slide is produced by
covering the glass with some sort of white coating, and then, witb
a sharp tool, printing the lettering thereon. The work is very neatly
done, and by means of water colors some very pretty tints are added.
The same kind of thing has been published in this department several
times. Brother Huff's work is very neat.

Noisy Compensarc.
The Lyric theater, Mt. Pleasant, Mich

We are using 00 amperes at the arc. through a Fort Wayne
compensarc, Type- (', Form 4. Line voltage 11". The only
trouble Is the noise given off by the compensarc and by the

arc. The compensarc is about 4 inches from the metal floor and
wall, and sets on a granite slab, with pieces of rubber I

the compensarc and blocks. Am using Columbia carbons.
When I had Electra there was not so much noise. If 1 pull

the lever clown to 40 amperes the noise is decreased, though
there is a humming sound after the arc is struck.

I think the whole trouble lies in the fact that your compensarc is

too close to the iron. You must rememb. r, my brother, you cannot
insulate against magnetism. Just, temporarily, move that compensarc
away from the iron by, say, 2 feet and see what happens. I see no
reason why the make of carbon used would have any effect on this

particular proposition, though cutting down the amperage would de-
crease tlie effi it, because it would decrease the strength of the mag-
netic field.

Bad Inspection.
Onion Hill. X. J., submits a sample of film wbicu shows three

ring a partial double print, the same, o! cour-.

to some fault in the printing machine. cut from a
Keystone, and then remarks :

When the test print is made at the factory and is pro
there usually is the director, the cameraman and operator

present reviewing the Dim, and still things like tin- .

I would also call your attention to the matter of short

On several occasions 1 have had to speed a s en. win :

action, but was obliged to slow down when a subtltli

as same was too short for the audit

tainly cannot caution operators too often or too Btronglj with

regard to splicing films without fir-t

and scraping the back of the film.

Von an- in error, my brother, in supposing that thi

cameraman and operator see all the film prints. What tl

thi negative, and afterwards, usually a finished print, hut

if these various partus saw all the hundreds of pi

negative they would not have much tune to do anything
the li 1 111 is finally ;.. resumed to

discover minor faults in the printing ron submit

Very Bad.
John Dl

I Ii.h e noli, i d in the to

Id light on the s. I.

a amount of illumination \onr n.id light will

i„ distributed mil

i

furth. i

»

I
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but it is a mighty bad way of doing it. The condensing lenses should,
as a general proposition, be placed as near together as you can get
without their surfaces actually touching. If this does not deliver the
right result, then the best thing is to change the focal length of one
or both lenses, thus altering the E. F. in the right way, instead ef

in tho wrong way. The amusing part of it is, however, that the pur-
veyor of knowledge in question proposes to clear up his field by alter-

ing the E. F. of the condenser, whereas he should have moved his
lamphouse.

Discouraging.

From a Brooklyn operator, whom I personally know to be a high
class man. and one who not only delivers the goods on the screen, but
does it economically, comes the following letter:

During my six years of work and study as operator of motion
picture machines I have consistently endeavored to produce
quality on the screen, but have finally come to this conclusion:
What's the use? To explain: I have from the beginning
always endeavored to maintain a high standard of work in

my profession, and have endeavored to command a fair salary
therefor. I have found, however, that the prevailing idea

i exhibitors is cheapness, regardless of results on the
screen. I have found that good work is not appreciated, nor
is it even understood by the average exhibitor. My last expe-
rience is typical, I worked at a certain Brooklyn theater for two

hat my work v

lake this i hot a

r changed
hands. 1 was told by the new owner I could remain as long as
I liked, and was kept on until I had made all necessary repairs
on the electrical wiring, which would enable them to start the
roof garden tor the season, then, without a moment's notice,
I was discharged to make way for an eighteen dollar man. My
salary had been twenty-seven dollars. Reports from various
patrons, whose acquaintance I have, are that projection is now
simply rotten ; notwithstanding this, the man -.vhc took my place
still has the job because he is che '/' '""'

i '

cd Now, Bro. Richardson, this is not di r

one, but simply to show that, after years of hard work, close
application and study, I actually stand less chance of securing
i position than
know anything and does
fifty different managers s

to prevail, cheapness, no

'I should '

ce 1 got out, and find the s

ability. The situation, as I see it,

nust now either fake an eight to ten-hour grind from sixteen
ighteen dollars, or else go out and shovel dirt. I again
What's the use?

Well, my brother, your experience is unfortunate, and it is a lament-
able fact that there is considerable truth in what you say. As the

matter stands today there arc all too niami m<tii<uicrs irho do, as a matter
of fact, PLACE CHEAPNESS ABOVE EXCELLENCE; also there are
very many managers who, as a matter of fact, are totally unable to

differentiate between high class work and mediocre. These men are not
show men in the ttue sense of the term. They are not the men who
are going to stick in the game. You must remember that the motion
picture business is right now in the throes of a new birth. It is emerg-
ing from the store room show into a real theatrical business. The
day is rapidly passing when the type of manager you complain of

will be able to "get by." Hundreds upon hundreds of them have already
been put out of business, and there are going to be more and more
dropped as time goes on. I have in the past predicted, and I still do
predict, that within a comparatively short time high class work will be
not only appreciated and demanded, but will be recognized in the pay
envelope. It is indeed unfortunate that a man of your calibre has met
with this sort of treatment but, my brother, keep a stiff upper lip and
remember that while this is a very bad time of the year to be seeking
employment, there are good positions to be had, with managers who
know high class work when they see it, appreciate it, and are willing

to pay for it.

And in this connection I would like to call the undivided attention of

managers to the unfairness of discharging a man without a moment's
notice. When an operator quits without notice the manager very
promptly and properly proceeds to put up an awful howl. No words
in his vocabulary are strong enough to condemn such action on the
part of the operator, yet, on the other hand, there are all too many
managers who think absolutely nothing of discharging an operator with-
out even a moment's notice. And let me tell you, Mr. Manager, IT IS
JUST AS FAIR FOR THE OPERATOR TO QUIT WITHOUT A MO-
MENT'S NOTICE AS IT IS FOR YOU TO DISCHARGE HIM ON THOSE
TERMS. But when this is applied to a man who has given entire

satisfaction for two years, is still giving satisfaction, and has been told

he can stay as long as he wants to—well, perhaps I had better not say
what I think of that sort of proposition. It is distinctly dishonest, to

say the least.

Interesting Experiments.
Ralph W. Martin, Los Angeles, Cal., comes forward with the fol-

lowing very interesting data. It Is submitted as being another cog in

the wheel of information concerning the projector lens system.

The results here illustrated and tabulated were arrived at by
very careful experiment. First, an opaque disc 3 inches in

diameter was placed over the front condenser, as shown. This
-will allow to pass only that part of the light beam which is

most affected by chromatic and spherical aberration. The
aberrations in the central part of the beam, eliminated by the

disc, are very slight, and it is necessary to exclude this part

of the beam in order to observe the exact effect produced by

the aberrations of thi

edges the condenser.
An artificial

hich passes through the (

50 c. p. was used, and very

?4 '< t.S Of DO

S
7* H ^-TrjTTsT

44M
careful adjustments were made, with relation to the distances
X and Y, until the crater image appeared as a white spot.

In every case the white spot ivas found to be located forward
of the narrowest section of the beam, and is alwa
panied by a flare or ring of light around its outer edge. This
flare, caused by spherical aberration, represents a total loss of

light, which is of considerable amount. Even with the most
careful adjustment, the white spot is rarely free from a slight

red or blue ghost at the center.

The white spot, as located by these experiments, occurs be-

tween the narrowest section of the beam and the actual image
of the crater mentioned on page 130, new Handbook. The
latter is there quoted as being a white spot surrounded by a
blue haze, but in view of present experiments it appears red
as blood, and is considered an unsuitable position for the

erimeuts are shown in tabulated
i Griffith's Table No. 2, page 143

The results of these <

which is copied fi

le Handbook. It

pe observed, how- TABLE °J WH/T£ SPOTS

1
1

F

1

1

x

u
4 1

31

5

1

1
20 '/4 2.3 20.75 l-ti

6t6z

30 S/6 2.3 17.0

40 w 2.3 16.0

50 vA 2.5 13.0

60 'ti 2.6 11.25

20 'U 2.5 22.5 l-'/z

6r7l

30 %" 2.15 18.0

40 % 2.8 15.25

50 %" 2.85 13.25

60 7z 3.0 IMS
20 74 2.9 22.75 t-'/z"

7r7J

30 *M 2.9 20.25

40 '/$ 3.0 16.5

50 7A" 3.1 15.0

SO 7z" 3.1 12.75

lowing for the thiek-

Now with the usual

amperages in present

use, the necessary en-

largement of the crater

will vary from 3 to 4

times. If we therefore

take the average of the

values of X under col-

umns 3 and 4, it gives

2.82 inches as a mean
distance of the crater

from the rear conaen

the corresponding val-

ues as given in Grif-

fith's table, we get 3V2
inches, which is the

distance recommended
by tie editor as a
standard position for

the crater. (I wonder !

I wonder?) But just

the same, if the whitest
light is desirable at
the aperture, I cannot
see but that 2 82 inches
is the proper distance
instead.

Finally, it should be
noted that the white
spot is produced by
composition of colors,

and in order to also
appear white on the
screen they must be
again recomposed by
the action of the ob-
jective. But this ac-
tion cannot take place
unless the entire beam
from the aperture pass-
es through the objec-
tive. If too much of the c

tive of too small diametei
discoloration in some form or other, most probably a ghost.
There can be no compromise made for an objective of too small
diameter, as it must match the conditions secured by the con-
densers, i. e., if the white spot is to be utilized.

The second figure, the table, came in a later letter, but was d«

signed to be supplementary to this article. Brother Martin wonder

mponent colors be lost
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as to the correctness of the o 1
.. inches-froin-lens-to-crater proposition.

Well, ill tell you where 1 got that from. Remembering that the in-

tensity of light decreases Inversely with the square of the distance

from the light source, it is highly desirable to have the arc as close

to the condenser as we can get it. In order that the condenser may
i transmit to the objective the greatest possible light in-

tensity. Tlicr. are, however, limitations, because it you get it too

i liability of the flame from the carbon striking the top

edge of the condenser, thus cracking the lens ; there is danger of

pitting of the lens surface by small particles of incandescent carbon

torn from the crater; there is great danger of breakage through the

tremendous heat received by the lens. In my judgment these things

limit the distance of the arc from the crater to 3% inches, where

high amperage is used. Of course that distance might be materially

diminished when the amperage is low, but if we are to establish a

Standard distance, then we have got to begin with the high amperage

arc and figure from the conditions that kind of arc sets up. I don't

say that 3% inches is the minimum. That is a matter which is a

proper subject for argument. In that matter I merely express my
individual opinion. If we can place a high amperage arc nearer the

condenser without lens breakage or excessive pitting well and good ;

by all means do it. Or if it is deemed desirable to establish a

minimum distance for high amperage and another for low amperage,

all right. My mind is by no means made up as to just what ought to

constitute the Bnal determination in these matters. So far as the

table be concerned it would seem to be impractical of adoption as a

standard, because of the fact that distance Y (distance of the apex

of the front condenser to the aperture) is brought down so low at

high amperage that with long focal length objective lenses the light

loss would be tremendous—always assuming, of course, that the

present condensing system be used. I would, however, again suggest

to Brothers Martin, Griffiths and Armstrong the apparent advisability

of concentrating on the plat <>"J °f a negative between the aperture ana

Wichita Operating Room.

Seth E. Barnes, chic.' operator Palace Theatre, Wichita, Kans., sends

picture of his operating room, and says :

The new Palace Theater seats 1600 people, and is one of the

finest in this part of the country. The cost was about $85,000.

The operating room is placed at the top of the balcony, about 30

feet above the center of the screen, with a throw of !).'! feet. We
are projecting a Ki-foot picture on a Minusa Gold Fibre screen.

I have the screen set at an angle approximately the same as that

m ichlne, and am getting excellent results. The operating

room is 8 x 12 feet, with an 8-foot ceiling. The floor is of con-

ind is 4 inches thick. The back wall is of brick, and the

other three sides and ceiling are of wire mesh on angle iron,

plastered inside and out with cemenl pi a wall

more than 2 inches thick, and incidentally a very good room.

Ventllal son I I ol i 36 Inch irenl In the celling, and a large

Window in the hack wall ; also there is a 12 x 12-inch lnl< I

floor for hot or cold air from the heating and cooling system.

The equi] otor-driven Simplex

ors and a Motlograpb dissolving stereopticon, thou
;

.
, mpi I'e Fori Wayn

liters controlled by a master-., ,:

brought down and fastened to the upper maga-
[dea of nay own, which puts the link where i' I

likely to melt Hi' V"i think about it? I have
a lew mil tn -iu. • ach in. i, hue ..in, I,- mil- I,,, .it, ,| directly beneath

the observation port, in front of the operator. The hou
ploys two operator . your Trulj being the one in the Ice cream

, ,. i... ,,i, ,,,. We run fi [.until

I. .1 lallil

uy :;. I'M.'. \u

and 80 "h;
I

belo* '
• nail ci ... i.

i li Hie table in i > ti.liei

a Nil I Giiiidla. I. I

wnii i w .. 7! in. h ondi naei m the api r

ture. I measured the diameter of my light beam at the back
focus of the lens, and found it to be 1-32 of an inch smaller than
the lens, which I believe is all right, though the manager of one
of the exchanges here says I would get better results with a
hall size lens. What do you think?

Judging by the photograph and your description, you have a very
excellent operating room, though I would have preferred 4-inch hollow
tile to the plaster, and 1 don't like the window in the rear wall, because
I am absolutely opposed to any light in an operating room. If you
paint the glass black and keep the window closed during matinees,
why, then the objection disappears. The manager of the exchange is in
error. If your light ray is 1-32 of an inch smaller than the lens, you
are getting the full benefit of your light, and there are objections to
lenses of larger diameter. I will qualify this by saying, however, that
there might be some advantage, provided you stop the larger lens down
to the diameter of the light ray. I doubt if the difference would justify
the added expenditure. Your fuse link scheme, Brother Barnes, was
published in the second edition of the Handbook three years ago. It is an
old, pet scheme of mine, but I prefer a film link to the metal link. I

expect to be in your city in October, and will then give vour operating
room the "once-over."

Hatchet Buried.
It will be remembered that when we visited Pittsburgh some time ago

we had a very unpleasant experience, and that experience was set forth a'
some length in the department.

i nt visit to that city, as guest of the Pennsylvania Exhib-
itors State League, President Freeman, of the Operators' Union, whose
act I severely criticised, and the past president of the union hunted me
up. Brother Freeman and I had some rather heated argument, but I

admire the man who comes up like a man. "has it out," admits his
error and regrets it. No matter what his error may be, that one is a
MAX. so we ended by shaking hands, wiping the past off thi

making a new and, let us hope, a bat. i

The men took me around to their new club house, of which they are
justly proud. It is in a class by itself, and if handled carefully ought
to prove a very great success. It is owned and op, I

organization, the name of which I cannot recall, but that is merely to
keep financial matters straight. Only unit

lull profits the local experts to pay sick and deal
as well as build up a good, solid treasury, a per., mage of the net return

: to the credit of the union.
I would strongly recommend to the Pittsburgh local that it spend •

portion of its energies in educating us own members in tl

side oi th ir profession, and anything I can do to assist the union
to that end will be a pleasure. Frankly, there is work of this kind
needed In Pittsburgh. Ergo: get busy, gentlemen, and do
as the late unpleasant the hatchet is but.
is growing oyer it

Unfair Competition.
About on. 1 hundred miles northwest of .New York Citj

town in which there is and hat tare show handled by
a live-wire own;' and manager. This mai
show, cveiythiiu considered. Although b .tition ho
has put in a motor generator s, t of the latest, most Improvi

Bet. He employs a thoroughly competent operator, and leat
unspared to give the people their money's worth.
And now comes a man who remodels an old bowling alii

am told, ii.

chairs, a piano win. h

an operator and starts a "show." Now it i- I,

people iii position to know that, prior to the time this man
show he had hardly s.

. hine. He put m Ol

and the operator he hired i. another, put
that in. too.

tor to lei him help with the projection, and :n

Operator lost bis j..!

apparently reliable information that the "show" in musi
a "holy show") stopped nine U

en minutes. During the first night he
Man.. I tun reels urn. .

NOW, tins is what 1 call unfair competition !

i BUppOl "

PROVIDING ANYTHING WORTH WHII i

wont have anything worthy the nam, In th. «..x

ai tOld the old bo*

.

I

country, and

would not
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Acquainted by Proxy.

Carleton E. Martin, Port Huron. Mich., says:

This is th^ first time you have heard from me, but I am well
acquainted with you, having seen your picture in the World
a number of times. I am only the assistant operator, but am
trying to get ahead. Have a copy of the third edition of the
Handbook, and it certainly is great ; also I read the department
each week, and not down behind the furnace either. Our eouip-
ment consists of two Power's Six A's and a General Electric
mercury arc rectifier so connected that when we strike one arc
the other is automatically extinguished. Length of throw is

90 feet, to a Gold Fibre screen. We project a 14-foot picture. The
E. F. of the objective is inches; diameter 1% inches; back
focus -t inches

; distance from film to apex of front condenser is

15 inches, with two 7^-inch condensers, spaced y2 inch apart.
s 3 inches from the fiat surface of the rear condenser.

akes i

ich side of the the

t thethe Handbook,
me to butt in. Our supply v

I), fluctuates between 110 and 130,
a good spot all the time. We use

; upper and lower with the jack-
th tits forming on the

slight yellow ghost
bottom of the picture, which
lenses according to Table 1 of
chief, therefore it is not up to

age, which is supposed to be 1:

therefore you see we cannot gel

")-S-inch National cored carbon
knife set. Are troubled a gre
lower carbon, which I believe is due to the fact that
pelled to keep our carbons very close together in order to get a
clear spot. The operating room is of concrete, 10 feet long, 7
feet wide and 7 feet high. The machines set practically level.
The rectifier room is at one end. Observation ports are 6 x 8
inches and are 3 feet to the right of each machine, so that in
changing-over, framing, or adjusting the light we are obliged to
look through the lens port. I have often wondered how wide the
mason who built those ports thought a projection machine really
was. For ventilation we depend on the air from the house, and
an opening 30 x .'10 inches set in the back wall between the
machines, which admits a great deal of light—all of which is

very bad, I think I hear you say. (You bet you would hear that
exact thing if you were here.—Ed.) I note in issue of July 1st
that you expect to pass through Michigan on the tail end of your
trip next winter, and I would be glad if you could stop off in
Port Huron. There are four theaters, but no local. My chief
belongs to the Saginaw Local I. A. T. S. E. It is now 2 A. M. and
the signal has just blown for our soldiers to leave for Mexico.

This is a most interesting letter. This man may be only the assistant
operator, but if one may judge by his letter he is going to be a real chief
operator some day. His brains are not asleep. He is using them. He
says he is "trying to get ahead." Well, he is taking the right course
to accomplish that end, and I most heartily recommend him to the con-
sideration of his employers.
The optical system of those projectors is in urgent need of attention,

and intelligent attention, too, because with a 4-inch back focus, and the
condensers located 15 inches from the apex of the front lens to the
aperture it would be necessary to have an objective 2 .

-

S-16 inches in
diameter to avoid light loss. The objective in use is 1 5-8 inches. Under
that condition, even with two 7^-inch condensers and 22 inches between
the apex of the front lens and the aperture, there would still be light
loss. As a matter of fact, under the conditions named, the employer is
paying for current, at least one-third of which is being totally wasted
through lack of knowledge on the part of his el-Jet 'operator in the
lining up of the leris system. As a matter of fact there ought to be a

lens of linger diameter in use in that theater. With two 7i/
2 -inch con-

densers an i
_•_' m !,. i.. ,•.,,,, Hie ;i|,ex of the front lens and the aper-

ture and a 1 3-4-inch diameter ..In. u V e there would be no light lost

at the objective, but there would be some loss due to the di '

arc from the lens. It would not, however, be anywhere near as great
as under the present condition. The location of those observation ports
is utterly absurd, and the worst part of it is that two or three hours'
work would cut a proper port, say 12 inches square, and with a little

thin cement the other could be easily filled up. 1 am afraid, Brother
Martin, your chief operator is one of those who does not believe in pro-
jection departments and handbooks. If he did read and study, most
emphatically these conditions would not obtain. He is wasting a large
percentage of the power which his employer is paying for ; also the
result on his screen is not what it should be. The Jack-knife set Is

inefficient, out of date, and has been discarded by practically all high
class operators. You are quite correct in the matter of the carbon tits.

It is caused by the shortness of tho arc, which hinders the entrance
ol sufficient air to properly volatilize the caibon. The spacing of the
condenser lenses ]/2 inch apart is bad ; that also means some light loss.

Quite possibly the chief operator does not know what the optical effect

of spacing the condensing lenses is. Suppose you ask him and see.

Some Questions.
Ohio comes in with the following :

I am with you, because 1 read the department and possess a
second edition of the Handbook ; also 1 today sent for the third.

And now I want to ask some questions to be answered through
the department, though 1 must request you not to mention my

- name or that of the theater, as you can readily understand what
some "operators" think when one asks questions. 1 am running
two Power's Six A motor-driven projectors, taking D. C. through
110 volt Edison rheostats connected separately for each machine.
I only took this job last week, and it is a dirty one. The carbon
stubs were thrown in an ordinary wooden barrel without any
water at all. The lower film guards were put away, and I had
quite a little search to find them in order to effect their rein-
statement. Today I discovered that the rheostats were on the
negative wire instead of the positive. The objective is 4'/2 inches
back focus, V/2 inches in diameter, and the condenser is a G l/2
toward the arc, and the other is of a bi-convex, and its center
is just HHe a piece of ground glass where the dowser has scraped
against it. There should be a <i>/2 toward the arc and a 7j£ in

front. Am I right? I started in to clean my connections, and
when I got to the rheostats 1 saw they were 110 volt, 25 ampere,
set at their lowest capacity—that is to say, with all the resist-

ance in. I at once set tnem to maximum capacity, and they
worked all right for three days, though there was but little

improvement on the screen. Then, with both arcs burning, one
of them blew a 60 ampere fuse. I placed a new fuse and it blew,
and so on until I was compelled to set the adjustment lever back
to minimum. Now I know I don't pull 60 amperes, so why did
those fuses blow? My carbons are Nationals, 5-8 inch above and
below. My test lamp placed across the arc lights up just as
bright as when placed in any socket. What is the trouble?

The bi-convex lens is the front lens of the meniscus-bi-convex, and 1

think very likely you will find the rear lens to be a meniscus, that is to

say. slightly concave on its front face. If not, then you are working a
plano-convex with a bi-convex, which is not right. Take out the bi-

convex and substitute a plano-convex. If you have a 4'/2 inch back
focus with a V/2 inch objective, you will see by referring to Tabic No. 1,

Page 141 of the Handbook, that the least diameter objective you can
use without light loss is 1 7-8 inches, and even to use that you must
have two "i'i inch condensing lenses with 22 inches between the apex of

the front lens and the aperture. As the matter now lies you are wasting
a considerable amount of light, the actual amount depending on the
distance of the condenser from the film. As to the rheostats, it is a

very difficult matter to say what is wrong, but if that 00 ampere fuse

carried nothing but the one arc, then apparently there is a ground in

the rheostat which cuts out a large amount of, if not all, the resistance
when the lever is set at maximum, but the ground is broken when the
lever is pulled back. That is about all I could say from your descrip-

tion. Would suggest that you carefully examine the rheostat and test

it for ground. See Page 200, third edition of the Handbook. If you
mean that the test lamp burns to c. p. across the arc when the arc is

not burning, why that is O. K., because with over '/2 ampere flowing the

voltage would not be reduced practically at all. If you mean your test

lamp burns to c. p. across the carbons while the arc is burning, why, that

could only be with a 220 volt supply and a very long arc.

Richardson's
MOTION PICTURE HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators

Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a
book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowl-
edge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has
ever before been attempted, nor likely to be for many years
to come. Price is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.

Address All Orders and Remittances to Nearest Office

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York
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Motion Picture Photography
M &

Conducted by CARL LOUIS GREGORY, F. R. P. S.

Inquiries.

QUESTIONS in cinematography addressed to this department will re-

ceive carbon copy in the department's reply by mail when four

cents in stamps are inclosed. Special replies by mail on matters

which cannot be replied to in this department. $1.

A Microscopic Focussing Device.

A microscopic focussing tube with which a needle point sharpness of

for us may be almost instantly obtained is such a comparatively easy

device for a camera man to make for himself that it is remarkable that

more camera workers have not provided themselves with such au
instrument.

Practically every camera man carries a focussing glass or magnify-

ing loup of some simple character, but one who has used

glass of medium high power will never again be satisfied with the rough
approximation that is the best he can do with the ground glass and
an ordinary loup.

It is remarkable how many camera men regard an aerial image as

something mysterious and outside their range of comprehension. When
the camera is focussed correctly the image exists at the focal plane

i. e., the frame opening, whether it be cast upon the film or ground
glass or whether they be absent altogether. In focussing with tin-

ordinary low power glass on the film or a piece of ground glass a

source of serious error is being introduced into the image. It is there-

fore impossible except by chance to obtain a definition which is tin. i

than the structure of the film or the granular structure of the abraded
or ground surface of the ground glass.

The ground glass or film is an almost indispensable part of the cine-

matographer's outfit, it is true; but its use is for the composition of

and the placing of the side lines rather than a necessary part

of a focussing device. Nor ran we dispense with the sriiuin

have nothing more than the ordinary focussing glass to depend on for

of definition, for if we attempt to view the aerial

a low power glass, even though n be mounted In a tube at the proper
nee for the eye it cannot be relied upon unless a cross lined

glass is interposed in the local plane.

The hum erful Instrument and Is aide by muscular
contraction of the flexible lens which it possesses to change the focal

length of thai 01 distant objects may be brought

upon the retina. This function of the eye is involuntary and

ithin ceriam Hum- to mi,. i, or let divei

ad H w< ittempt to locus on the aerial image at the aperture
plat.- without providing a crossline at the focal plane so as to focus

w« might find tiiat our eye had accommo
(o an aerial in.ai 01 behind tie

. • in place, howevi r

plana as the cross line or it will be out of focus,

so that when focus is obtained both the cross line and the

equally clc ar and th<

II, bow rei

magnifying glass wnb which we examine the serial image
i. mi the local plane throws the

i it is much
.hon to bring it to ..

for It.

OWi v.r. thai ID using a high .

rigid mounting be provided by which H !

Iwaj II t at lb. COrrei • from the

Re "i\ .i ".I" II low< i prim Ipli i high iwei

a compound mli i pi mount d In i a o thai thi

,i u , ,,,i bj i b. camel I n the foro

, a compound mil 1

1

" produ . .1

in,., ii. .ii a found in ..n ordln ry
. ompan .i to

I'lohahh

Icki ' ».n to sbtalii

what 1 1 ordina
be bad I., I p ,<

mid w iibdiaw ib, tul alnlng thi aye pl< and

If the construction of the camera prohibits the tube being mounted
permanently in the camera, it is an easy matter to provide a ring
mount into which it may be slipped for use, taking care to provide
a stop screw or ring upon the tube of the microscope, so that the
instrument must come to rest at the proper distance from the aperture
plate.

The first section of an ordinary brass draw telescope contains a
similar lens combination and an old or second-band telescope, if It

can be purchased at a reasonable figure, will make an excellent focussing

If you are more ambitious you may purchase from one of the many
excellent microscope makers an eye-piece and a low power objective

and mount them yourself in a brass tube. An excellent set may be
purchased for about fifteen dollars or even less and should you wish
:o go In for photo-micrographic motion pictures, you will be already
provided with a lens set for photo-micrography. It must be under-
stood that the higher the power of the magnifying glass the smaller
will be the field, but as any lens worthy of being fitted with a micro-
scopic focussing tube must be truly anastigmaUc, all objects within its

range at the same distance as the object focussed upon will be also in

focus. The image through the glass presents also the advantage ol

being right side up, so that you will find your camera when so fitted

to be an excellent telescope which you focus with your focussing device

instead of with the draw tube as in the usual ti Ii

The De Brie camera is fitted with a focussing device admired by
many camera men and it gives the entire field of the aperture plate

right side up and slightly magnified. It is always in place in the

camera and the image may be almost instantly examined on the film

by drawing out the eye-piece at the back and opening it. Such a
glass may be made by using an objective of much longer focus than is

ordinarily used in a microscopic combination an 1 givis such a low
power thai it is not safe to use without film or ground glass in the aper-
ture on account of the accommodation of the eye as previously ex-

plained.

A dodge to use in this case is to perforate the film and turn back
until the hole is |n I

,.:-rture plate, whel
of the hole will serve the same purpose as a cross line. Unfortunately,
unless the perforating placed in relation to the frame
line turning back will not bring it into correct position.

For the ordinary sized camera one ma .. type ol

ens combinations from two achromatic loups ol

Inch local length, uslni

With BUCh a low power objective the distance from the aperture plate
.,, nlally to

suit the distance from the aperture plat,

it l- w.n to arrange to have ib. . >

of the camera
; Otherwise it is hard tl • nough for

proper in

For tin

ample power and the eye-piect should be at tl.e other end of a six or

eight-inch tub.- or lot

This will bring the objective Within an in. b .

To find the exact focus, . ut a pu. of clear glass the width of the

lilai and maik it with a rub of emery ll >"» 00 I

the aperture plate with the side scratched with the emery toward the

bus, remove the lens anil with Hi. . ani.ia turned toward the light

and the gl

micros, ope on the s,

|

a in which
It milSt he la-l. lied tor fo, I

With the lb Urn i

. from the

aperture plate in > our camera to the point w Ii. i

bung the Image of tin type t<> .. focui through U
i| i, of ib, tube you will II. ..1
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you every week with a copy of this papi i MaW
your subscription direct for one year or six

months to address below. You cannot afford to
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Music for the Picture
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Conducted by CLARENCE E. SINN and S. M. BERG

Musical Setting for "The Prince Chap."
inly .".1st by the V-L-S-E. Inc.

(Prepared by S. M. Berg by special arrangements with G. Schirmer, Inc..

music publishers. New York.)

THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve every

possible musical requirement of the film, but is intended as a

partial solution of tile problem—what to play for the picture. It

has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by reliev-

ing to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially

in overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is not avail-

able until the hour of performance.

Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by

managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of release.

This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint

himself with the general character of the film drama Tie is to portray

with his orchestra.

Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues

where it is to be played, the tempo or characteristic is given so that the

leader can select or substitute any or all of the numbers from his

own library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though still carry-

ing out the interpretation.

The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a

thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate

the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked T)

or a described action (marked D). For instance: 12% T "Phoebe

Puckers" is a sub-title and is printed reading matter on the screen.

But 7 D "Amateur band" is a description of action.

This is the story of an artist who, unable to make progress in Amer-

ica, goes to London at the invitation of a friend. Out of good-hearted-

nes's he adopts the child of his model who has died. His fiancee in

America misunderstanding his action marries another. A decade

passes and the child, now grown to womahhood, loves her foster-father.

After some further incidents the picture closes with the realization of

the child's dreams.
The character of this is dramatic with several amusing comedy

scenes intertwined. There are many situations where piano only is

needed, particularly at 34 to 38%. During these scenes a Chopin Pre-

lude would be appropriate. Reunion (a character) is frequently play-

ing flute, and should be followed by musician. Note particularly:

Storm and rain effects from 30% to 38%.

The THEME selected is "Legcnde"—Friinl.

Time schedule: 77% minutes (five reels—about 5185 feet).

Time. Sub-titles or Descriptive Cues. Music

D °™- Le
fM
n
o

d

d
e
erato)- (TH^)

1% T Alice Travers (Piano only

3% D Peyto^o^shipboard" Lamento Gabriel-Marie
74 (Calm et douloureux)

5 T Tn London.
7 D Amateur band (Artists play-

in" with instruments i. Cupid's Frolic Miles
(Moderato)

11 D When Fritz asks for money. Hurry No. 1.

12% T Phoebe Puckers. Iris ...Reynard
(Moderato grazioso)

14% T When Phoebe falls with

16 T Months' later. Repeat :
THEME.

18% D When Fritz leaves grog
shop. Agitato No. 2.

20% D When oolice tells Arline. Preludes Nos. 6 & t. Op. 28.
^

23 T With the years the widow.

25% D When Jack shows his paint-
78

jng Phyllis Deppen
I Valse caprice)

26% D Phoebe plays the flute.

T Sittings that are useless.

30% T Fears for the future
(Storm and rain effects) Evening Devotion Kohler

(Andante rehgioso)

34 T "Go get a doctor." Improvise on Chopin Preludes.

(Piano onlv) (Storm and
rain effects)

38% D Reunion stops Craig's play- ^^^
43 T When one's wardrobe. Fantastique Reynard

(Moderato)

44 T The Theater Royal. (Flute
only accordin-* to action) *„-»

#8% T Good fortune at last. La Debutante Tedesco
(Valse lento)

r,'2 T 'Now oo the 'ell is that'.'" „„,.„
53% T "Daddv has gone." Repeat :

THEME.
53% T "I can't. I gave my word."

;n D When Runion drinks punch.

62% T The passing of a decade.
Bell.

G4 T "The Lord Mayor." (Letter).
(Piano only according to

8% D When Hunion pours third

( Moderato grazioso)

Op. IS. Xo. l.Chopin

(Allegretto vivace Burgmein)

71% T When Alice sees Claudia. Colombine (Carnaval Venetien 1

(Andante sostenuto)
Eurgmein

76% T "I'll tell you my secret." Repeat : THEME.
77% T The End.

Musical Instruments (Continued).
CLAREXCK E. I.IXX

AT THE Chicago Exposition the Rudolph Wurlitzer booth was con-

spicuous by its absence. I called at their display hall, 615 South

Wabash avenue, and at their big store at 329-331 South Wabash
avenue, to learn why. Mr. Keating, the representative for the Rudolph

Wurlitzer Company, told me their reason for not exhibiting at the

Coliseum at this convention was because, for lack of time, they could

not make a fair display of their goods at that place ; that they had
therefore decided to hold their own individual exhibition in their own
display hall at 015 South Wabash avenue, where a large banner hun&
in front informing the passerby that here was to be seen and heard the

"Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra," or something to that effect "You'll find

all about it in our full page ad in your paper," said Mr. Keating. He
referred to their ad on page 552 in the issue of July 15 of thb

Moving Picture World.

Our old friend J. C. Deagan also was not to be seen—or rather, was

not to be heard at this exhibition. Of course I haven't attended all the

conventions, but I had somehow got the idea that Deagan's bells were

part of the works.

The Harmo was another instrument I didn't see. What's the matter

with our Chicago folks. Here I was all keyed up to say something full

of local proudness, and the only Chicago firm to come to the front was

Seeburg.

The Bartola Orchestra looks considerably different from what I saw

three or four years ago. Now there is a swinging keyboard at each end

of the piano (they swing in over the piano keys, you know) anu pedals.

To make it plainer, there is an auxiliary keyboard of two and a half

octaves at the right hand of the pianist and another of two and a half

octaves at his left. These swing directly over the piano at the will of

the operator, and form the manual of the organ. Either instrument

(piano or organ) can be played separately. Charles C. Pyle, general

sales agent, at 710 Mailers building, Chicago, 111., will send a free book-

lit telling all about the "Bartola Orchestra." Mr. Barton (the inven-

tor) was at the Bartola booth at the Chicago exhibition and seemed to

be devoting much of his time and attention to a bally-hoo instrument

he has perfected. It consists of a set of loud voiced pipes connected

with a small keyboard. The one on exhibition could be held in the

hand and had six keys. These keys when depressed operate on two

orran pipes each, tuned in thirds. Any number of keys may be de-

pressed at once—one, two, three, or all—and the resulting sound is a

chord or parts of one chord—always the same chord. Mr. Barton as-

sured me it could be heard through a smoked glass or a war argument

at a pacificist picnic. He is going to try it out at the Club's baseball

park some day when the home team wins.

Motion Picture Music Series.

On the following page will be found the second and last installment

nf Walter C Simon'.- Phototune to be published in tin- Moving Picture

World We understand additions are to be made in numerical rotation.

We are publishing Ho -.,,mo1 page of music to show Mr. Simon's new

plan of utilizing vertical ruling to enable the musician to instanti}

jump from place to place on the sheet as may be desireu.

Each strain can be repeated or you can D. C. to page 1.

N B For pizzicato effect No. 4% play only large notes in the treble

clef with stems turned upward staccato with both hands in unison an

octave apart. For march effect in No. % play treble clef as written

and in the bass clef, only the large notes and chords with the stems

turned upward.
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The Trip to Canada a a a a a £i/ F. //. Richardson

A Friendly Invasion and What the Projection

Man Found in Montreal

JULY -'4 the writer Left Now York with two wheels and a

a bunch of gasoline, to invade the British Empire, cap-

ture Montreal and give Quebec. New Brunswick and

-Ha the up and down and once-over. The first days

drive used up 183 miles (went up west side of the Hudson,

which is longer), and night found us seated at Brother La
(irow's camp-lire in Albany. We had intended to view and

report upon some Albany projection, but did not get out

of New York until eleven o'clock, and 183 miles in a little

more than half a day left this quill pusher all ready for rest

and the bed. In the morning we met Brother Donald B.

Shepard, operator Orpheum theater, who, I am told, is a

very progressive operator.

Brother La Grow has become discouraged with operating

conditions in Albany—so much so, in fact, that he has taken

up a different line of work.
From Albany north the drive is a truly beautiful one. At

Scroon Lake we detoured over to Ticonderoga, via a road

which might have caused us to say gosh dang it, or some-

thing like that, but for our ignorance of such vulgar lan-

guage, for the sand was something awful. At Ticonderoga,

X. Y.. I visited the Crillon theater, Barto and Connelly,

owners; Austin Nois, operator, and barring an unneces-

sarily large picture, which sets up eye strain and cuts the

brilliance of illumination, the projection was very good.

Only once during the four reels I saw was there any dis-

coloration of the light, though the show was stopped once

by the film climbing the sprocket. I did not visit the op-

erating room, but the ports were of ample width and the

room seemed to be of good size.

They told us it was "about 120 miles from Ticonderoga to

Montreal." "About" is good. It was 163, and as we did

not start until noon, and there was eight miles of sand road

to negotiate, your Uncle Dudley, the writer, was real busy

—

and so was the Go-devil. But we made it all right, with an

hour to spare before dark.

It had been my intention to address the Montreal man-

agers and operators, but as there is neither league or union

Tpassed it up. I did, however, visit a few of the Montreal

houses, but first let me say that he who imagines this north-

land city to be aught else than a thoroughly charming, strict-

ly up-to-date city (population about 750,000), had better sit

down and imagine again, because Montreal is all of that.

We ran right square into the European war when we struck

Victoria Bridge, across the St. Lawrence River (length, one

and one-quarter mile), for it was very completely patrolled

by regular soldiers, carrying real guns with a big cheese

knife glued to the end of the barrel. Ugh! It gave me the

shivers just looking at them.

The Regent Park Avenue, of which F. H. Warnicker, a

most courteous and able gentleman, is manager, is one of

Montreal's new- up-to-the-minute motion picture houses. It

seats 1,013, and is beautifully and tastefully decorated. Un-
der the balcony, over the rear of the main floor, is a dome
effect, with an ornamental colored glass skylight effect in

its center. It is new, odd and very pretty. The operating

room is of good size, but the observation ports are too

narrow and the room is too light. Its ventilation is excel-

lent. There are two Powers Six B projectors and a dis-

solves Current is supplied through a Martin rotary con-

verter. The picture is unnecessarily large—I explained the

disadvantage of the large picture, and Friend Warnicker
agreed the argument for the smaller picture was good, and
said he would act upon it at once.

A. De Laurier is in charge of projection. When I entered

the light could have been justly criticised. I visited the

operating room and when I came down, strange to say, it

was very good indeed. Cut out those ports, Friend Warn-
icker, paint the front wall black and keep the light out of

the operating room, is my advice.

Just around the corner from the Regent, on Laurier ave-

nue, is the Mount Royal, managed by J. Lauthier. This

house is old and well established and Friend Lauthier is

-well known and liked by his clientele. The house seats 800

and is tastefully decorated. All that I have said concerning

the size of the Regent's picture applies equally, or even more
to the Mount Royal, for the picture is 21 feet.

The operating room is a good one and is in charge of F.

Lessard. The equipment consists of two Powers Six B's
and a Wagner converter. The room is painted black, has an
ample vent Hue and fairly good observation ports. Projec-
tion was as good as could be expected considering the huge
size of the picture.
At the Midway theater, on St. Lawrence boulevard, I saw

a picture of correct size being beautifully projected at

proper speed, though M. Kashim, manager, frankly admit-
ted that the speed of projection is too fast in the evening
when business is rushing. He claims this is necessary, but
I don't agree. I do not believe any audience on earth will

not be better satisfied with, say, a two-hour show at proper
speed than a two-hour show at race-horse speed, even
though, in the first instance, they see only seven reels, and
in the second they see nine. But, be that as it may, Friend
Kashim is a very live wire and seeks to do the right thing.

George Gladious owns the Midway. The house has a regu-
lar sign shop upstairs and employs scenic artists. Two
Simplex projectors are used. There was too much light in

the operating room.

The Imperial, Bleury street, managed by H. W. Conover,
seats 2,200. It is a Keith house, and a beauty. The operat-
ing room is literally on the roof and, so far as comfort and
ventilation are concerned, is ideal. But there is the in-

evitable distortion, of course. R. Yandette is in charge and
is very proud of the plant. There are three Simplex projec-
tors, and a General Electric motor-generator set. The very
complete switchboard has 220 and 70 volt D. C, and 110 volt

A. C. Manaa-er Conover was out, and I did not have the
pleasure of meeting him.

The Windsor, corner Dorchester and Windsor streets, was
the last house visited. It is an old church building remod-
eled into a theater, owned by the Windsor Amusement Com-
pany, of which Gerald J. Barry is president, and Harry
Bryan, manager. William Desjardin is chief operator. Pro-
jection at the Windsor is good, and Friend Bryan is mighty
proud of his home, which, by the way, is very pretty, the
ceilings being very high and arched.

The excellent operating room is reached by a winding
ladder—ever see one?—but once in it the grouch at the en-
trance largely disappears. The walls are black, the ports
fairly good and the room is almost level with the screen.
Powers machines are used—Six B's, I think they were,
though perhaps it was A.

The Montreal men were all taken by surprise, yet every
operating room I entered was clean and in perfect order;
also in almost every instance the men were "on the job" be-
side their machine.

On the whole Montreal compares, so far as the few houses
visited be concerned, even more than favorably with other
cities as to operating room conditions. Neither operators or
managers have an organization, though the exchanges have
just formed one, and it is believed that this wijl operate to
induce theater managers to get together. There are about
sixty-five moving picture theaters in the city, I am told, and
certainly there ought to be a good league and a good union.

YORKE-METRO PLAYERS AT LAKE TAHOE.
A company of fifteen Metro-Yorke players, headed by

Harold Lockwood and May Allison, is at present at Lake
Tahoe, California, making the exterior scenes for "Mister
44," a new five-act Lockwood-Allison feature soon to be re-

leased by Metro. Lake Tahoe and the surrounding region
were chosen for the taking of the exteriors by Director Henry
Otto because of peculiar adaptability to the atmosphere
of the story—a romance of the North Woods.
The group of screen folk at Lake Tahoe includes Harold

Lockwood, May Allison, Director Henry Otto and Assistant
Director Bennett A. Molter, Antonio Gaudio, cameraman,
and his assistant, Benjamin Pierpaoli; Franklin Hall, Yona
Landowska, Aileen Allen, Belle Hutchison, Lee Arms, Elija

Zerr, and Ben H. Grimm, publicity representative. Several

members of the studio staff are also with the company.

"CIVILIZATION" TO OPEN IN PITTSBURGH.
Mr. Patch, who so ably exploited "The Birth of a Nation"

at the Pitt theater. Pittsburgh, last year, will present Thomas
H. Ince's eleven-reel sensational peace cinema at the same
theater for an indefinite run. beginning September 15.
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BY MARION HOWARD

BEING keen on everything military, I had the treat of the
season along that line in "Britton of the Seventh," a

Brady literary masterpiece, and done so well by those
Vitagraph players. To those of us who lived during the
uprisings of the Indians when brave Custer and his soldiers
were massacred, the pictured story struck home to our hearts
and the realism of it all was enhanced by the use of real

cavalrymen and real Indians. I'd like space enough to pick
out some of the salient points brought out. In the very
first picture we find that dear Bobby Connelly working over
a map of Mexico, hunting for a bandit, and on one side of
the room are toy soldiers, many in number, representing our
troops on the border. Here we have a very up-to-date hap-
pening. Then that splendid old man, Charles Kent, turning
the hour glass back in telling his grandson the story of
"Britton of the Seventh," and all worked out on the screen.
Darwin Karr. whose lower features are startlingly like Fran-
cis Bushman's, and who is equally attractive and well set up,
was a splendid type of the American soldier. There was a

auartet of women players conspicuous for their beauty as
film stars. Eleanor Woodruff, Rose Tapley, Eulalie Jensen
and Marion Henry, who played the squaw.

Among the high-water mark pictures seen here of late
"The Clown" ranks on the Lasky banner, and I have not
before seen Victor Moore in a part with so much pathos in

it which discloses his ciuite remarkable ability to portray
emotion. Xot once did he overdo it, but was the artist all

through. Florence Dagmar was fetching in appearance and
played a difficult part. They were surrounded by such big
nlavers as Thomas Meighan, Ernest Joy and dear Tom
Forman. The desert scene was graphically presented. Mar-
ion Fairfax has given the public something very wholesome,
and I hope all will see the picture, for its lesson in sacrifice
and in suppressed emotion, on the part of this hero of the
circus. The child is a marvel. Another top-notcher is "Tin-
River of Romance." with Harold Lockwood and May Alli-
son doing good work as usual, this time in very effete sur-
roundings such as palatial villas on the Thousand Islands.
The plot is well known ere this, also the book by E. J. Rati.
With the Metro backing the photographers went the limit
on outdoor scenes, which are rarely beautiful and many in
number. One gets a fine idea of the St. Lawrence river and
some of the islands where the quality dwell in summer. Why
the title? I have before me a review of a play by the same
name put out by the Essanay company last year, but in no
way similar in plot or settings, as this does not seem to
concern a river, so tin- Metro title is more plausible. '"A
Socictv Mas, pi, rader" would have been better, however.

Well, "The I ternal Question" was all right so Ion- as th<
author Stuck to In- text does it not make

It was cleverly started and quite natur-
ally the best was made by men at a club, the plot starting

I
monkey attache d to a chain held

lUtiful woman of the streets. All went
those in trout not being aware of the identity of tl

accompanying the organ grinder, until late 'in the third or
fourth red A good time to end the play was when tin- dis
closure was made with its incidental happenings around that
bet I" introduce the villain in such an impossii,;,
linking him, with no reason, to the man involved in the bet,
demanded some explanation by title. Then the ridiculous in

traduction of aeroplane stunts, three at hast din, .

of machines used all this simply convulsed tie ..

the Exeter theater where merriment doe- not us
It was taken a- a burlesque, clumsily done at th il

Bpectach of Mum Petrova chasing around th< deck ol the
enemy ship was absolutely fimnv : also the sigh) •

I

the lovei i" in

coming ofl without a black eye even, was s, ,,,., h
despite its silly ending so m < I

for a Mm. plendidl) . ast, iul

n ...- pass the word
md hei support. The entire house f< Il l

I it all

On same program and quite in contrast we had 'Susie
Snowflake," picturing Ann Pennington in her first camera
test. She certainly made good and is well entitled to be
listed among the Famous Players of the screen. This is an
excellent summer attraction and appeals through its natural-
ness and types all through. Here we have that cold-blooded
woman in "The Foundling" (featuring Mary Pickford), and
who will ever forget her work as the head of the asylum and
her cast-iron attitude in palming off her bad lot of a niece
as the real orphan. It was not a goody sort of a part, but so
well done. Marcia Harris is her name, and when you see
her in the cast, just watch her work, for it is inimitable, so
unlike the average middle-aeed spinster thrust upon us. The
sister, too. was another type, softer-hearted but narrow. All
the reviewers have dealt at length with this offering and not
one word of criticism. It is full of heart interest, and a bit
of pathos here and there as well as comedy, for instance,
when the girl of eighteen reaches the early home of her
dead mother to fall into the hands of the pair of prim old
maids, is asked to say grace at her first meal she convulsed
the house by saying "May God have mercy on this food."
Leo Delaney as the village doctor—the only one—did some
excellent work in a quiet way. as did young Courtleigh in a
thankless part. This play is so thoroughly refreshing that I

want all theaters to book it. James Kirkwood directed it

and that is saying much.

Kitty Gordon was here again in "Hei Maternal Right,"
and was seen to better advantage than in "The Crucial
Test," which was so inconsistent in spots so far as clothes
were concerned. In the latter play she makes a very good
fashion model, wearing many quite ini] >ssible gowns as onlv
Kitty can wear them. One was a hobole from nei
and Hogarth's line of beauty wasn't in it with Kitty Gor-
don's in that rig. Another was hooped in such a way as to
queer her. and 1 noticed that she did not enter the scene
through any visible door. Zena Keefe, who exercised her
maternal right to. kill if need be. was excellent in a part
requiring skill. George Ralph and Frank Evans mai
The photography was way up and Director lohn luce de-
serves credit for the detail.

In addition to "Her Maternal Right" the World film cor-
poration has shown up three other attractions all of them
stronger in every way than the one mentioned. First we had
"The Lye of God." a timely presentation as Tyrone Power the
lead is here in 'Where Are My Children?" which is packing
the Majestic theater, and so all had a chance to see him in an
altogether different role

—

that of a criminal. It is a story told
backwards, as it were, by the man about to he electrocuted,
and is thrilling—written by a woman, Lois Weber, and along
unusual lines The second is "Sally in Our Alley." with
dainty Muriel Ostriche ("what a horrid name to give such
a little woman." my neighbor said i. \nyhow the play was
the tiling, and that Irish pair

—

the Foys were great. Carlisle
Blackwell is a good looker for the hero, hut has far less to
do than in anything I've seen him in earlier. We recognized
one or two of the scenes as not far from Central Park. The
plot was not very new. and the ending somewhat abrupt and
inconsistent, tor it would he impossible for a young man oi
the standing of this hero, to so quickly swallow such parents
on sight. "The Weakness of Man" was excellent, with one
or two situations quite new. Holbrook Blinn, always
actor, carried off the honors, and dear little "Babbie" played
her part well, so much so that we could hardly blame "hubby"
for looking her way when we know of his home conditions
I was surprised to recogni/e Charles Mack.tv in th.

I pictured him in stock with his charming wife. Lillian
Kemble, in Canada. Now we have both the Mackav brothers
in the films, for Edward is cast in "The Faded Flower" with

llan, Marguerite Snow. Arthur Donaldson and
Mm., llanlon. the damn "Babbie" ol "The Weakness ol
Man" ( harles and Edward M.ukav an -on. , :

Mackay, who celebrated his 84th birtl

oi k, Julj 20 He is .hi acth > nu •

R II l lub, the Players and o(
usually atti mis the meetings ( !

recently inherited quite a sum ol inoncv Mom | ; ,

Linn Boj d Porter, who d Jul)

il pictures ol lat< are "Big fim I

W ith Bob Lit son. a Path* gem. m his h II

with Bushman ai

with dainl '.ok. rhomas Holding i

Hand) -id. veil known in support
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enticing little play, beautifully staged, and the costuming is

what take.-- with the ladies every time. Anything Miss Clark
does is worth while, and safe for managers to book. Best
of all the children like her equally as well as do their parents.
"The Apostle of Vengeance," a Triangle play, features Will-
iam S. Hart as a clergyman of the sane type, and it is rather
refreshing to see him minus cowboy rig and prancing steed.

He wears a clergyman's dress throughout and preaches heart
sermons free from cant, but convincing to the extent of con-
verting the mountain feudists and citizens generally, there-
about.

A splendid Ivan offering is "A Fool's Paradise" as it is

original in the working out of an old plot and shows the
senility of the old roue type of men. In this case his repent-
ance comes in good time and he goes out "of life fairly decent
after all, surrounded by his family, including a darling little

grandchild, who in reality turned the current of his thoughts
in the nick of time. All should see this. Joseph Burke played
the old boy most effectively, and we again saw him in "Susie
Snowflake" in the first reel, though not mentioned in the cast.

One scene is actually done in Atlantic City on the board
walk where the man is spending a holiday with his daughter
and where he meets a vampire of a woman, capitally done by
Christine Mayo, who lures him to the fool's paradise—hence
the appropriate title. Better see it and note how it turns out.

''The Flower of No Man's Land" furnishes an hour or so
of high class enjoyment and is the first of the Metro films

to feature Viola Dana, who has so long played with the
Edisons opposite Edward Earle, who is greatly missed in the
pictures. No titles are necessary in telling this story, so
clear is the plot, and so artistic the work of the players, like

Duncan McRae, the always finished actor. Here he has to
run the gamut of emotions and dies at the hands of a North
American Indian in his palatial apartments in the city. It is

a tragedy but ends well for the little heroine, named "Echo."

"Destiny's Toy" deserves more words of praise than space
permits. Book it all along the line if only for the work of

J. W. Johnstone and Louise Huff, who makes her debut with
the Famous Players in this wonderfully staged picture. There
is in it a young clergyman, not of the prig variety, but a
creature of flesh and blood, not above a frolic with his pro-
tege out in the open. Society is pictured well, and the de-
nouement a surprise for the family, but not for the audience
in front. There is the greatest police raid ever put on
here by a high class attraction. Boston's "finest" went in-

dividually to see the stunt.

"The Purple Lady" was greatly enjoyed by crowded
houses at two theaters and it was a pleasure to see Ralph
Herz, that clever comedian and erstwhile husband of Lulu
Glaser, who has entered the picture game at last. She ought
to film well with her roguish eyes and vivacity. To go back
to Ralph, it is a queer coincidence that he and his former
wife should remarry at about the same time, Miss Glaser to
Thomas D. Richards on July 10, and Mr. Herz to Francis
Logan, grand-daughter of the late Col. Jack Logan of Wash-
ington, only recently. It was also a coincidence that playing
on the same bill at the Exeter was Edna Goodrich, whom
Mr. Herz once sought in marriage, racing with Nat Goodwin,
who captured her as wife No. 4. She has vastly improved
in her work before the camera, and "The Making of Madda-
lena" is excellent in all ways, a credit to Morosco and the
star. Forrest Stanley made good as usual. As to "The
Purple Lady" we laughed heartily over the clean fun in it

and rejoiced to learn that Mr. Herz is to be seen under the
Metro banner again in one-act comedy reels.

Herbert Rawlinson of the Universal is a favorite here and
rightly, as he is clean cut. He has been in a number of short
reels of late, notably 'The Rose Colored Scarf" capitally
done with Agnes Vernon in support; "The Wire Pullers,"
new idea worked out well; "They Would Not Take Him
Seriously," another bright one-reeler. "Such Is Life in
China" was a good Universal, with some splendid views of
the Oriental country.

What a debt the public owes to the ability of Burton
Holmes who long ago visited far away countries, like Ger-
many and others involved in this needless war, and took
along his camera for moving pictures. Those of us who
have never visited Germany, for instance, are being taken
well into that country to most historic and picturesque places
and into the heart of big cities. Last night we saw Bavaria
and the shores of the most beautiful lake in all Germany, the
Koenigs-See. Next week we go down the Danube to Vienna.

All through, the titles are illuminating and many times rather
humorous,; then too we 'get an occasional glimpse of Mr.
Holmes to show that he is really on the spot. The Para-
mounts deserve a rising vote of thanks for capturing the

great American traveler, whose profile adorns the title.

An excellent municipal movement has started here in giving
free moving pictures outdoors for the poor of the slums and
elsewhere, more than 3.000 witnessing the first presentation
at the North End, where at least 35,000 Italians reside in

close quarters. The pictures were light and varied, including
Chaplin, baby welfare, accident preventing, and the patriotic,

the Hag causing prolonged cheering and applause. They
are very beneficial and will be repeated in other sections
and return visits made, thanks to a committee headed by
the Y. M. C, V

It is a joy to note the re-issues of the Biograph company
and we like short reels of this quality, besides they show us
the work of many stars now scattered among the other com-
panies. In "Men and Women" we had Blanche Sweet, now
a Lasky star; Lionel Barrymore, looWng like a fat alder-

man and unlike his present physique as noted in the Metro
plays, and that dear reliable young lead, Marshall Neilan,
now making good as a director. "The Unwelcome Guest"
gave us a glimpse of Jack Pickford in one of his first pic-

tures. Then we get an occasional reissue of an Essanay,
always so dependable with those early players. Hub fans

especially like the George Ade fables, which have been too
infrequent of late. The International Film corporation is

giving splendid pictorial films showing current events,
political or otherwise, and ever good. The funeral of the
lamented Capt. Boyd was reverently done, and had its effect

on the audience. Then we were taken to a duck farm where
12,000 were being reared for the market, and it was an un-
usually attractive sight, especially at the incubator house,
where 7,000 are hatched weekly. We saw the entire modus
operandi from birth to shipment as edibles. One thing to

criticise, the frequent pictures of great fires of no local in-

terest, and which are rather depressing for those who attend
the theater for amusement. It does disclose the skill and
enterprise of the camera man always on the job. Floods,
too, are not cheerful in any sense and the thought comes
into one's mind that the United States Government might
find a way to check the evil—at least control it. Well, we
get "food for thought" in our picture houses anyhow.

POWELL GOES TO GEORGIA FOR COURT SCENE.
During the filming of the forthcoming feature photoplay

of the Frank Powell Productions, Inc., it was necessary to

obtain a scene in a court room and as Mr. Powell, the di-

rector, is a firm believer in the "genuine" in his pictures

he made a flying trip with his company to Augusta, Ga.,

for this particular scene.

Mr. Powell was extremely fortunate in securing the use
of a court room while court was in session, and also the

services of the presiding judge, sheriff, bailiff and the jury.

The jury which appeared in this scene was composed en-
tirely of millionaires who represent practically all of the

capital of Augusta.
The Powell Company contemplate the location of a studio

in Augusta and while there Mr. Powell investigated certain

conditions which will doubtless determine whether or not
he will decide on that place.

SOME UNIVERSAL CITY DOINGS.
The tenth episode of "Timothy Dobbs," starring Carter

De Haven, is now under production by Director Wallace
Beery, and it is expected this will end the series, after which
De Haven will be featured in another comedy.
The directors and photoplayers who recently were trans-

ferred from the Eastern studios to Universal City were
given a reception and dance on Saturday, August 5. The
committee in charge of the affair consisted of Lois Weber,
Cleo Madison, Marie Walcamp, Myrtle Gonzales, Herbert
Rawlinson, Lon Chaney and Jack Holt.

A number of the leading players from the other studios
were invited in order that the newly arrived Universalites
might become better acquainted with the Los Angeles film

colony.

Wyndham Gittens has arrived at Universal City,

having been sent to the Coast by Vice President and General
Manager H. O. Davis, to serve in the capacity of Screen
Editor for the Universal Film Manufacturing Company. As
Screen Editor, Gittens will co-operate with Eugene B. Lewis,
Scenario Editor.
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Conducted by REV. W. H. JACKSON and PROF. HARDIN LUCAS

CATALOGUE OF EDUCATIONAL PICTURES.
Released Between April 1, 1916, and July 1, 1916.

Compiled by Margaret I. MacDonald. Elusive Isabel— (With Florence Lawrence)—Bluebird—May 15— (5 parts).

THIS list does not include the various news pictorials Haunted Bell. The-Imp-Universal-April 2l-(2 parts),

issued from week to week, such as the Animated gaboriau.

Weekly, the Pathe News, the Mutual Weekly, the Other People's Monej — i With Gladys Hanson)—Thanhouser-Mutual—June

Selig-Tribune, the Hearst-International, etc.

NOTE.—Attached to this catalogue will be found a

of films suitable for children's programs, and also informa
tion regarding the addresses of the manufacturing and book-
ing companies mentioned therein, and the locating of the

different productions through their brand names.

AGRICULTURE.

Bee Farming— (Rod Life Xo. 5)—Gaumont-Mutual, June 4.

Hogs, Raising Prize Hampshire— (Reel Life Xo. 5)—Gaumont-Mutual,

DANCING.
Juvenile Dancer Supreme, The—Powers, April 6 (including a Serpent

Dance, an Egyptian Dance, a Ballet, and a Polka Coquette, danced
by Lena Baskette).

ENGINEERING AND MINING.
Coal Minos of Hongay—(French Indo-China)—Pathe, April 8.

Construction of a $1 000,000 Concrete Bridge— (Reel Life Xo. 6)—Gau-
mont-Mutual, June 11.

Elephant Butte Dam, Xew Mexico— (Reel Life Xo. 3)—Gaumont-Mutual,

o'ad Tracks Are Renewed.— (Reel Life Xo. 3)—Gaumont-Mutual.
May 21.

Zinc Mines of Lang Hit.— (French Indo-China)—Pathe, June 5.

IXDUSTRIAL.
Brush Industry, The- Powers, April (i (split with dance exhibition).

ling lh rough the Ice.— ("Siberia, the Vast Unknown," No.
4)—Pathe, April 1.

..ling H.i.i.l.

Pathe, May - "
("Sibera, the Vast Unknow:

>eria, the Vast I

Maple Sugar.— (Reel Life

-Pathe,rrading Furs.— ("Siberia, the Vast Unkn
April 29.

Manufacture
May 21.

Our Lobster Supply. Pathe, June 26.

Saving the Shad Supply.—Pathe, May 22.

LITERATURE.
OTT (Eleanor Hallowell).

Molly Mako-ISelievo i With Marguerite Clark)—Famous Players-Para-
mont—April 10- (•"> parts).

BENNET (Robert Ames).
Into tli. I', in. .'.'.. .With Kathlyn Williams, Harry Lonsdale and Guy

-. lig-V. L. S. E., May 29
I 5 parti I

CHAMBERS (Robert W.).
Common Law, The (With Clara Kimball Young)—Clara Kimball

Young Film Corp.—July.

Armadale— (With 1

25 (3 parts).

CI kwood (James Oliver).

God's Country and thi Woman (With Nell Shipman, Wm. Duncan and
Geo Holt) Vitagraph-V-L-8-E April 24— (8 parts).

Peter God -C'l'l..- 1>. i
-.,>. r,,' i i With Lu.il. I... •> Vitagraph-V-l.-S E

—Jim.

DAM hi J. W.)
silver Shell .1 . With Inlta 3t< wart I -Vltagraph-

4

DAXItV i Frank I.

July In <

DBNN1
Two orphan i, The (With Kathlyn William Wlni I Gn enwood, eti I

Woman ... i >..,„ and Lion, i B
Blograpb i '

DO! LB i \ Conan),
Bherlo. i, Hoi W Itfa u II

i'i pi ii (Clydi I.

Girl wm, the Oreen Byi The (With (Catharine Kaelrod i
Julian

i. i: trangi I Popular Plnj .....i n.,>. , r

GIBBS (George).

Madcap, The— (With Flora Parker De Haven)—Red Feather-Universal—
June 5— (5 parts).

HERROX (Stella Wynne).
Sho.s (With Mary Ma.Laren)—Bluebird—June 26— (5 parts).

HIGGIXS (David K.i

At Piney Ridge— I With Fritzi Brunette. Al. W. Filson. Leo Pierson, etc.)—
Selig-V-L-S-E- May 1— (.", parts..

HOFFMAX (Aaron).

Scarlet Woman. The— (With Mme. Petrova (—Popular Plays and Players
- May 29— 1 .3 parts).

JACKSOX (Helen Hunt).

With Adda Gleason and Munroe Salisbury )—Clune—April—
(12 parts).

JOXES (Henry Arthur).

Saints and Sinners— (With Peggy Hyla.ii)—Famous Players-Paramount
May 25— (5 parts).

KYNB (Peter B.)

Three Godfathers, The— (With Stella Razeto and Harry Carey)—Blue-
bird—June 19— (0 parts).

LAWSOX (Thos. W.
I

Friday, the 13th—(With Robert Warwick)—Brady-World Film—July 17— (3 parts).
LE GALLIEXE (Richard).

Chain Invisible, The

—

(With Bruce M.Kae and Gerda Holmes)—Equitable-
World Film—April 2-1— (5 parts).

LEWIS (Mary and Samuel).

Making of Maddelena. The— (With Edna Goodrich)—Morosco-Paramount
—June S (5 parts).

M CUTCHBON (Georse Barr).

Beverly of Grauetark -(With Linda Anderson. Chas Parley. Gertrude
a. etc.)—Blograph-General Film May it— t :; pans).

Mcdonald (Basil).

That Sort— (With Ward., Howe. Dun. an McKae and Krn.st Maupain)
. L-8-E- June 12— (5 parts).

MACGRATH (Harold).

Half a Rogue -(With King BaggOtt and K.lna Hunt, r I Red Feather
Universal May 22 (S parts).

MURGER (Henry).

La Boheme (With Alice Brady)—Brady-World Film—June l'J— (.*•

OPPENHEIM (B Phillip*),

.'. Itl Pauline Frederick) Fan,..

Paramount June 26— (0 parts).

08BORNE (William Hamilton).

Hair Minion Bribe, The (With Ifarguei Columbia
April H>

Minder al he Battle «( Ti

Film Mill h 22

PAINB (Ralph D.)

Wall Betwi

PINBRO (Bli Arthur).

. POLLOl
Hand '

i wm, Bdn ' Koes and

t

r,.\\ ii.

lanlta Han-
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ROBERTSON (T. W.)

Caste— (With sir John Hare) Turner-Idea]—May— (5 parts).

KnsF.NFELD (Sydney).

Purple Lady, Tin

—

(With Ralph Herz ami Irene Howley)—Rolte-Metro

—

June 1!^

SERVICE (Robert W.)

Spell of the Yukon, The (With Edmund Breese)—Popular Plays and
Players-Metro (5 parts).

SPEARMAN (Frank H.)

Whispering Smith (With Helen Holmes and .1. P, McQown)—Signal-
Mutual -(2 live-part instalments)—June 5.

.sox (Burton B.)

Mystery of Houie Cabinet, The—("The Pursuing Vengeance i (With
Sheldon Lewis) Unity Picture Corporation—June 12— (

."> parts).

TOWNLEY (Houghton).

Gay Lord Waring, The

—

(With .1. Warren Kerrigan)—Bluebird—April 24
— (3 parts).

TYLER (J. Vere).

Huntress of Men, A— (With Mary Fuller)—Red Feather-Universal—May
8 (5 parts).

WILLIAMSON (C. N. and A. M.)

Shop Girl, The— (With Edith Storey)—Vitagraph-V-L-S-E- 26— (5

(With Bcatriz Michelena)—California M. P. Co.

Span of Life, The— (With Lionel Barrymore)—Jos. F. Lee—April— (5

ZANGWILL (Israel).

Moment Before. The— (With Pauline Frederick)—Famous Players-Para-
mount—April 27— (."> parts).

MILITARY.
Across the Mexican Border—Mexican Film Co.—April— (2 parts).
Feats of Belgian Cavalrymen— (Reel Life No. 1)—Gaumont-Mutual—

Fighting Germans. The—American Correspondent Film Co.—May 8.

Following the Flag in Mexico.- Feinberg Amusement Co.—April.
France's Canine Allies.—Pathe—June 12.

How Britain Prepared.—Patriot Film Co.—June.
Life and Training in the U. S. N.— Yitagraph-C.eneral Film Co.—April 17.

On the Italian Battle Front— 11 Giornale ltaliano—April.

D. S. Cavalry at Fort Meyer.—Unicorn Film Service—May 9—(On reel

with comedy, "Deceiving Dad.")
U. S. Marines Under Fire in Haiti.—Feinberg Amusement Co.—April.
With Bulgaria's Fighting Forces.—Unicorn Film Service Corp.—May 1.

MUSIC.
Masaniello— ("The Dumb Girl of Portici")—Universal Special Feature-

April— (7 parts).
SCENIC— (Including peoples and customs).

Algeria New and Old—Pathe—April 15.

Among the Head Hunters—Paramount-Holmes—-April 15.

Arizona, Scenes in—Essanay—April 26— (On same reel with Vernon
Howe Bailey's sketch book of Rome).

Around Mount Fiji— (Japan)—Pathe—June 5.

Ascent of Mount Ranier, The—Pathe—May 8.

Atlanta, Ga.— (See America First)—Gaumont-Mutual—May 10.

Beautiful Lake of Chunzcnji— 1 Picturesque Japan I—Pathe—May (i.

Berlin, Vernon Howe Baileys Sketch Hook of—Essanay-General Film-
June 7.

Birmingham, Ala.— (See America First No. 41)—*Gaumont-Mutual—

Boston, Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of—Essanay—April 12.

Camping With the Blackfeet—Edison-General Film—Jur "

Charleston, S. O— (See 1

Cruising Through the Philippines-
Davtona, Fla.— (See America Firs
Del Monte, California—(See /

i First, Xo. 33)—Gaumont-Mutual—April

No. 20)—Gaui

—Paramount-Holmes—May :

-(See J . 32)-

l the Igorrotes—Paramount-Holmes—May 8.

Iceland. Scenes in — Vitagraph—May 15 (on same reel with comedy).
Idaho's Waterfalls—Pathe—April 8.

Japan's Ancient Capital. Xara—Pathe—June ID.

Little Journeys to the Frozen North— (Nome, Alaska)—Universal-Pow-
ers—May iv.

Little Journeys in Scenic Japan—Powers—June 15,

Luzon, Lowlands of, The—Paramount-Holmes—April 24.
Luzon, On the (Philippines)—Pathe—May 15.
Manila, Old and New (Philippine Islands)—Paramount-Holmes—-April 3.

Montgomery, Ala.— (See America First, No. 30)—Gaumont-Mutual—

Murderous Moros of Mindanao. The—Paramount-Holmes—May 29.
New York, Old and New—Vitagraph—June 5.

Pasig River, The— (Philippine Islands i -Paramount-Holmes—April 17.

Perak the Protected— ( Malay Peninsula)—Pathe—June 26.
Picturesque America—Pathe—April 8.

Pike's Peak—(See America First Xo :;8)—Gaumont-Mutual—May 31.

Reel Life. No. 2—Gaumont-Mutual May i. iThis number includes
snapshots of the Blackfeet Indians at Glacier National Park, show-
ing their dances and various native ceremonies.)

San Francisco, Glimpses of—Pathe—April 22.

San Francisco, Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of—Essanay-Gen.
Film—May 17.

Savannah, Ga.— (See America First. No. 37)—Gaumont-Mutual—May 24.

Scaling the Jungfrau—Rex-Universal—May 7.

Siberia, The Vast Unknown, No. 4—Pathe—April 1. (This number shows
the Eskimo fishing through the ice, an Eskimo marriage ceremony,
and a village school with Eskimos in att.

Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 5—Pathr
trading furs).

Siberia, the Vast U

-April 22 (showing Eskimo

No. 6—Pathe—May 1 (showing home life,

social pursuits, religious observances and business dealings of the

April 12.

St. Louis. Vernon How< Bailey's Sketch Book of—Essanay—June 28.
Towns of Tunis Pathe April L-.l.

Yellowstone Park— (See America First, No. 40)—Gaumont-Mutual
June 14.

Yciseinite National Park -(See America First, Xo. 3ti)- Gaumont-Mutual
—May 17.

Yo-cmite Valley— (See America First. Xo. .",4 ) —Gaumont-Mutual—May ."..

Yunnan-Fou— (Scenic Southwest China)—Pathe—May 22.

SCIENCE.
Eclips,. of the Sun as Seen at the Paris Observatory— ( Reel Life No. 4)—

Gaumont-Mutual Ma> US
Invisible Enemy— E. K O. Film Co.—April (illustrating fight against

t ubi rculosis).
Twilight Sleep— (Re-issue)—Modern Motherhood League—April.

SOCIOLOGY.
Children's Paradise. The—Powers—June 20. (Children of New York's

east side—and christian Herald Home at Xyack.)
Doctor Neighbor—Red Feather-Universal—May 1 (drama dealing with

a question of medical ethics) (5 parts).
Eternal Grind, The—Famous Players-Paramount -April 17 (5 parts).

(Story of tenement and sweatshop.)
Light-Hearer, The—Essanay-General Film—April 8 (treats of tenement

Iron Hand, The—Red Feather-Universal—May 29 I 5 parts).
Penal Colony of Palawan—June 12—Paramount-Holmes.
Shoes—Bluebird—June 26 (5 parts). (Story of a girl's struggle against

al conditit
bin-V-L-S

the oil regions of Pennsylvj

TOPICAL,
io Exposition, The—Pathe—May 20.

ting the Sultan of Sulu—Paramount-Holmes.

ZOOLOGY.
—(Reel Life No. 31—Gaumont-Mutual—May 21.

An Alligator Farr (Reel Life No. 1)—Gaumont-Mutual—May 7

5— (Reel Life No. 2)—Gaumont-Mutual—May 14.

Beaver, The— (Reel Life No. 6)—Gaumont-Mutual—June 11.

Birth of a Butterfly— (Reel Life No. 1)—Gaumont-Mutual—May 7.

Cecropia Moth, The—Edison-General Film—May 24 (on reel with animated

How Small Sea Creatures Breed—Pathe—May 1.

Humane Execution of Animals— (Animal Rescue League of Boston)—
(Reel Life No. 4 )—Gaumont-Mutual—May 28.

Operating Room, Angell Memorial Hospital, Boston— (Reel Life No. 4)—
Gaumont-Mutual—May 28.

Pygmies of the Zoo— ( Ditmars—Powers-Universal—June 8.

Some Fresh Water Fishes (stickleback carp and green tench)—Pathe

—

June 5 (with cartoon comedy).
Some Monkey Stars— (Ditmars)—Powers-Universal—May 11.

Terrapin. The— (Reel Life, No. 6)—Gaumont-Mutual—June 11.

Wild Life in the Florida Everglades— (Reel Life No. 4)—Gaumont-Mu-
tual—May 28.

Zoo Arrivals from South America- Rex-Universal—April 16 (including
the sloth, the ant eater and the Matamata).

FILMS SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS.
According to the Code—Essanay-V-L-S-E—July 15 (5 part Southern

Almost "a Heroine—Kalem-General Film—May 31 (comedy).
Ambrose's Cup of Woe—Keystone-Triangle.

Attic Princess. The—Big "U '-Universal—May 31.
Aunt Bill—Melies (story).
Betty's Hobo—Big "U"-Universal—June 15 (juvenile drama).
Billy Van Deusen's Ancestrh Hrautv-Mutual May 3 (farce comedy).
Blue Blood and Red—Fox Film Corp.—April 3 (5-part comedy).
Bobbie of the Ballet—Bluebird Photoplays. Inc.—June 12 (o-part drama).
Branscombes Pal—Rex— July I'.'l (2-part drama).
Bread Upon the Waves—Powers-Universal (drama).
Bugle Call, The—Kaybee-Triangle—June 4 (.">-part drama).

' s—Fox Film Corp.—July 17 (5-part c

Chip
t the Bat—Fin

iclodra a).
Come-On. The—Nestor-Universal .July 21 (comedy).
Comet's Comeback— Beauty- Mutual May 31 (comedy).
Corporal Billys i'omct>a< k- Big "('"-Universal—May 2.1 (drama).
Cow Puncher's Peril. The— Selig—June 17 (western melodrama).
Davy Crockett -Pallas-Paramount—July 13 (5-part drama).
David Garrick—Pallas-Paramount—May 1 (."-part drama).
Deserter, The—Kay-Bee-Triangle (5-part Indian drama).
Doorsteps—Turner-Mutual July 21) (.".-part comedy-drama).
Doughnuts—Fa 1st aft-Mutual (comedy).

Round-up—Biograpl
Engineer's Honor, The—Kalem—
Fable of the Fearsome Feud—E:

Fall of a Nation. The—Dixon—

J

Far from the Madding Crowd
Fathers of Men—Vitagraph-Y-L-

(2 part

-Mutual i.".-part melodrama),
luly 1>

For Sale—A Dadd; Iv

Foxy Trotters. The— VI
Gent].' Conspir.x v. Th.
Gloria's Ken
Grouch, The—Essanay-
Gutter Magdalene. The
Happy Hungrj
Heart of Nora Flynn- Laskv-Pat amount— April J4 (5-part drama).
Her Partner— Vitagraph-Gemral Film—April 3 (western comedy)

aph-General Film—June 26 (comedy).
i
Mean-Mutual—June 10 (2-part comedy).

Kleine (2-part episodes),
ral Film—July 22 (3-part comedy).
ky-Paramount—June 1 (5-part melodrama).

U' -Universal—April 6 (eccentric comedy).
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His Trust and His Trust Fulfilled— Biograph-General Film—Julv

(2-part drama I.

Highest Bid, The American-Mutual (5-parl melodrama).
House on llukum Hill 'I'll. Beaut] Mu 'lyl.

i
is. The— Biograph ( re-issue) -General Film

\leQuirk, Tlu—Beauty-Mutual—April 1C (comedy.
erella o K lem-General Film- June 7 (comedy).

Inner Glo.v, The Vitagraph-General Film l-'l-part melodrama).
International .Marriage .Moroseo-Paramount—July 24 (5-part drama
Into the Primitive—Selig-V-L-S-E—May I'll (.".-part drama).
In the Service of the Stati—Kalem-Ger.eral Film—June 19 (drama).
Intruder. The—Imp- Universal.
It Happened in Honolulu—Red Feather-Universal—June 26 (5-pa

melodrama).
Jack—Mustang-Mutual—May 2d (2-part drama).
Jaffrey—Frohman Amusement Co.—June 10 (5-part drama).
Janitor, The—Powers—July 0.

Johnny's Romeo (cartoon <

Johnny's Stepmother and I

Selig
Kernel 1

Letitia Vitagraph
Little Boy Blue—Vic
Little Gray Mouse,
Little Media's Komi.
Little Sehoolma'am,
Lion's Nemesis, Tin-
Love, Burglars, and

Modern Knight,
Moonshiners. Tl

Naked Hearts

—

Orphan Joyce—

Gautnont-Mutual.
artoon comedy)—Gaumon
-General Film (comedy.)

.

angle—July 10 (5-part dra

part comedy)

.

t comedy-drama).

(lem-General Film (comedy),
le— Biograph-General Film i reissue

elin—Edison-General Film (re-iss
band—Triumph Film Corp. i.Vpar
'arainount Mi-part comedy-drama).

prison story i.

Rookie, The- Vitagraph-General Film (drama).
Hough Neck, The— Lubin-General Film (3-part So. Am. melodrama).
Sacrifice, The— Selig-Gcneral Film Cl-part war story).
Salvation Joan—Vitagraph-V-L-S-H (T-part drama).
.Scarlet Runner (serial) -Vitasraph-Gi tleial Film I L' -part episodes).
Secret of the Submarine ( serial i—American-Mutual (2-part episodes).
Shoes—Bluebird (5-part drama).
Showing Some Speed—Kleine (comedy).
Silks and Sam, Famous Players-Paramount (5-part drama).
Sis the Detectivi Kalem-General Film (comedy).
Some Duel Selig-G. n. ral Film '

Snow Btufl Mustang-Mutual (3-parl comedy.
Sonny Boy at the Hat Tefft Johnson Film Corporation.
Sonny Boy and the Dog Show Tcft't Johnson Film Corporation.
Sonny Boy in School Days 1, lit Johnson Film Corporation.

I r-Bee-Tl iangh I j-part drama).
Stoning, The Edison-General Film I re-issue I (drama).

Ifenclies I'owers-l'nivi rsal.
Susie Snow Flake Famous Players-Paramount (5-part romance).
Taking a Hi

Tender-Hearted Boy, The -Biograph-General Film (re-issue).
Then I'll Com. Bark to You Frohman Amusement Co. (.".-part drama).
Three Godfathers, The Bluebird (5-part comedy-drama).
Three Brave Hunters Powi is- 1 niv.rsal I comedy). .

i Film (comedy).
Toyland Vm i novelty).

Mutual (5-part drama).
i a

Vagabond, Tin < 'hapli n- M inn
Vallianti o1 Virginia 3elic V i.-s-e (5-part southern romanci
Wall Bel
v\ in pi ring ' lodrama).
Window ol Dieaius, Tin 1 lia nlioii-.r U m ua I (3-parl iii, lodrama I

Wishing Lamp, The Big "I"'- Cniversal.
,\ ,

i, ,,
: ,

,

.i ,

ADDRESSES OF BOOKING COMPANIES INCLUDED l.\ THE ABOVE
I vi u.iii.i i: OP I'll.MS

' ."I'll W iL'nd St.. Xew York City
Bluebird I'l pi n In, I I

, ,,, |, city.
'
lHI notion 1 ifaol, Cal

• 'I. ,.., Kimball ', nun Film < n nm New York City.
Clin,,. Film 'i i.i ,.. x. y Citv

" (
I

'>!.,,. I, !
..•

I"'"- I 'I '
'

I
•''. '•' •

"
'
\mu "I <'"

I > s W H'lli SI .\,w York Citv.
• ' , I mo <„ 71 w j:;,,| St., New

Id. al Film -'.
i . .. . I In \V lutb St., New York Citv.

n i. ,.,! ,, ii ,iuii,n l I . w j.s.i, si \. « Ymk cm
luve.ul, Film , ,, Hi. w St., New York City.
Kl ' n, "i 'v., New York City.
M.ii. i I'l. tin. .' ..[..,, hi, m I l.i, B..,.,,l« n \, „ , ,,,

Nl '" 1, '" Nl -' '
'
"" ii I" :>_• l

Ma n '
I ,(:,, Corp 71 W J "...I St

,
\, w York I'm

''" '',. I'. ,., IS
, Cinll \Xe \, W ', ,,,l

Pali mt I Hi,, i',, TJ'i .... mil \v. , \. « Y.,rk i'iiv
I'alln

I BXChangl In. J5 W I.MIl St.. NOH York City.
Tejtl Joli Film C 220 W. U.nl St.. New York Citv.
Trlangh Film c.i , i i ., Broad* ij New York City.
I'nhorn F S.ivn. c,, r| , |j,; \\ |,;, h s .

. New York Citv.
" \-. \. m fork City.

Co L600 Broadway, Now York City.

.VOTE. Attached to the title of each film will be found its brand name.
in. oi the company releasing the film. By communicating

t any of these, according to the addr
to learn the location of the exchange nearest you

ARE EDUCATORS INTERESTED?
Something to be Said in the Affirmative on the Strength of

Number of Machines Sold.

THE Nicholas Power Company report an unusually large
number of installations of their Power Cameragraph
in educational and industrial institutions during the

present month and assert that tlicy are reliably informed
that many more of these institutions would use motion pic-

educational purposes were it possible to obtain a
Im program suitable lor this work. Among the

table installations are:
Board of Education. Passaic. N. J.
St. Mary's College and Academy, St. Joseph Countv, Iud.
Hamilton High School, Hamilton, Ohio.

- Home. X..W Orleans, La.
-nan Association. Foures- Monroe, Va.

Ford Uotoi Cai Co.. Detroit. Mich.
Avondal.- Si hool Cincinnati. Ohio.
Board of Education, Norwood. Ohio.

ter. N. H.
Young Men's Christian Association, Tobvhanna, Pa.

: church. Jersey City, N. J.

lli, a State Hospital, I'D. a, X. Y.
St. Joseph's Church. Rosebank, Staten Island.
Young M.n - Christian Association Mt. Vernon, x. Y.

I'laygrounds. Pedro Miguel. Canal Zone.
anal Zone.

Stat. Board of Health, Raleigh, X I

Young Mens Christian Association, Mallory, W. Ya.
First Presbyterian Church, 1'arkersburg. W. Va.
Willard Slat. Hospital, Willard, X. Y.
I'. S. Naval Academy. Annapolis, Md.
General Electric Co.. Schenectady. X. Y.
Ashland Coal & Coke Co.. Crumpler, W. Va.
Pontiac State Hospital, Pontiac, Mich.

The Educational Campaign of the Nicholas Power Com-
pany is being pursued with great vigor, and the above enum-
erated installations made in the past thirty days are eloquent
proof of the immense field for motion pictures which Educa-
tional and Industrial institutions offer.

This department of the Nicholas Power Company is under
the supervision of Mr. De Hart, who has had extensive ex-
perience with this work and is thoroughly familiar with re-
quirements and special conditions of this new field for mo-
tion pictures.

Gaskill Launches Phoenix Players
New Organzation Incorporated in Florida—Pictures of from

Six to Twelve Reels are Promised.

RADICAL departures from the commonplace in moving
picture production and marketing are forecasted in the
announcement of the formation of the Phoenix Picture

Players, Inc. by Charles L. Gaskill, well known in the trade
and tn exhibitors. Incorporated under the laws of Florida
with a capitalization of $1,000,000. the Phoenix Players will
start the production of features of six to twelve reels imme-
diately upon the equipment of its studios in Orlando. Fla..
and on the Hudson, the latter possibly the Helen Gardner
studios at Tappan,

"In bringing apout this organization," stated Mr. Gaskill
recently, "I have purposely interested the capital of men not

identified in any manner with the motion picture
industry. Not that such men might not have been induced tc
join with me in the undertaking, hut rather because, almost
invariably, the men already in the business are •

their prejudices and minds to look beyond the
the tomorrow when something else besides contracts

with exhibitors will be necessarj to insure these pi

KELLER TURNS UP A SWINDLER.
Georg< C Keller of Buffalo, X Y . writes the Moving Pic-

ture World to warn the trade against a camera man. name
not given, who claims to have worked for Fox and other
linns, but who is now victimizing innocent people by claim-

able to secure positions ior them in the picture bus-
• swindler is described as a man of •.

inches tall, light complexion, smooth face
sharp features. The Buffalo police are looking for him

NEW ENGLAND RIGHTS FOR "CIVILIZATION-
SOLD.

\ltci ,'d

Universal Nino Manufactui
v i. s k 1600 Broadway N
World Film Corp 126 W

l York City.

Itn St., X.w York City.

npetition which had not ended until
midnight, the New England righti to rhomta II luce's
in.issue Cinema production. "Civilization. " were sold Man-
day, lulv 31 at, to the New England Film Distributors, Inc.,
ol which David A l.oune is the president, and has ..Hue. .it

15 Mate street. BottOH
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Gaumont Program for Week ofAug. 20
Contains Three Single-Reels and Possibly a Five-Reel

Feature.

OWING to the Gaumont policy of not announcing a for-
eign lil m until it lias passed through the war zone, and

ely in America, the company is not in a position
to announce a remarkable five-reel production which it is

hoped to release through Mutual the week of August 20.

However, the three single-reel releases of this week have

Scene from "Reel Life" (Mutual).

already been determined. Upon August 20 Reel Life No.
16 will have as its leading subject "The Power of Water."
This gives vivid pictures in historic sequence of the develop-
ment from the old fashioned water wheel to the electric
turbine. On the same reel will be one of the Gaumont'
tabloids. It is one of the series dramatized from episodes
which have been so popular in "Life" under the title of
"What Would You Do If— ?" The present diminutive photo-
play asks specators what they would do if they were so very
fat and their spouses preferred other company. Miss Nan
Evans is the featured player, supported by "Bud" Ross.
Quaint Cape Cod is pictured in "See America First," No.

50, released August 23. The Gaumont camera has caught for
tbe screen such important historical places as Plymouth
Rock and the grave of Miles Standish. There are pictures of
the old grist mill at South Yarmouth, and characteristic
views of seacoast scenery from Hyannisport to the cape.
On the reel with "Quaint Cape Cod" is one of the Gaumont

Kartoon Komics from the pen of Harry Palmer. It is called
"Kuring Korpulant Karr^ " and deals with the gyrations
of a fat young lady who takes up roller skating in a serious
way in the effort to reduce. Mr. Palmer is at his best in

this picture.

The third single-reel of the week is the ever-popular Mutual
Weekly. As it is edited "up to the minute" there is no way
of knowing even two days in advance what is will contain.

New Stars for Ivan Productions
Anna Nilsson, Harry Spingler, Wilmuth Merkyl, William H.

Tooker, Frankie Mann and Rose Coghlan Included
in Cast for "Her Surrender."

FOR the second production to be made by the Ivan Film
Productions, entitled "Her Surrender," under their new
policy of all-star cast features, a notable cast of screen

stars has been assembled. Anna Nilsson, star of the sen-
sational serial, "Who's Guilty,;" recently completed by Pathe,
and who achieved great renown in "The Regeneration," has
been engaged to create the principal female role in the new-
est Ivan screen play.

Rose Coghlan, the famous legitimate star, who this year
celebrates her golden jubilee as an actress, fifty years on the
stage, and whose work in "The Faded Flower," the last

Ivan release, won the universal commendation of the critics,

has been re-engaged for this new production. William H,
Tooker, star of "A Fool's Revenge," and a principal in count-
less other screen plays, conceded the foremost delineator of
character roles on the silent stage, will enact an important
role.

Harry Spingler, a leading juvenile, who has been starred for

a year with William Farnum in Fox productions, and whose
work in such well known screen plays as "The Plunderer"
and "The Bondsman" have won him a large following among
the film fans, will make his debut under the Ivan banner in

Mr. Abramson's latest screen drama. Wilmuth Merkyl, who
has been the leading man to Madame Petrova, and who was

starred in such notable productions as "The Blindness of
Virtue" and "Blazing Love," has been cast for one of the
principal male roles. Frankie Mann, a noted player, long
with the Vitagraph and Lubin companies, conceded one of
the most charming personalities on the screen, has been
given a novel vampire role to portray.
"Her Surrender" emanates from the pen of Ivan Abramson,

the author of the many former Ivan successes. As is usual
in plays written by Mr. Abramson, the theme deals with an
evil existing in everyday life and the play endeavors to point
out the remedy as well as the cause and conditions arising
therefrom.
Work on this feature will commence immediately under

the direction of Ivan Abramson. Marcel le Picard, the noted
Photographic expert, has devised several novel light effects
which will be first presented to the public on the release of
this film.

When completed, "Her Surrender" will be released through
the Ivan exchanges as the regular scheduled Ivan monthly
feature for September.

Motion Picture Publicity Men Organize
Articles of Incorporation Formally Approved and Permanent

Officers Elected.

TWENTY-FOUR advertising and publicity men repre-
senting, with two exceptions, every important motion
picture producing company with offices in New York

City,- met at the Claridge Wednesday, August 2, to approve
he articles of incorporation which had been drawn up for

the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers by its counsel,
Arthur Friend. The meeting had been called by the tem-
porary officers, and the first business transacted was the
election of permanent ones for the ensuing year, as follows:

President, Arthur James of the Metro; vice-president, Wal-
lace Thompson of Paramount; secretary and treasurer, E.

Lanning Masters of V-L-S-E; executive council, John C.

Flinn of the Jesse L. Lasky Photoplay Co., Paul Gulick of

the Universal, Carl H. Pierce of the Oliver Alorosco Photo-
play Co., Harry Reichenbach of the Frohman Amusement
Co., S. B. Van Horn of the World Film Co., Hopp Hadley of

the Mutual. The three elective officers are also members of

this council ex-officio.

Mr. James, in accepting the presidency, made it quite plain

to those who had not attended the previous meetings that

the A. M. P. A. was an organization without connection with
any other body or board, and that it was the intention of its

founders to confine its activities strictly to matters which ap-

pertain to advertising, and the welfare of advertisers.

The articles of incorporation were then read and approved,
and a vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Friend for his

efficient and expeditious work. Mr. Friend was also unan-
imously elected an honorary member of the A. M. P. A. The
president then appointed a membership committee consist-

ing of E. Richard Schayer, of the Louis J. Selznick Enter-

prises, Inc.; Nat G. Rothstein, of the Universal Film Mfg.
Co., and C. J. Meegan, of the General Film Co., and the fol-

lowing publicity committee: Paul Gulick, of the Universal,

chairman; Terry Ramsaye, of Mutual, and Ben Schulberg, of

the Famous Players.
Until permanent headquarters can be secured the regular

meetings of the A. M. P. A. will be held in the Claridge, the

next meeting being called for Wednesday, August 9.

V-L-S-E STAFF CHANGES.
Charles A. Meade, for the past year manager of the Dallas

V-L-S-E. branch office, has been promoted to the manager-
ship of the Cleveland office, to supplant C. E. Shurtleff. He
began his duties in the Ohio city on July 31. J. B. Dugger,

who has been Mr. Meade's assistant in the Dallas office, will

succeed him as manager.
R. W. Bertelson, manager of the sub-office at Salt Lake

City, has been forced to relinquish that position on account

of ill health. His place is now being filled by F. A. Wagner,
of whom much has been heard as a San Francisco salesman.

In assuming the manageship of the Salt Lake City office,

Mr. Wagner will come under the supervision of Frank Harris,

Denver manager. Succeeding Mr. Wagner in the San Fran-

cisco office will be M. C. Wilder, who has been promoted to

a salesmanship position from that of booker.
Another young lady of the V-L-S-E. came into prominence

when Miss J. James was named as booker of the San Fran-
cisco office to succeed Mr. Wilder. She has been secretary

to Manager Quive of that office since the ascension of A. W.
Goff to the assistant general managership of the Big Four.

Previous to that time she was assistant to Mr. Goff and kept
all statistics covering San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle,

Denver and Salt Lake City offices.
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Selig Returns From Coast; Talks of New Pictures

Predicts Great Reception for "The Crisis"—Not
in the Market for Scenarios and Thinks

Discussion of Subject "Press Bunk."

WILLIAM N. SELIG returned Saturday, July 29, from
Los Angeles, Cal., where he has been visiting the

Selig Pacific Coast studios. While in Los Angeles
Mr. Selig completed plans for the production of "The Garden
of Allah." "The drama will be produced on a most elab-

orate scale," stated Mr. Selig in an interview on his return

to -Chicago. "Colin Campbell will direct it and no expense
will be spared to make the production the most spectacular

of anything we have ever done.
"I want to call your attention to several other productions.

'County That God Forgot' is going to be an unusual western
drama in very detail. Marshall Neilan wrote the story for

Thomas Santschi. I shall release it through V-L-S-E. The
play will be in five parts and Santschi will be suported
by an excellent company of players including Mary Charle-

son, George Fawcett and others.
" 'Light of Western Stars,' Zane Gray's great story of the

west, will also be produced in films in the near future. This
drama will run anywhere from five to ten reels whatever it : s

worth. Kathlyn Williams, Tom Mix, Marshall Neilan,

George Fawcett and others will appear in the action.

"I want to ptedict a great reception for 'The Crisis.' We
have completed Winston Churchill's novel in twelve reels
and it will be presented to the public probably early in the
fall. The production is about ready for release and those
who have viewed the film have been kind enough to state
that 'The Crisis' is the greatest tiling we have ever done and
will prove one of the most artistic productions filmed to date.
The film follows the story in every detail and while there is

a succession of spectacular scenes, the strength of the plot
has not been sacrificed."
William X. Selig, upon his recent return to Chicago from

Los Angeles, Calif., again announced that the Selig Poly-
scope Company is not in the general market for scenarios.
"The scenario question is being discussed pro and con in

most of the trade papers and in other publications," said
Mr. Selig. "Whether this stuff is just publicity matter or
whether 'the scarcity of good photoplay plots' is being earn-
estly considered, I do not know. I do know, however, that
there is no such thing as a scenario 'question' with our com-
pany. We have about seven hundred stories, including novels,
short stories and motion picture plots in manuscript in our
vaults. These were penned by the world's best writers. This
material will last us for years. When this supply is ex-
hausted we can yet more. We have always paid satisfactory
prices for good stories, believing that the story was the real

foundation of the entire photoplay structure. The plot
counts just as much as the star or the direction."

Bluebird Upsetting Star System.

Still Plugging for the Slogan "The Play's the Thing"—Hoff-
man Says It's Making Good.

LOUISE LOVELY will share honors with Warren Ker-
rigan when Bluebird Photoplays present "The Social

Buccaneers" late in September. Miss Lovely has,

hitherto, been a lone star on Bluebird play-bills, having be-

gun her service to moving pictures in America when the

Bluebird series were established.

Fulfilling their advertised purpose to make "The Play the

Thing," the casting of subjects has been a separate consid-
eration in all the recent releases, and thus it comes that Miss
Lovely and Miss Billington, together with Rupert Julian,

lately appeared in the same release, "Bettina Loved a Sol-

dier." Now Lois Wilson, who has been Mr. Kerrigan's lead-

ing woman for many months, gives way to Miss Lovely in

plays where the casting will be improved by the substitution.
Ruth Stonehouse will be introduced to Bluebird as a star,

with Ruoert Julian her director; Dorothy Davenport has al-

ready joined the ranks of new leaders of Bluebird plays, and
Franklyn Farnum, Emory Johnson and Richard Morris are
other new principals lately added to the Bluebird stock or-
ganization. In every instance where these additional play-
ers have been employed, or will be occupied, they will be cast
and have been cast because they seem best suited to the
role.

"We are spending too much money in nationally adver-
tising our program," says General Manager M. H. Hoffman,
in recent announcement, "to warrant our failing to maintain
our purpose to make the play of first importance. We have
tried our plan and are abundantly convinced that the public
interest in photoplays is based first upon the quality of the
scenario, or play.

"We first select the play, and then select the best players
we can find to impersonate the characters. Production takes
CO-incident importance with selecting the play and playei
these three vital factors to good photoplay entertainm< nl

being what must, naturally, be relied upon in our purpose
to abandon the "star" system in favor of tlie Shakespeareai
dogma.
"We are BUCCeeding so well that the skeptics are, in many

instances, coming over to our way of thinking. The biggest
exhibitors of moving pictures arc being canvassed for their
opinion, and we are getting the proof that Bluebird
vancing in public favor everywhere, solely upon merits and
the basis we have established as the liluebird policy."
Mr. Hoffman expressed enthusiastic belief that the tirst

six months of Bluebird, operating along conventional lines,
paved the way to an abund.mt SUCCeSS lor the n< u depai
ture in their methods of exploitation llr returned last week
from a trip of inspection among the exchanges in the Middle
West.

Marie Edith Wells.

MARIE EDITH WELLS in her two years before the
screen has had a goodly measure of success. Prev-
ious to a short experience on the sta'^e she had

been an artist's model. Her first motion picture experience
was with the Kalem
company. Here she
appeared in "The Cab-
aret Singer" and with
Tom Moore in "The
First Commandment"
and "The Girl and the
Bachelor."
For over a year she

played leads in subjects
released through the
World Film Corpora-
tion. Among these
were "Just Out of Col-
lege" and "Then I'll

Come Back to You,"
both Frohman produc-
tions; "Sealed Lips,"
Equitable, and "The
Builder of Bridges."
Miss Wells is one of

those sylphlike creat-
ures of exquisite grace
and charm. Likewise
she is clever and brings
lo her aid a certain

knowledge of the work
in hand which is the

delight of any director
Shi- lias been repeat-
edly featured by the
companies in whose productions she I

as appeared until she
has gained an enviable reputation with tin tans everywhere,
Much more might be said here regarding her peculiar ntness
lot motion picture portrayal, but those who have seen the
pictures in which she has appeared to advantage need no

Marie Wells.

Furthe nmendatic

WHERE IS B. JACOBS?
arles, manager of the Re* Film I k<

\ll..in\. u..uid ven much appreciate an) information which
any ol the exhibitors or exiliaii^einen e.m ^i\e bin
to the whereabout- who was fori
ployed b> the Pioneer Film t ompany, ami during the month
Film Exchange Mr. i harles intimates that it would be well

• tacrine the a< tfvitu s . | said la<
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Brenon Leases Studio.
New Structure and Equipment at Hudson Heights, N. J.,

Taken Over by New Company.

THE Herbert Brenon Film Corporation lias closed a five-

year lease on the Ideal Studios and Laboratories,
located on one of the most commanding sites on the

Palisades, on the Hudson County Boulevard, at Hudson
Heights, and here Mr. Brenon will begin work immediately
upon his first production. "War Brides," with Nazimova in

the role in which she has scored one of her greatest suc-

Albert Teitel, under whose supervision the plant was built,

was educated in this department in France, and is conversant
with all the contributions of science to the cinematograph.
It consists of two buildings, the stage areas being 143 by 75

ft., and 50 by 70 ft., respectively. In the larger studio there
are accommodations for more than three hundred players in

large, airy dressing rooms, this occupying one entire floor.

Below this floor are the offices, property rooms, scene storage
room, paint room, machine shop, carpenter shop, and con-
crete and glass tanks for taking submarine pictuiev Many
of these features have been installed from original designs
and are not duplicated in any other plant. Spraying systems
have been devised for cooling the roofs of the studios, mak-
ing it possible for the company to work in comfort in the
hottest days of summer. Visitors galleries have been built,

in order that persons interested may witness the making of

the pictures without interfering with the work.
The laboratories will be under the direction of Mr. Teitel,

the builder of the plant, and F. Doublier, who formerly was
associated with the Lumiere company, four years laboratory
superintendent of the Eclair Company, and designed the
Paragon plant at Ft. Lee. In this laboratory, too, the aim
has been to provide facilities for producing perfect film. The
latest inventions in perforating machines, printers, filtering

system and drying apparatus has been installed.

In addition to all this equipment, there is under construc-
tion an open air studio or stage, 100 by 160 feet, to be pro-
vided with similarly complete appliances.

In this studio Mr. Brenon already is installing his producing
staff, and it is believed that the remarkable facilities offered
will result in a new time record being set between the date
of the organization of the corporation and the release of its

first photo drama. However, not speed but quality will be
the constant aim of Mr. Brenon, and his first picture, "War
Brides," will not be released until he is satisfied that it is the
best he has ever created, and that it does full justice to him-
self and his star, Nazimova.
Mr. Brenon's brother, Chandos Brenon, will be his per-

sonal representative, and will be in charge of the executive
offices in the Longacre Building; he was previously manager
of the Fox offices in Montreal. The department heads who
will be associated with him are as follows: George Fitch,
studio manager and technical director; James McKay, assist-

ant general director; Roy Hunt, chief of camera department;
Herbert Messmore, chief of property department and William
Plunion, assistant; George Hall, chief of scenario department;
Tom Tomaine, head carpenter; John Elam, scenic artist; Miss
Minola DePass, private secretary.

Pauline Frederick Signs with Famous.
Celebrated Emotional Actress Decides to Remain on Screen

—Signs Two-Year Contract.

CONTRARY to current rumor that she was to accept
Mattering offers from legitimate managers to return to
the stage, Pauline Frederick, the celebrated emotional

actress, who became a great screen star over night when she
made her motion picture debut in the Famous Players adapta-
tion of Hall Caine's great drama, "The Eternal City," has
decided to remain upon the screen and has signed a two-year
contract with the Famous Players Film Company. By the
terms of this contract Miss Frederick becomes one of the
few highest paid screen stars and automatically assures her
appearance in Paramount Pictures for the next two years.

Miss Frederick's screen record will show that, though she
is chiefly noted as an emotional actress and as a "heavy," she
has evidenced a phenomenal versatility in the roles which
she has played. Following her triumphant debut in the Hall
Caine play. Miss Frederick next appeared in "Sold," in which
she played the artist's wife, who risked her reputation to
help her struggling husband. It was a distinctly sympathetic
role, but served to bring out the star's wonderful charm and
grace.

Miss Frederick's next appearance will be in an adaptation
of Clyde Fitch's drama, "The Woman in the Case," in which
she surprised the Famous Players officers by requesting that
she play the self-sacrificing wife. Margaret Rolfe.

Great Theme in Blue Ribbon Feature.
Compares Conditions of Today to Those of Revolutionary

Time.

APICTl RE destined to cause much comment on the
part of the public and press is "The Dawn of freed' •in."

a live-part Vitagraph Blue Ribbon feature, listed for

release on Monday, August 14. It deals with a question that
is making many people think. A question that before very
long will cause many changes in the management of affairs

ih.it el l apital \ s. Labor.
In brief, "The Dawn of freedom" is a stingint- satire on the

Scene from "The Dawn of Freedom" (Vitagraph).

death of those ideals that made the nation. It presents
one of the staunchest patriots of the Revolution, Captain
Cartwright, as escaping death through suspended animation,
into which he is put by a missionary. Father Ambrose, only
to awfaken today in conditions that bring out the theme.

Charles Richman in the role of Captain Cartwright gives
a convincing conception of how we would expect a man of

Revolutionary times to act should it be possible for one to

return, as the Patriot does in the picture. Richman is an
artist and "The Dawn of Freedom" affords him many oppor-
tunities of which he takes advantage. Arline Pretty, James
Morrison as the lover, Joseph Kilgour is seen as Washing-
ton, B il lie Billings, Thomas R. Mills, Templar Saxe and
Edward Saxe and Edward Elkas also assist in making this

photoplay one of medit.
Many historical figures and events are depicted. William

J. Hurlburt is the author of the story. Theodore Marston
supervised the filming of the Revolutionary scenes and pro-
logue, while Paul Scardon directed the taking of the mod-
ern scenes.

WILLIAM PARKER JOINS U. SCENARIO STAFF.
Eugene B. Lewis, head of the Scenario Department at

Universal City, has added William Parker to his staff. Parker
for a number of years was in the newspaper business, having
been associated with the San Francisco Examiner, the Call

and the Los Angeles Herald. He began writing scenarios
about two years ago. A year ago he went to Santa Barbara
to devote his entire time to creating stories for the screen
and barkening to the call of a wider field joined the Universal
staff to do adapting and feature writing.

LAST EPISODES OF "THE GRIP OF EVIL."
The last three episodes of Pathe's masterpiece in fourteen

chapters, "The Grip of Evil," form a six-reel serial of them-
selves, a big one in breadth of interest, depth of plot and
power of situation; a little one only in length. To bring the

story to its powerful climax, the producer has found it ad-

visable to use the same characters and continue the same
story throughout the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth
chapters. The result is interesting in the extreme since it

gives the masterplot a new and unexpected twist.

UNITY FILM SERVICE OPENS OFFICES.
For the purpose of handling the serial "The Yellow-

Menace" for New York and Northern New Jersey, the Unity
Film Service has been incorporated and has opened offices on
the twelfth floor of the Godfrey Building, New York City,

under the direction of J. H. Lynch, formerly connected with
the New York Metro exchange. The first episode of "The
Yellow Menace," called "The Higher Power," will be released
on Labor Day.
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That Universal Program for the Week of August 14
Serials, Comedy and Drama, Constitute the In-

gredients for an Effective Tonic for

Summer Business

AUGUST 14 is a red-letter day on the Universal program,
for on that date the first installment of the Universal
Special Feature serial. "Liberty," will he released.

"Liberty" is a serial of life along the border at the present

day. It features Marie Walcamp, Eddie Polo and Jack Holt
in an up-to-the-minute drama which is in effect, a photo-
graphic reproduction of the high lights of events which al-

ready have occurred along the Rio Grande. Jacques Jaccard
is directing the serial, which will run twenty weeks.
On the same day. "Timothy Dobbs—That's Me," with

Carter De Haven furnishing the fun and excitement, is re-

leased. "Timothy Dobbs" is the first of a series-serial of an
unusual nature. It does not follow the beaten paths of

photoplay production and Carter De Haven is at his best in

it. The first two-reel episode of the series is entitled "The
Sody Clerk."
The same red-letter day sees the release of the Red

Feather five-reel drama. "A Yoke of Gold." with Dorothy
Davenport playing the principal role. "A Yoke of Gold" is

a romantic drama of the days of the old California missions.

It is the twenty-ninth Red Feather production and was di-

rected by Lloyd B. Carleton. Miss Davenport is supported

by Emory Johnston.
Just so things won't be too serious on that eventful August

14 the Universal will spring upon an unsuspecting world the

Xestor comedy, "The Battle of Chile Con Carne," which is a

red-hot tamale enchilada. Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and
Priscilla Dean have some lively adventures in Mexico before

the play comes to a finish.

"A Son of Neptune," a Gold -Seal three-reel sea drama,
featuring Gordon Griffith, W. V. Mong and Betty Schade.
leads off the program of August 15. It is followed by the
Victor release. "He Wrote a Book," in which William Gar-
wood and Lois Wilson collaborate in some delightful light

comedy.
Agnes Vernon plays the principal role in "The Toll of the

Law," an Imp drama, which is released on August 16. Billic

Ritchie follows close on Mis, Vernon's heels in "The Mother
in Law," a two-reel L-Ko comedy, in which Billie has some
adventures with his wife's maternal parent. The day's pro-
gram is well balanced by the introduction of No. 33 of the
Universal Animated Weekly.
Matt Moore and Jane Gail appear in a Victor two-reel

comedy drama on August 17 which hits home. It is

"Ashamed of the Old Folks." and Mr. Moore and .'.

do some clever bits of delineation in it. On the same day
Harry Carey and Olive Fuller Golden appear in the Big I'

western drama. "A Woman's Eyes," which, although con-
ne reel, is really a two-reel subject. Its action is

intense and the play is a gem of its kind. Another of the
famous Dr. Dorsey expedition pictures. "The Riddle of the
World-Japan." is released under the Rowers brand in one-
reel on August 17.

ind Kvil" is the Imp feature for August IS. It is

followed by "Weapons of Love," a Big I' drama, in which G.

R. Nye and Vola Smith play the principal roles. There will

be no release under the Xestor brand on August IS

Ben Wilson and Dorothv Phillips are featured, on August
19. in -Beyond the Trail." a two-reel western drama, which
is followed by "Soup and Nuts," a Joker comedy, in which
Gale Henry and William Franey play the principal roles.

There will be no Laemmle release on August 19. Xor will

there be Rex or L-Ko releases on August 20. The feature

of that date will be a Powers juvenile comedy, entitled brief-

ly-" Pie."

Brady-Mades Scheduled
List of World Film Productions Promised for September

and October.

THE schedule of late summer and autumn releases as ar-

ranged by World Film, with a complete roster of

Brady-made pictures, promises much in the way of

intense drama, startling themes, artistic features and di-

Starting September 4. with Gail Kane in "The Other Sis-

ter." the productional department have in readiness, now.

fully prepared to launch forth in what the World terms its

sistenf period, the following highly interesting sub-

jects.

\iir> Gail Kane in "The other Sister." E. K. Lincoln and
! wonn-n players, June Elvidge and Rrances Nelson,

punctuate the program in "The \lmightv Dollar." with Rob-
ert Warwick following on September IS in Thomas W. l.aw-

subject, "Friday the 13th."

Ethel Clayton closes the September period i" "The Scorch-

ing Way." an unique feature, specially built to apply to Miss
I layton's particular adaptability.

in four extremely

tory documents.
Housi Peters and Gail Kane are tin- regular units on

October 9, in "The Velvet Paw," Charming Mice Brad)
i tin- sixteenth in her RIO! I

I'he Bird

re." Robert Warwick and (.ail Kane are then seen

..n Uitober 23 in the pict uri/ation of Nathan Hale, which

has been in the making at the Paragon studio, for foul

nd which will be Bent out under the title ol -Hi.

II. ait ..i

Wonderful Kitt} Gordon supported by Muriel < tstriche an.!

., special casl closes October in "The Man She Married."

which is releasi d I »< tober 30

November is to be equally as interesting in bo far as the

number of Btars to be se< n. and the diversity and importance
..i ].la\ 3 are i on< i rned.

I ,i,,| i layton and ' arlyle Blackwell opens the month on

,1, (
- sixth in "I. nth i omracle." to be followed bv E K 1 in

coin ..nd lime Elvidge iii "The World Vffainst Him
"

Slovembei !0 popular \nlmi Ashley, Franci Nelson and
i I.,. a \\ hippli threi highly prominent pi i

I he Revolt." a pict uri/at ion ot one ol the most sen

sational stories ol the past decade Vlice Brad) will in all

liki lih I closi the month.

New Essanay Feature

PRESIDENT George K. Spoor of Kssanay has obtained
the rights to "The Prince oi Graustark" and will pro-

duce it as a five-act photoplay. This is a sequel to

irr McCutcheon's famous "Graustark," produced in

• \ Essanay. Bryant Washburn and Marguerite
Clayton will appear in the leading roles, with a supporting
cast headed by Ernest Maupain. Sydney Ainsworth and John
i ssai Fred E. Wright, who directed "Graustark." will

als.. produce this piece,

lust as "Graustark" made such a wonderful photoplay SO

will "The Prince of Graustark." The best seller has had such
a phenomenal sale as a novel that its characters are well

known to readers numbering into the millions Llkl

runner it makes an ideal film, one possessing the snap and
brilliancy so popular with motion picture patrons
Americanisms rule the situations and the climax develops

into a delightfully executed "surprise-ending."
This plaj will offer the first opportunity for foil

Bryant Washburn and Marquerite Clayton I

them in the same feature Each has been with I SSI

a term of nc.irh lour years, but had never been cast together

until the past few months. In several three-act pictures they

appeared together and formed such populai
coupled with their suitability lor the parts President

Spoor decided to cast them in features.

Miss Clayton has appeared in three recent lean.

cording t>» tin Code," "\ ultures of Society" an. I

" \ Daughter
of the I ity." Mr Washburn's last feature Wl
but he has appeared in numerous three act puces since

I In selection of Ernest Maupain for tb< |

trie millionaire, whose dncf characteristic i-

initiative, is happy, as all persons familiar with Ins work
and the character in the i k w io is the

• Sydney Ainsworth as Count Quinnox
\n indication of how such a popular and establisl

is taken by the public has just been exhibited b) tl t

'

i'i wealthu -t m< i

with comparative eas, when th< title of the picture was
mentioned, even though such requests had been repeatedly

i i w itb . laboi strong
cast this promises to be a notable feature
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Stars in General Film Program.
Week of August 14 Features Many Leading Players In

Regular Releases.

C>«

ENERAL FILM COMPANY'S information depart-

j mcni calls attention to t lie fact that in the General Film
Service program for August 14-19, inclusive, twenty-six

noted star.- apear in its productions.
Guy Oliver and Fritzi Brunette, Sclig's widely known and

popular stars, lead the list in th? first picture of the week to
be shown Monday. August 14. "The Germ of Mystery," a
drama in three parts. This will be followed by a Vitagraph
comedy, "Conductor Kate," featuring Kate Price. Then
will follow the Selig-Tribune News feature showing pictorial-
ly all the important happenings throughout the world. The
day'- pro-ram will be closed by "Saved From Himself," a
drama in one reel, reissued by Biograph with Mabel Normand
in the title role.

"My Country, 'Tis of Thee," an Essanay dramatic produc-
tion in two parts, presenting Richard Travers and Lillian
Drew, will be the first picture thrown on the screen Tues-
day, August 15. "Ham's Strategy," a Kalem comedy in one
part of the Ham and Bud brand, will follow, and "A Lesson
in Labor." a Lubin drama in two acts, featuring L. C. Shum-
way. Yelma Whitman and George Routh, will then be shown.
Then will come "A Temporary Truce," a drama in two parts
with Blanche Sweet as leading woman. This is a Biograph
feature.

The ever popular Canimated Nooz Pictorial reinforced by
a scenic picture, both from the Essanay studio, will inaugu-
rate the program Wednesday, August 16. Harry Myers and
Rosemary Theby, famous, popular funmakers, will then be
seen in a one-reel comedy, "Their Dream House." This will

be followed by "The Turquoise Mine Conspiracy," the second
episode of "The Girl From 'Frisco," by Kalem. This gives
Marin Sais and True Boardman many opportunities to dis-
play their acknowledged talents.

The Selig News-Tribune has the distinction of being shown
first on the program Thursday, August 17, followed by a Vim
comedy in one reel, "Life Savers," in which "Plump and
Runt" furnish the fun.

Ivy Close the international beauty brought over from
England by Kalem. especially for General Film Service com-
edies, will be seen in "He Wrote Poetry." a one-reel comedy
August 18. Hughie Mack of Vitagraph fame will then be
presented in a one-reel comedy, "There and Back." Then
just to round out the day of fun, "Pokes and Jabbs" will

be seen in a Vim comedy entitled "Comrades."
For Saturday, Essanay provides one of their bright stars

in Joyce Fair, featured in a three-part drama "A Little Vol-
unteer." A Vitagraph three-act drama presenting Evert
Overton, will add strength to the program that day. "With
the Aid of the Wreckers," an episode of the "Hazards of

Helen" Series by Kalem, featuring Helen Gibson, will be
screened next, and Tom Mix will close the week in Selig's

"A Bear of a Story," a one-act comedy.
That General Film Company will be especially strong in

stars that week, reflecting the policy upon which General
Film Company has laid so much stress of late and which it

claims has proved itself a great success according to the testi-

mony of exhibitors.

Big September Harvest of "Fall of a Nation."
Fifty Prints of Dixon-Herbert Spectacle Will Be in Use

Soon After Labor Day—Cleveland and Providence
Openings Successful.

THE demand for "The Fall of a Nation" by state rights

buyers and exhibitors continues in such force that E.

V. Giroux, general manager of the National Drama
Corporation, says fifty prints will be working by the middle
of September. Ten prints of the Dixon-Herbert spectacle
were completed in July for the immediate quick require-

ments, but forty more have recently been ordered to keep
pace with the rapidly increasing demands. At the same time
Arthur W. Tarns has printed large editions of the Victor
Herbert orchestral and piano music, which is advertised as

"the first original score written for a great picture by a

composer of foremost rank."
The New England campaign of the film started auspicious-

ly on July 31 with a week's run at James E. Moore's Modern
theater, Providence. Many exhibitors from eastern Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island mingled in the big crowd that
attended the premier. Wallace M. Powers represented the
interests of the National Drama Corporation. After leaving
Providence Mr. Powers visited Worcester, Boston, Lowell,
Portland. Bangor and other New Eneland cities in which he
has a wide acquaintance. Willard Holcomb, business man-

ager of J. Frank Hatch's "Fall of a Nation" company, re-
ports splendid business at the Euclid Avenue opera house,
Cleveland, where the picture had its first Ohio showing be-
ginning July 30. A tour in the first-class theaters of Toledo,
Dayton, Columbus and Cincinnati will follow the Cleveland
run.

Under the direction of Mrs. William Bramwell (Minnie
Seligman) a benefit performance of the spectacle will be
given at the Hotel Nassau, Long Beach, on Wednesday
evening, August 9. The gross receipts will be devoted to
the relief of guardsmen's families who were left without
funds by the militia move to the Mexican border.

New Griffith Feature.
Liberty Theater Secured for First Presentation of "Intoler-

ance" on August 22.

DW. Griffith completed arrangements with Klaw and
Erlanger recently to take over the Liberty theater

• for the season 1916-1917, beginning August 21. His
first production there will be the new colossal spectacle,
"Intolerance," which he designates as a sun play of the ages.
Mr. Griffith has been at work upon this story for some

time. It is an original idea consisting of parallel narratives
coming down through four ages in the world's development.
The connecting link between the past and present reveals
that the same force which has created crises in the world's
affairs is at work today. In this production Mr. Griffith has
set a new mark and created his most ambitious achievement.
Greater backgrounds have been made for his action than was
ever revealed before. In his principal scenes he has utilized
more people than were ever seen in any production.

"Intolerance" will be presented for the first time at the
Liberty theater on Tuesday night, August 22. This is the
production which has been referred to heretofore as "The
Mother and the Law," a title which was used solely for
working purposes. It tells a modern story of striking local
color and stirring detail which depicts the suffering and ad-
ventures of a young couple who happen to be caught in the
whirlpool of so-called social reform. The effort to thwart
the law of individual destinies is the force which brings the
young lovers and others into a sequence of events which
engulf them. In this Griffith has shown a keen insight into

prevalent conditions and in illustration of his theme has
painted a picture wdiich will startle the world by its realism.

The entire conception is poetic and epical, investing a

newer understanding of the past and present with a more
direct force than was dreamed possible until this method' per-

fected by Griffith came to hand. It will be staged with that

attention to detail which marks the Griffith productions and
its emotional message will be carried by an orchestral score
equal in every demand to the range and sweep of the book.

GREAT PREPARATION FOR "LIBERTY" SERIAL.
The Universal is making unusual preparations for the

launching of its new serial, "Liberty." Already the first two
episodes have ben shown in the Pompeian Projection Room,
at 1600 Broadway. Synopsis of the first five reels, a working
synopsis of the entire serial and biographies of the principals

in the cast have been sent out by the press department.
The following advertising novelties may now be obtaind

from the Stern Publishing and Novelty Company, Candler
Bldg., New York City: Buttons, four colored and litho-

graphed; banners, four-colored ballyhoos lithographed on
canvas ten by three feet; large pennants worked up in com-
bination of six colors on assorted colored felt, size twelve
by thirty inches; lapel pennants in assorted colors, three by
seven inches; leatherette mirrors in assorted colors and
printed in gold; paper novelty guns with a "Liberty" ad on
one side and a "Universal" ad on the other side, eight by four
inches; and "Liberty" scarf pins three-quarters of an inch
in length and a quarter of an inch in width, showing the
Statue of Liberty and the Universal trade mark made out of
brass with a dull gold finish.

V-L-S-E EMPLOYES VISIT NEW YORK.
Charles C. Meade, Y-L-S-E manager, who has been pro-

moted from Dallas to Cleveland, E. S. Flynn, Mineapolis
salesman of the Big Four, and J. H. Gruben, bookkeeper in

the V-L-S-E Dallas branch, were visitors to New York
last week.

Mr. Meade journeyed to New York from Dallas in con-
nection with his transfer to Cleveland, and Mr. Gruben
accompanied him to visit his mother at her New Jersey
home. Mr. Gruben is a Jersey boy. Mr. Flynn is spend-
ing his vacation here.
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Nat Goodwin and Florence Turner Featured

Mutual Program for Week of August 14 Head-

lines Those Stars—Has Other Interesting

Subjects to Complete the List

NAT C. GOODWIN and Florence Turner, two of the

foremost players of the stage and screen now before

the public, are presented as the stars of the chief

feature release of the Mutual Film Corporation for the

week of August 14.
.

Of the many "possibilities' offered for Mr. Goodwin s

appearance, none presented a better opportunity for display-

ing the star's remarkable talents for character delineation

than "A Wall Street Tragedy," and it was selected for him,

from more than a score of offerings.

"A Wall Street Tragedy," as the title implies, is a story

dealing to a large extent with big finance and presents Mr.

Goodwin in the unusually pleasing role of Thomas Norton, a

Western capitalist and mine owner, who fails in an attempt

to corner the copper market.
Principal among the support are Richard Neill, Mary

Newton, Eugenie Elba, Zola Temzart, J. Cooper Willis,

Clifford Gray, Marie Burke, Mabel Wright and several others

of equal note.

Miss Turner makes her appearance in her third Mutual
Star Production as the heroine of "A Welsh Singer," filmed

under the direction of Larry Trimble from Allan Raine's

widely read story of the same name. Of the many feature

productions in which she has been starred during her long
career in screen work none had furnished Miss Turner with
the opportunity of bringing into play her wide scope of emo-
tional abilities as does "A Welsh Singer." With one excep-
tion, Miss Turner is supported in this remarkable screen pro-

duction by the same company of capable players who have
appeared with her in her preceding feature production
released by the Mutual Film Corporation. Among them are
Henry Edwards, who plays the leading role opposite Miss
Turner, Campbell Cullan, Malcolm Cherry and Una Yenning,
the latter a newcomer by these Turner features.

Vivian Rich and Alfred Vosburgh are the featured players
of "The Holly House," the Mutual's three part offering of
the week. In this feature production, screened at the Ameri-
can studios by Edward Sloman, Miss Rich is presented in
the role of a charming little miss who finds herself the center
of a most unusual story of love and adventure. Harry Von
Meter and Leona Hutton, in addition to Mr. Vosburgh, have
been cast fr important roles. "The Holly House" will be
released August 17.

Three two-part dramas are scheduled for release during the
week, including "Ruth Ridley Returns," August 14, "El
Diable," August 18, and "Destiny's Boomerang," August 19.
"Ruth Ridley Returns" is a sociological drama, in which Ed
Coxen and Lizette Throne are the featured players, has to
do with a mother who commits a theft which sends her
daughter to the penitentiary.

"Disguiser,' with Claude Cooper and Frank McXish, a
Falstaff comedy, leads off the Mutual single reel comedies
for the week. It will be released August 15. The "Beauty"
release "Perkin's Mystic Manor." starring Orral Humphrey,
is to be released August 16, while "The Luckless Scheme," a
two-part Vogue, will go to the public August 20.
Mutual Weekly Xo. 85 for release August 16, and "See

America First," which goes to the exhibitor on the same
day, presents an unusual number of interesting new and
travel scenes. Reel Life, the Mutual Film Magazine in pic-
tures for release August 20, is comprised of a number of
unusual subjects filmed especially bv the Gaumont studios
for the animated magazine.

New Faces in Big Four's August List

WALTER W. IRWIN, General Manager of the

Y-L-S-E, announces that, in line with the policy of

the Big Four company of producing features suf-

ficiently attractive to overcome even the distressing summer
weather, a program of unusual strength has been compiled
for the month of August.
"The Alibi," a tense play of intrigue and crime, in which

James Morrison and Betty Howe are featured, is a Vitagraph
release for August 7. The play is from the pen of George
Allan England and was picturized by George H. Plympton.
Paul Scardon directed it.

"The Sting of Victory," in which Henry B. Walthall of
Essanay plays double roles supported by Antoinette Walker,
will be released on August 8. Mortimer Peck wrote the story
and J. Charles Haydon produced it.

On the 14th will be released "The Dawn of Freedom,"
featuring Charles Richman, Arline Pretty, James Morrison
and several other Vitagraph stars. This play, written by
William J. Hurlburt and directed by Paul Scardon and
Theodore Marston, is one of the most pretentious ever pro-
duced under the "V" banner.
"The Country That God Forgot," a Selig contribution to

the V-L-S-E. program which promises to outdo even the
past two unusually strong releases of this producer, will be
released on August 21. In this play Thomas Santschi will

play the leading part. Supporting him will be George Faw-
cett, Mary Charleson, Sidney Smith and Cecil Holland.
Marshall Neilan. who is responsible for several of the big
Selig successes, directed the picture.

"I hi i . itagraph feature
ii Thursday," will

also be released on the 21st. This play feature:
Childers, Mai, McDermotl ami others. William Humphrey
directed it

"Tlir Ki'l." a charming featuring Lillian
Walker ami produced by Director Wilfred North.
f..r \n r,

McGouern with Powell Productions
Advertising Manager of New York Motion Picture Company

Resigns to Handle Sales for New Concern.

JN keeping with the policy of securing the best business
organization possible, the Frank Powell Productions,
Inc., announce the acquisition of Elmer I. McGovern,

to assume the position
of general sales repre-
sentative of that com-
pany.

Mr. McGovern came
into the picture field

after a long and varied
business experience
with the New York
Central Railroad, and
became associated as
advertising manager
with the old Exhib-
itors Times, now the
Motion Picture New-,
where he remained un-
til prevailed upon to go
with the New York
Motion Picture Cor-
poration.

IK was placed in

charge of all adver-
for the large cor-

and his meas-
ure of su< ccs., may be
judged by his holding
the position "l assistant

t" Mi KeSSel at the
• ins resignati*

9
it

to go with the Pi

ROLIN COMPANY EXPANDS.
The success of Pathe's "Puk-" COD I

msed the
Rolin Company, which produces them, t.> expand. \ new
company has just been formed under the direction of Harry
Russell, foi Fatty" Lampton and little

Gertrude Short v\ ill plaj the leads.

With thi lined through hia
work with the New York Motion rictun

ne conclusion thai he will prove a val
junct to the Powell organi

I
'I. BECOMES A "REALBOTATBR."

I. II. Sobel, a t.. niKi World Film •'!>.. osn-i." .,nd more
lately with B S Moss, has resigned to mo into the •

business, becoming manager of th<
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Three Vitagraphs on General Film.
Evart Overton in a Curwood Story—Kate Price in "Conduc-

tor Kate" and Hughie Mack in "There and Back."

DURING the second week of Vugust, Vitagraph will re-

lease three pictures of exceptional merit through the

General Film. The most prominent of these is "The
Wandering Horde." a three-part liroadway Star Feature by
lames Oliver Curwood, in which Evart Overton is starred.

"Conductor Kate" and "There and Hack," both single-part

comedies, are the other two subjects.

In "The Wandering Horde." Curwood gives an insight in-

Scene from "There and Back" (Vitagraph).

to the lives of men of high finance. He also conveys some
idea of how the "hoboes" who wander the roads and by-

wavs of our country subsist. The two conditions are blend-

ed "together with a pleasing love story in which Evart Over-
ton is seen as chief stockholder in a large corporation and
a novelist. He is given strong support by a capable cast

that includes Denton Vane, Adele Kelly, Charmine Mayfield,

Edward Elkas, John Costello and Logan Paul. Eugene
Mullin is to be complimented on the way he produced the

story and also on his selection of settings. The country
scenes are the most realistic we have ever seen.

"Conductor Kate" is crowded with laughs, that continue
throughout the entire run of the picture. Kate Price after

proving herself a better "man" than her husband, by knock-
ing him out for coming home "wobbly" after a stop at the

corner saloon, further goes to prove it by taking her post on
the rear end of a trolley car. She sees to it that the "no
smoking" order is carried out. Also, that the ladies obtain

seats even though she is compelled to pull some of the

"gentlemen" out of their seats to make room for them.
Templer Saxe is seen as the husband. William Addison
Lathrop is the author of the story.

Good-natured Hughie Mack, the heavyweight comedian, in

"There and Back." lives up to his reputation of laugh-maker.
He puts forth his best effort in this latest offering, which
was written by C. Graham Baker and Lawrence Semon.
Main- amusing situations are furnished in the cabaret
scenes, which are numerous. Semon, who produced the
picture, can always be depended on for something new,
and this is no exception, for many novel ideas are intro-

duced. Patsv De Forest and Josephine Earle make up the
balance of the cast.

Paramount:

s Quality Program.

Better Pictures for Better Theaters and a Better Public for

the Week of August 21.

TIM week of August -'1 will he an exceptionally interest-

ing one for Paramounters. because of the excellent

quality of thr releases that will be issued on the Para-

mount Program during the week. Interesting short reel

subjects will also be released, rounding out Paramount's
quality program of better pictures for better theaters and a

better public.

The two five-reel features will be the Lasky production of

"Public Opinion," and the Famous Players production of

"Rolling- Stones." The leading role in "Public Opinion" is

portrayed by Blanche Sweet, whose notable characterization

of sympathy represents one of her best pieces of work. The
scenario was written by Margaret Turnbull.
Rolling Stones" has been adapted by the Famous Players

from Edgar Selwyn's great comedy drama, in which < 'wen
Moore and Marguerite Courtot will be presented in the lead-

ing roles. The production is staged under the direction of

Del Henderson, one of the best known directors in the

motion picture industry who recently was added to the

Famous Players staff.

The Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures for this

week are not only interesting because of the beauty of the
scenic matter, but are especially notable because of their war-
time interest. The release entitled "In South Tyrol" is that

Italian corner of Austria to which Mr. Holmes takes his

fellow-travelers, which is familiarly known as "Italian

Austria." It is one of the most daintily beautiful sections of

Europe.
The Paramount-Bray cartoon for this week is another

clever animated antic of "Colonel Heeza Liar," who, J. R.
Bray, the cartoonist, has doing stunts in the character of
Hamlet. The cartoon shows the Colonel applying for a job
in a motion picture studio, to play opposite Mary Pickfrd
and other leading artists.

Paramount Pictographs, the "magazine-on-the-screen," has
more variety in this the twenty-eighth edition of the maga-
zine than any of its previous numbers. It opens with the
picturizing of how a fireman is made. The "Better Babies"
section of the Pictographs has as its basis a plea for maternal
nursing, and shows the results that accrue from feeding a
young baby from the bottle, or on prepared food, sold under
proprietary names, and how by reason of this children be-
come bow-legged, knock-kneed and flat-footed. Weaving in

wood is another interesting subject that is pictorially dis-

cussed in which there is shown that willow chairs are made
without nails, they being woven the same as you would
weave carpet.
Another section takes up the workings of the George

Junior Republic, a town of children, which costs each citizen
an average of $4 a week. Each child has to earn his board
and room, and if he commits a nuisance or any other of the
"republic's crimes," he is called into the children's court and
the jury is composed of kids. The concluding subject of this

week's magazine is entitled "A Picnic for Two," in which
there is shown an automobile used for picnicing. After the
couple have traveled twenty miles, they turn the car into a
kitchen, then a dining room, then a bath house, the latter
containing a shower bath.

Thai Big Explosion.
Created Great Excitement Among the "Weeklies," Each of

Which Claim a "Scoop."

The terrific explosion of high powered ammunition in-

tended for use in the European war which occurred at Black
Tom peninsula. New York Bay. on Sunday morning, July 30,

created quite a commotion among the cameramen engaged in

taking news scenes for the "Weekly news reels." Every
available camera in the news service about Xew York was
pressed into service and the rivalry in the point of getting
the first picture on the screen was sharp. It was a big event
and covered considerable territory, also it was a dangerous
assignment to cover for the reason that shrapnel shell was
bursting all over the place, not to speak of the continual
danger of several tons of explosives letting lose at any time
and in unexpected places.
But the camera men covered the event speedily and with

a completeness that wins credit for their calling. As to who
arrived first at the curtain it is difficult to say—they all claim
the honor. But it was a good job.

DAVIS IS PROMOTED.
H. M. Davis has been appointed manager of the Xew

York City branch of the Unicorn Film Service. Mr. Davis
has been identified with the motion picture business for the
past fourteen years, and is well fitted for the responsible po-
sition he now occupies.

Prior to his connection with the Unicorn Mr. Davis was
with the Mecca branch of the Universal. As he has him-
self managed a number of theaters he knows the needs of
exhibitors, and his personal attention is of value to the
patrons of the LTnicorn.

EDWARD JOSE AND PEARL WHITE FOR ANOTHER
PATHE SERIAL.

Edward Jose, producer of Pathe's "The Iron Claw," will

make a serial this fall with Pearl White as the star. This
serial will be made under the auspices of the Astra Film
Corporation and released through Pathe.

Miss White has starred in more serials than any player
before the oublic. and her drawing power is remarkable.
The association between Mr. Jose as director and Miss White
as the star proved so fortunate in "The Iron Claw" that ex-
hibitors will undoubtedlv be much pleased to learn that this

association will be continued.
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

General Film Company
THE SELIG-TRIBUNB, NO. 81, 1816 (Selig), July 31.—Two hundred

Illinois guardsmen overcome by the heat at El Paso; Jesse Hartley
of Springfield, Mo., 105 years old ; water sports at Rye Beach, X. V.

;

Miss Cralis. Galllgan wins swimming race at Rye Beach; steamboat
Keyport sunk oft the Battery, New York ; North Atlantic Squadron holds
field sports at Naval Training Station, Newport, R. I. ; National tennis

championship games, Brooklyn; new bathing pavilion, Chicago; native
4ancers, Java ; golf championship, Del Monte, Cal.

HIS HARD JOB (Vitagraph), July 31.—The hero of this one-reel

comedy is played by Wm. Dangman. William's difficult job is minding a
baby. He is not at all expert at the work but makes it interesting for

everyone, especially the baby, who, by the way, is a remarkable infant

actress. The reel will amuse the women and children. It was written

by James Stiles and produced by Frank Currier.

HUBBY'h RELATIVES (Vim), Aug. 2.—Harry C. Meyers and Rose-
mary Theby continue their domestic difficulties in this one-reel comedy.
Hubby's relatives turn out to be bill collectors, for the most part, and
he is put to it to rid the house of their presence. The reel is capitally

played and the situations are fairly funny.

TriE SELIG-TRIOI'NE, NO. 02, l!ll(l (Selig), Aug. 3.—Twenty-two die

in an explosion in waterworks tunnel under Lake Erie, Cleveland ;

steamer Mt. Clemens carried rescue party, four of whom perished in

attempt to rescue comrades ; seven killed when bomb explodes during
preparedness parade, San Francisco; chorus girls sell tickets for relief

of guardsmen's families, New York; sizzling heat drives thousands into

cooling water. Chicago; summer camp for poor children at Canton,
i Illinois on hike at San Antonio; Mathewson's farewell.

HUMAN HOUNDS (Vim), Aug. 3.—Plump and Runt are a pair of de-
i,i- one-reel farce. Their efforts to help a client secure a di-

vorce from her husband, leads to considerable broad fun. The number
has the vigor of action that is generally to be found in a Vim comedy.

PEACHES AND PONIES (Kalem), Aug. 4.—A one-reel comedy fea-
turing Ivy Close, this picture is a decided advance upon the first number
in which thi Engll b actn appeared. A review was printed I

of Aug. 12,

A MYSTERY OF THE RAILS I No. 91 Of the "Hazards of Helen"
Railroad Series Kalem) Aug, 5. Tins hazard bae an extra number of
thrills. A review ol the picture wa printed In thi

1101.
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General Film Company Specials
REPENTANCE (Eesanay), July :-.>. The I ol thi three reel photo

i a dran < lj that tin

mil i brought to i. .ih/. her error la convincing. John -Lorena and Ann<
worth)

THE OLD MAN WHO TRIED TO GROW Viu m; (Selig), Julj 31
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THE SAND LARK (Knickerbocker!. July 28.—The Bcei
three-reel photoplay are laid on the seashore, Osherfolk being the prin-
cipal people in the story. While befriending a woman she finds on the
beach, the heroine compromises herself and causes her lover to think
the worst of her. As usual, a little calm reflection would have cleared
the atmosphere of suspicion—and spoiled the dramatic climax. The
story is human but rather long drawn out. Henry Kins at

Landis are earnest and capable in the leading parts. The locations are
picturesque.

THE CHIMNEY SWEEP lEssanayi. Aug. 1. Joyce Fair is the lead-
ing lady of this two-reel drama, written by Edward T. Lowe, Jr. The
picture belongs to the juvenile class of fiction, a waif who starts lite

as a chimney sweep filling the role of the hero. The youngster falls
in love with a daughter of wealth, works his way up the social ladder
and marries the lady of his choice. The story is just what it pretends
to be, and is neatly acted by Joyce Fair, Tommy Harper, John Cossar
and Fr,d Malatesta.

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
LITTLE EYE EDGARTON (Aug. 21).—An unusually well-produced

five-part production, directed by Robert Leonard. The picture is an
adaptation of Eleanor H. Abbotts novel, and features Ella Hall and
Thomas Jefferson. Herbert Rawlinson and other competent players ait
also in tin cast. A full review of the production will be found else-

Internafional Film Service Inc.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. HJ. - Departure

of the Gorman submarine "Deutschland" from Baltimore; cowboy con-
test at M.dora. N. I

1 nl awaiting execution; bathing
girl dressed for a stroll at Long Beach. Cal.; result of bomb throwing

.
.iness Parade, San Francisco; Vincent Astor trying out his

hydroplane at Hayshore. L. I.; den. Joffre reviewing Russian recruits,
footlights and fashions ; "Strip,- and Patch,-,'' a cartoon by Tom

Mutual Film Corporation
DAREDEVILS AND DANGER (Beauty), Aug. .' An unusually thrill-

ing number in which some daring motorcycle ridm- i

Slight and deals with tin Hi. tl

self-aiming machine gun. This resolves its.if Inti

\ very good number
MUTUAL WEEKLY, no. 83 (Mutual), Aug, 2. Interestini

at Boston, Mass. ; th,

James Whit, mull Riley; a demonstration of the Dunn dlvlni
the State militia having Seattle roi Alaska via thi -
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Too BAD EDDIE (Beauty), Aug. IS.- This will bo found to be a very
amusing fare, comedy in which Eddie, the publisher of a daily news-
paper, has an interesting time trying to dodge bis creditors. In so
doing he pretends to be engaged to the daughter of the rich man of the
town, is forced to back water, and in the end, when everything goes
wrong, he decides to make good his escape.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials
THE STRENGTH OF DONALD McKENZIE (Mutual Star Production—

«<>. 123), Aug. ''<.—William Russell and Charlotte Burton are
featured in this live-part production. The story, not a strong one, treats

of the casual meeting of two young people in the mountains, and of the
result of the meeting in the eventual engagement of the pair. Some
Interesting situations occur when the plans of the villain go awry. A
tame squirrel takes a prominent part in the picture.

THE MADONNA OF THE NIGHT (American), Aug. 3.—A three-part
number featuring Nita Davis. This number is not of Bpecial Interest,

the story of a young woman who, in returning from college

for her Christmas vacation, accidentally drops her slipper from the
train at a stop on the road. Running down the embankment to get it,

she suddenly realizes that the train has left her. After wandering about
she walks into a saloon, where she is carried off by one of the men con-
gregated there, and returned to her home in safety. The production
would be more interesting under another name, .and without the effort

made to imitate in appearance the Virgin.

SANDY—REFORMER (Mustang), Aug. 4.—A two-part western produc-
tion, featuring Helen Rosson and Art Acord. The story deals with the
adventure of Sandy, a plain cowboy, who is lured into buying worthless
mining stock, and afterwards gets the best of the man who sold him
the stock, forcing him to return him the price of it. His dream of a
home of his own then comes true when he marries a pretty waitress.
A very good number.

FATES DECISION (Centaur), Aug. 5.—This two-part production from
the Horsley studios will be found interesting. Margaret Gibson is given
an opportunity for the display of talent which she takes advantage of.

Playing opposite her is William Clifford with Claude Mortonsen play-
ing the "heavy." The story is not new in theme. In fact it is one of the
sort that has been done again and again, treating of the business man's
wife who goes momentarily astray because she feels her husband is neg-
lecting her. Nevertheless, the production is well made and cannot fail

to interest.

SOME LIARS (Vogue), Aug. 13.—A two-part comedy which concerns
the persecution of a husband whose wife is boss of the home. With his

pal, whose domestic life is happier, he goes off on a spree one night and
thirty days later appears again before his interrogating spouse in fear
and trembling. He is soundly trounced for his pains and so the story

ends. The number is moderately entertaining.

A WELSH SINGER (Mutual Star Production—No. 127), Aug. 17.—

A

five-part production made at the Turner studios in England. The story
on which it is based is taken from a novel by Allen Raine, and is an ex-
ceptionally pretty romance. Florence Turner plays the leading feminine
role in a delightful manner, clothing the character of the shepherdess
who later is transformed into a prima donna, with simplicity and
dignity. This picture can be hown with impunity in any theater.

Paramount Pictures Corporation.
THE STRONGER LOVE (Morosco), Aug. 14.—Vivian Martin makes

her first appearance as a Morosco star in this very well produced story
of a mountain feud. The characters are convincingly acted by Miss
Martin and those in her support and the photography is notably fine.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
PATHE NEWS, NO. 60, 1916 (Pathe), July 26.—Interesting items of

this number are Ladies of the American Red Cross Society presenting
the colors to the U. S. Troops at Fort Sam Houston ; demonstration of

tractor ploughs at Munroe County fair ; Allied Warships in the North
Sea ; Gen. Joffre reviewing a detachment of French Infantry as it

passes to battle, and scenes in the Oregon woods showing sportsmen
hunting venison.

Pathe Exchange Inc. Specials
WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 13 (Arrow). July 31.—"The Goad of Jeal-

ousy" is the title for this number of the series, which, although not
quite as strong as some of the other dramas that have been presented,
will at the same time be found interesting as a well directed pro-

duction. It treats of how a woman yielded to the voice of Jealousy,
and eventually poisoned herself.

WHO'S GUILTY? NO. 14 (Arrow), Aug. 7.—In this number is pre-
sented a story dealing with the career of a young man who became the
innocent victim of a malicious person living next door through whom he
Is sentenced to prison twice on false accusations. In the meantime his

mother dies for lack of proper care, and his sister almost becomes the
victim of the man in trying to save her mother. Rather overdrawn,
but effective. Its title is "The Irony of Justice."

THE GRIP OF EVIL, NO. 5 (Balboa), Aug. 14.—This number pre-

sents the case of a young girl whose father is a drunkard and whose
mother favors her son rather than her daughter, thereby preventing
the girl from making the best of her opportunities. At the loss of her
position through her mother's unjust treatment, she wanders about dis-

tracted and then tries to commit suicide by drowning, and is rescued by
a young bachelor who afterward falls in love with her. In his home
she is harrassed by her brother, who tries to collect money for gambling
purposes.

THE FUGITIVE (Gi I Aug. 14.—The initial release
of the Thanhouser Film Corporation on the Gold Rooster program fea-

torj .ii the production was written by
Philip Lonernan, and takrs (lie form of an interesting melodrama. At
times there is felt a lark of action that could easih
A nil! review will be found on another page of the magazine.

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
CAUGHT WITH THE GOODS (Nestor), .inly 31.—A pleasing little

number, showing the way in which a trained ourang-outang steals a
wallet and throws suspicion on tin hero. Later the theft is unraveled.
A light subject of quite an entertaining sort.

WHAT DARWIN MISSED (Nestor), Aug. 13.—A comedy number, by
Beverly Grill' tor I'otel as a professor who specializes
in animal studies. He dreams be Is in an African Jungh
meets an elephant, an ourang-outang, some alligators and other beasts.
Real animals are employed in each instance. The plot is slight, but
children will probably like the animal features.

THE BATTLE OF CHILE CON CARX'E (Nestor), Aug. 14.—Eddie
Moran and Priscilla Dean appear in this Mexican war bur-

lesque, i... makes up well as Gen. Caramba. Eddie is a reporter,
who falls in love with a .Mexican belle and carries her over the border
after much trouble. This is quite pleasingly presented and has several
amusing moments.

HE WROTE A BOOK (Victor), Aug. 15.—A one-reel comedy, by Hay-
ward Mack, featuring Wm. Garwood, Lois Wilson and Edward Brady.
A young college student is imposed upon by his friends, but he learns
boxing and succeeds in turning the tables on them. The plot has a
touch of originality and the number is quite amusing.

TOLL OF THE LAW (Imp), Aug. 16.—A story of the underworld,
by Francis J. Powers, featuring T. D. Crittenden, Agnes Vernon and
Wm. Lowery. The plot is one of obvious sentiment and no particular
originality, though the characters are quite appealing. A blind girl,

her crooked brother and a minister are the principals.

A WOMAN'S EYES (Big U), Aug. 17.—A Western episode, featuring
Harry Carey, Joe Rickson and Olive Fuller Golden. The "Buzzard"
discovers oil on the homesteader's land and plots with Horn to jump
the claim. The latter relents when he meets the girl and drives the
men away. This is interesting and well presented.

THE RIDDLE OF THE WORLD (Powers), Aug. 19.—No. 1 of a
series of films depicting life in Japan, taken by Dr. George A. Hersey.
Some novel views are shown of life in the land of temples and cherry
trees. An instructive insight into the manners and customs of the
Japs is afforded.

WEAPONS OF LOVE (Big U), Aug. 18.—A mountain story, by
Hapsburg Liebe, featuring Vola Smith and G. Raymond Nye. The girl

is very attractive and the scenic effects are also good. The story has
the right native tang to it and is an improvement over the average
number of this type.

GOOD AND EVIL (Imp), Aug. 18.—This number contains a slight

allegorical touch, showing the way in which the spirit of Christ is re-

flected by a painting of the Madonna child. The idea has been used
before in different ways. The lesson conveyed is a good one, though
there is some vagueness of construction.

SOUP AND NUTS (Joker), Aug. 19.—Pat Rooney is featured in this

number, by Ben Cohn, as a Willie boy who goes to college. He clashes
with the other students and it make a man of him. The plot is rather
slight, but fairly amusing.

Universal Film Mfg.Company Specials
PEG 0' THE RING, NO. 15 (Universal Special), Aug. 7.—In addition

to having thrills galore, the last two-part episode of the Grace Cunard-
Francis Ford serial brings the story to a satisfactory conclusion by re-

moving several of the evil characters and causing the others to reform.
The rescue of Peg from a burning building is one of the most startling

incidents, after which she undergoes an operation to cure her peculiar

mental malady. Altogether these two reels provide an appropriate
conclusion for a popular serial.

A YOKE OF GOLD (Red Feather), Aug. 14.—A five-reel offering,

the scenario by Calder Johnstone and directed by Floyd B. Carleton.

This is a story of old California days, located in San Gabriel and
Santa Barbara missions and the surrounding country. It is a very
quiet story, almost entirely devoid of drama. The chief strength is in

the settings and general atmosphere, which are true to the time de-

picted. While it contains considerable beauty of presentation, it is

not strong in story value. Alfred Allen, Dorothy Davenport and Emory
Johnson play the leads.

LIBERTY (Universal Special Feature), Aug. 14.—No. 1 of a new
serial, bearing the special title "The Fangs of the Wolf." This is to

be a story of love and adventure on the Mexican border, with a dash
of patriotism thrown in here and there. A group of daring performers,

comprising Marie Walcamp. Jack Holt, Bertram Grassby, Neal Hart,

G. Raymond Nye and Eddie Polo promise well for a serial of this type.

This first installment, in three reels, makes a good showing. Actions

of a stirring type is the chief element of interest. The wild, pic-

turesque settings are attractive.

TIMOTHY, THAT'S ME, (Dobbs No. 1, "The Sody Clerk") (Special

Universal Feature), Aug. 14.—A bright, snappy comedy two-reel sub-

ject, written by Bess Meredyth and directed by Wallace Beery. Carter

De Haven plays the part of a young soda clerk who likes himself

pretty well and imagines he is a great actor. All the village "flappers"

are in love with him, including Mary, daughter of the proprietor. Vola
Smith appears as the latter. Robert Milash is funny as Jeff, farm
hand and valet. The subtitles are good samples of up-to-date humor
and the subject as a whole is laughable and pleasing.
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A SOW OF NEPTUNE (Gold Seal), Aug. 15.—This three-reel juvenile

subject, by Win. V. Mong, features Gordon Griffith and Georgia French.
The small boy, after his father's death, wanders over the seacoast

toy whistle. The beachcomber and his wife find him and
treat him cruelly. He runs away and his whistle brings a little girl,

who has lost her way. lie tells htr a fairy story and they fall asleep.

The dream, In which gnomes and fairies appear, is prettily worked out.

This would have been stronger as a two-reel subject, but will please

children as it Btands.

THE MOTHER-IN-LAW (L-KO);, Aug. 16.—A three-reel comic num-
ber, featuring Billy Ritchie as a man pestereu by his mother-in-law.
The action is of the knockabout type, some of it slightly vulgar, though
not in an offensive way. The number will probably have a strong
appeal in houses that arc not too particular. Some of the incidents

are certainly very funny in their way. The patent bath tub, the travel-

ing soap bubble and the moving of the house to the railroad right-of-

way, are features that will bring laughter.

ASHAMED OF THE OLD FOLKS (Victor), Aug. 17.—A two-reel num-
ber, featuring Matt Moore and Jane Gail as a young married couple.

He also plays the part of the girl's father and she his mother, double
exposure being employed in various scenes. The makeups of the old

couple are so well done that many observers will not discover the de-

ception until they are taken off at the close. The story itself is not

particularly strong, but there is enough novelty in the production to

hold the attention. The number is an entertaining one.

BEYOND THE TRAIL (Bison), Aug. 1!>—A two-reel Canadian story,

featuring lien Wilson, Dorothy Phillips, Charles Ogle and Wm. Welsh.
This shows a young father and his girl who have come to the wood
reeions. where no questions are asked. Later, when the girl grows m..

her lover comes. He turns out to be a son of the man who had greatl}

wronged her father. The story is quite dramatic and well-constructed,

and while somewhat conventional, holds the interest well. The winter

At Leading Picture Theaters

"The Woman in the Case" at the Strand.

AS the feature for the week of August 6 the Strand
theater offered the Famous Players screen adaptation
of Clyde Fitch's noteworthy drama, "The Woman in

the Case," starring Pauline Frederick, who has chosen the
part of the self-sacrificing wife who risks everything to save
her husband. In support of Pauline Frederick there ap-
peared several well known players, chief among them being
Clarence Handysides, Alan Hale and Marie Chambers.
A subsidiary feature at the Strand was Charlie Chaplin's

latest comedy, "One A. M."
The Strand Topical Review, the Strand Travelogues, and

a "Mutt and Jeff" cartoon comedy completed the film

program.
Harry Gribble, Fritz Bruch, and Miss Lucy Bruch, Miss

Grace Hoffman and Miss Perle were the soloists.

"Hell to Pay Austin" at the Rialto.

The Rialto offered Bessie Love and Wilfred Lucas in

"Hell to Pay Austin," a Triangle photoplay from the pen
of Mary II O'Connor, who has combined a man's "punch"
and a woman's tender appreciation of charm in a story of
frontier life. As a special added attraction "Charlie" Chaplin
appeared upon the screen, commencing Monday, in his latest
comedy creation, "One A. M."
The regular program included a Keystone comedy,

"Laundry Liz," with Fay Tincher in the title role. An
attractive topical and scientific weekly, and the third section
of Dr. Leonard S. Sugden's motion pictures of Alaska, were
also shown.
Vocal artists from the operatic field predominated in the

musical section, and included Lucille Arnold, M. Desere De
Frere and Hardy Williams,,!,

"The House of the Golden Windows" at the Broadway.
Cleo Ridgely and Wallace Reid, the Famous Players-

Lasky stars, were seen at the Broadway theater in the Jesse
L. Lasky-Paramount production of "The House of the Golden
Windows," written especially for them by Charles Carvor
from the storj bj L, V. Jefferson.
The phot,,pla\ is i, ,mided on an old fairy tale. 'I '1

version is laid among the green fields of California and t, IN
the story of Tom and Sue Wells Straggling for riches, and
how Sue goes in search of the house on the hill, only to
find that her own little shack has windows of uold
"One \. M .." the latest Mutual-Chaplin two part corned)

featuring Charlie Chaplin, was added on Monday.
Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.

M thi
I

i theater the four newest
were shown, Monday, Tuesda\ and V.

Frank Keenan in "Honor Thy Name." and on Thursday,
Friday, Saturdaj at d Sundaj Mae Marsh and Robi rl

m "1 he Mat.,., •. ,,i Moll I i" led the pi \ K( v
stone comedy supplied the lighter moments

The Latest Issue of Cine Mundial
Topfull of Practical Information About the Latin-American

Market and Greatly Enlarged in Size.

THE seventh issue of Cine-Mundial, the Spanish edition

of The Moving Picture World, shows a great and
sound growth and is not a small source of encourage-

ment to the American producer and exporter who is looking
for an outlet in this market. Interesting figures and data
will be found from Ecuador, Mexico, Cuba, Valencia, Bel-
bao, Portugal and other points of interest in Latin-America.
The list of advertisers has grown in proportion—a sure sign
that the paper is accomplishing its original purpose, i. e., to
open the great field to the South of us to American films and
American supplies. Among this week's contributors are:
F. <j. Ortega, Jorge Hermida, Gil Perez. Albino Doval and
Gerardo !-

The Cine-Mundial has attracted attention in every corner
of the Spanish-speaking world, as is evidenced by constant
inquiries from readers and advertisers. Every issue in over-
whelming fashion renews the proof that such a journal as
Cine-Mundial was much needed and is even in its inianc>
thoroughly appreciated. It is plain that this growth of Cine-
Mundial is of the continuous kind. The office of Cine-
Mundial has been able in the past to assist advertisers and
readers to get into touch to their mutual profit. All the
experience and the knowledg represented by an unusually
strong and capable staff is at the disposal of ecery American
film man who wants to hear something about the Latin-
American market, which has just been touched by American
enterprise and which holds limitless possibilities

Doris Kenyan

DORIS MARGARET KEXVOX. who will be featured
with Robert Warwick in "Marie.

-

' a coming Paragon
production to be released on the World Film program,

was studying vocal culture, and had played in a few per-
formances of the "Princess Pat" company when she was
discovered.
Her childhood ambition was to become a grand opera

singer. Now, between
the operatic stage and
motion pictures, she is

at a loss which to

choose lor her profes-
sion, but she is sure of
one thing, and that is,

she wants to become a
great artist in whatever
work she finally decides
to buckle down with.

Miss Kenyon will be
IS \ ears old next Sep-
tember 5; she is 5 feet

inches tall, weighs all

of 130 pounds, has an
original light complex-
ion with brown hair

and gray eyes. She is

considered by artists to

be the most natural
smiling girl in the
pictures, and her smile

arming as it is

bewitching.
She is fond of swim-

ming: in fact, she is an expert in the water, and has no fears
for sharks. Horseback riding is another hobb)
while .she does love to ride in her big
When at play or at work in the studi.

long a name for her friends to call h

they have adopted the more intimate cognomen i

'

Bear in mind that if you ha\e not heat 1

, verj much in the
past about Miss Kenyon. that is r will see

that you do hear a great deal more
Watch out

'

\ playei
in Gaumont

!..• Gaumont fold I

tabloid phol

Doris Kenyon.
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"BROKE BUT AMBITIOUS" (Universal).

a horde of college boys were loosed this summer. Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran, Nestor comedians at Universal City,
never wenl to college, but they play the roles supremely well
in "lirokf Hut Ambit ions." which will be released on August
21 by the Universal.

,/nst out of school, where they have worked their way through
as laundry agents, furnace cleaners and at other such occupa-

Scene from "Broke But Ambitious" (Universal).

tions, they see an ad. in the paper for two young men to serve
as companions and to amuse a yachting party.
Take a look at the picture below. See how amusingly they

are entertaining the "yachting party," Yes; they were shang-
haied. However, that's neither here nor there. Thev had a
delightful cruise, were only seasick on six days out of the
week and made excellent scullions in the ship's stew chamber.
"Broke But Ambitious" was written by Harry Lyons, scenar-

ioized by C. J. Wilson, Jr., and produced by L. W. Chaudet.
H. S. Griffith. Priscilla Dean and Marcia Moore appear in sup-
port of the Nestor twins, and towards the end of the play what
with Priscilla and Marcia furnishing the love interest all
tinkles as merrily as a marriage bell.

"THE PAINTED LIE" (Horsley).
"The Tainted Lie" will be the title of the gigantic military

spectacle, a forthcoming David Horsley masterpicture pro-
ring Crane Wilbur, which has been referred to in
icements as "Somewhere in Mexico."
was completed this week and is the most massive
vev turned out from the Horsley plant. Thrilling
3 of real conflict between United States troops
are included in the action of the picture, these

scenes having been filmed by Cameraman Roberto A. Turnbull,
who accompanied Mr. Wilbur and Director Robert B. Broadwell
to the border during the period of the crisis between this country
and Mexico.
The story is from the pen of Crane Wilbur, and the principals

of the supporting cast are .Ma.- Gaston. H irrish lngraham, Ida
Lewis and Marie Corteaux. The release date of "The Painted
Lie" will be announced later.

WITH THE UNICORN ORGANIZATION.
O. W. Moore, a well known picture man, has severed his

connection with the Bluebird company, Indianapolis, Ind.. and
has taken the management of the Unicorn office in that city.
A. J. Normal is manager of the Unicorn Chicago office. Mr.
Normal left the Mutual Film Corporation to take up his new
duties. S. M. Moscow has been transferred from the Boston
office of the Unicorn to the management of the Syracuse, N. Y.,

branch. C. N. Christenson has resigned from the Mutual Film
Corporation to take the management of the Cleveland, Ohio,
office of the Unicorn.
The Unicorn branch offices have steadily increased in number

until today there are twenty-eight in full operation. They are

ductioi

The Storj
production
battle seer
and bandit

situated in the following i

Bangor, Me.; Boston, Mass
charlotte, N. Ci Chicago
Ohio; Denver, Colo Detr<
apolis, ind. ; Kansas City,
Wis

ties: Albany, .\. v.
: Baltimore, Md,

Buffalo, N. v
.
eh. ii ieston, W. Va.;

111.; Cincinnati, ...iio: Cleveland,
'. Mich I l.ii i isl.ui _. I'.,.; Indian-

Milw ukee.
conn.: New Vork cits
Louis, Mo.; Springfield,
Washi ii- 1 on, i ». c. a ml

Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburg, I

Mass.: Syracuse, N. v.; Toledo
v/ilkesbarre, Pa.
When the Atlanta, Ga., and the California offices are opened,

which will be very shortly, the network of Unicorn offices will

chi

THE McCLELLAN REFRIGERATING MACHINE.
A new and interesting device for cooling the liquid wash used
film developing is now being marketed by the McClellan Re-
igerating Machine Co., of Chicago.
The .McClellan system is adapted to all conditions, and can

• attached to any tank. It is specially designed, small and
impact, and is connected to the developing tank by piping to
coil located inside the barrel. The machine can be set to
ly degree desired, and will govern the temperature of the
iuid accordingly.
The refrigerating gases are automatically controlled, and a
mple turn of a water valve handle starts and stops the ma-

s operated by electricity, motors for which are fur-
ished with it. The McClellan system eliminates the usual
ouble experienced by the use of ice, and it is guaranteed not

i interfere with the chemical solution. The Burton Holmes
udio of Chicago has had the device in practical use for some
me, and the results are reported highly satisfactory.

"MY COUNTRY 'TIS OF THEE" (Essanay).
This is a timely photoplay which grew out of the Mexics

problem. It is not at all a war story, however, but a Id
romance, dealing with the conflict between a man's duty to h
country and his home. The man, a captain in the militia, go,

Scene from "My Country 'Tis of Thee" (Essanay).

to the front despite the bitter opposition of
tells him he does not love her and is encourage
by the Other Man. The captain hears that his
ing her time in company with the other man :

lough and rushes home. He finds, however, tl

has learned to know the worth of his rival. I

of feeling she is aroused to an intense admiratioi
otism and his sterling qualit:

to return

is wife. She
in this belief
nfe is beguil-
d gets a fur-

Nation:
The picti

Guard lea'

and Lillian Drew
tie role of the otl

country while she a
en during the time
Chicago for the

he troops is- shown,
of husband and w
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COSTLY THRILL FOR "FRISCO."
\n expenditure of close t<> $6,000 was necessary for a single

scene showing an oil well explosion which will appear in "The
Oil Field Plot," a coming episode of Kalem's "The Girl From
Frisco" series. Director James Home, in charge of the com-
pany, and his assistants spent two weeks in a search through
the Taft, Sherman, Fullerton and LaBrea oil fields before they
found at Bakersfield a well that was temporarily idle.

Much wire pulling and the placing of a bond covering the

GERALDINE O'BRIEN STARS IN GOLD ROOSTER
PLAY

"A Woman's Fight.
-
' the Pathe Gold Root

August 20th, is one of those h.ghly dramatic plays which
appeals to every audience. It was produced by Popular flays
and IMayers under the personal supervision of Herbert Blache,
and reflects credit upon .Mr. Blache for the careful attention
to details which has been given It

.Miss GeraldLne O'Brien, the star, lias previously appeared
in a Gold Rooster play. Henry \V. Savage's "Excuse Me,
five reel comedy which has been more than ordinal il

ful from i 88 O'Brien has for several years
enjoyed a larae following among patrons of the "legitimate."
In "A Woman's Fight" her characterization of a working girl.

naturally pure hearted and
reason of ci rcumstances, is excellent Nor does her art suffer
when in the story she lifts herself out of the depths and as
the wile of a wealthy clergyman assumes a different station in

society. Thurlow Hergen plays the clergyman and is always

of the

Scene from "The Oil Field Plot" (Kalei

id tower were then neces-
uld be taken. It was a gala day in

i.l and between the handling Of the monster crowd
and the staging of the explosion Director Home had his hands
full.

nieras were used to cover every angle of the scene.
So well were the advance preparations handled that there was
no damagi nearby buildings, nor was a single
accident reported.
Newspapers In California are already beginning to show

unusual interest in Kalem's series featuring Marin Sais ana
idman. Advance outlines of the stories and the pub-

lication of the first four episodes in the Aiikusi isso.

Stories Magazine have dlSCl Ihat Koliert Welles
Ritchie has drawn from real incidents of California history for
his plots.

••The Oil Field Plot" for which Director Hon,. -

spectaculai effect last week tells of the struggle some years
Independent oil men against moneyed interests that

iei*a1 Ion of certa in ra I Iroads
n. haine.i, tii, i.,, i, i h episode, I founded on the ta-

.. urritiK about a dei
i Mm. i onsplracj .

'

With Udell tj a desert town from
i ever hopeful pi.

sea. ch The Inltl [elrei s," Issue?
onfliCt between I h,

lis and cattle rangers.

PIOUANT EPISODES FROM "LIFE."
ilue of .•.-operation with the Gaumonl com-

pany, the Life Company, publisher of the humorous
• the diaiiiat i/.al no

of the clever little episodes fr its pages which appear undei
Thereat

1 o be III me, | ;, tabloid dramas a lid used I .. u l\ e greater \ a 1 I, I

to "Keel Life," the Mutual Magazine in Film The lirst will

.1 i>|m a r on "Ret i
I

.

players, tn hu-
morous fashion It puts up to spectators the question of what

-aid do win. bad never been engaged and ii

sudd.nl. u I b Chap who seems i rresist i Id

.

.lust as thi wj is about to be performed guards
from an Insane asylum arrive and re ve the groom The
second episode, attached to "Reel Life" No 16, deals with the
troubles of a fal youn worn n h keeplni up her huaband'i
int. -test. Miss Nan K\at,s Is the featured player. These tab
buds are being directed bj Edwin Middleton, Amoi
playeri who have parts in these little pi

Cunningham, Miss Rosi Ludwig and Jack Hopkins.

PRIVATE SHOWING OF "BEATRICE FAIRFAX."
a pi i vate \ ou of "Beat!

i ..I the Intel national Film S< rvlct rm
to exhibitors and the presi In the Criterion theatei I

ami Port] fourth street, on nexl Tuesday, \ i

a. m. The first two epll IS and the prologUl Ol

Fairfax" will be shown, as will also the current n<

.art..,, ns. ,\ symphonj orchestra will furnish the music

COLONEL HEEZA LIAR PLAYS HAMLET.
The Paramount-Bray anl

August 24 is from the pen of .1 K. Bray It tells a very funny
ting Btory of Colonel Heeza Liar tripping lightly

down from the Avenue. wh<
on the side of a motion picture studio. While he si

ing the sign, knowing he wants a job and needs the money, he
spies Marj Pickford, Mae Murray. Marguerite Clark. Geraldine
Farrar, Pauline Frederick. Vivian Martin. Charlie Chaplin and
oth< is of the larger satellites in the film industry walking
into the studio. He realiz- -

with the real money he will
his life.

The different stars show the Colonel some of their familiar
stunts, and he, believing they have nothing on him. •

office of th tor, and by reciting a dramatic poem
tleman (who is in favor of iiis execution)

contract for si. a week, to play the part of Hamlet.
At the rehearsal the Colonel plays opposite Mary Pickford

and Charlie Chaplin and th< misadven-
tures Which end in their belly fired Horn the studio. In the
end the Colonel finds that he had a lony. but sweet nightmare.

"MARRIED FOR REVENGE" (Universal).
re certain incidents in 'Muriel for Revenge" that

no critical reviewer of moving pictures would approve ,,t.

For instance, ue see in Hie phture reproduced herewith two
so-called gentlemen throwing huckleberrj pies al each other.
Such conduct is reprehensible; it would not be tolerated for
an instant in any Fifth avenue drawing room. It is Simplj
not done, line instinctivelx feels that one should not do such
things because of their Impi o

Gale Henry, looking over William Franey's shouldi
tilj disapproves of her husbands conduct Even I

ful Lillian Peacock is astounded at the turn affairs h.c\e taken.
She

1 from "Married for Revenge" (Universal).

Old Chum

•

of the St.

ted th, pi,- throwing and other soei
and Mllburn Morantl should be mentioned

,« same llquor-ladei

ispectlng public
i Revenge"

•nth. fOI
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"SAVING THE FAMILY NAME" (Bluebird).
The Smalleys contribute their sixth production to the Blue-

bird program September 11. "Saving the Family Name," pre-
pared for the screen by Lois Weber, who based her scenario
upon a story by Evelyn Heath. Beside assisting Miss Weber
in the direction Phillips Smalley will play the principal male
role. Mary MacLaren, the heroine of "Shoes," will be the
featured person.
There are in the details mentioned above sufficient facts of

Scene from "Saving the Family Name" (Bluebird).

importance to the exhibitor to make "Saving the Family Name"
a feature that will warrant preparing for several weeks in

advance. Lois Weber's vogue, established in her production
of "Hypocrites," has been greatly enhanced by her consistently
excellent contributions to the Bluebird series.
Mary MacLaren, who gained quick fame by her abrupt eleva-

tion to screen stardom from the obscurity of "playing maids,"
when she was discovered and directed by Lois Weber in

"Shoes," carries a quite different role in "Saving the Family
Name," and justifies the excellent judgment made manifest by
Miss Weber in bringing her out as a leading woman.
With the preliminary introduction of "The Unattainable"

featuring Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson, for the week
embracing Labor Day, the Bluebird people practically start
the theatrical season with "Saving the Family Name"—in-

augurating, at least, a renewed effort to place their brand in*

the public eye, through their national campaign, and retaining
vogue for the series by advancing carefully chosen subjects.

Phillips Smalley, as Miss MacLaren's leading man in "Saving
the Family Name," makes his second appearance as a Bluebird
actor. Jack Holt, Carl Von Schiller, Harry Depp and Miss
Girrard Alexander will be among the principals in a large cast.

Allen Seigler attended to the camera work, the photography
being an important factor because of the nature of the story.

MARGUERITE CLARK AS "LITTLE LADY EILEEN."
"Little Lady Eileen," the girl who believes in fairies, the next

starring vehicle of Marguerite Clark, is scheduled for release
on the Paramount Program August 10 by the Famous Players.

The keynote of the picture, which was directed by J. Searle
Dawley, is the implicit faith which Eileen has in the fairies,

though nobody else among her companions takes any stock in

such nonsense. So strong is her faith that the little Irish las-

she actually sees the fairies themselves, though her lover is

blind to them and scoffs at her.

The romantic atmosphere of old Ireland and the delightful
subject have given both the star and the director an almost un-
paralleled opportunity to give full rein to their respective abil-

ities. Surely none could be better suited to a role of this kind
than the diminutive Miss Clark, and the skill of Mr. Dawley
in interweaving the real and the fantastic is too well known
to need comment.

It was for this production that the folk-lore and tradition

of old Ireland was exhaustively studied and much time was
spent in the making of queer jaunting carts, old mule-drawn
carriers, Irish railway coaches, and even papier-mache fairies,

in the midst of which the tiny figure of Miss Clark is now Just

and now looms gigantic.
Exceptionally clever work has been done in support of Miss

Clark by Harrv Lee as the old Irish cobbler, \ernon Steele,

John L Shine, Russell Bassett and Maggie Halloway Fisher.

LENORE ULRICH IN "THE CONFLICT."
Upon the completion of Lenore Ulrich's new photoplay vehicle

for Pallas Pictures "The Intrigue," the popular little star will

immediately begin work on her next subject, "The Conflict," a

dramatic storv bv Julia Crawford Ivers. "The Intrigue," in

which Miss Ulrich appears in the role of the beautiful Countess
Sonia Varnli, a foreigrn spy. wil
on the Paramount program.

In "The Conflict" Miss Ulrich will appear as "Alona," the
half-breed daughter of a wealthy white man. A romantic
theme is evident in the story and it is expected that this will
be brought out to particular advantage by the work of the
star, together with the stirring moments of the play.
"The Conflict" will be staged under the chief supervision of

Scott Sidney, who has just become affilated with the Pallas
organization. Mr. Sidney was formerly with Ince and has a
long list of successes to his credit. He will be ably assisted
by Waldo Walker. Supporting Miss Ulrich is another excep-
tional cast, including Colin Chase, who appears opposite the
star, Howard Davies, Adelaide Woods, Jack Stark, Gail Brooks,
Joy Lewis and William Winter Jefferson. The camera work
will be supervised by James Van Trees, who is responsible for
much of the excellent photography evidenced in recent Pallas
releases.

"REEL LIFE" MERITING PRAISE.
The Mutual Magazine in Film, "Reel Life," which is manu-

factured by the Gaumont company, is coming into some well
merited praise from Mutual branch managers. It is the branch
manager who is in close touch with the exhibitor, and it is

extremely gratifying to the Gaumont company to find that
these men are not only themselves enthusiastic over the new
reel, but are able to report that exhibitors are equally as well

. favorable comments," writes
lager, "and the picture is used in 'first run' houses."

word that "we received nothing but the
n 'Reel Life.' It is one of the most enter-

part of any program. The adver-

"We have received some

Froi
very best comments i

taining reels that ca
tising campaign you
quite sure will prodi
As an instance of the enterta

be mentioned the leading pictu
This shows how water power

ahod from the pri:

conducting is a good c and i

ng qualities of this reel may
series in "Reel Life" No. 16.

developed, throwing on the
wheel which r

quires twenty-four hours in which to grind a bushel of corn
to the stupendous electric power-houses which have hundreds
of thousands of horsepower developed by water.

THE GERMAN FLEET IN THE NORTH SEA.
For the first time since the European conflict began the Ger-

man fleet, bottled up in the North Sea, has been photographed
for moving pictures. Nelson E. Edwards, staff photographer
of the Hearst International News Pictorial, accomplished this
apparently impossible task after eighteen months of effort.
Ever since the war started attempts have been made by mov-

ing picture concerns to secure films of the German fleet. To
every request the German Government turned a deaf ear.
Edwards, however, won the confidence of the German chan-

cellor, Von Bethmann-Holweg. The first concession he won
was to visit Constantinople, where the Sultan of Turkey posed
for him. That was last November.
Upon his return to Berlin, Edwards worked night and day

to secure permission to photograph the fleet. Soon after the
North Sea battle the chancellor consented to his going to Wil-
helmshaven. He was given a permit to visit all the ships of
the line, the first of its kind ever granted to a moving picture
photographer.
Edwards hurried to Wilhelmshaven, where he was turned

over to Admiral Von Scherr of the German navy. For three
days he was the guest of the admiral aboard the Frederick

• be ready for release

Harbor Scene, Wilhelmshaven, Germany (International).

Wilhelm der Grosse, making reel after reel of film of the Ger-
man warships patroling the North 9ea, constantly on the look-
out for an opportunity to break through the apparent blockade
of the British. All of the important ships of the German navy
are shown and the pictures settle by actual visualization the

disputed question of the fate of several of the warships that

took part in the memorable dash for the open.

The pictur*
ii ts S , part
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TWO-REEL VOGUE COMEDIES.
The Mutual Film Corporation announces a new series of

special feature comedies in two reels to be produced by Vogue
Films, Inc. The new policy goes into effect within the next
two weeks at the Los Angeles studio. To facilitate production
Harry Kernan has been added to the staff of directors. Not-
able directorj^and players on the Vogue staff are Ben Turpin,
acknowledged by Charlie Chaplin to be one of the few funny
men of tKe screen; Rube Miller, director and star; Paddy Mc-
Guire./the "Bungling Bill." Gypsy Abbott, Mad^

milton and Arthur Travares.

Scene from "Gloria's Romance" (Kleine).

has followed ins career agrees that in "Gloria's Romance" he is

doing better work than ever before.
The next character to make his appearance is "Choey"

McFadden, proprietor of a Bowery dance hall. And exhibitors
will Instantly iv> •>- n >/..• in the smiling features of this good

other than Rapley
The same Rapley Bolmea that used to star In

Fables in Slum aa made by Dssanay, that was known even
i as the sheriff m "The Roundup" on the- speaking

etage, and that will always be remembered as the husband of
Qerda Holmi . one "f ISqultable'e stars.

Next to appeal
I Phi EZa a drunken, bleary-eyed, be-
ol McFadden - Bow ei dance hall. In real

life "The Hag" la Adelaide Hastings and bj her creation ol

this role Miss Hastings baa risen i" real fame, foi

m.-iits nalni . ha\ c I..-, n off. ult •! h. i- splendid
character work In this "bit." in real Ufa aha la a most refined
and culture* but aa "Thi Hag" aha is ail that the

Implies. .Miss Hastings alleges that It took her mora
than live years to accumulate the rags Bh< wears In Chapter I a

of "Gloria's Romance, and the bat alone Is a claasic.

"THE GIRL OF LOST LAKE" (Bluebird).
Lynn F. Reynolda has written and produced a rustic drama,

rugged and forceful, without a erlme t itted oi an Injustice
recorded The "punch" so eagerly sought bj the exhlbltoi to

whet the appetites of their sensation-loving cllentel will be
found in the atrength of the completed story
Those who go '" plcturea for natural an. i Logical entertain-

ment "ill I"' hlghl.v e.lllie.l in tin- tin.' iirtini; M \ it 1«- Cony.al.z.
Fred Church and Val Paul i ontrlbute, bai k< d I

players as George Hernando* Bertram Grasshy, Ruby <'ox,

Jack Connelly. Jack Curtis, Bobbj Mack and Mars i>u Cello.
Lost Lake is an . 1 . i i 1 1 1

•. -ltuil.it liir.ll alio. Ik- II,.

but Hi" Ionian..- I- only partly legand.nw i.. h,.- i... .,.

treei beautifj I he scenes; greal p

mountain grandeur set the rugged and rustic forcerulness of
the characters very happily in fitting surroundings.
One of the sensational features is the photographic "shot"

of a struggle and fall from terrifying heights of two men
locked in pitiless struggle for life—and the fact that they both
* --nble into eternity clears the way for the happier ending of
the- s

y two weeks were spent in the Sierras by the Blue-
npany, and the realistic locations provided by nature
the proper framing of the narrative will be one of the

ng

NEW FACES IN "GLORIA'S ROMANCE."
whole host of new characters are being introduc

the latest chapters of the George Kleine motion pictur.
"Gloria's Romance," and every one of these new roles it

interpreted by a real star, so that even in the matter of th.

"bits" the high standard of the supporting cast is being sur-
rounded by a cast second to none which ever appeared on the

One of the first of the new characters to make his appear-
ance on the screen is a child. In chapter twelve of "Gloria's
Romance" little six-year-old Maury Steuart first appears as
Staas Casinur, the son of a down and out waiter. Little
Maury is a great deal more than one-fifth of the Five Steuarts,
and is famous wherever players congregate. His talent for
emotional acting is so evident that he has already appeared in
support of such stars as Ethel Barrymore, Mabel Taliaferro,
Mrs. Fiske, Holbrook Blinn, Thomas Jefferson and Nat Good-
win. And now it is Billie Burke he is aiding and he thinks
Billie just about the finest lady he ever met. Maury, like so
many other screen children, was "discovered" and first intro-
duced to the studios bv David W. Griffith, but every one who

Scene from "The Girl of Lost Lake" (Blu<

Will
City.

"MABELLE OF THE PICTURES" (Universal).
one-reel drama, featuring Peggy Coudray and Director
am V. Moiis. is being produced l»v Mr. along at Universal
entitled "Mabelle of the Pictures." it is a story of a

in picture actress who is not believed In her home town
a good girl because she la required to wear ballet cos-

"THE POWER OF MIND" (Mutual).

The much-mooted question of whether criminal tendencies
can be Inherited or whether they are developed by environ-
ment has been worked into an unusually interesting t

drama which will be released August 10 by the Mutual Film
Corporation, under the title of "The Power of Mind."
Edward Coxen and Usette Thome, two American-Mutual

players who enjoy a wide reputation with the picture theater-
going public, are the feature,! players In tins production, writ-
ten l,v Anthoin C.l.l.uas ami staged b\ Thomas Ki, Kelts.

Tins unusual film drama treats of the influence Of a master
criminal on the mind of his young and beautiful daughter, who
believes she has inherited the criminal Instincts of her parent.

Scene from "The Power of Mind" (Mutual).

minal B<
i

uppoat .ii

k in •« n t.. the poll* •

mo\ • ! h.'u .\ .i
, « ion for the Bn

not t he daughter of the man
:

It i
i ipta Mm !

ration Into her past which ie\,.,is bar true Identlt]
field are ln< luded In the

big oompany of players appearing In support of th,
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"THE GERM OF MYSTERY" (Selig).

Germ of Mystery," released Monday. Aug. 14th, through
Film service, is another of (hose exceptional feature

•ee reels, being released regularly by the

Scene from "The Germ of Mystery" (Selig).

story by I.. A". Jefferson and among the Selig stars to be ex-
ploited can be named Guv Oliver. Fritzi Brunette Frank
Clarke and Lillian Hayward.
How Dr. (Nonstock, a specialist on poisons, is charged with

a mysterious crime of which he is innocent and how Letitia,
his sweetheart, finally saves him from prison and fastens the
guilt upon another, are but circumstances in a detective story
rilled with exciting situations and gripping climaxes. A pois-
onous spider figures in the action.

There is clean-cut photography and wealth of beautiful
scenic effects.

"THE CRIMSON STAIN MYSTERY" (Consolidated).
The first episode Of "The Crimson Stain Mystery," the sixteen

episode serial produced by the' Erbograph Company and pre-
sented by the Consolidated Film Corporation, through the Metro
Exchanges, will be released the latter part of August, accord-
ing to announcement from the Consolidated offices.

By far the most sensational, exciting, smashing serial photo-
play yet produced, "The Crimson Stain Mystery," "shows the
stuff it is made of" in the first episode. It starts off with a

Scene from "The Crimson Stain Mystery" (Consolidated).

irlwind and the i

shows a sample of some of the latest improvements in motion
picture photography. One of these is the showing of the
crimson stain in the arch-fiend's eyes from which the serial gets
its name. How this was accomplished is Mr. Erb's secret, but
the fact remains that it is there.

The leading characters in "The Crimson Stain Mystery" are
interpreted by Maurice Costello and Ethel Grandin. Mr. Cos-
tello's reputation as a matinee idol and a screen favorite is

too well known to require extensive comment here. The ador-
able Ethel Grandin's appearance in "The Crimson Stain
Mystery" marks her debut in a photoplay serial. The role
assigned her gives her unlimited oportunities for the display

nderful :alent. and judging from the
Miss Grandin takes full advantage of her role.
The story »as win ten i,\ All,, it Payson Terhune, the master

writer of big full-of-action smashing stories.
"The Crimson Stain Mystery" is a story of a modern Frank-

enstein. Doctor Burton Montrose, a famous scientist, discovers
a biological element which he believes will improve the mental
faculties of the human race. Tested in secret upon a few
human subjects the discovery reacts making of them relentless
and cruel murderers.
The entire story is replete with situations of the hair-raising,

heart-pounding variety such as only Albert Payson Terhune
can originate. The direction is in the able hands 01 T. Haves
Hunter.

WILBUR'S LAST HORSLEY PICTURE.
With the presentation of the Centaur feature, "The Spite

Husband," released on the Mutual program the week of August
26, Crane Wilbur, star and author, makes his last appearance
in a David Horsley production of the two-reel length, to return
to masterpictures in five reels, the first of which will be a gigan-
tic military offering entitled "The Painted Lie."
"The Spite Husband" is an unique drama with Mr. Wilbur

at his best in the characterization of a fisherman artist. Mae
Gaston, as an eccentric heiress is the principal support of the
star, and others in tile cast are Jessie Burnett. Ida Lewis, Har-
rish Ingraham and Claude Mortonson. The story was filmed
under the direction of Robert B. Broadwell.

WE UNDERSTAND that Messrs. Chalenor & Van Tress of
Spokane. Wash., have the exclusive picture rights for "The
Pendleton Round-Up," to be held at Pendleton, Oregon,

September 21-23.

Milton H. Fahrney is the author as well as the director of
"When Jerry Came to Town," latest of the Cub-Mutual comedies
starring George Ovey. Claire Alexander, George George, Louis
Fitzrey, Ray Lincoln, Harry Jackson and Gordon MacGregor
are the players appearing in support of the star.

Director Ben Wilson is making "The Worlds Enigma" in

three reels featuring Neva Gerber with Edward Cecil as lead-
ing man. Recently Wilson has been working on the western
street at Universe] City, where the barroom and dance hall
scenes were filmed.

Margaret Gibson's next appearance as the star of a two act
Centaur Mutual feature will be in "Fate's Decision" for re-
lease August 5. William Clifford, appears as Miss Gibson's lead-
ing man. Outside of the co-stars there is only one other prin-
cipal in the cast. Claude Mortensen. a newcomer to Mutual re-
leases, shoulders the part, that of a society blade.

.lie-

recently supported Dustin Farnum in "The
t," has been engaged by the Morosco-Pallas
long term contract for character leads.

The cast of "Mister 44," a new Metro-Yorke photoplay in
rive acts in which Harold Lockwood and May Allison are starred,
includes Aileen Allen, who holds the woman's championship of
the United States for fancy diving. Miss Allen won the Amateur
Athletic Union medal and the National championship in a con-
test held about two months ago.

Sterling has been assigned to the direction of Gertrude
Selby, who will be featured in a one-reel comedy drama en-
titled "Maud's Summer Idyll." Little Toma Mauress, who made a
great success as a child actress in Europe, has a big part in
the production.

Henry Kernan, latest of the directors to join the Vogue-
Mutual studios, is now at work on his first production. Paddy
McQuire, Gypsy Abbott and Arthur Moon are the principal
funmakers. The piece, which will be -released under the title

of "The Dog Catcher," presents a number of laughable com-
plications. A number of scenes in which numerous pretty girls
in bathing suits are seen have been worked into the beach
scenes in this release.

Director Paul Scardon has "The Enemy," by George Randolph
Chester and Lillian Chester, well under way. Mr. Scardon
selected an all-star cast, which includes Charles Kent, Evart
Overton, Peggy Hyland, James Morrison, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Billie Billings and Edward Elkas, for it enactment.

Two new buildings are being added to the Morosco-Pallas
studio. One is for the workmen who make the stucco and plaster
houses, pillars, ornaments, frieze and in fact all the varied use
that skilled stucco workers can do with this plastic medium.
The other building is a greenhouse for the palms and potted
flowers used in the scenes and will be well supplied with all

types of greenery. Russell Stapleton has been placed in charge
of the enlargened property warehouse, and C. W. Comegys has
been transferred to the purchasing department.
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Fred Thomson Is putting the finishing touches on the photo-
pi., \ in which i: II. Sothern will make his bow to photoplay
audiences. When this is completed, Mr. Thomson will begin
work on a French drama by Paul Kester.

Among the players employed by Director Edwin Middleton
in a recent picture for the Gaumont series of episodes to appear
in "Reel Life." the .Mutual Magazine in Film, were John Hop-
kins, Rose Ludwlg, Mary Cunningham and Charles Coghlan. Iva
Shepard has been appearing in a number of these short photo-
plays.

Director Lynn Reynolds is filming Alice Hagan Rice's story,

"Romance of Billy Goat Hill," which the director prepared for

the screen. The featured lead is played by Myrtle Gonzalez
with Val Paul opposite, and Fred Church as the heavy. The
story will be filmed in five reels and will take at least four
weeks more to complete.

Edward Geutlein, cameraman of the "See America First" series
for the Gaumont company, is now on Cape Cod securing film

Views for release as Mutual Pictures.

When Van Dyke Brooke returns from his vacation to the
Vn.igraph studios in Flatbush, he will start work on a five-part

Civil War days of which Arthur C. Train is the author.
Mr, Train also wrote ••Mortmain," the picture in which Robert

ide his first Vitagranh appearance.

"Black Friday," a story bj Frederick Isham, prepared for the
ingleton, of the Universal City staff,

is under production by Director Lloyd B. Carleton. In this five

reel drama of the period of 1871, the featured leads are played
by Dorol id Emory Johnson, supported by

Virginia Southern, Richard Morris, Maro
nd others of the Universal stock.

"The Shine Girl," a quaint tale of a little bootblack, in which
Hulette is starred, is to be the Thanhouser Film Cor-

poration's second release under the new arrangement with Pathe.
"The Shine Girl." appearing on August 27, takes the place of
"Hidden Valley," which had been announced for that date.
"Hidden Valley," will be released in September.

Numerous unusual comedy situations have been worked into
"Home Talent," newest of the Vogue-Mutual two-reel comedies
of which Kube .Miller is i he dire, tor as well as the star, assisted
by Ben Turpin. Lillia,m Hamilton, a newcomer to Vogue-Mutual
releases, has the feminine lead.

Zoe Rae is to be featured in productions to be filmed at Uni-
versal City by Director i: Mason Hopper, who has been added
to the staff at the film capital. Photoplays especially suited to
the emotional child actress are being prepared for Hopper's use.

-ii with a troupe of players has returned from
' !. ill. ..I Kssatiay's summer camps, where she

appe.n.-d ,,, scenes for "An Old Fashioned Girl," a two-act

Cuneo, plays the part Of an Indian In '.Mister 44," a

which Harold Lock* i

\iiis..ii plaj the starring roles.

MtiXTCn.MKIIY. AI.A The theater building to b,

b the Strand Amusement Companj will be one of the
show places Of the City when completed The structure

will covei .in an i 10 b 126 feet The plana include two
stor.s. each 12 feel wide; 20-fool lobbj on lower n front;
finished In marble and panel work two ac n do*
06 by i" fei

WASHINGTON, D C Columbia Amuse nl C p
hi- lei 1 1.. ..mi act to \. Ruslei to r< model i •

three-storj theatei building at .Mi 9th street, N w The Im-
|.r..\ .iii.ii I will CI

EUSTIS, FLA. i ta theater m ill lei

the oontracl aboul September i to Improve theater building
Increase eatii to 800; install hardwood rioor on

ii.-eiii.it. improve ventilating system; install orna-
mental lighting s] ti

HOMESTE \i>. i-'i. \ .i . ,,i planning to erect
mo,!.-,,, brick moving picture theater In tie Deal t.iiin.

ATLANTA, CA Joseph B LlVI Ij has take, pvei I

t healer, located on I Va.ht i . .

CBDARTOWN, GA Colpsl Amusement Companj will erect
a modern moving picture th.ater

st. CHARLES, n.i. Robert B r baa taken over the
Star theater.

theater is being operated

NEW HAMPTON, LA—Joseph Konzen has taken over the
Idle Hour theater.

TAMA, LA.—W. H. Clausen has purchased the Star theater.

WATERLOO, IA—The interior of the Crystal theater has
been rede< ated.

PITTSBURG, KAN.—The management of the Gayety theater
plans to make extensive improvements to the house.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—A new ventilation system has been
installed in the Isis theater.

NEW ORLEANS, LA—The People's theater, recently pur-
chased by W. R. Cushman. is being thoroughly renovated.
A number of new features will be added.

BALTIMORE, MD—Frank O. Singer. 600 Equitable building,
contemplates erecting a two-story theater, to cost approxi-
mately $150,000.

BOSTON, MASS.—McDonald & Joslin Co., 161 Devonshire
street, have the contract to erect a modern moving picture

1 by >;" feet, for William l>. Bradstreet, comer War-
ren avenue and Berkeley street.

LOWELL, MASS.—Archts. Funk *i Wilcox, 120 Boylston
- preparing plans for a two-stoi

Store and office building. 52 by 115 feet, and 106 by 151 feet.

SPRINGFIELD, MAS:-.-.!
the contract to make alterations and build a one-story addi-

60 feet, to a moving picture theater for the Gold-
Stein Brothers' Amusement Co. Th.- improvements will cost it.

the neighborhood of $16,000.

DETROIT, MICH—A moving picture theater of fireproof
construction will be elected bj the St. Clair Theatre Com-
pany, at the corner of St. Clair and Mack avenues. 45 by 161
feet The structure will have seating capacity of 1,200 and
cost approximately J85.UUO.

DETROIT .MICH— F S. Wadlaw has purchased the Virginia
Park theater, at 1227 Hamilton boulevard.

DETROIT, MICH.—The Countess theater at 1370 "-

str.-et is being conducted by M. J. Conroy.
WINONA, MINX—The old Schlingerman building, on East

Third street, has been converted Into a modern moving picture
theater and named the Strand. The house has seating capacity
of BOO.

CLARKSDALE, MISS.—Extensive altera
to the Majestic theater.

CAMERON, Mil— a moving picture house has beei
here by A. J. Jarboe.

JOPLIN, Mir— A number of Improvements have been made
to the Empire theater and the interior redecorated
RENO, NEV. The Majestic Is now being op.-rated by 3. A

Raynes.

ROCHESTER, X Y.—The new Colonial th.-atcr has been
opened to th.- public. it is being operated i>\ Sayward tt

Willey.

BROOKLYN, x v. Anthonj Palllo, 706 Fourth avenue, Is
having plans prepared for a one-storj moving picture th.ater.
;,c by SO feel

TROY, x v Th. old Powers' Opera House, recently pur-
chased by .lames Moian. is being remodeled and ti

ALLENTOWN, PA. Archt Davis Levy, 1940 Parke
nue. Philadelphia, is preparing plans for a three-storj theater,

-
i

t building, 60 b

BRIE, pa Johi 1Mb and Chestnu
has let the contract for the erection of a one-storj moving
picture Hi.

HOUSTON TEXAS The Kej theatei baa been remodeled

: being made

i.l t icit>

Perfect
Developing and Printing

- X %
There are reason.

Come and see them.

jBS's'wsj r--""
E--

—

~

Dependable Service

Guaranteed Quality

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
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Important

Announcement
Commencing with issue of the Moving
Picture World dated September 2d, 19 J 6,

the price will be advanced to fifteen cents

(1 5c) per copy. This change is made
absolutely necessary on account of the

greatly increased cost of paper, engraving

and printing.

For the present the yearly subscription

price of three dollars will remain as at

present. As the saving in cost between

the yearly subscription rate of three

dollars and the above single copy price

—

which will amount to $7.80, figuring

fifty-two copies at \ 5 cents per copy—is

considerable, we suggest to our many
readers throughout the country the ad-

visability of sending us their subscriptions

at once. A considerable saving will thus

be made in addition to receiving the paper

earlier each week.

Chalmers Publishing Company

Readers who are not sub-
scribers will find subscription

blank at the bottom of
page 1325 Mail it at once.
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Trade News of the Week
GATHERED BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS

St. Louis Not a Slow Town, Says Giebler
World Correspondent Insists Big Missouri City Cuts Up Just as Other Towns Do

and That It Has Bright Lights, Too—He Points to Delmar Avenue and Its

Airdomes to Prove It.

By A. H. Giebler. 236 Vanol Building, St. Louis.

WHEN we dropped our nickel into the
coin box of a Delmar avenue car we

told the conductor we wanted to be un-
loaded at the Broadway and Forty-second
street of St. Louis. Of course we know this

little old town like a book, but we wanted
to see if the conductor knew, and he did.

"I gottcha," he said. "Get off where you
see the line of automobiles after we turn
Into Delmar from Taylor avenue, and walk
west."

St. Louis is a peculiar city. Its bright
light and night life district—its Broadway,
its downtown—is not downtown at all, but
'way out west, forty-five blocks from
Broadway. That is the reason so many
people passing through gain the idea that
we are a slow town and have no high life

and high jinks and general cutting up
such as other towns have. It is because
they do not see it unless they charter a

gasoline boat and g

Delmar avenue from Taylor to Kings
Highway is a beehive of well dressed peo-
ple, in automobiles and taxicabs, and on
foot. There is a confusing mass of electric
lighted information about laundries, tires,

dyeing and cleaning establishments, and
the virtue of summer underwear over-
head, but it's an attractive place, there are
lots of people there at night, and where
there are lots of people it is always good
for picture shows, and Delmar avenue
boasts some of the finest outdoor theaters
in the country.

We (irmly Intended and fondly believed
thai we would give this neighborhood a
brief inspection and then take a hegira
down on the south side, but we didn't
figure on the dulcet tones of Dave Silver-
man's ten-piece orchestra at the Lyric
Skydome, or the comfort of the armchairs
on the balcony at the Mozart Garden, or
the suave pollti m i omberg
and .\i.,i i

i he Delmar Air-
dome, and the bear light we saw out at the
Crystal i In fact, we had
to do '

' through
with the outdoor placea In tins d<

neig ii boi i i by closing time.

The Lyric Skydome is one of the show
pli r the city. It stands on the cor-
ii. i of 1 >elmai ' ones. It

n aa at om i im .i Hi. nonlta, but
when the late John W. Cornelius took the
plat e ovei II •

- remadi rid

The place is a w Ide, roo
flowers and shrul 1 walks.
First run Paramount picture! are shown.
Rita JollVel in ' \n lnlei

was the bill, and together with Sllvi
orchestra offered pl.ioli.l entertain nt

to the i. ii sre audl< net thai Ml< d the plat •

' and found comfort In the oool wa]
Cornelius and her son, Jai
to be found In personal at tendance at the
Skydome, and the t iccelleni e ol th< Ir man-
agement has caused til. place to I lie

Of the most talked-of outdoor picture
shows In St. Louis. The L> n, Skydome
Is just on t he edge of thl rig - .!. i telmai

i the c • of Bayard i

ved at the

At this beautiful place, the Mozart, all

the decorations have not been put on the
inside; the space between the pavement on
Delmar avenue and the wall of the garden
is full of trees and shrubbery, and two
beautiful life-sized marble maidens peep
through the branches of the Carolina pop-
lars and light the way with big electric
balls suspended on chains hanging from
their outstretched arms. Inside, the gar-
den is laid out with patches of la

and there heart-shaped beds of Bowers,
and fountains.
A feature of the .Mozart la the balcony,

with one hundred arm chairs. This bal-
cony is built In rustic fashion, with a lat-
ticed roof, and gives the occupant
chairs a nice view of the screen and a
chance to catch every vagrant breeze that
blows. Milton Pasmezoglu is the manager.
"The Tarantula," with Edith Storey and
Antonio Moreno, was the bill at the
Mozart, and a patron, as he left the place,
came right up and butted into our conver-
sation with Mr. Pasmezoglu to say that:

"The 'Tarantula' is one of the best pictures
I ever saw."

We crossed the street diagonally from
th. Mozart and counted the dazzling lights
that adorn the top of the wall which shuts
the public gaze from the pictures of the
Di n 1 '.dinar Airdome.
This fine place, which seats 2,000 persons,

is right next door to the theater, and the
audience enters the lobbj of the theater and
buys tickets at the box office, then passes

den at the left.

We hobnobbed a while with Ben T.

Stromberg, the millionaire trunk maker,
who went Into the amusement business to

amuse himself, and has made as big a suc-

stromberg la a moat affable gentleman,
with high ideals about moving pictures.

C, i'. Mayberry, an oldtlmer m the reg-
ular theatrical line, and with Bv<

ill til II I exhibit l! .

behind hi- Mi Stromberg.
ENral i un Poa n d Mel i o pli tui ei
at the Delmar, with Universal in

On thl
to buj a ti< ket, but t..

with the entitling

j oung w. .in., n who dl

.. tii a patent tlo«

ket seller that hands you a tit

your ohat me time, and she
our ohoh ol th.- top i

i

big boa
,oth with a little sweetmeat thai

The I
••

is dellghtfullj i Ne.,, the •

is oi i thi I orna mental fountain!
i «nh the «

i ui m i oh tilled with

plants and vines, while in the middle is

a beautifully sculptured lady, holding an-
other receptacle with other plants. The
Delmar was well filled and the crowd
laughing at a Universal comedy when we
left.

After this we mounted a street car and
traveled out to the Crystal Feature Dome,
managed by C. B. Belknap. The Crystal
is a fine big place at 5946 Delmar. Valeska
Suratt In "The Immigrant" had just been
screened when we arrived and a comedy
with a man and a bear fighting was mak-
ing the audience hold its sides with laugh-
ter. If they enjoyed the other part of the
bill as much as they enjoyed the bear
n.e.ht they had no kick coming.

Across the street we dropped into the
Unique Photodome, opened some tune ago
by the management of the Pageant thea-
ter, just next door, but has been under
the management of \V. I.. Rowle) since
July -'.",. Mr. Rowley is the maker of the
Goldenlite screens, and one of his
was in use at the time, it reflected a

sharp and clear picture, and no distor-
tion was noticeable at ah\ anule of ob-
servation. The Photodome seats 7.".". and
was packed with an appreciative audi-

la.ll Kane in "The Labyrinth" was
the big part of the bill

Memphis Has First Outing
Managers King and Brown Eeing Con-

gratulated on Successful Affair.

Memphis. TENN.—The General Film
Company, the Mutual, and the United

recently got together a

attractive outing, winch was held I

View, MISS., tOl the benefit of all the cm-
V total of about

sixty persons. Including relatlT<
friends, were present.
The da] Wai Ideal and tile crow:

the picnic grounds early In the morning.

• Indulged in m

of the Mutual Office, till..'.:

other Into
which was in. idchtalp Won with •

Plow n

At t ..'.lock in the afternoon, t-- ,

resenting the Mutual and

t.. i.' tie at the • I'd ol v*\ : , inn
•

rushed 1

1

to n that then *

Hi tin- w

hungrj

The .1.1 \ pi "» . •

that th.- Illin peO|
. . Iltliu-

jolntly

• puffed
up. .u.l in the future
the picnic w ill I . tali Both

r the ..pinion that tUCh OUtlngS
not oiil> fm

R h.i as a
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Soldiers See Johnson-Willard Fight Films
Canadian Military Authorities Accept Them as a Factor in the Athletic Training

of Kitchener's Army—Jesse L. Lasky Passes Through Ontario—Toronto's

Strand Licks the Hot Weather Jinx With Novel Program.

By W. M. Gladlsh, 1263 Gerrard Street, Toronto.

dozen or more popular features for the
week of July 20. The program was changed
each day and on each was a Chaplin sub-
ject and a Pickford feature. The first of
the Pathe "Who's Guilty."' series was
screened during this week, while extra at-
tractions consisted of "Tillie's Tomato Sur-
price," "Heights of Hazard," "The Dust of
Egypt. Die Juggernaut," and "The Heart
of a Painted Woman." The outlay for the
week's films was not inconsiderable, but
the plan proved highly successful, as good
crowds turned put to see the returned and
new engagements.

Take Aeroplane Views of Toronto.
Toronto.—The Citv of Toronto was filmed

from the sky by a moving picture camera-

August 19, 1916

CAMP BOKDEX. ONTARIO.—The famed
Johnson-Willard tight pictures have

been adopted by the Canadian military au-
thorities at Camp Borden for training pur-

,: nearl] every one Of tbl

soldiers encamped here has witnessed the
Havana views tile past two weeks. An at-
tempt was made last fall to exhibit the
six tight reels publicly in Ontario, but the
films were condemned by the Ontario Board
Of Censors, and the Provincial Government
also refused to change the decision of the

Upon the opening of Camp Borden and
the adoption of the art of boxing as a part
of the syllabus of training for Canadian
overseas soldiers, the Johnson-Willard pic-
tures were brought to the camp and were
screened for the benefit of the head-
quarters staff. A few days later the films
were screened for the benefit of Lieuten-
ant Colonel Mayes, Director of Physical
Training for the Canadian Expeditionary
Force, who is a returned officer, and Lieu-
tenant Colonel George H. Williams, senior
chaplain for the Toronto Military District.

In every case the officers formally ap-
proved of the plan to exhibit the reels to

the soldiers as an encouragement to them
to take up boxing exercises. The films
were screened under the personal direction
of Captain T. C. Flanagan of Toronto, who
was ringside manager for Jack Johnson
at the time of the heavyweight battle.
Incidentally. Captain Flanagan is now one
of the district staff officers.

Canadian newspapers featured the com-
ments of various officers with regard to the
fight films, and particular attention was
paid to the opinion of Colonel Williams, a
former minister, who looks after the social
life of the training soldiers. "The pictures
show a clean exhibition.'' declared the

photographer representing the Strand
theater, Toronto, took views of the city
from a CurtiSS military aeroplane, which
il.w from the aviation camp at Long
Branch, a suburb of Toronto.

Sawyer New President of Standard.
Toronto.—A. H. Sawyer, Toronto, form-

erly manager of Starfilms, Limited, To-
ronto, distributors of Metro features in

Canada, has received the appointment of
president and general manager of the
Standard Film Service, Limited, a new
Canadian film corporation, which will look
after Metro interests in the Dominion in
future. The previous company, Starfilms,
Limited, was placed in the hands of receiv-
ers last spring;.

Two Theaters Raise Salaries.

Hamilton—Canadian Theaters, Ltd., the
corporation which controls two of the larg-
est theaters here, the Lyric and Temple,
has announced an increase in wages for
all employees of these houses, amounting
to a raise of $4 per week for each person.
The Lyric has been showing photoplays
exclusively for several years.

chai "I ha 1 far

Edel of Buffalo Goes to New York's Strand
Shift of Manager of Bison City's Strand Marks Change of Policy—Management of

Big Metropolitan Showhouse to Separate Responsibility in Business Adminis-
tration, Film Selection and Musical Staging.

By Joseph McGuire, 5 Lewis Block, Buffalo.

bloody
London, while I have seen rougher play
in many lacrosse and football games. The
pictures are not objectionable, but I would
not approve of their promiscuous showing
to the general public."

In reference to the Johnson-Willard
films. Colonel Mayes, the Director of Phy-
sical Training, declared the British Em-
pire owed a great deal to the fact that
Britishers had learned to be bandy with
their fists. "I only hope that boxing will
return to a high level of recognition after
the war." he said, as he officially accepted
the films as a more or less spectacular
feature of the military training for the
soldiers in camp.
The views were exhibited under the di-

i Captain Flanagan in the recrea-
tion park of Camp Borden, a small en-
trance fee being charged for admission.
The men became wildly enthusiastic about
the privilege of seeing the much-discussed
films. Xo attempt has been made, however,
to give public performances at which the
films in question were to be a feature.

Jesse Lasky Visits Toronto.
Toronto.—Toronto was recently visited

by Jesse L. Lasky. who was on his way
from Xew York to Lake Xipigon, in Xorth-

irio, for a week or two of fishing.
Mr. Lasky declared his company had made
no definite arrangements for the estab-
lishment of a branch studio in Canada.
"Should I see a desirable spot in Ontario
for the producing of photoplays," said Mr.
Lasky, "my concern may establish a branch
in Canada." While visiting the military
camp at Xiagara-on-the-Lake. Ontario, Mr.
Lasky arranged for the taking of a series
of pictures which will find early release.

Strand Defies Summer Weather.
Toronto.—In an effort to maintain good

attendance during the recent spell of tor-
rid weather. Manager Marvin of the Strand
theater, arranged a special review of a

BUFFALO.—The following interesting
statement was given out at the Buffalo

offices of the Mark-Strand Theater Com-
pany: "The business of the Strand theater,
Xew York, has grown to such proportions
that it is no longer possible for one man
to handle the entire proposition, which em-
braces the business administration of the
theater, selection of films and the staging
of musical numbers."

In connection with the foregoing the
Mark-Strand Company also gave your cor-
respondent the information that B. A. Rolfe,
who has had entire charge of all depart-
ments of the Strand. Xew York, will con-
fine himself, for the present, to the stag-
ing of pictures and musical acts at that
theater.
Harold Edel, manager of the Strand the-

ater, Buffalo, has been promoted to the
management of certain departments at the
Strand theater, Xew York City. His juris-
diction will cover the selection of films and
the business administration of the theater.
Carl Edouarde, the popular leader of the

orchestra of the Strand, Xew York, has
been granted a two-weeks' Lave of ab-

a well-deserved rest. With the
exception of three or four days, he has
been at his post daily ever since the open-
ing of the institution. Ward Johnston will
temporarily fill Mr. Edouarde's place.

Earl Crab of Chicago has succeeded Mr.
Edel as manager of the strand. Buffalo.
Harold Edel's original, aggressive

methods at the Buffalo theater have been
copied in many parts of the country. He
has proved himself a master of showman-
ship and an adept in the selection of films
of the highest standard. His beautiful
lobby and stage effects, his courteous staff,

his charming musical programs by an aug-
mented orchestra and his artistic bill-

board announcements of current and com-
ing programs have attracted wide atten-
tion. Mr. Edel is a Southern college man.
His promotion will be noted with pleasure
by his Buffalo friends.

Murphy to Book for Sherry.
R. T. Murphy has been appointed booker

of the William L. Sherry Feature Film
Company here. S. J. Stoughton, general
sales manager of the company, was a re-
cent caller at this exchange.

They Just Can't Stay Away After That.
Robert W. Xelson has purchased the

Bijou theater, Corning, from Samuel Clark,
and is now personally conducting the house.

Moving pictures and musical comedies are
being featured. The following is an ex-
cerpt from a strong announcement which
Mr. Xelson has just made to his patrons:
"The public can rest assured that the rifraf
that was objectionable will be entirely
barred from this theater."

Bring Action for Delayed Films.
On account of an alleged failure of the

Wells-Fargo Express Company to deliver
films to the Princess theater, Corning, in
time for use, a damage action has been
brought against the company.

terests of the Ella Wheeler Wilcox Serial,
was a recent caller in Buffalo. He placed
the Xew York State rights on this feature
with the Popular Film Exchange of this

r Universal Purchase.

of the Powers exchanges. A. A. Schmidt
continues as district manager and F. S.

Hopkins as local manager of the Universal
Exchange here.

Buffalo Items.
W. L. Morley. formerly with the Triangle

Film, Buffalo, has been appointed a General
Film salesman for Buffalo and vicinity.

Charles Bowe, manager of the Allendale
moving picture theater. Buffalo, announces
he will open for the season August 20.

This is a high-class ten-cent house which
specializes on features.

E. W. Baird. superintendent of the-Uni-
versal, Buffalo, has returned from a two-
weeks' rest in the Adirondacks. Art Young,
booker of that exchange, is on a trip to
Xew York, Atlantic City and Washington.
Henry Carr, manager of Shea's theater,

Buffalo, has installed a complete ventilat-
ing system.
The Lyric and Family theaters, Buffalo,

managed by Harold B. Franklin, are being
renovated and redecorated. The latest pro-
jection will be installed at the Family.

Despite the extreme heat, Bruce Fowler,
manager of the Olympic theater, is keep-
ing his house open with good results. The
place is cool and well located and is a
favorite place for shoppers .
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Not All Summer Dullness Due to Weather
Cutting Off of Fans or Stopping Ventilating Appliances in Case of Smaller Houses

or Near End of Show Injurious to Business—New Fire Regulations Notes
from Louisville and Kentucky.

By Q. D. Crain, Jr., 1404 Starks Building, Louisville.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—While complaints are survived by a son, Verton Brown, one
generally heard from exhibitors to brother and three sisters.

the effect thai summer business is dull,

it is conclusively shown in some Instances
In Louisville that the exhibitors are not
doing very much to improve summer busi-
ness. Not only are some outskirt houses,
but also some of the downtown theaters,
are guilty of the penny wise and pound
foolish idea that money is to be saved
bj cutting off electric rans, ventilating
machinery, etc., when the house is half
full, or toward the end of the last run.
Two cases have been reported in connec-
tion with leading houses during the past
few days. In one case the temperature
and air were good between 4 and 5 o'clock
in the afternoon even with a well-filled
house. About 5:30 the house was nearly
empty, and to save a few pennies the
management cut off the fans and ven-
tilating equipment with the result that
with a temperature of nearly a hundred
outside the late-hour patrons of the

oon run were forced to endure con-
siderable discomfort. Another case was
where a theater was beginning to get
empty along about 10 o'clock in the even-
ing. The fans and ventilation were cut
off, and in addition employes went around
and closed up all of the outside doors,
leaving the house in anything but a pleas-
ant condition for patrons. There is really
no adequate excuse for closing doors or
cutting off ventilation until the last pat-
ron is out of the theater and the good-
night sign Hashed. In some cases the
fault is due to employes who are in a
rush to leave the building the moment
the last patron is out instead of staying
an additional ten minutes in properly
closing up and shutting off machinery. In
order to get the elusive dime in hot
weather the exhibtor can't afford to take
Buch chances unless he wishes to see his
house looking deserted from June until
Septembei

Fire Marshal Announces Regulations.
Louisville.—T. II. Pannell, the new state

fire marshal of Kentucky, has announced
a number of regulations for the preven-
tion of fire. A public hearing was given
on July 27 at Frankfort for the purpose
of allowing those affected by the regula-
tions to appear and make am
which might be felt necessary. In these
regulations are a number of sections rela-
tive to the equipment and operation of
moving picture theaters. No protests be-
ing filed, it is understood that the regu-
lations will be put in effect immediately.
It is said that these regulations will have
little if any effect on the first class thea-
ters, which are properly conducted and
operated, but will probably cause small
country houses to make numerous
changes.

Senators Hearing From Exhibitors.
Louisville.—A report from Washington

is to the effect that Senators James and
Beckham of Kentucky are receiving num-
erous protests from Kentucky exhibitors
protesting against the proposed tax on
moving picture theaters included in the
pending revenue bill. It has been learned
that the moving picture organizations of
the state have also protested against the
tax, alleging that many theaters will
be put out of business. It is pointed out
that it has been very hard to operate a
five-cent theater profitably, and that not
only the five-cent theater but the ten-cent
house will be forced to increase the price
of admission to cover any further taxa-
tion, thereby depriving many pood people
of the enjoyment to be derived from the
picture shows.

Civic Movement Aided by Exhibitors.

Louisville. Louisville exhibitors came
to bat in gr< al fashion In aiding the

I;, Hoard ,,t Trade in its effort to
finance the Louisville Industrial Founda-
tion, .i mil loll ii or- inization, which

advancement of
Louii • llle's indu i luring i

campalg n last Ing
business houses and individuals over-

-lilliOn dollar fund I

i blbitors
additional fac-

tOl ,i
. BB| ;, n ,|

nearly ail of th< leading moi Ing picture
' 01 i i, i i

, \l., i. n, Amuse-
Company, the Fourth Avenue and

An
Louisville News Notes.

automobile belonging to Charlei
Koch,
almost totally destroyed bj Bre a few

o as the result of a lea ,

line tank.
Joe Goldberg, manager of thi

drome theater, second and
with tin- aid of employes of thi

overpowered and held a heat-crazed man
until the police arrived

Sin
..) thi

Of M SVito

al : of the i

A. C. Farrel, manager of the
ville office of the Central Film -

Company, has arranged to make several
showings of the first episode of the new
forty-reel serial "Liberty," which he ex-

- hnitser,
of the Indianapolis office, will be in Louis-
ville to aid in making the display.
The Palace, a new negro theater at the

corner of Eleventh and Walnut
the first negro house in Louisville built

for theatrical purposes alone, will be
ready to open inside of a few days. The
management has announced that it will

show "first run" Triangle, World, Lubin,
Pathe, Mutual, Metro and Bluebird films.

Around the Blue Grass State.

New t'astle.—The I. O. O. F.. which lias

been operating the New Castle theater
for some time, has closed the little pic-

ture house, as it was unable to 1

penses during the summer months. It

may be reopened in the fall.

Eminence.—The management of the
Eminence theater is very much

th the results of its efforts to keep the
iring the summer. Early
business dropped off con-
a large exhaust

i the tirst night the "S.

hung out.
-The new Star theater
rst performani

public cool

siderably, but
installed, and .

sign wa
Campbellsville-

opened with its fi

urday, July 29, to a full house. The old
theater was recently closed, and the city

was without pictures until the new house
was completed.

Fort Thomas.—An open air moving pic-
ture show lias been installed in the camp

Second Kentucky Regiment. Na-
tional Guards, which have been quaran-
tined on account of smallpox. Thi
mental chaplain, Hugh Leith. of •

ton, has had charge of the show, which
ip in a ravine, the screen being

placed at the bottom, and the machine
on the side of a hill.

Owensboro.—The management of the
Queen theater closed the house on the
afternoon of July 25, "Booster Dl

the ball park. Almost the entire busi-
ness section of the city closed a half day
in order to see a double headei I

-

of the Kitt
Auburn.—T. J. Vick is having

moving picture theater erected 1

Waddle, and expects to g< I : •• -

shortly. The theater Will bav<
1 1 act i\ ,• front, a Btage and
comfortable opera chairs, and two
latest type machinea The build
something over 1"" fe, t in length.

epll, illy foi all

Sunday ShowingHadNever Occurred to Him
the & P.,

£helbyville Exhibitor Dead
Shelbj v in. The bodj of i: M,

house, was broug ht to thi oil foi burial
follow Ing in: death al Hendi i om llle, N,
<

' \ii i:i ...... n uffered
double pneumonia In i

'. bi uai ) . and in

hi health n was thought thai
getting along nicelj until
celved of his death Mi Brown

old and a nativi ol K< ntui

business Inter* I I ler to entet i he
"io\ ing picture business, op, .nine the Old
\i" l< Hail. Mr. Brow n proved '

uch .i ii it. i. n

oerna mad,- a fa llure In eflfoi ta I I

When Roadman Foland of Kansas City

Small Missouri Town Cobbler-Exhibi

Amazed at Sight of a Film Man.

Bj K

\r \s± \s CIT1

Pathe Exchange Suggested the Idea to

tor He Acquiesced Readily—

iii.it. ; in all I ft li.U

oppo in Bhi \ llle lie

a Mm salei ma n lool

fled the pas I ft ft i
t ha bj J B Poland,

of t in- i 'a i he excha ng K a nsai I !I1 | in

cidentally, Mr, Foland la gratifying the
curlosltj of Managei ESdwarda ai to where

ould And more b

\1, Foland has made a still hunt for
\ i llagei i • .mi'. Man) ••! t hem he bad

i.\ long automobile rld<

week lie made tine, I..u ii-, of which
i i and one 16 mllei 1

1

ralli oad Thi lai est had population
..i i-:. i. i, i

ter \nd in each Mr Foland m i

heartll) welcomed and did busli

fact, that nreel

he prei lot

mple of the chance
fellow

k in tlVe

wall

hhiL

I
,t the

Honed thai the t..wu was well Riled with
people on B

"Why don' I *..u gel mi f thai busl-

ii. .i ugh i ol it Bui

trad the
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Vancouver Citizen Objects to News Weeklies
Rushes Into Print With His Denunciation of Things American, With the

Result That English Topicals are Substituted—Half Holiday Hits Vancouver
Theaters—Romaine Fielding in Manitoba—West Canada News.

R, Thomas, S21 Rogers Building, Vancouver.

VANCOUVER, B. C.—A hectic protest
against the showing of American news

weeklies in local moving picture theaters
has just been made by a reader of one of
the Va n ho rushes into
print to revive t he old agitation against

..ues. In his letter
the outraged citizen complains that at
a local theater on a recent evening, "the
American Hag was before us all the time—American soldiers and American school
girls, and American sports, and American

lis." And adds that he will
not attend again except as a member of
a rotten r = ; brigade.
"The whole British Empire," he con-

tinues. "Is palpitating with the greatest
In its history; official America is

writing notes, and yet in a city that is

being drained of its best lifeblood for a
magnificent enthusiasm there is not a
hint on the popular news screen to remind

;s or sacrifices or national ex-
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ling which had been made
horities, as no notification

was ever sent to them.

istem
"I sat there and asked myself why we

stood it, and the irritating answer came:
Because we are too proud to fight the
purveyors of our light entertainments, and
there is no official person in the town who
has energy enough to look after our inter-
ests. I believe the pictures we get are
the easiest and cheapest to be got, and that
this easiest way of making money is large-
ly in the hands of Americans who do not
care thirty cents about the travail and
achievements of the British Empire."
Although it is realized a great part of

this letter was written out of a vast
ignorance of the subject, and the remainder
out of a rabid anti-American feeling that
is not shared by the majority of Vancouver
theatergoers, the publication of the note
has had the effect of practically stopping
the exhibition of Ame '

ulat s so as to allow tl

be dropped In the chopper
sio

once Which has
been noted in connection with the boxes
supplied by the authorities.
With two Triangle productions and one

Pox feature each week, Mr. Hazza opines
that he is igiving a show that is not ex-
celled by any theater In western Canada.

Railway Taking Scenics.

Vancouver.—Photographers for the
Canadian Pacific Railway have been active
in this vicinity during the past few weeks,
and recently made a trip up the North
Arm of Burrard Inlet to Indian River,
where pictures were taken of the Spray of
Pearls Falls, to be included in the com-
pany's campaign films which will shortly
be shown in the east. Various other scenes
were also made in the neighborhood of
Wigwam Inn.

In Winnipeg, the C. P. R. has just put out
a film dealing with the great irrigation
systems of southern Alberta, and this will
be sent throughout the west, following
the company's "safety first" picture, which
is now making its way toward the coast.

Calgary Kiddies Need No Tax Ticket.
Calgary, Alberta.—Local exhibitors have

been given tacit permission to admit child-
ren to matinee performances without the
tax ticket required by law, and this fact
has served to bring out a protest from
Edmonton picture men, who are inquiring
why this concession should have been
made to Calgary exhibitors and not to

It is stated that for

Winnipeg Has Ten Cinderellas.
Winnipeg, Man.—Violet MacMlllan, pic-

ture star. r. •.-.•litis played an engagement
at the Strand theater here, and attracted

i hie attention through the exhibi-
tion ol small slippers at
the three stores of a local shoe firm. The
Strand management offered a season's pass
to any woman who could wear the shoes
comfortably, and by the end of the week
has given out ten of the tickets.

Romaine Fielding Sighted in Manitoba.
During the following week Romaine

Fielding, former Lubin director and play-
at the Pantages in a sketch,

starting a tour of the western time em-
braced by this circuit.

West Canada Notes.
Cranbrook, B. C.—Baldwin Brothers,

pioneer exhibitors of this city, are re-
opening their house here, using Paramount
service. Theirs is the largest house in
town.
Winnipeg, Man.—Jack Allen is now on

the road out of the Winnipeg office of the
Famous Players Film Service, Ltd. Jack
is very well known to the exhibitors, hav-
ing been booker under Manager Ben Bloom
for the past three years.

Calgary, Alberta.—Max Allen, manager
of the Monarch theater in Edmonton, was
in town recently, visiting H. J. Allen.
Max Allen is receiving the congratula-
tions of his friends on his coming mar-
riage, which is to take place in the near
future.

Vancouver, B. C.—The Globe theater,
leading picture house of the National
Amusement Company, has just cut its ad-
mission price to ten cents.

Peace River, Alberta.—A benefit was
given recently at the Empire theater, in
aid of the Irene Cottage Hospital.

nd the ubstitution of English topicals.

Half Holiday Hits Theaters.
Vancouver.—Some complaint is being

voiced by local exhibitors regarding the
change in their business which has come
about through the Saturday half-holiday
law, which has just gone into effect here.
This law requires all stores to close at
one o'clock on Saturday afternoons, and
as a result, there are vastly fewer people
on the streets downtown on Saturday
evenings. This has materially cut the at-
tendance at some of the Vancouver houses,
and the loss is not compensated for by a
corresponding increase on Friday nights,
when the stores are open until 9.30. It
is pointed out that while under former
conditions large crowds came downtown
on Saturday evenings to do the week's
shopping, and then to go to a theater, those
who now come to do their marketing on
Friday evenings naturally hurry home af-
ter this is accomplished, as they must be
at work again on the following morning.

Hazza of Edmonton on Tour.
Vancouver.—John Hazza, leading ex-

hibitor of Edmonton, Alberta, was a re-
cent visitor to this city, in the course of
a tour of the principal cities of the North-
west. This is Mr. Hazza's first visit to
the coast, and his present trip will in-
clude Seattle, Portland and Victoria.
He reports business fairly satisfactory

in Edmonton at present, and speaks in
glowing terms of the eminently sensible
standards set up by the Alberta moving
picture censor. No trouble at all, states
Mr. Hazza, is experienced in this direction.
He also informed the World representative
that the new Alberta ticket tax law has
made no appreciable difference in attend-
ance, and that the new arrangement is

working quite satisfactorily. It is thought
the government will soon change the reg-

Portland Fights for New Censor Ordinance
Oregon Motion Picture Men's Association Crystallizing Public Sentiment in

Favor of Larger Board and Right of Appeal to Municipal Court—Proprietor

McDonald Applauded by Ministers When He Defends Theater Men.
JBy Abraham Nelson.

hibitors are making their strongest pointPORTLAND, ORE.—The motion picture
men in the city at the time of this

writing are in the midst of a campaign for
a new censorship ordinance. The Oregon
Motion Picture Men's Association is go-
ing at it right this time and public in-

terest is being crystallized in favor of the
motion picture as it has never been before.
The exhibitors have the support of every
newspaper in the city and the Evening
Telegram, which had heretofore intimated
that it favors the kind of censorship Port-
land has at present, has come out boldly
for the picture men in their campaign for
an appeal.

theatei ng the 1

circulated at the

of the city and there is no lack of signers.
Showings are being made by the picture
men relative to the investment represented
by the motion picture industry in Portland,
and many of the influential men have
promised the organization their support
when the matter comes before the commis-
sion. Exhibitors and exchange men are
giving their own time to the circulation
of petitions. These petitions are not cal-

culated to have legal weight, however, and
are to be used merely to show the Com-
missioners that the theatergoing public is

with the theater men.
The ordinance the motion picture men

are asking the Commissioners to pass pro-
vides for a censorship of pictures. It

calls for a board of fifteen members In

place of seven as is now the law and pro-
vides for an appeal to the municipal court
from the decision of the board when ex-
hibitors feel aggrieved thereby. The ex-

are making thei
on this appeal feature.

In, getting the sentiment of the people
on the censorship issue in Portland, the
picture men have learned that there is a
large number of people who express them-
selves against all censorship of motion pic-
tures, and it is believed that if the matter
is put to a vote censorship in Portland
can be done away with entirely. The peti-
tions and the proposed ordinance will be
put to the Commissioners at their next
meeting.

Opens Sunday, Arrested.
Dallas, Ore.—O. C. Smith, who recently

opened the Orpheum theater here, was
arrested because he ran a Sunday show.
The ordinance relative to the aobject pre-
vents the opening of theaters on Sunday
nights, but permits them to run In the
afternoon. Smith was arrested after the
first show at night. Both sides have de-
termined to make a test case out of the ar-
rest. The Orpheum theater is known as
one of the most up-to-date houses in the
valley and is enjoying fine patronage.

McDonald Talks to Ministers.

Eugene, Ore.—At the international con-
ference of the Oregon ministers held here
recently, the censoring of motion pictures
was one of the principal subjects coming
up for discussion. Dr. J. H. Boyd stated
that the reason for the existence of local
censor boards is that producers are not
making the elimination ordered by the
National Board of Review. Commenting on
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Court Denies Wichita Vote on Sunday Shows
Declares Such a Proceeding Illegal and Grants an Injunction Against Plebiscite,

Chiefly on Ground of Insufficient Notice—City Commission Under Ministerial

Pressure, Refuses to Repeal Prohibitory Ordinance.

By Kansas City News Service.

W [CHITA, KAN—After a tremendous
tangle, in which the courts were fin-

ally called upon, the plan of the mov-
ing picture exhibitors of Wichita, Kan.,

ire a vote on Sunday shows, was
defeated. The court held that the elec-

Dr. Boyd's remarks, Portland exhibitors

have pointed out that the Portland cen-

sors have entirely disregarded the rulings

of the national body and cited instances

where the local censors passed up its in-

structions entirely and ordered other elim-
' inations than those requested by it.

A. H. McDonald, proprietor of the Rex
theater, ably championed the theater men's
cause and received much applause from
the ministers during the course of his ad-

"The most effective censorship is in the
t the patrons," said the Rev. G. H.

Parkinson, of this city.

New House for Centralia.

Centralia, Wash.—H. Downie opened the

Rose theater July 28, the opening show
being "New York." B. J. Sperry, Port-

land manager for Pathe, was in Centralia

a few days before arranging the service.

The Rose theater had been closed for some
time, but Manager Downie has remodeled
the house and had it in fine shape for the

opening. A new Simplex machine furnishes

the projection.

"Kirk" Has No Complaint.

Portland, Ore.—A. S. Kirkpatrlck, road

man for Mutual, returned recently from
Southern Oregon and Klamath Falls coun-
try. He says he had a most enjoyable trip

and it Is surmised that he booked many
new houses.

Pantages in Films.

Seattle, Wash.—Alex. Pantages, owner of

a vaudeville circuit of that name on the

Pacific Coast, has joined with Ike Rosen-
thal to exploit "Civilization" In this terri-

tory. Ike Rosenthal was formerly the head
of the Sutton Feature Film Company here.

The new corporation is known as the West-
ern "Civilization" Company and controls

seven states on the Pacific Coast.

Sol Baum Shifts to Seattle.

Portland, Ore.—Sol Baum, manager for

Bluebirds here, has gone to Seattle to

take charge of that branch of the Uni-
versal film exchange in the place of Jay
Harrington, resigned. It is rumored Mr.
Harrington has purchased a theater and
will devote his time tt> its management.

Heard on Portland's Film Row.
Astoria.—Alex. Tagg, owner of the Jewel

theater, has also acquired the Sunset.
Marshfleld.—Pratt & Marsh, owners of

tli.- lease of the Orpheum theater, are
contemplating opening the house. Its seat-
ing capacity is it has been closed
for __I
Salem.—"The Birth of a Nation" closed

here July 26. H was shown at the Grand
theater and Manage) Pllgh cleaned up on

itun
Gardiner.—A. F. Edwards has opened

the theater here.
Portland.—The proposed Federal tax is

iiu ii !"• > ition li> Portland
.-xi.ii.it..! . ind M,. ....

being communicated with on the subject.

Among the vlslton a.1 the exchanges
were \v. a. Crank, road man to

out of Seattle; l.eu I'ulllni . The Dalle .

Oregon; a. ii. McDonald, Eugene, Ore.; E.
It. Saunders, Illwaco, Wash.

tion would be illegal, and granted an in-
junction against the taking of the vote.
The Wichita situation has become much

heated in the past few weeks. Pressure
had been brought to bear from Minister-
ial Alliance and numerous other sources,
on the city commissioners, to offset the
contention of the exhibitors that the peo-
ple wanted Sunday picture shows. The
commission refused to repeal the ordi-
nance prohibiting shows on Sunday. The
exhibitors circulated petitions for a pop-
ular vote on the repeal; and signature
were easily secured. The formalities
seemed to have been all completed with

—

but at the last minute, even after the
ballots for the vote had been prepared,
the contention was advanced by the op-
ponents that the law's requirement of 30
days' notice of the proposed vote had not
been met.
The commissioners were disposed to go

ahead and order the election anyway, as
by that means a public expression of
opinion would be secured, on which they
could base a repeal of the ordinance

—

or its continued enforcement. One com-
missioner was quoted as saying that he
expected the vote to be three to one for
the repeal. The election was to have
been held on the day of the regular prim-

ugust 1; the iving pictu
had agreed to pay all expenses—chiefly
the printing of ballots. At the last min-
ute injunction proceedings were brought
to prevent the vote, and the court grant-
ed the injunction, chiefly on the ground
of the insufficient notice to the voters.

It is likely that the vote will be taken
at a special election, or at the regular
election for city officers next April.

Screen Club Takes Quarters.
Kansas City.—The Screen Club of Kan-

sas City has taken quarters at 15 West
Tenth street, upstairs, where ample space
is available for the various activities that
the club plans. There will be a large
ballroom, which can be used for the gen-
eral meetings of the club also. Two
lounging rooms will be provided, a bil-

liard room, a committee room, and other
facilities. The club is paying particular
attention to the remodeling of the quar-
ters, and will furnish them adequately.
It is desired to make them attractive for
the men connected with the film business
in Kansas City and also to attract there
the film men, the exhibitors and others,
who come to Kansas City from the terri-
tory. The membership campaign is be-
ing prosecuted vigorously.

"Our Van" Drops In.

H. H. Van Loan, publicity director of
the Universal Film Manufacturing Co.,

was in Kansas City recently, calling on
R. C. Cropper, manager at Kan
of the Midwest territory. Mr. Vai
was bound for All.uquei .|ue, \ M., where
he will write the newspaper version of
the new serial, "Liberty." He we
there his wife and the young baby, who
will join them from the

i is known pro-
fessionally, haj W bile In

Kansas Hi for the
first time Qeorge Bo* l< s, n ho

n with his pub-
llclty work (or the 1'niversal.

Cropper Raised to District Manager.
importance In

i he Rim busln 1. need by the ad

the Universal Film A Bupply Company at
• M v, to district m inagi r tor tbe

Universal for the Midwest territory, in-

cluding the Kansas City, St. Louis, Omah.i
and Oklahoma City exchanges, and five

branch exchanges of these centers. A
feature of the new arrangement is that
George Bowles, in charge of the publicity
of the Universal at Kansas City, will
oversee publicity service from such of the
exchanges as have not now publicity de-
partments. Mr. Bowles will send the
novelty stuff which he has been issuing
from Kansas City to the various ex-
changes for their use and will give such
other help to the entire district as may
be asked.

Tell Emrich It's His Treat.

Monthly social sessions are being ar-
ranged for the salesmen and department
heads of the Bluebird and Universal ex-
changes at Kansas City. One was recent-
ly held at the Pennant cafe, attended by
ten men, and was highly successful and
much enjoyed. W. B. Emrich was the
hero of this occasion, since what he
charges as a "shenanigan" was worked
on him to provide the funds therefor. He
was arbitrarily charged $10 for the pres-
entation of his picture in advertising
space of a local publication, and the
money applied on the banquet. The Kan-
sas City exchange had recently won two
prizes for greatest increase in business.
and Mr. Emrich was informed that it was
his treat as a result of this winning.

Visiting Exhibitors.

Among the visiting exhibitors in Kansas
City recently were Dale Hill of the Iris,

Wamego, Kan.; A. Blank of the Garden,
Des Moines, Iowa; Jake Schlank of the
Hippodrome, Omaha, Neb., and Joe Fox
of the Holland. Wichita, Kan.

L. S. Mathews has bought the Linwood
airdome at Kansas City from J. H. Harper.

S. A. Clarkson has closed the Airdome
at Fifteenth and Spruce, which he bought
six weeks ago.

Libraries Use the Screen.

Kansas City.—The public library recent-
ly followed the action of many merchants
throughout the city when it had slides
advertising the value and benefit to be
derived from the branch libraries shown
at various moving picture houses situated
over the city.

Alamo Entertains Orphans.
Kansas City.—The Alamo theater re-

cently gave the boys of the Kansas City
Orphan Boys' Home and the girls of the
St. Joseph Orphan Girls' Home an after-
noon performance. The boys were in the
company of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Sachs,
and the girls were chaperoned by sisters
of their institution.

Nathanson Entertains Fire Laddies.
Topeka.—Leo Nathans. .n. owner of the

Cozy theater, recently made the firemen
of the city guests of his show when
Tharllo Chaplin in "The Fireman" was
the feature of the program. This was
good education for the apprentice fire-

men, as Charlie showed Just what one
Ottght not to do t.. put out a lire. Mr.
Nathanson also granted the same court-
esy to the night shift.

Kansas Changes.
Loulaburg.—R. D. Moleswor

the Blectrlc theater.
h has sold

bought
tral Qarden theater from s. L

Jones.

the Park theater from U Mo-
1 >onal.l

ight tho
has ap-

pointed 1. R Shannon n.
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Start Campaign in Favor of "Human Music"
San Francisco Federationists Conducting Propaganda Against Automatic

Instruments—Appeal to Public in Advertisements, Asking Support for Houses

Employing Orchestras—Judge Defends Moving Pictures.

Bj T. a. Church, L607 North Street, Berkeley.

and the business Is carried on In a highly
efficient m
The Rims are stored iii specially con-

structed steel vaults in rooms aero
aisle and here are also rooms for In-
spect Ion and for the carrj Ing ol

and other advertising matter. The sepnra-
ihe booking and delivery depart-

ments does away with much confusion
and assists materially toward office effi-

ciency, which is a feature of this exchange.

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal—The musicians o!

San Francis,-,,, through their pi

organization. which maintains head-
quarters on Haight street. In the same
building in which the Motion Picture Oper-
ators' Union is located, have been en-

gaged I'm several weeks in a >

Of education having for its object the do-

wn!, automatic music in mov-
ing picture houses. Considerable adver-

tising space has been used in the leading

dail\ papers and an appeal lias been made
to both the general public and to exhibitors.

a list of prominent houses where orches-

tras are utilized to furnish music has been
publish.,1 and picture lovers have been
asked to patronize these in order to enjoy
lilm productions to the fullest. Attention
is called to the fact that all the great pro-

ductions that have been presented here,

such as "Cahlria, I'hc Clansman" and

"Ramona," have had the accompaniment
of human music, and much of their suc-

ntributed to this fact. The public

is asked not to be deceived by stories of

. the assertion being made that any

it in repair, can afford to have musicians.
doubt t hi

bettt • in iving pictu

_?ing felt, but whether
ments will give away to hand-played music
remains to be seen. There are now more
orchestras in local moving picture houses
than ever before, but this is due largely
to the increased number of large houses.

Many of the old style automatic pianos

and orchestrions are being discarded and
splendid instruments, requiring a skilled

operator, are taking their places. Many
exhibitors do not believe that the use of

these will be done away with, except in

some of the large houses, but the
sav thev plan to keep
work until hi

leir edu,

l pid e the:

the

Paramount Office a Fine One.
San Francisco.—The office of the

gressive Motion Picture Company on

sixth floor of the Pacific Building, througn
which the Paramount program is dis-

tributed in this territory, may be regarded
as being among the most handsome, as

well as the best arranged, of thus,

tained by any film exchange on the I'm
Coast. That it ranks high among those
of the Paramount conducted throughout
the entire country may be judged from the
fact that it now holds the Efficiency Cup
offered by this firm.

Formerly the space occupied by this con-
cern was divided into a number of offices,

but changes were made some time
partitions removed so that there is one

fori

Judge
San Fr,

Of

i aken "\ er, ., nd are i emodellng
it at a i 100. A line photo-
player instrument will be install,
when the house is reopened it will be one
"t tin- in id in the
vicinit> ,. ., .\ir. Hoots has

I
| a |

,
• 1,

1 1 s i
-

r the past i.

lias had four yet
this lite

Eureka.—The Pastime theater is again
onducted under thi
M .v- IVttengill, pioneer exfa

Of that city.

Brookdale.—The Forest theater has been
opened for the summer season by George
J. Ames, and a show is also being given
twice a week at Boulder Creek, Paramount
service being featured at both places.

Port Costa.—Ritzenthaler & Young re-
cently made a business trip to San Fran-
cisco and while there booked the Para-
mount program.

ntly warmly defended by Judge Graham
when an attorney in his court sought to
cast a slur upon them. The incident arose
when Mrs. Eline Stuhr applied for letters
of guardianship over the five children of
her sister, who is ill in a hospital. Her
attorney set forth that the children were
roaming about the streets and visiting
"dissolute" nickelodeons. At this juncture
the Judge took a hand in the proceedings.
"I don't see how anybody can call the
motion pictures dissolute, since they are
one of the greatest educational agencies
devised by man," he said, "and I certainly
will not grant the application on that
ground. I think the children should have

irder
but :

uardia
isi

ickelodei

ny in

i-hildr,

strictly fireproof structure. It is

of the old Rice Institute, but the
ing has been practically rebuilt.

Pathescope Office Moved.
San Francisco.—The Pathescope Com-

pany of Northern California, of which T.
W. Johns is manager, has moved its offices

and display rooms from the third floor
of the Bankers' Investment Building, at 742

Market street, to the second floor of the
Kamm Building, 717 Market street. The

quarters uch

Paramount Office in San Francisco,

main office, where the clerical work is done,
a private room off one end for Manager
Herman Wobber, and a similar room off

the other end for his assistant, J. W.
Allen. The very latest in office equipment
and accounting system have been installed

general public and are larger, per-
mitting of better facilities for display and
demonstration. Considerable progress has
been made in the introductirJTi of the Pathe-
scope since the office was opened a few
months ago and the machines are becoming
well known through being shown in many
stores throughout the city, especially in

house furnishing establishments.

California News Notes.

Santa Clara.—The Santa Clara theater,
for some time conducted by J. E. Dowd,

; been purchased by Hoots & McDaniel.
e new owners closed the house as soon

E. H. Kemp Adds Exhibiting Room.
San Francisco.—Edward H. Kemp, who

handled the Motiograph projection machine
in this territory, and who also does an
extensive developing and printing business,
has taken over another room on the fourth
floor of the Commercial Building on
Market street and has fitted this up for
projection purposes. Not only will this
be used to demonstrate the efficiency of the
Motiograph, but it will also be used to
enable customers to inspect printing work
as it progresses. This is the second ad-
dition to the floor space occupied by Mr.
Kemp that has been made during the

New House Ready Soon.
Oakland.—The Reliance theater at Seven-

teenth street and San Pablo avenue will be
opened at an early date and another fine

moving picture house will then have been
added to the already large list in the sub-
urban city. This theater, which i s being
erected for A. J. Vanstrum, will have a

will be a
on the site
old build-

Illinois Theatet Happenings
By Frank H. Madison, 623 South Wabash

Ave.. Chicago.

EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.—When changes to
Redmon's Majestic theater have been

completed the management expects to
have the distinction of operating the
largest ground floor theater in the state.
It will cover an area of 240 by 130 feet.
The addition, the contract for which has
been awarded, will give 570 more seats,
and Manager Harry Kedmon thinks that
the business in sight warranted the in-

Price Settles Right Down in

McLeansboro.
McLeansboro.—Clifford J. Price has ac-

quired a new theater and also a bride.
Mr. Price, who formerly operated the
Star theater, at Effingham, has purchased
the Elite theater here and soon after his
arrival he and Miss Florence Mirgon, of
Effingham, were married.

Galesburg's Elite Closes.

Galesburg.—The Elite theater has been
closed. The Elite was placed on the un-
fair list some time ago by the local
Trades Assembly because it did not em-
ploy union labor.

Newspaper for Home Censorship.
Elgin.—The Elgin

lay bu:

Couri
orship except that
the high standard
ixhibitors it thinks
it of parents and a

nd the.
ring

sible

Selig Sends Cameras to India.

Monmouth.—Will Nicol, of this city, has
been making arrangements to take a trip

with his show through India, and recently
was in Chicago to secure passports from
the British consul. He announced that
the Selig company had planned to send
two cameramen with him for the pur-
pose of securing films in India.

Urges Plebiscite for Sunday Question.
Urbana.—The Sunday picture show

question in Urbana has reached that
stage where further agitation is likely to
hurt both the town and parties interested
if it is not handled carefully. The Cour-
ier very sensibly suggests that the only
fair way to settle it is to hold a special

Blaschke Enlarges the American.
East St. Louis.—The old American the-

ater building, at 319-321 Missouri avenue,
has been leased to Carl Blaschke, an ex-
hibitor of Little Rock, Ark., who will
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•it it i ito ;

and vaudeville
nned to open the

latter part of August and for a while at
over to photoplay.

V.S a i as the upper floor of the build-
ing is available a lease will be taken
up..,, it and it will be converted into a

giving a house with a si ating
ol 1,500.

Two Houses for Rorer.
Dixon.—Manager Rorer of the Family

has signed a lease for the Dixon
Opera house for the coming season ;

will control both theaters. The ne
house probably will use some theatric

600-Seat House for Rockford.
Rockford.—Evald and Bert Johnsc

will erect a moving picture theater <

Fourteenth avenue, between Sixth at
Seventh streets, it will be (1x80 feet ai
will seat 600 persons.

i,d

. -us one for the
- have been quite

tlon at the Queen each Saturday
since their inauguration early in the sum-

which Miss Bessie Whitehead of
the Hulsey theaters, of Dallas, is respon-
sible.

Saals Goes to Dallas Triangle.
Houston.

—

William Saals. former book-
ing clerk for the Houston office of the Con-
solidated Film and Supply Company, has
returned to Dallas to take a position with
the Triangle, and F. L. O'Leary, former
manager of the Beacon theater, at Hous-
ton, has succeeded Mr. Saals in the Hous-
ton exchange.

Barach Succeeds Logan
Takes Over Dallas Office of World Film
—Other News from Lone Star State.

By A. B. Harrison. Box 389. Dallas.

DALLAS, TEXAS.—Nat Barach, of At-
lanta, a well known and popular film

man throughout the South, has been ap-
pointed manager of the Dallas exchange
of the Southern World Film Corporation
to succeed R. H. Logan, who recently re-
signed.
Mr. Barach has been in the film business

for about three years and most of that time
has been spent in the employ of the South-
ern World Film Corporation as traveling
salesman, having traveled out of the of-
fices at Pittsburg, Cleveland, Chicago,
Kansas City, Dallas and New Orleans, and
since the first of the year has been con-
nected with the Atlanta office, from whence
he came to Dallas.
During 1915, Mr. Barach was connected

with the Fox Film Corporation at Dallas,
in the capacity of traveling salesman, and
it goes without saying that he has many
friends throughout the States as well as in
Dallas ptfoper, who have given him a
hea i t

J welcome.
.Mi Barach states it is his intention to

lie the good policy already installed
In the Dallas exchange as well as to keep
the office force intact. He took charge of
the office July 24.

Joe Marientette in Dallas.
Dallas.—Joe Marientette. general man-

ager of the Southern World Film Corpora-
tion, with headquarters at New Orleans,

ouple of weeks recently with the
Dallas exchange, looking after "the trans-

Bill Oldknow Looks Over Dallas.
I 'alias. -William oldknow. general man-

' he Consolidate,! Kiln, and
''""

' ' " ' :ol.,uai ters at Atlanta.
spent the week of July t:> in I 'alias

Lyric Hit by Fire.

Van Alstyne. .The l.vric theater here
i s. u

la- wis was t he o\\ ii, r I

the heavj awn-
ing on the front ol the i.uii.i

carrying the front Are wall with it.

Dallas' Roseland Reopens.
Dallas, ti,. Ro i land I heatei here.

« hlch u a- cloi ed Ime
been i lened under the man.,:.

dlen.

Mothers Clubs Interested in Matinees.
"""

I
''• ildents oi thi

Mr. Fitzpatric
lighting plant

was opened recently un-
:rship of E. J. Fitzpatrick.

tiled a complete

Christensen Goes on Road.
— P. E. christensen, former

assistant manager of the Houston omen
of the Consolidated, has been placed on
the road with "Where Are My Children."
William Saals. formerly with the Triangle
and Mutual companies in Dallas, has
taken his post in Houston.

Lyric at Sherman Closed for Repairs.

Sherman.—The Lyric theater at Sher-
man, under the able management or Miss
Bettie Fairchilds, has been closed for
the summer season. The theater is be-

Nashville Has Week's Orgy of Unborn Stuff
Censors, After Denouncing Picture as "Morbid, Indecent and Degrading," Cut

Out Two Hundred Feet and Permit Its Showing—"Where Are My Children?"

Passes Without Alteration, but With Insistence on Age Limit.

By J. L. Roy, 1014 Stahlman Building, Nashville.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.-When the Strand
theater opened on Monday morning

with a live-reel abortion production made
in New York (advertisement for which
The Moving Picture World had refused),
members of the Nashville board of cen-
sors were promptly on the scene, and
after a review of the picture drew up and
presented to the mayor a report in which
it was stated the picture was "morbid, in-
decent and degrading." While admitting
a powerful lesson was taught, the cen-
sors were of the opinion that this was
not sufficient to justify its toleration, as
expressed by them. On receipt of the re-
port Mayor Ewing, upon whose request
the investigation was undertaken, dis-
patched Chief of Police Alex Barthell to
the Strand with orders to stop the pres-
entation of the picture.
The board of censors then spent the

afternoon at the Strand and proceeded to
slash up the film to such an extent that
it was hardly possible to follow the thread
of the story. Over two hundred feet of
the offensive scenes were removed, after
which the reels were patched up and a
report was made to the mayor that the
picture would be permitted to pass after
its impromptu abbreviation.
On Mondaj night a committee of twen-

ty representative citizens were invited to
View the production and render opinions
as to the moral value of the play, and
when a vote was taken it was found that
the house was divided, with some women
voting that the picture be allowed to con-
tinue. The chief of police then advised
Manager Boy SheltOn that the picture

n shown, providing that no
under 17 allowed to en-

Mr. Bhelton placed the film b

exhibition late in the afternoon and em-
ployed a band to ad\ el lis.- I h. fact, with
a crowd of boys carrying banners through
Hie uptown streets. The pi, mo h( Id o\ ,-r

for a solid week's run. which was un-
d itedlj dm- to the amount of publicity
it had received through the pn
otherwise as a result "i the censorship

lings.

Pass "Where Are My Children?"
Ille.—Immedlatelj aftei the board

acted on the foregoing
plcl in

. i he ma jroi I Bued msi i u,t ions for
i he hoard to examine "Vi her<

w huh was I k.-d at the
Princess for t he tollOV
cordiiic.iv a -ops of the Mm was secured
and ., private exhibition held at the Prln-

iio i„ nefll ..i thi

committee ol Im Ited i Itlsena A full die-
ai '" the moral prln-

. Iplei Involved, aftei « hlch th<

day before, allowed the picture to pass,
without cutting out a single scene. The
mly provision made was that no persr."

under 18 years of age be permitted, which
requirement was strictly adhered to by
the management during the week's run of

the nicture.

operators Off War Path.

Nashville.—The absence of striking op-
erators about the streets with banners
urging the people to stay out of certain
theaters, following the walk-out of some
months ago in Nashville, is quite notice-
able, and to all appearances these men
have given up their efforts to divert
patronage to the houses which granted
their demands. It will be remembered
that the operators stepped down from
their booths at 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
leaving blank screens all over the city.

Upon refusal of one string of Nashville
houses to reinstate the strikers, certain
of the men took turn-about in parading
the downtown streets with large banners
urging people to keep out of the theaters
controlled by this company.

It Is hoped harmony will prevail from
now on, as outbreaks of this nature tend

to injure the high prestige which
the whole moving picture industry now
enjoys.

"The Evil Thereof" at Knoxville.
KnOXVllle.- "The Evil Thereof." the Fa-

mous release, recently haired by the
Chattai gS hoard of women

records at the ijueen theater.
at which time no protest whatever was
entered. The management issued a strin-
gent oi.ler regarding children, and none
was admitted under any circumstances
while the picture was being shown.

Sidelight Publicity.

Nashville. \ novel mod,- of publicltj
was Introduced here When President Ton\
Sudekum of the Crescent Amusement
Companv removed the sid.lmh'
from ins auto and substituted two large
glass plates, illuminated from behind, on
winch were inscribed "S<
Men Pi m, . SB The plates
changed ai will, and « hen the •

.'sit CSJ lies w ilh it a s,|cnt bid
for patronage,

Vendome Lobby Used for Posters.

Nashville The lobbj ol the Vendome,
Nashville's largest playhouse, Is being
utilised for moving pletui a s.d>

during the closed season This house.
w iii, h i- Bltuati d In the I

i

is at all times conspicuous with
of fot thi omlng pi odui tloi
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Broussard Encounters Opposition in Senate
Militant Louisianian Calls Attention of C<

trict of Columbia Already Are Paying

Show Is Disaopearing and Ten-Cent

By Clarence L. Linz, 635 Ter

WASHINGTON, D. C—There is a great
deal of opposition to the proposal of

Senator Robert F. Broussard, of Louis-
iana, to >1" away with the proposed tax

on motion picture and other theaters, as
ed In the .so-called general revenue

bill, and obtain the same results with
respect to obtaining funds with which to

carry on the preparedness program by
maintaining a duty on sugar and other

Senator Broussard has served notice on
the Senate Finance Committee that he
Intends to fight the tax on theaters when
the bill comes up in the Senate. He told

the committeemen recently, when appear-
ing on behalf of the motion picture ex-
hibitors, that in the District of Colum-
bia the latter are already paying six

taxes, enumerating these as the theater
tax, building inspectors' tax. realty tax.

personal property tax, income tax, and
corporation tax. If the proposed meas-
ure becomes a law with the odious pro-
Vision intact, there will be a seventh tax

Imposed upon the picture playhouses, and
Air. Broussard said he would naturally
believe that the exhibitors in other cities

were similarly burdened.
He declared that increasing taxation is

in part responsible for the disappearance
of the five-dent show and that if the Fed-
eral and the local governments continue,
the ten-cent show will also soon be a
thing of the past. And he further point-
ed out that such taxes as these were
flarebacks. not meeting with favor any-
where along the line.

He urged in place of these small tax
Provisions the adoption of an amendment
proposed by him providing for the sus-
pension of what are known as drawback
privileges under which an importer can
bring materials into this country, im-
prove them, and upon exporting them to

another country have returned to him the
duty paid upon the original importation.
His particular interest is in sugar. This
is brought into this country in the raw
6tate and the proper duty paid. It is

then refined and exported abroad, where-
upon the duty paid upon the raw sugar
is returned on the refined product. He
estimates that $10,000,000 would be saved
to the Government in this way and there
would be no need for taxing the motion
picture.

Slips and Falls; Wants $5,000.

Suit has been brought in the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia against
the Hippodrome Amusement Company by
one Mattie L. Sisson, a boarding house
keeper, to recover damages to the extent
of $5,000 because of alleged injuries oc-
curring on February 12, when, while the
plaintiff was endeavoring to leave the
Hippodrome theater, at 808 K street,
Northwest, over an inclined pavement, she
slipped and fell against the side wall.
She claims that the accident was due to
the wet and slippery condition of the
walk or pavement and that the company
was negligent in permitting such a con-
dition. According to the papers filed in
the court, the injuries sustained by the
plaintiff were quite numerous.

Friedman's Jump Pleases Washington.
Exhibitors and exchangemen of Wash-

ington were very glad to hear recently of
the promotion "suffered" by Henry E.
Friedman, one of the best known and
best liked traveling film men that ever
pulled out over the Southern. He was
formerly employed as assistant manager
and salesman in the North Carolina and
Maryland territory of the World Film
Corporation here. When Clarence W.

ngress to Fact That Exhibitors in Dis-

Six Varieties of Impost—Says Five-Cent

May Also.

tli St., N. B., Washington.

Bunn, who was manager of the office,

went to Chicago to assume the manage-
ment of the Pathe office in the "Windy
City" Friedman went along as his assist-

ant, and he made such whirlwind strides
that he soon found himself jumping over
the high buildings and in Minneapolis,
himself a Pathe manager. And every-
body's glad. The whole of Washington
wishes him luck in his new position.

Exchangemen Co-operate for Benefits.

Practically all of the exchangemen of
Washington co-operated with Secretary
of Interior Lane in his effort to raise
funds for the destitute families of mem-
bers of the National Guard of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, by furnishing a pro-
gram of motion pictures. The Govern-
ment donated the use of the Pension
building for this purpose and every even-
ing last week a show was given, the
whole being under the auspices of the
Home Club of the Interior Department,
of which Secretary Lane is the president.
An admission charge of ten cents for
adults and of five cents for children was
made, and while the figures are not avail-
able, it is said that quite a large sum
was realized.

Senning Extends Poster Department.
Manager Carl F. Senning, of the Wash-

ington office of the Fox Film Corpora-
tion has just placed an order with local

contractors for an extension of the racks
in his poster department. The upper
floor of the building is devoted entirely
to the poster department and it is con-
templated that 360 additional bins will
be provided.

Mr. Senning recently installed a con-
venient system in this department, mak-
ing- possible quick deliveries of all paper.
As soon as possible after their receipt
in the department all posters are folded
just as they otherwise would when being
packed to be sent out to some theater.
These are then numbered and placed in
the rack with the lowest number at the
bottom. In this way an inventory can
be taken in a very short space of time
and Mr. Senning is also able to learn im-
mediately of the amount of paper he may
have on one or any number of subjects.
Another feature of this method is that
it tends to conserve space and keeps the
posters in far better condition than if

handled as they usually are.

Hy Art Comfortably Situated.

The Hy Art Master Plays Company, for-
merly located at 13H H street, North-
west, is now located in what are perhaps
the most attractively decorated offices in
this city, in the Barristers Building, 635
F street, Northwest. With the removal
of this business to its present location
comes the return of "Johnnie" Payette to
Washington. He is one of the favorites
among the film folks of this locality and
it was a matter of regret among them
when he went out on the road for long
trips. He broke into the business some
few years ago at the Rhode Island thea-
ter, of which he was manager, and he
later joined the General Film Company,
becoming its assistant manager here, and
at times in charge of the Baltimore
branch.
When Arthur S. Hyman, the then man-

ager for the General Film Company, sev-
ered his connection with that organiza-
tion to organize the Hy Art Master Plays
Company, of which he is now the vice-
president and general manager, he took
Mr. Payette with him as his assistant,

and the latter is now in full charge of the
exchange, Mr. Hyman devoting a consid-
erable part of his time to the outside
business.
The other officers of this company are

Gibbs L. Baker, a lawyer and former
prosecuting attorney of the District of

Columbia, president; Harry Buckley,
treasurer, and George R. Mayo, secre-

Beattis Returns From Vacation.

Lawrence Beattis, manager of Loew's
Columbia theater, has returned to Wash-
ington after an absence of several weeks.
When he left town he went to spend his
vacation visiting his mother in Memphis,
Tenn., later going to St. Louis, Mo., where
he has a brother. Before returning to

Washington, however, he went to To-
ronto, where he relieved the manager of

the Loew house in that place during a
three weeks' vacation. During his ab-
sence Mr. Kline, Manager Beattis' assist-

ant, was in charge of the local theater.

J. Leo Yates 111.

It is with a great deal of regret that
the exhibitors and exchangemen of

Washington learned recently that J. Leo
Yates, manager of the Washington Film
Exchange, which markets the Universal
product, is seriously ill at his home in
this city. Mr. Yates holds the friend-
ship of every one in the motion picture
business in the territory served by his
exchange. He is a manager of the type
that carries through that which he prom-
ises, and he is always "on the level." It

is the hope of all that Mr. Yates will
have a quick recovery.

NEWS OF IOWA THEATERS.
Corning.—L S. Fleming of Arispe, Iowa,

has purchased the Lyric theater from
Peregrine Brothers.
Hamburg.—J. H. Gaylord of Omaha has

purchased the Iris theater.
Rhodes.—Theodore Schmidt has sold

his moving picture theater to Edward
Kennedy.

Hull.—W. H. Snyder of this place has
purchased the Grand theater at Spring-
field, Minn., from T. H. Sivenson.
Washington.—The Presbyterian church

has purchased a machine and will give
shows once a month.

St. Charles.—Local pictures stirred up
hot weather business for the Hildredth
theater.
Waterloo, la.—The Palace theater man-

agement is surprised to discover what
an asset it has in the canaries which
warble to it patrons. The theater recent-

ly conducted a contest in which prizes

were given for the best answers to "Why
I go to the Palace." About one in three
of the papers submitted mentioned the

birds as one of the principal reasons why
they attended this particular house. Of
course, the class of pictures offered was
the principal inducement.
Charles Hawthorne, of Renwick, owner

of a local moving picture theater, was
drowned in East Lake near Kanawha.
He was fishing from a raft. A storm
came up and he started to swim to shore.

Remembering that he had left his fish on
the raft, he started to return for them,
but failed in the attempt.
Mount Pleasant.—Nervous depressions

brought upon by the excessive heat are
blamed for the suicide of Frank O'Connor,
30 years old, proprietor of a moving pic-

ture theater, who shot himself and died
shortly after. A widow and one child
survive.
Fort Madison.—Benjamin J. Friedel has

resigned his position as guard at the Iowa
State penitentiary here and has purchased
a moving picture theater at Earlham from
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis F. Hulbert.
New Hampton.—Jean Ingalls, a former

resident of New Hampton, has purchased
the Idle Hour and Airdome theaters from
Porter & Konzen.
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Newark and Jersey City Theaters Hard Hit
Board of Health Rule Shutting Out Children Under Sixteen Years Leads to Clos-

ing Down of Two Dozen Houses—Exhibitors Hoping for End of Epidemic

—News from Around New Jersey.

By Jacob J. Kalter.

U'AIIK, X. J —

nv. Baructa made
short sojourn he

NEWARK, X J.—Never in the history

of the motion picture industry has
business been bo very bad in this city,

is the epitome of present conditions.

Houses are closing down every day due
to the ruling of the Board of Health pro-

hibiting children under sixteen from en-

tering the theaters. About an even dozen
of the picture houses in Newark and Jer-

sey City, unable to stand the financial

strain, have closed, in most cases tem-
porarily. The exhibitors and exchangemen
are praying for a break in the epidemic.
Among the theaters closed in Jersey City

are the Star, Central avenue; Princess,
Central avenue; Ampere, Summit avenue;
Duncan, Duncan and West Side avenues;
Danforth, Danforth avenue; Bon Ton, New-
ark avenue; Academy, Central avenue;
Franklin Airdome, Franklin street.

Some of the exhibitors have, either un-
wittingly or deliberately, allowed children
to enter their places. Several complaints
against picture managers have been made
on this score, and they will be held respon-
sible. A hearing will be held soon to de-
termine the guilt or innocence of the ac-
cused.

Newarker Buys Orange Theater.

East Orange.—The Regent theater, Main
street, has been purchased by William B.

Putnam, also manager of the Paramount
theater, Broad and Hill streets. Newark.
The house was formerly owned by Walter
Maier and Martin Singer, who own several
theaters throughout the state. Mr. Put-
nam is planning many alterations and
improvements in his new theatrical ac-
quisition, and will probably inaugurate a
policy of high-class moving picture at-
tractions.

New House Nearing Completion.
Jersey City.—The moving picture the-

ater now in the course of construction at
435 Central avenue by Herring & Blumen-
thal should.be ready for occupancy about
September 15. The new house, seating
1,400, is one of the prettiest and fullest
equipped houses in the state.

Toms River Incorporation.
Toms River.—The Crescent Amusement

Company has just been organized here
with an authorized capital of $10,000 to
conduct a general amusement business.
Albert P. Gtrelm, August Martbrecht and

incorporators.

Conlon at Newark Office.

i. John Conlon, who cornea from
the Twenty-third street branch of the
Mutual Film, has been added to the staff
of the Newark brancb at 25 Branford
place. Mr. Conlon assume! an inside job
for the Mutual.

New Supply House for Newark.
Newark. Henry Herdegen and Homer

D. Smith, who formerly owne,] the Per-
fection Motion Picture ami Entertainment
Company, have organized a ncv
at : stran.i theater bu ng. They will
deal in ni"i ion

i

piles.

Trade Pictures for Undertakers.
Newark Moving pictures of Interest

to the nn. I. rial.

i

BOWH at

a recent meeting of the Eases Count]
Funeral Dlrectc [>h« pie-

Singer With Film Supply.
Newark Samuel Singer, who with

John Blum controlled \
tory for the Greater nv» J oi b B

tal Company, has assumed an executive
position with the Film Supply Company
and General Reducing Company, manu-
facturers of film leader. The concerns
maintain an office at 2S8 Market street,
Newark, but the factory is at Irvington.
Jerome Kraker has been appointed adver-
tising manager of the Film Supply Com-

Levison at the Shore.
Newark.—Leo F. Levison, manager of

the Newark branch of the World Film,
has just returned from a most successful
seashore trip along the coast. In one day
he signed up two theaters in Asbury
Park, one at Long Branch and one at
Ocean Grove. All the contracts for World
and Equitable releases are for long terms.

To Exploit "Nation" Film.
Englewood.—The Nation Film Corpora-

tion has been incorporated here with a
capital of $5,000 to exploit the film spec-
tacle, "The Fall of a Nation." The incor-
porators are Franklin E. Backer, Harry
Crone and Edward Crone.

Baruch Heads Southern World.
Newark.—Friends of Nat Baruch, for-

merly World salesman, and recently with
the Newark office of Bluebird, will learn
with pleasure of Nat's promotion to man-
ager of the Dallas office of the Southern

Siegel Selling Exclusive.

Newark.—Samuel Siegel, former man-
ager of the Newark Film Exchange, is

now booking Exclusive Features at his

old quarters. 189 Market street. Our
friend Sam is doing well.

Unicorn Moves Quarters.

Newark.—The Unicorn Film Service.
Newark branch, has been removed to 288
Market street. Charles J. Straehle and
John Blum are associated In running the
Nei ark offic

Endlessgraph to Manufacture.
Irvington.—The Endlessgraph Manufac-

turing Company has just been incorpor-
ated with registered offices at 103 Twen-
ty-first street, Irvington. The capital is

$125,000. The new manufacturing con-
cern will make and sell a new style mov-
ing picture machine. The incorporators
are Mayk Melnyk, Paul D. Rudyk and
Wlademier J. Sieminowicz.

Levison Now in Newark.
Newark.—Leo F. Levison, manager of

the New Jersey branch of the World
Film, after putting his possessions in

storage in New York, has become a full-

fledged Newarker. "World is running im-
mensely," was Levison's reply to the all-

pertinent question "How's business?"

Hall Organizes Another.
Hoboken. — The Atlantic Amusement

Company, with registered offices at 635
Washington street, has been incorporated
with an authorized capital of $125,000.
The incorporators are Frank G. Hall,
George A. Enright and Harry T. Hall.

Trades Automobile for a Picture Theater
Tired of Steady Program of Tragedy Indianapolis Man Converts Acquisition Into

an Exclusive Comedy House—George Now Happy as the Big Boss of the

Funny Show—Other Indiana News.

By the Indiana Trade News Service.

immediately arrested. Appeals to the up-

o see them often.
s bis line. The
i all the tragedy

INDIANAPOLIS.—"George F. Kreitleln,
motion picture magnate and automobile

supply man." Last week it was Q. P.
Kreitlein, auto supply man, and the ap-
pendage had been given within recent days.
For the first time the story of the leap
from autos to the moving picture world
is herein told.

A few days ago George met a man with
a motion picture show and a hankering for
an automobile. Just at that particular
minute George had the same affliction
backward—he was tired of plunking down
a dime every time he wanted to see a
film show and he wanted t<

Comedy, by the way, wa
auto business afforded hin
he desired.
This man that Oeorge met was profuse

in extolling the virtues of his motion pic-
ture house at 440 Massachusetts avenue.

K reitlein w b m 'i • loquent as to
the virtues of his automobile and its total
freedom from the achea and pains winch
many are llkelj ti

The upshot of it all was that Kreitlein is

n"\\ i he owner >vlng picture show
i brand idea, an Idea which

I

into the
< by handling one brand of
other. George Immediately
name to th(

other than

9 Ith tl

auto buslnec
car and no

exhibits i

it is. bj the b

the kind In

Appeal Sunday Opening Conviction.
i '..in,. Spurr, m

d ii.eat.-r, of ibis olty, re-
cently was unci no and costs on the

itlng the Sabb it

brother. I !

amount. The\ tried to open tl"

which id

Sted. Appeals U
been pel

said the cases will be carried to the high-
est courts of the state. Petitions are in

circulation asking the city authorities to
permit Sunday opening. They have not
been presented to the city authorities.

Supreme Features Incorporates.

Indianapolia—The Supreme Features
Company has been incorporated to do busi-
ness in the state with a capital stock of

$10,000. The dii. :

I. Schnltzer, Henry ll. James ami Karl w.
Penrod.

Free Marion Shows.
Marion.- Outdoor picture shows on cer-

tain DlghtS of tb.> week, in connection with
a band concert, provide entertainment and
Instruction for a meat number of adults
ami children. The shows are well at-
tended and are given il the exp< nse of the
city. They do hurt the theat.t
but no kick has been forthcoming.

Mrs. Croop Resigns as Manager.
: shell's

lone woman 111. tl

in r position an.' threi

ferred their Inti Rej nobis
.111.1 he Will COme here to tike

I

'

Close Houses to Small Children.
Craw fordvlllS An old. i b> I

of Health bars ohlldren undi i th<

ten from attending any moving picture
tin .iter. Pear of .i Inl

epidemic bi ought tl i
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Does It Pay to Keep Open in the Summer?
\

That's the Question Detroit Exhibitors Answer—There Seems to be Agreement a

that Closing Down Has Advantages, but There Is Always Fear of Lack of

Unanimity Among Exhibitors and Al so Customers Not Coming Back.

Bj Jacob Smith, 503 Free Press Building, Detroit.

DETROIT July was the hottest month
of the year and one of the hottest in

scars so far as Detroit is concerned.
Despite this fan, only a few theaters
closed, and those which remainei
sustained slight losses. Business really
held up better than expected during the
hot spell. And right here is the logical
place t.. rehash an interview which the
World representative had with a number
01 Detroit exhibitors. The u rite- asked
these exhibitors the following question:
"Does it pay to keep your theater open

during the hot weather, or would it be
better to close?"

bitoi expi essed himself thusly:
"1 would close down in a minute for at
least a month in thi • summer if every.
body else in the ten•itory would do the

My believe it would
be better for the indu stry if we all closed
down, it would give
nity to think of oth«•r things, we would

carefully as exhibitor:!, and then when wo
reopened our houses tvould be fresh look-
ing and people w

Another exhibitor s;lid: "We keep open
because we are afraid that if we closed
people might get out of the habit
Of coming and we wotlid have a hard time
to get them back."

Nol one, but dozens , of other exhibitors
when asked the abovi; question said they
would not hesitate to close, and believed
it best to close, providing the exhibitors
as an organization wcmid all do the same

Two Popular Exchange Managers.
After many days we succeeded in get-

ting two popular exchange managers in

the Auto City to pose for photographs to

appear in the World. Herewith are the
reproductions:

No. 1 is George YV. Weeks, recently ap-
pointed district manager of the Universal
exchanges in Detroit, Cleveland, Cincin-
nati and Indianapolis. Mr. Weeks is just

Geo. W. Weeks.

as friendly and pie;

indicates—he is kr
good fellows."

! Of

A. I. Shapiro, better
known as "Shap to his intimate friends.
He was recently announced as the perma-
nent manager of the Triangle Film Cor-
poration in Detroit. He has done splen-
did work since taking hold and is increas-
ing his list of friends as fast as he in-

creases the weekly receipts for his firm.

Grennell Has Had Experience.

Fred T. Grennell. now publicity man-
ager of the Detroit Universal, has had an
extensive experience both as an advertis-

ing and newspaper man. He has been
employed on several local papers and re-

cently was city editor of the Detroit Free
Press. For several years he was on the

t .ad with different theatrical attractions.

More recently he has developed the local

publieit.v to Id. b< in- pi ,s= a^.-nt lor the
.
the largest Detroit pi, i ,,

'" l.adiim popular
priced vaudeville and picture theater, and

i kerbocker. the bin pi. -tin

prise in the east end. lie has also han-
dled the advertising for the Nforw 1,

Fine Arts, Majestic in Wyandotte, and
other smaller Detroit theaters. All of the
local publicity given the Screen Ball
some months ago is credited to his enter-
prise. Fled understands just the kind of
publicity that will be read by the public.

Simons Has the Goods.
We be- to acknowledge the August

program of the New Family theater of
Adrian, Mich., operated by E. M. Simons,
who is president and general man
the theater. It contains some ream in-

teresting news matter. One article is

headed "Meeting Mary Pickford (Her-
self)" and it gives a splendid description
of the way in which Mr. Simons met Miss
Pickford at the Chicago convention re-
cently and his impressions of the "little
star." The magazine contains twenty-
four pages and is splendidly illustrated
throughout, with photographs and stories
of the plays and stars that are booked
ahead. We reiterate what we said once
before about Mr Simons—he is one of the
livest and most wide-awake exhibitors in

Michigan. His ideas of doing things are
always along metropolitan lines..

Broadway and Grand Circus Park, De-
troit, for John H. Kunsky. the press agent
says: "Despite the intense heat, the
progress of the new Madison is not halted
in the least. The wonderful foundation
is completed. The Madison theater will

except anything that has ever been at-
tempted in this part of the country. It

is not a question of money, but quality,

style and comfort. The lobby leading
through the theater from the Park en-
trance will be of solid marble, enhanced
by costly ornamental work of the finest

design. There will be a roomy main floor

and balcony and finely appointed recep-
tion rooms, smoking rooms and a grand
promenade. C. Howard Crane, architect,

states that the Madison will represent
his supreme effort in theater construc-
tion." The Madison will open some time
in the fall.

Kunsky Has Star Up His Sleeve.

Although John H. Kunsky will not di-

vulge the name of the star, he has ad-

mitted to the World correspondent that

in the near future he will bring to De-
troit a prominent film star whose appear-
ance will be made at his theaters, pre-

snmal.lv the new Madison. Mr. Kunsky
says it will be "a new star in a new play."

Brewer of Owosso Calls.

The World office was visited tne> other

day bv E. S. Brewer, manager of the new
Strand theater in Owosso, Mich This

house was opened on July 6. Tt seats 600

people, has a policy of daily change, with

prices at 5 and 10 cents. The Strand has

a rather unique front, very attractive,

and in a future issue we shall take pleas-

ure in showing photographs of it.

Detroit Has Outdoor Pictures.

Outdoor motion pictures are being

shown bv the City Recreation Commis-
sion in Detroit on the city playgrounds

and will be continued until Sept. 1. The
pictures include comedy, dramatic and
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.I are projected
With a Tower &A machine. The

'">
1
uriiishes lice the come.lv

malic lilms. while the educational
Ulnis arc furnished by the Department of
Commerce and Labor at WashinL

Perry New Pathe Salesman.
C. W, Perry has been appointed one ol

salesmen for the Pathe Film Kx-
Hc is a former exhibitor, having

d the Voyons theater in Lowell
•Mass., for the past three years. He sold
the house in May. h^ i„ „^» „„... ». «..
Pathe "i-

special work for th.

England

Changes at Detroit Universal.
Joe Deiner, former booker at the De-

troit Universal Exchange, has gone to
Cleveland to do booking for Bluebird
Photoplays. He is succeeded at Detroit by
Al Mertz. former booker at the local ex-
change of the General Film Company.

Standard Has Big July Business.
J. C. Fishman, manager of the Detroit

exchange of the Standard Film Service
Company, reports that July was the big-
gest month since the inauguration of the
exchange. Since he has taken hold—five
months ago—the Michigan business of the
Standard has increased 400 per cent. The
big favorites right now are Mutt and Jeff
Comedy Cart the Ju: • pict

Anglin Company Selling Stock.
Stock of the Margaret Anglin Picture

Corporation is now being offered for sale
in Michigan, the Michigan Securities
Commission having granted permission
for such action. It is the first motion
picture corporation in Michigan to which
permission has been given for the public
sale of its stock.

Fine New House for Bay City.

The Bay City Theater Company, Bay
City, Mich., has been organized for the
purpose of erecting a new downtown the-
ater and business block. Howard L. Shaw
is president. John McNair Ealy vice presi-
dent, George E. Wedthoff secretary and
treasurer, and Fred B. Williams general
manager. The capital stock will be $25,-
000. The house will be on the east side
of Washington avenue on property 225x
100 feet. A. S. Munger. of Bay City, is

ng the t ntative pla:

n the firs

It will i

nd about

Fairbanks Beats 'Em All in Detroit.

So enormous was business at the Ma-
jestic theater, Detroit, on Tuesday eve-
ning, August 1, that it was necessary to

stop selling tickets for the 9 o'clock show.
The attraction was the latest Triangle re-

lease—Douglas Fairbanks in "Flirting
With Fate." In reference to Mr. Fair-

banks we want to say that within a few
months he has built up a tremendous
patronage in Detroit. It is safe to say
that Mr. Fairbanks stands to-day—in the
eyes of Detroit theatergoers—as the "one
best bet" for high-class motion picture
houses. As one exhibitor said, "A Fair-
banks picture means you crowd your

Bijou Theater Now Open.
The opening of the Bijou theater, at 36

Monroe avenue, operated by Wesley
Schram. who also has the Monroe theater,

took place August 5. It seats about 350

The Family Is Getting Bigger.

The Family theater on Huron avenue,

Port'riuron, Mich., is to be enlarged. Bids

are now being asked on the work. The
addition will be 50x100 feet in size.
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Film Men and Exhibitors Battle on Diamond
Minneapolis Theater Owners Wallop Exchanges for Once Anyway—Johnson Fans

Nine Men—St. Paul Finds Children's Matinees Popular—Kimball & Cobb Open
Laboratories—New-Fangled Infant Epidemic.

i; G I a noil Johnston, 802 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis.

MINNK \PnUS, .Minn.—The first annual
picnic and outing of the exhibitors
hange men and women at Parker's

Lake. Minn., Wednesday, August -', was
i<ig event of the week hereabouts.

This outing was arranged for the pur-
pose of bringing the exhibitor and ex-
changeman closer together, and it suc-
ceeded. It was expected the exchange-
ineii would outnumber the exhibitors
about three to one, but the attendance
flgu
few less ex hi

ploj ees, a nd si

the smaller t<

and Central Mi
The ?1 tickei

than exchange em-
heater owners from
hroughout Southern
i attended,

ncluded railroad fare, ad-
mission to baseball games, dancing
"eats," and more than one picnicker ad-
mitted he had eaten more ice cream than
he "ever did in his life before." The
large supply of pop was exhausted early
in the afternoon and thirty gallons of ice

cream lasted only until 6 o'clock. Sand-
wiches, cakes, salad and piekles were
greatly in demand and the eagerness and
splendid appetites displayed by the film
men would have led many to believe they
had been fasting for two days in advance.
The merrymakers, led by a band of ten

pieces, started from the Produce Exchange
building at 1 o'clock, and in a special
train went to the lake. Shortly after ar-
riving at the picnic grounds, while some
plunged into the depths of the lake others
swarmed around the food stands and the
dancing pavilion. At 2.30 the Mutual Ex-
change baseball team lined up against
the Produce Exchange building aggrega-
tion on the diamond, and despite the fact
that it was 95 in the shade, the two teams
played Bve fast Innings, with a result
that the Mutuals were victorious 7 to 3.

Following this game the exchange and
supplj men lined up against the exhibi-
tors :tuj ' in).Mors won af-
ter a brilliant rally in the second Inning.
J. Li. Johnston, pitching for the winners,
fanned llowed two liits.

He weakened somewhat In the fifth, but
a double play and a Strike out when the
bases had been filled twice because of a
hit, two walks and two errors, kept his
opponents from counting John Maj and
Ralph Bradford pitched for the exchange
men. Wild Bill Egan, Pred S
Huzzy Izzv Sehlank an. I I: S.hlaifei tOOK
turns in umpiring the ...... II i:

Friedman. II I , ..i.
i

. . ;,,tt)iel,,

Fred Meyer. A. Sch w art zbein, Harry lirei-

i.in. w. ii Stafford and Sam invorsky
participated In the vaudi
im-nt. I

i \V. II Stafford. Mutual;
Mam, . totl li lb Pavoritt Peat ... es; Harry
Rowe, w« Fun \- c

; ,i-

\ . 1
1

, \

,

.). i.. Johnston.

Children's Matinees Popular in St. Paul.
St. Paul. Children's matinees hava

mad.- a big hit « Ith m..\ mil' picture the-
In St. Paul Special matinees

foi in • nil. follow. >i the silent drama
)ia\ e sooi ed at thi Park, Dal< Bluebii d
and Ell theaters, owing t.. thi

which thei e billi ha i mi I In tht Ulnm
sota capital citj several Minneapolis, i>u-
lutii ami othei citj theaters have put on
pedal ..ii. i , i, ho \ foi • hlldi en 3

B. Reisman, Dale theater, St Pat
oi i the originators of the Ida i

parti

Andress Opens a Regular Place.
Minneapolis. Hugh C \ndress. man-

ager Of Die Intelnational Film Se,\i,e
exchange, which has had temporar}
quarters In the Lumber exchange, has

opened permanent
sixth floor of th
building.

Delegates Return Happy.
Minneapolis.—Having procured a na-

tional league charter at the recent Chi-
cago convention, the Minnesota delegates
to the Windy City meeting returned home
beaming with joy.- The Gopher delega-
tion got what it was after the second day
of the convention, and had it not been
that Thomas Furniss, Duluth, declined to
run, the Minnesotans could have elected
one of their number national president.
Minnesota has been the mother state of
the film industry in the Northwest and a
power in the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Association of the Northwest, but to jump
into the national league and rush to the
front came as a surprise to many, and
seems sufficient to make the North Star
Staters jubilant. The Minnesota delegates
to the Chicago convention were James
Gilowsky and C. W. Campbell, St. Paul;
Thomas Furniss, Duluth; David G. Rod-
gers, Henry P. Greene, D. W. Chamber-
lain and C. E. Van Duzee, Minneapolis.
All of these men took an active part In

the discussi
Minnesota's
liant one.

Triangle Planning Removal.
Minneapolis.—Manager Ralph Bradford

of the Triangle Exchange, has announced
that if present plans carry the headquar-
ters of his firm will be^ on the second floor
of the new Film Exchange building, on
Fourth street, within a few weeks. The
Triangle offices are now located in the
Loeb Arcade.

No Paralysis in This Epidemic.
Minneapolis.—Two more "picture" ba-

bies were added to the list of m w ar-
rivals locally last week. E, A. Westcott,
of the Peerless, became a proud tailor
on Wednesday, August 2, and Harry
Katlm.-r. of 'civilization" fame, beat
WestCOtt to receiving congratulations by
one day. Eight babies have been born to
Twin City moving picture families within
the last month.

Resign from Amusements.
Minneapolis.—William J. Egan, John I..

.Johnston an. i
c, Carroll Johnston have

n is rumore
Ing foi t<

Kimball IToi

Five-Reeler "Uncle Tom" for Road.

lie New Film Cor .mo,,, i- mobilising
orces to "put over*1 "Um Ii 1

Rowe is organis-
ing plckanl mi> bands and on

of the central a

,i n mi put tht flvt reel featun

August 11. The elaborate prologue idea
used by Thomas Ince in his New York
Criterion presentation will be followed by
the Supreme, and over a hundred
have been engaged to appear in it and
make up the symphony orchestra for the
production. "The Birth of a Nation" is

now running at the Shubert to good

Roesner Installs Pipe Organ.
Winona.—L. J. Roesner of the Colonial

and Princess theaters has returned from
seeing the exposition and attending the
convention in Chicago. Mr. Roesner is in-

stalling a new pipe organ in the Colonial.

From Surrounding Territory.
Thief River Falls.—W. H. Seitzler. of

X. D., has purchased the Princess
theater here and despite the extreme heat
is doing a good business.
Des Moines.—A. H. Blank, president of

the Iowa branch of the Exhibitors' League
of America, has returned from the
Chicago convention, where he took an
active part in the discussions. Mr. Blank
is the owner of the Garden theater here.
Minneapolis.—Robert Groh has suc-

ceeded D. C. McClellan as manager of
the New Garden theater here. Mr. Mc-
Clellan has gone on the road for the
Universal exchange.

Minneapolis.—A. A. Hixon. assistant
manager of the Minneapolis Metro ex-
change, has return from Chicago where
he attended the convention and exposi-
tion and has gone on an extended trip
through Minnesota and Wisconsin.

Oconto, Wis.—The Grand theater here
has been taken over by the Dundon
Amusement Enterprise.
Earlham, Iowa.—B. J. Friedell has pur-

chased the local picture house from Mr
and Mrs C E, Hulbert.

Renwick, towa.—Charles Hawthorne,
manager of the Vernon theater here, was
drowned while bathing in a nearby lake

Minneapolis. Ted Quandall has been
added to the list Of roadmen at the Min-
neapolis Cnicorn exchange, and B. 1'

Schaffer and P. M. Pord have been added
to the road staff of the Minneapolis Pathe
exchange during the last week

Minneapolis The International Film
Service, Inc., which has had temporary
headquarters In the Lumber Exchange,
win move to spacious quarters in the
New Film Kxchange shortly, according to
Manager ii C \

Minneapolis -The Peerless has added
the Hans and Fritz cwniedies to its list Of
releases each v. BBS also
handles the Mutt and Jeff comedies

I polls The executive committee
Of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
elation of the Northwest held its monthly
meeting here lasi Monday. The meeting
lasted three hours. Those present were
President .1 .; Gilowsky and .1 IS Keis-
man. St. Paul, C K Van I »uzee. William

i ne, Minneapolis,
and Prank Nemec, St Cloud.

Minneapolis Ben E, Drum and wife,
both members of the V L-S-H staff, are in
the . ast spending t heir \ acation 1

1

of the same exchange has returned from
a vacation spent in New York and Cleve-
land.

, oad

"Civilization" Opens August 11.

Minneapolis Harrj Rathnei and M]
ion Conhalm of the Supreme Feature Pllm
Company, Mlnni i inged to

open theli lati I . quleltion, "Ch lllss

Hon." at the Minneapolis Sbub.rt tb.at.,,

1 1maha,
cago film

NEBRASKA.
.1. VI T Wail
ker m bo has b

hl-

loeal im enlles ol talent hai >

under the nam.- of w
I

.i Komedj Kompany" and have
mad.- ih, Bret single reel Installment to
a serial "The Dlrtj Duo In I Lordlj Id*
up."

Lincoln The State Journa
Khlbltora

ai . allow ing t heir houses to bt

pit mi . u I,,. I, in . . pi . ,-m ell • '-•
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Mastbaum Talks of His New Film Activities

Live Philadelphia Exhibitor, Vice-President of the Herbert Brenon Film Corpora-

tion, Declares His Success with Brenon Productions was the Impelling Factor

Leading to New Association—Garrick Spends $12,000 on Improvements.

By the Philadelphia News Service, 326 Real Estate Trist Building.
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P 1111, AI>KI. I'lll A.- During the past sev-

eral years Stanley V. Mastbaum, man-
aging director of the Stanley Company,
this city, has established his standing as

he most prominent film men in the

United States and easily the controlling
factor as far as the photoplay houses of

Philadelphia are concerned, more than
fifty moving picture theaters coming un-
der his direct care and supervision. The
recent announcement that he has branched
out as a manufacturer and producer will

have interest for his friends. As the Mov-
ing Picture World has already printed, he
figures in the formation of the Herbert
Brenon Film Corporation, and at the
meeting held for the final organization he
was elected vice-president. In this posi-

tion he will have a voice in the selection

of plays and scenarios and in the engag-
ing of players for the new company. His
rare executive ability and wide knowl-
edge of what the public desires in the

play line through his Stanley experience
should make him an invaluable aid to his

associates. These are Herbert Brenon and
Lewis J. Selznick.

Mr. Mastbaum was laconic and much to

the point in answering the question as to

how he became interested in the new cor-
poration. He said: "Whenever one of

Mr. Brenon's productions has played at

houses which I have booked they have
always been assured -of handsome finan-

cial profits. I have the utmost confidence
in his plans and ambitions and his abil-

ity to carry them out with proper and
sufficient business and financial backing.
I regard Mr. Brenon as one of the direc-
tors of to-day.

"Mr. Selznick has been my close friend
ever since I introduced myself to the mov-
ing picture world and I greatly admire
his clear opinion and his ability to seize

an opportunity and to push it. I am more
than proud to be associated with such
men in a new enterprise which cannot
help but be successful financially and a
source of keen personal satisfaction as
well."

The Popular Making Alterations.

Extensive alterations and additions will

be made to the Popular Moving Picture
theater, 903 to 907 North Sixth street.

The addition will be of brick, concrete
and steel construction, fireproof, and will
have dimentions of 152 by 57 feet. Work
has been started.

Trenton Company Holds Election.

At the recent annual meeting of the
Trenton Theater Building Company, F. W.
Roebling, Sr., and Charles H. Levy, were
elected directors to fill the vacancies
caused by the deaths of Harry C. Taylor
and former Postmaster Alexander C.

Yard. There are nine other directors who
were re-elected, as follows: James C.
Tattersall, Thomas B. Taylor, W'illiam T.

White, Hampton W. Cook, Barker Hamill,
Richard Stockton, R. V. Kuser and Her-
bert Sinclair.

Seaside Park Opens to Good Business.
Carl Hagg has recently opened his mov-

ing picture theater at Seaside Park, N. J.,

and reports exhibiting to large houses.
This theater is one of the most handsome
along the Jersey coast and the interior
and exterior decorations are of a most at-
tractive description.

Cohan Increases Equipment.
George Cohan, manager of the Broad-

way theater. Broad street and Snyder ave-
nue, announces having met with a very
satisfactory volume of business during

the past several weeks and states he has
made several Improvements to his house,
including the installation of equipment.

Garrick Spends $12,000 to Enlarge.
At an expense of almost $12,000 five

additional exits and a large fire escape
have been constructed at the Garrick the-
ater, Norristown, Pa. The improvements
have been under way for the past four
or five weeks and were only recently com-
pleted. The large cost of the improve-
ments was due largely to the fact that
the construction of the fire escape neces-
sitated the purchase of a building adjoin-
ing the theater on the west side and the
razing of a part of the structure.

Freihofer Takes Over Coliseum.
The Coliseum theater, Fifty-ninth and

Market streets, has been taken over by
Freihofer, the well known bread man,
and will be conducted in the future by
Columbus Stamper, also manager of the
Frankford theater, Frankford, Pa.

Thomas Drops Into Philadelphia.

I. M. Thomas, proprietor of the Pastime
theater, Easton, Pa., was a recent visitor
to Philadelphia and paid his respects to
many friends in local moving picture cir-
cles. Before leaving for his home town
he purchased considerable equipment.

South Street House Changes Hands.
The three-story moving picture house

at 508 South street Jias been conveyed by
Robert W. Boyd, Jr., to David Feldman,
subject to a mortgage of $13,000. The lot

is 40 by 120 feet, and is assessed at
$18,000.

Whats Doing in Baltimore
News of Interest in and Around the

Oriole City.

By J. M. Shellman, 1902 Mount Royal
Terrace, Baltimore.

Operator Examiner Causes Arrest.

BALTIMORE, MD.—Upon the complaint
of Nelson D. Baldwin, secretary and

treasurer of the Maryland State Board
of Moving Picture Operator Examiners,
Carroll Stemm, owner of the Majestic
theater, 320 South Broadway, was ar-
rested for allowing an usher and ap-
prentice operator to operate the projec-
tion machine during the absence of the
licensed operator, who was at dinner.
Mr. Stemm was fined $5 and costs.

"Ramona" Given for Benefit.

On Monday, July 31, "Ramona," the im-
mense Clune production, opened up to a
large and enthusiastic audience at Ford's
opera house. This film is booked for a
three weeks' run at this house, and it

is thought by the management that it

will be shown to good houses throughout
the entire time. On Thursday, August 4.

the management arranged to give half of

the gross proceeds of the sale of seats
for both the afternoon and night per-
formances for the benefit of the Milk and
Ice Fund, which is doing so much to re-
lieve the sufferings of the little tots in

this city.

Pictures Aid Suffs.

The Baltimore suffragists are quite an
up-to-date, live-wire bunch, for through
the activities of Mrs. B. J. Byrne, the idea
of spreading the women's rights slogan
through the medium of the moving pic-

ture has been evolved. A complete outfit

for moving picture projection, which can
be folded into a small-sized box and ar-
ranged with adjustments so that it can
be attached to an automobile for street
purposes, has been made for them by a
Brno in New York. Another adjustment is

arranged so that a screen can be attached
auto and yet be several yards

away. The machine has been fitted up
with a special lens for close-up work.

Echo Brightens Up.
B. Rosenbaur, manager of the Echo the-

ater, 124-6 East Fort avenue, has com-
pletely renovated this house. It now
presents a gala appearance. The entire
front and interior have been painted and
redecorated and a new motor-drive has
been installed.

Thirty-four Baltimore Houses Closed.
There is a rumor current in the down-

town district of Baltimore that the ser-
vices now being used by the larger thea-
ters are due for a change. As a result
of this change of attitude on the part of
several managers, the heads of the sev-
eral exchanges which supply this city
with film have their weather eyes peeled
and are extremely on the alert. Thirty-
four of the moving picture theaters of
Baltimore have closed their doors to the
public, and from all appearances some of
them will never appear bright again under
the same managers. This makes quite an
inroad on the 107 houses here.

Liberty Brightens Up.
John English, who bought on June 9

and now manages the Liberty theater, 5
North Liberty street, has had the lobby
and exterior of his house repainted with
a fetching green, giving the theater a
spic and span appearance. In the early
fall Mr. English states several other al-

terations and improvements will be made.

Weber Takes Richardson's Tip.

In accordance with the suggestions
made by F. H. Richardson, Editor of the
Projection Department of the Moving
Pflcture World, to Frederick Clements
Weber, manager of the Gertrude McCoy
theater, when he visited Baltimore recent-
ly, that he darken the walls of his pro-
jection room, Mr. Weber has followed out
the suggestions by painting all the walls
of this room black.

"Submarine" Business Brisk.

For the past several weeks the busi-
ness with the Mutual continued picture,
"The Secret of the Submarine", has been
so brisk that Victor L. Abbey, who has
been handling this film in this territory,
has been obliged to spend two days a
week in Baltimore to attend to it.

Dixie Changes Hands.
The Dixie theater, 312 West Baltimore

street, has been sold by William Fait to
the Dixie Amusement Company. Accord-
ing to the latest reports the house has
been playing to good audiences.

Picture Theaters With Delinquents.
The presentment of 415 parties has been

brought about by the Grand Jury due to
the fact that the extra license fees re-
quired by act of Hugh A. McMullen, State
Controller, and passed by the last Mary-
land Legislature, were disregarded by
them. Among these are listed several
moving picture parlors. Some gordian-
knot problems will probably be the lot of
the State's Attorney and the Attorney
General to solve from time to time, as
the act's provisions are unusually broad.

The McHenry Will Measure 65 by 121.

The arrangement of the plans. for the
McHenry theater, which is to be erected
in South Baltimore at Cross and Light
streets, show that this theater is to be-
built very similar to the New theater,
210 West Lexington street, owing to the-
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Irregularity of the plot. The
wblcb is to be 18 feet wide and run back
90 feet to the main building, will prob-
ably be on Light street. The main build-

up will measure 65 by 121 feet.

Quick Work by International.

It is reported that many towns and peo-
ple in the state of .Maryland felt the
shock caused by the munitions explosion
in New Jersey on Sunday, July 30. If

any of these same people were in Bal-
timore on Monday, July 31, they could
have seen what caused it all by going to

the New theater, where manager 1.. A.

DeHoff was showing the Hearst Inter-
national News pictures with this feature.
The following exchange men from Wash-
ington were present at the reopening of

the New theater: Fritz B. Whatne, mana-
ger of the International Film Service;
H. C. Wales, manager of the World Film
Corporation, and H. I. Rosefield, Xew
York representative of World Film.

Bennett Takes Pictures.

J. Howard Bennett, former owner and
manager of the Xew Pickwick theater,
must have felt the call of the camera
lately, for he got out his paraphernalia
and went around "shooting" scenes and
doings during the recent Elks' conven-
tion which was held here. He also caught
a good bit of the parade. This film was
booked by G. L. Wonders, manager of the
Wilson theater, Baltimore street, at Gav,
for Monday, July 31.

All Texas Watching Fort Worth's Battle
If Exhibitors Lose Out in Their Fight for Sunday Opening Fear is Expressed

Whole State Will Close—The Eleven Houses Doing Business Are Arrested

Each Time They Show on Sabbath.

By E. E. Belcia, 902 West Second Street, Fort Worth.

FORT WORTH, Tex.—In the spring
of this year an election was held here

to determine if there would be Sunday
opening of picture shows. The picture
show men won it by about 1,200 majority.
Owing to very inclement weather on elec-
tion day there was not a big vote polled
and it is presumed that had there been
the majority would have been much
larger. After winning the election there
were still some of the exhibitors who had
cold feet about opening, as the election
was not authorized by law and could not
be, but was more to find the sentiment of
the majority of the people. The business
men of Fort Worth noting that matters
were getting into such shape as to
jeopardize their business also took mat-
ters into their own hands a few weeks
ago, and after several closed meetings at
which nearly all the prominent business
men of the city were present it was de-
cided the shows should open, which they
did on the first Sunday In July and it is

understood the business men of the city
are standing benind them solid.

One of the shows, the Phillips Egypt,
has not yet opened on Sunday. The Strand
is also closed on account of fire, but will
run on Sunday as soon as reopened. The
first picture show Sunday opening case
has been tried in Judge Jessie Brown's
court. Pierre Levy, manager of the
Hippodrome theater, was the first one

to be tried. Judge Baskin applied for
dismissal on the grounds of the election,
but the court ruled the election invalid
and the case was then tried before a jury.
At first the jury disagreed, but after being
out an hour the second time returned a
verdict of "Not Guilty" much to the grati-
fication of the majority of those present.
As the shows here now have been open

five Sundays and there are eleven shows
in the city running on Sunday, there is a
total of fifty-four cases yet to be tried
in Judge Brown's court, and eleven new
cases are added each S nday.
Much interest is created o\ er the State

in Fort AVorth's Sunday opening, because
should the shows have to close again it is

said that every show in the State of Texas
will have to close Sunday, also that the
blue laws will be enforced to the letter
everywhere, making it impossible to buy
cigars, cold drinks, or anything but drugs
on Sunday. This law was passed over
forty years ago and not much attention
has been paid to enforcing it elsewhere
except on the picture shows, and the
managers feel it is unfair to enforce the
law against them 'and not against other
lines of business; that if it is enforced
a wail them thai I high it

enforced everywhere and to the letter so
that the legislature would not delay
longer in repealing i t and passing a more
up-to-date act.

Altering The Aladdin

Manager Simpson Lowers Floor to Side-
walk Level—Other Michigan News.

By Frank H. Madison.

BAY CITY, Mich.—Manager Simpson of
the Aladdin theater, who has been bat-

tling with a heating problem, believes
he has solved It in a seating scheme which
is being Installed while the house is

closed six weeks for changes. At present
the rear of the floor is five feet higher
than the front and is above the sidewalk
level. The floor Is to be dropped to the
sidewalk level and constructed In the form
of an arc with a pitch of three-fourths of
.in inch to the foot. The seats at the
front will be set so that every patron
Views the Herein at the ri^ht angle and
there will be no obstruction by the per-
son In front, In addition to this change
the capacity will I" doubled by moving
the rear end of the building tbll

and adding BOO chali In each of the
rear corners will be placed balconies
which, equipped with heavy run, wicker
chair- and other lUXUl 14 . « 1 1 1 bi I

at a siieht extra charge for partlef, The
entire house will be I decorated.

Catholic Parishes Active.

Qrand Rapldi After making a protei

far's Women" at the Orpheum theater,
9 Federation of Catholic Parishes of
; Diocese of Grand Rapids, at its fourth
nual convention here, passed a resolu-
n which called for the appointment of

littee •-operate ith the i

ufacturers of films to procure a higher
moral standard of general production and
a larger supply of appropriate films for
children, for a survey of the motion pic-
ture entertainments In the Grand Rapids
diocese, each parish appointing a com-
mittee to co-operate In the work. Each
member of the federation was asked to
communicate with the local congressman
and urge the support of II R

Around the State.

Perry.—Charles Taylor now has full

possession of the I'eirv opera house, hav-
ing purchased Mr \\\ man's interest, who
had purchased from H. Able.

Holland.- The Knickerbocker theater.
erected here several \ears agO by the ill-

fated Tlemmcn Blagh, will be sold
tlon at the courthouse at Grand Haven
September 1. Slagh was killed u, a fall

n inie he was adju I Ing th< sign on the
im u tbeatei

Manistee. The steam yacht Dolphin,
owned by I>r Kashcr. Chi<
man. arrived here 9 Ith the Burr Mclntoah
Mm eompanj * board Thii

cruising, along the shores of Lake Mlohl-

which Burr Me-gan, takin-
Intosh plays the leads.
Traverse City.—An ordinance has been

introduced before the city council calling
for the prohibition of Sunday moving
picture shows.

Iron Mountain.—A. E. Brauns, a mer-
chant of this place, has awarded the con-
tract, for the construction of a moving
picture theater, 60 by 120.

Grand Rapids.—Motion picture shows in

parks have been resumed by C. H. Mills,

supervisor of playgrounds. The films are
shown in a different park every night and
in four weeks make a circuit of the pleas-

ATLANTA NOTES.
ATLANTA, Ga.—The Scenic Film Com-

pany of Atlanta, large manufacturers
of animated films for advertising purposes,
and who hold contracts with practically
every theater in Atlanta, is broadening the
field of operations. It has appointed D. D.
Marcus its representative in Philadelphia,
from which point he will cover the entire
eastern territory. The company has al-
ready secured contracts with picture houses
in cities of the east.
Here's another picture player to add to

the Atlanta list, Miss Thyrza Ware. At
present she is spending her vacation with
her family in Atlanta. She will return
later to Jacksonville, to join Kalem. She
has played in a number of pictures put out
by that company. Her latest picture was
"The Stenographer's Strategy. " She has
also appeared with Rose Melville in her
famous "Sis Hopkins" films. Miss Ware is

a Georgia product. Her early schooling
was at the Calhoun and Boulevard gram-
mar schools of the city. She is a graduate
of Cox college in voice. She also attended
the girls' high school here and Brenau.

Joe Marientette, southern manager of
the World Film Corporation, with head-
quarters in Atlanta, is making a business
trip through Louisiana and Texas this

WISCONSIN.
Madison, Wis.—Two small boys have

blamed moving pictures for their setting
fire to a barn, and the local press Is

again agitating the local censorship idea.
Mayor Sayle, it is said, refuses to con-
sider the plan of a volunteer censorship
board because of the inefficiency which
would result after the first enthusiasm
has died out. Miss McGovern, chairman
of the social service department of the
Madison Woman's Club, who is interested
in the move, said that the mayor was In

favor of a paid board of three members
if the common council would authorize It.

Sin also said she found the exhibitors to
whom she had talked willing to co-oper-
ate in every way to improve programs.
A petition asking for the creation of a

board of censors has been submitted to
the mayor. Mrs. Louis Kahlenberg, a
prominent club worker, wants a paid
board if possible, with one member a
woman, but if that is not feasible she
wants unpaid censorship with members
selected from the leading civic organtaa-

SOUTH DAKOTA.
Mitchell, S. P. Passage of the ordinance

prohibiting the Sunday moving picture
shows brings the matter within tl l

Ince of the state's attorney, and It Is

thought that at the fall

hues maj he forgotten if a division of

the oandldatea upon tins question can be
obtained.

Sioux Kails A "Girl W
bj the Colonial tin. iter, the program in-
eluding features starring Blllle Burke,
Mae Mush. Ruth Roland, ami other young

Huron R«y Kamsdell has ;.

from G, h Lynda the Lounge theater,
which he Owned until tu

reopened July 19
Including the installation of a . .

rn i.\ mi.- w in i nneeted with
the no .••
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Northeastern Ohio League Opens Campaign
Names Its Committee on Political Action and Organization—Will Fight Censor-

ship and Boost Membership—Installs Officers—Marguerite Snow and Jim Cruze

With Kimberley—Shurtleff Goes from V-L-S-E to Pathe.

Bj Hubert Persons, HO Standard Theater Building, Cleveland

Company at its studio, 1791 West Fifty-Cl.KVKl.wi> The fight on the Ohio
censor law and a campaign for new

members are to i>e undertaken by a special

committee of the Northeastern Ohio Mo-
tion Picture Kxhihitors' League. This
committee, of which William J. Slimni is

chairman, was elected at a meting of the
loeal league in its rooms in the Republic
building August 1. The committee bears
the tit li inmittee on I'olit n al

Action and Organization. Besides Chair-
man Slimni the members are Samuel Bul-
lock, George Heinbuch, William Simpson
and I >. L Schumann. Sessions are being
held daily until the committee complete
a prog-ram for ratification by the league
as a body.

At the same session recently elected
officers were formally inducted into of-
fice. They are Benjamin J. Sawyer, pres-
ident; Adolph Maher, treasurer, and
Charles A. Meg-own, secretary.

Candidate Opposes Ohio Censorship.
Cleveland.— "I do not believe in the

present form of moving picture censor-
ship. There is too much regulation of
picture theaters as contrasted with other
buildings."

This is what Chris S. Baxter, Cleveland
commissioner of buildings and a candidate
for election as state representative, told
members of the Northeastern Ohio Mov-
ing Picture Exhibitors' League in an ad-
dress in the League rooms August 1.

"I am with you men in your censorship
fight," he added. "Hereafter you will
have some one on the inside working for
you."

Several other legislative candidates
who are avowed foes of censorship will
be invited to address the League.
A majority of the members of the

League have offered the use of their
screens to candidates pledged to repeal
the censorship law, but the League as a
body has deferred going on record for
candidates until after the primaries.

Sullivan Joins Reserve.
Cleveland.—William A. Sullivan, former

Thanhouser player, is the latest addition
to the producing staff of the Reserve
Photoplays Company of this city.

Sullivan will work with Johnny and
Emma Ray next week in "Casey Goes
Shopping," an elaborately staged comedy
which the Reserve Company is undertak-
ing. This production will be more elab-
orately presented than anything the Re-
serve players have thus far turned out.
A complete department store will be set
up in the new studio on the sixth floor of
the Wilshire building.

In one of the scenes, Johnny Rav in the
title role, will take a wild ride in an
overhead parcel carrier, while a jealous
husband of a girl shopper with whom
he has flirted takes pot shots at him
with a Pistol.
The Reserve company is soon to an-

nounce a new edition of comedies, all
high class, and in which special attention
has been paid to scenic effects.

Kimberley Engages Snow and Cruze.
Cleveland.—The Kimberley Feature Film

Company has put Cleveland on the mov-
ing picture map by engaging Miss Mar-
guerite Snow and James Cruze to work
for two months in a five-reel feature.
The couple, who recently played the leads
in "The Million Dollar Mystery," were
free until October, when they are under
contract to begin work for a big svndi-
cate headed by S. S. McClure. Until that
time they will work for the Kimberley

Miss Snow and Mr. Cruze were engaged
by George G. Kimberley, head of the
company, and La Verne Baber, producing

.
while they were In New York

completing arrangements for the five-
reel feature now being made. Some of
the picture has already been taken, ac-
tion being laid in New York Harbor and
Ellis Island. The other scenes will all

be taken in the Cleveland studio or in
several selected locations about this city.
The aspirations of many Cleveland girls

and young men who had hopes of ap-
pearing in Kimberley productions have
been dimmed by the announcement from
Director Barber that he will use no ama-

"Only playe
will be used
Barber says. "We wan
as far as possible and

the

Shurtleff Goes Over to Pathe.
Cleveland.—C. E. Shurtleff, Cleveland

manager of the V-L-S-E exchange, is to
be the new manager of the

nge, >rding
ide here. A. M. Holah, Mr. Shurt-

leff's assistant, will go to the Pathe ex-
change with him. This change follows
the resignation of J. R. Johnson as Cleve-
land manager of Pathe. It has not yet
been announced who will succeed Mr.

rnanag

Midland Announces Its Plans.
i -|.-\

• land.—H. P A.ngel, Beci i tarj ot
the Midland Film Company, announced
the purchase of a L50-a< re tract neai
Rocky River for studio purposes. Ac-
cording to Mr. Angel, present plans are
to construct a series of buildings. In-
cluding a covered studio, laboratories,
scene dock and other things necessary.
Two parcels of the tract purchased by

the Midland Company have been s> I

it is announced, for park and boulevard
purposes. These will be given to Cuya-
hoga county, but will revert to the com-
pany in ten years if the county commis-
sioners fail to use it for the purpose
specified. The Midland Company is said
to have paid $75,000 for the entire tract
"An Ounce of Gold," a novel written

by A. M. Ingraham of this city, is soon
to be filmed by the Midland Company,

Incorporation of New Film.
Cleveland.—The New Film Company, a

Cleveland concern, has just been incor-
porated at Columbus. It is capitalized at
$10,000. Incorporators are H. S. Brown,
R. J. Levy, L. M. Opper, Charles Morrison
and Charles Rosenblatt.

Alhambra to Spend $20,000.
Cleveland.—More than $20,000 is to be

expended by the Almabra moving picture
theater for improvements during the next
few weeks. City permits have just been
issued for the installation of a balcony.
A new $10,000 Austin pipe organ is also
to be put in place and the entire house
redecorated and newly furnished. A ven-
tilation system which will force refriger-
ated air through the house is also to be
installed.

Third Cincinnati Producing Company Quits
Owner of Majority of Stock of International Film Products Company Asks for

Its Winding Up and Dissolution—F. J. Lamping Buys Theater and Airdome

—

"Quo Vadis?" Comes Back.

By Kenneth C.Crain. 610 First National Bank Building, Cincinnati.

c:
INCINNATI.—The

into liquidat
was placed

tional Film Prod
at Clifton an<
the purpose
Thompson, o

in the prodm ng field

t pictu

this
Of I

the Interna-
s Co., with a studio
th avenues. Suit for
filed by Edward H.
f a majority of the

he company, who asked that
of the corporation be wound

up and dissolution accomplished. A sim-
ilar suit was filed by Mr. Thompson in

June, 1915, but matters were adjusted and
no receiver appointed. In the present
petition, however, it is declared that the
objects of the corporation have entirely
failed and that the plant has been aban-
doned and closed. The company's work
was confined principally to news and ad-
vertising films, although it had ambitious
plans for an extension of its field along
novel lines. Thaddeus A. Nolan was ap-
pointed receiver without opposition. With
the Veritas Photoplay Company and the
Highland Film Corporation -both in bank-
ruptcy, this leaves the local field in about
the same shape it was a few years ago,
before the boom in moving pictures had
nduced the numerous attempts at the
gan which hav aken ]

Lamping Buys the Forest.
Cincinnati.—The property of the Forest

Amusement Company, which consists of
the Forest theater and airdome, on For-
est avenue, in Avondale, has been pur-
chased by F Joseph Lamping, peculiar
interest attaching to the deal not only
on account of the promince of the Forest,
but by reason of the fact that Mr. Lamp-
ing is the owner of the Arcade theater,

just around the corner from the Forest
property, in Reading Road. McMahan &
Schaengold have leased the Forest and
operated it for some months, and it. is

understood that their lease extends to
October, 1917, with extension rights. How-
ever, it is believed Vfi I am'ping will be
able to secure possession of the house for
the coming season. The Forest ranked as
one of the leading photoplay houses of the
city immediately on its construction, about
two years ago. by prominent business men
who desired another good theater in Av-
ondale for their own pleasure, and has
been fairly successful in operation. - By
its acquisition Mr. Lamping acquires a
virtual monopoly of the business in that
immediate vicinity, with two big houses.

Quick Work by Pathe.
Cincinnati.—By extra rapid work on

the part of the Pathe organization Cin-
cinnati theatergoers were enabled to see
moving pictures of the damage done in
and around Jersey City by the terrible
explosions of munition-laden cars and
barges within thirty-six hours after the
event took place.

Clifton Theater in the Courts.
Cincinnati.—Litigation of several sorts

is now harassing the management of the
Clifton theater, owned by the Clifton
Amusement Company, on Ludlow avenue,
Clifton. The house has for some time been
in the hands of Jerome Jackson as re-
ceiver, and suit has now been filed on
behalf of the Provident Savings Bank &
Trust Company to foreclose a mortgage
of $10,000 on the real estate and building
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occupied by the theater Permisi

the court in which tin-

obtained was necessar\ for the filing "I

the Buit, and this was dulj granted. Fore-

<
.

• 1 the ale ol I

<] ti • • to follow in logical order, bo that

the exact status of the property during

the profitable tall and winter seas

main to be determined by the courts.
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"Quo Vadis?* Comes Back.

reat seven-reel Kleim
Suction, "Quo Vadis?" which was the

Ration of the photoplay world a few
rs ago, occupied a profitable week at

Alhambra »8 on Julv

it will be recalled that the picture

imanded high prices, theatei -

as high as >_< a scat to s.-e it when
t released. It is not surprising, there-

Cincinnati Has a Three-Reeler.
Cincinnati.—The Cincinnati Motion P

t'tire Company, which bide fair to be t

sole survivor in this city of the sevei
ambitious producing
sleased what is said to be the first thn

reel subject ,

icture cove
:• made in Cin
the i% iti

. The
of the In-

ternational Rotary Conv
nati during the week of July 10. and it

is said the demand for it for exhibition
rated has been
s made havei great that the fou

mt. Ev, eit;

Young Player Killed in Jump from Machine
David Dieter, Enacting Role for Milo Pi'

tures Skull in Leap from Automobile-

but Three Days

BALTIMORE.- As the director filmed

his jump David Dieter, twent]
leaped from a speeding

,bile, August 2, n« ar the studio of

the Milo Pictures Corporation,

Frederick road sui taining injuries which

a In his di ath. Dii ter, who live I

on Collington avenue, in this city, had
Ih-i n rehearsing the part for two months
and wa ' work the be-

ginning of the wck. Up to thai

n on probation. Yesterday he took

the role of a tramp.
The characters were assembled at the

itudlo aboul i n The auto In which

the characters were riding proceeded out

Frederick road. Ictlng according to the

lines. Dieter jumped from the ,.

tures Corporation of Baltimore, Frac-

-Had been a Member of Stock Company

of the eatures.
d of landing

young nan fell hea
director s stopped t

the aic of the oth
ious vouth t

Dii ti was take
about I o'clock v

Hahnett aim Genera
clared he h

Death resulted at \

to the

Hoi

head. The
and with
lifted the

nobile.

itudlo
ived ih.

spital, where
a fractured skull.
O'clock. The cor-

oner will hold an inquest.
The mho Pictun -

i
... ,, oration is a re-

cently formed institution with offices lo-

in Cay street, this city. Dieter had
been on the stage, bui decided to enter
the silent drama on account of an off sea-

Pittsburgh Screen Club Takes to the Woods
Several Hundred Film Men Forget Business and Hold Outing—Franklin to Have

Thousand-Seat House—Rex Under New Auspices—Death of Mrs. C. C. McKib-

ben—Pitt to Show "Civilization."

, Jei PI

Pa ThePITTSBURGH,
outing of the Pittsburgh Screen Clul

at Wexford
., i,m -an . standpoint It

was a gala day for the moving picture

men of the Bmoky City, w ho turn< d oul
i forci with their frit i d

tween three and four hundred took ad-
ti

..i ih. .ii. and rend plea inf

the w ond: and all n !••> I .1
I
lo in I

mensel \ . km.) t .. i nun m a ml refresh-
i dame Danc-

ing was a popular diversion thi

the al tei in. on .' ml e\ n

game betwen teami hacked bj M
ami G J. Schweitzer wai won bj the
foi

ami Ma> V Hi I as am-
r»l i ill

carried oul bj th< Summ
mittc,

,
-une oi • Seltzei

.

. hah man Max u Hei i Ing, P. \ Mans
field and John I

held during

plana foi

hi,

ol 111

reads for opening bj i ictobei i . F. J,

Dion, the builder, is owner of bolh the
old Olympic and the Princess theater in

Franklin and is a well known figure In

the exhibiting business m western Penn-
sylvania. The cost of erecting the new
house will be aboul (25,000.

Rex Opens Under New Auspices.
Under the name of the New Regent

neraphone thea-
ter, at 1600 Fifth avenue, the lajtesl ad-
dition t,, the chain oi theatei
bj the Kex Vmiiscmeul Company was
op. lied tO the pill In in ,,n auspicious
manner several daj s ago The house had
be.n overhaul, d and redecorated in record
time ai an expense of about $3 and
now presents a verj attractive appear-

'mong other pleasing Improve-
ol elghl pieces

All indications are that the New Regent
will prove a fine pi Bltlon under the
new in.,. I Is being con-
duct.-, I on tin

"i her Rex theal i urn, lh<
i:. \ anflj tile Victor .1 .

1. i ions offered a re of I hi

type obtainable and always show
a fine return: Big features are used ex-
clusively and the prices range as high as
50 cents.

Treasurer Shearer Fixes Up.
I. W. Shearer has completed the reno-

vation of his Wilbur theater. 719 Home-
wood avenue. Pittsburgh. Pa. The house
is a model of comfort and attractiveness.
embodying the results of many years ex-
perience and the personal attention of its

owner. Mr. Shear.-r is a well known ex-
hibitor and is treasurer of the Exhibitors'
League of Pennsylvania.

Black Lick's House Nearly Ready.
The theater of J. J. Palmer at Black

Dick, Pa., Is being rapidly completed and
is scheduled to open about September 1.

The house will have a seating capacity of
300 and will be up-to-date in every par-
ticular.

Manager McKibbin Loses Wife.
The deepest sympathy of the aim in-

- extended to Manager C. C. Mc-
Kibbin. of the Pittsburgh branch of the
Triangle Film Corporation, in the death
of Mrs McKibbin. who passed awav Sun-
day, July 30. at Chautaqua. x. v., follow-
ing a three days' illness of pneumonia.
The body was taken to New York City
and the funeral was held from I

of Franklin Blen, father of Mrs. McKib-
bin. The sudden death of Mrs. McKibbin
proved a shock to Pittsburgh film men
and a host of friends, especially in the
Triangle Exchange, where she was much
loved and respected

Mrs. Smith Buys Olympic.
The Olympic theater at Monaca. Pa.

has been sold by Frank A.lams to Mrs
\ I Smith, a well known exhibitor of
that section. Mr. Adams has purchased
Harvey's theater, at New Brighton, from
Edward Harvey, having taken possession
of the house on August I. Mr. Harvey
owns ih.- Grand theater at Wodlawn, and
will hereafter devote his entire attention
to that house

"Civilization" for Pitt Theater.
Manager William Moore Patch has ar-

ranged for the showing „f "Civilisation"
at the Pitt theater-, Perm avenue and Sev-
enth street, for an indefinite run begin

-

tnber l

.

Kornblum Looks Over the Big Town.
M .1 c. Kornblum, publicity manager

of the Rowland & Clark theaters. Pitts-
burgh^ Pa., has just returned from a brief
stay in New Yoik City, w here "lie visited
the M.lio offices and sin. In. s. as well as
Other producing plants and several of the
leading theaters. Mr Kornblum
• i.ii of the earl] episodes of the "Crimson
stain Mystery," the serial to be released
soon bj the Metro It wil be shown in

the various Rowland & Clark houses in

this city.

Stout Building a New House.
\ theatei Is being erei ti d al R

Pa . by William StOUl ownet of ihe Ol
pheum theatei at thai place Th, house
will have a Beating cap

-tin tl) modern throne
|

i ites| • nenl h u be< n i onti
pheum win pro

Thousand-Seat House for Franklin.

A new isand , it moving picture up to date no.-, in pli tun ho
house is being erei t< d al Pi inklln, Pa small town is ex. hind to an unusual

i the Orpheum 1 ter, conducted by
which was dlscontlnu. i Theodore Mlkalow ikj al Ma ontow n Pa
Th.- obi building ), • In n rased and work 1 hi R( 1 OUSe, w lib stand
on the new the ltd
"ii with '! rect i on that II w ill be
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases

Releases for Weeks Ending August 19 and August 26
(For Extended Table of Current Releases. See Pages 1312, 1314, 1316, 1318.)

General Film Company. General Film Company.

Current Releases.
Advance Releas<*.

MONDAY, AUGUST 21, 1010.

MONDAY, AUGUST 14, 1010.
BIOGRAPH—The Adopted Brother (Two parts—Drama) (Bio-

lUOGKAPH—Saved From Himself (Drama) (Bio- graph Reissue No. 74).
graph—Reissue No. 72) 21030 SELIG_The F;u . Journey (Three parts-Drama).

SELIG—The Germ of Mystery (Three parts-Drama) 2 1025-6- , SEUG_The Seliff .T ribune No. 68, 1916 (Topical).
SELIG-The Selig-Tribune No. 65. 1916 (Topical)... 21029 VITAGRAPH_Did He or Did He Not? (Comedy).
YITAGRAPH—Conductor Kate (Comedy) 21028

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1»16. TUESDAY, AUGUST 22. 1916.

BIOGRAPH—A Temporary Truce (Two parts—Dr.)
_ ESaANAY—A Man for A" That (Two parts—Drama) (Reissue).

(Biograph Reissue No. ,3, •••••••" •• 2103b -'

KALEM-The Star Boarders (Comedy).
K*'^^ y.^°™ iVy

.
*. ™- ™^ 21031-2 LUBIN-The Usurer's Due (Two parts-Drama).

K.W.EM—Ham's Strategy (Comedy) 21033

LUBIN—A Lesson In Labor (Two parts—Drama) . . . 21034-5 WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1»16.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1«. 1916.
BIOGRAPH-Seven Days (Three parts-Drama).
ESSANAY—The Fable of "How Wisenstein Did Not Lose Out

ESSANAY—Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 14 (Car- to Buttinsky" (Comedy).
toon-Comedy) 21038 KALEM—The Girl from 'Frisco Series, No. :;, "The Cil Field

—A Scenic subject on the same reel 21038 Plot" (Two parts—Drama).

KALEM—The Girl from 'Frisco, Series No. 2, "The V1M FEATURE COMEDY—The Lemon in Their Garden of

Turquoise Mines Conspiracy" (Two parts—Dr.) 21040-1 Love (Comedy).

VIM FEATURE COMEDY—Their Dream House
(Comedy) 21039

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1916.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1916. SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 68, 1916. (Topical).

SELiG The Selig-Tribune No. 66, 1916. (Topical).. 21042 VIM—Their Honeymoon (Comedy).

VIM—Life Savers (Comedy) 21043

FRIDAY, AUGUST IS. 1916. FRIDAY. AUGUST 25. 1916.

KALEM—He Wrote Poetry? (Comedy) 21044

YIM-Comrades (Comedy) '.
. . 21046 KALEM-The Stolen Jail (Comedy).

YTT \GRAFH-There and Back (Comedy) 21046 VLM-The Try-out (Comedy).
YITAGRAPH—The Yellow Girl (Novelty).

SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1916.

T7.QCTAKAY \ Little Volunteer (Three parts—Dr.).. 21047-8-0ES9ANA1 A l^ltlie voiumeei i e p , SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1916.
KALEM—With the Aid of the Wreckers (No. 93 of

the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series) (Dr.). 21053 ESSANAY—The Face in the Mirror (Three parts—Drama).
SELIG—A Bear of a Story (Western-Comedy) 21054 KALEM—At Danger's Call (No. 94 of the "Hazards of Helen"
VITAGRAPH The Wandering Horde (Three parts Railroad Series) (Drama).

—Drama) (Broadway Star Feature) 21050-1-2 SELIG—Roping a Sweetheart (Western—Drama).

COMPLETE ANU ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Program and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Pic-

hire World. These are Published Two Weeks in Advance of Release Days to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. The

Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being In

Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information In the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

SEPTEMBER DATES NOW (OO KE D
GET IN EARLY ON

AMERICA'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

BERT WILLIAMS
OF THE ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

IN A TWO REEL COMEDY

Produced by

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Book through

GENERAL FILM COMPANY
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Memon -Their Garden-Love"
FEATURING

THE CELEBRATED COHEDY TEAH

HARRY C./fifiENROJEMARY

MYERJ WP TflEBY
FEATURE COMEDIEJ

General Film Service

In waring advartUcmsnt*. plrair mcntiou I hr Mo<
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending

(For Extended Table of Current Relea

Universal Film Mfg. Company.
SUNDAY, AUG1 vr 18, 1010.

IMP- The Great Corona Race (Two parts Drama I.

[,-KO—No release this day.
VICTOR What Darwin Missed (Comedy)

MONDAY, AUGUST 14. 1916.

NESTOR—The Battle of Chile Con Carne (Comedy).
RED FEATHER—The Yoke of Gold (Five parts-

Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Timothy Dobbs,

That's Me, Episode No. 1, "The Sody Clerk (Two
parts—Comedy )

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Liberty No. 1,

"Fangs of the Wolf" (Three parts Drama) . .

TUESDAY. AUGUST 15. 1910.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1C, 1910.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 33 (Topical)
IMP—The Toll of the Law (Drama)
L-KO—The Mother in Law (Two parts—Comedy)..

THURSDAY. AUGUST 17, 1916.

BIG U—A Woman's Eyes (Drama)
POWERS—The Riddle of the World—Japan As Seen

by Dr. Dorsey (Educational)
VICTOR—Ashamed of the Old Folks (Two parts

—

Comedy—Drama)

FRIDAY, AUGUST IS, 1916.

BIG U—Weapons of Love (Drama)
IMP—Good and Evil (Drama)
NESTOR—No release this day.

SATURDAY. AUGUST 19, 1910.

BISON—Beyond the Trail (Two parts—Drama).
JOKER—Soup and Nuts (Comedy)

,

LAEMMLE—No release this day.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 20, 191«.

MONDAY, VI GUST 21, 1916.

NESTOR—Broke But Ambitious (Comedy)
RED KEATHER—The Beckoning Trail (Five parts—Drama)
I'MVEKSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Timothy Dobbs,

That's Me, No. 2, "A Thousand a Week?" (Two
parts—Comedy)

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Liberty No. 2,

"Riding with Death" (Two parts—Drama)
UXIVEKSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Brennon o' the

.Moor (Two parts—Drama)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 22, 1916.

GOLD SEAL—The Castle of Despair (Three parts-
Drama)

VICTOR—No release this day.

WEDNESDAY, kUGUST 23, 1916.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number :u (Topical).
LAEMMLE—No release this week; replaced wit!

two-reel Universal Special, "Brennon o'

I.-Km—A Double Double-Cross (Comedy).'

THURSDAY. AUGUST 24, 1916.

I :l' : U—The Devil's Own (Drama)
POWERS—No release this day.
VICTOR—You Want Something (Two parts—Com ) .

FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1910.

IMP—The Panel Came (Two parts—Drama)
POWERS—Sammy Johnsin in Mexico (Comedy-Car.)

—

Creating Life from a Dead Leaf (Educa.)

SAT1 RDAY, \l GUST 2it. 1916,

The Trail of Chance (Two parts—Drama)
rOKER—A Marriage for Revenge (Comlfd: I

i.aemmi.E -No release this day.

August 19 and August 26
;es See Pages 1312, 1314, 1316, 1318.)

Mutual Film Corporation.

MMltl, \1 GUST i:t, 1916.

BEAUTY—Too Bad Eddie (Comedy)
GA1 \i> iNT Reel Life No. 15, "Th M iking of the

Naval Oadel and Dog Species" (Mutual Film

VOGUE—Some Liars (Tw

MONDAY, AUGUST 14, 1910.

AMERICAN—Ruth Ridley Returns (Two parts—Dr.)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15. 1916.

lLSTAFF- Guii

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16, 1916.

BEAUTY—Perkin's Mystic Manner (Comedy)

GAUMONT—See America First, No. 49 (Scenic.

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon-Comedy)..
MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number 85 (Topical)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1916.

AMERICAN— The Holly House (Three Parts—Drama)
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION—A Welsh Singer

(Five parts—Drama) (No. 127)

FRIDAY, AUGUST IS, 1916.

CUB—Jerry and the Counterfeiters (Comedy)..

MUSTANG—El Diabolo (Two parts—Drama) . .

SATURDAY, AUGUST lit, 1916.

iny's Boomerang (Two parts—Dr.)

SUNDAY, \l Gl ST 20, 1916.

iAUMONT—Reel Life No. 16 (Mutual Film Magai
'OGUE—Her Luckless Scheme (Two parts—

C

MONDAY, AUGl ST 21, 1916.

AMERICAN—Enchantment (Two parts—Drama) ....

MUTUAL MAST EH PICTURE DE LUXE— A Million

for Alary ( American— Five parts—Comedy-

TIESDAY. VUGUST22, 1916.

VI EDNESD IY, M gi ST 2:t. 1910.

BEAUTY in a Prohibition Town (Corned: I

C.AU.MONT— See America First No. fill (Sceni. •>...

—Kartoons Komics ( cart <'..m..l\ i

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number 86 (Topical)

Till RSD IY, \l Gl ST 24. 1916.

THANHOUSEIU-Getting the Grafter (Two pari

MUTUAL MASTERIMCTUliE DE LUXE The M>:

tery of the Ri> iei i iaumonl Five ic ti

Drama) (No. 129)

ITlllt VL VI Gl ST 25. 1916.

CI b The Rookie I Comedj
MUSTANG - Nell 1

i

04998
Polk;, (Two parts—Dr 04996-7

S \ IT RDA1 . \UG 1 ST 26. 1916.

CENTAUR The Sidle Husl ind u •wo parts-Drama i 04999-500
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WARNING
To All Exhibitors
and all whom
it may concern

Pirated prints of Universal releases

are being offered for sale by persons who
have no right thereto, and who have no

right to dispose of them.

Warning is given to them and to all

Exhibitors that all Universal pictures

are copyrighted, and protected from in-

fringement by law.

Warning is given to them and to all

Exhibitors that wherever any Universal

Alms, negatives, prints or pictures are

found for sale outside of regular dis-

tributing channels, i. e., exchanges, the

offenders will be prosecuted to the limit

of the law.

Warning is given to all Exhibitors that

any Exhibitor found showing any such
Universal picture is also liable under the

law, and that the Universal will take
legal action against them as well as

against the sellers of same.

Now in Process of Production "THE SAINTLY SINNER"

UNIVERSAL
FILM MANUFACTURING CO.

Carl Laemmle, President

' The Largest film MMBttttCturiag Concern in the I ni\ rrsi

1600 Broadway NewYork
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Mutual Film Corporation.
AMERICAN.

THE POWEfc OP MIND (Three Parts—Aug.
in. Tin- Cast: Dr. Boiling (U/orge Gerhart) ;

'iinton Wayne (Edward Coyerrl j Nadine Pow-
rs (Lizette Thornc) ; Randall Powers (Charles
fewton) ; Cripple (George Field). Directed by
Thomas RlckettS.

Dr. Hubert Boiling and his young partner,
Clinton Wayne, are together in consultation.
The doctor advances a theory to the effect that
seemingly hereditary tendencies are developed
only when the child realizes the traits to which
the parent is given.

To this theory young Wayne takes excep-

.

Nadine Powers, the young girl to whom
Wayne is engaged, is the daughter of Kandall
Powers, a wealthy man, whose source ot in-
come is ostensibly from certain investments
in the West.

At this time a series of daring thefts and
bank robberies take place in the city and are
seemingly the act, or at least are under the
supervision of one brain. Detectives are as-
signed to the case and eventually a clue is dis-

Dr. Boiling is a

shows him his st ._„
should anything unexpected happe:
he, Boiling, will become the guardiai
and will find all necessary papers
Boiling agrees to Powers' request I

from Nl

that she
thought

ghter
..._ hr

The effect of Nadii se«et thoughts is re-
to steal, which grows
itually she succumbs

fleeted in the
gradually stronger.
to kleptomania, steals from a "store and then,
though not caught, undergoes bitter remorse.

"It is useless for me to battle against the in-
evitable. I am the daughter of a criminal and
have inherited the instincts of one," she tells
Wayne. Despite his pleadings she insists upon'
breaking their engagement.

Dr. Boiling's aid is sought by Wayne. He
listens to Waynes statement a«d when it is
finished tells him the whole affair is absurd.
Powers' papers have been examined and he
has learned that Xadine was adopted by him

'3 Nadine with the news.
; from the effect of her mor-

Wayne 1

Xadine ....
bid fancies. Wayne and she
ried and Dr. Boiling resu

,
however, visits him one day and

^"larking that his wife's case has
shadow of a doubt the

pi aetiet-
Wayne

beyond a
his theory upon inherited characteristics. ,,

Xadine," he says, "had really been Powers
daughter, no power upon earth could have saV ed
her." Dr. Boiling gravely admit- Wayne's stat, -

ment, but as he leaves he turns to his eel-
league, who has overheard the conversation
and tells him that, while he can never tell
Xadine or Wayne, the papers in his possession
prove Nadine to have aetuallv been Powers'

He shows the certificate of Nadine's

GAUMONT.
SEE AMERICA FIRST. NO. «, "Delaware„".C^p and a Trip Through the Pocono

- i Aug. Oi. -Since Baedeker has called
'•law-are Water Gap one of the fifteen scenicmarvels of the United States it was only na-

tural that the Gaumont company should include
it in its interesting series of American points
of mterest See America First. The ,some of the numerous promontories along the

few equals east of the Rockv
Mountains. One of the prettim pictures taken

was of the Delaware river as it is seen for
miles winding iti: way to the sea. Ti
region abounds in beautiful mountain brooks,
falls and cataracts. The slopes are heavily
wooded, and there are lavish displays of moun-
tain laurel and rhododendron. These make for
beautiful screen pictures, and full advantage
has been taken of them. Joined with the Dela-
ware Water Gap in popular interest is that in-
teresting playground known as the Pocono Moun-
tains. It has also been pictured for this Gau-
mont release. The salient features in these ".(III

square miles of scenic beauty have been culled

REEL LIFE NO. 14, "Ancient Asiatic Architec-
ture"— (Aug. 6).—Interesting pictures of ancient
\siatic architecture, showing famous temples and

Another division of this interesting educa-
tional subject takes the spectators on a visit to
the largest duck farm on Long Island. As nearly
".hi ><i ducks are shipped to Xew York from this

I'owers as the master mind, but he ._ .

prehended before he has had ample warning.
Realizing that the game is up and rather than
serve a prison term, he commits suicide. Wayne
is visiting at the house when Powers shoots
himself and at the same time he and Nadine
find the body the detectives enter. Nadine, un-
known to Wayne, hears enough of their con-
versation to acquaint her with her father's

Dr. Boiling takes charge of affairs. Wayne
explains to him what he has learned of Pow-

' 'ife and they determine to keep the matter
She, however, has learned sut-
horrified with the knowli dge

he goes to the market and to the n
feather beds.

THE COURTIN' OF CALLIOPE CLEW (Two
parts—Aug. 11).—The cast: Calliope (Frank
Uorzage) ; Prudence (Anna Little) ; Dr. Mat-
thews (Charles Newton).

Dr. Matthews, professor of philosophy in a

for the great west, they meet Calli.

named because of the vast carrying quality oi

his lungs. He accompanies them on their jour-
it falls to Calliope's

innate manhood of Calliope,
reptitious.
They lose one horse and Calliope saves the

other from the hands of a thievish outlaw, com-
wn for the
Mat til. \vs.

for which
, „..d is buried

by Pru, alone in the wastes of the desert. In
her great loneliness she feels the protecting
presence of Calliope, who is always a little be-
hind, yet ever in sight, and at length, in a
moment of dread, when she seems but a little

speck in vast expanse of the world, a note
reaches her by way of a limb stretched across
the trail, offering her the heart and hand and
home of Calliope. The love situations are purely
psychological, as the characters barely meet
face to face, yet a love interest pervades the
entire story, culminating in the complete sur-
render of Pru, to the happiness of Calliope.

pelling the latter to give t

use of the immigrants. L
spent with the <

Lyle (Mary Talbot) ; Margaret (Margaret Gib-
son) ; William Cult William Clifford) ; Karl
Von Koenig (Victor Rottman).
Margaret Lyle is the daughter of a retired

soap manufacturer who is ambitious to shine-
socially. William Carlton, a wealthy young
bachelor, has courted Margaret persistently, bin
Margaret's lather does not approve of his at-
tentions. Margaret think- she loves William and

brothers, and

leaves the Lyle home feeling that he
has been insulted and humiliated. He is startled

by the stopping of his car. He goes to the
assistance of his victim, none other than Karl,
painfull; but not seriously injured.
Karl improves rapidly, but he has forgotten

time in his library and his wife discovers that
his favorite book is "The Titled Families ot

Europe." When Margaret and William learn
this they hit on a plan to hold the old man up
to ridicule and thereby perhaps amenable to their
determination to wed. Once decided on. t lit- plot

quickly develops and Karl, in gratitude for Wil-
liam I. indue ac.n - i,i i i , 1

1

1

The plan is to introduce Karl as a German
nobleman, have him court Margaret and pro-
pose marriage and then give the facts as to

tract the attention of the press away from the

old gentleman and his bogus count.
The plan works without a hitch. Count Karl

is enthusiastically welcomed by Margaret's
father and after a brief courtship is accepted
as a prospective son-in-law without delay. As
arranged between the conspirators, Karl is to

leave town as soon as this result has been
accomplished. Margaret and Karl realize the

joke is really on them, for during the many
meetings which occurred, while the bogus
courtship lasted, they had become very fond

of each other.
Margarets lather

CUB.
JERRY AND THE COUNTERFEITERS (Aug.

18).^-The cast: Jerry (George Ovey) ; Daisy
(Claire Alexander) ; Hank (George George) ;

Father (Louis FitzRoy) : Constable (Gordon
MacGregor) : Waiter (Arthur Mund) ; Bill (Ray
Lincoln): Hotel "Fixture' (Jefferson Osborne);
Counterfeiters (Joseph Von Meter, Harry Jack-
son and Dave Allen).

Jerry, pursued by the police, makes his escape
by boarding a train. The first stop is a small
town, and as Jerry alights to view his sur-
roundings he is detected by a conductor and
turned over to the constable. About to be im-
prisoned,

attracted by Daisy, who is strolling
through the fields with Hank, her sweetheart,
Jerry's eyes begin to work and Daisy is a vic-
tim. This aroused Hank, who subdues the rais-

in, imaker only to be the unfortunate one in
the end. when Jerry crashes a brick over his
head. As Hank recovers, Jerry la forced to flee.

Jerry's speed carries him into the hills and
he comes across a band of counterfeiters. He is

admitted into the band when it is decided that

he is not dangerous. But the huge stacks of

new currency tempt Jerry and he is caught in

the act of storing a lot of it in his pockets

the hiding place of the counterfeiters and oilers

: perpetrated upo:
t morning reads of the

Karl arrives at
to meet Margaret,
go with hiir

station and is surprised
tells him she intends to

.__ _Dnsiders she is his prom-
ised wife with her father's consent. Karl

tries to remonstrate with her, but Margaret will

not be denied and the young couple board the

train and ride off together.
Margaret's family and William are shocked

when they receive a wire informing them of

Margaret's marriage to Karl. The father now
realizes that the joke is on William instead ot

himself and wires his forgiveness. Afterward
it develops Karl is none other than Count Von
Koenig.

BEAUTY.
BILLY VAN DEUSEN, THE CAVE MAN

Aug. 0).—The cast: Billy Van Deusen (John
step, ding) : the Black Beauty (Carol Hallo-

wav) ; Rechinald Rite (John Sheehan) ; the

Chauffeur (Dick Rosson).
Poor Billy ! Every place he went, every time

he lingered, every time he thought—he saw the

face of the fair one. That is the condition of

mind that Billy was in when he sat in his

spacious den and wondered. Billy's soliloquies

were brought to an end by the abrupt entrance
of his friend. Reehinald Rite, a delver into the
history of the past. To Rechinald did Billy-

till his troubles, and as he paced from one end
of the room to the other, eventually coming to

the window, he stopped short. "There," he
fairly veiled, "look!" And Rechinald gazed
out of the window and saw the Black Beauty.

Billy floundered, but Rechinald smiled. He
took one of the books from under his arm and
showed it to Billy. It was a treatise on the
tactics of the cave man, and as he showed
Billy a full screen illustration of Man and his

Mate the thing became animated and Billv got

an id.a of what he was going to do to the Black
Beauty, who so mysteriously had worked her

wav into his heart.
The Black Beauty was outside of Billy's

apartments on the evening that he decided to
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nnd out once and for all If the Cave Man was
a wise guy. The Black Beauty was right be-

hind him. Hilly led her a merry chase and
then with a sudden .swoop he turned on her.

captured her and threw her into an automobile
Not Mopping to Bee if be was stealing or bor-

rowing in. M.d out for a little

place in the wilds. And he got here ! Hut the
eauty put up an awful tight. Billy was

there like a duck he had to he on the edge of

the lake, and although be hated to, he had to get

rather rough and carry the beautful one to a
little log cabin.
Here he told her that he would not longer

stand for the mysterious gaze and the naughty
shadowing. She had taken his heart by storm
and mystery and now he would force her to

marry him or he would know the reason why.
She, instead of becoming tempestuous, merely
smiled and proceeded to idle away her time
writing on a small note book.

Finally Hilly locked her in a cabin and -

away to think it over. When Billy i

the cabin he found it empty. As he sat Dy the

little desk in the cabin he chanced to look at

a blotter. With the aid of the mirror he
fathomed its secret. The Black Beauty was a
sob sister getting "atmosphere."

TOO BAD, EDDIE (Aug. 13).—The cast:
Eddie Torr (Orral Humphrey) ; Tad Pole (Joe

Rett ma Coyne (Jo Taylor) ; Silas

Coyne (Hugh Bennett).
Eddie Torr was the proprietor of one of

those small town newspapers that take in-

rerythlng but finance. Eddie's gen-

thin in the service—waiting for his
Eddie asked Tad to wait until he married the
daughter of the town banker.

Bettina, Silas Coynes daughter, was not
young. But daddy had decided that Bettina
should marry brains and future. Uettina was so-
( dully inclined and had a leaning toward Eddie,

small town society
Eddie was beset by numerous creditors. Ed-

die had been too chivalrous to enter a woman
into the matter of finance, but necessity forced
him, so he flashed Bettina's pictures and an-
nounced that soon he would be the spouse of
the wealthiest girl in town. The creditors were
dubious. Bettina was coming down the street.
One of the creditors suggested a scheme that
would prove whether their accounts were good,
so they all withdrew into a side room while
Eddie greeted Bettina.

i eame in with a smile and an item for
the Morning Scare. Eddie had never made an
advance toward the girl and perspiration bead-
ed on his brow as he gazed toward the other

to take sin.

Tad saw the banker reprove his daughter for
being with Eddie. Failing to get am
of money, the printer, while Eddie was asleep,
issued a paper that nil.
among other thing

.
iiim.l- Hi. alleged alliance

* off. Eddie was awakened bv a large party
at its bead.
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Kube and Ben

the house and the officer is dismissed.
But now they must explain to their wives.

Kub, starts an excellent tale of how they were
walking along the street and, hearing a com-
motion issuing from a house near by, they
rushed to the window where they say they saw
tyvo thugs endeavoring t

so Ben takes up the story and tells the wives
another version. It is a good yarn, but Ben's
wife is suspicious, and asks questions. This
iak,s them off their guard. At this moment, to
cap the climax, an officer enters with a mas-
sage from his captain to the effect that if Rube
and Ben pull any more stunts they will receive
another thirty days, whereupon the wives are

* story has been false and
" a good mauling.

MUTUAL.
MUTUAL WEEKLY, NO. 84 (Aug. 0).

Point Sur, Cal.—Dense fog causes shipwreck.
Baltimore, Md.—"Deutschland" sails, eluding

Toronto, Canada. — Canadian convalescents
back from the front.

Fort Wadsworth, X. Y.—Police Rookies in-

London.—"Remember the Lusitania."

Seattle, Wash.—Drop from aeroplane in para-
chute.

Washington, D. C—Food supply reduced. B.
P. 0. Elks give annual outing to kiddies of
Orphans' Home.

Norfolk, Va.—Old cup defender becomes

Boston.—Middies from Annapolis spend vaca-

San Francisco.—Tremendous demonstration for
preparedness.

Norfolk, Va.—English wounded en route to
Bermuda.
Chautauqua, N. Y.— Governor Whitman given

reception.
Jersey City. Munitions explosion causes Ins*

of c— '

win.

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
THE ^SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE (Chap-

ter No. 13—Two parts—Aug. 14).—The cast:
OlgB and Morton, who w, re captured by the
bandits, are taken to their don. There Ulga
discovers Burkes copy ,n Kobinson's Philosophy,
which one of the bandits found in the moun-
tains. This copy contains a notation on the fly-

leak as follows: "To obtain tho secret of my
invention, read every seventh word on page 61,
my copy of Metallurgy."
Olga realizes that she has but to get a copy

..I Metallurgy to discover the secret She and
Morton escape from 'he bandit's den. Their
, cape being discovered, the bandits follow. Olga
and Morton discover one horse. Morion snatches
tho book from Olga. mounts the horse and es-
capes. The bandits follow. Olga hides and works
her way back to the city. Hope Is sintering
untold misery as the day for his approaching
marriage nears. Hook is put to desperate straits
in up).ort Cleo.

Mahlin and Satsuma search the mountains for
the lost copy of Robinson's Philo-ophy. I'hey

aro captured by the bandits. Mahlin discovers
that the chief of the bandit b.

In a conversation, tin, chief tells him
that Olga and Morton had escaped with the
copy of Robinson's Philosophy. Morton, in fear
of Olga, seeks obscure quarters while he Is

arching for Burko's copy of Metallurgy. Ulga
i warned that her employees are still waiting

Obtain "The Secret of the Submarine."
Cleo, driven desperate by the sacrifice Hook Is

making, leavi
The day before Hop. i in be married, he

in./ Mahlin telling a nieiid that the
news of her having spent the night alone with
1 [ope in the mountain , abin b.i n. '.

. i be, ,,m.

public, but. hearing he b

nine, sb, I I. ver to lure him
into a marriage Hop, del

the engag, i

turn to t'b

the Naval 1 let, a -<• Hoard
The I nited Stat,- i la,

01 ,'ign go\ , i i nl I

ii. id, in has asked the length of time II will

take to mobilize our Army and Navy lb.

c..\. mm. hi

"I the i Philosophy I- mi
availing. The Chairman State thai tin I S

1 not in a po in. ,u in light and Hull without
' ..l tin nl in i tint ullli ieiilly

pi ,-pai ei| . \ en to ii, I. ml the honot ol

ll..p. I II. d w I" I lllll be
will l.a\.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE.
FATHER AND SON (Five parts—Aug. 7—No.

ll'4)*-The cast: Andrew Slocum I Henry E.
Dixey) ; Matilda (Million! Evans) ; Andrew
Slocum, Jr. (Gladden James) ; Mrs. Winkle (Ma-
bel Montgomery).
The tale is hung upon the rivalry of Mrs. Win-

kle and Slocum, each the owner of a pickle fac-
tory. Some of the most unusual and humorous
situations arise.

Andrew Slocum sends Andy, his son, to Win-
kle's iactory to spy on the latter's secrets. Many
who have been buying the Winkle pickles are

Winkle suggests a partnership.taken ill

Winkle ansi
office

fully. She €

out his secrets. One night
she blows up his safe and escapes with the for-

Meantime Andy has confessed his real name to
Matilda. They elope. Mrs. Winkle finds Ma-
tilda's note. She decides to take back the secret
papers. Hut John Heaps has already stolen them.
She learns that Slocum has gone to Shreveport.
While Slocum is being engaged with his bath a

thief steals his clothes. Wrapped in the cur-
tains he rushes downstairs. The constable is

called. He protests that he is Andrew Slocum.
"the pickle king." Andy denies knowing him.
Andy and Matilda then hurry to the station.
Mrs. Winkle arrives and Identities Slocum.
Andy and Matilda meet Heaps. Mrs. Winkle

and Slocum follow. They turn Heaps over to the

Slocum Company, Ini

THE HOUSE OF MIRRORS (Five parts—Aug.

ward Martindale , .1 . Frank Clendon) ; Fred Pro-
bert, Jr., age 7 (Jack Curtis) ; Edith Probort.

5 (Runa Hodges) ; Fred Probert, Jr., age 121

Fred Probert, an inventor, devotes all his time
to his factory in experimental work. Mrs. Pro-
bert has never uttered a complaint. Probert
makes an engagement to take her to the theater.

ward Martindale, a widower and friend of the
family, take her in his place. Martindale ac-
cepts the invitation.

After the theater Martindale bids her good
night, and later stealthily returns to Mrs. Pro-
bert's boudoir. Martindale, opening the door,

s the object of his quest and sealthily kisses

agines the kiss is one from her husband and
expresses delight at his early return. Probert
sees her and Martindale In a compromising atti-

tude, and charges her with unfaithfulness.
Misjudging nis wife. I'rob, it institutes a suit

for separation, and a separation agreement is

signed. Probert takes possession of the boy, the
Wife having the custody of thi

Fourteen years pass. Edith Carroll Prober!
V hearing the completion of In I education. Pled
Probert, Jr. is neat the end Ol I.

course. While at college he has become the
bosom friend of Tom Martin, lab. the son of
Edward.

Mrs. Probert's fortune has been failing and
she purchases w 1 1 h lu r remain. tig funds the
famous gambling house known as the "House
Ol Mirrors." II b there she in,, i- her son. who
i. introduced as "Mr. Brown." and his friend,
Tom Martindale, who is introduced

* I be daughter, int. tiding to surprise
b.r mother, and unknown to her. calls at the

.luring an evening when the
I lb. y both tall In love

with her. Pied wears a ring which his father
gave bun and win, h bad been given to Mr. Pro
berl by bis wile. At flic time when young Pro
bert propose- to lb. daughter and
mothers consent to the man

i Mill

The lath, r try nig to bi . ik

Hon with the notorious "Hon .

lettuliie- to cull upon the proprietor and I-

-ho, k,.l to s.e 1
• . own wit.

with an attempt to ruin tl...

had tried to ruin hi> She swears that she has
n.v.r b. . n unfaithful. Probert. imp'
b, r oath \ isits M.utindal. . ,|,t, rinlii.

the trulh of tin events which had occiiim
U n llndali ti lis him he i ould bav<

listen., I to the trulh that night and that while
be .Mat iin.

I

ngiloing.
I'rob, ii iviu i n . t,

hi- boy
.
and a gi u. nil r. eon. Illation .

Universal

POWERS.
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11.-. anso Ii.- is had little Billy is i ___
room without supper. Billy decides this is too
much for a hungry youngster, and, slipping into
Hi.- pantry, tills his pockets with all kinds of
eatables, and starts to gorge himself. He dozes
off. The moth- i and lather miss him.
The heavy food Hilly has eaten causes him to

have an awful dream He is surrounded by can-
nibals, who take him to their chief. Many
things happen before Itillv awakens to find him-
self lighting the imagiii

[A.PAN, THE RIDDLE OF THE WORLD
i Educational—Aug. 17).—First the beautiful sea
a]. proa. lies to Japan as shown. Then scenes
ar.- shown in the cities, showing the wonderful
changes brought about in the last few decades.
lh. v now have electric light, street cars and
all modern conveniences, beautiful parks and
temples. The markets are not so modern and

Theop.'-ta -: i- a magnificent structure built
in .-lassie stvle. Native workmen are shown haul-

i cheap that it is

expensive than horses <

THE MOTHER-IN-LAW (Two Reels—Aug. 16).

—The cast : Uillie t lltlli.- Kit. -hi, -i; Lucille, his

wife (Lucille Hutton) ; His Mother-in-Law
i Margaret Joslin) ; Her Best Beau (Harry Todd).

Billie's life was not a happy one ; his mother-
in-law interfered with things. One morning Billie

desired to sleep a little longer than usual, but
mother-in-law prevented. She tried to get Lucille

to leave him, but she had hopes of reforming
Billie and suffered in silence. Ma gave Billie

a good deal of punishment.
Billie thought if he got somebody else for her

to abuse she would probably allow him to live

his life as he chose to live it. He succeeded in

baiting a man and finally got her married to him,
hut still all was not well. When ma absolutely
refused Billie admittance to the house this was the
last straw. He would die, thought Billie, but
not without satisfaction first. He hired a gang
of thugs to do their worst with ma and pa.
(laining entrance to the house through the window,
they tied the happy bride and groom to their
beds and then pulled the house down the road
to the railroad tracks. Billie had succeeded
in overcoming an engineer on an engine and,
running the thing at the rate of ninety miles an
hour, proceeded on his way. In order to save
themselves the two had to make a wild jump
from the top of the house. When the crash came,

i inadequate word to explain Billie's

pipe, which blev
him up and flew away.

] sky-high. An eagle picked

JOKER.
SOUP AND NUTS (Aug. 19) ,—(The cast:

llammanda (Gale Henry); Lillie (Lillian Pea-
cock) ; Frank (Milburn Morante) ; Capt. Salt
(William Franey); Heine (Charles ('onklini.
Written by Ben Conn. Produced by Allan Curtis,

Lillie, the daughter of Hamanda, is beloved
bv Frank, but Hamanda strongly discourages this

attachment. Captain Salt loves Hamanda and
is coming to call upon her when Frank, en-
deavoring to escape the wrath of Hamanda
humps into him. Captain Salt suggests that
Hamanda and Lillie take a trip upon his ship
and so avoid the nuisance—and. likewise, give
him an opportunity of pressing his own suit

Hamanda agrees and the sulky Lillie is dragged

Their departure is seen by Frank, who hides
on the back of the machine until they arrive at
the wharf and, having no money, uses a boat
which he finds to take him out to the ship.
As he attempts climbing upon the deck, he sees
Heine, the male, and falls into the water in try-
ing to escape him. II, hides in a boat, and here
Lillie brings food, but he is so ill he is not
able to eat it.

The crew plot against Salt ; and just as that
worthy is assisting the idol of his heart at the
rail, they tie the two; Lillie sees Ibis and with
the aid of Frank rescues the pair thus winning

—The cast: Lem Forby (Eddie Lyons):
Setiorita Tamale (Priscilla Dean i ;

General Si.-sta

i L.-e Morani. Written by Charles .1. Wilson,
.Jr. Produced by L. N. Chaudet.
Lem Forby, reporter on the Bugle, is a cor-

respondence school pupil. The editor gives him

take pictures. General Siesta is

much enamored of the pretty Senorita Tamale
and she returns his love. Lem gets a picture of
her—and immediately she loses her heart to
the Bugle reporter.
Lem notices that a messenger arrives with a

letter for the General, and, according to his
correspondence lessons, that is one important

II. i rescued from !h. ci ,:,-lty of old Rufe,
sails awa.\ across the ha) '' >— lii.i.. r>„i

vill

t allow the General
pear with the girl and her identity is learned.
Lem grows jealous but is not allowed to cross
the border. Lem recalls the document and shows
it to the guard, who disgustedly translates the
message which Lem had thought so important
-- a message stating that they had found a new
ecipe for chih

Dorothy (Lois Alexander); Dorothy Blakely
(Dorothy Phillips); Richard Thornton (Charles
Ogle) ; Franklin Morgan (William Welsh) ; Paul
Morgan, his son (Hal August). Written by
Catherine Carr. Produced by Ben Wilson.
John Blakely is a handsome young widower,

father of a girl of five, and working in Morgan's
office. Mrs. Morgan falls in love with him, and
when he refuses to call she vows vengeance.

Mrs. Morgan manages to have John appear
guilty of theft, and Morgan, because of John':

with his daughter, Dorothy. Years later Morgan's
son, Paul, goes out there with a prospecting
party. The two young people of course fall in

love, and all would have been plain sailing if

John had not found out Paul's identity from a
letter he receives. He decides to kill Paul.
He finds Dorothy in the arms of a man and so

shoots him. The man is Dick Thornton, John's
best friend, to whom Dorothy has come for ad-

Ther

I the
i father - little

in flageolet and has taught him to play. Every
night Joe meets his father at the little wharf.
There is a storm. Evening comes and Joe goes
to the wharf. He falls asleep. The next morn-
ing. Old Rufe and his wife sec the fisherman's
battered boat, and find Joe asleep. They take
him home and adopt him. He is compelled to
work. One day he rests a moment to play his
flageolet. Old Rufe returns home with his empty
nets and tears the flageolet from Joe's hands.
Jerking the instrument, from Rules hand, Joe
escapes to one of his old haunts in the rocks.
On the opposite side of the bay little Polly

and her mother are visiting Jack Lewis and his
parents. Polly and Jack are playing in a boat.
At last the boat is loose. With Polly in it it

drifts out with the tide. Jack cannot understand
why Polly does not come back, and after awhile

parents, but Polly and the

rocky cliffs. Joe has found a supper of berries
Night comes on. Little Polly is beached and
scampers over to Joe's haven. They become
friends. Joe gives her a supper of berries, tells

her of the good fairy and plays his flageolet

until she sleeps. He. too, sleeps and dreams that
he is the prince and she the princess— they are
transport,-.] into fairyland, where they are made

Forest. Joe forgets and i

favorite instrument. Immediately the old Fury
appears and all Fairyland disappears. Joe and
his little companion are fpund by the searchers,

prim . forever after.

1 get the General to show them to her; then
Lem, who has hidden in the rooms, takes the
papers and runs, closely pursued by the General
and his army.
Lem and the Senorita are nearly captured, when

lh. Senorita offers to change clothes with Lem;
this is done and the General with his army,
catching a glimpse of them, decides that he will'~ the girl and leave the army to capture

and W. B. Pearson. Produced by Harry Carey
and George Marshall.
Tom Horn is known throughout the cow country

' worker and a hard player. Tom i

they s

Tom sends Buzzard to the nearest town to file

the location, while he and the party go to the
homestead to eject the old man from his land.
Sunny is away from the house when they arrive.
Tom tells the old man that the claim is theirs
and orders him off. An argument ensues, in

'lieh the gang starts to clean up the house.

a short cut and riding hard, the Buzzard i

taken. Tom orders him to return, but the latter
objects, and in the argument the Buzzard is shot.

WEAPONS OF LOVE (Aug. 18).—The
cast: Tommie (Vola Smith); John Anson, her
father (Marc Robbins); 'Granny" Anson (Mrs.
Emmons) ; Bub Anson (Charles Gunn) ; Bill

Murrel 1(1. Raymond Nye). Story by Hapslmrg
Liebe. Scenario by Olga P'rintzlau. Produce, I i>\

C. S. Elfelt.

For many years there existed a feud between
the Anson and Murrel clans. Bill Murrel who
lives alone with his father is deeply religious,

and often thinks of some way to end the feud.

Tommie has reached the age when girls begin
to wish for sweethearts and questions her grand-
mother. The old woman tells her that it is

because none of the youths care to encounter a

rifle bullet.

When a child Tommie and young Bill Murrel
frequently met at a secret hiding place, but since
rh.-v have grown up. it is but a memory. One
day while Tommie is playing, she is joined by
Bill Murrel, who has been wandering through
the woods. Tommie's brother sees the two and
tries to kill Bill, but his shot is wild, and Tom-
mie quickly shoves Bill back into the woods.

-3 the line. "Bub,"
ingry with his sister,

nd Bill returns to her assistance. The two
i fist fight. Her father the

ist: Little Joe (Gordon Griffith

Father (William V. Mong) ; Polly Ames (Georgia
French) ; Her Mother (Betty Schade) ; Jack While h,

scene, and the old feud is revived.
Hill that he will gather his clan, and that Bill

had better prepare his own followers.

Tommie becomes stricken with the dreaded
mountain lever. Bill learns of this, and one day
while out with his followers enters an open
place and prays for the recovery of the girl.

with I The

in. and he angrily
5 hand. The clans

ciled and Bill and Tommie are brought
together, soon to be married.

old knocks the gun from his

a bin

THE TOLL OF THE LAW (Aug IHl .Tin-

east: Steve Murray I
William Lowery); Annie

(Agnes Vernon): Mrs. Murray (Heth Roland);
\ Young Minister <T. D. Crittenden I ;

Minister-

Mother I Lydia Y. Titus). Written and produced

hv Francis Powers.
Big Steve robs the home ol a young initiiMei

and returns home. His young blind sister and

Ins mother greet him and he shows them the

spoils.
The next dav St, ye is arrested and sent up.

Som, time later his mother dies and his little

,dopti ,1 by the minister. When Steve

gets out he looks in vain for his family His

,,,-vi (bought is to get i-,v< nge on lh- minister

One of his pals sees the minister and a girl

enter a nearby drugstore one day. Steve de-

cides to compromise his enemy and so get him

into a saloon by means of a ruse. 11, then

calls in the girl lo s, I frien-1

VICTOR.
HE WROTE A BOOK (Aug. I.".).—The cast.

Homer Wormwood iliillv Garwood i; Bully i Ed.

Bradey) ; Jennie (Lois Wilson) ; Yet Wong
I Frank Tokunaga). Written by Hayward Mack.

I'rodu.-ed by Wm. Garwood.

... .. sorry life of it. especially after

the hoys discover that he has written a book about

Chinese Republic.
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Thev hire a Chinese laundryman to dress up

In swell Chinese robes and present Homer with

a scroll Betting forth the appreciation of the

Chinese people for tho new book. Jennie, who
secretly is very fond of Homer, uncover-, the

deception. Homer vows revenge and decides to

take up physical culture.

When Homer has completed his course •"•

„«„ the instigator of the plotting against him.

Then he brings forth tho Chinaman and has him
present a scroll to the bully. Jennie is over-

joyed.

ASHAMFD OP THE OLD FOLKS (Two Reels

—Aug. 17).—Written and produced by Matt
Moore. Cast: Matt Morton (Matt Moore); Jano
Russell (Jane Gail).

Matt and Jane are married. Both have come
to the city from poor homes in the country

and made their fortunes.
.

One day they each receive letters from then-

parents saying that they intend to come to vlsli

them that day. Each is ashamed to have the

other see his or her parents. They decide not

to bring father and mother home, so put them
up at a hotel. By chance they go to the same
hotel. The two old folks meet and like each

other. After seeing the city by themselves

they decide to get married. When the young
couple find the old folks married they i "

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 32. Aug. 9.—Fun

and Work on Border—Guardsmen enjoy cam-
era man's visit after hard day of drill—Mc-
Allen. Tex.

General Carranza Feted—Mexican Ruler wel-

comed on triumphal tour of country—Durango,
Mexico.

Capitol Completed at Last—Speaker Champ
Clark unveiling allegorical group over en-
trance to House—Washington, D. C.

Another Wreck on Pacific—Liner Shnayak
ashore on Rocky Coast, graveyard of many
ships—Monterey, Cal.

Building a Speedway—Record work In con-
structing big "saucer" for auto races—Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Cat Victims in Paralysis War—Household
pets and vagrants rounded up for death as
germ carriers—New York City.

Like Old Times Again—Bicycle parade brings
out wheels, high and low—Los Angeles, Cal.
Queen Alexandra Rose Day—London society

sells flowers from Lusltanla lifeboat, in aid of
British wounded soldiers -London, England.
Donkey Ousts Horse—Mules take place of war

steeds at horse show—Richmond, England.
Deutschland on Homo Dash—German sub-

marine dodges waiting cruisers on homeward
voyage—Baltimore, Md.
Everything hits New York—Latest is 47-foot

whale, when coming too close to shore, is killed—Rockaway Point. N. Y.
Girl Dives 110 Feet—Miss Laura Bromwell

thrills spectators by spectacular plunge—Cin-
cinnati.
Prepared for Car Strikes—With the latest

Auotoped, everyone can defy tie-ups—New York
City.

3 by Hy Mayer.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURK.
ADVENTURES OF PEG O 1 THE RING, NO.

14, "Tho Will"— (Two parts—July :il). Cast:
Peg (Grace Cunard) ; Doctor Lund, Jr. (Francis
Ford): Doctor Lund. Sr. (Marc Fenton) ; Mrs.
I. and Mean Hathaway i; Flip, tho Clown (Feto
Gerard); Marcus, the Hindoo (Irving Llppner).

Episodo 18 left Peg and the doctor In the
hands of Marcus and his band of ruffians.

While trying to escape, Dr. Lund was shot and
fell limp on the bed.

\ It Is fortunate for Peg and the doctor that
I the circus peoplo arrive In time to save them.
\Just as Peg Is about to be overcome they all

(arrive and succeed in driving Mann; away. Dr.
Lund proves to bo but slightly wounded, so they
>11 go home.

'lie next morning old Dr. Lund is not foiling
well as u ual h

m Mi medlcim n. i w i>, n the
him. li-

nt' bed and starts to strangle bis wife.
i icertlon proves too mm h

ten it Lund md rtd learn
.• ..LI in, in i|. .1 li i

'

Mali u .

1 'i hi liea i

-
— Mil ||e|| ,1.1 |,,i;

sH 'ihi ii. ,,. M.inii ;i

ZZ^ i" liim

ZZZ I In i

'

~i||| v and .n
'
n.iiiy in u'i Peg in her

Complete Equipments

for Picture Theatres

Hallberg
Engines and Generators

and Gas Fuel

Hallberg 20th Century
Motor Generators, $217 ™t

HALLBERG'S
Switch Boards
for all Purposes

$30 and Up.

Arc-Controllers
Feed Carbons

Automatically.
Free Circulars

POWER'S 6B "SIMPLEX"
I am distributor of nil makes moving picture

machines and furnish everything complete (or
the theatre, new and used apparatus.
Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but

for Hallberg*s Big 100-page Catalogue, send
ZS Cents.

CARBONS AND SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50 lor latest Opn.itor's Book
MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY"

SWEDISH
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER

7th Ave. at 49th St.
The House of Quality

J.H.HALLBERG|

NEW YORK

letter.
Keg has another of her fits just as she is

about to perform in the ring. She rushes about,
attacking the r

"-

finally goes to
tries to quiet her, but she viciously turns on
him and almost chokes him, when she falls ex-
hausted to the ground. Here Marcus finds her
prostrate body and he and his assistant carry

ADVENTURES OF PEG O' THE RING. NO.
1". 'Final Episode—"Retribution").—Marcus and
his assailant seized the opportunity to abduct
Peg. They rush her to the local office of the
circus, which is closed because of Dr. Lund's
death. Here they leave her gagged and bound
and then so to report to Mrs. Lund and to give
her the letter found in Flip's trunk.
The villains might have accomplished their

purpose if Dr. Lund, Jr., had not come down
stairs just at that moment and overheard
them telling where they had put Peg. Rushing
to the office, he is chagrined to find everything
locked. He decides to climb up to the room
where Peg was confined. Marcus sees him. but
as he tries to push the doctor out, th
clinging to the sill with one hand and grabbing
Marcus with the other, pulls him out of the
window himself.
As he is untieing Peg Marcus comes back and

tries to shoot him and in the struggle that
1 reus is knocked unconsci"

man attacks the doctor and a fight takes place.
Wires pull lose and there is a short-circuit
which ignites some old rubbish standing in a
corner. The flames mount higher. At last Dr.
Lund succeeds In choking his opponent into
submission and he then proceeds to untie Peg.
Tho whole staircase is a mass of tire. Peg

and the doctor are forced to make their escape
through the window. They reach U
sati ly and then the doctor takes Peg to his office,

where he performs an operation with an X-ray
apparatus to remove the effects of Peg's strange
inheritance. They then rush to the doctor's
home, where the will is to be read.
At the doctor's house Mrs. Lund is very

in Flip's trunk.
"This letter left by Peg's mother shows that

_
she has no claim on my late husband's fortune,"

' she says triumphantly.
"I had that letter made to mislead you," says

Flip. "This is the real letter and it proves that
Peg Is the first and only child of your late
husband and rightful heir to his entire for-
tune."
Mrs. Lund is crushed. Dr. Lund asks Peg

Then she accepts the doctor's proposal of mar-

Soon after all the circus people arrive to
congratulate the couple on their new-found hap-
piness.

RED FEATHER.

ilia contrived to gather unto them-
ore than their share uf the precious

yellow metal which abounded.
• among the populace who
Of affairs. Luis Lopez was

on.. Smarting under the yoke of the arls-
rmlned to champion the cause

of the people. Accordingly, he set about to en-
1 of others and chose Jose Garcia for an

.t campaign

i inn Uendoaa as bis pr< > . u « .-
. -

tween Lopez and Jose that the gold which they
hoped to galfl would be ii. voted to the uplift of
the oppri

tui.iti..ii lay ai rot the .! rt. Stop-
- horrified to And

: in his
ring it off. he flung It with

anger Into tl

with his
r< ' mar In the same

in

the home
Mm back

to health.
loza and

«hl( h his

ii In r Mcndoza
i. ..' -I .li. \ '

.

i fallen m llllng \
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rowed (o blmself that he would do
ii robbing those who bad befriended him. He
let forth on iiis return to Santa Barbara to moot
..ope*. Lopez threatened that lie blmself would
8ke til.- money.
During the night Jo

i kly gave pursuit, vowing to Kill tin

traitorous Jose.
Jose arrived in time to warn Ortega so that

when Uipez arrived he fell into the trap laid

for linn Camion at last prevailed upon Lopez
to forsake his evil ways. And so when Carmen
had yielded to the pleadings of her impetuous

tood nearby to share their
happiness, and later returned to Santa Barbara,
tin-re to spend lie' remainder of bis days with
the gentle priests at the Mission.

General Film Company
ESSANAY.

MY COUNTRY, 'TIS OF THEE (Two parts—
Aug. ].">).—The cast: Capt. Stone (Richard C.

Travels); Mrs. Stone (Lillian Drew); Leander
Wilcox (Sydney Ainsworth).
When the militia is called '- the Mexftan

border Stone regrets that he resigned his cap-

taincy in the national guard. His wife con-
gratulates herself that she forced him to give it

up. However, patriotism is too strong and he

wins hack his commission in spite of his wile's

pleading. She insist.. , '. does not love her, or

he would not leave her. Leander Wilcox tills

her that no man who loved her would leave her.

Stone is obdurate and goes to the front. Wilcox
.lis. Stone to a gay round of aflan- and

friends notify Stone. The captain leaves fight-

ing for his country long enough to return to

fight for his home, but discovers his wife has

CANIMATED NOOZ PICTORIAL NO. 14 (Aug.

L6). -The annual athletic meet of the Chorus
Mens Athletic Club, which was held at Powder-
puff X Y has been filmed by Canimated Nooz

camera men. A closeup of "Pinky" Rooze win-

ning the shotput is shown. Two big youths in-

dulge in a thrilling game of croquet. "Cutey"
Wrlstwatch wins the honors at the game. Aloy-

sious Rutherford Morebrain, aged nine years,

is ti lined as he graduated with highest honors,

the. degrees of D. D., S. O. S., M. D.

and V. D. G. The lad is pictured dell ering

his oration on "Darwin and Wrong," r- '*'

Developing
•and Printing

Guaranteed to ho i

A TKMl'OKAKY Till rK t Two Parts—Aug. 15

DESK ROOM
with or without desk. Office space, with

phone, stenographer. Apply room 611, new

Film Bldg., 729 7th Ave. Phone Bryant 65Z.

THE CATALOGUE OF

Brush Electric Lighting Sets
contains much that is valuable about electric
lighting in general, and moving picture work

in particular. Send for it.

THE CHAS. A. STRELINGER CO.,
Box MP-2, Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

, the Fish Family." Dreamy Dud has

another nightmare. Five hundred feet of scenic

share the reel.

A LITTLE VOLUNTEER (Three parts—Aug.
l<))_The cast: Joyce Sinclaire (Joyce Fair);

Richard Sinclaire (Hugh Thompson) ; Frank
Sinclaire (Edmund F. Cobb).
Richard Sinclaire. a wealthy widower, is the

father of Joyce, aged twelve years. Joyce, who
has everything she desires except the companion-

ship of other children, encounters the three

Dawson children and goes with them to their

tenement home. They have no mother and their

drunken father is away on one of his periodical

disappearances. Joyco sets about to mother
them She writes a note to her father telling

him she won't be home for some time until she

has corrected all the ills of the Dawson family.

No address is given and Sinclaire. tearing his

child kidnapped, starts the police on the search.

Joyce, in the meantime, has persuaded the dis-

solute Dawson to go to work to buy food tor

his starving children. To get money '

tries burglary and is shot and killed. The -ame

night Sinclaire and the police find Joyce. Rich-

ard Sinclaire. at the station, recognizes the body

of Dawson as that of his ne'er-do-well brother,

Frank Sinclaire, Joyce is told. "I adopted them.

father." she says in speaking of the orphans.

"Now you adopt them. I'd rather be a sister

than a mother to them, anyway."

BIOGRAPH.
SAVED FROM HIMSELF (Biograph Reissue.

Xo 72—Aug. 14).—The cast: Stenographer
i Mabel Normand) ; Hotel Clerk (Joseph Gray-
bill l ; Proprietor (Charles II. Mailes) ;

Guest
i William J. Butler).
The young hotel clerk and the stenographer

are engaged, and the boy's one ambition Is to

, rosy future for his bride. With this

in mind, he invests all his savings in the stock

market having been induced so to do by the

an old friend in the market. He,
is not so fortunate, for the stocks lie

bought are dropping fast. His broker wires for

ave him from utter ruin. This, of

be hasn't and in the despair caused by
the thought of his hopes for the future being

crushed, he is about to yield to the temptation

of appropriating a large amount of money left

in care of the hotel proprietor by one of the

guests, when his purpose is discovered by his
.

• wins! inllu, -nci snv. s him from the

dishonorable act his desperation would have

For Perfect Laboratory Results

INSTALL

CORCORAN TANKS
A. J. CORCORAN, Inc. Sgw york city

Machines Bought, Sold and Exchanged
2 Power's No. 5, $45.00 each.
1 Simplex, mechanism like new, $100.00.

1 Power's Adjust. Rheostat, $12.00

All goods shipped for examination on
receipt of express charges.

EXHIBITORS* EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Ave., Room 611, New York, N. Y.

lran^ferteK

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR PLAYHOUSEMACHINES
SUPPLIES—REPAIR PARTS

All make* of
machines carried
in stock. We
equip theatres
completely.

"The Exhibitors
Mail Order

House"S?
Oil

947 PENN AVE. PITTSBURGH. P*

KINDLY SEE ANNOUNCE-
MENT ON PAGE 1272

f the town by giving him a walloping.
Jim vows to set even

; but how? He carries on*

Jack's wife and leaves a derisive note for Jack,
and another at the saloon, to the effect that the
joke is turned. Jim has forcibly taken Jack's
wife as far as an old deserted well-box in the
hills, when Jack, who started after them, comes
up and opens fire. Jim has the advantage, for
he is sheltered by the well-box, and further-
more, Jack is careful for fear of hitting his
wife. This warfare does not last long because
of an outbreak amone the young Indian braves,
who have started out to avenge the death of one
of their tribe at the hands of a party of drunken
cutthroats, so Jack and Jim form a truce to
fight the common enemy. The finish of the story
is unique, and the production as a whole is one
of the most convincing western stories ever

life, it was through no fault of theirs
the one with his antediluvian flivver and the
other with his leaky old boat spent the days
hoping that someone would give them the oppor-
tunity they so anxiously longed for. The visit
of the beautiful young diver, Miss Aqua, ac-
companied by her manager, caused the break
between our heroes. Each fell for her charms
and sought means to humiliate the other. Love
and jealousy occupied all their thoughts. First
one. then the other would be favored by the
diver's smiles, until, driven almost crazy, Runt
decides to get rid of his fat rival by digging a
hole under the water, and enticing there his

his loved <

him. he aids in the rescue of the almost choked
Plump. The diver now gives an exhibition of
her powers and, pretending to be overcome, the
two gallants dash to her rescue by boat and
flivver. The flivver arrives first, but explodes,
throwing its occupants high in the air and up-
setting Runt, who is now over the spot in his

they are met and thanked by the lady's husband.
Once more, their best intentions foiled, Plump
and his pal cool their fevered and disappointed
brows beneath the salty waves.

COMRADES (Aug. 18).—The cast: Pokes
(Robert Burns); Jabbs (Walter Stull); Land-
lady (Helen Gilmore) ; Her Daughter (Ethel
Burton).
Comrades in many a midnight burglary and

cellmates in the prison where they are spending
their summer vacations. Pokes and Jabbs have
formed a friendship that seemed unbreakable.
Winn their sentences are served Pokes tells
Jabbs that henceforth lie will follow the path of
honest living. Scornfully. Jabbs parts from his

a boarding house to which he has been i

ed by the charms of the landlady's daughter.
I'nl.i In his manner, quickly wins the smiles
of fair Ethel, much to the disgust and envy of
the other lodgers, especially two young men who
have also sought to charm the capricious damsel.
In order to secure revenge upon the man who
has not only stolen away from them their shard
of the meals and the affections of Ethel, th n

two roomers plant n dummy in Pokes' room an I

succeed in convincing the latter that a robb is

has entered the room. Frightened nearly
death after alarming all the other boarders

them also. Pr
3 to call the
ssistance. JjBasI :

.. ,'erted to his old profession of h (Ed.
breaking, has entered the room of Poke Wong
-ought shelter in the closet. Pokes r Mack.
'"

t worthy representative of the lav
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Everywhere

—

TWILIGHT SLEEP
I Is Jamming Lobbies==Breaking Records!

Exposing

Painless
Childbirth

Scenes of realism

beyond imagination

| "Twilight Sleep"
S has done such phenomenal

business as:

= $1550—4 performances, Metropolitan

Opera House, Minneapolis.

== $568—1 performance, Belasco Thea-

tre, Washington, D. C.

= $1500—3 performances, Opera House,

Omaha.
= $1100—3 performances, Opera House,

St. Joe, Mo.
= $1168—3 performances, Walnut St.

Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

$636—2 performances, Fuller Opera
House, Madison, Wis.

= $2300—Tabor Grand Theatre, Denver,

Colo.

$2000— 1 week, Davidson Theatre, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

|= $1770—3 days, Teck Theatre, Buffalo.

= $1600—1 week, Family Theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.

= $1900— 1 week, Avon Theatre, Roches-
ter, N. Y.

LAST CALL-
State Righters!

The Following States

Are Still Open—ACT NOW!

North Carolina

South Carolina

Arkansas

Georgia

Alabama

Mississippi

Louisiana

Florida

Oklahoma
Dominion of Canada

These are the original and only authentic

pictures taken under the personal direction of

Dr. Schlossingk, associate of Drs. Kronig and

Gauss, Frauenklinik, Freiburg, Germany,
where "Twilight Sleep" was discovered.

Note: "Twilight Sleep" has received more
newspaper publicity than any other discover}

in year-. Used by Medina'^. Ladies' Home
Journal, Metropolitan, Good Housekeeping,
Every Week, Survey, and thousands of other

periodicals and daily papers.

Modern Motherhood League Hotel Sherman Chicago
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purloined
Ethels beautiful pearl necklace. Ethel, dis-
covering the loss of the necklace, gives th,

alarm and the policemen and others immedi-
theft. Pokes has

been struggling desperately in his room with
the villain- Jabbs for the possession of the neck-
lace and succeeds in wresting it from the latter.

after, which be burls bis old partner in crime
t through the window. When the p'ol

1 again fasten its gra

VIM FEATURE COMEDY.
THEIR DREAM HOUSE (Aug. 16).—A bad

real estate man sells a phoney house to a young
couple. They are delighted with it until things
begin to happen. The water won't run until
alter they have turned on every tap; then it

runs too much and floods the house before they
are aware of what is happening. The gas
works on the installment plan and then won't
behave. Things go from bad to worse, until
the house starts to leak in a heavy storm.
Hubby steals a big umbrella from the real es'
tate man's buggy and comes home. The wind
blows the door shut, and when he kicks it the
panel bursts, being made of paper. With the
umbrella the couple are sheltering themselves
as best they can when the roof of the house
blows away and they are engulfed by the rain.
What happens afterward is left to the imagi-

LUBIN.
A LESSON IN LABOR (Two Parts—Aug. 15).—The cast: John Seward III (L. C. Shum-

way) ; Eleanor Janeway (Velma Whitman);
Terry Walsh (George Routh) ; Mrs. Janeway
(Adelaide Bronti) ; John Seward II (Melvin
Mayo) ; Walsh's old father (Sidney Hayes).
Written by Robert E. Rinehart. Directed by
Paul Powell.
John Seward 2nd brings his son, John 3rd, up

to take charge of Seward mills and continue the
Seward system of "every cog must show its

profit." The young man is affianced to Eleanor
Janeway, daughter of a rich mother. The elder
Seward dies and the first order of the new Sew-
ard head is to discharge all employees over 50.
This discharges Walsh, one of the most re-
spected workmen in the place.
Walsh's son, a capable young fellow, plots a

reckoning and kidnaps Seward and his fiancee,
Eleanor, from Seward's yacht. Walsh takes
Eleanor and Seward to a lonely shore of an
island and there at a first physical encounter
beats him into a state of semi-slavery,
works his young i __ a fashion of work
Seward never realized existed. Seward is in-
jured and Walsh takes care of him.

Seward, however, has learned the lesson ot

work. He tells the searchers that he left the
yacht as an experiment. Walsh is not ar-
rested. Back at the mill Seward rescinds his

order. The old man returns to work and his
act, together with the experience on the island,

creates in him and Eleanor a feeling of mutual
respect and love they would not have enjoyed
except for the drastic methods of Walsh.

BEUG-TRIBUNE, NO. 60, 1916 (July 27).
El Paso, Texas.—Ninth Massachusetts In-

fantry at Sunday morning service on the pa-
rade grounds.
San Francisco.—Business men leave for Mon-

terey to enter military training camp.
New London, Conn.—Cochran's yacht War-

ior, in dry dock.
Pittsburgh.—Alexander Humphrey exhibits a

new type of aeroplane.
Seattle, Wash.—Miss Wood and Tell Will-

iams present their interpretation of the classic

_. . , James Whitcomb Riley.
Chicago.—Perry McGiliivray, of the Illii

Athletic Club, wins the Central A. A. U. ch;

pionship in the one mile swim.
Saroet, Java.—Horse racing by native own

SELIG.TRIBUNE, NO. 61, 1016 (July 31).
New York.—The ferry boat Keyport sinks off

Battery Place.

Rye Beach, N. Y.—Men and

BRYANT6558
Get acquainted with the

ERBOGRAPH WAY
of Developing and Printing

ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
203-11 Wett IHth St., N.w Y«rk City

1
TANKS and RACKS

Pacific Tank & Pipe Co.

Los Angeles—San Francisco, Cal.

PATENTS
Manufacturers want me to send them

ents on useful inventions. Send me at
drawing and description of your invei
and I will give you an honest report i

securing a patent and whether I c~ ~

you selling the patent. Highest refer-
Established 25 years. Personal at-

WM. N. MOORE, Loan
and Trust Building, Washington, D. C.

Mflsic for Any Picture

Walter C. Simon announces that

he has now ready Phototune No. 1

and No. 2 which will be sent postpaid

at 5 cents per number. One pub-

lished each week. Subscribe for as

many weeks as you care to.

WALTER C. SIMON
Suite 510. Times Building, New York City

"A* good a* gold." "A* white as

snow." "As fine as silk." Why ••
other papers in this field invariably
try to compare with the standard ef

the MOVING PICTURE WORLD?
There's a reason.

Perfect Developing

and Printing
Negatives Developed . . lc ft.

Positive Printing 4c ft.

Special price on quantity
orders.

TITLES in any language
per foot
complete

Cards Free—Tinting Free

Satisfaction guaranteed by
our fifteen years' experience.

GUNBY BROS., Inc.
14S West 45th Street New York City
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ley, lO.'i years

El Paso, Texas.—Under the torrid suu L'OO
Illinois soldiers are overcome.
Chicago. City's bathing pavilion at Claren-

don Beach, • -.,1111 000
Del Monte, Cal. Ml. in, Si Imndi of Oak-

land win* the Western Golf Championship.
TJIpanas, Java.—Natives dancing and riding.

THE GERM OF MYSTERY (Three Parts—
Aug. 14).—The cast: Dr. John Comstock tGuy
Oliver)

; Alexander Daniels (Frank Clark)
;

Letitia iFrit/.i Urunett); Mrs. Bennington (Lil-
lian Hayward)

; Cliltord Ainslev ( Frederick
Freeman >. William Robert Daly, director.

Dr. John Comstock is a specialist on poisons.
Alexander Daniels, inventor and manufacturer
of "dynite," has a beautiful daughter, Letitia,
with whom Dr. Comstock is in iove.

Dr. Comstock shows Letitia and Mrs. Ben-
nington, an old friend of the Daniels family,
his exhibit of a Karakut spider from Mongolia,
whose poison is sure death.

Clifford Ainsley, Daniels' partner, is in love
with Letitia, and proposes to the girl with the
consent of her father. Letitia rejects Ainsley.

You know that the formula for mak-
ing dynite' rests with father and myself. I

suspect you want to marry me in the hope of
getting the secret."

Daniels dies suddenly in the night, and a
scientilic detective is summoned. He discovers
that Daniels died from poison of a Karakut
spider, and suspects Dr. Comstock.

Letitia discovers that there are tons of unpre-
pared materials in the mixing room of her
father's factory. Fearing spontaneous combus-
tion if the materials are not mixed at once, she
repairs to the laboratory to prepare the secret
formula. There she is bound and gagged by a
mysterious assailant, who attaches wires to the
time clock used by the watchman, so that when
he registers his time, an electric spark will
enter the laboratory and cause an explosion.
The detective and Dr. Comstock arrive at the

factory just a minute before the watchman will
register his time. They search for Letitia and
finally come upon her lying helpless on the
floor. The wires are broken just in time to
prevent a terrific explosion.

Mrs. Berrington had discovered a paper which
she had given to the detective, who arrests the
butler. The detective informs Mrs. Berrington
that the paper she had found was the butler's
undoing

;
that he was the chief plotter repre-

senting interests anxious to secure the secret
formula.

Dr. Comstock is thus exonerated.

A BEAR OF A STORY (Aug. 19).—The cast:
Tom Wilson (Tom Mix) ; Vicky Williams (Vic-
toria Forde) ; Sid Jones (Sid Jordan).
Tom. a eowpuncher. is engaged to marry

Vicky Williams, a ranch girl. Vicky has a girl
chum who owns a pet bear, and she tells Tom

get her a bear. With his friend,
bear signs. TomSid Jones, Tom

enters a bear hole ; the bear
Tom makes his escape just in

) the ground, where it is lassoed by Tom and

isk of their lives, she tells them she don't
lears. doesn't want one, and leaves. With
:pression of "Can you beat it?" Tom and
all to the ground in a faint.

MISCELLANEOUS.

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE.

pictures shown in America of the Jap-
anese fleet review by the Emperor. Pictures
give a description of the fighting strength of
the most powerful Oriental nation.
New York.—Infantile paralysis plague con-

tinues to spread in spite of the efforts of Fed-
eral. State and City Health authorities. Scores

the guests of

i players compete with Ameri-

ing .

.

women divers perform n markable water stunts.

El Paso.—The Ninth Massachusetts Infantry
clashes twice with Mexican snipers, who fire

from across the border upon their camp. The
American troops are reported to have killed two
Mexicans in one of the battles.

New York.—Christy Mathewson. famous as a

New York Giant pitcher, comes to the Polo
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Darmstat, Germany.-
staff photographer. Nils

making of the ne

Exclusive pictures by
i E. Edwards, showing
and greater German

General Von
_r. Hickscher,

chairman of the German Foreign Relations
Committee, discusses the war with Captain
Wolff of the German Raider Moewe.
Fashion Section.—Miss Dolly Hackett, of the

Passing Show of 1!<10, Winter Garden, New
York, poses exclusively in gowns of her own
creation, for the Hearst-International News Pic-

torial.

A funny cartoon by T. E. Powers, the famous
cartoonist, depicting an interesting epoch In

the present international political situation.

MYSTERIES OF MYRA (Episode No. 15

—

"The Thought Monster"—Two Parts—July
31).—This episode deals with a Thought Mon-
ster, a sort of Psychic Frankenstein, created by
the Black Order, and sent out to destroy both
Myra and Alden. It finds them at a seance in

Alden's laboratory. This Monster is a huge
powerful creature. But his disposition is sort

of like a child, in that he is easily distracted

from his purpose. He starts to smash up
things in the laboratory, and to kill Myra.
Alden can't lick him, but gets him to turn
his attention to him. Alden retreats into an-
other room, hides and finds his pistol. The
Monster, following, and bent on murder, sees

his reflection in a mirror, and forgets what
he is after. Alden points his gun, and orders
him to hold up his hands. The Monster turns
on him. Alden fires and hits the Monster, who
is hurt, but not weakened by the bullet. Alden
retreats into a third room, and locks the door.
The Monster's fist bursts through the panel.

Alden shoots and the fist is withdrawn. The
fist smashes through the other panel, and
Alden sees there is no hope of overcoming the
Monster by force. As a last resort, he sets the
hypnotizing wheel in motion, and hides while
the Monster tears down the door. The Monster
sees the hypnotizing wheel, and can't resist
examining it. The wheel hypnotizes him, and
Alden steps out and makes hypnotic passes, and
gets him under his control. He orders him to
return and destroy the Master, who made him.
The Monster goes off to do so, while Alden
returns to the terrified woman.
Meanwhile, the Master and Varney at the

Black Order home, put on two robes with
hoods, which cover them all but their faces.
The robes are covered with glittering bits of
glass or metal, and they bear on their left arm
shields which are covered with a mirror. In
their right hands, they hold a large electric
flashlight of peculiar shape. These flash-
lights, the Master explains, give a destructive
ray and the cloaks and shields are a pro-
tection against the deadly ray.
The Master tells Varney that his plan is to

destroy the Monster as soon as his work is

done. The Monster, after bursting his way into
the Main Council Chamber, by tearing the great
wheel out by its roots, and killing the Black
Order member on guard, reaches the Master's
den, and overhears his death sentence. He
catches Varney alone, hurls him the whole
length of the room to his death, strips him of
his cloak, shield and deadly light apparatus,
puts them on, and advances on the Master, who
sees him coming. The Master puts out the
light. Then follows a duel in the dark, lit

only by the brilliant light beams from the
flashlights.

At last, the Monster seta careless and re-
OeWee the light In his face. He rushes In,
before his death, and manages to give the
Master a little. The Master pushes a switch,
which summons his followers, who carry him
to die In tin- prison chamber of the Vampire
woman whom the Master lias held prisoner, be-
cause she would not yield to his love.

HEARST INTERNATIONAL MOWS PICTO-
RIAL NO. ill fAug. I i. The Battle of the Som-
nie : Remarkable picture «.f actual lighting on
the battlefield with Prem-h and i;- i

gaged In :, i M.,ss._The
Salvation \mm'. ETri b * I 'imp Is host to scores
of small children ol Bo ton :<••< > fan I

Ion Pictures- Miss Miriam Babl one of the
ol the Zlegfeld Follli of 1916, poses for

the Hearat-Internatlonal \. n Pictorial
of her own creation Makln
Army. Exclu Ive plctun bj tan photographer

man troops at the l,k camp
man People Pav Tribute i.i Von Hindi

In tli.'

derma.
i

i ... , Mn shows
abundan., x.-pp,-iin
In Flight (>v. r Ri rlln Urn I i om Island

initios

HWAItST-TNTKRNATIOWl, VKWfl IMfTO-
i;i U< KO. i"j t \.u.

lubraarlm mi n bani I m 1 1,

A Seeburg Pipe Organ
will solve your music problems.

J. P. SEEBURG PIANO CO.

AMERICAN
jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark Registered)

The Musical Marvel Writs for Catalegu*

AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
c warn

flfc
at- n«* v«* q»

WATCH FOR

E. & R.

Jungle Film Comedies
EAR JUNGLE FILM CO.

Los Anfalsa, Csi.

Perfect Developing

and Printing
TITLES in any language

Can Furnish Expert Camera Men
for Features, Industrial and

Commercial Work.

Work Guaranteed

BRILLIANT FILM MFG. CO.
247 North .Eleventh St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular songs for all

your pictures? Trv "bringing out" the
dramatic scenes with dramatic music The

Orpheum Collection

(or all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65 cts. any
two; 95 cts. all three. First and second series
have parts for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trom-
bone and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
or in combination with any above instruments.
Discounts on orders for four or
Send for free sample pages. Not* wlddrnl.

GUICK WORK
[BOX OFFICE

SPEED Plus
ACCURACY

IDD
93

where in France.—General Joffre reviews and
compliments the soldiers of the Russian Czar's
army who are fighting with the Allies in France
against the forces of the Central Powers. Foot-

Paramount Pictures Corp.
THE STRONGER LOVE (Morosco—Five parts

—Aug. 14). The cast: Nell Serviss (Vivian
Martin) ; Jim Serviss (Edward Peil) ; Tom Ser-
viss (Frank Lloyd) ; Rolf Rutherford (Jack
Livingston) ; Mrs. Jane Rutherford (Alice Know-
land) ; Orel Kincaid (Herbert Standing); Peter
Kincaid (John McKinnon) ; Widow Serviss (Lou-
ise A. Emmons).
On Thunder Mountain lived Nell Serviss, a

wild flower of surpassing beauty. The Servisses
were "at feud" with the Rutherfords, who lived
on the other side of the mountain. Jim Serviss,
a cool, clear-eyed young mountaineer, was the
leader of his clan, and between Jim and Nell
Serviss was a sort of mountain betrothal, for

Nell and persistently annoyed her with bis

One day a handsome stranger from the city,
that distant fairland, came into this little world
and went to live with the Rutherfords. A hu-
morous acident made Nell and the newcomer
acquainted. Each day the stranger would wan-
der over the mountains examining the rock and
chipping it with a little hammer. His actions
puzzled the "moonshining" mountaineers, who
suspected him of being a "—

Nell Serviss and the l>
friends and this friendship
thing deeper and stronger. Learning of his
search for radium ore Nell showed the stranger
a rich deposit near the Serviss "mooonshine"
still. Shortly afterward, on the night of the
dance In the school-house, the still was burned
by the revenue officers. The newcomer was
suspected and the Servisses started in the morn-
ing to "get" him.

Nell dashed through the forest to warn her
friend, _with evil-minded Tom Serviss In pur-

punlshedlUlt But her friends the l

Tom in their own fashion and Nell arrived at the
Rutherfords cabin in the nick of time. Ruther-
ford then faced Serviss, and In a sacrifice few
women have ever been called upon to make little
Nell of Thunder Mountain humiliated herself

ived and by so doing

i Tom i\ i..im (Elliott Dex-
ter) ; Smith (Raymond Hntton).
Hazel Gray, a young nurse. Is In love with

Phillip Carson, s„n o( Mrs . arson. Morgan, a
philanthropist. Phillip, having quarr.
his step-father, le.n . ;'0-ition,

at the s.ime hoarding house as Hazel.
Called horn. Midden Him
Phillip "'•"

1 called the

doctor's foroinl attentions.

Ij and In terrible
• ".l.al poisoning Sunplclon

the doctor appear aa a reason fer tl i

Phillip's t. itlmony la agali
Graham, a wealthy young man who I* on the
Jury. In r

and reeds In securing a
the trial the i>|>lrlt

I. sense

-

Increase
it. until ii lace to stay. Finally

.

and an unshaken
belief In her Inn. .

Smith
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.JOIN-

WITHOUT DELAY
THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF THE

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

This association has been organized for the protection

and promotion of every branch of our great industry.

Some of the strongest interests already are members.

Others are coming in.

Are you one of these? Remember—action counts.

You realize what the industry is facing;—concerted ac-

tion is all that will help it.

We must be together—and act together.

Tear off the application blank printed on the next page.

Fill in the entrance fee covering your class and mail to

WALTER W. IRWIN
Chairman Organization Committee

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

TO GAIN AND ASSERT ITS POWER THIS INDUSTRY MUST BE ORGANIZED
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Motion Picture Producers and Importers
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America

Theatre

Projection Machine Manufacturers and Importers
Motor-Generator-Rotary Converter-Rectifier-Transformer Arc Controller and Rheo

stat Manufacturers
Chairs—Manufacturers and Importers
Exclusive Dealers in Chairs
Musical Instrument Manufacturers
Screen Manufacturers and Importers
Carbon Manufacturers and Importers

f
Electric Sign Manufacturers
Electric Sign Dealers
Ticket Selling Machines and Devices Manufacturers
Ticket, Lithograph and Poster Manufacturers
Banner and Photograph Manufacturers
Slide and Novelty Manufacturers
Electric Light Plant Manufacturers
Ventilating System Manufacturers
Operating Booth Manufacturers
Lobby Display Manufacturers
Motion Picture Machine Distributors
Motion Picture Machine Dealers

Scope of Each Class

Repair Shops and Dealers in Ge:

Studio
Chemical Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers.
Stage Lighting Equipment Manufacturers
Stage and Studio Scenery Manufacturers
Props and Furnishing Manufacturers

-in cities up to 10,000

-in cities up to 30,000
-in cities up to 60,000
-in cities up to 100,000
-in cities over 100,000
:ral Equipment—in cities up to 10,000..

—in cities up to 30,000..

—in cities up to 60,000..
—in cities up to 100,000..
—in cities over 100,000..

Raw Film Manufacturers, Importers and Agents
Film Cleaning Machine Manufacturers
Film Renovators

Camera
Camera, Studio and Laboratory Equipment Manufacturers and Importers
Lens Manufacturers of and Importers for Cameras and Projectors
Motion Picture Film Distributors
Architects and Builders and Sub-Contractors— in cities up to 100,666. ............

'.

—in cities up to 500,000
—in cities up to 1,000,000
—in cities over 1,000,000

Fmployment Agents
Projection Engineers
Studio Directors
Studio Managers
Cameramen
Motion Picture Stars

I
Motion Picture Actors and Actresses other than Stars
iPublications Devoted Exclusively to Motion Pictures

I heatrical Publications with Motion Picture Department '.['.".'.

Newspapers
Transportation Companies
Insurance Companies
Bill Posting ( panic,

mployees of establishmi nts and plans connected in any way whatsoever with the
M. I', industry. .

APPLICATION BLANK
Tl

.* (

r

wc)
'

V"'
U, " I

''
,

V["".'
1

'
hereby apply for membership in the National Association of the Motion Picture

[???*£• 1,'" 1

.

°fore signed applications for membership in said Association, to
;;;' '7 "" ; '?; ""'' , ',"""" 1 ,n

u
toe trade Pr-s.and.o ,,aytothe treasurer of said Association wi hinthirty days after the treasurei t election, the sum set o site my (our) name.

m
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Morgan, threateningly reveals his knowledge
(hat the doctor has substituted arsenic for pow-
ders prescribed for his wife by the attending
phy>i. Kin. During ttie struggle which follows,

Graham and a policeman appear, and

ments that he is the guilty person. Hazel's
nocence is thus established, the public opinion
is quickly changed, and the girl goes to the

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

little
with

brooding souls with her cheerful v

lu n comes the day when a cloud tem-
porarily eclipses her sunniness . Her heart torn
by the poverty of a sick neighbor, she steals a
loaf of bread and is taken to the Children's
Court, A rising young judge sits upon her heavy
olf. us,-, but his square jaw is softened by a pair
of kindly eyes, and he not only pardons but
develops deep interest in her. He takes her to
his mother's home in the country where' she
can have some real sunshine and eventually the
little orphan is adopted.
While home the Judge meets again the sweet-

heart he has never forgotten, now unhappily mar-
ried. The old love is revived, and forgetting tbe
justice he practices, he plans to flee west with
her. The Shine Girl discovering the intentions
of her hero who is about to totter from his ped-
estal at the risk of losing her sunny paradise of
a home, bravely sets out to stop them. She

te woman, and going
i, reminds him gently of
with her pardon, ""ords that

B to steal what belong to someone else,"
asks him "Is it square to steal another
i wife?" Saved by her at the brink of a
unhappiness, he returns to the city and

to forget.
apple blossom time he returns to

'nto womanhood and
._ . awakens within the

hearts of both and before he returns again the
Shine Girl promises to be his for "keeps."

With
And his Shine Girl buddi
with the passing days li

5 that has
the coast in many years, the United' Sta
Naval Collier Hector founders off Cape Roma
Subtitles : 1. The captain and his daughte
who took an important part in the transfer

Rockaway, N. Y.—Pretty mermaids of the
East compete in fancy diving contests.
New London, Conn.—A future citizenry,

prepared and able *-

sured as thousa
ous training of military science at Fort Terry.
Subtitles: 1. A charge across an open field.

2. Operating Uncle Sam's big 81,000,000 candle
power searchlight.
King City, Cal.—The increased demand for

goat's milk is causing many condensories to
enlarge their ranches and some have as many
as 4.000 goats to

The young kids
This

! fed
ranch produt

aeeds. Subtitles

:

m patent feeders.
1,600 quarts of

milk daily, which is then run over coolers and
brought to a temperature of sixty-eight degrees.
3. The rich milk, which is immune to tuber-
cular germs, is then stored into large wells.
New York City.—Christy Mathewson, idol

of baseball fans for sixteen years, is presented
with a floral tribute when he appears at the
Polo Grounds as manager of the Cincinnati
Reds. Subtitles: 1. "Big Six" watching his
team at play.

Canterbury, England.—The flags of H. M.
S. Kent, tattered and torn in the great naval
battle of Falkland Islands, are deposited midst
impressive ceremonies in the nave of Canter-
bury cathedral.
London, England.—Lord French reviews seven

thousand boys of the Church Lads Brigade,
all ready and willing to do their little part.
Subtitles: 1. He praises their bravery and
patriotism.

Southampton, England.—Hundreds of German
prisoners, captured in the great allied of-

fensive by General Haig's troops, pass through
here on their way to internment camps.

Rochester. X. Y.—With full sails set to
the breeze the trim little yachts of the Genesee
Dinghy Culb start on their annual regatta.
Subtitles : 1. The yachts tack gracefully
round a turning buoy.
New York City.—The Naval Recruiting

Bureau employs spectacular methods to induce
able-bodied young men tr

American Fashions.

RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN, INC.

220 W. 424 Street

New York City

"Ask the Exhibitor Who Owns One."

Everybody Is Talk-

ing About
Frederick J. Ireland's Comedy

Dramatic Series

TOM & JERRY
s—20 Reels—All Star Cast

-TOlvr& JERRY-
Bachelors—2 reels

-TOM & JERRY—
Quarantined—2 reels

-TOM & JERRY-
In the Movies—2 reels

-TOM & JERRY—
In a Fog—2 reels

June 26-

July 3-

July 10-

July 17-

July 24-

July 31-
Ir

EMERALD MOfJONPICTORE CO.
Released Exclusively through

American Standard Motion Picture Corforaticn
Executive offices: 164 W. Washington St.,

Chicago
Branches in all Principal Cities

TOM & JERRY
Kidnapped—2 reels

TOM & JERRY—
the Field of Honor—Two Reels

>. Your Bookings\Ncw

) join the United States

(For summer

Why'
By Right of

Merit
By Reason of

Superiority

Mirroroid Screens
WON THE LEADERSHIP

OF THE WORLD
It is the only screen on earth

with a rough matte finish, elim-
inating all haze, glare, eye
strain, fade-a-way and out-of-
focus effect.

Let us send you our large
free samples. Test any way
you desire. Let us show you
how you can obtain the mastery
of exclusiveness—the leader-
ship over your competitor.

Mirroroid is made under patents of June
8th, 1908, and Feb. 15th, 1915, in 3 tints,
Silver White, Pale Gold and Silver Flesh.

The J.H.Genter Co., Inc.

NEWBURG, N. Y.
Seamless or Invisibly Seamed as Desired.

wear. By courtesy of J. M. Gidding & Co., Fifth
Avenue, New York). Subtitles; 1. For the
afternoon—suits of tan taffeta with black velvet
bauds and double collar. Costume suit of sand
colored gabardine with trimmings of blue faille

Novel country frock of striped hand-
kerchief linen with bodice of white crash linen.

4. Advanced tennis frock of cneck shantung
with divided skirt giving apron effect.

PATHE NEWS, NO. 62, 1916 (Aug. 2).

Jersey City, N. J.—Hundreds are killed or
injured as colliding dynamite cars explode.
Cargo of shrapnel explodes on the ships. The
combined lire forces of New York and Jersey
fight the conflagration regardless of the danger
from exploding shrapnel. Freight cars loaded
with ammunition are a source of danger as
they burn furiously. The piers, at the railroad
terminals are shattered into a mass of wreck-
age. For miles around the force of the ex-
plosion leaves a track of broken windows. The
down town section of New York suffers heav-
ily. The immigration hospital on Ellis Island
suffered from a rain of shrapnel from drifting
blazing barges. Small boys, with their usual

sciousness of danger, empty boxes of

in strike which threatens to disorganize the
transit facilities of New York.

Seattle, Wash.—One hundred Seattle society
women don khaki uniforms and undergo two
weeks' training in an effort to learn something
of Red Cross work.

Fort Wadsworth, N. Y.—Mayor Mltchel, with
loner Woods, reviews the Police

Rookies who are receiving military training

. different kinds of field pieces captured
from the Germans in their new offensive.
Rockaway Point, N. Y.—Ready to announce

the discovery of a floating island, fishermen are
surprised when it turns out to be a forty-
seven-foot whale, caught on the sand-bars of
Long Islar

'

for the fair members of Britain's Land Army.
Chicago—Forty-twct well known swimmers

start in the eighth annual Chicago River Mara-
thon Classic.
King City, Cal.—The increased demand for

goat's milk is causing many condenserles to
enlarge their ranches.

Charlestown, Mass.—Naval cadets from the
United States Academy at Annapolis start on

their anual summer cruise.

TRIANGLE FINE-ARTS.
THE DEVIL'S NEEDLE (Aug. 13).—The

cast: David White (Tully Marshall); Rene
(Norma Talmadge) ; Wynne Mortimer (Mar-
guerite Marsh) ; Wm. Mortimer (F. A. Turn-
er) ; Hugh Gordon (Howard Gaye) ; Fritz
(John Brennen) ; Buck (Paul Le Blanc).
William Mortimer, a man of stern un-

yielding principles, is exceedingly proud of his
daughter, Wynne, particularly when she an-
nounces her engagement to Hugh Gordon, his
iunior partner and a man after his own heart.
Wynne visits an art exhibition with her fath-
er, however, and there meets David White, a
famous artist. She is strongly attracted to him
and accepts an invitation to visit his studio.
Other visits follow the first and Wynne finally
consents to pose for an unfinished picture on
which White is working.
The growing attachment between White and

the society girl rouses the jealousy of Rene, r

; studio on one of her trips and forcibly
her homo. But the attachment Is too

y rooted to be thus easily broken, and
neetings are soon resumed. During the
irary break, however. White is tempted
v the cur.- for the blues that Rene use?
rsistently with the result that he is soon
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SELECTING PROGRAMS
Is the picture theatre managers' mostimport-

ant duty. Many of our readers know that

nine well-known, thoroughly trained, expert

Reviewers are working for them fifty-two

weeks in the year.

It takes this large staff to cover the field

properly and to secure a genuine reflection

of public taste. All our reviewing of films

is done from the viewpoint of the Exhibitor,

impartially and with absolute independence.

If you are a careful program builder you

must have reports on the entire film output

all the year around. Read The

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

every week, and not an inch of film that

might be of interest to you can escape your

attention. This is the greatest and most de-

pendable service of the kind that you can

secure at any price.

Send in your subscription direct, and save

from one to three days' time over news-

stand deliverv.

Domestic

$3.00

Canada

$3.50

Foreign

$4.00
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His downfall Is rapid aud complete, and Wynne
is finally forced to have liiin and beg for the
protection ot her home. When her former lover

i to divorce her husband, however, she
her Intention ot standing by him in

his hour of greatest need. White overhears
her declaration and determines to rid himself
of his habit that she may feel free to leave

ind not be held by any feeling of duty.

i alone in a dangerous section of the
city, follows to warn her away. Wynne is set
upon by gangsters and is finally saved by
White himself, who has been told of her
danger by Rene, who, through his whole career
of disgrace, has kept close watch over him,
feeling that she herself is responsible for his
downfall.
Completely restored in health and the master

of the dread habit which all but ruined him,
\Vhn«' oilers Wynne her freedom. He points

t that there is no longer need of her standing

SHELL FORTY-THREE (Aug. 13).—The
cast: William Berner (H. 13. Warner); Adri-
enne von Altman (Enid Markey) ; English Spy
(Jack Gilbert) ; Lieut. Franz Hollen (George
Fisher); Helen von Altman (Margaret Thomp-
son) ; Baroness von Altman (Louise Bronnell) ;

German Secret Service Agent (J. P. Lookney)
;

German Commander (Charles K. French). Di-
rected by Reginald Barker.

Shell Forty-Three" is a unique narrative of
cunning in the European war. It concerns the
adventures of a young man of mystery who
possesses papers which prove him to be the
correspondent of a big American newspaper

;

others establishing him as a German secret
service agent, and still others vouching for his
commission as a lieutenant in the English
army. The secret of his mission is not di-
vulged until the last scene, when the veil of
mystery enshrouding his identity is lifted and
he is shown in his true light.

and carries out the mystery idea with almost
uncanny cleverness. The romantic elements
of the story are handled most capably by Enid
Markey, who, as Adrienne von Altman, plays,
at times and unwitting ally to the man of mys-
tery and at other times proves an almost un-
surmountable stumbling block to the fulfillment

There are no end of remarkable lighting
effects employed in the story and some of the

.1 devices employed by the man of
mystery are truly marvels of ingenuity.

In many of the big scenes of the story,
virtually all the accoutrements of modern i

fare are shown in action and as an elabot;
of the wonderful spy system employed '

tending forces in any great
, the story is particularly interesting?\

GEORGE KLEINE.
THE MISHAPS OP MISTY SUFFER (No. S

of Series 2—"Active Service"—Aug. 9).

—

Musty springs up through the ground into the
town of "While-f-Wait" and soon finds the
village is aptly named. He first visits a restau-
rant where meals are served "while-u-wait"
and one doesn't have to wait long either. A
chicken dinner is shot into our hero's anatomy
by means of a giant hypodermic and "a side
of peas' is, administered with a gun. At a
cleaning establishment Musty is run through
a cleaning and pressing machine, clothes and
all, and although the process almost kills him
his clothes are pressed all right, all right.
Even wives are provided in short order in

the town of "While-U-Wait." Quality is sacri-
ficed to speed, and Musty finds he has picked
a lemon in the garden of love. Consequently,
he gives his bride the slip, after they had a
wedding photograph taken, which is spoiled by
the too vigorous explosion of the flashlight

sign offering
to furnish corespondents 'While-u-w.ait,'' and
picks out the prettiest one. He then hires Hem-
lock Jones and his dictagraph to get evidence

CREATIVE IDEAS
FOR

POSTERS
GOES LITHOGRAPHING CO.

CHICAGO
2M Brcdway NEW YORK

ALL THE PLAYERS
of prominence in any sized picture can be
furnished instantly—WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your house, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

ceipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES

FAC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS, all sizes,
from $8 to $25 framed. Quotations sub-
mitted on any size, framedor unframed.

THE SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS, $3.50
PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The indispensable article for your mailing

per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.

GRAVURE FOLDER, containing pic-
tures of the prominent players, including
stars from the stage, $10.00 per thousand.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd Street, NEW YORK

12th Floor Candler Building

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and

samples free. Write us, giving details of your

dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

himself. This accomplished, he hires
*'*' lawyer and gets a •while-u-

> good-bye to

^ aching the city iiiuRs the earl
and Musty leaves ti

as unceremoniously i
• While-u-Wa

V-L-S-E, INC.
THE ALIBI ( Vitagraph—Five Parts—

—The cast: Enid Chamberlain (Uetty Hov
Arthur Mansfield (James Morrison) ; Wauer
Slaytuii (Paul Scardonj ; President Chamber-
lain (Robert Whitworth) ; Jarboe Edward
Elkas). Author, George Allan England. Di-
rector, Paul Scardon.
To help his lather out of serious financial dif-

ficulties Arthur Mansfield, assistant cashier in
a bank, makes a false entry in his book, but
then, when he conies to take the money, his
nerve falls him and his honest character revolts
agal&st the robbery. Tearing the page from his
book, he rushes to the desk of Slayton, the
cashn r, explains the whole matter to him and
begs leniency. Slayton, himself, heavily in debt
because of indiscreet speculation, sees in Mans-
field s confession a chance to get out of his own

\: . .

- --.• furtherance of his own ends.
He keeps the page containing the false entry

and that night, disguised, goes to the bank. His
key readily admits him and he goes hastily to
the vault, where, while he is removing the
amount necessary to help him out of his diffi-
culty, lie is interrupted by the approach of the
watchman, who, on his round, had found signs
of another's presence in the bank.

In a trap, Slayton hides behind the door of the
vault, but the watchman comes right toward
him, and, fearing discovery, Slayton draws his
revolver and fires. The watchman topples over,
dead, and in insane dread of the consequences
of his crime, Slayton works feverishly to remove
all traces of his guilt. He replaces the page
with the false entry in Mansfield's book, pries
his own desk open with Mansfield's letter opener
and throws it upon the floor—a button which
Mansfield had torn from his coat that afternoon
he places on the dead body.

Slayton is the first examined by the Cor-
oner's jury, and during his examination he suc-
ceeds, by reference to the false entry, and other
evidence which he has scattered about, in cast-
ing suspicion on Mansfield. The latter is taken
into custody, a verdict of guilty is soon found
against him and he is sentenced to life im-
prisonment. Enid, daughter of the bank Dresi-
dent, who had been engaged to Mansfield, is
forced by her father to sever connections with
him, but still retains her faith in his innocence.
When Mansfield has been in prison for a few
months, Slayton visits him out of curiosity, but
the burst of anger which Mansfield exhibits
sends him away in panic, fearing lest the con-
vict escape and seek vengeance. In a very short
time, Mansfield does escape, and going straight
to Slayton's house, where, the next day, the lat-
ter is found dead. The papers proclaim Mans-
field as the murderer and a large reward is
offered for his capture. Mansfield turns up the
next morning at the District Attorney's office,
and presents Slayton's signed confession prov-
ing that he was innocent of both crimes. He is
reinstated to his former position in the bank,
and also claims the position he has always held
in the heart of faithful Enid.

Plays and Players—Five parts—Aug. 14).
cast: Daniel Gaynor (Edmund Breese) : mi
Jackson (Clifford Bruce) : Mary Alden (Ormi
Hawley) : Bessie Alden (Evelyn Brent) ; Little
Bessie (Florence Moore) ; Richard Grant (Clif-

Through i

nor acquires all rights i

from Moose River to the mill. The original
owner has never made use of his rights, but
Gaynor, whose one thought is to get power,
refuses to allow logs to be floated down the
river running through his property. The men
resent this injustice, and there is a fight be-
tween Gaynor and Bill Jackson, Bill represent-
ing the lumbermen. The ruthless way in which
Gaynor deals with the men loses for him the
sympathy of his one friend, Mary Alden, a

14 THEATRES for PORTER IN ONE WEEK
PORTER gets contracts to Equip
BOOTHS and SUPPLIES. 2 Th<
Newark,
TATION FOR BIG THINGS BRINGS BIG BUSINESS.

4 Theatres with the WORLD'S BEST MOTION PICTURE MACHINES,
tres in Manhattan, 3 in the Bronx, 3 in Brooklyn, 1 in Buffalo, 1 in

labeth, 1 in Pittsfield' Mass., and 1 in Derby, Conn. PORTER'S REPU-

B. F. PORTER. 1482 BROADWAY, at Times Square, NEW YORK
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The Following Represent a Few
of the Prominent Producers and
Artists who have Transacted or are

Doing Business Through Our Offices.

edwin august
gypsy abbott
bessie barriscale
francelia bill1ngton
al. e. christie
grace cunard
constance crawley
hampton del ruth
william dowlan
george fisher
alan forrest
harry edwards
louise glaum
edna goodrich
juanita hansen
howard hickman
hobart henley
henry king
j. warren kerrigan
ed. j. le saint
wilfred lucas
claire Mcdowell
J. P. McGOWAN
MURDOCK MACQUARRIE
EDNA MAISON
ED. J. PEIL
STELLA RAZETO
CHARLES RAY
HERBERT RAWLINSON
PHILLIPS SMALLEY
MYRTLE STEDMAN
EDWARD SLOMAN
HERBERT STANDING
WILLIAM STOWELL
NORMA TALMADGE
OTIS TURNER
MABEL VAN BUREN

MAY ALLISON
JAY BELASCO
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
WEBSTER CAMPBELL
THOMAS CHATTERTON
DONALD CRISP
JAMES CRUZE
WILLIAM DESMOND
MARGARITA FISCHER
TOM FORMAN
FRANCIS FORD
NEVA GERBER
BERTRAM GRASSBY
MAY GASTON
ALAN HALE
G. P. HAMILTON
AARON HOFFMAN
ANNA LITTLE
BURTON KING
ADELE LANE
ARTHUR MAUDE
CHAS. HILL MAILES
CLEO MADISON
J. FARRELL MACDONALD
PADDY McQUIRE
GEORGE PERIOLAT
HELENE ROSSON
WILL E. RITCHEY
FRANKLIN RITCHIE
FRANK H. SPEARMAN
GEORGE SARGEANT
MONROE SALISBURY
ANTRIM SHORT
ANNE SCHAEFER
WILLIAM D. TAYLOR
NONA THOMAS
ALFRED VOSBURGH
HENRY B. WALTHALL

MARY ANDERSON
PAULINE BUSH
FRANK BORZAGE
CHARLES CLARY
HAL COOLEY
IRVING CUMMINGS
JOHN DILLON
WILLIAM DUNCAN
DOT FARLEY
COURTENAY FOOTE
JAS. L. FARLEY
CHARLES GIBLIN
WILLIAM GARWOOD
HELEN HOLMES
GRETCHEN HARTMAN
GEORGE HOLT
OLLIE KIRKBY
KOLB AND DILL
HAROLD LOCKWOOD
EDDIE LYONS
LEE MORAN
GEORGE MELFORD
RHEA MITCHELL
DONALD MACDONALD
HENRY OTTO
HARRY POLLARD
QUEENIE ROSSON
VIVIAN RICH
ARTHUR SHIRLEY
ROLLIN S. STURGEON
FRANK STAMMERS
RICHARD STANTON
JOHN SHEEHAN
SARAH TRUAX
LOIS WEBER
BEN TURPI

N

WILLIAM WOLBERT

The managements of nearly every motion picture con-

cern and most of the big publishers could be added to this

list.

WILLIS & INGLIS
WRIGHT AND CALLENDER BUILDING, LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK AFFILIATION

ARTHUR S. KANE, 220 West 42nd Street

"ADVANCING WITH THE INDUSTRY"

The Moving Picture World
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assistance of the shcritt and deputies to protect
his interests, and he has won the victory only
after many brutal lights. Delighted with Gay-

and he goes to the city. Mary Alden
ny him as his wife, for she does not

bellevo that happiness can be built on a founda-
tion of injustice.
At tli.- shipyards Gaynor continues in the high-

handed way he has begun. He cuts wages,
speeds up the work of the men to a cruel degree,
and In other ways makes himself a tyrant.
So successful is he that in ten years' time he is

president of the company. Bessie Alden, .Mary's
daughter, rums to the city to seek her fortune.
She meets Dirk Grant, who is employed in the
office of the ship building firm, and they are

raise in salary. It is refused. Dick's
grandmother falls ill, and he finds his added
responsibilities more than he can manage. A
child is born, and Dick is at his wit's end
to provide comforts for the child and Bessie.

__j of the cash box each week, telling

Bessie Gaynor has increased his salary. Re-
turning to his old home. Gaynor finds himself
thoroughly hated. He is beaten and thrown into
the river, but is rescued by Mary. He begins
to realize that his power has not brought him
the real things of life.

Dick's theft is discovered by his superior in

the office, and reported to Gaynor on his return.

He goes to Dick's house, telling the detective
to follow later. Bessie surprises him by thank-
ing him profusely for her husband's raise, and
telling all it has done for them. The baby

him. When the detective comes, he tells ',

thero has been a mistake, and that there has
been no theft. Then, having established the
happiness ol Dick ana Bessie, he goes to Mary
Alden and finds happiness for himself.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
THE SWAMP (Five parts-
Major Burke (George Her-

nandez'i : Emily Burke i Myrtle Gonzalez) ; Allan
Wait I Fred Church) ; Deacon Todd (Frank Mo-

rn) ; The Sheriff (Jack Curtis).
Chet Wells, with his invalid mother, rents a

piece of property from Deacon Todd for the
purpose of demonstrating Chefs ideas of "scien-
tific farming." Major Burke and his daughter,
Emily, are near neighbors. Emily is engaged
to marry a wealthy young man of the neighbor-
hood. The girl's neighborly kindness to the
invalid, Mrs. Wells, brings her into frequent as-
sociation with Chet, with the result that the
young people become fond of each other without
openly expressing their mutual regard.
Chet is unable to make the farm pay, and when

Deacon Todd demands his rent the young man
cannot pay. During the argument Mrs. Wells
arises from her bed and the excited conversa-
tion between Todd, the sheriff and Chet gives her
such a shock that she falls to the floor, fatally
stricken, Chet swears vengeance upon Deacon
Todd whom he blames for hastening his moth-
er's death.

Finally compelled to vacate, Chet sells his
chattels and goes away to seek his fortune. Dea-
con Todd moves into the house Chet has va-
cated and there soon arises an enmity between
Major Htirke and the miserly old deacon. Trou-
ble climaxes when the major sends a charge of
shot in the direction of Todd, because he has
discovered the deacon letting his cows into the

Todd disappears the night that Chet returns.

L. A. MOTION
PICTURE CO.
Manufacturer! of high
grade studio equipment

215-217 E.Washington Sire 1

1

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

MENGER & RING, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Poster and Lobby
Display Frames

HIGHEST GRADE

Developing and Printing
FILM TITLES

Can furnish Expert Camera Man on short notice.

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
R. 1620, 5 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago

Phone Randolph (692

Newman Brass Frames and Rails

Read what C. A. Morrison of the Princess
Theatre, Hartford, Conn., says about Newman
Quality

—

et Rails and Three-sheet Brass Poster Frames
of your Company.

All of these goods reached us in perfect
condition and the quality was the best. I
have told several other managers in the city
of your goods and in several instances orders

you—all of which goe:have been
show that your best advertiser is a satisfied
customer. Yours truly,

PRINCESS THEATRE CO., INC.,
C. A. Morrison, Mgr. Hartford, Conn.

Insist on the name "Newman" when buying
frames. Write for New 1916 Catalog

THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.

threats lie had made t

deacon. Major Burke is conscience-stricken when
he sees a Hock of buzzards hovering over a
nearby swam]) and fancies that the dead body of
his ••victim" is the attraction for the vultures.
Taking assiduously to drinking for the purpose
of qui. ting his conscience the major is overcome
by the stuff and sleeps.
Chet enters the major's house to call upon

Emily and hears the major talking in his maud-
lin slumber, revealing the facts in the shooting of
Todd. By thi ame ait thod of transmission Emily
has also learned from her own father's lips the
truth of "the deacon's demise." When officers
come to llurke's house and accuse Chet of the

e the young man admits that he is guilty, and

. _i father's action greatly
stirs Emily's latent admiration and, forgetful
of her obligation to marry another, the girl
easily surrenders hi r heart to Chet and proceeds

film, I _

ends is not revealed. Suffice it to say that the
"surprise linish" changes the whole nature of
the story from tense melodrama to boisterous
farce, ending in the "biggest laugh" ever pro-
duced by a moving picture.

LOVE'S LARIAT (Aug. 7—Five Parts).—
The east: "Sky High" (Harry Carey);
"Skeeters" (Neal Hart) ; Allan Landers (Wlll-

B, Pearson. Directed by George Marshall and
Harry Carey.
While the boys of the Diamond A are in the

frontier town of Coma celebrating one of the
regular pay days, a telegram is brought into
the saloon for Edward G. Landers. After quite
- bit of figuring, "Sky High" finally states

that "Sky's" uncle, in the East, has passed
away, leaving him the bulk of a large fortune.
A provision to the will states that he must
reside in and take personal care of the estate
for one year. "Sky" does not like the idea of
going alone and decides to take the entire
bunch of his pals along with him.

Allen Landers is the other heir of the uncle,
and he will benefit if "Sky" fails to carry out
the mandates of the will. Landers decides to
work ".Sky' out of his rightful inheritance,
and in accordance with this scheme, enlists the
services of Goldie Le Criox, an actress. Goldie
is to win the heart of the simple Westerner,
and then throw him over. They hope that the
disappointment will cause "Sky" to return West
without complying with the will. When Goldie
is presented, the girl makes quite a dent in
"Sky's" impressionable heart. He finds him-
self growing deeply in love with her. "Sky's"
impetuous wooing has quite won Goldie and
when he suggests that they "hitch up" she
agrees. At last, the day of a reception ar-
rives and the guests assemble.
Landers calls Goldie aside, and tells her

that she has done her part fine, and now is the
time to quit. "Sky" by accident overhears
their talk. He quits the spot in a rage and
fails to hear Goldie tell her cousin that she
has played too long and now "Sky" is willing
to have her and she will gladly take him, as it

will be for love. Determined to get even with
the plotters, "Sky" confronts the cousin and
their argument leads to a fight. In the melee,
Goldie is struck with a flying missle and ren-
dered unconscious. When Goldie revives she
finds herself in "Sky's" arms.

BETTINA LOVED A SOLDIER (Five Parts
—Aug. 14).— The cast: Abbe .Constantin
(George Berrill) ; Mrs. Scott (Frencelia Bill-
ington) ; Bella (Zoe DuRae) ; Bettina (Louise
Lovely) ; Paul de Lacardens (Douglas Gerrard) ;

Jean Reynaud (Rupert Julian) ; Pauline (Elsie
Jane Wilson).

In Longueval, France, for more than thirty
years, the Abbe Constantin has been cure of the
little village. The people are dependent for their
existence upon the estate of Longueval and when
they learn that the castle has been sold to for-
eigners, they see their existence menaced.

Scott is the purchaser. She is an
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Over 400,000 lines of paid advertising

have been used to stimulate

motion picture interests among the

readers of the Chicago Herald

—

The Chicago Herald publishes more about Motion Pictures than all

other Chicago papers combined. But aside from its daily reviews,

its full-page directory and news matter, it has done more to develop

readers' interest in Motion Pictures than any other paper.

Over 400,000 lines of paid advertising have been utilized in a com-

paratively brief period to convert its readers into Motion Picture fans.

Campaign after campaign has been launched to make into "every-

nighters" the casual fan. The Moving Picture Manufacturer who
follows the lead of 280 Chicago Exhibitors and advertises his

Pictures in the Herald, can cash in on that tremendous publicity,

utilize the tremendous lineage he has not paid for to intensify the

returns on his individual campaign.

Why the Chicago Herald is Supreme
in Motion Pictures:

It has the largest daily program directory

in the world—336 theaters.

It has published over 400,000 lines of

paid advertising to stimulate the interest

of its readers in Motion Pictures.

It prints more about Motion Pictures than

all other Chicago papers combined.

It has appropriated $27,000 annually for

gathering in new "Movie" fans as readers.

It has a remarkable following for its

criticisms, due to the unimpeachable in-

tegrity of its unbiased and competent daily

It has the exclusive rights to the articles

of Louella O. Parsons, famous, sincere

and popular.

It has printed more Motion Picture

stories, including serials, than all the other

Chicago papers combined.

It has the first and only "Exhibitors' Aid
Department" to help the Exhibitor of the

Chicago territory to rent good films.

It has 69% of the Chicago Theaters

advertising in its columns every day and
Sunday.

It has the rest of the Chicago territory

Theater Managers reading its Daily Di-

rectory to see what is showing and where.

Chicago Herald
Circulation Over 200.000 Daily

Eastern Office, 225 Fiftli Ave., Now York City. Phone, Mad. Sq. 471

A
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in o( great wealth, who has a si.-tor,

Hi lima, ..iiialiy as

roil offers of mar-
oblemen. Foremost among

is the foppish Paul do Lacardens.
Thr priest has a nephew, Joan Keynaud, a

Winn tin- S.-otls arrive their first duty is to

visit the Abbe. He learns that they are good
I'aiuolies and he is alniosl paralyzed with sur-

prise when they give linn money to distribute to

_j more beauitful. The women
delight in .lean's honest simplicity, and it is not

,l,an i! iiiies that llettina is to him
the more beautiful. About this time Paul de La-
eaideiis arrives and renews his conquest of Bet-
tina's fortune.

Jean discovers that he adores Dettina, but
looks upon her money as a barrier between
them, liettuia discovers at the same time that
she is in love with Jean, but she waits for him
in vain.

There is a ball at the castle. Jean decides

the following morning, and to see Det-

tina just once more he goes to the ball. Here
the girl presses h, rselt upon the modest lover,

ei is Oliver Whitney, a friend of
Howard.
As time passes, Howard and Marion drift

apart. Howard is infatuated with Nina Blake-
more, a fascinating woman of the world, who,
unknown to him. has broken his brother Jack's
heart, easting him aside to marry Maruey, who
she believed to be wealthy, only to discover
prior to their wedding that he, at the end of
his resources, was marrying her under the im-
pression that she was a wealthy widow.
Nina and Howard are in an auto accident,

but both escape injury. The next day the papers
come out with the news of a pending divorce
between the Stantons, hinting at a mysterious,
unknown woman. Marion, madlv in love with

suitor of Mary's favored by her mother for
nns, Bruce, and Mrs. Anderson, he

i, Us them that through unexpected business
reverses, he is penniless and must marry his
daughter oh to secure a son-in-law to support

which information provokes Addison
into withdrawing his suit. Haldeman, however,
is happy now that the barrier of wealth is re-
moved.
The model telephones in that Bruce has won

the grand prize at the art exhibit, which makes
him a rich man. Mr. Anderson then warns
Bruce to be careful in his decision, now that
he has achieved fame and fortune, but Bruce
in answer clasps Mary to him, as Mr. Anderson
confesses to his wife that the tale of poverty

: his manhood.

i grounds. She gives a dinm

but this only ; discomfiture. Paul
asks her for a waltz and she lies to him, tell-

ing that she has promised to dance with Jean.
She confesses her lie to Jean, but he will not
dance with her.

Jean says a hurried goodby to Bettina and

who thinks he is afraid. Paul doubles his in-

sults and even goes as far as to invite Jean to

fight him.
Jean is still calm but firm in his refusal, but

When Paul mentions the names of Bettina and
Mrs Seott and casts an unworthy aspersion
upon Jean's motives. Bettina runs from her hid-

ing place and bids Jean fight him. They fight

with sal'.i'- beside the castle wall and Paul is

defeated and completely crushed.
Bettina awakens at an early hour the fol-

lowing morning and decides that she will go to

the road and wave goodby to Jean. She goes
out into the drizzling rain and instead of finding

Jean, she discovers three thugs who have been
hired by the vindictive Paul to horsewhip Jean.
Bettina hurries to the vicarage, confesses her
love for Jean to the Abbe, and the priest com-
mands Jean to marry her.

WORLD EQUITABLE.
A WOMAN'S WAY (Peerless—Five Parts—

Aug. 7).—The cast: Howard Stanton (Carlyle
Blackwell) ; Marion (Ethel Clayton) ; Oliver

Whitney (Montagu Love) ; Nina Blakemore
(Edith Campbell Walker). Scenario by Fran-
ces Marion. Directed by Barry O'Neill.

Marion Livingston, daughter of General Liv-
ingston, boss of the Elsinore coal mines, rescues
Jack Stanton, a young superintendent of the
mines, from a mob of miners led by Jim
Saunders, who were enraged at., his having
ordered them to work after it had been
found that the mine is dangerous. Jack's
brother, Harold, a young district attorney,

comes to visit him and falls in love with
Marion. They are married, come to New York
anrl Marion is introduced into society, with
which she is bored. The only one who appre-

party two days later and invites Nins. _
honored guest. Jack arrives with his wife,
Myra.
Marion completely outshines Nina at the din-

ner. Nina comes face to face with Marney at
the dinner, Jack Whitney, an old flame of hers,
and Howard's brother-in-law, Morris, who car-
ried on an affair with her previous to his mar-
riage to Howard's sister, Belle. Confronted
with her past amours, Nina finds the situation

difficult. Howard learns of their past re-

The reporters break into the house and
threaten to publish the news that Nina Blake-
more was the woman in the automobile acci-
dent, but Marion saves the situation by feigning
an affectionate friendship between Nina and
herself and this sends the reporters away satis-
fied. After Howard has asked Whitney to see
Nina home, there is a reconciliation between
Marion and Howard, when he asks her to for-
give him.

THE SUMMER GIRL (Peerless—Five Parts—
Aug. 14). The cast: Mary Anderson (Mollie
King) ; Bruce Haldeman (Arthur Ashley) ;

Smythe Addison (Dave Ferguson); Katheryn
Green (Ruby Hoffman); Mr. Anderson (Harold
Entwistle) ; Mrs. Anderson (Dora Mills Adams).
Scenario written by Frances Marion. Directed
by Edwin August.
Mary Anderson, daughter of wealthy parents,

while in the country, hides her real Identity
behind a ragged dress she is wearing when she
meets Bruce Haldeman, a poor artist, and in-
troduces her laundress to him as her mother.
Bruce comes to the laundress' cottage every
morning, where Mary awaits him. to paint her
picture and grows to love her. Mary's mother
learns of her escapade and, highly indignant,
brings her back to the city.
Bruce learns Mary's real identity from the

laundress and is heartbroken. Mary enlists
the services of her father and provokes him
into taking her one night to Bruce's studio,
where she sees his model. Misconstruing the
meaning of her presence there, she tells Bruce
when she arrives that she hates him. Bruce,
heartbroken, is about to destroy her portrait
but his model, who secretly loves him, inter-

it, sends it to the Art Institute

Brady Made—Paragon

—

-The cast: Jim Lewis
"B," the enigma of the D. & 0.

"ill Carney (Harry
West) ; Theodore C. Barker (A. Harrington) ;

Mildred Barker (Zena Keefe). Directed by Mau-
rice Tourneur.
For ten years the men of the D. & O., a short

line, have been at the mercy of "B," supposedly
Parker, president of the road. The line itself

is run from the executive offices in New York,
tar distant, and none of the men have ever laid
eyes on "B," yet the smallest transgression—ac-
cidental or otherwise—of the road's rigid and
economical discipline results in a telegraphed
order from "B," decreeing the fine, suspension
or other punishment for the offender. Latterly,
it has amounted to almost persecution and the
men are on the verge of a strike.
The climax comes when 48, the passenger

train driven by Jim Lewis, goes off the rails

on a soft spot and ties up the whole system for a
day. When 48 finally limps into Wellsdale, the
eastern terminus, "B's" decision is waiting for
Lewis—two week's pay as a fine and six months'
probation on a yard engine. The punishment
starts a riot. The men agree to send Lewis to

Lewis calls on Barker. Barker receives Lewis,
and instead of the hulky, brutal man he expected
to find, Barker is an elderly, kind old gentleman,
with a charming family. Mildred, his daughter,
impresses Lewis. At last, Lewis, much bewil-
dered, accepts an invitation to dinner with the
family.

In the morning Lewis learns that "B" is Brown,
the manager. With a card from Barker he seeks

. : the
for and gets the job of run-
After considerable detective

work he locates a man he has reason to believe
is his quarry. With the aid of a bellboy, he gets
a tip on the departure of the suspect and as the
fleeing man enters a machine Lewis grabs him.
There is a fight, which ends in Lewis' victory.
Jim Lewis returns in triumph to New York

with the stolen goods locked in a braad-new bag,
and reaches Barker's house in the early evening,

. group of D. & O. magnates a "j deciding
that the road is gone and c

sort of stuff the road needs in its executive offices,

and Barker states that he is to come in to New
York to be trained. Jim parts with Mildred on
his way out, but to their mutual satisfaction it

_i revoir." The future is rosy for Ji

Lewis, and the boys of the road have
more than they hoped when they sent hin

led

When Business Falls Off Consult a Projection

Engineer For Money Making Remedies

We Are Projection Engineers
And Are Pleased to Furnish You With Suggestions for the

Betterment of Projection.

TELL US YOUR TROUBLES NOW
Have You Tried Our Piteco Lenses?

Let Us Show You How Valuable They Are to You,
Mr. Exhibitor.

NATIONAL AND ELECTRA CARBONS
PITECO CARBON ECONOMIZERS, EACH 75c

Better Than the Best.

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.
1604 BROADWAY, at 49th Street

PROJECTION ENGINEERS

NEW YORK
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS:-The Publishers expect that all s

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order; 50 cents minimum;
postage stamps accepted.

will bear the strictest investigation.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
LIVE WIRE MANAGER—Expert booker, with

operator's license. Nine years' moving picture,

vaudeville experience. Worby, 640 E. JblM St.,

N. Y. City.

CAMERAMAN furnished with outfits for all

classes of work. Local pictures, industrial, edu-
cational or studio. Universal Camera Co., 1007
Times Bldg.. N. Y. City.

PICTURE MANAGER—Man of character,
ability, six years' experience. At liberty Aug-
ust 15th. Thorough knowledge every detail of

business. Age 27. Salary reasonable. W.
Milner, Ocean City, N. J.

FIRST-CLASS OPERATOR—Wants steady po-
sition, married, sober, reliable. Projection
guaranteed any machine. State all particulars.
Address Operator, 503 N. Randolph, Champaign,

references. " Would consider leasing theatre.
Apply II. A. R., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

PHOTOGRAPHER—Age 25. Ambitious, well
educated ; has original ideas. Handle

e or still camera. Laboratory
i start at bottom as assistant
Salary last consideration. Wm.

H. Singer, 1541 52d St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

YOUNG MAN, sober, reliable, desires posi-
tion helper or operator. One year experience.
Harold Gutterson, Rensselaer Falls, N. Y.

EPERT ORGANIST employed on "K" Wu

P. World, N. Y. City.

OPERATOR—Electrician, sober, married.
Desires job where first class projection is ap-
preciated. State equipment and salary. Go
anywhere. Julius D. Sampson, Thomasville,
Ga.

MANAGER moving picture theatre wishes po-
sition, six years' experience. Take full charge,
anywhere, one who gets results. Cash bond if

necessary. E. C. A., care Sherwood, 4 West
129th St., N. Y. City.

o years present theater. Fine player,
mi. rpreter, improviscr. Pictures properly
played from slap stick to highest grade. Ad-

lit, care M. P, World, N. Y. City.

FIRST-CLASS technical and cameraman,
with eight years' practical experience. De-
sires position, any reasonable offer considered.
Practical, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

AT LIBERTY—expert feature and travel
photographer. Nine and half years with "Kin< -

macolor" Co., of England and America; also
capable of taking lull charge of laboratory.

ome," Chas.
K. Harris; "Hearts of Men," Chas. K. Harris,
"Should a Baby Die?" Chas. K. Harris. Henry

"Robinson Crusoe." Possess Debric
camera outfit. Have best of references; also

rlence at color work. Harold L. Miller
'.. Y. Tele. Flu i(

CINEMATOGRAPHER—Expert in all branches.
need In laboratory work. Have own

OUtllt II

ire M. P. World, N. Y. City.

HELP WANTED.
WANTED experienced dark room man for

developing ind printing motion picture film.

Must be thoroughly experienced. Write Ford
Optical company, I in'! i Pith St., Denver, Colo.

THEATERS WANTED.
CASH FOR YOUR MOVIE— I am a practical

successful moving picture broker. Seventeen
years of continuous success. Selling upwards of

one million dollars' worth annually, sales, ex-
changes and leases. Lewis, the Moving Picture
Broker. I-: tab Offices. 578-80 EUI-
COtt 8q., Buffalo, N. Y

WANTED r In New England
pi'. I. II eil i»|vc mil il. i I- 1

I
r I

.

per month, Q., Box - .7, I

THEATERS FOR SALE OR RENT
PH0T0PLA1 ii

I II

Buffalo^ cosmopolitan neighborhoods, five and
ten cents ,i,li about Six
hundred. • i \ an.

I

equipment, expei. , at, out <17.. «, , k. If yon
Bit I practical how man you can make friini

S::.(HKI to J.-..IKMI pei aninim in this II. II

ii; *2.i"«i i" s:;.imm. , ., i, will handle
the deal. Lewis. 5H0 BlllOOtl Sq.. Buffalo, N. Y

Sr-L,ENDID CHANCE to purchase a brand
new moving picture and vaudeville theater in-
cluding real estate. (Brick building) seats
SUO, large stage, only house in town of 6,000
inhabitants. 10c. admission. Fully equipped.
Now in operation. Free & Brannigan, Tarry-

Harry A. Dunn, Receiver,
sale, The Plaza theater, in Sandusky, Erie
County, Ohio, on the 5th of September, 1016,
sale being held at the theater. The lot has a
frontage of 44.81 feet and a depth ot 183X16
feet. The building is a handsome new, three-
story brick structure, with attractive lobby and
storeroom on the ground floor, and office suites
on the second and third floors. The theater has a
balcony, 21-foot stage opening, dressing rooms,
and a seating capacity of about 700 ; is fireproof,
beautifully finished and has all modern appli-
ances. This property will be sold for not less
than .$26,066.67 without the seats. All bidders
are required to deposit with the Receiver a
check upon some solvent bank in Erie County,
Ohio, in an amount not less than 51,000, to be
forfeited in the event of failure to consummate
the purchase upon approval and confirmation of
the sale by the Court. For further information
write the Receiver.

MOVIE located in a town of about 8,000
population, about forty miles from Buffalo, ten
cents admission, seating and standing capacity
about seven hundred. This beautiful little
show house is capable of making $S5 to $150
week. Would be pleased to give any bonatide
buyer a trial. Price $6,000—terms. Good real
estate will be considered as cash. Lewis, Mov-
ing Picture Broker of Buffalo, 580 Ellicott Sq.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Send for our catalog— free.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
DON'T buy a new screen. Don't buy a new

machine. Install "Amberlux" Lens Filters,
and I guarantee your business will increase.
Price, including business-getting advertising
slide, $3.50 prepaid. W. D. Warner, Wyandotte
Bldg., Columbus, O.

LARGE STOCK of used moving picture ma-
chines—all kinds—also opera and folding chairs
at about half regular price j all goods guaran-
teed In first-class condition, shipped subject to
inspection. Lears Theater supply Co., 508
Chestnut St.. St. Louis. Mo.

N. Y. City.

3,000 OPERA CHAIRS steel and cast frames
60c. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Four asbestos booths, several machines.
J. P. Redington, Scranton, Pa.

BARGAINS slightly used Simplex, Power's
and Motiograph machines. Lowest prloes

—

fully guaranteed. Hallberg, 720 Seventh Aye.,
N. Y. City.

GODLFIBRE SCREENS and picture house
scenery large stock new and second hand.
Bailey Studios. Troy, N. Y.

FOR SALE—One 145 ampere, 110 volt, direct
current generator direct connected to 35 H. P.
gas engine with block slate switchboard with
instruments complete, also one 12n ampere, llu
volt, direct current generator belted to 23 II P
gas engine complete with marble switchboards
and instruments. Both of these sets regular
moving picture show outfits. Almost new.
Bucyrus Light & Power Co.. Hueyrus. Ohio.

OPERA CHAIRS—3,000 slightly-used. 50c up.
Oihi upholstered, reasonable. 000 portable as-

airs. practically new. ir.e. each. Air-
dome seats, new, SOr. Maple folding, 40c. Camp
chairs and benches for tents. Write for cata-
logs with direct factory prices. Atlas Seating

13d St
, N. Y. City.

OPERA rOR d Mm oement for-
mula. Guaranteed Uleoiitro.

Gl VR win'' H II WACH
$6 IHIl

raph S<hun>; Simplex Motor Drive
dilbltlon

..
.

,

•

Supply fo

Foit s \i.i: Two i" ami
Gem i 1:1. lie.

and .

LITHOGRAPHED streamer banners 10 ft. by
32 in., on all Paramount, Triangle, World,
Metro, Fox and others. 30c. each, beautiful
designs. National Poster Co., 145 W. 45th St.,

N. Y. City.

CAMERAS FOR SALE.
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS and tripods

for sale and for rent. Cameramen furnished
anywhere. H. R. Hoover & Co., 220 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

BETTER CAMERAS for less money. Kineo-
graphs, $45 to $60. Pittmans, $00 to $200.
Prestwich, $175. F :3.5 lenses on all. Tripods,
$20 to $50. Ray, 326 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. City.

PATHS professional studio camera, six mag-
azines, sunshade, sunshade dissolve, lens dis-
solve, metal film roll, pressure plate and
focussing tube, Goerz lens 2 in. Universal
tripod. Use '

"

$650, comph
N. Y. City.

MOVING PICTURE camera buyers look for
our ad on another page of this paper this
issue. David Stern Co., The National Camera
Exchange, 1047 R Madison St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE—New Bell & Howell camera.
complete equipment. Deliver at once. Apply
Elmer Scherrer, 722 Fourteenth St., Denver,
Colo.

BARGAINS in professional M. P.

Chicago, 111.

FILMS WANTED.
WANTED big feature films on percentage

basis. The Strand Theater, Sth and Grand Ave.,
Des Moines, la.

WANTED second hand reels featuring col-
ored performers. nth

D. C.

WILL !• cash Chaplin sub-
bed condition ; also want Chaplin

original posters, any kind: send list and price
of what you have. Southern Film
Inc., Hou-ton, Texas.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate

with me, second-hand American pictures at Eu-
ropean prices. Donald Campbell, 145 West 45tb

condition, posters for all subjects. Also Chaplin
single reels. Select Film Service, 145 Weil
45th St., N. Y. City.

WE SPECIALIZE IN USED EDUCATIONAL,
INDUSTRIAL. SCIENTIFIC AND S

FILMS GOOD SUBJECTS AT HxC PER FOOT
AND UP. WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT.
BOND FOR OUR LISTS AND TERMS. NEW
YORK FILM LABORATORIES, FILM SALES
DEP'T. 145 WEST 45TH ST.. N. Y. CITY.
500 AMERICAN MAKE— Single reels consist-

ing of dramas, westerns and comedies. No
posters nt 13.00 per reel. Cash with order.
Full reels. Try two or three and be convinced
of the condition. Federal Feature Film Co..
119 E. 23d St., N. Y. City.

PAUL J. KA1NF.YS African Hunt (l I

million, with plenty of mounted 24-S-
.'M sheets, slide-, and heralds; also plates for
heralds. Will Bel] at a bargain. Qu
Feature Film Co Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

KRITERION Sl'IUECTS. one and tn
will sell in any quantities or as a whole; all in
good condition, with plenty of mounted and un-
counted p

eatlonal- >

or write for lomi h I

Maxwell Film Co I

N Y. City.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR
SALE.

ood ehamc to pick up a bargain

hok. i. N .1

MISCELLANEOUS.
M 1KB row theal , produoa
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FILM EXCHANGES.
Bradenburgh, G. W 1324
Hawk Film Co 1314
New England Film Distributors, Inc 1311

I,ENS M \Nl FACTURER.
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co 1322

MANUFACTURERS OF MOVING PIC-
TIRES.

American Film Co., Inc 1205
Biograph Co 12S8
Bluebird Photoplays. Inc Colored Insert
Brenon. Herbert 1213
Consolidated Film Co 1210-11
Emerald M. P. Co 1302

Film M'z. Co 1175 1189-90
rungle Film Co 1299

TO ADVERTISERS
Famous Players—Lasky Corp 1186-87
Gaumont Co 1206
Great Northern Film Co 13,24

International Film Service Colored Insert
Ince, Thos. H 1214
Ivan Film Productions 1183
Kalem Co 1210
Kleine, George 1 179
Lone Star Film Corp 1204
Metro Pictures Corp Colored Insert
Modern Motherhood League 1297
Mutual Film Corp 1199-1203
National Drama Corp 11S2
Paramount Pictures Corp 1184-85. 11 s.8

Pathe Exchange, Inc 1191 -9S
Thanhouser Film Corp 1174
Triangle Film Corp 12o8-09
Unicorn Film Service 1207
Unity Film Sales Corp Colored-Insert
Universal Film Mfg. Co 1176-78, 1291
Vim Comedies 1289
Vitagraph Co. of America 1215
V-L-S-E, Inc Colored Insert
World Film Corp 1180-81
Young, C. K., Film Corp 1212

MISCELLANEOUS.
Automatic Ticket Selling & C. R. Co 1299
Bioscope, The 1 322
Botanical Decorating Co 1325
Brilliant Film Mfg. Co 1299
Caille Bros l 1313
Chicago Herald 1307
Cinema Camera Club 1298
Cine Mundial 13,24

Classified Advertisements 1309
Corcoran, A. J 1290
Eastman Kodak Co 1321
Erbograph Co 1298
Evans Film Mfg. Co 1325
Exhibitors' Exchange 1296
Federal Sign System 1327
Gunbv Bros 1298
II Tirso Al Cinematografo 1324
Imperial Film Mfg. Co 1290
Kraus Mfg. Co 1304
T. O. M.. care M. P. World 1315
Marion, Louise M 1320
Metro Pictures Corp ??

Motion Picture Electricity 1321
M. P. W. Circulation Coupon 1325
M. P. Directory Co 1324
Moore, Wm. N 1298
National Asso. of M. P. Industry 1300-01
National Ticket Co 13,25

N. J. Aeroplane Co 1324
Pacific Tank & Pipe Co 129S
Richardson, F. H 1320
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co 1271
Standard Motion Picture Co 1300
Willis & Inglis 13,05

729 7th Ave 1296

MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.
Los Angeles M. P. Co 1300
Stern. David, Co 1320
Universal Camera Co 1324

MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
American Photo Player Co 1299
Harmo Pipe Organ Co 1324
Sehirmer. 0\. Inc 13,23
Seeburg, J. P. Piano Co 1299
Simon. Walter C 1298
Sinn, Clarence E 1299
Wangerin-Weickhardt 1323

POSTERS AND FR MIES.
does Litoeraphing Co 1304
Menger & Ring 1 300
Newman Mfg. Co 1300
Payne Show Card Co 1324

PROJECTION MACHINE MANUFACTUR-
ERS.

American Standard M. P. Mch. Co 1290
terprlse Optical Co 1323

Power. Nicholas, Co 1328
Precision Mch. Co 1319

PROJECTION SCREEN MANUFACTUR-
H., Co., Inc 1302

Cold Kine Screen Co 1306
Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc 1302

THEATRICAL \RCHITECTS.
Decorators' Supply Co 1321
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and Heralded as the Greatest Battle Drama of All Ages

New England State Rights
owned by
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$500,000.00
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Progr; Pages 1288, 1290.)

General Film Company

KKL1A8I DATI.
Monday—Biograph, Selig, Vitagraph

Wednesday—Biograph, Essanay, Ka-
lem. Vim Feature Comedy.

Thursday—Selig, Vim.

BIOGRAPH.

July 24—A Sailors Heart (Comedy) (Btograph
—Reissue No. 66).

July 24—A Natural Born Gambler (Two parts—Comedy).

July 2G—The Billionaire (Three parts—Com.).
(Biograph Reissue No. 67.)

July 31—Gold and Glitter (Drama) (Biograph
—Reissue No. 68).

Aug. 1—The House of Discord (Two parts

—

Drama) (Biograph—Reissue No.

Aug. 9—The Fatal Wedding (Three parts-
Drama—Biograph Reissue No. 71).

Aug. 14—Saved from Himself (Drama) (Bio-
graph—Reissue No. 72).

Aug. 15—A Temporary Truce (Two parts—Dr.)
(Biograph—Reissue No. 73).

Aug. 21—The Adopted Brother (Two parts-
Drama) (Biograph—Reissue No.
74).

Aug. 23—Seven Days (Three parts-^Comedy).

June 20—Out of the Ruins (Three parts—Dr.).

June 21—The Pied Piper of Hamelln (Ju-
venile—Drama).

June 27—The Southerners (Three parts—Dr.).

July 15—The Secret of the Night (Three parts
—Drama).

July 18—The Other Man (Two parts—Drama)

July 18—The Great Detective (Comedy).
July 19—A Watery Wooing (Comedy).
July 21—A Double Elopement (Comedy).
July 22—In Death's Pathway (No. 89 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series—Drama).

July 25—Ham's Whirlwind Finish (Comedy).
July 26—A Mix-Up in Art (Comedy).
July 28—The Girl and the Tenor (Comedy).
July 29—A Plunge from the Sky (No. 90 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Heart Menders (Comedy).
Aug. 4—Peaches and Ponies (Comedy).
Aug. 5—A Mystery of the Rails (No. 91 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).
Aug. 8—Good Evening Judge (Comedy).
Aug. 9—The Fighting Heiress (No. 1 of "The

Girl from Frisco"—Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 11—Daisy, the Demonstrator (Comedy).
Aug. 12—Hazards of Helen Railroad Series, No.

New Orleans (Cartoon—Comedy).
—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 22—The Grouch (Three parts—Comedy-
Drama).

July 25—A Brother's _ Loyalty (Two parts

—

( Cartoon—Comedy )

.

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 29—Repentance (Three parts—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Chimney Sweep (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 2—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of

Petrograd (Cartoon).

' (Comedy).
Aug. 12—Worth While (Three parts—Drama).
Aug. 15—My Country, 'Tis of Thee (Two parts

(Cartoon—Comedy l

.

IP,

—

a Little Volunteer (Three parts—Dr.).
'22—A Man for a' That (Two parts—

. 15—Ham's Strategy (Comedy).
. 16—The Girl from 'Frisco, Series No.

"The Turquoise Mine Conspira
'"

i parts—Drama).

93 of the "Hazards of Helen" Rail-
road Series) (Drama).

22 The Star Boarders (Comedy).

. 26—At Danger's Call (No. 94 of the "Haz-
ards of Helen" Railroad Series)
(Drama).

LUBIN.

July 15—Hang on Cowboy (Comedy).
July 17—Otto's Vacation (Comedy).
July 20—The Rough Neck (Three parts—Dr.).
July 22—Americans After All (Comedy).
July 24—Otto, the Salesman (Comedy).
July 25—By Right of Love (Two parts—Dr.).
July 27—In the Hour of Disaster (Three parts—Drama).
July 29—It Happened in Pikersville (.Corn.).

July 31—Otto the Gardener (Comedy).
Aug. 1—The Price of Dishonor (Two parts-

Drama).
Aug. 8—Their Mother (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 15—A Lesson in Labor (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 22—The Usurer's Due (Two parts—Dr.).

July 10—The Selig-Tribune, No. 55, 1916 (Top.).
July 13—The Selig-Tribune, No. 56, 1916 (Top.).
July 15—Legal Advice (Comedy).
July 17—Selig-Tribune, No. 57, 1916 (Topical).
July 17—The Private Banker (Two parts—Dr.).
July 20—Seliz-Tribune. Xo. 58, 1916 (Topical).
July 22—Shooting Up the Movies (Two parts

—

Comedy).
July 24—The Conflict (Three parts—Drama).
July 24—The Selig-Tribune No. 59, 1916 (Top.).
July 27—The Selig-Tribune, No. 60. 1916 (Top.).
July 29—Local Color on the A-l Ranch (Two

Young (Three parts—Drama).
July 31—The Selig-Tribune No. 61, 1916 (Top-

ical).

Aug. 3—The Selig-Tribune No. 62, 1916 (Top-

Aug. 7—The Gold Ship (Two parts—Drama)

.

Aug. 7—The Selig-Tribune, No. 63, 1916 (Top-
ical).

Aug. 10—The Selig-Tribune, No. 64, 1916 fTop-

Aug. 17—The Selig-Tribune, No. 66, 1916 (Top-
ical).

Aug. 19—A Bear of a Story (Western—Com.).

VIM FEATURE COMEDY.
Aug. 2—Hubby's Relatives (Comedy) .

Aug. 9—That Tired Business Man (Comedy).
Aug. 16—Their Dream House (Comedy).
Aug. 23—The Lemon in Their Garden of Love

(Comedy).

VIM.

July 28—What'll You Have? (Comedy).
Aug. 3—Human Hounds (Comedy).
Aug. 4—Wait a Minute (Comedy).
Aug. 10—Dreamy Knights (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Rushing Business (Comedy).
Aug. 17—Life Savers (Comedy).
Aug. 18—Comrades (Comedy).
Aug. 24—Their Honeymoon (Comedy).
Aug. 25—The Try-Out (Comedy).

VITAGRAPH.
June 30—Losing Weight (Comedy).
July 1—Letitia (Three parts—Drama) (Broad-

way Star Feature).

July 3—Billie's Mother (Comedy).
—A Tour from Bergen to Bandak

(Scenic).

July 7—When It Rains It Pours (Comedy).
July 10—Wrong Beds (Comedy).
July 14—The Man from Egypt (Comedy).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts

—

Drama)
(Broadway Star Feature).

July 17—The Musical Barber (Comedy).—The Head Waters of the Dalalven
(Scenic).

July 21—The Fur Coat (Comedy).
July 24—A Cheap Vacation (Comedy).
July 28—A Jealous Guy (Comedy).
July 31—His Hard Job (Comedy).
Aug. 4—A Race for Life (Comedy).
Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (Three parts-

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

Aug. 7—Pa's Overalls (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Romance and Roughhouse (Comedy).
Aug. 14—Conductor Kate (Comedy).
Aug. 18—There and Back (Comedy).
Aug. 19—The Wandering Horde (Three parts

—

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

Aug. 21—Did He or Did He Not? (Comedy).

Aug. 25—The Yellow Girl (Novelty).

General Film Company Features

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.

Aug. 19—The Wandering Horde (Three parts

—

Drama).
June 3—Carew and Son (Three parts—Dr.).

June 10—A Strange Case (Three parts—Dr.).

June 17—Ashes (Three parts—Drama).
June 24—Would You Forgive Her? (Three

parts—Drama).
July 1—Letitia (Three parts—Drama).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 15—The Wandering Horde (Three parts

—

Drama).

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES.
June 18—Pay Dirt (Five parts—Drama).
June 23—The Ancient Blood (Three parts-

Drama).
June 30—The Head of the House (Three parts

—Drama).
July 7—The Crooked Road (Three parts—Dr.).

July 14—The Dupe (Three parts—Drama).
July 21—Sibyl's Scenario (Three parts—Dr.).

July 28—The Sand Lark (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 11—The Better Woman (Three parts

—
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1288, 1290.)

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

BIG U.

Aug. 3—Redwood Lane (Drama).
Aug. 5—Tillie the Little Swede (Drama).
Aug. 6—The Captain of the Typhoon (T

parts—Drama).
Aug. 10—The Silent Man (Drama).
Aug. 17—A Woman's Eyes (Drama).
Aug. 18—Weapons of Love (Drama).
Aug. 2">—The IWil's Own (Drama).
Aug. 27—The Ladv from the Sea (Drama).

July 22—A Midwinter Madness (Two parts—

July 29—For the Love of a Girl (Two parts-
Drama).

Aug. 5—Under the Lion's Paw (Two part*— Aug.
Drama).

Aug. 12—Along the Malibu (Two parts—Dr.). Aug.

July

Aug.

July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.

Jaly
July
Aug.

1—The State Witness (Three parts—Dr.).

8—Onda of the Orient (Three parts-
Drama).

. 15—A Son of Neptune (Three parts—Dr.).

. 22—The Castle of Despair (Three parts

—

Drama).

IMP.

f ie_Two Seats At the Opera (Comedy).
f 21—Lee Blount Goes Home (Two parts—

23—No release this day.
27—Won by Valor (Drama).
28—The Circular Room (Two parts—Dr.).
30—Mutiny (Drama).
2—The Lucky Gold Piece (Drama).
4—Which Way (Drama).
&—The Finishing Touch (Drama).

;. 13—The Great Corona Race (Two parts-
Drama).

. IS—The Toll of the Law (Drama).
:. 18—Good and Evil (Drama).
. 25—The Panel Game (Two parts—Drama).

JOKER.
22—«h* Wa» Some Vampire (Comedy).
29—I've Got Ter Number (Comedy).
5—Kate's Affinities (Comedy).
12—She Wrote a Play and Played It

(Comedy).
;. 19—Soup and Nuts (Comedy).
;. 2ft—A Marriage for Revenge (Comedy).

LAEMMLE.
y 19—The Garden of Shadow* (Two parti

—Drama),
y 22—A Social Slave (Drama).
T 29—The Mask of Fortune (Drama).

3—Partners (Two parts—Drama).
9—A Knight of the Night (Drama).

parts—
. 11—The Highway of Fate (Tw

Drama).
. 12—The Intruder (Drama).
. 19—No release this day.
. 23—No release this week, replaced with

the two-reel Universal Special,
"Brennon o' the Moor."

. 2ft—No release this day.

L-KO.
r 25—Lizzie's Lingering Love (Three parts

—Comedy).
r MO—No release this day.
. 2—Dinty's Daring Dash (Two parts

—

Comedy).
. ft—The Youngest in the Family (Com.).
. 9—Unhand Me Villain (Two parts-

Comedy).
. 13—No release this day.
. 16—The Mother in Law (Two parts—Com-

. 20—No release this day.
:. 23.—A Double Cross (Comedy).
;. 27—Snoring in the High C (Comedy).

July 28—The Unexpected Scoop (Comedy).
July 31—Caught with the Goods (Comedy).
Aug. 4—No release this day.
Aug. 7—He Maid Me (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Some Medicine Man (Comedy).
Aug. 14—The Battle of Chile Con Came (Com.).
Aug. 18—No release this day.

Aug. 21—Broke But Ambitious (Comedy).

POWERS.
July 20—The Devil Dancers of India (As seen

by Dr. Dorsey) (Educational).
July 27—Jitney Jack and Gasolena (Comedy

—

Cartoon )

.

—Fighting Infantile Paralysis.

Aug. 3—Imperial India No. 3 (Educational).
Aug. 8—The Henanpup (Comedy).
Aug. 10—Ben, the Sailor (Manikin Comedy).

—Salmon from the Egg to the Table
(Educational).

17—The Riddle of the World—Japan As
Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Educational).

20—Pie (Comedy).
24—No release this day.

!5—Sammy Johnsin in Mexico (Com.-
"artoon).

ting Life
itional).

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.
July 24—Temptation and the Man (Five parts—Drama).
July 31—From Broadway to a Throne (Five

parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—The Mark of Cain (Five parts—Dr.).

Aug. 14—A Yoke of Gold (Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 21—The Beckoning Trail (Five parts-

Drama).

REX.

July 4—The Head of the Family (Drama).
July 9—A Dead Yesterday (Two parts—Drama).
July 11—War Ridden Mexico (Special release).

July 16—The Crimson Yoke (Two parts—Dr.).

July 21—The Phone Message (Drama).
July 23—Branscombe's Pal (Two parts—Dr.).

July 25—Cross Purposes (Drama).
Aug. 11—By Conscience's Eye (Drama).
Aug. 20—No release this day.

Aug. 27—No release this day.

VICTOR.

Aug. 1—A Society Sherlock (Comedy).

Aug. 4—When the Minstrels Came to Town
(Two parts—Comedy).

Aug. 13—What Darwin Missed (Comedy).

Aug. 10—Aschenbroedel (Two parts—Comedy-
Drama).

Aug. 15—He Wrote a Book (Comedy).

Aug. 17—Ashamed of the Old Folks (Two parts
—Comedy-Drama)

.

Aug. 22—No release this day.

;. 24—You Want Something (Two parts—

. 7—The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring,
No. 15, and Last "Brother and Sis-

ter" (Two parts—Drama).
. 14—Liberty, No. 1, "Fangs of the Wolf"

(Three parts—Drama).
;. 14—Timothy Dobbs That's Me, No. 1,

"The Sody Clerk" (Two parts

—

Comedy).
:. 21—Timothy Dobbs That's Me. No. 2, "A

Thousand a Week" (Two parts

—

Comedy).
. 21—Brennon o' the Moor (Two parts

—

Drama).
. 21—Liberty, No. 2, "Riding with Death"

(Two parts—Drama).

UNIVERSAL (STATE RIGHTS).

-—Where Are My Children? (Six parts-
Drama).

Mutual Film Corp.

July 27—Out of the Rainbow (Three parts-
Drama).

July 31—The Dreamer (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 3—The Madonna of the Night (Three

BEAUTY.
July 12—Two Slips and a Miss (Comedy).
July 16—The Rummy Act of Omar K. M.

Comedy).
July 19—In the Land of the Tortilla (Comedy).
July 23—A Studio Satire (Comedy).
July 26—Gamblers in Greenbacks (Comedy).
July 30—A Germ Gem (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Daredevils and Danger (Comedy).
Aug. 6—Just as He Thought (Comedy).
Aug. 9—Billy Van Deusen the Cave Man (Com-

edy).

CENTAUR.
July 22—The Ostrich Tip (Two parts—Drama).
July 29—The Haunting Symphony (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 5—Fate's Decision (Two parts— Drama).
Aug. 12—For Her Good Name (Tw< —
Aug. 19—Destiny's ™"

Drama).

CUB.
July 21—Jerry's Stratagem (Comedy).
July 2S—The Masque Ball (Comedy).

Aug. IS—Jerry and the Counterfeiters (Com.).

FALSTAFF.
Aug. 14—The Guiders (Comedy).

GAUMONT.
July 16—Reel Life, No. 11 (Mutual Film Mag-

July 19—See America First No. 45. "New Or-
leans, La." (Scenic).

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
July 20—Gates of Divorce (Three parts—Dr.).
July 23—Reel Life, No. 12 (Mutual Film Mag-

July 26—See America First, No. 46, "Crater
Lake, Ore." (Scenic).—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).

July 30—Reel Life, No. 13 (Mutual Film Mag-

Aug. 2—See America First, No. 47 "Philadel-
phia, Pa." (Scenic).

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
Aug. 6—Reel Life, No. 14 (Mutual Film Mag-

Aug. 9—See America First, No. 48 "Delaware
Water Gap and Pocono Mountains"
(Scenic).

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon—Comedy).
Aug. 13—Reel Life, No. 15 (Mutual Film Maga-

Aug. 16—See America First. No. 49 (Scenic).

July 28—That Gal of Burke's .

Aug. 4—Sandy, Reformer (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 11—The Courtin' of Calliope Clew (Two

parts—Drama).
Aug. 18—El Dlabolo (Two parts—Drama).

MUTUAL WEEKLY.
July 12—Number 80 (Topical).
July in__Number 81 (Topical).
July 26—Number 82 (Topical).
Aug. 2—Number 83 (Topical).
Aug. 9—Number 84 (Topical).
Aug. 16—Number 85 (Topical).

(Mutual Releases continued on page 1316.)
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(*Old Methods Give Way to New^
A New Invention Revolutionizes an Industry .

A basic patent has just been granted by the United States Patent Office cov-

ering- a new machine for the projection of moving pictures.

It can be manufactured at a cost that will make competition by any standard
machine on the market impossible.

It works upon an entirely new principle—that of manipulation of the light,

as opposed to the manipulation of the film in present machines.

Its principal feature is its simplicity, coupled with the small amount of pre-

cision work needed.

It has no shutter and the movement of the film is continuous; thus eliminating
all the mechanism of the intermittent movement.
The projected picture is flickerless, owing to the fact that the shutter is elim-

inated, thus allowing a greater percentage of light to reach the screen.

A demonstration by a working model will be given responsible parties by ap-
pointment.

Address all communications to

—

!—- O- IVI-, care of M. P. W., 17 Madison Avenue, New York City

This Basic Patent is for Sale!

Ijijjlltf'!
11 "

'

v PI* 111

Are There Stuffy Corners in Your Theatre ?

Jiirfevaii
Venti

them
with

Ready-to-Run

Portable Ventilating Sets

I'. .wo r ful little machines that can he put to work anywhere- an ideal

remedy for ventilating problems. Five sizes, just the thing for forcing

fresh air into the unventilated corners of your theatre. Put one in the

operator's booth Inexpensive to run.

Send us details of your conditions and we will make recommendations.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY, Depl. W, Hyde Park, Boston, Mass., and all principal cities



(Mutual Release* continued fron

MUTUAL MASTERP1CTURES
July 24—No release this day.
Aug. " Father and Son ( Five parts—Comedy-

Drama) (No. 124).
0—The House of .Mirrors (Five parts

—

Drama) (No. 12.")).

4—A Wall Sunt Tragedy (Five parts—

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages

page 1314.) CONSOLIDATED FILM CORP.
DE LUXE. August—The Crimson Stain, No. 1 (Drama).

EMERALD M. P. CO.
July 3—Tom & Jerry, No. 2, "Quarantined"

1288, 1290.)

fARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
7—The Secret of the Submarine, No. 12

(Two parts—Drama),
he Secret "

'

(Two pa

;. 21—The Secret
(Two parts Drama).

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS.
r 31—Judith of the Cumberlands (Signal

—

Five parts—Drama (No. 122).

g. 3—The Strength of Donald McKenzie
(American—Five parts — Drama)
(No. 123).

;. 17—A Welsh Singer (Five parts—Drama)

—Painless Extracting (Comedy).
Aug. 6—Lost and Found (Comedy).
Aug. 13—Some Liars (Two parts—Comedy )

.

Aug. 20—Her Luckless Scheme (Two parts

—

Comedy).

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

ARROW.
July 24—Who's Guilty? No. 12, "Weighed In

the Balance" (Two parts—Drama).
July 31—Who's Guilty? No. 13, "The Goad of

Jealousy" (Two parts—Drama),
iug. 7—Who's Guilty? No. 14, "The Irony of

Justice" (Two parts—Drama).
BALBOA.

Aug. 7—Grip of Evil No. 4, "The Looters"
(Two parts—Drama).

Aug. 14—The Grip of Evil. No. 5, "The Way of

a Woman" (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 21—The Grip of Evil, No. 6. "The Hypo-

crites" (Two parts—Drama).
GOLD ROOSTER PLAY8.

Aug. 14—The Fugitive (Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 21—A Woman's Fight (Five parts—Dr.).

PATHE.
July 31—A Matrimonial Mixup (Comedy).
July 31—Losing Weight (Cartoon).

—Some Tropical Birds—Parrots (Colored
—Educational).

July 31—Uncle Sam's Immigrants (Educational)
Aug. 7—Tokio, Capital of Japan (Scenic).

—Jumping Analyzed (Physical Culture

—

Educational).
Aug. 7—Florence Rose Fashions (A Day With

Betty Young (Fashions).

parts—Comedy )

.

FOX FILM CORPORATION.
July 17—Caprice of the Mountains (Five parts

July 24—The Beast (Five parts—Drama)

.

July 31—Under Two Flags (Five parts—Dr.).

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, INC.
July 31—The Mysteries of Myra, No. 15, "The

Thought Monster" (Last number)
(Two parts—Drama).

Aug. 1—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 61, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 4—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 62, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 8—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 63, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 11—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 64, 1916 (Topical).

August—The Story of the Missing Watchman
(Two parts—Drama).

Aug. 15—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 65, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 18—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
No. 66, 1916 (Topical).

KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION.
July—The Zeppelin Raids on Londoa and the

Siege of Verdun (Topical).

LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, INC.
July—The Common Law (Drama).
August—War Brides (Drama).

PATHE NEWS.
July 2ft—Number 61, 1916 (Topical).
Aug. 2—Number 62, 1910 (Topical).
Aug. S—Number 63. 1910 (Topical).
Aug. 9—Number 64, 1916 (Topical).
Aug. 12—Number 65, 1916 (Topical).
Aug. 16—Number 66, 1916 (Topical)
Aug. 19—Number 67, 1916 (Topical).
Aug. 23—Number 6S. 1916 (Topical).
Aug. 26—Number 69, 1916 (Topical).

ROLIN.
July l"-T,uke Rides Roughshod (Comedy).
July 24—Luke Crystal Gazer (Comedy).
A ue. 7—Luke's Lost Lamb (Comedy).
Aug. 14—Braver Than the Bravest (Comedy).
Aug. 21—Luke Does the Midway (Comedy).

Miscellaneous Releases.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS. INC.
Aug. 7—Love's Lariat (Five Darts—Drama).
Aug. 14—Bettlna Loved a Soldier (Five parts-

Drama 1

.

Aug. 21—Little Eve Edgarton (Five parts-
Drama).

Aug. 28—The Girl of Lost Lake (Five parts-
Drama).

Aug. 31—Jean r
.

— F- - -

Sept. 4—Parson of Paniment (Pallas—Five
parts—Drama).

Sept. 7—The Big Sister (Famous Players—Five
parts—Drama).

PARAMnrtNT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Aug. 3—31st release, "In Lunyland" (Cartoon

—Comedy).
Aug. 10—32d release, "Farmer Al Falfa's Egg-

citemet" (Cartoon—Comedy).
Aug. 17—33d release. "Colonel Heeza Liar od

Strike (Cartoon—Comedy).

Tirol" (Scenic).
Aug. 21—29th release, "In South Tirol, the

Italina Corner of Austria" (Seen.).
Aug. 28—30th release, "Climbing the Austrian

Alps (Scenic).
Sept. 4—31st release, "In Switzerland" (Seen.).

C. POST MASON.
July—The Wonder City of the World, Greater

New York by Day and Night (Three
parts—Scenic).

THE FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.
July 15—Jaffery (Drama).

THE RESERVE PHOTO-PLAYS CO.
Aug. 2—Jerry, the Janitor (Episode 1—Com.).

The Marriage of Molly-0 (Fine Arts—Five
parts—Drama).

Honor Thy Name (Ince—Five parts—Dr).

The Devil's Needle (Fine Arts—Five parts—Drama).
Shell Forty-Three (Ince—Five parts—Dr.).

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.
(Releases for the Fourteenth Week.)

July 24—The Black Mask (Rancho—Drama).
July 24—Guilty Neighbors (Hippo—Comedy).
July 24—Shadows of Doubt (Supreme—Dr.).
July 25—Their Frontier Wives ( Utah—Drama).
July 25—The Terrible Turk (Jockey—Comedy).

July 31—Microbes ( Rolma-Comedy).
Aug. 7—God's Half Acre (Rolfe—Five parts-

Drama).
Aug. 14—The Weakness of Strength (Popular

Plays & Players—Five parts—Dr.).
Aug. 21—The Pretenders (Rolfe—Five parts

—

Drama).

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION.
Aug. 3—The House of the Golden Windows

(Lasky)—Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—A Woman in the Case (Famous Play-

ers!—Five parti—Drama).
Aug. 10—Little Lady Eileen (Famous Players

Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 14—The Stronger Love (Moroeco—Five

Two parts—Drama).
July 26—Stringing Them Along (Judy—Com.).
July 27—The Call of the Desert (Hiawatha-

July 27—Fifty-Fifty' (Judy—Comedy).
July 27—The Brand of Shame (Sunset—Dr.).
July 28—An Indian Maid's Vengeance (Buffalo—Two parts—Drama).
July 28—The House on the Hill (Supreme-

Drama).
July 29—The Man Who Came Back (Rancho

—

Drama).
July 29—The Stolen Jewels (Sunset—Drama).
July 29—Wifie's Frame-Up (Gayety—Comedy).
July 30—Treachery of the Red Man (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
July 30—Life's Lottery (Sunset—Drama).

(Releases for Fifteenth Week.)
-July 31—The Dare Devil Ranch Girl (Rancho—

Drama).
July 31—The Long Ring (Judy—Comedy).

Drama).
Aug. 1—The Sentinel on the Mountain (Rancho—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Silent Battle (Puritan—Drama).
Aug. 1—Panhandle Pete (Supreme—Comedy).
Aug. 2—Bad Man of Angle Trail (Rancho

—

Drama).
Aug. 2—Love Sick Larry (Hippo—Comedy).
Aug. 2—The Little Sister (Supreme—Drama).
Aug. 3—The Nevada Ranger (Utah—Drama).
Aug. 3—Nostrand's Discovery (Supreme—Dr.).
Aug. 3—The Missing Link (Hippo—Comedy).
Aug. 4—A Foolish Romance (Jockey—Two

parts—Drama).
Aug. 4—An Indian Maid's Vengeance (Hia-

watha—Drama).
Aug. 5—Soldier's Squaw (Rancho—Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 5—The Vicar's Trust (Lily—Drama).
Aug. 6—A Westerner's Daughter (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 6—Shadows of the Past (Lily—Drama).

WORLD FILM CORP.
July 31—Miss Petticoats (Peerless "Brady

Made"—Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 7—A Woman's Way (Peerless—"Brady

Made"—Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 14—The Summer Girl (Peerless—Five

parts—Drama).
Aug 21—The Rail _Rider I Paragon—"Brady-
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: Motion Picture Equipm

Westinghouse

Motion Picture Equipment

enables you to produce clear, steady

pictures which please your patrons.

This equipment is compact and easily

installed.

There is nothing complicated in con-

struction or operation.

They give constant voltage over a wide

range of load which is very important

for "fading in" as it enables the opera-

tor to "warmup" his second arc without

affecting the brilliancy of the first.

The services of Westinghouse engineers

are available to assist in the solution of

your problems.

Westinghouse Motion Picture Equipments were
awarded a Medal of Honor, the highest award
granted in this class, at the Panama Pacific

International I:xposition.

Send for Booklet 4343

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

Sales offices in all

large cities

East Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania

A NEW CHAIR
That Enables Everybody to

See and Be Comfortable
Can be changed from an adult's

chair to a child's chair by pressing
the catch and raising as illustrated.

Returns to adult's position and
locks just as easily.

It provides a child with a seat pro-
portioned to his body, a foot rest
the right height and puts the child's

eyes on a line with those of adults,
enabling him to see without annoy-
ance to others or discomfort to
himself. The

thine for which

the adults who conic with childrc...

nagc of idults who won't now
attend because of discomfort of holding

equipped
with loco chairs.

1-OCO Chai
more than ordinal") chairs. Made in all sizes
and finishes. Old chairs can be converted into

ably less than the cost
' r companies are

supplyChairs and c

Family Opera Chair Organization
317 X. 10th Street, St Louis, Mo.

In Child's Tosil

^^P c/oco ^^m

LJ
1 >
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July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

July

V-L-S-E. INC.

17—Sellg Athletic Feature Film Series No.
4 (Sports).

17_The Tarantula (Vttagraph—Five Parts
—Drama).

17—Kernel Knutt and Prince Tango (Vita-
graph—Comedy).

24—The Prince Chap (Sellg—Five parts-
Drama).

24—More Money (Vitagraph—Comedy).

24—The Daring of Diana (Vitagraph—

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1288, 1290.

KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION.
August—America Preparing (Ten parts—Top.).

B. S. MOSS MOTION PICTURE CORPORATIO*

July 20—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2,

No. 6. "Strictly Private" (Comedy).
July 31—GlorIa's_Romance, _No. 11, "The Fugi-

tive Witness" (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 2—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2,

No. 7 (Comedy).
Aug. 7—Gloria's Romance, No. 12, "Her Fight-

Five parts—Drama).

31—The Light at Dusk (Lubin—Five parts
—Drama).

31_Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.
6 (Sports).

7—The Sting of Victory (Essanay—Five
parts—Drama).

7—The Alibi (Vitagraph—Five parts

—

Drama).
7—Selig-Athletic Series, No. 7 (Sports).

14—The Dawn of Freedom (Vitagraph—
Five parts—Drama)

14—Selig-Athletic Serii , No. 8 (Sports).

GEORGE KLEINE.

12—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series

2, No. 4, "Local Showers" (Com.).

17_Gloria's Romance, No. 9, "The Shadow
of Scandal" (Two parts—Drama).

19—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2,

No. 5, "A Pirate Bold" (Comedy).

24—Gloria's Romance, No. 10, "Tangled
Threads" (Two parts—Drama).

Riot" (Two parts—Drama).

States Right Features
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM COR-

PORATION^
May 8—The Fighting Germans (Five parts-

Topical).

BIG A FILM CORPORATION.
July—Macbeth (Five parts—Drama).

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
May—The Woman Who Dared (Seven parte—

Drama).
July—Kismet (Ten parts Drama).

SAMUEL CUMMINS,
July—Germany's Battles at Verdun (Four

parts—Topical).

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.

July—Where Is My Father? (Seven parts—Dr.).

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.

May —The End of the World (Six parts-
Drama).

IL GIORNALE ITALIANO.
April—On the Italian Battlefront (Flv« parti—

Topical).

Mar.—One Day (Five parts—Drama).
Apr.—The Salamander (Drama).
August—In the Hands of the Law (Drama).

NEW YORK FILM COMPANT.

PIEDMONT FILM CO.

June—The Mirror of Life (Five parte—Drama).

L. E. RUBEL & H. A. FARGO.

July—Uncle Sam Awake (Seven parts—Top.).

SIGNET FILMS.

July—The Jockey of Death (Drama).

THE NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION.

June—The Fall of a Nation (Three parte—Dr.).

UNITY SALES CORPORATION.

June 19—The Bishop's Secret (Four parte—Dr.).
June 19—Tweedledum Torpedoed by Cnpld

(Comedy).
June 26—The Lottery Man (Five parte—Dr.).
June 26—Tweedledum's Busy Night (Comedy).
July 3—The Marriage Bond (Five parts—Dr.).
July 3—Tweedledum's Scrambled Honeymoon

(Comedy).

VARIETY FILMS, INC.

April—Should a Baby DleT (Five parti—Dr.).

WAR FILM SYNDICATE.

Our Service is for YOU
The patron of today is a capable juclge of projection. The

progressive exhibitor recognizes the necessity of constantly
maintaining his entire projection system modern and efficient.

If you plan to install any new equip-

ment

—

If your machines need overhauling

—

If your screen should be replaced

—

If you are not obtaining satisfactory

results with alternating current

—

Our SERVICE DEPARTMENT is pre-

pared to assist you in your projection

difficulties.

The best ticket box ever

offered. Artistic, Substan-

tial, Serviceable.

Price, $5, f. o. b. Chicago.

DISTRIBUTORS
Powers—Simplex—Motiograph—Edison Projectors.

Kleine Optical Company
GEORGE KLEINE, President.

166 North State Street Chicago, 111.
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-But True "For A' That"

One ruined film, one "little breakdown," one interrupted performance, costs more than the differ-

ence between a "Simplex" and an ordinary projector.

The following testimonial is no "Chestnut" but right up-to-the-minute and proves what we say

about "Simplex" Projectors.

Circleville, Ohio, July 26, 1916.

Precision Machine Co., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: We are using a pair of Simplex Projectors, one motor driven, with thorough satisfaction.

Our old machine (Serial No. 695) we purchased from Mr. Dwyer, Columbus, O., in May, 1913; with the
exception of one intermittent sprocket we have placed no repairs whatever on this machine, and it has
been operated daily i that date,

t record to buying
cleaned and oiled. Circleville will always

Projector in the first place, and thereafter kee
nsistent Simplex advocate in

very truly,
(Signed) L. M. SALTER. Operator.

Grand Opera House

THE PRECISION MACHINE CO., Inc., 317 East 34th St., New York, N.Y.

M The Most Powerful Mystery Drama

Y Produced by Wharton, Inc.

S A worthy sequel to "The Perils of Pauline" and F"The Exploits of Elaine"

T 15 Strong, Emotional Episodes

E
31,000 Feet MExclusive Rights for

R
ALL ENGLISH COLONIES

YAFRICA—ASIA—AUSTRALASIA

1

ALL LATIN COUNTRIES OF AMERICA
RENTIRE CONTINENTAL EUROPE

E
S

Apply for details and information to

ATHE HAWK FILM COMPANY
161-163 Hudson Street, New York

Fr.nklin 2732-CabL-.: HAWKF1LMS NEW YORK

> The Moving Picture World
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BANG, CRASH!
"JUST A MOMENT, PLEASE"

Don't you know that you can't hold your audience by
showing the "Just a Moment, Please"? They are pay-

• a good performance.
There is no excuse for having old, worn-out rattle

boxes. What you need is a new machine. Write us

today for our easy payment proposition, which en-
ables you to purchase any make M. P. machine at a
little investment.

Amusement Supply Company

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.,

Cor. Madison St. and Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

POWER—SIMPLEX—BAIRD
HALLBERG'S

20th CENTURY MOTOR GENERATORS
Minusa Gold Fibre Screens

The Acme of Scre«n Perfection

SANIZONE DEODORANT

Ask for Catalog*

LEWIS M. SWAAB
1327 Vine Street, PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Peace Pictures
Beautifully Colored

Also

European War Pictures
(Neutral)

Illustrated
On our own

Terms Accompanied by Violinist, Pianitt, O
a- i tern, etc., for Theatre*, Lyceum* anc
MSderate out of town. Muaic for dano-s.

LOUISE M. MARION
445 W. 23rd Street, New York

Phone 1*311 Cheliea

Projection Engineer
Is your screen result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection current costing too

much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of

new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made
as to operating room location. Operating rooms
planned, etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres

in New York City or within 300 miles thereof.

Fees moderate.

Room 1434, 22 E. 17th St., New York City

$HO Buys This
Professional
Moving Picture

CAMERA
Davsco Professional Kino, Newest Weekly model,

dimensions 5 l/2 x 10^2 x 6l/2 and weight only \0l/2 lbs.,

magazines made of Aluminum, set side by side. Newly
patented, Intermittent Claw, the most accurate inter-

mittent made, take-up operated by double sprocket,
both constructed of bronze. The magazine is operated
by spring belt and is absolutely accurate. Focusing
device on side of camera enabling the operator to focus
directly upon the film in an instant. Aluminum maga-
zines with threaded cover which take the regular East-
man spool without special fitting. The lens is a 50
M. M. F.; 3, 5, B. & L. Tessar Anastigmat and mounted
in focusing mount, with AUTOMATIC exposure indi-

cator which, when set for light conditions, automati-
cally stops the diaphragm at the correct point. Film
register to 200 ft.

OUR PRICE $110.00
Extra magazines at $6.00 each. Light weight, Tilting-

top and Panoramic head tripod, $25.00.
The ideal camera for News weekly, schools, advertis-

ing, and lectures. The Moving Picture Camera for
everybody.

Write us today for complete details. Address

The National Camera Exchange

1047-R Madison Street

Chicago— Illinois
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Motion theater patrons

who daily exclaim over the

clearness of the pictures

may not know that

"EASTMAN"

is stenciled in the film mar-

gin—but you do.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE

ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK COVERS
ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE TABLES, ETC.

An in. to date treatment of Moving Pictui

Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,

experienced, eli i 1 1 ical expert.

Illustrated and Substantially Bound. 280 Pages.

$2.50 per Copy. Postage Paid.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue New York

Ornamental
Theatres

PLASTER RELIEF DECORATIONS
Theatres Designed Everywhere

Send for our 1916 catalog. It contains forty
beautiful full-page illustrations—some in colors
—of theatres we have designed and decorated.
It shows several styles of ticket booths, lighting
fixtures and ornaments; it will give you many
valuable ideas for decorating your new theatre
or improving the looks of your present one.

Sizes of Theatre for Special Designs

THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CO.
Archer Avenue and Leo Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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You Cannot
Expect to
Use Old Style
Apparatus
and methods and get away with it.

Your competitor is on the watch and
before you know it your patrons will

commence to drift. Empty seats never
made a house popular. When the

crowd starts to desert a theatre they
are gone before you realize the land-

slide has commenced.

Wdber

Lenverkxs
You cannot afford to have anything

but the best of apparatus, particularly

since it costs no more than the inferior

type.

Let us tell you how direct current
from I a WHITE LIGHT CON-
VERTER will give many times more
light than alternating current, at the
same current costs. Send for Bulletin
10923 today.

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis,Mo.

Why pay a fancy price

to ventilate your
theatre?

Our 18 in. and 24 in. variable
speed A. C. ventilating fans sell

for $50.00 and $80.00.

The "Aeroplane" type blade used
rill handle from J4 to 1/3 more air than
;r type of fan.

MAKE US PROVE IT!
If you are having MOTOR dissatisfaction let us ship

you ON APPROVAL our variable speed A. C. "KAZOO"
motor—handle controlled—no friction drive, no rheo-
stat. Price $25.00.

R. P. WARNER ELECTRIC CO.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

only by
will any

For the fullest and latest news et the soring picture
industry in Groat Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical
men.
For brilliant and strictly impartial criticisms of all
films, read

THE BIOSCOPE
Mavta, Picture W.rld"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
B Application

fffl
«' nnVK^^^V

The best theatres in the country are

equipped with

Gundlach
Projection Lenses
This is in recognition of their superior

illuminating power and perfect correc-

tion for a sharp, brilliant picture.

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
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PTiotoplay

The. Score's the Thing

Time and Labor Saved
With Printed

MUSIC SCORES
Perfectly synchronized to fit all

PARAMOUNT RELEASES

3\ Scores are also published for

Fell in Love With His Wife
heGentleman From Indiana

The Reform Candidate
Madame La Presidente
The Tongues of Men
The Yankee Girl

Jane

We have on hand a few Orchestra and Piano parts for

CARMEN
Which are selling at a reduced rate

SMALL ORCH., S2.00 PIANO, 75 CTS.

Cash with order—Postage extra

G. SCHIRMER, 3 East 43d St., NEW YORK
Send for free booklet "Music for the Photoplay"

^^^fet iiiiil1
|i!l||!lll

1
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'Hill II

Hfniftlrhanrltl'ineAiw
are not stock instruments, but built

to order according to the ever vary-
ing individual requirements. Result:

Wonderful musical effects, such as

only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can pro-

duce.
WRITE FOR THEATRE ORGAN CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt bo.

XPERIENC
HAS TAUGHT THE SUCCESSFUL EX-

illl'.ITOR THAT HE MUST GIVE HIS
PATRONS THE BEST PROJECTION.
NATURALLY HE NEEDS THE BEST
PROJECTOR.

Every one is talking about the PRO-
JECTION of the LATE MODEL MOTIO-
GRAPH, the MATERIAL used in the
machine and the exceptionally low PRICE.

We want you to get acquainted with the
machine that is winning merit in every part

of the country.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.

574 W. Randolph Street Chicago, 111.

Western Office: 833 Market Street

San Francisco, Cal.

I mention The Moving Picture Worl<
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Fttl^kE*
Made In SwitzerlandOARBONS

Writ* u» for descriptive circular and price llatJONES & CAMMACK
SOLE IMPORTERS

Corner Bridge and Whitehall Streets, New York City

Keep your lobby bright

and "Business Getting"
by using Show CARDS made exclusively for mo-
tion picture theatres.

Write for information.

Payne Show Card Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia

For sale: Two splendid weekly programs of one, two, three and four

reel subjects, 24 reels weekly, with posters for every subject, $72.00 per

weeks; 18 reels weekly with posters for every subject, $54.00 per

SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Write for descriptive catalogue containing

subject* from all part* of the world.

NO RENTALS

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
1^110 W. 4tth St.

A Dependable Mailing List Service

well as the theatre n
motion picture news. __
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
with address of studios, laboratories and offices. Information in

advance of theatres being or to be built.

W72.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
Phone 3227 Chelsea

Phone 2003 Randolph

Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting

AEROPLANE FLIGHTS
In >

for aeroplane flights for the film.

numerous successful flights for film productions and bare

For full Information, write

NEW JERSEY AEROPLANE COMPANY
Wlllard H. Wheeler. ITes.

1 7 BROADWAY NEW YORK

CALEHUFF SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1301 Race St., Philadelphia

The house that has a reputation for handling nothing but the best and 1st

Jobben of Power's. Simplex. Standard. Motlograph, Edlton Super-
Rembusch'a Crystal Fibre Screen means p<~*—

* buy Chairs before yi

e of Fort Wayne Gene
. Wood or Brass. Ticket Booths, Ticket Chop
d Speer Carbons, Tickets, Condensers.

S Bcctlfcrs. Wacn.T Con-

The Universal Camera
For Motion Photograph}

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

1 1007 Times Bldg., New York
nchei -{821 Market St.. San Franclscc

IL TIRSO AL CINEMATOGRA FO
The most important Film Journal in Italy.

Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,
special bureau of information. Correspondents in all

parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries: $3.00.

Business Office: Via del Tritone 183, Rome, Italy

A Genuine F»II=»E ORGAN
can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,
ORGAN ALONE — PIANO ALONE - OR BOTH
TOGETHER. Write for particulars

HARMO PIPE ORGAN COMPANY
1423 McConnick Bid*

CHICAGO

A monthly publication, printed in

Spanish and devoted exclusively to the

interests of the moving picture indus-

try throughout South America and

Spanish-speaking countries.

MORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers

in Latin America receive our publication

monthly. Is it possible that you are not interested

in this new market ?

ADVERTISING RATES: $50 A PAGE

CINE-MUNDIAL
17 Madison Avenue New York

Kindly See Announcement on Page 1272
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on many styles;
ond Hand Ch;
out-of-door seating
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

Picture Machines
New and slightly used Power'i, Simplex,

Motiograph and Edison at Bargain Prices.

Opera and Folding Chairs, Operating Booths

that pass fire inspection, Picture Curtains and
everything for the M. P. Theatre, at lower

prices than offered by our competitors.

Lears Theatre Supply Company,
S09 Chestnut Street St. Louis, Mo.

Get acquainted with "FULCO"
The Department Store

MOVING PICTURE TRADE

MACHINES <& EQUIPMENT •*»• SUPPLIES

When you want Opera Chairs remember we have

50,000 CHAIRSW
In 6 different designs In Antique Mahogany and Circassian

IMMEDIATE SERVICE
Other designs of unupholstcred and Upholstered Chairs In un-
limited numbers furnished In 25 to 50 days after receipt of

r. character of chair selected. We will

be pleased to f I rature on Wnecr (nlaln>

Chairs, or I pnoll - in which j-o

AAEKICAN SEATING CDAPANY

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression is

most always gained by the first

glance.

FLORAL DECORATIONS GIVE

ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE
It produces charm — delighta

your patrons.
Artificial flowers are practically

everlasting and need no care

—

the effect is the same as natural

ones.
Our expert decorators are at

your service—ready to give you
ideas and estimates.

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTIFICIAL FLOWER8 AND PLANT8

208 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
We Quote absolutely the lowest trices ever offered on reliable goods.

Quality means EVANS means Perfection
We do PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR People

Developing and Printing ONLY
EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY

T.uphon. i«i Audubon 416-418-420-422 We** 216th Street, New York City

ROLL

TICKETS

C/5 Five Thousand. $1.25W Ten Thousand $2.56

J5 Twenty-five Thousand $3.50

P£ Fifty Thousand $5.00

Your own special Ticket, any printing, any colon,
accurately numbered; every roll guaranteed. Coupon
Ticket! for Prize Drawing!. 5,000, $2.50. Stock Tick-
ets, 6c. per 1,000. Prompt shipments. Cash with the
order. Get the samples. Send diagram for Re-
served Seat Coupon Tickets, serial or dated.

NATIONAL TICKET CO.
Shamokin, Pa.PU One Hundred Thousand $8.00

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
Readers of the Moving Picture World will see from Announcement on page 1272 thai on account of greatly

acreased cost oi paper and publishing, we are compelled to make the single copy price fifteen cents, for tne

.resent the subscription prices remain unchanged. This means a saving of four dollars and eighty cents yearly

hi direct subsi riptions.

Why not fill "in this blank and mail today with your remittance?

ONE YEAR $3.00

SIX MONTHS $1.50

See title page for rates Canada and Foreign

a/iriVlMP pirTtiDC \unoi n
17 Madison Avenue, New York

Theatre

answering advertisements, please mention The Moving Picture World
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SPEER CARBON COMPANY was the first American
concern recognized by moving picture machine operators

and exhibitors as the manufacturer of a thoroughly satis-

factory projector carbon for moving picture machines.

this

war
The SPEER CARBON COMPANY achieved

distinction by immediately upon declaration of

abroad starting the erection of an entirely new plant

electrically driven of the most modern design, operated

under the supervision of experts and engineers who have
been in the carbon business for more than 25 years.

MR. OPERATORI-MR. EXHIBITOR!-the SPEER
CARBON has saved the situation[for you. Don't fool your-

self by waiting until the last moment. Get your order in

early as the demand on our plant makes it necessary for us

to now operate night and day!

Don't Delay ! ! ! Get Your Orders in Early.

NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons

%xl2, cored, pointed both ends, $37.50 per M. (1,01

9 16x12, cored,
%xl2, cored,
3/4xl2,

%xl2, cored,

pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,01

pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000 ii

pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000 Ii

, pointed one end, $150.00 per M.

Sample Orders for 100 Carbons Filled at 10% Advance
on Above Case Lot Prices.

Speer Carbons are absolutely guaranteed to give satisfaction or money back

Speer Carbon Company
DEPT. "W"

(Makers of Carbons for Electrical purposes during the past 25 years)

ST. MARYS, PA.

For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:

J. H. HALLBERG, 727 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State, St., Chicago, 111. KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.,

SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., 813 Walnut St., Karisas City, Mo.

Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga. G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
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the public

judges your theatre

by your Electric Sign

Attracting the crowd on-

the-street inside your

theatre is first of all a

matter of making them

think of your theatre

and, then, making them

think well of it.

a FEDERAL electric sign spells

quality—and lures the crowds your way

The quality that is so

evident in FEDERAL
electric signs — in the

brilliant and unique light

effects—creates the best

possible impression of the quality of the

program inside.

something "different" for your theatre

Our corps of expert designers is constantly evolving new
and more striking sign effects for exhibitors all over the

country. They will be glad to cooperate with you—either to

submit an original design or to work out your own idea into

suitable form. Write now for special theatre bulletin No. 14u

and find out how truly economical a FEDERA1
Sign is.

FEDERAL SIGN SYSiEM (Electric)

Lake and Desplaines Streets, CHICAGO
1790 Broadway 1618 Mission St.

New York San Francisco
FOUR FACTORIES

BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

BftHHtiliinlUlll



THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

"SIXTEEN^YEARS OF KNOWING HOW

SERVICE
IS THE TRUE MEASURE OFWORTH

THELSUPERIOR1SERVICE
RENDERED BY

THOUSANDS'OF POWER'S CAMERAGRAPHS
PRACTICALLY SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE INDUSTRY

Conclusively Determines Worth Without Comparison

f 1 ^TT.ISIJIN THE FIELD OF

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION.

^CATALOG "G'\MAILED UPON REQUEST
Write Today

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET NEW YORK

il
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THANHOUSER FILM CORPORATION 1 1

GLADYS HULETTE
IN

"THE SHINE GIRL"
A Wonderfully Human Play about the Joys

and Sorrows of Folk You'd Like to Know.

You'll Smile Through Tears When You See It.

A THANHOUSER MADE
PATHE GOLD ROOSTER PLAY

THANHOUSER FILM CORPORATION
EDWIN THANHOUSER, President

^^v NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. JACKSONVILLE. FLA. vV?

j
^^ European Office : Thanhouser Films, Ltd., 166 Shaftesbury Ave., London, W.C., England A V^2^^ =^*fi



BfNAMAYC
Wk with

PTOENE O'BRIEN
is presented i^-

H^e Ret\irn of Eve
in. 5 acts

^c V^apr». Oodd A. Barihelet .Director

vm

/*>

v '^Lmc

J^
'. L. S. E. SERVICE

<*ml
GEORGE K SPOOR PRESIDENT MM

[
HP«« Aj Kk^l^

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
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FLORA PARKER DEUAYEN
JA&KMUXftAIJ/ & BSFtfRAM GRAtfBY
INAHTmUJ^JALDI^MA 08WW Bfl)EFlPriOK

DII&CtflON OP OTtf TURNER
BOOK. THROUGH AMY
UNIVERSALEXCHANGE
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FREE
to

Exhibitors

This magnificent Advertising Campaign Book is the greatest evidence

of that helpful co-operation which the Universal extends to all Exhibi-

tors who book Universal Serials. It is crammed from cover to cover .

with ideas and ready prepared matter for boosting that remarkable serial

"LIBERTY" to the success it deserves. Twenty big pages, printed in

three colors; ready prepared ads and publicity matter; signs, banners,

heralds, novelties, slides, photo-gelatines—everything which experience
can suggest as aids to Exhibitors. It is FREE to bona fide Exhibitors.

Wire or write for your copy today. Book no serial till you have seen this

book and learned of the wonderful possibilities of "LIBERTY," the most
timely and popular serial ever produced. Get in touch with your nearest
Universal Exchange NOW, before it is too late.

UNIVERSAL FILM MAN'F'G CO.
CARL LAEMMLE, President

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"

1600 BROADWAY NEW YORK
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Tfowtmg
STILL another smashing L-KO is this remark-

able release "THE RIGHT CAR RUT THE
WRONG BERTH". It's the kind of

comedy that shakes the House with convul- /
sions of laughter. With Dan Russell in the

lead supported by a lightning- team of co

stars and a cast of whirlwind komedians
this release marks another notch in the

upward climb of L-KO's to world wide
popularity.
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ILLIAM A.BRADY
in association with
WORLD PICTURES
presents

HOUSE PETERS
in

t** "The Rail Rider"
: Directed by

MAURICE TOURNEUR

Produced by
PARACON FILMS Ml-
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WORLD PICTURES
BRADY-MADE
Announcement ofFall Releases

MARIE DRESSLER
(assisted by Johnnie Hine»)

LEW FIELDS
(assisted by Doris Kenyon)

ALICE BRADY

ROBERT WARWICK

ETHEL CLAYTON

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

HOUSE PETERS and
GAIL KANE

FRANCES NELSON and
ARTHUR ASHLEY

GAIL KANE

ALICE BRADY

ROBERT WARWICK and
GAIL KANE

ETHEL CLAYTON and
HOLBROOK BLINN

FRANCES NELSON and
E. K. LINCOLN

TILLIE'S NIGHT OUT

THE MAN WHO STOOD STILL

THE GILDED CAGE

FRIDAY THE 13th

SHOULD SHE HAVE TOLD?

THE DARK SILENCE

THE VELVET PAW

THE REVOLT
The famous Broadway Success

THE SCARLET OATH

A WOMAN ALONE

THE HEART OF A HERO
( Picturization of the famous play

"Nathan Hale" by Clyde Fitch,

which was acted by Nat Goodwin
and Maxine Elliot.)

HUSBAND AND WIFE

THE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR

"Judge us by these pictures, and
you will say that they form the strong-

est program ever released. They are
all finished, edited and will be ready for your

screen on the exact date promised.

I'll back these pictures to the linlimit.

Signed:
~/fccL~ jH&~.*r:
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107 Years Did
And Never Rode
On A Railroad

A backwoodsman died recently at the age of 1 07. The
newspapers commented on the fact that he had never
ridden on a railroad. He never knew what he missed.

THERE ARE EXHIBITORS TODAY
WHO HAVE NEVER USED

NICORN FILM
They don't know what they are missing and will

not realize THEIR LOSS until they see their competi-
tors gathering in the money which always follows the
showing of these

SPLENDID ONE AND TWO REEL

COMEDIES DRAMAS WESTERNS
Clear, fresh prints; clean and beautiful 1, 3 and 6 sheet

lithographs, and the greatest film stars.

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION
126-130 West 46th Street NEW YORK CITY

28 Branches Throughout the U. S.

IT*.



BLiiEBinD PHoroPisayj^pnE/ENT

//THE GIRL OF
CO/T 15AKE//

WITH MYNTLfE GONZALEZ, VAC
PAUL'AND GEO. HERNANDEZ
AOOMANTIC DQAMA GF THE GREAT
OUTDOOR? c/2/a/3/ax2/SVSX, WRITTEN
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Insists upon

POWER
PERSONALITY

EVERY MOSSPHOTOPLAY
that's why they

MEANA TXT BOX-OFFICE
Jhwmake moneym theB.SMoss l/iea/rps - They//makemoneyinyours.
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drive over a thousand lines, but—each drive

__makes some'great human appeal.

This week, it is to people : to*whom*mere life

itself is intensely interesting

—

VIVIAN MARTIN BLANCHE SWEET
in "The Stronger Love" ir» "Public Opinion"

A story of a human mountain girl, A tale of practical troubles, solved by

who did not act like a story book. a re-embodied spirit—a story of life

today.
A Morosco Production. A Lasky Production>

Released August 14. Released August 17.

~"\
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PARAMOUNT, the giant flywheel, insures the transmission to the

exhibitor of the finest photoplays produced in the world.

FAMOUS PLAYERS, LASKY, MOROSCO AND PALLAS
the governor of the engine, guarantee the balance and
uniformity of these photoplays, because

—

each producer is competing, on the same program, with the three greatest producers

in the world besides himself.

The PARAMOUNT flywheel carries the power of this

program, undiminished, from its creation down to the

exhibition of today in your theatre.

That flywheel and that governor guarantee you the two greatest photoplays of each

week and the 104 banner productions of each year.

»»»»»
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Paramount Program
S-^

-^-\gp*\g ' jf ^=^?u^s^T"*^

MJMUILWUISU^^

The Public's Demand Is

Pioneers in the feature production field, "Famous Play-

ers" and "Lasky" photoplays revolutionized the motion

picture industry by appealing to a new, a larger and more

intelligent public.

They furnished entertainment of a degree theretofore

unknown.

They made possible higher box-office prices.

They were the inspiration which led directly to the

building of the finest theatres in the country.

"Famous Players" and "Lasky" productions have been

unique in never failing to maintain a standard of public

entertainment, so much better than competing producers,

that the brand names have attained a degree of popularity

unrivalled in the history of the amusement world.

The public's ever-increasing demand for these photo-

plays has created a condition of solidarity in exhibiting.

"Famous Players" and "Lasky" productions are staple

necessities to every motion picture theatre.

Famous Players —
485 FIFTH AVENUE

ADOLPH ZUKOR JESSE L. L^ASKY
PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT
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Paramount Program

The Exhibitor's Necessity

It was evolution which brought about the presentation

of "Famous Players" and "Lasky" photoplays on the same

program.

Each brand, standing for the highest ideals, each studio

dedicated to the cause of bigger, better, cleaner motion

pictures, naturally sought the same channel of distribu-

tion—on the Paramount Program.

It was Necessity yielding again to the power of Demand
—the demand of the exhibitor.

Another great, epoch-making step forward occurred in

the merging of the Famous Players Film Company and

the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company and the forma-

tion of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

It means a guarantee that the future of "Famous Play-

ers" and "Lasky" photoplays is to be more brilliantly suc-

cessful than the past—that both great studios will profit

immeasurably by a merger of the best efforts, ideas and

ideals of each.

Thus is the public best served.

Lasky Corporation
N B W YORK.

SAMUEL GOLDFISH
CHAIRMAN OF BOARD

C I TY
DANIEL FROHNAN

|

CECIL B. DEM1LLE
PRODUCING
MANAGERS



OfiverMorosco
^

PRESENTS

THE STRONfflFLOVE
RELEASED AUGUST I41i!

PRODUCED BY

tfc Ultver Moroscoxiio^pk^ <§•

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES

Canadian distributors FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE ltd. mohtrelal, Toronto, calgary.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES^
/3j
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PICTOGRAPHS-BURTON HOLMES-BRAY CARTOONS
The most distinctive short reels on the market.

FEATURES, NOT FILLERS

They are distinctly Paramount in their conception and execution.

You need them to help bring into your theatre the people who will appreciate the
Paramount five-reel productions.

You need them to satisfy your Paramount audiences when you have your clientele
built up.

Your Paramount exchange will surprise you with its proposition on the Paramount
Short Reels.

THIS WEEK
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel-Pictures No. 28.

Paramount-Bray

Animated Cartoon No. 33.

****
Pictograph No. 29.



The proof of the

pudding is in the

eating. The proof

of the

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN

comedy

"POLICE"
lies with the exhibitors

who have tried it.

Ask them.

We know their deci-

sion and stand on it.

GENERAL FILM SERVICE

If you had a tip

on a sure thing

would you back it

with all you had?

Let us tip you to

the fact that

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S

Burlesque on

CARMENU »

has made big money
for every exhibitor

using it.

V. L. S. E. SERVICE



Los Angeles ' Big Downtown Theatres

On "The Open Market"

TALLY'S BROADWAY
CLUNE'S BROADWAY
CLUNE'S AUDITORIUM
SUPERBA THEATRE
EMPRESS THEATRE
COLLEGE THEATRE

A strong endorsement of the

Open Booking Policy of the

V=L=S=E from the largest pro=

ducing centre in the world

^—^r— -^— "**—

;

—f— ."Hi i*Tb fT^ ^Tm i^^».

i\fL .S.E. Inc
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THE EVENT OF

THE SUMMER

"The
BARRIE.R

A Lubin Sovereign Play,

Produced from the Wide-
Famed Novel by

Rex Beach

Directed by

Edgar Lewis

A play that will make

you live the book

Other Lubin

•Sure-Fire" Offerings

'The Light at Dusk"
Orrin Johnson

" The Great Divide
"

House Peter* and Ethel Clayton

'The Nation's Peril"
Earl Metcalf and Ormi Hawley

' Dollars and the Woman "

Ethel Clayton and Tom Moore

4

Souls in Bondage "

Nance ONeil

' Love's Toll

"

Rotetta Brice and Richard Buhler

rtmrfm i Tm rtm iTi rtm rtm iTm rtm ^T*

lUBlN HEATURE
Released through. V L.S.E. Inc

ie !4EME !4Ei4EI4Ei4Ei4EMEi4EMe;i4b



5ELIC5
Released through VL.S.E. inc.

9« !4S !4E!4& !4Ci4&i4Ei4E !4E33EEg
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The Trend of the Times'

We can only

[' qovern our own
course by ike

f proven experience

of others

JACOB COHN WM. BURNSTEIN

The Crystal Theatre
1497-1499 MICHIGAN AVENUE

Telephone Walnut 923

Detroit, Mich.

V. L. S. E. Inc.

,

1600 Broadway,
New York.

Gentlemen :

I wish to go on record now as thoroughly en-
dorsing the new order of film booking as offered
by your company to all exhibitors, known as
"THE OPEN BOOKING POLICY."
This, I believe, is the only fair policy to ex-
hibitors and is certainly a relief from the old
order of things, which is still in vogue with
a number of other companies, i.e. : "TAKE WHAT
WE GIVE YOU—GOOD—BAD or INDIFFERENT."
Your way of doing business certainly shows your
confidence in the merits of your pictures, also
your absolute fairness in pricing your pictures
according to the box office value of such pic-
tures and gives every exhibitor a chance to use
just those pictures which he knows his patrons
will pay real money to see.

I also wish to state my appreciation for the
fair treatment accorded me by your representa-
tives and wish you every success with your honest
method of doing business—the Open Booking.

Very sincerely yours,
CRYSTAL THEATRE,

AB . BL

.

Manager

.

5tM\M \JiWA %JkVAIAKMKlAK \JkV*MK \JiTj
rTmrTa rrw rTm fTw rTmrTm rTm ilk rTm

VL.S.E.Inc.
^Tbb ^^mt b"^bi ^"^bi ^Wbb ^"ftBi^bi^Fbi ^TFbbji^W b""IW



JustThe Thing For
Variety Programs

Essanay's one, two and three act classics in comedy and drama, run
regularly, insure increased and steady patronage. There's a reason.
Ask the exhibitor who knows Essanay.

V "The Fable of How Wisenstein Did NotMM- Lose Out
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SMelding Shadow
The serial that cost more for story and production

than any serial ever put out and so good that follow- I
ing the Pathe policy of charging what a film is

worthwe liave doubled prices on it!

You ,Mr Exhibitor , will double your business
with it!

Ibrproof get the nearestPatheExchange to
screen three or rbur episodes for you. Then you
will tell us that it's the best yet

!

?™w&ASXRA FILM COMP'JV?
Directed hylouisJGasnierandDonaldMackenzie

featuringa superb cast

:EDARMOND,RAIPH KELLARD and LEON babj*

Released Oct. 1st

mm
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EATHE

GRiPofEvjl
Exhibitois in every important city

of the United States are booking it for

two, three, four or five dayruns. TheEdison
theatre of SanErancisco and the Strand
ofNewafk,N.J are two of them.

THERE'S AHEASON!
ced dvBALBOA featurh
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|irtrt* ;]r*iiim-^fiiiT?If iwKfUTO^iiai^ifiiw.fS

SHINE
GIRL

TSburemember the extra-
ordinary success oflittle

Mary Sunshine? Here's
anotherlikeit, full ofthe
appealing touches that
only genius can give

!

Produced T>y>

Ufumhoufer
pleased Aug. 27tU.



Pafhe
A comedian who is a genius -

HAROLD LLOYD
Lots ofpretty girls/pep' and
rapid action, and unequaled
directionT?yHal Roach make

SOLIN
comedies a xeal delight.

Exhibitors who see one
insist on getting them all.

Current release-

LUKE DOES THE
MIDWSr



IHE MASTER SIAR

MAURICE
COSTELLO
AND BEAUTIFUL

ETHEL
GRANDIN

Directed k>y
^

T HAYES HUNTER



% tremendous story
Vital action and L
Continued suspense 1
Crashing Climaxes ^

Perfect Photography

i

The
Produced by

ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
Piesented hy

CONSOLIDATED FILM
CORPORATION

O.E.Goebel, President Lud\v\idG BLrb Treasurer

1482 Broadway New Yorlo

BOOKING
NOW AT

METRO
EXCHANGES
16 STJPREME
TWO REEL EVENTS
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MUTUAL SERIES

World's Greatest
Detective Stories

FANTOMAS is undoubtedly the
craftiest criminal ofFrench fiction.

His exploits are to be released as

AMERICA'S FIRST
THREE-REEL SERIES

Made by Gaumont on the very
spots depicted in the stories, and
still playing abroad to millions of
dollars and crowded theatres.

Daring Detective Episodes
Each Complete in Three Reels

One a week, beginning September 7

A thrill for every foot of film

Millions of Americans are just now reading about

Fantomas. YOU can cash in on their eager interest

by showing this series in YOUR theatre.

This summer Fantomas Stories have appeared every

Sunday in a great syndicate of newspapers scattered

all over the country, including

New York World Seattle Post-Intelligencer

St. Louis Post Dispatch Pittsburgh Leader

Cleveland Plain-Dealer Los Angeles Tribune

I touch with your Mutual Branch TODAY.

* MADE BY
d ^*

6aamoot Co.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA. FLUSHING, N. Y.



ROIFE
PHOTO PLAYS INC.

presenis
'The Supreme

EMMY
WEHLEN
Reimold Wolfand
ChaiLniiigjPollockplay jtejp.

PR
the
nimms

|

oAFiveAciMEIRQ^
jvoTuLcrplary oiT/

distixvciiortlf
x

Direciedhy
George D. Baker*

R,elea.secL
onttie

METRO
Pro ^xSlisx

AUGUST 21

.



HeywoodBiouii
NewYorks aHcst
dramatic critic

says in rite

JNfeu>|torfc

QTributte

The best thing on the Strand bill

"His Rival," with Mr, and Mrs. Sidney
Drew. The short plays which the
Drews have been doing for the last
year represent just about the best work
being done for the films, as they show
the wide possibilities of picture farce
which is not mere knockabout.

If
METRO-DREW
COMEDIES
cure goocL en-oxxgli

±o l>e calledL

XKe Besi
work l>ein.g done
for ±Ke £i±r*xs"

QsxrG ihey
gpod enough

fox-you?



Author

CLIFFORD HOWARD, LL. B.

Director

REA BERGER

YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
State Rights Are Now Being Sold
for the Great American Film
Company, Inc., Spectacular Fea-
ture.

AUDREY
MUNSON

IN

PURITY
A Stupendous Art Production,

presenting the Famous Model
tor America's Most Celebrated
Paintings and Statuary, in a

Powerful, Dramatic Masterpiece.

Art Director Cameraman
EDWARD LANGLEY ROBERT V. PHELAN

Spectacular Features—
Allegorical Dance on a wood-bordered lawn, facing the Pacific Ocean.

Garden Fete in an outdoor natural Greek Amphitheatre, where Miss Munson poses

in sculptor amid poetic dances.

The sunken garden where EVIL casts seeds of discord over the GARDENOF LIFE.

The Artist's discovery of PURITY bathing in a woodland pool.

Reproductions of famous paintings in the artist's studio, posed by Miss Munson-
MAGDALEN, by E. Herbert; PREMIER, bv A. Asti; THE BATH OF PSYCHE, In

Leighton; ANDROMEDA, by Mile. Marguerite; MUSIDORA, b> Gainsborough; THE
POLAR STAR, bv Luis baler...

Statuarv Poses—DESCENDING NIGHT, the crowning figure oi the Court oi Honor

at the Panama Pacific International Exposition bj A. A. Weinman, as originally posed

b) Mi- Munson. APHRODITE OF CNIDUS, by Praxiteles; ABUNDANCE, bv Karl

Litter, as originally posed tor bv Mis.s Munson; SPRING, by Albert Toft; Fate, b> Gil

bert Ledward; L'ALLEGRO, by Henr) Menu- (By Special Permission); RUNNING
DIANA, b) Henry Bering | L> Special Permission),

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION, 71 West 23rd Street, New York

SOLD—Washington. Oregoi



released _

REIWETT JEWES of Six

'"THt SABLE BLESSIN6

RELEASED AUG VST
'

o^lKOLB^DILL
SERIES OF SIX ELABORATE
FIVE ACT COMEDIET

fAMIL-LIO/l for MARY
U^t4

THE THREE PALS"
>
co "THE BLI/FF"
A PECK PICKLES'
"BVTTIfT IN

"

DECENT DEUCES

ARRANGE FOR THE
COMPLETE SERIES OF
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTING YOUR
FAVORITE STAR,

DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT
THE UNITED STATES I CANAPA

EXCLUSIVELY BY

ttOTUAl FILM
CORPORATION

M WELSH SW6ER

%$n^

[WAnon5R\)Ws

First* " fl VlREiEASEP

flARY MILES MlMTER
SERIES OF SIX SPECIAL
FIVE ACT DRAMAS

YOVTHJ ,H/|RM
ENDEARING

tn
COMING

'PVUlVS ADVENTURE"
"FAITH"

"SUNSHINE"
FORTUNE" "INNOCENCE"

WHO M/OI/LPJW
^'toVLfURS*
tJeVJche^?sawa•«««««•



Uff&WMIffimiK?
"WHAT IS YOUR. DEAREST WISH, YOUR HIGHEST
AMBITION, THE THING YOU WANT TO VO HOST ?
CHANCE FOR ({ BIG STORY" —

WIREP A PRESS AGENT TO
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

He Received the Following Answer:
"I HAVE ALWAYS WANTEP TO KNOW WHAT
WOUIP HAPPEN IF I THREW A PLATE OF
EGGS INTO AN ELECTRIC FAN."

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
THE LATESTMUTUAL -CHAPLM SPEC/ALONE A./W
IS ONE LONG LAUGH FROM START TO FINISH

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
WILL GET YOUR BOX OFFICE MORE NONEY
THAN ANY OTHER ATTRACTION AVAILABLE

IFYOUR AnBUlOH 15 TO PACK

YOUR THEATRE, BOOK THIS

SVRM10KEY STAR in
A "THE FLOORWALKER"

tfr'THE FIREMAN "

w "THE VAGABOND
"ONE A.M."

HIS FOUR LATEST PICTURES THE ONLY CHAPLINS
PRODUCED UNDER THE $670,000.00 CONTRACT
OISTRIBI/TSD /N TH£ UNIT£D STAT£S £ CANADA £XCl(/SIV£LY BY

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION 7C
JOHN R.FREVLER, pnesioe^r \TT^ik'



THE FIRST OF SIX

ARRAftf£ ^|M

DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES and CANADA

EXCLUSIVELY B/

MUTUAL FILtt CORPORATION

COMING^

ROLB aid DILL
MM

THE THREE PALS
THE BLUFF

"

A PECK tfPICKLES
BUTTIN' IN

"

DECENT DEUCES



THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

IN ORIGINAL COMEDY
BY AARON HOFFMAN
AND AL SAMTELL
FEATURING THE GREAT
COMEDIANS IN THEIR^
CELEBRATED CHARACTER}

OF LOUIE AND MIKE
ELABORATELY STAGED
BY REA BERGER.

Produced b^
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY flC. Samuel S. Hutchinson.
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Mammoth
Audiences
All Over The Country! **

Everywhere "The Secret of the Submarine" draws over-

flow crowds! Big throngs eagerly await their turn in long lines! Each
new chapter brings back the record-breaking "jams" of people!

TfcSECREToffKs
^TOBffl

Presented by American Film Co., Inc. Directed by George Sargent
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MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE,

Read the letters below! Ex-
hibitors pronounce this the greatest serial

success they have ever shown and compare it with
those other tremendous money-makers by the same

producers—"The Diamond From the Sky" and "The Girl

and the Game."

Mystery, adventure, colossal thrills lead to hair-raising climaxes-
punctuate the moments with big dramatic sensations. People are enthralled

by " The Secret of the Submarine"— its power holds them
spellbound, fascinated. They anticipate each new chapter with remark-

able eagerness/

Chapter Fourteen releasedAugust 2 1st, sees Olga fall under Morton's
dagger-thrust as she attempts to regain the book containing the key to the secret

of the submarine. Populi

"Wednesdays Almost

Doubled in Business"
HIPPODROME THEATRE

"THE 8ECRET OF THE SUB-
MARINE."
Our Wednesdays have almost

doubled in business; we ourselves,

photography excellent, the
directing and the iettinns a

in advance of anything we

We feel thankful t!i yn
interesting us In this serin
we cheerfully recommend it

exhibitors that are skeptics

Thomas Chatterton and beautiful Juanita Hansen are the chief actors ii

these intensely exciting scenes! The U. S. war cloud hangs heavy

—

the spies have almost won the precious secret— and—

BookSureProfits!
Make this gigantic success of thousands of ex-

hibitors your success! Get the same big box-office receipts
that they are counting up every "submarine" night, rain or shine,

hot or not, competition or no competition! Here are fifteen

weeks of sure profit*—one chapter released every week! Over 1000

newspapers publishing the novelizarion. Act now — strike for

bigger business!

AmericanFilm
Company, Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON. President

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

More Patronage Than From

Any Other Picture

!

!e !uum L-
!', ''riii skCki' f cY

HE SUBMARINE"; chapter
ur of which was exhibited by us

shown in this city. Our buttons n
incnavng /ram u«{ to ***. omf if

xptriencr uj ounclvei. you utll in the

,n.l v,y Cui -THE SECRET OF
IHI >( H\1-lRI\E ho, attnxtej
mort petionofe than any othti picrurr

that hat ever hern exhibited
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MUTUAL PICTURES

ENCHANTMENT
A two-reel "Flying A" combination of artistic allegory—
wonderful woodland scenes with mythical characters— and
a modern domestic drama of intense human interest. Vivian
Rich and Alfred Vosburgh have the leading roles in this

compelling picture story.

Directed by Carl M. Le Vinness. Released August 21.



TO NEW YORK and NORTHERN N. J.

EXHIBITORS
A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACTS
WHAT DO THET MEAN TO YOU?

*The Yellow Menace," in sixteen episodes, is completely

finished and ready to show you. You can see

what you book. All of it.

"The Yellow Menace" is being booked absolutely on its

own merits. You are offered a Serial which Ex-

change men, the country over, thought good
enough to pay record prices for—after

they saw it—not before.

"The Yellow Menace" combines a powerful and timely

theme, a great star in Edwin Stevens, and a strong

supporting cast, backed by a monster publi-

city and advertising campaign that will

pack your house for sixteen consec-

utive record-smashing weeks.

As Distributors of "The Yellow Menace" in New York
and Northern New Jersey, our one aim and pur-

pose is to show you we know what UNITY
and FILM and SERVICE mean.

UNITY FILM SERVICE
TWELFTH FLOOR, 724 SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK



&^$ŝ .r#&H&&&£
Exhibitors! E-\)erjKtfhere

!

Here's a Message
FOR YOU
HE YELLOW MENACE" produced
by the Serial Film Company is the first

serial that has had to face the unbiased
judgment and criticism of independent

exchange buyers the country over. Before the

picture was offered to you we showed it to ex-

change men from every part of the United
States and Canada and asked them to back
their opinion of "The Yellow Menace'' with
real money.
The simple statement that the entire United States and Can-
ada are sold out, big deposits placed in our keeping, and
contracts signed calling for hundreds of thousands of dollars

must surely mean more to you than all the praise we could

bestow upon "The Yellow Menace."

Distributed through the following Exchanges:

OHIO, KENTUCKY, MICHIGAN

FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE, LTD,
12 Queen Street, East,

Toronto, Canada.
.Tar .T. Allen, Mgr. _

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS FOR THE DOMINION OP
CANADA

AND NORTHERN WISCONSIN EALABAN-nERSHBERG FILM ATTRACTIONS,
Mailers Building,

Chicago, 111.

LEVY, CHATKIN & FELDSTEIN.
17 N. Wabash Avenue

Chicago. 111. .„_
MISSOURI. KANSAS. NKHRASKA. NEW M'\I<<\

COLORADO. WYOMING. MONTANA. IDAHO.
UTAH, ARIZONA. NEVADA. CALIFORNIA,

OREGON, WASHINGTON
EASTERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY,

57 Church Street. Boston, Mass.
Herman Kilkin, Pres.

Swzswz-A

UNITY SALES
CORPORATION

-1 729-7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
J"

aaftsfiflflfts
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"Fast Is East and West is West
And never the twain shall meet."

-^Kipling.

BEWARE
COMING

That Great Big 16 Episode Serial

Book this the greatest of them all. The
fascination of the Orient, the red blooded

action of the western world blended into a
serial of wonderful national interest.

See Edwin Stevens as AH Singh match
the Cunning of the Orient against the

forces of the United States Government
with astonishing results.

The demand for this serial indicates that it will be shown
by the largest number of theatres in the history of serials.

Don't Wait Book Now
Write or Wire Today

UNITED FILM SERVICE
Kansas City an^ Los Angeles
Denver _. . .. ., f n r -,., r San Francisco
Salt Lake City St

'
Louis

'

"Jj; *J?
L

;

£ F -
Fllm Exc. PortIand

Omaha 32H 0hve St
Seattle

CONTROLLED BY

LEVY, CHATKIN & FELDSTEIN
Executive Offices

17 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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MUTUAL PICTURES

Going to the Dogs
A true VOGUE comedy— a thousand feet of mirth
and laughter— and not one dull moment.
As a dog -catcher, Paddy McQuire is a champion "cake -of -ice"
jockey. He claims the record for long-distance ice-sitting in the
frigid zone of a refrigerator.

Mr. Exhibitor: Take our word for it, or, better still, see this fun-

film with Paddy McQuire, Gypsy Abbot and Arthur Moon.

You'll instantly realize that it will establish your theatre as a palace
of amusement— and keep the crowds coming night after night.

Directed by Henry Kernan Released August 22

BOOK IT TODAY!
Slapstick With A Reason

VOGUE FILMS, INC.
Studio: Santa Monica Blvd. at Go)

General Office; : 6235 Broadway
Chicago, Illinois

r St., Los Angeles, Cal.



BEYOND ALL COMPARISON

LEWIS J.SELZNICK
PRESENTS

CLARA KIMBALL
YOUNG

IN

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS' NOTED NOVEL

"THE COMMON LAW"
ALBERT CAPELLANI

(DIRECTOR GENECAL)



AN IRRESISTIBLE ATTRACTION

HERBERT BRENON
PRESENTS

NAZIMOVA
IN

A PHOTO-DRAMATIC VERSION OF
MARION CRAIG WENTWORTH5 PLAY

"WAR BRIDES"
CONTROLLED BY

LEWIS J.SELZNICK
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Floridafeature Pilmr
CUSTOM MADE FEATURES"

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our slogan, "Custom Made Features," means

that our Productions are made to supply the

Public's demand for good pictures, and the State

Right Buyer's demand for this class of feature

at a reasonable price.

We have applied the principles of business economy to the

production of motion pictures, and are now ready to place on the

market a number of features at their face value.

Good pictures at fair rental charges are easily booked; there-

fore the buyers of Florida Feature Films will realize quick re-

turns on their investments.

We are spending our money for strong stories; those that

interest the greatest number of motion picture patrons and de-

voting our energies to their artistic presentation.

We have secured the services of artists of proved ability.

We have not engaged big stage stars with over-rated salaries,

the expense of which would have to be borne by the State Right

Buyers and the Exhibitors.

There is no false valuation placed on our productions. They
will be sold to the State Right Buyer for what they cost to pro-

duce plus a reasonable profit on the money invested.

We have solved the problem of "Good pictures at the right

price" by eliminating all unnecessary waste and expense in every
department of our organization.

FLORIDA FEATURE FILMS
Studio ^/eu/JforA O/fice

Miami, Florida 2 is West *2Jtree

t
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TheHumanOrchid
CUSTOM MADE FEATURE

This five-reel feature is designed to fit PRES-

ENT DAY BOX OFFICE REQUIREMENTS.

It is a strong picture beautifully staged and

admirably acted.

It is human in its appeal and timely in theme.

It visualizes a beautiful girl's battles with the

contaminating influences of the slums, who, like

the Orchid, finally blooms unpolluted by early

surroundings.

"The Human Orchid" WILL MAKE
MONEY for every exchange that buys it and

every exhibitor that books it, because it is a pic-

ture that will interest 90% of any theatre's pat-

STATE RIGHTS BUYERS: Communicate

at once with our New York office for screen

examinations and full particulars regarding ter-

ritory and prices.

FLORIDA FEATURE FILMS
J-fudio S/qxvyorH O/f'ce

Sliami, Florida 218 West ^a/Freer
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Suppose
the great

miracle

happens—
The grave gives

up its dead. A
hero of the days
of 1776—a General
in Washington's
army—returns to

life. Bringing
with him the

ideals of liberty

and brotherhood for which he and his fellows-in-arms died, he seeks

in vain for the institutions they gave their lives to establish.

He sees us, a self-satisfied race, our sacred altars of equality

shattered, worshipping strange gods, exploiting the unfortunate,

denying labor its just due, crushing out the lives of children at the

mills and looms.

What will he say? What will he do?

"The Dawn of Freedom"
is the most unusual film drama of the year. A five-part Blue Ribbon
Feature of surpassing interest and power, presenting

The Distinguished Actor

Charles Richman
supported by a splendid Vitagraph cast, including Arline Pretty,

Billie Billings, Rose Tapley, James Morrison, Joseph Kilgour,

Charles Kent, Thomas R. Mills, Templar Saxe and Edward Elkas.

Written by

William Hurlbut
Produced by Paul Scardon
andjTheodore Marston

Bookings now through V-L-S-E

VITAGRAPH
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| The Girl From Frisco
|

By Robert Welles Ritchie

Featuring

MARIN SAIS and

TRUE BOARDMAN |
Released In Regular Service!

Next Episode

Tigers Unchained" |
Released Wednesday, August 30.

Barbara is kidnapped by a desperate gang in a

story that grips with heart-quickening suspense,

until her admirer finally effects her rescue.

Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes, Each Complete. Stories Published in

Short Stories Magazine.

SINGLE REEL FEATURES:
Ham, in "Star Boarders"

While the landlady sleeps the star boarders

remove every bit of furniture in the house. Ham,
Bud and Ethel Teare at their best.

Released Tuesday, August 22.

Ivy Close, in "The Stolen Jail"

The famous beauty and Henry Murdoch in a

one-reel comedy with a spectacular whirlwind
finish that you will never forget. Don't miss
this one

!

Released Friday, August 25.

Helen Gibson, in "At Danger's Call"
Hanging head downward from a bridge, Helen succeeds in grabbing the boy being carried to certain

destruction on a runaway dynamite car. Daredevil motorcycle riding and a terrifying fire are also

seen - Released Saturday, August 26.

Book the Fifteen-Week Business Booster, "The Social Pirates."

KALEM COMPANY
= 235-239 'West 23rd Street NEW YORK CITY

II
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Facts and Comments

IS
IT impossible for an actor to strike a natural pose in

introductory pictures without the aid of a cigar, a

cigai • i Recently the writer saw motion
pictures of the persons in the cast of a feature. The) all

smoked: one man was puffing away at a big cigar, the

villain was knocking the ashes off a cigarette, and the

hero gave a c plete exhibition of pipe smoking. Is to

bacco an aid againsl self-consciou n< > in motion picture

a< toi

WE OUGHT to hear the end of this infantile paraly-

sis scare without further delay, h is a well estab-

lished fact that medical experts differ on the

nature and treatment of the disease. Aside from these

expert opinions it seems to us that even the ordinary lay-

man is capable of understanding the foolishness of the

present situation. Go to any theater in the city or in the

suburbs and you will find the entrance to the theater be-

sieged by boys and girls. They know they cannot get in,

but the fascination draws them nevertheless. Now, if the

crowds in front of the theater do not spread the con-

tagion, what's the reason for compelling the crowd to wait

outside? Why are not the children just as safe inside?

We do not blame the feeling of alarm which has seem-
ingly taken hold of the health authorities. In the first

moments of the panic they may justifiably have acted as

they did. The time for the sober second thought has
come. We do not believe there is one sensible person in

Xew York, whether in or out of the medical profession,

who does not know that the admission of minors into mo-
tion picture theaters will not in any way affect the course
of the disease.

OL'R heartiest congratulations to the brave exhibitors

who took the Edison Electric Illuminating Com-
pany into camp. This company had acted in a

somewhat high-handed manner in refusing power rates to

our exhibitor just because he chose to use the power for

working a motor generator. The Public Service Commis-
sion held with the exhibitor and decided that once the com-
pany had sold the current it was the property of the buyer
for any lawful purpose. The difference in cost being abi tut

50 per cent in the exhibitor's favor, it is easy to see the

importance of the ruling to the exhibitors. The public-

spirited exhibitor who made the tight bad, we are glad
to say, the active support of the Manhattan Exhibitors'
local and its counsel. As usual, the Moving Picture
World printed this big bit of exhibitors' news exclusively
and fully.

SEVERAL exhibitors have written in the Moving
Picture World complaining of the vulgar titles in

some of the productions of the best companies.
There is no doubt that the practice of quoting the lan-

guage of the gutter and the bar-room in titles of motion
pictures is disgusting. Recently the writer saw some of

tbis language without even an attempt at fumigating and
disinfecting ((notation marks. We advise our friends to

address their complaints directly to the offending pro-
ducers and, failing to get action, let them refuse to run
the picture-. ( )n behalf of tin- decent people who patron-
ize our motion picture bouse-, we protest. If the offence
is repeated we give notice that we will name the offender
with becoming comments. We cannot soil the columns
of the MOVING Pl« n RE Wokim and cannot therefore re

peat the objectionable words. The respect we have for
our reader- forbids.

AREADEB of the Moving Picture World writes
from Tomsk, Siberia, describing and endorsing
the Russian method of taxing motion picture thea-

ter's He savs that in Russia all tickets of admission are
-tamped and taxed, the cheap tickets of course bearing
the lighter burden, while the high-priced seats are taxed
more heavily. We cannot agree with bis endorsement
of such a plan of taxation. It may be defensible in Rus-
sia as a measure of war : we don't pretend to know There
is no reason on earth for introducing this or an\ other
tax in this country. We are not at war with anybody
and there is „o emergency calling for extraordinary taxes
on motion picture theaters. The motion picture theater
i- taxed enough a- it i-.
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NO BrainS ReQllired ®^®®®®®^ By Louis Reeves Harrison

A CONTEST i- announced. It is made known in

heavy type that a certain producer is now willing

to give three prizes, aggregating less than two

thousand dollars for three really great plays, complete

and fascinating outputs of the subtle minds of genius,

provided they are such. Otherwise, they will he paid for

at •current rates," whatever that means. This offer is

supposed to be alluring for first-rate litterateurs, notwith-

standing the fact that they are receiving more money

from reputable concerns, and without the risk of getting

no better reward for their efforts than "current rates."

The longer one studies life and its beautiful expression

through the arts, the more one appreciates our sore lack

of true creative genius, a lack that is not in the people,

hut in the suppression of intense effort by the very men
w ho should nourish the rare plant. We are just beginning

to realize the importance of unity in this new art of ours,

a harmony of its three artistic elements, of which the

story itself comes first. Treatment and interpretation

of the story are tremendous factors when there is really

a tine story to tell. When there is not, they are merely

gay trappings on a grotesque and misshapen thing, ridicu-

lous when it is not distinctly offensive to intelligence.

Wherein is there nourishment for ability in a proposi-

tion to take over plays submitted in competition for a

high prize at any price the producer may fix, regardless

of the author's right to obtain what he can for his work?
Why should the prizes themselves aggregate less than

would be paid for three plays out of competition? Does
not such a proposition eliminate from the outset those

really skilled in their calling?

It has not yet been found necessary to issue terms of

contest in order to get a few tons of mixed scenarios

for the purpose of examining the haystack to find one
needle. Nearly every bureau drawer in the country con-

tains one or more rejected scripts of the unskilled, most
of them drawn consciously, or unconsciously, from what
has already done service on the screen. Most of them
have been written because screen production seems to be
fascinatingly easy, by people who have not taken the

trouble to investigate even the material they are using.

to say nothing of their subject matter, life, and the meth-
ods of action through which interesting phases of life

are revealed.

Such scripts are written with only an offhand guess as

to their appropriateness for screen presentation, with
only a vague longing for aesthetic appeal, and with little

or no knowledge of logical structure. They will appear
in every contest, if their writers have a few postage
stamps, and their presence merely clogs the wheels of a

scenario department. They give the false impression
that there are plenty of writers in the field, whereas they
rarely impress the truth, that authors of experience are
taught by that experience to avoid throwing jewels into

a melting pot of scrap iron.

A fine play is a jewel, a gem shaped for an exquisite

setting. Diligent search among the scrap heaps, by editors

endowed with a delicate sense of choice, might now and
then discover one, but when a ten-thousand-dollar setting
is planned for a thousand-dollar gem, it is only common
sense to look for it where skilled workmanship is applied
to the native value. Xo skilled author will, however, be
found offering gems in a contest where they may be
appropriated at an indefinite valuation.

Question always asked by the author of experience is,

"Who is to decide on the merit of stories submitted for

examination?" particularly when he has something worth
while to submit. He can succeed only when he combines
in himself both the creative and the critical faculties. His
creation only becomes artistic through his fine spirit of

choice, hence he keenly appreciates the necessity of a

similar spirit on the part of those who make the award.
Depending as he must on their ability to recognize merit

in a story, he is usually wise enough to enter no contest

where they are not named and fully empowered.
Ten thousand dollars has more than once been offered

for the best novel submitted in contest, the money put

up subject to the decision of an announced committee
of responsible nun, and no conditions imposed which
might compel an author to sacrifice his product because
of failure to win the prize. On the dignity, honesty and
ability of the committee depends all interest intelligent

authors feel in such a competition. The conditions of

motion-picture scenario contests, even more than the lack

of business ability shown in offering prizes below "current

rates" for superior product, indicate that the promotors
of such contests have got the wrong measure of author-
ship.

"There are two kinds of work in the world," says Dr.
Frank Crane in his famous Globe editorials, "which may
be called routine work and creative work. By routine
work we mean the tending of machines, the discharge of
office duties, keeping accounts, tending the sick, running
a business, and the like." "By creative . work we mean
the writing of stories, the composition of music, the

painting of pictures, the modeling of statues," etc. "Cre-
ative work." he admits, "is the scarcest in the world."
Not to draw lines so sharply, for creative work may

enter into that of routine, and routine may play an im-
portant part in creative work, it may be said that the
men who make what has not been made before, who
invent, who originate, who scatter newly-discovered truth

in beautiful forms, make also the age in which they live.

The novelist adopts methods more subtle than those of

preachment to enforce his point—he reaches the thinking
faculties through sentiment, meanwhile gathering into one
grand picture the details of some interesting phase of
existence.

The big visualized story is a screen novel in its way.
The superior screen novel offers some new element of
pleasure, some fresh departure of thought, some mighty
trend of passion, some delineation of beauty. A thing of
ran- conception, it should be brought to a perfection of
structure by the author before the director is called upon
to add his graces of treatment. This is the only way to

unity in any art. and on that unity depends its success

as- a work of art. The producer who imagines that no
brains are required has got the wrong measure of wdtat

he is in business to produce.
Even photography is no longer regarded as a merely

mechanical process. It has developed into a subtle art

in this new avenue of opportunity. Brains are required
to bring out fine picture composition in photographing
the action of a story ; brains are required to select such
settings as will harmonize with the atmosphere and mood
of the story; brains are required to grasp and interpret

the characters of the story : brains are required to direct

the movement of interpreters and to supervise the visuali-

zation of the story—is it not possible that brains may
be required to create the story?
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Quick Action May Be Needed
By W. Stephen Bush.

IT
APPEARS from the latest news reports that the

railroad men of the country, one of the strongest of

all labor organizations, have by an overwhelming
majority voted to go on strike. Their leaders with this

tremendous moral support back of them are now nego-

tiating with the railroads in an effort to effect a peaceful

settlement and avert the catastrophe of a general tie-up of

the railways of the country. Such a tie-up would, of

course, mean a fearful paralysis of our commerce, and
among the industries affected thereby none would suf-

fer more than the motion picture industry.

The possible consequences of such a disaster are plainly

foreseen by many men in the industry. L. W. Brophy,
a well-known exhibitor of Tuskegee, Oklahoma, and one
of the leading figures at the recent Chicago Convention,
has sent us a most excellent suggestion which was briefly

outlined in the last issue of the Moving Picture World.
The text of Mr. Brophy's telegram is here printed in full

:

I he Moving Picture World,
17 Madison Avenue, New York.

Should the great railroad strike materialize the Government
would probably keep the mails running. Moving picture film

now carried only by express through a ruling of the Inter
state Commerce Commission. This commission might be in-

duced to grant a temporary permit to carry film by parcel
post. Such permit would save millions of dollars by enabling
us to keep our theaters open. Hence this suggestion is passe]
on to the World for investigation.

L. W. BROPHY.
We are glad to inform Mr. Brophy and all our readers

at the same time that the Moving Picture World lost not

a moment's time in acting on the suggestion. Letters were
at once addressed both to the Postmaster General and to

the Interstate Commerce Commission and action by the

authorities in case of such a general railroad strike as is

now threatened is confidently expected.

The motion picture is far more than a mere commer-
cial commodity. If the Government will find ways and
means to carry the newspapers as part of its mail even in

the emergency of a general strike, then it seems to us
means ought likewise to be found to carry motion picture

films. Both agencies are of the same value and importance
to the people of the United States. Both agencies dissem-
inate information and contribute to the education as well

as the amusement of the public. The motion picture is

distinctly in the class of public benefit agencies which have
always enjoyed enlightened treatment at the bands of
constructive statesmen.

There never was and there never can be any valid rea-

son for excluding motion picture films from the parcels
post. Tlie governments of Europe generally permit it

and they are notorious for their severity in all postal
matters and regulations. The foolish theory that motion
picture films are liable to "explode" while in transmission
through the mails might have been excused in the early

days of the industry along with the belief that ever)
motion picture machine was a sort of slumbering volcano
liable t.» become active at any moment. Today such child
ish superstitions are laughed at by every intelligent

person.

We hope that film men all through the country will

write on this subject both to the Postmaster General and
to the Interstate ( 'uinnicive Commission. We subjoin
copies of letters used by the Mount, PICTURE WoRLIi
which we think are short and to the point and mav be
used io advantage b) everj reader who wants to write
to Washington.
Interstate l orati

Washington, 1 1 I

Gentlemen: Under the ruling made by your authority
moving pictun lilm- ao 1,.,,-,,-d I...,,, trans, nissi,,n in tin

mails, whether by Parcel Post or otherwise. Within recent
times there have been repeated rumors and threats of a gen-
eral tie-up of the railroads. If such a general tie-up were to

occur, no doubt the Government would find some way to

keep the mails running. As you are well aware, the moving
picture film, fully as much as the newspaper and magazine,
caters both to the amusement and instruction of the general
public, and if your ruling is to stand, then a' general strike

on the railroads would mean the closing of most of the
moving picture theaters in the country and an absolute end
to the use of films in schools, churches, etc. We, therefore.
at the suggestion of our readers, ask you whether you will

consider the revocation of your rule in case there should
be a general tie-up of the railroads of the country. A modi-
fication of your rule in such an emergency would not only
mean a saving of many millions of invested capital, but it

would also insure the supply to the public of the most popu-
lar and useful entertainment.

Postmaster General,
Washington, D. C:

Dear Sir:—We have addressed a letter to the Interstate
Commerce Commission of which the enclosed is a copy. We
respectfully urge you to give your attention to the points
set forth in the enclosed letter. We will also respectfully
ask you to let us know whether you will favor the revoca-
tion or modification of the rule of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in case of such an emergency as is described in

the enclosed letter.

How Prejudice Disappears
By W. Stephen Bush.

WE HEAR much about objectionable pictures and
about the bad influence that motion pictures are

supposed to have on the rising generation. Many
zealous reformers and many careless newspapers take it

for granted that much juvenile crime is due to the motion
picture, although there is not a single provable instance

that might be cited in support of this theory. I person-

ally know of at least a score of news items to the effect

that boys and girls had departed from the "straight and
narrow" owing to the bad influence of the screen. In all

these cases efforts were made to "'run down" the story

and in every single instance the news item was found to

be without any honest foundation.

All this adduce just by way of preface to pleasanter

topic, i. e.. recognition of the motion picture by men and
women of culture and intellect. We are glad to learn

from a report of the ChaUtauquan Daily that the Woman's
Club of the Chautauqua is taking the right view of the

mission of the screen. ( )ne of the speakers expressed his

belief that the motion picture will be instrumental in solv-

ing the great social problems of today which arc pressing
I'M- a settlement. To quote him: "I believe that these

problems can be ended through the instrumentality oi the

motion pictures in familiarizing and awakening people to

the importance of these problems. * * Many people
who heap upon the shoulders of the motion picture pro-

ducers the responsibility for the evils of the world are
blaming them for evils that they themselves have tried to

remedy and could not."

Other speakers delivered themselves in similar strain.

The advice given to the ladies attending the lecture was
especially good and we repeat it here verbatim :

When you belies go home I wish \,,ii would -

local motion picture managers and ask them to put on chil-
li.- Saturday mornings, and a family group on

Fridaj nights. People an- sometimes inclined to over-«pe
cialize in children's pictures Don'1 tell them thai tin- educa-
tional pictures you are taking them to are good tor them
<o\e tin in that kind, but disguise them Even at Chautauqua
last year, I. being a stranget here, annouonced "educational
pit imi.-s" ,nnl mi one came

\ morion picture manager is in tin business for the same
reason that a groeei is in business to make mone) U he
isn't giving you what you want, use tin- same methods that

yOU do with mum grOCei \ woman's club in Rhode Island
tail., I a motion picture SHOW in the Y M I \ building

dir Of the local the
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u i upon their suggestions. Inside of a month he
'dent of the club and invited her to help hin.

select the films in the future if she would have their show
stopped.

Much of the credit for this highly desirable enlighten-
ment in high places belongs to the constructive work of
the men and women who unselfishly give their time and
their efforts to making the Board of Review a powerful
agency for good. Among the speakers we note was
Mrs. Florence Gill, who has been identified with the
Board for three years and who told in a most instructive
manner of the work of the organization.

Mary Pickford a Producer
Organizes a Company and Opens Offices in the Godfrey

Building, New York City.

MARY PICKFORD, better known as "Little Mary,"
has become a producer of motion pictures on her
own hook. The Mary Pickford Film Corporation is

the title of the new company under which she will do busi-
ness, and it is said that she is already at work on her first
pictures.

The offices of the new company are in the Godfrey Build-
ing, 729 Seventh avenue, New York, and temporary studios
have been secured out on Long Island.
While the Famous Players-Lasky Company, with whom

"Little Mary" has been affiliated for several years, have
issued no statement regarding the new company, confirma-
tion of the story of the new organization was obtained at
the offices of that company.

President and Cabinet in Pictures
Charles R. Macauley, of the Motion Picture Forum, Takes

Intimate Motion Studies of the High Official Circle.

PRESIDENT WILSON and the members of the Cab-
inet saw themselves in a new form of motion pictures
at B. F. Keith's theater, Washington, D. C, August 14.

Mrs. Wilson and several hundreds of other women and men
of the official circle were present also at the crivate show-
ing and were given unusual and interesting views of the
men actively in charge of the government of the United
States.

The principal picture exhibited was entitled "Motion Pic-
ture Portrait Studies of the President of the United States
and the Cabinet." It was made in Washington last month
by the Motion Picture Forum of New York under the per-
sonal direction of C. R. Macauley, the cartoonist. The film
might be called just as appropriately "The United States
Government in Action," and that title clearly conveys its

meaning.
Mr. Macauley brought his picture-making paraphernalia.

technical director, cameraman and electrician to the Capital
from New York for a week's stay, and it required all of that
time to make the many thousands of feet of negative film
required before the cutters and assemblers could get to work-
on the formation of the completed product, which was flashed
on a theater screen for the first time the other day. Wash-
ington, of course, provided the characters and the setting

—

a setting such as no other motion picture has ever had in

the history of the world.
One feature of the picture which attracted large attention,

. especially from the women and children, was the wonderful
variety of smiles shown by the President and the members
of his official family. In a full face view President Wilson
smiled in a way which was new to those who had seen him
hundreds of times and who have seen thousands of photo-
graphs of him. It is possible that this motion picture smile.

when the film is exhibited in all parts of the country, may
become known as "the Wilson smile."

"It was a wonderful experience for me to make the mo-
tion picture studies of the President and the heads of the
great government departments," said Mr. Macauley. "I
had long felt that the people of the United States were en-
titled to know more intimately the men who run things for
them at Washington. President Wilson and the others were
brought around to my way of thinking and this picture is

the result."

CHARLES URBAN BRINGS MORE WAR PICTURES.
Charles Urban returned to New York on the White Star

liner "Lapland" Friday, August 11, bringing with him a quan-
tity of motion picture views of scenes taken at the front in

France during the rerent British and French drive on the
Somme.

Harwell Joins New Company
Manager of New York Unicorn Exchange Appointed Man

ager of the Little Players of America, Inc.

HW. HARWELL, manager of the New York office o:
the Unicorn film Service, has severed his connection
with the Unicorn to accept the position of general

manager of the Little Players of America, Inc.
It was with deep regret that the board of directors

cepted his resigna
tion, as during his
incumbency the
New York office
rapidly increased
its business; this

was largely due to
his wide-awake and
energetic methods.

Mr. Harwell, al-

though a young
man, is ripe in ex-
perience in the ex-
c h a nge and ex-
hibiting branches
of the film indus-
try, having estab-
lished an enviable
reputation as man-
ager of the photo-
play department of
the C. P. Walker
Syndicate, the
Western Canada
Theaters Com
pany. He enjoys
the distinction
inaugurating t

children's specia
performances a 1

the Walker thea
ter, Winnipeg—the
finest and most ex
elusive theater in

Canada.
He represented

the Mutual Film Corporation in Ontario and later was ap-
pointed manager of the Universal office in Montreal.
Mr. Harwell enters upon his new field of activities with th,"

best wishes of continued success from his many friends and
business associates.

H. W. Harwell.

B. S. MOSS PROCLAIMS NEW IDEA.
B. S. Moss has inaugurated an entirely new idea in the

field of serving the state rights man. "Hitherto," says Mr.
Moss, "the state rights buyer has purchased a picture, and
with the conclusion of that transaction he has found him-
self out in the cold.

"The policy of the B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corpora-
tion is continually to back up the exchange man and the
exhibitor on each of the pictures issued upon the 'one-a-
month' policy. Each and every photodrama put out under
the B. S. Moss brand will bear the stamp of distinctiveness.

In other words, we are trying to make the B. S. Moss pic-

tures absolutely different and unique from any other photo-
plays now being placed upon the market. Each one con-
tains a separate idea and turns the relentless searchlight of

truth upon the varying phases of human nature.
"I would also like to say that at the present time we have

ready for exhibition to prospective purchasers four pictures,

by which they can gauge the quality of those that are to

follow, and the B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corporation abso-
lutely guarantees that the twelve pictures for which a state

rights buyer may sign will be in every respect equal to

those that he has seen."

ROMA RAYMOND IN NEW METRO PICTURE.
Roma Raymond, who was considered one of the most

gifted young women playing heavy dramatic roles two years

ago, and who gave up acting before the camera to devote
her entire time to writing, has been engaged for an impor-
tant part in the five-part Metro wonderplay, as yet unnamed,
in which Emily Stevens is starred. Miss Raymond will not

sive up scenario writing, however, but will take advantage
of the waits in the studio to continue her work in that

direction.
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Pictures in Schools and Churches mmmmmmmmm
George K. Spoor of Essanay Favors the Plan

and Gives Reasons

THERE seems to be a feeling of uneasiness among many
exhibitors because of the widespread movement to in-

augurate the showing of motion pictures in the schools
and churches. Some have expressed a fear that this would
encroach on the territory of the motion picture theater; that

it would lessen patronage and detract from business.
It is my firm belief that the reverse will be the result; that

it will be a means of fostering interest in pictures and there-
fore will increase the patronage of motion picture houses.
The growth of such interest among church poeple and

educators is extremely gratifying to me because it shows
that they have finally come to realize the value of pictures,

not only as an amusement, but as the greatest medium of

instruction and moral uplift.

That I favor that which is of benefit to the exhibitors and
oppose that which is not may be taken for granted, for the
interest of the exhibitor and the manufacturer is one. What
is a benefit to one will bepefit the other, and what injures one
will injure both.
When the motion picture business was inaugurated it met

with violent opposition. It faced unwarranted prejudice on
•every hand. There was something of solid worth in the
motion picture or it would not have survived these attacks.
It would have died in its inception. As it is, it has swept
away all obstacles and has become universal.
Although the former prejudices have largely been swept

away, its worth, both as an amusement, as an art and as an
educational factor, now being recognized in the' literary,

scientific and educational world, yet there still is a large
element among certain classes of church people which op-
poses it.

This opposition is due to the fact that they do not know
what motion pictures are. They do not understand their
present value because they have not seen them. To many

people the motion picture is still a cheap melodrama, occu-
pying the same relative position to real drama that the penny
dreadful occupies to literature.

Show these people pictures and you will dissipate this idea.

And it is necessary to take the pictures to them, for this class
does not now attend the theater. Just here is where the ex-
hibitor is benefitted instead of injured. A new field is opened
up to the exhibitor, a new motion picture public. A new
class of motion picture advocates will be created.

The churches will foster interest in pictures. It will begin
with one show on Sunday and stimulate the demand for
more. That portion of the church public which has not be-
fore attended the motion picture theater will be so attracted
by their value and interest that they will become regular
theater patrons. In this way the exhibitor increases his
business instead of lessening it.

By showing pictures in the schools, we not only are edu-
cating the pupils by means of the screen, but we are edu-
cating the boys and girls to love pictures and to rely upon
them for their amusement. We are consequently creating
still another class of motion picture enthusiasts who will be
found regularly in the theaters.

The possibility that those who see pictures in the church
and school will become surfeited and stay away from the
theater is infinitesimal. The pictures shown in these institu-
tions will be comparatively few and of a different character
to those shown in the theater. The one is primarily educa
tional, the other primarily to amuse. And the educational
picture will create and stimulate the desire for amusement in

the same line.

But even if it were desired it would be impossible to check
such a movement. The motion picture is of universal in-
terest; it appeals to everyone in every walk of life. Any
movement as widespread and as deep seated as this is bound
to sweep away all obstacles. The motion picture not only is

the chief amusement, but is bound to become one of the
chief moral and educational factors.

GEORGE K. SPOOR.

Big Things for Paramount Week of Aug. 29
Famous Players and Lasky Features Are Backed Up With

Some Highly Interesting Short Reels.

TWO particularly strong features head the Paramount
Program for the week of August 29, in one of which
Lou-Tellegen makes his return to the screen in the

Lasky production of "The Victory of Conscience," and the
other in which Valentine Grant, the Famous Players star,

will be seen in "Jean o' the Heather." Both features have-

exceptionally strong stories, and the stars in both pictures
are supported by wonderfully clever casts.

Short-reel subjects for that week will include the twenty-
ninth edition of the "magazine-on-the-screcn," the Paramount
Pictographs; the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel-Pic-
tures, "Climbing the Austrian Alps," and the Paramount-

artoon, "Farmer Al Falfa's Revenge."
The four leading themes included in the twenty-ninth

the Pictographs arc "The Working of the George
Jr. Republic," "How Did You Get That lint?" "The Settle-

ment and the Slums" and "The Peaceful Dove in War."
The opening subject is the first motion picture that has

ever been made of the remarkable George Jr. Republic. al

which boys earn their own living, conduct their own govern-
ment, handle their own savings, and learn the fundamentals
of running a government by conducting one of their own.
The story of the derby hat is one of the most interesting

that has evi li .1 and takes the audience through
e of the making of a derby from the time that the

eived al the factory, until it is finally fill

ithed, Few people know that there is not a particle of glue
or musila put into the fur which makes the
derby hat, in order to hold it together, but such is the case,

llbjecl is treated in a most interesting manner.
nths, Paramount Pictographs have

taken up a number of subjects for the betterment of tin

general public, chief of which was "Better Ba i

the "Settlement and tlie Slums," as told in these
pictures, lias been made for the purpose of bringin
the people tin tremendous Bervice that tin- settlement ren

Most people think that a social settlement
is no place for them to go, but their idea will be

re this picture.

The dove of peace is shown as it is used in war-time,
giving an idea of how the pigeon was used by the Germans
in invading Belgium, when the single order was sent out by
the Imperial Government, "Bring your firearms and pigeons."
The picture shows how the pigeon flies at the height of 600
feet and travels at not less than 60 miles an hour, carrying
with him messages in the quill on his leg as lonf
ordinary novels. This is very interestingly portrayed

In the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel-Picl
Holmes takes his "easy-chair-journeyers" on a trip up the
Austrian Alps, starting at Salzberg, the birthplace of Mozart,
the immortal musician. The party climbs sometimes by rail.

and at other times roped to each other and the guides,
through the clouds, finally arriving on the peak of Gross
Glauchen, 12.460 feet above the sea. The trip is particularly
interesting, for from that height you can gaze around for
miles over the wonderful country, realizing that you have
attained the height of your ambition of getting all the thrills

and excitement of climbing long miles, without any of the
perils, cold or inconveniences of actual mountain climbing.

The I'aramount-Bray cartoon, by Paul Terry, tells the
"Farmer Al Falfa's which an English

huntsman mistakes the farmer for a goat while he is bathing
his whiskers in the lake and shoots at him, scaring the
farmer to such an extent that he scampers away with the
Englishman in pursuit. The farmer is caught and when the
Englishman realizes his mistake ami attempt
\1 l'alia settles the argument by bouncing

' miter's head behind bis ear.

film

CRACK FILM MAN JOINS UNICORN.
A. Fuld, well-known in Eastern film

conn. -etc. I with '.ranch of

1 Mr. Fuld was formerly with Rathe, and •'

up near the top of the list of the btf

During the month of m.1v he won the
reason for this i- that Mi fuld Knes hi- p<

ii to the exhibitors, and familiarizes himself with con-
- around a house, ami does not permit his
icr tlie theatei is taking -
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Metro Has a Shakespearian "Round Up" a a a a a

Remarkable Cast in Metro' s "Romeo and Juliet"

Now Nearing Completion, With F. X. Bush-

man and Beverly Bayne in the Roles

of the Historic Lovers

ANNOUNCEMENT was made at the Metro offices

early in the week that the elaborate picturization of
Shakespeare's immortal romantic drama, "Romeo and

Juliet," with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in the
roles of the historic lovers, is nearly completed, and will be
released some time this month. John W. Noble and his

Scene from "Romeo and Juliet" (Metro).

corps of assistant directors are now engaged in taking the

final scenes at Brighton Beach, where the market-place of

mediaeval Verona has been reproduced for the purposes of

photography.
The cast of "Romeo and Juliet" is a notable one. It in-

cludes a Booth, a Sothern, a Mantell, a Kemble and a Daven-
port. Its leading players are Shakespearean actors and
actresses of world-wide reputation. Many of them have
starred in Shakespearean parts, and nearly every member of

the cast has had a classical training. The only exceptions
to this rule are some of the young girls who play the pages
and smaller parts, where youth and beauty are the principal
requirements, and in such cases as that of the apothecary,
whom Barry Maxwell visualizes so well, that Director Noble
refused to consider anyone else after having seen him, and
John Davidson, who appears as the dashing young Paris, the
rival of Romeo for Juliet's love.

Sumptuous settings are made necessary by the wealth of

the two great families, the Montagues and the Capulets, to

which Romeo and Juliet belonged. Furniture, costumes,
hangings are all of the richest known in Italy at the begin-
ning of the fourteenth century, a period when luxury was
one of the distinguishing features of every great house.

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne have entered into
• their parts with the utmost reverence for the greatest dram-
atist of all time in his most poetic mood. Ethel Mantell,
daughter of the eminent tragedian, Robert Mantell, will have
the part of Rosaline, Romeo's first love, the cold, proud lady
who disdains his affection. Rosaline has never been shown
on the stage except by Sir Henry Irving. No speeches are
written for her, but it is the privilege of the screen to show
her. Robert Cummings will be the Friar Laurence of the
production. Mr. Cummings is well known both on the speak-
ing stage and in screen work.

Friar John is rather more important in the screen produc-
tion than it is in the stage version. It will be played by
Alexandre J. Herbert, a young English actor. Leonard
Grover, who is more than 80 years old, will appear as "An
old man of the Capulet family." With him is his son, Leonard
Grover, Jr., who plays Uncle Capulet. Horace Vinton, 30
years ago a Broadway idol, and always a sterling actor, has
the part of Prince Escalus, the dignified and noble ruler of
Verona at the time of the feud between the houses of

Montague and Capulet. W. Lawson Butt will be seen as
Tybalt. Mr. Butt is a prominent English actor who has
played important parts with Lewis Waller, Sir Becrbohm
["ree and !•' R. Benson, playing the well known Shakes-
pearean leading parts. The part of Lady Capulet will be in

the capable hands of Helen Dunbar, who had so many years
excellenl experience at the head of her own company. Miss
Dunbar has been a careful student of Shakespeare all her life.

Lady Montague, Romeo's mother, is played by Genevieve
Reynolds, a favorite member of Robert Mantell's company
for years. The nurse in the present production of "Romeo
and Juliet" is Adella Barker.

Lionel Belmore, who staged some of Sir Henry Irving's
most elaborate original productions, plays a small part in
the Bushman and Bayne "Romeo and Juliet," because all

the other parts had been given out before Mr. Bushman
knew he was in New York. This desire to co-operate in the
epoch-making production which all feel the screen version of
"Romeo and Juliet" to be is responsible for the important
people who are playing small parts. It accounts for the Bary
Macollum and Norman Macdonald's playing respectively the
second and third servant of the Capulet family. Bary Macol-
lum was with James K. Hackett in the all-star cast of "Merry
Wives of Windsor" and he formerly toured with Arthur
Maude and Constance Crawley in repertoire. Other promi-
nent persons who have been content to play small parts are
John Burke, Lewis Sealy, Edwyn Eaton, E. P. Sullivan,
Morgan Thorpe, Alexander Loftus and Robert Vivian, all of
whom know their Shakespeare thoroughly, and who have
had valuable experience.
The heads of the warring houses of Montague an<l Capulet

are impersonated respectively by Eric Hudson and Edmund
Elton. The fencing of Olaf Skavlan as Benvolio and Fritz
Leiber as Mercutio should give a filip of added interest to the
tights in "Romeo and Juliet." The Bishop of Verona is

played by William H. Burton, who was a member of Ford's
company in Washington in the early days. Other important
members of the "Romeo and Juliet" production are Edwin
Boring, Ben Higgins, Joseph Dailey, Charles A. Smily, A. P.

Kaye, Joseph Robison and Jack Blake.
As to the great names included in the cast, Harry Sothern,

who plays Abram, is a nephew of E. H. Sothern and of Sam
Sothern. and has learned his art in the companies of those
stars. Marie Booth, who is seen as a court lady in the photo-
drama, is a niece of Edwin Booth. Violet Hall-Caine, who
plays one of the Capulet family, is a niece of the well known
English author. Emma Kemble is a connection of the famous
Kemble family of actors and actresses, and has appeared in

a number of notable Shakespearean productions. Blanche
Davenport is a relative of the famous Fanny Davenport. John
B. Hollis is a member of the well known Beresford family
of England, and Venie Atherton, who plays a court lady, be-
longs to that family of the same name which is equally well
known in England and America.
Famous persons of earlier days and those who are enjoy-

ing the sunshine of the public's favor at the present time-
all have united under the leadership of the directors, John W.
Noble and Edward Eisner, the Shakespearean advisor, Ru-
dolph De Cordova, and their aides, to make Metro's screen
production of "Romeo and Juliet" a triumphant success and
a beautiful spectacle.

OPERATOR-BLUEJACKET WRITES TO WORLD.
The Moving Picture World has received an interesting

letter from one of its far away subscribers, J. O. Husband,
of the United States, ship Monocacy, and dated from Chung-
king, China. Mr. Husband writes he is 1,400 miles up the

Yangtse River, where he admits one never sees any amuse-
ment except such as the sailors may make among themselves.

"We do see a few Chinese getting their heads cut off, now
and then," he adds as an afterthought, "which causes a little

excitement for the ave'rage civilized man. I can hardly wait

until the mail arrives from the old U. S. A., as I am so

anxious to get the World and find out what is going on in

pictures. Several of the boys are like myself in this matter."

Mr. Husband inquires if by any chance the Moving Picture

World knows of any one requiring a sober and reliable

operator, and one that can obey orders. He says he had
two years' experience with an Edison machine before joining

the navy and that he would certainly like to get back on the

firing line again. While he realizes his lack of experience he

believes he can make good.
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That Universal Program for the Week of Aug. 21
Three Specials and a Red Feather Feature are

but Part of the Good Things Offered to

Speed the Waning Summer

IN THE week of August 21 there will be released on the
Universal program no less than three special features in

addition to a Red Feather feature. On that date War-
ren Kerrigan will star in "The Beckoning Trail," a five-reel

Red Feather drama, written by F McCrew Willis and pro-
duced by Jack Conway. Lois Wilson, Maud George, Harry
Carter, Harry Griffith and Raymond Hanford appear in sup-
port of Mr. Kerrigan.
On the same day Carter De Haven will appear in "A Thou-

sand a Week," the second episode of the "Timothy Dobbs

—

That's Me" series. The "Timothy Dobbs" series was written
by Bess Meredyth and produced by Wallace Berry. Sup-
porting the versatile De Haven are Vola Smith, Robert
Milash, Ruby Cox, Gilmore Hammond and C. Norman Ham-
mond.
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford also will appear on

August 21 in the Universal Special Feature, "Brennon O'
The Moor," a two-reel romantic Irish drama, of the type in

which both excei. The Ford-Cunard combination will be
supported by Jack Francis, Orin Jackson, Robert Murdock.
Jack Holt, Mrs. Hanley and Harry Mann. The late "Daddy"
Maniey ?l:~o will be seen for the last time in any moving pic-

ture in "Brennon O' The Moor."
"Riding With Death," the second episode of the new Uni-

versal serial, "Liberty," also will be released on August 21.

"Liberty" was written and produced by Jacques Jaccard and
features Marie Walcamp in the role of "Liberty" Horton.
Miss Walcamp is supported by Jack Holt. Eddie Polo, Bert-
rain Grassby, G. Raymond Nye and Neal Hart.

( )n August 21, on the regular program, "Broke But Am-
bitious," a one-reel Nestor comedy, featuring Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran, with Priscilla Dean, Marcia Moore and H.
S Griffith will be released. "Broke But Ambitious" was
produced by L. W. Chaudet from the story by Harry Lyons,
scenarioized by C. J. Wilson, Jr.

The Gold Seal three-reel society drama, "The Castle of

Despair," was written by William A. Lathrop and produce I

by Ben Wilson. Supporting the principals are Percy Cal-
lenger, Frederick Harrington and Virginia Corbin. There
will be no Victor release for the week of August 22.

August 23 will see the release of "A Double Double-Cross,"
a L-Ko comedy, featuring Billy Armstrong. The sedate Mr.
Armstrong will be assisted in his funmaking bv Rich Mac-
Allister, Charles Insley and Gertrude Douglas. The Laemmle
release for Wednesday in the week of August 23 will be re-

placed by the two-reel Universal Special Feature, "Brennon
O' The Moor." No 34 of the Universal Animated Weekh
will be i (.leased on the same day.

I >n August 24 "You Want Something," the Victor two-
reel comedy, which was awarded the $100 prize offered by
the Associated Advertising Club 3 oi the World will be re-

leased. The original story by Stella Anna Ellis has been
bly revised and put into technical shape by Uni-

taff Writer C. G. Badger and by the producer, Di-

rector Allen Curtis. Max Asher and Gale Henry play the
principal roles, supported by Arthur Moon and William
Franey.
On Mm name day the Big I' drama. "The Devil's Own."

li.it i. i .ii e\ and Olive Fuller Golden, will be re-

leased "The Devil's Own" was written by George E.

Mai shall and W*. B Pearson and was produced bj Mi
Marshall. Joe Rickson, in the role of "Snake" Matthews,
appears in support of Carey and Miss Golden. There will

he no release under the Towers brand on August 24.
' »n August 25 the Imp two reel crook drama. "The Panel

Game," which was written anil produced by Jacques Jac
card, will be released G Raymond Nye and Roberta Wil
son. sister of tin I n,\,i-al K.autv Cutest winner. Lois
Wihon, will star in the feature supported bj Si ( I'

Coudray, Waltei Belasco and Helen Wright On the same
imy Johnsin in Mexii o," a Pow< is split i

.

cartoon, will be released together with "Creating Lite from
., Iliad I eaf," an educational split reel, which was produced
bv the I lucatioiial and Scientific film ( "o. of Xew Vork
I ity,

Ma,\ Fuller stars in •Tin Trail Of Chance." a 101 His,,,,

two-reel drama on August 26. This 'Western" was adapted
by Catherine Carr from a story by Amy Vorhaus. It was
produced by Lucius Henderson. Supporting Miss Fuller are
Joseph W. Girard, A. G. Corbel. John Walker and Andy
( lark-. On the same day the Joker comedy, "A Marriage
for Revenue," is perpetrated by Gale Henry and William
Franey. • There will be no release under the Laemmle brand
on this date.

There will be two "C" releases on August 27, entitled "The
Lady from the Sea" and "Snoring in High C." The first

will appear under the Big U brand with Clair McDowell in

the principal role supported by Nobel Johnson. "The Lady
from the Sea" was written and produced by Raymond Wells.
"Snoring in High C" features Gertrude Selby and will be
released under the L-Ko brand.

Bluebird Ready with September Program
Four Meritorious Subjects Have Been Scheduled for Release.

THE Bluebird people are ready to supply their exhibitors
with good material with which to combat the opposi-
tion to be created by the reopened theaters of dramatic

and vaudeville persuasion when Labor Day inaugurates the
regular season. While there are ready for release enough
features to equip the Bluebird program for three months, the
important detail of fixing the actual release dates remains to

be accomplished when expediency requires action.
The September lay-out, however, is ready for announce-

ment and begins with "The Unattainable" on Labor Day. In
this feature Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson will be
introduced to the Bluebird program, with Mattie Witting.
Richard Morris and Alfred Allen, principals in support. El-
wood D. Hemming's story inspired the scenario Eugene B.
Lewis prepared for Lloyd B. Carleton to direct from, and
Roy H. Klaffik performed the cinematographic service.

"Saving the Family Name" is depended upon by the Blue-
bird people to create a good impression, because of the fact
that it is a Smalley production with Lois Weber directing
and Phillips Smalley acting the leading male role. Mary
MacLaren. the heroine of "Shoes." will he the featured one
and in support Harry Depp. Carl Von Schiller and Jack Holt
will be prominent. Lois Weber prepared her own scenario
from Evelyn Heath's story and Allen Sie^ler was the
cinematographer. September 11 is the release date for "Sav-
ing the Family Name."

Timeliness will be depended upon to heighten the interest
in " Behind the Lines," set for release September 18 Mary
Rider's story has been adapted to the screen by Walter
Woods and Henry McRae took a large company to Mexico,
where he directed a feature that pictures a possihl.

that may arise between two neighboring republics. Edith
Johnson will he introduced to Bluebird patrons as Harry
Carey's leading lady in this feature and Marc Fenton. Ruth
Clifford, L. C Shumway, Miriam Shelby and Kay Hanford
will have prominent roles.

The Clique of Cold." a feature that will probably he
issued September 25 under another title.

1 milie Gaboriau's famous novel. This will brink; to the
31uebird program the leaven of an old-fashioned melodrama,
with the plotting of villainy against virtue ami morality los-

ing out on prompt schedule .itist at the right instant. Elsie
Jane Wilson will he the featured one. impersonating the
arch-villainess; Francelia I>illingtou will he the imperSOnatOI
of virtue triumphant and Hobart Henly will he our brave
hero, who arrives in the nick of time. Sydney Dean. C N
Hammond, Douglas Gerrard and Tom Lockhard '

chosen to impersonate, as ideal representatives, the stirring

types that may be depended upon to restore to public at-

tention a style of acting and a type of drama that will surely
he welcomed as a diversion hound to awaken hearty interest

and immediate approval.

METRO TRAVELOGUES BRIM WITH NOVELTIES.
Metro Travelogues, which ate a popular and recent addi-

tion to the Metro program, an proving the most attractive

Oi their kind ever presented upon the screen In

line with Metro's policj to obtain the very best ami highest
standard in everything, s, • teramen are now
at work in all parts of the country, photographing the most
interesting subjects thin are to be found.
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Mutuals for Week of August 21 m^mmm s

A Kolb and Dill Comedy Drama Heads a Par-

ticularly Strong and Well Balanced

Program

CHIEF among the feature offerings of the Mutual Film
Corporation for the week beginning August 21 is "A
Million for Mary." first of the American-Mutual Star

Productions, featuring C. William Kolb and Max Dill, origi-

nals of the famous comedy team of Kolb and Dill, noted
comedians of the legitimate stage and the higher class vaude-
ville circuits. "A Million for Mary" is a character comedy
drama in five acts and will be released Monday, August 21.

Scene from "A Million for Mary" (Mutual).

It was written by Aaron Hoffman, especially engaged by
the American studios to prepare fitting vehicles for these two
popular funmakers; scenarioized by Al Santell and screened
under the personal supervision of Rea Berger, this feature

sets a new departure in photoplay production in story as well

as in situations, scene splendor and action.

The entire five reels are permeated with unusually humor-
ous situations and interspersed with pathos enough to add
the necessary dramatic contrasts in the unfolding of the

story on which the production is founded. In point of story

no more fitting vehicle could have been obtained for the

premier of these noted funmakers. Kolb appears in his

laughable characterization of "Louie" and Dill as "Mike."
names by which they are intimately known to millions of

followers throughout the country.
Second of the Mutual features for the same week will be

released Thursday, August 24, under the title of "The Mys-
tery of the Riviera," a detective story rivalling in plot and
mystery any production of its kind ever screened. The story
on which the feature is founded is based on the exploits of

a notorious criminal and the efforts of a celebrated Paris de-
tective to bring about his exposure and arrest.

The scenes, are laid in Nice, where most of the production
was filmed during the height of the annual carnival. Rare
views of this internationally famous fete form a background
for the action of considerable of the drama. Unusual night
scenes, showing the marvelous fireworks display at Nice dur-
ing the carnival, are numbered among the many spectacular
incidents of the production.

Tn the cast of "The Mystery of the Riviera" are the names
of many famous foreign exponents of the silent drama,
among them Jane Mae, Paul Manson, Maurice Lugust,
Valentine Petit and various others.
Mutual this week will release four two-act subjects, the

first of which will be put out on August 21, under the title

of "The Enchantment," with Vivian Rich and Alfred Vos-
burgh playing the leads. "The Enchantment" is an alle-

gorical
_

play, in which Miss Rich is seen in several nude
scenes in an artist's studio.

Second of the week's two-act features, "Getting the
Grafters." is scheduled for release August 24. This is a
Thanhouser production and deals with the criminal methods

resorted to by a band of unscrupulous politicians in their
efforts to control the editorial policy of the city's chief news-
paper. Doris Grey is featured in the feminine role.

"Nell Dale's Men Folks," featuring Frank Borzage and
Anna Little, is the Mustang contribution to the week's two-
part offerings. It will be released August 25. "Nell Dale's
Men Folks" is a Western story of exceptional interest, hav-
ing to do with the supreme sacrifice made by a half-witted
boy to save the sweetheart of his sister unjustly accused of a
crime. The story is from the facile pen of Kenneth B.

Clarke and was screened by Mr. Borzage, who also enacts
the role of the hero, a sturdy son of the plains.

The Centaur two-part feature of the same week is "The
Spite Husband," for release August 26. As the featured
player of this two-part offering, Mr. Wilbur makes his last

appearance as the star in a picture of this length. Hereafter
he will be starred in five-act feature productions only, the
first of which will be released shortly under the title of "The
Painted Lie." "The Spite Husband," written by the star

and screened by Robert B. Broadwell, is a unique drama, con-
siderable of the action of which takes place in a small sea
coast settlement. Mae Gaston, Harpsh Ingraham, Ida
Lewis, Jessie Burnett and Claude Mortonson are members
of Mr. Wilbur's supporting company in this production.
Two single reel comedies will be released August 22. under

the titles of "Going to the Dogs" and "Fair Lady." The
former is from the Vogue studios and the last, a Falstaff
offering, featuring Riley Chamberlain, in another of his

famous roles of "Conductor No. 378."

The Beauty comedy of the week, "In a Prohibition Town,"
with Orral Humphrey as the star, will be released August 23.

Two Cub comedies, "The Rookie," with George Ovey, for
release August 25. and "Harmony and Discord," featuring
Billy Armstrong, for release August 27, complete the single-
reel comedy offerings.

Mutual Weekly No. 86, comprised of a number of inter-

esting news events, and "See America First," the Mutual
popular scenic feature, will be released August 27. "Reel
Life," the Mutual Film Magazine pictures, will go to the
public Sunday August 27.

VITAGRAPH FEATURE BY IRVIN COBB.
Irving Cobb, the irrepressible ally of good humor, has finally

"busted into the pictures" with his first photoplay, the same
being an original drama in which the adventures of a piece
of chance are narrated.
The name of the picture is quite appropriately, "The Ad-

ventures of Bill," and whereas there is much to do in the
story with actual money, there is nevertheless a powerful and
unusual story concerning the individuals through whom the
bill has its adventures.
The photoplay is being produced by Vitagraph under

the auspices of the American Banker's Association, which
is waging a nation-wide thrift campaign. In it there will be
scenes taken in the United States Treasury, which will be
the first ever obtained for use in a film drama.
The direction of the play is in the hands of Wilfred North:

it was picturized by Garfield Thompson. Lillian Walker, the

star, will have in her supporting cast Tom Mills. Mrs. Mary
Maurice, Walter McGrail and Edward Flkas.

HALE AND LEWIS IN POWELL PRODUCTIONS.
An item of more than unusual interest is the placing under

a long term contract of the well-known stars, Creighton
Hale and Sheldon Lewis, by the Frank Powell Productions.
Inc., to appear in the feature pictures of that company. Mr.
Hale and Mr. Lewis have been associated together since the

beginning of the "Exploits of Elaine" serial and following
with the "Iron Claw." where both added further laurels to

their already excellent reputation. At the conclusion of the

"Iron Claw" the two stars were separated for a few weeks,
but fate brought them together again, with the result as

above stated.

FRANK MILLS ON METRO ARTISTIC STAFF.
Metro Pictures Corporation has engaged Frank Mills.

noted stage and screen leading man, as the featured player
with Emily Stevens in her new five-act photoplay, "Capital
Punishment," which George D. Baker will direct.
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MacDermott in Blue Ribbon Features

With Naomi Childers Famous Screen Favorite Will Be Seen
in "The Footlights of Fate."

THE countless admirers of Marc MacDermott, who have
been looking forward to a release in which he appears,
will be pleased to know that the Vitagraph has listed

his latest effort, "The Footlights of Fate," from the novel

"Joan Thursday," by Louis Joseph Vance, for Monday,
August 21. Naomi Childers in the role of Joan, co-stars

with MacDermott.
The story tells of a young girl, Joan Thursday, who goes

on the stage to make a reputation. She meets Matthias, a

Scene from "The Footlights of Fate" (Vitagraph).

playwright, whose latest manuscript is about to be produced.
He falls in love with her and asks her to become his wife

Joan will not give up her idea of a stage career and is

given a part in the play by Marbridge, who secretly nurses
an affection for Joan. Marbridge invites her to his apart-

ment, telling her she is to be one of a party. Upon arriving,

she learns they are alone and realizes the real character of

the man. Nella, Marbridge's former sweetheart, has fol-

lowed the unsuspecting couple to the apartment. She enters

and in a fit of rage shoots Marbridge and bids Joan to re-

lurn to Matthias, who is waiting for her.

MacDermott, as Matthias, handles the part in his old-time
form; the style that won him his many admirers. He is

better than ever and is given an opportunity to display his

many talents. Naomi Childers, in the role of Joan, does her-
self credit. Her portrayal leads us to believe that she spent
much time in studying the manuscript, for she seemed to live

and act the character assigned to her. The capable pair are

given support by a cast that includes Carolyn Birch, Robert
Whitworth, Josephine Earle, Jack Bulger and William Shea.
William Humphrey is responsible for the direction of the

picture, which is in five parts.

Selig General Film Releases
Last Week in August Will Produce Some Excellent Subjects.

WILLI \M \. SELIG has announced some excellent re-

leases in General Film Company regular service for
the last of August and early September. "Out of the

Mist" is a three-part Diamond Special carrying a gripping
plot. Following Mr. Selig's policy of exploiting his besl
stars in shorter as well as longer length pictureplay produc
tions, an excellent cast is announced. The players include
Prhzi Brunette, Guy Oliver, William Scott. Frank Clark and

d Monday, August 22.
" released Saturday. September 2, is an-

Other of the Selig comedy Western series, featuring Tom
Mix. \ real livi bear figured in this action and falls a victim
<if a bullet.

rother's Keeper," written by I. K. Friedman, the
famous author, will lie n ' -art drama by tin

ompany in General Film regular -

I dward I Pit l rer, Fritzi Brunetti
and Harrj Lonsdale, Climax follows climax and

|

thrilling lobrate ami
the photograph) i It at

Bill" v. ill be released Saturday
I., r 9, in the Tom Mis Western corned) i

laugh m ever) inch of th

"War Brides" Well Under Way
Director and Company Begin Work With Rush While

Selznick Closes Distributing Company Deals.

WORK on the Herbert Brenon production of Madame
Nazimova in "War Brides" went forward with a rush
last week at the Ideal studio on the New Jersey

palisades. Last Monday the great tragedienne stepped be-
fore the motion picture camera for the first time in her
career and under the skilled guidance of Director Brenon
began the enactment of the scenario version of Marion Craig
Wentworth's thrilling drama.
The speed with which the Brenon mechanical department

has organized and built sets, collected properties and ar-

ranged all the details of a big production, has caused wide-
spread comment among the craft. But the great revelation,
according to Mr. Brenon, is the facility with which Mme.
Nazimova adapted her astounding art to the requirements of
the screen.
While the producing company is at work in the studio

Lewis J. Selznick, head of the distributing system, has quietly
completed the details for handling the Brenon productions
along lines similar to the new Clara Kimball Young pictures.
\11 the exchanges he had built up for Miss Young's pictures
have taken over the Nazimova picture, as well as all future
Brenon Film Corporation productions.
In addition, Mr. Selznick last week closed two big deals for

t he distribution of all his attractions in the far West. With
A. H. Blank, head of a chain of theaters in Omaha. Des
Moines. Davenport and other cities in that territory. Mr
Selznick closed for the distribution of the Clara Kimball
Young and Brenon pictures in Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska
and Iowa. A new exchange has been incorporated under
the name of the Mid-West Photo Play Corporation for this

purpose.
The second deal involves the distribution of all the Selz-

nick attractions throughout Oregon, Washington, Idaho and
Montana. The transaction was negotiated with M. Rosen-
berg, head of the De Luxe Feature Film Service, with head-
quarters in Seattle. This company handled the distribution
in that territory of such pictures as "The Spoilers," "The
Ne'er Do Well." "The Little Girl Next Door" and "Neptune's
Daughter."
Messrs. Blank and Rosenberg came to New York to com-

plete the deals with Mr. Selznick and have returned to the
West highly enthusiastic over the prospect.
"The Selznick propositions are the greatest on the open

looking market," said Mr. Blank, "and will be the greatest
in the country. The exhibitors throughout my territory are
already crowding upon each other's heels in their eagerness
to connect with the Clara Kimball Young and Brenon pic-
tures."

JAPAN LOOMS UP AS EXPORT FIELD.

The Land of Nippon is the latest foreign country to loom
up strongly as a field for the exportation of American films
and reports would indicate that before the war is over the
popularity of American screen stars will make it a difficult

task for French and Italian producers to regain a foothold
there.

The Kalem Company is finding a particularly fertile field

it: Japan. "Stingarec" has been shown successfully there,
and "The Social Pirates" is scheduled to start its release
soon. Because of the favor greeting "Stingaree" much in-

terest has already been shown in "The Girl from Frisco."
which features the same stars. Marin Sais and Trut

But it is for Ham and Bud that the Japanese audiences
show their greatest partiality. The humor of "the tall and
short fellows" seems to be the type that particularly strikes
the Japanese taste. Evidences of the popularity of these
comedians may be seen in the fact that the two
theatrical publications, the Genbunsha and the Katsudo
Shashin-Zasshi. published illustrated articles on Ham and
Bud last month. Japanese manufacturers are also making

market "Ham" dolls

KOPFSTEIN COMPLETES "SOMEBODY'S SISTER-
SCENARIO.

Since limiting 1 writing of fbui

scenarios a vear lacques Kopfstein, wh<
f,,rrniiisi phol

U "Someb
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Activities at Thanhouser Studio

Four Companies at Work on New Features Under Mr.
Thanhouser's Personal Supervision.

WITH four companies at work on new features and
with a number of big productions already completed,
tlic Thanhouser Film Corporation is splendidly pre-

pared to keep its contract with the 1'athe Exchange to re-

lease two first-class features a month.
Florence LaBadie in "The Fugitive," written by Philip

Lonergan and directed by Frederick Sullivan, was the first

Thanhouser- Pathe release. This was followed by Gladys
Eiulette in "The Shine Girl," by Agnes C. Johnston, directed

by \\ illiam Parke. The high quality of these features has
proved that Edwin Thauhouser is keeping his promise to

produce an unbroken line of pictures of superior quality.

Florence LaBadie's work in "The Fugitive" has been uni-

versally praised and "The Shine Girl" has been called a

masterpiece.
"Hidden Valley," with Valkyrien, the Danish beauty, will

be the Thanhouser-Pathe release for September 10. It is a
South African story by Emmet Mixx, directed by Ernest
Warde. Valkyrien is the white goddess of an African tribe

and a startling sacrificial dance by the goddess is one of the

big scenes in the production.
Another Florence LaBadie feature, "The Fear of Poverty,"

by Agnes C. Johnston, author of "The Shine Girl," directed
by Frederic Sullivan, is to be released on September 24. Miss
LaBadie is supported by George Mario, Ethyle Cooke and
Edwin Stanley. Miss LaBadie plays two roles, mother and
daughter, and an immense amount of double exposure work
was necessary to produce the desired effect.

"The Fear of Poverty" is expensively mounted with huge
sets. Beautiful gowns are a feature. Miss LaBadie's work
i- unusually effective.

Mr. Thanhouser announces that Frederick Warde, the
great Shakespearean actor, will be seen in a superb production
of "King Lear" early in October. This will be followed by
Florence La Bardie in "Saint, Devil and Woman," a psycho-
logical drama dealing with a woman of three natures.
"The Image Maker of Thebes," with Valkyrien, supported

by Boyd Marshall, is a costly production that will be re-

leased by Thanhouser through Pathe later.

Pictures in process of production are "The World and the
Woman," starring Jeanne Eagels, a stirring tale of a girl of
the streets who rises and triumphs; "Through the Open
Door," starring Marie Shotwell, supported by Fred Eric and
Alphonse Ethier, an Italian story crowded with big scenes;
Frederick Warde in "The Vicar of Wakefield," Florence La-
Badie in "The Pillory" and Gladys Hulette in "Prudence,
the Pirate," a comedy-drama by Agnes C. Johnston, who
wrote "The Shine Girl" and directed by William Parke, who
directed that picture.

Mr. Thanhouser is personally supervising every feature
that he releases through Pathe and is so far ahead in pro-
duction that he never need rush to catch a release date.
Every feature, therefore, is made perfect in every detail be-
fore it is released.

Champions on Screen
Frank Gotch and Willie Ritchie in Eighth Selig Athletic

Series.

FRANK GOTCH, champion wrestler of the world, wdio
recently nt mil undefeated, appears in the eighth re-
lea^ of tin- Selig Athletic Scries, being released through

the V-L-S-E. His last wrestling match, which was staged
with Jim Essen, eh, million of Scotland, and which he won, as
usual, is the feature of this Selig athletic release. Gotch not
only handles Essen with considerable ease, but also dem-
onstrates the various holds with which he won the world's
championship, and these holds explain why he never lost the
title.

Willie Ritchie, who lost the lightweight championship of
the world to Freddie Welch in England, by reason of the
peculiarity of the English decision methods, also appears in

this release. Ritchie is seen in a scientific boxing match with
Lew Steffens, and by his exhibition demonstrates why he is

declared by sport writers to be one of the cleverest men in

the ring today.
Other champions to appear in this release are Norman

Ross and Miss Olya Doffner, male and female swimming
champions of the United States. These are shown winning
their honors in the recent swimming tournament at San
Francisco.
Mrs. H. Arnold Jackson, one of the best golf stars of the

country, appears on the same film. Mrs. Jackson, who has
won many national honors, is seen demonstrating her
methods of putting, driving and approaching.

J K. BURGER PRESENTED WITH A LOVING CUP.
J. K. Burger, assistant general manager of the Interna-

tional Film Service, Inc., was once referred to by George R.
Allison, manager of the Atlanta branch, as Simon Legree,
and Simon Legree Burger he has been ever since.

Just to show that the cognomen was applied in love and
not in anger, Allison and the other ten branch managers of
the International have just presented Mr. Burger with a
magnificent loving cup. The presentation marked no par-
ticular occasion, but the branch managers just decided that
it would be the best way in which they could show their
appreciation of Mr. Burger. The cup is of solid silver, three
feet high, and even Mr. Burger admits that it is "some cup."

REAL BARONESS A METRO ACTRESS.
Baroness Dorothy van Raven has been selected to visualize

Juliet in the newest one-reel comedy, "A Taxicab Elope-
ment," starring Max Figman and Lolita Robertson on the
Metro program. Miss Robertson in her character in the
photoplay has a vision of the balcony scene from "Romeo
and Juliet," and the Baroness was selected from a long list

of applicants for the picture. She is also in the cast of
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne's screen production
of "Romeo and Juliet."
Although born in Auburn, N. Y., where she first saw the

light as Dorothy Kingdon, she is a real Baroness. Her hus-
band belongs to the Dutch nobility, and comes from a line
not much removed in position from the crown.

Edwin O. Weinberg

EDWIN O. WEINBERG, the well-known and popular
exhibitor of Troy; N. Y., has sold his interest in the
Plaza theater, and has come to the big city combining

business with pleasure. Mr. Weinberg has not had a vaca-
tion in over six years and thinks himself entitled to a

brief rest.

The Plaza theater,

which he has managed
for five years, is one of
the smaller houses of
Troy, but under his

energetic and original
methods of doing busi-

ness it was undoubted-
ly one of the most suc-
cessful His enterprise
in handling big fea-

tures like "Cabiria,"
"The Christian," "The
Ne'er Do Well," etc..

for a small house and
quitting a big winner
in the transaction has
brought him many ad-
miring letters of con-
gratulation. He always
made it a point to take
an active and prom-
inent part in the civic

life of Troy. As a mem-
ber of the Troy Rotary
Club, for instance, he

achieved no little prominence. He delivered a lecture on
motion pictures before a special and well-attended meeting
of the club and contributed many articles in defence of the
motion picture to the local press. His host of friends in

Troy and in the whole capital district regret his decision to

leave Troy. He has the good wishes of all who know him.
Mr. Weinberg, who is only twenty-nine and full of youthful
energy, which is looking for a larger outlet, hopes to enter

the film world in the larger field here. His exhibiting ex-
perience, his splendid education and his ambition will be
valuable assets in any big enterprise whether in the ex-
hibiting or the distributing line.

NEW IVAN PLAYER.
Harry Spingler, who for over a year was starred with Wil-

liam Farnum in Fox film plays, has joined the Ivan Produc-
tions. Mr. Spingler is one of the best-known juvenile lead-

ing men in filmdom. His association dates back to 1911, when
he left vaudeville to enter pictures. Mr. Spingler will be pre-

sented with Anna Q. Nilsson, William H. Tooker, Frankic
Mann. Wilmuth Merkyl and Rose Coghlan in the second all-

star cast Ivan production, "Her Surrender."

Edwin O. Weinberg.
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TWO pictures, hoth hearing the title. "Australia Pre-
pared," will be shown to Sydney audiences next week.
The first, released hy Australasian Films, Ltd.. claims

to be the original production, and is composed of scenes
showing events following the declaration of war. recruit

-

being enlisted, transports leaving Australia, munition mak-
ing and similar scenes. The other picture, which is the idea

of several Sydney business men, is a similar subject. Bi„r

advertising is. being done between the two pictures.

I understand that Australasian Films' subject will he
screened in America very soon.

Raymond Longford's masterpiece. "The Mutineers of the

Bounty," which is eight reels in length, is nearing comple-
tion and will be given its premiere at the Sydney town hall

very shortly. This will be the first Australian dramatic
photoplay to be given a showing in that building, which is

considered a very high honor.

Jack Gavin, producer of "The Martyrdom ot Xurse Cavell,"

at present being shown in America, is engaged in filming a

dramatic subject of a patriotic nature, to be entitled 'The
Birth of Australia."

Donald Cornwallis, an English elocutionist, who produced
several "kinema-poems" in England some time ago, is film-

ing a picture in the Australasian Films studio in Sydney.
This is similar to past productions of Mr. Cornwallis, who
recites the poem as the action is enacted on the screen. The
picture now in production is a version of "The Vale of Kis-
met" and is being made on an elaborate scale.

Alfred Rolfe. head producer for Australasian Films, Ltd..

is still at work on a big industrial subject to be entitled
"Australia a Nation." This picture deals with all the chief
industries and manufactures of this continent, and is to be
given wide publicity through many foreign countries, includ-
ing the U. S. A.

William Szarka, of the firm of Szarka Bros., of Sydney.
leaves for a tour through the United States. Szarka Bros,
own a big picture theater in F.nmore, a suburb of Sydney,
which is one of the finest outside the metropolitan area. Mr.
Szarka is going to America to get the latest information on
photoplay theater construction.

Among those leaving hy the "Makura" for America last

week was Abe B. Hejlmrich, general manager of the Co-
operative Film Exchange. Mr. Hellmrich is on an extensive
t ri r

, through the U. S A. and Canada.

A new photoplay theater is shortly to be opened in Sydney,
which will he the largest continuous show south of the line.

It is own.-.
I bj Hoyt's, Ltd., who already control a big thea-

ter in Melbourne When completed, tin- Sydney house will

show Bra1 run Metro features, and also pr..l...

mi—a total of ten reels.

Fast week's program at the Crystal Palace was headlined
Well," Rex Beach 8 storv of Pan-

ama. The picture drew hu lly on the
firs"! daj of tin- run. which was a public holiday, an. I S F '

'

. ..iiil.it. < l e\ erj <

In spit.- of the popularity of the film, it was kepi at the
Crystal Palace for one week only, when it u^ transferred to

where it is still proving a

• by the Fraser Film Exchange is the Uni
-line." and it is already the subject of wide

advertising. Universal features are alreadi
with exhibitors and the public in New South \"

Fraser's are endeavoring to further publicity in thii

rtising.

"Secret Love," the first Bluebird feature to arrive in Syd
ney, played to full houses at the rlavmarkel theatci last

week. The lobbj of the theater was app.opi uteh dec
orated with bluebirds for the occasion

Denver Dixon.

"The Path of Happiness" is the biggest winner from Uni-
versal yet. and taxed the capacity of the Haymarket theater
(which holds over two thousand! to the utmost.

g picture theaters in Australia.
Denver Dixon, the subject of
this illustration, has appeared
in about four hundred houses.
Attired in his cowboy outfit,

his appearance gave a realis-

tic touch to our American
films of western life. He
states that the theaters in

Australia seem to depend
largely on American films for
their programs. He expects
to return to Los Angeles
shortly.

Films shown during the last

two weeks include the fol-

lowing: "The Last Act" and
"The Bugle Call," which were
the two dramatic subjects on
the fifteenth Triangle pro-
gram. The latter picture has
proved to be one of the most
enjoyable Triangles yet, and
by general request the man-
agement arranged for an ex-
tended screening at another
theater. Willie Collier, Jr..

has made a tremendous hit

with Australian picture goers.
The sixteenth program had

"Sold for Marriage" and
'Bullets and Brown Eyes" as chief attractions. The latter is

a delightful picture and has been favorably commented upon
everywhere.
"A Debt of Honor" was the Metro feature last week. Ow-

ing to the late arrival of the American mail, no picture of
this brand has been screened this week.
"Pasquale" is the current screening at the Crystal Palace.
lor advertising purposes, the name of the subject has been
changed to "Two War Wives."

Pictures seen in Melbourne this week include: "Maeistt,"
with the giant of Cabiria in the leading role; "Esmeralda"
and "The White Pearl," Paramount features: "Aloha Oe"
and •Matrimony." Triangle plays, and "New York" i FathcF

A deputation representative of the conference lately held
in Wellington. New Zealand, to discuss the question of cen-
sorship of films waited upon the Minister of Internal Affairs
i tlie Hon. G. W". Russell) last week. The several speakers
urged the need for establishing a censorship to prevent the
exhibition of obnoxious motion picture.

'flie Minister said that those who thought such
ti.m could be pushed through in half an hour were \

mistic. The agitation commenced by the Catholic Federa-
tion had already had an excellent result, and had largely
wiped out the efforts being made by a certain class

iloit the worst side of human nature. On one or
• ns films bad been brought under the notice of

tin- Government, and police reports on the pictures had im-
mediately been obtained. If it was found that the films
were objectionable they would be shut out. He added that.
provided Cabinet were prepared to give the time for con-
sidering the matter, steps would Ik- taken to bring a bill

before Parliament in order that the picture films shown in

New Zealand might be put on a footing whereby, instead of
being injurious to the children, they would be for their
benefit. Personally the Minister was in favor of ..

Triangle plays are making a big name in Wellin
Zealand The latest. "The Disciple." has been renamed "The
Fighting ! ,yw here

idvertised
' liaidin's "Burlesque on • '.omen" thus

"Charlie Chaplin ople should not
en tl icren

Rumors have b( lated recently •

placed on smusements \ stati

eminent this week . , ment is

not contemplated it present rOM S IMRIE
Sydney, \ S W

. Australia, fulj 5, 1916
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STIRRING 'EM UP IN KANSAS.
Extra Efforts Being Made to Get Exhibitors to Attend

Topeka Convention.

EXHIBITORS of Kansas and exchange men and others
who serve them, are all looking forward to August 22
as the date of an epoch in the business. That will be

the opening day of the joint convention of the Amusement
Association of Kansas and the Kansas branch of the League.
And if preliminary organization work proceeds as enthus-
iastically as it has started, it will be a big convention, with
quite significant action.

The nomination of F. D. Ross as the republican candidate
for superintendent of public instruction, will doubtless be dis-

cussed at this session. The subject of Sunday pictures will

also be taken up; and censorship in general and particular.

The failure of the Wichita exhibitors so far to get Sunday
pictures restored, is not looked upon the same way by all

exhibitors. Some of them believe that the local fights should
be abandoned for a time, until the entire state can adopt
an attitude; if there is to be a fight for Sunday shows, it

should be a state-wide fight, so that no one town can point
to another as an example either of law violation or of broad-
minded citizenship.

The executive committee of the Amusement Association
is now rousing the exhibitors to cooperation; for this is

their chance—if they do not get together now, it may be
years before any strong action can be taken by them. The
committee is sending out letters asking specific promises, as

to the using of slides which will be sent on the censorship
and other subjects; on getting cooperation from local news-
papers; on getting cooperation from leading citizens with
reference to the censorship; and on attendance at the con-
vention. Replies are fairly satisfactory, though it is likely

many more will attend than have sent promises.
Exhibitors are cooperating in the exploitation of the con-

vention, by running popular-girl contests, the winners to

go to Topeka at the expense of the exhibitors. This is just
one of the means being used to enhance the dignity and
importance of this meeting in the eyes of the general public.

so that the results of the convention will be received with
more gravity and acted upon more heartily.

Most of the publicity men of the different exchanges of
Kansas City, Mo., will attend the Convention at Topeka.
Four of these left Thursday, August 10, to cooperate with
the publicity men of the exhanges in Topeka for the adver-
tisement of the Convention. The following have gone to

Topeka: l.otcr Scott. V-L-S-K publicity man; Geo. H.
Bowles of the Universal Film & Supply Co., Kansas City
branch; Howard Jameson, publicity man of the Pathe Ex-
change, and L. D. Balsly, of the Kansas City Feature Film
Co. Big results are expected by these men

CALL FOR KANSAS CONVENTION.
President Glamann Urges Upon Exhibitors the Necessity

of Attending the Meeting at Topeka.

J
WISH to impress the importance to every exhibitor in

Kansas of the joint convention of the M. P. E. L. of A.
and the A. A. of Kansas which will be held at Topeka on

the 22d, 23d and 24th of August. This will be one of the
greatest meetings which we have ever held in the state. I

had the pleasure of attending the national convention in
Chicago, which I think was by far the greatest convention
in every way ever held by the exhibitors of the United States.
Brother exhibitors, we are now given the chance to place

our business where it should have been placed years ago.
We represent the fifth largest business in the world. Up to
the present time we have let our business drift. It is high
time that we wake up to the fact that in order to continue
our business we must conduct it as all other industries are
conducted, and that is by getting together and outlining a
plan whereby we will raise our business to the point where
we will be given the same consideration and the same stand-
ing as other businesses are given.
The average exhibitor believes it is not necessary for him

to attend the convention. Just suppose that all the exhib-
itors in the state would think the same way; what do you
suppose would happen to your business? Do you think that
it would run itself? Why do the big manufacturing con-
cerns hold meetings and compel their managers to travel

half way across the United States to attend a convention?
Brother exhibitor, you are a manager and are responsible
for the picture show which you represent in your city. It

is absolutely necessary that you attend this convention in

Topeka and work with your brother exhibitors in formulat-
ing a plan whereby your business will prosper and you will

build for the future.

The exhibitors who attend this convention are going to

prosper; the ones who think it is not necessary are going
to see the day when, to their sorrow, they see that they
have made a great mistake. Sincerely yours,

C. E. GLAMANN,
President, M. P. E. L. of Kansas.

Delegates to Convention, Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of North Carolina.
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MONTHLY MEETING OF ILLINOIS LEAGUE.
\t the regular monthly meeting of the Motion Picture

Exhibitors' League* o£ Illinois, held in the Masonic Temple,
Friday, August 4, reports from the convention and exposition
committees were made showing that the exposition in all its

details was closed. Every bill had been collected and all

accounts had been paid in full.

The convention committee reported all convention matters
had been settled completely, that all officers of the national
body had all their expenses and railroad fares paid and all

obligations of the exposition and convention had been met.
The organization tendered a rising vote of thanks to the

committees for the masterly manner in which they had
hardltd the affairs of the exposition and convention.
A political action committee was appointed to take in hand

all matters affecting the legislation of the motion picture in-

dustry. On the committee are: Robt. R. Levy, chairman;
Louis H. Frank, secretary; Jos. Hopp, Adolph Powell and
M. A. Choynski, with power to add to their number.
Twenty-seven new local members and eighteen State mem-

bers were initiated.

A resolution >vas passed that no political slides be shown
unless recommended by the league and that every exhibitor
be notified to that effect.

CINCINNATI EXHIBITORS FAVOR CENSORSHIP.
According to H. Serkowich, secretary of the Motion Pic-

ture Exhibitors' League of Cincinnati, the organization in-

tends to back a movement for the purpose of eliminating
unfit films and securing better pictures, not only in Cincin-
nati but over the whole country. Incidentally, the League
has placed itself on record as favoring censorship, prefer-
ably national censorship, but censorship by state or local
officials rather than none, in the interest of better pictures.
The organization indorsed the Hughes-Smith bill pending
in Congress and providing for Federal censorship of mov-
ing pictures several months ago, and still favors the measure.
Until it is passed, however, Mr. Serkowich states that the
Ohio censors will be supported by Cincinnati exhibitors
against any effort which may be made to oust them, as the
opinion of the Cincinnati League is that there should be
some responsible body clothed with the authority of pass-
ing upon pictures c/ffered for exhibition and charged with
the duty of eliminating the unfit.

PROTESTING THE KITCHEN BILL.
Members of the Northeastern Ohio Motion Picture Exhib-

itors' League have just forwarded to Senators Warren G.
Harding and Atlee Pomerene protests against the passage
of the Kitchen bill, now pending in Congress. The fight on
the bill was started at a meeting of the League August 7.

members going on record as opposing the bill as unjust and
unfair. It seeks to impose a tax of one-half of one per cent,

on the annual gross receipts of the moving picture theaters.

It is estimated the passage of the bill would cost the Cleve-
land exhibitors more than $13,000 a year.

As proof of the injustice of the Kitchen bill, Cleveland
exhibitors are pointing out that small attendance during the
hot weather has caused many houses to operate only a few
nights a week.

MEMBERS IN ARREARS.
The Northeastern Ohio Motion Picture Exhibitors' League

is inaugurating a campaign against members who are delin-

quent in payment of their dues. A report submitted to the

body at a meeting August 8 disclosed the fact that only a

small percentage of the members were regular in the pay-
ment of their dues while expenses were increasing. The
names of the delinquents were read in open meeting as an
incentive to prompt payment.
At the same meeting a resolution imposing the unit rule

on all delegations named by the League was passed. It was
introduced by Sam Bullock a week before and was passed
after a lengthy discussion.

J. K. BURGER IN THE WEST.
I K Burgei ' u I eneral manager of the [ntei na

tional Film Service, [m . ia in Chicago, St. Louis and othei

West< i n citi( l he n< w photopl itrice Fair
fax" ia commanding so much attention from exhibitors thai

• r, who ia in charge of branch managers, was sum
moned to riv<

i
rsonal assistance i" the managers. Mr

Burger on bis trip will also work with his af-

file forthcoming production of the International's new fea-

ture, "lill'tey." which will be released on September 5.

Reichenbach Joins Frohman

HARRY RErCHENBACH, "The Silver King," "The
Fair Haired Boy of the Movies," had another "coming
out party" Thursday, August 10. This time it was

to celebrate his "coming out" of the World-Equitable Mo-
tion Pictures Corporation after a year of service, to join
the Frohman Amusement Corporation. The party was in
the form of a luncheon tendered him by a number of repre-
sentatives of the press with whom Harry has been doing
business for a long time and among whom the guest of
honor has always been a decided personal favorite.
The luncheon was held in a secluded corner of the pretty

main dining-room of Rector's, at Broadway and Forty-eighth
street, and in its every appointment, even including the re-
peated blasts of superheated atmosphere which were un-
loosed after the food had been consumed, was a notable suc-
cess. Harry Innis, of the New York Clipper, made a splen-
did toastmaster, and Charley Condon, of Motography, was
the major domo of the occasion.
Prominent among those in attendance were Felix Feist,

of the Equitable, and W. L. Sherrill, of the Frohman Com-
pany. The former told how sorry the World-Equitable was
to lose Reichenbach and the latter how glad the Frohman
people were to* get him.
A very handsome and unique desk set was presented Mr.

Reichenbach by Britton N. Busch, treasurer of the World
Film, on behalf of his associates.

Kathlyn Williams Joins Morosco
KATHLYN WILLIAMS, the well-known film star who

has just resigned from the Selig Company, has signed
a long-term contract to appear under the Morosco-

Pallas brands on the Paramount program. Promptly upon
resigning from Selig, Miss Williams received four attractive
offers to star in big subjects but decided in favor of Morosco-

Pallas in lieu of its

standing in the field

and its affiliation with
the Paramount pro-

Aithough Miss Wil-
liams today enjoys a
country-wide popular-
ity, and justly so, her
success in motion pic-

tures has not been of
the "overnight" variety.

ears ago, in

company with Mary
Pickford, Arthur John-
son. Henry Walthall,
Billy Quirk and other
now famous members
of the "old guard" at

'. under D. W
Griffith, she received
her early schooling in

the silent drama.
In dramatic stock

she appeared under the
ments of Be-
w illard blade

and William Morris,
which fitted her well
On leaving Biograph,

ith the Selig Company

Kathlyn Williams.

for the demands of the photoplay.
Miss Williams became associated \

under whose trade-mark she appeared up until her recent
resignation. In the title role of "The Adventures oi Kath-
lyn" she starred in the first serial photoplay ever pro-
duced, a twenty-six-reel subject, which resulted in adding
many new admirers to her large following. Anion- her film
successes are "The Spoilers,' "The Rosary," '"]

Do-Well." "Back to the Primitive. Hie ["wo Orphans,"
"Thou Shall Not Covet," etc.

The new Morosco-Pallas star has also attained consider-
able distinction as a writer and ia a member of the Authors'

Vmong her offerings in this field are
Be Done." "The Las! Dance," "Strange Case of Talmai I.ind"
and mau\ Others, all of which have been produced

\li-s Williams will st.ut on hi l for th<

Paramount program early next month The production has
already been decided upon and. it is understood, displays
a bikr theme particularly suited to the dramatic talent- oi
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By JAS. S. McQUADE

Oliver Morosco Announces He Will Battle Moving Pictures
with All His Strength.

IN
THE August issue of the Green Book the following

remarkable interview with Oliver Morosco is given by
Miles Overholt:

1 have conic upon a situation that seems to me to be quite novel—

a

motion picture manufacturer who believes- and has the courage to say
what he believes that the motion pictures are doomed as a rival of the
spoken drama. Hut he is, ii is tin,, a Is

My own photoplay produc
beginning." Oliv, i

me, •'but I feci that it and ev
so into a decline. The moth
will so down nevei I

Angeles theatrical magnate, told
film producing company will soon
s will go down fighting, but they

tions had proved to him that the
spoken theater always would hold the ascendancy ; that he intends to fight

; if he wretks Ins own film company in .so doing.
This was Mr. Morosco's declaration of
•/ intend to give battle to the motion put are business loith every ounce

of strength at my command. To the success I ncno have in the field of
spoken drama I propose to add more success. This will be one of my

Already the sun of the motion pictures is setting. I do not believe
it will set entirely ; 1 believe that motion pictures will last forever, but
that they will exist in their proper groove, which will in no way con-
flict with the great demand of the people for the spoken drama.

'But,' people say, 'how about your own photoplay plant?'
"That is another situation. My film company has been a big sucess.

and so long as there is money to be made in the picture game, I will stay
in it. But if. as I believe the future will show, the moving picture in-

returning to its former commanding position in leaps and bounds.
"There is no proof of this needed. You have only to look at the hun-

dreds -in fact, thousands—of moving picture houses throughout the
land that have closed within the past six months ; you have only to read
your daily paper every morning to see the announcements of the crumbling
of great moving picture companies that a year, or even six months ago.

1 paying their stockholders great dividends
; you have only to read

ness of theme, inferior productions and punchless sort of him that Co;

pose eighty per cent, of the present moving picture output. There a

about twenty per cent, of motion picture releases that are worthy. This
f- fifth part is just about the proportion of the n
it_ will survive. The rest will go.

jving picture game is not going

e business

3 forgottei
novelty simply has worn off. Its popularity was based on novelty, and
that has gone. Moreover, photoplays are limited to the expression of emo-
tions by facial or physical acts—barring the voice—and that means its

downfall. The people are tiring of just that. There will continue to be
good moving pictures, for the public will always want them, but there
will be but a small percentage of the present output, and they will be
based upon a real appeal to the people and not upon a basis of novelty.
"There will be a place and a demand for photoplays containing good

stories, good acting, fine production and all that goes to make a good
picture ; and it will be the companies and producers capable of giving
these pictures that will survive."

If Mr. Morosco has been quoted correctly, he has placed
himself in an extremely embarrassing and serious position;
for in battling the moving picture business he takes up arms
against his associates in the Paramount Pictures Corpora-
tion and against the exhibitors who use the product of the
( Hiver Morosco Photoplay Company. It is plainly a case
of running amuck in the midst of one's friends.

"So long as there is money to be made in the picture
same I will stay in it," Mr. Morosco is quoted as saying.
But will he be permitted to stay in it? It is clearly against
all reason that he should receive aid and support from those
whose vital interests he so openly assails.

But there is a wider issue. The entire industry is placed
on the defensive by Mr. Morosco's attack. The members
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America will

not lightly view Mr. Morosco's stand, and all exhibitors
whose fortunes are closely interwoven with the permanence
and success of moving pictures will see to it that they shall

not contribute to the ounces of strength at his command
to bring about the decline of the moving picture business.

The wish is evidently father to the opinion of Mr. Morosco
when he says that the sun of moving pictures is setting.

But he is stirred by a wholesome fear, and acknowledges

that it will not set entirely. He is evidently pleased to
relegate moving pictures to a twilight zone, while the dra-
matic sun, that will owe so much of its brilliance to him,
will appear in blazing splendor, in the zenith.
To the dramatic success already achieved by him Mr.

Morosco proposes to add more success and thus increase
his weapons for warfare on moving pictures. I have before
me a clipping from the Los Angeles Times of July 16 which
gives a criticism by Henry Christeen Warnack of Mr. Moros-
co's latest play, "Servant—Master—Lover":
"The idea is too fragile to be play stuff," writes the critic. "It is

either of two things, and I am inclined to think that it is both. It is a
delightful short story idea, and it is possible that the second act holds
enough of the objective to make it acceptable as a vaudeville sketch of
30 minutes, providing the tempo be accelerated, the lines brightened
and the dainty plot explair.ed.
"As it slands. one waits through tin fir-t act without having the slight-

est notion as to what it is all about, and at the end of the third act one
feels that somebody has made a mistake ; for, while the plot finally un-
ravels itself, it has very little of the plausible to reveal. * • •

"A child's dream of a star, a little girl's belief in fairies, and a baby's
delight in soap bubbles are lovely to contemplate, but they do not make
plays. 'Servant—Master—Lover' is no play.

The quotation seems to show that the latest weapon added
to the Morosco armory is too fragile for active service.

Where did Mr. Morosco get the data which entitles him
to make the statement that "hundreds—in fact, thousands

—

of moving picture houses throughout the land have closed
within the past six months"? The Moving Picture World's
correspondents throughout the country have found no such
conditions. Some houses have been closed for the hot sum-
mer weeks, as is customary, but no such wholesale, perma-
nent closings have taken place as Mr. Morosco claims.

The whole animus exhibited by Mr. Morosco against
moving pictures seems to spring from the mistaken belief

that their mission conflicts with that of the spoken drama.
In* these columns it has been repeatedly shown that no an-
tagonism exists between the spoken and the silent drama
and that the latter never can supplant the former; also that

the art of the photoplay is quite distinct and in no way
dependent on the art of the drama, and that it is at its best
when it relies solely on its own form of expression as an art.

The drama is suffering at present not from conflict with
moving pictures so much as from the past offences of those

who were responsible for its keeping. No one is trying to

deter Mr. Morosco from rehabilitating the drama. He has
made some good and several poor pictures since he joined

the photoplay ranks; but he can be spared wholly to the

drama henceforth, since he is consumed by such burning
zeal.

For a young man Mr. Morosco has had quite a number
of dramatic successes, among them "Peg o' My Heart,"

"Bird of Paradise," "The Cinderella Man" and "So Long,
Letty." It is fervently hoped that he will continue steadily

to increase the list, so that we as well as others may renew
past pleasures at the theater.

Just a parting salute to Mr. Morosco. The moving pic-

ture is not ephemeral. It will seek no special groove to

make way for the dramatic or any other art, but it will fill

its own place in the world and continue to enrich the hap-

piness of men, women and children. In ten years it has

made such marvelous progress that one is seized by awe
as he contemplates its future.

As a novelty the moving picture ceased to exist after the

passing of the "old store" theater. That was the chrysalis

stage. Since then it has become a thing of wondrous beauty

and promise, gladdening the eyes and touching the hearts

of mankind as they were never gladdened or touched before

—and this, to us, is an earnest of what the boundless future

has in store for it.

Chicago Film Brevities.

Covent Garden, on North Clark street, a fine modern
house seating 2,600 people, recently opened by a musical
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comedy company which proved a big failure, has been se-
cured by Lubliner & Trinz for moving pictures. The open-
ing program was offered Saturday evening, August 5, to a
crowd that taxed the seating capacity. Big houses have
bees the rule ever since. The admission is 5 cents for chil-
dren and 10 cents for adults.

The second automobile run and outing of the Reel Fel-
lows Club of Chicago will be made on August 20 to Cedar
Lake, Ind. Autos will leave Grant Park, Chicago, at the
Monroe street viaduct, at 10:30 A. M. All members having
cars are requested to notify the secretary at once, stating
the number of additional passengers they can carry. Those
who do not own cars should also notify the secretary, so
that they may be assigned seats.

"Civilization" closed at Cohan's Grand Opera House Satur-
day evening, August 12, after a most successful run. The
closing was caused by the expiration of the lease which had
been arranged, provision having been made by Mr. Cohan
for the opening of his revue here, on August 23. The house
will be redecorated in the interim.

Miss Florence Rose, an Eastern fashion expert, is in the
city conducting in Chicago picture theaters a series of Pathe
fashion pictures, and is also contributing stories on proper
dress to the Chicago News.

Essanay will soon engage in the production of "The
Prince of Graustark," a sequel to their famous photoplay,
"Graustark." Bryant Washburn and Marguerite Clayton
will appear in the principal roles. Strong parts will be
assigned Ernest Maupain. Sydney Ainsworth and John
Cossar.

Karl W. Fasold, of the Pathe Weekly, was in the city with
the Charles E. Hughes campaigning party, and is accom-
panying it on tour.

For over a year the village of Winnetka, 111., has been in

throes over the framing of an ordinance that will permit
the building and operating of a moving picture theater with-
in its limits. The ordinance gives the censor unlimited
powers. He will be paid $1,200 per year by the theater
and must pass a rigid examination that will "include psychol-
ogy, the power of habit, and the relative value of passive
and active recreation." He also "must have some knowledge
of moving pictures and an interest in social problems."
Here is part of the ordinance which governs censorship:

"If a picture is immoral or obscene or portrays any riotous,

disorderly or other unlawful scene, or if it has a tendency
to disturb the peace, or if it depicts or suggests crime or
the scenes of crime, or the methods of criminals, or if the

pictures are in any respect degrading, it shall be the duty
of the censor to refuse a permit for the same."
The theater must close at 11 o'clock P. M. daily, ami ill

day Sunday. No one as yet has offered to build the theater

and pay the censor.

The Tribune's "German Side of the War" pictures con
tinue to attract laru< gatherings to the Colonial.

"The Kail Rider," a Rrady-made World picture, will be

the headliner at the Studebaker for the week of Sunday,
August 13.

\ns theater will show "Pillars of Society" tin

current week. This is a Triangle product and was made in

M.nts under the direction of D. W. Griffith with

Henry B. Wall ball and other prominent actors in the strong
cast when "The Birth of a Nation" was being produced
It is in '

:

.

"The Alibi." by Vitagraph, will be the main attraction at

the Y-L-S-P. theater during the week beginning lugusl 13.

* * *

ll \v inn of Orchestra Hall, has secured from
the Vitagraph I ompany a reissue of "Wild Animals at

>us" and "Uncle Bill," thi

dies that were in high vogue abotrl three

The firsl named will !,, gtlOWH during flu- week of August N
under the title "When the I ircus 1 .our to ["own." Clara
Kimball Young and other favorites appear in tin-'

Patch Leases Pitt Theater
Pittsburgh's Classic Picture Theater to Open August 28

Under New Manager.

THE I'itt theater, one of the most beautiful and perhaps
the most successful picture playhouse in the country,
which is devoted exclusively to super-features of ten

or more parts, has been leased to William Moore Patch,
declared one of the most prominent exhibitors of feature
pictures in the United States.

It was also announced by James H. Carroll, manager of
the Pitt theater, that Mr. Patch has taken over the direc-
tion of the Chestnut Street Opera House, Philadelphia, which
he will run in conjunction with the Pitt, and along the same
policy.

The unique policy of the Pitt inaugurated when Mr. Patch
took up the direction of the house will be continued, with
the exception that he will now have a freer hand in his dis-
tinctive presentation of motion picture features.
Some idea of that policy can be had when it is learned

that Mr. Patch is the only exhibitor outside of New York
who has dared to charge $1.00 admission prices for all his
pictures. The Pitt runs but two shows daily and seats 2,000,
each seat being reserved.

Mr. Patch is the originator of several innovations in the
presentation of motion pictures, many of which are now in
universal use. He was the first exhibitor ever to make sound
and voice effects an inseparable part of pictures, and he
employs a crew of a dozen men at all times to work out
these parts. Blending of opera, spectacle and pantomime
with films, which is now being used extensively, was first

employed by Mr. Patch. Each production he exhibits opens
with a massive stage setting with choruses, ballets and many
other incidental features.
A striking example of his innovations along this line was

furnished when l'avlowa in "The Dumb Girl of Portici"
was shown in the Pitt theater. A ballet of fifty expert
dancers, with several prominent principals, was introduced
between the various portions of the picture.
Another notable example was had during the showing of

"The Ne'er-Do-Well," the Selig-V-L-S-E feature, in the For-
rest theater, Philadelphia, when a gorgeous stage setting

of scenes at the Panama Canal blended harmoniously with
the scenes in the big feature film.

Not a small part of Mr. Patch's prominence was gained
through his circumventions of the Pennsylvania State Hoard
of Censors, with whom nearly every exhibitor in the state

has run afoul. The "punch" in "The Battle Cry of Peace"
was lost when the censors ordered the elimination of the

climatic scene in the big Vitagraph feature. This scene
showed a mother shooting her two daughters rather than
have them fall into the lustful hands of the country's in-

vaders.
When the big feature was shown by Mr. Patch he cir-

cumvented this elimination by merely staking the scene
with actors in the flesh, and thereby made it even more
gruesome and realistic than it was in the eliminated scene.

Later, during the exhibition by him of "The Ne'er-Do-
Well," a title in which a prominent engineer at the ("anal

accuses the hero of indiscreet conduct with his wife was
ordered eliminated by the censors Mr Patch had a title

painted in glowing letters on a muslin sheet and at the cru-

cial moment hauled up the screen and revealed the censored
title. As a result of these actions, the censors ';

made to appear ridiculous and they now handle Mr. Patch
with considerable care.

The Pitt will open its season on August _'S with a return

engagement of "The Birth of a Nation." "Civilization" and
Annette Kellermann in "The Daughter of the Cods" will

follow in its wake. Among others that will follow will

be "The Crisis." now being produced bv Selig. < his Skinner

in '•Kismet. Flic Garden of Allah." Sir Herbert Tree in

'Macbeth."
The Pitt theater is admirably arranged for the presenta-

tion of super-pictures. It contains the largest oryan ever

erected in any theater in the world a <40.0()l) Wurlit/er-

rlope-Jones Unit Orchestra. An orchestra of thirty nun
is maintained for every picture. This orchestra is under the

direction of Carl Bernthaler. formerly conductor of the

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra tmong other features of

the lions. :(in similar to that in the New
Amsterdam in \'< «

HAND AT THE HELM.

Stanlej S. Hand, of the World Film, is back at the helm

Of tli. Boston exchange and warmly welcomed after an

absence in New York since last fall.
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News of Los Angeles and Vicinity

By G. P. VON HARLEMAN and CLARKE IRVINE

KEYSTONE FILM COMPANY IS FOUR YEARS OLD.
Sennett's Fun Factory Shows Remarkable Growth from

Humble Start.

THE Keystone is four years old. A vacant lot, a couple
of dilapidated sheds and a rickety stage was the home
of the Keystone Film Company in Los Angeles four

years ago this month. The history of its rapid rise under
Mack Sennett's presiding genius is quite remarkable, but
not perhaps more so than some other of our prominent com-
panies that had to begin in the same modest way.

In those early days Mr. Sennett says continuity of action
and "finish" was not considered essential in comedy films.

The majority of scenes were made away from the studio
t

which was recognized more as a headquarters or place to

*&?.
Plant of Keystone Film Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

report at the mornings and draw a check from Saturday
afternoon.
High class comedies of artistic merit, unfolding a com-

plete story, was what Mr. Sennett aimed at, and he found
that to arrive at this result the plant where comedies were
produced must be as large in scope and as thoroughly
equipped as those maintained by companies producing film

dramas of serious action.
Today the open air stages of the Keystone Film Co. cover

five acres. In addition to this are buildings of wood, brick
and concrete, housing all the industries to be found in the
average city of several thousand population, including a five-

story planing mill, restaurant.
Another feature of the Mack Sennett-Keystone studios is

the big open-air plunge, which is electrically heated. When
not in use for pictures it is at the disposal of the actors,

who may bathe in it whenever they desire.

A modern cafeteria is conducted by the company. Here
everybody employed at the Mack Sennett-Keystone plant
may obtain the best of food at prices considerably lower
than are demanded downtown.

In the planing mill is made everything from patrol wagons
to the various sections of Swiss-Chalet bungalows and sky-
scrapers. The painters supply the realistic touches, which
is given finish by wall paper and designers' department.
All kinds of mechanical devices are made in the machine
shops, and in the big garage the scores of autos used in the

Keystone's activities are housed and kept in repair. Many
touches of humor are added to Keystone comedies by the
sign painter's staff. The plumbing department is kept busy
providing water and sewerage connections wherever neces-
sary to add to the realism of the sets and keeping the plant's

system in repair.

Separate buildings are maintained for the general offices,
scenario and publicity departments and for other activities
allied with the manufacture of motion pictures.
The studios where the famous Keystone comedies are

produced compose quite a city within a city, thriving with
industry and giving employment to more than a thousand
people, in one capacity or another.

Since 1912, when Mack Sennett first came to Los Angeles
to establish the Keystone Film Co., the vacant lot has spread
to more than seven acres, enclosed by an artistic wall of
mission architecture, uniquely appropriate to California.
When the occasion demands it there are hundreds of acres

of hills and vale surrounding the plant in Edendale that can
be utilized in the production of pictures.
As a result of the establishment of the Keystone Film Co.

and other motion picture concerns, Edendale in four years
has grown from a district of waste land to one of the most
thriving and charming suburbs of Los Angeles. It has paved
streets, beautiful schools and churches and all the features of
a growing modern town. It strongly emphasizes the im-
portance of the motion picture industry to a community.

SAMUEL GOLDFISH ARRIVES AT THE COAST.
Will Make Extensive Tour of United States to Outline Policy

for His Company.
Samuel Goldfish, chairman of the Board of Directors of

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, arrived in Los
Angeles, Monday, this week.

It is Mr. Goldfish's intention to make an extended tour
of the United States in behalf of his company to study pres-
ent motion picture conditions. Mr. Goldfish will visit prac-
tically every town of importance on the continent, and by
this method make a complete survey of the business. Upon
his report to the Board of Directors the future policy of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation will be announced.
The company now makes eighty-four five-reel feature pro-

ductions annually and it is to learn the trend of the public
taste that Mr. Goldfish is making this tour.
When Mr. Goldfish arrived at the Hollywood studios he

found 'an entirely different plant from that which he left six

months ago. The Lasky Company now takes in the entire
block bounded by Selma, Vine and Argyle streets and Sun-
set boulevard, and also a large portion of the block across
Argyle street from the studio. The new_ $150,000 laboratory-
has also been completed since his last visit.

It is expected that Mr. Goldfish will remain in Los Angeles
for at least a week before starting on his long trip around
the country.

CLARA BARTON IN MOTION PICTURES.
A $100,000 Memorial Film to Be Produced by Frederick W.

Hornby.

The history and life work of Miss Clara Barton, the Na-
tional Red Cross Nurse, is to be portrayed in motion pic-

tures.

Announcement to this effect was made public this week
by Frederick W. Hornby, who will have charge of pro-

duction.
The picture is to be known as "The Angel of the Battle-

fields." It will be produced in ten reels and cost over $100,-

000. The money for this production has been raised by pri-

vate subscription. The picture will not be released for a

year. It will first be shown in "legitimate" theaters through-
out the country and afterwards will make its permanent
abode in the Memorial Hall, which is to be erected to Miss
Barton in Washington. There the Clara Barton film will

be exhibited to visitors three times a week.
Part of this production will be filmed in Los Angeles,

but in order to get actual setting for many of the scenes,

Director Hornby will depart to North Oxferd, Mass.. the
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birthplace of Miss Barton. Members of the Clara Barton
Memorial Association will be actors in the film story, in-

cluding General Nelson A. Miles, Mrs. George A. Picketts,

Mrs. John A. Logan and others whose names are known to

every soldier. Colonel Chas. Sumner Young, of Los Angeles,
a life-long friend of Clara Barton, has written the scenario.

H. M. HORKHEIMER RETURNS FROM THE EAST-
WORK TO BEGIN ON NEW SERIALS.

H. M. Horkheimer, president and general manager of the
Balboa Amusement and Producing Co., returned to the Long
Beach Studios last week after an absence of nearly two
months. Mr. Horkheimer found his plant humming with
activity, but the Balboa studios wiU be even busier from
now on because of the additional contracts obtained for

new productions, the chief of which is more serials for Pathe.
Even while the finishing touches are being put on "The

Grip of Evil," the Balboa-made continued screen story which
Pathe is now releasing, work is to begin on a fifteen-episode

piece featuring Ruth Roland. The scenarios are being
written by Will M. Ritchey from stories furnished by one
of the best-known newspaper writers in America. And no
sooner is this work under way than the filming of yet an-
other serial will begin; so that Balboa will enjoy the unique
distinction of being busy on three big productions of this

sort at the same time.

A VISIT TO TALLY'S BROADWAY.
Upon visiting Mr. T. L. Tally, one of the best known and

oldest exhibitors of this city, he told a few interesting things
about his house. Although it is known that Tally's organ
is one of the best on the coast, he never overtalks about it.

This equipment consists of four organs, instead of one. On
the stage is the large choir organ, while on the left is the
swell organ and on the right is the great organ, which is

quite an instrument. Fully a hundred feet back, on the left

hand side and just below the ceiling, is the echo organ. All

told there are 6.000 pipes, which are operated by a four-tier

keyboard. Jaime Overton is the leader of the orchestra,
which is one of the best in any theater along the coast. The
organ is played by Garrett, who is a recognized organist of

ability. He has just returned from a vacation trip up and
down the Pacific and he informed Mr. Tally that the Broad-
way theater's musical equipment was absolutely the best on
the coast.
Seymour Tally, son of the proprietor of this house, has

just returned from a vacation trip up into Bear Valley. On
the way up Mr. Tally accompanied his son in his big car.

Hut owing to a breakdown had to return. Young Mr. Tally
exhibits a ruddy complexion and snapshots of a string of
trout.

"The Tallygram" is the neat program sheet gotten out by
this house. It contains all the data on the current picture,

together with a short biography of the star appearing in it

and other numerous items and notes of interest to patrons
of the house. Mr. Tally has booked, via the open market
system, some of the best pictures for the coming month
and he says that if business continues as good as it has dur-
ing the summer he will be entirelv satisfied. Krazy Kat
and his little pet aversion. Ignatz Mouse, are added attrac-
tions each week, which fill up the bill in addition to a spe-

cially selected educational travelogue or scenic film.

LOS ANGELES FILM BREVITIES.
Frank Campeau, the character actor, who played with the

Fine Arts, last spring, has returned to Los Angeles and will

appear in two pictures for the Selig Company, one being n

story by Zane Grey and the other by Frank Powers. After
his film engagement Mr. Campeau will return to New York
to play another season in "Rio Grande."

Blanche Sweel has gone for a week's vacation to Bear
Valley. On her return she will at once begin her work on
"Witchcraft." tin photoplay scenario which won the prize

in the recent contesl held among tin- students at Columbia
University ami which was pun based by the T.ask-y Company.

1 ..mi a M irl who is ridine
I... Monl . her home town, to the

Lasky Studio in Hollywood, arrived in San Francisco last

Sunday, She is expected here in about two

Director Burton George has taken his company of Uni-
versal players to San Francisco and Monterey this week,
where many of the scenes will be filmed for a five-reel fea-
ture, "The Isle of Life," written by Stephen French Whit-
son and adapted for the screen by Fred Myton.

Dr. A. F. Crane, dean of the players at Universal City
and who served throughout the Civil War, is a member of
the committee having in charge the arrangements of the
twenty-ninth encampment of the Southern California Vete-
rans' Association at Huntington Beach. August 15 to Au-
gust 25.

Dr. Crane, who is seventy-four years of age. fought at the
Battle of Gettysburg and was in hundreds of shirmishes dur-
ing the conflict. He was mustered out at the close of the
war as a lieutenant.

Madge Kirby, a young actress, well known in motion pic-
tures, has joined Universal this week and will play ingenue
lead opposite "Smiling" Billy Mason in "She Couldn't Resist
Him," a one-reel production under the direction of John
Steppling. Miss Kirby has appeared in comedies for more
than four years with other companies before going with
Universal.

Under direction of Charles Giblyn. who has just returned
from the East, William Desmond began work this week as
the sole star of a new Triangle-Kay-Bee drama written by
C. Gardiner Sullivan. The cast includes Marguerite Thomp
son, Robert McKin and J. Barney Sherry.

Among the visitors at Thos. H. Ince's Culver City plant
this week were Emil Kerhlein and his son. Emil Jr.. who
operate the Fresno Kinema theater of Fresno. Cal.: William
Southern, proprietor of the Grand theater. Bellingham.
Wash., and Rox Midgelv. who control the Franklin theater.
Oakland. Cal.

J. G.. Hawkes. of the Ince scenario staff, left this week
for his home at Alameda, Cal.. near San Francisco, to spend
his first vacation in two years. He had scarcely arrived at

his destination when Chief Arthur C. Gardner Sullivan wired
him to devote what he planned to be leisure hours to the
writing of a new story. Such is the busy life of a Triangle
scenario man!

W. Christy Cabanne, the Griffith director, received this

week a medal donated by his class of Smith Academy as

the graduate who has accomplished most since leaving the
school. This is not only extremely encouraging to Mr.
Cabanne. but is something that should be appreciated by the
motion picture industry at large, as it shows that a man
thus engaged is considered something dignified and worth
while. This has not always been the case in the past.

The man approaching Mr. Cabanne nearest in salary re-

ceives $10,000 a year as a consulting engineer. The next
highest salary was $7,500, the advertising manager of a Chi-
cago corporation. Many of the class engaged in such pro
fessions as those of the doctor and lawyer were not thor-

oughly established, having taken in several years of addi-

tional work after graduating from preparatory school. Their
average salary was $1,750. Mr. Cabanne's income, we are

informed, is in excess of $25,000 a year. He is 28 years old.

married and has two children. Good work, Mr. Cabanne'

Tuesday last week a party of film men. attaches of the

Government, arrived here to take pictures in the scenic \nge
les National Forest. They are C. J. Blanchard and H T
Cowling, and they are here for the purpose of making a

series oi pictures, film and otherwise to be used in exploit-

in«. the national forest as a recreation ground for the people

Supervisor Charlton will accompany the gentlemen to v.iri

..us points in the mountains, and among other pi

will be thrown on the screen is the city playground located

on the Seeley Flats. Pictures will also be made in the most
picturesque spots in San Antonio Canyon and other places

e is acknowledged to offer the most con-

spicuous examples of how the big woods can be used for

Mints by the people, and the Government desire5

to inaugurate a policy of advertising to show that what ha*

ompuahed in thi ' can be
done elsewhere.
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

"The Grip of Evil"
"The Hypocrites" Puts the Question for the Sixth Time, "Is

Humanity in the Grip of Evil?"
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

IN THE sixth number of the Pathe serial we find a situa-
tion, which might or might not arise through the banish-
ment from their home of the ambitious son and daughter

of rural parents. These young people, one a girl and the
other a boy, go to the city and fall in with evil companions,
despite the fact that a young artist, who has known them
previous to their sojourn in the city, befriends them. In view

Biographs in Two and Three Reels
"Man's Enemy" Features Lillian Gish—"The Blot on the

'Scutcheon" a Griffith Reissue.
Reviewed by Lynde Denig.

MAX'S ENEMY" is not a reissue, although it was pro-
duced some time ago and held by the Biograph company
for a favorable release date. Now it will be presented

on the General Film program in three reels, with Lillian Gish
receiving first prominence In a cast that numbers David
Wall, Franklin Ritchie, Vivian Prescott and Thomas Jeffer-
son. Rather because of honors won in recent years than
because of the oustanding importance of the character she
presents in this picture, Miss Gish is given precedence; but
even if the role has its limitations, she will not disappoint
those who have learned to admire her girlish graces.
The story could hardly be called an inspired argument

against that ever-dangerous enemy of man—strong drink. To
be sure, most of the author's characters who indulge in it come
to grief, but usually other elements contribute to their down-
fall; not least among them the perpetual plotting of crafty
human enemies-. Believing that his father has been murdered,
the surviving son determines on vengeance by ruining the
offspring of the man suspected of the crime. Learning that
the man marked for ruination in all probability inherited
a taste for liquor, the villain of the picture starts by placing
temptation in his way, secures an adventuress for an ally and
presently the unfortunate youth is sliding swiftly down the
forbidden path. Almost three reels, filled with swift melo-
dramatic action, are consumed before he reaches the lowest
level and is ready for the reformation without which a story

of this type would be lacking in moral uplift. The critical

spectator will find the plot rather extravagant; but the many

others wh,, ;,,. 1,-ss M.iriins ar.- likely to call the tituations
forceful and dramatic
For photoplay purposes, Griffith discovered an inviting com-

bination of poetry and drama in Browning's "The Blot on the
'Scutcheon," now being reissued in two reels, with Dorothy
Bernard, Charles Mailes, Edwin August and Claire McDowell in
the cast. It is in every respect an excellent two-reel picture
of a tone that one seldom finds in current productions. Attrac-
tive settings aid greatly in carrying out the spirit of the poem,
and the acting fulfills the needs of romantic drama.

"Little Lady Eileen"
Marguerite Clark Is Featured in a Well Produced Drama

That Touches on the Fairies in Ireland.
Reviewed by George Blaisdell.

THE Famous Players released on August 10, "Little Lady
Eileen," featuring Marguerite Clark. The story is from
the pen of Betty Fitzgerald. J. Searle Dawley directs

the production; the staging is picturesque and elaborate. The
locale is Ireland, and the tale is peopled with simple folk
who believe in fairies, as well as with those who sternly
repudiate the suggestion that such things can be.
Miss Clark is seen as Lady Eileen, a firm believer of the

tales told in books she tends on the shelves, and by the cobbler
of the village. Her faith in the power of these fairy fictions
is absolute. To her they exist if they do not breathe, and

incing. The phase of the
the

Scene from "The Hypocrites" (Pathe).

of the fact that the girl has a leaning toward art, and has
dabbled in a crude way with the brush, and the boy has
shown inventive genius, one cannot help feeling that the de-
velopment of character is not consistent. As presented the
interrogative side of the question is not illustrated convinc-
ingly.

Scene from "Little Lady Eileen" (Famous Players).

nature of embellishment. The main action turns on the desire
of Eileen's father to bolster a rapidly dwindling credit by tak-
ing advantage of an old will and marrying Eileen to a Church-
ill, thereby securing for her a castle and the estate surrounding
it. Miss Clark gives a charming interpretation of Eileen a
nimble-footed, graceful, winsome creature.
Vernon Steele finely plays the role of the author, who, in his

journey in search of material, meets Eileen and falls in love
with her. Others in the cast are John L. Shine, Eileen's
father; J. K. Murray; the priest who lends such ready aid to
the matchmaking father; Harry Lee, an old traveling cobbler,
and M.-tiigie Hallow. '11 Fisher and Russell Bassett—Eileen's
aunt and the innkeeper, respectively.

"Little Lady Eileen" will rank as a good picture, but there
will be inclination among some to wonder how Eileen could
be so easily taken in by the unscrupulous brother in mistake
for the manly one; to meet a man several times, know him
well enough to agree to marry him, and then permit the cere-
mony to be concluded without discovering the man beside
her was an imposter; or why, where there had been imposi-
tion, any difficulty would be encountered legacy in remedying
the situation. But this is a story having to do with fairies

—
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the green—and so we
i is that "Little Lady
ins of strength at the

"The Pacifist"

k Merry Farce Comedy in Two Reels, by Essanay, with
Harry Dunkinson as Chief Funmaker—Written

by Charles J. McGuirk, Directed by
Harry Beaumont.

Reviewed by James B. McQuade.
[onfess that I have a hankering for photo-comedies

of one or two reels in length, which offer brisk action,
humorous situations and sufficient connection of the in

:idents to give the story the semblance of probability. In mj
>pinion "The Pacifist," a two-reel farce comedy by Essanay,
neets all these requirements, and, in addition, possesses a
sanity and furnishes an object lesson that will heighten the
Jleasure of the spectator.
Chas. J. McGuirk has written the story, in which he makes

Scene from "The Pacifist" (Essanay).

peaceful Henry Alswell, a flouted business man and a very
much hen-pecked husband, the center of mirth. Harry Dun-
kinson, a popular Essanay comedian, fits the role delightfully.
He has the bulk, the face, the "soft-mark" aspect and the
shrinking that makes the role of the peaceful man mirthful
at ail times.
To see this senior partner of a business firm routed out of

bed in the morning by his wife, and forced to cook breakfast
while she continues her morning slumbers, is a sight that de-
nes the sober-faced spectator. Morning ablutions are dispensed
with before he begins his work around the cooking stove, for
he evidently believes in conserving his energy, as we witness
that he performs them after the cooking is done and before he
Bits down al the table, fa this respect be sets an example for
his wife, who sadly needs it, for she comes to table in robe
de chambre and nightcap!
The new and Quick way to open a fresh milk bottle Is illus-

trated in mirthful fashion by this head-of-the-house cook, a. d
so is his pail the coffee pot. Of the three

b he boils for the family— comprised of his wife, nis
youthful son and himself—a sad tale is unfolded at thi

.! vouth, his sou, grabs two Of them
ami his wife, the third, leaving only the lesson of hard experi-
ence foi thi peaceful bread winner.
The scenes at the office are no better than those at home for

the man who holds to the belief that if a man strikes you
on the right cheek, you must turn to him the other, consoling
yourself b\ remembering thai be knows no better. The office

boy sits on a chair with his feel on the table—and keeps them
there—when "Peaceful" enters, while the girl stenographer is

bo absorbed
tlnues her reading The Junior partner bullies "Peaceful" as

I g hbor, he
wrathfully accui ed him en Jus) to
l . r 1

1
1 • t hi , I, . I . i ' All id M hlCb '

;

fullj
ii worm brings the merriest action of the

corned] i
!•'.' P( eful • hit pari id galvanizes

his oilier force bj a fui dlsplaj ol wrath ind enei

he humbles hii tei m la in( w He until she I

feeding; him as Bhe would a baby, ">ii how hi

and ,'iilinn tl

per, are all mlrthfullj shown in the plcturi

Qamllli N,r Dunkinson In

ii,.- role of Mrs alswell, while Bill Mars (the junior partner),
IV, rival |.',„, I. , . .In e Alswell. Willie Mai

ngiapher are capably impersonated, respectively,
amilton, Ed^ar Murray. Tommy Harper, Frank

i Josephine Huddleston.
September 5, through the ;•

"Beatrice Fairfax"
Two Episodes of International Film Service Serial Are

Displayed at Private Showing.
Reviewed by Lynde Denig.

THAT William Kandolph Hearst intends to appeal to the
populace through photoplays, much as he has appealed
through his newspapers, is amply evidenced in "Beatrice

Fairfax," the new serial being produced by the Whartons for
release by the International Film Service. "Advice to the
Lovelorn," the department conducted by Beatrice Fairfax in
the New York Journal, attracts a certain class of readers who
have not yet passed the adolescent stage, and it is not un-
reasonable to suppose that these same readers will be enter-
tained by a similar variety of sentimentality when they visit
the theater of an evening. On First, Second and Third avenues,
in the Bronx and other strongholds of Hearst journalism, the
serial should draw well. Elsewhere, the appeal is less certain.

Then, too, there is a chance that the friends of Miss Fair-
fax, attracted by a display of their favorite writer's name and
led to expect pictures of a richly sentimental nature, may be a
bit disappointed by the character of the opening episodes,
The Missing Watchman" and "The Adventure of the Jealous
Wife." There is no advice to the lovelorn here, ratner a
quantity Of melodrama, in which Beatrice Fairfax, imperson-
ated by Grace Darling, is supposed to figure. Seemingly the
system to be followed is this: At the beginning of each episode
Miss Fairfax receives a letter from some trusting reader and
behind each letter is an exciting story, destined to be dis-
closed by Jimmy Barton, the gifted reporter capable of as-
suming many disguises. Then Miss Fairfax, herself, is always
ready to leave her desk for personal investigations of interest-

In the introduction to "The Night Watchman" we see Arthur
Brisbane at his desk, also Tad. the cartoonist; we meet Miss
Fairfax and Jimmy Barton, note the contents of a letter signed
'Mary Ryan" and all is ready for the reporter's investigation
of a bank robbery. The "Mary Ryan" communication proves
to be the clue to the mystery, unravelled at great personal
risk to the reporter and his feminine co-worker. Unquestion-
ably, these two reels are replete with exciting physical action;
hut they are elementary melodrama based on convenient h, iii-

Scene from "Beatrice Fairfax" (International).

contributing to the success of the star reporter. The
in were nol regarded by the Whartons with
i In the opening episodes of "Th<

ol Wyra."
"The Adventure ol the Jealous Wile," a storj deal

violinist, his wife and a blackhand hand, gives Harrj
r, an opportunttj for some clever acting •

i Italian, as In the preceding episode, the stirring
quality of the tale presented depends upon the abllttj of the

thoul asking to

tions thai satlsfj the salnd in beautj and oharm, U
Ing will fulfill the Journal .

• I .
w h. i .

• is whai ail reporters should be but seldom are.

Ernest Maupain in "The Prince of Graustark."
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Two Kalem Comedies
"The Stolen Jail," a Novel One-Reeler Featuring Ivy Close,

and "Ham's Strategy," an Amusing Photoplay, with
Lloyd V. Hamilton, Bud Duncan and Ethel

Teare in the Cast.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.

"The Stolen Jail."

IT
HAS long been recognized by all good men and true that

a woman lias the right to change her mind. When the
heroine of "The Stolen Jail" decides to have her young

man put behind the bars and then decides she wants him set
free again, the strong arm of the law is powerless to prevent
her; finding that she cannot persuade the warden to throw
wide the door of her loved one's cell, she steals Jail, warder,
loved one and all. A railroad derrick is run alongside of the
calaboose, hitched fast and the whole works snaked into the
air, run onto a pier, twirled merrily in the atmosphere and
dropped into the water—after the loved one has made his

There is much good fun before the young man goes to jail.

His troubles start with a lover's quarrel, and the lady in the
i becomingly attired in the latest cut of riding

breeches, hops into her racing auto and makes a record run

"A Wall Street Tragedy"
Five-Reel Mutual Produced by the Mirror Film Corporation,

Featuring Nat Goodwin.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

NAT GOODWIN is a master of that kind of portrayal which
shows man as he really is under the influence of liquor,

and his remarkable performance, together with the sub-
tle theme and beautiful decorative settings, constitutes the
principal charm of "A Wall Street Tragedy." The story has
some small weaknesses and one great one, the purely artificial

introduction of what is commonly known as "love interest."
The latter is a mere fragment and not artistically interpolated.
Nat Goodwin plays the part of a cold-blooded stock broker,
id his daughter meets a young man for a brief moment. This

the story whatever; the girl does
to him as to an old friend

3 as if her affections i settledand falls into his a

on a perfect stranger.
Goodwins' role is that of ruining another firm of manipula-

tors, and one of the ruined partners plans a long and costly re-
venge, that of inducing a certain "Ivette" to win Goodwin's
young affections and eventually to replace a wife who dies
from a broken heart and neglect caused by her husband's hab-
its of high living. The revenge is deliberate and costly, but
the ruined broker seems to have plenty of money. It reacts
on him in the end, causing his death and driving his accom-
plice insane. They are well impersonated, but Interest is at-
tached to Goodwin and his classy performance from the be-
ginning to the end. He carries the play along by sheer fores

"The Dawn of Freedom"
Five-part Blue Ribbon Feature Presents Well-Staged

Satire, With Charles Richman in Difficult Role.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.

THE ressurrection of Richard Cartwright, patriot, one
hundred and thirty-nine years after the founding of
American liberty and independence, forms rather an in-

teresting screen topic in view of the fact that more than a
grain of truth lies in the contrast drawn between the founders
of our democracy, and a prosperous modern public, apt to for-
get its most sacred precepts. Paul Scardon has produced the
picture from a story written by William Hurlburt, with
Charles Richman impersonating effectively Richard Cartwright.
The role of the Patriot presents difficulties, especially in that
part of the story attending the exhuming of the body of Cart-
wright by a bomb explosion when released from that state of
suspended animation in which he has been placed over a cen-
tury before by Father Ambrose, in an attempt to save him
from Indian torture. The modern portion of the story deals
with a miner's strike brought on by the greed of a descendant
of Richard Cartwright's, who has gathered immense wealth from
the mineral deposits on the Pennsylvania tract assigned by
the government to his noble ancestor. The recently resurrected
patriot is killed by a shot from the gun of one of the strikers
and dies, leaving his spirit—the spirit of '76—to Dick Cart-
wright, now the worthy head of the firm of Cartwright, his

Scene from "The Stolen Jail" (Kalem).

to the home of her country relatives. Her best fellow follows,
and she puts up a job on him, sets the town constable on his
track, lands Jack in jail; then exercises the prerogative of her
sex, and uproots the foundation and penthouse of the law, that
she may give him back his liberty. The extravagant humor of
the reel is emphasized by the skill shown in the direction and
the choice of locations. Robert Ellis, who is part author of
the scenario, made the production. The cast, consisting of
Ivy Close, Arthur Albertson, Henry Murdock, William McKey
and Mary Taylor-Ross, catch the spirit of the comedy at the
start and romp through it in high glee.

"Ham's Strategy."
The object of the deep designs of the large gentleman with

the delicatessen cognomen is a patient and long-suffering
jackass. His winning ways—Ham's, not the Jack's—having
captivated the village belle, the two plan an elopement, and
Ham invests in an aged donkey and a more ancient cart. The
colored person, who owns the outfit is willing enough to sell;

the difficult part of the proceedings is to start the donkey.
Ham pours gasoline into his ear, cranks him up, tries to start
him at low speed, then at high—with the aid of a box of dyna-
mite, but in vain. The explosion starts Ham and Ethel all

right and lands the lady at the top of a telegraph pole, but
the jack, like another Casabianca, stands rooted to the spot
from "whence all but he (never mind, if Mrs. Hemans did
not write him) had fled." The strategy finally used to expedite
the elopement is as ancient as the stubborn little beast him-
self, and leads to a hilarious finish. The laughs In this reel

are frequent and well deserved. Lloyd and Ethel and Bud are
most happily cast. And so is the donkey—from an artistic

point of view.

Scene from "The Dawn of Freedom" (Vitagraph).

father having succumbed to fear as the infuriated strikers
attacked the house.
The subject dealt with in the film is difficult of effective pres-

entation. The presentation offered by the Vitagraph company
is dignified and impressive, and should be an inspiration to
liberal principles and true patriotism.

"The Patriot"

Five-Reel Triangle-Ince by Monte J. Katterjohn, Affording
Wm. S. Hart Unusual Opportunity.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

MR. HART has been seen in a monotony of performance,
that of the Western bad man who is redeemed through
the influence of feminine refinement or demoralized

through association with women of doubtful character, but
"The Patriot" affords him a chance to do some real acting,

and he responds splendidly to all the requirements of his new
role. The play is not a vehicle, one of those in which the

"lead" is almost constantly shown in wearisome close-ups; it

is a spirited story of contemporaneous life, with an occasional

sympathetic touch of tenderness which is so lacking in most
photoplays, mere photography of human motion, not of emo-
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tion. It relates to the fond illusion of a man who has fought
for his country and believes in it from the depths of his noble
heart. He is of the manly, self-sacrificing kind that won
freedom at the outset and are ready to maintain it at all costs
today.
He is a widower with a little boy he adores, for whom ho

has taken a homestead, for whose future he is drudging long
hours to win gold from pay gravel. He constantly impresses
in the little fellow that country stands first, even before in-
dividual interest. Meanwhile some grafters conspire to rob
him of his rights by that meanest of all methods, taking ad-
vantage of some flaw in a contract. They dispossess him, and
he goes to Washington full of confidence that his wrongs will
be righted. During his absence his little boy dies. He finds
the authorities at Washington bound hand and foot by red
tape. The country he protected does not protect him. It af-
fects his mind, and the added strain of discovering on his
return that the sweet little boy is dead completely demoralizes
the man. He breaks down and goes wandering.
In half-sane bitterness of heart he turns against the nag

and becomes a renegade spy for Mexican bandits infesting the
border. He visits the camp of a border patrol and returns to
the Mexicans with information that promises a fruitful raid.
Back in camp he comes under the influence of a motherless
little boy so much like his own that he is deeply affected.
This rouses his better nature and results in a powerful con-
version. He saves the camp he intended to betray and the lit-

tle boy he has come to love with an old affection revived.
All this is interwoven with spirited action, bat that action

never leaves the center line of interest, a correct and effective
story structure. The characterization of the "lead" is most ex-
quisitely done, Mr. Hart's impersonation proving him to be a
great actor In spite of the doubt cast on his ability by plays
in which his prominence is forced rather than natural. It is

probably the best thing he has done, and the entire production
is of high quality.

•'The Girl of Lost Lake"
Pleasing Story and Wonderful Scenery Are Found in Blue-

bird Picture Featuring Myrtle Gonzales.

Reviewed by Lynde Denig.

IF THE narrative were much less interesting than it actually
Is, the extraordinary scenic quality of "The Girl of Lost
Lake"—the perfect succession of beautiful views of a

mountain lake—would place the picture among desirable at-
tractions for those who appreciate an artistic reproduction of

a glorious country. Lynn F. Reynolds, author and director of

the story, and Cameraman Clyde R. Cooke never failed to

choose inviting locations for the enactment of the scenes In

this story of the Sierra Nevada mountains, and the lighting
and tinting of the film contribute to entrancing effects. The
lake shimmering in the moonlight; dawns and sunsets seen

Scene from "Thj Lake" (Bluebird).

through the treei wi have all these In a varied background.
i ''. and In the cabins along the banks we

meet types made familiar through previous stories of the
mountain Wilds. Myrtle Qonzalea, putting plenty of dash and
plril Into her performance, plays the untamed daughter <>r

i veteran prospector who
takes a klndlj Interest In the girl, while equally vital to the

laOk, who wauls to man ;.

the two mei ire prominently In

her career. All of these cfa ' tlnotly drawn and
therein lies much ol the value of the production, for the story.
v. In I. oil not marked
by any unexpected novelty.
The spectator knows all Ural that th< r<

tfcAndrewa will be brought to a happy eon-
ClUSlon, SO In the removal of

the bully, is a constant menace; then there is the artist, who
paints a picture of Jude, not as she actually appeared, rather
as he wished her to appear, in somewhat scanty attire. Be-
sides causing a scandal in a community, this painting leads to
a misunderstanding between the lovers. The settlement comes
in due time when the two meet in a New York restaurant after
the girl has acquired a fortune, owing to the discovery of gold
on her property. Miss Gonzales is supported by Val Paul,
Fred Church, George Hernandez and others in a picture th; t

seemingly has enough points to assure its success.

"A Woman's Way"
Carlyle Blackwell and Ethel Clayton Featured in Five-Part

Production for World-Equitable Program.
Reviewed by Margaret I. Mac-Donald.

MADE at the Peerless studios, the above production, which
is founded on a story by Thompson Buchanan, is moder-
ately entertaining. The story itself is based on rather

an amusing domestic tangle, introducing an adventuress. Nina
Blakemore, whose chief occupation lays in extracting the last
cent from her foolish masculine victims, to say nothing of
breaking a heart here and there. The main thread of the

s Way" (World).

Story, however, follows the • -
,f Howard Stanton

and his pretty wife, who brings the unhappy side of her life
to a joyous climax by giving a dinner, to which she invites the
disturber of the peace. Nina Blakemore, who is there accosted
by shadows of her past, and various unseemly incidents reveal
themselves. The young wife, in a well-planned flirtation, suc-
ceeds in bringing her husband to h<

Ethel Clayton makes the best of the rather insipid role of
the young wife, much of whose time is spent in wringing her
hands and -

i her husband The same
can be said of Carlyle Blackwell In the role of the husband.
In fact, the cast is to be generally commended. The production
has been prettily set, and there are points of excellence which
include the intermingling of a vein of comedy. The sub-titles
unfortunately are not effective and are often superfluous. The
thrilling automobile accident has not been forgotten when B

iod machine is broken up, the victims escaping with
!ehes

nber. vhich

"Their Mother"
Two-Reel Lubin Crook Drama Written by Tom Gibson and

Directed by Leon D. Kent.
i:. -v lewed by Edward WeitseL

, .,iii:i;k la no lack ot motive In this two-reel photoplay; the
heroine's sweetheart la a detective and her brother a
crook. The detective's brother, just home fron

gets mixed up with a gang In which the lady's brother la a
shining light, and becomes their leader. When thl '

rest the gang the detective pretends that he is the criminal.
In order to save his mother from breaking her heart
her favorite s.»n. Strict moralists and others, who
given a little common sense, will not be inclined to

the detective's heroic conduct The situatl
a theatric w a > . but reflects little Ol H evident the
author has thought out I,

HI IntO them n
work conscientiously and Includl

nth, Mel\ in Ma-, o,

Brontl,

George Cochrane at Huntington Lake.

Cal., tllmlng one and tl I
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"God's Half Acre'
Mable Taliaferro Featured in Attractive Character Role in

Five-Part Metro-Rolfe Production.

Reviewed by Margarel i Mac] »o

IF ONE were to attempt to criticise the play In the present
Instance there would doubtless be found a lack of plot

material. In Its] place, however, would be discovered a
substantial character study, unusually pleasing. The story

of the novelist whose wife, suffering from a fancied neglect,

Scene from "God's Half Acre" (Metro).

turns to another, eloping in the silence of the night, is an oft-

repeated one which is made endurable in this case by the
introduction of sjcenes at "Rainbow's End,'' a home for the

[ere it is that Blossom, maid-of-all-work, and angel
of -Rainbow's End," smiles at us from the wash tub, and
continues to emanate a simple philosophy of the kind that is

born and not made. Here it is also that we meet with another
delightful character in the person of "Daddy)' Sterling, Blos-
som's tutor, when opportunity afforded, and also that strongly
contrasting type found in the sour-faced matron commonly
known among the inmates as "The Dragon." Another type
worthy of mention is Perry Westley, friend of Henry Norman,
novelist. This man's brains had sjettled in his feet, making
him the best dancer in the smart set to which the Normans be-
longed. Smaller opportunities are offered the remainder of
the. feminine element of the cast. The character of Bess Nor-
man, sister of the novelist, is[ sometimes interpreted a little

too strenuously to be effective.

Mabel Talliaferro as Blossom, who was incorporated in the
novel of Henry Norman as "The Little Old Young Lady," does
attractive work, investing the character with a simple charm
of innocence that was evidently the intention of June Mathis,
author of the scenario.

It was at "God's Half Acre," an orphan asylum kept by a
woman of beautiful ideals, that Blossom found refuge after
being turned into the highway because of the attentions ol
the novelist who had sojourned at "Rainbow's End" in search
of types for his story.

The production will be found pleasing because of its human
qualities, and the delightful manner in which it has been
staged by Edwin Carewe, as well as the excellent work of the
cast, consisting, in addition to Miss Taliaferro, of J. W. John-
son, Helen Dahl, Lorraine Frost, Richard Neill, John Smiley,
Daniel Jarret and Miriam Hutchins.

"Quest of Life" for Maurice and Florence Walton.
"The Quest of Life" is the title chosen for the dobut of the

internationally celebrated dancers, Maurice and Florence Wal-
ton, by the Famous Players Film Company, work on which
has already begun under the direction of Ashley Miller. "The
Quest of Life," which was adapted by Mr. Miller from the
play "Ellen Young" by Edmund Goulding and Gabriel Entho-
ven, marks not only the debut of Maurice and Walton on the
screen, but also the first directorial effort of Mr. Miller on the
Paramount Program.
The selection of this play is a happy one as it will give the

famous artistes who introduced the maxixe, the Apache dance
and the Dansant, a great opportunity to display their skill
both in the pantomime and in the dance. One of the chief
reasons for the recent journey to Paris from which the
dancers returned only last week was the procuring of cos-
tumes which would be especially suitable for the production.
Miss Walton, who has always been famous for her creations,
has brought many stunning gowns home with her for, war or
no war, Paris is still the fashion arbiter of the world.

New Goodrich Subject Finished.
Th.- newest Edna Goodrich subject produced by the Oliver

Mo>...-. o Photo], lav Company, has just been completed at the
Los Angeles studios of this concern. TKe photoplay is entitled
••The Bousfe ol Lies" and, it is stated, presents a dramatic
vehicle Of most unusual qualities for the popular star. Those
who have alreadj seen an advance print of the new Morosco
Offering State it Is undoubtedly the greatest vehicle that has

Miss Goodrich, and that the merit of the
story Itself is far above the average program material.
The subject has been produced under the chief supervision

of William 1). Taylor. Homer Scott was entrusted with the
camera work. Supporting -Miss Goodrich were Juan de la
Cruz, Kathleen Kirkham, Lucille Ward, Harold Holland and
Herbert Standing. The production will be released on the
1'aramount Program early next month. v

Fans Appreciate "Gloria's Romance."
To date Billie Burke, star of the George Kleine motion pic-

ture novel "Gloria's Romance," has received more than 20,000
Utters Horn photoplay fans in all parts of the country. From
one city alone iii the Mississippi Valley more than 1,200 letters
have been written Miss Burke by admirers of her work in
"Gloria." Needless to say the fair Billie has found it an im-
possible task to answer even one half of her friends, but her
secretary has mailed innumerable photos to those whom Miss
Burke has been unable to write. A surprisingly large number
of Miss Burke's "fan" admirers have written in foreign tongues
and among the letters are some 70 in French, 26 in German, 14
in Spanish, !i in Italian, 5 in Swedish, 3 in Russian and 2 in

Mexican. /

Pathe News Linked to Big Newspaper,
ough efforts of Joseph Klein, acting manager of Pathe's

Atlanta office, Pathe News will in future have the benefit of
the active co-operation of the Atlanta Constitution's hundreds
of news representatives in the South, according to a story pub-
lished in The Constitution recently. In part The Constitution
said: "With the view of bringing its Southern service up to
the standard of its world-wide features, the Pathe Company
has completed arrangements with The Constitution through
which the camera men of the great motion picture concern will
be able to sain many hoursl' time in reaching the scene of
news developments in any section of the South."

"The Human Orchid" (Florida).

"The Human Orchid," the first five-reel feature placed on the
State rights market by the Florida Feature Films, has in its

cast many of the players who originally helped to make the
picture screen popular by their presence, and M. M. Feeley, who
is in charge of the company's New" York office, expresses the
opinion that the feature will make a record for quick state
rights sales. Mr. Feely says that the Florida Feature Film
Company does] not claim that "The Human Orchid" is a great
masterpiece, but what they do claim for it is that it will make
a great deal of money for the exhibitors and consequently
make money for the state rights buyer.
"Notwithstanding the difficulties that handicapped the pro-

Scene from "The Human Orchid" (Florida).

ducers working for the first time in a new studio," said Mr.
Feely, "The Human Orchid" is a fair sample of the company's
intentions! of producing features containing the widest range
of human appeal." He claims that the worth of a feature is

best judged by the magnetism it exerts on the box office, and
that this influence is greatest when the theme of the story ap-
peals to largest number of the theater's patrons. This general
appeal, he says, is the dominant quality in "The Human
Orchid.''
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
Wants an Earful.

GEOFFREY JEFFERSON, of the Royal, Calumet, Mich., wants a

whole earful of advice, but we are glad he does. Mr. Jefferson is

facing the conditions that others face, and his problems are the

problems of many others. We might wish that Mr. Jefferson owned a

typewriter, but that is the only kick. We would much rather answer

questions than merely comment on programs. Mr. Jefferson writes

:

I enclose some of my back programs and some of my news-

paper advertising. I want all the help you are willing to give

me and I believe you can offer some helpful suggestions. There
are three papers circulated in Calumet, one is a morning paper

printed in Houghton and of the evening pipers one, the News,

is printed in Calumet and the other in Hancock. Each has about

the same circulation (about 2,500) in Calumet. The morning
paper charges eighteen cents, the News fifteen cents and the

Hancock paper ten. The latter paper gives me all the write-

ups I want, the News gives me write-ups twice a week and the

morning paper gives me only very small write-ups, but claim

they do mors good. At present I am running four inches in the

morning paper, six inches in the News and four inches in the

other evening edition. Which is the best investment? Is it

better to take the same space in all papers, regular daily inser-

tion, or spreading it out? I rather favor cutting put the Han-
cock paper. What is your advice?

I enclose eight programs. Which is best, and why? I believe

that in most programs I try to say too much about each fea-

ture. Am I right? I like the program for May 20th best. Do
you? Is a lot of gossip about the players better than a ques-

tion and answers department? I hope I have not asked too

much, but while I believe with you and Paramount Progress

that a program is the thing, I question it after a trial of five

months because it takes a lot of work, though this does not

count if work brings results. Other houses here have no programs
but use the newspapers. I mail out 527 programs a week. The
printing costs $0.75 plus cuts. The Royal seats only 410 and
during the spring we were playing to standing room. Do you
think that a total expense of if 15 for program could be spent
to bi tter advantage elsewhere? I spend about $3 on paper for
each picture. I've been u^ing lots of cuts lately, but they cost

fifteen cents an inch and I think a display ad is better. What
do you think?

In the first place, let's get right down to the fundamental principle.

How much does Mr. Jefferson pay for a dollar? This cannot be fig-

ured out, but he can do a little expert accounting. Wo take it that

Mr. Jefferson means that he pays a rate per column Inch and not per
line, or his advertising Is prohibitive. As he uses a double column
space, he must pay about $30 a week for newspaper advertising in the

three papers. As each has the same circulation In Calumet there
rises the question of how much of this is duplicate circulation. We
take it that the three towns are so close together that they are regarded
as practically one, but there Is bound to be some preference for the

local sheet, though many will take both the local paper and the morn-
It la not likely that Mr. Jefferson gets 2,500 from each

sheet. He possibly docs not get more than 5,000 all told, or even less.

But It is not always the price that decides tho value of circulation.

The ten-cent rate may be more profitable than the eighteen-cent rate

or the reverse. If the ten-cent paper goes Into the homes of photo-
play patrons and tho elghteen-cent paper does not, then the ten-cent

paper Is cheaper. On the other hand, If the elghteen-cent paper reaches
a majority of those who go to the theaters, then the elghteen-cent rate

profit and the ten-cent rate a loss. This is a local propo-
sition. It must bo figured out by Mr. Jefferson. If he does not know,
perhaps some of the advertl Ing merchant! have a more accurate line

on the relative values, but many merchants must bo consulted and an
average struck to eliminate personal preferences. Or a dlrei I

be made with a keyi

ioupon will bi

each come
• uiglng the form of the ad or Inserting a small figure or

letter, the tin iiy be told apart. No) all will

be Med, bul omi line can be gained, though it will !>< well

this coupon Hchmo say on Friday and again on the Wednesday of the
following week Thei red advertising from this ns
well a the line <>n the varlo ent. ot the
house Is coupon sale, then It Is safe to assume that tie

t this Is the best medium. On the faoa
of it. Mr. Jefferson i reaching parhapt B.OOO par on for -f.'to agnlnst

mi "t. Bul
dO tl '" iper I ill patronl/. tin Itoynl ' Can they he ma. I,

to? That is the real point. Perhaps the programs go more directly

to the live names and really bring more business. If the Royal can
reach a sufficient number of people with the program, the newspapers
are a useless expense. If it can reach sufficient with the papers, the
program may be an extra expenses. We show four of the newspaper

'ROYAL sssssss
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^

Marguerite Clark

"MICE AND MEN"

ROYAL -2?ir.
Q *****

OWEET

THE FLIRT"

HI
r~ri'?: TODAY

ROYAL 3§^
Violet Mersereau

"The Great Problem"

advertisements. All are well displayed, but in no case is there much
pull to the copy. It tells that the pictures are there if one is inter-

ested in seeing them. Only one of these advertisements is descriptive,

that being the one in the heavy border in which the reader is told that

the title is deceptive—a title, by the way, that is one of the greatest

errors the Universal staff ever made. Here there is somo argument,
feeble, but still argument. Only one other of six additional samples
follows this suit and this was an extra spaco advertisement for Blue-

bird's "The Flirt" to work with their page in the Saturday Evening
Post. This sort of advertising is costly at any priee. til

is paying nearly $30 a week to say nothing. He could say as mueh in

half the space and by adopting a characteristic and prominent border

he could gain as mueh display, if cuts eo^-t extra cuts are not neces-

sary in a space this size and display type should be employed instead.

Cuts are useful in large advertisements. They are not iceded in small
1 nless it is clearly shown that one paper is worthless in

making business, we think that a two-inch, single column advertisement

in all three would do as well, unless it
I

I the com-
petition of other housi sts. Mr. Jefferson sends only

his own advertising.

I ran does not read us altogether correctly in the matter ot

aid time and ngaln that there is not

than a '/<»></ program well distributed, Mr. Jefferson's pro-

gram leaves a large space for Improvement They are 1
'

.. I

pages, and they entail mueh labor, a practised

man could write the entire layout in an hour or so. We are reproduc-

Royal Photoplays

*:

Ing B front and tWO Il ill mid Will

it maj i" gained from the miniature eul

unimportant Mi '

telling talk on I

OUt Seme ..

ton look it).-- the descriptive mattei tor the oul and title. We think
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in lor the price paid and tho printer should be
himself.

\\V think it would pay Mr. Jefferson to cut otit his newspaper ad-
the monej into a slightly larger program. Get it

even, to start with, and stick to the four pages, but take
real printer who knows a little something about the game

and get his help. Get the same heading for the front page set in
Then use the rest of the front page for a gossipy and in-

tt about the coming program, i se preclseely the same
style that is now used, but make it look well in addition to reading
well. Throw out the cuts. Those horrible star outlines arc monstrosi-

and are good only for full pages. I se no , ui at all. or
tte i. ei more than an Inch and a half wide set into the

text, much a- an initial letter is used. Take the entire front page for
the chat. Cut out the questions and answers. If they are faked, they

iked thej are more trouble than they
arc worth. Run a line that you will always be glad to reply to ques-

will bring you into personal touch with patrons. If you
can tell them correctly offhand, then do so, otherwise note the ques-
tion and Bay you will write and find out. The companies are always
glad to reply and the patron is impressed by the trouble taken for him
personally. The answers department is too Impersonal. Make this

i contact.
Take the third page, all of it, for the formal program. Use a rule

border, not a heavy one, but a light rule or something slightly orna-
mental. Tell about the feature and the other subjects. Give each a
line. .lust a line or two, but make every word count. You may have
to write twenty lines or think half an hour at the start, but in time
you can instinctively reach the salient point of a story and put it into
a few words.
Use page two for gossip of the players ; not the first thing that

conies under the scissors, but carefully selected stuff. Use the top half
of the back page for the underline and the lower half for more gossip
or perhaps a trade advertisement that will help to pay the cost of the
printing. The gossip should be six or seven point, set two columns to
the page and not a ten-point leaded that gives about three and a half
items to the page and looks disgusting.

See that one of these gets into every home within a decent radius,
run a mailing list for others, urge them to ask for it. Make theni
like it and want it, and no matter what the other houses do in the
paper, the newspaper advertising can be dropped or at least cut down
to an inch or so a day.

Mr. Jefferson has good ideas, but he is not on good terms with his
printer, and anyhow his printer does not seem to be a fit person to
associate with. No exhibitor with a good program ever said they were
worthless. We wi.-h he would send a stamped and addresesd envelope

i Uollv Spui
hers. Hell get

He does not havi
model as far as
of its grandiloqi

Mar )n, Ind., and ask for c

a visit from an old friend.

5 that, but he'll have a good
it the Royal-Grand, in spite
le old place that is held a

Bosh.
Lately the Third Street theater, Easton, Pa., put on a local picture,

as recorded in these columns. Evidently even that had to be censored,
judging from a program apology. The picture was not intended to be
shown generally, being a purely local product, but even that had to go
through the solemn inspection of the censors lest morals be perverted.
Pennsylvania politicians have made some funny concessions to the
reformers to blind them to the political steals, but this censorship law
is about the stupidest of the lot of fool enactments which even pre-
vents hotels from serving its guests with a dinner coctail on Sundays.
They will be lengthening the feminine skirt next.

Clumsy.
The Forest theater, Philadelphia, a drama house, has been running

"The Ne'er do Well" as a summer snap "through arrangement with
Mr. Sol. H. Lesser and the Vitagraph Company of America," though
just below it is told that it was made by the Selig company. The pro-
gram is badly planned in other details. One line reads, "Between part
one and part two there will be some music by an instrumental and
Vocal Quartet." It sounds too casual, ana no one is likely to be in-
terested in the statement that "American and Canadian rights for
'The Ne'er do Well' owned by Mr. Sol. H. Lesser, of San Francisco, and
the Vitasraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay Company." In. an effort to fill up
the program, it grows too trivial.

Errors.
Philadelphia printers and managers seem to be full of mistakes. The

Ridge Avenue, for instance announces Sidney Drew in the support of
Florence Lawrence in 'Elusive Isabel" and John Emerson instead of
H. B. Warner in "The Raiders." The Victoria leaves out the article
from "Dollars and the Woman" and the "s" in "The Disciple" and the
Liberty tells of the "Spell of the Bykon" and of "Plumy" of Plump and
Runt. They should hire a proof reader.

Coming Along.
The Lyceum, Monticello, is working its house organ like a horse in

a vacation village, but it stands the treatment better. The first issues
of the Motophotograms were rather good, but not comparable to the
present work. With experience the editor has taken hold and he
speaks from the shoulder and to good effect. It is not sufficient merely
to get out a paper. Get out a good one. Get out something that will
bring in more than the money spent on its printing. L. F. Guimond
puts a punch into every paragraph, and in spite of the handicap of a
poor printer and worse binding, he gets something that is as well
worth reading as the magazines that readers buy. It all works for the
house, but it is interestingly written. He still fails to date his days

Miss Spurr Spurs Critics.

We've said a lot about critics lately and Miss Dolly Spurr, of the
ltoyal-Crand Mat ion. hid. hai her :iy about them. It is good pro-

or other exhibitors, although few have such a pretentious
little publication In Which to air their views as is the Films and
Footlights. This is the article:

"CRITICS."

Tho Motion Picture Critic is the "regular," the man who
comes each day to see the program, and for whom the theater

i has a wholesome respect. He is the man whose
Idom reaches beyond the circle of his own acquaintances

but he is the man who PAYS, and is there for the most im-
portant as well as pitiless of all reviewers. He has three
favorite words which he uses to express his opinion of the
show. They are "Great," "Pretty Good," or "Rotten." These are
the expressions burled at you nine times out of ten, if you
happen to ask the Critic how he liked the performance. "Bill"

it oi the theatre just as Tom is entering. "How's the
show?" asks Tom, and if the picture has pleased Bill he an-
swers "Great." If it has failed to make a great impression
he calls it "Pretty Good," and if it didn't please at all, he says
"Rotten." He is not voicing the stale opinion of someone else,

but is putting his own feelings into words. He never considers
the quality of past performances, applied to the present offer-

ing. He isn't looking for new talent or good reputations. He
doesn't remember about yesterday or look forward to next week.
He lives TODAY. Nothing else counts and he makes allow-
ances for nothing.

There are three different classes of critics. The fair, square
kind, the unthinking kind and the plain "knocker." The real

critic is the man who takes the picture as a whole, weighs
the good and bad points and then forms an opinion. In the

second class may come the man who judges a picture, not for

himself, but by what someone else thought of it. Then again
the mental or physical condition of the critic may make a radi-

cal difference in his opinion of the picture he is reviewing. If

a man with a tooth-ache or a grouch goes to the theater, the
picture may cither cure him or make him worse, and upon the
result rests his criticism, and these kinds of opinions are not
valuable in any way. The last and most painful kind of a critic

is the "knocker." He has one particular star, make and kind,

and he kicks at everything else. Why he wastes his money to

see shows he don't like, Heaven only knows ! He "lays out"
the management for anything and everything. If the feature
advertising fails to arrive, owing to a strike, a wreck, or a mis-
take on the part of the film exchange, it's ALL the fault of the

management. He sometimes even wants his money back even
if the film he has witnesed is as good as the one which failed

to arrive. He refuses to see any beauty in the production be-

cause he expected something else. He's just a plain "kicker,"

who "kicks" to be "kicking." He lacks fairness, appreciation
and everything else that makes a pleasant disposition, and the

man in the box office braces himself for a deluge of knocks when

We WANT our shows criticized by patrons who are willing to

give us fair and sincere opinions. Criticism of the RIGHT
kind is invaluable to us. In no other way can we find out what,
and what not, to give our patrons. It helps the manufacturer,
too, as a report is sent in on every film we show. What the
patrons think of a production gives the manufacturer an idea

of how his pictures qualify in the minds of the public, and they
regulate their future releases accordingly.

YOU, our patrons, are the real critics. You are the ones
that PAY, and you must be PLEASED. We MUST have your
co-operation in order to please you, and in order for you to co-

operate with us you MUST criticize our shows. But if your
criticism is going to help us, it must be FAIR. Be a REAL
critic, not an unthinking one, or a KICKER.

Evidently Miss Spurr has met them all and knows that with most
persons "criticism" is but another term for complaint, which is very
far from being the truth.

If Miss Spurr was not running a theater we bet she would be ri

ning a newspaper. She has the news values and a certain trick

getting her stuff over that is invaluable, but it makes as many friends

for her where she is and most theaters make more money than
newspapers, so she is on the right end. Films and Footlights is

teen pages and a four-page two-color cover and it is good reading from
front to back.

Needs Remaking.
The joint program of the Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson,

Mich., is rather loosely constructed. It lacks orientation. The ads
for films and the trade ads get all mixed up and there is a repetition

of the program for the Colonial. The two programs appear on a
single page below the house notice. Later the Colonial program is

repeated with greater space, but no more detail. The page is 7% by 9
inches with two columns to the page, but the trade advertisements are
set two and three columns to the page and sometimes straight across.

As the publisher is given as The Interurban Guide Publishing Co., it

may be that this is an enterprise apart from the houses.

In any event the style should be changed. The middle pages should
be given the two houses, one house announcement and program appear-
ing on the right hand and the other on the left. These pages should
be framed in a three-point rule border, each by Itself and not the two
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as a whole. The house name and the house information can run across
the page, but with the operating staff doubled up. This should fall

about two or two and a half inches. Below this the space should be
divided into six single column boxes and a double column box across
the top for the Sunday show or at the bottom for the Saturday per-
formance, as desired. All matter should be written to fit this allotted
space with a fairly uniform type arrangement. This should be the
complete and only program. All other matter relating to the current
releases should be run as headed stories and given the run of the paper.
The trade advertisements should be run on reading pages. Cross page
advertisements should run at the bottom or top of the page with the
narrow advertisements (three across page) run down the outer and
Inner columns with a column of general reading between. The adver-
tisements set double this width (two-thirds of the page) should be run
down against the binding with a column of reading at the edge, on the
left on the left hand pages and the right on the other pages. This
form will give an orderly arrangement and make it possible to look
over the sheet without the eye strain that now results from the jumbled
make-up. The program is printed on good quality cover paper and a
fair quality of news stock for the inside twelve.

If the publishers get into trouble with their numbered programs,
vill please remember that we told them so.

Udells.

1 1 1
->

is no joke to be beat

but it is an awful

tbing not to be able

to see Crystal pbo-

topla^s.

"The Girl I Left Behind Me"

jszl Tuesday z?m

for two months ahead. He gets out an
sheet being 4^ by 7, which gives a vest
out a neat monthly program for July, wi
ornament in colors. The sheet is five

printed on the lower three inches of i

DREAMLAND
TIEATIE

ifiiiii
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Jill!

PARAMOUNT
MD METRO

Quality Films for
Entertainment
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remaining are folded down over to leave the lower inch exposed and
lead the recipient to turn up the covering sheet to see what is below
Galena is General Grant's old home and they go strong on patriotism

Now Watch.
For some years George Editor Carpenter has been running Real Reels

for the Notable of Salt Lake City, and telling the Paramount exhibitors
how to run their houses. Xow he's in their class. He is now manager
of the Paramount-Empress, of Salt Lake, in addition to holding down
his job with the Paramount exchange, and we can see just how he does
it himself. Watch for some good stuff pretty soon.

Lately we kidded him on the suggestions he got out of Picture Thea-
ter Advertising and ho comes back with this note :

July Nth Xumber of the M. I\ VI". junt opened and on
page -4.-> we note that "tieorjie l'.ilitur is uiiiinz more
than two dollar* worth of KOOd out of his eop> of
Motion Picture A.dverttalnn;.n
Von hit the hull's eye—two dollars can't lie- in to de-

crlbe it. Erven if there are times when we feel that
there la not that much money in the world. >l > i-op?

i been loaned to dlvere neur-it it h:i.

It is a bad model in that It does not mention the house at which
these features are to be seen, but the layout is there and everyone in
Paxton knows the MaJ | me i- two nines and the other

Here's a New One.
It is too bad we cannot reproduce black on yellow, for II. A. Cheno-

weth, of the Opera House, Westlleld, Mass., has pulled a new one, and
does it so nicely that we would like to show just how he did it. He got
out a dodger on primrose coated paper. The straight news will not
do as well. Then he ran this text:

N>~
,-p^ .j-^ When you read the bill of features offered every

(J I pv
day, do you wonder for a moment why we are so
anxious to get our new theater finished so we

can h^ne more room to accommodate the crowd? Why, a fellow out
West was doing so much he had to remove the wall paper to let the
people in, but, believe me, we will have to go that fellow one better
and remove our

Below this was an eighteen point "Paint" to the left, with a fist

below it i io nd at the tip ol tl

common palm put on with a bru h. Color printing will not do, It'

up couple of tho four paint
you up Willi a pigment In some quick dryer

water eel,, I , ,|,,,1 wi || ,1,, t |„, w ,,, k

and do o quickly that there is not much trouble. The •
I ot thi bill

Ik written i ind II m.ik ol the bi

h ive bandied In ome time, Try it
i ome time,

but experiment with the paint first.

For Two Months.
i delight ii ww to be abli

. Cleaver, oi thi

exhibitor*
Whenever 1 nm linril up for nil idea I Imim

reach out for the chilli of roar brain and M Ifl rneiiti
at hand. I wleh 1 hml never seen the iliiniuieil liuWe
heeause I am fast developing into a plagiarist.

Mr. Carpenter is not a plagiarist. He takes suggestions and gives
them a new angle and a new meaning. His is by no means tho only
exchange house organ that finds Inspiration there.

All But

The Palace, Homestead, Pa., sends in a program that seems to be
put out by a concern syndicating them, though this is tho first we have
seen. It U a eixteen-pager, 2)4x4, with the back p-'ge used as an ad-

ior mailing. The booklet came through without even a
paper i lip to hold it together, but clips are better to use.

day, a picture on the left hand page and a reader on the
right, but a single email date on tho first page is made to cover the"

entire program, the day merely carrying the name of the day on tne
right and the word 'pictures" on the left to get "Monday's Pictures"
or whatever it may be, The word "plctureo" should be replaced by
the nlli and the day of the month. The issue is rather small, but
it is bandy and sufficiently Informative.

A N E W II E L V V B M A XAii E 1
j
8

Picture Theatre Advertising
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT (C«4«tw .1 Murtisiit It MM*I <• \U M„,. t Mm WarM)

&
TEXT BOOK wn \ HAND BOOK, compendium and guide.
It telle all about advertlelng, abou

ii< 1 pap. r. how to run a hou- e pie: i .mi, In ,\

p.. p. r advcrtlsi-iiiciKs, how to w lit. form I. :•

i ak.' > ou i I n i

matinee buelm
g. lit tells all l„

Picture World, 17 Madison A\ rYork
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EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

INQUIRIES.
Questions concerning photoplay writing addressed to this

department will be replied to by mail if a fully addressed and
stamped envelope accompanies the letter, which should be

addressed to this department. Questions should be stated

clearly and should be typewritten or written with pen and
ink. Under no circumstances will manuscripts or synopses

be criticised, whether or not a fee is sent therefor.

A list of companies will be sent if the request is made to

the paper direct and not to this department, and a return

•tamped envelope is inclosed.

Please Note.

PHOTOPLAYWKIQHTS who wish to order a copy of the new edition

and who live some distance from New York will save considerable
delay if they will address their orders to The Moving Picture

World at the Chicago office, Schiller Building, or the Haas Building,

Los Angeles, according to their location. Arrangements have been
made to ship books from these branch offices the same day the order is

received, and the delays incident to the parcels post will be avoided
on the shorter haul, while there is also some gain in the time of travel

of the order itself.

More About Comedy.
SOMEOXE asks for "more about comedy." That sounds simple, but

it opens up all sorts of chance. Perhaps the one thing that students
most need to realize is that comedy must be funny in action as

well as in idea. It must translate into business what is humorous to

look at ; business that would be amusing to greater or less degree
even though no idea backed up the humor of Incident. Here is where
more than eighty per cent, of the ideas fall down.

Tell an anecdote and it is sufficient that the ending is amusing. The
stuff can be told in almost straight narrative to the finish, so that the

ending has a snapper. The best example of this can be found on the
vaudeville stage, where the comedian tells with mock seriousness the

tale of his heroic brother, the railroad engineer. The train comes
rushing down the track upon the innocent little child who stands on
the right of way helpless to move. The situation is worked up to the
highest point of which the performer is capable and then comes anti-

climax. The engineer bumps the train off the track. Fifty passengers
are killed, but the child is saved. That will do for spoken or written
comedy, but acted comedy will not hold interest through a lone premise
to reach the single laugh at the finish. It must start off with a laugh
and build that laugh into a roar as the play progresses or it is not
worth the footage employed. As Siegmung Lubin used to say, you can-
not laugh, then wait a couple of minutes, laugh again and wait three
minutes for the next laugh. You must get them started with a chuckle
in the opening scenes, build to a laugh by the middle of the action
and close with a yell. There are forms of true light comedy in which
the humor is too delicate to bring forth much outward demonstration.
It makes you feel at peace "with all the world in your heart, but the

outward evidence is little more than a smile. There are such come-
dies, but they are comparatively few and people who can write plays
of that type do not need advice. They are already past masters of their

profession, catering to a very limited market. The greater demand Is

for comedies that will make the audiences laugh so that the exhibitor,

hearing the laughs, will know that they are comedies. There are few
exhibitors and almost as few theatrical managers who do not gauge
by the audible demonstrations. It is the wrong standard, but since this

is so, they must be given material that will bring unthinking roars of

laughter rather than the keen, silent appreciation.
This does not necessarily mean knockabout work. It does mean

that farce will sell better than straight comedy as a rule, since it

possesses more activity and a situation is stressed to get the fullest

possible development.
It is all a matter of development. The third edition of Technique

of the Photoplay takes a simple scene and works it from drama to

knockabout, while still retaining the original business. The first merely
shows the unapproved sweetheart being ordered from the house. The
ultimate development is closely akin to a battle royal and yet all of the
scenes merely express the paternal satisfaction with the daughter's
choice. It is a good study stunt to take a simple scene and carry It

from polite comedy to knockabout and a study of the various scenes will

give the student a better command of emphasis than the writing of a
dozen plays, for it is an intensive study in which attention is centered
upon a single object.

The best humorous fiction is told in humorous phrase. Photoplay
uses action instead of words and so the actions, in themselves, must be
humorous as well as the situations those actions develop. An appre-
ciation of this fact will save a lot of rejections.

At the same time humorous action, of itself, is of small value unless
the idea is also humorous. Suppose that we see a man on the deck of

a yacht working the pumps with desperate energy. If the ship is sup-
posed to be sinking, the situation Is dramatic. If he is a fat man, and
short of breath, then his actions are amusing, but while his actions are

that the yacht is akak and sinking where in reality the jokers t
the hold lilling the well with water from a hose as rapidly as he pumps
" " l"' U>en the futile nature of his efTorts gives a touch of humor
that makes more absurd the precise action that, in another connec-
tion, was amusing but not supremely funny. Tho action Is the same,
hut the changed idea has brought humor to the situation. An Indian
creeping along the ground with his face close to earth may be track-
ing the heroine who is presently to be burned at the stake The situa-
tion possesses thrills. A white man in the same position, but rolling a
peanut with his nose may bring shrieks of laughter. The scene will be
still more diverting if his previous conduct bad led us to rejoice in his
present humiliation.

It is not easy to write comedy because it requires, even more than
drama, the utmost nicety of valuation. You must know what each
scene is worth in visual and mental laughs and must so plan your
development that you work in an ascending scale and not blindly. You
must constantly accelerate your action, and it is this which makes
most alleged feature comedies either tiresome or comedy dramas by
the end of the second reel.

Twisting.
Writing about a play, an author casually says, "The idea was

developed from a comedy that I did not like, so I changed it into a
drama." Remember that when your own story does not seem to fit.

Each story has its many aspects, and any starting premise can be
made to yield comedy or drama as desired. Not only that. It will,
through treatment, yield many comedies and many dreams. Don't
get the idea that you are through with a basic plot when you have
written just one story from it. Keep it and sprout another, or three

Even So.
From an unsigned column in the Indianapolis Star we take this

intelligent comment on the present situation :

Personally, I am of the opinion that Mr. Lasky is right. If
the motion picture game is to retain its hold upon the affections
of the public there must be far better stories than have recently
been pictured. The authors are not rising to the situation

;

nor are the producers. For this, in part at least, the producers
are to blame. We hear a good deal about the need for good
scripts, but at the same time we don't hear much about special
offers made to authors for such scripts. The idea that any one
can write a good motion picture scenario is absurd ; the art Is

a new one ; it requires a special technique ; a knowledge of the
rules and requirements of an entirely new game. The man

—

be he a well-known author or not—who can write a striking
original story can be certain of his price ; a much better price in

many cases than the motion picture producers offer. Why, then,

go to the bother of turning a good short or serial magazine
story into motion picture form? At least as originally written
it would be passed upon by editors competent to judge English ;

can this be said of the men who pass upon motion picture
scenarios? As to the question of compensation, why should not
the author of a motion picture story be paid on the royalty

basis, the same as authors of other forms of plays? Whenever
the motion picture producers really sense the need for better

pictures ; are willing to enlist the services of men and women
really competent to write them, and are, at the same time,

willing to pay prices that will equal or better the prices paid

in other forms of literary endeavor, then they will get them,

and not till then. After all, brains are werth quite as much as

celluloid film.

Brains are worth more than film, and yet five thousand feet of negative

films costs at least $150, which is two or three times as much as Is

at present paid for the average idea the film carries. Think that over.

His Motto.
A western writer offers this as his motto

:

Be daring, deep and dignified

And tolerant and true.

Better still, his letter shows that he is working along the lines his

motto indicates, and we think he will get there one of these days,

just as all have done who are qualified and who have played the

game fairly.

The THIRD Edition of

Technique of the Photoplay
IS NOW READY

This is virtually a new book under the old title.

More than double the text and with an arrangement
especially adapting it for the student. The most
complete book ever written on the subject of scenario

or photoplay construction.

By Mail, Postpaid Three Dollars

Address all orders direct to nearest office.

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Ave., New York City

Schiller Building. Haa« Building.

Chicago. III. Lot Angeles. Cal.
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Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Manufacturers' Notice.

IT IS an established rule of this department that no apparatus or other

goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the excel-

lence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Important Notice.
Owing to the mass of matter awaiting publication it is impossible

to reply through the department in less than two to three weeks. In

order to give prompt service, those sending four cents, stamps uess
than actual cost) will receive carbon copy of the department reply, by

mail, without delay. Special replies by mail on matters which cannot

be replied to in the department, one dollar.

Both the first and second set of questions are now ready and printed

in neat booklet form, the second half being seventy-six in number.
Either booklet may be had by remitting 25 cents, money or stamps, to

the editor, or both for 40 cents. Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get a copy of these questions. You
may be surprised at the number you cannot answer without a lot

of study.

Operators' Union Directory, I. A. T. S. E.

NOTICE :—Each union is entitled to have its roster of officers, meet-
ing nights, etc., listed here once per year, free of cost. Preserve
this list, as it will not be republished. The mail address of the

secretary should be included, and the address of regular meeting place,

Local Union No. 450, Mason City, Iowa.
Frank E. Cawley, president; Ray Touney, vice-president; Frank X.

Cota, secretary and treasurer, P. O. Box 508; Charlie Armentrout, busi-

ness manager ; Roy Starr, sergeant-at-arms. Meetings held last Friday
night of each month in Labor Temple, South Federal avenue.

Question No. 151.

What size picture would you suggest for a house 50, 75, 100
and 125 feet deep, meaning thai these distances are from screen
to rear row of seats' f Why do you select the sizes you mention*

Roll of Honor on Question No. 144.

There were several very excellent replies to question 144. W. B. Al-
len's reply would have been published, but he did not tell us how to

determine the C. P. when the two sides of the screen were evenly illum-
inated. That is done by the grease spot method; otherwise his reply was
excellent Joseph Smith's answer was also very good indeed. In fact,

ita concerning the various standard candle powers which I

~ha!l publish, liean A. Kn'-der also sent in a very good reply.

The Roll of Honor consists of Joseph H. M. Smith, Fort Worth, Texas ;

Jack W. Fail B. j W. W. •. Allen. Edmonton. Canada;
Wilson Hays. Barton, Md.; Dean A. Snyder, Bangor, Pa.; Leonard Pa-
genhardt, Wcstcrnport, Md., and J. L. Arnold, Eellingham, Wash.

I have selected the reply of Brother Fau for publication. He is a

member of Lowell, Mass., Local B60.

Reply to Question No. 144.

By Jack u\ Fan. Sydney Mini

The question : How do you (Inure the randle power of an incandes-
cent lamp'' U'hai i. th. standard candle power?
The answer : The candle power of an Incandescent lamp is figured

Ing it with a light of known brilliancy. One simple method
paper upon one side of which, and Its

then placed In poi Itlon

. iiov. ii brilliancy and the light of unknown br'l-
ii iii.it the Illumination <m bi tl

the kreaae spot will become almost if not

entirely invi Ible 1
1

i be light

lark on the white paper, but If It Is strongest on the back
side the spot will appear Unlit on a dark ground, anil In elthi

i one or the Itghta and away from the
oilier. W bl

known brilliancy ; alio tb

bl of unknown brillia ot lllumlna-

II,. candle power of the light

und by dli Idlng I b

unknown candle power from the screen and multiplying that
' nil b] II

1

1

.now. which

is ordinarily one C. P. Foor instance, suppose we are figuring the can-
dle power of lamp X by comparing it with a lamp whose C. P. we know
to be 16. When the screen is illuminated equally on both sides we find
the distance from X to screen to be 2 feet, and from Y to screen 4 feet.
We then have 2x2 = 4 4- 18 (4x4) = J26, which multiplied by 16 equals 4,
the candle power of lamp X.

The standard of brilliancy is the light given by a spermaceti candle
.9 inches in diameter at the base and .8 in diameter at the top, the same
being designed to consume 120 grains of spermaceti and wick combined
per hour. There are other standards in use, but their candle power is

determined by the above standard.
Brother Smith says :

That the German candle Is composed of pure paraffine. with
a flame height of 50 millimeters (1.97 inches), which gives a
trifle greater light than the English standard. There is also the
Carcel Candle Power, which is a lamp burning rape seed oil;

also the Peutane lamp, which burns gasoline, and the Amyle
lamp, which burns amyle alcohol obtained from fusel

oil with acetic and sulphuric acids, or Amylacetate sulphuric
acid, the flame height of this light is 40 millimeters, or 1.57H
inches.

There are also other methods of obtaining the candle power, but I

think the foregoing serves the purpose of the question very well, and
the purpose of the question was to see how many operators had the nec-
essary knowledge to test the candle power of a lamp if they were called
upon to do so.

Flicker.
Pembroke, Ont, asks questions which call for the following explana-

tion. The shutter of a projection machine, three-wing or otherwise,
will cause flicker if the machine U run slowly enough. It will also
cause flicker at normal speed when the •shutter is not properly propor-
tioned. From your questions it is evident that you have little or no
understanding of these matters, and I would therefore recommend that
you immediately send ?4.imi to the Moving Picture World for a copy of
the 720-page Handbook for Managers and Operators, practically all of
which deals in matters pertaining directly to practical projection. I

would then particularly recommend that you study closely, "The Re-
volving Shutter," Pages 40!) to 476 inclusive. This alone would be
worth the price of the book to you. It would be useless for me to
attempt to fix you up until you first understand the underlying prin-
ciples involved in the revolving shutter, and that is too long a story to
tell in the department. I again advise you to get the book, and get It

(it once. After you have studied the principles involved I would recom-
mend that you study "Matching Up the I.. US to 146

ling particular attention to Figure C..".a, Plate HO. and the
t.xt matter on Page 146.

WHEN YOU HRVk To WORK oUEiin'rlE".
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Twenty Years an Operator.
Atlantic City, N. J , who is the oldest motion pic

machine operator in

liiitcd States, if not in the

entire world, who is still

working at the business. In

a personal letter, makes the
following remark: "Well,
the morning of June 28th,
marked the twentieth anni-
versary of tin- first public
performance 1 gave as a
motion picture machine
operator. Just think of it

!

i wenty years ago ! Now,
wouldn't that make a man
think of his wedding

And the best of it is I

now that it is true, be-

ans,, it wr.s in 1896 that

"Billy" Reed went to At-
lantic City, and, together
with "Pop" Rock, noucti
of whose death appeared
in a recent issue, started
a motion picture theater
on Canal street in the

Eilly sends me a picture
of his two children. I give
it space as the children of

the dean of the art of mo-
tion picture projection,

am It. Reed, Colonial theater, Atlantic City, N. J. Reed's letter

was a request to me to visit Atlantic City and deliver a lecture on pro-
jection, and that I certainly will do.

A Few Questions.

\V. li. Allen, Edmonton, Canaaa, says:

I wonder if the editor will feel like starting another series

of questions when the present are finished. I hope so. Have
been deeply interested in the articles and drawings submitted
by -Mr. Martin of Los Angeles; the drawings are great. Be-
lieve me he is no amateur. And now if it is not out of order
I would like to ask a few questions. (A) Why it is the
stereopticon lens does not cause the light ray to cross or come
to a focus? (B) My stereopticon consists of lenses cemented
together, \vnat is the shape of the surfaces which come in

contact? (C) Referring to Table 2, page 143 of the new Hand-
book, you give the E. P. of various condenser combina-
tions. How is this E. F. determined? As I understand the
matter the E. F. of an objective simply means that rays of
light passing through the lens will spread so much for every
foot of distance they travel. If this is true I don't seem to be
able to apply it to condenser combinations. Could you ex-
plain this point briefly? (D) Have tried to match up my
optical system in accordance with Table 1, page 141 of the
New Handbook, and find that if my objective was a little larger
in diameter no harm would be done. My B. F. is 4% inches
and the lens diameter 1 9-16 inches. However, the loss at the
iens is not so great, though I guess I lose at the arc because
I am using an 8y2 and 6>/2 inch condenser with the latter next
the arc ; distance between condensers 1/16 of an inch. The
apex of the front condenser is 20 inches from the aperture.
My main reason for using an 8% inch condenser is to get a
clear field at the stereopticon. With any shorter focal length
condenser color appears in the corners of the picture. (E) By
the way, do you think there would be much gain by placing
the slide up very close to the condenser? In some cases It is

an inch between the slide and the condenser, and this would
have the effect of bringing the stereopticon lens to the con-
jugate foci point of the condensers if it is not already there
as well as eliminating chromatic aberration.

As to the questions I don't know if there will be another regular
series, but the questions will extend considerably beyond those printed
In the books, and operators are hereby invited to submit questions,
together with their version of the answer, understanding that I don't
want catch questions, but questions which are practical, and which
have not as yet been published.

Yes, Brother Martin is certainly anything else than an amateur
draftsman.
With regard to your questions: (A) The stereopticon lens does

cause the rays to cross, but the crossing in this case, is, as I under-
stand the matter, accomplished between the factors of the stereopticon
lens. I have not done any actual experimenting to see if there is a
dissolving point in front of the stereopticon lens, but I think not.
Will some one who knows please enlighten us on this particular point.
(B) One of the surfaces is concave and the other convex. (C) You
are badly mixed in your data here, Brother Allen. The equivalent
focus of a lens is the distance from a point very nearly half way be-
tween the two combinations to the point at which parallel rays of
light will focus and form an image. This is very clearly shown on

Figure 38 of the third edition of the Handbook; also it

is explained in the text matter on page 104. The reason it is neces-
sary to focus a distant object when measuring the E. F. is that the
rays of light entering the lens must be practically parallel in order

to obtain a correct result With a single lens there is no E. F.—only
a principal focus. The E. K. applies only to combinations of lenses.
In the condenser we have two lenses, and the equivalent focus of the
combination is found by adding together the focal length of each
lens and dividing the result by 4, thus the E. F. of two 7% inch con-
densers is 7>/j + 7V4 = 15 -r- 4 = 8% inches E. F. (D) If your arc
is located more than .'!',, inches from the back lens you are having
unnecessary light loss at that point. Can't you clear up your stere-

opticon field by moving the lamp when you shove over to the
stereopticon? (B) Quito plainly you are not very clear with regard
to the meaning of optical terms. I would recommend that you study
the explanations of the term conjugate foci, page 95 of the Handbook.
The conjugate foci points are the points of object and image, mean-
ing by this that one point is the location of the object, and is equal
to the distance from the optical center of the lens to the object ; the
other point is the location of the image and the distance from the
optical center of the lens to the image. The changing of either one
of these points automatically alters the other; as one is shortened the
other is lengthened, and vice versa. In the case of the stereopticon

objective the crater is one conjugate foci point and the image of the

crater, supposed to be located between the two factors of the stere-

opticon lens, is the other, and the slide is one conjugate foci point of

the objective and the screen the other. I don't know that there Is

any particular harm done by moving the slide slightly away from the
condenser, always provided the cone of light completely covers the
opening in the slide ;

also there is the advantage that the slide does

not get so hot. If there are those who differ with me in this I shall

be glad to have their views.

Wrecking Committees.

A middle-west exhibitor propounds the following query :

You say you are in favor of the organization of both exhibit-

ors and operators, and 1 believe your position in this regard has
made the organization of operators proceed with much greater
rapidity than it otherwise would have done. Now I do you the
honor to believe that you are entirely honest, and advocate tfee

union because you believe it to be for the best interest, as you
say, of all concerned. I think your course during the years you
have been prominently before the moving picture public amply
proves the integrity of your intention, as well as the wisdom of

most of your actions. Conceding this freely, and even allowing
that it is possible the organization of operators may, in a great
majority of cases, prove to be, in the end, beneficial to the local

industry— I am broad-minded enough, I hope, to understand and
appreciate your views in this matter, even though that view may
run counter to the ideas of the majority of exhibitors—still, I

would like an honest expression of your mind on one point, even
though you may not like to set it forth :

What is your opinion of the organization which, failing to gain
its ends by means of a fair fight, sneaks around in the dead of

night and wrecks theaters, smashing up projection machines,
costly pianos and seats? This has been done, thought I won't
embarrass your answer by saying where. The guilty ones will

know, and I strongly suspect you also know. Certainly you
have no love for the union in question, and I have an idea this

may be at least partly because of the methods I have named.

Yes, I. do know, and have known for a long time; also the legal

evidence to convict individuals of this class of outrage is right here in

New York City, and available. But you must not condemn a whole
union for the crimes committed by the few. True, the union ought to

have long since discarded such misleadership, and thus have purged
itself of the charge it bears, and will continue to bear so long as these
men are retained. But I know there are many excellent, well-meaning
men in this particular union ; men who not only would not approve, but
strongly condemn such methods, and would voice their condemnation
openly if they dared. Open condemnation would, however, under exist-

ing conditions in the city in question, mean very grave trouble for them,
and we therefore should not too strongly censure them for failure to

enter what might be, for them, a losing battle.

As to my opinion of such things, why it ought to be plain from my
writings and acts in the past. Such methods are not Only outrageous,
but in addition to that, savor strongly of cowardice. We can even
have some degree of admiration for the physical courage of that most
despicable wretch, the New York gunman, who "gets" his enemy in

broad daylight, on the open streets, and in a crowd at that. But the
"wrecking committee" which, after a fair fight has failed, sneaks around
at dead of night and does that which it dare not do at any other time, is

not only guilty of cowardice, but contemptible cowardice at that. I am
a great believer in organization, and I was in the labor movement
as early as 1883. I believe firmly in the efficacy of diplomacy, with
strike (war) as the very, very last resort, after every other possible

method has been tried and has failed. I also firmly believe in fighting

for all there is in you, if the "other fellow" compels you to fight, and
I have, in days past and gone, taken very active part in some red hot
battles. But I believe in FIGHTING FAIR. I'll lick the tar out of the

enemy if I can. and I'll undertake to not overlook any FAIR means
of winning. I will NOT, however, resort to unfair, cowardly methods,
which correspond to sneaking around and sticking a knife in the
man's back when he is off guard.

It may be said to the credit of operators' unions, however, that there

has been comparatively very, very little of wrecking committee activi-

ties. There have been a few charges of stink-ball throwing, which may,
or may not have been done by union men, but actual smash-'em-up-in-the-
night methods, be it said to the everlasting credit of operators' unions.

has been almost entirely limited to one section. As a general proposi-

tion, taking everything into consideration, operators' unions have, I

think, been very clean in their battles. I believe that, barring the sec-

tion named, and a very few cases of the adoption of mildly questionable
methods in other sections, the organization has every right to "point
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with pride" to its record in thin respect. In many cases the I. A. has
bravely accepted defeat, where by every rule of Justice and right it

should have won— in fact, its demands should have been acceded to by
xhlbitors without argument, much less a fight. I do not think, there-

;, the correspondent is entitled to condemn the whole organization
reason of the act of the extremely few.hy

Correct.
Some considerable time ago in describing the Transverter, a new cur-

rent rectifying device, I gave certain data and left it up to operators
to puzzle out the method by which the change from one arc to the
other was made, and only one man seems to have been able to solve the
matter. Edward Hitchcock, 02 Bromfield Road, Somerville, Mass., says:

This is my first at-

mpt
thing in the department,
but here is my view of

the way the Transverter
changes from one lamp
to the other, according to

your description, a por-
tion of which was incom-

plete, to see if we could
puzzle it out:

Suppose switches S2
and SI to be open and
we wish to start lamp LI,

and afterwards change
over to lamp L2. Close

switch S2 and strike arc

LI. Freeze the carbons
of arc L2 and open
switch S2. Now, first

having seen that arc LI
long, separate

the of L2,

^upon the two lamps

will be burning in series

with precisely the same
amperage the one lamp
had before, the voltage

at the transverter, how-
ever, having automatical-
ly doubled. It is essen-

, however, that the carbons of lamp L2 be "froze" before you
pull switch L2. or the circuit will be broken and you will lose

the arc at LI. Switches SI and S2 act to short circuit the

lamp which is not in use. In the diagram, R is the rheostat.

A the ammeter, V the voltmeter, C the armature, S C the series

field, S H the shunt field and R2 the field regulator.
I am not eligible to examination for license for operator in

Massachusetts, being only 19 years of age. I must, therefore,

wait a year before I can get even a second class license. I

worked in Ohio for four years, but it takes a few more added to

my age before I can operate here.

Your answer is correct. That is essentially the way the two-arc
Transverter works, though short circuiting is done through a double-

pole switch, because of the fact that the underwriters' rules do not

allow of the use of the single-pole switch under this condition. The
effect, however, is the same.
As to your age, why it seems tough to you now, but ten years from

today you will, I think, agree that it is a wise law.

Report on Oklahoma City.

An operator In a small town in Oklahoma recently visited Oklahoma
City. He says

:

Have just returned from Oklahoma City. While there I took
the time to visit all the picture and vaudeville houses, and
while I think projection could be materially improved in many
of the theaters, still, I do want to say that at the Empress,
projection was practically perfect. A better light could not be
asked for, and the operator paid particularly careful attention
to the speed. The Lyric also was perfect, with the exception that
the operator did not watch his light quite so carefully as did
the mail a1 the I i done that, his work would
have been equal to that of the Bmpress operator. In several of

the theaters, I am sorry to say, projection could not by any
high class, iii one theater

tl • picture out of frame for as long as two minutes at a

out twice Dtlnual discoloration at the bottom of

the picure ; also there was oi

ntlemen of Oklahoma Ire you going
to let your critic get away with lnt< nded to be

that, while some of you are
dehv. i in.- <ii work, there are others who need a little

It I won t say any more until you have a

nd jn - oloratlon ol

the light on tin screen, and the picture running out of frame, is small
credit to tin in Ididu

provided be la not kept busy rewinding or doing
, Ing prop, r ;ilt, m t,, |,roji .tii.ii, and I

It is a legitimate part of the union's
i ike tin matter up with the manageri and put a stop to It.

Bon Ami.

like ten years, and have always had trouble in setting my
projection and condensing lenses clean. For the past month,
however, I have been using Bon Ami, which does the trick to
perfection. Just put on a thin lather, so thin that it hardly
shows on the glass, leaving it until dry. Then wipe off with
a soft, clean cloth, and you won't have any streaks or smears :

also it does not scratch the glass.

This matter was, unless I am mistaken, published in the department
two or three years ago. Used carefully, Bon Ami is, 1 think, a very
good article for cleaning lenses, and a 10-cent cake will last in-
definitely, if used for this purpose only. Incidentally it must be said
that clean lenses are of the utmost importance, because a dirty lens
surface reflects from 3 to 10 per cent, more light than does a clean one,
and, inasmuch, as there are four surfaces in a condensing lens and six
in the objective, dirty lenses may easily become a source of considerable
light loss.

Quick Threading Reel.
R. E. Wicker, Pinehurst, N. C, has invented what he calls a quiek-

threading reel. He says :

Enclosed find drawing of a "Reel Quick Threader." What
do you think of it? 1 pass it along to brother operators. I

notice there has been some discussion with regard to thread-
ing the Power's machine equipped with a loop setter. My
method is as follows : Open all idlers and the film gate. Place
film in upper, and empty reel in lower magazine. Draw out
sufficient film to reach the lower reel. Place the film under
upper sprocket and close idler. Carry' film down under loop
setter roller and over lower sprocket, pulling it tight enough
to touch the loop setter idler. Close lower sprocket idler and
insert end of reel clip in lower magazine. Now pull the film
at the upper sprocket, taking up all slack allowed by the loop
setter, leaving no lower loop. Hold upper loop with the right
hand and close film gate with the left. Now. when the ma-
chine starts the loop setter will set the proper length of lower
loop, and the film will thus be prevented from touching the
base, where there may be oil and dirt. Try this method if you
have not already done so. It is not as complicated as it

sounds. I am out of the game now, as the Carolina Theater
runs only in winter. 1 am reading the projection department
every week just the same, and am fairly itching to get back
into the operating room. Last winter we ran Paramount and
Pathe to full houses. We had an eight-piece orchestra of high-
class musicians and ran a first-class show. Have been using 220
volts through a compensarc and getting a uniformly-lighted pic-
ture, though it was not so bright. On your trip through the
South don't overlook Pinehurst and Southern Pines.

Well, my brother, as to whether Pinehurst or Southern Pines will be
visited will depend on whether the operators and managers of those
two villages want the lecture badly enough to arrange a meeting ; also
it will depend somewhat on whether there would be a sufficient number
of theaters to justify the expense of a day's stop. We want to do all
we can for the benefit of the business, but it would hardly be fair to
ask the Moving Picture World to stand the expense of a day's time,
etc:., simply to address a half a dozen managers and operators.
With regard to the quick-threading reel, 1 cannot see why it would

not work all right, nor do I see where it would work any particular
injury to the film. However, I am afraid it does not stand much
chance of adoption, because of the fact that exchanges would not buy
a complicated reel of that kind, though some individual operators may
take the trouble to construct one.

Your method of threading the loop setter machine is passed along
for the consideration of our readers, and I will add for their benefit
that Pinehurst is a winter resort, and there is very little there during

Brother Wicker sends the following description of the reel quick
threader, which was on a separate sheet of paper and was not dis-
covered until this stage of dictation was reached. The cut shows the

i with one
that ..r whl

Tills pi. el

revolved la

;cll «.l\ t., ivv.

rail) through the huh.

Mink holes tin- v|i lir i ,,„|.
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arrow until sh od
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Plate A is then revolved In the opposite direction, which has the effect

of clamping the film between the stationary and movable set of rods.

When all the film is run off the reel a jerk revolves plate A In the di-

rection of the arrow which Instantly releases the film so that it pulls

From Jersey City.

James A. Merklein, operator Danforth theater, Greenville, N. J., says:

I have a good position and am working for good people. En-
closed find pictures of the house and of the operating room. The
theater Is fireproof; seating capacity of 860. 1'rojection equip-

ment consists of two Simplex machines, supplied by two 70 ampere

In this section are a great many operators who, if they had
just a little instruction, would become really first class men. I

am therefore interested in seeing a school established within our
local, to be followed later by an examination ; those who fail to

be called for re-examination in three months, in the meantime
being given instruction on those things in which they fail. Should

they pass the next time their name will be placed on the Roll of

Honor, and if the member can keep his name on the Roll of

Honor for one year, he shall be given a gold medal with the local's

emblem thereon. Broadly, that is the scheme I would like to see

adopted. It could not fail but instruct the member in the technical

end of projection. What do you think of the idea?

My machine room is one of the largest in the city. It measures
12 feet wide by J4 leet long.

The scheme you outline offers a incentive to the members to study.

ana the result certainly could not be otherwise than good. I shall be

interested in learning the final outcome of this matter.

Files His Carbons.

C. R. Terhune, Franklin, Ind., says:

I notice in March 4th issue that "Los Angeles" has trouble

with his arc, the crater forming to one side of the carbon. I

have experienced the same difficulty, and find the only way I can

get the crater to form in the center of the carbon is to file one

side of the top carbon flat, using a rasp for the purpose. The

flat side should be toward the condenser, and the top carbon

tip set a little back of the bottom—in other words, the regular

D. C. set. I find that with this arrangement the crater will

form in the center of the front side, if the carbons are properly

set. The filing does not seem to make any difference in the

length of time the carbon will burn. 1
I

will help "Los Angeles," and would like to

he has tried it.

It is a little late to publish this letter now,
of value, nevertheless, and "Los Angeles" will

can address Brother Terhune at 65 So. Hougha
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but it may possibly be
kindly take notice. He
m St., Franklin, Ind.

s-Bi-Convex Sets.

Strange as it may seem, some operators are puzzled as to how to place
the meniscus-bi-convex set. Some have even placed the bi-convex next
the arc, with the meniscus placed backward, toward the film. A meniscus-
bi-convex set should be placed with the bi-convex—which is the lens with
both sides the same shape—next the film. The other lens should be
placed with the side which may look flat, but which in reality is slightly
concave, next the arc, and the two lenses should be placed as close
together as you can get them without having them actually touch.

In selecting the meniscus-bi-convex sets you should have them of such
focal length that the E. F. of the combination will be the same as the
E. F. of the piano set they are to replace. To find the E. F. of two
lenses, measure the focus of each lens separately, add them together and
divide by four; the result will be the E. F. of the two lenses:
For instance, take two «t£-inch lenses: G% + CV2 = 13 -=- 4 = 3^4 ; there-
fore, the E. F. of ihe combination is 3V4 inches.

From Lowell, Mass.
F. G. Wheeler, Lowell, Mass., says

:

I would like to put in a good word for the carbon economizer
made by the Culbert Carbon Economizer Company, Athol, Mass.
It costs but 50 cents and is thoroughly reliable. I am using
National carbons, 3-4 inch upper, and 5-8 inch lower, pulling 40
amperes D. C. I like them quite well ; get a nice, clear-cut white
spot. Sometimes I find small glass beads on the lower carbon,
but that does not harm ; also they are a little dirtier than most
carbons, but that is not a serious matter if one gets the light.

Taking everything into consideration, they are, in my judg-
ment, a first-class carbon.

All of which is passed along, with the comment that the glass beads
simply tend to show, as I understand it, purity of material.

Port Huron, Michigan.
Port Huron, Mich., sends in the following:

There are four theaters in this city ; the Maxine, Harry S.

Goseline, manager, being the newest and most up-to-date. This
house has a $5,000 pipe organ, the keys of which are manipu-
lated by Miss Hazel Marlatt, who is possessed of more than
ordinary ability when it comes to coaxing real music out of

the ivories. Projection machinery consists of two motor-driven
Power Six A's and a rectifier, the same being operated by
Joseph Monahan and his assistant. Tke service is Metro,
V-L-S-E and World. The Bijou, ,C. E. Hubbard, manager,
shows Paramount and Triangle films on two rather old hand-
driven Simplex projectors. It is a very comfortable theater.

The American is a small house, but is doing well ; shows Uni-
versal and Mutual ; also Chaplin films. William Wallace is its

capable manager, and Raymond Outwater juggles the projec-

tion machine crank, using a Standard and a Power's Six. The
Family is managed by L. J. Bedford. It uses General films,

projected by two Power Six A's. The attitude of the Family
and the Bijou theaters toward the operators is not that which
makes for the best service in their operating rooms.

I would respectfully suggest to the managers of the Family and
Bijou that it cannot, in the long run, be a paying proposition to adopt
an attitude which makes for inefficiency in the operating room. Theater
managers will do well to consider this fact, viz. : The inefficient oper-

ator may easily waste anywhere from 10 to as much as 50 per cent,

of the projection current the house is paying for, and, as a matter of

fact, I firmly believe this kind of waste costs the industry between

$10,000 and $20,000 per day. The competent operator can avoid this

waste, which may amount to more than the difference the manager
would have to pay in order to secure a really competent man in the

operating room. I have actually visited operating rooms where the

incompetent, cheap operator was wasting as much as 30 or 35 amperes
of the 70 he was using, merely through ignorance of the optical sys-

tem of the projector. Such cases are, of course, extreme, yet instances

where the waste is fully equal to one-third the current used in pro-

jection are very common, and thus many managers are literally saving

at the spigot (cheap operator) but are leaving the bung hole wide
open. It is a case, Brother Manager, where very often a saving in

salary is in reality an expensive proposition—a very expensive one
indeed.

Richardson's
MOTION PICTURE HANDBOOK

For Managers and Operators
Over 700 pages and over 300 illustrations help to make a

book that will be a lasting monument to its author's knowl-
edge, ability and diligence. No such work on Projection has

i attempted, nor likely to be for many years
is $4.00 per copy, postpaid.

1 Orders

ever before bei

to come. Pric

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York
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Motion Picture Photography

1
" .......

Conducted by CARL LOUIS GREGORY, F. R. P. S.

Inquiries.

QUESTIONS in cinematography addressed to this department will re-

ceive carbon copy in the department's reply by mail when four

cents in stamps are inclosed. Special replies by mail on matters

which cannot be replied to in this department, $1.

Manufacturers' Notice.
It is an established rule of this department that no apparatus or

other goods will be endorsed or recommended editorially until the

excellence of such articles has been demonstrated to its editor.

Photographic Text Books.
So many inquiries have been received asking for literature on

photographic and motion picture topics that the following list of books

has been prepared. There are many, many books on photography
which are very good but which are not included in this list. This list

has been compiled to help the earnest student of cinematography and
each book listed is valuable in something which has a bearing on
motion picture photography, although only those books listed under
cinematography are devoted exclusively to that subject.

Handbooks of Elementary Photography.
Books under this heading give the primary lessons in still photog-

raphy. No one should attempt motion picture photography without

having first mastered the principles of still camera work, both prac-

tically and theoretically. It is not intended that the student should
buy every book in the list. One or two titles that appeal to him
most will be sufficient.

EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY. By Clement J. Leaper. A be-
ginner's experimental course in photography, giving simple ex-
planations of why and how. 1898. (English.) 99 pp. Cloth, 50
cents. Andrew J. Lloyd Co.. Boston. Mass.

EARLY WORK IN PHOTOGRAPHY. Ey W. Ethelbert Henry. (Eng-
lish.) A useful handbook. Illustrated. With a chapter on lenses
by H. Snowden Ward. 3d edition. 1901. Cloth, 50 cents. Andrew
J. Lloyd Co.. Boston. Mass.

HOW TO MAKE GOOD PICTURES. The Eastman manual for begin-
ners. With chapters on special subjects by noted workers. Illus-

trated. Paper, 25 cents. Cloth, $1.00. Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

ELEMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY. By John A. Hodges. (English.)
About 100 pp. 1898. Cloth, 50 cents. Andrew J. Lloyd Co., Bos-

THH RIGHT ROAD INTO PHOTOGRAPHY. By Dr. J. Nicol. 1898.
A simple guide for the novice, plainly written. With instructions
and formulae. Paper, &{ cents. Andrew J. 7'— J"

.INCIPLES OF SIMPLE PHOTOGRAPHY. Bi

(English.) l.'SO pp. Illustrated. Cloth. 50
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR NOVICES. By Percy Lund. 2u0 pp. 50 cents.
BEGINNERS' TROUBLES. (Photo-Miniature, No. 114.) Paper, 25

cents. Trim;. in k Ward. N. w York. N. Y.
LIBRARY OP AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY. 4 vols. Comprehensive.

1,620 pp. The most complete work of Its kind and a valuable
reference library. (2.60. Price includes one year's subscription
to "The Camera," a photographic magazine. "The Camera," Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Advanced General Text Books.
Books for more advanced workers in still photography.

PRACTICAL POCKET I (IOK OF PHOTOGRAPHY. ' iiy E. Vogel.
(Engll -"- '

lar G<

I'HIC INSTRUCTION TEXT. by George H. Paltridge.
1900, A practical book. The outgrowth of a class in photography
at the Lewi: Institute, Chicago. 280 pp. Cloth, $1.00. Andrew J.
Lloyd Co., Boston, Mass.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY. By C. H. Hewitt. In two volumes.
(English.) 1904. inn i..itcd. Cloth, 50 cents per volume. An-
drew j

0. Hoppo. F. R. P. S., 1812.
.fl.iHi The mathematical principle! of photography and how to
apply them. An for the Careful and exhaustive

ITI OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.
\l

.
S.ll. 217 pp. .«'- <mi pin: '.I, M|ll„n. New

York. Not SO complicated as the title sounds and an excellent
book for those who really want to know the scientific principles
of photography.

Reference Works.
Nil eami Of reference

In his profl .Main 1
I

a

book in which me mi.-,i the formulas and notes
or tin- worl .1 the pertinent articles that
can be gradually a.-, imui.ii.il im.ih all lOUrci

Journali , ol Blmi , plaf . p

logs, OtC. After thai . nine II

THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S NOTE-BOOK. By F. C. Lambert. 1897.
(English.) 250 practical hints, formulas, etc., clipped from all
sources as worth saving. 80 pp. Cloth, 50 cents. Andrew J.
Lloyd Co. Boston. Mass

PROCESSES OF PURE PHOTOGRAPHY. By W. K. Eurton and An-
drew Pringle. A standard compilation of the principal negative
and positive processes. 1889. 200 pp. Paper, $2.00. Andrew J.

Lloyd Co., Boston, Mass.
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC REFERENCE BOOK. By G. H. Mcintosh.

(English.) Tells "how to do" things rather than describes meth-
ods. Brief and to the point. 835 references. 336 pp. Paper
covers, 75 cents. Andrew J. Lloyd Co., Boston, Mass.

CASSELL'S CYCLOPEDIA OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 1912. 572 pp. The
most complete, up-to-date, reliable and easy reference photographic
book of recent years. Cloth, $:i.75. Photo Era, Boston, Mass.

THE DICTIONARY OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By E. J. Wall, F.R., P.S.
600 pp. $2.50. Photo Era, Boston, Mass. Readily accessible
information compiled like an encyclopedia or dictionary.

Optical Lantern Work.
The old-time projection machine or "Magic Lantern" is still in the

ring, although the motion picture projector has handed it a mighty
wallop in the jaw. Many thousands of slides are still being made,
and many a projection machine operator might Improve both his time
and his finances by learning how they are made.
LANTERN SLIDES. (The Photo-Miniature Series, No. 9.) 11th thou-

sand. 25 cents. Tennant & Ward. New York, N Y
LANTERN' SLIDE MANUAL. By John A. Hodges. 1S92. (English.)

140 pp. Diagrams. Cloth, $1.00. Andrew J. Lloyd Co., Boston,

COLORING LANTERN SLIDES. (Photo-Miniature Series, No. 83.)
Paper, 25 cents Tennant & Ward, New York, N. Y.

LANTERN SLIDE MAKING. By F. C. Lambert. A very satisfactory
manual. Illustrated. (English.) 1901. 144 pp. Cloth, 50 cents.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., Boston, Mass.

THE OPTICAL LANTERN. (Photo-Miniature. No. 119.) Paper, 25
cents. Tennant & Ward, New York, N. Y.

Light and Photographic Optics.
It is astonishing how Ignorant most photographic workers are of

oven the simpler principles of optics. What would you think of a
mechanic who did not know what his tools were for or what they
could do? The photographer's lens Is his principal tool, and yet how
little the most of them know about the lenses they use. Diaphragm

DO the greatest of mysteries to many. Why not spend a

few hours learning fact9 that will be valuable to you every working
day for the rest of your life?

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES. Ey C. Beck and II. Andrews. Published
by a firm of manufacturing opticians as an advertisement of their
specialties, but containing more practical information on the

i any other work at the prtl

Illustrated. (English.) 1902. Cloth, 75 cents. Andrew J. Lloyd
Co., Boston. Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES. How to choose and how to use. By John
A. Hodges. 1S98. (English.) A good elementary handbook. Cloth.
$1.00. Andrew J. Lloyd Co., Boston, Mass.

THE LENS. A practical guide to the choice, use and testing of

photographic lenses, Tin- latest and most satisfactory handbook
on the every-day use of lenses. Bv Thomas Bolas and George
E Brown. (English.) 1902. 101 pp. Cloth. 11.26. Andrew J.

Lloyd Co., BoetOl
FIRST 'BOOK OF THE LBNS \ treatise on the action and use of

the photograph i< lens. Not elementary, d. spite its title, but val-
uable to those familiar with mathematics, llv C. \V Piper 1901
170 pp. (English.) 11.25. Tennant ,v Ward, New York, N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS. Ity R. S Col. MA 1 *9s An advanced
manual for modem workers. Cloth, $2.50. Andrew J. Lloyd Co.,

CHOICE AND USE OP LBN ' IM Scries, No. 79.1
Paper. 25 cents Tennant & Ward New York, N Y

PRACTICAL notes ON TELEPHOTOGRAPHY \ pocket book full of
(English.) 1901

J. Lloyd Co., i o
TEl.EPlloTO WORK. By G. H Dollar. Andrew .1

•Copyright, 1916, by the Chaltn ibllahlng Co,

Chemistry of Photography.
The action play.-. I by the chemicals us.,1 in pbotograp]

- and one doe-. BOl '

used in n bath, nnd
what effect it lias ,,,, the pbotol

Fill! PHOTOGRAPHERS. Hn C F
client first handbook, not Bpla and prartlcnl.

aitlon. 1902. Clot!

THE i:i. i:\lE\T\itY CHEMISTRY OP PHOTOGRAPHIC
By c - 118 pp Cloth. 50 cents. An-

n. Mni<s.
PIIIC CHEMICALS I Photo Miniature S.-. I, •>. No 101 |

Paper. 20 cuts Tennant ,< Ward \. » V.ik \ 'i
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Books on Cinematography,
ader this beading oomprise nearly all of the works pub-

lished In English that are now in print which deal directly with
i.iphy.

PRACTICAL CINEMATOGRAPHY AND ITS APPLICATION. By Fred-
i i. k A. Talbot. 202 PP. 12 mo. $1.10. J. 13. Lippincott, Phila-
delphia. Pa.

This is a popular work by an English writer and while it is pub-
lished for the general reader, and the moving picture fan, it holds
much of interest for the cinematographer. It gives the fundamentals
of motion-picture production, describes the different sorts of cameras
and projection apparatus used, and gives working methods of develop-
ing the film, printing the negative, and the operation of projection.

ilete in its information and abundantly Illustrated.

MOVING PH'TIKES; HOW THEY ARE MADE AND WORKED. By
Frederick A. Talbot. 270 pp. $1.50. J. B. Lippincott, Philadel-
phia. Pa.

On the same style as the above but containing different material
about the same subjects. Not a text-book, but an interesting account
of th.' many uses of motion pictures, and well worth reading and adding

CYCLOPAEDIA OF MOTION PICTURE WORK. By David S. Hulfish.
2 vols. $4.00. American School of Correspondence, Chicago.

About one-quarter devoted to motion picture photography and the re-

mainder to projection. Also treats of picture production from the
producer's and scenario writer's standpoint.

THE A. B. C. OF THE CINEMATOGRAPH. By Cecil N. Hepworth.
128 pp. Cloth, 50 cents. 1900. Tennant & Ward, New York, N. Y.

Not an up-to-date book, but valuable as the best authority on cam-
era movements, and interesting from an historical standpoint.

LIVING PICTURES: THEIR HISTORY, REPRODUCTION AND
nt'AL WORKING. By Henry V. Hopwood. 1890. 265 pp.

and index.

One of the first books published about moving pictures. In spite of

its age, it contains a good deal of.valuable information and is a stand-

ard work.
TI1K HANDBOOK OF CINEMATOGRAPHY. 200 pp. 6 shillings and

6 pence, or $1.00. Kincmatograph Weekly, Tottenham St., Lon-
don, w., England.

Comes the nearest to being what might be called a text-book on mo-
tion picture photography in this list.

HOW TO MAKE AND OPERATE MOVING PICTURES. By Bernard
E. Jones. 168 pp. ?l.O0. Funk & Wagnalls, New York, N. Y.

A very good book for the amateur cinematographer. To the beginner
who wishes to learn the first steps this book is very good, but for the
professional and the man already in the game, it contains little of

THE ART OF THE MOVING PICTURE. By Vachel Lindsay. 128 pp.
l.Millan, Now York, N. Y.

Not properly a book on motion picture photography at all, but has
many interesting ideas for the cinematographer and the producer to

think about.

MAKING THE MOVIES. Gy Earnest A. Dench. 1916. $1.25. McMillan,
New York, N. Y.

A "popular -
" science type of book for the man in the street. Interest-

ing and instructive but not professing to teach anyone to become

Recent Motion Picture Patents.
The following are condensed descriptions of patents recently granted

relating to motion picture photography.
Anyone interested in more complete description can obtain a copy

of any U. S. patent paper by sending five cents for each copy wanted,
giving the number of the patent, to the Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

U. S. PATENTS.
11S7241 W. F. Fox.
A Process for Making Colored Motion Pictures. Two nega-

tives of an object are made, one through a red filter and another
through a green filter

;
positive prints are made from the nega-

tives ; the negative from the green filter is superposed upon
the positive corresponding to the red filter negative, thereby
producing a printing negative which gives correct values for
white light. A print is made therefrom and the silver in its

image toned to a green color in a vanadium chloride bath,
the toning bath so affecting the gelatine that when it is sub-
sequently immersed in a bath of red dye the gelatine will be
dyed in inverse proportion to the green toning.
118S939 Frederic E. Ives.

Three-Color Photograph and the Method of Making the
'

' > especially adapted to the manufacture of col-
ored motion pictures. The three negatives are made in the

?ay behind the customary filters. The first image is

imbibition method.
1187270 H. Csanyi.
Attachments for roll film cameras of the Kodak type to en-

able motion pictures to be taken with the camera and then
printed in the camera to make a positive film. A further at-
tachment enables the Kodak to be used as a projector for
exhibiting the positive film.

•d in the opposite direction, while the film
positive is to be made is simultaneously and

direction as tin

upon which
synchronously moved in the

I printed In re\. iw 111. h ;

1187136 A. F. Gall.
\ device for adjusting and supporting the lens of t

; for the Una] adjustment.
1186089 Thomas H. Blair.
A Motion Picture Machine in which the feeding means fur

the dim is modified to decrease the period of movement of the
film and to avoid flickering. The feed mechanism includes a
star wheel having radial slots in which a driving pin upon a

'" slide, the outer ends of the slots being

Victor V. Thomas.
A Motion Picture Machine in which special provision is

made for properly framing the picture, that is, securing regis-
ter between the view and the light opening. An idler roll is

t the- film between the customary feed sprocket
and tensioning device so that varying lengths of Him will be
located between them, Urns controlling the portion or the film
which is moved into position before the light opening.
1187163 L. D. Kohlmcyer.
A motion picture projection apparatus in which means is

provided for setting the film forward or back so as to bring
the pictures in register with the projection window without
interfering with the operation of the machine. It includes an
oscillating carriage varying the film feeding mechanism
whereby the feeding sprockets may be vertically adjusted with-
out disconnecting the worm gear which joins said sprockets
with the driving mechanism.
1188074 Frederick W. Hochstetter.
A Shutter for Motion Picture Cameras. A vertically move-

able slide is reciprocated up and down across the light opening
by a crank action.
ii sen i Jean B. dinger.
A mechanical arrangement for synchronizing a phonograph

and a motion picture machine. It includes a clutch mechanism
which is thrown into operation when the two machines are not
in synchronism, so as to slightly accelerate the phonograph
to bring it up to speed.

BRITISH PATENTS.
2411—191.-. S. A. LaCellophane.

Cine Film Base. A film, more especially for cine work, is

formed of two outer layers, one at least of which is trans-
parent and permeable to photographic chemicals, and the sensi-
tive layer between these outer layers which may be a per-
n able -.unrated with the sensitive material. Trans-

Two films of pure
sed for the lay, i

Pathe Freres.
Cine Film Base. (Void.) Isoprene or its homologues or

analogues, in course of polymerization, are added to cellulose
esters, such as the nitrate, formate, acetate, butyrate, and
benzoate, for the manufacture of non-inflammable cine films,

etc. The polymerization appears to continue after the film is

finished, and it may be increased by the methods used in mak-
ing synthetic rubber.
.'1198—1915 Soc. des Estab. Gaumont.

Films. (Void.) A non-flam film for photographic and cine
purposes comprises a non-flam base, such as viscose, in con-
junction with a collodion emulsion. The emulsion, being thin,

is developed and finished before the liquids have time to affect

the base. The base may be further protected by waterproofing
it.

a—1914 W, Van 1). K,
Svstpm of Color Cinematography using fi .

ts, each set composed of balanced comple-
te sets, for instance, being primary red,

yellow, mue green, pure blue.
14102—1915 P. D. Brewster.

Color Cinematography. The invention relates to the print-

ing of a color positive upon a double coated film. The nega-
tive images are stained to different colors and the light pro-
jected through them passes through a lens and is divided into

two groups of rays by prisms, each part being then caused
to form an image on opposite sides of double coated film with
or without the use of light filters and the positive film being
coated with color sensitive emulsion.
I..VJ2i; 1'iir, A. S. Spiegel. R. Glendinning and G. Felsenthal.

Live Photographs.
poses is taken by suci

i plai in
'

fr,

mbjeet in several

: of the plate and adapted to be moved

The
between the exposures, a print obtained from the negatives
taken being exhibited by means of a corresponding
Invention consists of providing an attachment for cameras Dy
means of which successive exposures can be taken through

B 3341—1915 S. Lubin.
Printing Cinematograph Films. The printing machine is

provided with different apertures for passing different amounts
of light for the purpose of compensating for differences in

density in different parts of the length of negative film, the
light "aperture being automatically operated mechanically by
the film.

GERMAN PATENTS.
German Patent 26775. Elektrochemische Werke. Berlin.

,ared ferrous oxlate developer made in powder form
by the addition of neutral sodium glycollate.

"As good as gold." "As white as snow." "As Fine as

silk." Why do other papers in this field invariably try

to compare with the standard of the MOVING PIC-
TURE WORLD? There's a reason.
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Conducted by CLARENCE E. SINN and S,

Musical Setting for "Home."
Released Aug. 13 by Triangle Film Corp'n.

(Prepared by S. M. Berg. By special arrangements with G. Schirmer,

Inc., music publishers, New York.)

THIS "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet" is not designed to solve

every possible musical requirement of the film, but is intended

as a partial solution of the problem—what to play for the picture.

It has proven to be of great assistance to the leader, not only by re-

lieving to a degree the tedium of rehearsals, but by assisting materially

in overcoming those conditions encountered when the film is not avail-

able until the hour of performance.

Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets can be obtained (free of charge) by

managers from their local exchange in advance of the date of re'case.

This will afford to the progressive leader an opportunity to acquaint

himself with the general character of the film drama he is to portray

with his orchestra.

Together with the suggested music at the title or descriptive cues

to be played, the tempo or charoctciistie is given so that

, i or substitute any or all of the numbers from

his own library, thereby avoiding any financial outlay though Etill

carrying cut the interpretation.

The timing of the picture is based on a speed of 15 minutes to a

thousand feet. The time indications will help the leader to anticipate

the various cues which may consist of the printed sub-title (marked Tl

or a described action (marked D). For instance: 3 T "Jeremiah

Wheaton" is a sub-title and is printed reding matter on the screen.

But !)U> D "When Bessie plays piano" is a description of action.

At the home of the newly rich Wheatons discord reigns. Bob, the

son is an idle, empty-brained spendthrift Mrs. Wheaton and her eldest

daughter Inez arc excellent specimens of the snob ideal, while father

is a calloused cynic. In such a household Bessie, the youngest daugh-

ter finds herself after returning from a "finishing up" period in

Europe. Different in nature, the family disgusts her and she proceeds

.r eyes by reflecting their actions. Little by little the de-

sired effect is produced and at the grand climax her efforts are

crowned with success. Incidentally she wins the heart of a young

author and the story closes with the two together.

The character of this picture is dramatic with many brighter scenes

throughout. The melody "Home, Bweet Home," is suggested at 8%

and .;-,. Note particularly: Popular air :!0'._.. auto effects ..,',.

The THEME Belected is "Melodle"—Frlml.

Tlnl( , e reel about 1.400 feet).

. „„,, or 'Descriptive Cue,. ^^
( , i|r,.^ a( .kson

King Manfred Prelude.

>;.; .

Opening.

;m.. D Wl • i
!• Vie plays plat

13% T "Inez

(Allegro.

, Miles.

Home, Sweet Home.

\|, lodie l-'riml.

I Modcrato con espres
(THEME)

Midnight.
"Hello, kid!" i HEME

' T ,. akl'ast at lioiile. llllllloresKe |i\i,i il:

i Lento
T in the 'lav thai followed.

L-J>, T Little Berenade <ir

ratio)

privilege '

24* T Evening.

H
T The I

T The vi it

Vhen H"- i

i
Romber

i Popular)
Puppchen Gilbert

i. p Intermezzo)

HRM1

I
ii i:\n-:

T A wild desire to run away.
D When Bessie leaves house.

(Auto effects. 1

T "She's dead right."
D When Bessie embraces her

mother.
I) When father closes curtains.
T "Yes. I love you."
T The End.

Managers Attention.

The last paragraph of the following letter will explain the reason

why the writer's name, town and theater are omitted. The suDjecv

it of such deep interest and the point so well taken that I feel sure

the readers of these pages will be interested.

Dear Mr. Berg:
1 thank you very much for your recent letter, also the

publication and answer to my inquiry in the "Moving Picture

World." I certainly think your discussion of the subject is

sensible, practical and valuable, f

subdivisions of marches, waltzes,

tempo for "flash" scenes.

I have been using the "Musical Suggestion Cue Sheets"

which you prepare for the various films and have always- found

them very valuable, especially the directions for playing the

THEME, which would be almost impossible for one to do well

in the case of playing a new picture for the first time without

the aid of the Musical Suggestion Cue Sheet.

The theater where I play has a good pipe organ of two

manuals and pedals (swell organ is also a piano) and various

traps. I feel a little discouragement at times because the

manager says the people prefer as much popular music as

possible. He says I can "rest' on the quit t scenes and play

lively stuff when there Is 'something doing" on the screen.

This seems to me to be putting theater music on the same basis

as hotel music, but as this is the way the orchestra used to

accompany the pictures before the organ was installed I sup-

pose the manager thinks that this is what the people want.

anager also believes in running the pictures on strict

schedule like a trolley car, his idea being that the patrons will

always know when a show will start. The schedules are as

follows :

FOUR REELS: 10.30 11.30 v M .
l.

KIVK KKK1.S : 11 A. M., 12 1". 1 .-" 2.30 3.40 •

7.80 P
six REELS (also for SEVEN REELS): n a M. 12.45,

2.30, 4.15, <5, 7.30 P. M., etc.

The six-reel schedule makes the picture- laboriously -

minutes per reel) and the operator feels that as long as the

schedules are ended on time (as a train !

nation) ail is well. Some reels, therefore, will last twenty

minutes to "loaa time." others will have to hurry to mal

What I have said in the last two paragraphs is confidential,

irse, I'm n Ton feel that this is a common it

aters, ami that It is to be deplored.

would like to havi nlttlng my name and town.

Hoping you will pardon the •long-windedness" of this eplatle,

I am, Very truly yours,

thai he Ii dlaooui

the manager Insists that his patron- want popular mu
usually Interpreted as populai of the moment sung

on the vaudeville stage or the populnr airs from the muali

.in Int. rpr. tatlOD for a I

majority naturally is not playing the 1*"

ih, ir work by

will nnd thai they -

adually Intro-

-ing the

ml"tile "pub Ii.

i and the foundation will than ba laid.

tbe front of his th. at

,ut to schedule >\ and

tertalnly a ito
,,, Important point a

know thai

i achodula,

arformanoa,

arrival at

is going to
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many reels. In making my musical settings it is necessary for me to

know the exact footage of a picture irrespective of the number of

iv. Is upon which it is wound. How frequently one ilnds that a picture

listed at seven reels contains bul eel pictures measuring
but 5,200 feet, etc. In tact, 1 have discovered that it is the tendency
of many companies not to make a reel longer than !KX> feet, as when
the are l.OOO feet they are frequently broken, and unless tightly re-

wound get jammed In the box. If the manager insists upon adhering
strictly to his schedule of 105 minutes for a six reel picture and the
-ix reels measure no more than 5,200 feet there is no question but
that the audience, operator and musicians will certainly be in for a
very trying time. I believe that this point has never been dealt with
before and I certainly recommend that go-ahead managers consider it.

This correspondent apologizes for his "long-windedness." No one
who raises such Interesting quesUons can be accused of this, there-
fore apology is entirely unnecessary. Similar statements of fact from
other readers will be welcome in these columns.

Organ Playing for Moving Pictures (Continued).

Manuals and Pedals.
ny S. M. Berg and Norman Stuckey.

THE following is a specification of a three manual organ designed
and built expressly for a moving picture theater. Although there
are many larger Instruments, it may be considered a "representa-

tive one" and a fitting example to deal with in these columns.

GREAT ORGAN.
Name. Pitch. Material. Notes.

Diapason Phonon (Leathered)... 8' Metal 61

Tribla Clausa (Leathered) 8' Wood 61
Viole d Armour (Tapering) 8' Metal 61
Quintadena 4' Metal 61
Trumpet 8' Reed 61
Saxaphone 8' Reed 61
Chimes 8' From Echo

Swell to Great Unison. Solo to Great Unison.
Swell to Great Octave. Solo to Great Octave.
Swell to Great Sub-Octave. Solo to Great Sub-Octave.

Four pistons affecting Great and Pedal organ stops and couplers,
moving registers, adjustable at console.

SWELL ORGAN.
Name. Pitch. Material. Notes.

Contre Viole 16' Metal 12*
Horn Diapason 8' Metal 73
Stopped Flute 8' Wood 73
Violoncello 8' Pure tin 73*
Violes Celestes (flat and sharp).. 8' Pure tin 146f
Orchestral Flute 4' Wood 73
Violin 4' Pure tin 12*
Bassoon 16' Reed 73
Orchestral Oboe 8' Reed 73
Harp Celeste 8' Orchestral harp 49
Harp Celeste (Tremulant) 8'

Swell Octave. Swell Sub-Octave.
Swell Unison Off. Solo to Swell.

Four pistons affecting Swell and Pedal organ stops and couplers,
moving registers, adjustable at console.

•Unified strings, 97 pipes.
tTwo ranks, combining with Violoncello.

SOLO ORGAN.
Name. Pitch. Material. Notes.

Viola 8' Metal 73
Concert Flute 8' Wood 73
Forest Flute 4' Metal 73
Piccolo 2' Metal 73
Orchestral Clarinet 8' Reed 73
Vox Humana 8' Reed 73J
Glockenspiel 4' Orchestra Bells 37
Xylophone (Tremulant) 8' Wood Bars 49

Swell to Solo. Solo Sub-Octave.
Swell to Solo Octave. Solo Octave.

Solo Unison Off.

Four pistons affecting Solo and Pedal organ stops and couplers,
moving registers, adjustable at console.
^Located behind picture screen, enclosed in special swell box, with

individual tremulant.
ECHO ORGAN.

Name. Pitch. Material. Notes.
Echo Flute 8' Wood CI
Muted Violins (2 ranks) 8' Pure tin 110
Vox Humana 8' Reed 61
Cathedral Chimes 8' Tubular Bells 20
Chimes Forte Chimes Piano Chimes Dampers Tremulant

ECHO PEDAL.
Name. Pitch. Material. Notes.

Echo Mass 16' Wood 32
Echo "off" Solo "on" Solo "off" Echo "on"

Solo and Echo "On."
Echo Octave. " Echo Sub-Octave.
Echo Unison Off. Echo Manual to Pedal.

PEDAL ORGAN.
Acoustic Pass (Resultant) 32' Wood J Diapason

; and Bourdon
Diapason 16' Wood (Extension

} of Phenon
Bourdon 16' Wood Independent
String Ilas^ 16' Metal From Swell
Flute 8' Wood (Extension

1 of Bourdon
Bassoon 16' Reed From Swell
Echo Bass 16' Wood Tn Echo Organ

Swell to Pedal. Great to Pedal.
Solo to Pedal. Echo to Pedal.

ICTAVB.
Four toe ;

i
-

1 .i 1 organ -top- and couplers, moving
registers, adjustable at console.

E WUES.
Balanced Expression l'edal for Swell Organ.
Balanced Bhtpres Pedal for Great and Solo Organs.

ii Pedal for Echo Organ.
Balanced Crescendo and Diminuendo l'edal, affecting untire organ with

unison couplers, not moving registers.
Sforzando and Full Organ Pedal, affecting entire organ with unison and

octave couplers, not moving registers.
Great to Pedal Reversible Pedal moving register.
Crescendo Indicator.
Sforzando Indicator.
Action Current Voltmeter.

Electric action throughout, with detached and movable console. Stop
keys, Inclined manual keys, American Guild of Organists' concave and
radiating pedal keys. Windchests of Great and Solo Organ extend one
octave to complete the compass of the octave couplers affecting them.
The Great Organ is the chief manual of an organ and the pipes con-

trolled by it. The Swell Organ is a set of pipes enclosed in a box
with movable shutters which may be opened and closed with the Swell
Pedal. The Solo Organ, as its name implies, is used for solo playing,
often being coupled to certain combinations on the Great Organ. The
Echo Organ is usually enclosed in a sound-proof expression chamber in

the roof, or at the opposite end of the theater.

The Pedal Organ is used for foundation stops and the skilled organist
can do exceptionally fine work with his feet and the Pedal Organ,
while the beginner must at first be willing to use this organ occasionally
until absolutely familiar and sure of his pedal technic. The over use
of the Pedal Organ is a fault found with many organists. In certain
scenes for motion pictures it is advisable to play certain melodies on
the Swell, Solo or Great organs, without any pedals. Many organists
make a mistake in using the pedals constantly. Each organ is con-
trolled by a certain number of stops, of which they are two kinds-
speaking stops and non-speaking stops. The latter are known as
couplers, the purpose of them being to couple the combinations from
one organ to the other, i. e.. Swell Organ to Great, Solo to Great
Organ, etc.

The most frequent coupler used is that attaching the Swell to Great.
By this coupler you connect the effects of the drawn stops on the Swell
Organ with that of the Great Organ. The pedal couplers Swell to

Pedal and Great to Pedal are also used almost constantly.

It is important that the beginner knows and understands the quality
of each speaking stop. Those who are familiar with Symphony orches-
tra music know the effects of the various instruments. In an organ
we have to a certain extent many of the combinations employed in an
orchestra, namely : the wood section, the string section and the brass
section. The wood section of an organ comprises of the following stops :

Flute, Clarinet, Stopped Diapason, Piccolo, Oboe and Bassoon. The
string section : Salicional, Gamba, Bulciana, Violon. The brass section :

Horn, Trumpet, Tuba and Tromba. Time should be spent in learning the
effects of various combinations in separate manuals. For example

:

The Flute and Stopped Diapason coupled to the Great with Gamba and
Clarinet.

These little experiments will enable the beginner to gain various
effects that will be helpful later when a variety of combinations are

needed.
Amongst other mechanical devices are composition pedals and pis-

tons. Their function is to throw in and out whole sets of stops. The
use of composition pistons in playing for moving pictures is necessary
at all times. The organist can change his combinations in an instant,

instead of wasting time drawing stops, as was the practice on old style

organs.
Other mechanical devices which are important for the beginner to

know are the swell pedal and the crescendo pedal. In playing for

moving pictures, much expression and shading is necessary and this

is accomplished by means of the Swell Pedal. It is important to use
this pedal carefully, as many organists develop a habit of throwing it on
and off at random without any thought or regard to expression marks or

a crescendo or a diminuendo. The crescendo pedal is important in the

fact that it throws on the full organ in an instant without changing
stops. As the beginner may realize, this is a great advantage where
sudden changes of scene make it necessary to get a loud or soft effect.

Many of the late organs are equipped with tabs instead of stops. On
large organs they are arranged the same as a keyboard. Combinations
can then be memorized and fingered the same as melodies on the

keyboard.

(To be continued)
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Motion Pictures for Children ® ® ® ® ® ® bu Betty shannon

Country Wide Movement by Prominent Women
— What Has Been Accomplished and

What is Beiny Attempted

THERE is hardly a town in the country large enough to

boast a women's club or a live-wire exhibitor which
has not experimented with children's programs. The

scarcity of film, which is at the same time thrilling and con-

sidered suitable by particular people for young minds, the

lack of interest on the part of parents, or of co-operation on
the part of exhibitors, or often the presentation of programs
of pictures which are too educational to attract and hold

children who have grown accustomed to the usual theater

program, have been ac-

countable for failure in

many places. But the

success in other cities

and towns has proved
undeniably that the
movement to create a

separate film literature

for children is past its

experimental stages.

The appointment of

a special committee on
motion pictures com-
posed of Mrs. Charles
W. Cartwright, of Min-
neapolis, Minn., Miss
Helen Varick Boswell,
of New York City,

Mrs. George Zimmer-
man, of Fremont,
Ohio, Miss Louise
Connolly, of Newark,
X. J., and Mrs. Dexter
Thurber, of Bristol, R.
I., by the General Fed-
eration of W o m e n' s

Clubs -at its recent bi-

ennial in New York
City presages great ac-
tivity and co-operation
from the women of the

country during the next two years. Since the meeting of the
women's organization another committee of national scope
has been organized with the purpose of aiding the children's
film movement. This is the National Committee on Pro-
grams for Young People, and has been organized by the
National Board of Review. On it are Mrs. Howard S. Gans,
Mrs. Joseph Price, Miss Helen Varick Boswell, Miss Louise
Connolly, Miss Helen Duey, W. Stephen Bush, Lee F.
Hamner, Raymond P. Kaighn, Clarence A. Perry, Lester
F. Scott and Dr. Cranston Brenton.

It is the consensus of opinion of the people who have
experimented with children's programs that the greatest
problem which stands in the way of success is the difficulty
in getting suitable films.

1 1 is to eliminate this difficulty as largely as possible, that
Samuel F. Rothapfel, manager of the Rialto theater in New
York City, Mrs, Bess Dessez and Mrs. Mary Mason Speed
will launch a new project at a mass meeting at the Rialto
theater nexl October. Mr. Rothapfel lias secured an appro-
priation of $25,000 to stand the expense of gathi
gether twelve programs of children's films, which will be
Bandied b} ti Di

to any part of the country al moderate cost. The two women
rams in a number

of New York and Brooklyn theaters including the Morning-
side, th( I nd Street Play II

the Sumnei theater in Brooklyn, and the choosing of the
'II b( lefl i" tlieiu It lb,- demand fur these pro

the donor <.f the SJ5. (Kit) that tin

for juvenile pictures warrants it, he will then furnish back
in" foi the collection and maintenance of twelve additional

OUl at the failures which had been made in

the handling ol the rnui h d< tired childi i n'

Mi Dt i z, "we d< i idi d thai two mi-takes wen
Bible for the mosl ol them The programs were beii

Mrs. Cartwright.

too educational and were not being given proper publicity.
We started on a platform of advertising and entertainment.
We will extend aid and information along with the pro-
grams which we send out, and may it be said, entertainment
will be their prime ingredient."
Mrs. Speed and Mrs. Dessez will continue their programs

in the theaters where tkey have started in the fall, and will

extend their work to other houses in Greater New York.
Brooklyn is coming to the front, too, in an attempt to solve

the difficulty of obtaining films. Under the direction of
Mrs. Cromwell Childe and Mrs. Charles J. McDermott, and
a committee of over seventy-five of the city's leading citi-

zens, a movement to secure backing for the production of
one juvenile picture a week to be used by them and dis-
tributed over the country is steadily growing.
On the thirteenth of last May the first program for

children under the patronage of this committee was put on
at the Triangle theater, of which William H. Kemble is the
manager. An orchestra from the Manual Training High
School played, there were children ushers, and a committee
of boys voted upon the merits of the pictures after they had
been shown. In this way the children were made to feel
that they were an important part of the new movement.
Unaccompanied children were allowed admission only on the
presentation of slips of permission signed by their parents.
Other performances followed this, but were discontinued at

the close of school, until the fall. During these summer
months Mrs. Childe and Mrs. McDermott and Mr. Kemble
are laying plans for a big campaign.
"We all know each other in Brooklyn," says Mrs. Childe

who feels confident that the necessary money which will

permit Mr. Kemble to produce, as well as present juvenile
films, will be forthcom-
ing in the fall. "Such
an undertaking is not
at all beyond us."

One of the most
strikingly successful ex-
periments has been
conducted in Minne-
sota. Miss Mary A.
Dillon, of St. Paul, and
Mrs. Adele MacClaren
Liggett, of Duluth,
have helped the Min-
nesota Federation of
Women's Clubs raise

$10,000 for its endow-
ment fund; at the same
time they have done
more than any other
agency in the state to

popularize and estab-

lish programs for chil-

dren.
Two years ago J.

Reisman, manager of
the Dale theater in St.

Paul, a high-class
house in the best sec-
tion of the city, offered
his co-operation to the
two young women and
the women's clubs in the establishing of children's Saturday
morning matinees. Mr-. Liggett, a professional story teller,

planned to tell stories of the films as they were being shown.
,unl Miss Dillon, a newspaper woman, took charge of the

managerial and publicity ends of the experiment.
The tirst program opened to a house of 1,100 children.

IS making it easy to obtain theaters m other parts
of the city. Afterwards the Park, the He Luxe, the Main-
line, the Forrest, the Venus ami the t'os V theaters
their doors to the combination stor>'-picture hour, and the
affairs held at least every two weeks in the neighborhood
theaters, tended to keep the children in their own districts.

The mothers ami the clubs co-operated more than will-

ingly. The churches and schools made annoum i

ins, and the librarians put books containing the
.'. u in nicture form at the math

special shelf in the juvenile rooms of the public libraries

along With an announcemenf of the time and place of their

featured Bible stoi I ampfire Girl and similar

Mary Dillon.
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Mrs. Adele McLaren-Liggett.

I pictures. Mr. Reisman gave his Dale theater for Friday

afternoon story hours alter school without pictures.

j Miss Dillon and Mrs. Liggett were called to

Minneapolis, co-operating there with the women's clubs at

special programs at the Schubert, Lyric, Strand and Garric

ill down town houses, at the Calhoun and Lake
Harriet suburban theaters.

While on a Western tour in May and June, they started

children's matinees and story hours in the Moore theater,

managed by George V. Hodd, in Seattle; the Auditorium,
managed by CharlesW.
York, of Spokane; the
Heilig theater, man-
aged by Charles T.

1 e at Portland,
Wash.; and the Ya-
kima theater, managed
la Miss Eirene Kolb,
in Yakima, Wash. All

of these theaters will

continue the work they
began in the fall.

The Washington Fed-
eration of Women's
Clubs will undertake
the plan of these two
young Minnesota wo-
men to raise its en-
dowment fund next
winter.
Mrs. Liggett spent

the early winter last

year in Chicago, where
she told stories at chil-

dren's matinees at the
Strand theater.

"The many letters of
inquiry we receive from
clubs and theater man-
agers from other cities

who have heard of the success of these matinees," said Miss
Dillon, "indicates to us the seriousness with which people
are coming to view the movement. Criticism is of no use
unless it does something besides condemn. Children will go
to see pictures. The picture theater managers give the pub-
lic what the public will pay for. They are only too glad to

book children's pictures if the mothers prove they want
them by sending their children to see them. Managers do
not want children in their theaters at night.

"In our combination of story and picture we found a great
dearth of one and two-reel pictures, a lack of scenic, bird,

flower and animal pictures which so attractively supplement
school work, and of the picturization of books such as "Silas

Marner," "Ivanhoe" and "King Robert of Sicily."

Miss Dillon and Mrs. Liggett will continue their matinees
in the Twin Cities in the fall.

Grand Rapids, Mich., has Miss Mary Newell Eaton, of the
Drama League of that city, to thank for children's matinees,
which have continued successful through two seasons.

In the spring of 1915 Miss Eaton and other members of

the Drama League interested A. J. Gilligham and Charles
Seamon, owner and manager of the Columbia theater, to

open their house for Saturday morning performances. The
School Board, the clubs, the business men co-operated to

make them known. The matinees were most successful, one
of the means of keeping interest up to a high pitch being the
contests at which prizes of three dollars were given to chil-

dren between ten and fifteen and to children below ten for

the best letters on the subject, "The Picture I Liked Best
and Why."
During the last winter and spring season, the owner of

the Columbia theater turned over his new house, the Majestic
Gardens, for children's matinees. They will be continued
again after the summer months.

Providence, R. I., has proven a very successful home of
children's movies, and Olneyville, Washington Park, Woon-
socket, Bristol, Peacedale, Newport and other towns are
following the lead of the capitol city with varying degrees
of success.

The Mother's Congress of Rhode Island, which, it will be
remembered by those who followed the fight for state cen-
sorship in that state, was largely responsible for the defeat
of that measure last winter, in 1915 appointed a children's
theater committee, headed by Mrs. Dexter Thurber, of Bris-

tol. Last summer was. spent in investigation. In the fall

Mrs. Dwight K. Bartlett and Prof. Stephen S. Colvin of
Brown University joined Mrs. Thurber on an executive com-
mittee, and on November 6, 1915, the first children's matinee

was held at the Strand theater. From the start the com-
mittee was most particular to have everything high class.

The regular ushers in the uniform of the house were pres-

ent a- well a- college girls in caps and gowns and matrons
from tlu various clubs, and the children were given every
care and courtesy. For publicity the committee depended
largely on leaflets and publicity matter which they them-
selves distributed. On all of their literature they used the

picture of a child playing on pipes, which attracted unusual
attention from all the various classes represented in their

audiences.
ndance at these performances ranged from 1,000

to 2,500 children. The proceeds of one performance every

month was turned over by the theater management to the

child work of the Mother's Congress and to the Baby Cam-
paign of Providence.
"From the first we have tried to make children's perform-

ances 'the thing,' " says Mrs. Thurber, "and for that reason

been most careful to keep everything strictly first

found that every child responded to the environ-

ment—even the children who had been accustomed to at-

tending the cheapest and most luridly advertised theaters

were quiel and orderly even in their applause. It is the ob-

ject of the people who are most active in the movement for

children's programs in Providence to educate children up to

proper behavior in public places as well as to appreciate real

artistic films. We have always guarded against making our
programs too educational. The success of them has proven
that the children were getting what they liked."

Cleveland. < >hio, is not confining its special programs to

children. Realizing that no amount of children's morning
and afternoon matinees can keep children away from evening
performances if their parents do not mind their going, a

committee representing the various educational, social, club,

church and business activities of the city stand sponsor for

weekly "family programs." These programs contain pic-

tures suitable to all years—to the entire family. Last spring

a number of theater managers consented to try these pro-

grams out, each one promising to run them for eight weeks
even at the risk of losing money.
The first performances were not so well attended as the

last. The committee back of the movement is broad minded
in its choice of pictures, only those giving over emphasis to

had maners or had morals being excluded. According to

Miss Genevieve Cline, who is especially active in the move-
ment, the "family program" next year will be more directly

sponsored by groups of women living in the immediate neigh-

borhoods of the theaters showing them. Each group of

women will be responsible for the sale of five hundred
tickets at ten cents apiece for each performance. "In this

way the expense of the program will be guaranteed.

Boston and its vi-

cinity is finding Mrs.
Edith Dunham Foster,

of the Community Mo-
tion Picture Bureau,
particularly helpful in

the obtaining of satis-

factory programs. Mrs.
Foster has been a writ-
er, an editor, a social

worker for years, and
she has turned her
store of experience in

dealing with individu-
als and her knowledge
of their likes and dis-

likes to her aid as film

editor for the Com-
munity Service. Mrs.
Foster carefully selects
pictures which she
knows will satisfy the
demand of the types of-

audiences she is sup-
plying with programs.
For the sophisticated
children, and for a per-
formance offered to ri-

val the lurid and sensational drama of the poorer houses, she

picks out thrillers of the western pioneer and Indian type,

baseball, comedy and anything that contains clean, legiti-

mate action. For the children who have not become movie
fans she arranges programs of fairy tales, animal and nature

studies, scenics and lighter dramas and comedies.
Her services as an editor are coming in demand the coun-

Mrs. Edith Dunham Foster.
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phis office, is doing much to co-operate with attempts to

establish children'^ programs in the south. The Comus the-

ater at Tupelo, Miss.; the Majestic theater of Grenada, Miss.;

the Dixey theater at Ripley, Tenn.; Princess theater, May-
field, K>"; the Busby theater, McAlester, Okla.; Pastime the-

ater, Carlton Hill, La., and the Dixie theater, I'aris, Tenn.,

are anion- the houses in which the United has helped estab-

lish regular children's programs.
Mrs. S. P. Woodard, of New York City, is aiding the gen-

eral movement lor better pictures for children through the

Juvenile Motion Picture Board, of which she is president.

This organization is an outgrowth of the Parents' and Teach-
ers' Association of the Horace Mann School in New York
City, and is combining with similar societies over the country
to hasten the day of the children's program throughout the

country. Mrs. Woodard and a small committee see the out-

put of every film company, and compile lists of children's

films, as the National Board of Review does, which they
send out at request.

(Jrrin G. Cocks, secretary of the National Board of Re-
view, states that there are two hundred theaters where chil-

dren's programs have been successfully established, and that

the growing demand from small towns which are at great

distance from distributing centers as well as from the larger

cities will eventually result in the establishment and the main-
tenance of a separate juvenile department of the motion pic-

ture output.
"There are many juvenile pictures in existence as it is,"

says Mr. Cocks. "The National Board of Review will send
lists of suitable film for either family or children's programs
on request, and will also send advice and instruction as to

the organization of local movements and the stimulating of

local interest in pictures."
"The greatest significance to picture producers of the

juvenile program movement is in the fact that satisfactory
programs for children in abundance means the doing away
of the agitation for censorship, which finds its basis in the
fact that children are seeing pictures which were produced
for adults."

Cleveland Children in Fairy Picture

A Picture for the Kiddies Made by the Regent Photoplay
Company.

FIVE hundred Cleveland children are telling for the
moving picture screen the perennially delightful fairy

tale of "Snow White." This is by far the largest and
most accomplished all-child cast that has ever been gathered
together for any moving picture film.

The production is being made under the personal direction
of Charles H. Weston, assisted by Miss Elenor T. Flinn and
Mrs. Norma Harrison Thrower. Mr. Weston is known as
one of the most accomplished directors in this country.
Several years ago he was associated with Thomas H. Ince
and quite recently he returned from England where he had
conducted for a number of years the largest motion picture
studio in London.
Some weeks ago Mr Weston donated his services to the

Scene from "Snow White."

land to produce the film, "Better
For the purpose oi promoting knowled

enario of "Snow White" has been so arranged as to
many special dames and bits of pantomime for

training under th<

oi Miss Flinn and Mrs Thrower for the past three months.

The play is being staged with due regard for all the
"faerie" traditions, and is developing into the most winsome
and whimsical film ever made of children for the grown-ups
to admire and other children to wonder over.
The Regent Photo Play Company, which is making the

picture, is composed of Cleveland men, who are assisted
by the experience and talent of Miss Flinn and Mrs. Thrower.

^T> HE following Government notice, just issued, is of par-
I ticular moment to exporters: "Films and lantern slides

hired for the purposes of display, provided that the
importer satisfies the Controller of Customs that such films
and slides will be re-exported within three months of im-
portation, may be imported into the Nyasaland Protectorate
( E. Africa) free of import duty. Films and slides so im-
ported will be exempt from the road and river duties ordi-
narily chargeable upon imports. The duration provision of
three months can only be extended by special permission of
the Governor of the Protectorate.

The Vitagraph Company's renting exchange, recently in-

augurated to rent out direct the company's Blue Ribbon
features, has been transferred to more capacious premises.
The address is now 40 Brewer street, Wardon street.

Through the courtesy of the Essanay Co. parties of wound-
ed warriors were recently entertained at special Chaplin
matinees at a motion picture theater at Putney (London).

It is a good thing for the Hepworth Company that its pro-
ductions are usually upon a higher level than its taste in

poster advertising. Their newest "stunt'' in this direction is

an appeal to the public against foreign films with a broad
imputation that all questionable productions are of foreign
manufacture.

The rathe Company has decided to rent direct to the ex-
hibitor from its own offices its output of shorter or split

reel subjects. These will embody the color-stenciled travel
and educational films from the French studios of the com-
pany and the Starlight and Plum film comedies from the
Rolins studio. A London company, Broadwest Films, Ltd.,
has also decided upon a similar move for the direct handling
of its four and five-reel features.

The Fine Arts version of "Macbeth" after a disappointingly
short run has now been withdrawn from Sir Herbert Tree's
theater, His Majesty's.

News is to hand from film agents in Russia that the Gov-
ernment of that country has just imposed a war tax equal to
a 100 per cent, advance upon former prices, upon all enter-
tainments, including picture theaters

The Ministry of Munitions of this country has issued
a new edict prohibiting building operations without special
sanction from that department.

If a prize were offered for the most original objection to
the moving picture film it would certainly be won by the
writer, who. this week declares in his journal "that films
presenting only women of beautiful features and figures to
the exclusion of the plain type are apt to make young men
very idealistic and very dissatisfied with l > l > per cent, of the
girls with whom they come in contact daily, thereby bring-
ing about a strong reluctance on the part
later on to settling down in life to anything ' •

beautiful woman." J.
1'.

READING'S NEW THEATER.
5< had, "i Reading, Pa . now own !",\,

Two years ago they were running two theaters,
over the Paramount franchise in that community, putting the
pictures into the Princess theater. Within three months
the) will open their fifth theater, on which they ..•

ing nearly a half million dollars and which will run fx-
clusively Paramount Pictures, Paramount Pi<

Paramount Burton Holme-, ["ravel Pictures, and Paramount-
rtoons,
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Drama versus Fiction ® ® ® ® ® ® By EPes wmthwp sargem

Harry Chandlee Discusses the Inability of Direc-

tors to Sense the Narrative Value of Action

in Producing Photoplays from Real Script

MERELY because a motion picture is something that

must be seen instead of read, it does not necessarily

follow that the motion picture can make only the

visual appeal and therefore must conform to the traditions

and the technique of the stage. To the contrary, indeed, it

almost invariably follows that an adherence to the drama
technique is fatal to the photoplay in the precise degree in

which the drama predominates over story. And yet both
producers and makers of film seem to be wedded to the

theory that the photoplay is but an irregular form of drama
and are unwilling to dignify their art by admitting it to be a

form of its own.
In a recent letter Harry Chandlee, for some time with the

Lubin Company as staff writer and more lately a free lance

author, places his finger on the evil when he says:

A director, I have found, Is usually prone to see the dramatic value of

a single scene, failing to appreciate the fact that this value can he
materially increased or decreased by the method of leading up to that
scene. It is indisputable that there is always one best xoay of doing
anything, and in my poor way I have always tried to dope out what was
to me the best way of developing a given piece of action, even down to

the smallest detail.

And in the next paragraph he seeks to make excuse by
adding:

It is the subtleties of construction which many directors miss. They
are not to be blamed for missing them since they are supposed to be
experts in dramatics and not experts in the various mechanical ex-
pedients of literature which may be employed in picture construction.

This is no excuse whatever. If a person announces him-
self as a producer of photoplays he should be qualified to

produce photoplays and not rest content with turning them
into dramas. If he does not know what a photoplay is he
should not assume to produce them, and yet few, if any, of

the producers know the real technique of their business. They
look at each scene, as a scene, purely for the matter of the
moment. They do not realize, as Professor Munsterberg
has pointed out, that in photoplay the ability to call up
emotions at will, through contrasting scenes, is one of the
most valuable if not the most valuable aid of the art. The
scene must be dramatic because John Jones hits Tim Smith
with a club or shoots him with a gun. It must have the
visual punch. He does not realize the psychological effect

of a scene showing contrast cut into that dramatic moment.
He does not know, often, even when he does use a vision or
a cut back. He is merely bluffing his way through a busi-
ness of which he knows little indeed, and yet, perhaps, more
than his employer does. Mr. Chandlee continues with a
definite instance when he writes:

At least three directors with whom I have talked have shown an
absolute lack of knowledge of even so elementary a principle of literature
as the creation of suspense through the retard element. This is one
of the basic rules of writing which is fully applicable to picture con-
struction.
For instance, in a story I adapted—"Her Martyrdom"—there is a

big fight at the climax between the husband and a former lover of the
wife who has entered the house in the guise of a burglar. Of course,
the situation of this fight is a double one, since the interest comes not
only from the question of whether or not the husband will win, but also
from the chance that he will recognize the burglar, and the possible
consequences to the wife if he does. Now, in working the action, I

placed the wife at the head of the stairs where she could look over the
rail and see the fight going on in the large hall below. I repeatedly
broke the fight with flashes back to the wife showing her anxiety for
her husband's safety and her terror at the thought that her lover will
be recognized. To further increase the suspense I flashed to the servants'
quarters showing the butler awakened by the noise ; and I also flashed
to the garage to show the chauffeur asleep, too far away to hear the
commotion in the house. When the picture was made, there was only
one flash to the wife, and the chauffeur and butler were entirely cut out.
When I attempted to explain the proposition to the director, it was all
Greek to him. He contended that it would be bad to break the fight
any more than necessary since it was tense action, and should not be
broken by going to the butler and chauffeur since the audience would
not be interested in these two characters, but would be interested in
the fight only. I was never able to convince him that the very purpose of
these scenes was to put before the audience something in which they
were not interested so as to increase the suspense and interest by giving
them the strongest kind of desire to get back to the fight again to see
how it would come out.

And this, mind you, in spite of a disposition on the part
of many directors to cut all over the universe at the wrong
times. Indeed, one company adopted as its producing policv
a standard of one hundred scenes to the reel. It did not
consider the story as a story. It did not realize that some

pictures would be better in twenty or thirty scenes. Each
play it produced must have at least one hundred scenes to
each thousand feet, no matter what the nature of the story.
They did things without knowing why they did them and
therefore did them inartistically and without good effect.

One other thing Mr. Chandlee touches upon when he
remarks:

good psychological effect produced by the picture itself may be destroyed
absolutely by a subtitle. For example, take a story which I adapted for
Equitable called "The Bludgeon." In this play, there is a big dramatic
situation brought about as follows : The wife is greally in debt. The
heavy learns of this and offers to help her if she will yield t

"

-he cannot bring her. elf t~
J ~

templates yielding and i

Hard pressed, however, she con-
her first embrace with the heavy her husband

euiers me room. He blames his wife for what he thinks is an intrigue
with the heavy. He is about to shoot her, raising his pistol slowly with
tense dramatic effect as worked up in the scene, when his little daughter
runs into the room with some flowers in her hands. She holds these up
to her mother and the woman, seeing a chance to save herself, catches
the child up to her breast between herself and the pistol.
Now, this is a wonderful scene, full of interest, action and suspense.

The wife has been using the child in earlier scenes for the purpose of
getting money from her husband, pretending that the expenditure must
be made for the child's welfare; and the little girl has thus come to
be a bludgeon which the wife uses over the head of the father. As I

worked the story the father, when he sees the child in its mother's arms
loses his determination to kill the woman, drops the pistol and sinks into
a chair, while the wife, in spite of her recent danger shows the triumph
which she feels at again having used the child to overcome her husband.
The way the story was actually made and released, however, the

psychological effect of the scene was absolutely wrecked by an out-
rageous subtitle inserted in the midst of it. In the picture, the scene
runs directly as I have outlined it above up to the time that the mother
catches the child in her arms. But at this climax of the scene, when
interest is at the tensest, the picture is broken by the subtitle, "Her
Bludgeon Becomes Her Shield."
The use of this subtitle at this point is three ways wrong. In the

first place it breaks the tense interest of the scene without retarding it

;

in the second place its wording does not fit the action, and in the third
subtitle v; it discloses the outcome of the situation.

3 fault in the picture, thensolutely necessary at this point ..

it should have been worded differently. For instance, if it had simply
read: "Again the Bludgeon!", it would have been in keeping with the
tempo of the scenes and the method of its expression would have cured
some of its faults. It would not have foretold the outcome of the situa-
tion since nothing is said about the "shield," and, being short and
"explosive" in form it would not have caused the break in the mental
processes of the audience. The subtitle which was used, however, was
completely predicated thought—it was a complete sentence in itself,

and, as such, it necessitated an entire readjustment in the minds of the
audience to shift them from visualized action to a condition to cir-
cumstance expressed in words.

Here Mr. Chandlee seems to use "producer" in a more
general sense than the more limited term of "director" would
permit, for he knows that the cutting room is the most
deadly with the titles. He had left Lubin's before Barry
O'Neil quit after he saw what had been done to one of his

features in the cutting room, but he knew the room was
there, as it is in most studios. Some individual with an ivory
brain probably opined that the audiences would not see the
situation and called their attention to it. Many cutting
editors act on the theory that photoplay patrons are com-
plete asses, and cut their film accordingly. They pay no
attention to the technique of either stage or photoplay, but
merely cut and hack and substitute on the general argument
that no sane person ever goes to the photoplay theatres,
which is why fewer and fewer sane persons do.

The photoplay is a distinct literary form. It is not drama,
it is not opera, or pantomime or musical comedy. It is not
fiction. It is photoplay. Its construction should be left

to photoplay writers and their work, if they understand
their work as they should, must be left untouched in its

major points if the result is to be a play and not another
deadly blow at the present prosperity of a once far more
prosperous business.

CINCINNATI WAGE SCALE SETTLED.
An agreement has been reached in. Cincinnati between the

Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of the Chamber of Com-
merce and the wage schedule committee of the Moving Pic-
ture and Projecting Machine Operators' Union, covering the
schedule of wages for the next three years. It is understood
that concessions were made by both sides which enabled
more efficient work on their part for the exhibitors. A joint

committee is provided for by the agreement, which will take
care of the wage schedule on the expiration of the current
agreement. The agreement has already been ratified by the
league, and it is expected that similar action will be taken
by the union.
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Donaldson Leaves Screen for Stage
Wizard of Make-Up, After Successful Sojourn in Filmdom,

Will Join Japanese Opera.

FILMDOM is about to lose, temporarily at least, one of

its most finished and versatile actors. Arthur Donald-
son, who has become known during his several years

in motion pictures as "the wizard of make-up," will return

to his first love, the speaking and singing stage. He has

been engaged by the

Eta Producing Com-
pany for Mary Lee
Wertheimer's Japanese
romantic comic opera,
"Noto," and will em-
ploy his great baritone
voice and his admitted
histrionic power in the
important role of
Prince Mito, when that
much-heralded offering

opens on September 14.

Donaldson was the
original "Yon Yon-
son" and endeared him-
self to American play-
goers from one end of

the country to the
other in the sympa-
thetic character of the
simple Swede. Mr.
Donaldson is a Swede
himself and, despite his

great natural talent
and wide experience is

as simple and lovable a

character as the cele-

brated Yon.
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Vitagraphs on General Film
Comedy from the Bay Shore Studio and a Novelty from the

Western Contingent for the Week of August 21.

DURING the week of August 21 Yitagraph will release
two one-part photoplays on the General Film Pro-
gram. A comedy from the Bay Shore studio called

"Did He or Did He Not?" and a decorative playlet from the
i-ion entitled "The Yellow Girl," are the pictures

listed.

In "Did He or Did He Not?" William Lytell, Jr., plays the
part of Adam Bluffer, an office clerk, with whom work is as
agreeable as a visit from a bill collector. He pretends to be
prostrated by the heat and is sent home for a few days. A
chance for a vacation—and two dollars is all that separates
him from poverty. Seeing an announcement that some
farmers in Pumpkinsville have some farms to sell he writes
the board of trade he will pay them a visit. Arriving at the
farm, he is treated like a prince and given the best in the
land. Just about this time, his boss who happens to be
motoring through the town, sees him and tells the truth.

Adam does a marathon back to the city. Besides Mr. Lytell,

Director Frank Currier employed the services of Shirley

Arthur Donaldson.

also the original "Prince of Pilsen." He has played a great
variety of roles in every country in the civilized world. Com-
ing to this country in 1890, his fine voice and appearance
gained for him an engagement with the Duff Opera Com-
pany and later with Emma Thursby in concert tours, under
the direction of Major Pond. He sang the title role in "Rob
Roy" and then starred as Baron de Grimm in "Madelin, or
the Magic Kiss."

After a successful engagement with the Tivoli Opera Com-
pany in San Francisco he played three years under the man-
agement of Augustin Daly, starring in "Yon Yonson" after
Mr. Daly's death. He played leads with Lulu Glaser before
his very successful engagement with "The Prince of Pilsen,"
appearing in this role for four seasons in 1,345 consecutive
performances. Returning to his native land he played all

the baritone leads in the Oscar theater in Stockholm, his last
part there being in "The Great Genius."
On his return to this country the silent drama was in the

ascendent and Mr. Donaldson became a screen star of
prominence, his unusual art of characterization standing him
in good stead. Among the companies for whom he played
are the Kalem, Reliance, Fox, Ivan and Mutual and some of
his best-known photoplays are "Runaway June," "Should a
Baby Die?" "Her American Prince." "A Woman's Honor,"
"Hearts of Men," "The Salamander," "For Sale, a Baby" and
"The Land of the Lost." -Mr. Donaldson is not only an
actor, a photoplayer and a singer, but an author, a painter of
some note in Sweden and a stage director and producer.

STEINER TO TAKE A VACATION.
William Steiner, the well-known motion picture producer,

ervised the sixteen episodes of "The Yellow Men
ace," lias for the first time in twenty years been forced to
take a vacation. The M. I), told Bill to take a mouth in the
Adiromlarks. So Bill jumped in his motor car with \1 rs
Steiner as chauffeur, and told her to keep on kroing until

in "in, then to contribute to John D, foi

the fluid anywhen th< cai called for it. Never mind where
the route la\ SO long as the i-oiilg Was good.

THEATER SCREENS EXPLOSION THAT HIT IT.
The devastating explosion thai recently rocked New Vork

City ami l .ouutry smashed the tine stained
v.lass fronl mi tli.' Cumberland theater in Brooklyn. The
•mash i m tin- r.niy hours of a Sunday. K\

Mondaj Managei I \ Manuan was showing to the Cumber-
land patrons pictures of the big fire that had resulted in so
much damage t" their pis

Scene from "The Yellow Girl" (Vitagraph).

Moore, Dorothy Lang, Florence Natol and Ralph Whiting
in the production of the picture.

"The Yellow Girl" was designed and produced In Edgar
Killer with a cast of Western Vitagraphers that includes
Webster Campbell, Carmen Phillips, Corrine Griffith, Foresee
Vidor and Alva D. Blake. So far as we know, it is an entire-
ly new idea, for it is the first of its kind we have ever seen.
It might be termed a study in black and white with a ten-
denes toward the futuristic. Mr. Keller, who is an artist of
repute, not only supervised and assisted in the painting of
the scenery used, but also designed the costumes worn in

the piece. A clever little story that has to do with the love
affairs of an artist, a popular song writer and two models is

interwoven and holds the interest throughout.

IVY CLOSE'S BROTHER WAR VICTIM.
A shadow of sadness was thrown over the kalem studio at

Jacksonville last week when word was received by l\\ CK.se
of the death of her brother. Raymond Close, in the great July
drive of the British forces in Flanders. Miss Close was con-
siderably shaken up by the news and it was found necessary
t.. suspend studio activity for a few days

Two brothers of Miss Close were in the trenches with the
British, an elder brother, who was, according t.. last advices,
reported safe, and Raymond, a yommer brother, who lias

mel a hero's death. "Me was only nineteen.'
-

s.i\. Miss
Close, "but he stood over six feel Yet lie was just my
younger brother, with his blue eves and sunny smile I

worshiped him."

Additional anxiety has been given Miss Close by the news
from England that her husband, Elwin Neame, who

i

"doing his bit" with the home guards, may be called to the
front at any minul who is a prominent Lon-
don photographer of societ) an. I royalty, was an
who "declared" themselves under I.. id Derby's scheme as

t.. the front whenever called For many months
now he has been at work m a training camp in preparation
foi the call
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Gaumont for Week of August 27
Three Single-Reels Will Be Released Through Mutual-

Boy Scout Life Featured.

NO PHOTODRAMA will be released from the Gaumont
studios the week of August 27. since "The Mystery 01

the Riviera*' will be shown August 24. and the "Fan-
-es does not begin until September 7. However,

there will be three Gaumont single-reels which will see the

screen this week as Mutual Pictures. The first to be re-

leased will be "Reel Life.
-

' the Mutual Magazine in Film, with

an entertaining series of views of boy scout life. This is

called "The Oath of a Boy Scout." Since this organization

is unusually strong in allparts of America, its appeal and
interest are nation-wide. Another division of this reel shows

•mals and reptiles which are becoming familiar to

our soldiers quartered on the Mexican border. There is also

a Gaumont tabloid photodrama from an episode taken from
national humorous magazine. It feal

Iva Shepard and Tohn Hopkins in one of the "What Would
You Do If—" scries. This one asks the question. "What
would you do if you had prepared for a dozen dinner guests,

and then discovered that you had not sent out invitations?"

"See America St 30 will take spectators

"North of Boston." The previous week were views of quaint

Cape Cod. and now the Gaumont cameraman has visited

interesting spots along the coast north of the Hub. There
are pictures of Lvnn. Salem. Gloucester and many other

places. On the same reel is one of Harry Palmer's ludicrous

Gaumont Cartoon Comics.
The third reel of the week is the Mutual 'W eekly. the news

reel that recently scooped all others by being the first to

show pictures of* the great New York explosion. The pic-

ture was held a second week at the Rialto. New York City.

Lorraine Frost New Metro Ingenue

ANEW and valuable member of the Metro aggregation

of photoolayers is Lorraine Frost, an ingenue who is

in the Met'ro-Rolfe production. "'Gods Half Acre.'"

starring Mabel Taliaferro, and also in the Metro-Columbia
five-act drama, as yet unnamed, starring Viola Dana. In

both product
Frost's part is only sec-

ond in importance to

that of the star.

Miss Frost's first dra-

matic experience was
with Edith Taliaferro
in "Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm." Her part
was Emma Jane, but
she played Rebecca
when Miss Taliaferro

More recently
she has been seen with
Rose Stahl in "Moon-

llary," with Ar-
nold Daly' in "The An-
sel in the House," and

lliam H. Crane
Senator Keeps

With Robert Mantell
I a y e d several

- earian parts,
including Cordelia
Ophelia. Jessica and

ess in the Tow-
er—not playing both
Princes at the same
time, however. Andrew

Mack's "Bold Soldier Boy." Charles Hawtrev's "Message
from Mars." and "The Little Princess." about 'complete the
list of this young girl's achievements up to date. She has
appeared in a few motion pictures for Selig.

M
Lorraine Frc

BOSTON FILM BUYERS.
Harry G. Segal, secretary and general manager of the

Globe Film Corporation, and Robert W. Cobe. his assistant,
were in New York last week reviewing films for New Eng-
land territory. The Globe Film Corporation is a newly
organized company and will exploit the best productions ob-
trinable. exclusively in the New England States. The offices

be Film Corporation are located at 16 Piedmont
~s Announcements of their release dates

;de in the near future.

.4/ Leading Picture Theatres
Programs for the Week of Aug. 13 at New York's Best

Motion Picture Houses.

"The Stronger Love," at the Strand.

VIVIAN MARTIN in an Oliver Morosco production.
"The Stronger Love," made her first appearance at the
Strand. The action of the drama takes place in the

mountain- of Kentucky where live the feud clans, and
permits of many outdoor scenes. The story is of a little girl

who grows up in a mountain clan, sharing the life and the
views of her people. A young man from the city brings to
the girl tales of the wonderful land beyond the pine ridge.

She is pledged to one of her clan, and has to decide between
her two admirers.
Supplementary features for the week included the Strand

Topical Review, the Strand Travelogue, a cartoon comedy
and a short comedy. Arthur Aldridge. M'lle Yalentine and
Bruce Weyman were the soloists.

"The Patriot" at the Rialto.

Wm. S. Hart in "The Patriot" was the star feature of
the Rialt. story of the photoplay, by Monte
M. Katterjohn. deals with the Mexican crisis and affords
Mr. Hart a role particularly well adapted to his personality.
An ex-soldier, he migrates to the frontier and meets with
such cruel and dishonest treatment at the hands of govern-
ment territorial officials that his spirit rebels. Burning with
anger he joins the Mexican horde across the border and
arranges a raid on an American outpost. When he realizes

the enormity of his offenses he makes every sacrifice to undo
the wrong, and leads in the fight to save the women and
children jeopardized by his disloyalty.

The fourth installment of Dr. Leonard S. Snydin's Alaska
pictures, topical and educational features, and a Keystone
comedy were included in this bill. Yascha Jacobson. Mme.
Jeanne Maubarry and James F. Price were the soloists.

Marguerite Clark at the Broadway,

te Gark was seen in the latest Famous Players-
Paramount picture. "Little Lady Eileen." a fanciful photo-
play, at the Broadway theater.
The scenes of this quaint screen drama are laid on the

Emerald Isle, where Miss Clark has an opportunity to intro-

duce a typical little Irish lassie who is an unperverted be-
liever in fairies. The romantic atmosphere of old Ireland
and the delightful subject have been utilized by both star and
director to the full. The Broadway Weekly, educational
films and one reel comedy completed the program.

Eighty-first Street Theater Bill.

At the Eighty-first Street theater four Triangle pictures
were shown. On Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday. Norma
Talmadge in "The Devil's Needle." and on Thursday. Friday.
Saturday and Sunday. H. B. Warner, in "Shell 43." were
the features. A Keystone comedy was on both programs.

COBE VISITS SOUTHERN EXCHANGES.
In keeping with the Unity Sales Corporation's determina-

tion to give every assistance possible to the exchanges and
- -.vho book their features. Andrew J. Cobe. the

Unity's vice-president, left this week for an extended tou«-

of the South and Southwest. While away. Mr. Cobe will

«top in Atlanta. Jacksonville. Mobile. New Orleans and the
larger Texas cities. The successful distribution of "The
Yellow Menace." through independent exchanges, has in-

dicated the Unity Sales Corporation's judgment that a big
picture of this kind could be handled profitably in this way.
The release of the "Yellow Menace" is set for Labor Day.
and Mr. Cobe's present trip to the South is but one of the
many ways devised to help the exchangeman put the "Yel-
low Menace" before the exhibitors in the most attractive

NANCE O'NEIL ENGAGED BY METRO.
Metro Pictures Corporation has engaged the eminent

dramatic artist. Miss Nance O'Neil. to appear in a five-act

screen prodicl-oii. The play chosen in which to present
Neil as a motion picture star is a picturization of

Margaret Deland's novel. "The Iron Woman." Mrs. Deland
also wrote "The Awakening of Helena Ritchie." in which
another Id - Ethel Barrymore. will be seen
shortly. Alfred Hickman has made the screen version of
"The I-

• The leading character is a woman of great mental strength,
a feminine captain of industry, who tries to shut out from
her life all gentler feelings and emotions. It affords Miss

at scope for her powers of delineation and dramatic
oortrayal. Miss O'Neil and her supporting company will

begin work August 14.
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Lew Fields and Marie Dressier in World Films

Famous Comedy Stars Secured for Brady-Mades—Will Ap-
pear in Pictures Specially Written for Them.

AX IMPORTANT announcement from the offices of the

World Film Corporation is to the effect that Mr. Brady.

acting for the company, has signed, to appear exclusive-

ly in features supervised by himself, two of stagedom's great-

est celebrities. Marie Dressier, the famous "Tillie" of film-

dom, and the inimitable Lew Fields.

In securing these two famous theatrical personages, the

roster of World Film stars has been greatly fortified,

strengthened and diversified. A change in policy of releases

will also be inauguarated in the near future, inasmuch as the

straight dramatical productions, which have marked World
releases in the past, will be interspersed with serio-comic pic-

tures, featuring Mr. Fields and high class five-part comedies

suitable for the proper exploitation of Miss Dressier, which

will be written expressly for her, and will be original, hilar-

iously humorous comedy concoctions that will serve to bring
this peerless comed-
ienne before the public

in vehicles best fitted

to her talents and un-
usual physical pro-

pensities.

Those who recall

"Tillie's Punctured Ro-
mance," the five-act

comedy, which swept
the country two years

ago, can best appre-
ciate the importance of

Miss Dressler's con-
nections with World
Films, and this appre-
ciation can be added to

when it is realized that

Mr. Brady contem-
plates a series of "Til-

lie" pictures, the first

of which will be "Til-

lie's Xight Out." from
a scenario by Frances
Marion. In all her
World productions.
Miss Dressier will be
ably supported by a

Lew Fields.

mallycast of exceptu
well-known comedy
players, headed by
lohn Hines.
Lew Fields, barely

less famous in his given

field than David War
field is in his, has al-

ready been quietly

working at the Para-

gon studio for the past

two weeks, alternating

between the studio and
the A s t o r theater,

where he is appearing
in "Step This Way."
His first film contribu-

tion to the Brady-Made
program will be in the

star role of "The Man
Who Stood Still.

'

Louis Mann's great

success, which w a s

played on Broadway
for several seasons, and
is r e m a r k a 1. 1 y well

fitted to Mr Fields'

well-known charac
It di-

rected by Frank I Irane,

wh,, staged "< >Id I >ut< h."

Fields, will also he <m the

Marie Dressier.

Future productions, Featuring M i

• line of this play and will all he ol

a semi serious nature, Possessing that rare trait of pet

sonality, which lends itself to humor and pathos, Mr. Fields'

screen efforts will be entirely devoted to such characteristic
impersonations and interpretation of charat t<

to make him famous "i> ll

\s wiih the hi. lii features, easts of well known players
Mi Fields, Doris Kenyon, whose work in

such World pictures as "The Pawn of Fate" ami
I

of Life," has established her as of more than uncommon
ability, will be seen regularly in support of Mr. Fields.
The acquisition of these two world famous stage stars is

in line with Mr. Brady's policy of progression and he will

personally supervise the production of all features in which
both Miss Dressier and Mr. Fields will be seen, guaranteeing
a flawless production in each case, and one in which neither
time nor money will be spared to give performances worthy
of the stars appearing in them.

Frances Marion, the World Film scenario editress, has al-

ready completed "Tillie's Night Out." which has been thor-
oughly edited to the satisfaction of Mr. Brady and Miss
Dressier, and the noted comedienne is already making
preparations for her first day at the World studios. Ar-
rangements for new. unusual and picturesque locations are
being made with the idea of backing these hilarious comedies
cf this star with beautiful scenery, while the studio mechani-
cal department is installing trick instruments, devices of me-
chanical genius and unique features, as yet unattempted and
unheard of in film making.
Announcement of releases, dates, plays and other import-

ant details concerning both the Dressier and Fields World
Film productions will be made shortly by the World di-

rectors.

V-L-S-E Change in Managers
F. C. Burhans Succeeds E. O. Child as Pittsburgh V-L-S-E

Branch Manager.

FC BURHANS. assistant branch manager of the Pitts-

burgh Y-L-S-E office since May, 1915. was elevated
• last week to the managership of that office, succeeding

E. O. Child, who had been in charge of the Pittsburgh office

for more than a year. Mr. Child, like Mr. Bertelson, late

manager of the Salt Lake City branch of the Big Four Com-
pany, has been relieved of his duties at his own request be-
cause of ill health.

Messrs. Burhans and Child started in the Pittsburgh
branch at the same time and have always worked hand-in-
hand. For this reason the appointment of the former to the

head of the office will not affect a change in the methods of

that office.

Exhibitors in the Pittsburgh territory are numbered al-

most to a man as friends of Mr. Burhans. he having put
over some of the most unique advertising campaigns ever at-

tempted in the Pittsburgh territory. Particularly effective

was that staged by him on "The Battle Cry of Peace" in

Altoona and later in other cities in the Pittsburgh district.

Mr. Burhans is also the author of several expert sales taller

NEW PUBLICITY STUNT.
Exhibitors in general will be interested to know of the

novel publicity arrangement that was consummated by the
Consolidated Film Corporation during the past week \,-ith

the Willys-Overland Company. The Consolidated Company
has purchased thirteen Overland Sixes. 1917, live passenger
model, which they will give away in various parts of the

United States in connection with the presentation of the
s : xteen-episode serial, "The Crimson Stain Mystery." which
the Erbograph Company is now at work producing.

L'nder reciprocal system arranged by S. C. Sladdin, director

of publicity of the Consolidated Film Corporation, who was
in Toledo the past week, the Overland Company, through
lis advertising and publicity department (which has a statf

of 110 employees), has started its ^reat system working
on the more than five thousand dealers throughout the coun-
try, each of whom will become an active worker for pub-
licity, with the exhibitor in his particular town or city wh >

l ks "The Crimson Stain Mystt
In addition to this, the publicity facilities in force at the

Overland plant in Toledo will carry thousands of stories.

photographs, cuts and mats, all of which will he co-operative
with the publicity campaign that is being conducted by the

Consolidated Film Corporation

TOM MOORE OF WASHINGTON ON TOUR.
Tom Moore, president of Moore's Motion Picture Enter-

prises uf Washington City, was .i welcome caller at the office

of the Moving Picture world the past week. Mr. Moore.
accompanied by Mrs. Moore, and his brother and sister, is

making a motor tour. His destination is BrettOH V.

the White Mountains of New Hampshire, where he plans to
spend his \ae.ition That the Capital City thcatei :

not intend to relax his grip on the pulse of his in.'::

though away from the scene of his busi

evidenced by his ropiest that the Moving Picture World be
forwarded to his hotel in the hills
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Coming Metro Features
"The Pretenders" Starring Emmy Wehlen and "The Up-

heaval" Starring Lionel Barrymore.

4^/-|-All 1' PRETENDERS," a five-part feature produced by
I the Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., starring Emmy Wehlen,

will he released on the Metro program Aug. 21. This
feature will be followed by another five-part production, "The
Upheaval," in which Lionel Barrymore is starred, and Mar-
guerite Skirvin is featured. "The Upheaval" is also a Rolfe
feature and will be released by Metro Aug. 28.

D. Baker, who was with the Vitagraph directing

forces for several years, makes his debut as a Metro director

with 'The Pretenders." Miss Wehlen is surrounded by a

Btrong supporting east which includes Paul Gordon, William
Davidson, Edwin Molt, Charles Eldridge, Jerome Wilson,
I lean Hume. Hugh Jeffrey and Harry Neville. The story of

"The Pretenders" was written by Channing Pollock and
Rennold Wolf, two well-known playwrights on Broadway.
It deals with a western family that becomes newly rich

through the finding of oil on their farm land. They come
east to get into society, and many complex situations arise

of the mother's ambition to marry off her daughter to an
English Earl. The action of the story is laid in a small
western city, then in and around New York, and in the Cat-
skill Mountains. Charles Hunt is assisting Mr. Baker in his

Metro productions.
"The Upheaval" is a picturization of a short story by Law-

rence McCloskey, and was produced under the direction of

Charles Horan, assisted by P. Thad. Volkman. Mr. Barry-
more and Miss Skirvin are supported by a cast which in-

cludes such well-known players as Edgar L. Davenport,
Franklin Hanna, John H. Smiley, Paul Lawrence, James Ma-
laidy, Howard Truesdell", George Stevens, Frank Lyona,
Myra l'.rook and others.

The story of "The Upheaval" has to do with a young man
whose father leaves him a fortune which he made as the
leader of a corrupt political ring. Suspicion is attached to

everything the son does, and his motives are invariably mis-
construed. Even the girl he marries mistrusts and misunder-
stands him until he proves his true character by a surpris-

ingly big and good deed. There is a strong climax in the
story, and the feature teems with thrilling and interesting
situations.

Rolfe Studio Changes

Stars Aplenty in August Kalems
Eight Prominent Players Found in Five Reels Issued

Through General Film.

A GLANCE over Kalem's list of releases for the week of
August 28 shows that eight stars will be presented by
that company in the five reels issued. The roster in-

cludes Marin Sais, True Boardman, Ham, Bud, Ethel Teare,
Ivy Close, Helen Gibson and Henry Murdock.
"Tigers Unchained," fourth episode of "The Girl from

Frisco" series, heads the list, being released on Wednesday,
August 30. This episode is founded on a real occurrence in

California a decade ago, when a score of convicts escaped
from Folsom Prison to the mountains and, though pursued
by the militia, the ringleaders were never caught. In Kalem's
story by Robert Welles Ritchie Marin Sais is kidnapped by
the band. True Boardman is seen in one of the strongest
roles yet afforded him by the Western series, while Ronald
Bradbury contributes an unusual "heavy" as "Red Shirt"
Gordon, leader of the fugitives.

On Friday, September 1, "Tangled by Telephone," a one-
reel comedy featuring Ivy Close and Henry Murdock, is re-

leased. Arthur Albertson, William McKey and Mary Taylor-
Ross are others in the cast.

Helen Gibson makes her appearance for the week in "The
Secret of the Box Car," a one-reeler, in which she leaps
from a moving flat-car through the open door of a speeding
mail train. G. A. Williams, P. S. Pembroke and George
Routh are also seen in this one-reel thriller.

Ham, Bud and Ethel Teare, the three star combination^
have just put the finishing touches to the one-reel comedy,
scheduled for release on Tuesday, August 29. Myrta Sterling
and F. A. Edmondson complete the cast.

BIG FOUR EXHIBITOR NOW V-L-S-E SALESMAN.
What is considered by Frank Harris, Denver manager of

the V-L-S-E, as the height of efficiency in film salesmanship,
was effected last week when S. M. Bower, for years an ex-
hibitor of pictures and for more than a year an exclusive
exhibitor of V-L-S-E features, was appointed to a position
of salesman in the Denver Branch. Mr. Bower is half owner
of the Olympic theater, Pocatello, Idaho, where he has
handled nearly every feature produced by the V-L-S-E.

BA. ROLFE, president of the Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., who
has personally directed the management of the Strand

• theater on llroadway, and made it the leading motion
theater in the world, has given up that work and is now the
commander-in-chief of the Rolfe studio at No. 3 West 63d
street, where many of the biggest features are produced for
the Metro program. Mr. Rolfe was induced to take up this

position because of the ever-increasing activities at the studio
that made big demands upon his time.

In the past the burden of the arduous duties at the Rolfe
studio fell upon the shoulders of Maxwell Karger, the. gen-
eral manager, and his associate, Charles D. Maddock, the
treasurer. Mr. Karger has now taken charge of the casting
of all the stars and players, and the scenario department in

the studio. Mr. Maddock will continue in his present
capacity. Mr. Rolfe will take over the work of general super-
vision of all productions and will have immediate charge of
all the directors.

Among the stars now working at the Rolfe-Metro studio
under the direction of Mr. Rolfe are Ethel Barrymore, Emily
Stevens, Mabel Taliaferro, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Emmy
Wehlen, Ralph Herz, Viola Dana, Irene Howley, Grace Val-
entine, Lionel Barrymore, Irene Fenwick and others of equal
magnitude. The directing force under Mr. Rolfe include such
well-known producers as Edwin Carewe, William Nigh,
Charles Horan, John W. Noble, George D. Baker, John H.
Collins and others with many screen masterpieces to their

credit.

VICTOR DE VILLIERS SCENARIO EDITOR FOR
IVAN.

Victor de Villiers has been engaged by the Ivan Film
Productions as editor of the scenario department of that
company. Mr. de Villiers has had a long training in the
photoplay field, serving a year with Universal in the scenario
department, where his ability caused him to be recognized
as among our foremost writers of continuity. He later

joined the Kliene forces and from there accepted a position

with the International. With this latter company he
scenarioized the first few episodes of "Patria," the new Inter-

national serial, which will shortly be released. Mr. de Vil-

liers is the author of numerous screen plays, notable among
which are "The Ten Thousand Dollar Dame," "The Fall of

Salome," "Souls Reborn" and "The Yellow Pawn," the latter

written in association with Frederic Arnold Kummer and
which will be produced shortly by the Lasky Company.

CHANGES IN THE UNIVERSAL PERSONNEL.
The following engagements have been made with the

players for the Universal companies and for general stock

work at Universal City: On July 19 Walter Clinton, juvenile,

for the Forrester company. On July 20 Ruth Clifford, in-

genue, for general stock; Millard K. Wilson, juvenile, for

the Ormston company. On July 21 Gordon Griffith to play

boy roles in Director Hopper's company. On July 25 George
Hall, dancer, to play under Director Lowery. On July 27

Barney Blinn, as utility man in general stock. On July 28

the following were engaged to play character roles in Di-

rector Conway's company—Ivor McFaden, Dick La Reno,
Harry K. Shields, V. O. Whitehead, Pat Rooney. Tiny Phil-

lips, E. M. Holland, Katherine Campbell and Charles Mur-
phy. Buster Emmons to play boy roles in the same com-
pany.

"DAVE" THOMPSON LIFE • MEMBER OF NEW
ROCHELLE ELKS.

David Thompson, one of the ablest and most popular as-

sistant directors with the Metro forces, has been elected a

life member in the Elks lodge of New Rochelle, N. Y. At
a big meeting held in his honor he was presented with a

solid gold card case enclosing his membership engraved upon
the case. Mr. Thompson was Grand Exalted ruler of the

New Rochelle lodge and recently represented the local

organization at the Baltimore convention.

EDGAR L. DAVENPORT IN "THE UPHEAVAL."
Edgar L. Davenport has been engaged for an important

part in "The Upheaval," the new Metro-Rolfe production,

starring Lionel Barrymore. Mr. Davenport was also seen

in "Dorian's Divorce," in the support of the same star, and
in "The Blindness of Love." He is becoming as well known
in motion pictures as his family has always been on the

speaking s+age.
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Leaves Law for the Screen

THAT proficiency in the law is not destructive to

dramatic talent is proven in the case of Agnes Eyre,

who, although only 21, has shown her versatility by
leaving the law department of Chicago University within a

year of being admitted to the bar of the State of Illinois,

visiting an Essanay
studio in company with
a friend, and being
promptly snapped up
by a discerning direc-

tor. This "tryout" was
followed by continual-

ly growing parts in

"The White Sister,"

with Viola Allen;
"Gr a u s t a r k," with
Francis X. Bushman;
"The Prince of Graus-
tark," a s e q i el to

"Graustark," the Selig

Panama-Pacific series.

"The Seven Suffering

Sisters," and latest

"The Sting of Victory,"

with Henry B. Wal-
thal and Antoinette
Walker.
Now her eyes have

turned eastward, and
with some flattering

offers from producers
on this edge of the
continent to consider,

she is about to try for

new honors right in the

heart of things filmy.

She has been called "La Penserosa" by those who-knew her
when she was wrestling with Blackstone, Coke and Littleton,

and others of the tribe of jurisprudence, but then she was
very serious minded. Not that she is less so now, but her
seriousness has taken a different turn, and the smile which
shines from her hazel eyes shows that the glare of the
Cooper-Hewitts has given life a new tinge, and there is

much more of the joy of life in winning fame and a modicum
of fortune before the camera than in hunting through dusty
law tomes for a bunch of antique, moldy precedents and de-
cisions, which don't fit the case in hand at all. The screen
needs more girls of the type of Agnes Eyre.

Harold Entwistle

AN ACTOR with an unusual amount of flexibility of

characterization who has been seen to very good ad-

vantage in a recent World Film Corporation picture

is Harold Entwistle, well-known character actor, and former
stage and screen actor and director.

Mr. Entwistle has had a varied stage career, serving with

the late Wilson Barret, Mr. and Mrs. Kendall. Mrs. Langtry,

Sir John Hare, Mrs.
Patrick Campbell, and
working "directly under
the late Charles Froh-
man for five years, in

which time he was
actor, stage director,

and manager, also hav-
ing managed several

theaters and four road
companies at the same
time.
Enjoying a wide and

varied experience with
many of the most fa-

mous stage celebrities
of the past and present
regime, Mr. Entwistle
has played prominent
parts in many of the
greatest stage success-
es of recent years, and
was, until his advent
into the motion picture
business two and a half
years ago, one of the
leading stage directors
in the country.
His first motion pic-

ture engagement was <

California Motion Picture Company, the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, the New York Motion Picture
Company and the World Film Corporation. He was director
for the California Motion Picture Company twelve months,
in which time he produced, scenarioized and directed many
stellar attractions, including "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," "Lily of Poverty Flat," "A Phyllis of the Sierras"
and "The Surrender" for the Western Universal Company.

WILLIAM LIPPERT JOINS UNIVERSAL SCENARIO
STAFF.

William ll I ippert, author <>f "The Nigger," lias Joined
(In- scenario stafl ;it the Universal City studios. Last win
t<r Lipperl had t" give up Ins posl as I astern editor of the
company, because of ill health following the completion of
'"I in Lord of D n feature, and again
has joined th< - nario tafl

Harold Entwistle.

nth the Vitagraph, following the

MARGARITA FISCHER IN MUTUAL SERIES.
President John R. Freuler of the Mutual Film Corporation

announces the closing of a contract whereby Miss Fischer
will be starred in at least six five-part features for Mutual
release. The first of the pictures may be expected by ex-
hibitors late in October with the others following at inter-
vals of four weeks. Miss Fischer will appear under the di-

rection of Harry Pollard, the director with whom she has
attained the greatest of her various screen successes.

VOCAL PICTURES.
O. E. Kellum, formerly of Long Beach, Cal., who has per-

fected talking moving pictures, will continue to present his
entertaining vocal pictures at the Theatorium. All who have
taken advantage of the opportunity to see the pictures thus far
have expressed great delight and have complimented the
successful inventor warmly. W. E. Bewley is now associated
with Mr. Kellum in promoting the talking pictures.

PATHE SECURES CAMERAMAN EARLE.
Pathe has secured the services of the well-known camera-

man Ralph Earle to take a series of scenics in the National
Parks of the country. Among the parks visited will be the
Yellowstone, Glacier, Mount Rainier, Crater and Lassen.
Mr. Earle was for some years one of the most efficient cam-
eramen of the Pathe News, and scored many "scoops." He
is an expert in photography.

Edgar Lewis and Company in "The Barrier."

PRODUCER EDGAR LEWIS AT LIBERTY.
Rumor has it that Edgar Lewis' contract with the l.ubin

Company will terminate shortly after the completion of The
Barrier," which he is now working on, and we understand
there has already been some spirited bidding for tl.

of this sure-tire director, who in the short space of twenty
months lias fifteen box office record breaking photoplay pro-
ductions to his credit. Mr. Lewis in this time has climbed
to the very top of his profession.

ARBUCKLE A VENETIAN.
Roscoi ("Fatty") Irbuckle, not the man who roast

I. lit the jovial comedian who makes people laugh, has leased

I Brooks avenue, and will make his home
in Venice, California
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William T. Carleton.

William T. Carleton \
OF A I.I. the members of the supporting cast in "Gloria's

Romance," the great George Kleine motion picture

novel, featuring Millie ISurke, perhaps none has re-

ceived more favorable comment from photoplay fans and
anion- exhibitors than William T.

Carleton, who enacts
the role of Pierpont
Stafford, "G 1 o r i a ' s

father.

He is the same Will-
iam T. Carleton, who
starred for years as the
head of the Carleton
Opera Company, which
toured the United
States from coast to
coast and from Canada
to the Gulf. Born in

London, England, he
early in life developed
a vocal talent that at-

tracted the attention of
Sir Julius Benedict,
who was the teacher of
Queen Victoria and the
royal family. Now
Carleton's parents were
Quakers and had a

most deep seated aver-
sion to anything per-
taining to the theater,

so they objected to his even considering an operatic career,

but he finally succeeded in overcoming their objections and
finally went on the stage.

He was brought to the United States by Maurice Grau
then manager of the Clara Louise Kellogg Opera Company,
and made his American debut at the Academy of Music in

Philadelphia, as Valentine to the Marguerite of Miss Kellogg
i:i "Faust." He scored such success that to him fell the
honor of creating the title role in "The Flying Dutchman"
the first time this opera was ever sung in America. After a
brief concert tour, he returned to London to sing the leading
baritone roles at His Majesty's opera house. Following a

second trip to America at the time Gilbert & Sullivan operas
were at their height, he was engaged to create the baritone
roles in this series of operas at the Savoy theater in Lon-.
don. On his next visit to the United States he became a

star at the New York Casino, and then organized the Carle-
ton Opera Company, which played successfully for more
than fifteen consecutive seasons.
More recently Mr. Carleton has devoted his' talents to the

silent drama and has played roles of wide and varied sorts

during the last few seasons. He considers, however, that
his selection for the part of Billie Burke's father in "Gloria's
Romance" is one of the most enjoyable engagements he ever
filled, and everyone agrees that he has played the part
masterful manner.

GOLDFISH GOES TO COAST.
Samuel Goldfish, chairman of the board of directors of

the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who left last week
for the studios of the Lasky Company at Hollywood, Cal.,

will devote a considerable portion of his transcontinental
trip to a survey of motion picture conditions in various sec-
tions of the United States. Mr. Goldfish, in the future as in

the past, intends to devote unusual concentration and study
to general trade conditions, not only in the United States
and Canada, but throughout the world.

ROBERT GRAU DEAD.
Robert Grau, many years prominent in the theatrical

world, died at his home in Mount Vernon, N. Y., on Tues-
day. August 8. The immediate cause of death was an over-
dose of morphine taken to obtain relief from insomnia from
which the deceased was a sufferer. During the past few
years Mr. Grau had devoted considerable attention to motion
pictures.

NANCE O'NEILL MARRIES ALFRED HICKMAN.
Nance O'Neill, well known actress, who has appeared in

a number of motion picture features, was married to Alfred
Hickman on Friday, August 11, at the home of a friend at

New Rochcllc. Mr. Hickman has been appearing in pictures

with Miss O'Neill. Thev will make their home at Bayside,
X. Y.

Joseph H. Lynch.

Joseph H. Lynch

JOS3 I'll II LYNCH, favorably known in the film world
for many years, has been appointed general manager of

the I'nity h'ilm Service for New York State and northern
New Jersey, handling the productions of the Unity Sales

Corporation. The first offering to the exhibitors will be
the sixteen-episode se-

rial entitled "The Yel-
low Menace." to be fol-

lowed later on with
features and comedies.

Mr. Lynch was born
of revolutionary ances-
try — Thomas Lynch,
one of the signers of

the Declaration of In-
dependence, being one
of his forebears—in

Middlctown, Conn.,
where he attended the
local high school grad-
uating afterward from
Huntsinger's Business
College in Hartford.
Conn. Mr. Lynch's
long connection with
Metro as a special rep-
resentative has made
him a host of friends
especially among the
exhibitors, who always
appreciated his policy
of courteous treatment
and a square deal. This
latest appointment to

a responsible position is viewed by Mr. Lynch's friends as a
distinct advancement won strictly on a basis of merit. His
popularity with the exhibitors, his straightforward business
dealings and his genial good humor are the assets which
make his success in the new position a moral certainty.

It has been officially announced that the Field Feature
Films, with studios at Miami, Florida, has been absorbed
by a new company and the name changed to Florida Fea-
ture Films. All of the property holdings and the three five-

reel features already completed and ready for state rights
distribution have been transferred to the new company. It

is stated on the highest authority that the change in name
has been occasioned by the control of the company passing
to^Thomas J. Peters, a Florida capitalist.

features already produced—"The Human Orchid,"
The Toll of Justice" and "Fate's Chessboard"—will be re-

leased via the state rights plan as originally intended. These
will be followed by other productions that will be marketed

the same manner.
Announcement has also been made by the new company

that it has established a New York sales office in the Cand-
ler Building Annex at 218 West Forty-second street, in

charge of M. M. Feely, where screen examinations of their

features can be made without delay.

ADVERTISING SCHEME FOR FEATURES.
Mitchell Fitzer of the Happy Hour theatre, known as a

successful and enterprising exhibitor in Syracuse, N. Y.,

claims to have evolved a novel advertising plan for features,

which in his belief will go a good ways in insuring or as the
case may be in doubling the ordinary success of a feature.

This novel plan, which was born of Mr. Fitzer's long and
practical experience, will be found effective, he claims, upon
the slightest investigation.

BERNFIELD MARRIES AND MIGRATES.
Wedding bells rang out early in the week for genial Sam

Bernfield, head of the Pathe exchange in Boston, but now
to have a wider field on the Coast distributing the Mary
Pickford pictures. His bride, formerly Elizabeth J. Snyder,

is accomplished and attractive. Mr. Bernfield has made
many friends in New England who will regret his departure.

He will cover California, Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona,

making San Francisco his headquarters.
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EXCLUSIVELY BY OUR OWN STAFF

General Film Company
VERNON HOWE BAILEY'S SKETCH BOOK OF PETROGAD (Es-

sanay), Aug. 2.—The series of animated drawings that Mr. Bailey

has been making of the leading cities of the world has proved to

be of much merit. The many points of interest in the Russian capital

have a special interest at the present time. As usual, the reel also

carries a scenic.

PA'S OVERALLS (Vitagraph), Aug. 7.—This is a rattling good
rural comedy, and is capitally played by a new cast of Vitagraph play-

ers. The situations are humorous and neatly put together.

THE TELEPHONE GIRL AND THE LADY (Biograph), Aug. 7.—
Mm Marsh, Claire McDowell, Alfred Paget, Harry Carey and Charles

H. Mailes are the actors in this Biograph reissue, which shows how a

telephone girl makes good use of an opportunity to "listen in" on one

of her wires. A pleasing bit of romance is the outcome of the girl's

act. The picture is an interesting one, and has a well defined thread

of humor running through it.

THE SEL1G-TRIBUNE, NO. 03, 1010 (Selig), Aug. 8.—Battleship
Wisconsin at the navy yard, Cbarlestown, Mass. ; Monmouth Horse
Show at Long Branch, N. J. ; schooner Great Bear sails from Seattle.

Wash., for big game ; machine gun practice of Illinois troopers, Leon
Springs, Tex. ; society children of San Antonio on summer vacation ;

"Frontier Days," Cheyenne, Wyo. ; explosion on Black Tom Island, N. J.

GOOD EVENING, JUDGE (Kalem), Aug. 8.—The Kalem Klip Sheet

rails this one-reel picture an underworld burlesque, and the description

fits it perfectly. Ham and Bud become crooks, and their adventures
are nothing short of remarkable during the action of the reel. The
finish is a very happy thought. Ethel Teare and A. Edmondson are

members of the robber band.

THAT TIRED BUSINESS MAN (Vim), Aug. 9.—A Vim feature comedy
with Harry C. Myers and Rosemary Theby as the stars, this one-reel

photoplay cleverly satirizes the domestic side of married life. The
male member of the household thinks that he is terribly overworked
and that his wife's duties are anything but onerous. When he makes
the mistake of telling her so, she promptly suggests that they exchange
work for a day—she will run the office for him, while he has an easy

time at home doing the household tasks. Hubby accepts joyfully, but

soon learns his mistake. The cook leaves him in a huff and, after

trying in vain to put his house in order, he is glad to phone for his

wife and acknowledge his defeat. The picture is well staged and acted,

the easy method of the two stars fitting smoothly the requirements of

the comedy.

DREAMY KNIGHTS (Vim), Aug. 10.—An amusing burlesque of

Cervante's immortal "Don Quixote" is the theme of this one-reel picture,

Babe Hardy, Billy Ruge and Ray Podfrey heading the cast. Plump
and Runt are discovered fishing from a boat. They go to sleep and
dream tbey are the heroes of a great adventure. Although still in the

present century, they Imagine that they are a pair of bold knights

whose mission Is to rescue beauty in distress and defeat villainy at

every turn. A captured maiden Is freed by them, and a pirate strong-

hold overthrown. Their gallant steeds are an undersized donkey and
an unci, iied goat. Plump and Runt make a ludicrous pair of swash-
bucklers, until awak.ned from ilieir pleasant dreams by the upsetting

of the boat.

Tin: SELIO-TBIBUNE, NO, 64, IflM (Selig), Aug. 10.—Hammond,
Ind., armored ear ready to be equipped with rapid-fire guns; guards-

i in Bewlng and other domestic duties, San Antonio, Tex.;
. Covert and ion carry letter In donkey-

mobile from New York to California; breaking green western horses

for artillery work, San Antonio; American Golf Club, London, awards
prizes to tournament winners; young Japs in training at Los Angeles.

DAISY THE DEMONSTRATOR (Kalem), Aug. 11.—Raymond C.

Hill has I in lv in which
i,r the title role. The theme is novel and the action is

gingery, m ••<« era. p on the aotini poaalMlltlea of

bar pari anil i : 1 1 .
1
> , , ..n.l.-.l l>\ Henry \1 unlock, Arlhui

('. D. PerUCbi, Mary Taylm Ko .:. ami William McKay.
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.
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quickly d I I
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ROMANCE AND ROUGH-HOUSE (Vitagraph), Aug. 11.—C. Graham
Baker and Lawrence Seamon are the authors of this one-reel comedy,
and Hughie Mack, Patsy De Forest, Wm. Shea and Edward Dunn are
the leading members of the cast. The picture is well named. Hughie
Mack poses as heavy-weight hero, ever ready to respond to the call
of beauty in distress, and the rough-house tactics resorted to by the
bunch of villains in the story include an attempt to blow the valiant
Hughie off the earth with a dynamite bomb. The spirit of the picture
is grotesque farce, and Lawrence Seamon, who directed the reel, has
accelerated the action to a surprising degree. Hugbie Mack is a flat

contradiction of the old adage that "Large bodies move slowly," and
Patsy De Forest, late of the Lubin forces, is Mr. Macks equal in
agility. A capital one-reeler.

A WESTERN MASQUERADE (Selig), Aug. 12.—Another one-reel
comedy with Tom Mix in the three-ply role of author, star and pro-
ducer. The erstwhile cowboy forsakes his old calling, however, and
makes his first appearance as a stranded actor. He secures the posi-
tion of school teacher and proceeds to make love to the best looking
and wealthiest of his pupils. Jim Withers, the girls father, finds it

out, fires Tom, and advertises for a lady teacher. Tom makes up as
one of the fair sex, gets the job and is slightly embarrassed when the
school trustee falls in love with him. Withers discovers his mistake
when he sees Tom Dull off his wig and thrash the bullv of the neighbor-
hood tor getting too familiar with Miss Vicky. Pa With, i

after that Victoria Forde, Joe Ryan and Sid Jordan are the other
members of the east. The picture grades up to the usual Tom Mix
comedy.

A TEMPORARY TRUCE (Biograph), Aug. 15.—A two-reel reissue,

produced by Griffith a number of years ago. Chas. Gorman, Blanche
Sweet. Mae Marsh and Robert Harron are in the cast. A Mexican
villain and a band of Indian braves on the warpath furnish the ex-
citement. The story is not exceptional, but the staging of the battle

with the rtdskins is unusually well done. The scenes are taken in

and about a small town in a semi-arid country.

General Film Company Specials

THE WAR BRIDE OF PLUMVILLE (Eaaanay), Aug. 5. An en-

tertaining three-reel comedy-drama on an up-to-date subject, this

photoplay belongs to the same class of stories as "Gct-ltu h-Quick
Wallingford." Two sharps from the city try to fleece the owner of

the Plumville Iron Works with a war contract, but the rural hero
defeats them—and wins the girl. A large cast ol competent acton
includee Nell 'rait,', Ernest Maupain, Ed::iund F. Cobb, Harry Dunk-
inson, Hugh Thompson, Ullrich Haupt and Florence Obcrle.

THE BOND OF BLOOD (Vitagraph), Aug. 5.- The three-)

version that Van Dyke Brooke has made from Benjamin Webeter*a
well-known drama, "One Touch of Nature." has mauy points to r. .om-
mend it. The story is rather long drawn out. but the incidents are

full of human interest. The theme deals wit!.

Brooke's impersonation of the old actor has feeling and considerable
pow.r. I., all Hair. I is excellent as the daughter, and fJW|
and Jack Ellis have congenial roles.
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THE BETTER woman (Knickerbocker), Aug. 11.—The plot of this

; hotoplay constitutes a good grade of melodrama. The head
clerk of a wealthy broker Is made the victim of his employer's in-
fatuation for his wife. The safe is robbed and Merrill, the clerk, be-
comes an object of suspicion. After learning of his wife's worthless-

discharged and rapidly goes down hill. Drifting out West,
he befriends a «irl in a gambling den and is himself befriended by the
owner of a mine nearby. The girl's former protector was the man who
robbed the safe. She, also, Is taken to the mine, and learns to love
Merrill. He makes a lucky find, and, his wife having been killed In

an automobile accident, marries the better woman. The acting In
the opening seems could be improved, but after the action shifts to the

efforts of the cast are satisfactory. Reaves Eason, Jlmsy
Maye and Edward .Tobson come first in the order of merit. •

Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.
THE GIRL OP LOST LAKE, Aug. 28.—A beautifully photographed

picture made on a lake in the Sierra Nevada mountains with Myrtle
Gonzales playing the role of a woodsman's daughter. The story Is

pleasing and the scenes are extraordinarily picturesque. A review
may be found in the issue of August 26.

International Film Service, Inc.
HEARST INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 63, 1916, Aug.

8.

—

Infantile paralysis in New York City, showing conditions on the
East Side; hospital scenes of the epidemic; first armored railroad car
built for the United States; bagpipe monkey for the New York Zoo;
shooting at French and British aircraft, Salonika, Greece ; seaside
fashions ; whale caught in Rockaway Inlet, N. Y. ; bathing beach, Chi-
cago ; unveiling of statuary on Capitol, Washington; North Sea Fleet
at Wilhelmshaven, Germany.

HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PICTORIAL, NO. 64, 1916 (Aug.
11).—German submarine is captured by the English at Sheerness, Eng.

;

Charles Evans Hughes opens his campaign at Detroit, Mich. ; exclusive
pictures by Nelson E. Edwards, showing the German North Sea Fleet
at Wilhelmshaven, Germany ; fashion section ; Rear Admiral Caperton
becomes commander of the Pacific Fleet, San Diego, Cal.

;
girls of

Berkeley University take swimming lesson on dry land; a live shark
caught in net at Sayville, L. I. ; artillery bombardment of German
trenches, "Somewhere in France."

Metro Pictures Corporation.
GOD'S HALF ACRE (Rolfe), Aug. 7.—This five-part preduction fea-

tures Mabel Taliaferro in in an attractive character role. The charm
of this play will be found in the characterization, and the manner in

which it has been staged. Many of the scenes take place in a home for
the aged known as "Rainbow's End," where Blossom, the maid-of-all-
work, drudge and angel of the place, is found by a novelist and in-

corporated as a type in a novel which he is writing. A full review of

the production will be found elsewhere.

Mutual Film Corporation
MUTUAL WEEKLY
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REEL LIFE NO. 15 (Gaumont), Aug.' 13.—"The Making of an
A. U. S. Jackie," "Our Servants and Our Friends" presenting various
fine specimens of the dog kind, and a short editorial entitled "What
Would You Do If"— which takes the form of a brief comedy on life,

constitute this number.

THE GUIDERS (Falstaff), Aug. 14.—A moderately entertaining
comedy in which a couple of idlers get jobs as guides. They make
failures of their first attempts, one of them getting into a pretty
scrape by falling in love with the feminine adjunct of trial No. 2.

This is very slight of plot, and cannot be strongly recommended as

a laugh-getting comedy.

PERKINS' MYSTIC MANOR (Beauty), Aug. 16.—An amusing farce
comedy in which Pinkney Perkins, a lawyer, becomes heir to an old

manor through the whim of one of his clients. Arrived on the property
to give it the "once over" he discovers a rand of mystics camped
there. After some thrilling adventures he taiies to his heels, with a
resolution to turn down all such inheritances in the future.

Mutual Film Corporation Specials
THE POWER OF MIND (American), Aug. 10.—The question of

heredity is the absorbing topic of this three-part number in which
Edward Coxen, Lizette Thome, Chas. Newton and Geo. Gebhardt have
the principal roles. The production makes the assertion that no evil

can be inherited unless a child is conscious of the existence of that
evil in his parents. This theory may or may not be correct. Never-
theless, the picture arouses thought on the subject, and interests thereby.

THE COURTIN' OF CALLIOPE CLEW (Mustang), Aug. 11.—A two-
part production featuring Anna Little and Frank Borzage. This num-
ber will be enjoyed because of the thoroughly human element which
permeates it. The story on which it is based is a very simple one,

and follows the fortunes of a Puritan maid in her travels in a
prairie wagon over the plains. Her father dies on the way, and Calliope

Clew, a cowpuncher, keeps watch over her at a distance, and afterward
gains her promise to be his wife.

RUTH RIDLEY RETURNS (American), Aug. 14.—A two-part drama
featuring Lizette Thorn.'. The production is an interesting one, treating
of how, upon the return to her office desk after an absence of a couple
of minutes, Ruth Ridley finds several hundreds of dollars missing from
an amount entrusted to her keeping by her employer. A nicely compli-
cated plot makes up in a measure for a lack of originality of theme.

FOB HHR GOOD NAME (Centaur), Aug. 12.—An Interesting two-part
melodrama in Which a blow struck in defense of a woman kills a man.
The woman's fan found in the dead man's pocket is stolen from the
detective in the night by the man who committed the murder. Faced
with an accusation of the crime, he Is promised that the fact shall not
bo revealed if he will name the woman for whom he struck the blow.
To save her good name, he refuses, and is led away to prison. Crane
Wilbur plays the masculine lead. The production has been attractively

THE SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE, NO. 13 (Mutual Special Fea-
ture), Aug. 14.—In this number Morton gains possession of the book
containing the secret of the submarine, which has been found by Olga
in the den of a bandit. Morton wrests the book from her and escapes.
Hope upon learning that the U. S. Naval Department are in dire need
of the secret, vows to devote his life and wealth to finding It. This
number is fairly attractive.

HER LUCKLESS SCHEME (Vogue), Aug. 20.—A two-part comedy
that will be enjoyed in spite of the fact that it contains little, if any-
thing, really new in the way of business. The daughter of the owner of
a department store enters it as a clerk behind the counter, to be able to
offset the impression that the shop girl is ill-treated. Some amusing
incidents occur in which a reporter of one of the daily papers is In-

volved. One of the funny points of the picture is the theft and rapid
transit of a watch.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
LOSING WEIGHT (Pathe), July 31.—R. Goldberg has surpassed

himself in the penning of this cartoon comedy. It is really intensely
amusing, and shows the vain efforts of a certain fat woman to reduce.

She is even interfered with in an effort to commit suicide. A very

TOKIO, CAPITAL OF JAPAN (Pathe), Aug. 7.—An interesting

scenic number giving, in addition to a birdseye view of Tokio, glimpses
of its principal streets, buildings, etc. On the same reel with "Jump-
ing Analyzed."

JUMPING ANALYZED (Pathe), Aug. 7.—An unusually interesting

and instructive number, showing by means of the rapid camera the

play of man's muscles in taking difficult jumps.

NATURE'S TIRELESS ENERGY (Pathe), Aug. 14.—An interesting

number giving beautiful views on the Snoqualmie River which supplies

power for the electric plants of Seattle, Tacoma, and other cities in that

vicinity.

BRAVER THAN THE BRAVEST (Pathe), Aug. 14.—Heinie, willing

to try anything, once gives an amusing exhibition in the role of a
henpecked husband. Louie appearing on the scenes arouses his ire

and after making good his escape from the house he is converted into

what the title suggests by a dose of a new elixir calculated to make
men brave. Part of this film is amusing, although its style belongs

decidedly to low comedy.

LUKE DOES THE MIDWAY (Rolin), Aug. 21.—An amusing farce

comedy in which Luke's adventures on the Midway end in rough
handling for himself as well as others. Many will find the introduc-

tion of the usual Midway sights coupled with Luke's funny personality

very entertaining.

THE GRIP OF EVIL, NO. 7 (Balboa), Aug. 28.—"The Butterflies"

is the title of this number of the serial, which introduces a couple of

blackmailers who try to ruin the good name of a young woman, who,
through her sympathetic nature, has placed herself on dangerous
ground. John Burton later falls in love with the young woman, and is

instrumental in keeping the blackmailing story from being published.

Moderately interesting.

Pathe Exchange Inc. Specials
A WOMAN'S FIGHT (Gold Rooster Play), Aug. 21.—A five-part

melodrama from Popular Plays and Players, directed by Herbert

Blache, and featuring Geraldine O'Brien. Thurlow Bergen is also in-

cluded in the cast. The production is moderately interesting.

THE GRIP OF EVIL, NO. 6 (Balboa), Aug. 21.—"The Hypocrites"

is the title of this number of the series. The story treats of how a

farmer destroys the ambitions of his son and daughter, driving them
from his home because of their persistence in wanting to be something

beyond what their father and mother have been. A young artist be-

friends them after their arrival in the city, and is later saddened by

the discovery that both have fallen into bad company and are un-

worthy of his efforts to help them.

THE SHINE GIRL (Gold Rooster Play), Aug. 28.—Gladys Hulette

has been featured in this five-part production from the Thanhouser
studios. A full review of the picture will be found elsewhere. Briefly

speaking, the character of the "shine" girl, a bootblack by vocation,

is an exceptionally beautiful one. The central theme of the story has

been clearly defined, and the production, being human in character,

will be enjoyed by all.

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
PIE (Powers), Aug. 20.—An unusually' good juvenile subject, by

Eugene Ince. The boy who eats too much pie has a dream, in which

he is captured by cannibals and escapes only to fight Mexican bandits.

This will amuse children greatly.
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HROKE BUT AMBITIOUS (Nestor), Aug. 21.—Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran appear in this number as two young men who are shanghaied
l v the crew ol a > hooner and forced to cook. The schooner settings

are good. Tho plot is only fairly strong, though the situations are

amusing.

I.K-CROSS (L-KO), Aug. 23.—A comic number,
icaturiim Billy Armstrong and others. This is a nonsensical trifle and

contain some quick action of a funny sort. The jitney ferryman is an

iracter. It gets several, laugh

l UK DEVIL'S OWN (Big U), Aug. 24.—A western number, with a

featuring Harry Carey, Olive Fuller Golden and Joe Rick-

son. This is a short, spirited Western episode, in which the spark

of honor glows for a moment in the heart of a bandit, and he assists

a girl to escape at the cost of his own life. A good number.

CREATING LIFE FROM A DEAD LEAF (Powers), Aug. 25.—Micro
scopic views of bacteria, water fleas and the like. Also pictures of the

Mexican devil fish and larger denizens of the sea. This is instructive.

SAMMY JOHNSON IN MEXICO (Powers).—On the same reel with

the foregoing is an interesting comedy cartoon.

A MARRIAGE FOR REVENGE (Joker), Aug. 26.—A character comedy,

by Win. W. Fanner, featuring Gale Henry, Wm. Franey and others.

The homely types are amusing and the plot quite laughable. The food

throwing at the close makes a disgusting feature and mars the humor.
This can easily be cut.

THE LADY FROM THE SEA (Big U), Aug. 2".—A strong tale of

the sea, by Francis Powers, featuring Clyde Benson, Claire MacDowell,
C. H. Mailes and others. The friendship of the wild rover and Joseph
is well depicted. Then conies the rivalry, the wedding preparations

and some weird and dramatic events. This is brief and convincing in

presentation. A strong subject.

SNORING IN HIGH C (L-KO), Aug. 27.—Gertrude Selby, Reggie
Morris and others appear in this comic offering. A wedding, a dis-

appointed suitor and a general apartment house scramble are the prin-

ciple features. This contains a fair amount of humor.

THE TERRIBLE TURK (Nestor), Aug. 28.—Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran
and Priscilla Dean are the principal fun-makers in a farce of good
quality. The action is rapid and entertaining, and in the trouble

over a valuable ruby there is enough story to carry the reel.

Universal Film Mfg. Company Specials
THE BECKONING TRAIL (Red Feather), Aug. 21.—A five-reel story,

telling of a young Broadway sport who goes West to make good. He is

followed by his former sweetheart, who lures him back. Later he
returns West to the girl he loves. The motive is familiar, but the
story works out with unexpected strength. The clash over the mining
claim is dramatic and exciting. J. Warren Kerrigan, Lois Wilson, Ray
Hanford, Maude George and Harry Carter appear. Much of the strength
of this production is due to the work of the very competent cast. F.
McGrew Willis wrote the story and Jack Conway produced it.

THE CASTLE OF DESPAIR (Gold Seal), Aug. 22.—A three-reel
offering, featuring Neva Gerber, Malcolm Blevins and Carl Von Schiller.

Miss Gerber makes a pleasing appearance as the wife of the neglectful
rich man, but the story is a mere repetition of what has been done
often before. The wife deserts her husband for another, after a long
period of neglect. She then leaves the train hurredly with her child
and determines to shift for herself. Two years later the husband finds

her and a reconciliation follows. The story does not hold the interest
because it lacks complications and contains nothing really new.

YOU WANT SOMETHING (Nestor), Aug. 24.—A two-reel number,
by Stella A. Ellers, featuring Max Asher, Gale Henry, Arthur Moon and

• lv in which a shoe manufacturer refuses
to advertise. His daughter and her lover take charge of the business
during his absence and prove the power of advertising in an amusing
way. Th. like thai in the play, "It Pays To

it is entertaining and contains a good deal of sound busi-

mii: iwb-I, GAME ilmpi, Au- 25.—;A two-reel number, by Jacques
1 Nye, Roberta Wilson and others. The

gentleman gambler plckc up a usi . |.tible girl crook and gets her to
lure a married man to her room. He then appears and they black-
mail the victim. This is a clo life, not without un-
pleasant feature! bul carrying a needed lesson to main.
are Inclined to play with tbi

closing set m sola give a blind man fifty dollars. A
strongly presented number of the sox type.

THE I'M.i.y OP DESIRE (Red Feather), Aug. 28.—A v.iv melo-
dramatic .

i ind and South Ani, a, the- central
brutality ol an aged cattleman who abuses his

Studio sets are used where extend v., mid i,. mm.
may be found in the issue- of August 1'itli.

Triangle Film Corporation.
HELL l" PA? Ai BTIN fJFine \.t Film), Aug. JO- \

n\.' high comedy, with Wllln-d Lena- in the- had
**« '" 8 " mad. it a creation

i.iki T. DANNY, i ' \ (Triangle Inc. I, \,„- 20 a romantic
story of Mexic .. mu \ ,i.,i .,,,,| , I1M ,., ,

tl with a. -Hon

story treats of a domestic tangle, introducing an adventuress who
makes trouble wherever she goes. An unwise use of sub-titles is a

detriment to the enjoyment of the picture. A full review will be found
elsewhere. This number is moderately Interesting.

V-L-S-E, Inc.
THE PRINCE CHAP (Selig), July 24.—This film from the pen of

Edward Peple's is admirably produced by Selig under the direction

of Marshal Neilan. The story is well transposed into picture form, the

settings and photography are good as is the acting. For a more extended
review of this feature see page K/t8 of the August 12 issue.

THE STING OF VICTORY (Essanay), Aug. 7.—A well visualized, well

acted five-act photo-drama, the story of which hinges on "the Civil War.
Henry B. Walthall shows fine versatility in two of the leading roles,

and is strongly supported. The photography is excellent, many of the

scenes being of unusual beauty.

THE DAWN OF FREEDOM (Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature), Aug.
14.—A well-staged satire made from a story by William Hurlburt, and
directed by Paul Scardon. Charles Richman plays effectively the role

of Richard Cartwright, with Arline Pretty in the role of :

heart Elizabeth Bradbury, and in the modern portion of the story as

Elizabeth McLean. A full review of the production will be found else-

"THE TRAP" (Horsley)
William Clifford makes his first appearance as the star ol

his own company with the presentation of the Centaur feature,
"The Trap," a David Horsley production, which will be re-
leased by Mutual the week of September 2. It is an intensely
dramatic offering with Mr. Clifford in a characterization giving
him every opportunity for convincing and powerful acting, the
story having been especially written for him by Alvin J. Neitz
and Theodosia Harris.
The drama opens up in New York City during the broiling

summer, and while a faithful husband plugs at his desk for
the little woman he loves, she seeks the cooling surroundings
of the seashore and likewise accepts the advances of a flirt.

On the eve of her wedding anniversary the wife elopes with
her clandestine lover and the husband denounces all women
and starts Westt to live as a hermit of the hills.

The production is beautifully staged and many thrills are
supplied by the famous Bostock animals, which are generously
used throughout the story. Jessie Burnett is seen as me un-
faithful wife, and Alva D. Blake shoulders the difficult part of
the flirt in a convincing manner. Victor Rottman has an ex-
cellent part in the characterization of a love-sick tenderfoot.
The direction is by Alvin J. Neitz.

"Jerry and the Bandits" will be served up as the comedy
offering of the week under the Cub brand, with George Ovey
starring. The release date id September 1, and it is one long
laugh. Claire Alexander, George George, Janet Sully and Jef-
ferson Osborne are the principals of the supporting company.

"THE MYSTERY OF THE RIVIERA" (Gaumont).
No studio sets or open-air displays can rival the celebrated

carnival at Nice. France, which is used as the picturesque
setting of Gaumont's "The Mystery of the Riviera." This Is to
be released as a Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition. August
24. In addition to placing the action of the photodrama In
surroundings of unusual beauty at a time when the whole
world seems to be merry-making, a thrilling story has been
provided for a remarkably strong cast of Gaumont favorites
who were picked from the strength of the various stock com-
panies maintained in Paris.
Carnival life is so different from American festal occasions.

—

except the New Orleans fete— that "The Mystery of th
will undoubtedly afford great pleasure to those who see it. It

la a photoplay that is different. There are pictures of the
parade with its gorgeous floats, the thousands of gaily ap-
pareled people, and the celebrated masked ball which marks
the height of the carnival.

"The- Mystery of the Riviera" deals with the successful theft
of a valuable sapphire necklace by an international crook who
manages to throw suspicion upon the man who is in love with
the beautiful woman who owns the gems. The thief Is as-

B woman who masquerades as a govi
as the theft Is discovered an astute detective is brought into

He is greatly Interested, not only because he wishes
to catch the thief, but also because ho is anxious to clear the
accused man.

"THE SHIELDING SHADOW" ON OCTOBER 1.

In order that more episodes might be completed to enable
exhibitors to Bee them ami plan a comprehensive campaign on
the- picture, Pathe will release the wonder-serial, •The Shield-

October i Instead of In September, as at drat
Intended, Meanwhile work goea e.n at top speed at Pathe'a
studio and in Pathe's thirty branches looking toward the
compietic.n and efficient handling <>f th.

tMaker ..f Them AJLV as Path,- oonfldently szpeota "The
Shielding Shadow" to be

World -Equitable.

RUTH STONEHOUSE IN TWO FEATURES.
Followers e.f Bluebird will see Ruth Btonehouse la wo fe.i-

1

J Rupert Julian, m h.< has
devised a photoplay inspired by Mendelssohn

Boa win be lM.i.ie in "The Balntl]
JUSt OOmplStSd by the same director.
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Manufacturers' Advance Notes

"Rolling Stones" Completed
Famous Players' Adaptation of Edgar Selwyn's Comedy-
Drama Scheduled for Paramount Program on August 21.

THE Famous Players adaptation of Edgar Selwyn's cele-
brated stage success, "Rolling Stones," in which Owen
Moore and Marguerite Courtot are being co-starred, has

been completed and will be released on the Paramount Pro-

Scene from "Rolling Stones" (Famous Players).

gram on August 21st. The adaptation was made under the di-
rection of Del Henderson and marks that well-known director's
first Famous Players picture.
When "Rolling Stones" was reaping a harvest in New York,

the dramatic critics declared that its popularity was due to
the peculiar combination of emotions which the author suc-
ceeded in playing upon. The plot run the gamut of farce,
near-tragedy, drama and comedy, and it is always the un-
expected which is happening. "With mixed identities, false
claims and counter-claims, inheritances at stake, wives spying
upon their husbands who are posing as bachelors, and every-
body imposing upon everybody else—and with all this punc-
tuated by hold-ups, burglaries and attempted suicides—it be-
gins to sound very reasonable for the author to claim a slight
variety of plot.

Of course the wickedest sounding incidents, such as the
hold-ups and near-suicides are really the funniest sides of
the play and it is not until the very end of this swiftly moving
photoplay that one has time to calmly sit back and think what
it is all about. One of the chief points of appeal in the picture
is the fact that the action transpires for the most part in a
boarding house—than which there is nothing which strikes a
more responsive chord in the majority of metropolitan
breasts.

In support of Mr. Moore and Miss Courtot there appear Alan
Hale, last seen in support of Pauline Frederick in "The
Woman in the Case," Denman Maley, Gretchen Hartman, Ida
Fitzhugh and W. J. Butler. Mr. Moore is Dave Fulton, the
less aggressive of the rolling stones, whose charming per-
sonality makes him lovable despite his occasional lapses from
the strictest of ethical codes and his crass deception in pos-
ing as Jerry Braden.
Miss Courtot is Norman Noggs, about whom the whirlpool of

fraud centers because, by marrying her under the name of
Braden, Dave expects to inherit a fortune—and a candy fac-
tory. The candy factory furnishes some of the most exciting
and amusing incidents of the play almost sharing honors
with Mrs. Branigan's boarding house.

CHATKIN VISITS WESTERN EXCHANGES.
D. J. Chatkin of the United Film Service, Chicago, who are

handling the Unity Sales Corporation's sixteen episode serial,

"The Yellow Menace" in the West, is making a tour of the prin-
cipal cities in his territory to direct the booking of the "Yel-
low Menace" through the Unity's branch office in Kansas City,
Denver, Seattle and San Francisco.

FROHMAN TO MAKE "CONQUEST OF CANAAN."
The choice by President William L. Sherrill, of Booth Tark-

ington's novel, "The Conquest of Canaan," for the next feature
release of the Frohman Amusement Corporation has given
unusual opportunities to Director George Irving, because of
the dramatic vividness with which the book is written.

In the two leading parts, Edith Taliaferro and Jack Sherrill
will portray characters that Mr. Tarkington has made noble as
they are original. In reading the book, which has exceeded a
million copies, one of even small imagination is given the
thrill of intimacy with real people living in a real town.
The characters so true to life and a story so varied and

Clean will have every advantage of making an exceptionally
beautiful photoplay, with the splendid cast that has been
selected and the technical ability of George Irving and Ralph

TO HANDLE "THE YELLOW MENACE" IN YORK
STATE.

Israel Cobe has been appointed special representative for
the Unity Film Service to handle "The Yellow Menace" serial
and the other features put out by Unity in New York state.
Mr. Cobe will look after the Unity branch offices, making his
headquarters in Albany' for the eastern part of the state, and
Buffalo for the west. Mr. Cobe is well known to exhibitors
in this territory and claims that he is going to make a record
with "The Yellow Menace" serial.

"THE OATH OF A BOY SCOUT" (Gaumont).
There is not an exhibitor in America who will not be eager to

show "Reel Life" No. 17, the Mutual Magazine in Film, since
it contains interesting pictures of boy scouts at work and at
play. The movement now numbers two hundred thousand
boys throughout the country, and the work this non-military
organization is doing has received the highest endorsement.
Cameraman Walter Pritchard of the Gaumont company took
the pictures at Glen Cove, L. I. The company which appeared

Scene from "The Oath of a Boy Scout" (Gaumont).
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/ A BIT OF "GLORIA'S ROMANCE" (Kleine).

The latest chapters of the George Kleine motion picture
novel, "Gloria's Romance," in which Billie Burke is the fea-
tured star, supported by an all-star cast headed by Henry
Kolker, are fairly crammed with action. In fact it seems at
times that the author, as though attempting to make up for
the lack of quick development Of plot in some of the earlier
chapters, were putting enough thrill and sensation into these

"THE VICTORY OF CONSCIENCE" (Lasky).
NCleo Ridgely, who for several months has appeared on the
Paramount Program in Lasky productions as co-star with
Wallace Reid, will be seen in the principal feminine role in
support of Lou-Tellegen in the forthcoming production. "The
Victory of Conscience." The author of "The Victory of Con-
science" is Alexandro de Jannelli. well-known writer.

Miss Ridgely has appeared in Lasky productions for more
than a year. She has played in support of many of the best

present episodes of the story to make three or four ordinary
five-reel features.
Take Chapter Fifteen for instance. This is the portion of

the story in which Billie Burke as Gloria finds herself im-
prisoned aboard the barge commanded by Gideon Trask. Hu-
man she has finally traced down as the murderer of Richard
Freneau, her lover. Seeking a way to escape, Gloria sets about
winning the confidence of Nell, the bargeman's daughter. She
aids her in little household taks, and Nell finally permits her to

assist in washing the supper dishes. The dishes washed, the
girls set about folding up the tablecloth. A»d then Gloria sets
her plan in motion. Like a flash she hurls her end of the
tablecloth over Nell's head, draws the ends down and ties the
helpless girl to a chair. One opponent at least has been elim-
inated. Noting a poker besi.e the stove, Gloria heats it white
hot and prepares to face Trask himself when he shall descend
from the deck above.
Trask comes, bringing with him a rope with which to bind

Gloria. The pretty heroine of the Rupert Hughes novel then
indeed proves her mettle. Threatening Trask with the red hot
poker, she compels the bargeman to tie himself to a stancheon
in the cabin and gags him with a dish towel. Jed, the mate ot

the barge, is then her only problem. Setting a rocking chair
at the foot of the stairs, Gloria turns out the lights and waits
Jed's appearance in answer to Trask's shouts for help. As
foreseen by Gloria the chair trips the mate and Gloria is able
to. dash up the stairway and slam shut the hatch covering.
She is free al last. Bui still greater peril is in store for her
in later chapters, and theater audiences all over the country
win be thrilled by ti lever manner In which she o
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le film production, "The Chorus Lady," that
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"ARTHUR'S DESPERATE RESOLVE" (Universal).

Senator Vest of Missouri once wrote a very affecting poem
about a dog, and Champ Clark from the same state turned
BOngSter III order to immortalize his houir dawg, but Billie

Garwood, the Universal star, has done more for his canine
than either.

Garwood has introduced his mutt into pictures, put him into

SUb-tltles and written a scenario half way around him. It all

WHARTON INTRODUCES NEW FILM TRICK.
The lotioi pi. i > do i

arkable stunts, but It remained for Theodore Wharton, ol

Wharton, Inc., to make the i<-<is do the apparently impossible.
The w ha i tons ai e i luclng the a-r< .it photo- pi

atlona] mim Service, inc.

ti ra bearing ;' striking re-
t,, each other, it la about tins resemblance that

ge McCabe,
hank watchman. The other is San 1 >.• PargO, a no-
.'.

i ..i.i,. i Bol ii parts are played by the

in om bber's dc n

1 1 1.
1 bet ni. i iiiiiity. I lis prostrate form is placed on

a couch ' »n ' hi opposite side of th<

the robbers, after helping place IfeCaba on the couch, crosses
ii,, i

....... ' he ai in. for th< |

. bet « en th< I

a double • io Id tellj pi >duc< thi i (feet of one
man assuming both charai '

inn. hut tli- r.-markahle trick that Mr. Wharton
,
•., one "i the men cross the room in the

.1 touch both Bam D« I

it is the tirsi time thai such a thing has aver been aocom-
rio •...!.. i. Walton is tl nly man who knows Q0W

.Ion- an. I TI. I Wharton won't tell

Billy Garwood and His Dawg

i. i, will ooma "in of the kennel on September J.

irthui
produoed i.\ Garwood, so the director had plent) of opportunity
to have olose-upa of hia di

Gar* i appeared In support • •[ ins pet and Lota Wilson in

turn supported Mr Garwood Ufred Ulen, Ddwln Broan and
Edward Bradj also appi ai In th<
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"AL FALFA'S REVENGE" (Paramount).
"Al Fall towa how an English hunter took

Parmer Al Palfa for a goat, ami how the quick-witted farmer
tmself by hitting: the Englishman behind the ear

The opening scene shows the lanky Englishman, attended
iy his colored lackey, struggling through the woods encounter-
ng wildcats, mountain lions, elephants and the like, some to

Scene from "The Unattainable" (Bluebird).

shoddy admiration of a Broadway millionaire, giving the pic-
ture an appeal to the better element in every community.
In plot and manner of production Bluebird claims for "The
Unattainable" the requisite elements for strong appeal to
"picture fans" everywhere. Dorothy Davenport and Emory
Johnson are introduced to the Bluebird program as featured
players, with Richard Morris prominent in the supporting
company. Roy H. Klaffik has accomplished some noteworthy
achievements in photography, particularly in the out-of-door

among the foot-hills of the Sierras, where
" encompass great flocks of sheep, grazing or
various scenes.

"GIRL FROM FRISCO" STARTS WELL.
Kalem officials were unusually enthusiastic following ieports

received last week on the release of the initial episode of "The
Girl from Frisco." "It exceeded our most optimistic expecta-
tions," declared one executive. "Though the number of prints
ordered in advance topped even that for 'Stlngaree' and 'The
Social Pirates,' three of the offices reported inability to meet
the demands."

In New York thirty-seven houses presented_the intial episode,
"The Fighting Heiress," as a first run attraction.

Scene from "Al Falfa's Revenge" (Paramount).

be killed by the gun and some by the fumes of the hunter's
Pipe.

Al Falfa is giving himself a treat—bathing his whiskers in
a nearby lake. This is the cause of all the trouble, for the
hunter mistakes him for a goat and starts a rain of bullets
directed at the whiskers, only to scare the life out of Al Falfa.

In the chase that follows Al Falfa surrenders, and upon close
examination, the hunter, realizing his mistake, attempts to
apologize, but the little farmer, not willing to accept the Eng-
lish way of doing things, ends the argument with bouncing a
rock behind the hunter's ear.

"PUBLIC OPINION" (Lasky).
A photoplay unlike any that has heretofore been produced

at the Lasky studios, Blanche Sweet in "Public Opinion" will
be released on the Paramount Program, August 17th.

Written especially for the star by Margaret Tarnbull, the
photoplay among its novelties contains a visionary character
almost throughout its entirety. Miss Sweet, who continues aa
one of the most interesting personalities before the motion
picture public, has been seen in Lasky productions as a raga-
muffin, a member of a royal Russian household, a maid-of-all-
work, an anarchist and now in "Public Opinion" she appears as
a professional nurse on trial for murder.
How a sensational newspaper report prejudices the mind of

"THE UNATTAINABLE" (Bluebird),
The Labor Day release on the Bluebird program will be a

picture containing some unusual adjuncts to photoplaying.
"The Unattainable," based on Elwood D. Hemming's story, was
prepared for the screen by Eugene B. Lewis and Lloyd B.
Carleton directed the production. The plot shifts from the
Sierra Nevada Mountains to Broadway, its Western scenes in-
volving 3,000 sheep in some of the cinematography. In the
final act there is a hospital scene that demonstrates the in-
teresting operation of blood transfusion, the details being
worked out on scientific usage exactly as practiced in higher
surgery. These scenes were taken in Universal City's splen-
didly equipped hospital, and the sheep were photographed
on an immense grazing ranch at Chatsworth Park, Cal. There
are many advertising advantages claimed for "The Unattain-
able," the advantage of an elevating love story in which the
steadfast affection of a rugged shepherd wins out against the

Scene from "Public Opinion" (Lasky).

the public against this young woman, who is absolutely Inno-
cent of all wrong, and how her whole future happiness is

jeopardized by what is supposed to have been one false step,
is shown in a gripping and entertaining manner.
One of the unusual features of this striking photodrama is

the efforts 01 the spirit of the woman the nurse is supposed
to have poisoned to direct the hand < f justice towards the
guilty person. Throughout the story until the murderer is

finally forced to confess the spirit of the dead woman tries to
bring the guilty to justice.
Miss Sweet is surrounded by a cast of unusual excellence,

including such well-known players as Earle Foxe, Edythe
Chapman, Elliott Dexter, Tom Forman and Raymond Hatton.
The production is one of the most lavish the Lasky Company

has ever made. The big court room scene is an exact replica
of that in which the trial was held upon which the story is

"THE SUSPECT" BARRED FROM CANADA.
The thorough-going extent of the implacable rship set

up by England and her Allies as the result of the World War
was brought home to the film industry last week when a decree
was signed in Ottawa, Canada, permanently barring from ex-
hibition in the province the five-part Vitagraph feature, "The
Suspect," which is being released through the V-L-S-E. "The
Suspect" is a daring expose of the relentless system of
espionage in Russia. It demonstrates in bold outline the
severe, unyielding extent to which the Czar's officials pursue
political offenders throughout the -vorld, and how the Iron
Heel descends upon those offenders against the Crown. In
handing down the decree, the Canadian officials explained that
"The Suspect" was condemned because of its obvious reflec-

tion upon the Russian political system.
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"THE FACE IN THE MIRROR" (Essanay).
This is an intensely dramatic photoplay with rapid fire action

and intense scenes throughout. It is the story of a rivalry in

love, the treachery of a friend and the discovery of the treach-
ery by the girl. The acting of the girl and the man she loved
and lost and won again is splendidly carried out by the two
principals, although the strongest action lies in the heavy
parts, that of the treacherous friend and his accomplice. The
story opens shortly after the marriage of the girl to the
treacherous friend of the man she really loved, who had been
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Scene from "The Face in the Mirror" (Essanay).

sent to the penitentiary on a false charge. He, still, believing
in the friendship of his rival, had advised the girl to marry
him, hoping it would bring her happiness. Later he escaped
from prison and his convict suit having been found on a body
by a creek he is reported to have been drowned. When the
girl is looking into her mirror she sees his face. She thinks
it is a vision. Later she overhears her husband's accomplice
threatening him with exposure if he does not pay him more
money for his share in the crime. The woman holds the two
men at bay with a revolver while she compels the accomplice
to telephone the police and the newspapers. The husband ends
his life just as the police arrive, and shortly afterward the
former suitor comes to explain that he had exchanged clothes
with a man who had been drowned and that it was he who
looked into the window when the girl saw his reflection in
her mirror. They begin life anew.

Th

MANY NIGHT SCENES IN NEW LOCKWOOD
ALLISON PICTURE.

Mister 44." a new Metro-Yorke
play in which Harold Lockwood and May Allison share stellai

honors, embrace more than four hundred feet of film exposed
at night. The night scenes depict several camps in the woods
surrounding Lake Tahoe, California, where most of the ex-
teriors for the production were made. Novel and unusual
effects were obtained by Director Henry Otto and Cameraman
Antonio Gaudio, through the use of baby Kllegl lights and
radium flares. So carefully were the lighting arrangements
planned that some scenes, when projected on the screen, show
detail in the giant pine trees that stood more than 250 feet
from the camera. A real camp fire in the foreground adds to

the realism of the night scenes.
Most of these scenes were filmed on the grounds of Tahoe

Tavern, a summer resort popular with California society folk.
Naturally, when the stars ar.d their satellites began w
night right near the Tavern, the society people flocked
location. It was quite an experience for them, and th
filmed much of the "night stuff," which included several close-

ups of Mr. Lockwood, Miss Allison and Lester Cuneo, heavy
leading man.

The girl grows to young womanhood and through the advan-
tages gained for her by David Bucklin becomes a famous prima
donna. David's pride will not permit him to divulge his cir-

cumstances to his ward, who thinks he is wealthy. When she
comes to see him he trades his violin for the use of an apart-
ment and proper clothing and he has the girl believe the apart-
ment is his.

How the girl finally comes to understand, how love finds a
way to happiness and wealth for both David and his ward,
contribute appealing action to an unusual motion picture play.

The scenic effects and photography are all that could be de-
sired, and "The Far Journey" upholds the new standard set by
the Selig Polyscope Company in General Film service.

THE PATHE FASHION PICTURE.
The answer to the question "What will the women wear

next year?" is contained in the Florence Rose Fashions pic-

tures released by Pathe. These pictures are of great interest

to every woman, and Pathe's exchanges report heavy book-
ings among wide-awake exhibitors. They show the latest

cut in bathing suits in Atlantic City, also the new hats and
gowns to be worn by the women of the country next Fall. In

other words, they are the medium through which Dame
Fashion talks to the tens of millions of American women. They
are prepared under the supervision of J. A. Berst, Vice-Presi-
dent and General Manager of Pathe Exchange, and Miss Flor-

ence Rose, one of the greatest fashion authorities in the
country, and they show striking novelties. These are not the
Fifth Avenue fashions and the Paris fashions which never
get further west than New York. They are the fashions that

the women in every city of the country will wear. Twenty of

the prettiest girls in New York have been engaged as models
for these fashion pictures. Some of the most prominent manu-
facturers in the United States have offered their support, and
photographs for leading creations will be seen in Pathe pic-

tures, after which the patrons of the motion picture theatre

can see the actual garment at the leading store.

Perfect Developing and Printing

Negatives Developed . lc ft.

Positive Printing ... 4c ft.

any language
romplete
per foot

Cards Free Tinting Free

Satisfaction (airanteed br »»r fifteen ,e«rs' eiieritnce Special ariee on quality eiders

GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th Street, New York City

5c

A Man Who Knows
the film business from cellar to garret, who held re-
sponsible position with leading film manufacturers,

wants position as Scenario Editor

or Assistant to the Executive,
where a man of highest calibre is wanted, where cheap
melodramatic booze is tabooed ami the real suitT is ap-
preciated. Have energy plus, initiative and brains. My

spondence strictly confidential. An interview is solicited.

B. 1000, Moving Picture World, 17 Madison Ave., New

"THE FAR JOURNEY" (Selig).

William i: Wing never wrote a more appealing photoplay
story than la "The Far Journey," released Monday, August 21st,

production wan directed by Frank Beal and features Harry
Mestayer and an all-star cast of players. David Bucklin, sore
in spirit, writes to hie wealthy father telling the father that
he, David, has changed his name and had hidden himself away
in a distant i 1 1 y

David'.s I
•! violin lie .sinks

lower and lowei in the social strata and finally Is on the verge
of starvation, lie has given all his earnings to the education
of a little girl whom In charity he has adopted.

Perfect
Developing and Printing

|ii|3J|

Come and see them.

We .ell Fa.tman raw
.lock ..,..1 en m.Ue

..me day

Dependable Service

Guaranteed Quality

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
Iiuliiiln.il Moving Picture Co.
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Trade News of the Week

GATHERED BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS

Metro's Fine, New Boston Exchange
Local Exchange Moves Into Its New Home at Corner of Church and Piedmont

Streets and Has One of the Finest Offices in the Hub—Ample Facilities for

Cleaning and Brightening Used Films One of Its Features.

By William M. Flynn, 80 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

of Miss Ostriches fea-

BOSTON. Mass.—The Metro Film Cor-
poration has just moved into its new

exchange building at the corner of Church
and Piedmont streets. It is one of the
finest and most modern built exchanges in

Boston. The building is two stories high
and covers over 10,000 feet of floor space.
The front of the building is ornamented
with fancy brick and the building is a
fine example of the most modern fireproof
construction.
Manager Louis B. Mayer is installed in

a fine office on the first floor, with the
offices of Assistant Manager Thomas Spry
and publicity man W. E. Furber close at
hand. The stenographers, bookers and
bookkeepers have fine quarters on the first

floor.

There is a model room for exhibitors.
Two big Power's machines do the pro-
jecting for the run-offs. Forty to fifty

exhibitors can be accommodated in the
run-off room.
Two of the features of the building

are found on the second floor. Here is

the biggest moving picture poster room
in New England. There are racks con-
taining complete sets/ of one, three and
six sheets for over 700 different feature
productions. The posters are shipped
from this room to all parts of New Eng-

A special feature is a cleaning room
where the films are brought in every
night from all over New England and
are run through a specially patented ma-
chine that washes, rubs and drys the
films. This guarantees the exhibitors
against getting a dirty or unclean film.

The films are then taken to the light and
airy room where there are places for
eight girls to inspect the films and see
that they are all in proper condition to
be sent out again.
There are six big film vaults each with

a capacity of 630 reels. This makes the
largest storage room for films in New
England. The business of the Metro has
gained so by leaps and bounds that the
new quarters will be none too large to
meet the increasing demands of Metro
exhibitors all over New England.

Atlas May Build in Newton.
Newton, Mass.—Options on a site for a

moving picture studio for the Atlas Film
Company have been secured in Newton
and the company is now getting bids for
the construction of the studio. The com-
pany recently conducted a $1,075 scenario
contest in the Boston Traveler and the
scenarios are now being read by Leon
Padmun, the well known Boston photog-
rapher and moving picture man, who is

one of the judges. The result of the con-
test will be announced by the first of next
month. Mr. Dadmun is president of the
Atlas Company, and speaking of the
scenario contest he said: "When the pub-
lic is given the opportunity to have a

taste of the fruit of the labors of some
"f our contributors, I have no doubt it

will be given a treat. When these films
are produced they will be seen not only
in New England, but in all parts of the
country and they will be given a Betting
that will lack nothing in the finest pro-
ductions that money can secure."

Green Lights to Rest Patrons.
Boston. Mass.—An innovation in motion

picture theater equipment has been in-
augurated at the Park theater by Man-
ager Thomas D. Soriero in the nature of
a scientific lighting arrangement devised
to rest the eyes of the audience. Mr.
Soriero obtained the services of leading
optical authorities to devise a way to
ease the eyes of patrons while watching
the pictures. Experiments were made and
the problem was finally solved with a
green light arrangement. It was installed
by E. C. Smith, electrician of the house,
formerly connected with the Boston
Opera House. The green light, or lights,
for there are two of them, are on either
side of the screen. They are lighted while
the picture is going and prove a wonder-
ful rest to the eyes, as their rays have
the effect of absorbing injurious light
movements coming from the screen.

Building Big Lowell House.
Lowell, Mass.—Ground has been broken

in Lowell for the biggest moving picture
house in the city. The theater will have
seating room for 1,700 persons on one
floor. The location is on Central street in
the very center of the city and next to
the American House. The theater will be
devoted entirely to moving pictures. The
Metro feature films will be the specialtv
of the house.

F. A. Grady Booked by Pathe.
F. A. Grady, the popular manager of

the World Film Corporation, is booked
to become manager of the Pathe ex-
change. Samuel Bernfield, of the Pathe
company, is reported as going to the Pa-
cific Coast.

Some Wide-Awake Advertising.
Boston.—F. A. Grady, manager of the

World Film Corporation exchange in this
city, scored a fine bit of publicity in con-
junction with the appearance here of the
five-reel photoplay, "Sally in Our Alley,"
featuring Muriel Ostriche and Carlyle
Blackwell. Miss Ostriche is the original
"Moxie" girl. Mr. Grady made a contract
with the Moxie people to exploit Miss Os-
triche's appearance here, and as a conse-
quence a big Moxie advertisement two
columns wide and ten inches deep headed
all the amusement columns of newspapers
in Boston for a week. The result was a*

crowded house dally at the Park theater,

authority that E. J. Farrell, one of the
pioneer exchange men of New England,
and for some years head of the New Eng-
land interests of the General Film ex-
change, will take charge of another large
film exchange upon his return from Nova
Scotia, where he is now on a month's
well-earned vacation. Mr. Farrell is ons
of the best known film exchange men in
the country, and there is considerable
speculation about the various houses as
to what company he is to go upon his
return to Boston.

McGuiness in Horstmann's Old Job.
Boston, Mass.—J. J. McGuiness, for some

years manager of the Park theater in
Worcester, has become booking agent for
the Gordon theater circuit, the biggest
moving picture house circuit in New Eng-
land. Mr. McGuiness succeeds E. H. Horst-
mann, president of the Moving Picture
Exhibitors' League of Massachusetts, who
recently retired from the Gordon-Olympla
theater interests. There is considerable
speculation as to what Mr. Horstmann in-

tends to do. tie has made a comfortable
fortune in the moving picture business
and it is expected that he will take up
some new interests in the business in

Boston.

M. H. Keleher With World Film.
Boston.—M. H. Keleher has been added

to the salesmen staff of the World Film
exchange and is now making a tour of
Connecticut and Rhode Island. He w«a
previously with the World Film office in

New York, and before that was an ex-
hibitor.

Work on Strand Begun.
Worcester, Mass.—Work has been be?''n

on "The Strand," a new theater at

Worcester, Mass. It is one of the best

theaters in Worcester.

TO EXHIBITORS.
If

THE

you are doing something new
interesting at your theatre let

correspondent know about it. It

help others and help you as well.

Helpfully yours,

MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

T. W. Dooley Heads Syracuse G. F.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Thomas W. Dooley has
been appointed manager of the Syracuse
Branch of the General Film Co.
Mr. Dooley is thoroughly familiar with

the motion picture business, having man-
aged the Syracuse office of the Greater
New York Film Rental Co. for several
years very successfully.
He was engaged as an accountant pre-

vious to entering the film business, which
enables him to handle both the Inside and
selling end of the business in an efficient

Mr. Dooley will be pleased to meet his
friends at the office of the General Film
Co. and assures the exhibitors that their
wants will be looked after promptly.
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British Columbia Letter
By K. C. Thomas, 821 Rogers Building,

Vancouver, B. C.

Good Pictures for a Week's Run.
VANCOUVER, B. C—Manager Hector

Quagllotti of the Colonial theater,
who recently booked Fox features for
exclusive first runs here, has shown con-
clusively that even in a comparatively
small city good pictures can be run with
profit for an entire week without change.
Backed by rather extensive advertising,
Mr. Quagliotti puts each Fox produc-
tion on for a full six days, and has done
a consistently good business throughout
the week. This is the first time that week
runs for a regular program have been
tried in this city, and so far the policy
has proved its value.
During the run of the Fox "Carmen"

the Colonial cashier and young lady ush-
ers were dressed in Carmen costumes,
and the innovation made a distinct hit

with local patrons. It is Mr. Quagliotti's
intention to carry out the idea of the pic-
ture in the dress of the attendants when-
ever the opportunity .presents itself.

I. Soskin Visits With New Serial.

Vancouver, B. C.—I. Soskin, special rep-
resentative of the Famous Players Film
Service, Ltd., distributors of the Para-
mount program in Canada, was a recent
visitor to Vancouver, having come to the
coast in the interests of the Famous
Players company's latest acquisition, the
Clara Kimball Young pictures, and also
of the Unity serial, "The Yellow Menace,"
which the Aliens have also purchased
for Canada. Mr. Soskin brought with
him the first episodes of this produc-
tion, and during his stay trade showings
were held at both the Colonial and Globe
theaters.
Mr. Soskin waxed enthusiastic over the

Clara Kimball Young features, and ex-
pects to close a contract for them with
a local house before returning east.

The w. k. special rep. was very ill on
the train coming out to Vancouver and
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Cash-Basis Plan in Toronto
Exchange Men Form Association and Notify Exhibitors That, Beginning September

Fourth, Films Will Be Strictly C.O.D. to All Theaters Alike—Some Favorable
Comment from Established Exhibitors.

By W. M. Gladish, 1263 Gerrard £

bad
l.v •aped death. This

many of his rivals.

Ben Takes a Holiday.
Vancouver, B. C.—Ben Soskin, man-

ager of the Famous Players' local branch,
took advantage of his brother's presence
here to take a holiday trip to Seattle,

motoring over with friends for a short
stay.

"Britain Prepared" Still Goes Well.

Calgary, Alberta.—J. H. Allen, manage!
of the Calgary headquarters of the Fam-
ous Players Film Service, reports that

"Britain Prepared," the ten-reel official

British picture, is still going strong in

the Alberta territory, and breaking at-

tendance records all over the province
Pat Fitter was in Banff recently, and was
snapped by Burton Holmes in the same
scene with the Dui<<- of Connaught, who
was being crowned chief of the Stony
Tribe Indians. Three big days were also

played at Medicine Hat, and tit Martin

of the Rex theater, Klndersley, did a

1. 1,- i.nsineaa with the subject.

Two copies of tliis nlm are working in

western Canada, and Ernie Watts and
G. M. Colladay are on the road with it.

Mr Watts Is to make Prince Rupert.

Bmlthers, Hazelton and Prince :

NOTES FROM TORONTO.
1( . Family theater, Chatham, Ontario.

for repairs ;,n(i renova-
lt will be > • "i" i" 'i "i, September

to the delay In the arrival of ma-
terials the m • Toronto,

which Mr. i n Brick «iii manage, will

„„t be opent d until i on* time In Septem-

ber, it is announced. The open

obeduled i"i lugust Sth,

TORONTO, Ont.—Finding that the per-
centage of bad debts has been out of

all reasonable proportion to the total vol-
ume of business, the film exchange man-
agers of Toronto have decided, without
exception, to place the film industry, so
far as they are concerned, on a strictly
cash basis starting Monday, September
4th. On that date every exhibitor in On-
tario, bar none, will find that he must
pay all rental and express charges on
reels before he receives them, according
to the arrangements made by local ex-
changes.
Each of three hundred and fifty Ontario

exhibitors has been notified to this effect,
and, in connection with the new system,
local film distributors have organized
what is known as the Exchange Man-
agers' Association. The twelve Toronto
exchanges are represented in this organ-
ization and the members are bouna to nv<s
up to the last letter of the cash basis
agreement. Canadian photoplay renting
companies having branches in Montreal
have also agreed, it can be mentioned in
passing, to a strictly cash business ar-
rangement for the Montreal trade, the
money-down plan going into effect in the
eastern city on August 7th. With the
case of the Toronto trade, however, the
exhibitors are being given a month's no-
tice regarding the cash system and, inci-
dentally, a number of the exhibitors ars
making arrangements to meet the new
plan.

In

A Vigorous Protest.
win

regarding the cash-first plan, several To-
ronto exhibitors raised objection to the
idea. A meeting was held at which thirty
theater managers swore to close their
theaters, it is declared, unless the ex-
changes returned to or, at least continued
their present time-payment policies. On
the other hand, a number of exhibitors
have taken the trouble to praise the To-
ronto exchanges for their action, as it

will tend to discourage fly-by-night pro-
moters and others with temporary inten-
tions. One out-of-town exhibitor, for In-
stance, declared that the step taken by
the Toronto companies would eliminate
competition which had been paying prac-
tically nothing for films for a considerable
time through the habit of forgetting to
pay bills. The example set by Toronto
ami Montreal exchanges will be copied
throughout the Dominion, it is believed,
as the branch exchanges in the various
Canadian centers are closely related. The
exchanges in St. John, Winnipeg, Calgary
and Vancouver will undoubtedly fall Into
line at an early date.
The letters sent out to Ontario exhib-

itors by the Toronto film magnates point
out that heavy losses have been sustained
during the past year through bad debts
anil that this fact has impelled the adop-
tion of the C. O. i). system of delivery.
The saving of the losses will, it ll

enable the exchanges to Improve then
services still further and the cash system
will protect the interests of both exhib-
itors and exchanges, it la declared. "The
unscrupulous exhibitor who secures ser-
vice on false pretencea will no lei

your competitor." is the statement in one
letter seen by the Toronto representative

Picture World.
hug to the cash-basis plane, in-

voices for reeli out one
A,.k In advance, which will live exhibit-
ore tune to make remittance*, ol

a shipment ol ret li w 111 be eenl C D
in the oaae of aerials, i Toronto ex-

Street, E. Toronto, Canada.

ter, and, in addition, payment for the last
two episodes must be made at time of
signing of contract for booking. This pay-
ment is required to insure fulfillment of
contract to the end of the story.
The Exchange Managers' Association,

which has twelve members, has elected
the following officers: President, Bud
Lennon, Universal; vice-president, J.

Travis, Pathe; secretary, Clarence Robson,
All-Features. Limited, 56 King street.
West, Toronto; treasurer, Phil Kauffman,
Famous Players: executive: W. C. Gookin,
V-L-S-E; Mr. Berman, World, and Mr.
Barrett, Mutual.
The members of the Toronto associa-

tion include the following: Canadian Uni-
versal pilm Company, Specialty Film Im-
port, Limited (Pathe): Famous Players
Film Service, Fox Film Corporation,
Standard Film Service, Ltd. (Metro); V-L-
S-E. Inc.; Mutual ilm Corporation; 401-

Llmtted; World Film Corpora-
tion, United Photoplays, Limited, and the
General Film Company.
A second meeting of the Toronto asso.

ciation was held on Tuesday, August Sth.
when the details of the cash-basis agree-
ment were ratified by the members.

Camp Borden Notes.
Camp Borden, Ontario.—An attempt was

made by the Provincial authorities to pre-
vent the exhibiting of the Willard-John-
s..n fight pictures before soldier audiences
at Ontario's great military camp. Camp
Borden, but without success.
When Stanley Adams, the Toronto ex-

hibitor, opened his large moving picture
tent In Camp Borden he not only threw
open the whole show free to soldiers, but
provided Ice cream cones in the
It was a treat which was highly appre-
ciated. Mr. Adams is using the Universal
service.

M. S. Marvin, manager Of The Strand
theater at camp Borden, is giving the sol-
dier boys a lot of good pictures for their
money. One night recently the

;

consisted of thirteen reels. Marvin's per-
manent theater building at Camp Borden
was opened on Saturday night. August
5th, with a full house Several staff offi-
cers were present as Invited gUCSt

odal for

dll tin. t pisode

Worth Noting in Toronto.
Toronto.—B. a. Langley, formerly of

the Specialty Film Import company, is
now in the employ of the Standard Film

Limited, the new Metro distribu-
tors in Canada.

onto financial syndicate, repre-
a Mr. Yolles. has bought Grif-

fin's Hippodrome. Tonga and Shuter
ir.d the house is now available

for rental on a short-term lease It is

understood that new atora and office
buildings will be
The Perkins Electric Compaa

treai, dealers in projection mack
theater supplies, have opened salesroom
a. 11 Temperance street. Toronto.
The Paths serial. "The Crip of Evil."

will t.e seen In Toronto starting August
.•1. The Mutual continuous release, "The

the Submarine.'' will be shown
first In Toronto shortly at I..., w s theater.
This house will

olnalve atari with this aerial, it is under-

The Cosmopolitan theal i

Toronto,
house which has been closed foi •

incr. This tlo.it, i has I... u put up lor



Newark News Letter
Century Building,

Newark. N. J.

Paralysis Epidemic Unbroken.

NEWARK, N. J—The ban placed by the
Newark Board of Health upon the

admission of children under sixteen years
has not 3 < I been removed. Local

exhibitors are clamoring for a let-up in

the embargo, claiming that Hum:
are kept in first-class condition. Since
their lictises are clean, sanitary and In

lance with all the rules and regu-
lations o! the Board Of Health, the New-
ark exhibitors are at a loss to understand
whv their places of business must be the
ones to suiter.

Plan Big Montclair Theater.

Montclalr, N. J.—If the Montclair town
authorities will grant a license to oper-
ate another moving picture theater in

this town, the McNally Securities Cor-
poration, incorporated in New York, will
undertake one of the biggest building
projects ever seen in Montclair. The New
York concern plans to spend about $140,-

000 in the construction of a modern the-
ater building to be erected on Valley road,
between Bellevue and Lorraine avenues.
The building is to contain ten stores and
a moving picture theater seating 1,200.

The whole building enterprise, however,
will be abandoned if the town council re-
fuses to grant another license.

Gainsborg Back from Vacation.

Newark, N. J.—Lee Gainsborg, popular
manager of the Newark branch of the
Universal Film, at 2S6 Market street, has
just returned from a pleasant trip to Lake
Hopatcong. Lee is now in fit condition to
settle down to work again. "Great thing
vacation is," says Gainsborg.

Atlantic City Men Arrested.
Atlantic City, N. J.—Twenty-one amuse-

ment men who have been keeping their
establishments open every Sunday this
season, were arrested last Sunday charged
with violating the Sunday closing act. All
were held in bail for a hearing later in
the week. As soon as they were released
the amusement men reopened their places
and bade defiance to the authorities. If

the city authorities persist in prosecuting
them the theater owners say they will
invoke the old "blue laws" and thus close
down everything in the resort.

Rockaway Bereft of Pictures.
Rockaway, N. J.—With the selling of

the Rockaway Lyceum this place will be
without any moving picture theater what-
ever. The Lyceum was sold by the own-
ers, T. Gordon Hoagland and Claude H.
Miller, to Harry Avrick, who will con-
vert it into a store.

Miss DeVoe at World Office.

Newark.—Miss Mildred DeVoe, of
Brooklyn, has assumed charge of the of-
fice work at the ' World Film's Newark
branch. Miss DeVoe succeeds Miss Helen
Rothacher, who has been trasferred to
the New York City office. Miss DeVoe's
cheery disposition, her indelible smile and
her attentive, courteous manner make
her extremely popular with the numerous
New Jersey exhibitors who frequent the
World's office.

Baltimore Letter
By J. M. Shellman, 1902 Mt. Royal Terrace,

Baltimore, Md.
Comedy Theater Has New Aspect.

BALTIMORE, MD.—J. Rabinovich has
taken over the management of the

Comedy theater, 412 East Baltimore street,
and will do all in his power for the com-
fort and convenience of his patrons, with
special attention given to ladies. This house
has been renovated and has a splc and
.span appearance. New seats have been in-
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Btalled, the ventilation has been greatly
Improved by placing a 36-inch exhaust
fan in the rear of the theater and adding
smaller fans to the wall. New soft colored
hangings have been placed at the doors.
A new motor driven. Powers 6-A projec-
tion machine has been installed in the
projection room. The lights have all been
rearranged. The exterior has been re-
painted and the interior redecorated. A
new program including the features of
V-L.-S-E, Inc., Ivan Production, Klelne-
Edison, and Pathe is now in use.

J. Blechman on Vacation.
Baltimore, Md.—J. Blechman, manager

of the Picture Garden theater, 31 West
Lexington street, is now taking a vaca-
tion and while on his trip will visit Phil-
adelphia, Atlantic City and New York.
Harry Blechman, his brother, will join
him in the latter city and they are go-
ing to select the features for their fall
opening. Before autumn, this theater
will be entirely redecorated and painted.

Peabody Brightens Up.
Baltimore, Md.—S. M. Buckman, owner

and manager of the Peabody theater, 11
East North avenue, is now repainting
and decorating the exterior and interior
of this house.
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'I "'ill Hi- Washington branch
of the Mutual Film Corporation, has just
returned to Baltimore. It is understood
Mr. Price has resigned his position with
the Mutual and is now negotiating with
other large corporations.

North Carolina Items
Fine New House for Winston-Salem.

By Clarence L. Einz.

up For the
erection of a new motion picture theater
that will cost, it is said, in the neignour.
hood of $90,000. Mr. Smith formerly op-

low in the Elks'
Auditorium, which building was destroyed
by fire recently. It may be that his new
house will be on the site of the latter.

Depkin Takes Vacation.
Baltimore, Md.—Bernard. Depkin, Jr.,

manager of the Parkway theater, 3-9
West North avenue, accompanied by Mrs.
Depkin and their baby boy went to At-
lantic City last week for a vacation. While
at this resort they stopped at Craig Hall.
E. R. Beveridge, took entire charge of
the running of this house during the ab-
sence of Mr. Depkin, attending to all the
correspondence and the cashier's depart-
ment, etc. This is the first vacation Mr.
Depkin had taken in several years.

Daddy Abbey.
Baltimore, Md.—Victor L. Abbey, who

represents the Mutual continued picture,
"The Secret of the Submarine," in this
territory, is a proud and happy father.
The stork visited the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Abbey recently and presented them
with a bouncing nine-pound baby boy.

O. D. Weems Takes Trip.

Baltimore, Md.—O. O. D. Weems, of the
Mutual exchange in tills city has left

town for an extended trip on the Eastern
Shore and surrounding territory. Owing
to the increase of the Mutual Co.'s busi-
ness in this section it has been necessary
for Mr. Weems to give his personal at-

it.

Howe Pictures Coming.
Baltimore, Md.—It has been announced

at Ford's opera house that beginning with
August 21, an entire change of the mov-
ing picture program will take place.

The Lyman H. Howe Travel Festival has
been booked.

nductor of the orchestra for the

Clune production of "Ramona" at Ford's,

was born in Bucharest, Roumania, Sept.

25, 1890. He studied music under the
gypsy master, Dinicu, at the Bucharest
Conservatory, and later played with the
orchestras in Vienna, Berlin and Paris.

On a concert tour, he met W. H. Clune in

Los Angeles and from this meeting a
working combination between them and
L. Brown was formed.

Arc Controllers Installed.

Baltimore, Md.—Myer Fox, managing
director of the Rialto theater, Narth ave-

nue, at Linden, through A. B. Price, who
has entire charge of all the projection

appliances of this theater, has installed

two new arc controllers.

E. R. Price Returns from Washington.

E. R. Price, who for some time has been

Steve Lambert's Eureka Opens.
Fayetteville, N. C.—Steve Lambert has

recently opened a very attractive motion
picture theater here, known as the Eu-
reka. He was assisted by J. I. Buck, trav-
eling representative of the United Film
Service, who made an interesting talk to
the large number of colored people who
constituted the "first nighters." The
house will be run exclusively for colored
patrons and Mr. Lambert contemplates
giving them the best that is to be had in
the open market.

Donation to Flood Victims.
Gastonia, N. C—The motion picture ex-

hibitors of this place donated 50 per cent,
of their box office receipts for the first

week in August to the fund being raised in
Gastonia for the relief of the people of
Gaston county, made homeless and desti-
tute by the recent flood. All 01 tne resi-
dents of the county able to do so have
come forward with donations. The dona-
tion of the film men was highly appreci-
ated and has caused considerable favor-
able comment.

Personal and Business.
Tarboro, N. C—P. L. McCabe, who oper-

ates the Opera House here, has just re-
turned from a two weeks' vacation spent
at Atlantic City, N. J.

Goldsboro, N. C.—H. R. Mason, formerly
manager of the office of the World Film
Corporation in Atlanta, Ga., will soon open
the Acme theater here.
Rockingham, N. C.—R. W. McRae, who

is connected with a number of institu-
tions in this place, is now operating a mo-
tion picture show in the Opera Ho.use.
Rocky Mount, N. C.—Charles and John

Arrington, operating as Arrington Bros.,
will put into force a new program with
respect to their houses in the fall, for
some time in September or October the
Grand will be changed over to run noth-
ing but tabloid shows, while the Alama
will continue with a high grade program
of motion pictures.

Statesville, N. C.—The Crescent theater
here will hereafter be conducted under
the management of R. P. Barkley, who
also has the Lyric in this place. R. F.

Flanagan, who formerly operated the
Crescent, has been mustered into the serv-
ice of the United States as a field officer

in the National Guard of North Carolina
for duty on the Mexican border.

NOTES FROM VIRGINIA.
New House in Durham, N. C.

NORFOLK, Va.—E. T. Craal, who oper-
ates motion picture theaters in this

city and in Petersburg, is about to open
a new theater in Durham, N. C. This
house will be ready for opening about the
first of October.

Make Booking Agreement.
Richmond, Va.—R. S. Loving, of the

Victoria theater, and E. M. Knight, or the
Pastime theater, in South Richmord, have
solved the problem of competition by get-

ting together on a sort of joint booking
proposition under which there is no con-
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flict of Interet
a novel sight

'tier and makii „ .

the other with respect to
the (lima to be booked for their houses.

ned issues in this man-
ner, it was not uncommon for either or
both to show anywhere from five to twelve
reels or more in the effort to kill the
business of the other. While perhaps
their cq operation is not so satisfactory

exchanges, they find that they can
tilm rentals alone from $25 to $75

per week. Their patrons are well satis-
Bed with the shun, -mil shows and the
exhibitors are enabled to accommodate a

umber of patrons daily than here-
tofore.

Tidewater Amusement Incorporates.
Norfolk, Va.—The Tidewater Amuse-

ment Company, of this place, has been
granted a certificate of incorporation by
the State Corporation Commission. The
capital stock is named at $15,000. The
officers of the company are Jake Wells,
president, and Moe Levy, secretary, both
of Norfolk.

Eugene Isaacs Back at Work.
Norfolk, "Va.—Eugene Isaacs, press agent

for the Wells theaters here, is again on
the job after an absence of several weeks
during which he was confined to his home
by illness.

CAPITAL CITY NOTES.
V. H. Bendell, who was formerly with

the General Film Company, has joined
the Metro forces and has left for an ex-
tended road trip.

The Princess theater on H street, North-
east, heretofore only open on Fridays to
continue the showing of "The Iron Claw"
serial, has extended its program to cover
.Saturdays and Sundays also. Richard
Waldron is manager of this house. He
had figured on closing during the heated
period but the requests for the continua-
tion of the serial were such that he aid
not care to disappoint his patrons and a9
a result the house is doing a fairly good

Builders are at work remodeling the old
Colonial theater on Pennsylvania avenue
to make it suitable for store purposes.
Theaters, museums and concert halls of

the United States paid into Uncle Sam's
coffers during the twelve months ending
June 30, 1916, the sum of $1,014,911.28, an
increase of $224,914.21 over the same
period ending June 30, 1915, when the re-
ceipts totaled $789,997,07. This informa-

i • liminary report
of Commissioner ol Internal Revenue Wil-
liam ii, Osborn submitted to Secretary of
the Treasury McAdoo on August 14.

The Society of Motion Picture Engineers
was Incorporated last week by certificate
filed with the recorder of deeds. The

• eks to promote the motion plc-
in (i advance the mutual benefit of

the members. The incorporators are C.

Francis Jenkins and Paul Bronen, both
of Washington, and Herbert Miles.
W J. Gilmore. manager of the Animated

'in ladelphia, was
in town last week with the Mutt and Jeff

comedies. Mr. Gilmore has re-

rantlj opened an office at 1889 vine street
Iron, which he handles all bookings in

this territory. While In Baltimore last

week in' wa uccessful In booking seven-
teen I sei He Is planning to en large his

activities for his exchange win shortly
im:,i ket thi Katzen mm< i B - and pos-
slblj other eimllai cartoon films; His ter-

ritory Includes Southern ^ew Jersey,
i " i.i ware, Mary-

land, Virginia an 1 the District of Colum-
bla.

• ion c n lotion taken by

burg, a nearby town, to furnish moving
i

• . • rhui
the remainder "i the • nmmi i

ii

i

iii i in ml profitable field

for lb, operation >! .1 111. at. 1

Fighting Proposed Federal Tax
H. B. Varner, Secretary of the League in North Carolina, Found Too Little Co-

operation from National League and Manufacturers in His Fight Against the
Proposed Tax Measure—Crandall, Lust and Wathne Stood With Him.

By Clarence Linz, 035 Tenth Street, N. E., Wa
Ti/ ASHINGTOX. D. C—Following his
** visit to Washington, during which he
conferred with members of the Senate
Finance Committee and the House Ways
and Means Committee on the proposed tax
of motion picture theaters, H. B. Varner
secretary of the Exhibtors' League of
North Carolina, has submitted the fol-
lowing letter to President Percy W. Wells,

N. C:
".Dear Mr. Wells:

"I returned from Washington, Satur-
day morning and did the best I could to
have the proposed tax of one-half of one
per cent, of the gross income of the mov-
ing picture theaters removed from the
revenue bill. Senator Simmons, chairman
of the Finance Committee, and Senator
Hoke Smith, chairman of the sub-commit-
tee, agreed with me that the proposed
new tax should be eliminated, but they
talked like the best thing to be done
would be to substitute the present tax
that we are now paying for the proposed
new schedule. As Mr. Simmons remem-
bered that I was instrumental in getting
the old schedule reduced, he seems to
think I am trying to run the affairs of
the whole nation of exhibitors. I also
talked to some other Senators who were
in favor of knocking out the tax alto-
gether and there is some hope that it may
be eliminated. I did splendidly under the
circumstances. I did not get any cooper-
ation whatever from any of the officials
of the National League or the manuxac-
turers. The exhibitors in Washington
City do not seem to know the meaning of
the word 'cooperation.' I found one ex-
hibitor in Washington, Mr. Crandall, who
is interested and had talked to some 01
the Senators. I found Sidney B. Lust and
Fritz B. Wathne were interested and will-
ing to do anything they could. It was an
exceedingly discouraging trip, to fight
alone for the exhibitors of the nation.
The national organization may become a
power, but at the present time it amounts
to very little. Enclosed find copy of re-
quest I made of Senators Simmons and
Smith, and you may rest assured that if

anything is accomplished before Congress
favor, it was accomplished by North

Can
"Sincerely,

"H. B. VAKXKK

Vacation Weeks in Filmdom.
Washington, D. C.—Arthur Robb. man-

ager of the Garden theater, on .\1n1h
street, has returned from a vacation of
nearly three weeks spent in New York.
Baltimore and Philadelphia.
Henry Martin, who has been acting as

manager of the Garden theater during the
absence of Manager Robb, has joined a
party of fishermen who will trv out their
luck at Piney Point, Md., during the next
two weeks.
Tom Moore, owner of the Moore string

of theaters here, accompanied by Mrs.
Moore, has left Washington on an auto-
mobile trip that will carry him across the
Canadian line. The journey is to be made
in easy stretches in Mr. Moore's new
seven-passenger Pierce-Arrow, a veritable
Pullman car with respect to the com-
fort it affords, and stops will be made
at all of the large cities en route. After
reaching Boston, they will tour through
the Berkshire Hills.

Harry E. Reddish, of the Pathe Office,
who covers Maryland, is spending nia va-
cation at Atlantic City, X. J.

L M. Day, president of the local Metro
Film exchange, is in Atlantic City, N. J.,

attending a convention of Metro managers.
Mr. Day negotiated the trip in his new
Jeffrey automobile. Upon leaving Phila-
delphia he was accompanied by the man-
ager of the exchange in that city. Dur-
ing the absence of Mr. Day, the genial
Abe Dresner is in charge of the office.

Must Put Stamps on Express Receipts.
Washington, D. C.—The Democrats ot

the Senate are planning the reenactment
of that section of the present war emer-
gency revenue law which places a tax
of one cent, payable by stamp, on each
express and freight receipt, although it

had been often said that these and other
odious stamp taxes would be eliminated.
Now that there is a prospect of the

reenactment of this measure, exchange-
men and exhibitors should warn their
shipping clerks or others having to do
With the shipment of lilms by express,
not to let a single shipment go out or be
recorded on the receipt books without
having attached thereto the required reve-

Hardships In Women's Eight HourLaw
Washington, D. C, Exchanges Disturbed by Indiscriminate Enforcement—Law Un-

popular With Specialized Women Employes.

hangea have gone t.< other employment,WASHINGTON, D. C.—The managers of
pea of Washing-

somewhat up in arms as a result
forking of the eight hour law for

n an In the Distrlcl of Columbia, it

that the city authorities have
come to oorary conclusion

nues are on a
par With ordinary mercantile establish-
ments and therefore the female employees
thereof are not exempt from the provis-
ions of (bis law.

The exchanges are willing to concede
that the employees of the rewind depart-

ii- within the provisions of the
law, but the] hold that those employ e.l

in the offices, which offices are sometimes
shut off from what might be termed the
mil iiani.ai departments, should not be

11 lit of the

Intervention of the Ian
kilted, h iii paid v

nployi of ,.1 the downti ex-

gone to oth
at a lower rate of wage.
The manager of one of the exchanges

in each week when u is necessary for
the girls to stay beyond the usual hours
of employment 'o make out the weekly

. tO. This WOOld cause
sinn of the law for the one d

though the employee might be compen-
sated lat.r in the week for that over-

The law is highly unpopular among
those of the women of Washington who

money
that conns from overtime work To them
n is .,,, Injustloe it is oontei

should be shown, es-
the «'"<• In qu*s-

1 s the difference from conditions
that the law simi to ooml
ami clear The 11 Imlnate
•
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Louisville Masonic-Strand Leased
Judge W. Allen Kinney to Use Weil-Known Theater as Temporary Home for

Legitimate Attractions While Macauley's Is Being Remodeled—Big Picture

Productions Will Also Be Put on There.

Ky.-

raln, Jr. l im SI

LOUISVILLE,
sensational announcements in Louis

viiie for several weeks was that of Judge
\V. Allen Kinney, head of the Princess

Amusement Co., operators of the Or-

pbeum, Casino and .Star theaters, that he

had taken a temporary lease on the Ma-
sonic-strand theater, and would operate

die house ae a Legitimate playhouse for

:» i,w weeks until Macauley's theater, the
. Krlanger house, is ready to open

its winter season, the house now being

under the remodeling process from top

to bottom.
This announcement means that for the

first time in nineteen years the Al. G.

Fields minstrel show will open the season
in Louisville at another house than Ma-
cauley's. The management of this com-
pan? for years has started off the legiti-

mate season by opening at Macauley' =

during the early part of September, this

year it being September 4.

When the Field company received word
that Macauley's would not be ready to

open this year Al G. Field wrote to Judge
Kinney asking him if arrangements could
be made to start in some other house.

Judge Kinney leased the old Strand, last

winter a moving picture theater, and for-

merly used for various stage attractions,

and has announced that he will handle all

of the Macauley bookings probably up to

the latter part of November, when that
house will be ready to open. In addition

to road shows a few big picture produc-
tions, such as "Civilization" and other big
film spectacles may be shown.
Judge Kinney, with the assistance of

his right hand man, J. Johnson Mussel-
man, will manage the theater, Musselman
attending to the publicity, and detail

work to a great extent. Judge Kinney is

the oldest moving picture man in Louis-
ville, from actual years of experience,
and has also had considerable experience
in other amusement interests. However.
the deal is a big one even for the Judge.

New Show Boat Burns.
Augusta, Ky.—One of the worst acci-

dents recorded in Kentucky in several
years in the moving picture industry was
in connection with the fire on the "Il-

linois," a show boat which burned a few
days ago while lying at the dock at Fos-
ter. Ky., near Augusta. Films in the booth
took fire and caused a panic among the
people watching the show. The boat rap-
idly took fire, and J. H. Reynolds, of the
firm of Nichols & Reynolds, operators of

the show, rushed through the flames to

save his five-year-old son. Upon reaching
the boy, who was enveloped in flames, Mr.
Reynolds grabbed him and leaped into

the river to extinguish the blaze. The
boy was badly burned and had inhaled
some of the flame, with the result that
he died in a short time afterward. The
Illinois was a new show boat, and had
been operating on the Ohio for only a
short time. There have been several ac-
cidents on Ohio River show boats during
the past year or two.

New Campbellsville Houses.
Campbellsville, Ky.—Instead of this city

having one small upstairs theater there
will shortly be two first-class new houses
opened on ground floors. One of these
theaters will be operated by Joe Willock
and W. S. Cloyd, while W. I. Meader will

operate the other. Both houses will have
artistic fronts and be attractively deco-
rated and arranged inside, including
stages and dressing rooms for road shows,
vaudeville, amateur events, etc. The Wil-
lock & Cloud theater was formerly on

Bldg.. Louisville. Ky

Jake Northrop a Daddy.
Louisville, Ky.—Jake Northrop, a mov-

ing picture exhibitor of Towanda, Pa.,
who has been pitching star ball for the
Louisville Club, of the American Associa-
tion, is the proud father of a fine boy.
Jake has already stated that the boy will
succeed him as a diamond star and ex-

hibitor. Incidentaly it has been an-
nounced that Northrop is figuring in a
deal whereby he will probably go to the
big league next year with Cincinnati.

Louisville, Ky.—The opening of the Pa*
ace theater, the new negro house at
Eleventh and Walnut streets, has been
delayed slightly due to failure of certain
equipment to arrive on time.

Louisville, Ky.—Harry Bilger, formerly
manager of the old Hopkins theater, now
manager of Fontaine Ferry Park, is re-
covering from a nervous breakdown, and
expects to get away from Sts. Mary and
Elizabeth Hospital inside of a few weeks.

Louisville, Ky.—Louis Baum, who was
recently in Louisville, in connection with
the showing at Keith's theater of the
film "Where are My Children?" is now
manager of the Indianapolis, Ind., Blue-
bird office.

Asks Patrons Before Booking Serials
Louisville Suburban Exhibitor Takes a Vote Among People in His Neighborhood

on Special Serials as They Come Up.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—The Cherokee the-
ater, one of the suburban houses of
Louisville, has undertaken an interesting
plan of selecting serials and big films
which have been run in the downtown
houses. In many cases people living in
the suburbs have seen one or tw-o epi-
sodes of some big serial, and would go to
see every performance at a suburban
house if the film was booked. Therefore
the management of the Cherokee, before
booking any of the big serials, prints a
coupon on its weekly program which is

distributed throughou
and takes a vote of
whether the picture

the neighborhood,
its patrons to see
is actually wanted

In the case of the "Iron Claw," the
management said: "Here is your oppor-
tunity! How would you like to have the
Cherokee show the 'Iron Claw,' the serial
of thrills and excitement?

"If you have read the newspapers you
know how interesting and absorbing it is.

If you have seen one or two episodes we

know that you will be glad to ask the
management of the Cherokee to show
this big serial. Don't neglect the oppor-

the picture will be secured if suffioicnt
names are handed in."

Of course some people think that this
kind of advertising is merely a little

boosting, but the company is actually us-
ing this system to find out how the pub-
lic stands, and recently announced after
a voting contest on another one of the
big serials of the day, that the manage-
ment had decided not to book the film, as
the patrons of the theater had not shown
enough interest in filling out the coupons
to warrant the company to go to the ex-
pense of booking the production. Accord-
ing to the management of the house it

was either a question of not enough peo-
ple being interested or that they felt that
their signature wouldn't count. Many
people believe in letting the other fellow
do the voting, and as a result no one
votes. However, the plan appears to be

Memphis Exchange Men Associate
New Organization Formed to Bring About Better Conditions in Local Film Busi-

ness—Spirit of Co-operation Is In Evidence and the Exchanges Hope to Be of
Much Benefit to Bona Fide Exhibitors.

By J. L. Ray. 1014 Stahlman Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.

MEMPHIS, TENN—The formation of
a Mutual protective organization,

known as the Associated Film Exchange
Managers, is an advanced step toward
the betterment of the industry in the
South. The association was organized as
a means of protection to both exhibitors
and exchange men, with especial regard
to the regulation of credits and for abol-
ishment of the fly-by-night exhibtor. The
new organization is composed of a num-
ber of the most prominent exchanges in

this section, including the United Film
Company, Mutual Film Corporation, Gen-
eral Film Company, Monarch Film Ser-
vice, and the Consolidated Film & Ex-
change Company.
The managers have pledged themselves

to make the association of general bene-
fit to the trade, and the spirt of coopera-
tion is much in evidence, with enthusiasm
running high. According to Manager A.

H. Kaufman of the United Film Service,

the associaton will be conducted strictly

along business lines, and he prophesies
a winning organization for the Memphis
film men. The members recently dined
together at the Gayoso Hotel, and dis-

cussed business questions, the principal

subject being "Undesirable Customers."

Those in attendance were Messrs. Abe.
Kaufman, manager of United; Tlios.
James, Consolidated; C. M. Brown, Mu-
tual, and Burt King, General. Much is-

expected from the Associated Managers.

New Building Law Prevents Panic.
Nashville, Tenn.—An actual demon-

stration of the feasibility of the new-
building ordinance recently enacted by
the City Commission was had when fire
broke out in the operating booth at the
Strand theater on August 2d. The new
law provides that no theater shall be
constructed with the operating room in
the front of the house, but that all seats
must face the entrance, with the screen
toward the street. The Strand was the
first theater erected under these provis-
ions, and it was due largely to the new-
arrangement that no panic ensued when
a dense smoke quickly filled the auditor-
ium, for the crowd was compelled to
move away from the fire instead of
toward it. The blaze started during the
showing of "The Scarlet Road," when the
film broke and became entangled in the
projection machine, spreading quickly to
a nearby pile of reels and destroying



film to the amount of $2,000. The equip-
ment was damaged about $200 worth, and
all losses were covered by .insurance.
Operator C. L. Wheeler was painfully
burned about the hands. Operator Car-
ter was also slightly burned.

New Feature Department for United.
Memphis, Tenn.—Due to the fact that

the regular service customers are keep-
ing Manager Kaufman of the United Ex-
change very busy, a special feature de-
partment has been opened in connection
witli Warren Shorts, who is handling the
entire South on the two features, "The
Whirl of Life," with the Castles, and
"The Melting Pot," starring Walker
Whiteside. The Memphis office of the
department has been placed under the
management of C. R. Carnahan. Mr.
Shorts is at present in Dallas, handling
Texas and Oklahoma, and reports great
business. The Castle picture just closed
at the Majestic here, with capacity busi-

Tennessee Topics.

Chattanooga.—Manager F. H. Dowler.
of the Signal Amusement Company, spent
a busy week in New York, during which
time he visited the offices of Metro.
World, Paramount and Fox.
Chattanooga.—F. E. Denton, manager

of the Dayton, Tenn. Airdome, put in a
day at Chattanooga, making advance
bookings.
Nashville.—House Manager Clyde Felts

of the Elite is back on the job after a
severe illness.

Memphis.—Wm. Oldknow of the Con-
solidated Film & Exchange Co. was in

town last week.
Nashville.—Two visiting managers In

the city were Messrs. C. R. Dean of Col-
umbia s.nd F. B. AVilson of Jackson.

Nashville.—W. E. Sipe, from the At-
lanta office of Consolidated, spent several
days in the city with his feature, "Where
Are My Children."

Among Tennessee Exchanges.
Memphis.—Jas. O. Ford, traveling rep-

resentative for the Memphis branch of
General, is now on a final trip through
Arkansas. Mr. Ford states that prac-
tically every exhibitor he called on
through northern Mississippi and Tenn-
essee, and southern Kentucky, claims
business is slow just now on account of

the extreme hot weather. S. J. Wood,
former road man for the New Orleans
office of General, arrived August 7 to take
up where Mr. Ford leaves off.

Memphis.—All exchange employees,
from managers to porters, have been to

tii.' doctor during the past two weeks.
No, noi si. k, Just getting shot with typ-
hoid serum.

Chattanooga.—During a trip to Chat-
tanooga, C. It. Buchanan. Atlanta rep-
resentative of the Southern Metro, went
over the fall business prospects witli

Manager Arthur S. Dickinson of the lo-

and laid plans for a big cam-
paign soon to 1m- launched.
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Cleaner-Film Crusade in Detroit
Local Newspaper Scores Certain Theaters for Puttting on Risque Films and Takes

Special Exception to the Nude—Mayor Threatens and Is Supported by League
Members—Interesting Interviews.

By .Jacob Smith, 503 Free Press Bldg., Detroit. Michigan.

theyDETROIT, MICH.—The periodical crusade
against the showing of indecent mo-

tion pictures is now under way in De-
troit, and came as the result of front
page articles in the Detroit News in which
several photoplays were "panned" unmer-
cifully. The News commented about the
indecency of the pictures also in several
editorials. Those houses which specialize
in the showing of such pictures—and
there are not over a half dozen in De-
troit—naturally resented such adverse
criticism, yet on the other hand the hun-
dreds of exhibitors who are endeavoring
to show clean and wholesome photoplays
were in hearty accord with the crusade,
because they feel that indecent pictures
not only reflect on the house showing
them, but on the entire motion picture
industry of which they are a part.
Following the newspaper criticisms,

the mayor cited the managers of two
houses to appear before him on Tuesday
morning, August 8, at which time he told
them that they must either clean up or
get out of business. He also insisted that
"No Children Admitted" signs in front of
theaters must be abolished.

League Members Support Mayor.
On Wednesday, August 9, four represen-

tatives of the Detroit Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors' League called on the mayor and
assured him that they would support an
effort to eliminate the cheaply suggestive
and immoral film from Detroit photoplay
houses. One thing is absolutely certain;
unless Detroit theaters do clean up there
will be local censorship in the not far dis-
tant future, because the public will de-
mand it.

The World correspondent called on the
mayor following the visit of the league ex-
hibitors, and this is what he was told: "It
has always been the policy of this office
to be broad-minded and most liberal in

the handling of the motion picture houses,
despite the fact that we have received
many complaints against certain pictures.
In fact, we are receiving complaints right
along from mothers and fathers who have
taken their children into certain theaters
and then found something that was unfit
for them to see. Notwithstanding these
complaints, we have continued to be leni-
ent with the theaters, contending thai
what one mind might consider unfit, an-
other would see nothing wrong in it

However, of late some of the theaters
have really gone a bit too far in the
showing of what might be called "Inde-

ntures, and when we Investigated
we found that often the pictures were
not as bad as the posters and signs in

fronl of the theaters, These managers

Another Gilligham Theater in Detroit
Plans Are Being Prepared for New House on Adams Avenue West—Owner Hugo

Scherer Will Lease to Gilligham.

DETROIT. -Mi.

still another downtown theater Which will

normous Investment and
which will be lor motion picl I

, ording I- present pla n 'i hi house will
I,,. Lo< ati d " of the Bine Arts

Woodward and Park streeti The audi-
torium win be on Elizabeth street, while
the i-ni ranee i<i op< i

•
I II i"

1 1 om
avenue, I is Park.

. Howard Crane, v. >
i

i Mm. Ban bulldli I
now designing

the tbeai hei er, \\ i wan

n . reet the the-
ater, leasing same to A.. J. Qilligham, of
Detroit, an, i John P. Harris, of Pitts-
burgh. The seating capacity will he
around 2.u0o. while there will be a lobby
capable of holding another thousand peo-
ple, Work on the enterprise will start
early this fall and will he completed some
time In the early part of 1917. A. J. Gil-
ligham owns the Empire theater, at 189
w oodward avenue, and
chain of theati ' In Grand
llarrlH Is well-known as a theatrical

Ing houses in Pittsburgh
an, i Cincinnati, as well ei

purposely paint the picture as bad a

can in their signs in order to get tne
morbid crowds, and I wonder if these
managers realize that such posters are a
direct insult to the respectable men.
women and children who daily have to

pass their places of business. Detroit ex-
hibitors must clean up on their posters
and on their pictures; if they don't they
alone will suffer the consequences."

Against "No Children" Signs.

Then the World representative called
at the editorial department of the News,
which paper is responsible for the cru-
sade against indecent motion pictures.
And this is their side of the story: "Every
so often we inaugurate a clean-up cam-
paign against vice of all kinds, and this

time we had to include the indecent
photoplays in this crusade because cer-
tain theater managers were becoming
bolder and bolder, both in their grade of
film and their advertising matter. We
have had to throw out more than one
advertisment from our columns because
the reading matter and the story of the
film was unfit. We also object strenu-
ously to theaters who have to advertise
'No Children Admitted.' Everybody in

the family takes a glance at the news-
paper. Yet managers expect us to run
suggestive reading matter and when we
refuse they tell us that the educated
minds of men and women would under-
stand and would not object, but they
don't realize that children—boys and
Kills—also would read such matter and
would not understand, and furthermore,
it is not the kind of reading matter that
young minds should have. Not in many,
many years can we recall where the dra-
matic playhouses ever used such sensa-
tional and obscene posters or where the
managers of such theaters asked the
newspapers to run so much suggestive
and indecent reading matter as at the
present time with the motion picture
houses. After all, is it necessary for mo-
tion picture houses to show pictures of
nude women to secure patronage? Too
much nudity appears under the guise of
art. The producers of to-day are turning
out films of astounding nakedness. They
are attempting exhibitions which would
never be permitted on the speak;: .

And they are doin^ it in the name of
'art.' No doubt some of these films are
artistic, but does the public view them
in the same spirit in which it \.

art gallery? The answer lies in the
crowds which flock to see such movie
exhibitions and the empty corridors of
the museum. The light opera Stage has
been cleansed; the burlesque the.'.
now Undergoing the process; it should be
applied also to the movies."

Permits No Children Performers.
Detroit, Mich—The state labor commis-

: Michigan has notified owners
ami managers of Detroit motion picture
houses through one of his deputies that
children under sixteen years of age win
not be permitted to appear on th<
of such theaters. A law prohibiting their
appearance has been In effect for a num-
ber of years, hut has never been strictly
enforce.! v S that
the law « in be carried cut to I

ami asks thai theaters therefore oomply
with the ruling,

Arthui nerly with the
a Film Co., and Qllllnjr-

b am A Stall hi. . olds. Is

doing special work In

Mutual mi i. ils I! office.
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Ambitious New Amusement Co.
W. M. Patch, of Pittsburgh, Announces New Operating Concern to Put on Big

Films—Pitt Theater in Pittsburgh and Chestnut Street Opera House in Philadel-
phia Its First Properties—Will Have Other Theaters.

By PI nrgh N\m '016 Jenkir I.;. ,1.-. Pittsburgh

PITTSBURGH. Pa. — Announcement 13

made by William More Patch, of this
city, of the formation of a new concern
to operate with big feature pictures the
Pitt theater, at Penn avenue and Seventh
street, Pittsburgh, and also the Chestnut
Street Opera House in Philadelphia. The
proposition is backed by prominent per-
sons in Philadelphia and Washington, but
will be under the direct guidance of Mr.
Patch, who will continue to make his
headquarters here. Negotiations are now
under way for similar arrangements with
the owners of theaters in Detroit, Balti-
more and Cleveland.
The Pitt theater is one of the largest

and finest houses In the country devoted
to screen dramas staged on an elaborate
scale. It has been under the manage-
ment of Mr. Patch for the past year and
a-half, and during that time marked suc-
cess has been scored with many notable
productions. A lease has been secured on
the Pitt, while the Chestnut street opera
house, Philadelphia, Is to be conducted
by an arrangement with the lessees of tne
property. The latter theater Is now being
renovated and new seats installed to bring
it up to a high standard of comfort and
beauty. The Pitt is likewise undergoing
some improvements, including the re-ar-
rangement of the stage on a more lavish
scale and redecorating the interior and
lobby, which will be completed before the
reopening date, August 28. The Philadel-
phia house will not be ready for opening
before the middle of September or the
first of October.
The first attraction at the Pitt theater

will be "The Birth of a Nation" for a
three-weeks' run, this being its second
run at the Pitt and its third in Pittsburgh.
Next the ten-reel Metro production of
"Romeo and Juliet" will be shown for two
weeks, beginning September 18. Mr. Patch
will follow this with the Thomas Ince
peace film, "Civilization," and then the
Annette Kellerman spectacle, "A Daugh«
ter of the Gods." As soon as the Phila-
delphia house is opened the same pictures
will be shown there, simultaneously with
their appearance at the Pitt. A number
of pictures running in New York and
productions that are still in the making
have been contracted for. Accompanying
all the pictures will be a symphony or-
chestra of thirty-two pieces. The same
scale of prices will be retained during the
coming season, the admission being 25 to
75 cents at matinees and 25 cents to $1
for the evening performances. James H.
Carroll is continuing in the capacity of
house manager of the Pitt, and practically
the same staff as heretofore will assist
Mr. Patch.

Mr. Exhibitor:—You will get more
helpful information by carefully read-

ing one trade paper weekly than by
skimming over three or four. The
MOVING PICTURE WORLD is the

one paper you need.

Making Arsenal Theater Beautiful.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Arsenal theater,
Butler and Main streets, Pittsburgh, of the
Rowland & Clark chain, is being remodel-
ed and converted Into one of the most
beautiful houses in that section of the
city. The exterior will be transformed by
a marble front of pleasing design, while
a foyer of the same material will be in-

stalled. New decorations inside and out
will also greatly increase the attractive-
ness of this theater. A new Illuminating
system, with side lights, new floor cover-

ing and other improvements are to be car-
ried out. The work Is not Interfering
with the evening business, although the
matinees are discontinued for the time be-
ing. W. J. Bernardi, manager of the
Arsenal, Is personally looking after the
details.

Geo. Logue Takes Oyer the Evaline.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Evaline theater,

at Penn avenue and Evaline street, has
been taken over by George Logue, a well
known exhibitor of the North Side. New
equipment is being installed anu the hous*
redecorated In preparation for opening
in the near future. The Evaline was built
about two years ago by Page Brothers,
a real estate firm, and was later sold out
to Harry Mintz. It was conducted by Mr.
Mintz until last summer; since which time
the theater has been dark. The Evaline
is a medium sized house and excellently
located in a populous residential section.

Fleckenstein Building in Phillipsburg.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—A modern 800-seat

theater is being erected at Phillipsburg,
Pa., by U J. Fleckenstein. The founda-
tions have been laid and the house is ex-
pected to be ready for opening about Jan-
uary 1. It will be of fire-proof cojistruc-
tion and up-to-date in every respect.

Geo. W. Lederer, Jr., Weds.
George W. Lederer, Jr., of the Pittsburgh

Mutual exchange, was married recently
to Miss Beatty Grimsley, of Monessen, af-
ter a courtship of only a few days. Mr.
Lederer came here from New York sev-
eral "weeks ago in the interests of the Mu-
tual. On July 30 he attended the outing
of the Pittsburgh Screen Club at Wexford
Par!- where he first saw Miss Grimsley.
The following Friday, five days later, the
two went to Wheeling, W. Va., and were
made man and wife. Mr. and Mrs. John
Stout, of the Wheeling Mutual office,
acted as witnesses.

The Crystal theater, Braddock, Pa., has
been closed for remodeling and will re-
main dark for about two weeks. The thea-
ter will be generally overhauled, re-
decorated throughout and new equipment
added.
There has been a large number of See-

burg pipe organs installed in leading
moving picture theaters in the Pittsburgh
district during the past few weeks, with
the general preparation for the opening of
the autumn season. The Dome theater,
Washington street, New Castle, now has
a Seeburg pipe organ, which cost $10,000
to install. The Mirror theater, Mt. Oliver,
recently acquired a Seeburg Style S. The
Luna theater, Sharon, has just purchased,
a $5,000 Seeburg, to be Installed soon.

Al. W. Cross, of the Hudson Feature
Film Company, Pittsburgh, has been vis-
iting at Altoona and Harrisburg, en route,

to New York City, where he is now spends
ing a ten days' vacation. Mr. Cross will
combine business and pleasure, it being
his intention to look over the feature
picture market while in the East.

Buffalo Strand's New Manager
Earl L. Crabb Succeeds Harold Edel,
Who Goes to New York's Strand.

By Joseph McGuire, 5 Lewis Block, Buf-
falo, N. Y

BUFFALO, N Y.—"Our policy will be un-
changed for the present, but later, as

I get better acquainted with our patrons,
I will inject new ideas that will meet the
demands of the public."

ThJs was the statement made by Earl L.
Crabb, who has just been appointed man-
ager of the Strand theater, Buffalo, to
succeed Harold Edel, who, as already an-
nounced in this column, has gone to the
Strand, New York. Mr. Crabb came here
from the Casino moving picture theater.
58 West Madison Street, Chicago.
"The Casino is in a busy section," said

Mr. Crabb. "Some claim a million persona
pass that theater every day. Our lobby
was always crowded with people waiting
to see the show and we had to handle the
crowds with speed and good judgment.
At the Strand, as at the Casino, I will
nearly always be found at the front of
the house, where I can mingle with our
patrons, study their wants and see that
everybody is satisfied. In the future, as
in the past, the Strand music will be the
best obtainable. The music of the Strand
orchestra and pipe organ is famous. In
connection with these no changes are
contemplated. Although the weatner has
been very hot, business has been holding
up wonderfully. People can enjoy our
shows in comfort because our theater Is
very cool."
Mr. Crabb has had a wide experience

in the moving picture business. He has
directed moving pictures, worked the cam-
era, developed films and taken out sev-
eral patents pertaining to moving pic-
tures. He has also owned his own thea-
ters. For five years, beginning in 1902,
he managed penny arcades in Indianapolis
for the present owners of the Strand, .ue
then opened two moving picture theaters
for himself in Fort Wayne, Ind. He later
sold his houses and next went with Carl
Laemmle in the film exchange business.
He has been associated with Mr. Laemmle
for several years.

"The newspaper campaigns at the
Strand have been very extensive," said
Mr. Crabb, "and we Intend to increase the
publicity."

Fire in a Kenmore Theater.
Kenmore, N. Y.—The Elite moving pic-

ture theater, Kenmore, a suburb of Buf-
falo, was recently damaged by fire. The
interior of the house was ruined. A. Pap-
palardo, who operates the house on a
lease from the owner, Fred B. Eberhardt,
lost $1,000. Mr. Eberhardfs loss was
about $4,000. Both are insured. The
building was formerly used as a publio
gymnasium.

Mutual May Cut Prices Here.
Buffalo, N. Y—G. H. Christoffers, man-

ager of the Buffalo Mutual office, and his
road representatives had an important
meeting on Sunday. It is rumored that
plans for a reduction of prices of the Mu-
tual pictures were discussed. While Mr.
Christoffers declined to be specifically
quoted on this subject, he said: "The
Mutual is ready to meet competition
throughout our entire territory, and our
men are prepared to clean up the field
with big orders."
The Mutual exchange is open twenty-

four hours every day. In the night time
exhibitors who find the front entrance,
106 Pearl street, closed, may gain admis-
sion at 64 Erie street. The Mutual Is ar-
ranging for an exceptionally strong book-
ing on Charlie Chaplin in "One A. M."

Many Picture Theaters Reopen.
Buffalo, N. Y.—It Is reported that the

several large moving picture theaters In
Buffalo, which recently closed on account
of the hot weather, will open on or about
August 20th.
"We shall open the Allendale on that

date," said Charles Bowe, manager. "The
house has been thoroughly renovated and
our feature programmes will be bigger
and better than ever." The other houses
that will open this month include the
Elmwood, Victoria, Ellen Terry, Marlowe,
Frontier and Circle.

"The people have been fasting from
pictures for a few weeks, and they ought
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to crowd our houses this fall," Is the way
one exhibitor expressed his views on the
subject. The Bijou theater, Canandalgua,
N. Y., and the Bijou, Salamanca, N. \., re-
cently closed on account of the extreme
heat in these cities. The closing of sev-
eral of the big theaters In Buffalo has
helped business at the theaters at Crys-
tal and Erie beaches and at the airdrome
which recently opened at La Salle, N. Y.

Buffalo News Items.

Buffalo, N. Y.—G. J. Diefenbach, trav-
eling representative of the Buffalo branch
of the Exclusive Features, has returned
from a New York State trip. He booked
"The Unwritten Law" in several cities.

The Fairy Film Co. of New York re-

cently took pictures of Oswego, N. Y.,

school children, appearing in the produc-
tion, "The Old Woman and the Shoe." The
film was later shown in that city to ob-
tain funds to help build a club house for

the Home Symphony Club, Oswego.
An optimistic letter that throws light

on the bright prospects for the film busi-

ness this fall was recently sent by John
Child, traveling representative of the
World Film, Buffalo, to J. R. Levy, man-
ager of the local offices of the company.
Mr. Child wrote from Courtland, N. Y.,

where he booked Dillon Bros.' Courtland
theater. He said in part: "Everything
looks fine. I believe we will be swamped
with business when cooler weather sets

in. They are all hearing about Brady-
made pictures."

Cincinnati News Letter

Bank Building, Cincinnati, O.

Local V-L-S-E Notes.

CINCINNATI, O.—Manager C. E. Holah,
of the V-L-S-E exchange, had the

honor recently of entertaining Assistant
General Manager A. W. Gift, who visited

Cincinnati on a trip taken for the pur-
pose of getting an accurate grasp of the

general situation. He was enthusiastic
over the strides which the "Big Four"
have been making, and left for New York
prepared to speed up the entire organiza-
tion in order to meet the increasing de-
mand for pictures to be handled on the
open booking basis which the V-L-S-E
has established. Incidentally, Manager
Holah has been strengthening his own
organization materially by the addition
of some first-class material. Paul Allison,
formerly manager of the Paramount ex-
change at Indianapolis, is now covering
that city for the V-L-S-E, traveling out
of Cincinnati, while R. O. Laws, formerly
Paramount manager in Cincinnati, is

booking manager in the V-L-S-E office.

Publicity Man for Local Paramount.
Cincinnati, O.—A Department of Public-

ity is the latest thing In the Paramount
organization. Manager W. C. Bechmeyer,
of the local exchange, which is known as
the Famous Players Film Service, has ap-
pointed J. Maurice Ridge as publicity
manager in this vicinity. The Idea Is

having national application In Paramount
exchanges, in line with the company's
policy of keeping Its productions and
progress before the public as prominently
as possible.

Business Notes.
Cincinnati, Th< Cincinnati Motion

Picture Company has sold to tb« Y. M
C. A. Department of the Kentucky Na-
tional Guard, encamped at Fort Thomas,
across the river from Cincinnati, two
completo portable "portoscope" projectors,
designed for use in showing moving pic-
tures In camp.
Urbana, O.—The film dramatization of

Hall Caine's "The Eternal City," with
Pauline Frederick in the leadil
was seen recently at the Lyric
where it drew heavily, The pit I

booked several tnonthi ago, but the print
in oae In Ohio » Bra and
had to bo replaced.
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Cleveland Union's New Demands
Increased Wages and Changes in Working Conditions Asked by Local Operators

—

Will Mean Considerable Increase in Expenses to Most Theaters, Though Some
Are Now Paying More Than the Union Scale.

By Hubert Persons, 410 Standard Theater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

had just been receivedCLEVELAND, O.—Demands for increased
wages and changes in working condi-

tions have just been submitted to the
owners of 150 moving picture theaters in
this city by the moving picture machine
operators, affiliated with the I. A. T. S. E.
The demands, signed by M. B. Winton,
president of the local union of the opera-
tors, are prefaced yith the declaration
that the same have been ratified by the
International Alliance and the Cleveland
Federation of Labor. The operators want
the new wage scale to become effective
September 3.

The demands are as follows:
Section 1.—All theaters in .our Jurisdic-

ling .ngs
per week shall pay $20 per week. Should
the matinee run continuously to the time
of the evening performance, the operator
shall receive 75 cts. for supper hour and
shall not work more than nine hours.
Extra matinees to be paid for at the rate
of $2.50, not to be over four hours.

Section 2.—All theaters running a daily
matinee and evening performance shall
pay $30 per week, matinees not to exceed
four hours and evening performances not
to exceed four hours. This section shall
not apply to theaters running one reel or
less to each performance.

Section 3.—All theaters running ten
hours per day shall employ two opera-
tors, each working one-half of the total
time and each to receive $20.50 per week.

All theaters running twelve hours, two
operators, each $24.

All theaters running fourteen hours,
two operators, each $26.68.
All theaters running sixteen hours, two

operators, each $30.50.

Section 4.—Special entertainments for
Sundays and holidays, etc., and for shows
less than one week, shall pay $S for each
performance, said performance not to ex-
ceed four hours. Setting up and taking
down machines in connection with these
performances shall be charged for at the
rate of $2.50 for each machine.

Section 5.—All overtime to be paid for
at the rate of 75 cents per hour, or frac-
tion thereof. Overtime in connection with
theaters in Section 3 shall be computed
by adding the total amount of time per
week and charged pro rata.

Section 6.—All overtime where said
time is not taken to finish a performance
and shall be used for rehearsals, trying
out film, etc., shall be called broken time
and paid for at the rate of $1 per hour or
fraction thereof.

Section 7.—Two operators working at
same theater at the same time shall re-
ceive the same scale as when working
alone except where an assistant operator
is required for special entertalnm.
as in Section 4; said assistant shall re-
ceive 50 cts. per hour.

Section 8.—Operators engaged for road
work shall receive scale as required by
the wage schedule of the International
Alliance at the time he is .

Section 9.—Operator! shall not be per-
mitted to carry film, banners, posters, etc.,

to or from theater or dim
with or without compensation.

Section 10.—Eastern Standard time
shall be recognised In accordance with
thli ale.

ut. mitt, <i to the
exhibitors Individually, but unlike the de-
mands made a year or so ago, the operators
have tins time i i albltora

I a copy of tlu>

Ini picture Bzhlbltoi Leagu< The de-
mand! ware i ng of t ha
league Augual 7. but beoauae U

taken.
If the demands are granted it will mean

an increase of several dollars a week in

the operating expenses of most houses.
Some, however, are now paying more than
the union scale.
Committees have been appointed to

consider the matter with the operators.
It is not known whether the exhibitors
will act in a body or treat with their in-
dividual employees.

C. R. Seelye Visits Cleveland.
Cleveland, O.—Greater centralization of

interests in the moving picture industry-
is predicted by C. R. Seelye, business
manager of the Pathe company, who has
just passed through Cleveland on a tour
of the principal cities of the country.
While here Mr. Seelye also announced

that in addition to C. E. Shurtleff and A.

II Holah, formerly in charge of the V-L-
S-E branch here, J. A. Conant and Paul
H. Tessier had also come over to the
Pathe exchange with Shurtleff and Holah.

"Snow White" Shown.
Cleveland, O.

—"Snow White," a fairy
moving picture play with more than five

hundred Cleveland children in the cast,
has just been completed by Charles H.
Weston, director general of the Regent
Photo Play Company, a new organization.
The picture was given a private showing
before a group of club women and edu-
cators August 14. The play was complet-
ed In six weeks and no child more than
fifteen years old was used. Weston says
his next picture will be "Swiss Family
Robinson," and that he wants to use 2,000
school children in the cast. The company
will make only children's films and will
picturize many world-old fairy stories

Success Film Company Formed.
Cleveland, O.—Robert H. Mcl.au^hlm.

president of the Reserve Photo Plays
Company has Just announced the incor-
poration of a new moving picture
It will be known as the Success Film
Company, and has purchased a picturesque
farm in Geauga County as the alt)

modern studio.
Mr. McLaughlin will be president of the

new concern. He will be associated with
H. O. Van Hart, of the First National
Bank; A. C. Reinecke. broker, and B. J.

Mask. i. of the Cleveland and roungstown
Railroad. The company la said to have
purchased the rights to twenty plays and
it is understood will build theaters in

I Pittsburg, Chicago and New
York.

Paul Panzer With Sunbeam.
md. O—Officials of the Sunbeam

Motion l'ictui a c . oat an-
DOUnO i '

.
villain in "The

Peril! of Pauline," has I

take the leading male role in the Sun-
he.mis Mist picture. "H\ phcn.it .

tad with George
.'.. the Sunbeam company's dlrec-

C. A. Meade Heads Local V-L-S-E.
Cleveland, O.- Charlea A Meade, who

manager of the Dallas, Texas,
branch of the \

• hurtleft
Befon beoomlng affiliated with the v-l-

\\ Itfa the General
Film oompany and has handled the state

of the blggeat film pro-
duction: the lllket
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"No Children" Sign-Another View
Kansas City Film Men Discuss Shades of Meaning Implied by the "No Children

Admitted" Sign—Several Approve It as Promising an Adult Show Free From
the Annoyance of Youthful Prattle.

By Kansas City News Service, 806 Corn Belt Bldg., Kansas City, Bio.

Kansas city. MO. Thai sign "No chil-

dren admitted," has caused a good
deal of discission in Kansas City; and

i to u varies as

wldelj as the purpose of the people who
use the sign.

('. C. Hard has put this prohibition over

the New Rialto, and now it is over the

Columbia. Hut the injunction is in these

cases primarily a bid for the atten-

tion oi those who look for risque stories.

Another film man, who approved the sign.

said:
•The sign means primarily, to most

men and women, that they will not be
disturbed by children in the theater; that

they will be allowed to sit and look at

the" film, and listen to the music, entirely

undisturbed. ,Naturally, children could

not pay the close attention to problem
plays and such pictures as are being
shown, as they would to comedies; but if

the prohibition as to children were not

made, many women would bring their

small children to the houses, to the dis-

comfort of others. Boys and girls of

8, who go where they please,

would not get the best there is in these

pictures: and thev would grow restless,

half understanding, and half misunder-
standing.

"It is for the protection, therefore, of

the patrons, adults, as much as for the

protection of the children themselves.
that the prohibition is imposed. And if

you will talk to the patrons, you will

find that nine out of ten of them ap-

preciate the theaters having such signs,

for the exemption from the 1

children under these c'

noya

Screen Club's New Quarters.

Kansas City.—The Kansas City Screen
Club will hold its first meeting soon in

its new quarters, and there will be a
celebration, the nature of which is being
kept secret. Special attention is being
given the decorations of the quarters,
and they will be such that visitors will

remember them pleasantly.

A House That Caters to Women.
Kansas City.—The new Columbia thea-

ter, formerly the Tenth street, has open-
ed as a house catering to women, with
"The Little Girl Next Door." C. G. Bard,
manager, did ,some excellent work in

connection with the picture. For instance,
he secured moving pictures of the red
light district of Kansas City In its pres-
ent state—it has been abolished as a red
light district—and these were run for
comparison with the scenes of the story.

He secured also recommendations of the
pictures from prominent social workers,
most notable being the statement of Nat
Spencer, secretary of the Society for the
Suppression of Commercialized "Vice, who
declared: "It is my personal opinion that
every man and women should see this
jrreat picture."

United Branch in Omaha.
Kansas City.—A branch of the United

Film Service has been stationed at Oma-
ha, Neb. William Beckenstein has been
put in charge of the branch. Joe Levy,
manager of the Kansas City exchange,
announces that the branch at Omaha will

handle only the advertising of "The Yel-
low Menace."

R. C. Cropper to Have Assistant.

Kansas City.—As a result of R. C. Crop-
per, of the local exchange of the Univer-
sale Film & Supply Co.. being made dis-

trict manager of the Mid-West Universal
territory, which includes the exchanges
at Kansas City, St. Louis, Omaha, Okla-

homa City, and five branches which come
under these exchanges, Mr. Cropper will
have to do considerable traveling. So B.
O. Reese, who has had charge of the de-
tail and correspondence work of the of-
fice, has been made assistant manager,
to take Mr. Cropper's place when he is

traveling. Mr. Reese had worked in the
local exchanges of Kansas City for some
time before he came to the Universal of-
liee and his experience will fit him for the
place.

From Local Exchanges.
Kansas City.—At the latest regular

meeting of the salesmen of the V-L-S-E,
August 5 and 6, the following were in
attendance: J. M. Killnsky, Oklahoma;
R. L. White, Iowa; Y. Darnell, Kansas;
J. E. Storey, Missouri; Milton Field, Ne-
braska; F- F. Gettinger, A. J. Reed, Kan-
sas; R. N. Abbey, General Salesman, L.

J. Scott„ manager of the publicity de-
partment, E. R. Pearson, manager, and F.

F. Nine, who has charge of the booking
department. The question as to how the
Kansas City branch could better its op-
eration was discussed to a broad extent.
Roy Bettis, who left his position at the

United Film Service to go to the border,
will return some time in November, ac-
cording to a letter received in Kansas
City.
M. A. Levy, president of the United

Film Services, with D. Chatkin, left Kan-
sas City recently, which branch he had
been visiting on a trip which will include
every exchange in the western territory.

The Yellow Menace" will be particular-
ly advertised in free picture exhibits giv-
en for the benefit of the exhibitors of the
respective localities.

c. \v. Potter, who has been working
at the Kansas City office of the Univer-
sal Film & Supply Co., has been added
to the forces of the United Film to work
in the publicity of the new serial.

By G.
Exchange, Minneapolis.

Foster Brings Chinatown Subject.

St. Paul.—"Doc" Foster, formerly con-
nected with the Gaiety theater here, has
returned to the city after an absence of

five years spent in San Francisco. Foster
brought back with him a feature film on
San Francisco's Chinatown. While on the
Coast Foster was an official guide In the
Chinese districts and had the feature film

taken for his exclusive use. He has re-

leased the film through S. R. Thompson
of the Feature Film Company, and has
one print booked almost solid until the
1st of September.

V-L-S-E Cuts Melon.
Minneapolis.—Twelve hundred and four-

teen dollars in profit-sharing checks was
distributed among the fifteen employees
of the Minneapolis V-L-S-E exchange.
The $1,214 was part of the national dis-
tribution fund which is divided among
V-L-S-E employees every three months.
Twenty per cent, of the profits of the "Big
Four" are divided among its employes
every quarter, and despite the fact that
ninety-two persons were added to the na-
tional forces since April 8, the fund in-
creased 40 per cent. The Minneapolis "Big
Four" office under the management of C.
W. Sawin, reports an increase in business
every week for the past seven.

Atlanta Censors To Have More Power
Will Now .Pass on Screen Productions and Many Things Connected with the Stage,

Both Vaudeville and Legitimate.

By A. M. Beatty, 43 Copenhill Avenue, Atlanta, Ga.

ATLANTA, GA.—The power of the At-
lanta board of censors now under di-

rection of the Carnegie library, is to be
extended, under a proposed ordinance,
not only to passing on the morality of
moving pictures, but also to passing on
the moral features of costumes and speech
of actors and actresses appearing on the
theatrical stage, and costumes of the sil-

ent drama also. The ordinance commit-
tee of the Atlanta Board of Aldermen
passed favorably on the ordinance Tues-
day afternoon, and it now goes to city
council for indorsement.

Georgia May Tax Shows.
Atlanta, Ga.—Moving picture shows and

vaudeville houses will have to contribute
to the support of the State government if

the bill of Representative Jones, of Cow-
eta County, is made a law. The bill was
introduced in the House, Friday morning.
It provides:

Upon every manufacturer or pro-
ducer of motion picture or moving
picture films in the state of Georgia
an annual tax of $200 shall be levied,

and upon each and every picture,

electric show or exhibition of mov-
ing or motion pictures, or illustra-

tive songs, and each and every place
where vaudeville performances are
given, either with or without elec-

tric shows or moving pictures, a tax
of $7.50 per month for each and every
show or exhibition which has a seat-
ing capacity, seats or chairs, for not
to exceed 200 people.

The gradation of taxes runs until

the house with a capacity of over

500 people will have to pay $25 a
month.

"Contest" Bill Passes Senate.
Atlanta, Ga.-—Senator Wohlwender's

"popularity" contest bill brought forth
considerable debate Friday in the Sen-
ate of the Georgia Legislature, but car-
ried by an overwhelming vote.

Briefly, it prohibits the holding of any
so-called "popularity" or "beauty" con-
test involving the soliciting of votes for
a prize of any sort, by any newspaper or
other business enterprises. It is aimed
directly at newspapers and publications
who have been holding moving picture
and other contests.

Early in his speech Senator Wohlwend-
ere offered an amendment to his bill un-
der which weekly newspapers would be
exempt from the law's purview. He said
the bill should apply to dailies, and he did
not think contests conducted by weeklies
are harmful.

Senator Edwards, of Haralson said he
formerly was proprietor of a weekly him-
self, and "I know what sort of contests
the weeklies 'pull off' sometimes; and they
are just as bad as the dailies. I'm for the
bill itho' the

ofThe
enactment, but the bill was voted against
by only about ten Senators.

Birmingham Theater Closes.

The Amuzu, Birmingham, Ala., it is

said, will be permanently closed after

September 1, after a long and successful
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Illinois News Letter
By Frank II. Ma, lis 123 Soutl Wabash

Two New Film Companies.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Secretary of State

Louis G. Stevenson has issued certifi-
cates of incorporation to the following:
White Eagle Cinematograph Company

of Chicago, authorized capital stock $100,-
000. The incorporators are Jay H. Brown,
Emil H. Vanbever and Israel S. Berkman.
The United Film Distributing Company

of Chicago has certified to a change in
name to the Grand Oak Theater Company.

New Theaters.
Galesburg, 111.—Mrs. W. J. Sharp of the

Columbia hotel purchased at sheriff's sale
the Elite theater on South Cherry street.
After making a few changes in the inter-
ior she will operate it as a moving pic-
ture house. The Elite was closed when
rentals became in arrears.
Decatur, 111.—Six hundred names were

submitted for the new moving picture
theater which Joseph Allman has let the
contract. "Alma" was a name favored
among the judges because it suggested
the enterprising exhibitor, who is put-
ting up the new $30,000 house.

Rock Island Theater Burns.
Rock Island, 111.—Damage of $500 was

done by fire in the moving picture thea-
ter at 904 Eighth street, which is oper-
ated during the winter months by R.
H. Griffith. A projection machine and
several thousand feet of film were saved.

Brief Notes from Illinois.

Galena, 111.—"The Birth of a Nation'
has been booked at the Turner Opera
House for three days commencing August
31.

Moline, 111.—The site of the Bio theater
on Fifth avenue, has been sold to R. S.

Woodburn, a local real estate dealer. It

is given out that for a while at least

the Bio, operated by A. C. Woodyatt, will

Peoria, HI.—A. C. Van Slyke, who lias

been connected with the Barker-Swan
Film Service Company here, has resigned
and has gone to Loa Angeles, where he

Theater Stands Up tor Rights
Nicholas Theater of Council Bluffs Will No Longer Be Imposed Upon by All

Kinds of Police Badges Flashed at the Door—"Straw Bosses" of the Street

Repair Work Will Now Have to Pay Like Other Citizens.

By Frank H. Madison, 628 South "Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

.ill a. i

Mr. Exhibitor:—You rU get more
helpfu 1 information by c arefully read-

fag Olle trade paper weekly thitnby
tkimrnine over three or four. The
MOVING PICTURE WORLD i s the

one paper you need.

MICHIGAN NOTES.
New Vaudeville House in Bay City.

City, Mich.—The Bay City Thea-
ter Company will control tin- new vaude-
ville theater which is to be part of a
business block to be erected on Wash-
ington Btreel by the Commercial Build-
ing Companj The theater will occupy
the entire east half of the building, which
will I..- three stories.

Gilbert Genesta Buys Theater.

Lima, Mich Gilbert Oeneata, of
aca, Mich

I Fourth then-
to bis .string, having pur.

••s,- Van. I. i i theaters at
aca. Bhephi iridgt 'I'll.

pollcj w ill be '.. - how i % •

l six-mi feature! on the Brat three
, s each w • • i- a nd 1 he Iaa1 three to
.• i in ,

, reel ind two eti ( \ aude

Approves Film Securities.

:
. Mich. Till' Michh-a.i

( i, ;
( '..i ,

:
;.i ..\ .-.1 for s.i le

tii.- securities of the Margaret Anglln
Picture Corporation of n.w York

COUNCIL BLUFFS, K AVA.— Inhibitors
who have been grafted upon by

municipal employees of all kinds who
flash police stars and demand free ad-
mission will admire the courage of the
management of the Nicholas theater,
which has protested to the city council
against this abuse. The city officials have
promised an investigation.
"What right have the 'straw bosses'

of the street repair work to wear police
badges and 'flash' them when entering
places of amusement?" asks the Nicholas.
"What right have officers, regular and
special, to enter these places of amuse-
ment, taking in their familes, neighbors,
sweethearts and other persons? A mem-
ber of the street repair department
claims he is an officer and has the right
to go into these places of amusement and
also has the nerve to say he shows his
badge at the theaters in Omaha and gets
in by doing so. These entertainments
cost the managers money to present to
their patrons, it is the commodity they
buy and sell the same as a merchant buys
and sells them to his patrons. Now would
these city employees go into a store and
take the merchant's goods? When we
want protection we have to hire a spec-
ial officer and pay him for his services.
We are willing to permit regular police
officers and firemen free admission, but
we do not propose to admit their fam-
ilies and others, or special policemen,
street repair men or street supervisors,
without paying the same as anyone else."

Donahey Theater Reopens Soon.
Council Bluffs. la.—Barney Gillinsky

will use only moving pictures in the old
Donahey theater, which will be opened
some time in September, but provision
has been made for adding vaudeville if

it seems politic. The remodeling work
was delayed by a fire early in the sum-
mer, but recent progress has been rapid.

The efforts of the management to make-
it one of the safest houses in Iowa In

case of fire have won the commenda-
tion of the State fire marshal. There are
no turns in the stairs to the balcony and
there are two exits from the balcony
leading direct to the out si. 1.-. On the
main floor there are four main aisles and
four emergency exits. Some of the pos-
sible seating capacity has been sacrificed
in order to give each patron plenty of
loom The outsi.1.- l,.l.b> is to be studded
with electric lights set in bevel plate
mirrors. The house will accommodate
well one thousand patrons

Will Film Hospitals in Europe.
Waterloo, [a Dr. Joaepb \

of this city, accompanied by Mn
has been making arrangements foi

"no-mile tour of the Orient. He will take
with him a motion picture camera and
will make films in the greal hospitals ol

the Bast As ins itinerary Include
i Siberia and poaaiblj other

European count' to gel
. surgical meth-

. ! I. o-pit. .IS lie

also win vist Australia, where at Bydnej
to- will work an, ..He the returned Inaacs

i. ,n territorials

"Nation" Film in Airdome Pays.
storm Lake, i.. "The Birtb

ti..n" was show n li.ic .1 freSOO Man
Icifl instead ,.r exhibiting the Mm

,1 t he op ..it in- bin audi-
torium at the Chautuauqua park and
with the Increaai d cap u

make the top prlct a( $1, Instead of 11.60,

The film ran tin. . daj s. lugust i I, LB,

and show
fortable
ability.

Changes in Iowa Theaters.
Clarion, la.—W. F. Smith, having dis-

posed of the Cosmo theater at Goldfield,
will devote his entire time to the Col-
onial theater here.
What Cheer, la.—Charles Chapman of

the Hadley theater at North English, has
leased the Masonic opera house for a

Adair, la.—The Adair opera house will

be under the management of I. J. Swarz-

Colo, la.—Joe Ugolini has sold the Star
theater to Mrs. Rose Machantz.

Callender. la.—Lawrence Edwards has
taken over the moving picture theater
here.

Radcliffe, la.—W. G. Houck of Radcliffe.

who has opened a new moving picture
theater here, plans to use

tin

fam
When I

ctlon
otoriats

Centralization in Eau Claire

All Photoplay Houses in City, Except

the Orpheum, Now Under One
Control.

By Frank II. .Madison. SSI South
Ave., Chicago, 111.

AU CLAIRE, Wia—Centrally controll-

ed moving picture theaters began
operation in Eau Claire August 1. AU
the photoplay houses except the Orpheum
theater on the north side are now under
the same general management. One of

the first steps was the closing of some
..f the houses during the warm weather
and diverting the business to the other
houses where patrons could be given bet-

ter programs. July was a losing month
and under old competitive methodl
ust would have been probably more dis-

The business will be carried on by the
Eau Claire Theater Company Mi-.

Clare theater Is the prime mover
The company takes over his theater as

well as a real .state businesa The Unique
and Lyric theaters have been purchased
from Hiller Brothels. The Grand opera
house, used for theatrical attractions, has
been based B i Bobtwick will remain
there as manager. All the films for the
three picture houses wil be booked by H
v Schwann
The directors of the .ouipany are Emil

\\ei. if.id Mike ii.. i.-. ii i: Johnson, G
nd C. IV Moon

Wisconsin Theater Changes.
Edgerton, wis r w. Palmer, of La

.'iossc. has taken ..\er tin' I.yric theater
Phillip house

Martin.
Milwaukee, U is Construction of the

n.-w 114,000 moving picture theater which
Mnusetnelit Company will erect

it Fourteenth avenue and Mitchell street

itarted
Benton, w>> C m vail la

theatel

Milwaukee, Wtn The work of rutin*
buildings for the new Planklngton thea-
ter at Second and S\camoiv streets has
•tarti d The th<

f..r the expend I Th-
place w 111

Menominee, wis Managei ii

fel.lt has COmpll
leatlo theater which Includes Ii

lag
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J.B.Dugger Heads Local V-L-S-E.
Takes Charge of the Dallas Office When C. E. Meade Is Transfered to Executive

Position in New York—Has Steadily Risen to His Present Position in the Dallas

Office Through Proven Business Ability.

Bj E. E. Belcla, 902 West id Btreet, Ft. Worth, Texas.

DALLAS. TEX., July 2Sth.—Among the

in. .st Important news of the week is

i ho nunv shifts in film circles here. C. A.
V-L-S-IC in this

City Bince Its organisation, left to-day

for New V..rk City.

and it is reported by
that he Will

: the exocu-
ln tin- sales

end of that organisa-
tion either there or will

ha\ . some office of the

V-X.-S-E under his ju-

risdiction. C. A. Dug-
Brer, for some time past
his handy right hand
man in the Dallas V-X.-

S-E office,

pointed in

that office before M
Meade left. Th

of

is

ning
of the
in this

j. H. Dnggei

toplays, which will make the Wichita one
of the foremost amusement places of the
city. Sol Dann was formerly with Forest
Park Highland, Louisville, Ky„ and is also
well known in Memphis, Tenn.

Lydia Margaret Closed.
Wichita Falls, Texas.—The Lydia Mar-

garet theater, one of the oldest and best
known exclusive picture houses of the
city, which has a seating capacity of over
1,000, was closed recently. It is under-
stood that Messrs. Wrenn and Berry, for-
merely owners of this theater and also the
Mil in. have dissolved partnership—Mr.
Wrenn retaining the Majestic. It is not
known what disposition will be made of
the Lydia Margaret. Mr. Berry has re-
moved to Fort Worth and engaged in the
automobile business. This marks the
passing of one of the best known exhiblt-

t this part of the State.

territory, having (

been here a short time and creating a host
of friends throughout the state who wish
him the best of everything in his pres-
ent post.

Films on Interstate Circuit.
San Antonio, Texas.—L. B. Remy, man-

ager ot Triangle Film Corp. at Dallas,
Texas, was among this week's visitors,

and while here closed a contract whereby
the Interstate Amusement Company will
use Triangle first run pictures in their
Majestic theater (formerly an exclusive
vaudeville house). The Majestic will use
Triangle films Mondays and Tuesdays of
each week, the vaudeville bill not start-
ing until Wednesday. It is understood
that this arrangement will greatly facili-

tate matters on the Interstate time, as
they will not now experience the difficulty

of moving their entire bill over night on
long jumps across the State. This is the
first time Interstate houses have changed
even for a day to exclusive picture house.
Alfred Raymond, formerly of Keith's, in

Detroit, will be manager of the Majestic
here the coming season. We understand
that the Grand theater (Jack Burke, man-
ager) that heretofore has had first run
Triangle will run second run Triangle
during the coming season on the open
dates not filled with the big road attrac-

tions. The Majestic will open on August

Other Dallas visitors this week were:
O. L. Shields, of Navasota; Miss Bowen,
Navaslota; Ben Lewis, Tyler: Ben Meyer,
Tvler; Mike Levine, Corsicana; Jno. Sayeg,
Ennis; Geo. Bell, Galveston; Tom Gaines,
Hillsboro; .Jno. Morris, Jacksonville;
Pierre Levy, Fort Worth; E. A. Self, Min-
eral Wells.

Mr. Mussleman, of xaris, was here to-

day and reports that since the Paris fire

he' has been showing in a tent, but that
his $50,000 1,000 seating capacity picture

house will be ready on September 1st and
that he will open it with a Triangle pro-
gram. He has not yet decided whether he
will install a pipe organ or big Wurlitzer
instrument.
The Strand will open under the manage-

ment of A. E. Wittles at an early date,

it is understood. The policy of the house
has not yet been learned.

Policy Change at the Wichita.
Wichita, Falls, Texas, July 28, 1916.'—

The Wichita theater, owned by Messrs.

Moskovitz Bros., now under the manage-
ment of Sol Dann, formerly a strictly

road show house, commencing September
1st will change policy and present two
days of Interstate vaudeville. The other

four days will be devoted to feature pho-

mg firms in tl

Ben Lewis Now in El Paso.
El Paso, Texas.—The Grecian theater,

Lewis and Andreas, owners, have an-
nounced that Ben Lewis, formerly man-
ager of the Old Mill theater, Dallas, and
Liberty theater, Houston (both Hulsey
houses), will be their future manager.
He has been succeeded in Houston at the
Liberty by Harry Northfieet. Mr. Lewis is

one of the best known figures along pic-
ture show row in Dallas. He inaugurated
the "Lewis System" for picture theater
advertising many years ago.

Soldiers Here Good Spenders.
El Paso, Texas.—More than 45,000 U. S.

soldiers are encamped in and around this

city. Pay day was on the 19th, and ever
since that date the city has been packed
and jammed with soldiers eager to spend
their money. Needless to say, the picture
houses are doing capacity business, and
many fly-by-night airdromes, etc., are
trailing the camps up and down the river.

E. H. Hulsey Gets' New Mercer.
Dallas, Texas.—E. H. Hulsey, owner Of

the numerous Hulsey theaters ttnougnout
the leading cities of the State, recently
bought a new Mercer high-powered road-
ster to be delivered by water at Galveston,
Texas. Mr. Hulsey, accompanied by his
general manager of publicity, Herchel
Stuart, went to Galveston and received
the car and drove it to Dallas, a distance
of almost 300 miles, making the trip in

less than a day's time, notwithstanding
the fact that a stop was made in Waco
for several hours and that this was the
first time Mr. Hulsey had ever driven the
car. Mr. Sydney McDonald, of Galveston,
treasurer of the Hulsey Enterprises, ac-
companied them on the return trip. It is

said the 70-mile-an-hour mark was
reached on nearly every stretch of good
road. That's "goin' some."

Road Notes from Dallas.

J. L. Lynch, of the. Lynch enterprises, is

also a Dallas visitor this week.
Among the road men here for the week

end is Ed. Kennedy of Gloria fame, Al

Raymond of World, Harry Botto of Tri-

angle, C. E. Momand of World. All report

fair business for the past two weeks, not-

withstanding the recent hot weather has

hurt business considerably over the State.

T. B. Newman, auditor of the World
Film Corporation, has been here for past

week.

Operators' Union Increase Scale.

The Operators Union have increased

their scale, and it is understood only two

or three ol lamest houses have signed up
mtracts—the smaller houses feeling

that they are unable to stand the Increased
scale, which they believe is prohibitive.

Th.- trade in general is watching with in-

the outcome of the controversy. It

is understood that in Oklahoma City that
non-union operators have already been
pu1 t.. work by the leading houses of that

city.

Peebles Wins Medal.

Dallas.—Harry T. Peebles, known
throughonut filmdom as a "live wire," and
now the popular manager of the Hous-
ton branch of the Consolidated Film &,

Supply Company, had the honor and dis-

tinction recently of winning the medal
and cash bonus offered by the company,
having placed the largest amount of busi-

ness on the books of his exchange of any
other branch office manager. Mr. Peebles
has been in charge of the Houston office

since the early part of May, but witli his

business-producing qualities the Houston
office is setting a hard pace.

Hulsey Publicity Man Visits Houston.
Houston.—Herschel Stuart, the well-

known publicity man for the Hulsey thea-
ter throughout the State, with headquar-
ters at Dallas, has been visiting Houston
and Galveston, in company with Mr. Hul-

Scott as Advance Agent for Popular
Film.

Dallas.—C. S. Scott, formerly with the
U. S. Amusement Company at Fort Worth,
has recently been appointed as advance
agent for the Consolidated at Dallas for
"Where Are My Children?"

Texas Notes.
Waco.—LeRoy Bickel, the popular man-

ager of the Rex theater, was a recent
visitor to the film exchanges in Dallas.
Houston.—A. Xyidias, of Houston, man-

ager of the Rex and Star theaters, was
in Dallas July 26.

Ennis.—John Sayeg, manager of the
Grand and Jewel theaters at Ennis, vis-
sited Dallas in the week of July 24.

Dallas.—J. L. Olive, manager of the
Sugg theater, at Chickasha, Okla., visited
Dallas recently.
Houston Heights.—H. O. Brent opened a

new theater in Houston Heights, a suburb
of Houston, August 1. The house seats
about 300.
Humble.—Williams & McChesney, who

recently sold the Moonshine Auditorium
to the Texas-Louisiana Film & Supply
Company at Houston, have the show in

open imother
make t

vhich i 3 prob-

Movie Inn in Omaha Store
Local Screen Club Now Makes the "Inn"

Its Regular Meeting Place.
By Frank H. Madison, 623 S. Wabash Av

enue, Chicago, 111.

OMAHA, NEB.—A "Movie Inn" in a de-
partment store is an innovation in

Omaha. It is in the Brandeis stores,
which have fittingly equipped a room that
appeals to those interested in the pho-
toplay—both as business men and as
patrons.
The place had its formal opening when

Proprietor R. C. Phelps gave a dinner
to the Omaha Screen Club. The result
was that the club has passed a resolu-
tion making the new "Inn" the regular
place for its Thursday meetings.
Prominent among the portraits of

photoplay folk are Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Chaplin, Holbrook Blinn, Henry
B. Walthall, Edna Mayo, Francis X.
Bushman and Mme. Petrova.
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Sunday Evening Films in Church.
Hooper. Neb.—Rev. \v. w. whitman,

pastor of the Methodist church at this
place has installed in his church a pro-
jection machine, and every Sunday even-
ing during the summer will use religious
and educational pictures in connection
with the regular services. T. C. Shipley,
a local electrical contractor, who made
the installation, will have charge of the
projection.

Nebraska Notes.
Crofton, Neb.—The Star theater was

badly damaged by fire after it had been
struck by lightning.
Central City. Neb.—The new moving

picture theater here, which will be man-
aged by D. L. Donelson, will be known
as the Donelson theater.

"A. good as gold. ' "A. white as
snow.' "As fi le as silk." Why do
other papers i i this field invariably
try to compare with the standard of

the MOVING PICTURE WORLD?
There-* * rea*°

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA NEWS.
Roseville. Cal.—The Dorris theater has

been sold to J. E. Edmonds, formerly of
Los Gatos, Cal., and this house has been
combined with the Rose theater.

Del Monte, Cal.—Moving pictures are
now being shown in the! famous Del
Monte Hotel. Paramount service being
featured.

Manager George E. Chamberlain.
San Francisco, Calif.—The accompany-

ing photograph is a splendid likeness of
George E. Chamberlain, manager and
owner of the Independent Film Exchange,
122 Golden Gate avenue, one of the best
known and most popular exchange men
on Film Row. Mr. Chamberlain is a friend
of the small theater owner and under-
stands his needs, having been an exhibi-
tor himself for several years, and his
stock of films is particularly adapted for
use in small houses, churches and educa-
tional institutions where high rental
prices cannot be paid.
His experience in the moving picture

field began at Portland, Ore., in 1909.
where he opened a
small store theater,
and in the four years
that he was an exhib-
itor he had no less
than five houses. In
1913 he went to Hono-
lulu with R. E. Has-
brook, and the Inde-
pendent Film Ex-
change was opened
there. Late that year
he returned to San
Francisco and a film

Geo. Chamberlain, exchange of the same
name was opened in

the Gram building ai Seventh and Mar-
ket streets, the Honolulu exchange being
continued for a time. Later thi l<
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avenui , and rec< »vaa made
to he I l.i < a ay.
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Children's Matinee Idea Grows
In Berkeley, California, and Around San Francisco Bay. Exhibitors Are Beginning

to Note the Success of the Beach & Krahn Strand Theater's Special Matinee
Shows for Children—How the Movement Started Here.

now being added to most of the large
schools of the State and many of the
country districts are now Deing served
by traveling outfits. Wallace Hatch, sec-
retary of the bureau, is endeavoring to

- nufacturers of the State
g pictures made showing
iployed by them and de-

interesting talk some time
Industry League of

How

in having mi
the methods
livered a ver.
ago before the Ho:
Callforni

By T. A. Church, 15o7 North Street. Berkeley, Californi

r> ERKELEY, CAL.—The children's ma-
•Ll tinee at the Strand theater conduct-
ed by Beach & Krahn, at College and
Ashby avenues, has become an estab-
lished institution in the college city and
has made such a pronounced success that
exhibitors in other cities around San
Francisco Bay are commencing to give
the proposition of special performances
for children more attention. This plan
was adopted by Beach & Krahn shortly
after the opening of the new house and
after being operated for a year is more
of a success than ever, the results great-
ly exceeding expectations.
Saw the Demand for Special Shows.
The idea was originated following a

campaign by Berkeley club women for
better films. During this campaign the
censorship question was brought strongly
to the front and H. L. Beach, who was
then president of the Exhibitors' League
of California, appeared before various
organizations and spoke against censor-
ship, with the result that the idea was
dropped. The need for a special per-
formance for children was strongly im-
pressed upon him, however, and the co-
operation of several Mothers' Clubs was
enlisted to assist him in placing the plan
he had formulated in operation. The
women are consulted as to the suitabil-
ity of the films presented and they make
up a list of subjects they desire to have
shown. Permission has been secured to
announce the matinees in the public
schools of the city and the theater has
thus become a widely known place of
amusement, instead of merely a neigh-
borhood house.

Strand Is in Residence District.

The theater is located in one of the
most exclusive residence districts in
Berkeley and children from many of the
wealthiest families attend the matinees
regularly. This location in a measure
accounts for the success that has been
met in featuring a matinee for children
at 10 cents, instead of 5 cents, as is usual-
ly the case. In speaking of this Mr.
Beach said: "It is no easy matter to
secure films regularly for a program of
this kind and more time and em
expended in booking subjects than is the
case with our regular shows. No objec-
tion has ever been made to the 10-cent
price, and frequently we have an attend-
ance of from 600 to 700, practically fill-

ing our house. Six reels of pictures con-
stitute the regular matinee program, as
compared with seven in the evenl

Manufacturers May Extend Information
Concerning Their Industrial Processes to
the People and tothe Future Buvers of
California." Many fine films made for use
at the Exposition at San Francisco last
year have been turned over to the bureau
and some will be made this year for its

To Enlarge Factory.
San Francisco. CaJ.—The American

Photo Players Company, for several years
located at 130 Kearney street, but which
has recently fitted up splendid new quar-
ters in the Film Exchange building at
Golden Gate avenue and Jones street, is
preparing to enlarge its large factory at
Bonar and Addison streets. Berkeley, Cal.
An addition is to be erected s

ering a ground area of 200x1
the added space will be given
pipe organ department.

feet, and

Opens Factory at Los Gatos.
Los Gatos, Cal.—The Masteroll Perfor-

ating Machine Company has removed its
equipment from the Kohler & Chase build-
ing at San Francisco to this city and
will shortly commence the manufacture
of music rolls for use in connection with
moving pictures. General Manager P. L.
Grannis recently returned to the Coast
after spending four months In New York
and Chicago.

Five Cameragraphs at the Rialto.
San Francisco, Cal.—The Rialto theater

lias just added two new Powers No. 6 B.
raphs to its equipment, making

five of these machines in all that are in-
stalled in this house. The two new ones
have been set up in a reviewing room on

tloor as the operating room and
pictures shown at the h .

carefully reviewed by the management.

few adults
tinee performances, but these are out-
numbered twenty to one bv the children.
Either Mr. Krai.n or Mr. Beach are al-
ways on hand to preserve order, but lit-

tle difficulty is experienced in this line.

The children are allowed to make as much
noise as they please, as long as it is in

the nature of applause, but are Kept to

their seats as much as posslbli
| illy at-

tractive program la offered, club women
maj be a< i n bi Ingln the children to the
the. iter by the automobile load and many
families permit their children to come
liel'e IIIKIi nilillM I, led.

taken of them and that suitable
,-. ill be ahow n,

Visual Instruction Broadening.
The Bureau ot

Instruction, of the University of Callfor-
ni Ion Division, b

IT'S Work and Is imw ready for
ii Many new lllma are

Ided and i he u ork ot the bureau
«iii I..- great! extended during the oom-

MOVlnfl picture equipment Is

Supply House Issues Noteworthy Book.
San Francisco, c.,1 > ; A Metcalfe has

commenced the distribution of a
of moving picture theater
lied the A. B. C. of Moving
'his Is an illustrated work.

iprebi

compendium
equipment c

Pictures."
arranged in

ner, and a heavy demand is already being
noted for it on the part of exhibitors. •

San Francisco Items.
Work on the Searchlight theater at

Church and |8th sir,, I -

interfered witli during July by the strike
of longshoremen, which prevented dellv-

lumber from bell
opening of tins

|

Ralph B ntlni the Call-
fomlS Motion Picture Corpor.it loi

• us Northern Cal I

In a tine new Dodge automobile
Improvements are to be made shortly

to the front of •

theater,
a marquee to be Installed to add to its
att ract i\ •

<: \ Mi t« .!te h.,s installed a Minusa
gold lib,,- screen in the public i.

room litt.d up in the quartets of the
American Photo flayer Company in the
l-iim Exohange building.
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30,000 Sign for Fairer Censorship
Portland, Oregon, Photoplay Patrons Stand Behind Local Exhibitors—Eager to

Sign Their Petition for Fairer Censorship—Club Women Against Censors

—

Publicity Campaign Ends.

Bj kbiah i NVlso .
sii'.i Journal Bklg.. Portland, Ore.

lobbies

PORTLAND, ORE.—The motion picture
mens campaign before the people for

a fairer censorship ordinance closed
August 1. When the petitions the moti
picture men had placed in theil

for signatures were called In, it was
found that about 30,000 people had
signed In their favor. The enthusiasm on
the part of the theater patrons did not
..nee diminish during the campaign and
it could have continued effectively for

the whole month had there been any
question as to the sentiment of the peo-
ple on the issue. The campaign was
closed when it was obvious that the peo-
ple were about unanimously with the ex-
hibitors.
The formal plea to the City Commission-

ers has been postponed to the middle of

August, because of the Commissioners'
vacations. The question is, will the
Commissioners abide by the will of the
people? This, of course, will determine
the success of the campaign.
After the close of the campgain before

the general public, many prominent club
women of the city were interviewed and
the situation was explained to them. This
was done by the motion picture men be-
cause, prior to the enactment of the pres-

ent no-appeal ordinance, the club women
exercised semi-official authority as cen-
sors. With one exception, the heads of

the women's clubs who were interviewed
stated they were with the film men for

an ordinance providing for an appeal to

the courts. The exception was a woman
who refused to have the situation ex-

The club women complained that the
present censorship was ineffective and
several stated that the city's pictures
were apparently being subjected to ridicu-

lous cutting for no purpose.

Children's Matinees Suggested.

Two club women stated that the local

censorship sky could be cleared entirely

if the exhibitors would provide special

matinees for children. One of these
women stated that if such special shows
were provided, there would be no occa-
sion for any legalized censorship what-

Publicity Committee Finishes.

The committee from the Oregon Motion
Picture Men's Association, which handled
the campaign before the people, consisted
of P. M. Simonton, Standard Feature
Film Company; M. O. Leonhart, T. & D.

theater; Louis Christ, Pickford theater,

and Abraham Nelson, Moving Picture
World.. The matter has been turned over
to the association's attorney to be pre-
sented to the Commissioners.

Censors May Quit.
McMinnville, Ore.—After raising "Old

Harry" in McMinnvllle's film circle, which
surrounds its two theaters, and getting
honorable mention in a New York daily
paper, by Heck, the censors here have
subsided. In fact, they have announced
that they are going on a vacation for a
month and will leave the morals of the
people entirely in the exhibitors' hands.
If, when they return, there is no crying
demand for censorship, they will quit for

Mutual Representative Calls.
Portland, Ore.—Edward Auger, special

representative for Mutual from New
Tork, paid the Portland office a visit dur-
ing the height of the campaign for fairer
censorship. He reiterated the statement
made by former travelers into the city
that while Portland's censors were no-
torious the country over, the real gravity

out making the Rose City a visit and
consulting the exhibitors. Speaking of
the situation with reference to his com-
pany, Mr. Auger stated that the Portland
office was no longer a buying exchange,
as it was formerly, but that Seattle now
enjoyed this distinction. Manufacturers,
he said, deemed it inadvisable to send
films to Portland to be reviewed by the
Portland censors until they have had
their runs in other places in this ter-

Mr. Auger is well known in Portland,
being the man who was here to open the
Pathe exchange in 1914.

Harrington Back With Mutual.
Seattle, Wash.—Jay Harrington has not

gone into the theater business, nor has
he gone with Alec Pantages and' his
Western Civilization Corporation, . as
rumor seemed to have it since he quit
Universal. He went back to his old job
on the road for Mutual, August 5.

The Mutual managers in the Pacific
Northwest met with Edward Auger dur-
ing his visit here. This was soon after
the Mutual had moved into their new
quarters. G. A. Reed and. A. S. Kirk-
patrick came from Portland for the oc-
casion.

Many Prominent Visitors.

Portland, Ore.—The censorship cam-
paign and the national Knights of
Pythias convention brought many visitors
to the city who are more or less famous
in film circles.

Frank Hudson, who manages the G. F.

exchange at Seattle, called on L. A. Todd,
manager of the local office.

George Bligh came from Salem minus
his famous vest and cheered the boys
from the side lines in their campaign
for fairer censorship.
Jensen and Von Herberg, who operate

the Columbia theater here, came down
from Seattle and passed some pertinent
remarks about the inconsistency of Port-
land's censors.
Lew Cullins and wife, from the Casino,

The Dallas, Ore., were in Portland for
the K. of P. convention. Mr. Cullins has
the state rights here to Damon and Pyth-
ias, essentially a K. of P. picture, and
showed the production at the Heilig,
Portland's biggest theater.

Other visitors were M. E. Mead, road
man for Triangle; S. Danz, Star theater,
Astoria; James Webb, Cozy theater, Un-
ion: H. C. Murphy, Yacolt, Wash.; Percy
Lever, Scenic theater, Coquille, and C. C.

Waters, Salem.

Cameraman Royally Treated.
Portland, Ore.—W. A. Van Scoy, cam-

eraman for Pathe, recently returned from
the Wallowa mountains in eastern Ore-
gon, where he had been taking some
scenic pictures. His trip was the first

that any cameraman had ever made into
this region and the taking of motion pic-

tures was made a gala event. The whole
town of Wallowa turned out to a water-
melon feast on the shores of Wallowa
lake and incidentally watched the camera-
man photograph its beauty spots. Mr.
Van Scoy and L Vergere, who runs the
local theater, were the lions of the oc-

of the sin I be i ,-ith-

An Organ for T & D.
Portland, Ore.—The Wurlitzer people

have just completed the installation of a
$25,000 Hope Jones unit orchestra at the
T & D theater. The model is the same
as the one used at the San Francisco ex-
position and is also similar to the one re-

ntlj n sta] led at the T & D u
of t fo

pplied the music at the T. & DD.

Heard on Portland's Film Row.
Milton, Ore.—Simpson & Burton have

bought the Sunset theater from H. Long.
Bend, Ore.—L C. Rudow, owner of the

Dream theater, will have his new house
ready to open next month. Its seating ca-
pacity is 500. The Dream will close.

Burns, Ore.—Julian Byrd, who now op-
erates the Tonawanna theater, is contem-
plating building a new and larger house.

Portland, Ore.—Wm. Graeper has an-
nounced that he will make extensive al-
terations in the Union avenue theater and
increase Its seating capacity.

Portland, Ore.—C. W. Cornell is now
managing the Ideal theater. Mr. Cornell
worked for the People's Amusement Com-
pany for about six years at the Tivoli
and also at the Ideal as operator.

Portland, Ore.—Oswego Lake, near here,
is the film men's summer rendezvous.
Among the film fraternity who have es-
tablished camps there are Fred Simon-
ton, Ed. Myrick and Sam Fleishman.

Portland, Ore.—E. E. Goehler has been
employed as road man for Pathe. He
was formerly an auto salesman.

Seaside, Ore.—G. W. Reed, who former-
ly operated the Orpheum theater, is now
located at the National. O. C. Cacheralis
is again managing the Orpheum.

St. Paul, Ore.—H. C. Wirple opened a
theater here August 6. The equipment
was furnished by Pete Sabo of Portland.

SPOKANE NOTES.
By S. Clark Patchin, 1811 Eleventh Avenue,

Spokane, Wash.
S. E. Rork of Keystone Here.

SPOKANE, WASH.—S. E. Rork, of Los
Angeles, Cal., personal representative

of Mack Sennett maker of Keystone Film
comedies on the Triangle program, was
a visitor to Spokane during the past week.
While here he was the guest of Manager
Ralph Ruffner of the Liberty theater,
which is the Spokane home of Triangle
pictures. Mr. Rork is enroute to New
York City and will visit northeastern
cities on the way. He said:
"We are getting better acquainted with

exhibitors and sounding seniment on the
Max Sennett Keystones with a view to
improving them and making them bigger
and better. Mr. Sennett, who personally
supervises every Keystone comedy his
fourteen companies make, has never been
fully satisfied with one of them. He warts
bigger thrills, more laughs and a more
human touch in all of them.
"He has just completed his new studio

at a cost of $150,000, and it covers 15 acres
and is regarded as the most complete in

America. He can make Keystone come-
dies, rain or shine, day or night, in th#
new plant. He employs 14 directors and
has 500 regular Keystone players on his

pay-roll and sometimes as many as 2,000

are employed at one time.
"In the near future Mr. Sennett will

present Mabel Normand in an eignt or
nine-reel production to cost $100,000, made
by her own company under his supervi-
sion. He has had her company of 30 peo-
ple on his pay-roll for eight weeks wait-
ing the start of the picture. Mabel is

determined to do a better picture than
Billie Burke in 'Peggy.'
"Mr Sennett is now in New York, and

I expect to meet him somewhere across
the continent. He is bringing 'Fatty* Ar-
buckle and his New York company back
with him to Los Angeles."

"Feast of Life" a Hit.

Clara Kimball Young, of the World
Film, in her portrayal of the role of a
Cuban beauty in "The Feast of Life," drew
capacity audiences to the Class A last

week. Miss Young became a favorite nero
in "Trilby" and "Camille," and Manager
C. E. Stilwell experienced no trouble in

keeping- his seats filled during this en-
gagement.
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General Film Company
SELIG.

SEL1G-TRIBUNE NO. 62. 1916 (Aug. 3).—
Cleveland, Ohio.—Twenty-I wo men are dead as

a result of an explosion of gas in the watef
works tunnel, live miles from shore, under
Lake Erie.
San Francisco.—Seven persons were killed,

families of State Militiamen, chorus girls sell

tickets.
Mathewson's farewell.
San Antonio.—The First Illinois Brigade mem-

bers do their hike to Leon Springs.
Canton, Mass.—Through the efforts of the

Salvation Army poor children are given a day's
outing.
Chicago.—Hot and then some—100 degrees

of sizzling heat; and 200,000 people take to the
cool waters of Lake Michigan.

SELIG-TRIBUNE NO. tti, 1916 (Aug. 7).—
Charlestown Navy Yard.—Our future admirals
of the navy take their midsummer practice

nual Monmouth County Horse Show.
Seattle.—John Borden and Captain Louis L.

Lane sail on the schooner Great Bear to hunt
big game and whales.
Leon Springs, Tex.—The Third, Fourth,

Seventh and Eighth Illinois Machine Gun Com-

Vicky Weathers arrives home at the B-O
Ranch, after a long oojourn in the east. Her
father sends Tom and Sid, two cowboys.

panies practice \

Cheyenne, Wyo —
great crowds.
New York.—The explosion of 69 cars of am-

munition stored on Black Tom Island kills at

least three men, injures scores, and causes a
property loss of approximately $20,000,000.

THE FAR JOURNEY (Three parts—Aug. 21).
—The cast: David Itucklin (Harrv Mestayer) ;

David's father (William Sheerer) ; Dorothy, as

a child (Lillian Wade) ; Dorothy (Marion War-
ner). Written by William E. Wing. Frank
Beal, director.
David Bucklin denounces his father, changes

his name and hides away in a far city.

An accomplished violinist, David secures an
engagement through the medium of a vaudeville
team. He has made friends with little Dorothy,
daughter of the actor and actress, and conse-
quently the parents take an interest in the un-
fortunate young man.
Dorothy becomes ill, a lamp explodes, and

she is saved from death by fire through the
courage of David. Later the parents of little

Dorothy die and David adopts the child. He
spends most of his meager salary to educate
the little girl, and as she blossoms into young
womanhood he sends her to a fashionable young
ladies' seminary. Dorothy inherits her parents'
theatrical talents and later becomes a prima
donna.

In the meantime the fortunes of Bucklin go
from bad to worse. He loses his position on

,
later is discharged from a eabaret

and is almost starving in a tenement district.

David Is ashamed to meet his ward, for he
has made a pretense to her that he Is wealthy.

Dorothy returns from a prolonged
cessful tour. David concludes to sell his violin

to a connoisseur in return for the privilege of
Hi. w. althv in. in' In. in. fur a short

time In which to receive his \

calls and he tells her that she
her services.

Dorothy suspects something Is wrong. She
her guardian has merely borrowed
in whii h to receive In r. She ob-

tain I .
.

starving, and through her love his

attain na

i the world
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ery nearly precipitate a runaway.
Tom secures an ancient ram and Sid a calf,

and they practice marriage proposals, not know-
ing that Vicky, her father and the other cow-
boys form a hidden audience which greatly
enjoys the performance. Finally each resolves
to capture Vicky in any event, and they engage
in a roping contest. Tom ropes the girl and
receives nothing but a scolding for his pains.
Sid believes he has won her hand, but soon
discovers that she will have nothing to do
with him either. The two cowboys finally de-

termine that all women are fickle.

VIM.
THEIR HONEYMOON (Aug. 24).—The cast:

Plump (Babe Hardy): Hunt (Billy Ruge) ;

Tramp (Frank Hanson) ;
Mrs. Plump (Ra/

Godfrey); Mother-in-law (Edna Reynolds).
Starting on their honeymoon, young Mr.-.

Plump decides to carry her cash in the form
of gold pieces sewed on her coat as buttons.

Attacked bv tramps, the coat is stolen and the
shock makes ma-in-law ill. Wifey telephone
to Mr. Plump to hasten home. He is arrested

for speeding and put in jail. Here be recog-
nize-; one of the thugs, pinched for another
crime1

. The judge is told of the thug's attack

and Plump phones to tell wifey of his capture.

THE TRYOFT (Aug. 2.".).—The east: Pokes
(Robert Burns! ; Jahbs i Walt, r Stull); In-

genue (Ethel Burton): Tramp ( Kobin Wil-
liamson i; Cameraman (Harry Naughton).
Pokes is told by his landlady not to return

unless he brings the money necessary to pay
up his back board bill. Therefore, when Pokes
sees a sign hanging in front of one of the

picture studios "Extra Wanted." he jumps at

the opportunity and is told to report the fol-

lowing morning for a tryout. .Tabbs. the direc-

tor of the company to which Pokes is assign. .1.

Is in no pleasant mood when Pokes reports on
the following morning. Instead of taking heed
to his cues and entering the stage in the

proper moment Pokes is eith. r busy rehearsing
his business behind the sets or thinking of the

reward that is coming to him when In

the prettv ingenue from the villainous tramp
that is to attack her. After several rehearsals

Jabbs is almost frantic and determines to give

Pokes onlv one more chance. This time when
raman is grinding and everything is

running smoothly. Pokes really does appear.
but instead of following the routine ordered by
Jabbs. runs amuck and starts shooting at

everybody in the cast. At the time that Jabbs'
i ,1.,. ra] other directors

are working on the stage and each company is

busy with its respective Bcenes. When Pokes
from the s.t chasing everybody before

him at the point of his revolver, consternation
r.igns on the big studio stage, and all of the
members of the various companies seek refuge
behind wing' and ehan Pokes continues on
bis wild (ournev until finally Jabbs In self-

defense unites all the studio employees to turn
upon On- luckless PoVcpb and ticceed In sub-
duing him after a bard struggle.

w \ i:i; I w. .1 >i RIDE
I
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Plump (Babe Hardy): Hunt (Billy Huge); his

dfrey).
Runt Is a sport and be leads his girl to be-

lieve that he is about to buv a swell auto. He
examines several but the prices do not Rult

him and he finally g.t what he thinks Is a
bargain a broken-down Flivver for a small
urn Plump, an out-of-work chauffeur. Is en-

gaged as driver and tiny sally forth for the

ind they .

the flying couple, who leap through the clouds
In their atteiiint i ' from be-
low blow iin the flying Pllwer and In the en-
suing excitement tb. pollCI ear

| drivel
through tin wall n time to

catch Plump and I I tunati iv.

droii through the celling.

ert Harron) ; the father I W. Chrystie Miller) :

the son (Elmer Booth) ; his friend (Charles
Gorman).
Oftentime it has been proved that the own

children of a family have proved less loving
and considerate than those who have been
adopted. And so it was in the case of the
adopted brother of this family. He became the
-oh support, while the old gray-haired father
sat by the fire, the young daughter looked after
the house and the degenerate brother went off

to the saloon with his questionable compan-
ions. The money for his debauches was often
supplied by the adopted young brother.

The brother has just left for the saloon, and
the adopted son follows him to the village, just

and his drunken
debauches are the talk of the good people and
the abuse of those of his kind. The boy be-
friends the author by taking him to his cabin.
Here while he sleeps off his drunken stupor.
the boy reads some of the manuscr
on the table. When the author awakens the
boy seeks to encourage him into a fn
and begins to arouse new courage in the writer.

Meanwhile back in the saloon there is an-
other fight. A drunken farmer coming out is

met by one of his former hands who demands
the pay that is coming to him. The farmer
underpaid the man. There is a struggle be-

tween the two and a large roll of bills is dis-

played. The degenerate brother and his Mends
coming out of the saloon see the money and
decide to follow the man and rob him. They
do this. The boy returning home from the
author's cabin comes upon them and is an un-
willing witness to tlnir crime. They see him.
and pursuing him into the nearby bushes they
threaten and abuse him until he agrees to keep
silent. As he is passing the sheriff's house he
sees the man who had been robbed on the porch
while the hand who had previously quarreled
with him is also there and being accused of

the crime. A strong sense of rebellion against
his degenerate brother arises in the boy's
mind. All his life the other man has made
people suffer. The boy decides to stand by the
truth and he goes to the sheriff and tells him
the true story of the crime. Thus the degene-
rate brother and his friend are brought to

justice.

Some time later while tiny are working on
the stone heap not far from the prison a light

arises between an unruly prisoner and a guard.
It is an opportunity they have long been look-

ing for and they make good their escape. Suc-
. va.lmg the guards they hide under

a rocky cliff. Presently upon the height above
they see two men fighting one renders the
other unconscious and the two convicts see in

this a chance to cover their own tracks. They
steal up behind the two men and rob them of

on the adopted brother who had
been the cause of all their suffering. They
s. ,k him at the home, but he is bidding good-
by to the author, who is leaving that locality,

a .hanged man. due entirely to the boy's in-

fluence. Tiny intimidate the girl into telling

his whereabouts, but on their departure she
goes to the house to find the boy. She meets
him on th. Mr.-t r. turning from the author.
The two convicts, however, had seen him from
a distance, and jumping on two hoj
find by the roadside they follow in quick pur-
suit. The girl runs for the sheriff and the

• inn. s Th. author on the OOtSldl
of the town, however, had stopped to rest. The
boy. followed by the two ronyicts. puss by on
their nor . situation at a
glance and following after the two he
them just as they are about to fall upon the
boy. In the struggle he kills one and he him-
self Is shot by another. The other convict
falls into the hands of the sheriff. Thus the
good done another return- to the boy and frus-
trates the evil design that v.

i him for the pri. .

KALEM.
OOOD EVEN INC., .Ml'.;:

I mi I I.lovd V. Hamilton) : Bud ( Bud
Duncan)

;
Qu.enie (Ethel Tears) : Clever Dioh
n.lson).

An underworld bnrlesjque, In which Ham
and Bud. because of their cleverness In bar-
gaining

is really "fat
band et

of the band and are Ili-

um! Bin!

I.oli.e down on the band
I t a run-

ning buttle with tin minion- of the la*



.'rnmg, Judge!" says Ham, and without
word of instruction they find their way below,
to their old cell, make up their bunks, and go
off to sleep.

THE FIGHTING HEIRESS, No. 1 of "The
Girl from Frisco" Series (Two Parts—Aug. 9).

The cast: Barbara Brent (Marin Sais) ; Con-
gressman John Wallace (True lioardman) ; Ace
lii- t nt (Frank Jonason) ; Jim Bliss (Ronald
Bradbury); Terry, the foreman (E. Forrest
Taylor); l.opez ( B. Fcury).

Impending trouble with the sheep herders,

who are encroaching on his range, causes
Ace Brent, owner of vast California interests,

to warn his daughter Barbara to postpone her
visit to the ranch. But Barbara is made of

sterner stuff, and, following a heated discus-
sion with her admirer, John Wallace, over
woman's equality with man in the business
world, she declares she will disregard the
warning telegram and be at her father's side
should trouble come. Brent, returning from
a parley with Bliss, leader of the sheep men,
is laid low bv a bullet from the gun of Lopez,
a Mexican, whom he had discharged. Barbara
sets out alone on the Mexican's trail, aided by
the fact that his horse was minus a shoe,
Terry, the ranch foreman, and Wallace, who
had followed Barbara to the ranch because of
worry over her safety, thinking that Bliss
was responsible for the deed, determined that
the moment had arrived to force the sheep
from the Brent range. While the rangers and
sheep men are engaged in a spirited battle,
Barbara has overtaken her father's assailant
and a lone duel begins in the hills. Bliss,
vanquished, adopts a desperate ruse to cover
his retreat and orders his men to set fire to
the dry prairie grass. Wallace, searching for
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Universal Film Corporation.
NESTOR.

BROKE, BUT AMBITIOUS (Aug. 21).—Story
by Harry Lyons. Scenario by C. J. Wilson,
Jr. Produced by L. W. Chaudet. Cast: Fred
(Lee Moran)

; George (Eddie Lyons) ; The
Captain (11. S. Grimth) ; His Daughters (Pris-
ed la Dean, Marcia Moore).
Fred and George note an ad. in the paper for

a couple of young men to be companions and
amuse a yachting party, so they decide to ap-
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Meanwhile Barbara, having by a ruse
secured a position of advantage, ends her duel
with Lopez by a well-aimed bullet. Turning
to return home, her startled eyes behold
Wallace's plight down in the valley. Daring
death, she speeds her horse through the flames,
picks Wallace up while at full speed, and, In
a few seconds, has reached safety.

DOING THE DEMONSTRATOR (Aug. 11).—
The cast: Daisy (Ivy Close) ; Hustling Henry
(Henry Murdock) ; Bobby Bubbles (Arthur
Albertson) ; Porticas Pepper (C. D. Peruchi) ;

Minerva Mustard (Mary Taylor-Ross) ; Clar-
ence Catty (William McKay).
Daisy arrives in the rising town of Yeast

at a propitious moment, for at Bobby Bubbles'
General Store business is bad, and Porticas
Pepper, holder of the inevitable mortgage,
insistent. When Daisy starts to demonstrate
Bobby's newly invented soap business picks
up with a rush, for all the men of the town
enjoy having their faces washed by Daisy's
dainty hands. But even these results do not
banish the pestiferous Pepper. The day of
judgment comes, and when Bobby is unable
to look the mortgage in the face Pepper
starts for the bank to give instructions that
the deed be enforced. But Daisy learns of
Bobby's plight and comes forth with a bank-
roll. The result of the race finds Pepper and
his mortgage out in the cold world while Bobby
and Daisy embrace.

HURLED THROUGH THE DRAWBRIDGE,
No. 92 of the "Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series (Aug. 12).—The cast: The Lone Point
operator (Helen Gibson) ; Gordon (P. S. Pem-
broke) ; Sinton (G. A. Williams) ; His aids
(Glen Gano and Jack Messick) ; Naroche
(George Routh).
Learning that the driver of the Comet car

of the big ihas been disabled
Sinton, a gambler, bets heavily on its rival
But his plans go awry when Gordon, the
owner of the Comet car, meets Naroche, a
celebrated French driver, and engages him to
pilot the racer. Sinton, facing heavy losses,

vent Naroche and the Comet reaching the
scene of the race. The conspirators lay plans
to delay the special bearing the Gordon party.

and raising the draw. Helen, tearing ahead at
great speed, plunges through the open draw,
barely escaping death as the heavy handcar
overturns and strikes the water. Swimming
to the opposite shore, Helen races down the
track and succeeds in stopping the special In
the nick of time. Later, in a race filled with
thrills the Comet car sweeps to the finish vic-

ird looking i __
their commander 1

to be used as cooks for the yacht.
The captain is taking his daughter for

that they want to answer i

Fred and George fight to see which one will
wait upon the girl, as both are very jealous.
A storm strikes the ship and the crew want

to abandon it when the day is saved by bring-
ing out some rum bottles, which are found tou - -mpty. The girl gets seasick and the cap-

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 32 (Aug. 9).

McAllen, Texas.
General Carranza Feted.—Mexican ruler wel-

comed on triumphal tour of country.—Durango,

If your newsdeal-
er cannot or will not

supply you every week with

a copy of this paper, send your

subscription direct for one year or

six months to address below. You

cannot afford to miss a single

See Title Page for Rates.
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to House.—Washington, D. C.
Another Wreck on Pacific.—Liner Shnayak

ashore on Rocky Coast, graveyard of many
ships.—Monterey, Cal.

Building a Speedway.—Record work in con-
structing big "saucer" for avito laces.— Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Cats, Victims in Paralysis War.—Household
pets and vagrants rounded up for death, as

is very seasick and miserable.

BEER MUST GO DOWN (July 31).—The cast:
Reggie Smith (Eddie Lyons) ; His Father (Hart
Gamble) ; June (Lee Moran).
Because Reggie is prone to drink, father

severely scores him, and his patience reaches a'
climax when he is presented with a bill for
damages Reggie has inflicted on a poor, inof-

Reggie is very much in love with June, his
father's ward, and she reciprocates his affection.
Reggie arrives home early one morning, and

is confronted by his angry father, who tells
him to leave the house and not return until
he has paid the bill. June intercedes, but
father is obdurate.
The Association of Stevedores are highly

wrought up over the advance of beer from five
to ten cents a can. There is untold suffering
among them, and they secure the services of
the redoubtable detective, Potts, to advance
their cause. Thus it is that Reggie and Potts
meet, for Potts has inserted an advertisement
that Reggie sees.
Unknown to Reggie, his father is head of the

graft trust that advanced the price of beer.
Potts and Reggie discover the meeting place
and make a raid. The last to come out is Mr.
Smith. Recognition follows, and upon being
allowed to leave, Smith "makes good" with both
Reggie and Potts.
Reggie is enabled to pay off his bills, and as

he has proven his father to be the biggest
grafter of all is allowed to return home and

Deutschland on Home Dash.—German sub-
marine dodges waiting cruiser on homeward
voyage.—Baltimore, Md,
Everything Hits New York.—Latest is a flfty-

two-foot whale, when, coming too close to
shore, is killed alter fierce battle.—Rockaway.

cinnati, Ohio.
Prepare for Car Strikes.—With the latest

Autoped, every one can defy tie-ups.—New

BIG U.
A MAN'S HARDEST FIGHT (Aug. 3).—The

cast: Pelette (Al MacQuarrie) ; Martin Lang-
ley (Jack Nelson) ; Gladys (Lucille Young) ;

Her Mother (Mrs. Jay Hunt). Produced by Jay
Hunt.

Pelette, a guide of the tree country, and Mar-
tin Langley, a camp foreman, are both suitors
for the hand of Gladys, a mountain girl. Both
show her attention and go on many trips to-
gether, but in little ways Gladys shows her
preference for the foreman. Martin is finally
accepted and marries the girl.

Pelette tries to be brave about the matter
and when the two leave on a short honeymoon
trip with his own hands he builds a house for
the two and has it completed when they re-

ith himself he starts drinking. One day while
in an intoxicated condition he chances to be
near a stream where Gladys is bathing. The de-
sire for the girl comes over him once more
and he approaches her stealthily until she finally
hears him. They struggle and he is almost on
the point of getting the best of her when Martin
arrives and watches the conflict. The girl

ater. This awakens Pelette and he catches
himself just in time to prevent his going after
her. The two men seek her out on the shore
below, and Martin, with the right of possession,

THE GIRL IN LOWER 9 (Aug. 5).—The cast:
Tillie Olsen (Cleo Madison) ; Nels Ormsted
(Charles Gunn) ; Andy Dix (W. V. Mong).
Andy Dix, a windmill agent, Is on the way

West on a fast train. His seatmate, a Swedish
girl, seems to be in distress. Dix makes the
acquaintance of Olaf Hansom, who is also on
the train. Olaf talks to Tillie, who tells him
she is on her way to the middle west, where
her father is seriously ill. Olaf asks her about
funds and Tillie tells him she is all right and
displays a roll of bills. When Tillie awakes her
first morning her money is missing and she
hears Dix leaving. She suspects him and fol-
lows out. Dix sees he is followed and takes a
taxi. Tillie follows. He finally eludes her
and Tillie misses her train. She wanders about
the town until exhausted.
Her father is meanwhile worrying over the

non-arrival of Tillie. Nels Ormsted cheers the
old man, and finally they receive word of Tlllie's
whereabouts and learn she is on her way to the
farm. Nels is ordered to hurriedly meet the
train

in each other grows with the passing

BISON.
THE TRAIL OF CHANCE (Two Parts—Aug.

2fi).—The cast: Bill Brown (A. G. Corbel):
Beekv. his daughter (Marv Fuller) ; Richard— "er) : Ben Call

nmy (Andy CI
account of a letter that
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Tommy, t

Ben tried
daughter, bu

• to Bill At this point

ke love to Becky, Bill's

nformed hini she bad no
. Callahan. Then a young

Strang, r arrived, who told Becky that her
father knew all about him, so she said that
he could take the cabin in the woods till her
rather came back. As the days passed they
grew to love each other and Ben became very

Then came a notice saying that Richard
Stanley was wanted tor a murder, giving a de-
scription that tittcd Stanton. When Becky
found this out she was very much worried and
sent lummy to warn her lover of his danger.

Stanton, .seeing that there was no way to

prove his identity, tried to get away and hid
in -some nearby bushes. But by accident the
men fired some shots and one found its way
into the bushes, wounding Dick. He managed
to drag himself to Becky's cottage and she hid
him in the attic. Some tell-tale drops of blood
revealed Dick to the sheriff. The men de-
cided to lynch him. Becky pleaded in vain,

so as they took him away she sent Tommy for

her father.
Tommy rode
1 th<

s he could and met Bill

home. Now he remembered the let-

which" he had forgotten to give Bill and
when he opened it Bill read that Dick wa
government forest expert. Hard and fast they
rode to save an innocent man and succeeded
in arriving just as Dick was about to be hung.
After all the explanations were made Dick
was freed and Ben foiled in his attempt on
Dick's life, retired to safer parts.

VICTOR.
YOU WANT SOMETHING (Two Parts—Aug.

24).—The cast: Jeremiah Fogie (Max Asher) ;

Lillian (Gale Henry) ; Tom Hustle (Arthur
Moon); Silas Slowboy (William Franey).
Jeremiah Fogie, shoe manufacturer, has

made money in the past, but his business meth-
ods do not pull trade these days as they once

He is advised right and left to advertise,
waste of

--
rtising ag

with Lillian, Fogie's daughter
Tom's criticisms of his business methods and
frowns at the love affair between the young
people. Fogie's drummer, Silas Slowboy, comes
back from the road, discouraged and without
orders. In rage Fogie declares he will go out
on the road and sell shoes to prove advertising

Before going Fogie promises Tom his daugh-
ter's hand if the latter proves advertising pays.
Fogie meets with i

i of the brand
and thinks it is a rival shoe. He comes home
broken, but is overcome when he sees the
factory working full blast once more and finds

out that the much-advertised stuff is of hi= own
manufacture.

Fogie gladly gives Tom his daughter's hand
and command of business. Later the interest-
ing widow is brought into old Fogie's life per-
manently.

Note—This story was awarded the $100 prize
offered by the Associated Advertising Clubs of

the World. It is of a purely advertising
nature, as required by the Advertising Clubs.

IMP.
THE PANEL GAME (Two Parts—Aug. 25).—

The cast: Vincent Lee (G. Raymond Nye);
Nan (Roberta Wilson) ; Shifty (Si Clegg) ; the
New Maid ( I'cggv Couclray i

; Jonathan Hark-
ness (Walter lielasco) ; his Wife (Helen
Wright).
Vincent Lee Is a crook. In pursuit of busi-

ness, be arrives at the beach with the regular
summer crowd. He is accompanied by his
•valet," one "Shifty."
Nan Larson Is another who lives by her wits.

Lee sees her plying her trade and Invites her
up to his room to He suggests
she join him in a partnership, and I,

Jonathan llarkn. s and his wife, typical

country p. at the hotel. In

carrying oul their plan Man It • I

In ih, bote! with a inald and soon blossoms
forth. vinr.ni .up. acquaintance with
Harkness and one day while he and Harkncss
are talking Nan nonchalantly strolls by and

Introduced to the girl and gladly accompanies
i

troii aa hi better ball is busy
writing letters In her room.

Ilarkn.ss is willing to be led along and Nnn
..i on blm m la I one night he

i.n i,i wlfi tl il and win
remain In thi lol talk. He
II,, n , ,,11 up \ ,n .i], ,u tin, ill and I •

let him come up for a while
Harkne la admitted to the room, which is

Ihi heal and Van
• '

'•• hi '•,,,, '

demurs, but finally does t_. .

to Nan's room on an errand and
suggests that it woulddiscovers them.

be fine to tell Mrs. Harkness of her husband'
presence in the room, and the victim, glad

ut, is stung to the tune

GOLD SEAL.
THE CASTLE OF DEPAIR (Three Parts—

Aug. 22).—The cast: John Alden (Malcolm
Blerins) ;

his Secretary (Percy Challenger) ;

Ruth Alden (Neva Gerber) ; Mortimer Morrison
(Carl Von Schiller j ; Butler (Frederick Har-
rington) ; Margery Alden (Virginia Corbin).
John Alden, a keen, shrewd business man, is

so engrossed with the making of money and
winning success that he neglects his wife, Ruth,
and their small daughter, Margery.

His wife, Ruth, is an artist and takes great
delight in her work, as well as caring for her
small daughter. Comes Mortimer Morrison, a
friend of the husband's. He is attracted to
Ruth, admires and covets. She accepts his at-
tentions, but not in the spirit in which they are
offered, being loyal to her husband.
One night Ruth gives a big dinner—it is their

wedding anniversary—and Alden is so busy
that he forgets all about it. But the climax
is reached when he brings along Mortimer to
take her to the opera after he has kept her
waiting for over an hour. She consents to
elope with Mortimer and that night finds her
leaving with Margery. Once aboard the train,
however, she regrets what she is doing and
gets off.

When Alden returns home, after completing
a big deal, which places him in the class of the
big men of WT all Street, he finds his home
empty. Then for a couple of years he is cold,
and hard, and cynical. But there comes the time
when he sees a painting done by his wife and
memory will give him no peace until he has
put forth every effort to find her and the baby.
The detectives locate her humble dwelling and
while she has gone to the art dealer's he comes
and kidnaps Margery. Returning home, Ruth Is

frantic, but at police headquarters is told that
a lost child was reported as being taken to a
certain hotel and Alden's detective offers his
assistance. Alden hears them coming and hides
behind some draperies while Ruth rushes to the
sleeping Margery. When she look3 up she sees
her husband standing beside her and once more
the family is united.

In the meanwhile Mary has found out what
is happening and has the presence of mind to
telephone the authorities in the next county,
as the sheriff in that county is being held up
by Murray's men. After doing this she goes
to Carters aid and the two of them fight off

the attacks of their opponents until aid arrives.
Raymond makes Mary a partner in the mine

and his partner for life.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

manding that Liberty must not marry before
reaching the age of twenty-one without the
written approval of both trustees.

Liberty spends a year at the Winston home,
and then goes to her late father's estate in

Mexico. A fiesta is held in honor of Liberty's

grand ball concludes the fiesta, and here
Pancho Lopez secretly plots against his em-
ployers by conspiring to abduct Liberty, the
prospective money to be used to finance a revo-
lution. The plan succeeds. Padro escapes from
his captivity with the Lopez band and hurries
back to the Horton estate, where he tells of
the abduction of Liberty and the Texas Rangers
are summoned. Manuel

from setting

RED FEATHER.

Kerrigan) ; Georgette Fallon (Maud George) ;

"Placer" Murray (Harry Carter) ; "Big Jim"
Helton (Harry Griffith); Mary, his daughter

by his father,
• trail of the

great white way. To cap the climax he has
fallen in love with an actress. Georgette Fal-
lon, and is about to marry her when he is in-
formed by his lawyer that his whole estate is

squandered and there is nothing left but a mine
in Hell's Canyon Desert. California, so Carter
sets out for Desert to make his fortune.
The town of Desert is run by a boss. "Placer"

Murray. The mine which Carter owns Is being
worked by Helton, although he has no legal
claim to the property, and a short while be-
fore Carter arrives Murray tries to take pos-
session of the mine bv force. In this he is

successful. Without revealing his Identity,

Mary. But all this while Murray has the mine
watched and when ho finds that they are about
to strike It rich, he has the mine blown up out
of spite, so that the partners have to begin all

over again. The two stick It out and begin
the work anew.
At this time Raymond receives a telegram

from Georgette saying that she Is coming to
visit him.
The day of her arrival Carter and Helton go

down to the station to meet Georgette. Mur-
ray, seeing the two In town, thinks It an Ideal
time to settle ble score once for all
calls the two Into his office and there begins

battle royal. In the end Carter ami old Hel-
In fighting their •

At last il

and she begs Cuter to go with her. At Inst he
J] of the white 1

But Broadway seems tame to Carl
living In the open, and he soon fin,!

| tii.it Murray now
the claim, which he bourtt from Hilton for a
song. The latter li broken In mind

li Ing In a little hu(
•

' , sheriff nn.l pi.

deed to the mine and then goea un to the claim

thi whole
crow i and fori sd to

dissuade the

. claiming the quest too hazardous ; but
Rutledge spurns his advice, and the latter finally
concludes to accompany the expedition. The
Lopez gang succeed in carrying Liberty to a
high mountain fastness.
A message is found demanding $10,000 as ran-

som to release Liberty. Rutledge shouts up the
mountain side that if Liberty is harmed all the
Lopez gang will be punished by death when
caught. Lopez sends words to an lnsurrecto
chief, Alvira, to prepare for an attack on an
American town near the border. Pedro, the
servant, manages to creep into the Lopez camp,
finds Liberty and aids her to escape. Alvira and
his insurrectos meanwhile are marching to
attack the American town. Captain Rutledge
and Manuel Leon quarrel, and agree to fight

Raymond Nyei ; Pedro (Eddie Polo).
While Liberty is attempting to mak.

cape Pedro is hurling dynamite at Lopea and
his men and in so doing blows up a part of
the hut.
Manuel and Rutledge are fighting on the top

of the cliff. Manuel for,.- his opponent over
the edge of the cliff, but Rutledge manages to
retain a hold by hanging in midair. This Is

seen by Liberty and Pedro and they start to
the aid of Rutledge, but before they arrive
Itutledgc has managed to regain his foothold
When they arrive at the camp of •

Liberty tells him of the attack. Tl
thinks that by riding hard the] will N able to
warn Colonel Dalton. This is h..u
of Lopez's men and he leav. a to warn Lopaa,
.lust aa the Major and his men are mounting
they are attacked by Lopea and forcj
shelter Liberty offers to ride to the Colonel's
quarters nnd warn him. and so she and Pedro
leave, pursued by tin.

has not entered the debt, but is

watching from behind a rock Jual
loading his sun Manuel lir. s at him

and the bullet tears the gun from

Sh,- slrinc- a r,.p. aOTOSI thi trail
b«ad. It Is eft. .live and l»

'

17 opens In u drug More In Cent, rvllle
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girls all adore him, and the DOJ s despise liiin

y. Mary, the plain daughter of old

orea him in secret.

Timothy lives with Jeff in an old farmhouse
which his mother left him, and incidentally an

: throe hundred a year. Jeff adores

him, is his valet.
The hovs stand it as long as possible, then

frame up to catch Timothy on his way to the

dance hall. They toss him into the water. Jeff

ratchet, him m his arms so that he does not even
crl wet Timothy is more of a hero than ever.

All goes well until Gwendolyn it

to visit Millie. li is Gwendolyn who sows the

movie hero-worship seed in the heads of the mils.

Timothy is deserted, hurt and humiliated. Mary
alone remains true. No longer is the soda
fountain patronized.
Timothy

aln crowded and Timothy .the idol

The boys, disgruntled, go in and tell him
do not believe him or that he is going.

Timothv is taken on his guard, but when he sees

the fair girls ga/ing at him. he says impressively

he is leaving for California Saturday.
The lirst i pis. ule closes with Timothy disap-

tbe oh.-i r\ at ion platform of the de-

parting train.

.. ...jt: Timothy Dobbs (Carter Do Haven) ;

Jeff (Robert Milash); Mary (Vola Smith);
the Emperor Mi'iliunre Hammond); the Lead-
ing Lady (Ruby Cox) ; Roman aero (C. Nor-
man Hammond).

Alter an uneventful trip Timothy arrives in

California, attended by Jeff, now called Jenk-
ins. After a rest Timothv and Jenkins set out
for one of the large studios. After strolling

about the grounds he meets a line of men who
are awaiting to get in and work extra. From
their talk he learns that they hold ti.V

will admit them to the "promised land." He
offers one of the men $2 for his ticket and the
man almost has heart failure hurrying to take
the offer.

The extras are cast for work in a Roman
picture. The action is started and the extras
told how to carry their parts. But the direc-

tor's theory of how to carry out the scene and
that of Timothy's are not the same. Naturally
the director's idea is to have the hero rescue
the heroine. Timothy being quite confident in

his powers, decides to play the hero himself
and the director has one spasm after another
in trying to start the picture right. At last

the scene is about finished. The extra men
rush in and the hero starts "killing" them.
Timtohy will not die in spite of the curses and
pleading of the director and his assistants for
him to die. At last Be does die, and with a
sigh of relief the director and his men start for
Timothy with blood in their eyes.
Jenkins has seen the way things are happen-

ing and valiantly comes to the escape. He
picks Timothy up bodily and carries him to

safety.

BRENNOX 0' THE MOOR (Two Parts—Aug.
21).— The cast: Willy Brennon (Francis
Ford) ; Molly Dawn (Grace Cunard) ; her father
(Jack Francis) ; Father Hurley (Orin Jack-
son) : the Mavor (Robert Murdock) ; his son
(Jack Holt) ; Willy's father (Daddy Manley)

;

Willys mother (Mrs. Manley)
;
peddler (Harry

In the early days of Irish history Willy
Brennon was known as a daring adventurer
and highwayman.

Molly Bawn. an Irish lass, had fallen in love
with the dashing highwayman, and at every
opportunity he would sneak into the town in
which she lived. Molly and her father lived in
a house belonging to the Mayor, whose son was
verv much taken with Molly's ways.

Willy is paying a visit to the townspeople.
He sees the Mayor's son coming with Molly
and at once becomes jealous. He warns Jack
to stay away from the Bawn house and their
words lead to a fight, but afterwards they be-
come friends.
The Mayor bitterly hates Willv and sets the

soldiers on Willv's trail so that he is forced
to flee. But Willy cannot remain away from
Molly long and pays her another visit. The
Mayor has seen Willv hanging about and
gests that the soldiers watch Mollv's 1

Molly hides Willv so successfully thev ar
able to locate him. Jack, while wane
about the house, locates the bandit's 1

place. The Mavor wishing to get Willy at any
cost, promises Molly that if she will give him
up. she and her father will not be molested for
the long overdue rent. Jack hears this and.
sneakin" to the hiding place, tells Willy the
news. Willv decides to sacrifice himself rather
than have Molly thrown out of her home and
surrenders himself to the soldiers.
Mollv attracts the attention of the soldiers

and while they are gone manages to steal the

Hints Horn their muskets. She goes back and
tells Willi y what she has done and Jack, over-
hearing them, tells Willy that he will be wait-
ing beside a certain tree. A short time later
Willy make a break for liberty.

Willy finds Jack waiting for him with a sad-
dle horse and gets away safely, and at last,

through the untiring efforts of Jack, the couple
are united and sail to

east: Mae (Rich MacAllister) ; Hilly (Billy
Armstrong) ;

Charlie (Charles lnsley) ; Ger-
trude (Gertrude Douglas).
This is a story of three men and a girl.

Mac is the proverbial sailor, "A Sweetheart
in Every Port," but really one had to admin
his choice in this port. Standing on the wharf

show Mac his place and immediately ordered
him to the boat.

I lie next day Billy, another one of Gertrude's
suitors, begged her father for her hand, but
made it emphatic that unless he got a job he
needn't come around.
The only job Billy could see in sight was

Mac's, but how was he to get it? He finally

'ith her, throws her into the water. Mack,
on shore, heartsick, seeing her suruggling,
loses no time in rescuing her.

SNORING IN HIGH C (Aug. 27).—The cast:
The Husband (Reggie Morris) ; the Wife (Ger-
trude Selby) ; the Jilted Man (Kitty Howe).

going fine, but just r>bout the finish there ]

pened to appear on the scene an old suitor of

Gertie's, accompanied by a minister ready to

tie the knot for him.
Gertie was called away and the ardent suitor

was about to make a bigamist of Gertie be-

fore she knew what was happening. But she
tartly told the old suitor that he was too late.

The old suitor hied himself to the brewery and
this placed him in no frame of mind to forget
the jilting he received.

Reggie's father in the meantime telegraphed
his beloved son that he was on his way with
a eugenic bride for him. So Gertie had to dis-

guise as a boy to be near her hubby and the
eugenic bride-to-be fell desperately in love with
Gertie.
The jilted suitor by this time had gathered

enough strength and courage to start on the
warpath and Gertie, in trying to elude the fair
maiden, ran amuck of the jilted suitor, who
took a few shots at her. Things for a while
looked rather dubious for Gertie, but love al-

ways triumphs.

POWERS.
SAMMY JOHNSIN IN MEXICO (Aug. 25).

—Little Sammy Johnsin was a foolish hoy
when he failed to heed the sign that was
posted, warning the worthy denizens of Car-
toon Land to keep away on account of blasting.
So it happened that Sammy was given a free
ride to the land of cactus and hot tomales
Upon his arrival Sammy procured a gun and
set out to capture the bandit and thus win the
reward offered to the man who brought him in

dead or alive. Sammy found the bandit, but
just as he was on the point of killing the

; about to be killed by the ferocious Mexi-
ans he awoke from bis terrible dream.
(On the same reel with the above).

DEAD LEAF
how a dried

lettuce leaf, crumbled in a glass of water, can
furnish nourishment for the growth of a whole
colony of bacteria of various species. Also
water fleas and fresh water devil fish (hydra)
are show in various stages of a sexual re-

urodu' tion or building. Also Mexican sword
fish, Japanese gold fish, etc.. are shown.

Mutual Film Corporation
AMERICAN.

THE MADONNA OF THE NIGHT (Three
Parts—Aug. 3).—The cast: Mary Martin (Nita
Davis) ; Phillip Dean (E. Forrest Taylor) ; Mrs.
Martin (Bessie Banks) ; Mr. Dean (Al W.

told he is a disgrace to his family and is ad-
l< ave the city. He does. A few months

later finds him m a small mining camp, in the
West.

.Mary Martin is a student at the convent of
San Rafael. At the Christmas holidays she

or her home. That night, just as she is

about to get into her berth on the train, she de-
i go out on the back platform of the

Hi. (I || and roll: down over the edge of a

bankment. Mary goes after it and just as she
obtains it the train pulls out. When sh.

the track, the train is disappearing in the dis-

It is Christmas Eve. Nearby Philip and bis
companions are celebrating noisily. Mary linds

her way to the cabin and opens the door. Some
of the men, seeing her standing in the doorway,
reel toward her drunkenly, bul Philip, desiring
to protect the girl, overthrows the lamp and in

the darkness escapes with her.
Some miles away Philip takes the blankets

strapped on his burro and arranges a bed for
Mary. Exhausted, she falls asleep. Nearby
Philip sits and watched her. He bends down by
the sleeping girl. She awakens with a start.
Confused and ashamed, he tells her that ho had
only wanted to see that she was all right. Again
she falls asleep, with Philip, now brought to
his senses, watching over her.

With the dawn Philip places her on his burro
and starts for town. He stops in a cabin on the
way, and there finds a woman of the dance hall.

He begs some clothing from her for Mary. She

e of the room. From it she takes a sim-
ple white gown, which brings memories of happy
days. With this dress and a pair of old shoes
Philip starts back, when the woman stops him
and pleads to accompany him. He agrueing,
they come to Mary. The woman bathes the
bruised feet of Mary, and then from a distance
watches the couple disappear over the brow of

the hill. Slowly she enters her cabin, picks up
the gaudy dress, and then hurling it from her,
kneels by her bed sobbing.
The train comes and Philip tells Mary that

some day, when he is a better man, they will
" again.

Mary recalls herAnother Christmas
adventure in the hills, and brings
dressing sack and night gown she had worn on
that occasion. She dons them and goes out into
the garden, thinking of the man who had done
so much and yet so little for her. And there
in the garden he finds her.

THE LITTLE TROUBADOR (Two Parts—
Aug 7).—The cast: Minta (Vivian Rich);
Frank Towne (Alfred Vosburgh) ; Joshua
Quimble (George Periolat) ; Tom (Otto Tullah).
Directed by Carl M. Leviness.

Minta, an orphan, has long been an abused

beats her. Minta's cries are heard by Frank
Towne. He forces Miller to desist. Miller con-
tinues his abuse of Minta and she resolves to
run away. In carrying out her resolve she takes
with her an old accordion. She spends the
night in an old drygoods box when she is pur-
sued by a policeman. In the morning she finds

a cat and several newly-born kittens in the box.
She steals milk for them. Minta manages to
earn a livelihood with the accordion. She be-
comes known as "The Little Troubador."

Joshua Quimble. president of the bank where
Frank is employed, is a millionaire. He has
one curse and one passion ; namely, gout and
fishing. He has a standing offer of $1,000 to

the nerson who will make him forget his gout.
Frank Towne is studious and ambitious. His
roommate, Tom, also employed in the bank.
cares more for cards than for study. She play-
before Quimble's home, and he is so delighted
that he orders his housekeeper to take care of

her in his own home. He learns that she is of
good parentage.

Summer time comes. Frank and Tom are
spending their vacation near Quimble's home.
she r. cognizes Frank as the same young man
who stayed Miller's hand when he was heating
her. Frank buys n lottery ticket. When he
learns from Quimble that gambling in any form
is against the rules of the bank he crumples
up the lottery ticket and throws it toward the
wa-te paper basket in his room. Both Frank
and Tom fall in love with Minta. She likes
Frank.

Frank receives a letter from his sister. Julia.
that her husband has embezzled $500. His
only hone to avoid disgrace is to obtain the
money from Frank. Frank has not that much

Minta wrenches the stone in
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ring ami hamb the ring to Frank and asks him
to have it fixed.

Frank learns that he has won $-100 on his
lott.-ry ticket. Combining that with money he
had. he telegraphs S.MM) to his sister.

Frank and Tom quarrel over Minta. They
permit Quimble to decide by asking him whose
prospects are the best. I nfortunately they are
i he cause of Quimble losing the biggest trout
he ever honked. He angrily declares that neith-

he has landed the
trout they made him lose.
Tom, by mistake, receives a telegram ad-

dressed to Frank. In it Frank is thanked for
the money. The message Is signed "Julia." He

:o deliver Minta's ring,
(irons it in a creek on Quimble's estate. He
tells Minta. She believes him until Tom ap-
pears, produces the telegram and accuses Frank
of sei.ing the ring to send money to the mys-
terious Julia. Minta demands an explanation.
Honor forces Frank to remain silent. Minta ac-
cepts this as a confession. She is just send-

the bright object, has swallowed it when Frank
dropped the bauble in the creek. Minta now
recognizes the treachery of Tom and sends him
away and shows by her actions that she loves

RUTH RIDLEY'S RETURN (Two Parts—
Aug. 14).—The cast: Ruth Ridley (Lizette
Thorne) ; Hal Jackson (George Field) ; Arthur
Strong (Edward Coxen) ; His Mother (Dixie
Stuart).
Arthur Strong, a struggling young author,

Muds himself in desperate straits at the time
when he needs but a few weeks' grace to com-
plete his first novel. Through the efforts of his

'
* proceed thusdevoted mother he

far but while Arthur fondly appreciated his
mother's love and kindness, he falls,

ciate to what lengths she has gone
him bis opportunity. The Strongs

Strong hides theirened with eviction.
circumstances from Arthur while he

concent rates on his work and pleads for au ex-
tension of time on the payment of the rent.
Ruth Ridley is a trusted employe of the

realty company. I'pon the day of .Mrs. Strong's
visit she is checking up the monthly cash bal-
ance and before her on the desk near the
cashier's wicket lie several piles of currency.
These tempt Mrs Strong when she calls. Return-
ing home, Mrs. Strong explains to Arthur that
she has secured a loan to carry them through.
Back in the office the money is missed. Ruth is

accused and later convicted of the theft and
sent to prison.

Arthur's success is assured. His mother
loses her sight. In her affliction, she secretly
believe 1, . J- blindness to be retribution.
Ruth, released, is hounded by Jackson, a fel-

low-employe, and exposes her to the various
managers oi tin places in which she seeks work.
He endeavors to force her to split with him the
money be believes she stole and secreted. Ruth

perate.
As this tin* Arthur advertises for a sten-

ographer and Ruth secures the position. She
makes good, but the strain of the situation
tells upon her. She realizes she is working for
the son of the woman who caused her ruin and
yet she dare not tell Arthur of his mother's
guilt, for Arthur loves her and she returns his
affection. Eventually she conies to live with

Jackson resumes his blackmailing tactics. He
writes that unless she leaves the library win-
dow open that night he will tell Arthur all.
Kutb refuses, but through a mistake on Arthur's
part the window is nevertheless left open. Jack-
son enters and is shot by Arthur as a burglar.
Arthur now finishes his story, suggested by

Ruth, and based upon her prison experience.
The manuscript completed ltutl, reads It to Mrs.
Strong, and as the tale La unfolded a full un-
derstanding com. to her She realizes new who
Ruth is and a full confession Is followed by
Ruth's I'm en. .,. I:, >,i. , „ th, ,,, ,

Arthur shall never know The last barrier
goin, Kutb accepts Arthur's proposal.

THE HOLLY HOUSE (Three Parts—Aug.
l".i. Re\ i ed cast: Lord Sj lyi ti r or Brang-

I II:, I 1

mion (Vlv-
ian Rich) I'- n Henderton, writer (Alfrcc
Vo- In li h l 1 'i 'artman, village doc tor

i Hud
Bennett i

;
Hardl; .

care-taker ( William
Madeline Ceblllirtl
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The scene is laid in England at a deserted
estate called the Holly House, the mansion of
Lord Sylvester.
A young writer, Rolin, seeks the locality be-

cause of its beauty, and the air of mystery
surrounding it. His interest is deepened by
the fact that twenty years before Lord Syl-
vester, after spending his fortune in gambling
and dissipation, ordered his wife from the place
and later deserted it himself.

Rolin arranges with the caretaker to use the
but dignified library in which to writt

> him.
One night a carriage comes by the lodge gate.

Lady Sylvester, helplessly ill, is taken out and
brought into the house. Rolin himself carries
her up and deposited her in bed. A young
woman with her is supposed to be her daughter.

• called Stephanie by Lady Sylvester.

misunderstanding, believes
and finishes his novel on __
also falls in love with her and she with him.
Lord Sylvester suddenly arrives at the inn.

He is amazed to hear he has a daughter, who.
with her mother, is now at Holly House. He
goes there, and for one brief hour revels in

the delights of fatherhood, welcoming the girl
who is said to be his daughter. Stephanie has
promised to give Rolin a definite answer to
his love the next day, but first she believes the
right to remove the mistaken impression that
she is Lord Sylvester's daughter. She finds Lord
Sylvester in the library and tells him the truth
that she is only the companion of Lady Syl-

Sylvester turns Stephanie out. She goes to

the house of the gardener. In the morning Rolin
visits: In r and after hearing her story tells her
that he love, her just the same and that to him
she will always be "my Lady Stephanie."

in; Mrs. Cochran (Ida Lewis); Horace
Castlebury (Harrish lngraham) ; Etlu
bury (Jessie Burnett); Van Allen (Claude
Mortetison) ; "Bill" (Crane Wilbur).

Katherine Mortimer, a rich and eccentric
young woman, spending the summer at the
seashore with Mrs. Cochran, her aunt and
chaperon, learns she has been jilted by her
fiance, Horace Castlebury, who has eloped
with Ethel Van Eltinge, a brewer's daughter.
The headstrong Katherine vows to marry the
first man she meets. She swims out beyond
her depth and is rescued by Bill, a fisherman,
who takes her to his cabin on the shore. He
revives her and as he is the flr?t man she has
met >he straightaway proposes to him. Bill

: with the talents of a great painter
and aspires to become famous as such. Kath-
erine persuades him to become her husband

her proposition In view of the

informs him that she is to be his wife in name
only, but as the weeks pass by he finds him-
self falling in love with her.
Castlebury and his bride come to the sea-

there Katharine triumphs in het
own mind as she introduces him to her "spite
husband." Castlebury, however, sees through
the ruse and Immediately starts another affair
with Katherine, whom lie finds a willing vic-
tim. He neglects bi^ pretty wife. This state
of affairs is finally brought to Bill's attention
by the neglected Wife and Hill brings matters
to an abrupt climax when he Intarrnpta
secret meeting and -oundlv thrasi..
bury. Hill renounces Katherine in a stormy
seen.' and returns to his lishermiiu's hut on
the shore. It is then that she dl-i.
she really loves In r "spitl husband," and the
following morning she fellow-, him to the cabin
and pleads with him to take her hack. 11111

at flr^-t will not list.n to her. but when she
takes possession of the place In her feminine
way and starts to clean It up and wa-b his

. i thai |irl
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going to Investigate working condl-
,. ,i. iMiim, in Btores. Her father

, «ii, r ui tin- largest store, she is not

I,., -,.| with this news. Showing
10 lier fiither, he tells her he is ne-

lor the purchase or that p.. .

Hie scurrilous articles Bryson is writ-

ing about them. ltlaneh then renuniliers an
• Bryson wrote about her and she re-

solves to work in her father's store as a shop

niii. hoping lor a ehanee to meet Bryson and
in some way revenge herself upon him.
She is behind the counter when Bryson ap-

pears and starts quizzing her to gain some locale

for his article, l.eity Jonas, a pickpocket, slips

a watch in Itrvson's pocket and Blanch sees the

incident In spite of herself she has taken a

small liking for Bryson, and she takes the watch

from his pocket and slips it in a basket with
- a customer has purchased. The

ca<h hoc, taking the basket, passes Dowdy Don-
nelly the store porter, and he, seeing the watch,

takes it and thinks he will keep it for himself.

The floorwalker has .lack arrested by a store

detective. En route to the office they pass Don-
ii.-l 1 v who. hearing that Jack is accused of theft,

to keep the watch, and slips it back
in Lefty Jonas's pocket. Jack is let go as the

watch is not found. He threatens to expose the

frame-up in the newspaper and leaves. Jonas
tells Whitney that he put the watch in .lack's

pocket but W'liu n. -v is suspicious, and searching
Jonas, he finds the watch, and with the aid of

noun,'Uv, who despises Jonas, as he is his rival

for Dot Kernan's hand, they throw Jonas out

of the office.

Jack returns and makes a date with Blanch.

At the luncheon, she brings tears to his eyes

desi riblng how she lives on four dollars a week.
He asks her to marry him right away and she
consents to run away with him that night. He
writes an article for the morning edition, en-

titled "The Shop Girl." while Blanch arranges
with Dot Kernan and her father for Dot to

elope with Jack. She would tell the town
about it and make Jack the laughing stock

among newspaper men. Jack, after writing his

story, leaves to purchase a wedding ring. In

the jewelry store window he sees a_ picture of

Blanch and
lim angry.
Jack induces Donnelly to take his part in

the elopement. That night from a doorway in

the slums, he sees Donnelly take a heavily
veiled girl from the tenement, and enter a
waiting car with her. This car was provided
by Blanch. Jonas, who discovered that Don-
nelly was to elope, suspected the girl was Dot,
and he arrived with her father, and might have
prevented the getaway, only Jack laid them
both low. Jack went to the newspaper office

and searched for his story of the shop girl,

who turned out to be only a dream to him. He
failed to find it and went home while Blanch
discovered that she was the victim of her own
joke, and her friends laughed at her expense.

Donnelly, sore at having Dot mixed up in

this kind of an escapade, was appeased when
Blanch allowed the minister to marry them,
and the completion of the ceremony was in-

terrupted by the entrance of Jonas and Kernan,
who followed on a tandem. They were thrown
out of the house and Dot married the ideal of

her dreams, the store porter Donnelly. Whit-
ney, who had bought the newspaper that after-
noon, resolved to discharge Jack in the morn-
ing for writing the shop girl story, and told

Blanch so. She found the story on her father's
desk that night and read it. She knew then
that Jack was the man for her, as no one ever
spoke of her except as a pillar of wealth.

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE
A WALL STREET TRAGEDY (Five Parts—

Aug. 14) (No. 126).—The cast: Norton (Nat
C. Goodwin) ; Ranson (Richard Neill) ; Mrs.
Norton (Mabel Wright); Lois Norton (Mary
Norton) ; Yvette (Zola Telmzart) ; "The Rat"
(J. Cooper Willis) ; Roy Simms (Clifford
Gray.

The most powerful enemies of Norton, a mine
owner, are Reid and Richard Ranson, brokers.
He catches them short during a flurry in cop-
per and forces them to the wall. Reid threat-
ens to kill Norton, but Ranson, the junior part-
ner, plans a more subtle revenge. He Is in-
timate with Yvette, an unscrupulous adven-
turess, and plans through her to injure Norton.

Norton has a daughter, Lois, still at school.
His wife is an invalid. The Norton family
go to the seashore, followed by Yvette, who
succeeds in meeting her prey. On the return
to the city Norton is seen frequently with
Yvette. She learns that he is planning an-

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

Yvette's apart-

convcrsation and follows the valet. The shock
at finding her husband at another woman's
house brings about a relapse, and after a
short illness she dies.

Meantime Lois has become greatly inter-
ested in Roy Simms, a young engineer. After
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She takes lodgings i

> him from the house.

desirous of ruining Lois as she did
• i an underworld character known

as The Rut" on her trail with orders to ab-
duct her when found. She is pursued, and
when ahout to be caught is saved by her father,
now a derelict.

Roy Simms learns of the misfortune which
has befallen his sweetheart and hastens to her
side. Norton is forgiven and they all go back
Wot where the elder man rehabilitates him-
self.

Hanson and Yvette meet their just fate, the
former is shot by the woman during a quarrel
and she is arrested on a charge of murder.

(Jane Mea) ; Lorenzo Corcini (Paul Manson) ;

Detective Kips (Maurice Luguet) ; Lord James
Pearce (Max Darthigny) ; Lady Stanley (Val-
entine Petit).
The funds of Lorenzo Corcini, an international

thief, are getting low. With his wife, Clarice,
" ring at Nice, the most fashionable r '

roducedCorcini is £

into the household of the wealthy i

governess.
Upon assuming her duties, Clarice discovers

that Lady Stanley is in love with Lord James
Pearce. The night chosen for the theft is ideal
for Corcini. Lady Stanley has been engaged
with Lord Pearce all evening. Quite unobserved,
the thief is able to make his way into her room
with the aid of his accomplice. He is about to
secure the gems when Lord1 rPearee himself ap-
pears, having come for a eeat for Lady Stanley.
He throws aside his own automobile coat and
forgets it in his haste to take the warm coat
to the woman he loves. Corcini breaks the gold
string which holds the sapphires and slips two
of the jewels into Lord Pearce's coat. He then
makes his escape.
When Lady Stanley disc

necklace has been stolen, th
outcry. The two jewels i

reluctantly forced
Lady Stanley immediately employs Detective
Kips to uncover the real criminal. Clarlci still

masquerading as the governess, learns that Kips
is on the job
i clue that 1

s her valuable
Is an immediate
found in Lord
g magistrate is

the parade, and dresses in his Pierrot costume.
Thus disguised he manages to slip to the ground
and into the carnival crowd. He is overcome
with horror when he finds that the necklace
has been removed from its hiding place, but
takes courage when he finds a note in code from
Clarice saying that she has the necklace, be-
en use she fears the police will make a search.

Corcini immediately writes Clarice to take a
"; the great masked ball that e

at ball magnificently attired. Lady Stan-
_-j her depart and becomes suspicious.

Kips and Lady Stanley follow and find that

l hampered bv a woman, has decided to get

rid of Clarice. This he does at the ball by
means of poison. However, he is already under
surveillance, and is unable to escape. Arrested
by Lady Stanley herself, who had trapped him
into waltzing with her. the man is taken away to

prison. The necklace is found in his possession.
The cloud which rested upon Lord James Pearce
is lifted, and all ends happily.

EL DIABLO (Two Parts—Aug. IS).—The
cast: El Diablo Hill (Jack Richardson); Jim
Morton (King Clark) ; Joe Conly (Warren Ells-
worth) : Tina (Kitty Wells) ; Mrs. Morton
(Lizette Thorne).
A sheriff is wanted for Sagebrush, Arizona, but

there are no applications for the position. Liv-
ing in a cave in the mountains, an outlaw,
known as El Diablo, has made it plain that he
1ms a spei ial animosity for sheriffs.

But there comes to Sagebrush a family by the
name of Morton. Mrs. Morton opens a restau-
rant, while the son, Tom, learning that the
sheriff's office is unfilled, applies for and re-
ceives the position. Tina, the daughter, hears
of this and is fearful for her brother's life. Being
an expert shot herself, she decides to rid the
region of El Diablo, and with some blankets
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...r-watchful El Diablo seea her, and,
taking her to be a man, engages in a gun fight

with her. Anally wounding her. Then coming
upon her, he finds her to be a woman. A posse

ed to find Tina.
El Diablo finally tells Tina why he has be-

come a bandit, and why he hates sheriffs.

During the telling of a pathetic story. Tina
looks off and sees her brother and his men ap-
proaching. Bv a ruse she succeeds in getting
the drop on El Diablo, but tells him that if he
will promise not to harm her brother she will
let him get away. This he promises, and when
Tom and the posse appear, Tina tells them that
she has seen nothing of the bandit.
As the days go by El Diablo dreams of the

girl he had captured, and finally, risking all,

he goes to Sagebrush. Pulling his hat down over

Mrs. Morton become suspicious. The Mexican and
several men start for the restaurant. El Diablo
sees them coming and retreats to the kitchen.
And there, as he gazes at Mrs. Morton, he recog-
nizes in her his wife, and she learns that he Is

her husband. While Tom, finding that he is tbe
son of the bandit, goes into the restaurant to put
the men there on the wrong trail, but one of

OUR CATALi IG
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MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
THE SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE, NO.

11 (Two Parts—Aug. 21).—Hope has lost all
trace of Cleo and is in despair. She has ob-
tained a position in her native town as a nurse
girl. Hook continues at the old room doing his
own cooking. Morton is still intent on the
secret. In a dingy apartment house he is
thumbing "Robinson's Philosophy."
About this time then Is iblic clamor

for preparedness. Hook cheers wlldlv while
carrying a banner in the parade. Hook'and the
peace advocates get into a wrangle in which
Hook at last meets Hope, though plainly indi-
cating he is no longer friendly because of Hope's
support! ill-treatment of Cleo. Hook attempts
to assault Hope with the banner staff, but Hope
good naturedly protects himself. After relating
the whole story to Hook the latter is satisfied of
Hope's sincerity and high purposes and consents
to tell Hope that Cleo has returned to her home
town to find a position to support herself. They
arrange to start at once to find Cleo. They
can obtain no trace of Cleo.

Passing bv a recruiting station Hook declares
he will enlist in the navy Hop,- fails to dis-
suade him and Hook enters only to be stalled
by thi officers in charge. He hurries out to
overtake Hope, who, in the meantime, has gone
down to the dock to see the submarine. While
there Cleo. who has wandered disconsolately
down to the dock, approaches. She plans to
commit suicide.
Hope fails to recognize her because of a heavy

veil. She walks to the edge and is lust on the
point of plunging into the water when Hone
rushes up and saves her. Recognizing him. she
falls Into his arms, refusing to notice Hope.
Instantly that explanations are made, however, a
pathetic reunion of Cleo and Hone Is effected.
That night Olea obtains access to Morton's

room and. armed with a dagger, demands the
book of the stnrtled Morton. Across the court
Mahlln Is watching from a window. Olgn takes
a packet from her bosom, flaunts it In Morton's
face and tells him she holds the secret of Mont-
gomery that Morton Is a pauper and Cleo is

Montgomery's daughter.
Morton retaliates bv charging that he saw her

murder Dr. Burke. Olea rushes for Morton with
a dagger. Morton grabs the knife and plunges
instantly, recoiling from «the sl^M in horror.
There Is a sma=h at the door. Mahlln di«hcs in.
and after a fight with Morton, crabs the packet
and the book and makes his escape by the wir-

Two policemen enter, Ol™ rl.e.. falnlv point*
arcnslnflv at Morton and fall, hnrkward They
handciff him Just as they t»ke htm Mahlln.
w'th honk and packet, drops off the lower sec.
Hon of the fire escape and gi i

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION.
\ WELSH BINDER (Five Parts—Aug. 17—
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frey (Campbell Gullan) ; John Powys (Malcolm
Cherry); Laissabeth Powys i I'na Venning).
Evan and Hifanwy are the .-htpherd and

shepherd.
Powys Hall. Although n-ither knew it. Powys
Is the father of Evan. Years before he had
cruelly turned his wife away from his door.
Shortly after her babe was born. th(

died. Kindly cottagers had brought the babe
up as the foster brother of their own baby.
Hifanwy. Mifanwj possessed a wonoerful
voice, and Evan, as he grew older, found means
of expressing his love for the beautiiul in

modeling.
Laissabeth, niece of John Powys, found pleas-

ure in Evan's company and grew bitterly jeal-

ous of the little shepherdess. In her anaer. she
spitetully pushed a sheep, left in ftlifanwy's
care, over the cliff, hoping that her uncle would
punish Mifanwy. Evan, however, assumed the

There came a day, however, when Evan and
Mifanwy, hopelessly in love, had to part. Be-
friended by a famous sculptor, Evan went to

London and .Rome to study, and at last came
back famous. Meanwhile. Mifanwy had been

Her voice, however, attracted considerable at-
tention, and after a period of hard strut
made her debut on the operatic stage under the
name of "La Belle Russe." Immediate success
was hers.
As time passed Evan grew to love "La Belle,"

never suspecting her identity. Laissabeth.
meanwhile, had not forgotten her early interest

in Evan. She sought his society on everv oc-

casion and showed jealousy toward "La Belle."
Once she visited the singer in her dressing-
room and warned her against Evan. Leaving
the dressing-room, she discovered the place on
fire. Hurrying back, she turned the key in the
lock, making Mifanwy a prisoner. She did not
know that Evan was in the room. Evan, con-
scious of the fire, dashed toward the door It

was locked ! To save them, however. Tom Pom-
frev, who had always lowed

'

laid down his life, happy in the know
he was leaving Mifanwv with the man she loved.

"La Belle" reached Wales before Evan. When
he arrived he found her dres-cd again as the

little shepherdess. And so these two had found
Dg hapniness in the place where they

had known its dawn—the hills

Osborne) :

mother (Janet Sully) : .laughter (Claire Alex-
ander) ; I,i»ut. Jack (C.cnrge George) : Priil

(Harry Jackson): Corporal (Rny
; nillv St.

""
(Gordon Mai

(Joseph Von Meter).

Jerry lands a Job
suddenly int. rrupt.d wh. n

daughter of his emnlover and at onee falls In

love. Jark. a lieutenant in the an
girl's sweetheart, and wh. n he sees lerrv at-

tempt to embrace ht= sweetheart he is furious
and renort. the erisode to the father. The
girl tells Jerry that she will love only a
soldier, and Jerry prepares to enlist.

At a recruiting station, h
cause of his size. After forcing lr>

the corpora], who is guarding the entrance he
enters the recruiting room
suddenly annenrs and Jerry att^nn-
elude himself behind a gun ra.-k but Is de-

'! is ln'ormed th«t there i< abso-
lutely no chance of his tolnlng the

a fror-for-sll PpM Is In progress. During the
h"»'' .Tory grabs a uniform and a fun and
rushes out

Attlrlne himself In full DO
eomes Mek to t>- I

• 'all In

Up- with the recruit, who are p,it thronph a
drill. He Is soon dUoover-d hv I.lcnfepant
.Tnek npd a. h« is helng elected r» stirt« a
ft-ht The poller xrrlvc end thev pMx In with
th> oldlers ,

. horn f hi.

Hlf-rent In h-r
ll-ve. him ren I e

Iian^TteK
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re fighting the father
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beautiful '.' to the Thousand

WB of Wat-
i lie cathe-

dral, poets dream falls and rainbow falls.

MUTUAL WEEKLY NO. 85.

One hundred and thirty-sev-
enth anniversary of the fall of the Bastille.
Troopers of the allied armies are brought from
the front fur historic celebration.

Ston, D. C—"Mule-o-mobile" on coast-
to-const trip. George Covert and son start on
unique journey.
Boston.—New floating hospital is commis-

sioned.
Off the Virginia Capos—Mutual Weekly tugs

follow German merchant U-boat to open sea.
Berkeley, ml. — Pry land swimming is taught

to girls of University of California.

Los Angeles.—Imperial Japanese training
ship arrives here.

Los Angeles—Revenue officers capture illicit

whiskey still In heart of the city.
Washington.—New armored motor car for

Atlantic City.—Summer fashion revue. Beauti-
ful clothes displayed by fam

>ajgn
speaking

Ocean Park, Cal.—Smart

BEAUTY.
PERKTX'S MYSTIC MANOR (Aug. 10).—The

cast: Pinkney Perkins (Orral Humphrey);
Princess Murad (Josephine Phillips) ; Mogul
(Joe Massey) ; Mecca (Jo Taylor).
Pinkney Perkins, who juggles law for a liv-

ing, is willed a large estate by a grateful
Client Unknown to him. the mansion, long
deserted, has been usurped by a pair of Hin-
doo mystics— Princess Murad and her assistant.
Mogul—and their slnwj Mir. -a Perkins goes
to inspect his new property and the Hindoos in-
voke the mystic power of the Sacred Sceptre of
Old King Jam Boree to warn him to keep away.
Ignoring the warning, Perkins enters the house
and finds himself in a room fitted up in Oriental
style, where he is seized and questioned by
Mogul. He announces that he is the owner of
the place, but Mogul refuses to vacate and
Princess Murad resorts to vampire tactics to
gain permission from Penkins to use the man-

Mogul's -ealousy is aroused by her apparent
fondness for the intruder. The Princess and
Perkins go into the gnrd. n anil the lawyer falls
under the spell of the wiles of the Hindoo maid.
Mogul plants a bomb under the bench on which
they are sitting, intending to blow them up, but
Pinkney discovers the explosive and makes a
hasty retreat from the danger zone. Murad ex-
plains to Mogul that her fondness for Perkins
was only pretended and a reconciliation follows.
Mecca is in love with Mogul and when she dis-
covers him embracing the Princes^ she lights tile
bomb in a jealous raze and kills thrm both. The
Sacred Sceptre is broken in the explosion and
Mecca flings it to the ground. Enraged at her
insolence, it explodes, and Mei a me. ts an un-
expected finish. At his offi. <•

he has bom bequi
e is enough for him. 1

TRIANGLE FILM CORP.
HELL TO PAY VUSTIN f«Mne •

lug. 20).—The cast: Hell-to-Pay Aus-
tin

i U'Mir. 1 Lucas); Briar Hose (Bo-
il hi r rathi r i Ralph Li v.

i Marv A Id. n) : Harrv Tnci -.
.

Pallette) ; Jack Dale (James' O'Shea) ; Daniel
Mar-ton (Civ. In Hopkins) .

YVPkson)
: Krxl. Peter and Bill (A. D. Sears

William H. Brown and Tom Wilson).
"Hell-to-Pay" Austin came by his title hon-

estly. Dad Dawson, father of the one kid in
the lumber camp. dies. He had been a preacher.
Xo one in camp but "Hell-to-Ppy," the over-
seer knew that "Dad" had died irom drink-

HIGHEST GRADE
Developing and Printing

FILM TITLES
n prompt dt'llrery. «t lowest
- iamen &Uu on ihort notice

STANDARD MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
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The

Kinematograph

Weekly
The reliable Trade organ of Great
Britain; covering the whole of the
British Film market, including the
American imported films. Read
by everyone in the industry. Spe-
cialist writers for Finance, Tech-
nical Matters, Legal, Musical,
Foreign Trading (correspondents
throughout the world)—and every
section devoted to the Kinemato-
graph. Specimen copy on appli-
cation to:
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his one and only fall from grace. When the
question of where the Rose shall live arises,

ngly accepts the guardianship of -Hell-
to-Pay," with "Old Sallie to learn her female

Gradually the association of the voung girl
i man but he does not realize

until Jack Dale comes home from college what
the girl has come to mean to him. Jack is
son of the mill owner and soon the camp set-
tles the fate of "Briar Rose" and Jack to its

_ beautiful
who is a toruist and woh has wan-
ay from her party. The woman wins

Briar Rose's confidence and exacts a promise
that some day she will come to New York to
see her. Then the woman, Doris Valentine,
meets "Hell-to-Pay" and as suddenly decides to
leave camp. He had met her on his one and
only trip to New York and had been a victim
by her and her paramour by means of the old

' '
' urgent suggestion

"ml
'

badger game.
that she gets out quickly.
The camp eventually decides to send Briar

Rose to the city for a little polishing. Snubbed
by the young girls at the seminary to which
she has been sent. Briar Rose runs away to

friend, Doris Valentine. The latter
e of the girl to provide herself with
) Europe, but Hell-to-Pay Interferes

juoi ..i time to save the little girl. He makes
a flying trip to Xew York and arrives in the
midst of a gay party. With Briar Rose
tucked safely beneath one arm, Hell-to-Pay
faces the crowd and in a fine old-fashioned
rough-house more than holds his own. Then
Hell-to-Pay gets the surprise of his life. On
his trip to New York he had been led to
believe he had killed the man who had trapped
him with the woman. Instead the man was
alive all the time and the police, who are on
his trail, arrive In time to put an end to the
fight and capture the man.

Hell-to-Pay and Briar Rose return to the
camp, but it is not until Jack Dale marries a
co-ed that Hell-to-Pav realizes fullv and con-

LTEUT. DANNY, U. S. A. (Tnce—Five Parts
—Aug. 20).—The cast: Lieutenant nanny Ward
(William Desmond) ; Senorita Ysobel Ven-
tura (Enid Markey) ; Senora Marie Ventura
(Gertrude Claire) ; non Mario Ventura (Thorn-
ton Edwards) ; Pedro Lopez, "The Butcher"
(Robert Kortman).
Lieutenant Danny Ward, trotting along at the

furiously driven toward the Rio Grande, with
Mexicans in hot pursuit. As the caleche nears
the border Danny and his men appear and the
baffled Mexicans retire cursing.
The occupants of the ealeelie are Senora Ma-

rie Ventura and her daughter. Senorita Ysobel
Ventura. The senora is a hauehty aristocrat;
her niece a far-famed beauty. They are fleeing
from their hacienda to escape the vengeance
of Pedro Lopez, "the butcher." a marauder who
once had been a peon on the Senora's estate.
Danny escorts the woman and girl to the army
post and places them in the safe keeping of the
Colonel. Then he promptlv falls in love with
Senorita Ysobel.
One dav the senora's son. Don Marin Ventura,

arrives at the nost and assures his mother that
Pedro and his bandits have withdrawn and that
it will he safe to return to the hacienda Just
across the border The senora, her son and
Senorita Ysohel start for home leaving Lieu-

arrives at the haftenda iust in time, for
Lopez has returned and presently the house is

in a state of siege.
The_ defenders are hopelessly outnumbered

Senora and possess Ysobel.

Earlv in the fighting Don Mario is kill.d and
his mother is stricKen with paralysis, leaving
the severely wounded Pnnnv and the rounifeous
Y'sobel to hold on until relief comes. When
every desperate strategy seems to have failed

and Ysohel seems doomed to fall a victim of

"the butcher." a shot from Lieutenant Danny's
pistol kills Pedro Lopez.

r.-irrving Ysohel in his arms. Pannv manages
to reach the frontier and is hail-d with delight

by his old comrades. There is a wed
the post and Ysobel salutes the flag of her new

THE THOROUGHBRED (Tnce—Five Parts

-

Aug. 20).—The east: Motor Ainslee 'Frank
Keonan): Hcttv Ainslee (Margaret Thompson);
Rev. Thos. Haydcn (George Fisher) : Doc.
Witherapoon. (J. J. Powling) ;

Mose 'Walter
Perry). '.
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Major Am-Ue is a dignified Southern gentle-
d a good

All that, of course, excepting
his daUKlit. t Hetty. The old Major's generosity

ills brings
i on the verge of

rl cularly
iwever, lor the big race of the year

is o.ily a short ways off and bis boi
to win it as be is sure Ken-

i State in the I'nion.

And then the Rev. Thomas Hayden, who
m \i w England,

i ill the big race the Major
has been counting
The minister !>:i

she spurns .iin

against that wb

ily, howev.

alien in love with Betty, but
up his fight

her father loves best. The
ter is genuinely fond of the fam-

, and when he hears of their finan-
cial embarrassment he tries to lend tbem what
little money he has. His offer is scorned as
coming from one who has shown himself to be
anything but a real friend.
Through Hoc. Witherspoon, a friend of the

major, the young minister learns that If the
Major had the money to send Miss Mlnta to
neighboring State where the big
held he could undoubtedly recoup his fortunes
The young r

be

i fights ft 'out with himself and
finally decides to put aside his conscience and
go to the aid of the people he really loves. With
Doc. Witherspoon as a fellow-conspirator, he
gets the Major to accept his money, the latter,

of course, being unaware from whence it really

Miss Minta wins and the Major is restored to
financial ease. Doc. then betrays the minister
and the Maior takes the young man into his
heart and his home.

HOME (Tnce—Five Parts— Aug. 27).—The
•ie Wheaton (Bessie Barriscale) ; Bob

Wheaton (Charles Rav): Inez Wheaton (Clara
Williams) ; Allan Shelby (George Fisher) ;

Clara Wheaton (Agnes Herring) ; Jeremiah
Wheaton (Thomas S. Guise) ; Daisy Flores
(Louise Cflaum) : Count d'Orr (Joseph J. Dowl-
ing).

their heads—that Is, the heads of all hut Prs
sle. who has gone abroad and comes home more
sensible than ever and thoroughly disgusted with
all her people.
Young Allen Shelby Is greatly attracted by

Bessie. Tic la unprepared, however, for the
change that takes place In the supposedly sensi-
ble Bessie when she, out of patience with her
people, determines to teach them all a lesson.
Her brother has engaged himself to a chorus

; the girl's
lulates her way of actine. much to her

brother's shame and to the astonishment of
Shelbv. Her 'h-tnr is srtting her can for an Im-
pecunious nobleman and Bessie flirts so as-
tonishingly with bim that he transfers his affec-
tions, onlv to be sent on his wav when the
sister finally turns from him herself.

In such fashion Bessie proceeds to reform the
entire household, and when the faml'v finally
determines to take her to account for I

she turns on them and fllni

dla-y she has kcr.t In which she Beta out their
fau'ts in plain Ian
When Bessie finally attempts to run away

from the home that Is so distasteful to her.
Shelby meets her and forcibly r

I OF SOCIETY I
r

'
: Karsten Bernlck Ml.nrv Walth-
Tonnesen (Mary A Idem l

(Juanlta Archer); Johnn (O.oree Hrranror);
e I!, f'row. 11) : Mme.

Pillar of

ALL THE PLAYERS
furnished instantly-WIRE US YOUR WANTS
—If you fail to display the face of a popular
player who is appearing at your bouse, you
are overlooking an opportunity for larger re-

ceipts. THE FACE OF A WELL-KNOWN
PLAYER prominently displayed will draw
more money than the mere announcement of

LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES

Size 22x28 inches, 75 cents each. Every
prominent player.

FAC- SIMILE OIL POINTINGS, all sizei,

from $8 to $25 framed. Quotations sub-

rjtted on any size, framed or unframed.

THE SEMI- PHOTO POST CARDS. $3.50

PER THOUSAND, of over 600 players.
The indispensable article for your mailing
list.

PHOTOGRAPHS, SIZE 8 x 10, of all the
prominent players, 600 different names,
20c. each.

per dozen; in aluminum frames, 50c. each.

GRAVURE FOLDER, containing pic-
tures of the prominent players, including
stars from the stage, $10 00 per thousand.

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 Weat 42nd Street, NEW YORK

12th Floor Candler Building

Send for Catalogue of over 600 players and

samples free. Write us, giving details of your

dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

AMERICAN
Jfotoplaper

(Trade Mark Registered)

The Musical Marvel Write for Catalogue

\MERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
12 West <Sth St New Yora C.tv

TOM & JERRY
TOM &. JERRY— Qu.u.iiitlni<cl

TOM & JERRY— In tho Movlci

2 RcpIi i TOM & JERRY— In
2 fieri. TOM & JEMRY-KI

UtIIW.I

Paris. He persuades Ms brother-in-law, Joban,
to take t: .-, to do
s<_ for 1

daughter
rs to re-

: s new honors as
an upright

trlty in the com-
munity, Johan and Lona suddenly return, the
former to cl-ar his name, the latter, who still
loves Rare m to establish bis
place as a Pillar of Society on a foundation of
Truth instead of lies. Karsten defends himself
vigorously on the grounds that a Pillar of So-

unseaworthy ship, but his plar.

himself, for his only child, Olaf, has run away
and been discovered on the ship as a stowaway.
The ship catches fire and there Is a thrilling
rescue of the little boy in a motor boat.
Karsten is awakened to the truth of bis posi-

tion and at a reception given him by the towns-
people as a tribute to their leading citizen, con-

truth. Thus he learns that the
Spirits of Truth and Freedom are the true Pil-
lars of Society and not man, however, powerful.

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
THE GRIP OF EVIL (No. 6—"The Hypo-

crites'—Two Parts—Aug. 21).—While board-
ing at a farmhouse in a simple little country
village John Burton seeks an answer to his
eternal question, "Is Humanity In the Crip of
Evil?"
The farmer Is a God-fearing man, but lives

in a very narrow world of his own and feels
that if he keeps one hand on his Bible he can
be excused for many things he does with the
other. He has two children—Jes-ie. who has
artistic inclinations, and whose sketches show
promise, and Peter, who has an Inventive lean-

to anything except drudgery on the farm
and destroys Peter's plans and Jessie's
sketches, putting an end to their "foolish-

While strolling through the woods Jessie
meets an artist sketching and innocently agrees
to pose for him. Here the man whom her

Disowned and driven from home.
Burton tells them to come to blm In the city

and he will help them. He furn tones them with
ample funds to complete the Bl idles dearest t«

ms While in the city Jessie meeM
the artist Benin and Peter falls In with bad
company. The money advane, d bv Burton is

used for their p'ensnres and studies and am-
bitions are forrotten. Burton learns through
a woman cast off by Peter of bl« pr< •

ception and Incr I
«ith the
his ques-

tion, "Is Humanity in the Grip of Evil?" is

still unanswered.

PATHS NEWS, NO 64, IBia (Auc. f>).

re muni-
tions from entcrlne the cltv. police stop all

freight trains and examine the conductors pa-
pers.
Autumn Hat Fashions.

for* Cltv—Hattie. the elephant at the
Central P

' - nail* mnnleurrd
rhl.aco—The first armored railroad car

built for the Government is tested before proml-
efflclnls.

•lis of the school

thf

• Of the Wild

NATIONAL DRAMA CORP.

1465 BROADWAY
NEW YORK Cm



Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks Ending August 26 and September 2

(For Extended Table of Current Releases, See Pases 1456, 1458. 1460, 1462.)

General Film Company. General Film Company.

Current Releases.

MONDAY, vii.isi 21, ii»Ki. (Serial No.)

BIOGRAl'H—The Adopted Brother (Drama) (Re-
No. 74) 21059

SELIG—The Far Country (Two parts

—

Drama).... 21055-6
SELTG—The Selig-Trilmne Xo. 67. 1916. (Topical).. 21058
VITAGRAPH—Did He or Did He Not? (Comedy) 21057

TUESDAY. AUGUST 22, 1016.

ESSANAY—A Man for a' That (Two parts—Drama)
(Reissue) 21060-1

KALEM—Star Boarders (Comedy) 21062
LUBIX—The Usurers Duo (Two parts—Drama) .... 21063-4

WEDXl'.SI) AY, VI GUST 23, 1916.

BIOGRAPH—Seven Days (Three parts—Comedy).. 21067-8-9

B8SANAT—The Fable of "How Wisenstein Did Not
Lose Out to Buttinsky" (Comedy) 21065

KALEM—The Oil Field Plot (No. 3 of "The Girl
from Frisco" (Two parts—Drama) 21070-1

VTM FEATURE COMEDY—The Lemon in Their Gar-
den of Love (Comedy) 21066

THURSDAY. AUGUST 24, 1916.

SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 68, 1916. (Topical).. 21072

VIM—Their Honeymoon (Comedy) 21073

FRIDAY. AUGUST 25, 1916.

KALEM—The Stolen Jail (Comedy) 21077

KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE—Faith's Re-
ward (Three parts—Drama) 21074-5-6

VIM—The Try-Out (Comedy) 21079

YTTAGRAPH—The Yellow Girl (Novelty) 21078

SATURDAY. AUGUST 26, 1916.

ESSANAY—The Face in the Mirror (Three parts-
Drama) 21080-1-2

KALEM—At Danger's Call (No. 94 of the "Hazards
of Helen' Railroad Series) (Drama) 21083

SELIG—Roping a Sweetheart (Comedy) 21084

Advance Releases.

MONDAY, AUGUST 28, 1916.

BIOGRAPH \ Change of Spirit (Drama) (Biograph-Reissue
No. 75).

SELIG Out ..i the Mie1 (Three parts—Drama).
SELIG—The Selis-Tribune No. 69, 1916 (Topical).

VITAGRAPH—The Fair Fare (Comedy).

I'UrSDAY, AUGUST 29, 1916.

BIOGRAPH—Enoch Arden (Two parts—Drama) (Biograph-
Reissue No. 76).

ESSANAY—His Stolen Fortune (Two parts—Drama).
KALEM—Ham in the Drug Store (Comedy).
LUBIX—Title not reported.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1916.

ESSANAY—Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of Washing-
ton (Cartoon-Comedy).

KALEM—Tigers Unehained (No. 4 of "The Girl from Frisco"

—

Two parts—Drama).
VIM FEATURE COMEDY—The Tormented Husband (Comedy).

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1916.

SELIG—The Selig-Tribune No. 70, 1916 (Topical).

VIM— An Aerial Joy Ride (Comedy).

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1916.

KALEM—Tangled by Telephone (Comedy}
VIM—Reward (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH—Love and Trout (Comedy).

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1916.

parts—Drama;.
To. 95 of the "Hazards

ESSANAY—The Higher Destiny (Th:

KALEM—The Secret of the Box Cai
of Helen") (Drama).

SELIG—Toms Strategy (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH—A Fool and His Friends (Th

(Broadway Star Feature).

i parts—Drama)

COMPLETE AND ACCURATE LISTS of Regular Profram and Feature Pictures Can Always Be Obtained from the Pages of the Moving Pic-

ture World. These are Published Two Weeks In Advance of Release Day* to Enable Exhibitors to Arrange Their Coming Programs. Tha
Stories of the Pictures in Most Cases are Published on a Like Schedule. Each Synopsis is Headed by a Cast, the Players' Names Being in

Parenthesis. Lay Out Your Entertainment From the Information in the Moving Picture World and You Will Not Go Wrong.

SEPTEMBER DATES NOW BEING BOOKED
GET IN EARLY ON

AMERICA'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

BERT WILLIAMS
OF THE ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

IN A TWO REEL COMEDY

Produced by

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Book through

GENERAL FILM COMPANY
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Edgar Lewis
Sure Fire Productions

What the Press and Public

of the United States think of

Edgar Lewis Productions

THE LITTLEST REBEL.
Has an appeal parallel to that which made "Cabir

(The Hattons, Chicago Herald, July 30, 1914.)

NORTHERN LIGHTS.
Full of hut
(Mol i Pictui News, Aug. 29, 1914.)

THE THIEF.

A GILDED FOOL.
Another triumph of the motion picture camera
(The Republic, Si i 29, 1915.)

THE BONDMAN.

THE NIGGER.
Has a grip and dramatic

in no production the theatre has snow
(Review, Spokane, Wash., May 13, 1915.)

CAPTAIN SWIFT.
Most successful film ever shown at \>

(N. Y.' Clipper, Dec. 19. 1914.)

that has been excelled

One of the mc

i York A:

and thrilling stories that
yet been transferred to tin- screen.

[New York American, March 20, 1916.)

SOULS IN BONDAGE.
Gripping and powerful photo-drama.
(American, Hah:,: >re, lid ,

M urch 21, 1916.)

THOSE WHO TOIL.
Directed by Edgar Lewis, one of the most careful
competent of producers, a fact which enables us to

thoroughly worthy offering.

SAMSON.

THE PLUNDERER.
The director deserves lull credit tor Having turned
a masterpiece in films.

(Variety, New York I

THE GREAT DIVIDE.
The direction of Edgar Lewis is beyond
(Moving Pi

THE FLAMES OF JOHANNIS.
The picture is irtiil

(Dramatic Mirror, April 15, 1916.)

THE LIGHT AT DUSK.
(Mo.

In Preparation : A Ten Reel Special Release Pro-

duction of Rex Beach's Famous Novel "THE BARRIER"

With An All-Star Cast

Screen Club
New York City
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Calendar of Daily Program Releases
Releases for Weeks EndingAugust 26 and September 2

(For Extended Table of Current Releases See Pages 1456, 1458, 1460, 1462.)

Universal Film Mfg. Company. Mutual Film Corporation.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 20, 1910.

omedy)
REX—No release this day •

MONDAY, we; 1ST 21, 1916.

NESTOR—Broke Rut Ambitious (Comedy)
RED FEATHER—The Beckoning Trail (Five parts

—Drama)
ATURE—Timothy Dobbs,

That's Me, No. 2, "A Thousand a Week?" (Two
parts—Comedy)

10/TURE-Liberty No. 2,

"Elding witli Death" (Two parts—Drama)
E VTUIIK-Brennon o'- the

Moor (Two parts—Drama)

TUESDAY. AUGUST 22, 1816.

GOLD SEAL—The Castle of Despair (Three parts

—

Drama)
VICTOR—No release this day.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1916.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 34 (Topical)
LAEMMLE—No release this week; replaced with the

two-reel Universal Special, "Brennon o' the

L-KO—A Double Double-Cross (Comedy)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1916.

BTG U—The Devil's Own (Drama)
POWERS^-No release this day.
VICTOR—You Want Something (Two parts—Com.).

FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1916.

IMP—The Panel Game (Two parts—Drama)

SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 1910.

BISON—The Trail of Chance (Two parts—Drama) . .

JOKER—A Marriage for Revenge (Comedy)
LAEMMLE—No release this day.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 27, 1910.

BIG U—The Lady From the Sea (Drama)
L-KO—Snoring in the High C (Comedy)
REX—No release this day.

MONDAY. AUGUST 28, 1916.

NESTOR—The Terrible Turk (Comedy)
RED FEATHER—The Folly of Desire (Five parts-

Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Timothy Dobbs,

That's Me, No. 3, "He Becomes a Cop" (Two parts—Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—Liberty No. 3,

"American Blood" (Two parts—Drama)
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE—The Heart of a

Show Girl (Two parts—Drama)

TUESDAY, AUGUST 29. 1910.

GOLD SEAL—The Chance Market (Three parts

—

Drama)
VICTOR—A Lucky Leap (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 30, 1910.

ANIMATED WEEKLY—Number 35 (Topical)
LAEMMLE—No release this day.
L-KO—The 'Right Car, But the Wrong Berth (Two

parts—Comedy)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1916.

BIG U—No release this day.
POWERS—Japan's Gateway to the Temple of the

Gods (Educational)
VICTOR—No release this week, replaced by the

Universal Special, "The Heart of a Show Girl."

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1916.

IMP—The Call of the Past (Two parts—Drama)
NESTOR—No release this day.
POWERS—Little Brownie's Bravery (Drama)

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1916.

BISON—The Desert Rat (Two parts—Drama)
JOKER—The Elixir of Life (Comedy)
LAEMMLE—No release this day.

01695

01707

01708

01710

01709

01700

01699

01711

01723

01724

01726

01725

01715

01714

81 Ml AY, AUGUST 20, 1916.

OAUMONT—Reel Life No. 16 (Mutual Film Magazine)
VOGUE—Her Luckless Scheme (Two parts—Com.)

MONDAY, AUGUST 21, 1916.

AMERICAN—Enchantment (Two parts—Drama)
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION—A Million for Mary

(American—Five parts—Com.-Drama) (No. 128)

TUESDAY, M'GUST 22, 1916.

FALSTAFF—Fare Lady (Comedy)
VOGUE—Going to the Dogs (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1916.

BEAUTY—In a Prohibition Town (Comedy)
GAUMONT—See America First No. 50 (Scenic)

—Kartoons Komic" (Carto • :-Comedy) ....

MUTUAL WEEKLY—Number 86 (Topical)

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1916.

THANHOUSER—Getting the Grafter (Two parts—

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE—The Mys-
tery of the Riviera (Gaumont—Five parts

—

Drama) (No. 129)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1916.

CUB—The Rookie (Comedy)
MUSTANG—Nell Dale's Men Folks (Two parts—Dr.)

SUNDAY, AUGUST 27, 1916.

FALSTAFF—A Swiss Sea Dog (Comedy-Drama) ....

T—Reel Life No. 17 (Mutual Film Maga-

MONDAY, AUGUST 28, 1916.

AMERICAN—The Key (Two parts—Drama)
MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION—The Diamond Run-

ners (Signal—Five parts—Drama) (No. 130)...

05001

05002

FALSTAFF—
TUESDAY, AUGUST 29, 1916.

i Mexico (Comedy)

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 1916.

MUTUAL WEEKLY—No. S7 (Topical)

BEAUTY—Two of a Kind (Comedy)
GAUMONT—See America First No. 51 (Scenic)

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon-Comedy)...

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1916.

MUSTANG—The Forgotten Prayer (Three parts

—

Drama) 0!

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTION—The Man Who
Would Not Die (American—Five parts—Drama;
(No. 131)

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1916.

01717 MUSTANG—The Gambler's Lost Love (Two parts—

CUB—Jerry and the Bandits (Comedy)

05006

05007

05008

05008

01718

SATURDAY', SEPTEMBER 2, 1916.

CENTAUR—The Trap (Two parts—Drama) 05015-16
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EXHIBITORS
and Picture Theatre Managers
who are discriminating and successful

program builders know that all the

Film Reviews and the shorter

comments on the Films in the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
are written by an experienced staff of people who know.

See page 970 of our August 5th issue

The impartial and independent treatment of

every film production from the viewpoint of the ex-

hibitor by our Reviewers has cost the advertising pages

of our paper thousands of dollars within the pa&t few years.

This IVell-known Fact Speaks for Itself

Consult both our film review pages and our advertising

pages for the productions that can stand the present day
acid test of fair and unbiased criticism. The dependable
paper for every exhibitor is the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue New York City

Schiller Building Readers who purchase on the newsstands Haas Building
Chicago, 111. see blank at bottom of page 1465 Los Angeles, ( \il.
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Fort Hancock, I'exas.—Ranches only ten miles
from camp are raided and burned by Mexican

Miscellaneous
V-L-S-E, INC.

SBLIG ATHLKTIC FEATURE FILM SERIES,
Vug. 14).

lackson, one of the greatest
of golf stars, demonstrates golf putting, driving

naciiing.

wins the male championship
swimming rac at San Francisco, and Miss Olga
Dorfmer wins the women's championship swim-
ming honors at Philadelphia.

Frank Gofch is presented in a wrestling
match with .Mm Essen, champion of Scotland,
in this match Gotch defends his title lor the
last time, as he has retired from the arena.

THE DAWN OF FREEDOM ( Vitugraph—Five
Lug. 14).—The cast: 'Ihe Patriot

(Charles Kichman) ; Elizabeth McLean (Arlinc
Pretty); UicK Cartwright (..lames Morrison);
Irving (Thomas R. Mills) ; Count (Tem pier
Saxej ; Strike Leader (Edward Kll.as, j Nancy
Cartwright (Billie Billings). Director, Paul
Bcardon.

"The Dawn of Freedom'' is a stinging satire
on the death of those ideals that prompted the
founders of the United States. It contrasts iu
bold outline the spirit of '70, when every Amer-
ican worked lor the welfare of the new-born
country, with the attitude of the modern-day
American who looks only to his personal gain
with no thought of his country.

Richard Cartwright, a revolutionary patriot,
like hundreds of others, was granted a plot of

this laud, he was captured by India
Later he was rescued by Ambrose, a missionary,
who had spent many years in India. Ambrose's
efforts to save Cartwright came to naught.
Ambrose was versed in Eastern hypnotism, so

he decided that rather than to have Cartwright
tortured and probably burned at the stake, he
would put him in a trance and have him buried,
after which he would exhume him and bring
him out of the trance. But after the burial,
Ambrose himself was killed. Before being put

-"I his will, giv-the spell Cartwright t

ing his land half to his brother and half to his

One hundred and thirty-nine years afterward
we find Cartwright's little plot of land is made
up of coal mines worth millions, with a de-
fendant of Philip Cartwright, brother of Rich-
ard, in sole control and with Elizabeth Mc-
Lean, great-granddaughter of Elizabeth Brad-
bury, the daughter of one of the miners, depend-
ent upon the scant wages of a miner. In his
grasp for power Cartwright has frozen McLean
out of what was his half of the property and
the latter is now living in poverty.

The miners go out on strike. Cartwright re-
fusing both demands, violence is resorted to and
one of the coal mines is blown up. In the ter-
rific explosion, the aluminum casket holding
the body of Richard Cartwright is blown to
the surface, where its top is blown off. Dick,

"

son of the coal baron, encounters the casket just
as Cartwright, delivered from his trance by the
impact of the explosion, steps out of it. He is
emaciated and has much the same appearance
as a butterfly emerging from its chrysalis.

The patriot is taken to Dick's home, where
is witnessed the insidious inroads of a war—not
the Revolutionary War, but a war of a social
kind, where each individual is engaged in walk-
ing on the necks of his brethren. He learns
from Dick of the rapid growth of the United
States and of the marvelous inventions. These
are unbelievable until he is shown some of them,
but he encounters an even more unbelievable
phenomenon—that all these things have been
achieved and yet the people of the country are
not happy.

He witnesses the riotous scenes attending the
eoal strike and learns it is all the cause of
Cartwright's refusal to pay a living wage and
to improve the working conditions of the miners
He also learns that McLean, whose ancestors
owned half of the property, now is poverty-

Steadier

Light
The alternations of the cur-

rent in an alternating-current

arc cause the light to flicker.

This nickering is made more
noticeable on the screen if the

shutter is not operating prop-
erly, causing fatigue to the pa-

trons' eyes and making them
dissatisfied. The current in a

direct-current arc flows con-
tinuously in the same direction

so that its light is steady and
restful.

If your electric service is only

alternating current, a

Westinghouse-Cooper Hewitt

Rectifier Outfit

will convert it into the direct

current you need. These out-

fits are automatic, they regu-

late the current to produce the

steady pictures your patrons
like so well. Write for folder

4205-A for more particulars.

Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Company

Dept. AR

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

GEORGE KLEINE.
GLORIA'S ROMANCE (Chapter 11, "The

Fugitive Witness". -Two Parts Drama—July
StaSord family, having arrived at

countrj home, prepare to sally forth
and enjoy Hie skating and (oboganning. Gloria
is in a sombre mood, but is finally persuaded to
join the merr> party. Mulry, now a guest of
his friend Davidson, who lives near David Staf-
ford, looks from his window and sees the skat-
ing party on the lake nearby. He tries to per-
suade ins jolly companions to abandon their
raids and highballs and join in the outdoor
sports, l,ui Ins i, leadings prove futile. On the
following day, however, Mulry surprises hi
companions by bolting, clad in a regulation to-

g suit, and a few moments later they
are amazed at seem ., ..,„ gliding
down hill with Gloria Stafford.

,
Mulry, quite unaware with whom he is slid-

ing, is surprised and d, lighted whin Gloria, who
has recogni/.i d him, invites him to David's home
lor a hot toddy. He immediately accepts her in-

lilona rounds on the astonished .Mulry with the
Why did you mail the letters from"" Before the disconcerted Mulry

Palm Beach, Florida." As he is about to leave
the house Lois intercepts him and asks him if
he has seen her letters among Freneau's effects
Mulry replies in the negative.

Gloria, angry at Royce for his apparently-
rude interruption, surprises her father by a
snd.hii demand to be taken to Palm Beach, Fla
A few days later, hard on the heels of Mulry,
the Stafford family arrives at Florida. Mulry
quickly learns of Gloria's presence and is forced
to unusual exertions in trying to evade her.
The chase finally becomes too hot for him and
he seizes an auspicious moment to decamp.

Gloria, one day, meets the Indian who once
threatened to make her his squaw. He is now
educated and again requests her hand in mar-
riage, quite in accordance with the white man's
code. He is surprised and saddened by Gloria's
refusal and is about to turn away when he
spies Dr. Royce. His face darkens with sudden
hate, and Gloria, quick to see the sudden change.

GLORIA'S ROMANCE, NO. 12, "Her Fighting
Spirit" (Two Parts—Aug. 7).—The cast: Gloria
Stafford (Billie Burke); Dr. Stephen Royce

(Maury Stuart).

Failing to overtake Mulry at Palm Beach,
Gloria Stafford, her father, brother and Doctor
Royce return to New York but Gloria
continues to mourn over the loss of
Freneau. her fiance, and grows more pale
and wan with each passing day. Doctor Royce,
noticing her pallor, searches for something that
will divert her mind from her grief. Then
Judge Freeman rises and explains that he must
hurry away. Royce instantly decides a visit
to the night court and a glimpse of the seamy
side of life may prove just the shock Gloria
needs to turn her mind from her own troubles.
Accordingly Royce, Gloria and Pierpont accom-
pany Judge Freeman to the court and sit as
spectators while one case after another is tried.

A humble waiter named Casinur, whose wife
just died, is brought before the judge, and

the millionaire reluctantly consents.

Mulry is brought before the court for speed-
ing, and Gloria gets Judge Freeman to commit
him to jail till she can question him. A
tramp, charged with being "drunk and dis-

orderly," is then arraigned, and Gloria recog-
nizes In him Gideon Trask, the man who mur-
dered Freneau, attempts to scream out her
accusation, but faints before she can utter a
word. She is borne away and Freeman nods
wiarily and orders the man released, since it Is

his first offense. Later when Gloria recovers
and tells her story she finds the man is gone,
and sets out to follow him.

.._ St-ifford (Billie Burke); Dr. Stephen
Royce (Henry Kolker) . Richard Freneau
(David Powell) ; David Stafford (Willam
Roselle) ; Pierpont Stafford (Wiliam T- Carle-
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ton) ; Lois Stafford (Jule Power) ; Judge Free-
man t Henry Weaver ) . Gideon Trask (Frank
M. (Jlyuiw ; Staas Casiuur t Maury SleuarU ;

"Ctioey" McFadden iKapley Holmes; ; "The
Hag" (Adelaide Hastings).
Gloria Slailord alter recognizing in Gideon

Trask the murderer of her lover, Hicbard
Freueau, and recovering from the swoon that

follows the recognition of Trask, sets out to

follow the inuruerer. She traces him down
into an evil part of the city and there is set

upon by thugs, from whom she escapes wltn
difficulty. Resuming her pursuit of Track she

hers of Judge Freeman, sets out to follow her
to protect her from harm. She moves so
swiftly lrom place to place, however, that
Royce is never quite able to catch up to her,

the burly character down and then
are summoned to break up the riot which fol-

lows. Gloria, Royce and McFadden are ar-
rested and taken to night court, where Judge
Freeman and Pierpont Stafford are astonished
to behold Gloria and Royce in the toils of the
police. Trask has escaped from the saloon

vjuring the melee. S

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
GODS HALF ACRE (Five Parts—Aug. 7).—

The cast: Klossom (Mabel Tahalerroj ; Henry
Norman (J. W. Johnston) ; Rose Norman (Helen
Daliij; Bess Norman (Lorraine Frost;; Perry
Westley (Richard NcilU ; Prof. Sterling (John
Smiley); Parker (Daniel .larrett) ; Lucy, "the

gaged In writing a book. He decides he must
delve into real life for his material, as his
previous work has been too idealistic. The new
book is about aged types, and his friend, Perry
Westley, gives him an opportunity to live a
while at a home for the aged called "Rainbow's

implicitly in the honor of his friend. Henry,
unsuspecting, takes up his temporary residence
at Rainbow's End. More interesting than all

the aged types is the forlorn young mald-oi-all
work, blossom, who, scarcely more than a child
in years, is old before her time. Henry laugh-
ingly calls her '"The Little Old Young Lady,"
and in her he finds the inspiration for his book.
She tells him all about her aged charges, and

Is drawn toward her. Another who feels the
charm of the stranger is Lucy Hargreaves, the
matron, commonly known as "The Dragon."
In spite of her ugliness, she is determined to
make him love her.
Henry's thoughts are concerned only with hi.

work. A letter brings him tickets from a play-
wright friend to attend the opening ol a n< v.

play. Ho throws the tickets into the waste-
basket, but seeing the wistful exin.
Blossom's face, he asks her to accompany him.
intending to write a chapter on "The Little Old

of his sister's clothes for her to shin.
inmates of Rainbow's End joyfully watch her
and her escort leave for the theater
"The Dragon," who is wild with jealousy.
Henrys wile and Westley are also at the

premiere, and Rose Norman, seeing Blossom
with her husband, decides that the |

come for her to run away wll
som found a page of Henry's manuscript, in
which a proposal of marriage Is made to "The
Little Old Young Lady." She thinks it is meant
for her, and before saying good-night to him, site
asks, Innocently, "whi n an •

ri. .1 1" Henry, in .1 to tell

her that he Is already mam.
stairs, to cry herself to Bleep, when sh<
fronted by the angry "Dragon," who drives her
out ol the house.
Henry goes home, only to find that his wife

i have elopi .1 iii an automo-
bile whli h is shortly struck In llghn.

lie
I

•!-••:
I

young lady, Instead of an old young lady, and

"They lived 1 1 ; i
|

>
| I 1 >

TIIK PRETENDERS |
i-'rv. Par)

. KlMl.IV W. hie, I | ,

(Paul i iiirdmi I ; Sil

Maria I', tin. ulll
"l.iiiekei

; Iii p. . lor liiiike ( BdwlnHum
; Macklln Thin i..n i William |.

John Stafford (Howard Tru«adtll i
; Jottpb

Complete Equipments

for Picture Theatres

Hallberg
Engines and Generators

for Gasolene, Kerosene and Gas Fuel

Send for Free Bulletin No. 2

Hallberg 20th Century
Motor Generators, $217 °

u
n
£

Free Bulletin No. 1

HALLBERG'S
Switch Boards
for all Purposes

$30 and Up.

Arc- Controllers
Feed Carbons

Automatically,
Free Circulars

very thing complete for
the theatr
Send for

for Hallb.
2S Cent..

I EQUIP THEATRF.S COMPLETELY AND
CARRY "SPEER." "1 LKCIKA" AND "BIO"
CARBONS AND SUPPLIES.

Send $2 SO for latest Operator'* Book
"MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY"

J.H.HALLBERG™,-
7th Ave. at 49th St.

new'york

Silas Pettinglll strikes oil and becomes i

daughter i

UlddK 10

jw lor*. Even then they are
isued, for they have no tashionable
is. Helen la constantly reading books
royalty, and she bewails her late be-
sue Knows no lords or earls. Silas

es of their complaints. He goes out and
5 menus with a taxicab arua, an agree-

s the hour grows late, 1 e witu him

In the morning Mrs. Pettingill demands to

know who the stranger is. .Not daring to tell

her he has brougut name only a cnauueur, he
Introduces Stanwood as Count Erhlt. Mrs. Pet-
tingill runs to tell Helen the glad i.

they plan a series 01 social functions to in-

trouuee tueir guest. Soon the 'Count
everywhere with Helen. He does not want to

pose under false colors, but Pettingill implores
him not to let them know that be has de-
ceived them.

At a tea dansant they meet Maekiin Inurs-
ton, who is introduced to them as the Earl of

ilradwood. Stanwood starts when he hears
the name, for his own grandfather is the Earl
of Bradwood and his older brother the heir.

He does not know that both have died, and
that Thurston, discovering that the second
son, Hubert, has been missing for several
years, has appeared as a lalse claimant for
the title. Stanwood decides to say nothing,
but to investigate.

Thurston is really the proprietor of an in-

ternational employment agency. He uses this
position to supply Huntington Lodge, the
Adirondack home of the Pettingills, with two

Rita and Uugan, who an
crooks. Both Thurston, as the Earl, and Stan-
wood, as the Count, are invited to a house party
at the Lodge.

Helen and Stanwood have fallen in love with
each other at their first meeting. Stanwood
proposes, and Helen accepts him. But Thurs-
ton tells Rita she must find a way to com-
promise Stanwood. She does so, Mnd Helen
breaks her engagement to Stanwood, and an-
nounces her engagement to Thurston, known as
"the Earl." Stanwood engages a d. .

unmask Thurston, but he has manufactured
credentials, and Stanwood himself Is unmasked
as a false count by a man who knew him as a
chauffeur. Helen orders him to drive her
guests back to their hotel from the lawn fete
that is In progress.

Thurston goes to
lersuade her to elope Witt

ler cover of nigl ., „
attempt to steal II wood i

turns in time to prevent them, but he is In-
jured in the struggle, and when H,
she thinks it is he who is the thief.

Still loving him, however, she urges him to
'

1 the r. m hended.

Identifies Stanwood as the genuine Earl. Thurs-
ton is lead away, and Stanwood and Helen,
soon to be Lady Hradwood. are reunited.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS, INC.

fcrson) ; Jo! .:.

Little K.
In r father, who, with his friend, John Klbert-

. of the earth in •

botanical

father in the BtudlO

approach ii

Short!] afti
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;artun has attracted conslder-
i.m the guests, because beiug
girl she ~

_

her big

ort hotel.

bftfl u cou.-iu who bus set her heart

upou t:n : - " J
'
Miea

i to play
introduces

did not work

. ii Interest in the little

u.is young man huds
cl him in the quaint aud un-

little student. They
i Idea and gradually be-

ualnted. On one occasion, while
the top of a

jouutalu, a violent el

'ui

d in the I

inc methods of massage, she
m from the shock.

Id the cave the senior Edgarton and his
.My discover the

uple, and then ii is mat the minds of

< :l ned to the fact that youth
.i. and age is out of the

-alez) ; Mrs. McAndrews (Mary Du Cello) ;

'

toria llarlowe (Kuby Cox); Vaughan McAn-
drewa O'al Paul); Dave Bean (Fred Church);
Judge West (George Hernandez) ; Abner Clark
(Jack Curtis) ; Wallace Harrison (Bertram

:
Wainwi .-Jit McAndrews (Jack Con-

nelly) ; Sim Perkins (Bobby Mack).
. McAndrews was a boy his father took

him to Lost Lake for a vacation, and a childish

lip was established between Vaughan
and Jude Clark. In later years Vaughan goes

to Lost Lake for recreation. Because the hotel
accommodations are insufficient, Abner Clark

mghan to his home, where in daily asso-
i tli Jude the childhood friendship is

:id gradually intensified.
West, sensing the trend of events,
Vaughan with "trifling" and reminds

to marry Dave Bean,
a man of her own style. Harrison has induced
Jude to pose for him, promising pay

lOUUlulU gin si

u AOner Clara

. intercepts her

Berkeley, Cal.—Girls of Berkeley
take bwiuumiug lesoons on dry luuu an
lieient swimmers tue hrsl time they p
the m a Into

.talis her at ni 3 own
Hh him in his gold

\ auguan had left Lost Lake heartbroken be-
cause ne oeiieved.Hl ot Juue. Monlns pass, be
writes to Juue that ue hub rceonsiuciea una asks
her to invite him to return. Juues eager uus-
wer is uuuappny stowed in Judge West's pock-
et tor an indefinite lime, aud it is nut until tney
striae gold mat the missive is accidentally
revealed.
Diacovery of the letter leads to a speedy un-

di islanding.

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE.

i\ew iork.—clean up oi dirty soda fountains,
uncovered lruit stanus and other aids to the
spread of intautile paralysis is needed in -\ew

Hammond, Ind.—The first of Uncle Sam's
armored railroad cars for the transportation
of troops.
New lork.—Bagpipe monkey, a new addi-

tion to the city's zoological collection, is

brought here.
Salonika, Greece.—British and French anti-

aircraft guns scour the sky for hostile aero-
planes aud Zeppelins.
The latest in bathing suits is artistically

I.—A live shark caught in net of
local nsuermeu puts up a desperate buttle be-
lore It is nuaiiy roped by the tail aud dragged
up ou shore and killed.

Souicwuere in Frauce.—Artillery of the Bel-
gian Army leaves ior the trout aud begins

: !iu\

Pit*
1'iidst of l

layed by beautiful models
ting.

.New York.—A gigantic whale measuring
forty-five feet in length is killed with clubs
and axes in Far Rockaway Inlet.

Chicago.—The terrinc heat kills scores in
this city. Thousands flock to the beaches for •

relief in Lake Michigan.
Washington, D. C—Statuary decorating a

part of the United States Capitol Building is

unveiled with impressive ceremonies in the
presence of a large crowd.
Wilhelmhaven, Germany.—The first of a series

of exclusive pictures of the Kaiser's fleet.

HEARST-INTERNATIONAL NEWS PIC-
TORIAL, NO. Hi (Aug. 11).

Sheerness, England.—The German submarine

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORP.

The slory opens with Tom Castleton going
on a voyage lor his health aud leaving with hid

lrieud, Adrian, Hie manuscript ot the urst novel
he ever attempted.

Shortly alter castleton's trip, he dies at sea
aud when word is received by Adrian of his
friend's death, the temptation to secure the
girl he loves by publishing bis friend's novel
and taking the money aud credit lrom it is so
strong that he succumbs aud becomes the
"literary lion of the hour."
Jaflery returns to Loudon with the widow of

his associate, who is an Albanian chieitain'a

daughter, the last one of her tribe. Jaflery
arrives in Loudon with this strange woman
and she is introduced into the household of

Hilary Freeth aud meets Jaffery's friends.

Adrian brings his sweetheart, Doria, and when
she is introduced to Jalfery, it is a case of

love, on Jauery's part, at first sight, he hav-
ing no eyes for Liosha, the widow desperately
in love with him.

Doria, however, marries Adrian, supposed to

be the great author, aud Jant-ry leaves Liosha
in London and then goes on another expedi-
tion. On his return he finds Adrian dead. His
love for the wife, Doria, is as strong as ever
and he tenderly cares tor her and takes charge
of Adrian's affairs.

When Jaffery and Hilary are appointed the
legal executors of Adrian's estate they find the
original novel in Castleton's handwriting and

- assumed.
$:,0 for the
shows Jude in a pose .

When Vaughan sees the picture the .

has formed of the mountain girl suddenly

.if the gossips pet a view of the can-
; Harrison lets it be understood that

t exactly as she was painted. Jude
luul spurned the artist's $10 when she discovered
the trick he had played upon her, but when her
father fell ill and needed hospital attention
Jude pocketed her pride and called to get the

U-C5 is captured by the British
menaced shipping in and about the English
Channel and is exhibited to the public,

pleted picture Detroit.—Charles Hughes opens his campaign
here, making

ailor.

Fashion Section.—Miss Olive Thomas, of the
Ziegfeld Midnight Follies, and one of the stars
of the International Film Service, Inc., poses ex-
clusively in gowns of the latest designs.
San Diego, Cal.—Rear Admiral Caperton be-

comes commander of the Pacific fleet aud is

Inaugurated on board his flagship with im-
pressive ceremonies.

nothing that could be made into a second novel
from the pen of Adrian. Tbey realize that
Adrian has stolen his fame and fortune and
that his conscience really has killed him.
Jaffery realizes that the knowledge of this will

probably be the death blow to Doria, who has
always worshipped Adrian as a genius, so he

papers home and puts then out of

sight in bis desk and then begins to go through

mendous £

When Jaffery proposes
she refuses him. The foi

voyage. Liosha begs to go, too. Jaffery <

sents. The result is the strengthening of the
love of Liosha for Jaffery. Doria learns the
perfidy of her late husband and offers to be

the wife of Jaffery in gratitude for his self-

sacrifice. Jaffery, however, discovers he loves

Liosha and Doria releases him.

When Business Falls Off Consult a Projection
Engineer For Money Making Remedies

We Are Projection Engineers
And Are Pleased to Furnish You With Suggestions for the

,, Betterment of Projection.

TELL US YOUR TROUBLES NOW
Have You Tried Our Piteco Lenses?

Let Us Show You How Valuable They Are to You,
Mr. Exhibitor.

NATIONAL AND ELECTRA CARBONS
PITECO CARBON ECONOMIZERS, EACH 75c

Better Than the Best.

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO. projection engineers

1604 BROADWAY, at 49th Street NEW YORK

We Equip
Motion
Picture Theatres
Completely.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Classified Advertisements, three cents per
word, cash with order; 50 cents minimum;
postage stamps accepted.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS :-The Publishers expect that all statements made in every advertisement will bear the

SITUATIONS WANTCJ.
LIVE WIRE MANAGER— Expert booker, with

operator's license. Nine years' moving picture,

vaudeville experience. Worby, 016 E. li*2d St.,

N. Y. City.

CAMERAMEN furnished with outfits for all

Classes of work. Local pictures, industrial, edu-
cational or studio. Universal Camera Co., 1007

Times Bldg.. N. Y. City.

OPERATOR—Electrician, sober, married.
Desires job where flret class projection is <

predated. Statu ei

Ga.

MANAGER moving picture theatre wishes po-

sition, six years' experience. Take full cha-ge,
anywhere, one who gets results. Cash bond if

necessary. E. C. A., care Sherwood, 4 Weft
120th St., N. Y. City.

ORGANIST AND PIANIST, man at liberty

Sept. 1st. Four years' experience with pic-

tures. Two years present theater. Pine player,

Interpreter, improviser. Pictures properly

played from slap stick to highest grade. Ad-
dress Adept, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

AT LIBERTY—expert feature and travel

photographer. Nine and half years with "Kiiie-

macolor" Co., of England and America ; also

capable of taking lull charge of laboratory.

Latest features—"Whin it Strikes Home," Chas.
K. Harris; -Hearts of Men," Chas. K. Harris;
"Should a Baby Die."' Chas. K. Harris. Henrj
W. Savage, •Robinson Crusoe." Possess Debrie
camera outfit. Have best of references ;

also

wide experience at color work. Harold L. Miller
Whitestone, N. Y. Tele. Flushing 1105.

CINEMATOGRAPHER—Expert in all branches.
Experienced in laboratory work. Have own
outnt. Oilers i-iiu in. >i st invited. Ciuema-
tographer, care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

MANAGER over • in mo-

ot every detail l

care M. P. World, N. Y. City.

AX EAST INDIAN university graduate having
two and halt years' experience desires position

as scenario writer, director or actor. G. S.

\ La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

MOVING PICTURE operator wants situation.

continuity work (featun
i

on the outside, de-
m. If you can use a man

who has been in the writing game for years;
who has a hi ulily developed dramatic sense,

and populai but
D ;t the unrelieved
di la mud tend-

hlress S. C. Spalding, Ballstou Beach,

positive,

<|.

10 our mutual ad-

THEATERS WANTED.
CASH FOR YOUR MOVIB— 1 am a practical

year i of eontlnuoui - • Sflllng upwards of

on* million dollai .' worth annually, sales, ex-
t Pleture

Broker. I Offices, 578-80 Klll-

. iffalo. N. Y.

Mass.

land In

Lamb,
... 111.

THEATERS FOR SALE OR RENT
brand

\ bultdltiic) i"-ats

Now in opi r itli ii i' i.
. 1 Brannli

ordi r of Court,
Harry \ Hum nt public
sale, The Plaza theater. In Sandn

The "M. P. World"

County, Ohio, on the 5th of September, 1016,
sale being beld at the theater. The lot has a
frontage of 4-4.si leet and a deptb ot 103.06
feet. The building is a handsome new, three-
story brick structure, van attractive lobby and
storeroom on the ground door, and office suites
on the second and ttiird doors, 'lue tneater has a
balcony, 21-foot stage opening, dressing rooms,
and a seating capacity ot about 700 ; is nreproof,
beautilully nnished and has all modern appli-

rty will be sold for not less
than $20,000.07 without the s< its. All bidders
are required to deposit with the Receiver a
check upon some solvent bank in Erie County,
Ohio, in an amount nut less than $1,0

the sale by the Court. For further information
write the Receiver.

FOR SALE—Lease on completely furnished
picture show, swell front, located on Main
Street of city, 10,u00 population. Best town
central Kentucky.
privilege oi renewing same. Apply X
.are M. P. V -'

'

PARTNER
10,000. 400
$1,000 annually.
000. Address A
City.

PHOTOPLAY HOUSE with valuable real es-
tate for sale, by Lewis, the practical -Moving
Picture Broker of Bunalo, N. Y. ; red brick,
fireproof building, in a thickly popul.

I M. P. World, N. Y.

borhood, Beati out 1,100, standing
room tor about 250, admission 5-10-
Exp. uses to conduct this valuable photoplay
house about $1S5 week. Real estate and equip-
ment worth about -

suitable terms t

consider real es
of clearing J8.U

house in Oklahoma City, live city eighty thou-
sand. Must sell, wnu quick. A.i.l,.

Goldstandt, Oklahoma City, Okla.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
DON'T buy a new screen. Don't buy a new

machine. Install "Amberlux" Lens Filters,
and 1 guarantee your business will increase.
Price, including business-getting advertising
slide, i-'.M prepaid. W. D. Warner, Wyandotte
lildg., Columbus, O.

LARGE STOCK of used moving picture ma-
chines—all kmds—also opera and folding chairs
at about half regular price; all good* guaran-

Chestnut St.. St. Loul.s. Mo.

FOR SALE—Slightly-used Simplex projectors,
guaranteed periect and good as new at reason-
able prices. Second-band Moliograph In good
condition, cheap. Room 206, 14S2 Broadway,

OPERA CHAIRS steel and cast frames
Ouc. up. All serviceable goods. Player piano
new. Four asbestos booths, several machines.
J. P. Rtdingion, Scranton, Pa.

BARGAINS Bllghtlj used Simplex, Power'B
and Monograph m.u nines. Lowest prices

—

fully guaranteed. Hullberg, 721) Seventh Ave.,

.

i li. Alr-
-

for cala-

I ITU* . r tanners 10 ft. by

Mel io, Pox
143 \V. 46th St.,

-'"

F. II G

for

CAMERAS FOR SALE.
L RE CAMERAS and tripods

~d tor mrnished
H. 11. Hoover & Co., 22U West 42nd

St., N. Y. City.

BETTER CAMERAS for less money. Klneo-
graphs, $45 to $oo. Pittmans, $1>0 to $200.
Preatwlch, $170. i .5 .i.-es on all. Tripods,
$20 to $50. Ray, 020 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

camera, six mag-

L mversal
mouths. Same

$050, complete. C World,
N. Y. City.

PATHE . camera, original
Pin movement, accuracy,

a . outdoor model
-

R. Svinuing, 1411 . go, 111.

M0T10 I , Bee our
- of this
i Camera

ExcU., Chicago, 111.

. LAS lor sale. Pathe No. 2 metal fit-

tings, ca.

Mlchrometer mouni .-eiy like
Howell Periorator,

guaranteed first-claaa condition, slightly used,

woiking : d hand
guaranti ion and
other tripods lor $40 to $00. One Ml J

metal iroul board

carrying
. Motion

Picture. Apparatus Co., Inc., MO Broadway,
N. Y. City.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
OVER SEAS BUYERS should communicate

with me, second-baud American picture* at Eu-
ropean prices. Donald Campbell. 145 West 45ih
St., N. x". City.

FOR SALE— y-4 and 5 reel features In good
condition, posters for all subjects. Also Chaplin
single reels. Select Film Service, 14S West
45lu St., N. Y. City.

WE SPECIALIZE IN DSHD EDUCATIONAL,
INDUSTRIAL, SCIENTIFIC AND oc EMC
FILMS. UOOU SUBJECTS AT 1%C PER FOOT
AND LP. WE HAVE WHAT YOL YS A.NT.
SEND FOR OUR LISTS AXD TERMS. NEW
YORK FILM LABORATORIES. FILM SALES
DEP'T. 145 WEST 45TH SI.. N. Y. CITY.
5oo AMERICAN MAKE -Single reels consist-

ing of dramas. Westerns uud corned
.a order.

Full reels. liy two or three and be convinced
of the condition. Federal Feature Film Co.,
119 E. 20d St.. N. Y. City.

splendid condition, with plenty oi moi.

ii

:

'

n,

I'

•
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.

s classified ads than all other

MISCELLANEOUS.

s combin.d-WHY?
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Motion theater patrons

who daily exclaim over the

clearness of the pictures

may not know that

"EASTMAN"

is stenciled in the film mar-

gin

—

but you do.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

RICHARDSON'S
MOTION PICTURE

HAND BOOK
FOR MANAGERS and OPERATORS

Published by

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

RICHARDSON'S MOTION PICTURE
HAND BOOK is a carefully prepared guide

to perfect projection.

It is an invaluable help to every single in-

dividual in the trade who has to do with the

mechanical handling of motion picture film or

the management of a moving picture theatre.

There are over 680 Pages of Text and the

illustrations include detail diagrams of all the

leading makes of projection machines.

Substantially Bound In Red Cloth (4.00

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price by

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 17 Madison Ave., New York City

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 917 Schiller Bldg.. Chicago, III.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, 305 Haas Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal

$110 Buys This
Professional
Moving Picture

CAMERA
Davsco Professional Kino, Newest Weekly Model,

Dimensions 5^x10^x6^ and weight only 10^ Ib».

Round magazines made of aluminum, weather and

light proof. Newly patented intermittent, the most
accurate made. Take up and feed mechanism oper-

ated by double parallel sprocket. Focusing device on

side of camera enabling the operator to focus object

directly on the film in an instant. Magazines take the

regular Eastman spool without special fitting. The

lens is a 50 M. M. B. & L. Tessar Series lc F: 3.5 Anas-

ticmat in focusing mount with Automatic exposure
indicator which when set for li^lit conditions, sets the

diaphragm stop at the correct point. Film register

to 200 ft.

OUR PRICE $110.00
Extra magazines at $6.00 each. Light weight. Tilt-

ing top and Panoramic head tripod, $25.00.

The ideal camera for News weekly, schools, adver-

tising, and lecturers The Moving Picture Camera for

everybody.

\\ rite as todto foi complex d« tails Address

!a\»i6 Stern Co
The National Camera Exchange

1047-R Madison Street

Chicago— Illinois



List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Pages 1446, 1448.)

General Film Company

RELEASE n\)-.

.Moii<1ii> Biograph, Selig, \

Essanay, Ka-

u (-«in<-s<i.i> Biograph, Essanay, Ka-
lem, Vim Feature Comedy.

Thumday—Selig, Vim.

July

July

July

Aug.

BIOGRAPH.

24—A Natural Born Gambler (Two parts
—Comedy).

26—The Billionaire (Three parts—Com.).
(Biograph Reissue No. 67.)

31_Gold and Glitter (Drama) (Biograph

KALK.M.

July ]:> a Water; Wooing (Comedy).
i Comedy).

July 22—In Death's Pathway (No. 88
•Hazards of Helen" Railroad
Series—Drama).

July I':,—Ham's Whirlwind Finish (Comedy).
July L'U—A Mix-Up in Art (Comedy).
July 2*—The Girl and the I ,

July 20—A Plunge from the Sky (No. 90 of the
"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).

Aug. 1—The Heart Menders (Comedy).
Aug. 4—Peaches and Ponies (Comedy).
Aug. 5—A Mystery of the Rails (No. 91 of the

"Hazards of Helen" Railroad Series—Drama).
Aug. S—Good Evening Judge (Comedy).
Aug. 0—The Fighting Heiress (No. i of "The

Girl from Frisco"—Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 11—Daisy, the Demonstrator (Comedy).
Aug. 12—Hazards of Helen Railroad Series. No.

92, "Hurled Through the Draw-

-Tlri > ; No. OR).

parts

—

Drama—Biograph Reissue No. 71).

;. 14—Saved from Himself (Drama) (Bio-
graph—Reissue No. 72).

;. 15—A Temporary Truce (Two parts—Dr.)
(Bioeraph—Reissue No. 73).

;. 21—The Adopted Brother (Two parts-
Drama) (Biograph—Reissue No.

graph Reiss

Aug. 29—Enoch Arden (Two parts—Drama)
Biograph Reissue No. 76).

ESSANAY.

July 19—Vernon Howe Bailev's Sketch Book of
New Orleans (Cartoon—Comedy).

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 22—The Grouch (Three parU—Comedy-
Drama).

July 25—A Rrother's Loyalty (Two parts

—

Drama) (Reissue).

July 26—Canlmnted Noez Pictorial, No. 13
(Cartoon—Comedy).

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

July 29—Repentance (Three parts—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Chimney Sweep (Two parts—Dr.).

Aug. 2—Vernon Howe Bailev's Sketch Book of
Petrograd (Cartoon).

—A scenic subject on the same reel.

5—The War Bride of Plumvllle (Three
omedy-Dr
Scratch (

Drama).
9—The Fable of "Books Made to Bal-

ance" (Comedy).
12—Worth While (Three parts—Drama).
15—My Country. 'TIs of Thee (Two parts

Drama).
16—Canlmnted Nooz Pictorial,

( Ca rtoon—Comedv )

.

19—A Little Volunteer rThree parts—Dr.)
Man for a' That (Two parts—

The
(Rel ue).

11

-An Aneelie Attitude (Comedy).
—The Gold Shin (Two parts— Drama)

.

-The Sell- Tribune, No. 03. 1910 (Top-
ical).

. 10—The Sellg-Trlbune, No. 64, 1916 (Top-
leal).

. 12—A Western Masquerade (Western

—

Comedv ">

.

. 14—The Germ of Mystery (Three parts—

Fahlc of "TTow WisensMn Did
it Lose Out to Buttinsky" (Com.),

in the Mirror (Three partsAug. 26—The

Aug. 29—His Stolen Fortune , Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 30—Vernon Howe Bailev's Sketch Book of

Washington ( Cartoon—Comedv).
—A geente subject on the same reel.

Sept. 2—The Higher Destiny (Three parts—

17—The
1

S, 1

an
s-Tribnne. No. 66, 19K (Top-

19_A T of a Storv (Western—I'om.L
21—Th e pni o ronntrv (Two part -Dr >.

21—The H"-Trlbune No. 67, 1916
(Ton calL

24—The n -•H^-Trlbune, No. 6S 1916

VIM FEATURE COMEDY.

Aug. 9—That Tired Business Man (Comedy).
Aug. 16—Their Dream House (Comedy).
Aug. 23—The Lemon in Their Garden of Lov

(Comedy).
Aug. 30—The Tormented Husband (Comedy).

VIM.

Aug. 4—Wait a Minute (Comedy).
Aug. 10—Dreamy Knights (Comedy).

Aug. 11—Rushing Business (Comedy).
Aug. 17—Life Savers (Comedy).
Aug. 18—Comrades (Comedy).
Aug. 24—Their Honeymoon (Comedy).
Aug. 25—The Try-Out (Comedy).

Aug. 31—An Aerial Joy Ride (Comedy).
Sept. 1—Reward (Comedy).

parts—Drama).
Aug. 18—He wrote Poetrv? (Comedv^
Aug. 19—With the Aid of the Wn

Aug. 22—The Star Boarders (Comedv).
Aug. 23—The Girl from 'Frisco, Series No. 3,

"The Old Field Plot" (Two parts-
Drama).

Aug. 25—The Stolen Jail (Comedy).
Aug. 26—At Danger's Call (No. 94 of the "Haz-

ards of Helen" Railroad Series)

LUBIN.

July 17—Otto's Vacation (Comedy).
July 20—The Rough Neck (Three parts—Dr.).
July 22—Americans After All (Comedy).
July 24—Otto, the Salesman (Comedy).
July 25—By Right of Love (Two parts—Dr.).

July 27—In the Hour of Disaster (Three parts—Drama).
July 29—It Happened In Plkersville (Com.).

July 31—Otto the Gardener (Comedy).
Aug. 1—The Price of Dishonor (Two parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 8—Their Mother (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 15—A Lesson In Labor (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 22—The Usurer's Due (Two parts—Dr.).

SELTG.

July 20—Sellg-Trlbune, No. 58. 101r) (Topical).
July 22—Shooting Up the Movies (Two part*

—

Comedy).
July 24—The Confliet (Three parts—Drama).
July 24—The Selig-TrlbiTne Mo. 59, 1916 (Top.).
.Tulv 27—The Sellsr-Trib.ine No 60. 1916 (Top.).

29—Local Color on the A-l Ranch (Two
parts—We.- fer ,—Comedy )

.

31—The Old M.t Who Tried to Grow
Young (T ree parts—Drama)

31— Thn Selig-Trbnne No. 61, 1916 (Top-

VITAGRAPH.

July 7—When It Rains It Pours (Comedy).
July 10—Wrong Beds (Comedy).
July 14—The Man from Egypt (Comedy).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts—Drama)

(Broadway Star Feature).
July 17—The Musical Barber (Comedy).—The Head Waters of the Dalalven

(Scenic).

July 21—The Fur Coat (Comedy).
July 24—A Cheap Vacation (Comedy).
July 28—A Jealous Guy (Comedy).
July 31—His Hard Job (Comedy).
Aug. 4—A Race for Life (Comedy).
Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (Three parts-

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).
Aug. 7—Pa's Overalls (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Romance and Roughbouse (Comedy).
Aug. 14—Conductor Kate (Comedy).
Aug. 18—There and Back (Comedy).
Aug. 19—The Wanderins Horde (Three parts-

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

Aug. 21—Did He or Did He Not? (Comedy).

Aug. 25—The Yellow Girl (Novelty).

Aug. 28—The Fair Fare (Comedy).
Sept. 1—Love and Trout (Comedy).

Sept. 2—A Fool and His Friend (Three parts

—

Drama) (Broadway Star Feature).

General Film Company Features

BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.

June 10—A Strange Case (Three parts—Dr.).
Tune 17—Ashes (Three parts—Drama).
Jun» 24—Would You Forgive Her? (Three

parts—Drama).
July 1—Letltia (Three parts—Drama).
July 15—Waters of Lethe (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 5—The Bond of Blood (ThreP parts—Dr.).
Aug. 15—The Wandering Horde (Three parts-

Drama).
Aug. 19—The Wandering Horde (Three parts-

Drama).
Sept. 2—A Fool and His Friend (Three parts

—

KNICKERBOCKER STAR PEATURE8.

June 23—The Ancient Blood (Three part*—
Drama).

June 30—The Head of the House (Three parts
—Drama).

July 7—The Crooked Road (Three parts—Dr.).

July 14—The Dupe (Three parts—Drama).
July 21—Sibyl's Scenario (Three parts—Dr.).

July 2R—The Sand Lark (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 11—The Better Woman (Three parts

—

Aug, 25—Faith's Reward (Three parts—Dr.).
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ThatWas a Big Deal
We Engineered

Last. Week!
It was Not as Important as the

One We are Working On Now

Whether it be the engagement of

stars, sale of films, formation of com-
panies, management, sale of books
and plays or publicity campaigns, it

is becoming the habit to consult the

men who have the knowledge and
can help in the right way.

WILLIS & INGLIS
Wright and Callender Building*, LOS ANGELES

AFFILIATED WITH ARTHUR S. KANE
220 West 42nd Street, New York

P=You Pay for=

Film Value-Get It

The full profit of a film service lies in the images on
the screen as well as in the stories they tell. That is

where the value of an efficient lens equipment comes in.

Their superior quality inclines all experienced operators

i the

[{auscri [omk
Projection lenses

Successful theatre owners realize the immense value

of the clear, brilliant images these lenses give—and ap-

preciate the freedom from lens troubles that follows

their installation.

They are regularly supplied with Edison and Nicholas

Power machines—and any film exchange can procure

them.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (5.
566 ST. PAUL STREET ROCHESTER. N.Y.

New York Washington Chicago San Francisco

Leading American SIak,rs of Photographic an 1

Lenses, Mien i and other

high grade optical products.

PROJECTORS

ARE GOOD ENOUGH FOR
U. S. GOVERNMENT
90% OF THE FILM MFRS.
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.
PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.
DAVID W. GRIFFITH
THOS. II. INCE
THOS. DIXON
BURTON HOLMES

B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT
WILLIAM FOX CIRCUIT
F. F. PROCTOR CIRCUIT
ALFRED HAMBURGER CIRCUIT
JONES, LINICK & SCHAEFER
LUBLINER & TRINZ CIRC! IT

ASCHER BROS. CIRCUIT
PANTAGES CIRCl 11

WHY NOT FOR YOU?

ThePrecisionMachine (o.Inc.

317 East 34 th: St- NewYork
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Dailj Calendar «,i Program Releases See Pages 1440, 1448.)

Universal Film Mig. Co.

ANIMATED WEEKLY.
imber 31 (Topical).

Aug. !>—Number 32 (Topical),
her 33 (Topical).

BIO U.

Aug. 6—The Captain of the Typhoon (Two
parts—Drama).

Aug. 10—The Silent Man (Drama).
Aug. 17—A Woman's Eyes (Drama).
Aug. IS—Weapons of Love (Drama).

The Devil's Own (Drama).
The Lady from the Sea (Drama).

Aug. 31—No release this day.
-The Song of the Woods (Drama).

BISON.

July 29—For the Love of a Girl (Two parts-
Drama).

Aug. 5—Under the Lion's Paw (Two parts—

The Desert Rat (Two parts—Drama).

GOLD SEAL.
Aug. 1—The State Witness (Three parts—Dr.).
Aug. 8—Onda of the Orient (Three parts-

Drama).
Aug. 15

—

a Son of Neptune (Three parts—Dr.).

Aug. 22—The Castle of Despair (Three parts—

Aug. 20 -The chance Market (Three parts-
Drama).

IMP.

July 28—No release this day.
July 27—Won bv Valor (Drama).
July 28—The Circular Room (Two parts—Dr.).
July 30—Mutiny (Drama).
Aug. 2—The Lucky Gold Piece (Drama).
Aug. 4—Which Way (Drama).
Aug. 6—The Finishing Touch (Drama).

: . 16—The Toll of the Law (Drama).
. 18—Good and Evil (Drama).
. 25—The Panel Game (Two parts—Drama).

JOKER.
j 29—I've Got Ter Number (Comedy).
;. 5—Kate's Affinities (Comedy).
?. 12—She Wrote a Play and Played It

(Comedy).
;. 19—Soup and Nuts (Comedy).

LAEMMLE.
July 29—The Mask of Fortune (Drama).
Aug. 3—Partners (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 9—A Knight of the Night (Drama).
Aug. 11—The Highway of Fate (Two parts-

Drama).
Aug. 12—The Intruder (Drama).
Aug. 19—No release this day.
Aug. 23—No release this week, replaced with

the two-reel Universal Special,
"Brennon o' the Moor."

Aug. 26—No release this day.
Aug. 30—No release this day.
Sept. 2—No release this day.

L-KO.
.July :;o_No release this day.
Aug. 2—Dinty's Daring Dash (Two parts

—

Comedy).
Aug. 6—The Youngest in the Family (Com.).
Aug. 9—Unhand Me Villain (Two parts-

Comedy).
Aug. 13—No release this day.
Aug. 1(3—The Mother In Law (Two parts—Com-

edy).
Aug. 20—No release this day.
Aug. 23.—A Double Cross (Comedy).
Aug. 27—Snoring In the High C (Comedy).
Aug. 30—The Bight Car But the Wrong Berth

NESTOR.

Aug. 7—He Maid Me (Comedy).
Aug. 11—Some Medicine Man (Comedy).
Aug. 14—The Battle of Chile Con Came (Com.)
Aug. 18—No release this day.

Auk. 21—Broke But Ambitious (Comedy).
Aug. 28—The Terrible Turk (Comedy).
Sept. 1—No release this day.

POWERS.

(Educational).

\ug. 17—The Riddle of the World—Japan As
Seen by Dr. Dorsey (Educational).

Aug. 20—Pie (Comedy).
Aug. 24—No release this day.

Aug. 25—Sammy Johnsin in Mexico (Com.-
Cartoon).

—Creating Life from a Dead Leaf (Edu-
cational).

Vug. :i Japan's Gateway to the Temple of the
Gods (Educ).

Sept. 1—Little Browne's Bravery (Drama).

RED FEATHER PHOTOPLAYS.

Throne (FiveJuly 31—From Broadway to
parts—Drama).

Aug. 7—The Mark of Cain (Five parts—Dr.).

Aug. 14—A Yoke of Gold (Five parts—Drama).
Aug. 21—The Beckoning Trail (Five parts

—

Drama).
Aug. 28—The Folly of Desire (Five parts-

Drama).

REX.

July 16—The Crimson Yoke (Two parts—Dr.).

July 21—The Phone Message (Drama).
July 23—Branscombe's Pal (Two parts—Dr.).

July 25—Cross Purposes (Drama).
Aug. 11—By Conscience's Eye (Drama).
Aug. 20—No release this day.

Aug. 27—No release this day.

Sept. 3—No release this day.

VICTOR.

Aug. 13—What Darwin Missed (Comedy).

Aug. 10—Aschenbroedel (Two parts—Comedy-
Drama).

Aug. 15—He Wrote a Book (Comedy).
Aug. 17—Ashamed of the Old Folks (Two parts

—Comedy-Drama)

.

Aug. 22—No release this day.

-ffug. 24—You Want Something (Two parts-
Comedy).

Aug. 29—A Lucky Leap (Comedy).

Aug. 31—No release this day, replaced by the
Universal Special, "The Heart of a
Show Girl."

Sept. 3—Arthur's Desperate Resolve (Comedy).

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.

Aug. 14—Liberty, No. 1, "Fsngs of the Wolf"
(Three parts—Drama).

Aug. 14—Timothy Dobbs That's Me, No. 1,

"The Sody Clerk" (Two parts

—

Comedy).
Aug. 21—Timothy Dobbs That's Me, No. 2, "A

Thousand a Week" (Two parts-
Comedy).

Aug. 21—Brennon o' the Moor (Two parts

—

Mutual Film Corp.

Drama).
July 31—The Dreamer (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 3—The Madonna of the Night (Three

Drama).
Aug. 17—The Holly House (Three parts—Dr.).
Aug. 21—Enchantment (Two parts—Drama).

Comedy).
July 19—In the Land of the Tortilla (Comedy).
July 23—A Studio Satire (Comedy).
July 26—Gamblers in Greenbacks (Comedy).
July 30—A Germ Gem (Comedy).
Aug. 2—Daredevils and Danger (Comedy).
Aug. 6—Just as He Thought (Comedy).
Aug. 9—Billy Van Deusen the Cave Man (Com-

edy).
Aug. 13—Too Bad Eddie (Comedy).
Aug. 16—Perkins Mystic Manor (Comedy).
Aug. 23—In a Prohibition Town (Comedy).

CENTAUR.
July 29—The Haunting Symphony (Two parts

—Drama).
Aug. 5—Fate's Decision (Two parts— Drama).
Aug. 12—For Her Good Name (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 19—Destiny's Boomerang (Two parts

—

Aug. 26—The Spite Husband (Two parts—Dr.).

Aug. 11—Jerry's Celebration (Comedy).
Aug. 18—Jerry and the Counterfeiters (Com.)
Auk 25 -The Rookie (Comedy).

Aug. 22—Fare Lady (Comedy).

GAUMONT.
July 26—See America First, No. 46, "Cratef

Lake, Ore." (Scenic).
—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).

July 30—Reel Life, No. 13 (Mutual Film Mag-
azine).

Aug. 2—See America First, No. 47 "Philadel-
phia, Pa." (Scenic).

—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon).
Aug. 6—Reel Life, No. 14 (Mutual Film Mag-

(Scenic).
—Kartoon Komics (Cartoon—Comedy).

Aug. 13—Reel Life, No. 15 (Mutual Film Maga-
zine).

Aug. 16"—See America First, No. 49 (Scenic).

(Two parts—Comedy).

.. "He
Becomes a Cop" (Two parts—Dr.).

Aug. 28—Liberty No. 3, "American Blood"
(Two parts—Drama).

Aug, 28—The Heart of a Snow Girl (Two part*

—Dr»m»),

Kartoon Komics (Cartoon—Com.).
Aug. 27—Reel Life No. 17 (Mutual Film Maga-

MUSTANG.
July 21—The Dyseptlc (Two parts—Drama).
July 28—That Gal of Burke's (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 4—Sandy. Reformer (Two parts—Dr.).
Aug. 11—The Courtln" of Calliope Clew (Two

parts—Drama).
\ue. IS—El Diabolo (Two parts—Drama).
\ng. 25—Nell Dale's Men Folks (Two parts-

Drama).

MUTUAL WEEKLY.
July 19—Number 81 (Topical).
July 26—Number 82 (Topical).
Aug. 2—Number 83 (Topical).
Aug. 9—Number 84 (Topical).
Aug. 16—Number 85 (Topical).
Aug. 23—Number 86 (Topical).

(Mutual neleatet continue* on page 145S.)
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"MARTIN"
ROTARY CONVERTER

*or Keal

'SUN-LIT PICTURES"
Th

PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
a voltace of the "MABTTN" poly-ptaaae converter li maintained constant, to
the starting of the second an .1 ,. g o? the first.

Qg the dissolving of the Nell ai simple ai If the area were operated Id a
t Cuirent dlatrlrt. Our emertti-nr? oanel does away with eipenslre oompena-
and cuta the wiring and Initallatlon coat in half.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
609 W. Adams St., Chicago 1010 Brokaw Bldg., New York

Weickhardt Pipe Organs
are not stock instruments, but built

to order according to the ever vary-
ing individual requirements. Result:

Wonderful musical effects, such as

only a real, complete and genuine
MASTER PIPE ORGAN can pro-
duce.
WRITE FOR THEATRE ORGAN CATALOG

Wangerin-Weigkhardt fee

THE. TEST OF TIME
COMPETITIVE KNOCKERS SAID, 'The 1916 Model

MOTIOGRAPH with the new Sliding Disc will not stand

the heavy grind."

(PROOF THAT THE KNOCKERS WERE WRONG)
Hundreds of these MOTIOGRAPH machines have now

been in use for over one year and not one sliding disc has

been returned to be replaced and we have letters from all

parts of the country saying the 1916 Model MOTIO-
GRAPH is giving the same rock-steady picture that it did

one year ago when it was new.

It Has Stood the Test - - It Is the Big Buy Today

( "an yon afford to pur-

chase am other make
when you can get such

sal isfactorj s e r v i c e

fro,,, a MOTIOGRAPH!

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 574 West Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Western Office: 833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

In iniw.riBf advertisements, plcaae mmtioa* Th* Moving future World



List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Re

»).
Five (No.

MUTUAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
Aug. 14—The Secret of the Submarine, No. 13

(Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 21—The Secret of the Submarine, No. 14

(Two parts—Drama).
- The Secret of the Submarine, No. 15

(Two parts—Drama).

MUTUAL STAR PRODUCTIONS.
Aug 3—The Strength of Donald McKenzie

(American—Five parts — Drama)
(No. 123).

Aug. 17—A Welsh Singer (Five parts -Drama)
(No. 1'27).

\ Million for Mary (American -Five
parts—Comedy-Drama) (No. 128).

VOGUE.
Aug. 1—Painless Extracting (Comedy).
Aug. 6—Lost and Found (Comedy).

July

July

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

ARROW.
24—Who's Guilty? No. 12, "Weighed In

the Balance" (Two parts—Drama).
31—Who's Guilty? No. 13. "The Goad of

Jealousy" (Two parts—Drama).

BALBOA.
; . 14—The Grip of Evil, No. 5, "The Way of

a Woman" (Two parts—Drama).
;. 21—The Grip of Evil, No. 6, "The Hypo-

crites" (Two parts—Drama).
:. 28—The Grip of Evil, No. 7, "The Butter-

flies" (Two parts—Drama).
GOLD ROOSTER PLATS.

;. 14—The Fugitive (Five parts—Drama).
;. 21— A Woman's Fight (Five parts—Dr.).

ine Girl (Five pa its—Drama)

.

PATHE.
. 7—Tokio, Capital of Japan (Scenic).
—Jumping Analyzed (Physical Culture

—

Educatio
—Florence Rose Fashions

Betty Young (Fashior
i Day With

;. 21—Florence Rose Fashions (Betty Pre-
pares for Cool Weather) (Fash-

;. 28—Some Foreign Birds (Topical).
;. 2S—Historic St. Augustine (Picturesque

America) (Scenic).

PATHE NEWS.
-Number 62, 1916 (Topical).

. 12—Number 65, 1916 (Topical).

. 16—Number 66, 1916 (Topical)

. 19—Number 67, 1916 (Topical).

Ans. HO—Number 70, 1916 (Topiea

ROLIN.
July 24—Luke Crystal Gazer (Comedy).
Aug. 7—Luke's Lost Lamb (Comedy).
Aug. 14—Braver Than the Bravest (Comedv).
Aug. 21—Luke Docs the Midway fComedy).
Aug. 28—Caught in a Jam (Comedy).

Miscellaneous Releases.

Aug. 2S—The Girl of Lost Lake (Five parts-
Drama).

Sept. 1 A Miracle of Love (Five parts—Dr.).

CONSOLIDATED FILM CORP.
August—The Crimson Stain, No. 1 (Drama).

EMERALD M. P. CO.
July 3—Tom & Jerry, No. 2, "Quarantined"

(Two parts—Comedy).
July 10—Tom & Jerry, No. 3, "In the Movies"

(Two parts—Comedy).
July 17—Tom & Jerry, No. 4, "In a Fog" (Two

parts—Comedy.
July 24—Tom & Jerry, No. 5, "Kidnapped"

(Two parts—Comedy).

EVA TANGUAT FILMS.
July—Energetic Eva (Five parts—Comedy).

FOX FILM CORPORATION.
July 17—Caprice of the Mountains (Five parts—Drama).
July 24—The Beast (Five parts—Drama).
July 31—Under Two Flags (Five parts—Dr.).

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, INC.

Aug. 8—Hearst-International
-No. 63, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. ,11—Hearst-International News
No. 64, 1916 (Topical).

ctorial,

chmanAugust—The Story of the Mis—
(Two parts—Drama).

Aug. 15- li lal News Pictorial,
No. 65, 1916 (Topical).

Aug. 18—Hearst-International News Pictorial,
"", 1916 (Topical).

KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION.
July—The Zeppelin Raids on London and the

Siege of Verdun (Topical).

LEWIS J. SELZNICK PRODUCTIONS, INC
July—The Common Law (Drama).
August—War Brides (Drama).

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION.
July 24—His First Tooth (Comedy).
July 31—The Devil at his Elbow (Popular Plays

and Players—Five parts—Drama).
July 31—Microbes (Rolma-Comedy).
Aug. 7—God's Half Acre (Rolfe—Five parts-

Drama).
Aug. 21—Rolling Stones (Famous Players—Five

parts—jDrama).
Aug. 24—Honorable Friend—Lasky—Five parts

—Five parts—Drama).
Sept. 4—Parson of Paniment (Pallas—Five

parts—Drama).
Sept. 7—The Big Sister (Famous Players—Five

PARAMOT1NT-BRAY CARTOONS.
Aug. 3—31st release, "Tn Lunyland" (Cartoon—Comedy).
Aug. 10—32d release, "Farmer Al Falfa's Egg-

citemet" (Cartoon—Comedy).
Aug. 17—3.3d release. "Colonel Heeza Liar on

Strike (Cartoon—Comedy).

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES.

Aug. 7—From Carlsbad to Moravia (Scenic).
Aug. 14—28th release, "In Innsbruck, Capital

C. POST MASON.
July—The Wonder City of the World, Greater

New York by Day and Night (Three
parts—Scenic).

THE RESERVE PHOTO-PLAYS CO.

Aug. 2—Jerry, the Janitor (Episode 1—Com.).
Aug. 9—Jerry, the Janitor (Episode 2—Com.).
Aug. 16—Jerry, the Janitor (No. 3—Comedy).

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION.
Releases for Week of Aug. 13.

The Devil's Needle (Fine Arts—Five parts

Releases for week of Aug. 20.

"Hell to Pay" Austin (Fine Arts—Five parts-
Drama).

The Jungle Child (Ince—Five parts—Drama).

UNICORN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION.

(Releases for the Fourteenth Week.)

July 24—The Black Mask (Rancho—Drama).
July 24—Guilty Neighbors (Hippo—Comedy).
July 24—Shadows of Doubt (Supreme—Dr.).
July 25—Their Frontier Wives ( Utah—Drama).
July 25—The Terrible Turk (Jockey—Comedy).
July 25—The Greenville Code (Supreme—Dr.).
July 26—The Honor of the Tribe (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
July 26—Stringing Them Along (Judy—Com.).
July 27—The Call of the Desert (Hiawatha-

Drama).
July 27—Fifty-Fifty (Judy—Comedy ).

July 27—The Brand of Shame (Sunset—Dr.).
July 28—An Indian Maid's Vengeance (Buffalo

—Two parts—Drama).
July 28—The House on the Hill (Supreme-

Drama).
July 29—The Man Who Came Back (Rancho—

Drama).
July 29—The Stolen Jewels (Sunset—Drama).
July 29—Wine's Frame-Up (Gayety—Comedy).
July 30—Treachery of the Red Man (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
July 30—Life's Lottery (Sunset—Drama).

(Releases for Fifteenth Week.)

July 31—The Dare Devil Ranch Girl (Rancho

—

Drama).
July 31—The Long Ring (Judy—Comedy).

—U. S. Fighting Craft (Educational).
July 31—In the Governor's Keeping (Supreme-

Drama).
Aug. 1—The Sentinel on the Mountain (Rancho

—Drama).
Aug. 1—The Silent Battle (Puritan—Drama).
Aug. 1—Panhandle Pete (Supreme—Comedy).
Aug. 2—Bad Man of Angle

Aug. 2-

„ _ Trail (Rancho

—

Drama).
-Love Sick Larry (Hippo—Comedy).
—The Little Sister (Supreme—Drama).

3—The Nevada Ranger (Utah—Drama)

.

3—Nostrand's Discovery (Supreme—Dr.).

3—The Missing Link (Hippo—Comedy).
4_A Foolish Romance (Jockey—Two

parts—Drama).
4—An Indian Maid's Vengeance (Hia-

watha—Drama).
5—Soldier's Squaw (Rancho—Two parts-

Drama).
5—The Vicar's Trust (Lily—Drama).
6_a Westerner's Daughter (Buffalo

—

Two parts—Drama).
"--* fLily—Drama).

July 31—Miss Petticoats (Peerless "Brady
Made"—Five parts—Drama).

Aug. 7—A Woman's Way (Peerless—"Brady
Made'*—Five parts—Drama).

Aug. 14—The Summer Girl (Peerless—Five

... (Paragon—"Brady-
Made"—Five parts—Drama).

Aug, 38—Husband and Wife (Five parts—Dr.).
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R:E:|s|s:E^X
Made In SwItierUndCARBONS

Writ* us lor descriptive circular and price list

JONES & CAMMACK
SOLE IMPORTERS

Comer Bridge and Whitehall Street!, New York City

Keep your lobby bright

and "Business Getting"

c for information.

Payne Show Card Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

,/%. SUBSCRIBE NOW
L-p/ To the World Famous

SCHIRMER GALAXY
and MISCELLANY

A Treasury of Musical Gems both classic and modern
especially adapted for Photoplay use.

EFFECTIVE WITH ANY COMBINATION from
Piano and Violin to Full Orchestra. (Organ ad lib.)

Send for particulars.

G. SCHIRMER, 3 E. 43rd St., New York

For the fullest and lateit news of the moving picture
industry in Great Britain and Europe.
For authoritative articles by leading British technical

THE BIOSCOPE
"Moving Picture World"

85 Shaftesbury Avenue. London, W.
Specimen on Application

DO YOU KNOW
l hal the L URGEST THE \Tkl.S in the countrj

l. u\ From us on the E \SY PAYMENT PLAN ?

We Will sell \.i|l ;il|\ lll.lkc A I . P. MacllilH', Cull

verters, Rectifiers, etc, on our EASV PAYMEN l

PLAN ; prices thi i ash. I.W EST!
GATE TObAY,

Amusement Supply Company

thing p'.-riaiiiiii K I., ihr Mi.vinn I'uliir, I

3rd Floor, Mailers Bldg.

Cor. Madison St. and Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

MOTION PICTURE

ELECTRICITY
By J. H. HALLBERG

THIS WORK COVERS
ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC SERVICE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
REFERENCE TABLES, ETC.

An up-to-date treatment of Moving Picture Theater

Electric Installation and Projection, by a practical,

experienced, electrical expert

Illustrated and Substantially Bound. 280 Pages.

$2.50 per Copy. Postage Paid.

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue New York

In answering advertisement*, please mention The Movinf Plctui
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List of Current Film Release Dates

(For Daily Calendar of Program Releases See Paj

V-L-S-E. INC.

y 17—Kernel Knutt and Prince Tango (Vita-

graph—Comedy).

r 24—The Prince Chap (Selig—Five parts—

>• 24—Mora Money (Vltagraph—Comedy).

y 24—The Daring of Diana (Vltagraph—
Five parts—Drama).

y 24 Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.

5 (Sports).

y 31—Hesper of the Mountain (Vltagraph—
Five parts—Drama),

y 31—The Light at Dusk (Lubln—Five parts

—Drama),

y 31—Selig Athletic Feature Film Series No.

6 (Sports).

;. 7—The Sting of Victory (Essanay—Five
parts—Drama).

;. 7—The Alibi (Vitagraph—Five parts-
Drama).

;. 7—Selig-Athletic Series, No. 7 (Sports).

, i4_The Dawn of Freedom (Vitagra-ph—
Five parts—Drama).

, 14—Selig-Athletic Series, No. 8 (Sports).

r. 21—The Country that God Forgot (Selig

—Five parts—Drama).
, 21—Selig-Athletic Series No. 9 (Sports).

GEORGE KLE1NE.

r 12—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series

2, No. 4, "Local Showers" (Com.).

r 17—Gloria's Romance, No. 9, "The Shadow
of Scandal" (Two parts—Drama).

T 19—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2.

No. 5, "A Pirate Bold" (Comedy).

, 24—Gloria's Romance, No. 10. "Tangled
Threads" (Two parts—Drama).

July 2G—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer, Series 2,

No. 6, "Strictly Private" (Comedy).
July 31—Gloria's Romance, No. 11, "The Fugi-

tive Witness" (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 2—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2,

No. 7 (Comedy).
Aug. 7—Gloria's Romance, No. 12, "Her Fight-

ing Spirit" (Two parts—Drama).
Aug. 9—The Mishaps of Musty Suffer Series 2,

No. 8 (Comedy).
Aug. 14—Gloria's Romance, No. 18, "A Midnight

Riot" (Two parts—Drama).

States Right Features
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM COR-

PORATION.
May 8—The Fighting Germans (Five parts-

Topical).

BIG A FILM CORPORATION.
July—Macbeth (Five parts—Drama).

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORP.
May—The Woman Who Dared (Seven parti—

parts—Topical)

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.

July—Where Is My Father? (Seven parts—Dr.).

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.

May —The End of the World (Six parts-
Drama).

IL GIORNALE ITALIANO.
April—On the Italian Battlefront (Flv« parti—

1446, 1448.)

KEMBLE FILM CORPORATION.

August—America Preparing (Ten parts—Top.).

B. S. MOSS MOTION PICTURE CORPORATIOK
-One Day (Five parts—Drama).
-The Salamander (Drama).
st—In the Hands of the Law (Drama).

NEW YORK FILM COMPANT.
Apr.—The Folly of Revenge (Nola—Five >arti-

Drama).

PIEDMONT FILM CO.

June—The Mirror of Life (Five parts—Drama).

L. E. RUBEL & H. A. FARGO.

July—Uncle Sam Awake (Seven parts—Top.).

SIGNET FILMS.

July—The Jockey of Death (Drama).

THE NATIONAL DRAMA CORPORATION.

June—The Fall of a Nation (Three parts—Dr.)

UNITY SALES CORPORATION.

(Comedy)
June 26—The Lottery Man (Five parts—Dr.).
June 26—Tweedledum's Busy Night (Comedy).
July 3—The Marriage Bond (Five parts—Dr.).
July 3—Tweedledum's Scrambled Honeymoon

(Comedy).

VARIETY FILMS, INC.

April—Should a Baby Die? (Five parti—Dr.).

WAR FILM SYNDICATE.

Topical).

IT PAYS TO BE PARTICULAR
Try the Kleine White Label Condenser and prove to your

own satisfaction its superiority over all others.

Pure optical glass—ground to a perfect surface

—

NOT MOULDED—will not discolor.

Prices: 6]/2 , 7y2 , 8/2 , 9>4, 10/2 in., focus \y2 " Diam.. $1.25

5 1/2 in. 4y2" Diam., 1.75

Also Meniscus and Bi-Convex

Ask your dealer for Kleine Condensers

REPAIRS
Send your mechanism to the best equipped repair shop in

the U. S. Expert mechanics—reasonable charges.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Distributors—Simplex—Power's—Ed ison—Motiograph Machines

KLEINE OPTICAL COMPANY
GEORGE KLEINE, President

166 North State Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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WE BUILD

ORGANS and ORCHESTRIONS
WITH ELECTRIC ACTIONS

THE SYMPHONY PLAYER CO,

Write for Catalog
FACTORY

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

Quality means means Perfection
We do PARTICULAR Work for PARTICULAR People

Developing and Printing ONLY

T.l.phon. Mil Audubon

EVANS FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4U-4I8-420-422 V.'e*t 21«th Street, New York City

IL TIRSO Ah CINEMATOGRA FO
The most important Film Journal in Italy.

Published every Monday at Rome. Excellent staff,

special bureau of information. Correspondents in all

parts of the world. Yearly subscription for foreign
countries : $3.00.

Bmineit Office: Via del Tritone 183, Rome, Italy

Projection Engineer
Is your screen result unsatisfactory?
Is your projection current costing too
much?
Are you planning a new theatre?
Are you contemplating the purchase of
new Equipment?
Theatre plans examined and suggestions made
as to operating room location. Operating rooms
planned, etc., etc. Will personally visit theatres
in New York City or within 300 miles thereof.
Fees moderate.

(k
y
n°o
u
w
a
hIm) F. H. RICHARDSON (k

y
n°o
u
w
a
£!m)

Room 1434, 22 E. 17th St., New York City

f

,
^THtATRE^CESSORIES

,

BARGAINS IN MACHINES
Twenty-two machines slightly used, first class

condition, Simplex, Power's 6A's, Power's 6's,

Edison B's, and Edison D's, low prices, quick
sales.

CHAS. A. CALEHUFF, 1301 Race Street, Philadelphia

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Sares you from 30 to 50% in pottage, etc Reaches all or lelected
lilt of theatrei in any territory. Includei name of exhibitor as
well as the theatre in address. A lilt of publicity mediums desiring
motion picture newi. Unaffiliated exchanges looking for features.
Supply houses that are properly characterized as such. Producers
I'D address f studios, laboratories and offices. Information in

W7-
e of theatres being or to be built.

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY

Addretiing

Phone 3227 Chelsea
Phone 2003 Randolph

rtting Typewriting

Q/rj>- &

GOLD TEN 0AYS

if KING
"ST SCREENS

14 THEATRES for PORTER IN ONE WEEK
TATION FOR BiTTHiNCS bII'nCS BiG BUs'inS'

""
"
""' ' '" "">" C°™ PORTERS **">-

B. F. PORTER, 1482 BROADWAY, at Times Square, NEW YORK

ROLL

TICKETS

C/5 Five Thousand $1.25W Ten Thousand $2.50

^5 Twenty-five Thousand $3.50

05 Fifty Thousand $5.00

On One Hundred Thousand $8.00

tttly numbered: eeerj roU guaranteed, I

• (Of PriM Diawings S.OU0. J2.50. Stock
\ per l.CXX). I'roinpi shipments. I ash w

Get the samiilr.. gtsd ,lia S i.m (<

nStta, serial or dated.

NATIONAL TICKET CO.
Shamokin, Pa.

In answering advsrUsements, plei lrmiou The Movinf Pictui
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Speer Projector Carbons are made for every conceivable form of projection

—

Results are guaranteed with Speer Carbons—It is up to you to insure yourself
by putting in a stock.

NET CASH PRICES
;d both ends, $37.50 per M. (1,000

ed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000

>d both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000

•d both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000

;d one end, $115.00 per M. (500

•d one end, $150.00 per M. (500

SPEER CARBON COMPANY ESS.V Dept."W," St. Mary's, Pa.
For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Followin

J. H. HALLBERG, 727-7th Ave., New York, N. Y. E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State St., Chicago, 111. KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO., 813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO., Rhodes BIdg., Atlanta, Ga. G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

The Universal Camera
For Motion Photography

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

Branchet it

G. W. BRADENBURGH
802 Vine Street, Philadelphia

For sale: Two splendid weekly programs of one, two, three and four
reel subjects, 24 reels weekly, with posters for every subject, $72.00 per
weeks; 18 reels weekly with posters for every subject, $54.00 per week.
These films all in first-class condition, major portion of advertising
mounted on muslin, number of sheets ranging from six to fifty on each

SCENIC and EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Write for descriptive catalogue containing

•ubjects from all part* of the world.

NO RENTALS

. New York,N.Y,

A Genuine F>IF»EI ORGAN
can be operated from the simple keyboard of the piano,
ORGAN ALONE - PIANO ALONE - OR BOTH
TOGETHER. Writ, for particular.

HARMO PIPE ORGAN COMPANY

Peace Pictures
Beautifully Colored

Also

1 European War Pictures
(Neutral)

Illustrated Poems
"•^^ On our own country.

Terms
Mid era te out of town. Music for'dai

LOUISE M. MARION
445 W. 23rd Street, New York

Phone 1(311 Chelsea

(®i=MwflIIM,
A monthly publication, printed in

Spanish and devoted exclusively to the

interests of the moving picture indus-

try throughout South America and

Spanish-speaking countries.

MORE than 5,000 exhibitors and film buyers

in Latin America receive our publication

monthly. Is it possible that you are not interested

in this new market?
ADVERTISING RATES: $50 A PAGE

CINE-MUNDIAL
17 Madison Avenue New York
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Non=Break

able and

Sanitary

STEEL /
LOW I CAST
Price

I IRON

Opera Chairs
immediate shipment
on many styles; Sec
ond Hand Chairs;
out-of-door seating.
Send measurements
for FREE SEATING
PLAN. Mention this
paper.

STEEL FURNITURE CO.
Grand Rapids, Mich.; New York, 150 Fifth Ave.

Are You Tired
of playing waltzes and popular songs for all

your pictures? Try "bringing out" the
dramatic scenes with dramatic music. The

Orpheum Collection
contains the best music of this kind pub-
lished. Issued in Three Series:

No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3.

Piano (24 pages each), 58 cts. for each I

l! $1.15 for
Violin, 40 cts. ._..
for all three. Cornet, 35 cts. each; 65

two; 95 cts. all three. First and second
c pans for Cello, Flute, Clarinet, Trom-
e and Drums. Practical for Piano alone,
n combination with any above instruments.

^Picture Machines
New and tlightly used Power's, Simplex,

Motiograph and Edison at Bargain Pricei.

Opera and Folding Chairs, Operating Booths

that pass fire inspection, Picture Curtains and
everything for the M. P. Theatre, at lower

prices than offered by our competitors.

Lears Theatre Supply Company,
509 Chestnut Street St. Louis, Mo.

When you want Opera Chairs remember we have

50,000 CHAIRS "*&-'
___ _t designs 1

Walnut finishes, assuring
i Manog

STOCK

IMMEDIATE SERVICE
Other designs of unupholstcred and Upholstered Chairs in un

! in IS to SO days after receipt ol

if chair selected. We

charge whatever.

days after r

?cted. ...

Veneer (plain)

„ ._ designing econo
is tendered to you without any

^AERICAN SEATING COAPATO

FLORAL THEATRE DECORATIONS
A good or bad impression ii

most always gained by the first

glance.

FLORAL DECORATIONS GIVE

ARTISTIC ATMOSPHERE
It produces charm — delights

your patrons.
Artificial flowers are practically

everlasting and need no care—
the effect is the same as natural

ones.
Our expert decorators are at

your service—ready to give you
ideas and estimates.

Write for beautifully colored catalogue—
mailed free to you.

BOTANICAL DECORATING CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS AND PLANTS

208 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
We quote absolutely the lowest trices ever offered on reliable goods.

MOTOR ATTACHMENTS
GUARANTEED

Motors Equipped with Sped Control
Alternating Current $14.00

Direct Current 12.00

Motor with Attachment for Driving Moving
Picture Machines.

Power's, Simplex or Edison, Complete, $20.00

ERKER'S, 6th & oiive sts., st. louis

$4.80 A Big Saving Each Year $4.80
Readers of the Moving Picture World will see from Announcement on page 1272 that on account of greatly

i
• is t of paper and publishing, we are compelled to make the single copy price fifteen cents. For the

jresent the subscription prices remain unchanged. This means a saving of four dollars and eighty cents yearly

on direct subscriptions.

\\li\ nol fill "Mi iln-. blank and mail today with your renint.

ONE YEAR $3.00

SIX MONTHS $1.50

See title page for rates Canada and Foreign

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
17 Madison Avenue, New York

{•ft

1

;;;;, Theatrr

In an.wrrin» •dverti.em.nL, ple«« m.Btion Th. Movln, Picture World
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Unbiased, Competent Reviews

of Unimpeachable Integrity

—

Maybe she is right and maybe she is wrong; but whether right or

wrong on any single feature, Louella O. Parsons is permitted to be

sincere and says exactly what she thinks in the Chicago Herald.

If you want true reviews by an honest and able critic, read the

Chicago Herald every day.

Following the lead of the public in Chicago and throughout the ter-

ritory, many hundreds of exhibitors depend for unbiased opinions on

the Chicago Herald reviews.

No matter where your theater is located, the Chicago Herald will

help you. Try it daily for a month; send seventy-five cents.

The Chicago Herald is Supreme Because:

It has the largest daily program directory

in the world—336 theaters.

It has published over 400,000 lines of

paid advertising to stimulate the interest

of its readers in Motion Pictures.

It prints more about Motion Pictures than

all other Chicago papers combined.

It has appropriated $27,000 annually for

gathering in new "Movie" fans as readers.

It has a remarkable following for its

criticisms, due to the unimpeachable in-

tegrity of its unbiased and competent daily

reviews.

It has the exclusive rights to the articles

of Louella O. Parsons, famous, sincere

and popular.

It has printed more Motion Picture

stories, including serials, than all the other

Chicago papers combined.

It has the first and only "Exhibitors'

Aid Department" to help the Exhibitor

of the Chicago territory to rent good films.

It has 69% of the Chicago Theaters ad-

vertising in its columns every day and
Sunday.

It has the rest of the Chicago territory

Theater Managers reading its Daily Di-

rectory to see what is showing and where.

Chicago Herald
Circulation Over 200,000 Daily

Eastern Office, 225 Fifth Ave., New York City. Phone, Mad. Sq. 4713
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Print your own tickets
as the crowds pass in

With a National Ticket-Printing Register in your ticket booth you can

print, record, and issue your own tickets as patrons lay down their

money—and do it at the rate ofone hundred per minute when necessary.

Some big advantages of this register
It is easy to operate. Press the keys

and the ticket goes to the patron direct.

It is quick. Cashier can print, record,

and issue tickets faster than any
crowd can file by the ticket window.

It affords air-tight protection. Tickets

are not issued until they have been

recorded.

It is economical. It is no longer

necessary to stock up with ex-

pensive preprinted tickets that may
be lost or taken.

Fourteen different styles of registers

from which to select. Some print

stub tickets, some print in two colors.

Others do both, and all give you a

range of ticket prices.

The National Ticket-Printing Register

is the only ticket machine in the world

that prints, records, and issues tickets

from a blank roll of paper.

For complete informatio

The National Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio
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"SIXTEEN YEARS OF KNOWING HOW"

What Is Your Answer?

ARE YOU GOING TO ACCEPT
PROJECTION TROUBLES
AS NECESSARY EVILS

OR
ARE YOU GOING TO BE ONE OF

THE GREAT MAJORITY OF EXHIBITORS WHO USE

POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH

WRITE FOR THE NAME OF OUR DEALER IN YOUR TERRITORY

ASK HIM TO SHOW YOU
OUR INTERMITTENT MOVEMENT

OUR LOOP SETTER
OUR TAKE-UP

THESE EXCLUSIVE DEVICES WERE DESIGNED
TO ELIMINATE YOUR TROUBLES

CATALOG "G" MAILED UPON REQUEST

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
NINETY GOLD STREET NEW YORK














